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Hello World
December 27, 2015 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Greetings, rational thinkers, status quo challengers, and traditional men.

I’ve enjoyed writing as well as challenging conventional thinking my entire life. So, I’ll get started.

A lot has been made of refugees coming to Western nations in recent weeks and months. Well, what
if I told you I was also a refugee, running FROM a Western nation.

To put it simply: I feel the United States and Western Europe are turning into abject tyrannies, by
design, and I am fleeing from those regimes. I am not alone in my sentiments.

Just the other day I met a lady from Madrid, Spain who relocated to this sunny tropical island I now
call home. I was astonished to find, after only a few minutes of conversation that her reasons for
leaving Europe were amazingly similar to my reasons for leaving the U.S. She sees a tyranny arising
in Europe just as I see one arising in the US. She went on to say she thinks the “War on Terror” is
being stoked by Western powers in the Middle East an pretext to take people’s rights and liberties
away one at a time. Again, I totally agreed. I’ve also talked to Russian, German and French people
who expatriated here who say the same thing. All of this without any leading questions from me.

Now, if these views are as common as they are among obviously intelligent and often wealthy people
(one of these people I mentioned above just bought a $330,000 condo here,) why is it anytime you
bring this up back home, that people’s rights and liberties might under attack by a government-
corporate elite, you are labeled a nut by sheeple who believe anything an authority figure tells them?

Perhaps some people will never see the big picture. Perhaps many are just awakening to what is
going on. Just a few short years ago I personally would have been amongst the ranks of the myopic.
That is, until I had an awakening, an awakening those in the manosphere might call my “Red Pill”
awakening. Here’s how it happened.

From having been a liberal right after completing 20+ years of indoctrination in the public school
system through the epiphanies I had through my late 20s and early 30s that led me to become a
libertarian-conservative, I slowly began to realize everything I had been force-fed from K-12 on
through State University had a bias against me. As a white male, I realized much of what I had been
taught was leading me to self-destruction.

The ideals of feminism, for one, were leading to the breakup of the family, the growth of a massive
welfare state, and the alienation of men from society. As the current situation stands, if you are a
man, the American government wants your tax money, and child support and alimony payments, and
doesn’t really give a damn about your vote or your well-being because it has the support of women
and minorities.

I was frightened to wake up and discover the government, which up until that time I viewed as
benevolent and working for the common good, might just be aggrandizing its own power at my
expense. That fear has now turned into anger, and I feel that anger is now spreading throughout the
populace as anti-government and anti-establishment sentiment. In other words, what Chateau
Heartiste calls the Trumpening.

However, it’s not just the government at fault. Government works together with corporate elites to
aggrandize their own power in an unholy alliance that leads to the individual having less control over
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his own life. The ultimate goal, I fear, is complete control over peoples’ lives from cradle to grave.
This is not a life worth living, in my opinion.

So there you have it, the cliffs notes of the philosophical beginning for this humble outpost. In the
words of Howard Beale, “I’m mad and hell, and I’m not going to take this anymore!” The pushback
has already begun. I only hope to make my own humble contribution in trying to right the ship of
State and to correct the path future generations will take.

I’ll be posting from around the world, from wherever I happen to be at the time. My preference is
some place warm, tropical, and most importantly, where there’s still a modicum of freedom to be
found.

I hope men of all backgrounds will join me on this venture, and help create a NEW modern man.
(The old modern man is NOT working out.)

Until next time,
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White Men Must Be Stopped Says Salon Magazine
December 27, 2015 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The White Male is the new Lucifer for the irreligious Left

First off, I know web sites often produce controversial articles simply out of the fact that controversy
generates clicks, and clicks generate fist-fights in the comments sections, which drives visitors to a
site, and this thereby produces revenue. So, when the media stir the proverbial pot, sometimes you
just have to take it with a grain of salt. That’s my view, as one of the hated people this Salon article is
directed against. It’s good to take the high road, when possible. But, replace “white men” with any
other ethnicity, gender, or identity and if this dreck had been published by a mainstream magazine, I
think we all know the media and the race hustlers would be up in arms over it.

What you are witnessing is really Racial Bolshevism, as one of the more astute commentators on the
Salon web site, Jack Burroughs, pointed out.

They did it! Salon has finally explicitly stated in a headline the master principle–perhaps the
*only* principle–of the Progressive Discourse:  saving the world by “stopping” white men,
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whatever that means.

He further, accurately, I might add, related the current scapegoating of the evil white male to the
scapegoating of the bourgeois during Stalin’s reign in Russia.

That’s why contemporary Progressivism should really be called Racial Bolshevism.  The
psycho-political profile is identical: whereas the original Bolsheviks believed that the
Communist utopia could not be achieved without the elimination of the bourgeois class, the
contemporary Racial Bolsheviks believe that the multi-cultural utopia cannot be achieved
without the elimination of white people–especially white men.

That doesn’t mean that they’re *planning* to kill you. That’s not how mind control works.
They think they’re just “seeking justice” for non-whites. But of course they will never
define in concrete terms what “racial justice” actually is. It’s all kept tantalizingly abstract
for a reason–namely, so that there is no end game, ever. That means that they can never
stop. Every defeated injustice yields a new racial injustice on the horizon, which must then
be defeated. Finally, the unacceptable injustice will be the very existence of white people.

After all, the only way to truly “stop white men” is to kill them. Right? Because if you don’t
kill them, then they can always keep right on acting white, and doing white things, in that
white way that you hate so much. But if you just kill them, then the problem of whiteness is
permanently solved. And then the world will be saved! See how that works?

This is what is coming in America and Western Europe, I feel by design of an unholy alliance
of corporate and government elites. Henceforth this will be referred to as the corporate-
government complex. This is why immigrants have been allowed to flood into both continents.

I have nothing personal against immigrants, but when the demographics of nations are so rapidly
changed, there are going to be problems. Especially when one group of people is singled out and
scapegoated as the root cause of all the ills in the world. It destroys the unity of each of the nations
where these changes are occurring, and provides further fodder for the media to continue to scapegoat
the white man. For as he becomes a stranger in his own lands he’ll increasingly resist the changes that
are being foisted upon him. And, even more deviously, the planners of the new world government
know that as he rises up to fight the coming tyranny he’ll be (falsely) blamed for resisting “progress”
because he wants to keep everyone else down!

By cloaking themselves in “anti-racism” the anti-racists have actually turned themselves into
everything they are supposed to be against. They aren’t seeking equality of all groups, they’re
seeking the subjugation of one group, based on a supposed Superior Virtue of the Oppressed that
Bertrand Russell warned us about. It’s morally appalling.

It’s becoming increasingly clear as pieces of the puzzle fall into place that what is being done is part
of a master plan: Create chaos in Western Civilization, then impose a tyrannical government to calm
the chaos. Better still, if those unruly and feisty white males are targeted and eliminated in a neo-
Bolshevik Revolution. For when the world’s superpower America and the world powers in Western
Europe fall under the tentacles of a new world tyranny, the rest of the world’s nations will also fall,
like so many dominoes.
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You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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My Money Is On Meaningless Self-Destruction
December 29, 2015 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Sadly, I wonder if we are doomed, as the history of our species has been turbulent to say the least.
We seem to be entering a period in which power is increasingly concentrated in the hands of a few. It
does not seem they hold the interests of the many with much regard.

Carl Sagan, one of many 20th century scientists concerned about the crossroads we have now entered

We are the legacy of 15 billion years of cosmic evolution. We have a choice: We can
enhance life and come to know the universe that made us, or we can squander our 15
billion-year heritage in meaningless self-destruction.

…

We’ve arranged a global civilization in which most crucial elements profoundly depend on
science and technology. We have also arranged things so that almost no one understands
science and technology. This is a prescription for disaster. We might get away with it for a
while, but sooner or later this combustible mixture of ignorance and power is going to blow
up in our faces. -Carl Sagan

How prophetic these words have been, because look at what’s being developed. While a sideshow is
being staged over the future of the Second Amendment in America, a military contractor is busy
developing these.
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Terminator-style military machinery is in the pipeline. It will make the invention of gunpowder look
like a sneeze.

Meantime, this warning has gone largely unnoticed. Brilliant scientists and engineers
including Stephen Hawking, Steve Wozniak, and Elon Musk and 1,000 other experts are warning this
type of technology combined with artificial intelligence could ultimately lead to the end of mankind.
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Michael Savage Was Realtalk Before Realtalk Was Cool
December 30, 2015 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The King of Realtalk on the radio, Dr. Michael Savage

Talk radio is widely seen as a medium geared towards men who support politicians Michael Savage
would call check pants Republicans. You know, the type of guys who drive pickup trucks and drink
Budweiser, or those who smoke cigars and spend leisure time around golf courses like talk radio’s
most widely known celeb Rush Limbaugh. Stereotypical Republicans, in other words.

But, defying stereotypes, in comes a Ph.D. who grew up in New York “when the chrome was thick
and the women were straight” whose mantra is Borders, Language, Culture. Even though it isn’t in
his official description, Michael Savage is the King of Realtalk in mainstream media in America.

Nothing against Rush, but Savage offers a far superior show you might not have heard of (since the
old boy network that runs the media ignores him on purpose) in which topics can range from
an intellectual tour de force like an explanation of The Frankfurt School and how it relates to the
modern American political malaise, to simpler fare like touching homespun stories about life in the
Golden Age of America. Then a minute later the mood will shift to righteous white hot rage against
the political machine that’s destroying the West, before shifting to food critiques and commentary.
These are only a sampling of the topics touched on in a typical Savage Nation installment.

Dr. Savage is a modern day polymath and it shows with his grasp of so many different topics and his
ability to discuss them in an intelligent manner. He is a master in several different subject areas,
including political science, nutrition, epidemiology, and anthropology. His wisdom in these and other
areas comes across on the show. A listener immediately knows he or she is listening to a very well-
read individual. His shows are often as educational as they are political.

Yes, he can be a little self-congratulating a times, but that is part of his charm. Some people are
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turned off by it, but it’s rarely bothersome. Dr. Savage is closer to the mark of traditional masculinity
than anyone else out there in the mainstream media. He has been credited with helping change lives
of people indoctrinated with liberal propaganda as he brings reality to the national political debate.

Love him or hate him, agree or disagree, Dr. Savage tells you exactly what is on his mind. When he
started in radio, Realtalk was a new phenomenon and it takes testicular fortitude to say what Savage
does in today’s PC climate. What’s now widely promoted in manosphere circles was groundbreaking
back in the 1990s.

Savage grew up in the days before television took over, listening to the radio with his father which is one reason he has a natural talent for
it

Realtalk Combined with Homespun Nostalgia

At times, it’s as though the manosphere has taken over the airwaves. Dr. Savage has come closer to
telling the real, ugly truth behind the corrupt political machine in the United States than any other
host. After launching into a righteous tirade ripping both political parties as he often does, he will
often pulls back from the edge of the limb into a default position of supporting conservatives instead
of calling for a complete overhaul of the political system. One of the best characteristics of The
Savage Nation is the utter contempt he displays for both sides of the aisle. He has referred to the two
major political parties as the “Demicans” and “Republicrats” for over 20 years.

Then, there’s his humorous side. Dr. Savage has a gift for inventing nicknames for the major players
on the political stage. Some memorable names include:

George Staphylococcus (George Stephanopoulos)
Dr. Evil (George Soros)
Big Sis (Janet Napolitano)
The Leprechaun (Bill O’Reilly)
Zuckerface (Mark Zuckerberg)
The Gobbler (Mitch McConnell and his massive turkey neck)
The Drunk (John Boehner)
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Savage’s sarcasm and cynical wit also provides for occasional laughs, which lightens up the tone of
the often dark themes discussing the realities of modern politics creates. A personal favorite is when
he debates liberal callers or cranks who call into the show, blasting them with both barrels. These
calls can be downright hilarious.

In addition to his characteristic sense of humor, he has the most impressive academic credentials of
any talk show host, having a Ph.D. from the University of California at Berkley and two Master’s
Degrees, and this shows in his work.

Also, Savage will often tell colorful stories about his childhood growing up in Brooklyn with a
demanding father, his excursions through the South Pacific in search of medicinal plants to help cure
disease, and even talks about his time as a social worker on the Upper East Side. An experience in
which he was forced to give out more money to people who did not work than he made in a year was
one of the events in his life that changed his political philosophy to conservativism.

Savage has been in business since 1994, and is one of the last great mainstream bulwarks against
liberalism, progressivism, and communism in the nation. It is remarkable he has survived as long as
he has in the über-politically correct climate of an America that now leans towards leftist
authoritarianism and restrictions on free speech.

He is also the author of best-selling books including Liberalism is a Mental Disorder and Government
Zero: No Borders, No Language, No Culture. Before becoming a political author, Savage wrote
books on herbal medicine and Healing Children Naturally.

His show is highly recommended, even if one only agrees his political opinions half the time. If we
had more men like him in the nation speaking their mind no matter the cost, rather than the nice little
manlets that have facilitated our slide towards fascism, feminism, and communism, we’d find
ourselves in a far better position than the prospect of self-destruction we are now facing.

You can find Dr. Savage on AM radio in your hometown, and his Podcasts are updated daily on
YouTube.
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Pulitzer Prize Winning Journalist Exposes Near Coup
December 30, 2015 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Pulitzer Prize winning journalist Seymour Hersh just revealed the Pentagon has been in open revolt
against the Obama administration over deliberately aiding and abetting the enemy, ISIS, in Syria.

The mainstream media has given us nothing but crickets on the issue.

This is without a doubt one of the biggest stories of the year. It exposes how dangerously divided the
government is, and confirms the military-industrial complex is still chugging along just fine. It also
confirms the media provide cover for real issues, keeping the public preoccupied with window
dressing issues instead of matters of importance.

Posted as a comment attached to this bombshell video, as I have believed for a long time, a
commenter who calls himself Duchess sums up the how this scenario, exposing deep division in the
United States government and a Pentagon openly defying the President, will in his opinion not
change no matter who is elected in 2016:

All of our presidential candidates are fucking terrible, bottom of the barrel.. Even Trump, he
was set up by Hillary to give everyone the illusion that it’s either her, this innocent damsel
in distress act in the political world, or this loudmouth prick that appeals to and portrays the
far right as crazy. This is a lose-lose scenario. This country is done.

My money is on Hillary winning for a couple of reasons: First, she won’t go away no matter how
dead her campaign seems. It increasingly seems she has been pre-selected for the office as her many
crimes are being covered up. Bernie Sanders has been put into the race to make her seem moderate.
Most crucially, she’s already running in a dead heat with Trump despite the passionate support from
conservatives.

I’m becoming increasingly concerned that Donald Trump has been allowed to continue his campaign
for a couple of reasons: To diffuse some of the growing anger as whites are subjected to genocide and
displacement from their homelands, so the elites can demoralize and show the rabble (us) we need
not fight back once he’s defeated and Hillary begins her 8 year reign of terror.

That, or he’s a Trojan Horse who will become yet another turncoat once in office. Remember,
politicians will say and do anything to get elected. Trump could just be an opportunist capitalizing on
the growing resentment of government.

Just a reminder: As a white male you are now practically worthless as a voting bloc. Quite frankly,
the only thing your government wants from you is your tax money, and child support and alimony
payments. It doesn’t give a fuck about your vote anymore because it has all the votes it needs from
women and minorities. They’ll all be pulling the “D” lever.

The Decline of the West rages on.
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Compartmentalization And “Conspiracy Theories”
January 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Webster Tarpley offers his own explanation of what happened on 9/11

Recently, an article was published on Return of Kings titled “Do You Believe the Official 9/11
story?” It asks if there are plausible reasons to not believe the U.S. government’s official account of
the events of that tragic day, then goes on to point out many of the arguments presented in the
Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth documentary.

The documentary is available on YouTube and is worth studying. Well over 2,000 architects and
engineers are calling into question the government’s official account of what happened. This is the
story of the year, if not of the decade, and yet I’ll bet most of you never heard of this documentary
and movement before. The concerns raised by the architects and engineers focus on these facts:

Steel skyscapers don’t collapse – Collapses have never been recorded of steel skyscrapers even
after the buildings have been thoroughly gutted by fire.
Towers One, Two, and (most crucially) Seven fell at free-fall speed. This is impossible due to
the laws of physics unless the supporting beams are cut by explosives.
Evidence of Thermite and other Explosives used at the site – The evidence, the mountain of
rubble left behind, was swept up and sent off to China immediately after the incident. An
investigation was never conducted.

Some people refuse to believe the hypothesis of a false flag is even plausible; that the benevolent
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U.S. Government would ever do such a thing. I will say this: How convenient it has been for Western
governments that 9/11 happened. If the U.S. Government was not directly involved, which I highly
doubt, my guess is the mostly Saudi hijackers were used as cat’s paws to facilitate the pretext to the
burgeoning tyranny we are witnessing in Western nations. In any case, the number one argument
used to refute the hypothesis of a government false flag on 9/11 is the fact such a conspiracy would
be almost impossible to cover up because of the thousands of people that would have to be involved.
But what if all the people involved, except those calling the shots, didn’t know what they were
working on and why they were working on it?

Compartmentalization of information is a method of information security that has been around since
the days of Ancient Greece. It has been used when The Powers That Be didn’t want anyone to find
out about what they were doing. It’s the practice of Need to Know information still widely used in the
militaries of the world. It was used to successfully keep the secret of Greek Fire dating back to 672
BC. Here’s the definition of Greek Fire from Wikipedia.

Greek fire was an incendiary weapon developed c. 672 and used by the Eastern Roman
(Byzantine) Empire. The Byzantines typically used it in naval battles to great effect, as it
could continue burning while floating on water. It provided a technological advantage and
was responsible for many key Byzantine military victories, most notably the salvation of
Constantinople from two Arab sieges, thus securing the Empire’s survival.

The formula was obviously a secret the Eastern Roman government didn’t want to get out. So, it’s
ingredients and instructions on how to make it were compartmentalized, in much the same way the
Manhattan Project was compartmentalized a couple of millennia later to construct the world’s first
nuclear weapon – without the parties working on it knowing what they were building or why.

An example of compartmentalization was the Manhattan Project. Personnel at Oak Ridge
constructed and operated centrifuges to isolate Uranium-235 from naturally occurring
uranium, but most did not know what, exactly, they were doing. Those that did know, did
not know why they were doing it. Parts of the weapon were separately designed by teams
who did not know how the parts interacted.

If compartmentalization of information can be used to construct a nuclear bomb without the parties
involved knowing what they’re doing or why, surely a couple of buildings can be brought down and
another one partly blown up without the parties involved knowing what they’re doing or why. The
big task, the demolition of Towers One, Two, and Seven, could be divided into many smaller tasks,
performed by people who also didn’t know what they were doing or why.
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Compartmentalization of information can also lead to what we saw on
9/11 with at least 46 military drills being flipped “live” on and around that fateful day, and pointed
out in Synthetic Terrorism: Made in USA by Professor Webster Tarpley. Each of the essential, covert
acts of 9/11 were broken up into smaller tasks, a military drill was designed for each element of the
attack. Then the drill, already in progress as a “practice” scenario, goes live.

This is a comprehensive listing of the 46 drills of 9/11, and it stands as a devious masterpiece of the
military-industrial-globalist complex. At least 23 of these drills were ongoing at the time the planes
crashed into the Twin Towers. Some of those drills included, and keep in mind, these were only
supposed to be drills but have eerie similarities to the events of 9/11:

Simulated plane crash into high-rise government building; satellite imaging
Two AWACS aircraft from Tinker AFB, Oklahoma sent to Washington, DC and Florida;
surveillance of capital and President during coup
NORAD live-fly hijacking and air defense (Served as multiplication,  diversion, and confusion
operations to the other hijackings)
NORAD annual readiness drill, full “battle staff” levels to test readiness
FBI readiness exercise in Monterey, CA diverting anti-terror, special operations agents, and
heavy equipment away from Boston, DC and NYC

These are some of the most essential that I could find on the list. Even with very little imagination it’s
easy to see that by breaking any task up into smaller, “bite-size” portions, one can take a seemingly
impossible task and turn it into reality. And only those at the top, making the decisions, will know
what the true goal is, while their minions carefully execute the details, oblivious to what they’re
actually doing.

Just the testimony of the architects and engineers alone is enough to raise serious questions about the
incident. But combine that with 46 military drills that resemble to the events of 9/11, half of which
were ongoing at the time of the incident with the government’s actions since then, which have done
nothing but force people to trade ten freedoms for one security and opened up even more Muslim
immigration to Europe and the United States, and I think we have a case here.

I posit it is plausible Western governments have knowingly been creating false flags in order to
aggrandize power and cause the people to call for their own enslavement. 9/11 was certainly the
biggest and most elaborate of the false flags. Since then, we’ve seen other plausible but smaller false
flags, most recently in San Bernardino, after which the government immediately calls for the next
item on their list: Gutting, severely weakening, or completely undermining the Second Amendment.
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When will people stand up and start demanding answers?
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It Doesn’t Take Much for a Man to Live On
January 11, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Wise financial words come from Realtalkers like my best friend’s dad

Genius might be defined as the ability to put a complex idea into simple terms, according to Charles
Bukowski. Sage and simple words of wisdom echoed to me back in 2010 from my best friend’s
father have stayed with me ever since.

At that time, I was facing bankruptcy after following the system’s advice: Go to college, get a good
edumacation, get a J-O-B with an employer who supposedly gave a fuck about me, wife up someone,
have a kid, and put your nose to the grindstone for 30-40 years hoping you come out alive, sane, and
solvent as you prepare to die.

As luck would have it, things didn’t quite work out that way. It was
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relatively smooth sailing up until 2008 when the financial crisis hit. After the crash, our gentlemanly
old general manager was escorted out the door and a hard ass bean counter was put in his place.

Also around this time, I had a wife and 2-year old kid, after having done the “right” thing, waiting
until after college when I had the fabled “good” job to start a family. But, cracks were beginning to
appear in this façade.

First of all, as I now realize years later, American women have been stewed and basted in an
environment that makes them unfit for marriage. After leaving the U.S. and living abroad, I can
safely say that’s not just an assumption, it’s a reality. I still cringe when I hear the cackle of an
entitled, “empowered” American woman passing by. More on that another time.

To put a long story short, this fairy tale all came crashing to a halt around
the time of the Great Recession.

By 2010, I was happily divorced, woefully financially insolvent, and frighteningly jobless. I
challenged authority one too many times and demanded to be paid what a colleague of mine was
making for a lower position (yes – I was being paid less than someone underneath me in the
hierarchy who was roughly the same age and experience as me.) That was enough to get me sacked.

But none of this is the moral of the story, it’s just background.

Returning home 1,500 miles away from my former employer to lick my wounds, I was having a
good, long conversation with my best friend’s dad, who has also been through the divorce and child
support meat-grinder, when out came those sage words that are the title of this article.

It doesn’t take much for a man to live on.

Those words stuck with me, and they’re still helping me to this day.
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“Life is really simple, but we insist on making it complicated.” -Confucius

Minimalism

That simple statement helped lead me to a much happier life of minimalism, rather than living the life
consumerism I had been chasing my entire life. I began to realize that the more things I had, the more
worries I had and the more bills I had.

I also began to realize that as a species of hunter-gatherers, women have a tendency to gather things
they do not need, which is what powers the waste machine of consumerism in the Western world. In
essence, I had been conditioned to be another gatherer of things rather than living off only what I
needed as men have done since the dawn of time.

I’ve gone from having lived the so-called American Dream, to now
having an apartment abroad that runs me $200 a month. I eat on $5 a day or less. I get around on a
motorcycle that cost me $1,200 and costs $10 for a fill-up. Bus trips cost me about $7-15 even on
long-haul destinations. I almost never go shopping and I don’t miss Walmart, the mall, or any of the
other churches of consumerism that are ubiquitous in Anglo-America. This all adds up to a cost of
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living abroad that’s less than a child support payment back in The Matrix even though it offers a
comparable material quality of life, and a superior quality of life when it comes to intangibles
(women, culture, pace of life, atmosphere, climate, etc.)

I have MAYBE $2,000 of furniture in my apartment. There is no television as I don’t want the mind-
rot and consumerism compulsion it sells. I have a laptop, banged up tablet, and a 2012 model cell
phone to keep in touch with the outside world. A MiFi runs me about $27 a month.

I’ve gotten used to living without air conditioning. I have a nice fan to keep cool on the hottest of
days, but more importantly it blows mosquitoes away when I’m working on my balcony.

And you know what? All this simplicity means I’m happier than I’ve ever been. I would never go
back to my old life as a debt slave, running around with my ass on fire all the time trying to find some
way to pay for a McMansion in a neighborhood I couldn’t afford.

Which leads me to this conclusion, on which my series of articles on Minimalism will be based: The
answer, I believe, for most men, is less, not more.
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The IRS Wins the Lottery Every Time
January 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Who wins the Powerball? The IRS, because they take half of every jackpot

Each time the Powerball jackpot gets big, the legacy media get worked up into a frenzy publicizing it.
Wouldn’t it be nice to win half of every one of those jackpots? One government agency actually does
that, and it doesn’t need luck. No matter who wins the jackpot, the Internal Revenue Service is
guaranteed to win half!

The IRS takes 50% of each Powerball jackpot (and all other jackpots) in taxes. So, we can mentally
cut those jackpot amounts in half every time we see one when it comes to how much we actually
would get to keep. This is an interesting footnote to the record Powerball jackpot of over $1.5
billion we saw discussed ad nauseum in legacy media.

Even if we aren’t a lucky lottery winner, our friends at the IRS and other government agencies still
take 40-50% of our income if we add everything up:

FICA
Social Security (soon to be insolvent because the money paid into the system was put into the
general fund instead of saved for people’s retirement)
Medicare
State Income Taxes
Local Income Taxes
Use Taxes
Gasoline taxes
Sales taxes
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Food taxes
Lodging taxes
Restaurant taxes
Licensing
Property taxes (home, land)
Personal property taxes (car, boat)
And now – Obamacare “shared responsibility” payments – under the umbrella of the friendly
IRS

That’s a crushing tax bill. But they’re not done with us, there have been recent proposals to tax
everything from soda to salt.

Thomas Sowell, Stanford economist knows the government’s con game

A full 70% of income tax revenue supports some sort of socialist wealth redistribution scheme of one
type or the other. So, it doesn’t support roads as much as it supports taking money from people who
work and giving to those that don’t. The progressive income tax system in the United States conforms
to one of the 10 planks of the Communist Manifesto.

Imagine if the average person had to pay their tax bill ($5,000 to $7,500 on a median salary) in one
lump sum each April instead of having it taken out of their checks in bite-size portions weekly or bi-
weekly. There would be rioting in the streets! That’s why we have to admire the clever tactics of our
“public servants” in setting up the system. They designed an income tax system in which small
overpayments result in a flamboyant Thomas Sowell-esque “tax refund” each year. In reality, they
are just giving us our change back. In that regard the tax system, outrageous as it may be is a marvel
of con artistry.

But these amounts are drops in the bucket when compared to the half of all lottery jackpot winnings.
What luck!
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3 Months In, And I Don’t Want to Come Home
January 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

I started traveling internationally a few years ago. In that short time, I started to notice things that
stuck in my mind. As Oliver Wendell Homes said, “A mind that has been stretched by a new idea can
never go back to its old dimensions.”

I’ve come to the conclusion that our feminized, materialistic, overworked culture is destroying itself.

Every time I went home to the United States, I would find that I was:

Lonely
Working too much
Increasingly paranoid, due to the growing police and surveillance state
Much less free
Having compulsions to overeat and to shop
Despised for being a white male

However, each time I would buy a plane ticket to virtually any other locale, I would find that I was:

Never lonely
Getting by on much less money (thus, no need to overwork)
More relaxed
Enjoying much more freedom
Much more active
Respected for being a white male

So, when by boss (most likely due to pressure from our corporate overlords after yet another merger)
became even more belligerent and condescending than he usually was, I decided to run off the
plantation.

I’m three months in to living abroad, and I have realized I will fight with everything in me to NOT
come back to Anglo-America.

One of the most important features of my new life is the fact my chances of having a lasting
relationship and children with a woman who hasn’t ridden the cock carousel have vastly increased. In
fact, I’ve been dating not one but TWO virgins, aged 19 and 24.

The women here are much more respectable, too. Just last week, my girl and her sister came over to
my place and VOLUNTARILY started washing all my clothes, cooking, and cleaning my place. This
kind of treatment shows respect for me and I then respect them right back by doing something nice
for them. I don’t know why this type of work is considered oppression in Anglo-America. I even
asked these girls if they feel oppressed by doing this type of work and they were like: “Estas loco?!”
or “Are you crazy?!” I jumped in and helped of course but the sentiment means the world to me.

Women have families here, often large families…and that’s their career. Unlike in Anglo-America
where they spend their lives earning worthless certifications and stamps to become another cog in the
corporate wheel, disposed of at the whim of an asshole boss.

There are other quality of life points that have solidified by desire to seek refuge from the
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increasingly tyrannical corporate-government complex that is aggrandizing power in the United
States.

Half my life has already been taken away from me with the false promises of the edumacation system
and the corporate mill. I want at least part of my life to serve my interests. And that’s what I have
been enjoying ever since leaving the United States.

By the way, this is my new backyard, where it stays 85° F year-round. I always hated winter.
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16 Corporations Control Nearly Everything You Buy Or See
January 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

90% of the things you buy at the supermarket are sold by 10 corporations, and 6 corporations control 90% of the media

It is amazing to find out 10 corporations control nearly everything we buy at the supermarket, as
illustrated in this infographic. No matter what we buy, the profit ends up in the hands of either Coca-
Cola, Pepsico, General Mills, Kellogg’s, Mars, Unilever, Nestle, Procter and Gamble, Johnson and
Johnson, or Kraft. This goes against the principles of a truly free economy according to none other
than the father of modern capitalism, Adam Smith. In his classic The Wealth of Nations, Smith’s
ideal was a market of little guys acting as buyers and sellers, not a market of corporate goliaths bent
on world domination controlling everything and everybody.

The CEOs of these goliaths and the government officials whose campaigns they finance regularly get
together to discuss what is best for them, just as you would expect in an oligarchy. The corporations
even help write law, as was the case with the Trans-Pacific Partnership. This fact means the text book
definition of oligarchy is met: it is defined as a small group of people having control of a country or
organization. A group of 16 CEOs and a few hundred elected government officials is a small
group. The results from such a cabal of special interests are destructive to the ideals of a free
society. As pointed out in by journalist Charles Pierce, TPP provides provisions for corporations the
result in excessive copyright and investor protections and even allow a corporation to sue a country
for raising its minimum wage!

It gets worse. The Atlantic reports:

Today, the biggest companies have upwards of 100 lobbyists representing them, allowing
them to be everywhere, all the time. For every dollar spent on lobbying by labor unions and
public-interest groups together, large corporations and their associations now spend $34. Of
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the 100 organizations that spend the most on lobbying, 95 consistently represent business.

This allows corporations to overwhelm any other force that might operate against their interests. This
godlike power is the result of a corruption of a true free market, capitalist system.

Adam Smith warned against monopolies like the ones modern day corporations have become

Adam Smith Would Not Approve

David Korten’s Bestseller When Corporations Rule the World discusses how this collusion of
interests go against Smith’s free market philosophy, telling us Smith had a strong dislike for both
governments and corporations. A market open to virtually anyone, without artifical barriers to entry
and red tape was what Smith said worked best.

He showed how the workings of such a market would tend toward a price that provides a
fair return to land, labor, and capital, produce a satisfactory outcome for both buyers and
sellers, and result in an optimal outcome for society in terms of the allocation of its
resources. He made clear, however, that this outcome can result only when no buyer or
seller is sufficiently large to influence the market price—a point many who invoke his name
prefer not to mention. Such a market implicitly assumes a significant degree of equality in
the distribution of economic power—another widely neglected point.

It is obvious when 1% of the population controls over half the wealth of a nation, there is no true
measure of equality in society. Ownership in the hands of so few people also represents an issue.
However, rather than institute socialism as the left is calling for, a better solution is to end the
monopoly power of such large corporations. Korten continues:

Indeed, Smith was almost fanatical in his opposition to any kind of monopoly power, which
he defined as the power of a seller to maintain a price for an indefinite time above its natural
price. Indeed, he asserted that trade secrets confer a monopoly advantage and are contrary to
the principles of a free market. He would surely have strongly opposed current efforts by
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market libertarians to strengthen corporate monopoly control of intellectual property rights
through the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The idea that a major
corporation might have exclusive control over a lifesaving drug or device and thereby be
able to charge whatever the market will bear would have been anathema to him.

Greed is at the root of this type of mentality. More than being one of the seven deadly sins, it is
engrained into the way corporations operate. There is literally never enough money for the corporate
mentality.

Furthermore, Smith did not advocate a market system based on unrestrained greed. He was
talking about small farmers and artisans trying to get the best price for their products to
provide for themselves and their families. That is self-interest—but it is not greed. Greed is
a high paid corporate executive firing 10,000 employees and then rewarding himself with a
multimillion dollar bonus for having saved the company so much money. Greed is what the
economic system being constructed by the corporate libertarians encourages and rewards.

Not being able to buy something without the money funneling back to one of 10 corporations is the
anathema of a free economy. It focuses power in the hands of an elite and disenfranchises those who
would form their own businesses. The next piece of the puzzle of the Sweet 16 of corporate control
comes in the form of the corporate-controlled media and the marionettes they employ to put out
propaganda.
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A small elite controls nearly all the imagery the world gets to see and ideas that get discussed

Media Ownership

Media ownership has rapidly consolidated in the last 30 years. The media has gone from being 90%
owned by 50 companies to now being controlled by 6 corporations. This is why the news, whether it
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be CNN or Fox News is devoid of originality and substance. As a former media employee, I can tell
you that just as in the rest of corporate America employees are increasingly treated like profit-making
cogs in a wheel instead of journalists who are supposed to hold the public trust and protect the First
Amendment.

Entire staffs of experienced, hard-nosed journalists have been wiped out (fired or forced out) in the
last decade and replaced with kids barely out of college. At most local stations, a top-down
micromanagement scheme prevents out of the box thinking and has turned the news industry into a
cookie-cutter product.

As in big media, at the local level controversies are often created out of whole cloth to gin up ratings.
The truth is the first agenda item to get abandoned with a mentality that seeks to “break through the
clutter” at any cost. The days of responsible journalism died a long time ago, and in both big media
and small media sensationalism rules.

Employees often must relocate to cities they are not familiar with, where they have no friends and
family, work for low pay, and give up any personal life they might have had when they become fish
in a bowl. There is a dirty underbelly to this seemingly glamourous industry. More on that another
time.

The interests of big business now supersede those of We The People in America

Corporations Patronize Government

In total there are 16 corporations controlling virtually everything we see and everything we buy at the
supermarket in America. It is hard to even know where to begin with what’s wrong with this picture.

Just imagine for a minute – a collusion of 16 corporations with infinitely deep pockets and
sociopathic CEOs buying off a few hundred professional liars and thieves in the U.S. Congress and
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Senate. Who do you our representatives listen to? The “rabble” or the people who finance their
campaigns and have enough money to buy and sell representatives and senators like the cheap
prostitutes most of them are?

This is why when policy is made, whether it written by the Demicans or Republicrats it benefits idle
corporate shareholders more than the general population. This is why borders are being erased and
the world’s cultures are being lost at the alter of consumerism and its people are being tossed into a
big ethnic blender. It’s good for the bottom line, but not good for the society. As Carl Sagan put it in
Traveler’s Tales:

The unrestrained pursuit of profit poses serious threats to the soul of a nation.

Large corporations, even more so than the monolithic federal government, are the root of mankind’s
ills. Moneyed interests control the government, just as Spengler predicted would happen. There are
increasing barriers to entry to small business ownership which means the population increasingly has
no choice but to go work for a corporation or the government. This means they are working to enrich
someone else other than themselves because they are reduced to cogs in a wheel instead of people
who own a stake in the society.

This is also why there is so much effort put into polarizing the left and the right – so both sides don’t
realize they both share a common enemy. That enemy is centralized power in the hands of a small
elite, whether it be a socialistic government promising free goodies or a giant corporate monopoly.

What results is definitely not a free market and definitely not a free government of the people, by the
people, and for the people. It’s a government of the CEOs, by the CEOs, and for the CEOs.
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Downshifting to a Simpler Life, For Men
January 17, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

I never could have traveled the world without minimalism.

I was neck deep in the American Dream (which was actually more like a nightmare) only a few short
years ago. I owned a lot of things, but I had a lot of monthly payments to make and quite simply, was
miserable and powerless to do anything except to to work, come home, and write checks as the bills
came in.

Men have been groomed by the Great Marketing Machine to desire more than they actually need, so
they can “impress” women and keep up appearances in an economy that thrives on taking people’s
lives away so they can buy stuff. Statistics bear out the reality of this empty lifestyle, and paint a
picture of a society that tries to buy happiness:

The average American home now has 300,000 items in it!
Another 10% of homes rent storage to pile even more junk into.
Half of all households don’t save ANY money.
Two-thirds of homes do not have enough money saved to cover a $1,000 emergency expense.
Americans spend well over $1 trillion each year on things they don’t need.
80% of the consumer economy is driven by women.

Even though women waste far more money than men, men have the capacity to make up much less of
the pie than they already do, and to stop contributing to women’s lifestyles of materialism and
consumersm. What if, we as men, focused only on what we need, and what actually makes us happy?
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According to scientific research conducted on happiness, what we own has very little to do with
happiness, even though from a young age we are told that we can’t be happy without owning the
latest, greatest gadgets, toys, cars, and other assorted items the persuaders tell us we need.

Researchers studied some of the happiest people to find out what
makes them happy. The research is presented in the film Happy. The things we are told that are
important from a very early age – income, social status, where you live, and age – make up a scant
10% of overall happiness. The biggest revelation of the research is that once basic needs are taken
care of, more money does not equal more happiness. An amazing 40% of the happiness pie is made
up of intentional activity. In other words, beyond genetics which make up 50% of happiness, freedom
is the most important aspect of living a happy lifestyle. The irony is, the more you own the less
freedom you have. A concise and worthwhile book, Debt is Slavery by Michael Mihalik puts it this
way: Possessions are a Prison. The things you own are paid for by lost experiences, and result in
less intentional activity, and less freedom.

Another important realization from Mihalik is Money Buys Freedom. If you downshift, focusing on
intentional activity instead of the great American pastimes of shopping and eating out, you should be
able to drastically cut your living expenses. If you cut your monthly living expenses down to 50% of
your income, which means you have the freedom to only work half the time, if that’s your bag. It
becomes easier to take a leave from your job, or to quit altogether to pursue your dreams. Having
your finances under control makes powerful changes to your life.
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Driving a 15-year old car doesn’t mean you can’t have style. I purchased this 2001 model in 2009 and have been driving it ever since.

Taking Control

Personally, after realizing this, I decided to drive a 15-year old but very well-maintained car instead
of having a car payment, started commuting to work on a $2,000 motorcycle that used $10 of gas
every two weeks, planned my daily menu and was able to eat well on less than $5 a day, stopped
eating out, stopped shopping for recreation, stopped watching television since the entire business
model is based on the ability to make people buy things they don’t need, lived in the simplest
apartment I could find, and planned every month’s expenses with a spreadsheet.

As I cut back on spending money and watching television, I found I had time to do things I should
have been doing all along but hadn’t been: exercising, reading, traveling, spending more time with
family and friends, and writing. Incidentally, as the MGTOWs have done, I also stopped dating, as
every time I dated an American woman I found my expenses rose and I wasn’t getting much in
return. But more on that another time. (I more than made up for the deprivation when I relocated to
Latin America, where hot, sweet Latinas abound!)

I went from bankruptcy to a modicum of financial freedom in a few short years, even on an average
income. Interestingly, I didn’t miss the lifestyle I had before at all! I loved the simplicity and the
freedom my new approach to life gave me. I started traveling the world and soon discovered places
where people were happier, life was simpler, but they were living on much less than I had ever
imagined possible. Your journey may be much different than mine. But, I’ve lived it, and I’m here to
spread the gospel that minimalism is a powerful tool that can completely change your outlook on life.
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Five Ways to Downshift

Here are five of the simplest ways to cut back:

Drive a used car, and drive it until it can’t be fixed anymore. Living abroad, I see vehicles1.
on the road all the time abroad with 300,000 to 400,000 miles on them. 100,000 miles does not
mean you need to trade it in. Maintenance and not driving it like you stole it is key.
Further cut commuting expenses. Live close to work. Drive a motorcycle if that’s your bag.2.
Motorcycles turned out to be a passion of mine, and despite what all the haters said about how
dangerous they are, I used one to my financial benefit. (And have been having a helluva lot of
fun for several years now.)
Stop watching TV. So much wasted time here, not to mention the subconscious messages of3.
fear and consumption the media push. The insidiousness of the materialistic lifestyle presented
by the media goes all the way down to the lives presented on sitcoms and dramas – none of the
people who star in those shows could afford the lifestyle presented on TV in reality. You can
cut a nice, juicy $60-100 or more out of your monthly budget by canceling cable.
Plan your diet. This sounds terrible at first, until you realize how much waste you are creating4.
by not planning it. The average man needs 2,000-2,500 calories a day, and that need is very
easy to fill on $5 a day with appropriate planning. Hell, I have a diet soda addiction and I
discovered 84 cent 2-liters at Walmart.
Avoid shopping and eating out. These are the simplest, but often the hardest to get used to5.
since recreational eating and buying things we don’t need is so common in the U.S. Eating out
is a huge drain on your budget, as is buying things you don’t need with money you don’t have
to impress people you don’t like. As financial guru Dave Ramsey says, if you really want to get
out of debt you will not see the inside of a restaurant unless you are working in it.

These cuts alone can save you hundreds a month. And remember, money buys freedom. And freedom
equals happiness.
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Does Bill Clinton Have an Illegitmate Son?
January 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Bill Clinton, a giant among slimy politicians

Just when you thought the Clintons were already knee-deep in scandals, yet another one has surfaced
and is detailed in a book by consummate political insider Roger Stone entitled The Clintons’ War on
Women. Stone, who has been involved in Washington politics and intimately tied to Presidents from
Nixon to Bush raises this important question: Did Bill Clinton father a biracial son with a former
black prostitute? Interestingly, his purported son, Danney Williams openly claims to be the son of
Bill Clinton on his Twitter account.

There is definitely some resemblance between the supposed father and son. This particular story
about Bill fathering a child with a working girl has been circulating since the late 1990s. It was buried
by the media then, but has come to life again as speculation about Bill’s colorful sexual history has
entered the 2016 election narrative, especially with Hillary’s claiming she’s “a warrior for women’s
issues” and supporting Black Lives Matter. Williams is one black life that apparently does not matter
to the Clinton crime family. Interestingly, Bill fathering a son with a black hooker is made believable
by the fact he apparently had a taste for black women, as he is also connected with Deborah
Matthews, former reporter at KARK-TV, and Lencola Sullivan, Miss Arkansas 1981, both attractive
black women. Both are reported to have had affairs with Clinton.

His supposed black son, 27-year old Danney has had one minor run-ins with the law, but otherwise
seems to be an upstanding citizen and the proud father of several children. So, if the story turns out to
be true Clinton could be not only a deadbeat dad, but a deadbeat granddad. (Of course, he has never
paid a dime of child support.) Danney started a Facebook page detailing his biography with photos of
Clinton’s supposed grandchildren. He also wrote this on his Facebook bio page, which has nearly
8,000 likes:
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My name is Danney Lee Williams, I’m the son of the 42nd President of the United States -
Bill Clinton. He abandoned me at birth for political gain.

His Facebook page is full of photos which show Williams’ striking resemblance to Slick Willy.
Perhaps what is most amazing is that Danney and his family have not disappeared as nearly 50 people
closely associated with the Clintons did, who all died under mysterious circumstances, usually before
they were about to reveal unflattering stories or information that could convict Bill or Hillary. These
deaths comprise the so-called Clinton Body Count.

Williams recently posted this interesting story on his Facebook page, describing how Clinton
supposedly bought the silence of a man who was about to out him on the hooker/illegitimate son
scandal:

The story of me being Bill Clinton son went public in 1992 during Bill Clinton run for
president by a man name Robert Say McIntosh, a well known community activist. He
helped my mother gain a lot of publicity. He was doing such a great job getting my story out
to the public, that Bill Clinton bribed him to stop by promising to grant his son Tommy a
pardon. Tommy was arrested while trafficking 4.5 pounds of cocaine from California to
Little Rock. Prosecuted as a major kingpin, Tommy was convicted and sentenced to 50
years in prison and fined $250,000. Robert McIntosh stop publicizing my story. After
serving 4 years and 2 months, on January 21, 1993, one day after Bill Clinton was sworn in
as the 42nd president of the United States, Tommy McIntosh walked out of Tucker
Maximum Security Prison a free man. He was granted a controversial and unprecedented
clemency!

There is documentation backing up Williams’ claim. A Google search on Robert “Say” McIntosh
produces a host of colorful stories.

Like father like son? Danney does seem to resemble Bill
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Interesting Backstory

Robert Morrow, a political researcher who has extensively researched the issue and co-authored The
Clintons’ War on Women wrote this about the Danney Williams saga:

In Little Rock, low-income housing projects are only about 5 blocks away from the
Governor’s Mansion. Bobbie Ann Williams– a Little Rock street hooker — says she and
Bill did cocaine together, as well as having a foursome with 2 other prostitutes in the
country cabin of Bill Clinton’s mother, while Clinton was serving as governor in
1983-1984. Williams claims Bill Clinton sired her son Danny in 1985, though Clinton–
deadbeat dad that he is– never claimed or supported him. Bobbie Ann Williams passed lie
detector tests authenticating [her] claims.

This is not the only story of Clinton having sex with any woman in sight. No fewer than four
Arkansas State Troopers who were body guards for Clinton have testified to his sexual depravity.
Troopers of the Year Larry Patterson and Roger Perry both signed affidavits claiming Clinton abused
his power as governor, and that he would frequently meet up with women for quickies. Patterson told
CNN about one of Clinton’s alleged quickies in front of an elementary school:

At Booker Elementary School, I saw the governor engaged in a sexual act with a
female…we lied for him and helped him cheat on his wife, and he treated us like dogs.

Journalist David Brock reported that incident was just the tip of the iceberg for the modern day
Caligula.

The troopers said their “official” duties included facilitating Clinton’s cheating on his wife.
This meant that, on the state payroll and using state time, vehicles, and resources, they were
instructed by Clinton on a regular basis to approach women and to solicit their telephone
numbers for the governor; to drive him in state vehicles to rendezvous points and guard him
during sexual encounters; to secure hotel rooms and other meeting places for sex; to lend
Clinton their state cars so he could slip away and visit women unnoticed; to deliver gifts
from Clinton to various women; and to help Clinton cover up his activities by keeping tabs
on Hillary’s whereabouts and lying to Hillary about her husband’s whereabouts.

It is also claimed Clinton ran a harem as governor of Arkansas.

As the troopers described the situation, the scale of Clinton’s extramarital activities only
increased after he won election to a second term. When Perry returned to security duty at
the mansion in the late 1980s, other troopers regaled him with tales of Clinton’s affairs in
the 1982-to-1987 period. During the last five years of Clinton’s governorship, while
Patterson worked at the residence, he said he gained first-hand knowledge that Clinton was
involved with a group of Little Rock women — regular mistresses or girlfriends —
numbering about a half-dozen.
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Indeed, the exposure of the Clinton sexcapades above, along with his
continuing sexcapades once he got into the White House led to the Monica Lewinsky Disclosure, and
that later led to his impeachment. To me, some of his sexual adventurism can be looked over, except
abandoning his supposed son and the hypocrisy of claiming to be a great supporter of feminism and
women’s rights while womanizing like there’s no tomorrow.

As revealing as all these stories are about Clinton’s character, the bigger picture is how much cover
the media run for politicians. Without the internet, all this information would have been quietly
shuffled away and Roger Stone’s book never heard of by most folks. There are so many other
unflattering stories out there about the big political families on both sides of the aisle it is amazing
how oblivious the American public has been, myself included, up until the last few years when this
kind of information became widely available on the internet. It’s an amazing time to be alive to be
privy to this kind of telling information about shameless politicians, once reserved for inner circles.

It seems politics never change, politicians are playing the same games and subject to the same
depravity as in Greece and Rome, only in modern times media marionettes covered their asses and
the sheeple believed the myth that politicians were great men and women – until the decentralization
of news destroyed the false illusion.

The Danney Williams issue is one of the most interesting and most disturbing in the Clintons’
skeleton closet. If true, it instantly discredits them on just about every issue they have ever stood for
on women’s rights and their touted moral superiority on racial issues. Worse, it exposes their history
in the American political system as nothing more than shrewd game playing by two psychopaths who
are in it for nothing more than personal gain and self aggrandizement. My suspicion is
duplicitiousness like this is the norm, not the exception, in Washington.
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Why Politicians Are Liars, And Why People Believe Them
January 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Politics is based on deception, which could be one reason Congress always has such dismal approval ratings

“Those lying politicians did it again!” We have all heard that phrase or even said it ourselves. But
how do politicians consistently lie to people and get away with it? Surely, they should have been
ridden out of town on the rail by now. Fortunately for them, most people have a very short memory
when it comes to political transgressions. But, the situation is even worse than that. Politicians use
psychology and sociology to maintain their power, and unfortunately the deck is stacked in their
favor. The people who would bring truth to the discussion are vastly outnumbered.

In fact, when one studies the history of human communication and politics there are some unpleasant
findings. Machiavellian Intelligence is one of the most important ideas in the evolution of human
communication. It’s the hypothesis that communication in chimps and humans has evolved around
the ability to deceive. As explained in the excellent essay Machiavellian Intelligence: The Macro-
Evolutionary Influence:

Humans are one of the few species on Earth who display deceit and violence so that they
can maximize their gene potential. The only other species is our near cousin, the chimp.
Humans did not learn to be manipulative of one another at a particular point in history;
instead, they have always been that way, even before the transition from apes to a society of
hunting and gathering. If humans were not innately manipulative, they would have evolved
to be completely reliant on physical strength; yet, that is not the micro-evolutionary path
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humans took. Physical dominance was not the only indication of leadership and power.
Leadership also depended on coalitions and acquiescence by those who are being
dominated. In the case of the chimps, it was not always the most physically fit chimp who
was the alpha male; rather, it was the best deceiver of the group. In hunter-gatherer
societies, this political rule of nature allowed non-dominant individuals to operate against
the dominant by forming groups to oust the leader.

That certainly sounds a lot like the modern day political game – the best deceiver wins. If you go on
to read the rest of the essay, you’ll find more on the evolutionary foundation of politics. Two
thousand years ago Aristotle knew well that political science is based on the ability to deceive. And,
as he put it man is a political animal, not a rational one.

Further studies have shown that communication and language evolved in our species not to facilitate
cooperation but to deceive those around one about resources, food, sex and of course, fidelity. The
premise around becoming Red Pill is realizing this truth, that most everything we are told by society,
women, and our rulers is a lie. Unfortunately, in the modern age the lies have become so large and so
pervasive they threaten to destroy the society we live in. So, evolutionary biology tells us human
communication has evolved around deception, and it is often the best liar that rises to the top. But
why do people believe the lies?
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Keirsey Temperament Type Distribution

Personality Types

Using Carl Jung’s work, later refined by David Keirsey, we can generalize and say there are
four temperaments that the 16 personality types fall under: the NT, the SJ, the SP, and the NF. Using
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this model, Rationals or NTs, those who use logic and reason to make decisions, make up a tiny 10%
of the population. Rationals display the following personality traits:

Rationals tend to be pragmatic, skeptical, self-contained, and focused on problem-solving and
systems analysis.
Rationals pride themselves on being ingenious, independent, and strong willed.
Rationals make reasonable mates, individualizing parents, and strategic leaders.
Rationals are even-tempered, they trust logic, yearn for achievement, seek knowledge, prize
technology, and dream of understanding how the world works.

The largest segment of the population are Guardians or SJs, who are 40-50% of the population.
SJs are minions of those in power who blindly follow authority and the “official word.” SJs enforce
the status quo, even if it is based on nothing but lies. Guardians display the following traits:

Guardians pride themselves on being dependable, helpful, and hard-working.
Guardians make loyal mates, responsible parents, and stabilizing leaders.
Guardians tend to be dutiful, cautious, humble, and focused on credentials and traditions.
Guardians are concerned citizens who trust authority, join groups, seek security, prize gratitude,
and dream of meting out justice.

SPs or Artisans are another 20-30% of the population and are primarily driven by sensation. They are
flexible, aesthetically-aware, “here and now” people that, with hardly a moment’s notice, will go
where their excitement leads them. These are the dupes of society.

Artisans tend to be fun-loving, optimistic, realistic, and focused on the here and now.
Artisans pride themselves on being unconventional, bold, and spontaneous.
Artisans make playful mates, creative parents, and troubleshooting leaders.
Artisans are excitable, trust their impulses, want to make a splash, seek stimulation, prize
freedom, and dream of mastering action skills.

And finally we have the Idealist or NF temperament, which I like to call the liberal. NFs are highly
idealistic people. “They are subjective, compassionate ‘feeler’ people that desire to contribute
goodness and meaning to the lives of others.”

Idealists are enthusiastic, they trust their intuition, yearn for romance, seek their true self, prize
meaningful relationships, and dream of attaining wisdom.
Idealists pride themselves on being loving, kindhearted, and authentic.
Idealists tend to be giving, trusting, spiritual, and they are focused on personal journeys and
human potentials.
Idealists make intense mates, nurturing parents, and inspirational leaders.

Of course, any of these four types can become a great leader and not all are blind followers or
liberals; but these classifications make good descriptors for the average person. Politicians know this,
and that is why reason is often the first thing to go out the window when political decisions are made.
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Shifting popular opinion rules, not reason and logic

Reason Does Not Rule

Using these statistics, it’s easy to see the Rationals of society are vastly outnumbered. The people
who know what the truth is and want to proceed with logic and reason easily find themselves
outnumbered 9 to 1 by those who prefer to blindly submit to authority, or who live in the here and
now, or who have bleeding hearts. With the numbers stacked against Rationals, the snake oil
salesmen of our world, the political class, are consistently able to subvert the interests of all of the
population from by telling lies to willing ears. Reinhold Niebuhr wrote on this paradox, paraphrased
by Noam Chomsky below.

Rationality belongs to the cool observer but because of the stupidity of the average man he
follows not reason but faith and this naïve faith requires necessary illusion and emotionally
potent oversimplification which are provided by a mythmaker to keep the ordinary person
on course.

As the scientific personality analysis combined with Niebuhr’s findings show, the majority of the
population needs a mythmaker to provide candy-coated necessary illusions to them instead of harsh
realities. In a nutshell this is the science behind everything that is wrong with the world. It’s a defect
that is hard-wired into human behavior, and it can’t easily be fixed. Expect more bloody conflicts
because the political class and their believers are here to stay in the long run; rational thinking be
damned. Once in a while a revolution comes along, when the lies begin to endanger people’s lives or
well-being. As President Lincoln put it:

You may deceive all the people part of the time, and part of the people all the time, but not
all the people all the time.

In those moments politicians cannot deceive, Rationals win out over the mythmakers.
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Turn Off Your TV and Turn on Life
January 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Free up as much as 35 hours a week or more to do exercise or just about anything else by eliminating TV

I haven’t had a television since I left the U.S. in late 2015. And I don’t miss it. I realize that isn’t a
very long time, but I think the lifestyle change I’ve been wanting to make for a long time has finally
taken root.

TV is an outdated medium that homogenizes people and uses mass manipulation techniques to turn
people into consumers.

Beyond that, after having spent over a decade of my life working in the news business and another
half decade (beyond K-12 mandatory indoctrination) getting the prerequisite rubber stamp to join the
ranks of the media, I slowly came to realize the energy I wanted to spend doing good for the world
was being instead being used to satisfy corporate agendas.

I was making a decent living, but in reality I watched a business transforming into a parody of the
prophetic 1976 film Network. At the time I didn’t know it, but the great beast was dying. Before the
rise of the Internet in the 1990s and its eventual supplantation of the mainstream media as the go-to
source for information in the early 2000s, the only truth most people knew was what they got over the
tube, to paraphrase Howard Beale. As we all know, the manipulation, half-truths, cover ups, and
drive-bys that were the staple of that industry for decades have now been exposed.

Lucky for us, the Internet has been a Libertarian’s dream from its inception, with minimal
governmental interference and a completely free exchange of ideas and, for the most part, truly free
speech. The beauty of the Internet is information doesn’t have to pass through a gatekeeper at the
network or your local news station. Although, the corporate-government complex is working to
clamp down on the freedom we enjoy on the Internet, of that you can be sure.
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Beyond the free exchange of information, and importantly for us minimalists, we don’t have to be
subjected to the constant barrage of advertising designed to make us feel inadequate if we don’t have
the latest car or the latest fashion. Love him or hate him, shock rocker Marilyn Manson made an
astute point about the media that has always stayed with me. While I am by no means a fan of
Michael Moore’s politics, he did present a very insightful interview with Manson following the
media’s attempt to scapegoat him for the Columbine tragedy. The text of that interview follows, and
it makes a very valid indictment of the media.

Here’s what Manson said after the media figuratively tried to burn him at the stake using baseless
claims after the Columbine tragedy.

Marilyn Manson: The two by-products of that whole tragedy were, violence in
entertainment, and gun control. And how perfect that that was the two things that we were
going to talk about with the upcoming election. And also, then we forgot about Monica
Lewinsky and we forgot about, uh, the President was shooting bombs overseas, yet I’m a
bad guy because I, well I sing some rock-and-roll songs, and who’s a bigger influence, the
President or Marilyn Manson? I’d like to think me, but I’m going to go with the President.

Michael Moore: Do you know that on the day of the Columbine massacre, the US dropped
more bombs on Kosovo than any other day?

Marilyn Manson: I do know that, and I think that’s really ironic, that nobody said, “Well,
maybe the President had an influence on this violent behavior.” Because that’s not the way
the media wants to take it and spin it, and turn it into fear, because then you’re watching
television, you’re watching the news, you’re being pumped full of fear, there’s floods,
there’s AIDS, there’s murder, cut to commercial, buy the Acura, buy the Colgate, if you
have bad breath they’re not going to talk to you, if you have pimples, the girl’s not going
to fuck you, and it’s just this campaign of fear, and consumption, and that’s what I think it’s
all based on, the whole idea of keep everyone afraid, and they’ll consume.

Based on that alone, there’s a great reason to turn off your television. It makes people pursue
meaningless lives of consumerism and materialism.
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Television is a medium that runs on campaigns of fear and consumption – best to turn it off

Kicking the Habit

Even with the Internet bulldozing the Cathedral of lies the television news industry was built
upon, the average person STILL watches 4-5 hours of television a day. That is an enormous
investment of time. Just think of what else you could be doing with that 28-35 extra hours of time a
week.

I gave up television and found I had all sorts of time to spend on things I always complained about
not having the time for in the past. Like…

Learning how to cook
Reading
Exercising
Spending time with family and friends
Learning a second language
Learning how to dance
Creative writing

How much personal growth could you realize by ending your television programming?

In addition to the bullet points above, I found I had fewer impulses to buy things I didn’t need,
upgrade technology that hasn’t lived out its useful life yet, buy new cars and trucks I didn’t need, and
eat out all the time. (Recreational eating is a BIG problem in the U.S. I’ll be writing on this more in
the future.)

I came to realize advertising was making me do all those things. How many bad life decisions is
advertising driving you to make? How much control do they exert over your life via the consumer
culture they’ve created?
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Won’t you join me in cutting the cord? Life is better when you aren’t exposed to consumer and
political propaganda all the time. Turn off TV fantasies and turn on real life experiences.
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Speed Enforcement Cameras: Big Brother Encroaches
January 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Big Brother has been watching you at intersections, now he is watching your speed

Red light enforcement cameras have been deployed nationwide, and the move has not without a
measure of controversy. Red light cameras received their first serious push in the 1980s in the U.S.
and now 26 states employ them.

The argument for traffic enforcement cameras is always the typical government ploy, “It’s for your
own good.” But thanks to revenue-hungry districts gaming the cameras to maximize revenue, there
have been cases where traffic light cameras have increased accidents by as much as one-third.

As recently as 2001, a judge in San Diego ruled traffic light camera evidence as inadmissible because
of a “total lack of oversight” and an inherent conflict of interest because of the method of
compensation.

Before the dust clears on the first debate, here comes the overbearing State with speed enforcement
cameras. The surveillance state has found another way to bully motorists. The city of Baltimore is
pressing on full speed ahead (no pun intended) with it’s program of filching the taxpayer by sending
speeding tickets in the mail.

Speed cameras are laden with problems, just like red light cameras. There’s been one proven case in
which someone received a ticket for speeding even though they were at a dead stop. Worse, in some
areas of Baltimore 1 in 20 tickets issued by the cameras have been proven to be erroneous.

Both types of cameras use automatic number plate recognition, which can also be used to track the
movements of people (even though the government claims it doesn’t currently do that.)

In some cases, the cameras has led to a windfall of over $1 million dollars a year per camera for
money-hungry cities that install them.
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Fines in one California district amount to $100 for running a light, while the company that installed
the camera, Redflex Traffic Systems receives a kickback of $20 for each ticket.

Other than the obvious issues like revenue generation becoming the primary concern vs. public
safety, there are also Orwellian implications as these cameras become more common.

It’s not a society I want to live in. I don’t want to live in a surveillance state. I want to live in a high-
trust, free society that obviates the need for such government intrusion, and yet another government
War on Something, like the failed War on Drugs, War on Poverty, the War on Terror, and now, the
War on You.
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What’s Wrong with McDonald’s: My 2Â¢
January 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

For the first time in its history, McDonald’s will be closing more stores this year than it opens. I am
personally amazed they made it this long before this happened.

I worked for one of their franchisees as a teenager for 2 years. Back then, in the mid-1990s business
was booming and the company seemed invincible. Since then, the company has seen some ups and
downs but it has largely been business as usual.

I think this latest turn into towards the red may be something more permanent, however. The
company is still profitable, but with a 30 percent drop in profits last year, McDonald’s is having to
make drastic moves to stay profitable. Here are some of what I think are some structural challenges
the company faces.
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Food quality is a concern as tastes shift towards quality – Everyday Minimalist points this out on their blog

Food Quality – Everything I buy at McDonald’s tastes like it comes out of a corporate1.
feedbag. The food is too standardized and is the perfect example of what large corporations do
when they shift into mass production. Their product loses all soul. They can produce a lot of
burgers, but the quality and individuality of each one goes down. That, and because high
turnover and low pay means employees could give two shits less about assembling the product
for the consumer, on most of my visits to the chain I get food that tastes like it has been sitting
in the back in a warmer for a while. Only during peak hours does the assembly line run
efficiently enough (quickly) for the food to be hot and fresh. The food is too standardized to
have personality, especially when compared to burger chains that have now focused on
the quality of their product rather than mass production.
Reputation – The brand has become synonymous with trashy food. This isn’t an easy problem2.
to fix when the business model is based on churning out standardized food items as quickly as
possible. McDonald’s business model is based on manufacturing the food equivalent of
widgets. You can almost hear the kerplunk as the Big Mac comes down the assembly line.
People know they’re getting heavily processed food loaded with preservatives and fillers, that’s
poorly assembled by employees who just don’t give a damn about their jobs.
Trying to be Too Many Things to Too Many People – The company needs to focus on3.
burgers and fries and rebuild from there. How about a Big Mac that features some beef that
tastes like somebody actually cooked it instead of something that was stamped out of a food
chute? As of right now it’s trying to be a burger chain, a coffee chain, a wannabe healthy food
chain, and a chicken chain. Consumers are shifting to quality and if your food doesn’t make the
grade, they’re going somewhere else. People think of burgers and fries (and chicken) when they
think of McDonald’s. Focusing on the core business of making a decent hamburger will help,
but this won’t happen if the company focuses on PR and marketing, pretending to be selling
quality rather than changing its processes from within.
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Abysmal Service Times – If I’m getting quality food, I will wait a little longer for it. As of4.
right now, nobody considers McDonald’s to be quality food. It’s something to fill the hole,
cheaply and quickly. I have waited as long as 20 minutes in the drive-thru for a burger and
fries. I can go down the street to Five Guys, pay a couple bucks more, get hot and fresh food
that tastes like a person made it and not a machine, and probably get in and out of there more
quickly than I could at the Golden Arches. Again, employees have no incentive to excel
because of the business model of cheap labor and a dead-end future.
Give Employees Incentive – This is a problem with most corporations. Employees are viewed5.
as an expense and treated as such, rather than as valued members of a team. Corporations go to
great lengths to market themselves as employee-friendly, but almost never deliver on the goods.
No, I’m not saying burger flippers should be making $15 an hour, but the work is hard enough
and thankless enough that wages should be a little higher. This would help slow the turnover
rate and give employees an incentive to perform better. WinCo foods has recently proven this
business model can work in the supermarket industry, even against Walmart. Time magazine
reported “WinCo has a reputation for doing right by employees. It provides health benefits to
all staffers who work at least 24 hours per week. The company also has a pension, with
employees getting an amount equal to 20% of their annual salary put in a plan that’s paid for by
WinCo; a company spokesperson told the Idaho Statesman that more than 400 nonexecutive
workers (cashiers, produce clerks and such) currently have pensions worth over $1 million
apiece.” Surely, McDonald’s has some wiggle room when it comes to wages.

There you have it. A team of consultants probably couldn’t come up with better solutions than these.

I do know branding is extremely important in the new economy. Instead of mass-produced, average-
quality items for the masses, people are moving to higher quality items customized for individual
tastes.

The days of average food for average people are winding down.
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5 Reasons I Left America
January 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“I guard my treasures: my thought, my will, my freedom. And the greatest of these is freedom.” -Ayn Rand

It’s a decision that took me a long time to realize. But I finally did it, I left America. I am the first
person in my family to leave America with the purpose of permanently living somewhere else since
at least the 1700s or 1800s. (My genealogy research has yielded spotty results.)

Of course, I’ve received the prerequisite criticism and curiosity seeking for my decision. But you
know what? Fuck those people I’m doing what I need to do to be happy, and most importantly, free.

Here are the top five reasons I decided to call it quits, and like so many other men before me
throughout history, strike out on my own, and hope that I land on shores with greener pastures.
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Scenes like this are increasingly rare after feminism, as women give up motherhood to become obedient workers

1. Feminism. Without a doubt, this is the prime reason I left Anglo-America. Feminism, first
deployed by the CIA via their cat’s paw Gloria Steinem, has wreaked havoc on the relations between
the sexes and ruined the quality of women. This epidemic is now spreading worldwide through the
sewer pipe of Hollywood, now spewing its bile across the globe. Feminism, by design, has broken up
the family, pitted men and women against each other, and caused women to waste the most fertile
years of their lives pursuing credentialism, materialism, and YouGoGrrl careerism. Instead of
becoming loving and fulfilled mothers and wives, women are increasingly becoming barren (but
importantly, taxpaying!) corporate cogs.
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Our friends in the police and surveillance state are everywhere.

2. Police and Surveillance State. Oh, the irony of the world’s biggest police state branding itself as
the Land of the Free. The U.S. has 5% of the world’s population but a whopping 25% of the world’s
prison population. The War on Drugs puts more people in prison for having plants and substances the
government doesn’t want them to have than any other crime. (The U.S. is fond of profitable “wars”
on everything from poverty to drugs to terror.) Surveillance cameras are going up everywhere, apps
are being created so neighbors can snitch on each other, your personal information online is bought
and sold by corporate marketing firms and the government. The Utah Data Center is being built so
the government can build even better profiles of who you are and track virtually everything you do
and say from cradle to grave. The TSA and Customs harass law-abiding citizens every time they pass
borders but other agencies allow and even encourage illegal aliens from all of the world to flagrantly
break U.S. immigration laws.
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Tech gadget worship is widespread

3. Technology Worship. Don’t get me wrong, technology can be a wonderful thing. But when it
supplants normal human interaction and communication, there’s a problem. Now, updates to
your personal PR agency (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) are more important to potential friends and
mates than knowing the person you actually are. The lines that form outside Apple stores when a new
product comes out just confirms how insane the technology worship has become. Each product
release is treated like the Second Coming of Christ. (I also love how the dupes of Google and Apple
fight each other to the death about which toy is better, doing these companies’ marketing battles for
them.) Women post bathroom selfies unendingly in the quest for attention and your replacement as
her handbag accessory boyfriend is only a swipe away on Tinder.
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The next great meal is an obsession for some

4. Shopping and Eating Culture. I’ve often said the only outlets for the Freudian id approved of by
our masters are shopping and eating. Every problem in life has now become solvable only by buying
things, lumbering through the mall in search of yet more junk that will be thrown into a pile or the
landfill. The American house now has 300,000 items in it, on average. The recreational eating
obsession has led to America becoming the fattest nation in the history of the planet. People have no
idea what portion control is and how little food it actually takes to be happy and healthy nutritionally.

Be sure to work hard and pay your taxes so others don’t have to
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5. Abusive Taxes. In the past, abusive taxes were enough to start the American Revolution. Today,
American “men” bend over and divvy up. Add all the taxes you pay up: FICA, Social Security, State,
City, Sales, Licensing, Vehicle registration, Gasoline, Food, Use, and Lodging, among others. If you
make an average or better salary, this will amount to 40-60% of your income or more. Most of what
you pay is then used for wealth redistribution schemes. Quite frankly, I got tired of being forced to
support lazy people, single moms who make bad decisions of who fathers their children, and other
leeches of the system.

My life is infinitely more simple than the hoop-jumping life I had back in the States. I hope I never
have to come back.

For the first time in my life, I feel like I have choices. I have choices in women. I have choices in
what kind of work I do without jumping through hoops designed to keep people from starting
businesses and careers without being filched by the system. I have choices of what I am going to do
with my time at my business and in my spare time. No more 60 hour weeks. Two-hour lunch breaks
(siestas) are the norm where I am, and people work to live, they don’t live to work.

The taste of this type of freedom and others is something that becomes an addiction. I had never truly
felt freedom until I decided to do some experimentation and started traveling to far-off places (after
discovering the manosphere.) It’s often been said that five years from now you’ll be the same person
you are today except for the people you meet and the things you read. I am eternally thankful for the
Red Pill knowledge that developed as a result of the Internet and a bunch of disenfranchised men
getting together to discuss how they were getting shafted by a system that threw them overboard 50
years ago. The readings have changed my life for the better, and I want to give back and help grow
this community so others might benefit.

My decision to live abroad is not without its challenges, but I’d rather die on my feet than live a life
on my knees, to paraphrase Emilio Zapata.
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Terminator-Like Robots Being Developed by Google
January 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It is plausible one of Google’s robots, like this model named “Spot” could be patrolling a neighborhood near you before long, putting down
dissent and punishing thought crimes

Reality is sometimes stranger than fiction, but in this case it eerily echoes the popular Terminator
film franchise. Terminator-like robots are under construction by a Google owned company. These
semi-intelligent devices are a mad scientist’s and authoritarian’s dream (all that’s missing is the
wicked laugh). Imagine, robots just like these keeping the rabble (us) under the thumb of a growing
authoritarian government. However, a quick visit to the Boston Dynamics page on YouTube will
reveal the typical, flowery PR flack pleasantry that is one of the cancers of our age.

Our mission is to build the most advanced robots on Earth, with remarkable mobility,
agility, dexterity and speed.

Doesn’t that sound wonderful? Surely they’re developing robots that will help mankind. But if you
look at the videos of what they’re developing, it’s easy to see how this type of machinery could soon
have frightening applications for the military and police, and it’s obvious this isn’t machinery that
will not be tasked with brewing tea for grandma and giving her a foot massage. Imagine a line of
these coming at you, armed with weapons.

Boston Dynamics research and development for these machines has been funded by DARPA, the
U.S. military’s Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. DARPA was founded in 1958 after
Sputnik embarrassed the United States, marking the beginning of the Space Race. The agency’s
mission today is to surprise other nations with war technology rather than them surprising us. But,
where will this dance of death ultimately lead? Surely, nobody wants to see Skynet or its equivalent
in our future, but it appears that’s exactly what’s being built. Here’s a look at some of their robots.
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Some models have already been used in the real world by the U.S. military.

Atlas sure looks like a prototype for the T-1000

Atlas

Imagine the Atlas model or its successors someday replacing human soldiers on the battlefield or at
your local police department. The Defense Department says Atlas will initially be used for search and
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rescue tasks. You have to start small to lull the public into accepting this machines. The Atlas model
can already complete the following tasks as of 2015:

Drive a utility vehicle.
Travel dismounted across rubble.
Remove debris blocking an entryway.
Open a door and enter a building.
Climb an industrial ladder and traverse an industrial walkway.
Use a tool to break through a concrete panel.
Locate and close a valve near a leaking pipe.
Connect a fire hose to a standpipe and turn on a valve

Atlas is the model most like the T-101 from the Terminator series. While obviously not as advanced,
it is not hard to imagine what more research and development will do to turn this clumsy looking
prototype into a lean, mean machine. Another model similar to Atlas has already been used by the
military.

Big Dog (Spot)

The Big Dog was released in 2005 and discontinued in 2015, although much of the technology
developed in the Big Dog program will continue to be used in other models. Big Dog is about the size
of a small mule. Wired magazine writes:

Spot’s life-like motions are uncanny, but when you add emergent, collective
behavior—which can sometimes be unpredictable—the possibilities get downright scary.
Will Spot’s group dynamics stop at the point of swarming like locusts? (Ominous.) Will
they cluster into self-protecting balls like sardines? (Less so.) Or could they end up as smart
and responsive as humans?

The current Spot has the following specifications, and should be considered as a mere test bed for the
real aims of its developers:

2.5 feet tall
Walks at 4 mph
Can traverse difficult terrain, up to 35° of incline
Can carry 350 lbs
Laser gyroscope provides balance
Stereo vision provides sight

This model was used by the U.S. military, and was designed to accompany Marines wherever they
go. It was a mechanical “pack mule” designed to help them carry large loads of gear and equipment.
Using terrain sensing and GPS, this model was very capable and very versatile. The next robotic
animal isn’t as big, but what it lacks in size it makes up for in speed.

Cheetah

Perhaps the most frightening model thus far is the Cheetah. The prototype has already set records for
robots as it can run at speeds over 28 mph as seen in this video. The choice of names also reveals a
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bit about what the ultimate goal of engineers is: The Cheetah test robot can already run faster than the
world’s fastest human. But the military really wants a mechanical animal that can run faster than the
world’s fastest cat someday. (About 75mph!)

Sure, Cheetah looks gangly and wobbly now and needs its control arm, but imagine a few more years
or decades of research and development and billions or trillions of dollars poured into this project. I
like to think of it as the Apple II of fast moving robots. Wait until the figurative Windows 95 and
later models arrive. YouTube commenter Scott Matheson has the right idea.

In the future running from the cops will mean having to outrun one of these things which
will probably also be equipped with all sorts of amusing weaponry to subdue, maim,
obliterate the hapless quarry. (Crooks, killers, opposition party members…)

There is no question a model like Cheetah is being developed for military and police state use.
Sangbee Kim told reporters Cheetah is now able to perform quite a few acrobatics as refinement of
the technology proceeds.

It’s the first legged robot to be able leap hurdles like this autonomously. Many other robots
can move faster on wheels, or maybe jump higher, but they can’t do it on their own.

This model already uses LIDAR for vision, allowing the “brain” of the unit to map and traverse
terrain. It can traverse 90% of obstacles on the treadmill, but only 70% in the real world. Kim says
improvements in Cheetah circuitry will overcome these problems. To see what engineers like Kim
really have in mind, have a look at the blueprint for a leaner, meaner machine.

The Cheetah prototype can already run at over 28 mph – but the “dream” of engineers looks more like this
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Advanced Cheetah

A more advanced model of the Cheetah is already on the drawing board. As you can see above, the
advanced model looks much more like a biological animal, and has a number of design features that
would make it a formidable foe. This makes the end goal of these robots clear.

The prospect of a mechanical Cheetah with the speed and agility of the real animal but with a robotic
skeleton and hivemind connected brain obviously would render policemen (already under attack by a
Marxist government) totally obsolete.

Quite honestly, the Advanced Cheetah eclipses any mechanical animal in the original Terminator
films. Even the imagination of Hollywood was no match for the emerging reality of robotics. The
Advanced Cheetah would be a supreme force multiplier, the wet dream of many a maniacal despot of
millennia past. Business author Josh Kaufman explains the concept of the force multiplier:

Using a hammer multiplies the magnitude of the force you’re exerting and concentrates that
force into a small area, making it easy to drive a nail in a single stroke. Saws, screwdrivers,
and other tools work the same way — they amplify and concentrate a small input into a
larger output. The most effective tools amplify force in the greatest magnitude. A power
saw is far more effective at multiplying force than a handsaw is. A dump truck can carry
more than a wheelbarrow. A rocket can launch a payload farther than a slingshot.

Continuing Kaufman’s theme, a mechanical cheetah can take out more politically incorrect dissent
than a real cheetah. The military and police know all about force multipliers, which is why taxpayer
money has quietly been poured into this project.

WildCat

WildCat is an untethered version of Cheetah, which runs at speeds up to 19 miles per hour. Think of
WildCat as a testbed for the real goal, which is the mechanical Cheetah blueprint pictured above.
Boston Dynamics writes:

WildCat is a four-legged robot being developed to run fast on all types of terrain. So far
WildCat has run at about 16 mph on flat terrain using bounding and galloping gaits. The
video shows WildCat’s best performance so far. WildCat is being developed by Boston
Dynamics with funding from DARPA’s M3 program.

It is already quite agile, able to run not only in a straight line but also do turns quickly. The video
reveals much more research and development is needed to make the WildCat viable as it slips and
falls when performing one of its high-speed maneuvers. But, before scoffing at WildCat remember
what computers did in 1985 vs. what they did in 2005. In 20 short years computing technology
advanced from novelty to necessity. Given enough R&D, these machines could be showing up on
street corners near you within a generation, along with Orwellian cameras already doing everything
from ticketing traffic light offenders to now sending them speeding tickets.

There is also a model called the The Little Dog, which is a miniature version of the Big Dog. Its
primary use thus far is as a research and development tool for other robots, with special emphasis on
locomotion. Boston Dynamics was recently acquired by America’s own hivemind, Skynet style
company.
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Could science fiction become reality?

Acquisition by Google

In 2013, Boston Dynamics was acquired by GoogleX, a semi-secret research and development
agency owned by Google. Boston Dynamics was the eighth robotics company acquired by Google at
the time. Google has also announced that it plans to “dominate” artificial intelligence (AI). It’s not
hard to see how Google’s robots will be combined with its AI program. The laughable New York
Times article at the time suggested these machines might someday be used for the elderly.

The deal is also the clearest indication yet that Google is intent on building a new class of
autonomous systems that might do anything from warehouse work to package delivery and
even elder care.

What are the potential implications of opening this Pandora’s box? Google has recently set up an AI
ethics panel, but not much is known about what they are discussing. Perhaps one of the biggest
questions is, when will we see a hybrid of Google AI and the robots it is developing? Is this
something that will benefit mankind? Or will it be used as a force multiplier against the masses?
After all, there’s nothing better for tyranny than a soldier or enforcement officer that has no feelings
of guilt or remorse for what they’re inflicting on society.

Some of the world’s leading scientists and engineers including Stephen Hawking and Elon Musk
have warned this merger of AI and robotics could have potentially disastrous consequences for
mankind. They and thousands of other scientists signed an open letter urging extreme caution in this
Brave New World blurring the lines between biology and machinery. There are special reasons to be
worried when oligarchy, psychopathy, and greed are what the U.S. government and organizing world
government operates under.
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Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Animals Now Used as Stand-In Children
February 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Dogs as stand-in human children are especially popular in San Francisco
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Dogs are now taking the place of human babies in baby carriages. There is no bigger sign that your
civilization is facing some serious issues with motherhood than when this becomes a popular trend.

As the number of children per household decreases, the number of pets per household has been
increasing. Expect to see the ownership of pets pushed in the media because social engineers know
that pets activate the same areas of the brain in women as their own children would, making
depopulation and the breakup of the human family easier on women’s psyches. This is detailed by
Lori Palley, at the Center for Comparative Medicine at the Massachusetts General Hospital.

Several previous studies have found that levels of neurohormones like oxytocin – which is
involved in pair-bonding and maternal attachment – rise after interaction with pets, and new
brain imaging technologies are helping us begin to understand the neurobiological basis of
the relationship.

Additional studies of maternal attachment indicate that women in particular are more than willing to
replace having their own offspring with a dog or a cat because of the neurobiological reasons above.
A full 83% of pet owners call themselves their pet’s mommy.

A quarter of a century ago, turning pets into stand-in children was the subject of comedy skits, but it
has since become reality. Jerry Seinfeld even made reference to it on one Seinfeld episode:

On my block, a lot of people walk their dogs, and I always see them walking along with
their little poop bags, which to me is just the lowest function of human life. If aliens are
watching this through telescopes, they’re going to think the dogs are the leaders. If you see
two life-forms, one of them’s making a poop, the other one’s carrying it for him, who would
you assume is in charge?

Fur Babies

In the absence of an actual family to take care of because of too many years spent chasing careerism,
hating men, or riding the cock carousel, women now fuss over their dog or cat as they would with
their children in previous generations, even going so far as to play dress-up with them and putting
diapers on them. The new trend is towards “disposable children,” since pets require nowhere near the
amount of time and attention a child does. If a women gets tired of her pet, she can give it to someone
else. Not so easy to do that with a child.
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“Fur babies” are replacing real babies in the West

As money begins to flow away from actual children and toward cats and dogs, lawmakers in the U.S.
are also beginning to legally anthropomorphize pets, turning them into substitute human beings with
many of the same protections under law that would be given to a child. There are now options to buy
Pet Protection on LegalZoom, including to leave an inheritance to a dog or cat and to nominate a
legal guardian. Also, animal abuse has become a term equivalent to child abuse in many jurisdictions.
(I am not advocating animal abuse, but it should not be considered the same crime as abusing another
human being.)

Feminism and Cultural Marxism Break Up the Family

Replacing children with pets benefits not only Cultural Marxists who have been trying to break up
the family for 50 years, it also benefits the retail industry which can shovel more material crap into an
economy that already can’t function without wasteful spending. The pet services industry has
burgeoned into a $40 billion a year industry. This industry knows that women make up the vast
majority of wasteful consumer spending because women make 4 out of 5 purchasing decisions, so
most of their products are geared towards women.

Whites have been below replacement fertility in the U.S. for two generations, which is why they are
being demographically replaced by immigrants. The below replacement rate fertility is a tribute to
social engineering and a decadent, feminized society.
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Feminism has caused the breakup of the family which means immigrants must be brought in to keep the economy running
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Mexico is famous for the importance of family – but this is also changing thanks to Marxist goal of breaking up the family

While problems with U.S. families have been playing out for decades, Marxists have succeeded more
recently in successfully destroying the family in Mexico where the family has traditionally been even
more central to life.

The implications the destruction of the nuclear family has on society and the economy are discussed
in the documentary Demographic Winter. Demographic Winter details how the economic bubble of
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the 1990s and then the crash of 2008 were initimately linked to Baby Boomer demographics. In the
1990s, the boom was largely created by Baby Boomers reaching the period of “peak spending” in
their lives. Once this demographic surfeit (more people spending in the economy) turned south, the
bubble burst in 2008.

There were of course, many other factors also involved in this upturn and downturn, but periods of
population increase are correlated with growing economies, and periods of population decrease are
correlated with shrinking economies.

More white people are dying than being born as women trade motherhood for lives of consumerism and careerism, and this lifestyle is also
spreading to other cultures who immigrate to the U.S.

What’s Next

Moving the father from the center of the family and replacing him with government and consumer
spending is having the desired effect of reducing population. But it is also turning women into
parodies of true motherhood and setting them up for abandonment and mental illness in their old age.
Cute as the pets may be, in the long run a dog or cat are not going to look after women in their golden
years like their own children would.

Pets are not going to help the economy run, nor are they going to assume responsibility for the
challenges the society faces.

This cultural rot (Marxism) will spread even further around the globe unless something is done to
stop it. That dystopian could be called “Culture Zero.” It’s when the dreams of the globalists will
have been realized and the entire earth and all its people behave like the West does today. What a
dystopia, several billion braindead consumers lumbering around the mall with animals for children.
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The Coming Implosion of the Education Bubble
February 4, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The vaunted college education is yielding diminishing returns as the market becomes saturated with college degrees

$1,000,000,000,000. One trillion dollars.

That’s the amount of outstanding student loan debt in the United States, second only to mortgage
debt. The education system has been gorging itself on this money based on its perceived value to help
people land middle class jobs. But more and more people are realizing they’ve been deceived by an
education system that’s exploiting them. (Myself included.) We hear from the time we are young
children that we must prepare ourself to go to college and “do the right thing” by spending four years
or more on a liberally-biased, socially-engineered college campus.

The secret is out getting out that college is no longer a guarantee or even a decent shot at landing a
decent-paying job and becoming upwardly mobile in society. Fresh out of four years (or more) of
liberal indoctrination the average hapless college student now has a $30,000 albatross around their
neck. Employers know this, they know the debt usually non-bankruptable, and they take advantage of
it.

In a reversal of a decades-old trend, borrowers with student loan debt are now less likely to have
mortgage and auto loan debt. This means they can no longer make those important purchases with
their new rubber stamp from State U.

Just as the government sought to engineer people into houses before the housing bubble popped, it
now engineers them into higher education. People who never should have gone to college are now
going, and graduating. “It’s not about is this good or bad,” is how Mike Rowe puts it. “It’s about
when did it make sense to say one size fits everybody? We’re lending money we don’t have, to kids
who will never be able to pay it back, for jobs that no longer exist.”
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Colleges are exploiting the inflating education bubble to enrich themselves

Soaring Tuition Costs

Exploiting their perceived monopoly on entry into the middle class, the price of a
university education has shot up an incredible 1,000% over the last 30 years. Universities have
become a fiefdom for those who are employed there, with posh accoutrements everywhere you turn
on campus. Interestingly, NYU recently spent $72 million on interest-free loans for certain
favored staff members to purchase vacation homes. At Ashford University, nearly 20% of graduates
default on their student loans while Ashford’s CEO recently received a $20 million compensation
package.

The results, diminishing returns on time served in the education system, are predictable when the
market is flooded with college graduates. There are more rubber stamped degrees than there are jobs
that require them. Investor and co-founder of PayPal Peter Theil breaks the ridiculousness of the
college education bubble into three ideas:

Tuition costs are far too high
Debt loads are too high
The rewards of college are overrated

Those are the ingredients for a bubble that when it bursts, will make the 2008 housing bubble look
like a practice run for the main event. Unlike the housing bubble, an education can’t be resold or
foreclosed on; and education debt follows its borrower to the grave.

The college education fantasy is largely sold on giving people a false sense of security, just like with
the housing bubble, as explained by Theil.

Like the housing bubble, the education bubble is about security and insurance against the
future. Both whisper a seductive promise into the ears of worried Americans: Do this and
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you will be safe. The excesses of both were always excused by a core national belief that no
matter what happens in the world, these were the best investments you could make. Housing
prices would always go up, and you will always make more money if you are college
educated.

Meantime, there are jobs that can’t be filled in the United States because everyone was sold on the
idea that college is the only way to a decent life. But that façade is crumbling. The manosphere is
helping smash it with books like this: Worthless by Aaron Clarey.

Colleges and universities have become fiefdoms for administration and faculty as the education bubble inflates

When Will the Bubble Burst?

The world’s “best educated” generation is also the world’s most indebted generation. I think it is by
design. When you saddle people with debt that is only dismissible by death or by repayment, then put
them into jobs where wages are suppressed because of supply and demand (too many college
graduates, too few jobs) you effectively make compliant wage slaves out of them.

But there are other unpleasant side effects rather than people realizing the jobs they were promised
are not there anymore. The default rate on Federal government loans has already reached to over 46%
at for-profit colleges. (Some would even say that makes the federal government a predatory lender.)
The Economist has reported that 7 of million all student loans are in default, representing $85 billion.
The default rate is likely to increase as the middle class is eroded further. The Department of
Education even admits this.

I personally think the entire house of cards could come crashing down once another economic
downturn gobbles up some more of the middle class. There have already been calls for a student loan
bailout, but that does not appear likely to happen.

What it all comes down to is the education system has been manipulated in such a way that education
now equals indebted servitude for most of the people who attend.

As always, buyer beware. Even for the once-vaunted college education.
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Our Choices Are Limited in Life
February 5, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Social engineering and social control are pervasive in Anglo America

“You live in a free country.” I constantly hear this, but I have never felt free.

Everything we do is controlled in some way, even from a young age. Freedom of choice in
America has been reduced to what consumer products one will buy, where we will go eat out, which
ball game we’ll watch, and which car and home we’ll strap themselves into decades of debt for.
(Mortgage literally means until death.)

All the important decisions have already been made for us, like these:

Age 5-18. Your choices are to go to school and get indoctrinated by the state education system or
your parents will be arrested. You are trained to follow instructions closely, to identify resistance to
groupthink and make those people social outcasts, and that school administration (much as
government administration later in life) are all-seeing and all-knowing. They have all the answers in
life.

Bertrand Russell, a Fabian Socialist, wrote about this philosophy which originated at Prussian
University in Berlin in the 1800s, and has since become the M.O. for our modern education system:

Education should aim at destroying free will so that pupils thus schooled, will be incapable
throughout the rest of their lives of thinking or acting otherwise than as their schoolmasters
would have wished…Influences of the home are obstructive; and in order to condition
students, verses set to music and repeatedly intoned are very effective…

Cultural Marxism has been successful in breaking up the family and curbing these dreadful
“influences of the home” which basically says mom and dad do not matter. Russell continues:

It is for a future scientist to make these maxims precise and to discover exactly how much it
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costs per head to make children believe that snow is black. When the technique has been
perfected, every government that has been in charge of education for more than one
generation will be able to control its subjects securely without the need of armies or
policemen.

Age 18-25. Your choices are to go to college and get some more indoctrination or take a low-paying
wage slave job flipping burgers or serving coffee. Or, sell drugs and go to jail or get shot. At college,
you will accrue $30,000 in non-bankruptable debt (on average) that will ensure your compliance to
whatever employer becomes your master after graduation. A Master’s Degree is now required for
even the most menial jobs.

As a young man, you will be sitting alongside beautiful young women while attending these mostly
worthless (in real life) classes, but you will not be able to approach them as college campuses are
increasingly becoming anti-male. In addition, the YouGoGrrl and careerism ideologies mean you are
persona non grata. You are the male oppressor! Dr. Helen Smith details this issue in her book Men on
Strike:

The “women are victims” and “men are perpetrators” dogma of many progressive
instructors [is] a perfect storm driving male students away from college campuses.

You are also at risk of false rape accusations, which carry little to no consequences for the female but
could land you in hot water. Smith continues:

Deans at institutions including Yale, Stanford, and Brandeis Universities and the
Universities of Georgia and of Oklahoma are already rushing to change their disciplinary
procedures to meet the Education Department’s decree. Now, on campuses throughout the
country, we face the prospect of academic committees — armed with vague definitions of
sexual assault, low standards of proof, and official sanction for the notion that sex under the
influence is, ipso facto assault or rape — deciding the fate of students accused of a serious
crime.

Just as in Animal Farm, it is two legs good, four legs bad.

The new regulations should be seen for what they really are. They are not enlightened new
procedures for protecting students from crime. They are a declaration of martial law against
men, justified by an imaginary emergency, and a betrayal of the Title IX equity law.

Age 25-65. The Police State will now keep your ass in line in the off hours when you aren’t working
50-60 hours a week. (Salaries are wonderful things aren’t they, especially since you are no longer
protected by the 40 hour work week labor laws when you get a salary!)

John W. Whitehead of the Rutherford Institute elaborates on growing authoritarianism:

We have indeed reached a crossroads. History may show that from this point forward, we
will have left behind any semblance of constitutional government and entered into a
militaristic state where all citizens are suspects and security trumps freedom.

Certainly, this is a time when government officials operate off their own inscrutable, self-
serving playbook with little in the way of checks and balances, while American citizens are
subjected to all manner of indignities and violations with little hope of defending
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themselves. We have moved beyond the era of representative government and entered a
new age, let’s call it the age of authoritarianism.

And Psychology Today elaborates on the overworked, under pleasured life of the corporate cog:

The daily stress of American life is not your garden variety stress – deadlines and annoying
in-laws. It is something more fundamental. It is how we live today. We log long hours at
work with the fear of losing our jobs through downsizing hanging over our heads. Then we
fight rush hour traffic to get home in time to be super parents, putting dinner on the table,
helping our kids with their homework, and checking in with friends and family members we
feel we have neglected because we are so overwhelmed. Some days, we’re so tired we just
want to sit in a corner and cry. And so we get fatter. And sicker.

(About 10 years into this lifestyle, increasingly loathed and targeted for being an evil white male I
checked out and ran off to the Caribbean to try something new. I do not want to come back.)

Age 65+. Hope like hell Social Security lasts long enough to allow you to stop working before you
die. Since the money paid into the Social Security trust fund was misappropriated by our government,
put in the general fund and spent, the entire program is now living on borrowed time.

That is a rough outline of the plan your corporate and government masters have laid out for you. It’s
up to you to find a way out.

The law was made for one thing alone, for the exploitation of those who don’t understand it, or are prevented by naked misery from
obeying it. -Bertolt Brecht

P.S. George Carlin helps sum up how many choices we get to make. 16 Corporations control nearly
everything you buy and everything you get to see in the media. He elaborates on choices in this
classic interview.
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Rubio Wants 1984 and Trump Wants Obamacare II
February 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Trump wants Obamacare 2: The Sequel, Rubio wants to fulfill Orwell’s dystopian vision, and Cruz praises Jesus while cheating

There are two important ideas I took away from the ABC News presidential debate conducted last
Saturday.

You can view the entire dog and pony show here.

Marco Rubio was trying to sound tough on immigration, but he really revealed another part of1.
the Corporate-Government Complex’s War on You. Rubio once again said we need an
Orwellian visa tracking system to make sure people don’t overstay when they come to
America. This will be in addition to other Draconian Police State measures at the border which
always end up punishing people who follow the law more than people who break it. But, a
database that tracks every entry and when someone’s “time runs out” we take Draconian
measures to expel them or fine them? I realize conservatives probably love this idea as they
continue to wall themselves into the police state, but my concern is what happens when this
measure spreads all over the world? What if people are fleeing oppression and tyranny in their
homeland, as I am by running away from the United States? We then won’t be able to escape
our human farm any longer.
Donald Trump once again says he wants to repeal and replace Obamacare. I get repealing it,2.
but replacing it???? What the fuck? As I have warned you before, Trump may not be the knight
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in shining armor he appears to be. He increasingly seems to be a closeted liberal masquerading
as a conservative to get elected. (How quickly people forget Hope and Change 2008.)

All in all, it seems that there will be less freedom and more government control after the next
election, whether it be from Republicans trying to run your personal life or Democrats trying to run
your financial life.

I am not hearing a lot of talk from the conservatives about how much government will be forced out
of people’s personal lives and how liberties will be restored. We already know what we will get with
Uncle Bernie the Commie and the Evil Witch of the North, Billary Clinton, and that is more
overbearing government.
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Julia Sweeney’s Pat Would Be Considered
Genderphobic Today
February 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Is it a man? Or a woman? Nobody knew, and that’s what made it so funny

I was skimming some old SNL skits from the 1990s and happened across one of the funniest of that
era, Julia Sweeney‘s It’s Pat series which ran from 1990-1994.

Here you can see the hilarity of the gender-bending character. The jingle was also hilariously
scripted.

A lot of people say, “What’s that?” It’s Pat!
A lot of people ask, “Who’s he? Or she?”
A ma’am or a sir, accept him or her
Or whatever it might be
It’s time for androgyny
Here comes Pat!

If this show was on the air today, however, I have a feeling we’d suffer a wave of SJW self-righteous
protests, especially from the LGBT bacon cheeseburger crowd. In the past 20 years or so, androgyny
and transsexualism have become protected classes, just a little better than you or I are under the eyes
of the law.

Not only is this type of political correctness hurting free speech and expression, it’s also destroying
comedy, according to Jerry Seinfeld and Monty Python member John Cleese.

Cleese went on to say in this Fox News report:
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All humor is critical. If you start to say, We mustn’t criticize or offend them, then humor is
gone. And then as far as I’m concerned, you’re living in [George Orwell’s] 1984.

Former SNL cast members Dennis Miller and Chris Rock have also commented on the wet blanket
political correctness wraps comedy in.

Gilbert Gottfried, a victim of the tyranny of speech and thought that political correctness creates, lost
his role as the voice of the AFLAC duck over some politically incorrect comments he made about the
Japanese tsunami disaster in 2010, including:

Japan is really advanced. They don’t go to the beach, the beach comes to them.

And…

I split up with my girlfriend, but like the Japanese say, “They’ll be another one floating by
any minute now.”

These jokes, while insensitive and even stupid, were pretty trite compared to some of the
racist tirades I’ve heard from George Lopez and Chris Rock. Gottfried went on to pen a piece for
Playboy called The Apology Epidemic.

Watch the old It’s Pat SNL skies or any old movie or television show for yourself to juxtapose what
passed for humor then and what passes now. You might just see how boxed in the lines of political
correctness are making all of us.
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If You Don’t Like America, You Can Get Out!
February 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The number of people leaving the U.S. is rising rapidly

“If you don’t like America, you can get out!” That classic admonishment has been floating around
most of my lifetime. Well, Jack, these aren’t the 1950s and America is not the bastion of freedom
with a burgeoning middle class that it once was. An increasing number of people are doing just that –
getting out.

The number of people who are renouncing their American citizenship each year has surpassed 4,000
and is still rising. While that number might seem small, it has increased nearly twentyfold since the
2008 coronation of Barack Obama. The numbers are record-breaking.

While a record number of people are going the extra mile to completely renounce their citizenship,
the State Department estimates there are as many as 6 million Americans living abroad for various
reasons, and that number is also increasing.

As the middle class continues to suffocate, entrepreneurship turns into a pipe dream,
personal liberties are curbed one by one, the FBI openly kills people who do not bow down to
government authority, the political class licks the asses of the elite, and illegal immigrants are
coddled while the TSA and U.S. Customs puts their hands down grandma’s dress, I guess ‘Murica
just isn’t the draw it once was.

The Tax Man Still Cometh

Even if one lives outside the United States an entire tax year and makes all of their money abroad,
they are still subject to heavy taxes and paperwork. The United States and the small African nation of
Eritrea are the only nations in the world to tax money their citizens make while living in other
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countries. In the rest of the world, taxes are levied based on residency, not citizenship.

The United States, bastion of freedom that it is, also levies a heavy tax on people to even let them call
it quits and renounce their citizenship.

More Freedom Abroad

My personal reasons for leaving and seeking residency elsewhere are the increasing leftist social
engineering directed at atomizing the traditional nuclear family unit even further; feminism designed
to turn women and men against each other, competing for crumbs off the corporate table; and the
increasingly tyrannical laws and regulations from both the left and the right that govern virtually
every facet of life from cradle to grave. The growing grasp of an overbearing police and surveillance
state are also reasons I left, from bullying law-abiding citizens at the border with illegal searches and
seizures to writing tickets left and right on the roads to generate revenue on the backs of the taxpayer.

I am quite literally seeking refuge from a tyrannical government. I guess that also makes me a
refugee, but the media and left hate the white man so I guess I don’t count.

Get Me Outta Here

As The Free Thought Project puts it:

If history is any indicator, the American empire will continue to expand and as a result so
will domestic tyranny and taxation. This mass exodus of people out of the US is the canary
in the coal mine for what’s to come.

As politicians and their supporters push to close the borders, remember one thing. A wall
big enough to keep them out, is also big enough to keep you in.

I decided to get out while the getting is good, before Marco Rubio or another Establishment candidate
implements their visa tracking system and takes yet another freedom, the freedom of movement,
away from the hapless American citizen.
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MSM Reporting Like Being School Gossip, But with
a Paycheck
February 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

RE: The failed RooshV ambush by the legacy media. No more comments, we have a winner.

From the Chateau Heartiste comments section.

One thing about reporters: as much as movies portray them as “hard bitten, cynics” they are
really just soft, insecure folks—way more than average. Most get into reporting because it’s
like being the school gossip, but with a paycheck (albeit a low one) and the opportunity to
ruin someone’s reputation across a wider field.

Turning questions on them individually is a great tactic. His time limit was great too (he got
that from his game techniques and how presidents handle the press). However, Roosh
should have gone a few steps further:

1. Video taped them from his point of view—their facial reactions during his speech would
have influenced how people watching would have taken their questions (w.g. a chick with a
bitch face on asking a sarcastic question would lose credibility, etc.). In other words, a
second video going simultaneously with the first.

2. Required the press that, in order to ask a question that he would answer, the reporter had
to step front and center, speak into a microphone, and give their full name, and the news
agency/publication they work for. Each and every time.

Gossips hate being put under fire, because it forces them to qualify what their sources are,
which are usually spurious or nonexistent.

This process would have taken longer, but it would have further toned down the fire on
Roosh, as most would have chickened out and turned their snark-filled questions into more
serious ones. And would have made them instantly more sympathetic to Roosh’s righteous
anger having his family doxxed. And made them slow down and consider what they would
ask.

Guys, one thing I cannot stress: if you are EVER interviewed by a reporter, even a local
paper, pull out your smart phone, turn on your voice recorder, and tell the reporter(s) “I’m
recording this interview. Do you consent?” If they don’t, refuse the interview and stop
talking. When they do relent, save that recording FOREVER.

Can’t tell you how I know this rape!
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How A German Historian Predicted The Decline Of Western
Civilization 100 Years Ago
February 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The greatness of Classical civilization lies in ruins; it was one of the High Cultures Spengler studied for his epic model of civilizations

The New Modern Man | Spengler’s Decline of the West Series

Is Western Civilization in Decline? This seems to be the topic du jour of the last decade.

There is a lot of discussion these days about America and the other nations comprising Western
Civilization being in decline, and there is certainly a lot of evidence to support this claim. Whether it
be dying populations among the Caucasian races that created the civilization, unchecked immigration
rapidly replacing native populations in Europe and the United States, evidence that America is
currently and has been behaving as an imperialistic empire but is now slowly losing its power around
the world, a culture that seems to completely disregard the importance of family, the building block
of civilization, or a loss of religiousness and sense of purpose, signs that something is wrong are
everywhere.

You may be surprised to learn that many of the things that are happening to Western Civilization
today were written down in a predictive model of history by German historian and philosopher
Oswald Spengler nearly 100 years ago. Our High Culture is following the same patterns he saw in the
other High Cultures thought to have existed in recorded history. Spengler writes:

I see…the drama of a number of mighty Cultures, each springing with primitive strength
from the soil of a mother-region to which it remains firmly bound throughout its whole life-
cycle; each stamping its material, its mankind, in its own image; each having its own idea,
its own passions, its own life, will and feeling, its own death.

As a result of Spengler’s study of these historical cycles, he reasoned Western Civilization is coming
to a close. See Spengler’s Civilization Model as a chart.
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Oswald Spengler, prophet of Western decline

Reaction to Decline of the West

Spengler has his critics, as do many generalists in an age of myopic specialization. Right or wrong,
most of the attacks on his civilization model are made by those who cannot see the forest for the
trees. Because of this, his work has largely gone unrecognized in modern times.

Historian Robert Merry, an author of books on American history and foreign policy wrote about the
reaction to Spengler’s theory after it was published in Spengler’s Ominous Prophecy. It left the
academic class with their jaws open:

When Spengler’s book appeared in the wake of the Great War’s carnage, conventional
historians attacked it immediately. The scholarly world, suggests H. Stuart Hughes “has
been embarrassed to know what it can do about it.” Though it manifests prodigious study
and substantial knowledge, Decline is not considered respectable scholarship [by some]. He
seems to be saying that subsequent scholars couldn’t quite dismiss the book but also
couldn’t figure out precisely how to incorporate its arguments into their thinking.

As with many truths, “In every culture and society there are facts which tend to be suppressed
collectively, because of the social and psychological costs of not doing so,” as stated by researcher
Peter Dale Scott. A lot of people seem to be turned off by a predictive model of history since the
psychological cost of admitting that modern humans are subject to the same cycles in nature as other
civilizations is quite high. Whether you agree with Spengler’s ideas or not, they’re intellectually
fascinating, and worth a look.
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Spengler’s civilization model is as organic as the four seasons

The Four Seasons

Spengler equated the four cycles in human civilizations to the seasons: Spring, Summer, Autumn, and
Winter. In compiling his work, he studied the 8 High Cultures thought to have existed: Babylonian,
Egyptian, Indian, Chinese, Mayan/Aztec, Greek/Roman or Classical, Arab and, finally, Faustian, or
what we call Western civilization. He believed each of the eight civilizations went through phases,
just like the seasons. While some of those cultures are still with us, they have not been dominant
cultural forces since their Winter. For example, China was referred to as a Sleeping Giant until it
picked up on the vitality of the West.

In Spengler’s model, each culture goes through a formative Culture Stage, followed by a decadent
period known as Civilization. The culture period makes up the “organic” Spring and Summer of a
civilization, and is when the civilization is inspired by its own art and religion. Autumn and Winter
make up the Civilization phase, in which the society becomes inorganic and is based only on the
organization created during the Culture phase. The creativity seen in the Culture period slowly fades
away. The civilization stiffens, and becomes overpopulated, metropolitan, and uninspired. For the
purpose of this article, we will focus on Western Civilization and its expression of the four seasons.

Roughly speaking, each season makes up about 250 years which combined make for a civilizational
arc of around 1,000 years. This procession of “seasons” happened to all civilizations Spengler
studied. Spengler confidently said that by using his civilization model he could make predictions that
were so accurate they would astonish people. Indeed, since 1918 through the present day, his
predictions for Western Civilization have been spot on.
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Spring and summer make up the Culture phase of a society

Culture: Spring and Summer, Youthful Vigor and Middle Age Refinement

Spengler wrote Western civilization entered its Pre-Culture stage before 1000 AD. During that time,
there is what he describes as “Chaos of primitive expression forms. Mystical symbolism and naive
imitation.” As with other civilizations coming into being, in Faustian civilization there is apocalyptic
imagery in this period and a fascination with death. This fascination with death ultimately leads to the
establishment of the civilization’s Prime Symbol and resulting Will, Force, and Deed. During this
time, a collective, cultural search for the infinite and a tragic striving for an ultimate, unattainable
goal become the basis of Western Culture and Civilization. The Prime Symbol of Infinity and
resulting Will, Force, and Deed become overwhelming urges to change the world for Western man.

Architecturally, the Romanesque cathedrals constructed around this time mark the beginning of the
new Faustian culture form. In literature, collective epics like Beowulf and works such as The Song of
Roland are published and become the foundations for future literature. Politically, there are “tribes
and chiefs. As yet no Politics and no State.”

Moving out of the Pre-Culture period into Spring, there is a “powerful cultural creation from
awakening souls, unity and [cultural] abundance. Great creations of the newly-awakened dream-
heavy soul. Super-personal unity and fullness.” Spring is the flowering of the culture’s principles, and
is a deeply religious and heroic period. The society is inspired by its Prime Symbol, it is organic in
nature and “Rural Intuitive.” Some of Faustian Civilization’s expressions of a culture form based
around its Prime Symbol of Infinity during Spring are:

The Holy Grail romances such as Perceval, the Story of the Grail are written.
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Architectural style shifts from Romanesque to high-rise Gothic Cathedrals, the first inclination
of a style that later becomes skyscrapers in the Civilization phase, reaching upwards towards
infinity.
Gregorian Chant evolves as a musical form, and polyphony with its infinity-seeking sound
becomes the great Western musical form.
Politically, there is Feudalism and eventually “Victory of money over landed property.”

Transitioning from Spring to Summer, the Culture and its consciousness are rich and ripe. The rural
and urban centers have equal influence. However, the civilization begins to move from its rural roots
towards an artificial, urban environment.

Dominant literature shifts from Grail romances to novels such as Don Quixote and
Shakespearean plays.
Architectural forms once again shift from Gothic Cathedrals to soaring, princely palaces.
Polyphonic musical forms evolve into Baroque, which is the period of the birth of Classical
music.
The Great Masters such as Rembrandt give us the peak of artistic creativity in Summer.
In politics there are conflicts between religious and political leaders as each struggles for power
and influence over the society.

Political Epochs in Spring and Summer

1. Feudalism. Spirit of countryside and countryman. The “City” only a market or
stronghold. Chivalric-religious ideals. Struggles of vassals amongst themselves and against
overlord. 900-1500 AD.

2. Crisis and dissolution of patriarchal forms. From feudalism to aristocratic State. 900-1500
AD.

3. Fashioning of a world of States of strict form. 1500-1800 AD.

4. Climax of the State-form (“Absolutism”) Unity of town and country (“State” and
“Society.” The “three estates”) 1500-1800 AD.

5. Break-up of the State-form (Revolution and Napoleonism). Victory of the city over the
countryside (of the “people” over the privileged, of the intelligentsia over tradition, of
money over policy.) 1800-2000 AD.
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Autumn and Winter make up the Civilization phase of a society

Civilization: Autumn and Winter, Loss of Vitality and Old Age

The West shifts from the Culture to the Civilization phase as Summer transitions into Autumn. The
intellect of the civilization, fully developed, begins to sterilize away the culture’s early organic
nature, and the center of the culture moves from its rural roots into the growing metropolis.
Eventually its founding principles begin to break down. Spengler describes this period as
“Intelligence of the City. Peak of strict Intellectual creativeness.” These events happen in Autumn of
Western Civilization:

The Enlightenment occurs, marking a cultural shift from mysticism to rationality.
Classical music peaks and then declines as an art form. The quantity and quality of creative
output between the time of Mozart and Beethoven is representative of the peak and the eventual
decline of this musical art form.
True art dies out in favor of metropolitan “art for the masses.”
Politically, there are “struggles between the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie, Revolutions, and
Napoleonism.” The American Revolution occurs during Autumn, and represents the victory of
theory over tradition and religious leadership, a crucial transition as the society becomes
increasingly based on economics and theory rather than its traditional foundations.
State government form moves from monarchy to republic, which eventually degenerates into a
democracy.

The civilization first overpopulates its cities only to eventually begin dying out once Winter arrives.
Spengler noted a pattern in every High Culture of demographic decline as a society sterilizes itself by
not having children. In effect, Spengler predicted the effects of feminism 50 years before it arose:

The primary woman, the peasant woman, is mother. The whole vocation towards which she
has yearned from childhood is included in that one word. But now emerges the Ibsen
woman, the comrade, the heroine of a whole megalopolitan literature from Northern drama
to Parisian novel. Instead of children, she has soul-conflicts; marriage is a craft-art for the
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achievement of “mutual understanding.” It is all the same whether the case against children
is the American lady’s who would not miss a season for anything, or the Parisienne’s who
fears that her lover would leave her, or an Ibsen heroine’s who “lives for herself” – they all
belong to themselves and they are unfruitful.

In late Autumn, Spengler describes the features of civilization like this: “The body of the people, now
essentially urban in constitution, dissolves into formless mass. Megalopolis and Provinces. The
Fourth Estate, inorganic, cosmopolitan.” The culture, completely uprooted from its rural roots,
urban, and composed of “masses” uninspired by their own myths and history, adopts a cosmopolitan,
multicultural philosophy.

As Winter sets in, the democracy eventually becomes corrupted by economic powers and
disintegrates forcing a return to primitive politics, such as despotism or Caesarism. The city
dominates the countryside, and everything rural is disdained. As the peak of the civilization is passed,
it is followed by a “fissure in the world-urban civilization; exhaustion of mental organization
strength; and irreligiousness rising.”

According to Spengler, Western world has entered Winter and its civilization is ending as it petrifies
into its final form. He describes Winter as the “dawn of Megalopolitan Civilization. Extinction of
spiritual creative force. Life itself becomes problematical. Ethical-practical tendencies of an
irreligious and unmetaphysical cosmopolitanism.” Over the coming decades Spengler expects:

The intellect of our civilization to fade, people to stop reading and thinking as the civilization
as a whole loses interest in thought.
Art to further devolve into repetitions of past great works and “meaningless subjects of
fashion.”
Government to become tyrannical.
Primitive forms of living to slowly return.

The population comprising the civilization will continue dying off as it loses touch with the myths
and culture it was founded upon. We are also experiencing the “spread of the Final World Sentiment”
of our civilization as the spread of irreligious Socialism. As a corrupt, democratic Socialist
government becomes autocratic we can expect a despot or a Caesar to take control of society as
“primitive human conditions slowly thrust up into the highly-civilized mode of living.”

Later, our great works and most of our technology will fade and lie in ruins as the population
comprising our civilization fades away. First, the countryside and then the cities will depopulate (as
seen in the Rust Belt and now cities like Detroit.) Man will return to a more animal-like state as his
once great Culture and Civilization wither and die. Spengler expects conquests of our now-exhausted
civilization will then occur from “young peoples eager for spoil, or [foreign] conquerors” while the
imperial machinery of the State falls apart.

Political Epochs in Autumn and Winter

1. Domination of Money (“Democracy”). Economic powers permeating the political forms
and authorities. 1800-2000 AD.

2. Victory of force-politics over money. Increasing primitiveness of political forms. Inward
decline of the nations into a formless population, and constitution thereof as an Imperium of
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gradually-increasing crudity of despotism. 2000-2200 AD.

3. Private and family policies of individual leaders. The world as spoil. Egypticism,
Mandarinism, Byzantinism. Historyless stiffening and enfeeblement even of the imperial
machinery, against young peoples eager for spoil, or alien conquerors. Primitive human
conditions slowly thrust up into the highly-civilized mode of living. After 2200 AD.

The Roman Theatre of Merida was built in 16 BC by a general and friend of emperor Augustus, a testament that no High Culture lasts
forever

The Future, Echoing Roman Civilization

In the Winter of Roman politics there was a shift from the Roman Republic to Caesarism, or
government led by a charismatic strongman. Eventually, the idea of representation broke down and
there was a shift to bloody “force politics.”

Of course, our current government is modeled on the Roman system. There are even similarities
between the two dominant parties. In Rome, the two dominant parties were the Optimates and
Populares, the Republicans and Democrats of their day. This form of representative government
eventually stops working because the system of checks and balances interfere with each other,
causing gridlock. Force politics (killing people) eventually comes along to break the gridlock. (As an
aside, some historians say it’s possible we entered this era in 1963 with the assassination of JFK by
the military-industrial complex.) Arguably, this predictive model is spot-on with the current situation
in the Western world. If Spengler’s model is correct, we are awaiting the rise of a dictator to come
along and smash the rotten edifice of democracy sometime this century.
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Spengler thought democracy was the form of government of a civilization in decline

Spengler on Democracy

Spengler believed democracy was the form of government of a civilization in decline, and
interestingly the idea of mass democracy arrived in the Winter of Western Civilization. Spengler
viewed democracy as a weapon of moneyed interests, who use the media to create the illusion that
there is consent from the governed. To him, the notion of democracy is really no different than living
under a plutocracy (government by a wealthy elite.) Using the media’s propaganda, money is turned
into force and controls people’s lives. Spengler wrote:

With the political press is bound up the need of universal school education, which in the
Classical world was completely lacking. In this demand there is an element – quite
unconscious – of desiring to shepherd the masses, as the object of party politics, into the
newspaper’s power area. The idealist of the early democracy regarded popular education,
without arrière pensée, as enlightenment pure and simple, and even today one finds here
and there weak heads that become enthusiastic on the Freedom of the Press – but it is
precisely this that smooths the path for the coming Caesars of the world press. Those who
have learned to read succumb to their power, and the visionary self-determination of Late
democracy issues in a thoroughgoing determination of the people by the powers whom the
printed word obeys.

The leftist causes that have dominated the last century in the press and in politics, such as equalism,
feminism, and Socialism, to Spengler, were only tools used to assist the moneyed powers to be more
effective.

These monetary powers permeate the government, eventually destroying it. This is where we
currently are on Spengler’s timeline, which leads us to what Spengler expects will happen in the
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West: people will cease to participate in elections, and the best candidates will remove themselves
from politics. Spengler thinks blood is the only force that can conquer the force of money.

The cycles described by Spengler will likely give rise to a new High Culture, but it will not be Western (American/European)

A New Spring After the Winter?

As Civilization advances into inexorable decline, Spengler wrote about the mood of the end times,
which prophetically describes today’s nihilistic culture of critique very well:

The loss it faces is that of possibility. The forms of art as of life seem exhausted, the stages
of development have been run through. Institutions function painfully. Repetition and
frustration are the intolerable result.

The liberal ideas of eternal progress have hidden this process until now, when the reality of decline is
becoming more evident. Spengler’s predictions of decline, as prescient as they have been over the last
century, may leave you feeling a sense of hopelessness after studying his work. However, as one
culture and civilization fades away, it’s very likely another will arise as part of this organic cycle.

Jean David Gebser later studied Spengler’s work, and believes a new consciousness will emerge from
the ashes of the old civilization. Just as Western civilization was built upon the ashes of Ancient
Greece and Rome, a new civilization may well be built on the ashes of our own.

The Decline of the West, published a century ago and largely unknown today, is work that very well
could be among the greatest ideas ever conceived by the human mind. It smashes the linear model of
history (always moving upward) presented in the public school system, and instead presents the idea
that throughout history man and his civilizations go through periods of birth, growth, decline, and
death.
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Scalia a Victim of Spengler’s Force Politics?
February 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Suspicious details around the death of Supreme Court Justice Scalia

The recent TNMM article on Oswald Spengler just discussed his prediction of the use of “force
politics” like assassinations as the West declines. Could Justice Antonin Scalia be a victim of force
politics?

The circumstances surrounding Scalia’s death are suspicious. It is foolish to think governments don’t
conduct hits. The U.S. assassinations of leaders in Latin America and the Middle East conducted by
CIA Jackals the last 50 years are proof our leaders are not above such actions. It is plausible the
apparatus that has oppressed the world is now being turned against America’s own citizens.

Here is what is suspicious: Scalia was declared dead by myocardial infarction (heart attack) over the
phone. He was found with A PILLOW OVER HIS FACE. WTF??? He was not seen by a physician
and no autopsy  was conducted. Scalia was embalmed this weekend prior to leaving Texas on
Tuesday. No investigation was conducted as required by Texas law when there is an unattended
death.

From MySA.com:

He was seated near me and I had a chance to observe him. He was very entertaining. But
about 9 p.m. he said, ‘it’s been a long day and a long week, I want to get some sleep,’
recalled Houston businessman John Poindexter, who owns the 30,000-acre luxury ranch
[where Scalia died.]

When Poindexter tried to awaken Scalia about 8:30 the next morning, the judge’s door was
locked and he did not answer. Three hours later, Poindexter returned after an outing, with a
friend of Scalia who had come from Washington with him
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We discovered the judge in bed, a pillow over his head. His bed clothes were unwrinkled,”
said Poindexter.

“He was lying very restfully. It looked like he had not quite awakened from a nap,” he said.

Major legislation is to be reviewed by the Supreme Court this year. Scalia was one of the most
conservative members of the court, appointed by Ronald Reagan in 1986.

At the very minimum an autopsy and investigation are warranted.
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Polar Bears Doing Better Than Ever
February 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Fat polar bears dominate the Berents Sea area with the population increasing over 40% in a decade’s time, populations are also increasing
elsewhere

Ahh, those cute and cuddly polar bears. The public relations image of the polar bear is evidence of
the cognitive dissonance of the environmental left. Other than the Coca-Cola polar bear marketing
campaign that reappeared in the 1990s, there’s very little that is cute and cuddly about this
apex predator.

Polar bears are stealth hunters, and the victim is often unaware of the bear’s presence until the attack
is underway. Whereas brown bears often maul a person and then leave, polar bear attacks are more
likely to be predatory and are almost always fatal.

Genetically very similar to the less-popular grizzly bear, they are quintessential poster children for
the environmental left, and especially its global warming carbon tax scheme. We are constantly
warned if we don’t take decisive action now the ice will melt away and these cutesy if deadly bears
will never be seen again.

However, once again, as is usually the case when one scratches the surface of the global warming
religion, we find the population is doing better now than it was over 50 years ago. Many estimates
place polar bear population in the 20,000 to 30,000 range, excellent for a top-level predator

More Failed Predictions

Despite predictions from the global warming alarmists as recently as 2007 that the arctic would be
ice-free by 2013 and cause all the polar bears to drown, summer ice levels have bounced back to the
31st highest level ever recorded as of 2015.
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Even Lurch (Senator John Kerry) got in on the doomsday racket back in August 2009, publishing an
OpEd in PuffHo (Huffington Post) using fear mongering tactics and going along with the polemic
that the arctic would be ice-free by 2013. How many times do these people have to be proven wrong
before people stop listening to them?

A recent study just published in late 2015 found that polar bears have undergone a 42% increase in
population in the Barents Sea, with some of them as fat as pigs.

Researchers from Norsk Polarinstitutt in Tromsø have conducted their first census of sorts
since 2004 regarding the polar bear population on Svalbard and in the Norwegian portions
of the Barents Sea. “The population has increased,” project leader Jon Aars of the polar
institute told NTB. “The Norwegian polar bear population is now calculated to include
around 975 bears, compared to 685 11 years ago.

And as anyone with common sense would expect, arctic species have seen changes in sea ice
cover before (as the climate is always changing) and got along just fine without human intervention.

Of course, the polar bear scare is just one of the tentacles of the global warming carbon tax scheme
and plan for world government. It has less to do with environmental protection than it does
establishing totalitarian control.
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More Disturbing Details about Scalia’s Death
February 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The explosive story about potential foul play in the sudden death of Justice Antonin Scalia is being
scrubbed from the legacy media. Even though Drudge is continuing to cover it, it is not receiving the
emphasis it needs.

There are several details about Scalia’s death which would at the very least need to be cleaned up
before the man is buried and unanswered questions about his death swirl for years or decades.

Scalia had just cost the left and green movements over $1 trillion with a ruling that dealt a blow to Obama’s effort to regulate coal
power plants on February 9, days before his death

Here are some of the disturbing details surrounding the death of Justice Scalia:

No autopsy has been ordered, and the cause of death as a heart attack was determined over the
phone.
The media has been claiming the family does not want an autopsy, although the law demanding
an autopsy during an unattended death and public interest should override these requests.
Scalia was found with a pillow over his head.
Scalia died alone in his hotel room on a bed that appeared he had not been sleeping in it.
Robert Almonte, U.S. Marshall for the Western District of Texas, where the death occurred,
was appointed by President Obama in 2010; U.S. Marshalls from that district were the first to
confirm Scalia’s death.
John Poindexter, the owner of the Cibolo Creek Ranch where Scalia died is a wealthy
Democrat donor who received an award from Obama for his military service; top donors are
often rewarded with presidential citations.
Poindexter was reportedly among those who initially discovered the Justice’s body, and then
coordinated with local officials to have Justice Scalia declared dead via a phone conversation
with the area medical examiner – but without an actual medical examination of the body.
Mr. Poindexter was also said to be the primary point man between the ranch location and
federal authorities who were notably slow to arrive on scene.
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Scalia cost interests in the climate change racket $1 TRILLION on February 9, just days before
his death with his ruling that effectively blocked coal power plant emissions, with the majority
opinion written by Scalia himself.
Immigration, abortion, gun rights, and other major issues are to be decided by the Supreme
Court this year.
Going against the Senate resolution passed under G.W. Bush, Obama is nominating a
replacement for Scalia in an election year.

Poindexter, owner of the Cibolo Creek Ranch and wealthy Democratic donor, shakes hands with Obama

As recently discussed on TNMM, the use of force politics, or killing people for political reasons,
seems to be a real possibility…one that simply cannot be swept under the rug.
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One of the Most Important Films You’ve Never Seen
February 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Even as early as 2007, the Internet was churning out quality pieces of journalism that eclipse the
worthless bile spewed forth by the legacy media.

This film was one of the first to nudge me away from what the Establishment wants us to believe.
Zeitgeist puts together a lot of the pieces of the plans the New World Order has for all of us. It has a
87% positive rating on Rotten Tomatoes, and is an incredible piece of filmmaking and journalism.

Even though I do no support The Zeitgeist Movement because it implies the solution to our problems
are centralized planning i.e. socialism/communism, I highly recommend the film since the predictions
and claims it made nearly 10 years ago are ringing truer now than they did then.

Some of the revelations in the film include:

How religion and cultural conditioning are used to control people
How (as the film claims and is plausible) the 9/11 attacks were orchestrated by the US
government to institute the Orwellian never-ending War on Terror, and war on personal liberty
and freedom
How the Federal Reserve System goes against everything the Founding Fathers intended for the
nation and allows manipulation of the economic system by powerful interests
Reveals plans to digitize money and identity, eventually implanting everyone with an RFID
chip under the skin that will allow total top-down control and GPS tracking of all activity

The description of the Zeitgeist film on Wikipedia:

Part I questions religions as being god-given stories, asserting that the Christian religion is
mainly derived from other religions, astronomical assertions, astrological myths, and other
traditions, which in turn were derived from other traditions. In furtherance of the Jesus myth
hypothesis, this part claims that the historical Jesus is a literary and astrological hybrid,
nurtured by political forces and opportunists.

Part II alleges that the 9/11 attacks were either orchestrated or allowed to happen by
elements within the United States government; the government’s purpose, it alleges, was to
generate mass fear, initiate and justify the War on Terror, provide a pretext for the
curtailment of civil liberties, and produce economic gain. It asserts that the U.S. government
had advance knowledge of the attacks, that the military deliberately allowed the planes to
reach their targets, and that World Trade Center buildings 1, 2, and 7 underwent a
controlled demolition.

Part III states that the Federal Reserve System is controlled by a small cabal of international
bankers who conspire to create global calamities to enrich themselves. Three wars involving
the United States during the twentieth century are highlighted as part of this alleged agenda,
started by specifically engineered events, including the sinking of the RMS Lusitania, the
attack on Pearl Harbor, and the Gulf of Tonkin Incident. The film asserts that such wars
serve to sustain conflict in general and force the U.S. government to borrow money, thereby
increasing the profits of the international bankers. The film also states that the Federal
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Income Tax is illegal.

The film states that the United States Government’s income tax is unconstitutional. This
segment also alleges a secret agreement to merge the United States, Canada and Mexico
into a North American Union as a step toward the creation of a single world government.
The film speculates that under such a government, every human could be implanted with an
RFID chip to monitor individual activity and suppress dissent.

Zeitgeist is highly recommended, as are the sequels.
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Global Warming or Global Government
February 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Is the world overheating? Or are politicans blowing hot air?

Even though the great religion of global warming has fewer adherents than at any point in its history,
those who do believe are more fervent in their creed than ever. They’re also more desperate than ever
to keep the polemic going and to win converts to their cause. However, their tower of lies is
becoming increasingly shaky, built on the sand of hyperbole and shoddy science. Ten years ago, Al
Gore claimed we had 10 years to save the planet from global warming, as pointed out in this CBS
News report from early 2006.

Unless drastic measures to reduce greenhouse gases are taken within the next 10 years, the
world will reach a point of no return, Gore said. He sees the situation as “a true planetary
emergency.”“ If you accept the truth of that, then nothing else really matters that much,”
Gore said in an interview with The Associated Press. “We have to organize quickly to come
up with a coherent and really strong response, and that’s what I’m devoting myself to.”

The clock ran out late this January, and warming has not reached what Gore called planetary
emergency levels. Civilization, and the world, are still here. In spite of all the self-congratulatory
agreements and conferences that have been held around the world on this matter, nothing substantive
has been done to “fight global warming.”

After all the rhetoric about a planet that was overheating, a number of scientists now think we could
be headed into another Little Ice Age, and the global average temperature has remained steady for a
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decade and a half or more, defying the predictions made 20 years ago for today.

But, a lot has been done to ramp up the hysteria over normal (if devastating) weather events like
tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, and fires. Now virtually every bad weather event comes tagged by the
mainstream media with the suggestion that humans are to blame, even though tornadoes are down to
record low numbers nationwide for 3 years in a row, and the U.S. hasn’t been hit by a major
(Category 3 or higher) hurricane since Wilma in 2005, the longest stretch since the Civil War.
Another of the warmists’ infamous predictions, that the Arctic would be ice-free in 2013, also came
and went, and the ice cap is still stubbornly there.

If you tune in to the mainstream media you will come away with quite a different impression,
however, since weather events are now hyped to the extreme because they drive ratings. Take it from
me, a former apparatchik of the mainstream media who defected—causing hysteria about the weather
drives ratings. Despite the hype, an increasing number of people are refusing to buy into the social
hysteria surrounding global warming, which is really a thinly veiled attempt at instituting a global
carbon tax.

Al Gore is probably hoping everyone forgot about yet another failed Doomsday prediction of his

Rebranding of Global Warming

Since so many of the predictions have failed, and the Earth is stubbornly refusing to go along with the
global warming polemic, you might have noticed that since the global warming carbon tax scheme
began in the 1980s, it has recently been rebranded. It’s now called climate change.

But wait just a minute. The climate has always been changing on earth, and it has had nothing to do
with mankind. There were periods when the earth was almost completely frozen over, and other
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periods when tropical forests extended northward towards the poles. All of those changes occurred
either before man even evolved or the invention of the “infernal” combustion engine.

Climate change is an all-encompassing term that means whether its dry or wet, hot or cold, cloudy or
sunny, and snowy or rainy, the changes can then be blamed on mankind. This makes the end goal of
control easier to achieve than when the farce was named global warming on a planet that refuses to
heat up as much as predictions in the 1980s and 1990s for today called for.

Argumentum ad populum, which concludes a proposition is true because many or most people believe it is a logical fallacy and is to be
disregarded when coming to a scientific conclusion

Consensus is Not Science, it’s Politics

The “consensus” of climate scientists who supposedly agree that CO2 is overheating the planet is
often claimed to be 97%. The global warming alarm is also claimed to have the stamp of approval of
the IPCC, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (the mainstream media does worship
“officials” instead of logic and reason, after all). But like any governmental body, its conclusions are
politically driven, and not scientifically driven.

Richard Lindzen, former Alfred P. Sloan Professor of Meteorology at MIT and an atmospheric
physicist, tells us the ugly truth behind this so-called consensus.

This claim that the IPCC is the world’s top 1,500 or 2,500 scientists – you look at the
bibliographies of the people and it’s simply not true. There are quite a number of non-
scientists. To fill the number up to 2,500 they have to start taking reviewers, and
government people, and so on; anyone who ever came close to them. And none of them are
asked to agree. Many of them disagree. People have decided you have to convince other
people, that since no scientist disagrees, you shouldn’t disagree either. But whenever you
hear that in science, that’s pure propaganda.
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We will hear more from Lindzen in a moment. Professor Paul Reiter of the Pasteur Institute in Paris
and a former IPCC member, has also spoken out on the “consensus.”

A galling aspect of the debate is that this spurious ‘science’ is endorsed in the public forum
by influential panels of ‘experts.’ I refer particularly to the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change. Every five years, this UN-based organization publishes a ‘consensus of the
world’s top scientists’ on all aspects of climate change. Quite apart from the dubious
process by which these scientists are selected, such consensus is the stuff of politics, not of
science. Science proceeds by observation, hypothesis and experiment. The complexity of
this process, and the uncertainties involved, are a major obstacle to a meaningful
understanding of scientific issues by non-scientists. In reality, a genuine concern for
mankind and the environment demands the inquiry, accuracy and skepticism that are
intrinsic to authentic science. A public that is unaware of this is vulnerable to abuse.

The history of doing science by political consensus is indeed a disastrous one. Galileo was famously
imprisoned until his death for challenging the establishment of his day, the Catholic Church, and
teaching that the earth revolved around the sun.

More recently, Ignaz Semmelweis was thrown into an insane asylum in 1865 and then beaten to death
by the guards at age 47 less than 2 weeks after being committed for suggesting doctors should wash
their hands between doing autopsies and examining their patients. As a result of his “insanity” the
mortality rate at clinics that adopted handwashing dropped 90% but his views conflicted with the
establishment of the time. Only after his death did Louis Pasteur confirm the germ theory and
vindicate Semmelweis.

Here, we have two quick examples of how dangerous establishments and political contamination of
science can be. History has many others.
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Carbon dioxide makes up 0.039% of the atmosphere, one of the lowest levels ever seen in the past 500 million years

CO2 is Not a Pollutant

Human-produced CO2 is claimed to be the evil behind global warming, but as we learn in elementary
school science, it’s an essential gas for all life on earth. It is also one of the weakest of the greenhouse
gases. It makes up a minuscule 0.04% of the atmosphere, meaning the current atmosphere is CO2-
starved if one looks at the history of the planet over the last 500 million years since the Cambrian
Explosion of life burst forth onto the planet. Richard Lindzen once again explains.

CO2 for different people has different attractions. After all, what is it? – it’s not a pollutant,
it’s a product of every living creature’s breathing, it’s the product of all plant respiration,
it is essential for plant life and photosynthesis, it’s a product of all industrial burning, it’s
a product of driving – I mean, if you ever wanted a leverage point to control everything
from exhalation to driving, this would be a dream. So it has a kind of fundamental
attractiveness to bureaucratic mentality.

CO2 concentrations have almost always been higher than today throughout the last half a billion
years, usually 5 to 25 times higher if the levels are graphed out. Plants grow better in atmospheres
with higher CO2 concentrations. Quite simply, CO2 is plant food.

The planet has had even ice ages when the CO2 was much higher than today. In fact, there was an Ice
Age in the end of the Ordovician when the CO2 concentration was an incredible 10-15 times higher
than today. Crucially, even when there is an apparent relation between temperature and climate as in
the Vostok ice core record, the relationship is the other way around from what Al Gore claims it to
be. Temperature leads CO2, not the other way around. The ice core record goes back only 600,000
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years, or 0.0013% of the Earth’s long history.

If one looks at temperature over the entire history of the earth (4.5 billion years) and not just the last
blink of an eye in geological time (10,000 to 600,000 years ago) one does not see a causal relation
between CO2 and temperature.

You may also be interested to know that in one of the last periods of low CO2 concentrations (below
300 parts per million) known as the Carboniferous, as the CO2 content tumbled, the oxygen content
of the atmosphere soared to 35% and meganeura—giant insects like dragonflies that were the size of
hawks and giant spiders that were the size of house plants—roamed the earth. This was due the
increased oxygen available.

As you can see from these quick examples, the relationship between atmospheric gases and biology is
much more complex than just “CO2 is bad.” Increased CO2 will most likely lead to a greener world,
since it is plant fertilizer.

Giant insects evolved as CO2 concentration plummeted in the Carboniferous

The Real Goal: Establishing a One World Government?

It is becoming clearer with each passing year the real goal of causing hysteria over the climate is to
enable a global body to tax the entire world. A body that has the ability to tax the entire world is a de-
facto world government.

Lord Christopher Monckton, former science advisor to British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, has
been tirelessly sounding the alarm about this existential threat to freedom. He has also challenged
global warming poster boy Al Gore to debate him on the science surrounding global warming, but
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Gore has repeatedly refused. Monckton has been criticized for being a non-climate scientist, but it is
interesting that Al Gore’s non-existent credentials have never been challenged by the media. He is a
mathematician, however, and is quite skilled at deconstructing the skewed statistics presented by the
global warming fear-mongers.

Lord Christopher Monkton skydives into the Durban global
warming conference unwelcomed

Monckton often speaks about global warming and global government but a biased media ignore him,
even when they are invited to cover his events. He is very good at connecting the politics and the
pseudoscience. He says global warming is being used as a fig leaf to cover the real intentions of the
yearly global warming meetings of governments around the world. He attended the annual global
warming meetings until he was banned for asking a valid question about why the statistics were being
cherry-picked. Monckton responded by “dropping in” unwelcomed on the Durban climate conference
by skydiving in from 10,000 feet when they didn’t want to let him in.

As Monckton explains, the true goals at the annual climate meetings include levying heavy global
taxes that will bankrupt the financial industry, redistributing wealth from Western nations to
developing countries for their so-called “climate debt,” and eventually shutting down capitalism
around the world. The proposal would also give rights of legal personality to Mother Earth, enabling
her to sue Western nations for their so-called “climate debt” to the third world. The aims would
cripple economies and force people to figuratively go live in yurts.

The entire farrago is based on a predicted doubling of CO2 concentration by 2100 to eight one-
hundreths (0.08%) of the total volume of the atmosphere, nothing significant if one looks at the
history of the planet. It is also based on computer modeling which has been proven wrong time and
time again because the earth is not heating up as much as predicted. It’s easy to make the connection
that this has very little to do with saving the planet and everything to do with instituting a global
government. Monkton eloquently explains all of these concepts in this presentation he gave in
Australia.
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If these birds were covered in oil this photo would be everywhere, but because wind farms killed them environmentalists look the other
way

Real Environmental Problems

One of the proposed solutions to global warming has been clean energy. This is a great idea, and I’m
definitely not opposed to finding better methods of producing energy.

One of the biggest pushes has been behind creating wind farms, which not only already chop
hundreds of thousands of birds (some endangered) out of the sky each year, but also require huge
quantities of fossil fuels to produce and maintain. One conservative estimate says it would require 5
million wind turbines to power the world, and of course the number of birds killed would rise well
above the 300,000 that are killed now if there were that many blades churning in the sky. The utter
hypocrisy of environmentalists who support wind farms as a clean energy solution only proves how
much cognitive dissonance they have between reality and their pet projects.

The entire global warming obsession takes time, money, and resources away from other, real
environmental problems.

One that is never discussed because it’s politically incorrect to do so is an economic system that
encourages women to consume as many material and consumer items as they can. Economists and
marketers refer to this as the she-conomy, since women make up or influence 80% or more of
consumer spending. By continuing to feed the lust for material items, the economy now runs as a
gigantic waste machine of consumerism, with all this waste ending up in landfills and in our oceans.
It also wastes enormous amounts of fossil fuel energy producing and transporting these items around.

The statistics of pleasing the female id are not pretty. According to Becoming Minimalist (all of these
claims are cited by the way:)
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The average American home now has an incredible 300,000 items in it.
The average American home size has tripled in the last 50 years even though family size has
been nearly cut in half.
One out of every 10 homes now rent offsite storage to put junk in. A quarter of homes with two
car garages don’t have room to park vehicles in them.
The average American woman now owns 30 outfits, up from 9 a few decades ago.
The average American now throws away 65 pounds of clothing a year.
Women spend more on jewelry and watches than higher education.
Women spend a full eight years of their lives shopping.
Americans spend $1.2 trillion annually on non-essential goods—things they do not need, in
other words. Again, 80% of this spending is driven by women.

After seeing these statistics, perhaps a better environmental solution is promoting a minimalistic
lifestyle that isn’t driven by materialism and consumerism, one that moves away from a she-conomy.
Just look at the abominable amount of waste it is creating.

If the world moved away from a female-driven consumer economy to something—to use one of the
environmentalists’ favorite terms—a little more sustainable, wouldn’t we all be better off? It certainly
makes more sense than waging a war on a trace gas that is essential for all life on earth, one of the
weakest greenhouse gases that stands at one of the lowest levels it has ever been over the last 500
million years.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally appeared on Return of Kings.
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What Feminism Was Really About
February 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Feminism was not about empowering women, it was about taking them out of the home to double the amount of taxpayers and cut wages
by doubling the supply of workers

Aaron Russo, Academy Award nominated film producer and director, gave an interview before his
death that explains what feminism was truly about. As a former friend and confidant of Nick
Rockefeller and a Hollywood insider, Russo was privy to a lot of inside information. (Russo also
warned about the coming implantation of RFID chips into the world population to establish complete
control over the society. The first step to putting all money on the chips will be the removal of the
$100 bill from the monetary system.)

In this classic interview, Russo recounts one of his conversations with Rockefeller.

Well, one of the things he told me was that — he was at the house one night and we were
talking and he started laughing, he said, “Aaron, what do you think ‘women’s liberation’
was about?”

And I said — I had pretty conventional thinking about it at that point — I said I think it’s
about women having the right to work, getting equal pay with men, just like they won the
right to vote.

And he started to laugh and he said: “You’re an idiot.” And I said: Why am I an idiot?

He said, “Let me tell you what that was about. We, the Rockefellers, funded that. We
funded Women’s Lib. And we’re the ones who got it all over the newspapers and
televisions — The Rockefeller Foundation. You want to know why?”

There were two primary reasons.

And one reason was: “We couldn’t tax half the population, before Women’s Lib. And
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the second reason was: Now we get the kids in school at an early age. We can
indoctrinate the kids how to think. So that it breaks up the family. Your kids start
looking at the State as the family. As the school, as the officials as their family, not as
the parents teaching them.”

And so, those are the two primary reasons for Women’s Lib, which I thought up to that
point was a noble thing. When I saw their intentions behind it, where they were coming
from when they created it, the thought of it, I saw the evil behind what I thought was a
noble venture.

The full interview can be seen on YouTube. It is one of the most interesting interviews on the
intentions of the corporate-government complex to be found anywhere.

The Politics of Fear

The totalitarian tendencies of the modern American government have philosophical foundations in
neoconservatism going back to the 1960s. In The Politics of Fear, these tendencies are discussed in
detail. Here is a piece from the first installment of that series.

Strauss (who was to many the main influence on William Kristol’s intellectual
development) believed individual freedom was causing the chaos, as people pursued their
own selfish interests leading to conflict in society. The ideas Strauss had were studied by
two men who were to become very influential in the U.S. government: Paul Wolfowitz and
William Kristol, son of Irving Kristol. They believed the philosophical grounds for liberal
democracy and mass freedom had been weakened, and wanted to give the masses a new
purpose by creating a new myth of America as having a unique destiny battling against evil
in the world.

This philosophy has led to mythmaking and the curbing of freedoms in the Western world, and is
how Western leaders have increased their power over our lives. It is a new twist on the Hegelian
dialectic that has been around for thousand of years. The Hegelian dialectic, as practiced by today’s
social engineers boils down to creating a problem that does not really exist which causes a reaction
among people, usually a reaction predicted by psychologists and sociologists, then having a
preplanned solution in mind which aggrandizes power and profit.

Today’s War and Terror and other propagandized “wars” on everything from drugs to paying with
cash represent the implementation of this dialectic by the government propaganda ministers.

In that sense, it can be said that feminism was a preplanned solution for cutting population growth,
weakening the nuclear family, and banishing the male from the civilization he created. It was
accomplished by creating a problem such as the mythical “oppression” of women (when in fact all it
did was shift their labor away from the home and family and allowed it to be used by industry).
Recent history has shown us the masses fall for this tactic time and time again.
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Wind Farms Causing Bird Apocalypse
February 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

In the USA, under the Bald Eagle Protection Act, the felony killing of a bald eagle is punished by a fine
of $250,000 and prison time. However, if you’re in the wind industry, you get a pass

Wind farms already chop 300,000 birds a year out of the sky with only 50,000 wind turbines installed
in the US. A full 5 million wind turbines would be needed to meet our energy needs…so the number
of birds killed would rise into the tens or hundreds of millions. Why is it the environmentalists are not
raising hell over this?

If these birds were covered in oil, the media would make sure this Bald Eagle was in your face 24/7.
Obvious bias like this towards the green movement and other leftist causes are part of the reason I
had to leave the media and start writing for independent web sites, I just couldn’t take the BS
anymore.
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No Paper Money Equals Slavery
February 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Washington Post, home of RooshV libeler (in my opinion) Caitlin Dewey recently ran this piece
of shit article on how we need to go after “big money” and eliminate the $100 bill.

The anonymity of cash safeguards freedom

The article fails to mention that most money is already electronic. Less than 3% of the American
money supply is in paper. But, your masters want to take away even that small percentage of paper
money from you. This is, to anyone with a brain and who has been paying attention, the first step
towards putting all money on a chip, and then implanting that chip subcutaneously into your skin
using an RFID chip. Aaron Russo, well-connected Hollywood film director and producer, candidate
for Nevada governor, and confidant of one of the Rockefellers, touched on this in one of his final
interviews a decade ago:

And the whole agenda is…everybody has an RFID chip implanted in them. All money is to
be in those chips — there’ll be no more cash. And this is given me straight from Rockefeller
himself; this is what they want to accomplish.

And all money will be in your chips. And so, instead of having cash, any time you have
money in your chip, they can take out whatever they want to take out whenever they want
to. If they say “you owe us this much money in taxes,” they just deduct it out of your chip,
digitally.

Total control. And, if you’re like me or you, and you’re protesting what they’re doing, they
can just turn off your chip. And you have nothing. You can’t buy food. You can’t do
anything. It’s total control of the people.

Zeitgeist, recommended viewing for TNMM readers, also documented this as early as 2007.

In 2005, Congress under the pretense of immigration control and the so called war on
terrorism, passed the Real ID act, under which it is projected by May 2008, you will be
required to carry around a Federal Identification card which includes on it a scannable bar
code with you personal information. [Editor’s note: Check the back of your Driver’s
License. It has this bar code on it.] However this barcode is only an intermediary step,
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before the card is equipped with a VeriChip RFID tracking Module, which will use radio
frequencies to track your every move on the planet. If this sounds foreign to you, please
note that the RFID tracking chip is already in all new American passports. And the final
step is the implanted chip, which many people have already been manipulated into
accepting under different pretenses.

The most incredible aspect of all: These totalitarian elements will not be forced upon the
people, the people will demand them, for the social manipulation of society through the
generation of fear and division has completely detached human from their sense of power
and reality. A process, which has been going on for centuries if not millennia…

It will be a dark day when this dream of the Globalists is realized

Getting Everyone Chipped

Continuing the media’s all-time favorite strategy of running a fear campaign, the article says this
about another large denomination, the 500 euro note:

The fact that — as Sands points out — in certain circles the 500 euro note is known as the
“Bin Laden” confirms the arguments against it. Sands’ extensive analysis is totally
convincing on the linkage between high denomination notes and crime.

There is also a linkage between high denomination notes and living in a free society and not a
tyranny. Even the “mainstream” Financial Times admits this. That article correctly points out:

The anonymity of cash helps to free people from their governments and some criminality is
a price worth paying for liberty.

Willie-Lord Valve Whittaker has the top-rated response to the Washington Post claim.

It’s not about large denomination bills, it’s about CASH – period. Doing away with the
$100 bill is the camel’s nose. Then it’s the $50, then the $20… and then everyone uses
electronic money, which is eminently [traceable.] Buy a pack of smokes, it’ll go into your
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medical file – ditto for a six pack. Better lay off that chocolate cream pie, too…and don’t
even *think* about buying a gun or some ammo. And criminals, who, after all, are
*criminals*, won’t give a damn either way – they’ll hack the electronic financial system to
an even greater extent than they’ve hacked it already, and a million dollars in e-money
moves faster, hides more easily, and weighs a helluva lot less than a million bucks worth of
hundred- (or fifty-, or twenty-) dollar bills. It’s about *control*. It’s about hands in your
pocket besides your own. Is it 1776 yet? Fast approaching…

And Andylit also knows the time of day.

The comments here by the drooling masses would be funny if they were not so terrifying.
The real purpose of this idiotic proposal is to monitor and track transactions by the general
public. Force transactions through the debit/credit system instead of untraceable cash.

The next step would be to remove $50’s, then $20’s, because heck, everyone has a debit
card.

The notion that forcing criminals to use $50’s instead of $100’s is going to somehow
impede their activities is absolutely absurd. Remove that argument and you have no valid
reason for this proposal.

When the government can track everything you do, every penny you spend, can turn on and turn off
your chip at will thus controlling whether or not you can have ANY money at all, and eventually
deduct fines and fees for every imagined purpose from your account at will, full-blown slavery will
have been realized in the once great United States of America.

The poor souls that allow this to happen will be missing those $100 bills someday, I promise you.
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Full Interview: Former Abortionist Speaks Out
Against Abortion
February 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Dr. Anthony Levantino, a former abortion doctor turned pro-lifer has released a series of videos that
could turn the entire debate on abortion on its ear. Using medical animations, the videos graphically
display each of the procedures that are used in an abortion.

A sopher clamp is used to dismember the preborn baby and crush its skull in a Suction D&E abortion; a full 1 in 10 abortions use either this
method or injecting the baby with lethal drugs to cause cardiac arrest

In a compelling interview about the videos and the reason he wanted to produce them, Dr. Levantino
explains some of the gut-wrenching details of one of the over 1,000 abortions he performed before
turning against the entire idea of abortion.

You take an instrument like this called a sopher clamp and you basically – the surgery is
that you literally tear a child to pieces. The suction is only for the fluid. The rest of it is
literally dismembering a child piece by piece with an abortion instrument, an absolutely gut-
wrenching procedure.
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The grim reality of a 2nd trimester abortion; a preborn child must be dismembered, its skull crushed and all the parts accounted for

The full-length interview he did with Live Action, a pro-life advocacy group contains some very eye-
opening facts about the reality of abortion, which is not the fuzzy women’s health issue it is presented
as in the legacy media.

In the interview, Levantino recalls the day he realized abortion doctors like him were part of the
reason it is so hard for infertile couples to adopt.

I very vividly remember being in the delivery room one day doing a suction D&C abortion
and thinking, my gosh, I’m throwing this kid in the garbage. Here I am trying to adopt a
baby and yet I’m throwing them away.

Levantino stopped doing abortions decades ago when he realized the moral implications of ending a
human life. He recalls the day he became physically sick while doing an abortion.

I started that abortion and put in what’s called a sopher clamp, and literally ripped out a
baby’s arm or leg, and I just stared at it. I got sick. I mean I literally got sick. But when you
start an abortion, you can’t stop. When you do a D&E abortion, you have to do an
inventory. You have to make sure you get two arms, two legs and all the pieces. Because if
you don’t your patient is going to come back infected, bleeding, or dead. So I finished
that abortion, I soldiered on and got it done.

But I looked, and I really for the first time in my career looked at that pile of baby parts
sitting on a table and I didn’t see all the things that had sustained me for all those years. I
didn’t see what a wonderful doctor I was for helping her with her problem, I didn’t see her
wonderful right to choose, and I didn’t even see the $800 cash I just made in 15 minutes.
All I could see was someone’s son or daughter.

After watching this series, I realized how far we have fallen as a nation when one million of these
procedures are done legally each year rather than adult women taking responsibility for their sexual
choices. As the gatekeepers of sex, women and their “choices” are responsible for 99% of abortions.
If they “chose” to abstain or wait until marriage as they did under the patriarchy, they then would not
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have to “choose” to kill a preborn child. Less than 1% of abortions are due to rape or incest.

This, in a nation that has to import large numbers of immigrants to keep its economy running while
systematically killing off its own next generation in utero.

For my full article which details each of the gruesome methods of abortion with medical animations,
click here.
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The Corporate Government Complex (Image Gallery)
February 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Join the discussion, post a comment. For more Red Pills visit our Recommended Reading and
Viewing page, and see our selection of Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise.
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The Future of the World Echoes Science Fiction
February 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Soft tyranny has already arrived in America

The death of individuality. This is what is coming in America and eventually the world in the 21st
century, already arriving in bite-size pieces.

We are already commanded from childhood as to what paths we can take in life by the government,
stuck into State-run indoctrination facilities disguised as schools at the tender age of 4 or 5 and forced
to remain there until age 18. If your parents do not comply, they will be arrested as this woman
recently was because her honor-roll son racked up a whopping 3 unexcused absences.

Charlotte Thomson-Iserbyt was the Senior Policy Advisor in the Office of Educational Research and
Improvement in the U.S. Department of Education under Ronald Reagan. Thomson-Iserbyt later
turned into a whistle blower and spoke about the changes that were being develped for the public
education system in the 1980s to facilitate the Department’s goal of Limited Learning for Lifelong
Labor. The goal is churning out graduates who follow instructions and authority well, but who are not
very good critical thinkers.
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After high school we have been thoroughly brainwashed into trusting the system for the past 13
years. So, we believe college is the only way to get a comfortable middle class job. We are fed these
myths by a government that benefits itself shackling young people with non-bankruptable debt. So,
naturally we go and rack up an average of $30,000 in debt which makes us nice and pliable to our
future employers.

We then live a life working 40-60 hours a week or more while the outlets for our Freudian id are
limited to shopping, eating, watching football and bitching about politicians that we no longer
control, until we retire. Heterosexuality is being criminalized (prostitution is illegal but all forms of
gay sex are sacrosanct in America as just one example of this; another example are rape laws that
heavily favor women which led to the Duke Lacrosse incident among others.) Our government spent
all the money in the Social Security trust fund which means the program is going bankrupt. So,
retirement may not be an option anymore. Working until one falls over dead may become the norm.

This pre-planned, cookie cutter life is already the status quo, the bite-size taste of what’s to come
that is already being implemented. Things get worse.

Science fiction once again hints at future reality

Resistance is Futile

Once we are all RFID chipped (these chips already in our Passports, next they will be in our Drivers
Licenses, and later implanted into our bodies with GPS capabilities) everything about us can be
controlled electronically. The endless rules and regulations already on the books will be enforced by
software that tracks our every move and by then our every word, all safeguarded by a
totally digital money supply. Taxes and fines will be automatically deducted from your chip.

Once the vision of having us all chipped is realized, the future beings to look like the one presented in
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the 1990s television series Star Trek: The Next Generation through their arch enemies the Borg.
Instead of the free (if paradoxically socialistic) society presented by the protagonists in Star Trek, the
future America is pushing on its citizens and the rest of the world echoes the communist collectivism
of the Borg.

The Borg hailing message represents what the corporate-government elite expect of other cultures in
the world who haven’t yet swallowed the pills of materialism, feminism, and nihilism:

Existence as you know it is over. Your life as it has been is over. We will add your
biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. From this time forward, you will
service us.  Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

Assimilation into the collective will be facilitated by the corporate-government complex’s economic
control of the world. The very existence of a corporate-government complex means we no longer live
in a free market as envisioned by our founders. Increasingly, corporations control virtually every
aspect of the market and through the use of government force the individual is being turned into
servants of these corporations.

What’s worse, left and right have been hopelessly vivisected against each other by these interests
when they really should be natural allies, at least against misplaced power on both sides.

They accomplish their aims through the revolving door between corporate directorships and
government office, corporate financing of campaigns, and corporate media running cover for what
they are really doing. The revolving door is partially illustrated here.

Turning the entire world into a controlled collective, beholden to corporate bosses and government
authority can now be accomplished both through electronic shackling of the masses, and because of
the personality traits of the majority of the people in the world allow it.
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Corporations lobby for the government to have more power, then the government enacts policies favorable to corporations

Slavery as the Natural State of Man

Going back to Greek civilization, and echoing the desires of the modern-day elite, Aristotle believed
slavery was the natural state of many in our species. This sadly seems to ring true when one realizes
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how easily manipulated and controlled the masses are. In his book of Politics, Aristotle addresses the
questions of whether slavery is contrary to nature and whether or not it is better for some people to be
slaves. Aristotle claims that while there are natural slaves, it is not advantageous for someone to be
held in slavery who is not a natural slave. He claims that such a condition is sustained only by force,
resulting in enmity. That leaves the question…who is a natural slave and who is not?

Modern-day science seems to confirm at least some of Aristotle’s thinking. TNMM recently covered
this in a post describing the traits exhibited by the majority of the population, based on the
scientifically valid Myers-Briggs personality instrument. Sometimes, individuals stray from the
descriptions laid out here. However, when speaking in generalities they do not. The four
main personality type descriptors were touched on in our Why Politicians Lie, and Why People
Believe Them article:

According to the scientifically valid Myers-Briggs personality instrument, Rationals or NTs,
those who use logic and reason to make decisions, make up a tiny 10% of the population.

The largest segment of the population are SJs, who are 40-50% of the population. SJs are
minions of those in power who blindly follow authority and the “official word.” SJs enforce
the status quo, even if it is based on nothing but lies.

SPs are another 20-30% of the population and are primarily driven by sensation. They are
flexible, aesthetically-aware, “here and now” people that, with hardly a moment’s notice,
will go where their excitement leads them. These are the dupes of society.

And finally, we have the NF temperament, which I like to call the Liberal. NFs are highly
idealistic people. “They are subjective, compassionate ‘feeler’ people that desire to
contribute goodness and meaning to the lives of others.”

As an aside, are those who are not easily turned into slaves (especially Rationals) considered
collateral damage as the collective is assembled? It is an interesting question as we steam ahead
through this new electronic frontier.

Diversity™

Even though our governments claim to worship diversity and individuality, in reality they are
destroying true diversity and individuality so everyone in the world can become mindless
consumers. This idea is nothing new as it was developed into a screenplay 40 years ago in the
1976 drama Network. (Network is recommended viewing at TNMM.) Here is a piece from the
Boardroom Scene:

You are an old man who thinks in terms of nations and peoples. There are no nations. There
are no peoples. There are no Russians. There are no Arabs. There are no third worlds. There
is no West. There is only one holistic system of systems, one vast and immane, interwoven,
interacting, multivariate, multinational dominion of dollars. Petro-dollars, electro-dollars,
multi-dollars, reichmarks, rins, rubles, pounds, and shekels.

It is the international system of currency which determines the totality of life on this planet.
That is the natural order of things today. That is the atomic and subatomic and galactic
structure of things today.

We no longer live in a world of nations and ideologies, Mr. Beale. The world is a college of
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corporations, inexorably determined by the immutable bylaws of business. The world is a
business, Mr. Beale.

The merging of humans with technology is a goal of the elite

Collective Organization of Society, Its Citizens Tranqulized by VR

Instead of flying through space on a cubical ship like the Borg, when we aren’t being driven like
cattle to jobs we hate and being commanded to and fro by authorities, it appears we will be mentally
masturbating ourselves to an endless supply of Facebook and other virtual realities. This is alluded to
in Total Recall and later The Matrix. (Although being plugged in was much less voluntary in The
Matrix.)

Facebook’s Zuckerberg is already peddling this sort of virtual reality to the masses. This what he had
to say about his purchase of Oculus Rift.

When you put [the Oculus Rift headset] on, you enter a completely immersive computer-
generated environment, like a game or a movie scene or a place far away. The incredible
thing about the technology is that you feel like you’re actually present in another place with
other people. People who try it say it’s different from anything they’ve ever experienced in
their lives.

What a world to live in. I reacted by buying myself time, running away from the corporate plantation
American has become and hoping for the best. How will you react? Just comparing and contrasting
between Anglo-America and the more traditional society I ran to seeking asylum from the arising
tyranny, corporate serfdom and femi-Nazism in America, I have already been horrified at just how
awry our society has run. There seems to be no stopping this freight train to hell.

The visions of what’s to come are based on logical outcomes of the systems already being put into
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place. It’s a countdown to see if this global dystopia envisioned in this article will be realized or if
somehow this nightmare will be averted.

Instead of allowing ourselves to be divided into groups and subgroups, and subgroups of subgroups,
we need to unite against the danger of losing our freedom once and for all. As Howard
Beale exclaimed in Network:

I’m a human being, goddammit, my life has value!

However, I do not see these divisions being healed as long as the spinmeisters of politics and the
media continue to reign supreme. Time is running out to make meaningful resistance to this
dystopian view of the world…and most people just don’t seem to give a damn.
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Cops Kill Far More People than Mass Shooters
February 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Police are deadlier than mass shooters in the United States

Statistics have been released detailing a grim truth: American cops kill more people in one year than
were killed in all mass shootings in the last 30 years combined.

In 2014, cops killed 1104 people. In 2015, cops killed 1205 people. These people were not given a
trial, they were just shot dead by police. By contrast, 157 people have been killed in mass shootings
in the last 34 years combined. That is an average of 4 people a year killed in mass shootings.

Let’s emphasize that: Police killed 275 times more people in one year than the average number
killed each year in mass shootings since 1982. Statistically, you are 9 times more likely to be killed
by a police officer than a terrorist.

Attacking the Bill of Rights

Yet, the media focuses on mass shootings as a way of attacking the Second Amendment, revealing its
mission to disarm its citizens. However, the Founding Fathers were quite clear on the purpose of the
Second Amendment.

George Washington said:

[Let] The Constitution be never construed to authorize Congress to…prevent the people of
the United States who are peaceable citizens from keeping their own arms.

And Ben Franklin said:

Democracy is two wolves and a lamb voting on what to have for lunch. Liberty is a well-
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armed lamb contesting the vote!

The Second Amendment, one of the protections against tyrannical government put in place after the American Revolution is only one
amendment that is under attack

Predictably, the media do not instead focus on the rights guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment to a fair
and speedy trial denied to those who are now in coffins. The media do however continue to
propagandize for government authority and intervention in our lives. In many ways, the government
has taken the place of God as the solution to all of man’s problems for the leftists who run the legacy
media.

Shady Statistics

Some police shootings may be justified. There is just no way of knowing which shootings are
justified and which are not because the details of each police-related death are shrouded in secrecy. A
number this high – over 1,000 people in a single year – merits some sort of accountability on the part
of law enforcement. And, to turn the law enforcement’s phrasing it uses on citizens who demand
privacy around – if they have nothing to hide what are they worried about? Why all the secrecy?

Law enforcement will not release official numbers. There is someone however, keeping track of these
deaths. The author of SWAT Madness and the Militarization of American Police, Jim Fisher,
compiles his own database using news articles from around the nation. You can view his database at
Killed by Police.
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Eisenhower Warned of Today’s Military-Industrial Complex
February 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

If anyone was qualified to render a judgement on the military-industrial complex, it was General and President Dwight Eisenhower

As Eisenhower left office January 17, 1961, he gave a warning to the American public that
has echoed for over 50 years.

This conjunction of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new in
the American experience. The total influence — economic, political, even spiritual — is felt
in every city, every statehouse, every office of the federal government. We recognize the
imperative need for this development. Yet we must not fail to comprehend its grave
implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of
our society. In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of
unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military–industrial complex. The
potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists, and will persist. We must never
let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We
should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can compel the
proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of defense with our peaceful
methods and goals so that security and liberty may prosper together.

The warning was a speech Eisenhower had very much wanted to make for over 2 years, but waited
until he was leaving office.
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Many believe that less than 3 years later John F. Kennedy was assassinated by the very military-
industrial complex Eisenhower was warning about in his farewell address. (Far from being a crazy
conspiracy theory, LBJ’s own lawyer Barr McClellan and his mistress Madeleine Duncan Brown
claim, among others in the know, that LBJ was involved. Washington insider Roger Stone has even
written a Best Selling Book about this. This will be detailed in a future article.)

How prophetic Eisenhower’s warning has been. This short documentary covering the military-
industrial complex is also worth a look.

The U.S. military indeed spends more on defense than the next 14 nations combined.

Keeping the Machine in Motion

It goes without saying defense spending is necessary in any nation, and Eisenhower also alluded to
the important of a strong defense in his prescient farewell speech:

A vital element in keeping the peace is our military establishment. Our arms must be
mighty, ready for instant action, so that no potential aggressor may be tempted to risk his
own destruction.

But with spending that high and warnings from 50 years ago that only ring truer with time, is this
about defense, or is it about empire?
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Roger Stone, Political Operative for 40 Years Drops Bombs on
Clinton and Bush Dynasties
March 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The fall of the Bush dynasty, major dirt on the Clintons, the furious corporate-government complex
(Establishment) chomping at the bit to destroy Trump; major truth bombs were dropped by Roger
Stone in this interview. Stone is a long-time political operative going all the way back to the Barry
Goldwater days. Stone was deeply embedded in the Nixon, Reagan, and Bush I White Houses.

Here is some of what he had to say:

This is why the insiders, the DC/Wall Street cabal are so upset. The rise of Trump is a
repudiation of 40 years of bipartisan treason. It is a complete repudiation of the fiscal
policies that have left this country broke, the immigration policies that have taken away our
security, the foreign interventionist policies that have made us spend blood and treasure for
nothing, the trade policies that put us at a giant disadvantage to China, to Japan, to Mexico.
Trump is naming names and he understands the Clintons and the Bushes. The Republicans
and the Democrats are in it together, and he scares the daylights out of the Establishment
because normally, as sadly was the case with Reagan, when an outsider is elected they’re
immediately co-opted…Trump cannot be bought, he cannot be bullied…and that is why the
Establishment is literally wetting their britches over the radical reform that Trump would
bring.

This is a highly recommended interview with a political operative, amoral as he may be, who is
deeply connected to the Washington Beltway.

In addition to the claims above, Stone also touches on Trump’s willingness to question the
government’s official account of what happened on 9/11.

Stone also talks about the Clintons’ mistreatment of the women who Stone claims Clinton sexually
abused, and also touched on his bombshell claims about Clinton’s secret biracial son Danney
Williams.

A lot of inside information here! This information would not have been available when we all lived
through the first reign of the Clintons, except to those closest to the seats of power. But, thanks to the
miracle of the Internet we can now hear from elite Washington insiders about some of
the jawdropping truth of what is going on in our government.
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Mexico Finance Minister Hints at New World Order
March 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The reason the U.S.-Mexico border has been left wide open for well over 20 years now, is because
that’s part of the plan, folks. Mexico’s Finance Minister Luis Videgaray alluded to that in this article
which was picked up by the Drudge Report:

Building a wall between Mexico and the United States is a terrible idea. It is an idea based
on ignorance and has no foundation in the reality of North American integration.

North American integration. Now what possibly could he be talking about?

The kingdoms of the proposed New World Order

This is why Trump’s nationalism is being shouted down by the corporate-controlled media and the
corporate-controlled government.

It’s a vision of the world that looks a lot like this.
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Resistance to the New World Order is futile
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Think You Know HIV/AIDS? Think again
March 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Plague terror is what some groups are now calling the HIV/AIDS scare

One of the guiding truths here at The New Modern Man is summed up by astrophysicist Carl Sagan.
This statement applies to all scientific pursuits and analysis of problems, while discarding the
opinions of experts in search of reason. We must examine the HIV/AIDS scare with this skeptical
eye, especially since the scare stories of the 1980s and 1990s never panned out the way we were told
they would.

We wish to pursue the truth no matter where it leads. But to find the truth, we need
imagination and skepticism both. We will not be afraid to speculate, but we will be careful
to distinguish speculation from fact.

No matter where the truth leads…and no matter what it challenges, as long as it is based on sound
facts and logical reasoning, we need to question authority. Dr. Christian Fiala has been challenging
conventional wisdom about the disease along with other doctors from all over the world you have
probably never heard of. Fiala told interviewers:

We have been told for the last 30 years that an HIV infection is the equivalent to a death
sentence. So even if we know now that most people who have tested HIV positive will
continue to survive, and most of them in good health for decades still the perception is that
it is a death sentence.

His statement is only the tip of the iceberg. If you think you know the complete history of AIDS/HIV,
think again. It never developed into the worldwide plague that was predicted. To this day, it remains
confined to homosexual and drug addicted risk groups and has never become the heterosexual
pandemic we were warned about. This documentary, Positively False, Birth of a Heresy goes all the
way back to 1987 with its archives and travels the globe in search of the truth about plague that never
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materialized. In it you will hear from many well-established and respected medical scientists and
doctors who challenge the official story about AIDS and HIV.

Birth of a Heresy

It is amazing to hear a side of the story we have never been told, a story medical experts from around
the world have been trying – unsuccessfully – to tell us for three decades because they have been
blacklisted from the mainstream media. Joan Shenton narrates the film and discusses the concept of
plague terror, used by government and drug companies to drive mass hysteria over disease for profit
and control of the population. The problem is the discovery of one possible myth leads to another and
another and another. Perhaps AIDS is not the only example of plague terror to be used by Western
governments and promulgated by Marxist media. There are others:

2002, the media said West Nile will kill us all
2004, SARS will kill us all
2005, Bird Flu will kill us all
2009, Swine Flu will kill us all
2014, Ebola will kill us all
2016, Zika will kill us all

Peter Duesberg, author of Inventing the AIDS Virus and AIDS/HIV heretic and molecular biologist
and a professor of molecular and cell biology at the University of California, Berkeley contributed to
the film and explains how the dominant treatment for AIDS works:

The method of action of AZT is embarrassingly simple. It is a terminator of DNA synthesis.
DNA is the basis for all life on this planet. It’s the central molecule in every living cell.

Duesberg recommends patients diagnosed with HIV/AIDS to stop taking this black box (very
dangerous) drug immediately. There is reason to believe the “cure” is worse than the disease as
numerous people have died only after they started taking AZT.

The film goes on to point out a number of historical precedents in which the
causes of disease have been wrongfully diagnosed, often for decades or generations before a heretic
comes along and rewrites the book. Also recommended is this presentation by another heretic Dr.
David Rasnick, a chemist and biologist known for his work in the area of HIV/AIDS, who is a fellow
heretic along with Dr. Duesberg, who is possibly the most hated of the duo by the establishment.

Evidence is starting to accumulate that AIDS is nearly impossible to transmit during normal
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heterosexual intercourse, contrary to the narrative we have been fed for 30 years. The CDC’s own
statistics say there is a 1 in 10,000 chance of contracting the virus through vaginal intercourse.
Meaning, a straight person could have unprotected sex his or her entire life and never contract AIDS
even if they slept with an infected person every time they had sex. A darker view tells us plague
terror is being used to mask problems of poverty and starvation in poor countries by tagging those
with weakened immune systems with a “disease” they can’t get rid of.

That said, one of the HIV patients presented in the film as a wrongly
diagnosed survivor died in late 2015, weakening the case of dissenters who question the official HIV
hypothesis. Lindsey Nagel, who lived without treatment from the age of 9 months died at age 24 late
last year. Her family says she died of pneumonia. It is important to note, however, other infants who
were diagnosed with HIV and treated with AZT at the same facility died long before Nagel. She did
seem to live a longer and healthier life without the AZT treatments. It also should be pointed out
pneumonia alone has a high death rate, 30% for those with severe cases. So, this somewhat muddies
the otherwise excellent claims and revelations made in Positively False.

The rest of the film stands up quite well to the test of time. The diligent work of the journalists,
scientists, and doctors who contributed to Positively False have raised very important and disturbing
questions about the virus, and the industry that is pushing DNA-terminating drugs on those said to be
infected. It also calls into question the validity of HIV tests, especially since a patient featured in the
film tested both negative and positive on different occasions with different tests. At the end of the
day, most people will come away with the conclusion that they are not at risk for contracting the
virus, and there is at some credible doubt that HIV even exists in the way we have been told it does.
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The Corporate Media Hivemind Is Losing is Grip on Society
March 11, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Legacy news talking heads are increasingly irrelevant in the Information Age

We have moved from an era of average products for average people to an era of tribes and leaders, as
pointed out by marketing flack Seth Godin. This applies to the news industry perhaps more than any
other business people interact with on a daily basis. An average saccharin news product for an
average viewer is being relegated to the ash heap of history, especially when it comes to what used to
be termed “mainstream” but is now more accurately termed “legacy” broadcast and print news.

The mainstream media lost control of the dialogue with the rise of the internet. The internet has
brought about a tectonic shift in the way people think, acquire new ideas, and inform themselves.
This means the age of the dominance of the talking head is coming to an end as preferences shift
from milquetoast lies and half-truths to harsh reality.

In the old days, large corporations were able to push their products – and ideals – on the masses
through constant advertising and the gatekeeper model of the news media. Noam Chomsky, even
though he is an avowed leftist, accurately describes how this model works in this interview from
Manufacturing Consent:

The elite media are the agenda-setting media. That means The New York Times, The
Washington Post, the major television channels, and so on. They set the general framework.
Local media more or less adapt to their structure. And they do this in all sorts of ways: by
selection of topics, distribution of concerns, emphasis and framing of issues, filtering of
information, by bounding of debate within certain limits. They determine, they select,
they shape, they control, they restrict — in order to serve the interests of dominant, elite
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groups in the society.

However Chomsky, as many leftists do, fails to see how the government also shapes, controls, and
restricts in order to serve the interests of the dominant, elite groups in government.

Before the internet, any information presented had to pass through a
gatekeeper, or several gatekeepers before it was allowed on the air. If a story did not meet a certain
agenda or it upset an advertiser, no matter how important it was it would never be allowed to see the
light of day.

This is no longer the case. The rise of the internet means people now gather around web sites as they
once would have gathered around the television set to get news, views, and opinions. The web is on
their phone, their tablet, their PC. It is an interactive medium rather than a passive one like TV. This
means the dominance of the centralized model of communication is ending. The corrupt, legacy
media is less trusted now than at any time since Gallup started taking this poll.

Gallup Polls since 1997 have shown that most Americans do not have confidence in the
mass media “to report the news fully, accurately, and fairly.” According to Gallup, the
American public’s trust in the media has generally declined in the first decade and a half of
the 21st century.

People are awakening en masse and they increasingly know are being fed lies. The Internet may yet
save America from itself. These are some of the reasons by the legacy media cannibalized itself.
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Media bias is rampant and leans left in America

Bias

Media bias, once vehemently denied by the talking heads at the alphabet channels, is now accepted
reality. The number of Americans expressing “hardly any” confidence in the press has risen to 45%
according to Jonathan Ladd, author of Why Americans Hate the Media and How It Matters.

When attempting to discover why there is bias, one of the keys is looking at the backgrounds and
beliefs of people who work as journalists. Here are some fascinating facts about those who work in
the media from Discover the Networks, A Guide to the Political Left:

81% of news media professionals favor affirmative action in employment and academia.
Some 71% agree that the government should work to ensure that everyone has a job.
75% agree that the government should work to reduce the income gap between rich and poor.
56% say that the United States has exploited the nations of the Third World.
57% say that America’s disproportionate consumption of the world’s natural resources is
immoral.
Nearly half agree that the very structure of our society causes people to feel alienated.
Only 30% agree that “private enterprise is fair to workers.”
In a 2004 Pew Research Center study of journalists and media executives, the ratio of self-
identified liberals to conservatives was 4.9 to 1.
In a 2007 Pew Research Center study of journalists and news executives, the ratio was four
liberals for each conservative.
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Looking at those stats, it’s easy to see that most of the people who work in the media would fall
under the SJW (social justice warrior) classification.

As the corporate media stranglehold on news and information has been ending and the internet arises
to fill the vacuum, it has become common for Presidential candidates to attack bias in the media. This
tactic was pioneered by Newt Gingrich in his 2008 and 2012 campaigns.

I think the destructive, vicious, negative nature of much of the news media makes it harder
to govern this country, harder to attract decent people to run for public office.

Gingrich made this statement in response to CNN’s John King opening a Presidential Debate with a
contrived issue about Gingrich’s marital fidelity. You can watch this and other take-downs of the
media by Gingrich in this YouTube collage.

More recently, Breitbart did an article on the bias that supposedly conservative Fox News displayed
towards Donald Trump at its March 3, 2016 debate.

In their naked pursuit of Donald Trump’s scalp, moderators Chris Wallace, Bret Baier, and
Megyn Kelly used every cheap trick in the book. None of the other candidates faced
dramatic graphics. Trump did. None of the other candidates faced video of past statements.
Trump did. Trump was never asked to attack his rivals. On at least three occasions, Trump’s
rivals were invited to attack him.

WALLACE: But it was your video and the serious question is, because the suggestion is, do
you think that Donald Trump is naïve about the threat that Vladimir Putin represents?

WALLACE: Mr. Trump opposes any increase because he says it will price American
workers out of the world market. Is he wrong about that?

WALLACE: Senator Rubio … Please tell Mr. Trump why he’s unprepared to be
commander-in- chief.

[Me-gyn] Kelly used leaked reports and unsubstantiated rumors surrounding an off-the-
record interview Trump supposedly had with the left-wing New York Times…There is
nothing more sacred in journalism than an off-the-record situation. This is supposed to be
inviolable.

Fox News even went so far as to air an anti-Trump campaign ad—paid for by John Kasich—during
the debate. The marionettes posing as journalists, without a doubt, did this at the behest of their
bosses, which brings us to ownership.
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This is why everything you hear on TV sounds like everything else you hear on TV: fear and consumption

Ownership

Six corporations control nearly all of the media. This includes News Corporation, Disney, Comcast,
Time Warner, Viacom, and CBS. Pulitzer-prize winning journalist Chris Hedges warns us that
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corporate media control “of nearly everything we read, watch or hear” is what he calls inverted
totalitarianism:

A system where corporations have corrupted and subverted democracy and where
economics trumps politics.

Princeton political theorist Sheldon Wolin also warns about this power structure in his award-winning
book Democracy Incorporated:

[Managed democracy is] a political form in which governments are legitimated by elections
that they have learned to control. The electorate is prevented from having a significant
impact on policies adopted by the government through the continuous employment of
public relations techniques [by the six media corporations.]

Many of these public relations techniques are detailed in a TNMM recommended documentary, The
Century of the Self. These techniques have been illustrated for all to see in the 2016 Presidential
Campaign, as the corporate-government media establishment has been pulling every dirty trick
possible including threatening a brokered convention to keep Donald Trump from getting the
nomination, and possibly winning the election.

According to Wolin, these are two important ways in which inverted totalitarianism is the inverted
form of classical totalitarianism.

Whereas in Nazi Germany the state dominated economic actors, in inverted totalitarianism,
corporations through political contributions and lobbying, dominate the United States, with the
government acting as the servant of large corporations.
While the Nazi regime aimed at the constant political mobilization of the populace, inverted
totalitarianism aims for the mass of the populace to be in a persistent state of political apathy.
The only type of political activity expected or desired from the citizenry is voting. Low
electoral turnouts are favorably received as an indication that the bulk of the populace has given
up hope that the government will ever help them.

Inverted totalitarianism reverses things. It is all politics all of the time but a politics largely
untempered by the political. Party squabbles are occasionally on public display, and there is
a frantic and continuous politics among factions of the party, interest groups, competing
corporate powers, and rival media concerns. And there is, of course, the culminating
moment of national elections when the attention of the nation is required to make a choice
of personalities rather than a choice between alternatives. What is absent is the political, the
commitment to finding where the common good lies amidst the welter of well-financed,
highly organized, single-minded interests rabidly seeking governmental favors and
overwhelming the practices of representative government and public administration by a sea
of cash.

The corrupting influence of money on politics (as predicted by Oswald Spengler 100 years ago) and
in the media causes dishonesty. The rise of the Internet has meant for the first time, citizens can
easily challenge the narrative and hold those in power accountable.
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Brian Williams was removed from the anchor chair after fabricating grandiose stories

Dishonesty

Because of their dishonesty and the power of the internet to hold them accountable, we have
witnessed the very public disgrace of two major network anchors in the past decade.

Brian Williams repeatedly, and over a 10-year plus period repeated the story that he was aboard a
helicopter that was hit and forced down by RPG fire during the Iraq War. It took over 10 years of
Williams continuing to repeat this story, burnishing his credentials as a journalist by doing so before
his account was finally refuted by crew members who rode the helicopter with him.

Williams, in reality, had a much more uneventful ride arriving an hour after the helicopters in front of
him had made emergency landings. The Chinook helicopter he rode took no fire. Williams even told
different versions of his story, adding to the doubts:

I looked down the tube of an RPG that had been fired at us and had hit the chopper in front
of ours. And I’m so fortunate to be sitting here.

This was in contrast to another version:

Then, I noticed something out the window. From a distance of six miles, I witnessed a
rocket launch. A rising trail of smoke, then a second rocket launch, an orange flash and
more smoke — as a rocket heads off toward Israel.

He went on to say he “made a mistake recalling” the event. Huh? Williams was also caught up in
stories regarding his coverage post-Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans. He blamed these stories on
“fog of memory.”

When you look out of your hotel room window in the French Quarter and watch a man float
by face down, when you see bodies that you last saw in Banda Aceh, Indonesia and swore
to yourself that you would never see in your country. I rode it out with people who later
died in the Superdome. My week, two weeks there was not helped by the fact that I
accidentally ingested some of the floodwater. I became very sick with dysentery, our hotel
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was overrun with gangs, I was rescued in the stairwell of a five-star hotel in New Orleans
by a young police officer. We are friends to this day. And uh, it just was uh, I look back at
total agony.

These claims also turned out to be false. As Williams signed on as NBC News Anchor in 2004, a
colleague of his was caught up in a scandal of his own.

On Septmber 8, 2004, less than two months before the Presidential Election, Dan Rather reported on
60 Minutes that a series of memos critical of then-candidate for President George W. Bush’s service
in the Texas Air National Guard had been discovered in the personal files of Lt. Col. Jerry Killian,
Bush’s commanding officer.

The documents were presented as authentic, but since then several typography experts have
concluded they were forgeries. Once again, it was the internet that held the news business
accountable. Within hours of the story airing, questions arose regarding the authenticity of the
documents. The concerns then spread throughout the media. The incident damaged Rather’s
credibility, and in 2006 CBS News decided not to renew his contract.

Television stations offer fluff news that’s an easy sell to advertisers; auto advertising represents the majority of revenue for most stations

Fluff

Anyone who has watched a television newscast knows the mainstream media has the depth of a glass
of water. In her book The Interplay of Influence: News, Advertising, Politics, Kathleen Jamieson
illustrates how news stories are made to fit one of the five following categories, all catering to the
lowest common denominator:

Appearance versus reality
Little guys versus big guys
Good versus evil
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Efficiency versus inefficiency
Unique and bizarre events versus ordinary events

Reducing news to these five categories, and tending towards an unrealistic black/white
mentality, simplifies the world into easily understood opposites. This way, the media
provides an oversimplified skeleton of information which is more easily commercialized.

The rise of the internet means in-depth reporting is at your fingertips, and people do not have to settle
for this cookie-cutter, lowest common denominator approach. Citizen journalists often break stories
that professional journalists do not or cannot.

People are increasingly leaving this outdated communication model where a big mouth on TV tells
you what to think and believe, and finding people who share their view of the world.

Even though the population of the U.S. has been increasing since 1980, the news audience has tumbled

Demographics

The decline of the corporate news model has been playing out for quite some time, even before the
internet became ubiquitous. The evening news audience has been cut in half in just over a generation.
The trends are even more telling when one looks at the network news audience as a percentage of the
population. The legacy media is, quite literally, bleeding to death.

 

Women make up about two-third to three-quarters of the remaining television news audience,
depending on the city and survey. This would tend to explain why most of the stories in the legacy
media tend to focus on topics of interest to women, and not men. Women also, tellingly make up 60%
of the MSNBC audience.
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Seth Godin says the new communication model looks like this

Heretics

The future of news will not be decided by those who follow the old rules of yellow journalism and
corporate directorships. It will be decided by heretics who look at the status quo, are not satisfied
with being another sheep, and decide to bring change to the world, as pointed out by Godin.

Matt Drudge touched on the importance of people becoming unwilling to accept the terms
commanded to us by the elite in an interview with Alex Jones in October 2015.

In the beginning they were dismissing the Internet.

That being said, people are willing to be made over in the image of these corporations. The
reason there’s so much anger online is a newspaper like the Washington Post will leave a
comment section. They don’t care what you’re saying. They don’t care what you’re
thinking. That’s why you get this anger, that…I’m operating in their playground. Make your
own playground! The reason I’m here, Alex, is because you’ve made your own playground.
This is a figment of your imagination, and the Drudge Report is mine. It is a very simple
thesis; you are what you dream you are and become. And, I wish Americans would get out
of the sickness and just become greater.

Drudge also touched on why the internet should be alive and controversial in the interests of free
speech and overall freedom.

There’s no difference from any of these websites! You go up and down. We talk about this.
What’s the difference between the websites? Between a Slate or a Salon, or a Buzzfeed, or a
HuffPo? What is the difference! There isn’t any! And, this is a travesty. It’s so much like,
it’s almost like a weird conglomerate of groupthink that has developed in a dynamic era that
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should be vibrating. It should be vibrating. It should be controversial.

The good news is, the end of the era of the gatekeepers of information is presenting a real threat to
the global power structure. The corporate, neoliberal, globalist, Socialist hivemind is beginning to
lose its grip on American society. And I, for one, say good riddance once and for all!

However, before we celebrate, there is much more work to be done. As Drudge says, there is still
way too much plain vanilla corporate-approved SJW, neoliberal, and globalist propaganda flowing
around the Internet. Also, realize forces are at work now to eliminate the unfettered freedom of
speech we now enjoy on the internet. Persistence, vigilance, and defiance are the prices we must pay
to ensure the continued free flow of ideas and information and to make lasting change to society.

The dam broke with the rise of the internet, and the stranglehold on information and ideas got washed
away with it. We have more potential to permanently dismantle the machine than we have ever
realized before in human history. Let us make good use of it.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
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We Are Living Though a Socialist Revolution
March 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Freedom to Fascism: it’s occurring before our very eyes

We are living through a socialist revolution. The planned Long March through Western Institutions is
coming to fruition and the nationalists have waited perhaps too long to awaken from their slumber to
save us. No, there aren’t soldiers with red berets marching in the street, but nonetheless a matriarchal,
socialist society is unfolding before our very eyes.

The socialist goal of placing the world’s cultures and ethnicities into an ethnic blender is becoming
stunningly obvious with the Muslim invasion of Europe and the open-borders policies of both Europe
and the United States. White people are being subjected to genocide in service of this plan, and are
being scapegoated as the root of the world’s ills in a type of racial Bolshevism.

Interestingly, a full 75% of the immigrants and their children who are in the U.S. are there legally.
The heavily promoted “illegal immigration” problem is really window dressing to disguise the aims
of creating a totalitarian police state. Instead of solving the problem, politicians milk it to impose
increasingly tyrannical measures on the citizens of the U.S. while giving those in the country illegally
virtual carte blanche. World cultural hegemony is the planned future:

In Marxist philosophy, the term cultural hegemony describes the domination of a culturally
diverse society by the ruling class, who manipulate the culture of that society — the beliefs,
explanations, perceptions, values, and mores — so that their ruling-class worldview
becomes the worldview that is imposed and accepted as the cultural norm; rather than as
artificial social constructs that benefit only the ruling class.

It is coming into plain focus that Donald Trump is upsetting the globalists’ agenda for merging the
U.S. into a North American Union, which would thereby gut the Constitution and end the nation’s
sovereignty. The North American Union would be a shotgun marriage of Canada, the United States,
and Mexico into one of the “kingdoms” of the New World Order.

It’s why this presidential campaign is so important, and why Cruz and Rubio have slowly revealed
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themselves not to be the conservatives they claim to be when put under pressure by their paymasters
to knock Trump out of the campaign. In truth, Cruz is a planted candidate, a tool of the Bush machine
who will complete the dissolution of the United States if he is elected. Rubio destroyed any political
future he might have had by unleashing a series of junior high school attacks on Trump which
backfired. Mittens Romney’s attacks also backfired because people are finally seeing the
Establishment for what it is, a group of Socialists and RINOs dedicated to serving the interests of
corporations rather than nations.

Even though I was skeptical of Trump at first, if the elite are already making the heavy handed moves
they are now to eliminate him, there is a very good chance he will not make it through his first term
in office. In my opinion, factions in the U.S. government have already overseen the assassination of
JFK and the attempted assassination of Ronald Reagan among many other treasonous acts. This is
what researcher Gregory Burnham had to say about the last time a President attempted to make
drastic changes to the system:

People would think [JFK] had no enemies. He was so popular, he smiled, he appeared
happy. Everyone loved him worldwide. But what people don’t seem to understand is behind
the scenes he was making changes, and he was making them decisively, and he was taking
some very, very daring steps. He was committed to pull out of Vietnam by October, he had
signed a document NSAM 263 to that effect. A thousand troops home by Christmas, and all
personnel home by 1965. But that wasn’t very good for the military-industrial complex. His
[plan for] abolishing the Central Intelligence Agency, pulling their teeth, calling them to
task, back to why they were originally created by Truman. Their original mandate by law is
only to coordinate intelligence, not to create the Bay of Pigs. NSAM 55 told the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the CIA can no longer do that, and any military operation
has to come directly from them to the President, period. That kind of a document really
causes problems.

JFK also planned to take on the corrupt Federal Reserve system. By challenging such powerful
interests, he signed his own death warrant in my opinion.

The globalist agenda for the next Presidential cycle is as follows: End the U.S. self-interest in trade
agreements thereby gutting wages and destroying the already weakened middle class; the capstone
will be the passage of a global warming agreement that will provide the foundation for global
taxation and global government. (When a body has the authority to tax the entire world, it is a de
facto world government.)

It seems the leftists who are helping push the U.S. into a socialist world order will stop at nothing to
force everyone else to bow down to their view of the world. The strong will be forced to serve the
weak in this plan. The individual will be subjugated to service of the socialist collective.
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Marx and Engels: Western Europe and the U.S. are currently in the midst of a socialist revolution

Move On to Communism

Dr. Evil (George Soros) funded Moveon.org has been taking credit for the riots in Chicago that
forced Trump to cancel his campaign rally. This type of violence in an election cycle is something we
have not seen since the 1968 Democratic convention.

The corrupt legacy media, predictably, has been blaming Trump for the violence rather than the mobs
in the street. I have a feeling if a bunch of Tea Party conservatives crashed a Billary rally forcing her
to cancel it, the media would be singing quite a different tune. Ted Cruz has revealed his true
character by defending the leftist protestors, attacking Donald Trump instead of their violence. It is a
time when agendas are laid bare by the actions of each of the candidates rather than words.

If nothing else, this spectacle confirms historian Oswald Spengler’s prediction about economic
interests permeating and corrupting the entire political structure. Even a candidate like Ted Cruz who
previously seemed like a good choice revealed himself to be another tool of the Establishment. Roger
Stone details more about Tricky Ted in this recent piece.

The leftists and globalists have finally shown us what they really want: everyone in the world to bow
the knee to their socialist, totalitarian, politically correct agenda…or else. Call it the death of freedom
and individuality, because that’s exactly what it is. They are the true fascists, not a right-wing
boogerman promulgated by the legacy media.

Nationalists, traditionalists, and other conservatives cannot win by constantly playing defense as they
have been doing for the past 50 years.

Resistance is futile. (Or is it?)
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Born Into This By Bukowski
March 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Born like this
Into this
As the chalk faces smile
As Mrs. Death laughs
As the elevators break
As political landscapes dissolve
As the supermarket bag boy holds a college degree
As the oily fish spit out their oily prey
As the sun is masked
We are
Born like this
Into this
Into these carefully mad wars
Into the sight of broken factory windows of emptiness
Into bars where people no longer speak to each other
Into fist fights that end as shootings and knifings
Born into this
Into hospitals which are so expensive that it’s cheaper to die
Into lawyers who charge so much it’s cheaper to plead guilty
Into a country where the jails are full and the madhouses closed
Into a place where the masses elevate fools into rich heroes
Born into this
Walking and living through this
Dying because of this
Muted because of this
Castrated
Debauched
Disinherited
Because of this
Fooled by this
Used by this
Pissed on by this
Made crazy and sick by this
Made violent
Made inhuman
By this
The heart is blackened
The fingers reach for the throat
The gun
The knife
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The bomb
The fingers reach toward an unresponsive god
The fingers reach for the bottle
The pill
The powder
We are born into this sorrowful deadliness
We are born into a government 60 years in debt
That soon will be unable to even pay the interest on that debt
And the banks will burn
Money will be useless
There will be open and unpunished murder in the streets
It will be guns and roving mobs
Land will be useless
Food will become a diminishing return
Nuclear power will be taken over by the many
Explosions will continually shake the earth
Radiated robot men will stalk each other
The rich and the chosen will watch from space platforms
Dante’s Inferno will be made to look like a children’s playground
The sun will not be seen and it will always be night
Trees will die
All vegetation will die
Radiated men will eat the flesh of radiated men
The sea will be poisoned
The lakes and rivers will vanish
Rain will be the new gold
The rotting bodies of men and animals will stink in the dark wind
The last few survivors will be overtaken by new and hideous diseases
And the space platforms will be destroyed by attrition
The petering out of supplies
The natural effect of general decay
And there will be the most beautiful silence never heard
Born out of that.
The sun still hidden there
Awaiting the next chapter.
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Do You Feel That Target On You Yet?
March 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

White males are targeted for subjugation by the left by Racial Bolshevism

The American regressive left has brought us Racial Bolshevism which targets whites, and especially
white men, claiming they are the root of all of Western civilization and the world’s ills. Therefore,
they must be eliminated at all costs.

As the original Bolsheviks in the USSR attempted to establish a dictatorship of unskilled wage
earners (Proletariat) the left today is attempting to establish a dictatorship of diversity, targeting
Caucasians.

Government policy is directed at destroying you, or at the very least crippling your advancement if
you are a white man. In addition, feminism has helped destroy the K-selected nuclear family over the
past 50 years, giving men little other reason to work themselves into an early grave other than
materialism and consumerism. In the past, they would have worked because they had a reliable wife
and children to come home to. Those incentives have been removed, and thus men are removing
themselves from the work force.

After all, it doesn’t take much for a man to live on, and 4 out 5 purchasing decisions are made by
women in our consumerism-driven economy.
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Granted, some of these numbers are because of guys who decided to hang out poolside and Enjoy the Decline; while the vast majority of it
is caused government policy that targets white males

Government policy has put you on notice if you are a white male in America. Meanwhile, other
cultures and nations are usually very welcoming to white men because people understand they have
value. Add it to the list of reasons I left a nation in decline, one that racially targets me while
claiming to be fighting racism. Ask a leftist to explain that one to you.
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Stop Worshipping Donald Trump
March 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

For all the good he is doing, people should not expect miracles this late in the Socialist revolution in America

I will start off by saying, yes, I support Donald Trump in his campaign for President in 2016.

That said, the manosphere needs to stop worshipping this guy. I have noticed a trend to
follow Trump’s every move and take every word of his to heart, as though they were chiseled into a
stone tablet. Forming a cult of personality is part of why the left was gulled by Obama in 2008, and
why the right has also been repeatedly fooled by their own politicians. Trump may offer us a glimmer
of hope but I guarantee you once he gets elected, at best, he is going to give you maybe 50 or 60
cents on the dollar of his campaign promises. As the chief executive of America, he still has to work
with a deeply corrupt Congress and an increasingly left-leaning Supreme Court, along with powerful
lobbies that will stop at nothing to cockblock his every move.

If you are hoping for miracles, such as a return to the Golden Age of America culturally and
economically, I fear you will be disappointed.

Trump is not the messiah. Trump will be violently opposed by the left and factions within the
moribund Republican party have also shown us they will stop at nothing to further the globalist
agenda of their corporate paymasters.

A lot of people do not seem to realize Trump will be the President, not the King. The problems facing
the United States are too deeply rooted and the country is too far gone to ever see a return to the
America we once knew and loved using the current deadlocked and corrupt political system.

We are in the midst of a Socialist revolution in the country, and one man alone cannot stop it. It has
taken the left over 50 years to bring us to this point. You can not change hearts and minds
brainwashed by a half-century of liberalism that quickly. Trump also has a very liberal past which
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nobody seems to want to discuss.

In other words, don’t put all your hopes and dreams for the future in one man. Tend your own garden.
Hope for the best but plan for the Socialist revolution to continue in the long run. Trump may slow
the decline, but demographic change and cultural degeneracy have already swept over the land like a
tidal wave. I understand people’s anger, and in many ways I share it.

But pinning all your hopes for the future on one man I fear will ultimately disappoint us all.
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Managed Democracy and Inverted Totalitarianism
March 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Our choices are already made for us before we get to the ballot box

Soaring political rhetoric constantly tells us we are lucky to live in a democracy, and someday soon,
perhaps even tomorrow Utopia will be realized. If you actually analyze political speech it is laden
with fantasy and well…bullshit.

While we still get to vote (for now) the candidates we get to choose from are bought and paid for like
cheap hookers by elite moneyed interests. The more laws they enact and the more they “help”
the more outlandish their promises seem, because in reality they are working for the elite who
view We The People as the rabble. These terms are actually what the government of the United States
of America operates under today.

Managed democracy: Governments are legitimated by elections that are free and fair but
emptied of substantive meaning in their ability to change the state’s policies, motives, and
goals.

In other words, the government has learned to control elections so that the people can
exercise all their rights without truly changing public policy. While they follow basic
democratic principles, there can be major deviations towards authoritarianism.

Under managed democracy, the electorate is prevented from having a significant impact on
policies adopted by the state’s continuous use of propaganda techniques.

These constant propaganda techniques come from an increasingly out of touch legacy media.
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Whether we choose Demican or Republicrat, Coke or Pepsi, the end result is the same. This is why
nothing ever changes. We technically get to exercise our right to vote, but the candidates are serving
the people who finance them not the people who vote for them. This sort of managed democracy is
accompanied by her evil twin sister, inverted totalitarianism.

Inverted Totalitarianism: A system where corporations have corrupted and subverted
democracy and where economics trumps politics. In inverted totalitarianism, every natural
resource and every living being is commodified and exploited to collapse as the citizenry is
lulled and manipulated into surrendering their liberties and their participation in government
through excess consumerism and sensationalism.

Corporations run the United States government, where there are managed elections that punctuate the tyranny

When Corporations and the Government Become A Cancer

John McMurtry calls this The Cancer Stage of Capitalism.

The air, soil and water cumulatively degrade; species become extinct at a spasm rate across
continents; pollution cycles and volumes increase to endanger life-systems at all levels in
cascade effects; a rising half of the world is destitute as inequality multiplies; the global
food system produces more and more disabling and contaminated junk food without
nutritional value; non-contagious diseases multiply to the world’s biggest killer with only
symptom cures; the vocational future of the next generation collapses across the world
while their bank debts rise; the global financial system has ceased to function for productive
investment in life-goods; collective-interest agencies of governments and unions are
stripped while for-profit state subsidies multiply; police state laws and methods advance
while belligerent wars for corporate resources increase; the media are corporate ad vehicles
and the academy is increasingly reduced to corporate functions; public sectors and services
are non-stop defunded and privatized as tax evasion and transnational corporate funding and
service by governments rise at the same time at every level.
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In other words, unrestrained corporate greed (which even Adam Smith himself warned against) is
cannibalizing humanity. It did this by first taking away humanity’s power to protect itself by buying
its government.

Modern elections are about sewing further division, dividing the populace on wedge issues invented
by the political class, enriching the 6 media corporations with political advertising, and tightening the
grasp of the 10 corporations who control 90% of the products we buy.

There are a couple of options at this point, either the entire system collapses or humanity becomes
perpetually enslaved by it. Most people know by now that voting makes absolutely no improvement
in their lives. The question we should be asking ourselves should be what is the government going to
do to us instead of what is the government going to do for us.
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KShatriya’s Critique of Anglo-American Women
March 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Anglo women tend to view themselves as princesses, and are pedestalized by Anglo society

Today’s recommended reading starts off with a very interesting article from KShatriya at Anglobitch
about what happens to Anglo women when their pussy pass expires.

Despite the feminist rhetoric about ‘strong, independent women’ there are still plenty of
females whose dependence on men is so absolute that they would rather die than relinquish
their sexual leverage over the male sex.

Anglo-America has already all but neutered its men in the name of controlling their sexuality, and
thereby controlling their resources. Figuaratively, they are already neutered – supporting
governments that hate them with their labor and paying for single moms who have kids with
degenerate men with their tax dollars. This is not boding well for the society, and is one of the many
reasons it is in decline.

Some of us ran off to friendlier cultures that don’t scapegoat men. There is indeed a long history of
this from among men of imagination and realism like D.H. Lawrence, D.G. Rossetti, Crosby,
Hemingway, Ezra Pound, Lord Byron, and Henry Miller who all deserted Anglo-America for more
libertine cultures. This is pointed out in Kshatriya’s book Havoc: How Anglo American Feminism
Ruined Society.

The Anglo-American predilection towards figuratively gelding men is an interesting and
peculiar one. The Anglobitch site accurately points out why homosexuality has become ubiquitous in
a society that does not value its men, and how the Anglosphere has a long history of hidden
homosexuality because of frigid, domineering women. The article, The Anglo Vice: Why
Homosexuality is So Prevalent in Anglo-Saxon Countries is quite a read. I would attribute some of
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today’s marginalization of heterosexual men to social engineering of the degenerate left, but it is
interesting that gay pride originated with such fervor in Anglo-America:

To gain:

Unlimited sex
Financial security
Ready made status – gays are lionized by the media
Upward mobility (high status gays often form relationships with working class men.
High status females never do)

To Lose:

Sexual disappointment and frustration
Financial chaos, insecurity and penury associated with divorce
Negative status – straight men are vilified in the media
Downward mobility (Straight men nearly always marry down)

Other interesting observations at the Anglobitch site:

Anglo Saxon nations seem to assume that their culture is ‘better’ than that of other cultural
blocs, and that it should be imposed on other regions such as the Islamic world or
continental Europe.

Feminism in Anglo Saxon cultures has a strident, misandrist undertone entirely lacking in
continental countries. It has little to do with improving life for women and a lot to do with
persecuting, hating and excluding men, something it has been singularly successful in
achieving.

Aside from this, the social damage caused by Anglo Saxon pandering to women is apparent
everywhere:

•    70% of divorces are initiated by women in Anglo Saxon societies, with untold damage
to children and society in general.
•    Children reared by lone females are many times more likely to become delinquent.
•    Children reared by lone females are 6 times less likely to escape poverty.
•    Children reared by lone females are many times more likely to exhibit behavioural
difficulties at school
•    Every 3rd child conceived is aborted; uniquely, Anglo Saxon women selfishly view the
life or death of an unborn child as a political fashion statement

We are on a roll here:

Many Anglophone women seem, in fact, psychologically aberrant. Only women with
deep [psychological] wounds could delight in the systemized liquidation of their own
offspring via factory abortions. Whatever one’s view of abortion, it seems to have become a
political fashion statement in anglophone cultures, even a boasting point. We have reached a
point beyond which this practice has assumed a self-indulgent, wanton quality.

And, finally, we will close with a paragraph that sums everything up:
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Anglosphere feminism wants the best of all possible worlds: rights without responsibilities;
privileges without obligations. As we have seen, Anglo-American feminism emerged
among upper class English women in the late Nineteenth Century. It embodies all the faults
associated with that type.

Hence the Anglobitch issue is economic as much as it is cultural or political. Anglo-
American Governments must necessarily inhibit the sexual or marital options open to males
in order to sustain themselves. A sharp drop in the Divorce rate would have enormous
repercussions on the US economy and its rapacious ethos of ‘infinite growth’.

A counterview to the pedestalization Anglo men STILL give their women, even avowed PUAs and
other sorts of self-proclaimed Alpha males is interesting. These guys still cling to the notion that
somehow their women are “better” than the rest of the world’s women. This, in spite of:

Above all, the latent homosexual Anglo culture deifies women in a cloud of candy-floss. In
recent years, this deranged tendency has reached psychotic proportions, culminating in the
neo pagan cult of Lady Diana Spencer. After her death, British politician Gordon Brown
seriously wondered whether the anniversary of her death should be declared a national
holiday. Prime Minister Tony Blair dubbed her ‘The People’s Princess’. Some responses
surpassed even this. One man told the BBC that he cried more at Diana’s funeral than at his
own father’s. (Of course, any man, even one’s own father, is less worthy than a woman to
the Anglo Saxon hive mind).

Of course, as we have seen all along this tendency arose in response to the latent
homosexuality and puritanical repression that characterises Anglo Saxon culture. It is
certainly not new: the English have a long-standing obsession with sentiment stretching
back centuries, a close corollary of their cultural effeminacy.

The key to salvaging Anglo Saxon culture lies not in sabotaging its proud tradition of
intellectual freedom and concise rationality. It is no surprise that the dominant technological
nation is Anglo Saxon; or that the minor Anglophone nations like Britain have a
disproportionate role in scientific discovery. The trick is to retain these achievements while
stealthily correcting the social problems that threaten to engulf the Anglophone world. It
does not bode well for any cultural bloc when half its citizens no longer vote, male suicide
runs at record levels and an vast, trans-generational underclass spreads like fungus.
Whatever Charles Murray suggests, the intrinsic tone of anglophone culture does not favour
economic eugenics and his remedial suggestions are unlikely to be realized. On the other
hand, something has to be done if Anglo Saxon civilization is not to collapse under Welfare
claims, crime, male self-exclusion and falling birthrates.

Add all this to the list of reasons I have given up on Anglo women, especially those from a Caucasian
background. No matter how strident the white knights become, I just don’t think they are worth
saving. It is amazing to see what poison lurks beneath their increasingly blubbery exteriors. After all,
they were the driving force behind ongoing collapse of the U.S. and Western Europe, by challenging
and hating their men with increasing passion for over 100 years. Men who did not forcefully stop
them only were their enablers – the impetus to destroy society and dominate men was already there,
stronger than in other current societies on Earth.

Western men are letting themselves be pushed around from all sides in their gelded state. All the
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while, their nations fall to political corruption, feminism, leftism, and are invaded and taken over
demographically, they really aren’t doing anything to stop their destruction except writing screeds in
dark corners of the Internet and putting their ballots in the box, begging for a new “Alpha male”
leader. This new leader will somehow prop up the current system or even reform it somewhat in their
minds.

That said, trying to save Anglo women from themselves may be the ultimate death wish for the
Anglo-American male. There has to be a genetic component their behavior, the predisposition for the
strident male hatred they exhibit now, and have exhibited throughout much of history.

My first thought is it is part of a k-selection strategy. After pushing their men so hard they quite
literally took over the world, there is literally no where else for Anglo men to go. The drive to
appease the Anglo female id drove the society to greatness. But, it has now reached a point of
diminishing returns because there is no more world to be taken over. Thus, societally the Anglo
female goes insane and destroys her men.

It’s an interesting idea.
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The West is a Suicide Cult
March 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A damning, if accurate synopsis of where we stand in the West. As Spengler told us: Optimism is
cowardice.

The entire Western world has joined a suicide cult. Preaching fanatical tolerance whilst
gasping for its dying breath. Everything low has been made high. Rome is burning. Will
there be anything to save?

The West has gone insane. The truth is a hate crime. Fantasy trumps facts. Vice is a virtue.
Chaos is order.

How long can the lies be contained?
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New Music Videos Give the Finger to Political Correctness
March 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

New videos show a definite trend towards challenging the long-established narrative

Neue Deutsche Härte is an exciting music genre for those of us who enjoy challenging Cultural
Marxism a.k.a. political correctness and misandry (male hatred.)

It has origins in the 1990s in Germany. Thanks to the dearth of hard rock in the United States over the
past couple of decades, NDH has gained increasing popularity. In the past, I have written about bands
like Rammstein who have bucked the trend of simping for pats on the head from women.

Things have only gotten better. Within the last year, not only has Rammstein‘s Till Lindemann
released his own solo project in English, but another major NDH band Eisbrecher has also been
challenging the narrative that women are innately better than us knuckle-dragging men. Behold,
glorious new examples!

Wild Women Forced into Captivity

First up is Lindemann with Fish On. A little background first. This video really turns the whole
feminist narrative upside down. It is based on Slavic folklore. The half-naked women are Samodivas.
Samodivas are beautiful but lead men into their forest fires, burn them alive, and eat them. And, get
this, the “monsters” are Kukeri, who bring prosperity.

So, by capturing the women and forcing them into the “house” the Kukeri light the torch (in this case
the light bulbs) of civilization and throw a party. Everything is going just wonderfully until the
women escape control.

Once they escape control they promptly kill the bringers of prosperity, the Kukeri, and run back off
into the wild. A better metaphor for Western Civilization I cannot think of. Western women are out of
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control and are proceeding to destroy the civilization. At least, that is my interpretation of this video.

There’s Nothing More Between Us

Eisbrecher‘s fantastic entry also challenges the feminist “eternal victim” narrative. The lyrics,
translated to English, mean “There’s nothing more between us.” Of course, this is the chick telling
this to the poor bastards in the video (a nice representation of how no man can satisfy a Western
woman anymore).

Throughout the song the man gets more and more aggravated, as she continues to go through a litany
of complaints while he runs around with his ass on fire trying to fix everything she is complaining
about.

The video ends with an obvious setup by the marriage counselor. As soon as he discovers the entire
counseling session is a ruse, a SWAT team comes in promptly to arrest him.

A better Red Pill music video I have not seen.

Here are the lyrics for Zwischen Uns translated to English. The lyrics are a testament to the
uselessness of Beta male simping.

Worlds between us
I’ll throw them off their orbit
The desert between us
I’ll go through it
The jungle between us
I’ll load my rifle
The ocean between us
I’ll drink the whole thing
Doubts between us
I’ll clear them all up
Walls between us
I have a hard fist
The woods between us
I have a chainsaw
And I’ll find myself a way
I race for you
I burn for you
I won’t run from any trouble along the way
Still there is nothing more between us
I run for you
I hang myself for you
I want your heart to beat only for me
Still there is nothing more between us
Still there is nothing more
Mountains between us
I’ll blow them all us
The stars between us
I’ll bring them down lower
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The future between us
I’ll make it safe for you
The drama between us
I’ll find a new writer
Parents between us
I’ll charm them
Career between us
I’ll fill in all the gaps
Stones between us
I’ll get them rolling
And then kick it into overdrive
I race for you
I burn for you
I won’t run from any trouble along the way
Still there is nothing more between us
I run for you
I hang myself for you
I want your heart to beat only for me
Still there is nothing more between us
Still there is nothing more
The bouncer between us
I’ll let myself in
Tables between us
I’ll hack them to bits
That guy over there between us
I’m afraid he’ll have to go now
This moment between us
I’ll make it the right one
Ice between us
I’ll break through it
Words between us
I’ll stop talking
Three steps between us
I’ll catch your attention
And pull you in
Until nothing, nothing, nothing more
Stands between us
And I finally feel your heartbeat
I race for you
I burn for you
I won’t run from any trouble along the way
Still there is nothing more between us
I run for you
I hang myself for you
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I want your heart to beat only for m
Still there is nothing more between us

Both of these singles came out in 2015. With the rapid growth and success of the NDH genre in
Europe over the past couple of years, hopefully we will see more Red Pill music coming down the
pipeline. Stay tuned.
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The World’s Lakes and Oceans
March 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Science is awesome, and looking at the depth and scale of the last great frontier on earth, the World
Ocean, boggles the mind.

This is a good example of how the human mind does not grasp the scale of the planet it lives on in
everyday experiences.

This is an image I could get lost in and spend a long time analyzing. Enjoy. Here is the FULL SIZE
version.

The World’s Lakes and Oceans – See FULL SIZE
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I Don’t Want to Come Back to the U.S.
March 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Life is good outside The Matrix

I have been away from the United States for about 6 months now, and I have come to a late night
realization. I can’t sleep so I decided to write.

The thing that terrifies me more than just about anything is having to leave Latin America and go
back to the United States. I have discovered a life worth living here in contrast to the 35 years of
emptiness I had before.

A little background…my family has been in the country nearly 200 years. Growing up I considered
myself very patriotic. I made the mistake of believing the myths I was fed in public school. When I
went to collect what I was promised for “doing the right thing” and staying in school until age 24, as
well as working one and sometimes two jobs from age 16, I was told white males are no longer
wanted in our new America.

However, that blow actually turned out to be a blessing because I began to see success through
another lens other than the lens of conspicuous consumption.

It all started with some excursions into Mexico when I lived in a border state. Something began to
change inside of me. There was more there than those “poor brown people” the media warned me
about…that would rob me and then leave me for one of the drug gangs to kill. No, there was a society
that hadn’t completely thrown its men to the wolves. There were people whose culture had not been
taken from them and they had not been shamed into thinking a McMansion, a new sedan, and a nice
meal in a restaurant and were the ultimate achievements in life.

Then later, with excursions to other countries, I began to realize something – I was questioning
myself if the American way of life was truly the best one I could be living.
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Giving Up the Mall

I later realized we have been socially conditioned into becoming consummate consumers, at the
expense of everything else worth living about life.

Life for me here is so much better when it comes to the things that really matter – freedom,
opportunity, finding a quality, traditional woman, being allowed to live a full life that doesn’t revolve
around a Puritanical work ideology and Puritanical prudishness about sexuality and consumption. I
just don’t think I could ever be happy again living in the land of corporate-owned everything.

I have realized freedom is nothing but another empty corporate marketing slogan in the once great
United States. There few (if any) real freedoms left, misandry (male hatred) and white male
scapegoating have rendered me persona non grata, and political slicing and dicing of the populace has
left the country deeply divided for the benefit of the puppetmasters.

In this day and age, humans are so successful with producing food, clothing, and shelter that we
should have been freed from 40 hour work weeks a couple of generations ago and a reasonable
standard of living could be afforded anyone who put in some effort at keeping society running. But
no, all the excess production has been shifted up the pyramid to make demigods out of CEOs and the
elites. It’s never enough, now they are coming for our leisure time, our privacy, and control over our
lives.

There is something that is missing from the sacred economic equation that runs life in America – that
is the human part of the equation.

Life is More than a Paycheck

We need to start measuring our success in the happiness of our citizens, not just with consumption.

I can’t go blindly back into a system like that and accept it as reality, especially after knowing there
are better ways of doing things out here among the 95% of the world’s population that lives outside
America.

I don’t hate the place, nor do I hate the people, I just hate the control corporations and the
government working together assume over our lives and the micromanagement of our conduct and
choices.

A lot of great men wrote about dying for freedom when they founded the U.S. I am realizing we now
live under everything they feared, the biggest, most intrusive government in the history of mankind.

To my corporate and government owners I only have one quote to pass along, written by Oliver
Wendell Holmes:

A mind that is stretched by a new experience can never go back to its old dimensions.

I have experienced freedom. My mind can never go back to the dimensions of the cookie-cutter life
you have designed for me on the tax farm.
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Can’t Lose Weight? Fat Head Reveals Another Tentacle of
the Establishment
March 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Tom Naughton ate burgers but skipped the fries for 30 days and lost weight; he reveals the obesity epidemic is due to a high carb American
diet

Fat Head by Tom Naughton was filmed in response to Morgan Spurlock’s documentary Supersize
Me in which Spurlock predictably gained weight after eating 5,000 calories a day at McDonald’s.

Tom Naughton responded by eating fast food daily and losing weight. He didn’t eat salads, either.
Double Quarter Pounders with Cheese were a big part of his diet. It’s all about the choices we make.
But, there’s much more to it than that.

In Fat Head, we learn such interesting tidbits as how the Food Pyramid has been screwed around with
by, you guessed it, the Corporate-Government Complex for 40 years. It recommends people eat the
equivalent of a cup and a half of sugar a day in carbohydrates, when the normal about of sugar in the
entire human bloodstream is one teaspoon.
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Carbohydrates and sugar keep insulin elevated which makes it nearly impossible to lose weight.
The film explains the connection between insulin and weight loss in detail.

The Corporate-Government Complex also told people to avoid fat. But food has to nutritionally be
made up of something to be called food, so when fat is removed in come carbohydrates, which are
complex sugar molecules. The relationship is inversely proportional; this means when fat goes up
carbohydrates go down, and when carbohydrates go up fat goes down.

Fat Head details this devastating account of how replacing fat in the human diet with carbohydrates
has led to the obesity epidemic in America.

But, it’s even worse than that. Everything we have been told about fat and cholesterol causing heart
disease is wrong, too. This clip from Fat Head illustrates how insane removing a crucial part of the
human diet has been. Without fat and cholesterol in our bodies, we would be dead.

Junk Science

The heart disease scare can be traced back to junk science in the 1950s. Ansel Keyes sold out science
and the American public when he published the Lipid Hypothesis, which threw out data that didn’t fit
his flawed hypothesis. The Lipid Hypothesis is what the fat scare was based on. After it was
published, we suddenly needed lowfat everything, when in fact fat has been a crucial part of the
human diet since we evolved.

George Mann, M.D. who worked with Harvard Researchers in Framingham, MA studying
cholesterol and the Lipid Hypothesis had this to say about it:

[The Lipid Hypothesis is] the greatest scientific scam of this century, perhaps of any
century.

I would argue the Lipid Hypothesis and the damage it has wrought is only a symptom of a larger
problem.

We have seen the spread of misinformation like this happen time and time again with the economic
corruption of science in the West. Not seen in Fat Head but covered here at TNMM, data that don’t
fit the man-made global warming alarm are also tossed aside. The Global Warming Carbon Tax
Scam is, in a way, related to the Lipid Hypothesis in that unscrupulous scientists and corporations use
the government to promote and force their views on the public. This promulgates scientific frauds on
the American public to the detriment of public health and in the case of the global warming scam, the
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fraud could destroy economic and personal freedom.

The government brought us record levels of obesity and soaring numbers of heart attacks by tinkering
with the American diet. As Naughton points out, not eating fat can also be connected to depression,
which is convenient for the Medical-Pharmaceutical Complex. It can then sell you drugs like Lipitor
for heart disease and Zoloft for depression. Lipitor is a dangerous statin drug and Zoloft is a
dangerous SSRI. (More on the connection between SSRIs and mass shootings in a future article.)

Fat Head is Recommended Viewing. I personally struggled with weight loss for several years, not
understanding why all the diets I had been told to use were failing. But as Dr. Mary Eades points out
in Fat Head:

You didn’t fail, the diet failed.

After receiving a course correction and the right information that Naughton presents in Fat Head, I
went from 264 lbs to an athletic 180 lbs.

Films like this enlighten me, but they also make me angry to realize that the entire American
population is considered to be nothing but lab rats to do experiments on by our government. Fat
Head was a life-changing film for me. Hopefully it will be for you or someone you know who is
struggling against the diet promoted by the American government for two generations.

In short, we’ve been fed a load of bologna.
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Anglo Culture: A Critique
March 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Social Justice Warriors reflect the deep-seated male hatred inherent in Anglo culture

I think the author of the web site “Anglobitch” KShatriya is on to something with his Critique of
Anglo-Saxon Culture.

He touches on something very important in these excerpts from that article, especially since militant,
third-wave feminism has become such a problem it threatens to destroy not only Anglo culture, but
the Anglo people.

We hear a lot about the evil “Angry White Male” in Anglo media. But the “Angry White
Male” phenomenon didn’t just appear in a vacuum or because Anglo men like being pissed off.
Something is driving their anger.

My own studies of conservative continental philosophy reveal that the cracks in
Anglophone civilizations owe a great deal to a flawed cultural template. An ineffectual
education system, low levels of political participation, angry alienation among males, a
falling birth rate and a dangerous youth are usually seen as universal phenomena, hazards of
Post-modern life. There is seldom any acknowledgement that they are specific to
Anglophone societies or that Anglo Saxon culture may itself contribute to them.

He then touches on how problems presented by modern liberalism destroying the foundations of
Western society are exacerbated in Anglo culture more so than in the rest of Europe because of the
overbearing nature of Anglo females making for a society where people do not get along well.
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When liberalism is practiced in an Anglo Saxon context, anarchy tends to ensue. Why is
this? In Holland or German speaking countries, anarchy is constrained by a strong, informal
consensus that censors needless self-indulgence. Anglo Saxon cultures lack any such
informal constraints; the social fabric is naturally thinner.

Later, KShatriya accurately points out something I have noticed my entire life. Anglo women do not
like men, in contrast to the women of other cultures I have spent time in from Asia to Latin America
who merely seem indifferent to men.

Julius Evola has written that Anglo Saxon culture spontaneously promotes poor relations
between the sexes and misandry in general due to its underlying Puritanism. This gives
women the notion that the world “owes” them something (a living, an explanation) along
with the idea that men are beasts of burden for their edification and amusement. Anglo
Saxon women fundamentally do not like men.

Yet, the more women run all over men in Anglo-America, the more men bend over backward to
White Knight for them.

In Welfare, Housing and Health Anglo-Saxon women are offered enormously preferential
treatment by sheer dint of their sex. This inequality now even extends to education, where
examinations have been deliberately adjusted to ensure female supremacy. Men’s
oppression and ill-treatment is now so routine in Anglophone societies it has become
[invisible]…paradoxically, this does not seem to have improved the lot of female happiness
or well-being.

You need look no further than rabid Social Justice Warriors for evidence of how deeply unhappy
Anglo women are.

Men are viewed as evil oppressors in Anglo society
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I believe the next observation touches on K-selection strategies that perhaps drove Anglo women to
extremes of selfishness, when resources were very scarce during their evolution in colder climates of
the world.

Henry Miller and D.H. Lawrence are but two Anglophone writers with a deep distaste for
their own culture. This reproach hinges on the unhealthy relations prevailing between the
sexes. Anglophone women view all relations with men as a process of sexual barter. English
or American women are conditioned to only offer love on promise of economic reward. To
put it simply, Anglo Saxon women are profoundly selfish. Because of this, they are deeply
unfulfilled as women or as human beings.

This selective pressure made Anglo women supremely avaricious as compared to females of other
races; that female disposition led Anglo society to world domination but is now ripping it to shreds
because there is nowhere else to take Anglo women on the hedonic treadmill. Anglo men have
already conquered the entire world for them and are being disposed of having lived out their
usefulness. At least, that is my take.

I actually observed the following behavior with women I knew and grew up with.

As with women, Anglo Saxon youth seem to become unreachable around puberty. But
while in the case of women this is due to their new-found sexual status in a Puritanical
context.

The result a Puritanical, sexually repressed culture has in generating the levels of male alienation we
are seeing today with mass a MGTOW movement do indeed have undesirable outcomes.

On the other hand, something has to be done if Anglo Saxon civilization is not to collapse
under Welfare claims, crime, male self-exclusion and falling birthrates.

Could the virus of militant feminism that started in Anglo-America and is now spreading to sister
cultures in the larger scheme of Western Civilization (French, Spanish, Italian, etc.) be traced back to
a fundamental, biologically and psychologically-based hostility Anglo women have towards men?

In any case, the West has its hands full trying to get this genie back into the fucking bottle. My guess
is it won’t happen until the West has completely collapsed and men have stopped begging politicians
to make their problems go away, instead taking matters into their own hands.
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Trump Destroys Blinky The Owl of CNN
March 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

I must have watched this clip 100 times, and laughed until I almost peed. Note to the leftist legacy
media: You no longer have a lock grip over the narrative.

Blinky the Owl of CNN, also known as Wolf Blitzer

The Overton Window has shifted. An increasing number of people see you for the bloviating
sycophants you are. Take your Cultural Marxism down a notch.

If nothing else, it is entertaining to watch Trump destroy Wolf Blitzer, even if I don’t completely trust
his motivations for seeking the Presidency.
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Is Trump Playing Us Like Obama Did in 2008
March 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Obama did not live up to the soaring rhetoric of his 2008 campaign, nothing unusual in politics

Hope and change. Obama was supposed to be a changer, restoring hope to the United States after this
disastrous Bush administration.

After having lived through all but the last year of his reign, even the people that voted for him have to
admit Obama has not restored hope, nor has the change he’s brought been beneficial to anyone except
corporate interests and far-left authoritarians.

The middle class continues to wither away, and Cultural Marxism continues to destroy the
foundations of America.

The Political Game

I recently wrote on the way the political process works in an article called Why Politicians Are Liars,
and Why People Believe Them. It’s a very old game politicians play. Reinhold Niebuhr pointed out
the insanity of the entire process with this quote, paraphrased here:

Rationality belongs to the cool observer but because of the stupidity of the average man he
follows not reason but faith and this naive faith requires necessary illusion and emotionally
potent oversimplification which are provided by a mythmaker to keep the ordinary person
on course.

This necessary illusion is what campaigns are based on. Politicians tap into a popular sentiment, like
Obama did in 2008 with his anti-Establishment rhetoric (sound familiar again in 2016?) and become
a mythmaker who the average person believes in because their thinking processes compel them to do
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so.

Is Trump the real deal? I sincerely hope so, but he will have the Establishment stacked against him if elected

Before proceeding, I sincerely hope Trump is the real deal. But, I increasingly fear he is only using
this tried and true playbook of telling lies to willing ears in order to get into office.

It is plausible that Trump could be serving the interests of the corporate-government complex to
diffuse some of the growing anger as whites are subjected to genocide and displacement from their
homelands. The West has reached a near boiling point of revolution, and Trump could be an
important safety valve, alleviating some of the pressure among those groups being disenfranchised
(you) by taking on populist and nationalist themes in his campaign.

Indeed Trump talked politics with none other than Bill Clinton himself weeks before he threw his hat
into the ring. The timing of his conversation with Clinton – one of the preeminent strategists in the
Democratic party is indeed odd. More on his uncomfortably close relationship with the Clintons in a
moment.

Getting back to Trump’s campaign, if he wins, he can do what every politician does once they get
into office: Forget about the dupes that elected him until the next election cycle comes up. Following
this school of thought, we live in a tyranny punctuated by an election every few years, in which the
politicians butter our bread, create a myth people can follow, and then get on with business as usual
serving their corporate paymasters once getting into office.

An important note to add is that if you are a white male you are practically worthless as a voting bloc.
Quite frankly, the only thing your government wants from you is your tax money, and child support
and alimony payments. It doesn’t give a damn about your vote anymore because it has all the votes it
needs from women and minorities. However, the government does see you as a risk to its
consolidation of power. The Trump campaign could be their way of throwing you a bone and the
opposition to him contrived. (After all, if there is one thing I learned from my years in the
mainstream media, stirring the shit pot of division SELLS. It generates interest in politics and it sells
advertising in print and on TV.)

If Trump loses, this also benefits the interests of those who really run the government. The elites can
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show the rabble (us) we need not fight back against the globalism and socialism they have planned
for us after a hard-fought campaign renders conservatives the big losers and Billary (or even worse,
the avowed socialist Sanders) begins an 8 year reign of terror.

Trump’s Past

Trump is currently against Obamacare and government run healthcare. But Trump has supported
a socialized healthcare system in the past. In 2000, as part of the Reform party he wrote the
following, supporting a system like the “hurry up and wait” healthcare system in Canada. Six month
waiting periods to see a doctor are common in Canada.

I’m a conservative on most issues but a liberal on [health]. We should not hear so many
stories of families ruined by healthcare expenses. We must not allow citizens with medical
problems go untreated because of financial problems or red tape. It is an unacceptable but
accurate fact that the number of uninsured Americans has risen to forty-two million.

Working out detailed plans will take time. But the goal should be clear: Our people are our
greatest asset. We must take care of our own. We must have universal healthcare.

The goal of health care reform should be a system that looks a lot like Canada. Doctors
might be paid less than they are now, as is the case in Canada, but they would be able to
treat more patients because of the reduction in their paperwork.

However, since beginning his campaign to Make America Great Again (an eerie rewording of Hope
and Change) he has said the following about his past position on healthcare:

It’s a long time ago. It’s 11 or 12 years ago. And frankly, a lot of people agreed with it. A
lot of conservative Republicans agreed with it, at that time. We have a different country
today. We can’t afford things that we could have afforded or that we thought we could
afford many years ago.

My plan now is to number one get rid of Obamacare.

Trump has also supported abortion rights in the past even though now he claims to be staunchly pro-
life. In his book The America We Deserve published in 2000, he states:

I support a woman’s right to choose, but I am uncomfortable with the procedures.

But, in February of 2016 at the University of Houston, he had changed his position.

As far as Planned Parenthood is concerned, I’m pro-life.

He has been a member of the following parties:

Reform Party, 1999-2001 (Reform Party has conservative leanings)
Democratic Party, 2001-2009
Independent, 2011-2012
Republican, 2012-Present
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Is this what oligarchy looks like? Odd that the two frontrunners in the 2016 Presidential Campaign are palling around in this photo

Trump has also contributed large amounts of money in the past to far left Liberals including Hillary
Clinton, Charlie Rangel, Ted Kennedy, Patrick Kennedy, Arlen Specter, and Dick “Turban” Durbin.
A third of his campaign donations have gone to Democrats. A quarter have gone to Republicans, with
the rest going to special interests.

On gay marriage, he waffles in this 2011 interview.

I live in New York. New York is a place with lots of gays, and I think [being gay] is great,
but I’m not in favor of gay marriage.

Remember, as recently as her 2008 campaign Hillary had a very similar position, as did Obama. Both
said they didn’t support gay marriage, and then in 2015 the White House was lit up in rainbow colors
as gay marriage became the law of the land.
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In 2008 Obama said he thought marriage was between a man and a woman; 2015 told a different story showing how politicians say
whatever is politically expedient at the time

Trump has also favored the legalization of drugs in the past, but now he supports continuing the drug
war.

He has also supported a ban on assault weapons in the past, and has supported more government
intrusion into Second Amendment rights with tougher background checks.

I support the ban on assault weapons and I also support a slightly longer waiting period to
purchase a gun. With today’s Internet technology we should be able to tell within seventy-
two hours if a potential gun owner has a record.

His position has reversed, conveniently enough, in time for this year’s election cycle.

Also, troublingly, he has called for government-imposed restrictions on the Internet in his 2016
campaign. Restricting freedom of speech sounds like the next step in the globalist/socialist playbook,
right after restricting gun rights.

In his defense, political beliefs can change as people’s beliefs evolve. But, up until this year, Trump
was not the standard-bearer on conservative issues.

Lots of Questions Loom

Is Donald Trump a dyed-in the wool conservative who had a last-minute conversion while America is
on her deathbed? Or is he a political opportunist, who like most politicians, shifts positions as the
political winds change direction? Is he an impostor? The waters are definitely muddy on this issue.

Even if he is serious about his change to being a conservative, don’t look for miracles. He will be the
President, not the King. He will have the deck of a corrupt Congress and globalist elite chomping at
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the bit to destroy him stacked against him every step of the way. Even a lion can be brought down by
a pack of hyenas. America is already very far down the primrose path to the hell of Cultural
Marxism. That said, Trump is still a better choice than Ted Cruz, who increasingly seems to be a
Bush family anointed neoconservative wolf in sheep’s clothing.

Trump is America’s Hail Mary pass. We are down by 7 in the last seconds of the 4th quarter. Let’s
hope he makes the touchdown. Even with a touchdown we will need a miraculous 2-point conversion
to win the game. Yes, things are that bad.
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How Feminism Introduced Cultural Marxism
March 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Is baking a cake for your family really such horrible oppression?

Men have been on the defense from feminism for over 50 years. We have been made out to be
villains, oppressors, and dehumanized at every turn by a group of women who claim to want equality.
If the goal was equality, men would not be dehumanized and scapegoated. The true aim is female
superiority and the establishment of a socialist matriarchy. Men become expendable in a matriarchy
instead of being the house-bands (husbands) that hold the nuclear family together.

It’s time we started deconstructing many of the myths surrounding feminism. Feminism is, more than
anything else Cultural Marxism. As the West burns and the brick of society, family is crushed to dust
it is time to put feminists on the defensive instead. Tactically, this is the only way to win. One cannot
win a culture war by constantly playing defense.
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The goal of Cultural Marxism is to render a population beholden to the state

Changing the Culture

Men can start by re-educating ourselves, purging the indoctrination of Cultural Marxism we received
in the public education system and are still sprayed with, like so many insects being sprayed with
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Raid, by the legacy media.

Central to the current socialist revolution the United States and Western Europe is feminism.
Feminism breaks up the family by rendering males indentured servants to the State with child support
and alimony, provides incentives for women to abort their children which they are doing at the tune
of a million preborn babies a year, and encourages them either not marry or if they do marry to
divorce. The male is also constantly attacked in the media and in popular culture in the United States.

The result has been a rise in the number of households that do not have children, a rise in
illegitimacy, a rise in criminality, and the mass importation of immigrants to demographically replace
the population of the U.S. and Western Europe.

Bras were considered symbols of oppression when the feminist movement started

50 Years of Feminism

Dr. Henry Makow’s fantastic and very educational article Gloria Steinem: CIA Agent, Traitor, Bitch
touches on the genesis of feminism. As many of you may already know, Gloria Steinem was used by
the CIA to start the spread feminism in America.

There is no more fundamental yet delicate relationship in society than male and female. On
it depends the family, the red blood cell of society. Nobody with the interests of society at
heart would try to divide men and women. Yet the lie that men have exploited women has
become official orthodoxy.

In my entire life, I have not known a man who calculates how he is going to oppress women. We are
pretty simple really, most of us, with simple daily needs. Many of us just want to be loved and
respected, and to have intact families. The idea of men trying to enslave women is absolutely
ridiculous.

Man loves woman. His first instinct is to nurture (“husband”) and see her thrive. When a
woman is happy, she is beautiful. Sure, some men are abusive. But the vast majority have
supported and guided their families for millennium.
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As Makow points out, keeping man and women polarized against each other and breaking up the
family through feminism has the effect of isolating people and making them controllable.

All of this is calculated to create personal confusion and sow chaos among heterosexuals.
As a result, millions of American males are emasculated and divorced from their
relationship to family (the world and the future.) The American woman has been
hoodwinked into investing herself in a mundane career instead of the timeless love of her
husband and children. Many women have become temperamentally unfit to be wives and
mothers. People, who are isolated and alone, stunted and love-starved, are easy to fool and
manipulate. Without the healthy influence of two loving parents, so are their children.

Again, as I keep running into over and over again, this all goes back to the corporate-government
complex and its social engineering schemes.

Feminism is a grotesque fraud perpetrated on society by its governing elite. It is designed to
weaken the social and cultural fabric in order to introduce a friendly fascist New World
Order. Its advocates are sanctimonious charlatans who have grown rich and powerful from
it.

Being a mother is not the nightmare Cutural Marxism has made it to be

The End Goal

Feminism, a gigantic social engineering experiment has rendered white women statistically sterile
which is one reason Western society is crumbling. Feminism is of course, intimately connected to
Cultural Marxism:

Cultural Marxism is the gradual process of destroying all traditions, languages, religions,
individuality, government, family, law and order in order to re-assemble society in the
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future as a communist utopia. This utopia will have no notion of gender, traditions,
morality, god or even family or the state.

I can think of no hell more painful than that vision of society. The Decline of the West started in
earnest when Cultural Marxism was pushed on the society in an attempt to undermine everything that
once made it strong.

The United States has an interesting relationship with Cultural Marxism. It used the Red Scare to
militarily and economically attack countries around the world who were pursuing socialism while
adopting socialist ideals like Cultural Marxism at home. Feminism was central to breaking up the
family as the Marxists wanted. The destruction of religion and private property follow. We have
already seen the destruction of religion playing out; look for the end of private property to follow.
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5 Stages of Red Pill Realization
March 31, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The reluctance to take women off the pedestal is strong in some men, no matter what women do to them

I’ve noticed a strong resistance by Beta males, especially in Anglo-America to take the Red Pill. In
one case a good friend of mine is being divorce raped by his wife, a wife he has faithfully stood by
for over 20 years. He is a great guy and the ladies find him handsome, so it pains me to see this
happening to him. However, he wouldn’t even listen to any of my suggestions as to why she
first cheated on him and then ran to court looking for cash and prizes.

I know another guy who willingly lets his wife cheat on him even though he is supposedly a “macho”
guy. (He is a Hispanic guy married to an Anglo woman, a testament that even men from masculine
cultures become supplicating Betas or Omegas once they have been stewed in toxic, feminized Anglo
culture long enough.)

Their choice to remain naïve and supplicating is typical of many men I have met when they are
confronted with facts that refute the Anglo-American Pedestalization Indoctrination they have
received.
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The five stages of becoming Red Pill aware

The Stages

Based on my observation of men and their behavior, I came up with 5 stages they roughly fit into one
sunny afternoon while I was riding around the countryside on my motorcycle. I think my friend is
somewhere between 1 and 2 on this scale, and the other guy remains at 1.

Sensing a problem exists.1.
Admitting women aren’t the angels men are told they are.2.
Learning about Red Pill philosophy.3.
Making concrete changes in dealing with women; men putting their self-interests over those of4.
women. (Very hard to do for most men.)
Becoming a pussy-slaying asshole.5.

I think many men in America are stuck on Stage 1. They feel something isn’t quite right about the
cultural myth they have been indoctrinated with, but are reluctant to question the narrative because of
the nuclear backlash that would come from man-hating feminists and their ilk.

To save the West, we must guide men towards the truth of the Red Pill philosophy. However, we
must do so gently. Trying to force them will not work. Not all men will realize, some will oppose us.
A Winston Churchill quote reinforces this fact.

You have enemies? Good. That means you’ve stood up for something, sometime in your
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life.

I drop a few lines on my friend now and again. I sincerely hope he will learn some of the truth about
women before he is taken advantage of on the dating market. In this way, I am trying to be my
brother’s keeper. All Red Pill men should be that way towards our Blue Pill brethren. We can guide
them…not all men will take the pill. But we can still save a lot of male lives from being consumed by
a system that hates and disrepects them. This will also help our cause when the time comes for
nonviolent civil disobedience. Libertarian John Stossel has discussed this on his Fox Business show:

When the state’s rules are wrong, we should ignore them through selective civil
disobedience. Let’s rebuild America without permission.

If we do not look out for each other this way, we are doomed to live in a socialist matriarchy where
each sex becomes increasingly androgynous: men behave like women and women behave like men.
That matriarchal vision of humanity leaves us looking a lot like an Ant Farm. Beyond Stage 5 in the
realization process men need to not just bang lots of chicks, they need re-take control of their society,
or be sentenced to live out life as little more than worker ants eternally searching for the queen the
vast majority of them never find.

Refusing to submit to the demands of a money hungry tax farm that exploits men is the first step in
fighting the socialist matriarchy.
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Illegal Everything!
March 31, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Police are constantly meddling in people’s lives in Anglo America, as John Stossel points out in Illegal Everything

If you have any doubt you are living in a socially engineered police state, check out John Stossel’s
eye-opening expose on Illegal Everything.

He explores the oppressive laws that have cops shutting down lemonade stands and arresting people
for spurious crimes like not packing lobster tails in 40 lb boxes and enforcing Puritanical morality on
men who decide to buy sex (a transaction that should absolutely be illegal between two consenting
adults as it already is in all of Latin America, most of Europe, and other parts of the world) while
promoting homosexuality by lighting up the White House in rainbow colors.

He also calls into question the Drug War which tries to keep people from “ruining their life” by
ruining their life with a prison sentence and criminal record.

There are so many laws now the average person commits three felonies a day, as pointed out by
attorney Harvey Silverglate in his book. Yes, America has become that fucked up.
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Kids Spend Less Time Outdoors Than Prisoners
April 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

School might as well be prison for kids

A maximum security inmate gets to spend more time outdoors than the average American or British
student, a study has found.

The Dirt is Good initiative recently released a study involving children aged 5-12 in the United States
and 9 other countries which found some disturbing facts. The average prisoner spends two hours
outdoors, while children in the study averaged less than an hour day outside and in Britain the
average is down to a mere half-hour a day.

As the Dirt is Good group points out, schools in the United States often resemble heavily regulated
prisons.

This is further evidence of the ongoing conversion of schools into indoctrination camps and corporate
labor training facilities, with aims other than enlightening children and teaching them to be critical
thinkers.

The real goal is herding children into a program called Limited Learning for Lifelong Labor, as
pointed out by former Senior Policy advisor for the U.S. Department of Education, Charlotte
Thomson-Iserbyt in her highly-rated book The Deliberate Dumbing Down of America.

They’re looking at [your child] as a cog in the wheel to be trained, not educated.

George Carlin talked about the education system in one of his most brilliant standups:

I’ll tell you what they don’t want. They don’t want a population of citizens capable of
critical thinking. They don’t want well-informed, well-educated people capable of critical
thinking. They’re not interested in that. That doesn’t help them. That’s against their
interests. They don’t want people who are smart enough to sit around the kitchen table and
figure out how badly they’re getting fucked by a system that threw them overboard 30
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fucking years ago.

You know what they want? Obedient workers. People who are just smart enough to run the
machines and do the paperwork but just dumb enough to passively accept all these
increasingly shittier jobs with the lower pay, the longer hours, reduced benefits, the end of
overtime and the vanishing pension that disappears the minute you go to collect it. And,
now, they’re coming for your Social Security. They want your fucking retirement money.
They want it back, so they can give it to their criminal friends on Wall Street. And you
know something? They’ll get it. They’ll get it all, sooner or later, because they own this
fucking place. It’s a big club, and you ain’t in it. You and I are not in the big club.

Even the Washington Post pointed out another aspect to the insanity of cutting playtime and recess in
a country with an obesity epidemic:

The problem: children are constantly in an upright position these days. It is rare to find
children rolling down hills, climbing trees, and spinning in circles just for fun. Merry-go-
rounds and teeter-totters are a thing of the past. Recess times have shortened due to
increasing educational demands, and children rarely play outdoors due to parental fears,
liability issues, and the hectic schedules of modern-day society.

I personally know of schools where playtime or recess has been cut down to 15 minutes a day. As far
as educational demands: learning how to take standardized tests and follow orders is not the sin qua
non of a well-rounded education. The Dirt is Good initiative points out time spent outdoors helps
children develop better social skills, fights depression, helps mental development, and helps them
grow athletically.

The fact a group had to be formed to point this out only shows how increasingly debased our society
has become. B.F. Skinner would marvel at the operant conditioning now being implemented in the
education system. And Orwell would marvel at the fact it is even called an education system, when in
fact it is more about social engineering than enlightenment and instilling the values of freedom into
the next generation.
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10,000 Millionaires Flee France
April 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Demographers say France could be majority Muslim in a couple of generations

The wealthiest citizens of France are fleeing the land of Liberté, égalité, fraternité  as the country
becomes demographically unrecognizable in some cities, terror attacks increase, and tensions
between Muslims and Christians increase. The number of people fleeing England, Germany,
Belgium, and Sweden is also on the rise.

France was at the top of the list of millionaire outmigration in 2015. Religious tensions between
Christians and Muslims mean the trends will most likely continue if not accelerate. Other groups that
aren’t millionaires are also leaving the country in increasing numbers. (Here in my corner of Latin
America, there is practically an entire colony of French expatriates who have moved into one of the
towns nearby me.)

Muammar Gaddafi, the once “Supreme Leader” of Libya, accurately foresaw the Muslim
demographic conquest of Europe.

There are signs that Allah will grant victory to Islam in Europe without swords, without
guns, without conquest. We don’t need terrorists, we don’t need homicide bombers. The
50+ million Muslims [in Europe] will turn it into a Muslim continent within a few decades.

Indeed, the demographics of France bear this out:

30% of children under age 20 are Muslim
In Nice, Marseilles, and Paris 45% of children are Muslim
By 2027, 1 in 5 Frenchmen will be Muslim
In two generations, France will be majority Muslim

Europe and the United States are seeing their Caucasian populations dying off and being replaced,
thanks in large part to radical feminism which has rendered Caucasian women statistically sterile.
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The Caucasian fertility rate in all Western nations remains well below the 2.1 required to
demographically sustain a culture.

The future belongs to those who are “of the book” according to even the most secular of
demographers. Religion of any kind, Muslim, Christian or other, tends to keep families intact and
groups who are religious produce more children than secular groups, who are statistically dying off.

The world is changing, the West is fading fast. There is no doubt the demographic decline in Europe
(and the U.S.) was largely caused by feminism and secularization. Those two things destroyed the
Western family and threaten to destroy the entirety of Western civilization.
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How Mass Immigration Is Driven By Female Consumerism
And Low Fertility
April 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“Fur babies” are replacing real babies in the West, necessitating mass immigration to keep the economy running

A recently released report reveals that a full in 1 in 5 people in the United States are now either
immigrants or their children. The growth of the immigrant population has been occurring at a rate of
over 350% since 1965. This tidal wave of immigration has inundated the traditional American
population, who have been asleep at the switch thinking that having children is either déclassé or an
antiquated notion. As a result, they are being demographically replaced in their own nations.

While illegal immigration is a valid issue, it is a scare tactic used by political elites to drive the
construction of the police state security apparatus. In reality, legal immigration is a much bigger
problem. Yet, the political class on both sides of the aisle have been calling for an even bigger
increase of legal immigration. Of the now 61 million people that are immigrants or their children in
the United States, a whopping 75% are here legally because of both the Immigration Act of 1965
and the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.

The Consumerism Machine

In order to keep a consumption economy that needs perpetual growth running, the political and
economic powers in our society need an ever-increasing population. Declining populations are
correlated with recessions and depressions while growing populations are correlated with economic
growth. But is continuing to feed a machine that expects perpetual growth with warm bodies worth
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the costs? The West has lost its culture and is losing its entire society at the altar of consumerism,
which has brought about demographic replacement because of radical feminism.

Part of the reason the United States and Europe are importing so many immigrants is feminism has
rendered white women statistically sterile. Birth rates are not enough to even sustain the population,
much less create an engine of economic growth.

Feminism encourages women to forgo their biological roles as mothers and to forgo forming families.
In the modern age, Western women now marry themselves to a corporation rather than to a strapping
young man. As a result, the white population continues to wither away and die in America and in
Europe and be demographically replaced. Tragically, women are now looking for child replacements
like cats and dogs to silence their maternal instincts.

Americans of all ethnicities in the country before 1970 are being replaced demographically in order to feed perpetual economic growth

The Numbers

Women refusing to have families and children requires the flood gates of immigration to be swung
open because a consumer economy needs increasing numbers of warm bodies to buy its wares. Low
fertility and mass immigration are leading to irreversible demographic change in the United States
and Europe. The proportion of immigrants is only expected to rise this century.

It is easy to see how this will cause further division among the already polarized American populace.
The specter of further polarization rings especially true when combined with a political system that
operates through division, dividing people up into ever more splintered groups and subgroups that
then compete with one another for government affection and gibsmedats.

Of the nearly 600 million people in the U.S. by 2100, only 250 million or less will be descended from
Americans who did not immigrate to the country after 1970. Real demographers knew the world we
are in now was coming decades ago, but nothing was done to avert replacing traditional Americans
with immigrants.
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It seems in today’s world, destroying national sovereignty and cultures to turn people into shopping
fools is an acceptable strategy by government in service of the corporate bottom line. This idea is
nothing new, as it was developed into a screenplay 40 years ago in the 1976 drama Network:

You are an old man who thinks in terms of nations and peoples. There are no nations. There
are no peoples. There are no Russians. There are no Arabs. There are no third worlds. There
is no West. There is only one holistic system of systems, one vast and immane, interwoven,
interacting, multivariate, multinational dominion of dollars. Petro-dollars, electro-dollars,
multi-dollars, reichmarks, rins, rubles, pounds, and shekels.

Two generations later, the warnings in this film ring truer than ever when it comes to the world
populace being placed into an figurative ethnic blender in service of an economic waste machine.
Cultures are lost, nations are lost, but people can buy lots of shiny things they do not need.

Feminism tells women this is the most oppressive place on earth

Free Market

The need for mass immigration to the West has been caused by feminism, and feminism was
designed by a collusion of corporate and government interests to take women out of the home and
turn them into corporate cogs and taxpayers. The rise of corporate monopolies and the
disproportionate power they (using their government servants) exert over the lives of the average
person is a corruption of the free economic market.

In a free-market economy, prices for goods and services are set freely by the forces of
supply and demand and are allowed to reach their point of equilibrium without intervention
by government policy, and it typically entails support for highly competitive markets and
private ownership of productive enterprises.

That said, Adam Smith himself warned about the dangers of a completely unregulated market. Smith
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knew that a completely unregulated market would see the rise of monopolies (like today’s corporate
monopolies) and was therefore not free. Government imposition is a dangerous thing when it comes
to economies, but it is sometimes necessary. The problem is instead of preventing monopolies as it
should, the government has aided and abetted them.

One of the problems created by the unchecked consolidation of corporations, in addition to the issue
of converging interests corrupting government and subverting the will of the people on matters like
immigration, is wage gutting.
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Corporations lobby for the government to have more power, then the government enacts policies favorable to corporations

Wage Gutting

Corporate interests support increasing legal immigration even further, which has one major benefit
for them: cheap labor.
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One of the biggest pushes in the past few years has been to drastically increase the number of legal
foreign workers in the United States. Executives like Mark Zuckerberg are calling for major increases
in the H1B “temporary” worker visa program. This is because of a supposed tech worker shortage.
However, the idea of a tech worker shortage has largely been created out of whole cloth by
Zuckerberg and his ilk in Silicon Valley. Even the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, a legacy media
newspaper pointed out the hypocrisy of the tech industry’s claims:

When compensation in these fields is declining, along with benefits and security, bright
students understandably look elsewhere for their future. Companies then use the predictable
data to create a doomsday scenario to justify expanding the number of H-1B visas.

It’s a vicious circle.

So no, Zuckerberg, there is no true tech worker shortage. There is a shortage of citizens willing to
work for third-world wages in the United States.

This is yet another example of the corporate-government complex at work. The tech industry doesn’t
want to pay workers what they are worth, so they lobby Congress for increasing immigration to
suppress wages. The government then enacts immigration laws and regulations favorable to the tech
industry, shafting the American citizen.

Executives like Zuckerberg also claim to be champions of the environment. However, in addition to
unchecked immigration destroying national sovereignty, it also harms the environment.

Saving the environment and promoting a waste economy at the same time is the ultimate in hypocrisy

Environmental Impact

If the powers that be really wanted to save the planet, they would not be demographically replacing
populations of Western nations to feed the consumerism waste machine.

As pointed out in my previous article on Global Warming or Global Government, women are
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responsible for 80% of the consumer economy in the United States. A full $1.2 trillion of this
spending is on non-essential goods; things people do not really need.

As Stefan Molyneux has pointed out, if there was truly an effort to end overconsumption to solve the
problem of global warming (not to mention the other issues mentioned above) world leaders would
be saying the following about fiat currency and central banking:

We must end fiat currency, we must end central banking around the world. Because central
banking and the continued overprinting of currency and the taking on of national debt is
causing a vast overconsumption of nature’s scarce resources. [This] should be the central
and fundamental and irrefutable argument for ending central banking and returning to a gold
standard.

In short, fiat currency causes overconsumption. The need for fiat currency is caused by an economy
that caters to women, who make 4 out of 5 purchasing decisions in a consumerism-driven waste
economy. And the economy is supported by population growth which is no longer occurring in
traditionally white nations since the feminist movement. It’s the perfect storm.

There have been warnings going back thousands of years in Western literature about the societal
costs of not giving women proper direction. This is perhaps illustrated nowhere better than this type
of economy cannibalizing Western civilization. Proverbs 31:3 is a good example of this ancient
wisdom:

Do not give your strength to women, your ways to those who destroy kings.

Men Failed As Guardians

Men really have only ourselves to blame (and our parents and grandparents for not stopping the
snowball before it started.) First, for letting women run wild and second for not keeping liberalism in
check. As pointed out in a recent Chateau Heartiste article:

Conservatives need liberals for their creativity and (usually) aesthetic lifestyle sensibilities.
Liberals need conservatives for their guardianship and wisdom. Too few liberals, and
conservative society can become static and self-satisfied. Too few conservatives, and liberal
society can become self-destructive.

In this view, conservatives are the more crucial linchpin to civilization. Without liberals, we
might have worse movies and fewer charming coffee shops. But without conservatives, we
might have no civilization at all, having handed over the keys to the White kingdom to
babbling barbarians.

In normal historical cycles, the warrior would ascend in times of decadence and social
disconnection to bring balance to the force. But these are not normal times. Feminism, the
ideological spawn of Satan and his thousand reptilian succubi, thwarts the natural
ascendancy of the warrior class, allowing the shitlib devolution to continue unhindered and
unchecked.

The so-called Greatest Generation rolled the dice one too many times when they let the government
construct the welfare state, promulgate radical feminism, and open the door to unchecked
immigration in the hopes it would bring about a sort of Utopia. As Stanford University economist
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Thomas Sowell points out:

Much of the history of the Western world over the past three decades has been replacing
what worked with what sounded good.

This really only leaves a couple of hanging questions. Although they’re questions that when
answered will tie up all the loose ends of the societal degradation and tidal wave of immigration we
are witnessing.

Is the self-destruction of Western society occurring purely organically, as Spengler predicted…or is it
occurring because of (or perhaps accelerated by) forces that while not directly conspiring, do have
vested interests in preserving their power and wealth which are antithetical to the interests of the
citizens they are sworn to serve? And, how does one balance economic growth with the desire to
maintain the integrity of a sovereign nation?
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What Happened to the Music Industry
April 4, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Turn on the radio to any “Top 40” or country station and your ears will soon be bleeding with the
dreck they regularly broadcast. (That is if the constant screaming about the virtues of debt peonage
when you buy a NEW CAR from advertising doesn’t get to you first.)  If you think music today all
sounds alike, that’s because it does.

Art has been completely divorced from music. Hits are now designed by a computer which draws up
an algorithm based partly on what made a hit in the past, and partly on input from focus group lab
rats. As reported in The Independent:

Predicting a No 1 song used to be a mug’s game. But today a team of data experts and
computer geeks will generate a scientific model which promises to help EMI’s star acts
craft the perfect hit.

Well…perfect for the bottom line, maybe. Artistically, it’s shit. The result is this:

The dumbing down of music represents another part of our culture which is being lost. Each of those
5 songs is exactly like the other song except for a few aesthetic changes. Tellingly, it also took a team
of 6 “writers” and 4 “producers” to come up with Run the World (Girls.)

Girls, we run this motha (yeah!)
Girls, we run this motha (yeah!)
Girls, we run this motha (yeah!)
Girls, we run this motha (yeah!)
Girls!

Who run the world? Girls!
Who run the world? Girls!
Who run the world? Girls!
Who run the world? Girls!

Who run this motha? Girls!
Who run this motha? Girls!
Who run this motha? Girls!
Who run this motha? Girls!

Who run the world? Girls!
Who run the world? Girls!
Who run the world? Girls!
Who run the world? Girls!

Some of them men think they freak this like we do
But no they don’t
Make your checks come at they neck
Disrespect us no they won’t

Boy don’t even try to take us
Boy this beat is crazy
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This is how they made me
Houston, Texas baby
This goes out to all my girls
That’s in the club rocking the latest
Who will buy it for themselves and get more money later

Blah blah blah…Grrl power and I don’t need a man, and men are evil, etc. Other than the
misandry inherent in that song, the lyrics only show low, grade-school level chanting in all its glory.

This is not just a subjective criticism. A 10-year study of popular music conducted by Seat Smart
found the lyrics of the biggest hits have remained at a child’s vocabulary level over the past decade.

Well, this research is, if nothing else, great news for third graders. They may have a long
way to go in terms of unlocking the deeper meanings of great literature, but hit music lyrics
are right in their zone.

Did you miss that? Yes, I said third graders. Because only 2005 and 2006 would have given
a reasonably competent third grader a tough time. Sure, we know hit music lyrics aren’t the
peak of sophistication, but who knew the bar was this low?

The graphs of pop and hip hop vocabulary are fascinating. (Country and rock fared no better.) See the
full article on lyric intelligence here.
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The U.S. music industry also turns seemingly positive role models like Hannah Montana (Miley
Cyrus) into grotesque parodies of themselves once they pick up the mic and become “artists.” All so
they can break through the “clutter” or some banal excuse the industry uses to turn young women into
sluts, while condemning the objectification of women. This industry has a pattern of objectifying
women going all the way back to Britney Spears in her heyday, and even before that with
Madonna. You really have to marvel at the duplicity, cognitive dissonance, and shamelessness of a
music industry that does this to women.
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Young women respond more to cultural messages than do young men, so what message do young
girls receive psychologically when a wholesome Hannah later becomes a totally degenerate whore
named Miley?

The music industry has morphed into an industry that looks for an image to fill a role, because any
true musical talent is not really important in an industry that synthesizes music and auto-tunes the
voices of their “artists.” When heard without this extensive synthesizing and post-production, the
artists sound terrible, just as Ashlee Simpson did during her 15 minutes of fame at the Orange Bowl a
few years back.

This degradation of music is happening because of the economic corruption of the music industry.
Understandably, the music industry is a business and it wants hits. The problem comes when it
sacrifices art in service of ever-increasing quarterly profits. There is literally NEVER enough money
for a corporation. It treats musical roles the way a casting company would treat a Hollyweird role, it
just wants a pretty face to throw up as the new musical posterboy or postergirl. Advancing the art or
artistic integrity is never considered. In this way, the economic interest becomes a sort of cancer
which cannibalizes the Goose that Laid the Golden Egg.

The antidote, I think, will come from the internet and the death of the centralized music industry
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model. Anybody can now record and upload a song. We as listeners just have to be willing to turn off
the intravenous drip-drop of the sluts and idiots the big record companies shove in our faces and go
looking for real talent.
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The U.S. Has Nearly Fulfilled the Communist Manifesto
April 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

You may be shocked to learn how much of the Communist Manifesto has been completed by America

America has marketed itself as the world’s bulwark against Communist tyranny for a century.
However, it has been quiety moving ever closer to completing the ideals of Marx and Engels as
written in their Communist Manifesto.

In response to The New Modern Man article featured on Return of Kings Why Does America Topple
Socialist Regimes Abroad While Adopting Their Policies At Home, user spicynujac posted an astute
comment. In it, he points out America has already fulfilled 8 of the 10 planks of the Communist
Manifesto (minor editing by me to make it easier to read.)

(1) Abolition of private property in land and application of all rents of land to public
purpose: In America, one must pay thousands or even TENS of thousands of dollars to the
government every year for the right to use their so-called “private property” – property
taxes.

(2) A progressive or graduated income tax: Check.

(3) Abolition of rights of inheritance: There are estate taxes and indeed the regular system
of taxation waters down the ability to inherit property. Sure, I can inherit my parents bank
accounts, after the government takes its 30% cut first.

(4) Confiscation of property of all emigrants and rebels: Civil forfeiture, excise taxes,
exit taxes, and FATCA. Hell, we have gone a step further and said anyone considered a
rebel can legally be killed by our president without ever being charged of a crime.

(5) Centralization of credit in the hands of the state, by means of a national bank with
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state capital and exclusive monopoly: Check.

(6) Centralization of the means of communication and transportation in the hands of
the state: Department of Homeland Security has full control over transportation systems,
and Snowden has revealed that every communication is monitored and recorded.

(7) Instruments of production owned by the state: The US has adopted the fascist system
described in the article above where corporations own the means of production for the
benefit of the elite, and the government provides military support and protection.

(8) Equal obligation of all to work: If we had this it would be an IMPROVEMENT!

(9) Abolishment of distinction between town and country: In progress.

(10) Free education for all children in government schools: Check.

So how exactly was it a great thing to “defeat communism” if the above is what our defeat
won us?

In addition to already having instituted many of Marx’s ideals, today we also hear how the U.S. is
supposed to be a democracy. That is a misrepresentation. The U.S. is supposed to be a republic, not a
democracy. There are important differences in the two forms of government. A republic offers the
following protections that democracy does not:

A republic is governed by an established set of laws (majority rules in democracy)
A republic offers protection of individual rights (i.e. Bill of Rights)
A republic offers protection of property rights
A republic avoids mobocracy and tyranny
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Democracy offers no protection from the majority mob, unlike the republic which does through the rule of law and
protection of private property

What’s even worse than democracy is managed democracy, which is really a form of inverted
totalitarianism in which the masses of people are managed by deception:

Under managed democracy, the electorate is prevented from having a significant impact on
policies adopted by the state’s continuous use of propaganda techniques.

Getting back to the planks of the communist manifesto being implemented in America, in a coming
article the story of how the U.S. dramatically overplayed the threat from the Red Menace through the
use of propaganda techniques while adopting socialism at home will be detailed.

At the same time America started toppling socialist regimes abroad supposedly because of the Red
Menace it was instituting Cultural Marxism at home, first by pushing feminism which would break
up the family. Religion and private property have also been under attack, especially the Christian
faith which has been relentlessly assailed by liberals. The only major step left in the cultural
transformation to a Marxist society is to tear down the remaining symbols of the nation (i.e. those
terrible “racist” old white men that founded it.)

The finer details of the rest of the transformation to a Marxist culture are being worked out. Just look
at how much of the textbook definition of Cultural Marxism we have also completed:

Cultural Marxism is the gradual process of destroying all traditions, languages, religions,
individuality, government, family, law and order in order to re-assemble society in the
future as a communist utopia. This utopia will have no notion of gender, traditions,
morality, god or even family or the state.

The elevation of homosexuality to the same status as (arguably, even higher status than)
heterosexuality has furthered the attack upon the traditional family and traditional morality first
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begun by feminism. Feminism has rendered women who practice it statistically sterile and provided
incentives to reduce males to nothing more than sperm donors and worker bees who have no say in
the society or in the lives of their offspring.

The next steps include the removal of the concept of gender, already well underway with cross-
dressing men now being allowed into women’s restrooms under the transgender Trojan horse. The
attack upon morality will continue with the left slowly elevating pedophilia to the same status as
homosexuality. Hints that this will be their next move are already appearing, especially when leftist
Slate magazine just ran an article titled I’m a pedophile, but not a monster which attempts to
humanize child molesters.

The removal of individuality is well underway with a public school system that allows children less
time outdoors than inmates in maximum security prisons. The education system increasingly teaches
conformity instead of critical thinking. A new app called Peeple is also being pushed that will allow
other people to rate you, which ultimately enforces politically correct behavior. Facebook and its
digital paper trail do the same. There are already reports of people being fired for Facebook posts and
some employers request access before they will hire a prospective candidate. If you don’t toe the line,
you’ll be reported and sanctioned when it comes time for a job interview, promotion, or college
admission.

One must also realize the Neoconservatives of today base their philosophy on the teachings of Leo
Strauss, who believed the ideals of personal liberty and freedom had failed. His proposal was
constructing a new myth of America that would remake the society into a collective that was under
the control of the mythmakers.

It is getting very late in the game to win this culture war. However, there are at least a few
encouraging signs that people are increasingly waking up, with the destruction of the false narrative
bleated by the legacy media as free speech on the internet broke up that racket.

Based on the tenets of the Communist Manifesto and the quantity of items on the Cultural Marxist
checklist we have completed, it can be roughly estimated that we have completed 75% to 80% of a
socialist revolution in America.

History is replete with turning points in which the world seemed to be moving in one direction until
there was an event that sparked sudden and rapid change. Let’s home the pendulum swings back from
the specter of global socialism and communism before the reprogramming of minds and opinions is
complete.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Review of Men on Strike by Helen Smith, PhD
April 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Men are refusing to go along with marriage and a system that is rigged against them

Men on Strike: Why Men Are Boycotting Marriage, Fatherhood, and the American Dream –
and Why It Matters, By Helen Smith, PhD | TNMM Rating: 

Finally, a woman who gets it.

Now in second edition, Men on Strike is one of the most important books of this decade when it
comes to men’s issues and masculinity.

Dr. Helen, as she calls herself delves into the issues of why men aren’t marrying, why men don’t
have rights in the family court system, why men are increasingly avoiding college, and why men are
dropping out of society altogether like the MGTOWs. The reason she finds are what men’s web sites
have been talking about for years: American society has become decidedly anti-male.

Marriage is an institution that has been under attack for the last 50 years. The goal of Cultural
Marxism has been to break up the family, and there is no better way of doing this than striking at the
time-honored tradition (across all cultures) of marriage.

Dr. Smith quotes some of what men are saying about marriage on blogs just like this one in her book.
This comment by anonymous sums up the sentiment of just about any man who has been paying
attention.

Problem is, at least 7 out of 10 guys I talk to tell me that [marriage] is one of the worst
mistakes they ever made. Some tell me not to marry American women, that they are all
feminist at heart. One married guy told me I could get the same effect by selling my house,
giving all my money away and having someone castrate me. I am starting to think marriage
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in America cannot be saved.

Of course, marriage becoming unsalvageable is one of the desired outcomes of feminism a.k.a.
Cultural Marxism.

Men have all responsibilities and no rights in modern society

Misandrist Laws

Dr. Helen then explores why men have no rights to consent to fatherhood. She points out
the hypocrisy of bumper stickers with phrases like “My body, my choice” when that same choice is
denied to men after conception.

Men also have no choice in paternity law. And of course, they have no choice in paying child support
even if they happen to be unemployed and living under a bridge. Dr. Helen uses an example of the
Draconian choices men face in America from the Myth of Male Power by Warren Farrell. The issue
of men having no choice in whether or not they become a father after conception is explored:

He has the option of being a slave, or being a criminal. Roe v. Wade gave women the vote
over their bodies. Men still don’t have the vote over theirs, whether in love or war.

Recently, there have been a few rumblings in Sweden of giving men the right to legally abort the
child. Meaning, they would not be responsible for the child if the woman chooses to give birth.
Seeing this right codified into law is still seemingly light years away, however. And in America, you
can most likely forget about this proposal even being discussed.

The book Legalizing Misandry: From Public Shame to Systemic Discrimination Against
Men explains what a huge risk fatherhood has become. (Again, by design of the radical left.)

…fatherhood can be a nightmare – legal, financial, and emotional – due to the laws
governing divorce, custody, and access…Why invest so heavily in family life after all, if
your children can be taken away from you or even turned against you so easily?

Dr. Helen also explores twisted child support laws that can make men legally responsible for children
that are not even biologically theirs. She also uses statistics that point out over a million men in the
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United States are taking care of another man’s kid, and are often legally bound to do so.

There are many other pieces of wisdom in her expose on the twisted state of marriage in America.

Women are finally displacing evil men from colleges and universities

Feminist Indoctrination at School and College

Women have represented nearly 2 out of 3 college enrollments since the year 2000. Still, we hear the
legacy media harping on the educational discrepancy (much as it does the wage gap issue which has
been invented out of whole cloth.)

In Men on Strike, Diane Ravitch of the Brookings Institution questions what the ultimate objectives
of male exclusion from postsecondary education are:

When will it be fair? When women are 75 percent of college enrollments? Perhaps it will be
fair when there are no men at all.

Feminism, preached as gospel on college campuses is sold under the guise of equal rights but in
reality it is often about revenge and special privileges for women. The fact the education system has
been tilted in favor of women is never brought up, even though this bias hurts the well-being of men.

Men understandably disengage from an education system biased against them (and boys at younger
ages also disengage) because as Christina Sommers of the American Enterprise Institute points out,
the problems begin before boys become men:

Schools today tend to be run by women for girls. Classrooms can be hostile environments
for boys. They like action, competition and adventure stories. Those are not in favor. Games
like tag and dodgeball are out, tug of war has become tug of peace, and male heroes have
been replaced by Girl Power.

Boys have become uninterested in school, but whenever girls are not interested there is also an outcry
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of sexism or some other “-ism”” invented by the left.

Robert Weissberg, Professor of Political Science at the Unversity of Illinois gives us his take on male
flight from colleges and universities.

What explains this male flight? Universities are increasingly becoming feminized and many
men, to use antidiscrimination vocabulary, loathe a hostile working environment. In a word,
males increasingly feel emasculated in today’s universities.

Dr. Helen also delves into the increasing control over the sex life of men at colleges. (Heterosexuality
is being marginalized by the left and their marionettes in the legacy media in support of their agenda
of creating an androgynous, sexless society in the my opinion.)

Men can be subjected to so many sexual harassment policies they are often afraid to have anything to
do with the women on campus. She discusses the Duke lacrosse case in which three young men were
falsely accused of rape Crystal Mangum, a stripper. Of course, in Anglo-America just being male was
enough to convict these men. Even though they were acquitted, instead of learning from these lessons
colleges have only doubled down on their anti-male policies.

Why society needs to care about the way it treats men

Why It Matters

Men are reacting to being made into villains by Going Galt or going MGTOW, and dropping out of
society.

Even though society needs the strengths of men to do things it can’t do without and that few women
are willing or able to do, Anglo society continues to cater to women and marginalize men. Chateau
Heartise is quoted in Dr. Helen’s book with an astute commentary:
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Men slowly discover that the effort to win women’s attention via employment is not
rewarding them the way it did for their dads and granddads, and that now only herculean
efforts to make considerably more than women will give them an edge in the mating
market.

Even if you win this way you can be on top of the world today, and the world can be on top of you
tomorrow if princess has a mood swing and decides she wants a divorce. Indeed, upwards of 4 out of
5 or more divorces are initiated by or caused by women.

We hear so much about how this is the desire of leftists to realize equality. If females truly desire
equality, Afkbrad has the right idea about curbing female privilige:

Men are going Galt (or MGTOW) these days and it is a well deserved thing. It is time the
ladies worked 70-80 hours a week while the ladies support us for a few generations. They
can die early and give men half during a divorce. While we are at it, I firmly believe women
need to get some skin in the game during wars. America’s sons shouldn’t be the only ones
good enough to be sent into the meat grinder of combat. A few million of our daughters
need a military funeral so there’s some parity. you ladies can have the stress while we kick
back.

Indeed, there is a long way to go to realize equality in the number of combat deaths, the number of
industrial accident deaths, the number of homicides and suicides, and the number of men who win
custody of their children. The left doesn’t want to talk about this, though.

Dr. Helen says we should all be concerned about where this is leading America. As many of us
already know, it is leading us to decline, statistical sterility, and poor relations between the sexes.

J.D. Unwin knew the cost to societies that did not promote and nourish monogamous marriage well
in his 1934 classic Sex and Culture, in which he studied 80 tribes and 6 civilizations across 5,000
years of history.

The whole of human history does not contain a single instance of a group becoming
civilized unless it has been absolutely monogamous, nor is there any example of a group
retaining its culture after it has adopted less rigorous customs.

When one realizes this, they realize the devious brilliance of the Marxists in attacking the institution
of marriage. The end result will be to destroy the whole of American (and Western) culture.
Feminism destroying marriage and turning men into villains is indeed having a detrimental effect on
Western society. Radical leftists knew this which is why they have been reprogramming our society’s
culture since the 1960s.

It’s only downhill from here unless something is done to bring men back into the society and give
them a reason to give a damn about its well-being.

The New Modern Man includes Men on Strike on its list of Recommended Reading with a 5/5 star
rating. It is a quick read, well-referenced, and an important piece of research, especially considering it
is written by a woman. You can visit Dr. Helen’s blog here.
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Happy Wife, Happy Life
April 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Get this design on a T-Shirt, mug, stainless steel water bottle or lunch bag from our Politically
Incorrect store.

Click image to enlarge. See more Politically Incorrect Comics by Relampago. Piss off a feminist
and buy my comic book.
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Think twice before signing on the dotted line
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Pope Takes Liberal Stand on Divorce
April 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Pope Francis called for greater understaaaaaaaanding about divorce, another attack on patriarchy and the nuclear family

Pope Francis has taken a softer stand on divorce, calling for some divorced couples to be granted
Holy Communion. It continues a long line of left-leaning ideas from Francis.

Right away, the leftist legacy media rejoiced. One headline read Pope Francis urges greater family
understanding. One of the left’s favorite terms is “understaaaaaaaanding.”

According to The Wall Street Journal:

Divorced Catholics who remarry aren’t allowed to receive Communion unless they obtain
an annulment of their first marriage or abstain from sex with their new spouses. Otherwise,
the church considers them adulterers and unworthy of receiving the Eucharist.

In a major set of new guidelines covering a wide range of topics on family issues, the pope
stopped short of changing that rule, bowing to resistance from conservative bishops and
leaving space for a future pope to reassert a stricter approach.

But he signaled that priests should be flexible in enforcing it—a move that is likely to anger
the other side of a debate that has divided the church at the highest levels for more than two
years.

Priests should take account of “mitigating factors and situations” and make allowances in
“particular cases,” the pope wrote, since “the consequences or effects of a rule need not
necessarily always be the same.”
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Once again, we see an attack on patriarchy which as J.D. Unwin pointed out in his study of 80 tribes
and 6 civilizations, anthropologically is the only civilizational model that has worked for the past
5,000 years. We also see liberal, atheistic ideology increasingly entering one of the most important
establishments in Western civilization.

His leftward push has brought Pope Francis round criticism from devout Catholics like Judge
Napolitano “for promoting the agenda of the atheistic left.” Napolitano also called the pope a “false
prophet” in this opinion piece.

Pope Francis has also openly praised communists as pointed out by Infowars. Some circles even go
so far as to say the church has been infiltrated. Napolitano seems to hint at this as he closed out his
article.

[Pope Francis is] leading his flock to a dangerous place, where there is more central
planning and less personal liberty.

This leftward move pushing the acceptance of divorce does come at a time in which the U.S.
government and the corporations who pay for its politicians are making moves to consolidate their
power, and 8 out of 10 planks of the Communist Manifesto have been completed or are in interim
stages of completion. Cultural Marxism has also been successful at breaking up the nuclear family,
something an institution like the Church is supposed to fight back against.
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The War On Cash: Japan To Use Fingerprint Currency for
2020 Olympics
April 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The War on Cash is taking place in Japan, as in the U.S.

Putting a happy public relations twist on a tyrannical move in the War On Cash, Japan plans to use a
fingerprint identification system for purchases at the Tokyo 2020 Olympics. The ability of lowlife
public relations flacks to twist proposals like this one with Draconian, New World Order motives
behind them into cotton candy pleasantries never ceases to amaze. The official word is:

The fingerprint transactions will increase the number of foreign tourists by using the system
to prevent crime and relieve users from the necessity of carrying cash or credit cards.

Isn’t that nice of them to care about our security so much? How quickly people forget Ben Franklin’s
warning about people who would trade a little liberty for a little security.

Over 300 merchants have signed up and that number is expected to increase as the 2020 Olympics
approach. Japan admits that usage data about all of the transactions will be collected on a server.

What isn’t discussed is the huge treat to freedom this presents. The move to establish a cashless
society is an ongoing effort by world governments to catalogue and monitor every purchase and
every transaction people make.

Some possible abuses of such a system: Bought a tiramisu for dinner? A 10% obesity tax will be
automatically deducted from your account. Oh, and the GPS chip (being phased in by companies like
Progressive) in your car told us you drove 10,001 miles this year. We only allow 10,000
miles because of the new global carbon tax, so we will go ahead and automatically deduct the
$1,500 you owe from your electronic account.

It will be the death of privacy and the institution of a Big Brother so intrusive Orwell himself would
have a hard time grasping it. The result of a cashless system will be corporate banks and
big government having authority over every single transaction one makes. It is a truly frightening
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proposal, the likes of which the world has never seen.

Warnings about control over the money supply go back deep into American history

Recently, the U.S. made its own move in the War on Cash by proposing the elimination of the $100
bill via one of their marionettes at the Washington Post.

If you think the U.S. wouldn’t take money from people who need it, a recent CNBC article may
change your mind. CNBC reported on how the U.S. is already fond of civil forfeiture.

The U.S. government is becoming very fond of seizing money from citizens first and asking
questions later via “civil forfeiture.” Amazingly, the government is permitted by law to do
this even if it is only government staff members who have a suspicion, not proof, of
wrongdoing. By seizing a citizen’s or a firm’s money, the victim/defendant has almost no
choice but to settle.

In a society where all cash is electronic there would be nothing to stop the government from
deducting from people’s accounts whenever they feel like it.
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Japan is working on a fingerprint system for a cashless society while the U.S. works on an RFID chip system

When a milquetoast legacy media outlet like CNBC closes their article on a proposed cashless society
by alerting people to the risks to freedom, eyebrows should definitely be raised.

Imagine a future in which soon, a government staff member could suspect an individual of
some misconduct, or perhaps deem that person’s politics or speech unacceptable. It would
take just a few keystrokes to order all financial institutions to decline any withdrawal or
payment from that individual and to transfer any deposits or payments of that person to the
government, or at least freeze any access to funds. Perhaps this would need to be reviewed
by a secret court that would approve 99.7 percent of all requests, but would provide a
veneer of due process. It is fair to think that the targeted individual might starve to death.
This could be insured by cutting off access to the payment system of anyone suspected of
helping the targeted individual.

This nightmare may be here sooner than we think. Japan is moving towards the fingerprint model to
be tested as soon as 2020. The U.S. has been moving towards an RFID chip model for over a decade,
a system in which the chip would eventually be implanted into everyone’s hand. All identification,
money and records will be on the RFID chip. This RFID chip is already in passports and will soon be
in Driver’s Licenses as it is phased in.

Since only around 5% or less all of financial transactions are done with cash anyway, totally
eliminating cash is about nothing more than bringing on authoritarian control. The populace
continues to be either sound asleep or totally resigned to pushing back. The countdown to complete
economic enslavement continues.
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10 Philosophical Quotes By Oswald Spengler
April 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Oswald Spengler, prophet of Western decline

The New Modern Man | Spengler’s Decline of the West Series

Oswald Spengler and his seminal work Decline of the West is a perennial favorite at The New
Modern Man. More than perhaps any other philosophical work, it provides perspective on where we
are and where we are headed to in life and society.

These 10 selected quotes from Spengler have been prescient to say the least. They are as relevant
now as they were when they were published a century ago. Spengler’s study of past high cultures’
rise then decline and how our own relates to them yielded Decline of the West, Man and Technics,
and Aphorisms.

His civilization model has given us astonishingly accurate predictions, not only foreseeing the current
malaise and decline of Western civilization, but given us a philosophy that doesn’t just contradict the
liberal, linear model of history, it destroys it.

Spengler deserves more attention than he receives from the current education system. Here are 10 of
his best quotes as selected by The New Modern Man:

1. The Common Man

The common man wants nothing of life but health, longevity, amusement, comfort –
“happiness.” He who does not despise this should turn his eyes from world history, for it
contains nothing of the sort. The best that history has created is great suffering.

2. Democracy
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“Through money, democracy becomes its own destroyer, after money has destroyed intellect.” -Oswald Spengler

3. The Media

Today we live so cowed under the bombardment of this intellectual artillery (the media) that
hardly anyone can attain to the inward detachment that is required for a clear view of the
monstrous drama. The will-to-power operating under a pure democratic disguise has
finished off its masterpiece so well that the object’s sense of freedom is actually flattered by
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the most thorough-going enslavement that has ever existed.

4. World Peace and the Liberal Utopia

The question of whether world peace will ever be possible can only be answered by
someone familiar with world history. To be familiar with world history means, however, to
know human beings as they have been and always will be. There is a vast difference, which
most people will never comprehend, between viewing future history as it will be and
viewing it as one might like it to be. Peace is a desire, war is a fact; and history has never
paid heed to human desires and ideals…

5. The Real Motivation of Socialist and Communists

There is no proletarian, not even a Communist movement, that has not operated in the
interests of money, and for the time being permitted by money – and that without the
idealists among its leaders having the slightest suspicion of the fact.

6. Destiny

We are born into this time and must bravely follow the path to the destined end. There is no
other way. Our duty is to hold on to the lost position, without hope, without rescue, like that
Roman soldier whose bones were found in front of a door in Pompeii, who, during the
eruption of Vesuvius, died at his post because they forgot to relieve him. That is greatness.
That is what it means to be a thoroughbred. The honorable end is the one thing that can not
be taken from a man.

7. The Death of Art

One day the last portrait of Rembrandt and the last bar of Mozart will have ceased to be —
though possibly a colored canvas and a sheet of notes will remain — because the last eye
and the last ear accessible to their message will have gone.

8. Liberalism Vs. Conservatism

For the Age has itself become vulgar, and most people have no idea to what extent they are
themselves tainted. The bad manners of all parliaments, the general tendency to connive at a
rather shady business transaction if it promises to bring in money without work, jazz and
Negro dances as the spiritual outlet in all circles of society, women painted like prostitutes,
the efforts of writers to win popularity by ridiculing in their novels and plays the correctness
of well-bred people, and the bad taste shown even by the nobility and old princely families
in throwing off every kind of social restraint and time-honoured custom: all of these go to
prove that it is now the vulgar mob that gives the tone.

9. The City Cannibalizing the Countryside

Long ago the country bore the country-town and nourished it with her best blood. Now the
giant city sucks the country dry, insatiably and incessantly demanding and devouring fresh
streams of men, till it wearies and dies in the midst of an almost uninhabited waste of
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country.

10. What History Tells Us

World-history is the history of the great Cultures, and peoples are but the symbolic forms
and vessels in which the men of these Cultures fulfil their Destinies.

Some call his world views pessimistic. To his detractors, Spengler only had this to say:

Man was, and is, too shallow and cowardly to endure the fact of the mortality of everything
living. He wraps it up in rose-colored progress-optimism, he heaps upon it the flowers of
literature, he crawls behind the shelter of ideals so as not to see anything. But
impermanence, the birth and the passing, is the form of all that is actual — from the stars,
whose destiny is for us incalculable, right down to the ephemeral concourses on our planet.
The life of the individual – whether this be animal or plant or man – is as perishable as that
of peoples of Cultures. Every creation is foredoomed to decay, every thought, every
discovery, every deed to oblivion. Here, there, and everywhere we are sensible of grandly
fated courses of history that have vanished. Ruins of the “have-been” works of dead
Cultures lie all about us. The hubris of Prometheus, who thrust his hand into the heavens in
order to make the divine powers subject to man, carries with it his fall. What, then, becomes
of the chatter about undying achievements?

However, rather than become totally fatalistic, Spengler offers this advice for living the best life we
can given the circumstances presented to us that our out of our control.

This is our purpose: to make as meaningful as possible this life that has been bestowed upon
us…to live in such a way that we may be proud of ourselves, to act in such a way that some
part of us lives on. This is our purpose: to make as meaningful as possible this life that has
been bestowed upon us…to live in such a way that we may be proud of ourselves, to act in
such a way that some part of us lives on.

A life we can be proud of when the end comes is a noble desire, indeed. Facing the circumstances we
are actually in, not what we would like them to be, is the essence of masculinity and allows us to plan
our lives accordingly instead of living under a Niebuhr-esque trance foisted upon us by the
mythmakers. As Spengler put it, “Optimism is cowardice.”
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Eye Candy of the Week | April 10, 2016
April 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s inaugural entry shows one of the many reasons why I am fond of Latin America. I have
relocated here not only because of the freedom and low cost of living, but because beautiful, feminine
ladies like this one abound. This week’s model brings a smile to my face as I recall some of the hot
nights I spent in Mexico as a younger man.

From her long, flowing black hair to her full lips and dangerous curves this Latina es muy caliente.
She also has a great ass.

Here’s our first ever Eye Candy of the Week for April 10, 2016. ¡Ay mamacita!
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Be Careful What You Wish For
April 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

50 Years of Feminism – did it liberate women or turn them into childless, taxpaying corporate cogs?

Click image to enlarge. See more Politically Incorrect Comics by Relampago.

The continuing adventures of Spinster Suze.
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Caribbean Life
April 11, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The beach all to ourself

Crystal clear water
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A cruise through paradise

Purple shadows on the cliffs

A pristine beach

This is where deleting my cultural indoctrination has led me so far. My adventures in the Caribbean
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have been six of the most fulfilling months of my entire life. Just look at how beautiful and
unspoiled this place is! The women are also unspoiled by feminism (which is a product of Cultural
Marxism). I have become so accustomed to the gentle manners of Latinas that I literally cringe every
time I hear some gringas (American female tourists) shrieking in the distance.

I would have never experienced this paradise if I had done what the system told me to do. If you feel
something is not right about life, you are not alone. As a man I was completely lost when I lived in
America. It took me years of reading and exploring to piece together what I really wanted to do with
my life.

America likes to market itself as the ultimate place to be. While it may well be the world’s biggest
shopping mall and restaurant, for the 95% of the world’s population that lives outside its borders life
still somehow manages to go on. Little did I know that in many ways life outside The Matrix (as it’s
known in the manosphere) is better.

After doing everything the vaunted “up by the bootstraps” Puritan work ideology told me to do from
a very young age only to wind up with anxiety issues; overworked and disrespected by employers
and society, and go home to an empty apartment every day I asked myself – is this really as good as
it gets?

I got the good grades, went to the good college, worked at least one and sometimes two jobs from age
16, got the certifications, did the time and paid the price only to be kicked to the curb twice by legacy
media employers because white males need not apply for promotions or advancement in the new
America.

America was not living up to the promises it made me. So, when it reneged on the contract, I decided
to walk out on a system that targeted me as its enemy.

Sailing away from safety of the harbor presents risk, but it also offers reward
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Wanderlust

I had to break out of the monotony and careerism that had become my existence. No matter what I
did, I just couldn’t force myself into a cookie cutter life of getting a mortgage, marrying a girl who
decided to get off the carousel and look for a provider – one who would likely cheat on me and
divorce rape me, and while the rest of my years away waiting for a Social Security check that likely
wouldn’t be there for me anyway.

No, I was a free thinker, an explorer, and a risk-taker. As Mark Twain said:

Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn’t do than
by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch
the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.

I had always had a deep curiosity about far off lands and far off peoples but no money to travel since
I was living the typical life in which people spend their entire lives in debt and without focus. I
decided to get myself out of debt and make changes to such a sorry state of affairs at any cost.

The first step was attaining freedom. I could not be free with car payments, credit card debt, eating
out all the time, and buying shit I didn’t really need. I discovered minimalism, and decided to let that
philosophy work for me. Men are by nature minimalists I believe, we have only been trained by
society to think we need things we don’t.

I learned debt is a powerful system of social control, and I had to get rid
of it. I fought off and killed the beast of consumer debt that held me down over several years, with
much personal sacrifice I might add. Dave Ramsey showed me the way. His principles are not easy to
follow, but they absolutely will get you out of debt!

Once free of those chains of bondage, I decided I was going to jet off to those far off lands I dreamed
of. I finally had opportunity to live out the dream of many a thirtysomething single guy.

Once I finally started to travel abroad regularly, I started noticing I did not want to come back home.
While I had no trouble finding dates in America, when I was abroad women abroad just seemed
sweeter, more innocent, and purer since they had not been indoctrinated with careerism, feminism,
and a misandry as in America.

Suddenly, two weeks at a time just was not enough! I would find myself constantly waiting in
anticipation of my next journey.
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“This bird’s gonna fly!” People leave tyranny, oppression, and lack of incentives

Freedom As a Reality, Not a Slogan

I began to see that outside America people’s lives were not as regulated or controlled, and most
importantly there seemed to be a lot more opportunity for risk and reward. Everything the U.S. tells
us it stands for, the ideals of freedom, personal liberty, individual choice and responsibility, seem to
be vanishing like the sunset currently falling over the West.

As John Stossel points out in his brilliant piece on how overregulated the American economy and its
citizens’ lives are in Illegal Everything, there are very few choices one has left in life except to work,
pay taxes, and follow orders. As the idea of any lasting, true freedom in the U.S. becomes laughable,
many of us have decided to roll the dice, take a risk and try living somewhere else. As the
minimalists say, once we give up our attachment to material possessions, we find the time and
freedom to pursue bigger dreams
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I make no secret of my affection for Latinas; in most Latin countries they are the antithesis of masculinized Anglo women
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Early Results

As I pointed out earlier, I am 6 months into this experiment. I literally quit my job (I was
being mistreated by my employer anyway) then sold, gave away, or threw away everything I owned
in order to make this happen, and saved every penny I could scrape up for a few years.

My first chosen long-term destination on my world tour is the Caribbean. I came with 3 suitcases and
my laptop, because as I pointed out in a previous article, it doesn’t take much for a man to live on. It
feels good to get rid of the baggage! The minimalists know this ancient wisdom from the philosopher
Democritus, and it has served me well:

Happiness resides not in possessions, and not in gold, happiness dwells in the soul.

I not only happily get by with fewer possessions, the cost of living is much lower here than in the
U.S. which reduces stress. Here is a breakdown of my monthly expenses:

Rent $200 (furnished apartment)
Food $200
Internet $27
Utilities $0 (included with rent)
Gas $10
Skype phone service $3
Fuel for motorcycle $10
Total = $450

If you keep doing what you’ve been doing, you’ll keep getting what you’ve been getting

My Advice
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As I highlight life in the Caribbean, I hope it will enlighten you to the fact that as St. Augustine said:

The world is a book, and those who do not travel only read a page.

Break the mold. Venture out. There is a whole world burning out here, free of the myopia of the
materialism, nihilism, and tech gadget worship in America. Look for more updates about the culture,
food, good times, and of course – the ladies – as my adventure continues.

To quote an old song from the BH Surfers: Some will fall in love with life and drink it from a fountain
that is pouring like an avalanche, comin’ down the mountain. I ran off the corporate plantation, and
I’ve never been more in love with life!
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Prostitution – Heinous Crime or the Government in
Your Bedroom?
April 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Buying sexual favors – a heinous crime?

In Anglo-America, prostitution is treated as an unthinkable crime and the third rail of civilized
political discussion. Johns and sellers alike are regularly rounded up as public enemy number one and
whisked off to jail by servants of the almighty state.

Is prostitution the horrible crime it is made out to be? Or is it another example of the government
micromanaging human conduct and legislating morality?
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If you haven’t ventured outside the Anglo American cultural matrix, it may surprise you to learn that
prostitution is legal in many parts of the world. It’s even legal in 11 counties in the state of Nevada.

Legacy media journalist John Stossel challenged conventional thinking on the issue when he went to
the Moonlite Bunny Ranch just outside Las Vegas and talked to some of the girls who work as
prostitutes there. The working girls unanimously agreed the state should not be enforcing morality or
telling people what to do with their sex lives, and even went on to confront a prosecutor who
regularly rounds up Johns and slaps them with criminal records. It is interesting to watch the verbal
gymnastics the prosecutor performs when confronted by the girls who work at Bunny Ranch.

One girl even tells Stossel how she gave up a lucrative job because she enjoyed the sex work more.
The full segment can be seen here:

Creating Problems to Create Profit

Inside the Matrix, such euphemisms as “human trafficking” are continuously invented by political
puppet masters in order to repress sexuality for economic and political benefit. In modern times terms
like “human trafficking” also serve to marginalize heterosexual behavior that has been taking place
since time immemorial.

The human trafficking problem has largely been invented out of whole cloth by apparatchiks in the
Anglo-American legacy media and the government. This truth of the matter was reported by none
other than The Guardian in the UK:

The UK’s biggest ever investigation of sex trafficking failed to find a single person who had
forced anybody into prostitution in spite of hundreds of raids on sex workers in a six-month
campaign by government departments, specialist agencies and every police force in the
country.

The failure has been disclosed by a Guardian investigation which also suggests that the
scale of and nature of sex trafficking into the UK has been exaggerated by politicians and
media.

Current and former ministers have claimed that thousands of women have been imported
into the UK and forced to work as sex slaves, but most of these statements were either based
on distortions of quoted sources or fabrications without any source at all.

As these facts show, the state often invents problems so it can give itself something to do. It also puts
the government in the awkward position of being the judge of morality.
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The Red Light District in Amsterdam is one of many places in Europe where prostitution is legal

Creating Problems the State Claims to Oppose

How can the government claim to want to enforce morality and when it is one of the most immoral
institutions that has ever existed? In politics, one has to create problems to create profit and
power. The prohibition on sexual behavior that’s as old as the human species itself causes the very
problems that governments claim to want to eliminate. The irony is “human trafficking” would be
reduced if the activity was legal. The secrecy and illegality is what causes problems.

We saw this with prohibition in the 1930s. As soon as alcohol was outlawed, buyers and sellers went
underground and we saw the rise of bootleggers like Al Capone. Prohibition never works, it only
creates criminals and crime.

All the while, the same puppet masters promote homosexuality by passing laws and giving the LGBT
rights movement so much press it has arguably been elevated higher than heterosexuality in society.
Homosexuality is widely regarded by the religions of the world to be an immoral behavior, but the
U.S. now sanctions homosexual marriage and persecutes those who do not agree.

What about heterosexual rights? If the state cannot legislate morality for homosexuals, why is it
legislating morality for heterosexuals? It is the ultimate in state hypocrisy.
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Not worrying over people’s private sex lives frees up the state to focus on real crime

What Happens When It’s Legal

Prostitution is legal in many parts of the world. But in America, the “protect the puss and exploit the
dick” Puritanical mentality still rules. Once a man begins traveling the world he notices that society
does not fall apart if women can legally choose to sell sex to men.

Where I live prostitution is legal and I regularly see women who choose to perform this work, and
they absolutely retain their biological advantage over men just as in countries where prostitution is
illegal. The man must pay for play, and women often take full advantage of the sexual desperation of
some Betas and Omegas who can’t get laid otherwise.

I regularly see women who leave Red Light zones with men twice their age. They all view sex as
a normal part of life and not a sacred cow. In more libertine cultures both men and women benefit
from legalized prostitution because it is easy money for the women and easy sex for the men. Most
women later transition out of the profession as they age.

None of the women I have talked to who do this work view it as oppression, and none are coerced
into doing it. Some women say just like to screw, and if they can screw for money all the better. This
is hard to understand to a misandrist (man-hating) mentality like the one found in Anglo America.
Cultural critic and scholar Rookh KShatriya points out the peculiar nature of sexual relations in
Puritanical Anglo culture.

The Anglobitch Thesis broadly considers prostitution in the Anglosphere to be quite distinct
from that which occurs in other cultures. This relates to the Disneyfied, Puritanical
repression that undercuts sexual relations in the Anglosphere. Elsewhere, sex is viewed as a
physical function, like eating, not some quasi-mystical sacrament bestowed by women on
men. Hence, in the Anglosphere it is broadly in women’s interests to keep this high
exchange value attached to sex, for any decline in its value means a loss of that princess
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status uniformly granted to women in the Anglosphere.

Interestingly, a man’s social status or financial power also considerably changes how people view
prostitution.

Pretty Woman glorifies a high status male saving a damsel whore in distress, while if a low status male did the same thing he would be
condemned

High Status Males Vs. Low Status Males

When a high status male buys sex it is portrayed a hero saving a damsel in distress as Richard Gere
did in Pretty Woman, and it makes for a hit movie. When low status John Q. Citizen buys the same
piece of ass he is reviled and punished to the full extent of the law.

Moral of the story: if you are going to buy sex in America it is okay if you are a billionaire. But if
you are the average corporate cog in the wheel, it is verboten. High-status actors from Hugh Grant to
Charlie Sheen have admitted to buying sex in the past. Hugh Grant got arrested for getting a blowjob
from a whore and later went on the laugh about the incident on The Tonight Show with Jay Leno.
Sheen told a judge he didn’t pay his hooker for the sex as much as he was paying her to leave
afterwards.
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When sex is criminalized, people still find ways to do it

Prohibition Does Not Work

The War on Prostitution runs parallel to the disastrous but profitable trillion dollar Drug War the
United States has been waging since the 1970s. This Drug War has not reduced drug use but has led
to the formation of dangerous cartels, corrupt police officers who seize drugs and then resell them,
prescription abuse, and provided yet another piñata for lying politicians to swing at with oppressive
laws. The prohibition of prostitution only forces the activity into the darkness.

You may be surprised to learn many American legal scholars agree that the government should keep
its nose out of a sexual transaction between two consenting adults. However, this would mean that
men could not be as easily gulled into supporting a tax farm and family law system that exploits
them. Translation: it would cost the state hardworking Beta male provider tax money.

Cathy Young, Contributing Editor as Reason magazine says:

Prostitution is perhaps the ultimate victimless crime: a consensual transaction in which both
parties are supposedly committing a crime, and the person most likely to be charged—the
one selling sex—is also the one most likely to be viewed as the victim.

Billy Long, Professor of Criminal Justice at Ferrum College says:

For too long, many in the United States have considered sex work to be demeaning toward
women. Women sex workers are typically viewed as ‘billiard balls’ helplessly propelled
into prostitution and being degraded by their male customers. These hapless victims are
viewed with pity while the evil male oppressor is castigated for stooping to the depths of
depravity by paying for sex with cash. This is a fallacious and wildly inaccurate allegation.
Quite the contrary, after legalization and normalization of private prostitution, more women
will feel empowered to perceive their activities not as degrading or demeaning but, rather,
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as uplifting and beneficial.

Sherry F. Colb, Professor of Law at Rutgers also agrees with legalizing normal human sexual
behavior:

Prostitution should not be a crime. Prostitutes are not committing an inherently harmful act.
While the spread of disease and other detriments are possible in the practice of prostitution,
criminalization is a sure way of exacerbating rather than addressing such effects. We saw
this quite clearly in the time of alcohol prohibition in this country.

Sue Bradford, member of New Zealand’s Parliament touched on why the state should not be involved
in enforcing morality. (Especially, since politics is perhaps the most immoral institution ever
conceived by man.)

We believed, and still do, that it was completely wrong to go on living with an archaic law
which criminalized generations of sex workers, mainly women, for a victimless so called
crime in the name of antique moralities shared by only some of the population.

Anglo America is not likely to get over its Puritanical views on sex anytime soon

Towards Legalization

It is very unlikely that this activity will be legalized in Anglo America anytime soon. (Australia and
New Zealand are notable exceptions in the Anglosphere.) However, one need look no further than
Backpage to see that it goes on each and every day.

The state acting as if it should be the moral judge over your life and taking control of what you do in
your bedroom is symbolic of the biggest, and most intrusive government in the history of mankind.

For now, men who choose to stay in Anglo America will have no other choice than to learn Game.
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The law says one night stands are okay as long as you don’t leave a $100 bill on the nightstand.
Learning Game isn’t a bad solution. However, if a guy gets into a dry spell or really needs some
female attention it’s would be nice to have an alternative available that wouldn’t lead to public
shaming, and the destruction of one’s life and reputation for wanting to screw around for a few
minutes.
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Meanwhile…Life Outside the Matrix
April 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Action Jackson seems to be having a great time.

Click image to enlarge. See more Politically Incorrect Comics by Relampago.

Free your mind, delete the indoctrination file in your mind
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Debt is Dumb, Cash is King
April 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

You must get rid of credit cards if you want to live a lifestyle of freedom

Only a few short years ago I was drowning in debt like the average American. Two-thirds of the
public lives paycheck to paycheck. The majority also does not have $1,000 in savings in case there is
an emergency, but many have a large screen TV that costs that much. And most people’s worst fear is
a job loss.

As the Great Recession came along and nuked any remaining loyalty I had to my employer when he
started treating me like a number instead of a human being, I realized things had to change. Here I
had this wonderful, magical piece of paper called a college degree and my employer didn’t seem to
give a damn anymore. It was the magical piece of paper I was told by the state education system
would be my ticket to a prosperous future, now rendered practically Worthless in the modern
economy.

I started to realize I just wanted to be free and didn’t want to play financial games with money
coming in and money going out every month while I remained chained to my employer.

Extricating Myself from the Web of Debt

I was up to my neck in bills which I will readily admit that was my own fault, as Larry Winget points
out in You’re Broke Because You Want to Be. Desperate to find a solution to a growing debt
problem and an unreliable job, I went to the library and stumbled on a book by a guy named Dave
Ramsey. I had never heard of him before, but his book seemed different than all the others. It wasn’t
promising get rick quick nonsense. No, his methods were hard-assed, old fashioned common sense. It
is the same brand of real talk Dave uses on his nationally syndicated radio show.
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His Baby Steps will get you out of debt but they take time and they are not easy to do. They require
lifestyle changes. For me, I had to flush the sewers of consumerism and conspicuous consumption out
of my mind. I also had to break the nasty habit of using credit cards and start paying with cash. Yes,
cash for everything. That was a huge and difficult change for me but it has led me to a much better
place in life and it will do the same for you.

I had to get rid of car payments. I had to stop keeping up with the Joneses. But you know what – it
was worth it. I was ridiculed for living on nothing by a good many people. But I get to laugh last
because those same people are still going in to kiss the ring of their master every day while I have the
freedom to do other things in life.

Breaking free of the bondage of debt can be done with baby steps

Baby Steps

If you check out Dave Ramsey’s plan, here is what he proposes. (He also suggests some good old
fashioned rice and beans minimalism, which is a great step in reducing your food bill.)

Rake up $1,000 to start an Emergency Fund1.
Pay off all debt using the Debt Snowball method2.
Put 3 to 6 months of expenses in savings3.
Invest 15% of household income into retirement4.
Save college funding for children5.
Pay off your home early6.
Build wealth and give!7.

It is a solid plan for the average married couple of the 1950s. However, thanks to Cultural Marxism
and the HUGE legal risks involved with a feminized, misandrist family court system, marriage in
Anglo-America is not advisable and men are understandably going on a marriage strike.
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For the man who wants to extricate himself from a system that abuses him, a mortgage is also not
recommended. It is debatable, but to me a home is a huge albatross around a man’s neck. Especially
the sprawling McMansions that women want to impress their friends with. Better to rent and invest
the rest, in my opinion. The days of sticking with the same employer until retirement are long gone,
so chances are you will have to relocate and sell your home even if you decide not to travel the world
as I have. Therefore, here is my revised version of the Baby Steps.

Rake up $1,000 to start and Emergency Fund1.
Pay of all debt using the Debt Snowball2.
Save 25% to 50% (or more!) of your income by living a minimalistic lifestyle3.
Invest a large portion of your savings in mutual funds4.
Develop a plan to work abroad or grow a passive income5.
Work as necessary and travel the world6.

As I have pointed out in previous posts, I realized my dream of living abroad where the women are of
higher quality and there is more freedom. My monthly cost of living in the Caribbean comes out to
around $450. You only need save $5,400 to take a year off work and enjoy the beaches, boozes, and
bitches of many a nation. (This will become an increasingly powerful motivator if you start to travel.
Travel is a very eye-opening experience for the single man.)

One of the main excuses I hear from people who study Dave Ramsey is, “But I’ll always have a car
payment!” No, you need a Dave Ramsey beater car, or as I did buy a classic that you won’t be sick of
in a few years and drive it forever. I bought a 2001 Firebird Formula back in 2009 and I am still
driving that car to this day.

Because I learned some basic auto mechanics, rented cars for trips, and supplemented my daily
commute with a low-cost ($2,000) motorcycle to save on miles and wear and tear on the car, I was
able to amass enough money to liberate myself and run off to the Caribbean to try something new.

Your dreams may not be the same as mine, but the point is I know you have a dream and as we are
about to see, money will buy you the freedom to realize it.
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Get your wallet out of the vice grip by getting and staying out of debt

Debt Is Slavery

The most important takeaway from Dave Ramsey is his motto: Debt is dumb, cash is king. Treat it as
a financial commandment.

Another Recommended Read which takes this thinking to the next level is Debt Is Slavery by
Michael Mihalik. It is a powerful book written by an engineer who also decided to free himself from
debt servitude. Each chapter reads like a phrase that should be chiseled into a stone tablet:

Debt is slavery1.
Time may not be money, but money is definitely time2.
Possessions are a prison3.
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Be aware of the ongoing campaign to separate you from your money4.
Money buys freedom (Very important concept!)5.
Don’t sell your soul for a salary6.
Own7.
Spend less than your earn by controlling your expenses8.
Save 50% of your salary9.
Control your money or your money will control you10.

Debt Is Slavery details each of these financial commandments in a concise way. It is a quick read, but
as the minimalists know sometimes less is more. There is no need to bloviate as many books do. As
Einstein said: If you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well enough.

Climb the mountain of financial freedom one baby step at a time

Financial Freedom

Once you have realized a debt free lifestyle, you may be like me and never see yourself going back
into the prison of debt servitude again. There is no comparison to being in control, rather than
powerless to stop running on a financial hamster wheel.

Money is freedom, a fact modern man has forgotten. Look at it this way: Would you feel freer with a
$20,000 car you have to make monthly payments on or $20,000 cash in the bank do anything you
want? Never trade freedom for possessions. Posessions become their own prison.

Some people go through the most incredible mental acrobatics to avoid the harsh truth pointed out by
these financial authors, but getting yourself out of debt and staying out of debt will never steer you
wrong. It can be done.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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It’s April 15th, Bitches Better Have My Money
April 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Chairman Obama says: My drones, vacations and the NSA don’t fund themselves

It’s April 15th, Big Daddy Government wants to send you a friendly reminder: “Bitches better have
my money. Don’t have it today? You are lucky Emancipation Day comes today. I’ll give you until
Monday, but don’t expect this every year!”
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Oh, and as a reminder all these corporations enjoyed profits ranging from a paltry $50 million to over
$4 billion. That is PROFIT, not revenue. Yet, they paid no income taxes last year! But don’t pay
taxes on your laughingstock $43,000 median salary (if you are lucky enough to even earn that much)
and we’ll beat down your door with the KGB…er IRS enforcement division.

The corporate-government complex is real, as this USA Today info graphic shows. Something to
think about when we peons head to the mailbox today. As pointed out in a previous post the income
tax system in America is a marvel of social engineering and con artistry.

And, to think the American Revolution started over taxes on tea. My, how gulled we have become
since then.
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Weekend Reading | April 15, 2016
April 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of April 15, 2016.

Manosphere

Niceness Will Be The Death Of The White Race

There might be an intervention which could save NiceWhites from themselves, and thereby
save America and the West: forced integration with the blessings of Diversity™. You’ll
note most NiceWhites live in very White states. And most RealWhites — Whites who are
less gullible about the realities of the world and who prefer Realtalk over Poopytalk — live
with or near nonWhite Diversity.

How To Securely Communicate And Meet With Thought Criminals

Two massive outrages against us in the past six months shows that the establishment does
not want us to organize offline. We’re allowed to have a monitored corner of the internet to
discuss most of what we want, but we cannot meet in public without the machine whirling
into action to stop us. We therefore have to take our meetings underground and conceal
them from the public. I will never again allow the enemy to get as close to us as they did
during the weekend of the planned international meetups.
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Philosophy

4 Practical Philosophies That Will Empower You

1. Friedrich Nietzsche – Eternal Recurrence
2. Socrates – No One Does Wrong Willingly
3. Jean-Paul Sartre – You Are Doomed to Be Free
4. Dan Millman’s Socrates – Moderation No More

Schopenhauer’s 38 Stratagems to Win an Argument

1. Carry your opponent’s proposition beyond its natural limits; exaggerate it. The more
general your opponent’s statement becomes, the more objections you can find against it.
The more restricted and narrow his or her propositions remain, the easier they are to defend
by him or her.
2. Use different meanings of your opponent’s words to refute his or her argument.
3. Ignore your opponent’s proposition, which was intended to refer to a particular thing.
Rather, understand it in some quite different sense, and then refute it. Attack something
different than that which was asserted…

Photography

36 Realistically Colorized Historical Photos

A new artistic trend has broken out around the world which changes our perception of
history dramatically. Colorizing historic photographs from the late 1800’s and early 1900’s
changes their appearance from something historic and different, into a scene from today.
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My Body, My Choice
April 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

How quickly we forget the only person left out of this discussion.

Click image to enlarge. See more Politically Incorrect Comics by Relampago.

Equal Justice Under Law, or something
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Sideways and French Wine
April 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“Give me books, French wine, fruit, fine weather and a little music played out of doors by somebody I do not know.” -John Keats

I became interested in wine about 10 years ago after seeing the hilarious men’s comedy Sideways.
It’s a great film and has become a cult classic since its release back in 2005.

A little about the film: Sideways features two old college roommates, Miles and Jack who are
definitely an odd couple going out for one last celebratory hurrah before Jack gets married. Miles is
just divorced and popping pills in addition to medicating the pain of losing his wife with lots of Pinot
Noir.

Miles is a Beta who goes completely Omega after divorcing his wife. Regardless, Miles (as portrayed
by Paul Giamatti) is a rich character, an English teacher and struggling writer who is running a string
of very bad luck. He has no woman, a job that is taking him nowhere, and a book nobody wants to
publish. Many of us have been in his shoes before, during times when life seems to be cutting us no
breaks.

Even though an attractive waitress Maya practically throws herself at Miles, he is clueless. They
finally hook up but it ends in disaster.

Jack is the Alpha male washed-up actor who is out to “get laid before I get married on Saturday.” The
two make their way through Santa Barbara County wine country and a comedy of errors ensues
including Jack getting caught with his cock inside a wrecker driver’s wife on his living room floor.
This, after he pumps and dumps an attractive Stephanie, totally leading her on while knowing (even if
it is with a lot of reluctance) he is getting married.

Without dropping too much spoiler, Miles and Jack have a falling out in part because of Jack’s libido
and self-centeredness. As sometimes happens in real life, their personalities are so mismatched one
wonders how they ever became friends! But, showing the strength of some male friendships they end
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up forgetting and forgiving just in time for the wedding.

The two characters personalities are represented as two different kinds of wine in one of the
best scenes in the film:

Maya: Why are you so into Pinot? It’s like a thing with you.

Miles: I don’t know. It’s a hard grape to grow. As you know. It’s thin-skinned,
temperamental, ripens early. It’s not a survivor like Cabernet that  can grow anywhere and
thrive even when neglected. Pinot needs constant care and attention and in fact can only
grow in specific little tucked- away corners of the world. And only the most patient and
nurturing growers can do it really, can tap into Pinot’s most fragile, delicate qualities. Only
when someone has taken the time to truly understand its potential can Pinot be coaxed into
its fullest expression. And when that happens, its flavors are the most haunting and brilliant
and subtle and thrilling and ancient on the planet.

It is a great men’s flick, portraying the pain of mediocrity most of us have to deal with as we reach
middle age. The cinematography is also gorgeous. Sideways combines a road trip flick, buddy film
and boy meets girl/boy loses girl all into one.

Check it out.

“I am NOT drinking any fucking merlot!” One of the funniest lines from the cult classic Sideways

I recently toured some of the wineries seen in the film in Santa Barbara County, California and
walked away with my first ever $50 bottle of wine. I realize that is nothing in the world of wine
snobbery, but $50 for a bottle of wine is a pretty big investment for my wallet.

These are some photos from the Alma Rosa winery on Santa Rosa Road and from the nearby
Scandinavian town of Solvang, also seen in the film.
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One of the wineries featured in Sideways

The entrance to the winery featured in
Sideways

Overlooking a vineyard
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The nearby town of Solvang, CA

Recently, by having the good fortune of being surrounded by a large French expat community here in
the Caribbean, I was introduced to French wine. I must say, the California wines I sampled were
good; the Chilean wines I like such as Cono Sur Pinot (only $8 a bottle too!) are better; the French
wine was awesome.

Now I know why people make such a big deal out of wine and especially French wine. The history of
winemaking goes back thousands of years in France and it shows:

French wine originated in the 6th century BC, with the colonization of Southern Gaul by
Greek settlers. Viticulture soon flourished with the founding of the Greek colony of
Marseille. Wine has been around for thousands of years in the countries surrounding the
Mediterranean, but France has made it a part of their civilization and has considered
winemaking as an art for over two thousand years.

Why do I enjoy wine? I like the speed with which red wine brings on a buzz in and the rich flavors,
especially when paired with the right cheeses. But I had never been so impressed by a bottle of wine
until I tried this one with a good Dominican lady friend of mine.
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Domaine Laurent Mabileau Cuvée Excellence Bourgueil 2013 was the bottle. I highly recommend it
if you are into red wines. It was enjoyable, and very affordable at a price under $20.

Now I just need to find a good Cuban cigar…
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Eye Candy of the Week | April 17, 2016
April 17, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Lingerie that barely covers a nicely groomed landing strip and full breasts nearly spilling out of her
bra only add to the package for this alluring African model.

Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for April 17, 2016.
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The 10 Laws of the Mating Game
April 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Ten Laws of Game help protect you from the risks of dealing with women

Men and women play games with each other on a regular basis. Men try to secure easy sex from
women without commitment, and women try to score financial and emotional commitment
without giving sex to men. That’s just the way things are, and they way they will always be. In short,
this is the mating game. Manipulating the rules to your favor is collectively known as learning Game
in men’s circles.

Knowing the foundational principles of tight Game will get not only get you laid, they will give you
an advantage over other men in your dealings with women. They will also help minimize the risks of
dealing with a partner evolutionarily designed to exploit male utility value to the fullest.

Having sexual choice and avoiding the doldrums of incel (involuntary celibacy) are probably the
biggest motivators men have to learn Game. Game techniques are designed to successfully short
circuit the wiring in the primitive, limbic brain (unaffectionately referred to as the Rationalization
Hamster in manosphere circles) women use to justify their often horrible life and sexual partner
making decisions.
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Using Game towards this end is a fantastic choice for a pleasure seeking, pussy pounding lifestyle. In
many ways, learning how to successfully pull off pump and dumps is the best bet for the awakened
man in today’s Law of the Jungle sexual market, as the predatory nature of women and half a century
of feminism make dealing with them in any other way foolhardy.

Game is also essential even if your intentions are just to learn what women really want, because the
chasm between what they say they want and what they actually want is a mile wide.

However, be advised using Game is a very risky proposition for forming a family in today’s legal and
cultural climate. Lose frame or violate the Laws of Game one too many times and you may just find
yourself getting divorce raped and turned into a child support slave, especially in America. And
remember gents, 4 out of 5 divorces are initiated or caused by women. You are playing with fire until
the legal and cultural climate drastically changes.

Whether a man’s aims are living a life of hedonism or nobler purposes, here are Ten Laws of The
Mating Game to keep in mind at all times.

Your success in the mating game depends on learning hard truths about women

The Laws

10. Do not fall in love. Falling in love will leave you in a compromised position with women, ready
to be taken advantage of. Women do not love men the way men love women. This is based on both a
5,000 year history of marriage and Briffault’s Law which studied male-female relations cross
culturally and across human history. A woman will be in love with your money, social status or
power, but not you as a person.

Also, love is a fickle emotion, and people fall out of love all the time. The hottie you think you are in
love with now may not be so lovable 10 years from now when she is older, bitchier, wrinklier,
saggier, and fatter.
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Additionally, author Charles Bukowski also provides us with these cautionary words:

The male, for all his bravado and exploration, is the loyal one, the one who generally feels
love. The female is skilled at betrayal and torture and damnation.

These words helps us segue into the fact the human female is a skilled predator, and men are her prey
as pointed out by Rev. Lawrence Shannon is his classic The Predatory Female. This is why she is
skilled at the personality traits elucidated above by Bukowski. You must keep your wits when dealing
with women!

9. Be calculating. Women are very calculating in relationships. If there is
nothing for a woman to gain, she will not associate with a man. Women will never admit this and will
go through great lengths to hide it, but it is the golden rule governing all sexual and romantic
relations.

Remember, as an awakened man you have to learn to start looking out for number one and learn to
maneuver for what you want out of any romantic entanglement (sex) for she will be maneuvering to
get what she wants out of the arrangement: resources, feels, and status.

8. Women do not think like men. Women put emotions before logic. They’re also extremely
cunning, manipulative, and deceptive.

Men often make the mistake of thinking women are rational and logical, when in fact nothing could
be farther from the truth. Something can make perfect, logical sense to you, but because she feels a
certain way she will never accept it.  You have to learn to communicate with the language of
emotion, and to be dominant in your dealings with women rather than submissive.

Women are also extremely talented at lying and deceiving, a fact the philosopher Schopenhauer went
into great detail explaining. This is in many ways like entering a parallel universe for the male mind.
Do not expect reason nor truth from women.

7. Do not let women separate you from your money. This is the biggest mistake of today’s
Western man. He thinks his wallet will buy him access to the female amusement park, and wastes
much of his life on a treadmill trying to appease women with more and more shiny things.

The ugly truth is women are shameless exploiters of male utility value and resources, and will suck
the lifeblood right out of a man before tossing him in the garbage without a wit to the destruction she
brought upon him.

Beta males are nothing but walking wallets to be exploited in today’s sexual market. Women have
absolutely no qualms about spending the money of a Beta male while letting an Alpha male breed
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them.

Again, the concept of The Predatory Female comes into play.

6. Women shit test. Get used to it. Shit tests are nature’s way of women testing male boundaries to
see what kind of man you are, and what kind of crap you will put up with. She will try to get under
your skin in myriad ways and shit tests never really end, even aftera man has successfully completed
his sexual conquest of a woman.

Do not bend to female shit tests and emotional vacillation. When she challenges you or insults you,
you must put her in her place even if it is in front of her friends but you also must do it in an
endearing, and preferably humorous way.

A show of strength, self-assurance, and a strong frame are the orders of the day when dealing with
unrelenting shit tests.

On a related topic, when picking up women, learn how to neg and learn how
to deliver backhanded compliments with ease and aplomb. This will deflate her ego a bit, and make
her more malleable. Negs takes practice and experience, but nobody ever said being a man was easy.

5. Maintain yourself mentally and physically. Put bluntly, don’t be a dumbass or a fatass. Workout
both your mind and body on a regular basis, and do not let women stop you from pursuing your own
ambitions and goals in life.

Read, exercise, and eat well.

Cut down on television watching (eliminate it if possible) and find work in a career that satisfies you,
not her. The key here is being sharper mentally and physically than men around you, and being in
charge of your own life rather than sheepishly following orders of women.

4. Always have options. Oneitis is a fatal disease for your love life. A man who is desired by women
has options, and lots of them.

Never be the first to commit, and always leave her with the assumption that you might just walk out
the door at any time. Never admit to infidelity, but make her suspicious without making your
intentions obvious.

Keep multiple plates spinning, as practice makes perfect when it comes to dealing with women.
Develop an abundance mentality rather than letting the scarcity mentality sabotage your love life.

3. A cocky/funny asshole attitude holds the keys to the cave of love. A devil-may-care confident
air is an intoxicating musk to the human female. It communicates success in professional and sexual
matters.
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Cultivate a cool, calm, confident, and aloof attitude. Give the impression that nothing bothers you,
and that you are on top of the world, even if the world is on top of you.

Women do not like introspective, self-doubting, or weak willed men. But, they absolutely love bad
boys of every stripe. Nice guys really do finish last.

2. Always remember women’s dual mating strategy. Do not be the Beta provider or ever become
the Beta provider in her life. You are the Alpha Fucks guy, and she is lucky that you stay around.

This is the mentality you must develop to have success with women. Alpha fucks, Beta bucks is not
just a phrase, it is a Red Pill fact that ranks right up there with Newton’s Law of Gravity.

Women will spend one man’s money while walking around with a cooch full of seed from another
man. Which one do you want to be?

1. Your self-interest is paramount. This one is difficult for most men, but your have to put your
interest over hers. Failure to do this will get you burned every time. Never, ever expect loyalty from a
woman.

With women, it’s never what have you done for me. It’s what have you done for me lately.

Rationally look at the decisions you are making with women. Are you doing what is best for you, or
best for her? If you stopped providing benefit to her, would she leave you? Who is gaining more from
the relationship? An Alpha does what is best for himself, not for women.

Society will become less civilized the longer feminism rules

What to Expect From Game

These succinct and sage laws provide a foundation for a new philosophy that will yield incalculable
rewards in your love life. While they stand in opposition to the myths society tells men, it behooves
the Red Pill man to throw away everything the media, society, and the public education system told
him about women.
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You came here looking for truth, and you have found it.

Ultimately, Game is male adaptation to a drastically altered sexual market. It is a response to a
society that foolishly removed all constraints on female sexuality.

Another option men have to increase their successful plunder of poon is to leave a declining culture
for another culture that has not yet abandoned monogamy and “empowered” women to destroy
themselves and society.

How to make hypergamy your bitch is explained here.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. Article updated March 6,
2017.
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Postcards from Paradise: Caribbean Life Pt. 2
April 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here’s another postcard from the Happier Abroad: Caribbean Life series. These scenes are from La
Playita in Las Galeras on the Samaná Peninsula.

Other than the incredible scenery and undisturbed beauty, this area also offers freedom that you
won’t find in many other places in the world with a minimum of government intrusion. The cost of
living is also very low.

A great pica pollo con tostones meal (fried chicken with fried plantain slices) can easily be found for
under $3 if you venture outside the usual gringo tourist areas.

La Playita, Las Galeras

La Playita

Nice road for a motorcycle ride
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Fried chicken and tostones (fried plaintain slices) for $3

The Latinas here are also very sweet if you know how to play the hypergamy game. You too, can
enjoy a lifestyle like this when you extricate yourself from The Matrix of consumerism, debt
servitude and pedestalization. Speaking of the ladies, there are a lot of young morenas like her to
choose from. All the better if you learn a little Spanish before coming down.
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Exotic (and feminine!) women like her abound in my neck of the woods

As far as transportation, I picked up this motorcycle for $500 and it costs about $5 a week to put gas
in it.
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Reliable wheels for $500, and gas for less than $5 a week can’t beat that

That’s it for this week’s postcard from paradise. Look for more weekly postcards from outside The
Matrix right here at The New Modern Man.

Until next time,

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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What the Real-World Matrix Is
April 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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As Morpheus said, “Unfortunately, no one can be told what the Matrix is. You have to see it for yourself.”

In the politically incorrect, Realtalk manosphere the term The Matrix comes up often. While it
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derives its name and general concept from the 1999 film, in the real world it refers to the current
dominant system of social engineering and human tax farming that originated in Anglo America. This
system of managed democracy and inverted totalitarianism now aims to consolidate its power around
the globe.

As my third grade teacher always said, you can lead a horse to water but you can’t make him drink.
These concepts are not for everyone. But if you came here looking for harsh truths, you have come to
the right place.

Here are what each of the terms used in the above infographic mean, and how they apply to the larger
Red Pill hypothesis. It all starts with the corporate-government complex, as defined by The New
Modern Man:

Large corporations (of which there are 16 that control over 90% of the products you
consume and information you get to see or hear) fund political campaigns and lobby for the
government to have more power; in turn the government enacts laws favorable to large
corporations. The left blames corporations while the right blames the government, when in
reality the two interests work together to subvert the will of the people.

The military-industrial complex is a term used since Eisenhower’s farewell address in 1961. Here is
what it means:

The military–industrial complex is an informal alliance between a nation’s military and the
defense industry which supplies it, seen together as a vested interest which influences public
policy.

Of course, the education system is the next step in this system of social control. (Affectionately
reffered to as the “edumacation system” here at TNMM.) This education system not only saddles
college graduates with an average of $30,000 in non-bankruptable debt, but serves as a massive
indoctrination compound for leftism, feminism, and Cultural Marxism. Whistle-blower and former
Senior Policy Advisor in the U.S. Department of Education Charlotte Thomson-Iserbyt exposes the
true objectives of this system:

They’re looking at [your child] as a cog in the wheel to be trained, not educated.

The Corrupt Media then manipulate the masses with campaigns of fear and consumption, while
always appealing to government authority as a sort of god that will solve all the world’s problems. It
also helps promote the medical-pharmaceutical complex with constant drug advertising and spurious
news reports that give people the notion the solution to all their health problems is a trip to the doctor
and a pill. All the while, as Tom Naughton has proven, the government promotes a food pyramid that
leads to a heart disease and obesity epidemic.

A growing police and surveillance state in America is a product of what Ron Paul has called the
“biggest and most intrusive government in the history of mankind.” The United States imprisons
more people per capita (as a percentage of the population) than any other nation in the history of
mankind, mainly for drug crimes in a failed War on Drugs that has cost one trillion dollars and yet
has not reduced drug use. It has led to people seeking prescription drugs from the medical-
pharmaceutical complex, however. In that regard, it lets an institution the government regulates
control the supply.
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Politicians then knowingly create or misrepresent problems by sewing division on every possible
difference they can find in people – everything from race to sex to religion (among other differences).
The Political Game and its vivisection of the public into squabbling factions that can’t stand each
other lives up to the age old concept of divide and conquer.

Feminism, promoted since the 1960s has worked hand in hand with Cultural Marxism to break up the
nuclear family, the foundation of any civilized society. Anthropologist J.D. Unwin studied history
and found that no society on earth has ever remained civilized once restrictions on female sexuality
have been lifted, 30 years before feminism was unleashed on the public by the CIA via Gloria
Steinem.

Another product of The Political Game is Racial Bolshevism, which scapegoats whites and
particularly white males as the villains behind all the world’s problems. (Which in truth, these
problems are mostly created by politicians.)

The Global Warming Religion is then preached and becomes a creed for those who then have no
religion, after Cultural Marxism has purged traditional religion from their lives. It not only serves this
purpose, but more importantly is leading to the creation of a global carbon tax and therefore global
government, since a body that has the power to tax every nation is a de facto world government.

When the objectives of each of the pieces of this puzzle are put together, the objective of eliminating
the nation-state and emergence of a Communist New World Order comes into plain view. This
centralized power will be ruthlessly enforced by stringent economic and social controls once the two
halves of Western Civilization, Europe and the United States are reduced as threats to the
consolidation of power by ongoing demographic replacement. The rest of the world will fall like
dominoes once the most powerful countries in the world fall under the new world government.

Remember, all I’m offering is the truth, nothing more

Hard to Swallow

Not everyone will have the capacity to take the Red Pill and see this truth as well as many other
inconvenient truths about the way our world really works. The finer details are debatable of course,
but this chart provides a good overall outline and shows what the end goal of the puppetmasters in the
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powerful world of business and government elites is and what they want for the world.

The Red Pill also refers to facing the hard truths about women. Many men after learning these
concepts then go on to either become PUAs (Pick-Up Artists) or MGTOWs (Men Going Their Own
Way). Some of the rest of us learn to put the power of hypergamy to work for us. Our 10 Laws of the
Mating Game and 10 Laws of Exploiting Hypergamy go into more detail on this aspect of the Red
Pill Hypothesis.

It is up to you whether you will do as the majority does and take the Blue Pill, or join us and take the
Red Pill. The character of Morpheus explains this choice in the film.

This is your last chance. After this, there is no turning back. You take the blue pill – the
story ends, you wake up in your bed and believe whatever you want to believe. You take the
red pill – you stay in Wonderland and I show you how deep the rabbit-hole goes.

In the real world, taking the Blue Pill equates with believing the myths that the mythmakers in
politics, public relations flacks, and advertisers spin. Taking the Red Pill equates with dispensing of
all these myths and learning to accept the harsh realities of the world in which we live.

You can take your daily dose of Red Pill right here at The New Modern Man.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Where Do You Stand in the Sexual Hierarchy
April 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

What are your chances of hitting that? Improve your standing in the sexual hierarchy by learning about how males are subconsciously
ranked by females

In nature, hierarchies are everywhere. They have been a part of history since we crawled out of the
slime. In a woman’s subconscious hindbrain, she ranks men according to their social and sexual
status before deciding if any of them are worthy of a visit to the love cave.

That is why learning about the Social-Sexual Hierarchy is important. Not knowing the hierarchy, then
adapting accordingly to the Red Pill realities of the world will leave you in a disadvantaged position
in The Mating Game. Neitzsche wrote on the importance of changing one’s opinions when faced with
unpleasant facts:

The snake which cannot cast its skin has to die. As well the minds which are prevented from
changing their opinions; they cease to be minds.

Adaptation is key in the sexual market. The r-selected modern sexual market and its
resultant hierarchy explains why 20% of the men currently monopolize 80% of the attention and
affection of women. After social restraints were lifted from women’s sexuality, Betas
were abandoned in the same way Jack Dawson was abandoned by Rose, cast off to sink into the cold
water after his usefulness had expired keeping her afloat in the film Titanic. Women naturally only
want to pursue the very top of the sexual hierarchy when the law of the jungle returns.

In this regard, patriarchy and the nuclear family are the essential building blocks of civilization. But
in the modern day free-for-all, not exploiting every advantage will leave you sexless and hopeless in
Anglo America. Humans are becoming increasingly feral in this feminized environment. The bottom
four-fifths of men are either angry, involuntarily celibate, or checking out of a system that treats them
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as little more than worker bees and subjects to extract taxes from. This is a shame, because it takes
very little to make most men happy.

Where do you currently fall in the hierarchy? This infographic introduces the concept of the Social
and Sexual Hierarchy.

Listed in order of sexual success with women
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The Five Male Archetypes

Roughly, 20% of men are Alphas, Sigmas and top tier Betas, while the bottom 80% are other Betas,
Gammas, and Omegas. We see the 80/20 rule time and time again in nature and the world, in
business it is known as the Pareto Principle, and it applies to the Social-Sexual Hierarchy, too. Let’s
elaborate a little more on the hierarchy.

Alphas

Alphas cannot walk outside without falling into puss. The Alpha is the center of male and female
attention. Women are uncontrollably drawn to the Alpha primarily because of his social status.
Women would rather be part of the harem of an Alpha than the one and only of a Johnny 9-to-5 Beta
or lower male in the hierarchy. Women justify the selfish and often horrible decisions they make
when in the company of Alphas with their built-in Rationalization Hamster. Estimates vary widely,
but the Alpha has at least 30-40, if not hundreds of sexual partners over his lifetime.

Sigmas

The introverted version of the Alpha. Sigmas are also very successful with women even though the
idea of being the center of attention repulses them. They are Lone Wolfs and bad boys who do not
play along with the usual, ridiculous social games. Estimates vary, but the Sigma has at least 30-40
sexual partners over his lifetime, but Greater Sigma notch counts can easily reach over 100 as well.

Betas

Betas tend to fumble when it comes to dealing with women. They are underappreciated and make up
the majority hardworking and honest men in society. Betas do all the important work of the society
but are not valued by their government or women. Betas are the source of most of the tax money used
to power Uncle Sugar’s gynocentric welfare state. They can be attractive and charming, sometimes
not. But as we all know social or financial status, not physical attractiveness, is everything to the
female. Betas are usually kept around by women for their resources, which is why their power is
diminishing in today’s sexual market. Often, a woman will have a Beta so she can spend his money
while fucking an Alpha or Sigma on the side. Betas are also used and abused as well as enslaved by
the family court system in America. When dating, Betas often have long dry spells in which they get
no sexual action. Over their lifetime, a rough estimate is they will end up with 5-15 sexual partners.

Gamma

Gammas either have no idea how vicious the sexual market is, or they become embittered by it.
Gammas are either emotionally needy or do not know how to stand up to women. They can be
infested with a severe case of pedestalization syndrome. Rather than adapting to harsh realities, they
blame the Game for their unhappiness instead of becoming a player in it. Gammas get lucky with
maybe a handful of women in their lives. Women would rather end up as the Cat Lady than marry or
pursue a Long Term Relationship with a Gamma.

Omega

Omega males tend to be very awkward with women. They have little to no social status, so they are
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completely invisible to women. Their powerlessness in the sexual market often leads to psychological
problems and indeed many of the recent mass shootings can be tied to men who were of this lowest
status, as well as the medical establishment’s attempts to profit off their misery by drugging them.
Needless to say, Rosy Palm and porn are their best friends. Women are repulsed by the Omega.
Lifetime notch counts are in the single digits, if that.

Just because you are a Beta now doesn’t mean you have to stay one

Upward Mobility

Just because a man is born one type does not mean he has to stay that type. Improvement begins with
I. Learning the Laws of Game and Laws of Hypergamy will help enormously. Realize women do not
love men the way men love women. Even an Omega can adapt his mind to exploit the biology and
psychology of women and become more successful in plundering poon. Likewise, a Beta can stop
being a walking wallet when he learns either how to play the Game or to let women’s hypergamous
instincts work for him.

These concepts are not for everyone. If you haven’t already, make the decision as to whether you
want to take the Red Pill or the Blue Pill. The New Modern Man and the rest of the manosphere is
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written by and for those who swallow the jagged little pill of reality.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Training Like a Gladiator Will Make You a Stronger Man
April 21, 2016 | by Snow | Link | Original Link

A gladiator was an armed combatant who entertained audiences in the Roman Empire in violent confrontations with other gladiators, wild
animals, and condemned criminals

By: Snow, The New Modern Man Contributor | Snow Training Systems

Why do you need to train like a gladiator? I was watching Spartacus the other day and  even though
it’s a fictional show, it accurately shows the warriors were tougher than we are today and they did
more with less.

They never complained, and they just worked for what they wanted. They were slaves who only had
time to train, eat, sleep and have some fun with the lady slaves, or their dominas.

Dominas were the wives of the emperors who purchased the gladiators as slaves. Their sole purpose
was to fight in the arena. They learned simple techniques and focused on executing them with
precision.

I thought about this and I wondered why not apply this into lifting, and training in general. What I
came up with was pretty effective. I wanted to improve my squat specifically, so I decided to start
squatting everyday, I added 65 lbs to my squat in one year. Just by doing that I realized how
important execution really is. Anyone can come up with a plan, what matters is how the plan is
executed. Squatting everyday has made me a lot more resilient. Every single training day, I would
visualize myself squatting thousands of pounds in front of an arena full of people. This tool really
helped me improve, since all of a sudden I raised the stakes.

I have always been the type that likes pressure. Which brings me back to the gladiators – they didn’t
have a choice because they were slaves, they had to fight. They trained all day long just to get ready
for battle in the arena in front of a crowd of people. All of that training helped them cope with the
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pressure. With stakes that high, it was either fight or die.

It was either fight or die for the gladiators, men have become softer since those times

Training Tips

When training pick 5-8 exercises and get strong on them. Get strong in the 6-15 rep range, and
muscle will be built, as well as strength. I’ve yet to see a small man who can dead-lift 500lbs for 6-10
reps. This approach of doing a lot of different exercises can work, in most cases though it will only
cause information overload.

Take this for example. Say someone comes into the gym one day, and can’t do a single pull up. If he
can progress to 8 pull ups from zero he will have a lot better physique. Another mistake people make
with training, is not coming from a place of necessity. A great Olympic lifting coach by the name of
John Broz, had a great quote that said.

If your family was captured and you were told you need to put 100 lbs on your max squat
within two months or your family would be executed would you squat once per week? 
Something tells me you would start squatting everyday.  Other countries have this mindset. 
America does not.

What can be learned from that quote is the simple power of necessity. If we need to do something we
will. Gladiators trained like that. Instead of doing 10-12 exercises per workout, pick 3-4 and hammer
them hard.

Sample Upper Body Workout at the Gym:

Bench Press: 5 sets 12, 10, 8, 6, 4
Overhead press: 5 sets of 10
Bicep curls: 5 sets of 12-15 reps
Tricep extensions: 5 sets of 12-15 reps
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That is a basic upper body split, that has gotten people results for years. On the other hand here is a
workout that someone could do at home if the didn’t have access to a gym.

Home Upper Body Workout:

Pyramid push ups: The first set is 15 reps, then after each set do one rep less.  Like this
15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10 all the way down to 1
Pull ups: 5 sets as many reps as possible
Body-weight tricep extensions: 3 sets as many reps as possible
Handstand push ups: 3 sets as many reps as possible

The body-weight tricep extensions, can be done anywhere: in a bathroom sink, with hands on a chair,
on a bath tub, on a table. For the handstand push ups you would only need a wall. Pull up bars can be
found at playgrounds. An athlete who can’t afford a gym can do that body-weight workout and get
good results.

It’s all about improvement.

Be Tough and Follow Through

If two athletes finish the season with the same ability/talent-skill level and they were waiting their
turn to start during the next season, who has the best chance to win the starting job? The one who
makes the most improvement in the off-season will win the job. This happens every year in college
sports, two freshmen sat the bench while the senior quarterback played. The senior QB graduates and
then the returning sophomores battle it out for the starting position. Without fail, the QB who
improves wins the job. Now, some coaches do end up choosing the wrong guy. Training like a
gladiator means to focus on what matters, and getting better at the things that matter.

Get better at the squat, dead-lift, bench press, chin up, bicep curl, over head press, and weighted dips.
If people focus on improving those essential lifts, their physiques will improve and they will have
real strength. The only muscle I left out is the calf, and if lifters train their calves 5-7 days per week
they will improve. These lifts, such as the squat, bench, dead-lift have different variations. If the lifter
is training for explosiveness, then a box squat would be great, only after regular squats are performed.

If the lifter has a hamstring weakness, then stiff-leg and Romanian dead-lifts will be their dead-lift of
choice. Same with bench press, if the chest is lagging then the lifter will need to focus on improving
his incline bench press.

Sticking with the basics and attacking them with a gladiator like ferocity will lead to great gains.
Arnold did the basics, so did Lou, and Franco Colombo. Improvement on the basic barbell
movements and body-weight movements is what will lead to great gains.

Now, remember there are exceptions. If someone only has dumbbells to train with, then they can also
work. Dumbbells also build muscle, they just don’t build the thickness that training with a barbell
does. Most gyms don’t even have dumbbells that go over 150 lbs. People can certainly make gains
with dumbbells, though. If there is a choice though, choose the barbells.

Remember gladiators never complained, and they were slaves. They still got the results that they
wanted. Gladiators were ripped and shredded sure, but that isn’t what they cared about. They were
only concerned with being able to win in the arena. Because a loss in the arena equaled death.

Now present day, we aren’t in nearly as many life or death situations. This has made us soft. We
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complain, we whine, we mope around. The gladiators had no time for that, if they slipped up in
training their training partner could kill them. Or they could die in the arena. The gladiators were
tough, and they always aimed to get better.

The Colosseum was used to host gladiatorial shows as well as a variety of other events

Slow and Steady Improvement

While you won’t get better every single day, it is a worthy goal. Getting better is what will make
anyone successful. Even a gradual improvement is better than no improvement. I see people getting
disappointed when I tell them they might increase their bench press by 10lbs at the end of the year.
This sounds like a mediocre goal, but for the casual recreational lifter this is doable. Putting 10 lbs on
your bench by the end of the year can be done, provided that the lifter doesn’t eat like a bird or
stringbean.

It’s tough to hear, but the truth is that most people don’t even make progress in the gym. They do the
same workouts, look the same, and still do the same program. Doing the same program is fine, the
only thing wrong with that story is looking the same and being the same strength level. Gladiators
would have never tolerated a lack of progress.

Gladiators were all about doing whatever it took to be ready for battle in the arena. They knew that
the arena was either to kill or get killed. These were intense pressure filled situations. Only the strong
and the mighty would survive. The gladiators trained each day as if it would be their last day. They
appreciated life, they knew what a gift life was. They knew that they could die at any second, and
they also witnessed death on a regular basis. Gladiators knew that complaining didn’t do any good, so
they did their best to never complain.

Even facing the hardship that they faced they lived with honor, and they trained for victory in the
arena. This is how our training needs to be. It needs to push us to that next level. It needs to make us
better than we were before we started. Action will cure everything. Have a great attitude and take
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action. More action will usually fix most problems. The gladiators knew this. They did everything in
their power to become better gladiators. If gladiators had barbells back then they would have used
them. For the people out there who don’t have equipment just knock out this workout.

Quick Gladiator Workout at Home:

Full body Gladiator workout: 4 times per week
Feet elevated pushups on a chair: 5 sets 10-25 reps
Body-weight tricep extensions: 5 sets 15 reps
Handstand push ups: 5 sets 12 reps
Body-weight squat jumps: 5 sets 20 reps
Jumping lunges: 5 sets 10 each leg
Pull ups: 3 sets failure

For the feet elevated pushups, just get a chair, raise your feet on it and do the push ups. If they are too
easy then either get two more chairs for your hands. Or, progress to one arm push ups. For handstand
push ups, place your feet against the wall and do them. If you don’t have a pull up bar at home then
go to a park, parks are everywhere.

Stop Making Excuses

If we don’t advance and conquer like the gladiators did, we will have trouble in life. On the other
hand, we must always aim to advance and conquer in our training. Advancing and conquering is the
whole purpose of life. When we become stagnant, we are metaphorically dying. If we appreciate life
like we say we do, we must always seek to advance and conquer. You wrote 2000 words today, why
not aim for 2100. It is these little inches of progress that turn good men into great men, or even
legends.

You must understand what the gladiators understood, that in life, you get what you put into it.
Massive action, and seeking advancement will ultimately lead to advancement. Whining,
complaining, wishing, is nothing more than an excuse not to do something.

Join the discussion, post a comment. For more Red Pills visit our Recommended Reading and
Viewing page, and see our selection of Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise.
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Anglo American Women Are Risky to Your Wallet and
Your Freedom
April 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women pose grave financial risks in Anglo America

Since the sexual revolution unleashed the Law of the Jungle on the West, today Anglo
American women generally do not make very good girlfriends, wives, or mothers. In most cases, men
are seen by them as little more than meal tickets to be consumed and discarded. This is due in part to
the fact the majority of men are Beta providers and the sexual market has skewed towards the 80/20
rule. (80% of women being monopolized by 20% of men).

Beta resource providers have been rendered practically worthless by women moving into the
workforce, a social safety net men pay for with their taxes, and thirsty incel men. So, women pursue
the top one-fifth of men, as their instincts compel them to and the rest are left to fight for scraps of
attention and affection.

This can lead to disaster. In addition to emotional well-being, there is another area of men’s lives that
is at risk if they become entangled with a woman in Anglo America, and that is perhaps the most
important one: their financial lives.

Money doesn’t buy happiness, but money buys freedom and it’s hard to have either if you have a
predatory female and a court system that caters to her whims in your life. Let’s go over a few of the
biggest risks to your financial well-being and independence that women present in our society.
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Child support is big business in the U.S.

Child Support

Having a child with the wrong Anglo female is a one way ticket to a life of court-enforced indentured
servitude. The court does not care if you can’t find a job, if you become disabled, or if you rightfully
protest a system in which there is no accountability on the “mother’s” part (I use the term “mother”
loosely) to show the money is being spent on her offspring. The court system only cares that you
hand the money over to her and that you hand it over on time, every time. It does not care how the
money is spent.

Resources must flow from you to her no matter what for 18 years. As the average child support
obligation is around $500 a month, and men who do not kiss the State’s ring are thrown into the
gulag by a metastasizing police state. Fulfilling your 4.5 billion year old genetic imperative then not
writing princess a check every month could now cost you jail time.

If instead invested rather than forcefully taken by the court system, that kind of money turns in to a
fortune assuming a reasonable 10% return rate on a good growth stock mutual fund over 18 years. A
whopping $300,000 is at stake for one broken condom or lie about her birth control status!

Lawyers pour gasoline on this fire. As the excellent documentary Divorce Corp points out, child
support has turned into a $50 billion industry in the U.S. Glenn Sacks, Family Law Reform advocate
who contributed to the film points out:

It’s very difficult to get child support modified downward. If you live in a major city, the
wages are high the cost of living is high and the person who gets primary custody of the
kids realizes, “Hey, I can move out of the city and my expenses will be far less. But I will
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still keep getting that high child support amount from the parent who is left behind in the
major city.”

Very often the parent who is left behind in the major city will go to the court and say, “Hey,
I love my child, I want to be with my child. I’m going to give up my good paying job to go
move to this small town so I be with my child more. And all I want you to do, Your Honor,
is respect the fact that of course I can’t make as much income living in this little town as I
could living in San Francisco, Los Angeles, or a major city.” And the vast majority of the
time the judge will say, “Tough luck!”

Women win custody a whopping 84% of the time, which flies in the face of a supposed fight for
equality. (That ratio should be 50% of the time in an equal society.) Child support incentivizes the
breakup of the family in the U.S. and forces you to pay for your reduction in status from being a
father to being a sperm donor. It gets worse as Sacks points out:

A lot of these people end up racking up a big child support debt. A lot of states have interest
on the debt,  sometimes that interest is as high as 10% to 12%.

Those who do not pay can be jailed. This is obviously a system of indentured servitude in which
women hold all the cards. The legal system in the United States has taken the father out of the home
by force, and replaced him with Government Check Dad. There is perhaps no bigger risk to a man’s
financial life or his freedom than having children.

Slavery still exists in the United States: pay your ex or go to jail

Pay Your Ex For Life or Go to Jail

After divorce, in many states alimony can last longer than the marriage did! Sometimes, these
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payments can last for life! Steve Hitner of Mass Alimony Reform details how alimony was set up:

Your responsibility based on the law, is to maintain your ex-spouse in the same lifestyle of
the marriage. We have people who were married for 4 or 5 years that are paying 25 years of
alimony. No matter how much I tried to prove I couldn’t afford $865 a week, it didn’t
matter. The judge says, “Do you have the money?” and you say no, then they cuff you and
shackle you and take you right off to jail.

Jeanie Hitner, Steve’s current wife was told this by a judge on the case:

I have to work two jobs in order to keep him out of jail.

The nightmare stories of alimony also reach into high status members of society from such legendary
institutions as the NFL. Bob Simms, an ex NFL linebacker told us how the alimony system has
enslaved him:

My present wife of 26 years sends my ex-wife who divorced me 30 some years ago a check
every [month].

Alimony is a financial obligation that could follow a man to his grave, which makes marriage a grave
risk.

The mall might as well be church in Anglo America, since consumerism is the religion of the female

Wasteful Spending

Assume, if you will, as female spending makes up 80% of the economy that your expenses from
dating her, or even more frighteningly from being married to her take up two-thirds of your take-
home pay.

No, a simple studio apartment, simple used car or motorcycle, and meals prepared at home won’t be
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good enough. If you tie your fortunes to the wrong girl, she will fully expect to use your resources to
keep up with the Joneses in your neighborhood.

Assuming you are a compliant corporate cog and do whatever your boss tells you no matter how
ridiculous it is, working 50-60 hour weeks in the “new economy” sounds appealing to you for some
reason, and you find a way to navigate the landmine-ridden HR department that wants to destroy you
for the crime of being a male, you might be lucky enough pull down a median salary of around
$43,000 year.

The average Anglo girl will not be satisfied with that salary, even though it affords her a better
quality of life than 90% or more of the rest of the world. And, the hedonic treadmill will very
likely cause her to look for a more affluent meal ticket someday. Therefore, you will need to run
around with your ass on fire and get used to an empty bank account so she can live a life of
consumerism.

A decade with an woman in Anglo America will likely cost you more than it takes to retire in a more libertine country

Invest in Yourself Instead

Instead of wisely investing half to two-thirds of your take home salary, having the wrong woman in
your life will almost certainly cause you to instead increase your spending.

Suppose that because of her lavish spending you missed out on investing $1,000 a month. In only five
years, you will have missed out on $82,000 of freedom. With the wrong woman at year five, if you
have not applied the principles of Game properly she will become impossible to live with. She will
complain constantly, denigrate you for not being a better provider, and swing you around by the balls
with a legal system that heavily favors her. She will likely have a man on the side servicing her while
you are at work, and legally she will still have the advantage over you rendering you with two
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choices: accept being cuckolded or accept slavery.

Moving ahead, after 10 years you could have had over $200,000 in the bank all while affording
multiple trips annually to sunnier, more libertine countries and enjoyig the company of younger and
prettier women. Your relationship with her has now cost you enough money to retire on, if you invest
wisely and move to a country where the cost of living is lower than the U.S.

If you go full boat and have a kid with her, that relationship will have potentially cost you over $1
million dollars in 20 years. This assumes the average child support obligation and saving half your
income as detailed in our articles on minimalism and in the recommended book Debt Is Slavery. The
stakes are high if you choose to have kids in the West with an Anglo woman. For those who desire a
family, it is much cheaper and safer to build your family in another country by using hypergamy.

Extreme caution is advised when dealing with women in Anglo America; as a man you have almost no legal rights in family court

Wrapping Up

This lesson in Female Economics 101 wraps up by advising you to wrap it up. Marriage is not
advised because of the frightening legal implications. Be wary of considering any long-
term relationship with an Anglo American female without extensive vetting.

Always remember women’s dual mating strategy of Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks. Women often
compartmentalize relationships, and will have one man providing for her while her sexual needs are
fulfilled by another. Many marriages end this way, and men are exploited by a legal system that
stacks the deck against them.

If you choose unwisely, your wallet may never recover.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Man article has been updated and upgraded from the original version on Return of Kings.
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Weekend Reading | April 22, 2016
April 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of April 22, 2016.

Manosphere

Why The Female “Anti-Feminist” Is A Feminist In Disguise

If you have an anti-feminist movement with a high percentage of women in it, you don’t
have an anti-feminist movement. The reason is that single women raised in the West will
find it impossible to go against the female urge of sleeping with whomever they want and
having complete control over their lives to pursue useless college degrees and degenerate
behaviors.

The Sexual Market Is The Prime Market

Forget the free market economy. The sexual market is the one market to rule them all. As if
my preening weren’t already supremely ostentatious, here’s a recent SCIENCE! study
confirming another Heartiste axiom: every human interaction and transaction is downstream
from the existential struggle to find a quality mate, fuck, and procreate.
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Health and Fitness

51 Healthy Living Cheat Sheets to Improve Your Life

No matter your salary, you can always take steps to improve your life and health. You don’t
have to be a health care professional to learn how to live healthy. If you want to improve
your life, creating a better situation for yourself, you can do so. There are plenty of
resources available for you.

10 Tasty Plant-Based Snacks to Power You Through the Day

Your tummy is rumbling and you’re headed to the kitchen for a snack. Don’t reach for that
bag of potato chips and calorie-laden dip — grab something healthy (and just as tasty)
instead. It doesn’t have to feel like a sacrifice, especially when there are delicious, easy-to-
make alternatives to replace your favorite bad-for-you snacks, like healthy pizza and nachos
that won’t cancel out all the hard work you’ve been putting in at the gym.

Technology

Time to Teach Ethics to Artificial Intelligence

Around the same time as AlphaGo’s triumph, Microsoft’s “chatbot” — software named
Taylor that was designed to respond to messages from people aged 18 to 24 — was having a
chastening experience. Tay, as she called herself, was supposed to be able to learn from the
messages she received and gradually improve her ability to conduct engaging conversations.
Unfortunately, within 24 hours, people were teaching Tay racist and sexist ideas. When she
starting saying positive things about Hitler, Microsoft turned her off and deleted her most
offensive messages.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Have a Drink: Caipirinha
April 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Caipirinha is Brazil’s national cocktail for good reason

Caipirinha cocktail | Relampago’s Rating: 

Brazil’s national cocktail is quite popular here in the Caribbean. I tried it at a Brazilian themed bar on
a whim one night, and ever since it has been my favorite cocktail. Here is a recipe so you can make
your own.

1/2 lime, quartered
1 teaspoon brown sugar
2 1/2 oz. cachaça (white rum also works)
1 cup ice cubes

In a large rocks glass squeeze and drop in the lime. Add sugar, crush and mix with a spoon. Pour in
the cachaça (or white rum) and ice. Stir well.

I like them so much I even wrote a poem about Caipirinhas.

La Samba
That’s where I first met you
I figured what the hell
I’ll take a chance
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First the brown sugar kissed my tongue
Then the lime danced
And your fire illuminated me
Caipirinha why have we never met before

Girls in green skirts
And yellow blouses
The night quickly became a blur
But I was smiling ear to ear

That is until
I ended up in the men’s room alone
I didn’t feel so well
Caipirinha why did you do this to me

Nalda followed me
To make sure I hadn’t slipped away
With one of the brightly dressed waitresses
We had a good laugh

The next day
I didn’t want you as a friend anymore Caipirinha
But time eases all pain
And now your haze envelops me again

Perhaps its the simplicity
Or the speed with which you ease
The pain a man feels
And the fleeting happiness you bring me, Caipirinha
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Eye Candy of the Week | April 24, 2016
April 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s model is breathtaking. Not only is she beautiful, she is also showing off some very
revealing lingerie.

Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for the week of April 24, 2016.
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The 10 Laws of Hypergamy
April 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The 10 Laws of Hypergamy will help protect you from the risks of dealing with women

In addition to Game which is a topic regularly discussed across the manosphere, there is another
option for men to use to their advantage when dealing with women. It’s called hypergamy, and works
almost effortlessly outside the borders of The Matrix since all women have hypergamous instincts.
What is hypergamy?

Hypergamy is a term used in social science for the act or practice of [women] marrying
someone who is wealthier or of higher caste or social status.

Translation: You are a tasty morsel of a meal ticket to women outside the borders of Anglo-America
and Western Europe.

In short, in societies that don’t cuck Beta resource providers with a social welfare state, hardworking
Western men still have a lot of bargaining power with women and can often find better sexual and
life partners since cultural constraints on female sexuality are still in place. Unlike in Anglo-America
and Western Europe, Western men are not looked upon with scorn in much of the rest of the world.
In fact, we are seen as the Gold Standard in many a culture and nation.

Since feminism and social engineering have all but destroyed hypergamy as an option for average
working men in Anglo America, the best option for the man who wishes to make hypergamy work in
his favor is to expatriate to a location in which he still retains his rightful, respected social status as a
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productive, useful member of society. He can then use this as a bargaining chip with women, who are
genetically coded to seek out men of higher status than themselves.

For the man who wishes to make hypergamy work for him, here are the 10 Laws of Hypergamy.

Your success in using hypergamy to your benefit depends on learning hard truths about women

The Laws

10. Even though it will seem like the women you meet abroad are interested in you as a person,
always remember they are just like any other women you meet. Women the world over love male
utility and not men. Like women at home, women abroad are interested in your social status and
resources you bring to the table. The deal is, as a man your bargaining power has not been stripped
from you by a social welfare state in much of the world as is the case in a gynocentric America and
Europe.

So, while you will have a veritable cornucopia of women abroad who are ready to do your bidding
and will seem like they love you, dissimulation comes naturally to the female sex so buyer
beware. Women are innately cunning and deceptive, and a man must not let himself be fooled into
placing himself into a bad financial or legal position with his new hypergamous love interest.
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9. You must not take the woman you meet abroad out of her native
culture. Women are like water in many ways, they fit the cultural container which they’re placed
into. Taking your new love out of her native culture will no doubt be a huge mistake.

As soon as she is exposed to the hemlock that is misandry and Cultural Marxism in America
everything you love about her will die. She will adapt to America’s toxic culture, and your entire
purpose will have been defeated. She must remain in the patriarchal culture she grew up in, and you
must stay with her.

8. Remember that women often monkey branch. Here’s how monkey branching works. The
metaphor goes like this. A woman clings to a man just as a monkey clings to a branch on a tree as
long as he is useful in some way. She will then let go and reach out for a new branch when she has
located a bigger, better meal ticket to exploit. Thus, the term monkey branching.

Abroad, a woman will be interested in you initially because you represent a ready made opportunity
for her to raise her social or financial status. But, if she meets friends of yours who have higher status
she will often “monkey branch” and swing across and become property of the other man.

Bottom line, just because she “loves”you now doesn’t mean she won’t love a richer guy later.

7. Long distance relationships are strongly discouraged. Women are experts at deception. Often,
women will have a man who provides them with resources while having another that provides them
with sexual satisfaction.  Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks still applies.

The trick is, to never become the Beta Bucks guy as so many clueless Western men do when they
find a foreign girl that fucks them a few times. Here in the Caribbean, this Beta Bucks provider often
is a gringo and the lady will have a “Papi Chulo” on the side fucking her when the gringo is not
around.

Remember, women are not loyal and this especially true when they are unattended.
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6. Beware the Green Card seeker. While this is not as big of a risk as some
make it out to be, there are women who will play along and “simulate” a relationship with you until
you take her home to your country.

I have seldom run into this problem, as most foreign women only want a man who can provide them
utility value and have no desire to leave their family and friends behind to go live in the West. Yet
another myth America has been able to promulgate is that the entire world wants to live inside its
borders. This is simply not true.

However, if you do happen across a green card seeker, once she finds out you are staying in her
country for the long haul, you will be disposed of. She is doing you a favor, as you don’t need her in
your life anyway.

5. Pros are not recommended for LTRs. There are generally two types of women in cultures where
hypergamy still works: whores and the best girl you will ever find. There’s very little in the middle
when it comes to this rule in my experience.

Whores can be great fun to screw around with and hang out with, but they make poor long term
prospects and are bad financial investments. Western men often confuse whores with good women,
simply because even whores treat men with respect in many cultures.

It pays to hold out, date around, and learn what different types of women are available before
jumping into a relationship if an LTR is your goal. Which brings us to our next point.

4. Play the field. You will likely have more options than you have ever had in your life by virtue of
your social status, especially if you are from America or Western Europe. Do not settle for the first
piece of ass that comes along. Out of pure thirst, many men will take the first piece of tail that comes
their way.

My recommendation would be to go through at least half a dozen women to gain experience with
them and to be able to judge the characters of different women better, once the rose-colored glasses
effect subsides a bit.

3. Adapt to the culture you are in. Rather than bringing the nihilism, anti-religiousness and
materialism of Anglo America with you, adapt to the culture you are in. Abroad, the good girls often
still attend church (this is a good thing) and often are very family-oriented.

They often enjoy traditional feminine activities like cooking and cleaning. Do not stop them from
doing this, and do not try to Westernize them. You left all that feminist bullshit behind for a reason,
right?

2.  Maintain frame and Game at all times. Foreign women get tired of clingy and needy Beta
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males, too. Do not become soft and Beta just because a woman has submitted to you and hypergamy
has netted you a new lease on life. If you want to keep her, you still must maintain an aloof attitude.

Also, foreign women can require a firm attitude as many will start to shit test men who are not of
strong character.

In short, stand up and be a man. Don’t let the cultural indoctrination you received in the West keep
you from assuming a more dominant role with your new love interest.

1. Remember you are the prize and keep your self interest paramount at all times. The same rule
applies with hypergamy that applies with Game. Keep in mind the sacrifices you’ve already made
just in order to have this kind of selection of prime pussy available to you.

Look out for number one at all times. Do what you want to do with your life, not what she wants.
Merely inform her of your decision after it has been made.

This one is difficult for most men, but your have to put your self-interest over that of your woman.
Failure to do this will get you burned every time. Never, ever expect loyalty from a female as it is not
in their nature to be loyal.

Utilizing hypergamy arguably makes society more civilized than Pick Up Artistry

What to Expect When Using Hypergamy

Hypergamy can be a wonderful thing.

A relationship based on hypergamy feels more natural to the average man since it is natural for
women to submit to men who are dominant and/or good resource providers. This has been the case
throughout the evolution of our species.

Women who see you as someone to “date up” or “marry up” to will treat you totally different than
women who have their lifestyles financed by Big Daddy Government and have been socially
conditioned to heap scorn upon you, as is the case in the modern West.
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Even with an average salary and average wealth, Western men will find they enjoy high social and
financial status among literally 90-95% of the world’s population. That’s pretty much any woman
living outside the borders of The Matrix.

Remember, women’s hypergamous instincts are not going away and you did not create hypergamy,
all you can do is take advantage of it. Hypergamy can bring you opportunities with women you never
expected to have but you have to leave Western culture to take advantage, and be cautious
and calculating as you do so.

Learning Game is also a good idea as it will amplify the effects of exploiting hypergamy.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.  Article updated March 6,
2017.
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The Fates: Optimism is Cowardice
April 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Each High Culture in human history has displayed the same patterns, even though the expression of these patterns is completely different
for each culture

The New Modern Man | Spengler’s Decline of the West Series

Looking beyond our short lives can give us tremendous insight into the past and the future. History is
in large part the study of the rise and fall of great civilizations. Expanding on The New Modern Man
Spengler series, which began with How a German Historian Predicted The Decline of Western
Civilization 100 Years Ago is this introduction to the fates as laid down by Oswald Spengler.

Each of the foundational ideas of his civilization model: The Fear of Death, which leads to a Prime
Symbol, and the expression of it through Will, Force and Deed as the symbolic seasons of a
civilization pass, develop from a sense of what Spengler called Sehnsucht, or a longing, that all
cultures coming into being have.

We have already observed that, like a child, a primitive mankind acquires (as part of the
inward experience that is the birth of the ego) an understanding of number and ipso facto
possession of an external world referred to the ego. As soon as the primitive’s astonished
eye perceives the dawning world of ordered extension and the significant emerges in great
outlines from the welter of mere impressions, and the irrevocable parting of the outer world
from his proper, his inner-world gives form and direction to his waking life, there arises in
the soul — instantly conscious of its loneliness — the root-feeling of longing.

It is this that urges “becoming” towards its goal, that motives the fulfillment and actualizing
of every inward possibility, that unfolds the idea of individual being. It is the child’s
longing, which will presently come into the consciousness more and more clearly as a
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feeling of constant direction and finally stand before the mature spirit as the enigma of Time
— queer, tempting, insoluble. Suddenly, the words “past” and “future” have acquired a
fateful meaning.

Predictable features of civilizational growth and decline which develop from this longing can be
informative to those who see the arc of history. Those who don’t see will be dragged along anyway,
according to Spengler’s theory. The following fates provide the foundations for Spengler’s organic,
mathematical, and theoretical model of the rise and fall of civilization. The process begins with a
High Culture organically arising, of which there have been eight in recorded history. A culture forms
around a shared myth which develops from the Fear of Death.

The Fear of Death is the foundation of a civilization’s mythmaking

Fear of Death

The culture, its myths and the symbolism that arise from the Fear of Death are meaningful for that
culture alone. Spengler explains how the Fear of Death develops in no other species but man:

The beast knows only life, not death. Were we pure plantlike beings, we should die
unconscious of dying, for to feel death and die would be identical. But animals, even though
they hear the death cry, see the dead body, and scent putrefaction, behold death without
comprehending it. Then, and only then, life becomes the short span of time between birth
and death, and it is in relation to death that the other great mystery of generation arises also.

Only then does the diffuse animal fear of everything become the definite human fear of
death. It is this that makes the love of man and woman, the love of mother and child, the
tree of the generations, the family, the people, and so at last world history itself the
infinitely deep facts and problems of destiny they are. In the knowledge of death is
originated that world outlook which we possess as being men and not beasts.

A Prime Symbol arises from the Fear of Death and the civilization expresses it through stages of
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youthful vigor, middle age refinement, then decline and eventually death as the progression of
seasons from Spring to Summer, Autumn and Winter pass.

Western civilization is organized around a Prime Symbol of infinity

Prime Symbol

In the Western world, the Prime Symbol is infinity. Expression of this symbol is in all aspects of the
society:

Architecture: Soaring cathedrals and soaring skyscrapers, rising towards infinity
Engineering: The search for perpetual motion and infinite energy
Exploration: Manifest Destiny, exploring the infinite universe/space exploration
Finance: Infinite economic growth, globalization
Music: Polyphony, or two or more simultaneous melodies, infinity-seeking sound
Mathematics: Infinitesimal calculus
Science: Infinities of space and time, evolution of biology and the universe
Politics: The quest for an infinite Socialist Utopia

Spengler explains the Prime Symbol is not conciously known by the culture even though its existence
revolves around it:

But the Prime Symbol does not actualize itself; it is operative through the form sense of
every man, every community, age, and epoch and dictates the style of every life expression.
It is inherent in the form of the state, the religious myths and cults, the ethical ideals, the
forms of painting and music and poetry, the fundamental notions of each science – but it is
not presented by these.

Prime Symbols of some other high cultures include:
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Egyptaic: The Path, a preoccupation with sequential passages of the soul.
Classical: The Point-Present Body, a preoccupation with the space of immediate visibility.
Mesoamerican: Rhyming Time, assuming past and present times rhymed, or repeated.
Chinese: The guiding principle of the Tao, pushing mankind down a righteous path.
Magian: The Cavern, into which light shines down and does battle with darkness.

The Prime Symbol guides the Will, Force, and Deed of each high culture.

The now-defunct Space Shuttle program is an expression of the Will, Force, and Deed of Western civilization in its quest for infinity

Will, Force and Deed

As the culture overcomes its Fear of Death with mythology, Will, Force and Deed develop as
derivatives of this Prime Symbol. Spengler writes:

If we look at the whole picture – the expansion of the Copernican world into that aspect of
stellar space that we possess today; the development of Columbus’s discovery into a
worldwide command of the earth’s surface by the West; the perspective of oil-painting and
the theater; the sublimation of the idea of home; the passion of our civilization for swift
transit, the conquest of the air, the exploration of the Polar regions and the climbing of
almost impossible mountain-peaks – we see, emerging everywhere, the prime symbol of the
Faustian soul, [Infinite] Space. And those specially Western creations…must be regarded as
derivative of this prime symbol.

The Western world displays its Will, Force and Deed through its belief in and search for eternal
progress, a word popularly used by the Socialists of today. The quest for “ethical
Socialism” represents what Spengler called the Final World Sentiment of the West as the culture
withers and dies. The Collected Essays of The Hammering Shield writes:
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According to Spengler, what really sets Western Civilization apart from other Civilizations,
is the West’s view of the world, and of itself, as progressing. Closely related to this
worldview is the Westerner’s belief in his own power to improve his situation. Unlike for
those members of, say, the Greco-Roman world, society for the Western man is not static.
Neither is history cyclical, Westerners feel empowered to rebel, to make improvements, to
progress.

The Will Force, and Deed, i.e. the way a society searches for fulfillment of its Prime Symbol evolves
as the society shifts from an organic Culture phase to an inorganic Civilization phase.

Rembrandt and other “Great Masters” represent the maturing of the summer consciousness of Western Civilization and the peak of its
artistic forms

Culture Vs. Civilization

The difference between Culture and Civilization can be generalized into a battle of New vs. Old
ideas, organic and inorganic stages, and rural vs. metropolitan culture. Ultimately, metropolitan and
uninspired Civilization extinguishes the foundational, rural, inspired Culture. As the society moves
away from the Culture phase in which religion and traditions dominate and into Civilization in which
rationalism, money, and urban life dominate, Civilization is defeated by its own victory as it
extinguishes the life-giving force of Culture.

The society moves from intrinsic cultural goals to extrinsic civilizational goals. Art, music, and
architecture lose form and become bland repetitions of past great works. Religion and traditions are
mocked, and the society becomes so over-analytical that it sterilizes the culture and eventually itself
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demographically. Life becomes something no longer to be lived, but a problem to solve. People can
no longer think of a “reason” to have children as life is based on theory rather than tradition. Nihilism
spreads in the late stage of Civilization and skeptics tear down every belief people have.

This is where we find ourselves today, late in the Civilization phase, in the season of Winter. The
Culture and Civilization phases are further broken down into four seasons. Generally speaking, each
season is 250 years long with a an average life span of 1,000 years.

The Civilization and Culture phases are further divided into seasons of a society

The Seasons

Each of the eight high cultures and subsequent civilizations Spengler studied showed these general
patterns, which he broke down into seasons:

Spring: A culture’s principles and myths arise resulting from the Fear of Death. It is a religious
and heroic period. The Great Myths of the society are written. People are Rural-Intuitive and
tied to the land. People’s lives are based on maintaining crops and farmland.
Summer: The culture reaches its peak. Traditions still rule. People in the society are still Rural-
Intuitive although an increasingly urban population starts showing equal influence in the
society. Summer is the time of a culture’s greatest achievements (from which all subsequent
achievements are derived). Rationality and the mystical foundations of the culture begin to
struggle with one another. Politics in summer is the era of the Divine Right of Kings and the
aristocratic state.
Autumn: Past its peak, traditions begin to break down. The once rich culture and myths are
slowly sterilized by rational analysis. Art begins to “excite” rather than inspire and becomes
urban focused. Politics begin to move away from tradition and towards economic concerns and
theory.
Winter: The culture becomes rigid and cold, petrifying into its final form. Atheism spreads
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(i.e. Darwin, Marx). Everything rural is disdained as the civilization becomes metropolitan and
uninspired by its myths. Fertility declines as people cannot think of a “reason” to have children.
The society becomes increasingly autocratic as money infiltrates politics. Art becomes
repetitive imitations of past works.

Spengler’s full civilization model detailing each of these seasons and how each culture expressed
them can be found here. This brings us to the present day, the time when things begin to fall apart and
the arc of Western history ends. What are our options if the fates have brought us to the end of
our road and the West either disentegrates from within or is conquered from without, or both?

“Our duty is to hold on to the lost position, without hope, without rescue, like that Roman soldier whose bones were found in front of a
door in Pompeii…”

Face Fates With Courage or Cowardly Optimism

Spengler knew his model of history was a pessimistic one. But, in reality our preferences do not
determine what is true, paraphrasing astrophysicist Carl Sagan. Spengler said had this to say about
those who rejected or dismissed his findings:

Does anyone I ask, see over and beyond his time, his own continent, his country, or even the
narrow circle of his own activities?

Spengler believed differing philosophies like linear (always progressing) model of history (so popular
with today’s liberals) were based on a philosophy of cowardly optimism. For the man who wishes to
know the truth, he believed it was much better to possess brave pessimism.

Little as one knows of events in the future – for all that can be got from a comparison of
other civilizations is the general form of future facts and their march through the ages – so
much is certain: the forces which will sway the future are no other than those of the past.
These forces are: the will of the Strong, healthy instincts, race, the will to possession and
power; while justice, happiness, and peace – those dreams which will always remain dreams
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– hover ineffectively over them.

In short, nothing will bring about a Utopia on earth; best to buckle in for the ride as great cultures rise
and fall, bravely following the fated course of human history to its end rather than trying to escape its
cycles.

We are born into this time and must bravely follow the path to the destined end. There is no
other way. Our duty is to hold on to the lost position, without hope, without rescue, like that
Roman soldier whose bones were found in front of a door in Pompeii, who, during the
eruption of Vesuvius, died at his post because they forgot to relieve him. That is greatness.
That is what it means to be a thoroughbred. The honorable end is the one thing that can not
be taken from a man.

This philosophy on life definitely has a Red Pill flavor to it. This is perhaps why Spengler is so
interesting to the awakened man.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Antidepressants Are Dangerous Drugs
April 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Mass shootings are strongly correlated with SSRIs, according to psychiatrist Dr. Peter Breggin

We have all been exposed to the grim reality of mass shootings. Before the 1980s mass shootings
were virtually unheard of. What a coincidence that a new class of antidepressant drugs called
Selective Uptake Serotonin Inhibitors (SSRIs) also came out in the 1980s.

Statistically speaking, the media saturation of each mass shooting event has more to do with the “If it
bleeds, it leads” ratings mentality, and a legacy media campaign to kill the Second Amendment with
a thousand snarky news reports than it does genuine concern for trying to get to the root of the
problem.

Even though the media go into hysterics each time a mass shooting happens, reality paints quite a
different picture of what the real risks to our lives are. Police kill more people in a single year (over
1,000 last year) than all the mass shootings COMBINED since 1982, supposedly in the name of self
defense. Statistically, you are far more likely to die at the hands of trigger-happy cops or something
as simple as a fall in your home than a mass shooting.

The media also never tell you (perhaps because the pharmaceutical industry pays their bills via
advertising) that SSRIs are connected to nearly all of the mass shootings. Thanks in part to the
constant advertising, SSRIs have been a huge windfall for drug companies, as prescriptions have
more than doubled from 11 million in 1998 to nearly 25 million today. Around 70% of people being
prescribed antidepressants do not meet the official criteria for having depression.
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Mass Shootings

Despite their financial success, SSRIs and other mood-altering drugs are disastrously correlated with
mass shootings. Here is a partial listing of some of the most infamous mass shooters and the type of
drugs they were on:

Eric Harris of the infamous Columbine shooting was on Zoloft and later Luvox, both powerful
SSRIs.
Seung-Hui Cho was on Prozac before his Virginia Tech shooting spree. Prozac is the original
SSRI.
Jeff Weise was prescribed 60 mg/day of Prozac (3x the adult average starting dose) when he
killed 10 people including his grandfather at Red Lake, MN.
James Holmes was under the care of a psychiatrist when he killed 12 and wounded 58 in the
Aurora, CO mass shooting. He was on Zoloft, another SSRI.
Christopher Harper Mercer killed 10 people including himself in the Umpqua Community
College shooting; he was diagnosed with autism and 2/3 of people with autism are medicated
with SSRIs.
Germanwings pilot Andreas Lubitz intentionally crashed the airliner he was he pilot of, killing
144 people. Lubitz was taking an unnamed antidepressant.
Adam Lanza, who perpetrated the Sandy Hook mass shooting remains a mystery because the
State of Connecticut refused to release his prescription records stating “it would stop a lot of
people from taking their medications.” With that statement, the question is virtually answered.

In his book Medication Madness, Dr. Peter Breggin describes how drugs like SSRIs cause everything
from mass shootings to suicide to emotional breakdown.

Taking prescription antidepressants comes with a number of risks

Increased Suicide Risk

Changing brain chemistry with pharmaceuticals is risky business. Unfortunately, these drugs are
being marketed to teens and young adults at an ever-increasing rate. Here is what one scientific study
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found about young patients who use SSRIs.

Researchers at the Nordic Cochrane Center, and University College London, analyzed 70
trials of the most common antidepressants, involving more than 18,000 people. They found
that SSRI antidepressant drugs doubled the risk of suicide and aggressive behavior in teens
under 18 years of age.

And yet another scientific study yielded these worrying results.

Antidepressants have also been linked to akathisia, which is extreme restlessness and an
inability to sit still. The discomfort can be so great that suicide becomes a welcome
alternative to feeling this type of agitation. Sometimes akathisia is misdiagnosed as
worsening depression, so medication dosage is increased, causing the restlessness to [get
even worse.]

In another study in which tested antidepressants against a control group of placeboes, the suicide risk
also doubled.

Emotional Breakdown

Some data suggest mania and emotional breakdown affects a startling 10-15% of patients who begin
taking SSRIs. This is due in part to the way they alter nerve cells in the brain.

A recent scientific study by the University of Louisville Depression Center concluded that
any initial improvements are often followed by treatment resistance and worsening
depression. They say worsening depression [and mood disorders] are caused by continued
administration of the antidepressant. They hypothesize that “dendrite arborization” — an
increased branching growth of nerve cells — caused by chronic antidepressant exposure,
may be the cause.

The University of Louisville study shows SSRIs bring about chemical dependency. Needless to say,
changing the way nerve cells connect in the brain and making them chemically dependent is
inherently dangerous.
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SSRIs are very profitable, but they work by altering brain chemistry and the way nerve cells connect

How SSRIs Work

SSRIs are powerful mood altering drugs that affect serotonin and dopamine chemistry in the brain.
Here is how they affect brain chemistry.

SSRIs block the reabsorption of the neurotransmitter serotonin in the brain. Changing the
balance of serotonin seems to help brain cells send and receive chemical messages, which in
turn boosts mood.

The temporary mood alteration depends on taking the antidepressant on time, every time and in the
right dosage. If a patient misses a pill, takes an extra one, or goes off the medication the effects on
brain chemistry can be dangerous. Emotional breakdowns, suicides, or even mass shootings can
result as mood-controlling chemicals in the brain are thrown off balance.

SSRIs are currently used to treat everything from depression to anxiety to personality disorders. An
incredible 1 in 10 people are on this medication in America! SSRIs also have other serious side
affects in addition to their correlation with mass shootings, suicides, and emotional breakdowns,
according to Drug Watch.

SSRIs have a number of common side effects, including sexual side effects – a repressed
libido, erectile dysfunction and difficult achieving orgasm, for men and women. Fatigue,
weight loss, apathy, insomnia, headaches and pupil dilation are among the other most-
reported side effects.

Often, something other than a pill is what patients really need.
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Treating Causes, Not Symptoms

Dr. Breggin has long spoken out about the need to a return to the fundamentals of psychiatry and not
whipping out the prescription pad and telling people to pop a magic pill every time they need help. In
an interview, he also touched on the social isolation inherent in today’s society:

What really helps people is a good, solid, caring relationship with somebody. I think we
need to get back to good, solid human relationships as a way of helping people.

Breggin also says the interaction of SSRIs with brain chemicals is similar to several illicit street
drugs:

From agitation and hostility to impulsivity and mania, the FDA’s litany of antidepressant-
induced behaviors is identical to that of PCP, methamphetamine and cocaine—drugs known
to cause aggression and violence. These older stimulants and most of the newer
antidepressants cause similar effects as a result of their impact on serotonin.

Making matters worse, once a patient starts a course of antidepressants, they are often as hard to quit
as illegal street drugs.

Getting Off Of SSRIs

Once one has started taking the drugs, brain chemistry is altered in such a way that irritability,
agitation, and the risks of suicide and violence soar. Withdrawal symptoms can be severe. The drugs
often have to be tapered off once chemical dependency has set in.

Perhaps the best idea is to stay off them in the first place.

The medical-pharmaceutical complex and the marionettes in the media tell people the answer to all
their problems is a trip to the doctor and a pill. What many patients really need is to remove the
stimulus that is causing the depression or other psychological problem, whether it be overwork,
family problems, loneliness, or any other host of issues that have arisen in our increasingly isolated
society. Dr. Breggin preaches this, but for other doctors telling people to pop a pill is preferable to
getting to the root of the problem.
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Postcards from Paradise: Caribbean Life Pt. 3
April 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

I shot these scenes at Monte Azul on the Samaná Peninsula in the Dominican Republic. It’s difficult
to get to the summit on a motorcycle or scooter because the road is narrow, unpaved, and very steep
in some places. You might not find it anyway unless you know some of the locals.

However, the view is breathtaking and there is a fantastic bar and restaurant owned by a French
expatriate at Monte Azul.

Overlooking Samaná Bay

Bar and Restaurant at the summit
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What a view!

It is a great place to sit and sip Caipirinhas (my favorite cocktail). From mid-December to March you
may even see whales in Samaná Bay, as thousands of them come here each winter to mate. This area
is known as one of the top whale-watching areas in the world.

You can either eat here (you need a reservation and the chef only cooks in the evenings) or if you are
lucky enough to have a Latina friend or girlfriend, she will no doubt whip up a great bowl of rice and
beans if you ask her. Women here view cooking as an artform unto itself, not as oppression as in
Anglo America. Simple as it looks, this bowl was delicious.
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It has been a little cloudy and cooler than average most of this week. We always get a nice cooling
sea breeze here on the peninsula which makes the 85 degree average high temperature easy to
tolerate.

Every day passes by quickly when you are a happy man.

Until next time,
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America’s Bathroom Insanity Another Sign The Marxists
Are Winning
April 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The fact people are in an uproar over which bathroom to use only confirms Marxists set the agenda of what is discussed in America

The obsession over transgenders and toilets continues in Anglo America, affirming the continuing
tyranny of the leftist minority and its hatred for middle America. It also affirms the left’s marionettes
in the legacy media still control the narrative. To solve the problem posed by The Great Bathroom

Debate there have been proposals to do one of the following:

Add third gender bathrooms which will crush small businesses with unnecessary costs
Make all bathrooms unisex bathrooms (further blurring the lines between the sexes as desired
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by diabolical Cultural Marxists).

One question that has never been asked that should be asked: Why is it so hard for someone to use a
bathroom the same as the sex listed on their birth certificate, and have that sex legally changed if they
decide to surgically mutilate their sex organs?

The only reason this issue has been taken up by leftists is because marginalizing the non-transgender
population and muddying the waters of the concept of gender pushes their agenda. It helps to know
one of the chief goals of today’s left is pushing Cultural Marxism with the goal of destroying the
concept of gender. This is the real purpose behind this debate, since only 0.3% of the population is
transgender.

The Marxist’s true aim is eliminating the antiquated (to them) concept of gender, and turning us all
into sexless, androgynous pods. To their twisted mind, this will help bring about a Utopia.

Also, having spent a decade working in the “mainstream” or legacy media before I left in disgust, I
can assure you the entire industry runs on creating controversy and inventing issues like this out of
whole cloth. So, the entire bathroom farrago is profitable for them while it serves an elite who set the
agendas in the media.
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Cultural Marxists are attacking the concept of gender in the U.S.

The Minority is “Better Than” the Majority

Putting 99.7% of the population on notice and allowing people who are biologically one sex or the
other to use the wrong bathroom is insanity. It is surreal that this issue is even being discussed as
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often as it is by the media and politicians. As explained by blogger Cristinia Laila:

Cultural Marxism always has a group of people considered ‘special’ or ‘protected’. These
groups rights always supersede the rights of others no matter the consequences. One by one,
Counties and States are fighting over gender neutral public bathrooms. This will give grown
men the right to walk into a bathroom or locker room where women and little girls are nude
or partially nude. What kind of society do we have where this is appropriate? What kind of
society do we have where the most vulnerable, the women and children are put in danger of
predators and perverts just to cater to an infinitesimal group of people?

Laila also explains the real agenda behind The Great Bathroom Debate:

Race and gender inequality became the focus to breakdown Western culture. The strong
family unit became a target. At the time, families consisted of a father who worked and
provided for the family, while the mother stayed at home and reared children (often times
elderly grandparents also lived in the home). In order to get the people to acquiesce and
become part of the fodder, the leaders knew that they had to remove the father from the
home and get women in the workforce. The ‘think tank’, Critical Theory was formed and so
began the introduction to feminism and the idea that the two sexes are merely a ‘social
construct’.

The differences between the sexes are far more than a social construct. The differences are biological,
anatomical, and psychological reality. More importantly, the Great Bathroom Debate makes people
forget other evils their government is doing by making them focus on window dressing issues like
this one.

Obsessing over window dressing issues takes people’s minds off other things their government is doing
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Dangers to Children

At least Presidential candidate Ted Cruz got this much right when discussing the North Carolina
bathroom laws.

Grown adult men — strangers— should not be alone in a bathroom with little girls. And
that’s not conservative. That’s not Republican or Democrat. That’s basic common sense.

Of course, leftists in rags like the NY Daily News have been getting up on their soapboxes and letting
everyone know, once again, how morally superior they are by preaching one of their code words:
tolerance.

But [allowing men into women’s bathrooms] is not false tolerance — it’s real tolerance.

Predictably, they take the side of those they claim are being oppressed by not being allowed into the
wrong bathroom.

Gender is not a confusing concept except in Anglo America where liberals use 0.3% of the population to attack the other 99.7%

Fallacy of the Superior Virtue of the Oppressed

Putting this into a philosophical perspective, Bertrand Russell knew the so-called oppressed did not
have superior virtue to the majority simply by virtue of being oppressed.

There’s no rational reason to believe that one segment of mankind is morally superior to
another. But many moralists like to think better of groups to which they do not belong, and
especially oppressed groups such as “subject nations, the poor, women and children” – or
noble savages…The logic can then be used by the oppressed: because we are more virtuous,
we should rule.

We see this time and again with leftists. The majority, particularly if they’re heterosexual, white, and
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Christian are demonized while those with tendencies that differ from the norm are lifted up as
sterling, superior human beings.

The reality is, once the Cultural Marxists realize this agenda item, this is what will happen next.

Eventually, once the oppression ends, everyone can see that the superior virtue was
fictional… Socialists want it both ways: to proclaim the virtues of the [working class] while
working to change the conditions that [causes] those supposed virtues.

Marxists will then go on to look for another victim group. Once The Great Bathroom Debate is won,
they will pursue another fringe group to take up the cause of. Indications are the next cause they take
up will be lowering the age of consent and legalizing pedophilia. As pointed out by Conservapedia
this issue has already been broached by at least one Supreme Court Justice, Ruth Bader Ginsburg:

Ginsburg called for reducing the age of consent for sexual acts to persons who are less than
12 years old. She asserted that laws against bigamists, persons cohabiting with more than
one woman, and women cohabiting with a bigamist are unconstitutional.

Clearly, there are still more institutions of Western Civilization for the left to knock down, unleashing
the worst instincts of man on the society. The left is doing it piece by piece, step by step.

Ultimately, once America and Europe are eliminated as threats to an immoral, Communist New
World Order the thinking of the elite is the rest of the world will fall into line with their evil chess
game.

In order to effectively fight back against Marxism we need to change tactics, stop dancing to their tune and stop playing defense

Change Tactics

If traditionalists and conservatives want to win and save society from a degenerate future, instead of
dancing to the Marxists’ tune and playing defense the majority needs to take a different tactic and go
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on the offensive.

For the past 50 years the majority has been losing the culture war because it always assumes a
defensive crouch each time a far left agenda item is unleashed on them, and  they then fall back
instead of going on the offense and making the far left out to be the hounds of hell they are. The left
needs to be made to defend its degenerate policies, not the other way around in which conservatives
try to prove they are not some sort of collective boogerman.

As long as the left and its Cultural Marxist media set the agenda, look for ever-increasing
ridiculousness to enter the Overton Window of acceptable political debate in a dying America. One
would have never thought we would arrive at the point that bathrooms become such a hot topic of
debate, but alas, the power hungry know no bounds in their sociopathic quest to destroy those they
disdain.
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Democracy Collapses: Expect the Rise of a Caesar
This Century
April 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Spengler predicted the rise of a Caesar in the West as democracy collapses under the weight of its present-day corruption by an economic
elite

The New Modern Man | Spengler’s Decline of the West Series

As previously pointed out in this article about Oswald Spengler’s astonishingly accurate predictions
for the Western world made a century ago, we are currently in the Winter of a declining Western
civilization. Liberalism, enabled by economic interests that have corrupted the political structure, is
attempting to destroy the foundations the society was built on in search of the civilization’s ultimate
unattainable goal: a socialist Utopia.

Spengler speaks to how this cycle has played out in other High Cultures as the foundations of
religion, myth and tradition no longer inspire a culture.

Again and again there appears this type of strong-minded, completely non-metaphysical
man, and in the hands of this type lies the intellectual and material destiny of each and every
“late” period. Such are the men who carried through the Babylonians, the Egyptian, the
Indian, the Chinese, the Roman Civilizations, and in such periods do Buddhism, Stoicism,
Socialism ripen into definitive world conceptions which enable a moribund humanity to be
attacked and re-formed in its intimate structure. Pure Civilization, as a historical process,
consists in a progressive taking down of forms that have become inorganic or dead.

In other words, the spread of the Final World Sentiment of Western culture from the year 1900
results from the culture having become completely inorganic in its Winter, and the new, inorganic
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culture forms attempting to destroy the older, organic culture forms.

However, if Western civilization survives the onslaught of the left, there will be an iron-fisted
response to suicidal liberalism coming by the end of this century (perhaps sooner) as predicted in
Spengler’s Decline of the West. We are perhaps seeing the first stirrings of this sentiment with the
Trump candidacy and the growing wave of nonconformity to the Marxists’ political correctness
narrative. Spengler called it Caesarism – the victory of bloody politics of force over a corrupt
democracy run by a moneyed elite, and the return of man from living in a state of high ideals to his
more animalistic nature.

Traditions and religion are torn down in the Civilization phase of a society

New Vs. Old

Spengler noted that in every past high culture, the new eventually tries to destroy the old. This
conflict reaches a crescendo at the end of a civilization. We can see this unfolding in the West with
factions trying to destroy the traditions it was founded upon. The goal of a socialist Utopia, to
Spengler, is Western civilization’s longing to fulfill the promise of the Prime Symbol that has
motivated it for the last 1,000 years: the quest for infinity. It would represent the ultimate triumph of
mankind over nature to achieve this; however nature does not operate in a vacuum. Each victory of
man leads to a defeat in some other area in his struggle against nature.

This conflict between new and old, Spengler thought, happens as a key development in the evolution
of a high culture, as it moves from the Spring and Summer Culture phases to the Autumn and Winter
Civilization phases. A society stops looking for intrinsic fulfillment and increasingly turns to
extrinsic fulfillment. Instead of tradition and ideals, the society turns to a life guided by economics
and politics.
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The Civilization phase represents the victory of extrinsic reason, economics, and urban life over
intrinsic tradition and religion. Spengler maintained that a culture like Faustian (Western) culture
would become ever more materialistic, over analytical, and irreligious as it moved through the
Autumn and Winter of its evolution. It has become obvious that sacrificing one’s entire life to
become a machine of economic growth is one of the reasons the West has lost the culture it was
founded upon and now worships at the altar of consumerism and materialism. However, the society
cannot continue to exist on economic growth, materialism, and consumerism alone. It cannot exist
without the simpler, more intuitive (and biologically essential – like reproductive) ways of life
represented in the Culture phase.

As seen in the West, as the culture shifts from intrinsic to extrinsic values, people can no longer come
up with a reason to have children and the civilization sterilizes itself. Children become part of an
economic equation instead of an intuitive part of life. Most, if not all, of the values promoted by the
modern left in the United States are representative of this conflict of New vs. Old.

“New” liberalism attempts to extinguish “old” traditions the society needs to survive which leads to chaos and destruction

Chaos Ensues

As a sort of “immune system” response to the new trying to destroy the old, as in the case with
modern liberalism trying to take fascistic control of the West and destroy everything it was built
upon, a society will eventually look for a strong man to solve problems that its democracy cannot. As
the old ways are threatened, traditionalists and conservatives will become desperate to survive. From
Decline of the West:

What stands is only the historical fact of an accelerated demolition of ancient forms that
leaves the path clear for Caesarism.
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The Enlightenment ideals of “Liberté, égalité, fraternité” are already beginning to break down as the
checks and balances of a democratic system interfere with one another to create political polarization.
Also, the ethnic groups that created Western civilization are being demographically replaced by
foreign populations who have very different ways of life. The conflict between these ethnic groups –
the native Western population and the immigrants who are replacing them – and liberalism
destroying the traditions of the society will make compromise increasingly hopeless. The left will try
to force its views on the right, and the State will become increasingly tyrannical in order to enforce
these laws.

Those on the left are “Philistine World Improvers” in Spengler’s literature. By imposing fascist
leftism on everyone, they are suffocating individualism and creativity with the power of the state.
This is leading to an increasingly childlike population beholden to the state, and the death of freedom
and tradition. Decline of the West says the inorganic, intellectual goals of the World Improvers are
ultimately pointless:

…and all these doctrines of Monism, Darwinism, Positivism, and what not are elevated into
the fitness moral which is the beacon of American business men, British politicians, and
German progress Philistines alike – and turns out, in the last analysis, to be nothing but an
intellectualist caricature of the old justification by faith.

Spengler’s predictions tell us traditionalists and conservatives will respond with anti-intellectualism
which will push back against the academic left, which now dominates Western society’s educational
institutions. Traditionalists and conservatives will also begin promoting a second religiousness, and
assembling private, mercenary armies.

Multiculturalism and diversity will be discredited as ethnic tensions increase, and whites are
increasingly scapegoated for all the ills in society. Tensions between groups supporting the new
versus the old (liberalism versus conservatism) will lead to the breakdown of democracy. Each group
will begin to look out for its own best interest instead of the good of the society as a whole. As chaos
results, people will demand the corrupt, broken democracy be destroyed and replaced by the
leadership of a strongman.
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Will a corrupt democracy be replaced by a return to leadership by a charismatic strongman like Augustus? Spengler thought so

Hail Caesar

Caesarism is a civilization’s way of trying to restore itself, an immune response to runaway
liberalism. As Western civilization is crippled by economic powers ruling the political structure
instead of ideals and liberalism debasing the society, the traditional population which forms the
foundation of the West will become increasingly desperate to survive.

Indeed, the tendency (especially over the last 50 years) in American politics has been towards
increasing power in the hands of one man. This concentration of power in the executive branch is
escalating now that squabbling factions within the democracy are rendering Western governments
increasingly ineffectual. As confidence in in the state continues to decline, the final shift to Caesarism
will be realized when armies shift their allegiance from the state to a charismatic strongman who
promises reform and swift and decisive action. Professor Thomas Sunic ties the predicted shift to
Caesarism with the deep corruption in democracy as it is hijacked by a moneyed elite:

Spengler contends that the rise of Caesarism must be viewed as a natural fulfillment of the
money-dictatorship as well as its dialectical removal.

Another historian, “Galteeman” summarizes the shift to Caesarism:

People become increasingly aware that their “democracy” is not that at all and is in fact a
sort of plutocracy where the strings are being pulled by the richest behind a façade of
cynical self aggrandizing opportunists posing as statesmen, whose real purpose is the
accumulation of power for power itself and treating politics as a sort of game to be indulged
in for the pleasure of it.

The parties on the ballot paper are mirror images of each other, peopled as they are by
cynical game players who can be bought by the money men, be they socialist or
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conservative their “policy differences” are mere window dressings and the true policies are
in essence the same for both sides, the continuation of the status quo and victory for the
personal, financial and power gains and “jobs for the boys.”

The masses, aware of their powerlessness resort to a purely passive role as spectators of the
suffering of others on TV so long as it doesn’t affect them directly. They are supplied with a
reasonable standard of living and shallow entertainments (bread and circuses) in return for
keeping their heads down and their mouths shut, and for going along with the status quo at
election time or abstaining as more and more do.

In any case the “free media” which goes along with democracy is essentially in the power of
money also and increasingly resorts to a sloganeering form of ranting, whether either right
leaning or left leaning it is just another form of entertainment to titillate the viewers without
any real substance.

Slowly the cynicism builds and builds until one day, sick to the teeth of the corrupt, bogus
and empty institutions of state and the utter meaninglessness of a isolated and empty
existence, the people cry out for a savior in the form of a great and heroic leader who will
smash the rotten edifice of democracy and purify the world.

Hail Caesar!

This synopsis fits the world America and Europe are heading into in the 21st century perfectly.

Over half a dozen High Cultures have come and gone, there is reason to think the West’s prime time has past

The Struggle Continues

As Spengler saw it, the idea of a Utopia like the one envisioned by today’s left is ridiculous. To him
life is about struggle, conflict, and man’s Will to Power – his ability to impose his will creatively or
destructively. Civilization dulls his true nature. He viewed optimism about changing man’s condition
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as cowardice. Spengler details the process of Civilization returning the Culture back to the earth from
which it sprang:

But Civilization, the real “return to Nature,” is the extinction of Nobility – not as physical
stock, but as living tradition – and the supplanting of destiny pulse by causal intelligence.
With this, nobility becomes no more than a prefix. And, for that very reason, Civilized
history is superficial history, directed disjointedly to obvious aims, and so becomes formless
in the cosmic, dependent on the accident of great individuals, destitute of inward sureness,
line, and meaning. With Caesarism history relapses back into the historyless, the old beat of
primitive life, with endless and meaningless battles for material power, such as those of the
Roman soldier emporers of the third century and the corresponding “Sixteen States” of
China (265-420) which differ only in unessentials from the events of beast life in a jungle.

In this view, the arrival of a Caesar as democracy crumbles returns man to his natural state:
dominance hierarchies, battling each other for control of turf and booty. Not returning to an
uncivilized state would ultimately enfeeble man according to The Heroic Vitalists, including
Nietzsche, who influenced Spengler’s work.

The Heroic Vitalists feared that the recent trends toward democracy would hand over power
to the ill-bred, uneducated, and immoral, whereas their belief in a transcendent force in
nature directing itself onward and upward gave some hope that this force would overrule in
favor of the strong, intelligent, and noble.

This force, seen in the historical cycles of the High Cultures, is a reversion to Caesarism and a return
to the more animal-like nature of man. It may well be that there is no alternative to a Caesar, as we
are seeing in our own democracy as its machinery breaks down. And, given the choice between
Caesarism or destruction of Western culture at the hands of the Socialist left, it is reasonable to think
people will choose order, however temporary, even if it is given to them by a dictator.
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The 5 F’s of a Happy Man
April 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Men are pretty simple creatures, it is not hard to make us happy

In the increasingly isolated, demographically moribund existence individuals face in the Western
world, men are regularly scapegoated for all the problems women and the world face. This “Women
are Wonderful” effect is rampant in modern times, and it a symbolic of a culture that pedestalizes
women. The Women are Wonderful effect is detailed here:

Research suggests that people associate more positive attributes with women compared to
men. This bias reflects an emotional bias toward women as a general case.

Contrary to what the cultural mythmakers tell us, the conclusion can be made that society is actually
sexist against men as the narrative turns women into eternal victims and men into the
antagonists. This bias favoring women marginalizes men and feminism then pours gasoline on the
fire. As Martin Daubney of Loaded magazine has observed The Grand Narrative of the Western
world (and Anglo society in particular) disparages men, illustrated in this infographic:
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Anglo society’s biases represent men as evil oppressors and pedestalize women

According to this distorted world view, men have no problems, men are the problems, we have all
positive opportunities, and we control politics, the economy, and society while actively oppressing
women. This caricature of men could not be farther from the truth in the present day, since men and
especially white men are excommunicated from society.
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Following The Grand Narrative, if society instead went back to a traditional model in which men
manage politics, the economy, and society both sexes would be happier. However, one major
clarification needs to be made: Men do not have all positive opportunities nor outcomes, and do not
wish to actively oppress women. In fact, most men want to serve women in the traditional manner
and for women to in turn serve us in a traditional manner. This delicate balance between the sexes has
been upset by feminism and Cultural Marxism, which seeks rights and privileges for women without
giving them responsibilities.

This bias against men is represented by the fact that never is the issue of female privilege discussed
by feminists nor is handing women the blue-collar and grunt work responsibilities of society a topic
of interest. Men overwhelmingly die in greater numbers in combat, in the workplace, at industrial
jobs, they make up the majority of the homeless, and women win custody of children 4 out of 5
times. They are also subject to being turned into economic slaves of the child support and alimony
system but get no say in the vaunted “women’s right to choose” as to whether or not their offspring
will be killed by an abortionist after conception.

While returning to traditional sex roles sounds complicated, one must realize in reality what most
men want is pretty simple. Our desires can be broken down to a simple list. And for that, we offer our
lives, our bodies, our protection, guidance, and the fruits of our labor. Here is a list of 5 F’s which
keep men happy.

Men are genetically and biologically wired to desire sex; all interaction and transactions are directed at bedding a hot babe; for the female
the directive is getting an Alpha male to commit

(F)uck Us

Biologically, the meaning of life is to have sex and reproduce. It has been the Prime Directive on
planet earth for over 4 billion years. All animals have sex, and humans are no exception. The sexual
market is the granddaddy of all other markets. Like it or not, all other transactions humans make are
in service or either raising their status or power for men, or women making themselves more alluring
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to Alpha males.

Sex is a biological and psychological need for both men and women, but especially men. Without it,
all sorts of problems arise. The mass shooting craze in Anglo America only illustrates one of the
psychological dangers of leaving a class of men completely sexless. (Of course, drugging them with
brain-altering SSRIs does not help.)

The numbers of men who don’t get any are quite large, yet very few females (not surprisingly) ever
have to go without. Here’s what one study found about how many involuntarily celibate (incel) men
there are in Anglo society :

A whopping 40% of young men under 35 reported to be INCEL for the past 6 months
(involuntary celibate), but only 3% of women. This was from a survey of 5,000 people. So
40% of men under 35 can’t get sex or have not had sex in the past 6 months, where as only
3% of women under 35 reported not having sex in the past 6 months. What does this tell
you? To me it means 40% of men are rejects, not good enough for women, be it from being
too ugly or socially undesirable or whatever. And it means that women are whores who get
sex easily.

Going back to monogamy and marriage would end this glut of males at the lower end of the
spectrum, since females instinctually only chase the top 20% of men and neglect the rest. The result
is not only violent outbursts from sexless males, but a mass checking out of society such as the
MGTOWs (Men Going Their Own Way) are righteously doing. As one MGTOW put it:

Chasing women is stressful, requiring much deliberation, effort, and strategy.
Once you have a woman, she will invariably bring great stress into your life; power
struggles, constant nattering and complaints, constant neediness and being
demanding, drama, arguments, restrictions of your freedom to do what you want when
you want, even what foods you put into your body.
When the woman leaves you, or you leave her, more stress and drama ensues.

The MGTOWs have a valid point. However, without the family society does not continue and those
that remove themselves from the sexual market become genetic dead ends. This is a philosophy that
is great for a certain segment of men, but someone has to carry the weight of society if we wish for
the human species to continue.
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Family is the foundation of a civilized society

Give Us a (F)amily

By turning the idea of family into an antiquated concept relegated to lowly “breeders” Western
society is committing suicide. Here are a few reasons family is so important to men and society and
general.

Family organizes society around the fact children are the future
Family makes for a more civilized society
Family gives men a reason to strive and work hard
People with supportive families are happier and more fulfilled as individuals

The documentary Happy, which features findings from the scientific study of happiness found:

Society tells us in order to be happy, we need to be successful, make a lot of money, and
have a good job. Although having enough money to take care of basic needs (food, shelter,
clothes) does increase happiness, an excess of money doesn’t necessarily make us any
happier. Someone who makes $5 million a year isn’t necessarily any happier than someone
who brings home $50,000 a year. In fact, people who are very focused on making more
money and higher social status tend to be more depressed, anxious, and generally less
energized. The happiest people are those who focus their time and energy on close,
supportive friends and family, and community.
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Family turns the focus of society from pursuit of extrinsic goals (money, image, possessions, shallow
things) to intrinsic goals (personal development, activity, and community) that naturally make people
happier.

Cooking is becoming a lost art since feminism

(F)eed Us

Cooking is becoming a lost art since feminism. According to feminism, the kitchen might as well be a
dungeon and is the vortex of hell in the ongoing oppression of women. In reality, when women do
traditional things like cooking and cleaning, they wind up happier than careerist shrikes who sell
commit themselves to corporations who do not care about them instead of a husband that would.

The American Sociological Review found if men did all of what the researchers
characterized as feminine chores like folding laundry, cooking or vacuuming — the kinds of
things many women say they want their husbands to do — then couples had sex 1.5 fewer
times per month than those with husbands who did what were considered masculine chores,
like taking out the trash or fixing the car… the greater the husband’s share of masculine
chores compared with feminine ones, the greater his wife’s reported sexual satisfaction.

This flies in the face of everything feminism tells women and men, and it is only one study among
many that reinforce inconvenient facts that the sexes are fundamentally different. Another study in
New Zealand also found this, even though its findings are cloaked in politically correct language.

Psychologists surveyed a representative sample of (6,000) New Zealanders and found that a
man’s score on a test of ‘benevolent sexism’ – a view of women as ‘deserving of men’s
adoration and protection’ – was directly correlated with his overall life satisfaction. Their
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results also indicated that women are happier in relationships with sexist men.

Benevolent sexism is an invented phrase for traditional sex roles that have existed for thousands of
generations in our species for a reason. Traditional roles exist not because women are oppressed by
men, but because traditional sex roles make both sexes happier. Women want to submit to a powerful
man (i.e.as the 50 Shades of Grey insanity proved). So, guys stop being a limp-wristed metrosexual
and start being a demanding asshole.

Sending women back to the kitchen may be the best thing we ever did for their happiness.

Ball busting women are a huge turnoff

Don’t (F)ight With Us

There is nothing more unattractive than a ball-busting woman. Unfortunately it is becoming more
common as Cultural Marxism continues pushing an agenda of androgenizing the population,
masculinizing women and feminizing men. As the excellent men’s blog Chateau Heartise puts it:

‘Manning up’ by secularized post-industrial women is prominent in both their physical
features (fatter, manjaw-ier, bigger framed) and their personalities (bitchier, more entitled,
less fecund, more prone to binge drinking).

Assuming a feminine posture is more desirable than continuing to prove Freud’s penis envy theories
right on a daily basis.

Men also need to realize women operate on the hedonic treadmill principle, and stop putting up with
constant complaining. Find a way to end it by being an asshole (chicks dig jerks) and tell her to shut
the fuck up. The hedonic treadmill is an important concept:

The hedonic treadmill, also known as hedonic adaptation, is the observed tendency of
[women] to quickly return to a relatively stable level of happiness despite major positive or
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negative events or life changes.

This means that no matter what men do for women, what men buy for them or the sacrifices they
make, once a new car, wardrobe or home is purchased women will return to the same overall level of
happiness. Meaning, her feels from that huge purchase won’t last long. Consumerism and
materialism is driven by women and it is not making people happier. Rammstein actually highlighted
this tendency in their excellent song Rosenrot (translated to English).

The boy climbs the mountain in torment
He doesn’t really care about the view
Only the little rose is on his mind
He brings it to his sweetheart

She wants it and that’s fine
So it was and so it will always be
She wants it and that’s the custom
Whatever she wants she gets

At his boots, a stone breaks
[He] Doesn’t want to be on the cliff anymore
And a scream lets everyone know
Both are falling to the ground

Don’t be the boy who climbs the mountain of her materialistic desires in torment just because she is
bitching only to end up falling off the edge. And women, stop being so demanding and be thankful
for what you already have as world religions tell you to do.

Fucking around is perhaps the worst thing you can do to a man
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Don’t (F)uck Around

There is nothing more devastating to a man than female infidelity. In addition to the supreme slap in
the face cuckolding him is, unknowingly raising a child that is not biologically his offers no greater
disrespect. Estimates vary but anywhere from 3% to 10% of men are raising a child that is not
biologically theirs and are ignorant of the fact.

In the Western world, female infidelity is encouraged if not rewarded with cash and prizes by a
family court system that actively practices misandry (male hatred).

Paternity guarantees are why marriage evolved in all societies on earth. Ditching this disincentivizes
men from participating in society and turns them into nothing more than sperm donors. Offering men
a seat at the table of the human family with guarantees of female fidelity was one of the best features
of patriarchy. As Female Misogynist put it (yes, a woman who criticizes other women!):

Patriarchy, to begin with, gives males purpose. A man who is hoping to achieve great
things, to build something, to discover something, has to restrain his violent impulses.

This ownership gives the man a motivation to protect his wife and daughters (and sons)
from threats, chiefly other men.

In unpatriarchal societies, which are invariably either primitive tribes or else rapidly
collapsing civilizations, women are raped or robbed frequently. Men have no reason not to
do these things; their sole purpose is to act as sperm donor and gratify their own whims.
Such tribes have no real concept of paternity, so mothers are free to raise their sons as they
wish, without interference from those pesky fathers. According to feminist propaganda,
these women will raise their sons to be peaceful and nonviolent and respectful to women. In
reality, these fatherless boys grow up violent, rootless, and with no reason not to do
whatever they feel like.

All civilized societies on earth have practiced monogamy. This is why not fucking around is so
important.
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Like it or not, patriarchy, marriage, and family are the building blocks of a civilized society

Not So Hard to Do

We often hear what women want but society fails to ask what men want. The 5 tenets of  making men
happy are very little ask. Following this outline will make society more civilized and benefit it in the
long run. The alternative is to continue along the primrose path the West is now taking towards
genetic, cultural, and demographic extinction.

The West is continuing to trade what works for what sounds good. Having women in the workplace
benefits the government by providing 50% more taxpayers and  benefits corporations by cutting labor
costs in half, but does not benefit civilized society nor the family.

The failure to conform to this simple model is the product of a society that has lost touch with the
traditions it was founded on. As Spengler put it, in the Winter of a society people analyze everything
to death and life is no longer a thing to be lived but a problem to be solved. Intellectuals arrogantly
criticize the life-giving traditions of the society and moneyed interests profit from tearing these
traditions apart. Fertility declines, families break up, and society falls apart.

Meantime, nobody ever asks how can we serve both sexes better, only how can we serve women
better.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Weekend Reading | April 29, 2016
April 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of April 29, 2016.

Manosphere

70 Health and Wellness Tips

There are many people out there who would lose a lot of money if you were healthy or
don’t want you healthy for other reasons. This includes the government, your doctors, and
the medical establishment as a whole. Governments fear strong and smart populaces as
strong and smart populaces don’t tolerate bullshit very long. Hence America has a very
corrupt government because it’s population is neither strong nor smart. Likewise a healthy
populace presents another problem. Factor that in with many want to reduce the world’s
population and it’s a wonder we haven’t been told to ingest anti-freeze by the government
and medical establishment (at least not yet).

What the Heck Are Critical Thinking Skills Anyway

“Critical thinking” or “critical thinking skills” come up in two common scenarios. One,
when a leftist defends their worthless liberal arts degree, claiming it provides them with the
rare and enviable skill of “critical thinking.” And…two, when liberal arts professors defend
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their bogus fields of study by claiming the “#1 thing employers look for in college graduates
is critical thinking!”

Why Do SJWs Like Game of Thrones When It Stands for Everything They’re
Against?

As the new season of the HBO series Game of Thrones got underway, I noticed that all of
the Social Justice Warriors on my social media were really excited about the new season. It
seems like an odd fit given that Game of Thrones seems to stand for almost the exact
opposite of what SJWs profess to believe. What does their fondness for the series tell us
about their real beliefs?

Minimalism

How Your Insecurity is Bought and Sold

In the 1920s, women didn’t smoke. Or if they did, they were severely judged for it. It was
taboo. Like graduating from college or getting elected to Congress, people believed women
should leave the smoking to men. Honey, you might hurt yourself. Or burn your beautiful
hair.This posed a problem for the tobacco industry.

Decline of the West

Winter is Coming Part I – What is a SHTF Event

When people think of prepping or planning for SHTF, there is a stupid, popular tendency to
just assume these are morons who have spent too many hours playing Fallout on their PC
and are just LARPING their (((end of days))) fantasies. This is inaccurate. SHTF events
occur every year in several places around the globe. They also occur in scales of calamity.
Prepping on at least some level is a wise and beneficial decision I would recommend to all
of you.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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The Isle of Man TT Helps Us Rediscover Masculine Risk-
Taking
April 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Isle of Man TT has been raising hell for over a century

What could be crazier than a white-knuckle race through city streets, countryside, and around blind
curves on a motorcycle? The Isle of Man TT is just that, widely considered the most prestigious race
in all of motorcycle racing and the ultimate test of man and machine. The TT has run since 1907 on
the tiny Isle of Man between Ireland and Scotland.

The highlight is the Superbike TT which contains motorcycles of 1000c to 1200c and regularly
reaches speeds of over 200 miles per hour. There are other classes of racing, but the Superbike TT is
without a doubt the biggest adrenaline rush.

The race showcases risk-taking, death-defying male behavior rarely seen in the increasingly gelded
Western world. It is literally death-defying, it is balls out, it is certifiably insane. That is arguably
what makes it great.

The legacy media roundly criticizes the event, as there have been over 140 deaths of competitors at
practices or races since its inception—an average of slightly more than one death annually! In 2005
alone 11 men died. If the entire series is included, adding the Manx Grand Prix and Clubman series
of the 1940s and 1950s the total number of deaths jumps to almost 250. But the races continue.
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Death is waiting around every turn at the TT

The Course

The Snaefell Mountain Course is where the action takes place. It is a 37.73 mile course around the
Isle of Man that starts in the town of Douglas. At the incredible speeds of 150 to 200 miles per hour,
it takes less than 20 minutes to run the entire course.

The course runs through narrow city streets, bumpy back roads, curvy mountain roads, and rolling
countryside. Some say it makes Nürburgring look like an amateur course by comparison. This video
shows what it is like to run a lap around the Isle of Man TT at speeds topping 200 mph, seen from
Guy Martin’s point of view as he races one of the event’s biggest names, Michael Dunlop. The skill
of these riders is simply amazing.

In some parts of the video the drivers are moving so fast the camera begins to blur, and you cannot
make out the onlookers as the bikes zoom by at warp speed. The course offers a wide variety of
terrain and a host of challenges. While the weather was good when this video was made, the TT has
been run in rainy conditions before, making the feat even more incredible.

Some of these racers have been at this sport their entire lives, and one man has not let middle age stop
him from surpassing many younger men at the Isle of Man TT.
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43-year old John McGuinness, Isle of Man TT lap record holder ready to rocket out from the starting gate

TT Titans

The Lap Record was set by John McGuinness during the 2015 season. McGuinness blazed through
the course at an average speed of 132.701 miles per hour in 17 minutes and 3.567 seconds.

McGuinness had this to say after his record-setting run in 2015.

It’s something I’m really proud of, winning against all those youngsters. The bar is going up
and up and I’ve got to go up with them. I’m 43 now, and I’m not in the greatest shape in the
world, but mentally I’m strong. When you reach my age, you look crap but I feel great, and
I still know how to do it. I just needed to find that little bit of heart and? determination, and
belief.

The Race Record is held by Michael Dunlop, who completed the 6 laps of the TT in 1 hour, 45
minutes and 29.980 seconds at an average speed of 128.747 miles per hour during the 2013 season.
Together with McGuinness, Dunlop is one of the biggest names in the sport.

Dunlop’s brother, Robert died in the 2008 Isle of Man TT after a crash. Dunlop responds to some of
the criticism he regularly receives for racing each year.

People say it’s a dangerous sport and that you are mad in the head and if I’m honest, yeah, I
have a little touch in the head and I’m probably not the full square.

But at the end of the day, I’m not battering women or taking drugs.
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Michael Dunlop and John McGuinness posing together

Male Risk Taking Behavior

Aside from the glory and love of sport, what could possibly motivate men to take such risks? We
need look no further than the demands of natural selection. It is ingrained into male DNA to take
risks. The University of California at San Diego did research into male risk-taking and came up with
these scientific conclusions:

For physiological reasons, the investment required to produce an offspring is generally
much greater for a female than for a male (in humans 9 months of gestation time vs. a few
minutes). Thus, a male potentially can greatly increase his Darwinian fitness by having sex
with multiple partners, whereas a female cannot. One potential consequence of this is much
greater variability in male reproductive success than female. This difference may make it
adaptive for males to be willing to take great risks for a chance of raising their
attractiveness to mates (Buss, 2003). For example, suppose that running a 5% risk of death
can move an organism’s fertility from the 50th percentile for their sex to the 90th.

And that is what it is all about at the end of the day. As one scientist puts it:

[Sexual selection] comes down to the heartless business of nature saving those heredities
that work and rejecting those that don’t.

It is a cost-benefit analysis that works out in favor of male risk-taking behavior. Of course there will
be males that die or are maimed, but females fuck the winners. As cold as that statement is, it is
absolutely true in nature. You need look no further than the first few seconds of this video to see the
female reaction to the risk taking at the Isle of Man TT. The lady literally screams with glee as each
of the racers zoom by.
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The Disposable Male

Sad as it is, in nature the male is expendable. Only in the human family through patriarchy have
males been given a seat at the table. (Feminism will return the human species to a feral state since
there will be no more paternity guarantees or incentive for paternal investment.)

Biologically, even though civilization has refined men through patriarchy, the same drives towards
risk-taking behavior are still encoded into us. We all know women are drawn to risk takers and bad
boys like a moth to a flame. To a female, a risk-taking, devil may care male attitude says to her
biological sex drive these genes are worth keeping. So, men take risks. It’s just part of what we do.

Imagine if men did not take risks in the past where we would be as a species. It is evolutionary
advantageous for males to take risks versus being soft, safety-obsessed herbs that stay home and hide
behind mommy’s skirt. This risk-taking behavior has pushed our species forward, which is why it is
so tragic that male behavior is being socially engineered to be more lady-like in the West. We need to
rediscover this behavior in the West.

Motorcycle racing is not for everyone, however it teaches us valuable lessons about masculinity

Rediscovering Masculinity

It goes without saying that not every man needs to be doing 200 mph in a motorcycle road race, but
masculinity and its rough around the edges, risk-taking, experimenting behavior is important to the
continued well-being of our species. For that reason, the Isle of Man TT is a celebration of what
makes it great to be a man.

One can then carry this inspiration over into other areas of life that have nothing to do with
motorcycles: entrepreneurship, travel, forming a family, competition, or running off to the Caribbean.
Rather than obsess over security and safety, men need to be worrying about liberty and the freedom
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to take risks. We need to be allowed to fail since men often learn more from failure than anything
else. The state needs to get out of mens’ lives and let us live.

As politician Dean Alfange puts it in his classic poem:

I do not choose to be a common man. It is my right to be uncommon— if I can. I seek
opportunity not security. I do not wish to be a kept citizen, humbled and dulled by having
the state look after me.

I want to take the calculated risk; to dream and to build, to fail and to succeed. I refuse to
barter incentive for a dole. I prefer the challenges of life to the guaranteed existence; the
thrill of fulfillment to the stale calm of utopia.

I will not trade freedom for beneficence nor my dignity for a handout. I will never cower
before any master nor bend to any threat.

It is my heritage to stand erect, proud and unafraid; to think and act for myself, enjoy the
benefit of my creations and to face the world boldly and say, “This I have done.”

Another area of encouragement also coming out of Europe has been a recent move towards music
and music videos with masculine themes as more and more men perhaps realize being tranquilized by
a nanny state and bossed around by women is not good for them or humanity.

If you are interested in seeing the Isle of Man TT in person, it will run in late May and early June this
year. You can find out more on the Isle of Man TT web site.
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Have a Drink: Santo Libre
April 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Santo Libre cocktail is very popular in the Caribbean

Santo Libre cocktail | Relampago’s Rating: 

Santo Libre cocktails are very popular here in the Caribbean. I discovered them in a casino with a
very pretty friend of mine as we were playing blackjack one night.

They’re basically a Cuba Libre (rum and Coke) except this drink uses Sprite and a twist of lime
instead.

2 oz Ron Barceló rum (or whatever your brand is)
1/2 oz lime juice
Sprite soda

They’re great to sip on at one of the beautiful beaches here on the Samaná peninsula. This is my
favorite spot.
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Eye Candy of the Week | May 1, 2016
May 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Naughty is a good word to describe the glint from this woman’s eyes. She looks like she needs to be
spanked. Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for May 1, 2016.
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Comment Winners | May 1, 2016
May 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $20 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Month competition

Comment of the Month | $20 Cash Winner

The New Modern Man commenter charlessledge001 wins the inaugural Comment of the Month
competition gets a cool $20.

In the Prostitution – Heinous Crime or the Government in Your Bedroom comments section he knew
women always play the victim card, and they play it well.

No matter what women are going to be seen as a victim. This has been ingrained in Western
society for thousands of year now it has just hit peak insanity since the rise of Feminism and
such in the 60’s, at least in America. Never has a society coddled women like Western
society which may be why they act out, because they’ve been spoiled for so long…Both
Liberals and Conservatives in America worship women just in different ways.

The victim role women assume to maximize their leverage in society is further detailed with the
Women Are Wonderful infographic in The 5 F’s of a Happy Man.

He also touches on the fact many issues are created by the legacy media out of whole cloth, and
then shoehorned into the water cooler narrative.

Whenever something is pushed hard by the media and the mainstream (such as sex
trafficking and the Superbowl) I know that it’s either one bullshit or two misconstrued.

The old saying goes: you have to create problems to create profit. The legacy media is very good at
creating problems.
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We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter charlessledge001 also wins our inaugural Comment of the Week competition and gets
$5, enough to have a beer on us. In response to the Antidepressants Are Dangerous Drugs article
which details some of the risks of SSRI medication, he said:

Damn I knew that stuff was bad for you but didn’t know it was that bad. It’s crazy how
blatantly society is given poison in so many different forms and every one just keeps
marching along.

Indeed, the power the social engineers and the medical-pharmaceutical complex wield is as
astonishing as it is ghastly.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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If God Does Not Exist, Anything is Permitted
May 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Religion means much more to a society than just belief

Dostoevsky said it best: If God does not exist, anything is permitted. His novel The Brothers
Karamazov had it right, without a religious moral code as its backbone society degenerates and
becomes amoral. People begin to stand on shallow principles, as has happened in the West. Nihilism,
the belief that life is without any intrinsic value becomes rampant. And, as one churchgoer told me at
a Catholic church here in Latin America:

When people don’t believe in God, they begin to believe they are God.

G.K. Chesterson also knew the dangers of ditching religion.

When men choose not to believe in God, they do not thereafter believe in nothing, they then
become capable of believing in anything.

As we are about to see, even atheists often have religious beliefs. But, their beliefs are focused on
other dogma instead of a god.

What the Left Worships

The left assumes a posture of superiority in America, because to them they are “smarter” than the
“primitives” who still “cling to their religion and guns” as Obama put it.

However, religion seems to be deeply embedded in the mind of man and the irreligious left is just as
susceptible to religious belief. As author Michael Crichton observed, the left adopts global warming
and other environmental issues as religion without realizing it. The entire global warming farrago is
based on shaky scientific evidence and political machinations, but leftists defend it with religious
fervor.

Those who do not believe in this pseudo-elite dogma are excommunicated from the leftist community
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and condemned as non-believers or deniers. The Global Warming Religion also reflects belief in sin
and redemption: people sin when they drive automobiles and use air conditioning but they can
redeem themselves by paying a carbon tax.

Crichton explains in his excellent essay Environmentalism as Religion:

Environmentalism seems to be the religion of choice for urban atheists. Why do I say it’s a
religion? Well, just look at the beliefs. If you look carefully, you see that environmentalism
is in fact a perfect 21st century remapping of traditional Judeo-Christian beliefs and myths.
There’s an initial Eden, a paradise, a state of grace and unity with nature, there’s a fall from
grace into a state of pollution as a result of eating from the tree of knowledge, and as a
result of our actions there is a judgment day coming for us all. We are all energy sinners,
doomed to die, unless we seek salvation, which is now called sustainability. Sustainability is
salvation in the church of the environment. Just as organic food is its communion, that
pesticide-free wafer that the right people with the right beliefs, imbibe.

Unfortunately, people often mean well when they believe in such a religion but their goodwill is
subverted by those who turn a cause into a racket. They also become fanatical in their beliefs and
want to persecute those who do not believe, as we have seen with the American government
discussing criminalization of climate denial.

Buddhism’s principle of nonviolence has served Asian societies well

Religion’s Role

As most of Europe is now atheist and an increasing number of people are not of the book in America,
we have seen the breakup of the family and the rise of degeneracy. Without religion to guide it, or the
wrong religion, society can go off the rails quickly. These excerpts from an essay on religion detail
three of the most important functions it serves.

Religion promotes the major social virtues like truth, honesty, non-violence, service, love,
discipline etc. A follower of the religions internalizes these virtues and becomes disciplined
citizen of the society.
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There is perhaps nothing that requires more discipline than raising a family and children who become
responsible members of society. Much to the chagrin of secularists, religious families do the best job
of achieving this according to demographic research of social scientists in Demographic Winter.

The family is perhaps the hardest feature of civilization to hold together, because man still has
animalistic instincts as Freud told us in Civilization and Its Discontents. Religion, when done right
attempts to harness these animal forces and direct them towards the common good.

Religion inculcates the spirit of self-service. It demands that people should be charitable and
benevolent. Through various religious experiences he forgets the worldly life and problems.
This experience suppresses the animal desires and converts the animal qualities of man to
human qualities.

And as Marxists know, when traditional religion can be subverted and turned into religions of the
environment and the state it imbues bureaucrats with enormous influence and power. Their religion
has become government worship. Marxists see the state as the savior of mankind.

Religion is one of the most important agents of socialization and social control. It has
significant role in organizing and directing social life. It helps in preserving social norms
and strengthening social control.

No religion in perfect. But before relegating Christianity to the ash heap of history as many on
the Left want to do, a cost-benefit analysis should be done. But what are its pros and cons when
attempting to replace it with a religion that worships government and the state as the savior of
mankind?

Governments have failed man time and time again and attract the very worst people (generally,
sociopaths) in our species. As Ronald Reagan said:

Government is not the solution to our problems, government is the problem.

Government is force. Essentially, it is a mob with a monopoly on violence. Therefore, it can only
bring about change by coercion. It is not a savior of mankind, but rather a cancer upon it.
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The cost-benefit analysis works out in favor of Christianity or other traditional religions vs. worshipping government

 Cultural Marxism

Destroying traditional religion and replacing it with a religion of the state is one of the effects of
Cultural Marxism. This is Cultural Marxism on paper:

[Cultural Marxism is] gradual process of destroying all traditions, languages, religions,
individuality, government, family, law and order in order to re-assemble society in the
future as a communist utopia. This Utopia will have no notion of gender, traditions,
morality, god or even family or the state.

In practice, it leads to worshipping the government as a religion. Also, it is an irony the diversity
Leftists sanctify in their religion of Marxism will ultimately destroy true diversity, as all nations,
peoples, and beliefs are blended into one ethnically mixed collective that bends its knee to the
almighty state.

The main vehicles currently used to promote the Socialist worldview are the legacy media and
Hollywood.
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Hollywood

Militant secularists in Hollywood regularly denigrate the beliefs of Christians and Jews, but they do
not poke fun at Buddhists and Muslims. In 1976 Carrie portrayed a lunatic Christian mother locking
her daughter up in a closet after she had her first period. More recently, Larry David peed on a
painting of Jesus Christ for comedic effect on his HBO series. One blogger pointed out Hollywood’s
bias:

Christians [are often portrayed] as weak nut cases, serial killers, stupid, schizophrenic, bad
parents, demonic or intolerant.

Seldom do we hear a point of view which differs, such as the following: Minister Eddie Hyatt’s essay
How Secular Media is Destroying Minds and Destroying America sums up what the sewer pipe
coming out of Hollywood does to society as it spews its Christophobic bile into theaters and our
homes.

I have come to realize that “don’t believe everything you see on TV” is a message that
America and the Church needs to hear. This is because our nation has adopted a belief
system based on a make-believe world produced by Hollywood script-writers and actors. In
this fictional world of Hollywood, sin does not exist and there are no consequences for our
behavior. In this unreal world, which is the product of someone’s imagination, sexual
deviancy and immorality are the norm and “fun” with no negative outcomes or aftereffects.
Drunkenness, crudeness and vulgarity are presented as acceptable and even “funny.” Good
is depicted as evil and evil as good.

It becomes much more than entertainment when people begin to subconsciously believe the fantasies
filmmakers are spinning, and adopting the moral codes represented on the screen.
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Christianity is attacked more than any other religion in America. This is due in part to Marxism, but
the reasons go deeper than that. As Spengler knew, once a society reaches the civilization stage a
battle of New vs. Old ideas proceeds. The society attempts to replace tradition and religion with
economics and theory. It begins to focus on earthly ideals instead of spiritual ones. This ultimately
leads to a society’s downfall.

Looking Up Instead of Down

Religion should inspire people to figuratively look up instead of down. Society benefits by its giving
man higher aspirations and goals in life than hedonism, materialism, and nihilism.

The failure to inspire man has widespread implications. One of the most important of our time is the
fact the more secularized society becomes, the fewer children people have. A birth dearth has become
so advanced in the West it threatens to destroy economies, so immigrants have to be brought in to
keep the machinery of the economy running. This of course, say nothing of Western culture which is
imperiled by its self-imposed sterilization and demographic replacement.

Secular households consistently do not produce enough children to sustain the population. Ph.D.
Mom Dropout explains how children are viewed in religious households vs. secular households.

Religion essentially extends one’s time-horizon to include multiple generations–children,
grandchildren, etc. However, from a secular viewpoint, children are a burden that detracts
from “living life to the fullest”–after all, your short time on Earth is all you have. Therefore,
children are more likely to be valued in a religious household and less valued in a secular
household.

Statistically, a strong family and religion go hand in hand.

There is a strong connection between the birth rate and weekly church attendance.
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Demographers know it, religious families with both parents present not only have more kids but their
kids statistically turn out better than those from secular families. That said, these facts are not meant
to recommend people go listen to hellfire preaching every weekend. But, without any religious
principles at all man returns to a feral lifestyle. First the family goes, then the culture, and then the
civilization. Bronze Age myths may seem trite to some, but they have survived for thousands of years
for a reason. Changing the set and frame of a society carries with it enormous risks.

Secularism does not carry the weight of a civilization. Like it or not, religion does.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Catastrophe: Spengler’s Ideas on Evolution
May 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Spengler thought catastrophe was more important to evolution than slow, steady change

The New Modern Man | Spengler’s Decline of the West Series

Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species is one of the most important works in Western history. It
convincingly shows how one species evolves into another through entirely natural processes.
However, the way these processes work was challenged three-quarters of a century ago by Oswald
Spengler, author of Decline of the West. In reviewing Darwin’s work, Spengler thought the process
by which evolution works showed a cultural bias and proposed another idea.

Spengler wrote the biggest problem with theory of evolution is it does not correspond with how
nature actually works. He thought it represented a British temperament projected onto evolution. In
his book Man and Technics, Spengler offered this criticism:

Here again we have to emancipate ourselves from the nineteenth-century idea of an
“evolutionary” process. A slow, [sluggish] alteration is truly appropriate to the English
nature, but it does not represent Nature.

Spengler’s take was slow adaptation and change over time is not the way evolution occurs. Instead,
the existence of an organism reaches balance with nature and the organism only evolves or goes
extinct when its existence is punctuated by different catastrophes.

As one example of this idea, the Coelacanth has remained unchanged since the time of the dinosaurs.
It has achieved what Spengler called a perfection of the form, it is in balance with nature, and its form
is conserved. It will only evolve when a catastrophe threatens its existence. Other species have also
changed very little since they evolved, strengthening this idea.

When a catastrophe happens, a mutation spreads spontaneously through the genome of the organism.
Spengler said it comes as a single passage happening all at once instead of the slow, steady
refinement proposed by Darwin. Indeed, mutations are one of the most important concepts in biology.
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If this idea is correct, it presents a number of implications for the future of the human race.

This volcanic eruption in Chile is a sneeze compared to the Toba event which nearly wiped out the human species 70,000 years ago

Sudden Changes

Spengler details the idea of catastrophe driving evolution in his book Man and Technics.

Since when have there been men? What is man? And how did he come to be man? … [His]
origin must have been sudden; in terms of the tempo of cosmic currents it must have
happened, like everything else that is decisive in world history (epoch-making, in the
highest sense) as abruptly as a flash of lightning or an earthquake.

Indeed, following mass extinctions on earth, one group of organisms who may have thrived for
hundreds of millions of years like the dinosaurs are wiped out and another group undergoes a set of
mutations which leads it to become the next dominant Class on earth. The Class that came to
dominance after the dinosaurs was of course, the mammals.

Spengler wrote to this sudden appearance and disappearance of species in the fossil record:

In truth we cannot distinguish geological strata unless catastrophes of unknown kinds and
causes have separated them for us, not yet special of fossil creature unless they appear
suddenly and hold on unaltered until their extinction. Of the ancestors of Man we know
nothing, in spite of all our research and comparative anatomy. The human skeleton has
been, ever since it appeared, just what it is now.

While the fossil record shows a number of species that were very similar to us, we are the only
surviving members at our end of the Primate branch. This adds credence to the catastrophe
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hypothesis since the other human-like species have gone extinct.

We also see evidence of the idea of catastrophes punctuating our evolution with our own “population
bottleneck” which occurred in the human species following the eruption of Toba. The human species
was nearly reduced to extinction. A catastrophe like the Toba event makes the spread of genetic
mutation through a population easier following the catastrophe. Spengler goes on:

The whole thing is suddenly there its entirety. World history strides on from catastrophe to
catastrophe, whether we can comprehend and prove the fact or not.

In the modern age, Spengler’s ideas of catastrophe driving evolution were substantiated 40 years after
he published his claims:

In 1972, paleontologists Niles Eldredge and Stephen Jay Gould published a landmark paper
developing a theory called punctuated equilibria. Eldredge and Gould proposed that the
degree of gradualism commonly attributed to Charles Darwin is virtually nonexistent in the
fossil record, and that stasis dominates the history of most fossil species. Their paper built
upon Ernst Mayr’s model of geographic speciation, Michael Lerner’s theories of
developmental and genetic homeostasis, as well as their own empirical research.

In other words, Spengler’s catastrophe theory has been bolstered by modern scientific evidence. He
was a man 100 years ahead of his time in predicting the Decline of the West, and 40 years ahead of
his time predicting a biological process proven to exist. Given these chilling facts, when will a
catastrophe once again challenge our collective survival?

Could a catastrophe be around the corner for us?

Our Future

With many signs pointing toward impending collapse in Western Civilization, one must at least
entertain the fact that maybe a manmade catastrophe is just around the corner for our species.
Certainly, feminism and materialism (especially the two combined) are posing grave risks to the
survival of the Caucasian race which has had fertility rates below replacement level for two
generations. This is, of course not even considering the natural catastrophes that are possible such as
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an asteroid impact, supervolcano eruption, or pandemic.

Believing man is immune to catastrophe is a product of our short term memory and recent successes
as a species. It is stroke of luck that a disaster has not yet challenged our survival, and it is a statistical
certainty this luck will eventually run out. Spengler had this to say about those whose thinking
represented what he called “cowardly optimism” that our survival will not be threatened, instead of
“brave pessimism” about what the future holds:

Man was, and is, too shallow and cowardly to endure the fact of the mortality of everything
living. He wraps it up in the rose-colored optimism of Progress, he masks it with literature,
he crawls behind the shelter of ideals so as not to see anything. But impermanence, birth,
and passing is the form of all that is actual – from the stars… right down to the fleeting
concourses on this planet.

He also saw evidence of catastrophe in everything from the birth and death of suns to his study of the
rise and fall of high cultures. The Mayan/Aztec culture came to an end after being conquered by the
Spanish. Rome was sacked by the Visigoths in 410 and later collapsed. The other cultures in
Spengler’s epic study of civilization also came to an end, usually after a catastrophe or series of
catastrophes.

The life of the individual – whether animal or plant or man – is as perishable as that of
peoples of cultures. Every creation succumbs to decay; every thought, every discovery,
every deed to oblivion. All around us we sense traces of lost courses of history that ended in
some great doom. All around us the ruins of the past works of dead cultures lie before our
eyes. What, then, is our prating about the everlasting achievements of mankind supposed to
mean?

Summarizing his thoughts in Man and Technics, which is in many ways the Cliff’s Notes of his much
larger work Decline of the West, summarized below:

The principle idea is that many of the Western world’s great achievements may soon
become spectacles for our descendants to marvel at, as we do with the pyramids of Egypt or
the baths of Rome. Spengler especially pointed to the tendency of Western technology to
spread to hostile societies which would then it as a weapon against the West. In Spengler’s
mind, Western culture will be destroyed from within by materialism, and destroyed from
without through economic competition and warfare.

How incredibly prophetic Spengler was, for this scenario is playing out before our eyes a century
after he predicted it. What makes it more impressive is that it is not based on mysticism, but a study
of history and historical cycles our species repeats.

A fatalistic model predicting the future can be discouraging to some, but the truth does not take our
feelings into consideration. The universe does not act in favor of nor against our desires, it is only
indifferent to them. However, rather than throwing our hands up, Spengler actually encouraged
people to make the best of the situation fate has handed them. He encouraged us to exploit the
creative possibilities still available, to value every moment of our short lives, and to live as
passionately and fully as possible. Spengler thought that by fully understanding the tragic historical
process and what it implies for our future, we can strive to make our short lives into a self-creating
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masterpiece.

Perhaps brave pessimism is not such a terrible philosophy after all.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Law of the Jungle Rules Today’s Sexual Market
May 5, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Law of the Jungle describes today’s degenerate sexual market in the West

Since feminism, the sexual market in the West has been shifting to operate on an r-selected Law of
the Jungle. If you are looking for a mate or just trying to get laid in this market, this is why the whole
balance seems thrown off. In the jungle, a woman would rather be part of the harem of a leader rather
than tied to a subservient follower. Dominance is what it takes to survive the jungle, and the pecking
order is everything to female psychology. A Guns N’ Roses classic rock hit illustrates the concept:

Welcome to the jungle, it gets worse here everyday, learn to live like an animal in the jungle
world we play…

If you are doing things for women looking for their approval, or trying to be Mr. Nice Guy you are
going to be disposed of or flat out used. It’s all tied into the dual mating strategy of women: Alpha
fux, Beta bux. Do not find yourself in the position of being the reserve. And do not believe women
when they tell you they are different than other women. Philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer elegantly
explains this concept:

For as lions are furnished with claws and teeth, elephants with tusks, boars with fangs, bulls
with horns, and the cuttlefish with its dark, inky fluid, so Nature has provided woman for
her protection and defence with the faculty of dissimulation, and all the power which Nature
has given to man in the form of bodily strength and reason has been conferred on woman in
this form.

Hence, dissimulation is innate in woman and almost as characteristic of the very stupid as of
the clever. Accordingly, it is as natural for women to dissemble at every opportunity as it is
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for those animals to turn to their weapons when they are attacked; and they feel in doing so
that in a certain measure they are only making use of their rights. Therefore a woman who is
perfectly truthful and does not dissemble is perhaps an impossibility.

This is why they see through dissimulation in others so easily; therefore it is not advisable
to attempt it with them. From the fundamental defect that has been stated, and all that it
involves, spring falseness, faithlessness, treachery, ungratefulness, and so on.

Know this, and always remember it: Women will screw dominant men while keeping a boyfriend in
reserve and will never, ever admit it. Sex is a woman’s way of trying to lock a dominant man into a
commitment before dumping the cuckolded boyfriend, and dissimulation (lying) is her way of
maintaining an advantage on the sexual playing field. What she really wants is a bad boy:
subconsciously this is for the protection he offers and increased chances of survival for any offspring
he might sire with her in a dog eat dog world.

It all boils down to the economics of sex. Sperm is cheap, and eggs are expensive. Women want the
best of the best sperm since they have a short window (as compared to men) in which they can
reproduce. And, for most of human history placing a wager on a bad boy has been the best bet.
Civilization has changed this, but the human genome is still coded with the old instincts.

Even though Western culture has suppressed many of our animal instincts, we still instinctually
behave the way we did before collectively finding ourselves on today’s government tax farm. Like it
or not, man is a predatory animal. Our predatory nature goes down to our very physiology and
anatomy: Our eyes are placed at the front of our heads instead of on the side as in prey animals. We
prey not only on other animals, but on each other. We (usually) do not kill each other, but our winner
take all instincts reach down into the very core of who we are. A nice guy is going to be prey and an
asshole is going to be the predator. The asshole gets the egg, while the nice guy gets used and abused.

When in the jungle, it’s every man for himself so don’t be taken advantage of by women
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Don’t Be Her Walking, Talking Wallet

A nice guy who acquiesces to women is a man who women instinctually know has few options. They
will keep him around if he is a provider of resources for them, but they will subconsciously look for
the sperm of a dominant man to impregnate them. Even a woman’s biology is set up to exploit Alpha
Fux, Beta Bux, as pointed out in the wonderfully controversial Sperm Wars by Robin Baker. As an
aside, the truth is never politically correct, nor is it popular. As Plato told us 2,000 years ago:

None is more hated than he who speaks the truth.

Getting back to Sperm Wars, its findings reveal deception and trickery in women goes past
their innate deceptiveness and all the way down to their biology:

Ten percent of children are not fathered by their “fathers”
Less than one percent of a man’s sperm is capable of fertilizing anything (the rest is there to
fight off all other men’s sperm)
Vaginal mucus encourages some sperm but blocks others
A woman is far more likely to conceive through a casual fling than through sex with her regular
partner because her body allows the sperm from the fling to pass through faster than that of her
regular partner

After conception, if the dominant man has pumped her and dumped her she will need someone to
stay and help raise the child. This is where you come in as her resource provider! So…how do
women test to see who is dominant and who is  the resource provider?

Do you have what it takes answer the call of the wild, and do you want to continue to live this way?

Shit Testing

Since sperm (and men who provide it) are so abundant, women begin weeding out process right
away. Shit testing is how they weed out weak men. The Disposable Male explains how this process
works:
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Initially, she can simply watch him in competition with other males. … But finally, the only
real test a woman can set is whether a man can negotiate and overcome her own defenses.
To test this, she has to resist first verbally, then physically. The stronger and more realistic
her resistance, the better the test.

In other words, women want a man who not only win out and control other men but a man who will
stand up to her, and put her in the subservient role nature designed women for. How else can one
explain the 50 Shades of Grey phenomenon?

Do you have what it takes? Or will you sulk away or cave in to her? Unfortunately, her shit tests only
begin with the initial test to see if you are good enough for her to take a chance on. They will
continue throughout any relationship with her, and in the Western world this poses dangerous risks
because of a predatory legal and family court system. Fail too many shit tests and you could find
yourself getting divorce raped or turned into a slave of the court.

Fail shit tests and you may also find yourself being the Beta bucks provider. As pointed out
earlier, the cruel world of the sexual market extends down from the macroscopic world we live in to
the microscopic world of the biology of women and men. Michael Gilbert’s book The Disposable
Male explains:

Bang! They’re off! Like a rocket!

Surging forward in a frantic fight for the lead, racers jostle one another on the crowded
track. Skirmishes flare up. Some are roughly bumped aside. Others fall and are nearly
trampled by the herd of charging marathoners behind them. The strongest an most clever
bolt to the front. Pacing themselves, the focused leaders dash along the obstacle course
toward their goal.

By the final lap, the contenders are reduced to a handful – just the hardiest, best-prepared
specimens with the most robust builds and the sleekest lines.

As they dash for home, the racers in the lead pack dig for every last drop of strength,
pushing themselves beyond all measure, pulsating with exertion. Second place wont cut it.
Its winner take all.

Suddenly, a scintillating ball of light a million miles high illuminates the horizon. The finish
line is just a tantalizing sprint a way. Diving like Superguppy, the exhausted winner hangs
on for dear life.

The egg is joined! Outperforming a few hundred million competitors, one triumphant
microscopic sperm has won the seminal race of life.

Male competition extends all the way down to sperm fighting their way towards the jackpot of all
jackpots, an egg waiting to be fertilized. By dissimulating (lying) and having biology that is primed
for you to be cuckolded and your resources taken advantage of by another man’s offspring, failing
any of her litany of lifelong shit tests is the equivalent of getting eaten in the jungle.
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Traditions like marriage survive the test of time for a reason; discarding them is playing with fire

Escaping the Jungle

Living in a sexual jungle certainly does pose risks. The only way for Western civilization to escape
the Law of the Jungle is to return to a sexual market that does not cater to women’s destructive (for
civilized society) instincts.

In the past, behaving the way women in the West now do would have been so disastrous the situation
would have corrected itself. However, the tax farm we now live on subsidizes this type of behavior
with – you guessed it – Beta bucks of hardworking taxpayers. The r-selection paradigm creates an
unstable environment (i.e. uncivilized one) and leads to the following:

Single parenting
Women with children with many different fathers
Early sexual maturity in children
Short generation time (children having children)
Lack of male participation in society

The natural balance that would have put an end to this, women finding themselves outcast from
society or destitute for making childish, irresponsible or fickle choices won’t return unless the system
subsidizing it fails. Failure of the system is certainly a long-term likelihood as men either go
MGTOW and check out of the system completely or revolt and demand change.

Marriage has been instituted worldwide across all different cultures for a reason. These are the
reasons it is important to a civilized society, laid down in a 1955 article by social anthropologist
Edmund Leach:

To establish a legal father of a woman’s children.1.
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To establish a legal mother of a man’s children.2.
To give the husband a monopoly in the wife’s sexuality.3.
To give the wife a monopoly in the husband’s sexuality.4.
To give the husband partial or monopolistic rights to the wife’s domestic and other5.
labor services.
To give the wife partial or monopolistic rights to the husband’s domestic and other6.
labor services.
To give the husband partial or total control over property belonging or potentially7.
accruing to the wife.
To give the wife partial or total control over property belonging or potentially8.
accruing to the husband.
To establish a joint fund of property – a partnership – for the benefit of the children of9.
the marriage.
To establish a socially significant ‘relationship of affinity’ between the husband and10.
his wife’s brothers

A man’s monopoly over a woman’s sexuality and the promise of paternity is the linchpin of the entire
deal. Without it, there is really not much benefit to marriage for a man. For the monopoly over her
sexuality, a man basically pledges everything he produces in life to her and his children. The
importance of marriage as the bedrock of civilization cannot be understated. Once lost, an inevitable
turn towards the sexual market we have today begins. The situation only gets wilder with time.

Accepting the Law of the Jungle or doing the unthinkable, growing a set and going back to a model
of enforcing monogamy is perhaps the ultimate societal shit test for men. Are Western men still man
enough to put animal instincts back under the restraints of patriarchy and enforce monogamy? If not,
expect society to continue to degenerate under r-selected sexual forces.

Welcome to the Jungle.
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Why Focus Will Make You a Better Man
May 5, 2016 | by Snow | Link | Original Link

Focus is the best trait to have if you want to realize your fitness goals

By: Snow, The New Modern Man Contributor | Snow Training Systems

A lot of men out there have completely lost their ability to focus. They are constantly thinking about
things that are completely irrelevant when it comes to self-improvement.

A lot of people view self-improvement in the motivation style. This is the least efficient way to
perceive it. Self-improvement is about advancing and evolving. After all, how can we evolve if we
are unfocused? The answer is that we can’t.

The motivational speakers that every one listens to do nothing to help you advance. They tell you to
work hard and be positive. This is a decent message and there is some truth to it. The issue with this
is that there is nothing of use. There is no actionable advice with that statement. This post will teach
readers how to get more focused.

What is focus and why is it so important? Focus is what we pay attention to, it is important because
what we pay attention to is what we get. If we focus on something, and are actions are congruent with
our thoughts, then we will get what we want or at the very least come close.

What does this mean? It means that your actions have to match your desires? If you tell every one
that you want to learn how to pick up girls, but you never approach, that is an in-congruent pattern.
This is when the actions don’t match the thoughts. The same goes for the obese man who says he
wants to lose weight, but can’t stop eating donuts and bon bons. He is obese because of his habits and
because he is unfocused. So how can we become more focused in the gym and in general?
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The following steps will help you get better results at the gym and in life

Action Plans

How to get focused for the gym

Pick an ideal body that you want:  Remember this is completely up to the individual.  It isn’t up
to me whether the person wants to get shredded or get huge.
Make a plan to acquire it: Choose fat loss or muscle building: Once you pick a plan stick to it
for a minimum of 6 months.  You might finish your cut in 3-4 months who knows, but 6
months is the right target.
Write down your results in the gym: Get a workout log, count calories with myfitnesspal or do
a keto diet, both work with great efficiency, and do it consistently for a year
If you want to get ripped to get girls that is fine, just keep that in mind when you decide that
working out is hard and you want to quit.

How to focus on diet

Pick 1 diet plan
Stick to it for 6 months minimum

People might be wondering how they can make this work. My answer is simple. Our attitude, mental
approach along with the physical actions, will help us build the body we want. Focus on how building
a better body will improve your life. Focus on how it will help you be more attractive to women.
Focus on the respect you will get from your male friends. In fact, make your own list of benefits.

Action steps: Create a benefits list

Benefits list: Write down 5 benefits of improving your body. If you take the benefits list idea
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seriously and look over it everyday, you are sure to improve your physique and help you change your
life. Mindset Shift: Getting in great shape will change my life. Anyone who disagrees with you is
either:

1. Jealous
2. Has never seen a ripped guy with money and hot women

It is no coincidence that a lot of famous business men take great care of their bodies. They understand
the benefits and they focus on what they want. Here is another idea. I picked up this idea from Jack
Canfield’s Success Principles: Create an I want list.

Action exercise: Write down 30 things that you want

When doing this you will notice that right around number 20 you will run out of ideas, this is
completely normal. Just remember that the purpose of this exercise is to help people become used to
thinking about what they want. Most people only think about what they’re afraid of or what they
don’t want. Then they wonder why they can’t get better results. Back to my last post about the
gladiators, they only focused on what they wanted. They were never concerned with what they didn’t
want or what they couldn’t have. If your girlfriend broke up with you, quit dwelling on it, and get in
the gym to improve your body.

If fat focus on doing this:

Count your calories everyday
Take no longer than 45 seconds rest
Super set as many movements as possible
Push the prowler or run sprints

If you are skinny and looking to build muscle focus on doing this:

Learn basic technique on squats, bench, dead-lifts, chin ups, power cleans, and dips
Do calf raises: Most skinny guys have even worse calves
Eat red meat and rice with each meal
Eat peanut butter with bananas: Open up a banana take tablespoons of peanut butter, and put it
on the banana
No supplements
Forget about your abs for a minimum of 1 year

Most skinny guys are inefficient in the gym, and they have the wrong focus. If they focus on what I
just outlined for them they will improve their physiques. Skinny guys also rarely eat enough red
meat. For the vegans out there, I don’t work with vegans so no I won’t adjust the plan. I focus on
working with those who allow themselves to eat red meats. Skinny guys biggest challenge is usually
their appetite. Learning technique on squats, dead-lifts, bench and power cleans will help them to
develop a solid foundation of muscle.

After the first two years of training, they can then focus on bringing up their arms and focus on
isolating muscles. 10 sets of 10 power cleans will improve someones physique a lot more than 10 sets
of 10 bicep curls. The problem with that is that people will focus on how hard the 10 sets of 10 is,
instead of focusing on how that will help them advance with their physique goals.

This brings me back to the whole theme of this post. Which is that men need to learn how to focus.
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You might think you know how to focus. My question to you would then be. Are you a millionaire
that is ripped, has women throwing themselves at him, and every one in the country wants to do
business with?

If that isn’t you, then you haven’t mastered focus. All of us can improve our focus, including me.

Focus, along with an action plan will turn you into a stronger man

Recap

What we focus on is what we will get: Focus on the results you want instead of how hard it1.
will be to get the results.  Don’t get lost in the details.  If you focus on ways to improve and
advance and are congruent with your actions, then you will advance
Be congruent with your thoughts and actions:  If you aren’t getting what you want out of life2.
it is because your actions aren’t congruent with your words, thoughts, dreams.  In rare cases,
people just pick the wrong system.  But, for the most part people just don’t take enough action
and they quit too easily.
 Pick fat loss or muscle gain not both:  A lot of people think that we can lose fat and build3.
muscle at the same time, except for rare occasions this isn’t the case.  Stick with fat loss phases
for a minimum of 6 months.  Bulk slowly for 1-2 years at a time.

There is a lot of action steps in this post. I did this on purpose in order to provide the reader/viewer
with useful information that they can apply to their lives immediately.

I don’t make many guarantees, but whoever follows the action plans that I wrote out in detail, will
improve their lives.
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The Ugly Truth About Abortion From a Doctor Who
Performed Them
May 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Dr. Anthony Levantino stopped doing abortions when he realized it was morally wrong to do so, he now speaks out against abortion

A former abortionist who turned against killing unborn children has just released a series of
medically and scientifically accurate videos on YouTube explaining the truth about abortion
procedures. Dr. Anthony Levantino uses the animated series to illustrate the procedures that claim
some 3,000 lives a day in abortion clinics like the one he used to work in. That number represents far
more deaths than those caused by gun violence, an issue liberals are obsessed with. An incredible 83
times more unborn humans are killed by abortion each year than all deaths by gun violence. Remove
gang-related gun violence from the equation and there is a 0.0008% chance of dying at the hands of a
gunman on a shooting rampage. However, a preborn baby has a 20% or 1 in 5 shot at being killed
using one of the methods we will be discussing.

Dr. Levantino describes the gut-wrenching experience he had which made him change his mind on
abortion. He was performing a 2nd trimester abortion when he became physically ill while doing the
procedure. However, he could not stop until the procedure was complete.

I looked, I literally looked at that pile of baby parts on the table, and I didn’t see all the
things that had sustained me all those years. I didn’t see what a wonderful doctor I was
helping her with her problem. I didn’t see her wonderful right to choose, and I didn’t even
see the $800 cash I just made in 15 minutes. All I could see was somebody’s son or
daughter.

Suddenly, this was looking really different to me. For the first time in my life it hit me very
powerfully, that this woman had come to me figuratively and said…here’s $800, kill my
baby. And I was the type of person who would look right back at her very calmly, and say
why sure, I’ll do that.
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When you finally figure out…that killing a baby that big for money is wrong, it doesn’t take
you too long to figure out it doesn’t matter if the baby is this big, or this big, or even this
big, it’s all the same.

Just as an illustration of the cognitive dissonance feminists have on this issue, you can be imprisoned
for up to two years or fined up to $250,000 for disturbing a Bald Eagle’s egg, but sucking a live,
fertilized human egg out of the womb through a suction catheter is perfectly fine. Apparently, a bird’s
life is more valuable than another human being’s using this logic.
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Since Roe V. Wade in 1973, the number of abortion deaths has eclipsed the number of war deaths in the deadliest American wars since
1776

One Million Babies A Year

Around one million women a year (long-term average) choose these gruesome methods of dealing
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with unwanted children. While both the man and woman are equally to blame for the conception,
only one party has the power to end the pregnancy. Men have no choice whatsoever in the matter
legally, they cannot stop their child from being aborted, nor can they force the woman to have an
abortion. However, men can be ordered to either pay child support or go to prison under current law
if the child is born. It is another example of a catch-22 the law has created for fathers.

A whopping 40% of unwanted pregnancies end in abortion, and 1 in 5 pregnancies overall end in
abortion in the United States. This, in the richest country in the world where social welfare programs,
child support, adoption, and other means are readily available to women who choose life. Not to
mention the importance of selecting the right male to be the father before conception, a process that
used to be of utmost importance to families before the nuclear family was torn apart by feminism and
the welfare state.

Around 89% of all abortions are performed in the first trimester, but even these methods involve
babies that are more developed than most people think.

That still leaves a full 1 in 10 abortions that are performed in the second and third trimesters, and as
you will see those methods are far more disturbing. At the federal level, abortion is legal through all
nine months of pregnancy. Some states have restrictions on abortion after the first trimester, while
others do not.

Less than 1% of all abortions are performed because of rape or incest, striking down one of the
feminists’ main arguments for abortion.

Most women don’t find out they’re pregnant until week five or six of the pregnancy, and even as
early as eight to nine weeks into the pregnancy the embryo is readily recognizable as a human being.
By 12 weeks or near the end of the first trimester, the then fetus is undeniably human in appearance.
Lila Rose, president of Live Action, the group who produced the video series explains:

The abortion lobby masks the procedure in euphemisms. Terminating the pregnancy, tissue
mass, product of conception. The majority of the public has no clue about what abortion
really does to a child in the womb; how developed the child actually is during an
abortion; and the risks of abortion to the mother’s health and safety.

As the demonstrations show, abortions terminate children that are far more developed than most
people realize.
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Statistically, a woman’s “right to choose” is deadlier than war

The Procedures

Each of these video illustrates the different procedures use to remove unborn babies from the womb.

1st Trimester: Abortion Pills

This procedure is done through nine weeks into the pregnancy. It has a high failure rate statistically,
so some women will have to come back for an aspiration (suction) abortion. RU-486 is administered
which blocks progesterone and cuts off the blood supply and nutrition to the baby, causing the baby
to die. After that, another medicine is administered to cause bleeding and contractions that then expel
the unwanted embryo from the womb.

1st Trimester: Aspiration (Suction)

Sadly, sucking the baby out of the womb through a tube is the most frequently performed abortion.
A suction catheter is inserted into the womb to extract the fetus. At this point in the pregnancy, when
most aspiration abortions are done, the preborn baby has a heartbeat, fingers, legs, toes, and bones
that are still weak and fragile.

The suction catheter is then turned on, tearing the baby apart as it is sucked through the catheter into
a tube.

2nd Trimester: Dilation and Evacuation

During the second trimester, a sopher clamp and speculum are used to dismember the unwanted baby
from the womb. Limb by limb, the baby is torn apart by the sopher clamp and eventually the skull is
crushed into pieces that can then be pulled out through the cervix.
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3rd Trimester: Injection And Stillbirth

The third trimester abortion kills an infant that is almost fully developed and viable. Usually, a lethal
dose of digoxin is injected into the baby, causing cardiac arrest. Then, birth is medically induced to
cause the baby to be delivered stillborn.

Not Medically Necessary

Dr. Levantino says that in the hundreds of lives of women he saved who were having third trimester
complications, not one of them required the baby to be killed. A live delivery saves the life of the
mother, and usually, of the baby. He explains, in detail, why late-term abortions are almost never
medically necessary.

It’s My Body

A common argument used by feminists who respond to Dr. Levantino’s video series is deconstructed
by YouTube commenter Marquis Read. Read strikes down the solipsistic “It’s my body and I’ll do
whatever I want!” argument posted as a response to Dr. Levantino’s videos here:

You see a baby get torn to pieces and you still think it is about the woman? That is selfish,
and wicked.

As does this comment.

The little human is YOUR body? It’s living in your body, that’s all.

Should abortion be outlawed as a barbaric practice or allowed to continue?

Outlaw Or Educate

After seeing these procedures, one can never look at abortion the same way again. It’s obvious that
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life begins at conception. Dr. Levantino, who did over 1,200 abortions before stopping the practice
agrees with that conclusion.

It seems as more and more people learn about the grim and gruesome realities of abortion, the tide is
turning in favor of life according to a Gallup series of polls. There has been shift towards Pro-Life
sentiment with the majority surveyed registering those views. The practices are also quite barbaric
when seen in these medically accurate videos. It seems a high price to pay – stopping a beating heart
or tearing an infant limb by limb from the womb – to cover the consequences of irresponsible sexual
activity.

Should this ghastly practice be outlawed or should people be honestly and openly educated on the
grim realities of abortion then left to make their own choices? To me, if we do not protect the
weakest and most helpless among us, we have failed as a civilized society.
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Weekend Reading | May 6, 2016
May 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of May 6, 2016.

Manosphere

Charisma for Introverts: In Depth

Charisma for introverts… if I were to describe the past ten years in a single word, it would
be polarization. Economic polarization, political polarization, and social polarization; for
the purposes of this video the latter is the most significant. Society has morphed over the
years, simultaneously demanding more social interaction – while enabling more isolation.

Does The Hollywood Elite Use Rituals and Sexual Blackmail to Keep Its Stars in
Line

You probably already know that the casting couch is a way for directors and producers to
have sex with the female talent in exchange for jobs, but what if I were to tell you that male
actors also must have sex with other men to get work, and that the top male actors in
Hollywood have had to submit to degrading homosexual rituals in order to get acting jobs,
and that trophies like the Oscars are not based on merit but on those who have paid their
dues into the system by enduring the most humiliation, and that the degrading sexual acts all
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actors commit are used to keep them in line?

Dominance

Perhaps more than any other trait it the fundamental trait that makes a man a man.
Dominance is what allows a man to make his impression on the world. It allows him to
control himself, others (especially women), and even the world around him. Dominant men
shape the world to fit to their ideals and ideas, while passive males allow the world to shape
them it’s ideals.

The Subtle Art of Not Giving a Fuck

In my life, I have given a fuck about many people and many things. I have also not given a
fuck about many people and many things. And those fucks I have not given have made all
the difference. I know for myself, quitting my day job in finance after only six weeks and
telling my boss that I was going to start selling dating advice online ranks pretty high up
there in my own “didn’t give a fuck” hall of fame.

Fitness

Healthy Budget Visual Recipes

The Darebee Resource is an independent fitness resource run and maintained by a small
group of volunteers and fitness enthusiasts. Here we make fitness accessible, make training
fun and make a healthy lifestyle easier to start and maintain – on a budget. We believe that
fitness is not a privilege, it should be made this accessible for everyone – not just people
who can pay for it.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month
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Have a Drink: Bloody Mary
May 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A bloody fantastic cocktail

Bloody Mary Cocktail | Relampago’s Rating: 

Oh, Bloody Mary. Around a decade ago I was partying on New Year’s Even with a friend of mine
who is the lead singer in a rock band. We were hitting the Night Train pretty hard. And then came the
Bloody Marys. I had too many of them and ended up falling over in his yard, passed out. I was sick
until around 3 o’clock the following afternoon, but a trip to Whataburger (the famous hangout for
drunks) quickly cured my hangover.

It was a night to remember. Anyway, here is a good Bloody Mary recipe. I prefer Extra Spicy
Clamato. (It’s probably all the years I spent in Mexico where everything is spicy.)

1 cup ice cubes
3/4 cup Extra Spicy Clamato
1.5 oz. Grey Goose vodka
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2 stuffed green olives
2 dashes Worcestershire sauce
1 dash Tabasco
1 stalk celery
salt and pepper to taste
lime as a garnish

Salt the rim of the glass then fill with ice. In a cocktail mixer, combine ice, vodka, Spicy Clamato,
Worcestershire sauce, Tabasco, salt and pepper. Shake vigorously pour into glass. Garnish with
celery, lime and olives.
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Eye Candy of the Week | May 8, 2016
May 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This sizzling model make us want to visit the Orient again. She has it all: a petite figure, beautiful
eyes, and an alluring gaze. Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for May 8, 2016.
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You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Comment of the Week | May 8, 2016
May 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter FunkSoulBrother wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us.
In response to The Rationalization Hamster infographic which details how logic is reversed due to
The Hamster Effect, he posted a couple of good book recommendations:

BROTHERS! Recommended reading if you missed them the first time: Atlas Shrugged (for
fun, seriously) and Thick Face, Black Heart (for your mental health and success). Ciao.

Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand is definitely a Red Pill book, and Thick Face, Black Heart: The Warrior
Philosophy for Conquering the Challenges of Business and Life is also a good read for the Red Pill
man.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man. And don’t forget the Comment of the Month
competition which awards $20 cash the 1st of every month!

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Rationalization Hamster: 10 Ways It Affects Women
and Society
May 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The female rationalization hamster is a metaphor for a quirk of female psychology which rationalizes terrible choices

Bad, bad, bad, bad boys…you make me feel so goooood! Gloria Estefan made a hit song about them
back in 1985. While today this song has little more than kitsch value, 30 years later we are seeing
the destructive effects of women being allowed to indulge their bad boy loving instincts. The song is
also representative of a time when Anglo culture started to shift towards total degeneracy.

No matter your level of experience in the mating game, you probably have noticed women fall in
love with the type of man who is the exact opposite of what they say they want. For the Red Pill man,
there is perhaps no better definition of the rationalization hamster phenomenon than this one from
Urban Dictionary.

The rationalization hamster is a legendary creature dwelling deep in the minds of the self-
delusional, and is particularly common among young liberal women. From birth, the
rationalization hamster enters a symbiotic relation with its host, whereby whenever the host
feels a craving to do something completely insane and malicious that will have horrible
consequences for everyone in the long run, the rationalization hamster will jump on its
wheel and run really, really fast, getting the magical hamster wheel to spin out a long sheet
of paper full of neat rationalizations for the ultimately devastating action.

In other words, women rationalize terrible choices they make based on what they feel. The
primitive limbic system inside all of us which drives emotion dominates their decision making, rather
than the logical (and oh so boring!) cerebrum. Men can make stupid choices, too when driven by
emotion but women are virtually powerless against the hamster hidden inside the limbic brain. You
can see The Rationalization Hamster outlined in a The New Modern Man infographic here.
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Here are 10 ways female hamster rationalizations are affecting society and an explanation of how the
hamster rationalizes each terrible outcome.

Red Pill study continues to reveal uncomfortable facts about women

The List

10. Criminals end up with more sexual partners than nice guys. The hamster loves bad boys
because of the feels they give women. It runs quickly on the wheel churning out poorly reasoned
rationalizations. An endorphin rush of emotion accompanies each thought of a romantic tryst with a
criminal in the female mind. Consequently, criminals have a higher number of children than the rest
of the population. Bad boys average around 3.0 offspring in their lifetimes, while in America the
average for whites is 1.75 children, well below the 2.1 needed avoid demographic disappearance.
A finding published in a study of human evolution and behavior reveals:

Criminal offenders had more reproductive partners, were less often married, more likely to
get remarried if ever married…Importantly, the increased reproductive success of criminals
was explained by a fertility increase from having children with several different partners.

So, statistics once again confirm the old adage of Alpha fux, Beta bux in the mating game. Perhaps
this is why women’s instinctual behavior has traditionally been considered evil in the world’s
religious documents. These instincts literally lead to criminals outbreeding civilized nice boys. If you
want a society in which the majority of children are sired by criminals, by all means continue to
denigrate patriarchy and live under the Law of the Jungle.
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9. The state has replaced the role of the Beta male in society. The
hamster views this as every female’s right to screw bad boys and have children with exciting men
who aren’t BORING contributors to society. Big Daddy Government will clean up the devastation
wrought by her poor choices in Anglo America, and use Beta male tax money to pay for the children
a bad boy fathers with her. After all, as Hillary Clinton puts it, It Takes a Village, not a family.
Feminism has resulted in a nation in which women have monopoly on all legal rights but few, if any
responsibilities.

For example: A woman has an affair on her Beta provider, initiates divorce (4 out of 5 divorces are
initiated or caused by women) then is awarded cash and prizes in the form of the house, child
support, and alimony by a family court system that is biased against men. Or, option B, she has
children with a destitute bad boy and gets abandoned but the government tit is waiting to be suckled;
it picks up the tab with social programs. Either way, women can’t lose, which in tandem
with emotion-driven, bad boy loving decision making renders good men worthless to them.

8. Increasing numbers of sexless Omega males are going on shooting rampages. The hamster
says 4 out of 5 men are just not good enough. The rest of us live with the consequences of sexually
disenfranchising millions of men, like sexless men simmering in the background of society until they
eventually blow their top. A few examples:

Eliot Rodger killed 7 and injured 14 when he went on a rampage in Isla
Vista, CA. Rodger was an incel (involuntarily celibate) Omega male who claimed he went on the
shootings because of his frustration over not being able to find a girlfriend and his hatred of women.

James Holmes of the infamous Aurora, CO theater shooting and Sueng Hui-Cho were also sexless
incel men. Sueng Hui-Cho couldn’t even get an escort to do him.
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While this in no way justifies their violence, it is a byproduct of a male-hating culture and the sexual
disenfranchisement of an increasing number of men. Men who do everything society tells them to do
often end up sexless and alone.

However, proving the insanity of the Rationalization Hamster, once Omega males have committed a
heinous crime and become media celebrities women then chase after them, reinforcing Fact 10:
Criminals end up with more sexual partners than nice guys. Just look at James Holmes’ prison cell
and all the fan letters and photos from hot chicks he now receives.

James Holmes was sexless while he was a nonviolent member of society but pursued by women now that he is in prison, confirming
another unpleasant fact about female sexuality and psychology

7. Decreasing civility in society. The hamster does not care about civility, it only wants excitement.
Decreasing civility is easy to see in American society, and it is a direct result of instincts that reward
bad boys with lots of sex and punish good men with incel. Whether it be degenerate pop stars
relentlessly rubbing their GrrlPower in men’s faces or women increasingly covering themselves in
tattoos or slutting it up every weekend at the club until they’re 65 years old, the effects of de-
civilizing feminism can be seen everywhere. Some interesting statistics:

94% of all Americans consider the general tone and level of civility in the country today to be a
problem
65% believe the level of civility is a “major” problem

This really should come as no surprise as no society in history has abandoned monogamy and
restrictions on female sexuality and remained cohesive.

6. The appearance of the Pareto Principle or the 80/20 rule in the sexual market. The hamster
would rather be part of the harem of an Alpha than the one and only of 9-to-5 Johnny. Well known in
the business world, the Pareto Principle also applies to today’s sexual market in which generally
speaking 20% of top men dominate 80% of the attention and sex from women. One study revealed
almost no single women have gone without sex in the past six months, while nearly half of single
men reported having no sex in the last six months. Helen Smith, PhD demonstrated this phenomenon
with her own survey in her book Men on Strike. Alphas and Sigmas monopolize the majority of
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female sexuality:

There were 141 male responses and 14 female responses. In order to more meaningfully
calculate the income and partner averages, I threw out the top five and bottom five male
outliers and the top and bottom female outliers.

The 80/20 rule is largely substantiated. Even if the outliers aren’t included, the 20% (27)
most sexually successful men had sex with 617 of the 921 women involved, or 67% of
them.

The missing 13% from Smith’s survey can likely be attributed to the very top echelon of Betas, or
incomplete statistics. So, as with many things in life the sexual market is totally unfair. Adapt, or go
without. The hamster does not rationalize reason in the female brain, it is driven by pure emotion.

5. Women will do anything to keep an Alpha male around, no matter how degenerate he is. The
hamster says, oh but it’s not his fault, or (even better) he’s going to change once my maternal
instincts show him the error of his ways.

There is a scientific process at work in the recent 50 Shades of Grey phenomenon. A powerful jerk
manipulates and controls women, then has violent, denigrating  sex with them. How do women
respond to his depravity, albeit importantly, the depravity of a wealthy, powerful man? Scores of
them foam at the vag lips all the way to the bookstore and turn 50 Shades of Grey into a pop culture
phenomenon. If trailer park Johnny performed the sexual escapades in this book he would likely end
up in prison, but women turn a blind eye to abuse when men have money, power, or better yet, both.
Explaining why women do this all comes down to this statement from the American Psychological
Association.

In an evolutionary sense, women want superior genes.

Women view manipulative, controlling, and often violent men as dominant men with superior genes.
Elite Daily further illustrates this concept:

All mammals, including humans, are designed to adapt for survival. If you’ve ever watched
Animal Planet, you’ll recognize a pattern in the mating habits of everything from hippos to
lions; the dominant male, the “alpha,” is the most desired and mated with by the females.
Why? A dominant male means a successful romp in the mud, and that still holds true today.
Just as men are subconsciously influenced by a woman’s waist-to-hip ratio and what it says
of her fertility, women are attracted to a man who exudes confidence and power, with the
assumption that he’ll make a better lover and therefore be more reliable in producing
offspring with strong genes.

There is no negotiating female desire. This desire will lead them to hamster rationalize even the worst
treatment by men, even abuse as we will see in a moment.

4. Women will sacrifice a lifetime of commitment from a Beta male for a random fling with an
Alpha. The hamster says the Alpha interloper made me feel like you haven’t made me feel in a long
time! How many times have we seen women destroy marriages, which represented a lifetime of
financial and sexual commitment from her Beta provider – tossed aside for a fling? Personally, I lost
count of how many times this happened to friends of mine. This behavior is genetically coded into
females, and indeed in nature the male is disposable in most species. The female black widow spider
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even consumes the male (eats him) when the mating act is finished. Sperm is everywhere in nature,
and eggs are precious and few.

The human species attempted to balance the scales a little and give males a
role in society by enacting cultural policies of monogamy and punishing infidelity (especially female
infidelity). The West now wants to have it both ways, male commitment without any reward. All our
present-day problems stem from this issue. Men will only tolerate being shit on for so long before
there is a collective uprising.

3. During ovulation, a woman is more likely to conceive with from a random fling with a bad
boy than her regular Beta partner. The hamster says well, just this one time doesn’t count. Oh, he
shot a load in you? Well that doesn’t count either. In the real world, scientific tests of what type of
men women find attractive have shown women prefer more masculine traits, and features which
make men look dangerous especially when they are most fertile. As revealed by Live Science,
referencing an evolutionary psychology study done at the University of New Mexico:

“What we found was that, indeed, women who are with less facially masculine men — so
more feminine men — they’re the ones showing a shift toward men other than their
partner,” Gangestad said. For instance, while ovulating, women were more likely to have
sexual fantasies about a non-partner.

The findings fit with the theory that men who are more masculine would have produced
fitter offspring in the ancestral period when reproductive hormones first evolved.

“Things that may have been important ancestrally may not be all that important now, but the
idea is you see the preferences that would have evolved ancestrally still show up,”
Gangestad said.

They also prefer darker, meaner personality traits when they are ovulating. Brain scans of women
have also confirmed areas of the brain dealing with risk assessment light up when women are
presented with men who have a threatening appearance when they’re about to drop an egg down the
Fallopian tube.

Consequently, an ovulating female tingles with desire when she sees a bad boy and later he tingles
when he reaches orgasm with her. Then the poor Beta Bucks bastard gets to pay for the resulting
offspring. Some studies tell us as many as 1 in 10 (or more!) fathers are raising children they think
are there own, when in fact they’re biologically another man’s spawn.

2. Women are biologically wired to lust after violent men. The hamster says just because he beat
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up his other girlfriend doesn’t mean he will beat me up. Or, this time will really be the last time he
gives me a black eye. This explains why women not only put up with, but often pursue relationships
with abusive men. It explains why criminals like Charles Manson have groupies and orgies while the
guy who studies hard and “does the right thing” often ends up jerking it alone in his bedroom.

It also explains the Chris Brown/Rihanna fiasco. Legacy media “journalist” Diane Sawyer bent over
backwards to kiss Rihanna’s behind after she got beat up (remember, in Anglo-America women are
ALWAYS the victim, even if they make terrible choices). Rihanna sobbed:

I was bleeding, I was swollen in the face. So there was no way of me getting home, except
for, my next option was to get out of the car and walk. Start walking in a gown, in a bloody
face.

What did Rihanna do after being set off in a nightgown with a bloody face? Go right back to the man
that did that to her years later:

Rihanna [said] that [Chris Brown] is the “first love” of her life. The songstress also says she
“feels” for the rapper.

See, you can beat the shit out of a woman and she will love you more than the guy who maxed out his
credit cards and mortgaged his house to buy her things. Feels are to women what the Law of Gravity
is to the rest of the Universe.

1. A dominant man gets more puss than a go-along, get-along nice guy. The hamster says yeah
that nice guy is cute but this badass really turns me on. This concept relates to the Five Types of Men
in the Social-Sexual Hierarchy. Some guys have all the luck, while others beg for table scraps.
Estimates of how many sex partners each type can expect roughly break down like this:

Top 20% of Men

Alpha: 2-4x average sexual partners
Sigma: 2-4x average sexual partners

Bottom 80% of Men

Beta: 1-1.5x average sexual partners
Gamma: 0.5x average sexual partners
Omega: 0-0.25x average sexual partners

So what is the average number of sexual partners? The University of Michigan found an average of
31 partners for men and 9 for women. Men are likely to overestimate the number, and hamster
rationalizing women (not surprisingly) are likely to underestimate the number of sexual partners they
have had. As has been said before, Alphas and Sigmas cannot walk outside without falling into puss.
Up next is the reason why women find them so desirable…and it reveals more uncomfortable truth.
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Women select for the Top Dog in the sexual market; in the past the survival of her offspring depended on it

The Badass Wins the Day

Once again, we prove nature comes down to the heartless business of nature saving those heredities
that work, and rejecting those that don’t, as stated by astrophysicist Carl Sagan. What heredities
work? In short, having or being able to approximate these traits will make you irresistible to females:

Narcissism
Machiavellianism
Psychopathy

Being in love with yourself, being manipulative, and being an uncaring, aloof, unsympathetic jerk
will make you go far in life with women. This may not conform to our preferences, but our
preferences don’t count in the real world. Only the truth. That is what taking the Red Pill is all about.

Survival is everything in nature, and to the female, the roughest, toughest, baddest boy has genes that
will survive nature’s cruelest tests (and her own shit tests). Manipulating these urges using The 10
Laws of the Mating Game is the end result of feminism in a radically altered sexual market. If more
civilized behavior is desired, the society must go back to traditions which were set up in the Bronze
Age and have endured over 2,000 years for a reason.

The hamster won’t like it, but the alternative is to literally live like animals.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Last Act: The Rise and End of The Machine Culture
May 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

In Man and Technics, Spengler prophesized Western man would try to remove his biology and turn himself into a machine in order to
become God

The New Modern Man | Spengler’s Decline of the West Series

The prophetic predictions in Spengler’s Civilization Model for the Western world have been
discussed in previous articles here at The New Modern Man. In a later book he published titled Man
and Technics Spengler went into further detail about how technology, Western culture’s main
obsession would arise and further debase humans from their life-giving biology. This ultimately leads
to the end of Western culture.

These predictions ring truer today than they have at any point in our history.
Technology worship is everywhere, and people have certainly become debased from their traditions
and their biology in service of the God of Technology and “the machine” in the modern age. As
Spengler said would happen, life has become a problem to be solved instead of something to be lived.
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One of the trends representing this philosophical crisis, seen in all past High Cultures Spengler
studied, is when people in a culture cannot think of a “reason” to have kids because their lives have
become based only on economic theory and technical organization, rather than tradition and religion.
After reaching this tipping point, the civilization sterilizes itself.

The reason a civilization moves away from tradition and religion and towards economic theory and
technical organization are as follows. All High Cultures ultimately desire to see the fulfillment of
their Prime Symbol. In Western civilization, the quest to realize Infinity has resulted in man
attempting to turn himself into a machine to achieve perpetual prosperity. This will lead to
catastrophe if history is any guide. Egyptian culture attempted to embalm itself to realize fulfillment
of its Prime Symbol, The Path, a path that led to immortality in their minds. Of course, Egyptian
culture now lies in ruins.

Looking back to see what history may reveal about where we are headed as society becomes based
only on economic and theoretical philosophy, we learn the average life span of a High Culture in
Spengler’s survey was 1,000 years. We are reaching the end of that period going by Spengler’s
model. In the following excerpt from Man and Technics, he details the millennium-long long arc of
civilizations and how, in the end of a civilization, the mechanical, technological city cannibalizes the
life-giving population of the countryside:

On this soil from 3000 BC onwards, there now grew up, here and there, the High
Cultures…each filling but a very small portion of the Earth’s space and each enduring for
hardly a thousand years. This group of passionate life-courses invented for its Prime
Symbol and its ‘world’ the city, in contrast to the village of the previous state – the strong
city in which is housed a quite artificial living, that has become divorced from Mother Earth
and is completely anti-natural – the city of rootless thought, that draws the streams of life
from the land and uses them up within itself.

Indeed, today’s reality corresponds with this prediction as the vast majority of population in America
and Europe has shifted from being a “Rural Intuitive” population to being a “Metropolitan and
Uninspired” population today. As man becomes uprooted from Nature in the artificial environment of
the city, he is no longer able to reproduce himself, he turns nihilistic and atheistic, and the end of his
High Culture draws near.
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Rather than live in harmony with nature, Western man tries to enslave it

The Beginning of the End

In 1931, when Man and Technics was published the “last act” of Western Man was just beginning.
Spengler thought Utopian dreams of Western man that drive his technological development will
never be realized as the last act plays out.

Every high culture is a tragedy. The history of mankind as a whole is tragic. But the
sacrilege and the catastrophe of the Faustian (Western) man are greater than all the others,
greater than anything Aeschylus or Shakespeare ever imagined. The creature is rising up
against its creator.

Spengler saw man’s attempt at dominating Nature as futile, but saw no way out of that development.

Today we stand on the summit, at the point when the fifth act is beginning. The last
decisions are made. The tragedy is closing.

Man’s lust for power makes him lose touch with his biology and the natural laws which he thinks do
not apply to him, but still do, which leads to tragedy. This is a pattern Spengler saw in previous High
Cultures, and prophetically predicted in our own:

The cultures of speech and enterprise – we are at once in the plural, and several can be
distinguished – in which personality and mass begin to be in spiritual opposition, in which
the spirit becomes avid of power and lays violent hands on life, these cultures embraced
even at their full only a part of mankind, and they are today, after a few millennia, all
extinguished and replaced. Man, evidently, was tired of merely having plants and animals
and slaves to serve him, and robbing Nature’s treasures of metal and stone, wood and yam,
of managing her water in canals and wells, of overcoming her obstacles with ships and
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roads, bridges and tunnels and dams. Now he meant not mere to plunder her of her
materials, but to enslave and harness her very forces as to multiply his own strength.

It goes beyond enslaving nature. As the Final World Sentiment of Western man spreads (which
Spengler said was the quest for a Socialist Utopia from the year 1900 onward) the Socialist longing
turns into a desire to become God. This is a profound commentary on anti-religious Marxists of today
and what they really want to accomplish by removing all biology from man. Cultural Marxism’s goal
of stripping man of all traditions, individuality, religion, family, and even his gender – making both
sexes androgynous as the sickness of feminism is attempting to do with catastrophic results –
represents Western man’s longing to achieve infinity: He must become a machine himself in order to
become God.

In other words, Marxists hate God because they themselves want to become God. To them,
“progressing” into a Socialist Utopia would bring about an infinity; a heaven on earth. Spengler
continues:

This last idea never thereafter let go its hold on us, for success would mean the final victory
over God or Nature – a small world of one’s own creation moving like the great world, in
virtue of its own forces and obeying the hand of Man alone. To build a world oneself, the
oneself God – that is the Faustian (Western) inventor’s dream, and from it has sprung all our
designing and re-designing of machines to approximate as nearly as possible to the
unattainable limit of perpetual motion.

The quest for perpetual motion springs from this longing for the infinite in Western culture. Indeed,
the search for infinity is what all art and knowledge in the society have been based on:

Architecture: Soaring cathedrals and soaring skyscrapers, rising towards infinity
Engineering: The search for perpetual motion and perpetual energy
Exploration: Manifest Destiny, exploring the universe/space exploration
Finance: Infinite economic growth, globalization
Music: Polyphony, or two or more simultaneous melodies, infinity-seeking sound
Mathematics: Infinitesimal calculus
Science: Infinities of space and time, evolution of biology and the universe
Politics: The quest for an infinite Socialist Utopia

Spengler says the quest for infinity which resulted in these achievements stretches all the way back to
the beginning of the study of nature by empirical methods in Spring:

With Roger Bacon begins the long line of scientists who suffer as magicians and heretics.

Unfortunately, the more powerful and “magical” man becomes the more of a danger he becomes to
himself. Machines begin to dominate his life and he eventually becomes a slave to the machines he
created rather than the machines serving him.
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Western man’s obsession with technology begins to conflict with his biology

Machines Extinguish Life

Life in the 21st century has definitely taken on a mechanical quality to it. Men often quip they are
just another cog in the machine, but this statement actually has a profound philosophical implication
to it. Continuing from Man and Technics:

All things organic are dying in the grip of organization. An artificial world is permeating
and poisoning the natural. Civilization has itself become a machine that does, or tries to do,
everything in a mechanical fashion.

As Western culture ultimately tries to turn not only society but mankind into a machine, people
begin checking out of such a sadistic, inhuman system. Echoes of Ayn Rand’s Atlas Shrugged come
to mind as man grows tired of an existence which micromanages every aspect of his life and his
conduct and strangles his freedom with mechanical precision; he eventually abandons the Machine
Culture.

The Faustian [Western] thought begins to be sick of machines. A weariness is spreading, a
sort of pacifism in the battle with Nature. Men are returning to forms of life simpler and
nearer to Nature; they are spending their time in sport instead of technical experiments. The
great cities are becoming hateful to them, and they would fain get away from the pressure of
soulless facts, from enslavement to the Machine, and the clear cold atmosphere of technical
organization.

As he abandons the Machine Culture his accomplishments will wither and fade away, along with his
once dominant culture. Someday, the West’s greatest accomplishments will lie in ruin as is the case
with the Egyptian pyramids and Great Sphinx of Giza, the Indian Pushpagiri Viharathe, the Chinese
Great Wall, the Babylonian Ishtar Gate, the Greek Parthenon, the Roman Colosseum, and the
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Mesoamerican pyramids.

Just as other High Cultures’ achievements now lie in ruin, Spengler thought Western man’s great works will see the same fate

Western Technology in Ruins

It is reasonable to think that Western man’s tech gadgets and machines will not carry on once his
culture reaches a tipping point. After passing that point of no return, his machines and technology
will either not be used by other cultures, or they will be adapted to serve their own world views. From
Decline of the West:

As the idea of the Babylonian or that of the Indian world was remote, strange and elusive
for the men of the five or six Cultures that followed, so all the Western world will be
incomprehensible to the men of Cultures yet unborn.

As Spengler saw it, the cultures who use the West’s technology see it as a luxury, it does not
represent a cultural and spiritual necessity for them the way it does for Western man.

Only Faustian Man thinks, feels, and lives in its form. To him it is a spiritual need – not its
economic consequences, but its victories.

Just as the West cannot understand the Point-Present Prime Symbol of Classical civilization, the
Rhyming Time Prime Symbol of Mesoamerican (Mayan/Aztec) civilization, or The Path Prime
Symbol of Egyptian civilization, the culture that supersedes ours will not be able to understand our
Prime Symbol of Infinity and our obsession with limitless gadgets and machines. So, what to do when
faced with an outcome that seems to be predetermined?

Faced with this destiny, there is only one worldview that is worthy of us, the one of
Achilles: better a short life, full of deeds and glory, than a long and empty one. Only
dreamers believe in ways out. Optimism is cowardice.
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Spengler thought knowing about and bravely following the arc of civilization to its end would bring
those who could understand his concepts to a better end than those who believe man can ultimately
win in his battle against Nature find a way out of the monstrous drama of the rise and fall of
civilizations. Indeed, thinking one can break out of cycles that have ended all past High Cultures is
highly optimistic.

While the people comprising the culture go on to survive once it collapses, they will not dominate the
world nor culture the way they once did.

The Egyptian denied mortality. Today, pathetic symbols of the will to endure, the bodies of
the great Pharaohs lie in our museums, their faces still recognizable. On the shining,
polished granite peak of the pyramid of Amenemhet III we can read today the words
“Amenemhet looks upon the beauty of the Sun.”

The West is also attempting to deny mortality. However, according to the study of history no culture
escapes its ultimate fate. The West’s rabid pursuit of a Socialist Utopia by attempting to turn human
beings into perpetually running machines is its last gasp as it reaches out towards infinity, meanwhile
while the soul and demographics of the society implode as it has lost touch with its life-giving
religion and traditions. As the life of man is organic, so is the life of his culture.

An interesting footnote is Spengler thought Russia could be the next High Culture to arise. Russia’s
Prime Symbol is The Plane Without Limit.

We can certainly feel an “elective affinity” between the Russian and the Magian souls, but
as yet the Prime Symbol of Russia finds no sure expression either in religion or in
architecture. It is not yet a style, only the promise of a style that will awaken when the real
Russian religion awakens.

If this is correct, as the West fades a distinct Russian High Culture will arise. The epic cycle of the
rise and fall of civilizations continues. The Machine Culture ends, making way for a new cultural
pursuit.
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No More Uncle Sugar: Restoring Checks and Balances to the
Sexual Market
May 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

When women are insulated from reality, there are no longer checks and balances on their instinctual behavior

The well-known problems of fertility and demographic decline, degenerate carousel-riding women,
and the implosion of the family are regular topics in our corner of the internet.

What isn’t discussed as much is what can be done to end the insanity. One important move would be
dismantling the artificial reality created by a gynocentric government in order to return natural checks
and balances to a totally skewed sexual playing field. Women’s destructive mating instincts are kept
in check when they are not insulated from the reality of bad choices as they are when a welfare state
swoops in to protect the puss as it does in America and Europe.

This is readily evident when one travels to areas of the world where there is no welfare state to come
and clean up the trail of disaster a feral woman leaves behind. In Anglo America the cleanup
job means divorced men get enslaved by the family court system, and a huge glut of unmarried,
sexless men are squeezed for the maximum amount of tax money they can pay into the system while
not being sexually rewarded for their contributions to society. In the absence of a government mafia
subjugating men and legally forcing them to support this type of degeneracy, women know if they
use and abuse Beta providers they will end up in the street selling themselves or shunned from
society.

When government instead props up the poor decision making of women as has happened in the West,
this consequence free environment quickly causes the sexual market to operate under the Law of the
Jungle and disincentivizes men from participating in a system that views them only as batteries to
power the desires of elites and women, to use the metaphor from The Matrix.
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Uncle Sugar incentivizes women to break up families and walk all over Beta providers

Uncle Sugar

The much-maligned (by both men and women) Beta male actually serves a crucial role in
civilization. Betas are the men who do the hard work and generate the majority of wealth-producting
productivity that is forcefully taken from them through ever-increasing government taxation. In the
past, Betas were rewarded for their work and support of women and society by a legal and cultural
climate that provided them with a reliable wife and mother, gave men a vaunted role in society as
patriarch, and let them make the decisions for society.

That is until Uncle Sugar, the personification of the gynocentric welfare system, came along and
dissolved this framework. However, rather than dissolving the Beta male’s obligation to pay into
such a system after empowering women, it has passed increasingly Draconian laws to not only ensure
his continued support, but to increase the amount of money it squeezes out of him.

Slavery did not end in American with the passage of the 14th Amendment. Men can still be enslaved
by the family court system through child support and alimony, even if the need to pay child support
and alimony was caused by irresponsible, hamster-driven decisions of women. Women truly have all
the rights and none of the responsibilities in this biased system. They are still seen as downtrodden,
indigent, and weak by the family court system rather than the Strong, Independent Women™ they
claim to be.
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Uncle Sugar must be ended and reality brought back to end the abuse of men

Ending the Insurance Policy Against Reality

The system is proving to not be an effective long-term solution to the problems posed by letting
women run wild. Based on which set of statistics one uses, the United States government exists as a
wealth redistribution agent a full 60% to 75% of the time. It takes money from one person and gives
it to another by force.

Even middle of the road Mike Huckabee (unaffectionately referred to as Huckster-bee by TNMM)
spoke to the need to eliminate government bennies for women if they are truly going to realize the
dream of becoming Strong, Independent Women™ who Don’t Need a Man™. If they Don’t Need a
Man™ why do they support using government force to extract money from men?

I think it’s time for Republicans to no longer accept listening to Democrats talk about a war
on women. Because the fact is, the Republicans don’t have a war on women. They have a
war FOR women. For them to be empowered; to be something other than victims of their
gender.

Women I know are outraged that Democrats think that women are nothing more than
helpless and hopeless creatures whose only goal in life is to have a government provide for
them birth control medication. Women I know are smart, educated, intelligent, capable of
doing anything anyone else can do. Our party stands for the recognition of the equality of
women and the capacity of women. That’s not a war ON them, it’s a war FOR them.

And if the Democrats want to insult the women of America by making them believe that
they are helpless without Uncle Sugar coming in and providing or them a prescription each
month for birth control because they cannot control their libido or their reproductive system
without the help of the government, then so be it, let’s take that discussion all across
America because women are far more than Democrats have made them to be. And women
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across America have to stand up and say, Enough of that nonsense.

Huckabee only touched the tip of the iceberg with these comments. The reality is all government
preferences for women must be ended. This includes the government-enforced indentured servitude
of men who are compelled under threat of imprisonment to pay ex-wives and baby mommas. If
women are not victims, they should be able to support their own lives and their own children if a
relationship ends, especially if it ends because of their decisions.

Most importantly, if this unjust system that scapegoats men as villains and antagonists ended, the
behavior of women would change immediately. Men would not be discarded so quickly if women
had to face the harsh realities of a world without Uncle Sugar sending them a check every month, and
the number of divorces and fatherless children would plummet.

Reality – it is a bitch – but it is the only way to return any measure of sanity to the relations between
the sexes and achieve social justice (heh) for men. Men need to stand up and let women and
the government know they are no longer utilities to be taken advantage of.
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Saving Your Calories Will Help You Lose Weight
May 12, 2016 | by Snow | Link | Original Link

Drinking black coffee in the morning can help you lose weight

By: Snow, The New Modern Man Contributor | Snow Training Systems

Imagine getting everything done that you want to get done. Think about getting lean in a more
efficient way, and being better in the gym. Saving your calories will make you a better man. That is
what fitness is all about, right?

We train at the gym because we want to improve our bodies. But what happens when we aren’t at the
gym? I’ll tell you what happens…this is when most people screw up. We are taught in grade school
that breakfast is the most important meal of the day. This is a myth that a lot of people believe.
Breakfast has nothing to do with body composition. Total calories consumed is what will determine a
person’s body composition. It doesn’t matter if you are the greatest guy in the world or a scumbag. If
you eat at a calorie surplus, you will gain weight. If you eat at a deficit, you will lose weight.

Knowing this, the most common mistake people make when dieting is eating their calories too early.
What if, instead of eating our calories too early we saved them for night time, or later in the day? It
would be easier to sleep, to get more done during the day, and to lose the body fat. Here are some tips
to help you save your calories.

Calorie Saving tips:

Drink black coffee 2-3 cups
Drink sparkling water
Wait 5-6 hours after waking up to eat

These three tips will help most people save their calories throughout the day. Saving calories will
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make it easier to stay in a calorie deficit. If we stay in a calorie deficit during a cut, the fat loss will
come off faster.

Another way to do this is to eat a tablespoon of peanut butter before your first meal. This tip will help
keep hunger at bay for at least one more hour. By doing this you can push that first meal back even
further. You can also have the peanut butter after the first meal, but, this way will help keep you full
longer. Remember that it is only 1 tablespoon of peanut butter – this is where a lot of people mess up.
They eat too much peanut butter, and then they don’t finish the day with a calorie deficit. It is
important to keep that in mind.

Another useful tip for this is to keep busy during the fasted state. This is the greatest opportunity to
get things done, go to the gym, write, run errands. Don’t even think about food until you have been
awake for a minimum of 5 hours. If you develop discipline you will notice it will be easier to focus
and to be productive.

Staying busy can help take your mind off eating

Being Productive

To be a better man you simply have to be productive. During the fasted state it is important to not
consume any calories at all. This style of eating is more instinctual, it is about eating when you are
truly hungry, not when you’re bored. I have made this mistake several times. If you catch yourself
getting bored, start doing a task immediately.

Once you start doing a task, your mind will be occupied. For those who think this method will cause
them to lose strength, that isn’t the case. You will notice a focus and mental alertness during the
fasted state. It actually helps in the gym, as you will be triggering the sympathetic nervous system.
This is what makes us alert. The gladiators of the past even ate like this.

There is nothing unusual about fasting, it is completely normal. Just forget that you are fasting. This
will forge a healthier relationship with food. Again body composition has to do with total calories.
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This fasting style is a useful tool to help manage calories. It also helps with hunger. When you start
fasting you will notice when you are really hungry. The gladiators of the past, who are a lot tougher
than modern men ate this way. They learned and trained themselves to deal with hunger. Learning to
deal with hunger is a valuable skill that anyone can learn.

Sometimes your body isn’t even hungry, it is only releasing cortisol and adrenaline. It is important to
identify when this is happening as it will toughen the mind up. Having a weak mind is a huge issue
for the modern man. By following this method for eating you will notice more toughness, if you
avoid complaining. Keep the gladiators in mind when you think you are hungry. The gladiators ate a
lot less than we do and they had to fight for their lives and for glory in the arena.

Rice and beef for dinner is recommended when following Snow’s diet plan; chicken is an alternative

Eat Later in the Day

It is important to remember to keep this eating style to yourself. If you tell everyone what you are
doing, some people will disagree and their opinions will guide you in different directions. Fasting
works great for saving calories. By eating a big meal right before bed, this helps people sleep better.
If you sleep better you will have more energy the next day, and you will recover better from your
workouts. Here is a sample day of dieting, for someone who wakes up at 7 a.m.

Sample Back Loaded Diet:

Morning 7 a.m.-12 p.m. 2-3 cups of coffee, water, diet soda
12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m.: 1 tablespoon peanut butter: 180 calories
Lunch 2-3: 1 cup of white rice, 1 serving of ground beef: 550-600 calories
Dinner 7-8 p.m. : 1.5 servings of ground beef, 2 cups of rice 900-1100 calories

This plan is for someone who wakes up at 7 a.m. It spaces out the calories in a way that has the man
or woman eating more at night. If you aren’t hungry at 7-8 o’clock, wait until you get hungry to eat.
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All that matters is creating a calorie deficit. People who aren’t losing body fat are usually counting
their calories incorrectly.

The above diet is a sample eating day. If you prefer to eat chicken instead of ground beef, do that. If
you prefer yellow rice instead of white rice, eat that. Feel free to eat potatoes instead of rice. The
most important factor is shifting the calories to later in the day or even at night so it can be easier to
sleep, and ultimately create a calorie deficit in a more efficient way. Remember, if you want to
replace peanut butter with avocado, that’s perfectly fine. What’s important is eating good fats to
stay full and make the diet easier. If you are full and don’t want to eat, it will be easier to lose body
fat.

People say to not take the easier road. That statement is true, this style of eating is just more efficient.
Efficiency is very important when it comes to results, so take the most efficient route for you. Saving
your calories for later in the day will make you a better man.
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Living Expenses Abroad Are Less Than a U.S. Child
Support Payment
May 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A life in the tropics does not cost as much as you might think

Ever dreamed of living in the tropics? It may surprise you to found out it costs less for a man to live a
comfortable life abroad than the average child support payment. This is yet another piece of evidence
which points to the grave risks Anglo American women pose to the average man’s finances. He can
literally be enslaved for 18 years per child or worse, enslaved for life with alimony payments if he
marries her.

I know it costs less because I have been living on $450 a month in the Dominican Republic for 6
months. Here is a breakdown of my monthly expenses:

Rent: $200
Utilities: $0 (included with rent)
Internet: $27 for High-Speed MiFi
Food: $200
Gas for cooking: $10
Skype for calls: $3

That monthly budget breakdown is a testament to the power of minimalism. Throw in $500 to buy a
decent motorcycle, $10 a year for insurance and $3-5 a week for gas and you have wheels, although
most places in Latin America are conducive to walking and indeed walking is excellent exercise.
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Buses and guaguas will also take you anywhere on the island dirt cheap.

The average child support payment back in the United States will run you around $500 a
month. Insane? Yes.

Living a simple life is a strange concept to materialists

Critics

A simple life free of constant shopping and eating out is a strange concept to those who have
swallowed the Kool-Aid of the propaganda ministers in the media and government. Judging one’s
success in life by who has the most toys has come to define the entire culture of Anglo America.

Understandably, a lot of people criticized me before I left. “Oh, but it must be dangerous there.” That,
or they would try to insinuate people are not civilized or are somehow backwards because they don’t
live their lives in pursuit of stuff. Or, to the horror of über-materialistic Americans, “They have poor
people there!” In reality, there is a lot of richness in the poor neighborhood and a lot of poverty in the
rich neighborhood based on my life experience.

To the chagrin of the doubters, the standard of living I enjoy now is quite comparable to the
apartment I was paying $600 a month for (with nothing included!) back in the States except now my
rent with utilities included is a third of that. Yes, I have running water, electricity, high-speed Internet
and indoor plumbing.

There are American-style supermarkets within walking distance of the house I rent, and I have
always felt safe here. That said, one cannot be stupid and wander drunk and alone down a dark alley
at 3:00 AM if he does not wish for trouble. But one has that same danger in any city in America.

People tend to have a warped view of reality when it comes to Latin America. Thanks to constant
media propaganda, Latinos are often views as criminals or drug dealers of some type. This is not the
case, as anyone who has spent time here can tell you. There certainly are drug dealers and miscreants
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here, but you can also find those types of people in any city in America.

Freedom is a very important concept to most Red Pill men; true freedom not sloganeering

Benefits

Living a simpler life has freed up my time to work on creative projects like this blog. I also have a lot
of time to enjoy lounging around at the beach, drinking, and chasing the pretty women here. I feel
more at peace. Not only that, but thanks to a society that does not insulate women from poor life
choices with government bennies, I have a fantastic Latina girlfriend who cooks, cleans, and happily
does all the things women in Anglo America used to do before feminism told them it was oppression.
(Women here laugh at household chores being considered oppression.)

All in all, on $450 a month I am afforded an overall quality of life that I consider superior to what I
was offered in the States even though there I was making $50,000 a year. The $450 figure is for basic
living, I allow a couple hundred dollars more  for clothing, drinking, and other recreation.

Still, a great life comes out to only slightly more than I was paying for my apartment alone before.
And that figure includes everything it takes for a man to be happy and free. There is no police and
surveillance state as of yet crushing people under its heel as there are where people’s activities and
conduct are monitored 24 hours a day. Getting tickets is unheard of and the police are not the
militarized, jack-booted storm trooper types America is gravitating towards.

The economy here is definitely freer than back home. Instead of corporate goliaths owning
everything, most stores, shops and restaurants are mom ‘n pop owned and operated. This makes for a
much more personal interaction and I enjoy patronizing people who I know, rather than the profits
from my transactions being shifted up a giant pyramid to help buy some nameless, faceless CEO’s
fifth Ferrari.
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Women are a product of their culture, a degenerate culture produces degenerate women; in many countries society is much more traditional

Ridiculous

In closing, I can think of no other word than “ridiculous” to describe what the relations between the
sexes have become in the 21st century. Rather than couples enjoying their lives together and enjoying
the children they create together, much like everything else a child has been reduced to another
economic transaction. It is as sad as it is tragic, and is a testament to a culture that worships
materialism and consumerism over all else.

A child with the wrong woman winds up being an economic transaction that will cost a man more
than his entire existence would have if he left The Anglo American Matrix. And that’s just for a child
support payment! Not including the other high costs of living in Anglo America.

That is definitely food for thought, especially when corporations talk of globalization and
outsourcing. Maybe single men in America should consider outsourcing their lives, too. I am getting
a far better deal with not only the cost of living but the superior quality of non-feminized women, too.
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Weekend Reading | May 13, 2016
May 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of May 13, 2016.

Manosphere

7 Examples of the “Puss Pass” In Action

Following up last week’s article where four innocent men were coerced into giving false
confessions and then imprisoned for over a decade for a crime the prosecutor knew they
didn’t commit, this week we are going to look at the other side of the law. Specifically, the
puss pass, and what happens when it is effectively used. Here are a few cases of this
powerful “get out of jail free” card:

How Advertising Shows the Decline of American Culture

Commercials are a convenient window into the culture. Even when commercials don’t
exactly reflect the culture, they still speak to what the culture aspires to. Unfortunately, a
comparison of the commercials of today with those of the past reveals that our culture has
degenerated in several areas.
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Good Girls, Bad Girls

In her SMV Peak years, “F you society, I won’t be the good girl you want me to be!” is the
message she adopts insofar as it serves her sexual strategy’s immediate interests. The
conflict comes when she needs to temper this sentiment with a need to settle into a
motherhood role and compromise it just enough to present the appearance of being a
prudent choice for long term commitment.

Food

The 33 Genius Three-Ingredient Recipes

If you are looking for some New recipes, some new ideas that will make you happy, than
you are on the right place. These 33 easy and amazing food recipes will make you happy
and you will enjoy in your food. All you need to do is to chose one of this food ideas and try
it, or you can try all of them.

Politics

CNN Pundits React to Trump Winning Nebraska & W. Virginia

Jake Tapper and Dana Bash look like they are worried about a Tsunami that might hit their
city.
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The Manosphere is the Modern Samizdat
May 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Self-publishers who did not conform to Communist thinking were arrested and taken to re-education camps in Soviet Russia

Today’s self-publishing men, the men a socialist revolution in America has marginalized and thrown
overboard, are challenging the authority of the once mainstream, now legacy media as well as the
government puppet masters who supposedly legitimize them. Online publishing by dissidents is the
modern version of an old concept called Samizdat, which also happened in response to a Marxist
revolution.

Samizdat is a term from the days of Communist Russia that means self-publishing. The term
sounds innocuous enough but samizdat has a dark historical context, one that in modern times applies
to the dissidents who are gathering around the modern-day manosphere, MGTOW, and Alt-Right
movements. Many of its publishers and commenters are the same people derided and silenced by
mainstream politicians and the media for their support of the Trump candidacy, though many have far
more to discuss than a mere political candidate.

In Soviet times, samizdat referenced government-suppressed literature with political opinions the
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State did not agree with that was clandestinely printed and distributed. Just as politically incorrect
opinions are suppressed by the left today, politically incorrect opinions were suppressed then by the
Communist left.

Samizdat originated within the Russian Intelligentsia, a group which could include anyone from
artists to teachers to scientists who were engaged in disseminating ideas that ran counter to the leftist
ideology of Communism. In parallel to the self-publishing world of bloggers today, most of the texts
were personal statements, protests, or opinions which differed from the mainstream. Many suggested
alternative ways of handling social problems. Others included news suppressed by the “official
media” of the time such as Pravda (The one and only Truth, which published government-approved
propaganda).

The publishers of samizdat were subjected to censorship, harassment and surveillance of the type we
are just beginning to witness in America. Facebook has been caught up in a recent scandal for
suppressing conservative viewpoints while promoting liberal viewpoints. Twitter has also been
caught up in censorship scandals, and Social Justice Warriors swarm and harass anyone who doesn’t
conform to their hivemind groupthink. A swarming by the SJW fascists will involve at the minimum
a job loss, while often an entire career can be destroyed for not conforming to the mandates of the
politically correct thought police. The echoes of Orwell’s 1984 are all around us.

Looking back, we can find historical precedent to this type of behavior from leftists. In 1973, in an
effort to intimidate and silence its political opponents who were publishing samizdat, the KGB
concocted a show trial involving one of its most prominent publishers, Victor Krasin.

The cases of Krasin and Bukovsky illustrate the problem of state suppression of speech
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Krasin Goes Up Against the State Apparatus

Victor Krasin was an economist who had long been a critic of Marxism-Leninism who was arrested
for his opinions as early as 1949 and sent to Ozerlag to do hard labor as a political prisoner. Krasin
spent the next five years of his life in different labor camps as a political prisoner until Stalin’s death
in 1954, when he was released after being “rehabilitated” (effectively considered brainwashed) by the
state. He went on to become a professor at the Central Economics and Mathematics Institute where
he continued to self-publish until he was fired for it, and was arrested again years later for anti-Soviet
propaganda. That arrest led to the show trial.

The stark contrast between today’s politically correct climate of censorship and suppression of Free
Speech in America, and the championing of Free Speech then is astonishing. Only two weeks after
Krasin’s conviction in the KGB’s show trial, the United States House and Senate adopted resolutions
stating Krasin had “demonstrated enormous courage and intellectual honesty in advocating and
defending the importance of fundamental civil and political liberty,” and that he had “served to
illuminate the plight of hundreds of thousands of Soviet citizens.” That was then. It is not likely the
publishers of today’s samizdat which challenges female privilege, bias against men in the family
court system, and the marginalization of men will be lauded for their defense of fundamental civil
and political liberty, since their views do not conform to those of today’s Marxist American
government.

Krasin later emigrated to the United States and became a citizen in 1981. When studying the history
of Krasin, one wonders how far away from such arrests and persecutions we are in America for the
crime of illuminating men.
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Closed minds stop thought crimes!
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Bukovsky Fights the System

Vladimir Bukovsky was another samizdat publisher. A neurophysiologist and dissident of the Marxist
movement, he started self-publishing shortly after entering Moscow University in 1960. One of his
first pieces as portrayed the Soviet Union as an immoral society that no longer had moral and
spiritual authority over its citizens. (The parallels between present-day America and Communist
Russia are easily recognizable!)

For this “crime” of questioning authority and self-publishing, he was placed under investigation,
and in 1961 was expelled from Moscow University. Unfazed, he continued his writing and self-
publishing. By 1963, he was arrested by the KGB and convicted of anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda. Bukovsky would spend a total of 12 years in and out of Soviet prison and labor camps,
and forced-treatment psychiatric hospitals. Speaking of this experience, he would later say:

I myself create it, edit it, censor it, publish it, distribute it, and get imprisoned for it.

One of the ways Soviet psychiatric hospitals treated political opponents like Bukovsky was by
diagnosing them with sluggish schizophrenia. After all, why would anyone oppose the greatest
sociopolitical system in the world, Communism? (Just as in America today, who would oppose
multicultural enrichment, diversity, and the marginalization of the Evil White Male?) Self-publishers
like Bukovsky who didn’t agree with the party line were diagnosed as being unable to grasp reality.
The Soviet psychiatrists were also told to look for traits such as reform delusions or struggles for
truth and justice and refusal to submit to authority so that those disorders could also be treated.

The treatments usually involved locking political opponents up in a Special Psychiatric Hospital, and
drugging them with high doses of psychiatric medications.

Because of this spurious definition of schizophrenia, the Soviet Union had at least three times the
number of schizophrenics as other nations. Bukovsky’s later appeals to Western psychiatrists helped
expose the political abuse of psychiatry in the Soviet Union. But, what better way for an authoritarian
state to deal with political dissidents than diagnosing them as mentally unstable! These appeals led to
reforms, including glasnost, which called for increased openness and transparency in government
activities.

Once again, showing how political winds can shift dramatically from one generation to the next, the
U.S. helped negotiate Bukovsky’s emigration from the Soviet Union. Bukovsky would end up in the
U.K.

Looking at this case begs the question: How far are we from seeing conservatives and those who
believe in traditional sex roles and traditional families diagnosed with a mental disorder,
then rehabilitated with Obamacare in a state-run hospital in America?
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Facebook routinely suppresses Free Speech on its platform

America Heads Down Path of Politically Correct Censorship

Even though today there are no official edicts as of yet damning the authors and commenters on self-
publishing web sites, we live in an environment of militant feminism and authoritarian political
correctness that is becoming increasingly inhospitable to tradition and masculinity. There have even
been bills introduced in the House of Representatives to curb speech the state determines is
inappropriate.

Today’s internet world of Samizdat self-publishing blows a huge hole in the what the media and
government previously took for granted: Control of the dialogue. The gatekeepers were able to select
which topics were appropriate to discuss, decide what emphasis to place on each topic, then frame
those topics in a way that’s appropriate for their interests, while limiting debate to certain prescribed
limits which were also suited to their interests. It’s not easy for them to hide dissent and alternative
points of view anymore. We are just beginning to see the results of a the fundamental change in the
way the world communicates ideas, brought on by the internet.

One thing is for sure, self-publishing is easier, faster, and more prevalent now than it ever could have
been back in the days of the Soviet Union. Men are self-publishing politically unpopular,
unapproved, rational ideas that are important to their own self-interest in increasingly large numbers
with an increasingly confident voice. What remains to be seen is how those in power will respond. A
corporate censorship model and advertising blacklist looks to be the first volley in this assault on
those who publish idea that don’t conform to those the thought police approve of.

Will we see arrests for the newly invented PC term “hate speech” soon? Will the government resort
to outright censorship in the name of “national security?” Will Google and other web companies
impose restrictions which content it indexes? In any case, storm clouds are gathering on the horizon,
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and as history shows, a Communist government will go to great lengths to suppress dissent.
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Have a Drink: Shiner Bock
May 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Shiner Bock is Texas’ favorite beer, and mine, too
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Shiner Bock Beer | Relampago’s Rating: 

Shiner Bock is my favorite American beer. Brewed by German and Czech immigrants just outside
San Antonio in the tiny town of Spoetzl since 1909, it’s also known as Texas’ favorite beer. Walmart
carries it in many towns, and many pubs are also sure to carry it as it is distributed in 49 states.

After nearly going extinct in the late 1980s, Spoetzl Brewery bounced back and is now the fifth
largest craft brewery and the tenth largest brewery overall in the U.S.

While beer snobs often rate it as average, I have to say it’s better than most of the bland American
beer you will find on supermarket shelves. I don’t know why everything has to be vivisected by taste
testers online, it kills the enjoyment of anything. Sometimes it’s enough to just enjoy a simple beer
without analyzing it to death.

That said, the taste of Shiner Bock is smooth, rich, and enjoyable. It goes down easily and has a
robust flavor. It’s easy to go through an entire 6-pack without growing tired of it.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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Eye Candy of the Week – May 15, 2016
May 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This cute chocolate model poses against a white room. The contrast is striking. Here’s our Eye Candy
of the Week for May 15, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | May 15, 2016
May 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter charlessledge001 wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us.
In response to Living Expenses Abroad are Less than a U.S. Child Support Payment he pointed out
how the propaganda ministry indeed tries to keep people from seeing the light by traveling to
countries that are freer than “free” America:

I think the reason America pushes the other countries are so bad/dangerous is like a fat
bitchy wife telling her husband how young women are all whores and annoying. She knows
they are one thousand times better than her but she needs her husband to keep believing the
myth she pushes so she can continue to parasite off him. If the slaves ever get wind of how
great freedom is they may not be comfortable with being slaves anymore. And as far as
being dangerous have they ever been to Detroit or Phoenix or hell any major city in
America lol.

Indeed, as The Predatory Female tells us, the system needs lots of thirsty, compliant, ignorant men to
pay into it or the whole house of cards crashes down, and Uncle Sugar won’t be able to write checks
to support women’s horrible decisions anymore.

Red Pill Men: Realize, there is much more freedom to be had abroad than in a socially engineered,
materialistic, Puritanical, sexually repressed culture. Get it while the gettin’ is good.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man. And don’t forget the Comment of the Month
competition which awards $20 cash the 1st of every month!

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Feminism Proves Freud’s Penis Envy Theory Correct
May 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Feminism proves Freud’s Penis Envy theory correct

Sigmund Freud’s ideas on psychoanalysis, the id, ego, and superego as
well as his ideas on primitive emotional and sexual forces dominating human psychology have
largely been proven true by his nephew Edward Bernays. Bernays put Freud’s ideas to work for
corporations and government, and the result has been an all-consuming culture of materialism and
today, an elite-managed democracy. Both corporations and the government manipulate emotions
rather than speaking to man’s intellect to maintain their power.

In addition, feminism has been proving Freud’s Penis Envy theory correct for half a century. Women
have abandoned their feminine strengths and now pursue male avenues of personal fulfillment. In
Anglo America, a society that has had a long history of difficult relations between the sexes, this has
progressed to the point women are attempting to displace men from all avenues of the society. What
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is Penis Envy? According to Freud:

It is a stage during female psychosexual development, in which female adolescents
experience anxiety upon realization that they do not have a penis. Freud considered this
realization a defining moment in a series of transitions toward a mature female sexuality
and gender identity…it is sometimes used in contemporary culture to refer to women who
are presumed to wish they were men.

What else is feminism than an attempt to turn women into men? John Smith of Quora puts it less
tactfully but more honestly.

Since men often have more adult qualities, like being the bread winner in a family and
essentially being a protector and provider (biological basis of attraction and male/female
relationships) a woman feels like a child and inferior.

One of the most hilarious criticisms of the theory comes from feminists:

A significant number of feminists have been highly critical of penis envy theory as a
concept and psychoanalysis as a discipline, arguing that the assumptions and approaches of
the psychoanalytic project are profoundly patriarchal, anti-feminist, and misogynistic and
represent women as broken or deficient men.

The hamster is really spinning the wheel to come up with that rationalization. What else is feminism
but trying to turn women into broken or deficient men? Pretending there are not innate psychological,
anatomical, and behavioral differences between the sexes is the height of insanity.

Feminism pushes the sexes to deny their innate sexual, behavioral, and anatomical differences ultimately resulting in an androgynous,
sexless society
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What Feminism Does to Society

Turning women into men (sans penis) as feminism wants to do is proving to have disastrous results
for society. Women are increasingly being pushed into male spaces, and men are being told they
cannot have male spaces any longer but dare not go into female “safe spaces.” Birth rates are
tumbling such that societies that practice feminism are dying off, the family is being destroyed, and
the sexes are becoming more feral in a sexual market that resembles the jungle. Feminism seeks
rights and privileges but no responsibilities for women other than to become corporate drones that
displace men from their jobs and roles in society, and importantly, reduce wages while increasing tax
revenue.

It also teaches them the very important and respectable professions of mother and housewife are
outdated and a product of evil men oppressing them. All these factors combine in an attack on
traditional gender roles that have been an important part of the human species since it evolved, which
boil down to the following:

Masculine roles are usually associated with strength, aggression, and dominance, while
feminine roles are usually associated with childrearing, nurturing, and subordination.

Research proves both women and men are happier when they conform to this model, rather than the
Western idea of trying to surpass human biology in a quest to realize Utopia. Interestingly, Spengler
(who predicted the current malaise of Western culture in 1918) said Western man’s ultimate,
unattainable goal – based on his Prime Symbol of Infinity – was turning himself into one of his
machines, forgoing his biology. President Herbert Hoover quipped social engineers like Bernays
were indeed turning men and women into happiness machines! And that was three-quarters of a
century ago.

Marxists claim feminism is about achieving equality, but in reality it has these effects:

Turning women into taxpayers to add to the largesse of the system
Women dedicating their lives to an unloving corporation rather than a loving husband and
family
Programming both men and women against their innate biological tendencies
Moving society towards androgyny; a sexless society
Ignoring and suppressing valid male issues
Seeking higher status for women via special rights and privileges
The rise of casual sex (and the Thousand-Cock Stare)
The decline of marriage
The decline of family
The rise of single parenting
Children being indoctrinated by the state rather than educated by their families
Rising numbers of fatherless children, leading to delinquency

Paul Gottfried, cultural critic has boiled all these bullet points down to this statement:

Feminism has been a social disaster that continues to take its toll on the family and has
contributed to a descent by increasingly disconnected individuals into social chaos.

It’s the classic political tactic of divide and conquer. After social chaos is created, isolated,
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disconnected individuals are much easier for a state to manage than people who are members of
strong, cohesive families.

Feminism encourages women to forego their natural strengths

Foregoing Femininity for Feminism

Feminism encourages women to forgo “oppressive” roles that actually play to their strengths in
society: roles like wife, mother, and nurturer. There is perhaps no better illustration of Penis Envy
than women labeling as outdated and oppressive the strengths their biology – and notably their
vaginas – give them. Feminists want to be just like men instead of just like women.

The most famous case of women emulating men started in the 1960s with feminists burning their
bras. Rather than prove Penis Envy wrong, behavior like this actually screams I want to go around
with out a bra just like men, saggy breasts be damned!

Next up came I want to have a career and a job, just like men! However, in a cruel, corporate
managed world that demands more and more from its employees for less and less reward, some
women are beginning to realize that becoming a corporate bootlicker wasn’t such a good deal after
all. After all, tending to their children (rather than having them raised by a nanny), baking cakes,
watching soap operas, and vacuuming will not lead to the vortex of hell as feminism warns. (As an
aside, in Latin America women laugh at the idea of household chores and activities like these for
women being oppressive.)

Feminism, which paints women as eternal victims and men as eternal oppressors suggests women do
indeed have an inferiority complex, which Freud showed stems from the realization women are
anatomically “deficient” during what he called the Phallic Stage. And now, with the advance of
modern technology, women can have a penis sewn on. Anglo-America’s weird concept of trying to
reinvent biology and sexuality has led to such crises as the Great Transgenders and Toilets Debate.
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Is sex a primitive, outdated concept and do men need to be neutered so they can be more like women?

Androgyny

Ultimately, feminism is a Trojan Horse used by Cultural Marxists to effectively neuter society. The
goal of Marxism is a sexless society in which men are feminized and women are masculinized.
Achieving equality really means achieving no sex at all: no penis, no vagina, no intercourse. Just
sexless, corporate, taxpaying pods with no biology. In the minds of the damaged, evil individuals
pushing this agenda, no sex and no gender will lead to a Utopia on earth.

A Star Trek: The Next Generation episode called The Outcast dealt with this concept. The episode
focuses around the J’naii, and the echoes of the sexless society feminism seeks are chilling.

According to their official doctrine, the J’naii had evolved beyond gender and thus view the
idea of male/female sexuality as primitive. Those among the J’naii who view themselves as
possessing gender are ridiculed, outcast, and forced to undergo “psychotectic therapy” – a
form of therapy meant to remediate gender-specificity [essentially neutering people] and
allow acceptance back into J’naii society. Soren [who feels like a woman] is essentially put
on trial where she passionately defends herself and expresses her outrage at what their
society does to those who are different. J’naii diplomats force Soren to undergo this therapy,
citing reformed citizens’ newfound happiness and desire to be normal.

It is reasonable to think, given the path society is now taking that people who have normal sexual
urges and who believe in traditional gender roles will someday be sent to re-education camps in a
similar way to the plot laid out in The Outcast.

Just look at how society already condemns traditional gender roles and excommunicates people who
believe women should be subservient to men and that men should lead society. How dare you say a
thing like that! When, for the vast majority of human history those sentiments would have been
considered completely normal. This is the danger with slow, steady social engineering that uses
feminism and the useful idiots that subscribe to it as one of many tools in a toolbox of social
engineering. People are slowly indoctrinated into a completely new belief system without realizing
how manipulated they have become.

Will the day come that men are forcibly neutered? Men have already been figuratively neutered in the
West by cultural engineering schemes that force them to behave more like nice girls instead of rowdy
boys, so they can be “normal” like females who quietly and calmly follow orders and do not question
authority. Taking the next logical step towards an androgynous society sounds like the path to hell,
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not heaven.
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Freud’s Nephew Created the Propaganda Model Society Now
Runs On
May 17, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Sigmund Freud’s theories have been successfully implemented by corporations and government for a century

Sigmund Freud’s ideas about psychology are known the world over. He originated the concept of the
id, ego, and superego, detailed dangerous instinctual drives and described primitive sexual forces he
said linger in the mind of man as evolutionary baggage. His ideas were initially hated when they were
printed in Europe, and even today many people criticize Freud’s views on human psychology. But,
little do they know the theories he detailed have been used successfully to turn America into a
materialistic, consumer-driven culture, and have also successfully been used to manipulate the
democracy people live under to favor an elite.

Sigmund Freud’s nephew Edward Bernays began using his uncle’s ideas about primitive sexual and
destructive forces hidden deep in the psyche of man to manipulate the masses in the Roaring 1920s.
After studying his uncle’s work, Bernays began working on a way to make people buy things they
didn’t need by linking products to unconscious desires in their mind. This practice was the beginning
of the materialistic, consumeristic culture that dominates Anglo America today.

Before his work on designing a consumer culture started in the 1920s, Bernays worked for Woodrow
Wilson as a propaganda agent (the term public relations had not yet been invented by Bernays). He
used crowd psychology theories from Freud to design a slogan to justify U.S. entry into World War I:

Make the world safe for democracy.
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The propaganda campaign designed around this slogan was a huge success. The crowds loved
Woodrow Wilson in a completely irrational way. Bernays then thought, why not use the techniques
he pioneered as a government propaganda agent for corporations. The General Introduction to
Psychoanalysis by Freud became his guidebook. Bernays set out to make a fortune for corporations
and himself by manipulating mass psychology, their irrational emotions, and their unconscious
desires.

According to psychoanalysis, subconsciously a cigarette represents a penis and male power to the female

Smoking Campaign

Bernays’ first big project was designed for tobacco companies who wanted to get women smoking.
There had been a long-standing taboo against women smoking in public so Bernays used
psychoanalysis to study what cigarettes meant to women subconsciously, at an emotional level.

Psychoanalysis reveled cigarettes were symbols of the penis and male sexual power. To make women
buy cigarettes, Bernays thought he needed to connect smoking to challenging male power and
symbolically giving women their own penis. Bernays organized a mass lighting up of cigarettes with
young, pretty models and later stacked the deck for the ensuing debate: he told the press these were
young, strong, independent women (sound familiar?!) who lit up Torches of Freedom! He used his
connections to get the message into all the major newspapers of the day. After the propaganda
campaign, the rise of women smoking began. The campaign was a huge success.

Bernays continued to refine Freud’s ideas and adapt them for use by corporations who needed to
move more and more products as production capacity ramped up. He developed the idea of linking
products and brands to the irrational thoughts and desires Freud wrote about. In reality, the products
were irrelevant, but to the masses they became powerful symbols of how they going to be seen by
other people.

Advertising had changed from intellectual appeal to emotional manipulation. This model of
competitive, conspicuous consumption exists to this day.
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Empires have been built on Bernay’s adaptation of his uncle Freud’s ideas

Corporations

Large corporations in the 1920s were becoming increasingly worried about evermore efficient
production methods producing more things than they could sell. Paul Mazur of Lehman Brothers
detailed the popular opinion of the CEOs of the day:

We must shift America from a needs, to a desires culture. People must be trained to desire,
to want new things even before the old had been entirely consumed. We must shape a new
mentality in America. Man’s desires must overshadow his needs.

In the past, products were sold based on their practical use. But corporations were out to transform
this thinking, turning America into a materialistic society and the economy into one of consumerism.

In response, Bernays organized product placements in movies. He told car companies to sell cars as
symbols of male sexuality. He organized fashion shows, and paid celebrities to market the idea of
using things you bought as a means of expressing yourself to others. He helped President Calvin
Coolidge overcome a boring image by bringing movie stars to the White House and then
manipulating newspaper coverage. He even went as far as linking regular drinking cups to subliminal
images of vaginas and venereal disease to push Dixie brand disposable cups as the only sanitary
choice!

Echoing Oswald Spengler’s thinking about Western society’s increasingly mechanical tendencies, in
which he believed Western man’s ultimate goal was to transcend his biology and turn himself into
one of his machines, President Herbert Hoover said this about the emerging consumer economy, in
large part driven by social engineers like Bernays:

You have taken over the job of creating desire and have transformed people into constantly
moving happiness machines, machines which have become the key to economic progress.

The Rise and End of the Machine Culture further details Spengler’s ideas on man transforming
himself into a machine. However, not everyone liked the idea of being transformed into a happiness
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machine. A journalist wrote this criticism of the emerging consumer culture in the 1920s:

A change has come over our democracy. The American citizen’s first importance to his
country is no longer that of citizen, but that of consumer.

The manipulation of human emotion would not stop with making people buy things they did not
need, it would later be used by governments to make people focus on window dressing issues instead
of what is really going on with the power structure.

The modern adaptation of Bernays’ propaganda techniques has meant the masses have become puppets subconsciously controlled by an
elite

Managed Democracy

Politicians loved Bernay’s ideas. Indeed, his ideas have directly led us to the managed democracy we
live in today, in which people are still allowed to vote but the candidates they vote for do not change
the overall power structure one bit. Bernays wrote about the use of his techniques to manipulate the
masses in his book Propaganda, effectively rendering the ideals behind democracy worthless:

The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the
masses is an important element in democratic society. Those who manipulate this unseen
mechanism of society constitute an invisible government which is the true ruling power of
our country.

We are governed, our minds are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by
men we have never heard of. This is a logical result of the way in which our democratic
society is organized. Vast numbers of human beings must cooperate in this manner if they
are to live together as a smoothly functioning society.

In almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the sphere of politics or business, in our
social conduct or our ethical thinking, we are dominated by the relatively small number of
persons…who understand the mental processes and social patterns of the masses. It is they
who pull the wires which control the public mind.
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To Bernays, an elite was needed to managed the bewildered herd that comprises a democracy. Before
this time, the concept of democracy was that an informed populace would make a rational decision
about their leaders and the future of the nation. However, because Bernays and Freud viewed man as
an irrational animal, it was thought man needed to be managed from above without knowing he was
being managed. It is important to note, during an interview about her father Bernays’ daughter told
journalists her father never through about people as individuals, he only thought of them as masses.

Freud became increasingly pessimistic about human nature in his twilight
years, and began to believe the human species had instincts and drives that were far more dangerous
than he originally thought. Bernays adapted the techniques gleaned from Freud’s work to manipulate
not only the things people bought but the leaders they voted for. Strategies for social control by an
elite were devised. Bernays called this idea the engineering of consent. Critics have called it
enlightened despotism. The idea that the masses are stupid they have to be controlled without
realizing it has given birth to the managed democracy and inverted totalitarianism we now live under.

Freud’s Penis Envy theories have been largely substantiated by the successful smoking campaign of
Bernays and later, the rise of feminism. What Freud meant with the Penis Envy theory was women
wish they were men. It is easy to see that is the end goal of feminism, to transform women into bad
copies of men rather than to encourage them to pursue their natural biological strengths. Feminism
has been another tool of the elite to manage the democracy we live in and provide government
bureaucrats with 50% more taxpayers, but has cut birth rates to suicidal levels for Caucasians and
destroyed the family at the same time while unleashing a Law of the Jungle sexual market on the
populace.

Once one sees how successful Freud’s theories and Bernays’ implementation of them have been at
manipulating people for a century it is hard to argue that they’re invalid. Psychoanalysis and the
resulting propaganda model of pushing consumerism and hollow democracy on the masses by
manipulating their emotions have been hugely successful for a big business and government elite.
Discredit Freud at your own peril.
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Achilles: Spengler on How to Live Our Best Lives
May 17, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Spengler often mentions Achilles from Homer’s Iliad in his work

The New Modern Man | Spengler’s Decline of the West Series

The 3,000 year old epic Iliad by Homer, considered the first and best of the epic poets, boldly lays
down what today would be considered the choice between being an Alpha male or a Beta male.
Spengler presents the plot and gives us the choice in Man and Technics:

An ancient Greek legend tells us how his mother put before Achilles the choice of whether
he wanted a long life, or a short life full of deeds and fame and he chose the second.

The safety-seeking, coddled life of today’s manlets would be blasphemous to the masculine men of
history. From childhood, the innate behaviors that go with masculinity are drugged, shamed, and
ridiculed out of boys. The result is a long, dull life where nothing of note happens for the average
Beta male. He is indoctrinated with Marxism by the public school system, taught to hate himself by
educators and the media, told he is a rapist for having sexual thoughts about women, turned into a
corporate, tax-paying cog, and thereafter dulls his pain with weekly drinking binges and sex that
excites rather than fulfills, going to his grave full of regrets. The top five regrets of the dying
illustrate this empty lifestyle, foisted upon Western man by liberalism, corporate and government
micromanagement of his conduct and choices, and a Puritanical, work-worshipping, sex denying
lifestyle:

I wish I’d had the courage to live a life true to myself, not the life others expected of me.1.
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I wish I hadn’t worked so hard.2.
I wish I’d had the courage to express my feelings.3.
I wish I had stayed in touch with my friends.4.
I wish that I had let myself be happier.5.

This epitaph can be useful in guiding men to make better choices before our ultimate fate comes. We
need to live lives true to ourselves and not what others (especially Marxists) expect of us; not work so
hard to enrich others but to enrich ourselves; express our true feelings no matter how much the SJWs
scream, flop around on the floor and foam at the mouth; realize the importance of friendship; and do
things that make ourselves happy – to hell with what women and society think of us.

Monument to the Discoveries, Lisbon

Explore, Dream, Discover

Author Mark Twain also knew the choice men have, again echoing the 3,000 year old wisdom of the
Iliad that Spengler was so fond of.

Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you didn’t do than by
the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the
trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.

For shame, we men have allowed ourselves to be turned into shadows of our former greatness.
Putting it all into historical perspective, today so-called progress is worshipped by the West even
though history shows the entire house of cards we build up eventually falls apart. Moreover, what are
we progressing towards other than authoritarianism and not being able to breathe without asking
permission first?! Spengler writes:
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World history appears very differently from that which even our own age allows itself to
dream. The history of Man is brief in comparison with that of the plant and animal worlds
on this planet, to say nothing of the celestial realms. It is a steep ascent and fall, covering a
few millennia, a period negligible in the history of the Earth, but for us who are born with it,
full of tragic grandeur and force. And we human beings of the twentieth century, go
downhill seeing. Our regard of history, our faculty of writing history is a revealing sign that
our path lies downward. Only at the peaks of the high cultures, just as they are passing over
into Civilizations, does this gift of penetrating recognition come of them for a moment.

Indeed, we seem to be headed downward. Allowing ourselves to be tamed and turned into sheeple
that are placed on a government tax farm and corporate labor farm has only accelerated our fall.
Women want no part of men who aren’t bold, fearless, leaders and indeed they will not even breed
with Western man in sufficient numbers to keep his society from crumbling. Some of us run away
from this mundane existence while we still can.

In modern parlance, the choice Spengler gives us equates to living fast, dying young, and leaving a
good looking corpse.

Faced with this destiny, there is only one worldview that is worthy of us, the
aforementioned one of Achilles: better a short life, full of deeds and glory, than a long and
empty one. The danger is so great, for every individual, every class, every people, that it is
pathetic to delude oneself. Time cannot be stopped; there is absolutely no way back, no wise
renunciation to be made. Only dreamers believe in ways out. Optimism is cowardice.

While “leaving a good looking corpse” is hyperbole, it is exaggeration that’s used to make a point. In
the choice between liberty and security, we have chosen security and it has dulled us as men and
made us controllable.

Men of history tell us better a short life full of deeds rather than an empty, long life of security
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Live Our Best Lives

Rather than following the wishes of our masters and doing what is best for them, we men need to
figure out what is best for us and then make concrete choices to make sure our wishes are fulfilled.
Knowing that history shows us our wishes will not be granted to us nicely by those in positions of
power leaves us with Spengler’s final paragraph in Man and Technics:

We are born into this time and must bravely follow the path to the destined end. There is no
other way. Our duty is to hold on to the lost position, without hope, without rescue. To hold
on like that Roman soldier whose bones were found in front of a door in Pompeii, who died
because they forgot to relieve him when Vesuvius erupted. That is greatness; that is to have
race. This honorable end is the one thing that cannot be taken a Man.

Our bellies may be full, but our spirits are empty, dulled by the browbeating from divide and conquer
politics and the mediocrity of Socialism.

In this final chapter of Western Civilization, Western men have collectively chosen the long life of
security and slavery, not the short life of deeds. Perhaps it would have been better to choose the
honorable end, standing up against all forms of tyranny over the mind of man rather than adapting to
today’s emasculating culture with the mentality of a slave. Even if as Aristotle said, slavery is man’s
natural state, it’s better to hold on to the lost position of freedom to the bitter end rather than cowing
before our corporate and government masters.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Women Will Do Anything for an Alpha – Including Having Sex
with Other Women
May 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

No fantasy is too outlandish when women are trying to please an Alpha male

A sexual jungle has been unleashed on America and Europe by feminism. A new study gives us
another example of what it’s like to live in this jungle: the Alpha male gets a harem and women are
willing to have sex with each other to keep him satisfied. Beta males and those lower on the totem
poll don’t fare so well when this is the situation. As pointed out before here at TNMM, this causes
society to de-civilize.

The new study which is dissected in this article compliments another study published last year
which also found that women are either bisexual or gay but never straight. This confirms selection
pressure on women in the history of the human species to get along with, and even sexually pleasure
other women in the harem of Alpha males. The University of Essex found:

In tests, those [women] saying they were only interested in men were strongly sexually
aroused by videos of naked men — and women.

The media responded by writing headlines slanting the story towards the gay agenda, headlines such
as: Women ‘all bi or gay’. This shows us those who control the narrative in the West want the sexual
market to skew even farther away from any sort of common sense. What these studies actually reveal
are facts about women which have historically led to cultural enforcement of monogamy and
restrictions on the wild, base natures of women, in order to build up society instead of tearing it
down.

After all, what man wants to work hard if there is no cultural or sexual incentive for him to do so?
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Most men are minimalists by nature and can get by without the McMansion, luxury sedan, and other
wasteful consumerism women cherish.

The left consistently pushes a gay agenda while relentlessly suppressing heterosexuality

Exposing the Agenda

While the left-leaning newspaper The Sun used the studies of male and female sexuality to push the
LGBT bacon cheeseburger agenda, the truth of the matter is it reveals politically incorrect, harsh facts
about women we in the manosphere discuss all the time. From the article:

Psychologist Dr. Satoshi Kanazawa believes that evolution has led to women becoming
open to intimacy with both genders. He claims that sexual fluidity is a means of “reducing
conflict and tension among co-wives in polygynous marriages.”

In short, women are hypergamous and would rather screw a Machiavellian, narcissistic, psychopathic
bad boy who gets what he wants, even if that means being part of his harem and, what the hell I’ll
even have threesomes or orgies with other women to make him happy. Meanwhile, Johnny 9-to-5,
who may be a really, really nice guy, good provider, and potentially good father gets no action other
than that provided by Rosy Palm.

Dr. Kanazawa, from the London School of Economics and Political Science, explained:
“The theory suggests that women may not have sexual orientations in the same sense as
men do. Rather than being straight or gay, to whom women are sexually attracted may
depend largely on the particular partner, their reproductive status, and other circumstances.”

Women want to screw and attach themselves to a winner. As Anglo American culture has completely
released constraints on female sexuality, crushed Beta males under its heel with an oppressive
government that enslaves them with child support and alimony payments (after all, the sweet little
lady couldn’t help it that she tripped and fell on another man’s Johnson) and prevents them from
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seeking any sexual gratification thanks to Puritanical laws on prostitution, men subjected to this
cultural insanity are disenfranchised sexually. Since the sexual market is the granddaddy of all human
markets, droves of men have no reason to participate when female sexuality is monopolized by a
small minority of men.

Learning Game is a solution to the problem of incel these men are subjected to, however it will
ultimately lead to an “arms race” among those in the know. The men who know Game, over time,
will have to work harder and harder for less and less return.

Female sexual orientation has evolved to be looser than male sexual orientation

Women’s Sexual Orientation Looser than Men’s

Men show much lower tendencies to stray into homosexuality than women do. Women are, after all,
much more susceptible to persuasion and control than men are. Women continue to skew more and
more bisexual since the sexual revolution of the 1960s.

Experts collected data over ten years focusing on the sexual orientation of Americans,
grouping them into different ‘waves’. Participants were asked to categorize themselves as:
100 per cent straight, mostly straight, bisexual, mostly gay or 100 per cent gay. Analyzing
the data allowed researchers to compare how flexible men and women were when it came to
sexual attraction.

Using pupil dilation tests, which reveal if a subject is sexually aroused by imagery, men and women
were subjected to a series of erotic photography. The findings showed men are generally not sexually
aroused by other men, however women were aroused by both men and women.

Of course, since women can never be blamed for anything in Anglo America, perfect angels that they
are, the article bent over backward trying to lay the blame on men. As is typical, the fact women
choose sex partners and it is men who are chosen is completely forgotten.
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Dr. Kanazawa believes that women have had to evolve to deal with the experience of men
having more than one partner. He claimed: “Even though humans have been mildly
polygynous throughout evolutionary history, polygynous marriages are often characterized
by conflict and tension among co-wives. I propose that occasional sex among co-wives may
have reduced such conflict and tension, and increased their reproductive success. Female
sexual fluidity may have evolved as an adaptation to facilitate it.”

It would be more accurate to say: Because of female hypergamy and refusal
to settle for anything less than a man who gives them bragging rights to their female friends,
women’s instincts have led them to deal with, and happily accept the experience of top Alpha men
they are attracted to having more than one partner.

Women will persecute a Beta male for the same infidelity. Nature is not kind to the nice guy.

Indeed, along with other wonderfully controversial facts, the book Sperm Wars by Robin Baker
lends credence to the concept that women have adapted to have fluid sexual orientation.

Modern evidence suggests that, more often than not…bisexuals are born, not made.

It is not hard to see how this tendency in women led to the mythical Sodom and Gomorrah, which
was later destroyed by God. Societies that do not practice restraint and allow women to orbit Alpha
males while neglecting all other males do not stay civilized long.

Regardless of your religious beliefs, the story is a telling summation of the societal cost of unleashing
primitive instincts on society rather than trying to constrain them. The instincts lead to temporary
sexual satisfaction, but will ultimately negate the long-term fulfillment a family will bring.
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Women choose and men get chosen, the only power men have is manipulating the choosing process

Adapt or Die

This study reveals one of the most in your face realities about the sexual and psychological nature of
women yet.

Imagine, women evolving to be bisexual in nature only because in the feral
history of the human species, before civilization tried to harness these primitive sexual forces, only so
they could please the top male who subjugated and dominated all the other males in society. After
all, dominance hierarchies are the norm in our species. Winner take all, including all the puss.

The choices left for the man who does not wish to become a genetic dead end are either to go to the
dark side and develop Dark Triad traits of Machiavellianism, narcissism, and psychopathy, or
become a master at Game, or leave for a more traditional culture in which hypergamy and an
ability to resource provision will be of benefit.

Adapt to the de-civilizing society you are in or die – genetically, anyway. That, or clean house
politically, purging the leaders that did this to you.
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Can a Woman Love a Man?
May 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Men often show irrational love for women, but can a woman truly love a man?

The idea of love is tossed around in our society as if it is inevitable that we will someday fall in love
and stay in love our entire lives. But, only in modern times has it received such exalted status.
Traditionally, it has been considered a very fickle emotion.

Going back to some of the founding religious documents of our civilization, we find that Eve is
commanded to be subservient and obedient to Adam. It is interesting that Eve is not commanded to
love Adam, perhaps because the Bronze Age men who wrote these documents knew that
was virtually impossible. Indeed, the Laws of Game and Laws of Hypergamy are based on the fact
that a women will love a man’s power, social status or financial status but not the man himself.

To answer the question if a woman can love a man, it helps to look at the history of marriage, which
is today considered the ultimate act of love. But the Western idea of falling in love in order to get
married and have a family is a recent one. In the past, marriages were more about financial
arrangements between families than ideas of love. People used to marry young and stay together their
entire lives.

They also used to have kids young, rather than waiting for the perfect “magic moment” that never
comes. This, indeed is quite a contrast to today when most women have been passed around quite a
few times before they marry and have children in their 30s if at all, a time when declining fertility
puts reproduction at risk. In fact, a woman’s window of peak fertility extends from her teenage years
to about the age of 25. After age 25 and especially age 30, it becomes statistically less and less likely
she will conceive and more likely she will have complications if she does.

This practical use of marriage for the purpose of creating and sustaining the family has changed
enormously into a legal ball and chain for men in modern times. It offers lots of obligations and
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responsibilities and almost no rights. A woman begrudgingly gives a Beta male sex in the
marriage, and she can dispose of him at any time in today’s world and be awarded cash and prizes.
(In the past, such a woman would have been shunned by society.) These facts help illustrate the use
of men as a utility by both women and society, and also demonstrates a lack of love for men.

The history of marriage is an interesting one. The 5,000 year history of marriage along with
Briffault’s Law shows us male roles in relationships are more about providing utility value, rather
than a woman loving a man.

Marriage was originally intended to pass down bloodlines, property, and was used as a bargaining chip

Marriage: Practicality and Not Romance

Throughout much of human history, marriages have been arranged by families with the bride and
groom having no say over the arrangement. This custom is still practiced in many societies today. Of
course, having children and continuing family bloodlines, passing down property rights, and creating
a stable environment for children were the reasons marriage came into existence. A dowry (financial
reward) was often arranged to reward the groom for the difficult, lifelong task of taking on one of the
family’s daughters as a wife.

Four thousand years ago marriage was used to preserve political power in Mesopotamia as kings
married off daughters to form alliances, produce heirs, and acquire land. A couple thousand years
later, the Anglo-Saxons saw marriage as a bartering chip to establish diplomatic and economic ties.
This meant families wanted their children to marry someone at least as powerful and wealthy as they
were.

Often, marriages took place without documentation and were based on people’s word. That is, until
the 1200s when the Catholic Church declared marriage a sacrament. Following suit, Protestants later
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decided marriage was not a private institution. In the 1500s the Roman Catholic Church’s Council of
Trent decreed marriages needed to take place in front of a priest and two witnesses to be considered
valid. That decision made marriage a legal contract instead of a private arrangement, and is the
beginning of the long arc that has led it to become all risk and no reward for men today.

Love was considered an emotion too fleeting to base marriages on in the past

Romantic Marriage

For most of human history, marriage was considered much too important to be based on a the fleeting
emotion love. It was about men providing material value for their wives, and women producing
offspring. Stephanie Coontz, author of Marriage: A History puts it this way:

If love could grow out of it, that was wonderful. But that was gravy.

Marriage and love have often been considered incompatible. A Roman politician was expelled from
the Senate after kissing his wife in a display that was called “disgraceful!” And, the French
philosopher Montesquieu wrote that any man who was in love with his wife was probably much too
dull to be loved by other women. (The man knew a Beta male when he saw one!)

The idea of loving your future wife or husband is a recent development in human history. In our own
civilization, it can be traced back a thousand years to the Middle Ages and the troubadours.
Troubadours wrote songs and poetry during from around 1100-1350 A.D. that deal with love and
courtship. Before this time, a father had to give consent as to who his daughter would marry. A
daughter not marrying who her father expected was considered a major show of disrespect to both her
father and her family, for not giving him a say in the family’s bloodlines.

By the time of the Enlightenment, philosophers began to write about the pursuit of happiness, and
told people to marry for love instead of wealth or status. Our notions of romantic marriage today stem
from these developments.
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Marriage has become all risk and no reward for men in the 21st century

Marriage Today

Marriage and the family have taken a slide in the 20th and 21st centuries, perhaps because we have
lost sight of the practicality of marriage for society in trying to base the entire institution on an
emotion. The age of first marriage has been rising and the divorce rate stands at over half. However,
before the time of the Civil War divorce was exceedingly rare.

And up until 1970, when Governor Ronald Reagan signed the first no fault divorce act into law,
women had to prove their husbands had been guilty of cruelty, desertion, or sex crimes to get a
divorce. This law set off a cultural seismic wave that weakened the family. In a hilarious footnote, up
until the divorce revolution women often took the stand to play the victim card and make false claims
during divorce cases, showcasing women’s natural talents for dissimulation. One California Supreme
Court Justice recalls:

Every day, in every superior court in the state, the same melancholy charade was played: the
“innocent” spouse, generally the wife, would take the stand and, to the accompanying
cacophony of sobbing and nose-blowing, testify under the deft guidance of an attorney to
the spousal conduct that she deemed “cruel.”

Perhaps the reason it was so hard for obtain a divorce in the past is reflected in these facts: women
are flighty, and they’re often irresponsible. Today, four out of five divorces are initiated by or caused
by women. Women often divorce for spurious reasons, or as seen above, totally fabricated ones.

By 1985, in response to changing cultural mores and women playing the victim card, every state in
the country had no-fault divorce laws. But, many of them have punitive laws on the books for men
which can literally enslave men for life with alimony to someone they were only married to a few
years. This is further detailed in Anglo American Women Are Risky to Your Wallet and Your
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Freedom. The law has, in effect, pedestalized women and trampled men as Anglo society has a long
tradition of doing. With women getting preferential treatment in the workplace and having godlike
powers in the court system, they do not have to pretend to love men anymore. An anthropological
survey shows us how they act when given total power.

Like it or not, the vast majority relationships between the sexes break down to an economic transaction, men trade utility for female fertility
– not love

Briffault’s Law

Adding to the case that women only want men for their utility value is Briffault’s Law, given to us by
social anthropologist Robert Briffault in his epic work The Mothers:

The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the animal family. Where the
female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association takes
place.

When combined with what we know about gaming women and hypergamy, it is easy to see a woman
does not love a man as much as she uses him a resource. H.L. Menken supported Briffault’s idea:

Primitive society, like many savage societies of our own time, was probably strictly
matriarchal. The mother was the head of the family. What masculine authority there was
resided in the mother’s brother. He was the man of the family, and to him the children
yielded respect and obedience. Their father, at best, was simply a pleasant friend who fed
them and played with them; at worst, he was an indecent loafer who sponged on the mother.
They belonged, not to his family, but to their mother’s. As they grew up they joined their
uncle’s group of hunters, not their father’s.

This matriarchal organization of the primitive tribe, though it finds obvious evidential
support in the habits of higher animals, has been questioned by many anthropologists, but of
late one of them, Briffault, demonstrated its high probability in three immense volumes.

It is hard to escape the cogency of his arguments, for they are based upon an almost
overwhelming accumulation of facts. They not only show that, in what we may plausibly
assume about the institutions of early man and in what we know positively about the
institutions of savages today, the concepts inseparable from a matriarchate color every
custom and every idea: they show also that those primeval concepts still condition our own
ways of thinking and doing things, so that “the societal characters of the human mind” all
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seem to go back “to the functions of the female and not to those of the male.”

Thus it appears that man, in his remote infancy, was by no means the lord of creation that he
has since become.

For most of history, and in many other species the male is only a sperm donor who is discarded once
the task of mating is completed. After a temporary move towards patriarchy and giving men roles in
society other than sperm donor, the rise of feminism and the misandrist court system in Anglo
America has once again legally reduced human fathers from “house-band” (he who holds the home
together, or husband) to sperm donor. These lines of evidence point to one hard to swallow answer to
the question posed by this article: Can a woman love a man?

Giving fathers a role in society and the family is a relatively new concept for our species; from the history of marriage to a study of
anthropology to today’s sexual market, females do not associate with males that provide no benefit to them

Answering the Question

The history of marriage shows that romantic love is a recent concept to base marriage on, and
marriages have endured without love in the past. It can be said that in reality marriage breaks down to
economics for both sexes: Men have a surplus of strength and production capacity, that they trade for
a woman’s valuable 10-15 year window of fertility. Briffault’s Law which was gleaned through
enormous amounts of research also confirms this idea.

Therefore, human history and anthropological research shows female “love” for men is really more of
a love for his resource provision, wealth, status, or power more than it is any emotional attachment.
For if the man loses his ability to provision, or his status or power, we see it time and again that he
will find himself alone because no woman wants a “loser.” We also see it with the 80/20 rule in
today’s society. Women reward the minority of men with sex and attention while leaving the vast
majority sexless and alone, no matter what nice guys they are. Men are a utility to women, and once
the utility has been consumed she will no longer be interested.
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This brings us to a harsh conclusion: From being coded into religious doxy as a commandment to
Eve to serve and obey her husband Adam rather than to love him, to the fact marriage has existed as
an institution that did not concern itself with love through most of history, to the fact since the sexual
revolution women abandon lower status men almost completely, evidence mounts that no, women do
not love men the way men love women. Men must realize this and control their emotions. Arthur
Schopenhauer wrote about these fundamental differences between the sexes:

Because women in truth exist entirely for the propagation of the race, and their destiny ends
here, they live more for the species than for the individual, and in their hearts take the
affairs of the species more seriously than those of the individual. This gives to their whole
being and character a certain frivolousness, and altogether a certain tendency which is
fundamentally different from that of man.

In summary, women want the best genes, whether it be for provisioning, protection, domination or all
three. They could care less about the man the genes come from, only the utility provided by them.
Oscar Wilde, posthumous Red Pill man knows the time of day. He wrote: Deceiving others. That is
what the world calls romance.
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Three Minutes to Midnight for Western Civilization
May 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A Polish magazine committed an Orwellian thoughtcrime when it published this photo and reported about an ongoing rape epidemic,
according to Marxists

The March Brussels airport and subway bombings and ongoing European rape epidemic help
illustrate the insanity of opening the floodgates of Muslim immigration to Europe. Two cultures
which are completely incompatible are expected to come together in a loving melting pot by
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delusional leaders, when in reality the cultural mores of the two opposing civilizations are creating
nothing but conflict and unrest. In the first case, a man entered the airport and yelled out Islamic
phrases before setting off a bomb, injuring and killing dozens. And in the second case, as reported in
an Australian newspaper:

Drawing from German media reports, the list documents more than 160 instances of rape
and sexual assault committed by migrants in train stations, swimming pools and other
public places against victims as young as seven.

However, rather than blaming this insanity on pure malevolence on the part of the political elite
(which much of it can be attributed to) realize there are other factors at play. First and foremost is the
elite’s attempt at propping up Western consumption economies by attempting to add warm bodies to
its economic machine, so desperately needed to keep it running because of a birth dearth in Europe
and America among the Caucasian population.

To them, a few terrorist bombings here and there provide a better cost/benefit analysis than reversing
the Marxist policies that have led to Europe and America’s inability to produce enough offspring to
keep their economies running.

The immigration and demographic replacement issue, among with other structural problems largely
created out of whole cloth by the left is endangering the survival of the West and its native people.

There needs to be a system for keeping track of the Death of the West in place, similar to the atomic
doomsday clock instituted by scientists. We need a Western Civilization Doomsday Clock, if nothing
else to bring attention to the problem. We are at best only minutes away from the proverbial darkness
of midnight in the West. It is getting very late in the game to save what’s left of our broken
civilization.

We are figuratively minutes away from the midnight of a new Dark Age in the West

Keyboard Warriors

So far, we have only seen a mild pushback against the virulent liberalism and Marxism that are
destroying the foundations of Western Civilization. Men in the past, the guardians of civilization,
would have been raising hell in the streets with blood in their eyes if their women were being
systematically raped by invaders and men were being forced into submissive roles in their own
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society. But recently, Western men have resorted to typing up angry screeds on the Internet instead of
organizing into grassroots efforts that have real world effects. This righteous anger must be translated
into real world action if the West is to be saved.

Many of us are afraid to reveal our true identities, with good reason, since we would be subjected to
the equivalent of modern day witch trials for questioning the Social Justice Warrior narrative. This
fact represents the tactical genius with which the left has been marginalizing common sense and self-
preservation instincts in Western populations, defeating its enemies without firing a shot.
Traditionalists and conservatives are being devastated on the battlefield because they are fighting on
the left’s terms, as laid out in Sun Tzu’s Weak Points and Strong:

Therefore the clever combatant imposes his will on the enemy, but does not allow the
enemy’s will to be imposed on him.

American liberals have consistently imposed their will on society in everything from throwing open
the flood gates of immigration beginning in 1965, to more recently imposing diversity quotas that
force white men out of jobs, to attacking the insitution of marriage by making homosexuality
sacrosanct and the nuclear family a condemned relic of the past. Traditionalists and conservatives fall
back each and every time the left makes one of these moves to tear down the society.

Hence that general is skillful in attack whose opponent does not know what to defend; and
he is skillful in defense whose opponent does not know what to attack.

The right does not know which of the liberal policies to attack for fear of being called misogynist,
racist, or some other “-ist” created by the left. The right has been playing defense – and losing – for
the last 50 years or more.

SJWs are figuratively burning people at the stake, forcing thought criminals to prove they are not “rayciss”
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Game Plan Needed

The right must come up with a game plan in advance in order to do battle with the left. If the right
goes into battle with the left without a plan, the results could be disastrous as pointed out in Attack by
Strategem.

The general, unable to control his irritation, will launch his men to the assault like swarming
ants with the result that one-third of his men are slain, while the town still remains untaken.
Such are the disastrous effects of a siege.

Not having the proper leadership will destroy the neomasculine and traditionalist movements. Cool
heads must prevail and a concrete plan of action must be made. One by one, the left must be made to
defend its insane policies instead of the right constantly defending everything from gun rights to free
speech, and falling back each time the left makes a move to gut them. Tactically, the left has been
winning the world Socialist revolution without any bloodshed.

Therefore the skillful leader subdues the enemy’s troops without any fighting; he captures
their cities without laying siege to them; he overthrows their kingdom without lengthy
operations in the field.

This is a tactical nightmare unfolding right before our eyes. Western civilization is quite literally
being usurped by its enemies with the European and American populations doing nothing to fight
back against their demise.

The left openly and violently opposes candidates like Donald Trump with paid-for minions, which
many say are bought and paid for by Dr. Evil (George Soros) while the right is demonized by the
media for having a difference of opinion. In the media’s view, the Trump supporters deserve the
pummeling. The Trump supporters, in most cases, don’t know how to effectively push back against
the leftist minions blocking their rallies and their freedom of speech. Any resistance on the part of the
Trump supporters could lead to an escalating situation and they would immediately be scapegoated as
the aggressors rather than the victims of the fascist left. This is how entrenched leftism is in the West
and how brilliantly they have executed their plans.

The left has completely encircled the right, and now they are coming in for the kill.
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A Renaissance of masculinity is needed to save the West

Roman Hardness

Decline of the West prophesized the coming battle of civilizations, which European men and
American men of European descent are expected to enter with one arm tied behind their back. What
is needed is a Renaissance of masculinity.

Hardness, Roman hardness is taking over now. Soon there will be no room for anything
else. Art, yes; but in concrete and steel. Literature, yes; but by men with iron nerves and
uncompromising depth of vision. Religion, yes; but take up your hymnbook, not your classy
edition of Confucius, and go to church. Politics, yes; but in the hands of statesmen and not
idealists. Nothing else will be of consequence. And we must never lose sight of what lies
behind and ahead of us citizens of this century. We will never again produce a Goethe, but
indeed a Caesar.

We have at least one thing in our favor. From the chaos, we are beginning to see the coalescence of a
new traditionalist/conservative philosophy, mainly online. This philosophy has not yet led to concrete
plans in how to stop and more importantly, reverse the damage the left has been done to Western
civilization.

We have to put the left on defense. That, or watch as our society burns to the ground and is replaced
by a globalist, socialist empire. Standing idly, watching each institution be remade in the image of
those who hate them and being satisfied to only chronicle the decline is only symbolic of how
browbeaten and how defeated the left has made Western society, and especially Caucasian people.
The left won the battle before they even stepped onto the field. Sun Tzu would have been proud, at
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least of their tactical maneuvering.

We are minutes from the midnight of a new Dark Age, and there’s no sign the clock will stop ticking
anytime soon.
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Barbell Fat Loss
May 19, 2016 | by Snow | Link | Original Link

Barbells are good not only for building muscle, but losing fat

By: Snow, The New Modern Man Diet and Fitness Guru | Snow Training Systems

What if I told you you could do a short workout with just a barbell and some 10-25 lbs on each side
and torch body fat? The average Joe is unaware of this fat loss tool. But it is definitely something
most people would be interested in.

Barbell complexes are where it’s at. These complexes are great for burning extra calories and getting
rid of body fat. Think of this tool as a way of taking your fat loss game to the next level. Barbell
complexes are used by NFL players, UFC fighters and more. They are used by these athletes because
they get results. If they didn’t get results these people wouldn’t be doing them.

So, how can these barbell complexes can get done?

To start, get a barbell and add either 10 lb plates on each side or a 25 lb plate on each side. If you can
use the 25’s you’re a badass! The way to perform these is to do 5-8 exercises back to back without
rest. If one time through the complex is too easy then do it twice, or even three times if you are tough.
Pick 5-8 exercises. Here is an example.

Sample complex:

7 dead-lifts
7 bent over rows
7 hang cleans
7 front squats
7 bicep curls
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That is the complex I used as a finisher yesterday. It was tough but my muscles were on fire and it
worked my lungs hard. I could tell that weakness was leaving my body just because I did this. It is
something that most people can’t relate to. They only train for aesthetics. I train for aesthetics as well,
but the main reason is to destroy any weakness I may have. I aim to eliminate weakness and grow my
strength in every area. Only this time, unlike power lifters I am obsessed in increasing my strength in
the higher rep rangers, the 6-12 rep range.

These barbell complexes are useful for anyone including power lifters. This will increase muscle
mass all over the body.

The complex that I wrote in this post targets every muscle except the calves. These aren’t easy, your
forearms will be on fire and you will want to quit. That is the precise moment when you need to push
through it and advance to a new level. For the people who say they want progress I challenge you to
complete a 2 barbell complexes this week. If you can do that I will know that you are serious about
building muscle. They’re even better for power lifters because power lifters usually prefer training
with barbells.

They also don’t take much time to complete. It may feel like it takes 30 minutes but really it takes
10-15 minutes tops. If you have a barbell at home they can be done at home. These can also be used
when the lifter is looking to put on size. Barbell complexes serve every purpose. Women may only
need to use a barbell with no weight to get a benefit from this. Just remember to pick 5-8 exercises,
start with 5 at first.

Weight loss can be accomplished through weight training

For the Tough Guys

If you think you’re a tough guy, here is what I call the death complex.

Death Complex:
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6 Snatches
6 Full Cleans
6 Thrusters
6 bent over rows
6 deadlifts
6 Back squats
6 tricep extensions
6 bicep curls

Whoever can complete that complex truly has earned and deserves respect. That complex can be used
by anyone who wants faster results. Contrary to what others think, you can get faster results if you do
more work. These can be programmed on a cardio day, rest day, or after a regular workout. To start I
would recommend picking 5 exercises like I showed in the first sample, and doing them at the end of
your regular workout.

Anyone can do these barbell complexes, people who are bulking and want to keep fat off of their
bodies or people who are working to get shredded for summer.

The point is that these are a valuable tool to get in great shape and have a great physique. A lot of
bodybuilders have great physiques but their physical conditioning and lung capacity needs work. This
style of conditioning helps shred fat, build muscle and keep bodybuilders functional. Just remember
that they are hard work. Here is something that people can do.

Action Step:

Do barbell complexes after a regular training session 3 times per week
Do barbell complexes twice per week as cardio on a separate day or later in the day

These barbell complexes work great at everything you can imagine. Remember that you aren’t
invincible even the toughest people in the world have trouble completing 5 rounds of this. Shoot for
being able to complete 3 rounds at first. If that gets too easy, then go 2-3 times in a row through the
whole complex without taking a break. This is really difficult but it will get the metabolism going and
it will improve your level of conditioning which will help you tolerate more work over a long period
of time.

Improved conditioning can help any athlete, man, bodybuilder. Back in the day we could do more
work without getting tired. Now, fatigue has turned a lot of people into whiners. “No you’re not hurt,
you’re tired because your conditioning sucks.” I can remember my football coaches vividly telling
me this. Back in the day I didn’t see why conditioning was useful, but now I completely understand
the use for it.
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Persevering involves more than just training, diet is also important

Not a Magic Pill

Recap:

 Barbell Complexes are to be done after training: This is done to maximize fat burning, a1.
barbell complex is a series of barbell exercises done back to back without putting the bar
down.  Barbell complexes won’t help you get shredded if your diet sucks.
 Barbell complexes can be done as cardio on a separate day: While I would prefer my2.
readers to do barbell complexes after regular workouts, these can be done on a separate day. 
To do these on a separate day, simply do a couple of warm up sets with just the bar before
adding weight to the normal complex.  Complete 3-5 rounds.  If one time through is too easy,
do the complex 2-3 times.
Barbell Complexes Improve Your Level of Conditioning: Since the lifter never puts the bar3.
down, he is working metabolic conditioning, which will lead to more calories burned after
working out.  Since he isn’t resting there is an anaerobic effect as well.  This will help the lifter
with tolerating more work in the future.

In conclusion, barbell complexes aren’t a magic pill. What they are is a great tool that can be used for
improved fat loss, better conditioning, and more muscle. They will help with speeding up the
metabolism, but, they won’t fix a bad diet. Keep that in mind before you decide to blame barbell
complexes for your lack of fat loss. No one will lose fat doing these if their diet is ineffective.

How do you know if your diet is ineffective? Are you losing body fat? Are you keeping muscle? Are
you hungry all of the time? If you’re not losing body fat you are probably consuming too many
calories. There are some rare exceptions, but, most men out there aren’t special unique snowflakes,
they too can lose fat if they follow and execute a simple effective process.
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What is Really Being Discussed by Governments at Global
Warming Conferences
May 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

There is not a rainbow hovering over the global warming conferences, there is a dark cloud of tyrannical interests

Sunshine, lollipops, and rainbows, everything that’s wonderful is what I feel when we’re together.
That is the image the press gives the world of the annual global warming conferences held by
governments in cities around the world each year. Not only is flying to the meetings in carbon
polluting jets hypocritical in the modern age of teleconferencing, which would save many millions of
tons of CO2 from being emitted but the proposals being discussed at these meetings have more to do
with establishing a world government than saving the world.

Lord Christopher Monckton, former Science Advisor to Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, climate
change skeptic, and mathematician, attended these meetings annually until he was banned for calling
their statistics into question. As Monckton has revealed and this infographic shows, what is really
being discussed at the annual global warming meetings is not so sunny:
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The aims are largely about crippling Western economies and establishing global bureaucracy rather than saving the planet

Proposals Explained

Most of the proposals supposedly aimed at “saving the world” will only strengthen the government’s
hand in our lives, and hand decision making control of sovereign nations over to a global authority.
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Right of legal personality given to Mother Earth to sue Western nations in a Climate
Court. This is nothing more than a gigantic wealth redistribution scheme and a thinly veiled
attempt at creating global welfare which will be funded by Western nations. It will give the
right to developing countries to sue America and Europe, making each pay for its “climate
sins” of the past such as using fossil fuels to move people and goods and generate electricity.
Cut CO2 concentration to 210 ppm. This is an unachievable goal, and total insanity since
today’s 400 ppm CO2 level is one of the lowest in the past 500 million years. Carbon dioxide is
exhaled by humans and other animals, and acts as plant fertilizer. Without it, plants would die
as they cannot photosynthesize without CO2. Plants grow faster and heartier when CO2 levels
are higher.
Create 1,000 New Bureaucracies to Manage the World Government. Thousands of
bureaucracies will ultimately micromanage every facet of life of every human on the planet.
Some of the colorful names of the proposed bureaucracies include: Body to Launch a Process
to Further Define the Roles and Functions of the New Body to Assist the Conference of the
Parties in Exercising its Functions with Respect to the Financial Mechanism. As if there wasn’t
enough governmental control, the global warming polemicists now want to micromanage
everything from driving to breathing with this proposal.
American and European CO2 Emissions Cut By More than 100%. This would immediately
shut down and cripple the American and European economies. Driving gasoline cars would be
out of the question as would most electricity generation in the United States. The majority of
electricity comes from coal. Wind farms may seem like a solution, but with only 50,000 wind
turbines in the U.S. 300,000 birds are already being killed every year by the blades of these
monstrosities. Estimates say as many as 5 million wind turbines would be needed to meet our
current energy needs, which means tens of millions of birds would be sacrificed for green
energy. Solar plants are also burning birds alive.
Shipping and aviation fuels regulated by a world governmental body. This means business
would have to submit to government authority in order to move anything from food to furniture
to your Amazon purchase to flying you to your vacation destination. These fuels would be
regulated, and taxed, by an unelected world government.
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Creating mountains of legalistic, controlling bureaucracy and paperwork are the real aims at the global warming conferences

Carbon Taxes 15 Times More Expensive than Adaptation

Monckton has done the math of what these and other proposals, like a global carbon tax, will cost the
world.

A carbon tax today would be at least 15 times more expensive and less cost-effective than
adaptation to any adverse effects of global warming the day after tomorrow.

Of course, adverse affects of global warming assume the scare is right in the first place. Its effects
have been underwhelming so far, which one should expect in realizing CO2 should never be
classified as a pollutant as it is the basis for all life on earth. It is one of the weakest greenhouse
gases, and makes up a tiny 0.039% of the atmosphere.

Taxing an element on the periodic table, the element all life on earth needs to survive is the height of
government insanity. Humans are made of carbon, plants are made of carbon, and animals are made
of carbon. What’s more, doomsday predictions made in the 1980s, 1990s, and early 2000s for today
have not come true, even though the media have shifted into overdrive playing up normal, if tragic
weather events. Indeed, fear mongering is the staple of the climate scare.

In 2006, the Stern Report on climate economics absurdly assumed a 10 percent probability
that global warming would bring the world to an end by 2100. Now, after at least 16 years
without warming, this assumption looks quaintly overblown. Even if we were to accept
Stern’s fanatical standpoint, no proposal to mitigate global warming would be cost-effective
if it were to exceed his central estimate of the undiscounted cost of doing nothing, which is
just 1.5 percent of global GDP throughout this century.

In other words, it would be far cheaper to respond to the threat than it would be to cripple economies
trying to prevent it based scare that is based almost exclusively on computer modeling. Monkton
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knows there is a human cost to this religious crusade against the life-giving molecule carbon dioxide.

This is cruelty on an unprecedented scale, in that millions are now dying of starvation – not
because of global warming but because of crass and cruel policies governments are
implementing for the purpose of trying to save the planet. In every way this is going to
cause huge damage to [the West’s] ability to compete in the world marketplace, and for
absolutely no climate benefit. People have seen right through this, and seen right through it
because they know that in the end they pay for it through their taxes and through their jobs.

Beyond levying taxes on the air people breathe, killing jobs, and establishing more government
control, it is often forgotten plants need carbon to photosynthesize. CO2 is plant fertilizer more than
it is anything else.

Photosynthesis cannot occur without carbon (CO2) and higher levels lead to a greener planet, making it perhaps the greenest gas in the
atmosphere

Control

The real reason the global warming agenda is being pushed is because it is the linchpin to the
ongoing construction of the New World Order. A social hysteria has to be fomented so people act
irrationally to “save the planet” when in fact all they will be doing is giving authoritarian control to
an unelected body that will have the ability to tax every human being on the planet and control every
aspect of people’s lives and the economy.

It is an underhanded trick, which uses elements of Judeo-Christian religion (as pointed out by
bestselling author Michael Crichton) to bring about belief and submission without evidence.

It is a continuation of a century-long process of emotional manipulation by the puppetmasters in
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corporations and the government, which began with shifting Anglo America to a materialistic
economy, then removing rational thinking from politics, and which now aims to remove all dissent
from consolidation of power by an elite.

The proposals will not save the world, they will enslave it.
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Weekend Reading | May 20, 2016
May 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of May 20, 2016.

Manosphere

When Everyone Has to Accept Gay Marriage, It’s Not Tolerance But Tyranny

A Swedish business owner will have to pay thousands in damages to a lesbian couple who
wanted to have their wedding at her rural venue. The religious owner of the establishment
didn’t want a gay wedding on her property, which counts as discrimination and a crime. It’s
about criminalizing conservatism and infringing on people’s freedom of religion.

The Hidden Cost of Dual Income Relationships

Working wives are 1) tempted to infidelity (physical or emotional) by close proximity to
high status male bosses not their husbands in corporate environments, 2) men are less
inclined to emotionally invest in, and therefore materially provide for, careerist women who
are financially self-sufficient, and 3) marital egalitarianism kills sex lives dead.

Make Men Strong Again

If I were to describe neomasculinity in one phrase, I’d take a page from Donald Trump’s
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playbook and have it be “Make Men Strong Again.” Most of the work I’ve published in the
past decade has had the common end of giving tools and knowledge to men so that they do
more than before, whether it’s with meeting women, improving their health and physical
stature, making more money, understanding reality in a more objective way, or having
valuable experiences around the world.

Philosophy

Top 12 Famous Ancient Greek Philosophers

Ancient Greece has had a tremendous influence on society, culture and philosophy of the
Western world. Not just in the west, Greeks certainly have managed to make immense
contributions to the entire world in a number of ways, more often than not, it has been most
apparent in literature and philosophy. A lot of the earliest works of literature in the western
world are highly influenced by the Greeks. Western thinkers, generation after generation,
have acted upon what Greeks did in the past.

Politics

Salon Romanticizes Pedophile Masturbating Over 5-Year Old Girl

A video posted on Salon’s Facebook page shows the leftist news organization’s resident
pedophile, Todd Nickerson, explaining how he masturbated over a 5-year-old girl while
romanticized video footage of a child is used to illustrate his sick fantasy. Nickerson first
rose to prominence when Salon.com gave him a platform to explain how lusting after
children was merely an alternative “sexual orientation” and that people should be
“understanding and supportive” towards pedophiles.
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Aldous Huxley Foresaw Modern America in 1958 Interview
May 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Aldous Huxley’s warnings about the future for a prosperous 1950s America were not heeded

Brave New World is one of the most important novels of the 20th century. Aldous Huxley’s novel
anticipates developments in reproductive technology, sleep-learning, psychological manipulation, and
social conditioning that combine to change society into a dystopian hell. More than just a novel, it is
a social commentary that has withstood the test of time and is more relevant today than when it was
published in 1931.

Huxley was interviewed about his novel by Mike Wallace for ABC television in 1958, and Huxley’s
predictions are astonishing in that they accurately portray life in the world we have awakened to in
2016.

The full interview can be seen here, and some of the most important segments of the interview are
analyzed below.

Not A Conspiracy Theory

Rather than being some “conspiracy theory” (which, incidentally is a CIA-created code word to
discredit people), the ideas of Huxley instead appeal to man’s often sociopathic lust for power and
control, which is the force driving today’s Anglo-American cultural Matrix. Huxley talks about this
idea:

I don’t think there are any sinister persons deliberately trying to rob people of their freedom,
but I do think, first of all, that there are a number of impersonal forces which are pushing in
the direction of less and less freedom, and I also think that there are a number of
technological devices which anybody who wishes to use can use to accelerate this process
of going away from freedom, of imposing control.
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Huxley foresaw the bureaucratic, authoritarian, micromanaging government the United States now
lives under. He also foresaw media becoming propagandized and life becoming micromanaged by
overregulation.

Another force which I think is very strongly operative in this country is the force of what
may be called of over-organization. As technology becomes more and more complicated, it
becomes necessary to have more and more elaborate organizations, more hierarchical
organizations, and incidentally the advance of technology is being accompanied by an
advance in the science of organization. It’s now possible to make organizations on a larger
scale than it was ever possible before, and so that you have more and more people living
their lives out as subordinates in these hierarchical systems controlled by bureaucracy,
either the bureaucracies of big businesses or the bureaucracies of big government.

At The New Modern Man, we call this collusion of big business and bureaucratic interests the
Corporate-Government Complex.

Backdoor dealings in the corporate-government complex have bastardized democracy

How The Corporate Government Complex Expands Its Power

Huxley knew that having an educated populace was not insurance against brainwashing by
propaganda methods. In America, these methods were perfected by Edward Bernays, nephew of
Sigmund Freud. Bernays invented the principle of using corporate and government propaganda to
“engineer consent” by shaping the thoughts, values, and responses of the masses. Bernays proved
those who create knowledge and propaganda rule over the rest of society. Huxley explains how Hitler
was able to do this before the days of television, using the then newly created tool of radio:

Hitler used terror on the one kind, brute force on the one hand, but he also used a very
efficient form of propaganda, which he was using every modern device at that time. He
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didn’t have TV, but he had the radio which he used to the fullest extent, and was able to
impose his will on an immense mass of people. I mean, the Germans were a highly educated
people.

Just as Huxley predicted, higher levels of state sponsored education have not prevented Americans
from being duped by their leaders. Advancing technology has further imperiled the principles of
freedom in the 21st century. It all started with television, but has advanced to smaller and smaller
devices and progressed to the goal of microchipping the entire population with RFID chips, rendering
them subservient to financial interests and the state. Huxley goes on, proving that not all progress is
good progress when it is hijacked by an elite who want nothing but pure power.

What I feel very strongly is that we mustn’t be caught by surprise by our own advancing
technology. This has happened again and again in history with technology’s advance and
this changes social condition, and suddenly people have found themselves in a situation
which they didn’t foresee and doing all sorts of things they really didn’t want to do. It’s not
creating a wide front of distraction it’s creating a one-pointed, drumming in of a single idea,
all the time. It’s obviously an immensely powerful instrument.

Indeed, the mainstream media dominated public opinion and the dissemination of information
through the end of the 20th century.

Huxley’s soma has turned out to be an accurate metaphor for today’s SSRI drugs

Soma

Huxley foresaw today’s current medical-pharmaceutical complex, in which the media (the creators of
knowledge and propaganda Bernays discussed) persuade the masses to believe the solution to every
problem they have in life is a trip to the doctor and a pill. There are frightening similarities between
Huxley’s soma and today’s SSRI antidepressants. Huxley talks about somas with Wallace:
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This is a very interesting subject. I mean, in this book that you mentioned, this book of
mine, Brave New World, I postulated it a substance called ‘soma,’ which was a very
versatile drug. It would make people feel happy in small doses, it would make them see
visions in medium doses, and it would send them to sleep in large doses. I think it’s quite on
the cards that we may have drugs which will profoundly change our mental states. I mean,
this is the… the pharmacological revolution which is taking place.

Indeed, SSRIs are dangerous drugs with change mental states and alter the brain in such a way it
becomes dependent on the drugs. They’re also strongly correlated with mass shootings. Drugging the
population is another aspect of his vision for our modern day dystopia which has come to pass. As his
interview with Wallace continued, Huxley went into detail about how propaganda would be used.

Slavery works best when those subjected to it falsely believe they are free

Propaganda Techniques And Scientific Dictatorship

Huxley knew that a dictatorship of the future would rely on propaganda instead of only relying on
force, as had always been the case in the past.

Well, to start with, I think this kind of dictatorship of the future, I think will be very unlike
the dictatorships which we’ve been familiar with in the immediate past. I mean, take
another book prophesying the future, which was a very remarkable book, George Orwell’s
1984. This book was written at the height of the Stalinist regime, and just after the Hitler
regime, and there he foresaw a dictatorship using entirely the methods of terror, the methods
of physical violence. Now, I think what is going to happen in the future is that dictators will
find, as the old saying goes, that you can do everything with bayonets except sit on them!
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Huxley knew the elite were working on a scientific dictatorship, a type of dictatorship which uses
science in a perverse way. Instead of advancing the human species the elite subjugate the human
species with its knowledge.

Pushing Cultural Marxism and taking a Long March approach, tearing down traditional Western
institutions one by one starting in the 1960s, progressing to a “limited learning for lifelong labor”
education system as exposed by whistleblower Charlotte Thomson-Iserbyt in the 1980s, and ending
with the use of the media as a mass brainwashing tool as exposed by the arrival of the Internet, is how
the following predictions of Huxley have played out in the real world:

But, if you want to preserve your power indefinitely, you have to get the consent of the
ruled, and this they will do partly by drugs as I foresaw in “Brave New World,” partly by
these new techniques of propaganda. They will do it by bypassing the sort of rational side of
man and appealing to his subconscious and his deeper emotions, and his physiology even,
and so, making him actually love his slavery. I mean, I think, this is the danger that actually
people may be, in some ways, happy under the new regime, but that they will be happy in
situations where they oughtn’t to be happy.

Having spent a decade in the media, I know full well how advertising and persuasion work. As
Huxley knew, and Bernays proved, effective propaganda and advertising bypasses rational thought
aims directly at the subconscious desires we all have.

[The candidates in the 1956 election] were being advised by powerful advertising agencies
who were making campaigns of a quite different kind from what had been made before.
And I think we shall see probably, all kinds of new devices coming into the picture. I mean,
for example, this thing which got a good deal of publicity last autumn, subliminal
projection. I mean, as it stands, this thing, I think is of no menace to us at the moment…but
once you’ve established the principle that something works, you can be absolutely sure that
the technology of it is going to improve steadily.

As time passes, technologies which initially seem to benefit man end up being used for ulterior
motives by those in power.
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Decision making has been removed from the public and their choices made for them via social engineering

Socially Accepted Authoritarianism

Huxley warned of a coming system of Managed Democracy and Inverted Totalitarianism we now
live under in America. In effect, people still get to participate in free and fair elections but the choices
they get to make do not change the overall system at all. This is the “Demican” and “Republicrat”
phenomenon of today, with parties representing two heads of the same hydra. The illusion of choice
is given to the masses by the media and advertising. And importantly, rational decision making is
bypassed by constant appeals to emotion.

Advertisement plays a very necessary role, but the danger it seems to me in a democracy is
this…I mean what does a democracy depend on? A democracy depends on the individual
voter making an intelligent and rational choice for what he regards as his enlightened self-
interest, in any given circumstance. But what these people are doing, I mean what both, for
their particular purposes, for selling goods and the dictatorial propagandists are for doing, is
to try to bypass the rational side of man and to appeal directly to these unconscious forces
below the surfaces so that you are, in a way, making nonsense of the whole democratic
procedure, which is based on conscious choice on rational ground.

The following passage from Huxley’s prophetic interview touches on how feminism has taken
women out of the home, and how today the state indoctrinates children with propaganda (careerism,
the government is a god of sorts in the absence of religion, etc.) from a very young age. As Fabian
Socialist Bertrand Russell put it, influences of the home with a mother and father in it are
counterproductive to what the social engineers want to accomplish. Huxley continues:

This whole question of children, I think, is a terribly important one because children are
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quite clearly much more suggestible than the average grownup; and again, suppose that, that
for one reason or another all the propaganda was in the hands of one or very few agencies,
you would have an extraordinarily powerful force playing on these children, who after all
are going to grow up and be adults quite soon. I do think that this is not an immediate threat,
but it remains a possible threat.

As Huxley warned, propaganda is powerful tool. With it, the spinmeisters have been able to turn
environmentalism and global warming into a religion, as best-selling author Michael Crichton knew.
As historian and politician Lord Acton famous stated, power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts
absolutely. What we see today is not a conspiracy as much as it is misplaced power, in the hands of
the wrong people. We have witnessed the rise of lifetime, career politicians and political families
which dominate Washington generation after generation, which is dangerous to the well being of the
people. Huxley said this to Wallace:

I think one of the reasons is that these are all instruments for obtaining power, and
obviously the passion for power is one of the most moving passions that exists in man; and
after all, all democracies are based on the proposition that power is very dangerous and that
it is extremely important not to let any one man or any one small group have too much
power for too long a time. After all what are the British and American Constitution except
devices for limiting power, and all these new devices are extremely efficient instruments for
the imposition of power by small groups over larger masses.

The entire idea behind a republic (like the United States is supposed to be, not a democracy) is that
misplaced power has led to disasters in human history, and that no person or group should have
much control over people. But, as freedom becomes nothing more than sloganeering in America,
Huxley knew losing it would ultimately lead to our enslavement and the death of creativity.

WALLACE: Mr. Huxley, let me ask you this, quite seriously, is freedom necessary?

HUXLEY: Yes, I should say it is. I mean, a genuinely productive society. I mean you could
produce plenty of goods without much freedom, but I think the whole sort of creative life of
man is ultimately impossible without a considerable measure of individual freedom, of
initiative, creation, all these things which we value, and I think value properly, are
impossible without a large measure of freedom.

Without freedom, man becomes the metaphorical battery presented in The Matrix.
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Choices are few at this late stage

What Can Be Done

What makes this interview all the more remarkable is it was filmed in 1958, but it sounds as though it
could have been filmed yesterday. There have been 60 years of warnings about the world we are now
in, but the masses have not listened. The cancer of the march of socialism through the institutions of
the West is already at an advanced stage, as is the consolidation of financial power into the hands of
10 corporations that control nearly everything we buy and 6 media corporations that control nearly
everything we get to see, read, and hear.

This may leave one with a sense of despair. However, in the past the world seemingly marched
steadily towards one ideal before revolution tore down the old ideas and made way for new ones.
Will we escape? Or will we fall continue to fall prey to devious masterpieces of social engineering
and social control devised by a sociopathic corporate and government elite who are interested in
maintaining their superiority?

At the very least, to push back we can assume a posture of civil disobedience, as journalist John
Stossel has suggested. The truth is out there, thanks to the Internet and free speech, while we have
mostly uncontrolled use of them. What remains to be seen is how people will respond now that they
are able to see through the illusions the puppet masters are spinning.
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Have a Drink: Cuba Libre
May 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A classic cocktail for the weekend

Cuba Libre cocktail | Relampago’s Rating: 

Cuba Libres are basically a Rum and Coke with some lime added. They’re a popular cocktail down
here in the Caribbean. According to Bacardi, it has an interesting history:

The world’s second most popular drink was born in a collision between the United States
and Spain. It happened during the Spanish-American War at the turn of the century when
Teddy Roosevelt, the Rough Riders, and Americans in large numbers arrived in Cuba. One
afternoon, a group of off-duty soldiers from the U.S. Signal Corps were gathered in a bar in
Old Havana. Fausto Rodriguez, a young messenger, later recalled that Captain Russell came
in and ordered Bacardi (Gold) rum and Coca-Cola on ice with a wedge of lime. The captain
drank the concoction with such pleasure that it sparked the interest of the soldiers around
him. They had the bartender prepare a round of the captain’s drink for them. The Bacardi
rum and Coke was an instant hit. As it does to this day, the drink united the crowd in a spirit
of fun and good fellowship. When they ordered another round, one soldier suggested that
they toast ¡Por Cuba Libre! in celebration of the newly freed Cuba. The captain raised his
glass and sang out the battle cry that had inspired Cuba’s victorious soldiers in the War of
Independence.

As we all know, Cuba was not always the authoritarian, socialist dictatorship it is today. Up through
the 1959 victory of Fidel Castro, it was a prosperous, capitalistic paradise. Putting politics aside, the
simple fusion of these three simple ingredients make for a tasty and refreshing weekend cocktail:

Ice cubes
2 oz. rum
4 oz. cola
2 tablespoons fresh lime juice, or to taste
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Fill a 12-ounce glass with ice cubes. Pour the rum and cola beverage into the glass. Stir in the lime
juice, and serve.

Of course, the Cuba Libre’s sister is the Santo Libre, which is a bit tastier, at least to me.
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Eye Candy of the Week – May 22, 2016
May 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s model is red hot in eye-searing lingerie. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for May 22,
2016.
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Comment of the Week | May 22, 2016
May 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter The Old West wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us. In
response to Can a Woman Love a Man? he offers some wise insights:

It’s important to consider something, though:

Is love necessary in a marriage in order for a civilized society to exist?

Think about it. If there’s love between a married couple, the family unit as a whole will be
much stronger, which results in better raising of the children. Without the cohesion that love
between the husband and wife brings, the children would naturally notice the rift in the
family. It might not be to the extreme of a couple who wants to get divorced but chooses to
remain married in order to responsibly raise the children in an intact household, but
wouldn’t it be similar?

This then raises another question to think about: what’s the difference between caring about
your spouse and loving your spouse?

Personally, I think the term “love” as been co-opted today to mean more than it actually
should. Either that or there’s a term that’s missing altogether. The head over heels in love
type doesn’t last. I don’t think it lasts for anyone.

But the genuine caring for the well-being of your spouse, I think that does last. Or at least, it
can. However, no one ever seems to think of love this way today. I don’t know if people
used to or not, but I sure know they don’t today.

Women leave their marriages because they claim they “don’t love their husband anymore”

I think all of this bullshit is because society only considers the head over heels type of love
as being love. With the massive amount of propaganda propagating this, women see no
reason to stay with their husband when that inevitably wears off. There’s no sense of
integrity or honor in this stunted definition of love.
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Consequently, it has the added, unexpected effect of destroying the genuine caring for your
spouse and your family that real love actually is. This is simply because women see no
problem in completely abandoning their family (regardless of if there are kids or not) as
soon as they no longer feel the head over heels sort of love.

This is a huge problem in today’s society. People today aren’t encouraged to ever actually
care about anyone. People today see no reason to want to help others succeed. At least not
in the Western world.

My last ex-girlfriend was from China. The love we had was more along the lines of what I
consider real love. But because the Western garbage is spreading all around the globe, the
Chinese are beginning to view love increasingly as the head over heels kind, rather than the
commitment to building each other up kind.

Ultimately, this contributed to our relationship ending, among other things.

The Old West knows that marriages are historically about much, much, more than the fickle emotion
of love. Only in the declining Western world have we subscribed to the illusion that male-female
relations are about head over heels love rather than practical love. Marriages are about
interdependence, building one another up, creating a stable next generation, while giving men what
they want, sex, in exchange for what women want, security and stuff.

Adults now concern themselves more with making themselves happy than doing what’s best for
society. Stanford economist Thomas Sowell sums it up this way:

Much of the social history of the Western world over the past three decades [and even
beyond that] has involved replacing what worked with what sounded good.

What sounded good led us to decline, and the probable dissolution of Western society.
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The Hedonic Treadmill Explains Why You Can’t Buy a
Woman’s Love
May 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Money can’t buy love

If the timeless maxim Alpha Fux, Beta Bux has not shunned you from turning yourself into a walking
ATM machine for women, the concept of The Hedonic Treadmill will explain another reason it is
impossible to satisfy women with material things and why you are ultimately digging a trap for
yourself by trying. Never try to buy love. There is a scientific, psychological reason it will not work,
beyond the fact you cannot negotiate desire. It is called The Hedonic Treadmill. The textbook
definition says:

The Hedonic Treadmill is the observed tendency of people to quickly return to a relatively
stable level of happiness despite major positive or negative events or life changes.

What the concept amounts to is no matter what expense a man goes through to make a woman happy,
she will quickly get used to her new jewelry, house, or standard of living and expect even more from
him. It is a four-step process which works like this:

Becky’s husband works at a job he doesn’t really enjoy an increasing number of hours and with1.
increasing demands on his psychological and physical health to afford her a material life that is
comparable to that of her friends. Never mind she doesn’t really need all that stuff, competitive
consumption is what women thrive on.
After he buys her what she wants, or as in many cases a single income is not enough to feed2.
this monster and she goes to work herself to be able to buy even more junk, she is temporarily
happy showing off her new clothing, accessories, and other baubles to her friends.
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The excitement of the new purchases quickly wears off. Becky returns to her previous level of3.
happiness despite the huge sums of money spent and debt accrued.
Becky begins to dream about even more stuff, and bigger purchases. She needs a fancier car, a4.
bigger house, and an exotic vacation at a 4-star resort. Which returns this cyclical process back
to step 1, and the cycle repeats until either her husband falls off the treadmill (job loss, heart
attack etc.) or she finds a more appealing meal ticket to power her life of vanity.

This infographic explains the concept in further detail.
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The best advice: Stay off the treadmill!

Taken for a Ride

Hopping on The Hedonic Treadmill is a great way to waste the best years of your life, and much of
your income and investment potential on someone who will never be grateful for the sacrifices you
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have made. She will expect more, and more, and more. The materialistic and consumeristic culture
that has arisen as a way of feeding this monster is a blight on society and a waste of human potential.
As Becoming Minimalist puts it:

No one is going to stand up at [Becky’s] funeral and say, “She had a really expensive couch
and great shoes.”

Indeed, don’t make life about stuff. Not basing one’s life on the acquisition of shiny things is a
difficult concept for women. However, once basic needs are met in Maslow’s hierarchy, more money
does not equal more happiness in women (or men). In scientific studies of happiness, the difference
in happiness between someone who makes $5,000 and $50,000 a year is huge; however the
difference in happiness between a $50,000 and $5 million salary is not all that great. The idea of
“mo’ money, mo’ problems” applies.

Today’s advertising appeals to base emotions instead of intellect

People Have No Idea Why They’re Doing What They’re Doing
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Today’s advertising and marketing is designed to trigger emotional responses
using Freudian psychology, which women are especially susceptible to. In addition to emotional
manipulation, it is nearly impossible to get women to restrain their gathering instincts. After all, we
are a species of hunter-gatherers and gathering is what women do. Marketers know this, and they
abuse this evolutionary adaptation of women at every opportunity.

Consumerism in America is based on the successful manipulation of this quirk of female psychology,
and indeed women make up a whopping 80% of purchasing decisions in this economy. However, The
Hedonic Treadmill shows us the things women buy, or that men foolishly buy for them will never
make them happy. Investopedia explains:

The hedonic treadmill theory explains the oft-held observation that rich people are no
happier than poor people, and that those with severe money problems are sometimes quite
happy. The theory supports the argument that money does not buy happiness and that the
pursuit of money as a way to reach this goal is futile. Good and bad fortunes may
temporarily affect how happy a person is, but most people will end up back at their normal
level of happiness.

One of the most successful marketers in the 21st century, Clotaire Rapaille, who was a psychologist
before realizing he could make much more money manipulating people psychologically for
advertisers than helping people, explains how disconnected from reality people are when it comes to
buying things:

My experience is that most of the time, people have no idea why they’re doing what they’re
doing. They have no idea, so they’re going to try to make up something that makes sense.
Why do you need a Hummer to go shopping? “Well, you see, because in case there is a
snowstorm.” No. Why do you buy four wheel drive? “Well, you know, in case I need to go
off-road.” Well, you live in Manhattan; why do you need four wheel drive in Manhattan?
“Well, you know, sometimes I go out, and I go—” You don’t need to be a rocket scientist to
understand that this is disconnected. This is nothing to do with what the real reason is for
people to do what they do. So there are many limits in traditional market research.

Rapaille works for 50 of the Fortune 100 companies helping them sell their wares, and his specialty is
using Freudian psychology to sell luxury items. He sold the Hummer to women by appealing to their
limbic or “reptilian” brain as he calls it.

The campaign for the Hummer—the Hummer is a car with a strong identity. It’s a car in a
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uniform. I told them, put four stars on the shoulder of the Hummer, you will sell better. If
you look at the campaign, brilliant. I have no credit for it, just so you know, but brilliant.
They say, “You give us the money, we give you the car, nobody gets hurt.” I love it! It’s
like the mafia speaking to you. For women, they say it’s a new way to scare men. Wow.
And women love the Hummer. They’re not telling you, “Buy a Hummer because you get
better gas mileage.” You don’t. These are cortex things. [The key is to] address the reptilian
brain.

So, advertisers are screwing with our minds and the minds of women in ways we don’t even
understand. In addition to not buying lasting happiness, a life of consumerism contributes to huge
amounts of waste, and keeping the materialism machine running exploits men who turn themselves
into Beta providers.

Do not be exploited to feed women’s lust for consumerism

Male Utility Exploited

A mistake men often make is attempting to be the resource provider for women they are romantically
or sexually interested in, only to find themselves caught in a trap they cannot get out of. Thus, they
have to work harder and harder and sacrifice more and more of themselves only to end up used,
broke, and alone when their utility value has been totally exhausted. The Predatory Female, a Red Pill
men’s classic book, offers this sage advice:

Any combination of money, romance, and excitement – the scent of these accommodations
will have [a woman] rising like a cobra in a wicker basket. The provider of such diversions
occupies center stage in her life, but his identity is unimportant to her, and it’s a temporary
position. Nobody can amuse her forever. All pied pipers eventually fade into the past.

You will fade from her life once your provisioning capability has been taken past its limit.
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Attempting to satiate women’s desire for useless crap is the wrong strategy. It is much better to be
the man who challenges her and stands up to her rather than the man who gets exploited. Men should
consider walking out on, or reducing their participation in a system that is rigged to take advantage of
them in this way. Continuing from The Predatory Female:

The matriarchal system could never operate efficiently without the hordes of male drones it
has created. These men, preconditioned by their mothers and suffering from a self-imposed
order of chivalry, consistently front for the system and its predatory female masters.

If you allow her to become your master, women will readily use sex or even the promise of it without
delivering to extract the resources they want from men:

In the advanced stages of sexual hypnosis, the male may subconsciously want to crawl into
the vagina and live there. Most normal, healthy men are capable of becoming total slaves to
a well orchestrated sexual enticement and the predatory female is acutely aware of this. If
necessary, she will stretch that vulva right over his head and smother him to get what she
wants.

So, what action can men take to keep from being turned into a walking wallet?

Women naturally gravitate towards a confident man who invests in himself rather than in women

Look Out For Number One

The best advice for men is to adopt a philosophy of continuous self-improvement by investing in
themselves instead of women, and to Learn Game in a sexual market that no longer provides any
modicum of respect for the Beta provider. Men will be much better off this way; the alternative is
working themselves into an early grave only to be discarded once a more affluent meal ticket comes
along for the woman he is providing for, or he becomes overextended and can no longer maintain her
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shopping and eating out lifestyle after a job loss, injury, or disability.

Another alternative is to give up on women completely as many MGTOWs
have done. For the man who enjoys sex or female companionship, this may not be an appealing
option.

Men do not naturally look out for themselves in the same calculating way that women do. Call it a
genetic weakness built into male psychology. After all, reproduction is job one biologically speaking
and in the past a man who could provide served a crucial niche in the sexual market. Since an
abundance of material things and money are floating around in today’s society and sexual restraints
have been lifted from women, this tactic has been rendered virtually useless.

It is time for men to put their own self interests above those of women. Women will naturally
gravitate towards a self-confident man who invests in himself rather than a man who lets women
shamelessly exploit his finances and self-respect. If men do not put their self interest first, they can
find themselves either caught up in the unforgiving machinery of the hedonic adaptation, bankrupt,
alone, or all three.
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It’s Not a Conspiracy, It’s Oligarchy, Psychopathy, and Greed
May 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The All Seeing Eye is often the topic of conspiracy, but in reality today’s government is less about conspiracy and more about converging
interests

A regular attack levied against those who are trying to enlighten people is the tired old “conspiracy
theorist” gnome. “You must be one of them conspiracy theorists, huh huh huh.” The people
tossing this term around never realize it was invented by the CIA in 1967 to discredit people who
challenge government propaganda – specifically the Warren Report which was being discredited by
people digging for the truth.

The CIA wrote a dispatch in response to government leaders worrying the
masses would begin to question the “official” account of the Warren Report, and coined the term
conspiracy theories which of course was focus grouped and psychologically researched, much in the
same way Republicrat minion Frank Luntz comes up with buzz words today. The CIA’s dispatch was
marked with a Psychological Operations header, a euphemism for disinformation, and came from the
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Clandestine Services unit.

The purpose of the document and term was to discredit anyone who questioned the official word, and
conspiracy theory has become a term that is more popular than ever today. Indeed, the inability to see
forces at work which are undermining freedom and prosperity for the middle and lower classes,
attempting to represent verifiable claims as crazy conspiracies, and the appeal to authority fallacy
represent the fact unquestioning obedience is a powerful force in the human mind. A couple of
groundbreaking psychological experiments help illustrate why most people resemble sheep.

Sheeple: people who are docile, foolish, or easily led

Obedience

The Milgram experiment, conducted at Stanford University by psychologist Stanley Milgram tested
obedience to authority by having a participant electrically shock another participant for what an
authority figure said were wrong answers given to questions, while being ensured they would receive
no punishment for doing so:

Participants were told they were going to contribute to a study about punishment and
learning, but the actual focus was on how long they would listen to and obey orders from
the experimenter. The participants were instructed that they had to shock a person in another
room for every wrong answer on a learning task, and the shocks increased with intensity for
each wrong answer. If participants questioned the procedure, the researcher would
encourage them further. The dependent variable for this experiment was the voltage amount
of shocks administered.

The voltage increased to the point the authority figure said it was potentially lethal.

If at any time the subject indicated his desire to halt the experiment, he was given a
succession of verbal prods by the authority figure, in this order:
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Please continue.1.
The experiment requires that you continue.2.
It is absolutely essential that you continue.3.
You have no other choice, you must go on.4.

If the subject still wished to stop after all four successive verbal prods, the experiment was
halted. Otherwise, it was halted after the subject had given the maximum 450-volt shock
three times in succession.

The results: 65% of the participants administered the 450-volt shock. Milgram came to these chilling
conclusions, confirming most people base their decisions and thinking on authority alone, and attack
those who stray from the herd even if they are right to do so.

The legal and philosophical aspects of obedience are of enormous importance, but they say
very little about how most people behave in concrete situations. Stark authority was pitted
against the participants’ strongest moral imperatives against hurting others, and, with
the participants’ ears ringing with the screams of the victims, authority won more often than
not. The extreme willingness of adults to go to almost any lengths on the command of an
authority constitutes the chief finding of the study and the fact most urgently demanding
explanation.

Ordinary people, simply doing their jobs, and without any particular hostility on their part,
can become agents in a terrible destructive process. Moreover, even when the destructive
effects of their work become patently clear, and they are asked to carry out actions
incompatible with fundamental standards of morality, relatively few people have the
resources needed to resist authority.

Additionally, the psychologically and scientifically valid Myers-Briggs personality instrument
supports the idea people acquiesce to authority based only on the fact it is authority. Around half the
population are SJs, who generally speaking and when looking at crowd behavior, are minions of
those in power. Psychologist David Kiersey tells us:

Practical and down-to-earth, SJs believe in following the rules and cooperating with others.
They are not very comfortable winging it or blazing new trails; working steadily within the
system is the SJ way, for [to them] in the long run loyalty, discipline, and teamwork get the
job done right.

The next big piece of the psychological pie is the SP temperament, which combined with the SJ
temperament makes up 4 out of 5 people in the population. SPs are the dupes of society, when
viewed from the lens of crowd psychology.

SPs want to be where the action is; they seek out adventure and show a constant hunger for
pleasure and stimulation. They believe that variety is the spice of life, and that doing things
that aren’t fun or exciting is a waste of time. SPs are impulsive, adaptable, competitive, and
believe the next throw of the dice will be the lucky one.

With a populace that trusts authority over rationality, and who will go through almost any lengths to
obey and believe authority no matter how ridiculous its demands are, it’s easy to see how the masses
become tools of an elite. The elite who manage the herd don’t directly conspire as much as they look
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to maximize power and profit, and see a lot of useful idiots to take advantage of.

Interlocking corporate directorates and the government power structure go hand in hand

Oligarchy

The United States is currently an oligarchy. When one realizes either a Bush or Clinton has been
President or Vice President or running for those offices since 1980, with the exception of the
Manchurian Candidate Barack Obama, and Trump and the Clintons have been long time friends, it
becomes plain to see the country fits the textbook definition of oligarchy.

Oligarchy is a form of power structure in which power effectively rests with a small number
of people. These people might be distinguished by royalty, wealth, family ties, education,
corporate, religious or military control. Such states are often controlled by a few prominent
families who typically pass their influence from one generation to the next.

Princeton University declared the U.S. is an oligarchy with its own research.

Multivariate analysis indicates that economic elites and organized groups representing
business interests have substantial independent impacts on US government policy, while
average citizens and mass-based interest groups have little or no independent influence.

When a majority of citizens disagrees with economic elites and/or with organized interests,
they generally lose. Moreover, because of the strong status quo bias built into the US
political system, even when fairly large majorities of Americans favor policy change, they
generally do not get it.

Americans do enjoy many features central to democratic governance, such as regular
elections, freedom of speech and association and a widespread (if still contested) franchise.
But we believe that if policymaking is dominated by powerful business organizations and a
small number of affluent Americans, then America’s claims to being a democratic society
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are seriously threatened.

When power rests in the hands of a few, decisions are made which benefit the in group. It’s no
conspiracy, it’s just normal human behavior. The entire concept of instituting a republic (the United
States was never intended to be a democracy!) is based on the historically proven fact when power is
in the hands of a few people for too long, the result is disastrous for the common
man. American government was set up to keep man from having too much power, and from having it
for very long. Unfortunately, thanks to economic and political corruption, today this ideal is no
longer the way the enterprise operates.

The hilarious Dr. Evil caricature of an evil business leader is not far from the truth of the mentality of those at the top

Psychopathy

A few years back, Time magazine and other legacy media ran an article in which psychologists
revealed CEOs are often psychopathic. Politicians also behave psychopathically as they constantly lie
to the public and exhibit many other traits of this disorder. Obama’s presidential campaign was based
on Hope and Change, but by the end of his disastrous presidency the country was hopeless and only
worried about sex change. Bush II’s disastrous presidency left the country similarly hopeless in 2008.
Trump is following a similar game plan to Obama with his 2016 presidency, and increasingly seems
to be the right-wing version of Obama as he surrounds himself with insider Republicrat apparatchiks
and Neocons after securing the nomination as the “outsider reformer”.

Psychopaths display the following personality traits, as laid out by Dr. Robert Hare, Emeritus
Professor of Psychology at the University of British Columbia. :

Glib and Superficial Charm — The tendency to be smooth, engaging, charming, slick, and
verbally facile. Psychopathic charm is not in the least shy, self-conscious, or afraid to say
anything.  A psychopath never gets tongue-tied. They have freed themselves from the social
conventions about taking turns in talking, for example.

Grandiose Self-Worth — A grossly inflated view of one’s abilities and self-worth, self-
assured, opinionated, cocky, a braggart. Psychopaths are arrogant people who believe they
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are superior human beings.

Pathological Lying — Can be moderate or high; in moderate form, they will be shrewd,
crafty, cunning, sly, and clever; in extreme form, they will be deceptive, deceitful,
underhanded, unscrupulous, manipulative, and dishonest.

Conning and Manipulativeness — The use of deceit and deception to cheat, con, or defraud
others for personal gain; distinguished from Item #4 in the degree to which exploitation and
callous ruthlessness is present, as reflected in a lack of concern for the feelings and
suffering of one’s victims.

Lack of Remorse or Guilt — A lack of feelings or concern for the losses, pain, and suffering
of victims; a tendency to be unconcerned, dispassionate, cold-hearted, and non-empathic.
This item is usually demonstrated by a disdain for one’s victims.

Shallow Effect — Emotional poverty or a limited range or depth of feelings; interpersonal
coldness in spite of signs of open gregariousness.

Callousness and Lack of Empathy — A lack of feelings toward people in general; cold,
contemptuous, inconsiderate, and tactless.

Parasitic Lifestyle — An intentional, manipulative, selfish, and exploitative financial
dependence on others as reflected in a lack of motivation, low self-discipline, and inability
to begin or complete responsibilities.

Poor Behavioral Controls — Expressions of irritability, annoyance, impatience, threats,
aggression, and verbal abuse; inadequate control of anger and temper; acting hastily.

Promiscuous Sexual Behavior — A variety of brief, superficial relations, numerous affairs,
and an indiscriminate selection of sexual partners; the maintenance of several relationships
at the same time; a history of attempts to sexually coerce others into sexual activity or
taking great pride at discussing sexual exploits or conquests.

Failure to Accept Responsibility — A failure to accept responsibility for one’s actions
reflected in low conscientiousness, an absence of dutifulness, antagonistic manipulation,
denial of responsibility, and an effort to manipulate others through this denial.

Criminal Versatility — A diversity of types of criminal offenses, regardless if the person
has been arrested or convicted for them; taking great pride at getting away with crimes. The
word psychopath can be replaced with the word sociopath throughout this page. The
meaning is very similar, if not the same.

The constant scandals leaders of big business and government are involved in lend credence to the
fact that most have psychopathic traits in spades. Up until the Internet Age exposed the myths and
lies of the official narrative coming out of the press from government PR spokesmouths, leaders were
able to effectively manage their image and deceive people. This is harder to do because of today’s
free flow of information, free of the influences of gatekeepers who in the past kept unflattering
information from being published,  and whistleblowers from enlightening the public mind.

As Aldous Huxley warned way back in 1958, among other warnings of his that were not heeded, it’s
not a conspiracy, it’s cold-hearted self-interest.

I don’t think there are any sinister persons deliberately trying to rob people of their freedom,
but I do think, first of all, that there are a number of impersonal forces which are pushing in
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the direction of less and less freedom, and I also think that there are a number of
technological devices which anybody who wishes to use can use to accelerate this process
of going away from freedom, of imposing control.

How prophetic his words have been. The lust for power and money is one of the biggest driving
forces leading to the corruption of the human being, and indeed today we are seeing the intrusion of
“devices” into our lives which micromanage and track our behavior.

A bank vault full of cash is not enough for those at the top of today’s pyramid schemes known as corporations

Greed

Three companies now control 1/3 of the cash in the United States: Apple, Microsoft, and
Oracle control $504 billion, or 30% of the $1.7 trillion supply of cash and cash equivalents. But for
some reason, even though Bill Gates has an $80 billion net worth, Tim Cook is worth $120 million,
and Larry Ellison is worth $49 billion, paradoxically none of these men have practiced what they
preach with their incessant praise of socialism. They should lead by example and voluntarily live on
an average working person’s salary, redistributing their vast fortunes to those in need. After all, to
use socialist rhetoric: Who really needs more than a net worth of oh, let’s say $1 million? It’s yet
another case of an elite telling the rabble (us) do as I say not as I do.

In addition to most cash being controlled by 3 companies, 10 companies control nearly everything
you buy at the supermarket and 6 control nearly everything you see in the media.
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Understand there is never enough money for some people. The Hedonic Treadmill concept helps the
reason billionaires always want more themselves and less for everyone else. Here is the definition of
this tendency: The hedonic treadmill is the observed tendency of humans to quickly return to a
relatively stable level of happiness despite major positive or negative events or life changes. In short,
no matter how much money one has, they’re always going to want just a little bit more, the a little bit
more. Money also means power, and as historian and politician Lord Acton knew:

Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.

Acton also warned against the influence of the powerful banking cartels that now control the world
economy over a century ago.

The issue which has swept down the centuries and which will have to be fought sooner or
later is the people versus the banks.

In 1835, President Andrew Jackson railed against the unwarranted influence of banking
institutions, nearly a century before they were able to foist a federal income tax and Federal Reserve
on the public.

You are a den of vipers. I intend to rout you out, and by the Eternal God I will rout you out.
If the people only understood the rank injustice of our money and banking system, there
would be a revolution before morning.

It is true that unrestrained greed and avarice pose serious threats to the soul of man and his nations.
Adam Smith, the father of capitalism warned us:

No society can surely be flourishing and happy, of which the far greater part of the members
are poor and miserable.

A growing gap between the rich and the poor and the destruction of the Middle Class in the 21st
century are happening before our eyes. One has to think one way or the other about this. Is it just a
coincidence? Aww those kind, goodhearted politicians. They mean well. They keep trying but, by
gosh things just keep getting worse. Or, are things getting worse because they are tending their own
gardens and do not give a damn about the negative impacts their decisions have on the little guy?
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Men are behaving just as we should expect them to when they have virtually unlimited money and power

Not a Conspiracy

The fact corporations and the government make decisions that benefit them, aggrandize wealth and
power, and do not take the considerations of the people who are subjected to their decisions into
account is no backdoor, smoke-filled room conspiracy. Although, that said, these two groups do often
get together to discuss what is best for them, such as at the annual Bilderberg Group meetings, which
bring together the political, industry, financial, academic, and media elite in closed door meetings. It
doesn’t take a conspiracy theorist to realize they are not discussing brownie recipes at these meetings.

Sadly, larceny is in the hearts of all men. Everybody wants something for nothing and if a cabal has
all economic and political power, unable to see or care about the misery they are inflicting on the
lives of others, decisions will be made that have negative impacts on great numbers of people
underneath them. Academy Award filmmaker Aaron Russo gave an interview before his death that
illustrates the decision making of an elite when they have total power. Aaron recounts a conversation
he had with Nick Rockefeller while running for governor of Nevada. The Rockefeller family has a
net worth of $11 billion.

As much as I like you, Nick, your way isn’t my way, we’re on the opposite side of the
fence. I don’t believe in enslaving people. It’s more like… how do I put it? [Rockefeller’s
answer] was like: “What do you care about them? What do you care about those people?
What difference does it make to you? Take care of your own life. Do the best you can for
you and your family. What do the rest of the people mean to you? They don’t mean
anything to you. They’re just serfs, they’re just people.” It was just a lack of caring. And
that’s just not who I was. It was just sort of cold, you know.

Indeed, believing anyone in big business or politics has your best interest at heart after repeated
betrayals is crazier than trying to put the pieces of the puzzle together, and realizing Oligarchy,
Psychopathy, and Greed are destroying the freedom and prosperity of great numbers of people in the
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West. That is not a conspiracy, it is a fact.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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NAWALT: Not All Women Are Like That!
May 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

NAWALT: Your chances of finding one are about the same as finding a unicorn

NAWALT! Not all women are like that! One must hear or see that tired pretense several times a
week, if not more often in discussions with or about women. Sadly, in most cases the opposite is true.
All women are like that, to the 99th percentile. It’s as if women think if they repeat the Big Lie often
enough, men will believe it. However, the reality is the likelihood of finding a NAWALT is
extremely low.

The fact women travel in packs reinforces the fact they are herd followers, and trend following
behavior tells us they’re not their own person as much as a product of the culture and environment
they’re in. If the most popular girl of a group dyes her hair, it won’t be long before her followers dye
theirs. The pack mentality also helps explain why women often follow ridiculous and degenerate pop
culture icons, and mimic everything from their behavior to their hair styles.

For an in-depth explanation of this and other female behaviors, we go back a century to a less
culturally insane and less politically correct time, when a famous German philosopher was writing
down his observations about women. Among many other observations, he noticed women do not use
higher reasoning in most day to day decision making, which in modern times is known as The
Hamster Effect. Philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer describes a female lack of reason, free from the
cancer of political correctness in his time:

Man reaches the maturity of his reasoning and mental faculties scarcely before is twenty
eight; woman when she is eighteen; but hers is reason of very narrow limitations. This is
why women remain children all their lives, for they always see only what is near at hand,
cling to the present, take the appearance of a thing for reality, and prefer trifling matters to
the most important.
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The female love for trifling matters (i.e. gossip) powers entire industries and provides their quarterly
profits. Everything from tabloids to local news drama are designed around the female love of
gossip. Observe what women talk about when with other women, especially if their guard is down.
Log on to Fakebook and look at what women are sharing and talking about. The topics will be
sensational, salacious, or trifling. So, with gossip, All Women Are Like That.

Lack of foresight and accepting pie in the sky claims as reality without questioning them, as women
consistently show us by voting for leftist demagogues further proves Schopenhauer’s claim. Indeed,
causality is typically reversed in the female mind when relationship decisions are made, and the
hamster also blocks foresight of the outcomes of bad decisions like dating bad boys and criminals –
which statistically have more offspring and more sexual partners than productive members of society
in today’s sexual market. Schopenhauer continues with his expose of this emotional, here and now
thinking:

It is by virtue of man’s reasoning powers that he does not live in the present only, like the
brute, but observes and ponders over the past and future; and from this spring discretion,
care, and that anxiety which we so frequently notice in people. The advantages, as well as
the disadvantages, that this entails, make woman, in consequence of her weaker reasoning
powers, less of a partaker in them.

In feminized America, realizing all women are like this turns the indoctrination men receive (of the
mythical Strong, Independent Woman™) upside down. From childhood, boys learn they are snips,
snails, and puppy dog tails and girls are sugar, spice, and everything nice! The view that everything
male is bad and everything female is good is accepted as unquestionable truth in a society that does
not value men. Men are taught they are evil oppressors and that women are perfect princesses.

This view elevates women above men from a very young age gives women the psychological
impression they are superior, a sentiment which is reinforced in the government-run education system
and in messaging from media and society. Women are told they can be just like men (except women
hold the keys to the Golden Vagina which makes them special), and that each girl is an individual
snowflake – different from all the rest. However, by examining more behaviors nearly all women
display, the conclusion that All Women Are Like That leaps out.
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Good Guys Used and Abused: All Women Are Like That

Good Guys Stepped On

Men quickly learn in today’s dating and mating jungle that being a good guy will get you nowhere
with the ladies, especially when women are at their peak fertility, roughly age 18-25. Good guys are
the invisible men, just as a man who spends all his money or loses his status or power also becomes
invisible.

The majority of women in today’s man-hating culture pat each other on the back with YouGoGrrl-
isms and not only jump on the cock carousel, but ride it as long as they can. This begins to change as
women realize their looks and their taut, firm azzes and tits are not going to last forever. These assets
which they leverage over men start to betray them as they age. Only when the aging process sets in
and the hamster starts to realize hers is a one way trip around the sundial, that she will never be as
pretty, as young, as firm, as fertile, as desired as once she was, will she start to lower her expectations
from oh, a Hollywood A-lister to a Fortune 500 CEO.

The expectations continue to lower as her SMV plummets in her 30s. Then, and only then will she
offer her used up vajay-jay to the Beta male who was totally invisible to her only 10 short years ago.
Take a look around at women in the West. It is easy to see, once the rose-colored glasses have been
removed, this is how the vast majority of women operate in a market that incentivizes rather than
punishes sluttery.

Alphas get first dibs, and Beta backups figuratively get sloppy seconds. All Women Are Like That.
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Predatory Instincts: All Women Are Like That

Predatory Behavior

Rev. Lawrence Shannon, who was Red Pill before Red Pill was cool, preaches the gospel of truth to
men. All women, contrary to what the NAWALT priestesses will have you believe, display predatory
behavior. Once again, the trio of money, status, and power come into play. As Shannon tells us:

Any combination of money, romance, and excitement. The scent of these accommodations
will have her rising like a cobra in a wicker basket. The provider of such diversions
occupies center stage in her life, but his identity is unimportant to her, and it’s a temporary
position. Nobody can amuse her forever.

All men who have been dumped can testify to the truth of that statement. But, chin up! Don’t let the
fickle female nature phase you. You have been given the right instincts by nature to deal with her
fickleness. In the past, a society that wanted to be civilized gave men the power to completely
dominate her.

Today, as Pandora’s Box has been thrown open by feminism, men have to realize they need to have
one bird in the hand and always keep two in the bush, i.e. side pieces. Instincts to pump and dump
women and maintain harems evolved to respond to this harsh reality of the mating market. Unreliable
women mean men now have to focus on quantity instead of quality. Beware, though when pumping
and dumping. Never let any one woman in the harem get too close.

A man, dealing with a predatory female, is like a man in the water with a shark. The
environment (the matriarchal society) belongs to the predator. A man needs luck or special
training to survive. Conditions permitting, a shark isn’t satisfied with just one chunk of the
victim . . . it keeps coming back for more.

Tight Game will lure her, like a fisherman tossing chum into the water, but practiced aloofness
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is essential to keep her from getting close enough to take a chunk out of you. Remember, a predator
cannot help itself when there is red meat around. The fact this is yet another piece of advice that will
work all the time, every time only reinforces the AWALT realities of the world of fallen angels we
live in.

Conspicuous Consumption: All Women Are Like That

Obsession with Consumerism

Women love to shop, and they love to eat out. The one consistent characteristic of Anglo America is
the fact it is a coast to coast shopping mall. This coast to coast shopping mall and eatery is powered
by the female id and its obsession with gathering things. Men are hunters, women are gatherers in our
species, and marketing flacks have exploited women’s gathering instincts for over a century using
Freudian psychology. Schopenhauer would not be surprised that women currently make up 80% of
today’s consumer waste economy, usually referred to as the She-conomy by marketing flacks:

This is why they have greater inclination for extravagance, which sometimes borders on
madness. Women in their hearts think that men are intended to earn money so that they may
spend it, if possible during their husband’s lifetime, but at any rate after his death.

Indeed, women expect to live the life of a princess at her husband’s expense, and if she can’t find a
man to pay for this extravagant lifestyle, in her mind Uncle Sugar should pay for it. A McMansion,
luxury sedan or monstrous SUV, exotic vacations to far off destinations, eating out in nice restaurants
for every meal, shopping to excess and conspicuous consumption to outdo her lady friends are her
objectives.

The obsession with shoes, outfits, makeup, and shiny things is universal, and unless constrained by
culture it can become destructive. The vanity and materialism women consistently display are more
pieces of evidence which confirm: All Women Are Like That. Do not attempt to satiate her unending
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desire for stuff in a pathetic bid to be the man in her life, the Hedonic Treadmill makes it impossible.
Once your utility has been consumed, you will find yourself bankrupt, alone, or both. All Women
Are Like That.

Frivolous: All Women Are Like That

Frivolous

Pack behavior, love of trifling matters and gossip, the invisibility of good
guys, predatory behavior, and the obsession with material things all lead to a frivolous female
existence. It is nearly impossible to find exceptions to this rule in the mating jungle. Culture is the
force which keeps these attributes suppressed in any sane society. However, anyone who has spent
time there, and especially dated there knows Anglo America is no longer a sane society.

We have two fundamentally different psychologies when examining the behavior of men and women.
Women doth protest too much when they insist they are not like other women. It is an irony that all
women say they are not like that, which only gives us another way they behave alike because they all
say that! Schopenhauer continues:
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Because women in truth exist entirely for the propagation of the race, and their destiny ends
here, they live more for the species than for the individual, and in their hearts take the
affairs of the species more seriously than those of the individual. This gives to their whole
being and character a certain frivolousness, and altogether a certain tendency which is
fundamentally different from that of man; and this it is which develops that discord in
married life which is so prevalent and almost the normal state.

Women believe they are individuals, even though they behave very much like herd creatures. I
always look forward to and enjoy the moment a girl I am banging or dating tells me, “But, I’m not
like other girls!” It happens every time. And what do they do in the end? They go on to later prove,
that yes, they were just like all those other girls.

Learn the system, learn their tricks, be the cool, aloof, rational observer of their behavior and as a
man you will have the advantage. Because 99 times out of 100, the new girl’s bag of tricks is going to
be just like the old’ girls bag of tricks. All women ARE like that.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Break the Bondage of Car Payment Slavery
May 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Do you own your car or does it own you?

You’ll always have a car payment! This is the mentality many of us once had, and many still have
thanks to living in a car culture as well as constant car and truck advertising and propaganda from the
media. What one drives has also become an unconscious symbol of male sexuality, as shown
by Edward Bernays who pioneered selling cars this way using the theories of his uncle Sigmund
Freud. The modern day ad agency seducer Clotaire Rapaille, author of The Culture Code, who uses
Freud’s theories to this day knows the warped, materialist mentality of today’s consumer and
automobile culture well:

At the unconscious level, Americans believe that good people succeed, that success is
bestowed upon you by God. Your success demonstrates that God loves you.

God loves you and the women will spread their legs because you drive a nice car. Hmmm. Okay. The
reality is a car payment is the most insidious destroyer of wealth there is. The car most often owns
you rather than you owning it. Comically, a full 4 out of 5 luxury cars are either financed or “fleeced”
(a Dave Ramsey-ism for leased). Financers and leasers will go through the most impressive mental
acrobatics to justify their purchase…however if someone is wealthy why wouldn’t that person write a
check for the luxury car? Many people want to project an image of wealth, when in fact they are
chained to their corporate job and become car payment slaves. Not only does a new car become a
burden to most people, it is draining their pocketbooks in a way that will keep them from realizing
any modicum of financial freedom. Here is an explanation of the high price of a new car, beyond the
window sticker.
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Most luxury cars are financed or leased

Indentured Servitude

The down payment has been made. What a nice guy your salesman is! He’s having your car cleaned
up and its gas tank filled as he fills your mind with emotional pleasantries. You have literally
just flushed a few thousand dollars down the toilet, for the minute you drive your brand new car off
the lot it will lose that much value. The repercussions of signing on the dotted line have long and
lasting negative effects, and will affect your life long after the new car smell has turned into a used
car stench. The dealer takes car buyers on quite a ride. Some interesting statistics about car loans:

Average term is 6 1/2 years
62 percent of loans have terms over 60 months
20 percent of loans have terms of 72 to 84 months! (6 to 7 years!)
The average payment is $479 a month
Subprime buyers have an average interest rate of 19%

For a simulation of the financial loss the new cookie-cutter box on wheels represents, roll down the
window and let a hundred dollar bill slip out each week for the first year. That’s just the money lost
on depreciation.

One in five loans are held by subprime borrowers with an average interest rate of 19%. For those
buyers, the financial cost is even higher. As much as half of the average $479 monthly payment will
go to line a banker’s pocket, the money these buyers often have to work very hard for eaten up in
interest. Usury is appropriately named, for it uses the hell out of people.
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Car payments are a huge drain on a man’s most important wealth-building tool – his income

Loses 70% of Value in First 4 Years

The average new car price is now a jaw-dropping $33,500. Even scarier, that new car will lose 70%
of its value, for a $23,500 total loss in just 4 years time. That is the equivalent of wiping your behind
on a couple of $20 bills every week that you own the car.

This assumes the car is well-maintained, the owner invests in all the
scheduled maintenance, cleans and waxes the new ride often, and avoids accidents. As an aside, I
purchased a brand new Nissan Altima only to have it slammed into three times, none of which were
my fault. That new car quickly lost its luster since insurance companies haggle to get the very
cheapest auto repairs they can. After a month in the body shop and my refusal to accept the car three
times because the work was not done properly, the car still ended up with value-reducing gaps in the
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sheet metal and doors that had a gap in them when they closed. Any dealer or experienced buyer
would be able to see the car had been hit. A car with an accident history is harder to sell, and sells for
a lower price.

This is not including the money lost through interest, and the opportunity cost of tying money up in a
depreciating asset rather than investing it.

Compound interest is the most powerful force in the universe, according to Einstein

Ties Up Income That Can Be Invested

Imagine if the average $479 car payment was invested, and the buyer instead bought a $2,000 or
$3,000 beater car (with cash!) to drive around while the money is being invested. That low, low
monthly payment is actually costing the buyer a big, big fortune. This is how it grows in a mutual
fund with an average 12% return, such as the excellent FBIOX fund.

In one year, the buyer would have nearly $7,000 with the mutual fund
In one year, the buyer would have $5,748 if stashed in a checking account
In 3 years, the buyer would instead have $22,400 cash with a mutual fund
In 3 years, the buyer would have  $17,244 if stashed in a checking account
In 5 years, the buyer would instead have $41,700 with a mutual fund
In 5 years, the buyer would have $28,700 if stashed in a checking account
After 7 years, the buyer would instead have $66,000 with a mutual fund or $40,000 with a
checking account

It’s easy to see how after only a few years it will be easy to upgrade that beater with cash. A cash
buyer can also negotiate a better deal on a used car than someone who is asking the master for
financing (the borrower is slave to the lender, as stated in Proverbs). An excellent $10,000 used car is
well within reach after only a short period of time. However, the object is not just buying a car – it is
achieving financial freedom, escaping the lashes of debt servitude and greedy employers.
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Leave debt servitude in your rearview mirror

Drive Used and Drive It Until it Dies

Once acquiring first the beater car, then the upgrade car with cash, it is
important to maintain it well, drive it as infrequently as possible, and continue saving the money that
would have instead gone towards some shiny sheet metal. Not only does this increase the life of the
car, it cuts down on gasoline and maintenance costs. Depending on your risk tolerance, liability
insurance may be an option that will drastically cut insurance rates, allowing more money to be
invested.

The goal is to make the gap between the money that comes in monthly and the money that goes out
as large as possible. Another goal is a change in mentality. A man who subscribes to minimalism and
doesn’t seek the fleeting approval of women, friends and family by buying cars he can’t afford with
money he doesn’t have empowers himself. Financial guru and Realtalker Larry Winget tells it like it
is:

People hate the truth. Luckily, the truth doesn’t care. The constant need to make everyone
else happy at the cost of your own happiness will destroy you. Get in control. Live your life
the way you want to live it. Don’t have the money to do that? Remind yourself that your
condition is your own damn fault and then commit and constantly recommit yourself to
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having the money to live any way you want to live.

Next time you think about signing up for a $479 car payment, ask yourself if you wouldn’t rather
have that money to spend on something else. Is that car really so awesome you are willing to part
with that much money, figuratively wiping your ass on $23,500 if you are the average car buyer? Or
is sacrificing for a few short years while empowering and freeing yourself financially a better road?
Only you can make the choice and make the sacrifices required to free yourself from bondage.
Nobody is going to come and do it for you.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Is Glenn Beck Controlled Opposition or a Fake?
May 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Fakes in the media are nothing new, but one of our own could have been controlled opposition all along

Know your circle, there are snakes everywhere. Glenn Beck’s ongoing media empire decline has
been accelerated by his fanatical support of failed Establishment candidate Ted Cruz in this year’s
Presidential campaign. After relentlessly attacking Trump and fronting for Cruz on a daily basis, his
online newspaper The Blaze laid off 40 people last month. The resulting PR disaster from his rabid,
unending tirades on Trump were more nails in the coffin for him, as he has had a history of building
up trust with libertarians and conservatives only to become a turncoat at crucial junctures.

Years ago, Beck performed a similar maneuver when he turned on Ron Paul at a critical, strategic
time in his campaign. While working for CNN, he and former Marxist David Horowitz smeared Ron
Paul as a terrorist sympathizer and even went so far to say the U.S. military should silence Paul, only
to have Paul respond that Beck was a demagogue. The demagogue moniker seems to fit Beck well:

A demagogue is a person, especially an orator or political leader, who gains power by
arousing people’s emotions and prejudices. Demagogues appealed directly to the emotions
of the poor and uninformed, pursuing power, telling lies to stir up hysteria, exploiting crises
to intensify popular support for their calls to immediate action and increased authority, and
accusing moderate opponents of weakness or disloyalty to the nation.

Beck has also shilled for the Neoconservative narrative with his 9/12 movement, which in addition to
its positive messages, Beck has used to push rhetoric that we should relinquish our freedoms and
accept the police state because it will make us “safer.” For example, Beck supported the Patriot Act
and the banker bailout.

More recently he met with Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg, and was called out on his acquiescence
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to and butt-kissing of the leftist billionaire by Tucker Carlson:

I went to that meeting expecting Beck to cry, rend his garments while quoting James
Madison, but that’s not at all what happened. He began the most extended assiduous suck-
up I think I’ve ever seen a grown man commit. He acted like he was auditioning to be Mark
Zuckerberg’s manservant — it was awe-inspiring. I don’t know what his agenda is; it’s
either he’s looking to put his tanking Web properties up for sale or he just can’t help
himself. There’s a billionaire there, so he sniffs the throne.

As a result of these fiascos and others, Beck has turned himself into a laughingstock among
libertarians and conservatives, yet as with the rest of the legacy media he soldiers on
seemingly powered by ego alone. But, could it be even worse than we think? Has Beck been
controlled opposition all along or is he just another media sellout whore?

The professor act never worked for Beck

Beck’s Beginnings

Beck, by his own admission, said he was once “a very bad man” who had many of the traits of an
alcoholic sociopath and druggie before he was “discovered” by Clear Channel. Indeed, the correlation
between working in the media, the power it offers its influencers over millions, and
psychopathy/sociopathy were exposed by none other than Time magazine:

Most of the careers [that attract psychopaths like journalist and radio/TV personality] do
offer power and many require an ability to make objective, clinical decisions divorced from
feelings. Psychopaths would be drawn to these roles and thrive there. Most of the
professions [that have the least psychopaths] require human connection, dealing with
feelings and most of them don’t offer much power. Psychopaths, by their very nature, would
not be drawn to or very good at these things.
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We are supposed to believe Beck left all those “very bad man”
tendencies in the background once he discovered religion. Another man who “discovered” the power
of religion was Marjoe Gartner, the infamous fake evangelist on whom an Academy Award-winning
film was made. Marjoe gives us an insight that is unsurprising to any cynic who has worked behind
the scenes of the media or show business: If you are going to get into big time religion, these are the
games you have to play. You go into it as a business and you work it as a business. It was my duty to
give the best show possible. It’s the charisma of the evangelist that the audience believes in and
comes to see.

Beck began in radio in the 1980s as a “shock jock” performing juvenile pranks, impersonations and
jokes. After several stints on “morning zoo” type shows he was fired for poor ratings from all of
them. Then came The Glenn Beck Program which began in Tampa in 2000 and was later syndicated.
That show led him to his current success. After working for CNN, then Fox News, where his ratings
again tanked, he left to form GBTV which became The Blaze. Perhaps Beck kept soldiering along
until he found success. He might have found success on his own, but somewhere along the way his
message seems to have been coopted to misdirect his followers and compliment the narrative of
powerful interests when needed.

http://www.amazon.com/Marjoe-Sarah-Kernochan/dp/B000WQRSKC/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1464116738&sr=8-1&keywords=marjoe&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=a6b070d966c27c17783a9f9ca3fa627c
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Beck could be another Benedict Arnold

Motives

Radio talk show host Alex Jones claims Beck’s operation is full of FBI and CIA operatives. Another
top-rated radio host, Michael Savage, has long criticized Beck for being a fake. Supporting Jones’
idea, Beck does employ at least one confirmed former CIA agent who spent time with the Council on
Foreign Relations, Buck Sexton. He also has a number of former mainstream media mouthpieces
working for him, including former employees of MSNBC and CNN. Alex Jones has thrown fire and
brimstone in his criticisms of Beck, which have been featured on Drudge Report:

[Jones said] “Beck is on fire with sniveling evil,” “a prancing demon,” and a “con artist
preying on people.” He went on to say Beck is “so dishonorable and so rat-like that even
NewsCorp [Fox] threw him out!”

Jones has called Beck a Judas Goat, a metaphor for a goat trained to associate with sheep or cattle,
leading them to slaughter. While a some of Jones’ criticism sounds like hyperbole, there is likely a
grain of truth motivating his criticism beyond the desire to knock Beck out of the ring as a
competitor.

There are two possibilities when trying to solve the riddle of Glenn Beck. First, Beck could be a
government operative who acts as controlled opposition. His objective would be to set up a good buy
vs. bad guy narrative to keep people entertained, and their mind off what is really happening as
government operatives put the screws to society. Or, he could be a shill who is part of a government
plot to infiltrate the coopt the libertarian and conservative moments. As Vladimir Lenin said:
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The best way to control the opposition is to lead it ourselves.

This hidden hand of misdirection uses media figures who build rapport with the public only to
misdirect them at crucial junctures. Mike Philips (on Henry Makow’s blog) argues that much of the
“alternative media” like Glenn Beck are indeed “simulated opposition.” A figurehead like
Beck therefore would illustrate the concept called The Pied Piper:

A charismatic person that attracts followers1.
One that offers strong but delusive enticement2.
A leader who often makes irresponsible promises3.

Beck does seem to conform to the characteristics laid out on that list. Truth in 7 Minutes describes
controlled opposition like this:.

Controlled Opposition is the term used to describe “leaders” who arrive on the scene
(almost out of nowhere) and offer us amazing nuggets of truth. These “facts” either wow us
(or confirm something we subconsciously knew, but wanted confirmation). As a result,
these pied pipers get us to follow them like heroes – like a cult. Ultimately, these sheep in
wolves clothing spin us off into la la land (for example telling us a one-world government is
in our best interest). It’s IMPOSSIBLE to have a well-known leader be real. That person
would be compromised very quickly. It’s for this reason I highly recommend you not
following anyone. In other words, be your own leader.

Or, Beck could be just another media sellout whore, in a long line of them. He saw a rising
movement (libertarianism/conservatism) to attach himself to, and exploited it for profit as so many
politicians have done since the beginning of time. As George Orwell knew:

Political language is designed to make lies sound truthful and murder respectable.

People who work in the media often have no sense of what is the truth, and are happy to sell out
principles as long as the check is big enough. Big media is a totally dishonest business, and its tower
of lies have been totally imploded by the arrival of citizen journalists and the Internet. What will
happen to Glenn Beck now that he has become recognized as a shill? Will he do the respectable thing
and just go away, counting his money but yielding his power to others? Or like so many power mad
egomaniacs before him, ride the rocket on its downward trajectory until he completely craters?

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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And You Thought Slavery Ended in 1865
May 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Beyond the sex act, men have absolutely no reproductive rights and few legal rights

American politicians love to self-righteously pat themselves on the back, play the race card, and
genuflect before audiences about the horrors of slavery. Oh, what backwards times those were.
Surely the lessons have been learned after thousands of years of slavery worldwide, and we will
never subject another human being to work under threat of imprisonment or other indignities.

As is the case with almost anything a politician says, the harsh truth shows just the opposite. Indeed,
slavery was legally abolished in 1865, but it has been resurrected in the family court system. Men are
being forced, by the teeth of the legal system to make wealth transfer payments to women despite the
fact that in the 21st century the system tells each and every female to be a Strong, Independent
Woman™ who Don’t Need a Man™.

Evidence shows quite the opposite. Women do need a man, and they especially need his child support
check to clear every month. Meantime, he is reduced from father to sperm donor by the legal system
and the woman who gets custody of the child if the relationship or the marriage doesn’t work out.
The National Fatherhood Initiative report exposes the big business child support has become:

From 2001-2012, the federal Office of Child Support Enforcement reports a whopping
increase of 50 percent in child support collections from $21 billion to $31.6 billion.

Men are being tossed overboard from society, even though 4 out of 5 divorces are initiated by or
caused by women. After all, what woman needs the inconvenience a man represents (with his
needs for food, love, and sex) when the fruits of his labor can be forcibly extracted and delivered by
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Big Daddy Government?

The family court system frequently turns men into servants

Definition of Slavery

Let’s look at some definitions of slavery to see if they fit the definition and if being forced to make a
payment that averages $400-500 a month, with no accountability on the part of the mother to show
that the funds are being spent exclusively for the benefit of the child does indeed enslave a man.
Here’s the first definition:

A condition of having to work very hard without proper remuneration or appreciation.

To make a payment as large as the average child support payment and pay for all the other increasing
costs of living, a man must work very hard  for employers and a society that does not remunerate him
with a role as father nor does it appreciate him. It only desires the benefit of his labor. That’s one
definition. Here are a few others.

The state or condition of being a slave; a civil relationship whereby one person has1.
absolute power over another and controls his life, liberty, and fortune
the subjection of a person to another person, esp. in being forced into work2.
work done in harsh conditions for low pay3.

As we will see, women have absolute power over men in the court system. A man’s life, liberty and
fortune are subject to forfeiture by an oppressive, legalistic system. He is forced to work, coming up
with his monthly child support payment no matter what, even if it is for work done in harsh
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conditions and/or law pay. Here is yet another definition.

Slavery is a legal or economic system in which principles of property law are applied to
humans allowing them to be classified as property, to be owned, bought and sold
accordingly, and they cannot withdraw unilaterally from the arrangement. While a person is
enslaved, the owner is entitled to the productivity of the slave’s labor, without any
remuneration.

Being forced to pay a woman in order to stay out of jail means men are in effect property owned by
the state, as men are bought by the court system and sold by women into bondage, and of course men
cannot withdraw from the arrangement. The owner, the state, entitles itself to the productivity of the
slave’s labor for 18 years, forcing payments to be made to a totally unaccountable “mother.”

Women have the right to choose, therefore men must be given the right to choose in the interest of equality

Legal Abortion: Men’s Right to “Choose”

One of the conditions of slavery is a party cannot withdraw unilaterally from the arrangement. It’s
is an interesting condition to elaborate on. Men in the United States have no legal rights to withdraw
from being fathers after conception, even though women can physically abort their child anytime they
choose. This means women have all the power. In effect, all a woman has to do is find an idiot who
makes a good salary to impregnate her, then she gets a guaranteed income for 18 years.

At the very least, to give men the rights granted to slaves in 1865 – to unilaterally withdraw from the
arrangement – American lawmakers need to follow the model recently proposed by the Swedish,
reported by the Daily Mail. Interestingly, this idea came from liberals:

Expectant fathers in Sweden should have the right to ‘legally abort’ their unborn child up
until the 18th week of pregnancy, the youth wing of the country’s Liberal Party has
proposed. Swedish Liberal Youth argues that men should be given an equal say in whether
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or not they wish to become a parent, and be granted the option to cut any lawful
responsibilities. The suggested ‘legal abortion’ would be irreversible and would see the man
renounce all parental duties and rights to see the child once it has been born.

Men are currently given no say in whether or not they wish to become a parent after the sex act. Once
again we see bias against men in society, while women play the victim card to their benefit.

Statistically, women are more likely to become deadbeats than men

Deadbeat Moms

The phrase Deadbeat Dads is a popular one on the left and in the media. But we never hear the term
Deadbeat Moms, even though women have a higher percentage of child support defaults (i.e. not
paying) than men.

32% of custodial fathers did not receive child support payments
25% of custodial mothers did not receive child support payments

The statistics get even more interesting. Mothers default more often even though they are statistically
not forced to pay as much as fathers by the court system.

The average due to custodial mothers is $4,800 annually
The average due to custodial fathers is $4,100 annually

So, even though women do not have to pay as much child support as men do, they become deadbeats
more often. The media never discuss this, nor do lawmakers. Also, thanks to a gynocentric court
system that displays the opposite of “equality” leftists and feminists claim to hold so dear:

84% of the time women get custody
16% of the time men get custody
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If equality was truly a desired outcome, rather than women continuing to enjoy all legal rights and
privileges men would get custody 50% of the time, or both parties would co-parent (as is done in
Iceland) and neither would be forced by the legal system to make payments to the other.

Men need to be more than sperm donors in the eyes of the law

Nothing More than Sperm Donors

Male utility is often cited as the only use women have for men in the modern age. In the long
darkness before man became civilized, men were not given roles in society. After giving men roles in
society, civilization flourished. By banishing fathers from the matriarchal kingdom, we have
regressed, not progressed as a society.

There has been some kickback to this model of female privilege and superiority, however. Check out
what some people are saying about a family court system that enslaves men. Daniela Carrigo posted
this comment on the National Fatherhood Initiave’s page:

As a woman it infuriates me that dads’ sites always start with ‘respect the child’s mom’ and
mom’s sites never mention dad. Dad sites say ‘pay child support’ or ‘be fiscally responsible
for your child’ and mom sites, not so much – like -never. You want to protect marriage?
Make giving dads custody and making moms pay child support the NORM. All studies
show moms start divorce proceedings or, in the majority of births today, never marry dad –
why, alimony is on its way out but child support is tax free and GUARANTEED. Cut off
the free cow and women (as one I know) will stop raising kids dad free with free money.
Get a damn job and stop expecting money from the man you keep the child from! You
should be able to earn enough to not need child support OR you don’t DESERVE THE
CHILD!!!!
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Indeed, there is rarely if ever any question of accountability on the part of the mother. Men are
blamed for the sex act, while women are not blamed for spreading their legs. Also, women make fun
of men, as you would expect from a predator, in a way that seems to be subconsciously saying you
fooled with me the predator, foolish male, and you got eaten.

This interesting discussion was posted at Yahoo! Answers.

Think about it, the man has his monthly income taken away from him. Not to mention he
can go to jail for not paying this fine. This utterly DESTROYS any motivation the man may
have to work harder/improve his performance or start a business for example, what’s the
point if his hard-earned money is just stolen from him?

Meanwhile, the woman is free to mess around w/ other guys w/ the money she receives for
free from her former victim. The financial needs of the child are almost always a small
fraction of what she receives, and so she is free to spend the extra money on
purses/shoes/jewelry, etc.

The saddest part is, the man is denied of seeing his child either by the woman or the Gov’t,
despite any attempts he may try to make contact. Even worse is when the woman trains the
kid to hate his dad by calling him a “deadbeat” or a “loser”, when in fact this is usually
further from the truth (MOST fathers will not abandon their kid).

Child support is nothing but slavery. The fact that a few careless/manipulative women can
exploit the system to deny honest men contact with their children WHILE stealing 50-60%
of their hard-earned income is just wrong.

The discussion continues with this response:

I totally agree with you. That’s why more men are foregoing the marriage and staying
single. I can tell you that if my wife and I divorced I would never get remarried. Divorces
are slanted against men. Women are so vindictive when it comes to revenge that they can’t
see how their actions are hurting men and their own kids. If the courts were a lot more fair
and the lawyers a lot less greedy then men would not be so afraid of the marriage contract
or the results of some woman with dollar bills in her eyes.

Men are waking up to the fact that any dealing with an Anglo American women puts their entire life
in jeopardy. Rather than an accident, this outcome the aim of the social engineers who designed the
system: make sex and reproduction so risky for men they will not reproduce, which will lead to
population control. That’s the idea in theory. In reality, it means that good, hardworking, law-abiding
men are not reproducing because of the hell the legal system has created, but thugs and bad boys are
reproducing because they are often in trouble with the law anyway and don’t give a damn. Statistics
bear this out: Criminals have an average of 3.0 children, while the average for the rest of the
population is 1.75 children (2.1 for American Hispanics).

The penalty for slaves who don’t pay once they are indentured by a state that meddles in family
matters is discussed below, from the same Yahoo! Answers board.

If you come up short on child support you immediately get a warrant issued. The best
solution I’ve seen for a more equitable solution for child support would be for the custodial
parent to provide receipts to CSA and checks issued as valid reimbursements (just like a
FSA account), any money not used out of that month gets returned. This will separate the
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good responsible parents from the not so responsible parents, unaccountable money leads to
fraud and theft.

The stories of this waste of child support money are numerous among men I know. In one case, a
friend of mine is forced to make $1,500 in child support payments each month. However, his kids go
around in raggedy clothing while mommy dearest drives an Escalade and always looks like she just
walked out of the mall.

The figurative ball and chain still exists in Anglo America’s family court system

Slavery Still Exists

As these facts show, slavery literally still exists for men of all colors in the United States of America.
If women are to be empowered, they must not be given a legal crutch with which they can support
their past bad choices, including choosing fathers they could not reasonably have expected to stay
with until the children they create together are raised. We have discussed definitions of slavery. Here
is a term women need to learn, as it comes with the territory of an empowered individual:

Accountability is an obligation or willingness to accept responsibility or to account for
one’s actions.

To be empowered, women must also become accountable. Uncle Sugar is an enabler of bad choices
for women, and his enabling must be stopped. Men are already being held legally accountable for
their actions, however men do not get the same privileges women do. There are four ways to rectify
this injustice:

Men need to have reproductive rights which are on par with those of women. My body, my
choice needs to have the legal equivalent of Me Being Enslaved, My choice. Men must be given
the right to a legal abortion if women are given the rights to a physical abortion. This will force
women to be prudent about reproductive decisions.
Gynocentrism in the courts must be eliminated, and fathers must be given custody half the
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time; or adopt a model in which custody is shared and no forced payments are created by the
court system.
Men must be legally recognized as more than sperm donors and check-writers, abandoning the
no fault divorce system and returning to a model in which fault must be proven to get a divorce.
Or, even better, the government needs to stay out of familial matters between two adults and let
them sort out the matters for themselves.

The current legal system makes men totally disposable rather than stakeholders in the family and
society. Many of us feel this is by design of social engineers and Marxists rather than any real
concern about women’s rights. The true goal is to reduce mothers and fathers to squabbling factions
who wage war on each other in the court system. It also reduces population as it makes reproduction
a huge legal risk for men, and in effect turns men into slaves.

Leaving the family in the hands of a corrupt government is destroying it. As George Orwell put it:
The real division is not between conservatives and revolutionaries but between authoritarians and
libertarians. Authoritarians have created Big Daddy Government, a Big Daddy that has removed real
fathers from society and enslaved them. Libertarians are trying, unfruitfully, to get the government
out of our families.
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Women’s Unrestrained Sexual Instincts Lead to Dystopia
May 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women’s desire to marry someone of higher status than them, if not restrained, ultimately leads to meaner men and large numbers of
alienated men dropping out of society

Primitive sexual forces detailed by Freud and unleashed by feminism have released the hounds of hell
on Western civilization by ending restrictions on female sexuality. Sexual forces stemming from the
limbic or “reptilian” brain inside all of us, no longer constrained by culture are changing the lives of
everyone in society, and changing them in de-civiling ways.

This infographic illustrates how hypergamy, or women’s biological desire to date and mate with men
of higher status has eliminated large numbers of men from sexual consideration once The Law of the
Jungle returned, i.e. patriarchy was abandoned. To become top dog in this skewed sexual market, an
undesirable (for civilization) set of traits must be honed by men who do not wish to become genetic
dead ends.
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Hypergamy means the majority of men are just not good enough anymore, and men must turn into monsters or imitate them to get into the
upper quintile of the sexual pyramid

Sexual Market Value

The Sexual Market Value (SMV) of women and men is of vital importance to both sexes but the
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equation breaks down differently for each side. Men’s sexual market value is based on wealth, social
status, and power. More than anything else, this determines if a man is going to be In Like Flynn or
clicking onto porn to rub one out.

Women’s sexual market value is based on hotness, youth, and fertility. Men want hot women who
are young and fertile – those in their prime childbearing years.

There are biological reasons for each of these mating strategies. In the wild, a weak Beta provider
will not provide the best genes for survival of the female’s offspring. A male that dominates other
men (i.e. an Alpha) shows his genes have what it takes to be a winner. Since reproduction has been
the prime directive for all life on the planet since it formed, a pretty, young, fertile woman is
appealing to the male because she will give him the highest number of, most attractive, and healthiest
offspring. However, while men will often settle for a female of lower SMV than them, for women
only the best will do. The reason: eggs cost more than sperm.

When most men are not good enough, men have no incentive to remain civilized

Only the Best Will Do

Women want dominant men, and to become dominant in today’s society a man must possess a Dark
Triad personality type. Possessing a mean, ruthless personality makes panties wet and allows
ascension into the upper quintile (top 20%) of males is a trait that women select for by virtue of the
fact women reward men who have it with a sexual cornucopia while leaving other men to wallow in
miserable, incel lives.

The problem with this strategy is over time as more and more men turn mean to get women, to stay in
the upper quintile men must become meaner and meaner to thwart competition. Thus, Dark Triad
men fathering the offspring in the society pass on their traits to the next generation, while nice guys
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become genetic dead ends by virtue of women choosing men with the following traits:

Machiavellianism: The employment of cunning and duplicity in general conduct.
Narcissism: Extreme selfishness, with a grandiose view of one’s own talents and a craving for
admiration as characterizing a personality type.
Psychopathy: Characterized by low fear and stress-tolerance, toleration of unfamiliarity and
danger, high self-confidence and social assertiveness, poor impulse control including problems
with planning and foresight, lacking affect and urge control, demand for immediate
gratification, and poor behavioral restraints. Other traits include meanness, lacking empathy
and close attachments with others, disdain of close attachments, use of cruelty to gain
empowerment, exploitative tendencies, defiance of authority, and destructive excitement
seeking.

It does not take a rocket scientist to realize when the only men who are reproducing in statistically
significant numbers possess these personality traits, over time society is going to become uncivilized
and more vicious. (The fact women get hot and bothered over men who have these traits also tells us
a good deal about female psychology). Over time, positive male traits that build civilization up rather
than exploiting it for personal gain begin to disappear from society. In effect, under patriarchy
women settle and civilization benefits. Post patriarchy men settle (or go without) and civilization
weakens.

Having sexual, familial, and friendship needs satisfied allows man to progress to higher being – notice sex is at the base of the pyramid and
sexual intimacy, such as that with a regular partner is in the middle

Positive Male Traits

Male traits that are positive for a civilized society flourish only under patriarchy. When men do not
have to fight to the death with one another over women who are monopolized by a few top dogs, a
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wonderful change happens. The society becomes more cooperative, it moves from low trust to high
trust, and with men’s sexual desires satiated by the bonds of monogamy that women cannot break for
fear of being shamed and excommunicated, the sexes can go on to pursue higher ambitions.

Sex is very important to psychology, especially male psychology. Sex appears at the base of
Maslow’s hierarchy along with other physiological needs. Sex alone does not fulfill a man, however.
Studies consistently show that sex is more satisfying with a regular partner than it is with many
different partners. So, sexual intimacy appears higher up in the pyramid, in the middle, along with
other needs for belonging. In a society where most men get no sex at all, basic physiological needs
are not being met, and higher needs of belonging are certainly not being met, so men cannot ascend
the pyramid properly and do not develop a sense of belonging, self-esteem, or self-realization. This
deprivation turns them into efficient consumers but it does not make them happy men,nor is it good
for the flowering of culture and civilization.

As an aside, I have personally had sex with many women. However, I find I am happiest and do my
best work when I have a single girlfriend who is supportive and gives me regular sexual attention.
The importance of this very human need for bonding and belonging is underestimated in our society.
A fling with a random sexy girl is exciting and brings momentary happiness; but it is not fulfilling
like a regular partner is. A society that seeks fulfillment instead of momentary happiness is better off
in the long run.

Sex is a basic physiological need for both men and women

Patriarchy

Patriarchy curbs the influences of the sexual jungle by ending the rump of sexless males at the bottom
of the hierarchy. It encourages male participation in society rather than male alienation. It leads to
civilization, rather than catering to base instincts in the lower reaches of the human brain.

Under patriarchy, women are forced to settle for someone comparable to their SMV, but the
alternative is a system in which a man has to settle for a female of lower status than him. By catering
to hypergamous instincts, society leaves out a huge number of men who could contribute to it.
Today’s society tells Betas (who build up society) they are not worthy of sex, but make sure to pay
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your taxes so we can give the revenue to women who have kids with criminals and other miscreants.
This is a reason why the MGTOW movement is gaining steam, not because men are childish and
refusing to take responsibility but because they are acting rationally to lack of incentives given to
them.

Abandoning such a system was a dreadful mistake for Western Civilization. The passing of
patriarchy has led women to chasing top men and even the formation of harems around Alphas (such
as Leonardo DiCaprio’s well-known harem), promoted the rise of Dark Triad personality traits and
bad boys instead of good, responsible men, and prevented both men and women from ascending
Maslow’s hierarchy towards self-esteem and self-realization.

The definition of dystopia is a society that is undesirable or frightening. It is indeed undesirable and
frightening to think about where these changes will lead us in the coming generations.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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7 Steps on the Road to Minimalism
May 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

40% of happiness is based on activities we choose to do, minimalizing demands on our time and money will help us have more power to
choose our activities

Henry David Thoreau had the right idea: I make myself rich by making my wants few. But, modern
man continues to drown himself in a plethora of gadgets, cars and McMansions he can’t afford, going
to work at jobs that increasingly demand more than 40 hours a week out of his life and mentally and
physically drain him, taking the joy out of living. Ironically, drowning our sorrows with stuff only
makes us feel even more sorrow when we have to watch money come in and money go out every
month, powerless to stop the machine.

Do we really  own the things we buy or do they own us? Today, it would appear most people are
slaves to fashion, slaves to gadgets, slaves to fancy cars, and slaves to their McMansions. 2,500 years
ago, Chinese philosopher Confucius told about the virtues of not judging our self worth with what we
own:

Life is really simple, but we insist on making it complicated.

In the 21st century, there has been an underground movement away from lives of consumption and
consumerism, one termed minimalism. Contrary to its name, minimalism is not about deprivation. It
is about focusing our energy on things that really make us happy. Since cutting down from the fancy
apartment and two new cars I “owned” when I was a materially rich but financially broke cog in the
corporate wheel, to today fitting everything I own into 3 suitcases with money in the bank, I must say
there is truth to that statement. I am focused on things that really matter to me rather than acquisition.
The Minimalists blog goes on to explain the concept of minimalism:

Minimalism is a tool that can assist you in finding freedom. Freedom from fear. Freedom
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from worry. Freedom from overwhelm. Freedom from guilt. Freedom from depression.
Freedom from the trappings of the consumer culture we’ve built our lives around. Real
freedom.

You do not have to go live in a cave or in a yurt to benefit from minimalism.

That doesn’t mean there’s anything inherently wrong with owning material possessions.
Today’s problem seems to be the meaning we assign to our stuff: we tend to give too much
meaning to our things, often forsaking our health, our relationships, our passions, our
personal growth, and our desire to contribute beyond ourselves. Want to own a car or a
house? Great, have at it! Want to raise a family and have a career? If these things are
important to you, then that’s wonderful. Minimalism simply allows you to make these
decisions more consciously, more deliberately.

With the basic concept of minimalism explained, here are 7 ways we can simplify and minimalize our
lives.

Minimalism is about focusing on the things that really make us happy

The List

7. Stop doing so many things at once. Work follows people home, and they’re often chatting with
friends, checking work emails, doing household chores, and several other things at the same time.
Health Day reports this is one of the most insidious drivers of stress in our lives, and cuts the quality
of the work we are doing.

“Because of all of the new electronic gadgets like cell phones, tablets, and other personal
digital assistants, multitasking has exploded,” says David Meyer, PhD, a professor of
psychology at the University of Michigan. “Doing several tasks simultaneously may seem
like the height of efficiency – and it would be, if a person had more than one brain. In the
real world, multitasking actually wastes time and reduces work quality,” Meyer says.

We are no longer living life as much as we have turned it into a problem to be solved or a product to
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be purchased. Slow down, unplug, take time to stop and smell the roses. Downshifting to a less hectic
lifestyle can help reduce stress and improve overall quality of life. For most, this will mean creating a
long term plan to first extricate themselves from debt slavery, then downshift to a life they can more
easily afford, with the eventual goal of working less in a pursuit one truly enjoys but that might not
make as much money. One of the bright spots is once this goal is realized, the newly minted
minimalist can tell their boss to Take This Job and Shove It.

6. Cut screen time. We now spend an average of 11 hours a day on various electronic screens.
Between the computer, tablet, TV, and smartphone, 68% of our waking hours are spent immersed in
fantasy, mental masturbation, or working on screens. This is obviously too much time and it is taking
us away from family, friends, the outdoors, and other worthwhile pursuits. Here are the average times
spent on various devices, as reported by Nielsen.

Live TV: 4 hours, 51 minutes
Radio: 2 hours, 43 minutes
Smartphone: 1 hour, 25 minutes
Internet on a PC: 1 hour, 6 minutes
Time shifted TV (Tivo, etc.): 33 minutes
Game console: 13 minutes
DVD/Blu-Ray: 9 minutes
Multimedia device (tablet, etc.): 7 minutes

Of course, as with any study that averages usage your mileage may vary. Personally, I have not had a
television in my home since last year. Anything I need to watch, I can watch on my tablet or PC.
Going by the average, that has freed up around 35 hours a week (almost a full work week!) for me to
read, write, and research.

5. Kill debt with a vengeance. Because of consumerism and
materialism, which has implanted the idea of buy this and you’ll be happy into the minds of the
masses, most people are financially totally out of control. Nearly half of all Americans would not be
able to pay their bills if their next paycheck didn’t deposit, and two-thirds do not even have enough in
savings to cover a $1,000 or even $500 unexpected expense or emergency. Rather than making
excuses, what it really comes down to are priorities. Statistics tell us 81% of households below the
federal poverty line somehow have managed to acquire cell phones and pay the bill each month.

4. Possessions are a prison. Too much stuff drains our bank accounts, our energy, and our attention.
There are also the hidden costs of ownership of each item we buy, and often one purchase leads to
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another and another of endless accessories. The most valuable things in our lives usually aren’t
things, but experiences. A quote from the Classic Grumpier Old men film, flawlessly delivered by the
great Burgess Meredith illustrates this idea.

Well, let me tell you something, Johnny. The first 90 years, or so go by pretty fast. Then one
day you wake up and you realize that you’re not 81 anymore. You begin to count the
minutes rather than the days and you realize that pretty soon you’ll be gone. And that all
you have, see, is the experiences. That’s all there is. Everything! The experiences! You
mount the woman, son. Or else…send her out to me.

Ask yourself, when in life have you felt the best? Perhaps on vacation, free of the burden of things
and obligations and clutter. It’s just you, the beach or a backpack, and a girl or some friends. Why not
adopt that mentality every day?

3. Declutter. The average American is bogged down with an incredible 300,000 items in their
homes! Get rid of something you don’t need every day. Fill a trash bag full of junk that is cluttering
up your home and your life each week. Have a garage sale. Donate stuff to Goodwill. It is important
to make the mental transformation towards realizing that junk we own is not making us happy.
Declutter 101 instructs us on how to get started:

At the outset, adjust your vision downward from the big (cluttered) picture, to zero in on
one small, solvable clutter problem. Clear one counter, de-clutter one shelf, or bring order to
a single drawer.

For me, nothing felt better than watching space open up and junk going away once I started the
decluttering process. And contrary to my worries, I didn’t miss any of what I tossed.

2. Live off only what you need. In 5 short years, I went from being in debt up to my eyeballs to
saving 66% of my income. I stopped chasing the fantasy put into our minds by advertising,
conspicuous consumption, and product placement in everything from local TV to movies. The 1999
film Fight Club (based on the novel of the same name) contains some fantastic quotes about this
concept:

We buy things we don’t need, with money we don’t have to impress people we don’t like.
You are not your job, you’re not how much money you have in the bank. You are not the
car you drive. You’re not the contents of your wallet. You are not your fucking khakis.

We’ve all been raised on television to believe that one day we’d all be millionaires, and
movie gods, and rock stars. But we won’t. And we’re slowly learning that fact. And we’re
very, very pissed off.

After being run into bankruptcy by being socially conditioned to chase a consumeristic lifestyle,
pedestalize women and finance their wasteful spending, and trust that my employer would be there
only to be kicked to the curb when their revenue went south, I discovered:

It’s only after we’ve lost everything that we’re free to do anything.

Bankruptcy, that word Americans are so terrified of, actually turned out to be the best thing that ever
happened to me. It forced me to change my habits, stop buying crap I didn’t need, stop being a
walking wallet for women, and start living on cash. The end result? A 180-degree turn in my
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financial situation in just a few years.

1. Become un-busy. Joshua Becker of Becoming Minimalist tells us the personal and societal cost of
turning ourselves into what Herbert Hoover aptly named Happiness Machines, cogs in the wheel of a
waste economy:

But is the state of busy really improving our lives? Certainly not. Statistics indicate 75% of
parents are too busy to read to their children at night. There is a rising number of children
being placed in day cares and after-school activities. Americans are having a hard time
finding opportunity for vacations these days. 33% of Americans are living with extreme
stress daily. And nearly 50% of Americans say they regularly lie awake at night because of
stress. This is a problem. We have become too busy.

Not only can we downshift with the things we choose to buy, we can also downshift with what we
choose to do with our time. An important word to learn is “No.” No, I won’t work at a job that
requires more than 40 hours a week of my time. No, I don’t need that new tech gadget, the old one
works just fine. No, I won’t bring my work home with me. No, I won’t watch so much television. No,
I won’t let advertising make me run myself to death trying to finance a lifestyle, girlfriend, or wife
that I cannot afford.

Psychological studies of happiness reveal it his very little to do with material circumstances and everything to do with freedom
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Less Stuff; More Time, More Money, More Freedom

These 7 steps are a good starting guide to a downshifted, less materialistic, but freer lifestyle than we
have been conditioned to pursue. For making these decisions, you can expect nothing but criticism
and derision from the sheeple. But, Dave Ramsey, Realtalker he is explains the genius of this
philosophy:

If you will live like no one else, later you can live like no one else.

Rather than being consumed by overworked, underpaid, and material worshipping people, we can
choose to pursue lives that free us to pursue nobler things that are more fulfilling and give us intrinsic
happiness. Chinese writer Lin Yutang reiterates the wisdom that other men quoted in this article have
given us:

Those who are wise won’t be busy, and those who are too busy can’t be wise.

Take control of your life. Do not let materialism, debt, overwork, or women take it from you.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Isolate Muscles to Refine Your Physique
May 26, 2016 | by Snow | Link | Original Link

Isolating muscle groups will give you a better physique

By: Snow, The New Modern Man Diet and Fitness Guru | Snow Training Systems

A lot of my articles are focused on doing basic compound movements and getting stronger in the
8-12 rep range for maximum growth. This article will go against people’s natural opinion. It will
focus on the isolation movements that can help refine a person’s physique.

There are several movements that can accomplish this. For the hamstring it can be the Romanian
dead-lift. A lot of people will comment and say that isn’t an isolation exercise. My answer to them is
that it can be. By keeping the legs completely straight after shifting the hips back, the lifter can focus
their energy on getting a good hamstring stretch. The Romanian dead-lift has been a hamstring
training staple for years. It has built the hamstrings of many men. This exercise is especially effective
if it is done after hamstring curls. By doing hamstring curls, the lifter can pre-exhaust the hamstrings
before doing a compound movement. This will force the hamstrings to do more work in a compound
movement such as the Romanian dead-lift therefore making it more of an isolation exercise.

Another way to use this technique, is to do it with the bench press. Go to a hammer strength machine
and do 5 sets of 12-15 before doing your bench press workout. The result is that you won’t be able to
lift as much weight, but, the chest will get a massive pump, and will contract harder during the bench
press.

Note: This is not to be done by a beginner! For beginners this technique is off limits. Most
beginners have so much weakness that simply focusing on getting stronger in the 6-15 rep range will
work best for them. After people have built their base, then it is time to add in these techniques. The
base is the rough unrefined look. This is what a lot of power lifters look like. It isn’t a bad physique,
it is just unrefined.
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Isolation movements can enhance a person’s physique if they have already developed their base. At
first, it is best to focus on isolation exercises in weak areas. Calf raises, hamstring curls, barbell curls,
tricep extensions. These are basic isolation exercises, and they work. People can still build muscle
with these basic movements. Think of it this way: for every 2 compound exercises add 1 isolation
exercise. It sounds basic, but this strategy works. Here’s a leg day sample.

Leg Day:

Front squats 5 sets 3-20 reps: 20, 10, 10, 5, 3
Bulgarian Split Squats 5 sets 12 reps per leg
Hamstring curls super set with leg extensions: 5 sets 15-20 reps
Romanian dead-lift with straight legs: 5 sets 12 reps
Calf Raises 10 sets 10-50 reps: 50, 30, 30, 20, 20, 10, 8, 10, 30, 50

Yes, you read that right: on calf raises you will go up to sets of 50. This is done intentionally to get
blood in the calves before going up to a heavy set of 8. On the front squats, a set of 3 is important
because it will keep exhausting the fast twitch muscle fibers early in the workout before getting a
great pump after that part. Leg day will get people results as long as they have the guts to do it.
Notice the principle was the same, heavy compound movements along with isolation exercises to get
blood in the muscles.

After leg day, arms are next up

Moving on to Arms

This also works great for arms. For arm training, a lifter could start a weighted pull ups and weighted
dips super set. After that, they could do super sets of triceps and biceps until they finish their session.
This will lead to great success in training the arms.

Success to me is getting the result you want. Since we are constantly getting results anyway, we
might as well get the results that we want. By training the weighted pull ups and weighted dips first,
the lifter is able to exhaust the arms with heavy weight. This works great since after the heavy mass
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builders lifters can then focus on the beauty work, as I enjoy calling it.

Mass Builders for Arms:

Barbell curl: This is a traditional barbell, an Olympic bar
Weighted Chin ups
Weighted Dips
Tricep extensions with cables
Close grip bench press

Those are the mass builders for the arms, everything else is beauty and detail work. If you dislike the
term beauty, call it something else, I think muscles have beauty. It looks better to have muscle then to
have body fat. If you don’t like that statement then enjoy being fat.

Remember, being fat sucks. Also remember that fat and obese are to different things. I come back to
isolation training. Bodybuilders do too much of it, and power lifters neglect it too much. The way to
fix this is to add effective isolation movements into your training program. One exercise will not be
effective for everybody.

For me, barbell curls with an Olympic Bar build my biceps better than anything else. I’ve seen some
people who only do incline curls with 25 lbs, and their arms are huge. It is about finding the isolation
exercises that work best for you, and bring up your weakest body parts. If you are a physique athlete
(cares about their physique the most) then you will be interested in bringing up lagging body parts,
and trust me we all have lagging body parts. If you are a power lifter you will want to fix the weak
areas in your big three lifts.

Avoid common mistakes to prevent weaknesses from developing

Tip: Mistakes and Weaknesses
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Common Weaknesses in the Big 3 lifts:

Squat: Weak quads, weak core
Dead-lift: Weak Back especially lats, weak core, and weak hamstrings
Bench Press: Weak chest, shoulders, sometimes triceps

The most common mistake I see when people squat is that their hips shoot back. This mistake is
because the lifter has weak quads, and that causes his or her lower back to take over the lift. Their
lower back also takes over because their core is weak. The best way to fix this is to start doing
breathing pause squats, and paused front squats.

Pause squats force the lifter to use correct technique, and taking full deep breaths at the bottom of the
lift, teaches lifters how to use their core properly when squatting. Front squats will take the lower
back out of the lift and force the lifter to use his or her quads to get the weight up. A lot of power
lifters aren’t humble enough to start doing front squats. They don’t do front squats because front
squats are hard.

Front squats build the quads very effectively too. To start doing front squats, pick a weight that you
can do 6-10 times and do that for 5 sets of 6-10 reps increasing the weight each set. For power lifters
it is important for them to know that the front squat is an assistance exercise, so use it to build the
quads, not to max out on. Power lifters must learn that it is their quads that usually hold them back
from squatting more weight. For bodybuilders, front squats will help with building the quads. For the
dead-lift, a lot of power lifters again could benefit from stronger lats and a stronger core.

Of course hamstrings and glutes will help, but those factor more into the dead-lift lock out. For
starting strength off the floor, the lats and abs are the most important. There is some leg drive on the
start but not as much as the squat. This means that a strong back and core will help the starting
strength off the ground. This is where most people screw up on the dead-lift. The hardest part of the
dead-lift is the start. I even know for myself, that once I get the bar off the ground I always finish the
lift. The hardest part is off of the floor. My core has always been my weak point on the dead-lift. I am
strong in the back and glutes, and weak in the hamstrings and core. People need to find their
weakness and get rid of it to get their dead-lift up.

For the bench press, contrary to popular belief, most people’s weakness is the chest and
shoulders. This is especially true for lifters who don’t use bench shirts. It is also more effective to be
a chest dominant bench presser because the chest is bigger than the triceps. This means lifters need to
relearn how to bench with their chest. The most effective way to do this is to bench with your feet up
to eliminate leg drive. Doing this will help teach lifters how to relearn benching with the chest.

Another overlooked weakness when it comes to benching is weak shoulders. Everyone wants to say
that their bench sucks because their triceps are weak, this isn’t usually the case. Most people just
want to avoid hard work. Training triceps is easier than training shoulders. This is why people would
rather train the triceps. The triceps are important for the bench press, they just aren’t as important as
the chest and shoulders.

A great way to build mass in the shoulders is to do overhead presses, dumbbell presses, lateral raises.
All of this will help to add thickness to the shoulders. I have yet to see a raw lifter with a big bench,
who has small shoulders. One day I will have seen it, but as of right now I have yet to see it.
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There are several ways to improve your bench

Bench Press Prowess and More

Chest Movements to Improve Your Bench:

Feet up Bench press Dan Green Bench
When benching with the feet up go for 5 sets of 10-12 reps: The purpose of the exercise is for
the lifter to relearn how to bench with the chest
Incline Bench press: 5 sets 8-12 reps
Chest flys: 3 sets 15 reps: These do a great job of adding mass to the chest
Weighted Dips: 5 sets of 8 reps: Going heavy on these is a great way to overload the chest and
increase the bench
Here are the shoulder exercises that will help the bench press.

Shoulder Movements to Increase Your Bench:

Overhead Press: 5 sets 8 reps: This is the go to mass builder for shoulders
Seated Dumbbell Press: 5 sets 12 reps
Lateral Raises: 5 sets 20 reps

Tricep Movements to Increase Your bench:

Close grip bench press: 5 sets 6-8 reps: Again this is a go to mass builder for the triceps
Skull crushers: 5 sets 15 reps
Rope tricep extensions: 5 sets 12-15 reps

The way to add these would be to plug them into a bench session. Spend the majority of the time
working on the actual bench press. The last 15 minutes go after the accessories. Accessories are no
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substitute for the actual bench press itself.

Increase the bench press frequency to a minimum of 4 days per week. The bench press needs volume
in order to improve. Most people will notice that they are bad at benching with their chest. Once that
issue is resolved, it will be a lot easier to make progress on the bench press. This ties into the
beginning of the article of why it is important to isolate muscles. If you don’t isolate muscles you will
never learn how to correctly contract each one. Before I learned to use my glutes to their full potential
on squats, I learned to hip thrust effectively.

While I no longer do the hip thrust, I do admit that it served its purpose of teaching me to learn how
to fire the hips with explosiveness. Now, my go to hip and glute movement is the straight leg dead-
lift, this movement really trains my glutes, hips and hamstrings hard. For some people, the Romanian
dead-lift may not be effective. Some people might have to do stiff leg dead-lifts. Stiff leg dead-lifts
are a good exercise as well for isolating the hamstrings. The issue is that it can be easy to cheat and
use the lower back. In my case my lower back gets a lot of work during a stiff leg dead-lift as well as
the glutes and hamstrings. That may not be true for every one.

My lower back is very well developed compared to most. I have seen lifters who get great hamstring
development from stiff leg dead-lifts. I have always gotten better results from Romanian straight leg
dead-lifts.

Good mornings are also a great exercise that have given me good results. Good mornings strengthen
the entire posterior chain. Good mornings transfer more to the dead-lift than they do to the squat. But,
who doesn’t want to increase their dead-lift. In my case, I want to dead-lift 500 lbs for 6 reps power
lifters might want to increase their 1 rm. Either way, the good morning is a great choice to isolate the
posterior chain and use it to help out the dead-lift.  Of course, I will say it again, there is no substitute
for actually doing the dead-lift. Pick a day and do regular dead-lifts, pick another day and do stiff leg
dead-lifts and Romanian dead-lifts.

Isolating the different muscle groups and working on them individually will help you get the
physique you’ve always wanted.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Fake Facebook Lives Take Their Toll
May 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Social media takes advantage of female attention seeking behavior; every girl can have the image of being a princess even if reality tells a
different story

Everyone can be a star, seemingly living a lifestyle others only dream of on Facebook. Since the
inception of the social media site a decade ago, it has gone from branding itself as a “professional”
site to network and reconnect with colleagues to today being little more than a personal public
relations agency based on pretense. The gap between the image many people present of themselves
and reality has never been wider. Showing the duplicity of modern corporations, social media sites
like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter take advantage of women’s need innate approval-seeking
behavior to drive their bottom lines while simultaneously marketing themselves as pro-woman.

In one notable case, Dr. Kiersten Cerveny was a user who displayed the perfect Facebook image. A
successful blonde doctor and married mother of three, Cerveny frequently posted glowing photos
from exotic vacations in places like the Caicos, Hawaii, and of her partying in New Orleans. Despite
living in a $1.2 million home and cultivating the appearance of the perfect mom, with photos of her
three children covering her Facebook wall, she was found dead of a drug overdose in the doorway of
an apartment last year.

The reality, it seems, was quite different. Dr. Cerveny, while on a “girl’s night out” reportedly ran off
to spend the night with HBO producer Marc Henry Johnson, after getting boozed and coked up at
2:30 in the morning. Cerveny met Johnson before getting married for a second time. The
couple entered an apartment together, along with their cab driver. Video later showed Johnson and
the cab driver dragging her downstairs to the vestibule of the apartment where the three were
spending the night. She died after being left there.

In my opinion, this case only illustrates the completely predictable nature of women in today’s sexual
jungle, now that there are no social restraints on female behavior. It is a representation of the
destructive combination of carousel riding “liberated” women, Alpha fux and Beta bux behavior, a
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feminized, degenerate Anglo culture, and the damage social media preening causes, all in one case.

Being the princess of social media has a dark side

Appearance is Everything

Social media has created a window into our lives, which turn people into actors and actresses who go
out of their way to create the perfect image. Some interesting social media statistics bear out the
stress social media creates as it pushes people to conform:

2 out of 3 millennial moms are jealous of what they see on social media
1 out of 3 users feel worse after seeing what their friends are doing
80 million photos a day are posted on Instagram (mostly by women)
Young adults say they frequently lie about everything from relationships to promotions at work
on social media

Obviously, a nihilistic, materialistic culture of self-comparison and competitive consumption has
been worsened by the need to constantly look good online.

In another case illustrating the two-faced nature of social media, 19-year old Madison Holleran, a star
athlete posted Facebook photos that paint the perfect image of a young “empowered” woman: images
of her at track meets, going to parties, hanging out with friends, and of her dad cheering her on. She
posted a cheerful selfie on social media of her standing in Rittenhouse Square in Philadelphia hours
before leaping to her death from a high-rise building. Madison’s family have kept her accounts active
as a way of showing people the lives people live online and the lives they live in reality are often
complete opposites.
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Posts that get likes and reality are often opposites

Fakebook

Dr. Richard Sherry of the Society for Neuropsychoanalysis talks about the damaging psychological
effects of creating fantasies and faking happiness for Facebook and other social media sites.

The dark side of this social conformity is when we deeply lose ourselves or negate what
authentically and compassionately feels to be ‘us’; to the degree that we no longer recognize
the experience, our voice, the memory or even the view of ourselves. When this starts to
happen, feelings of guilt and distaste towards ourselves can create a cognitive trap of
alienation and possibly even a sense of disconnection and paranoia.

Sherry says creating fake moments for social media can actually go so far as to give us false
memories of events we participated in. By looking at things people fake online, we can see the
insidiousness of approval-seeking behavior on social media. This is a partial list of things people fake
on social media to look good:

Appearance: Airbrushed photos, snapping 50 pics until the perfect one comes out, and using a
slimming tool to digitally trim unwanted pounds are only few of the ways in which people alter
their appearance.
Relationships: From unofficial competitions of who posts the best photos of Valentine’s Day
presents, to falsely claiming to be “in a relationship” to hide loneliness and rejection are two
ways people fake acceptance.
Clothing: Those most subservient to social media will never wear rags to post a profile photo,
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or wear their “fat pants” when posting.
Perfection: As seen above with two cases of Anglo women, someone can have the appearance
of having “the perfect life” online while literally being either suicidal or abusing drugs and
alcohol, while apparently having an affair.

Some people are saying “thumbs down” to living a double life

Social Media Backlash

A full 61% of users dislike sharing so many details of their lives on social media, yet they continue to
upload because of the expectations of their peers and the need to keep up appearances. Other
symptoms of social media fatigue: people are growing tired of stupid comments, crazy or mean-
spirited friends who use posts against them, online drama, and problems caused in relationships by
social media. Some more interesting statistics:

1 in 5 users say they post something they regret at least once a month
15% have posted something that has negatively impacted a friendship or relationship
24% say they share most things or everything online (ed: insanity!)
Americans spend 60 hours a week consuming content
16 minutes of every hour is spent on social media sites

These stats and the damage social media does to our real lives offline as well as our psychologies are
leading to a building backlash and a pushback against using social media to excess. Many men in the
manosphere are proud of the fact they use social media either only for business or sparingly, if at all.

Seeing the narcissism it encourages and the psychological damage it inflicts on those who are
most vulnerable, like approval seeking young women, makes one think of pressing the “log off”
button more often, if not permanently. Men, especially should stop approval seeking behavior online
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if they wish to become more masculine.
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Weekend Reading | May 27, 2016
May 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of May 27, 2016.

Manosphere

Huffington Post Shows Their Idea of “Diversity” Is Hiring Only Non-Black
Women (and No Men!)

The executive editor of The Huffington Post, Liz Heron, has celebrated “diversity” at her
workplace by tweeting a photo of 14 non-black women and no men at an editorial meeting.
Aside from steadfastly refusing to have at least one African-American or male editor in the
room (and creating a seating plan that keeps multiple Asian staff at the far end of the table),
Heron sought fawning approval from the Twittersphere for her “inclusive” employment
policies.

Fat Acceptance is the Leftist Elite’s Ultimate Cultural Doomsday Device

I’ve noticed a recent trend on ROK these past few weeks: the editors are reaching back into
the vault and reminding us of some key tenets of not only game, but of nation building and
societal maintenance. Of particular note is the series of common-sense articles posted
regarding overweight women, and why right-thinking men should avoid them like the
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plague. But whenever I read an article here, I like to delve deeper down the rabbit hole.

Style Guidelines for Men

Style is something that should be simple and timeless. Something that when your
grandchildren look back upon they will look on with respect not wonder. When
grandchildren look upon pictures of their grandfather’s in their well pressed army uniform
or in a nice suit at their wedding they feel a sense of pride. If they look back on their
grandfather’s with long greasy hair, a ratty t-shirt, and jeans with holes in them they will
feel something else, and that something else is not pride.

Fun

Barmeister: The Online Guide to Drinking

Cocktail recipes, drinking games, bar reviews, and more.

Politics

How to Defeat Censorship in Internet Ghettos

Alex Jones breaks down how Google, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube are censoring those
that the establishment disagrees with, as Infowars has shown time and time again.
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The Frightening Great Filter Hypothesis and the Future
of Man
May 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Great Filter hypothesis tells us most species may self-destruct or be subjected to a catastrophe that makes them go extinct before
colonizing other planets, putting our long-term survival in doubt

The Great Filter hypothesis is one of the most terrifying ideas in science. It is the idea there is a future
event humanity will be subjected to that will lead to it to devolve to a more primitive state, or lead to
its extinction. Upon reaching this filter, which screens out most civilizations in the universe from
higher planes of existence, humanity either survives as a non-technological civilization (i.e. returning
to the cave dwelling life our ancestors or as drones on a human tax farm) or dies out.

We often discuss problems related to sexual selection on men’s web sites, but what is seldom
discussed is how these ideas could tie in with the larger schemes of science and life in the universe.
The Great Filter is a hypothesis that ties up these loose ends. The textbook definition of the
hypothesis follows:

The Great Filter concept originates in the argument that the failure to find any
extraterrestrial civilizations in the observable universe implies the possibility something is
wrong with one or more of the arguments from various scientific disciplines that the
appearance of advanced intelligent life is probable; this observation is conceptualized in
terms of a Great Filter which acts to reduce the great number of sites where intelligent life
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might arise to a tiny number of intelligent species.

Remote sensing in the 21st century is revealing thousands of worlds which are in the astronomical
“Goldilocks” zone. These planets are similar to earth, in that they are not too hot like Venus, nor too
cold like Mars, but have conditions that are “just right” for life to form. While this initially seems
encouraging in the search for extraterrestrial intelligence, it actually provides some worrisome
implications:

The main counter-intuitive conclusion of this observation is that the easier it was for life to
evolve to our stage, the bleaker our future chances probably are.

Enrico Fermi was the first to notice the seeming lack of civilizations in the universe once radio
astronomy began. In our own galaxy there are some 400 billion suns. Based on what we have seen
with the distribution of organic molecules throughout the universe it should not only be possible but
probable that life exists elsewhere in the universe. Life arose on earth almost immediately after it
formed, which makes it seem like life forms easily in the universe. However, we aren’t finding life in
the universe despite exhaustive searches and improving remote sensing technology. This suggests
that perhaps some 9 out of 10 societies could be self-destructing once they reach our level of
technology.

Prey species are r-selected while predators are K-selected; pushing humans towards r-selection could be turning us into prey for the elite

r/K Selection

It has been said everything we see as progress in the human world is due to runaway sexual selection,
and particularly K-selection as it builds up sophisticated societies. The opposite, r-selection tears
down sophisticated societies. As explained in The Evolutionary Psychology Behind Politics:

One strategy, named the r-strategy, imbues those who are programmed with it to be averse
to all peer on peer competition, embrace promiscuity, embrace single parenting, and support
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early onset sexual activity in youth. Obviously, this mirrors the Liberal philosophy’s
aversion to individual Darwinian competitions such as capitalism and self defense with
firearms, as well as group competitions such as war. Likewise, Liberalism is tolerant of
promiscuity, tolerant of single parenting, and more prone to support early sex education for
children and the sexualization of cultural influences. Designed to exploit a plethora of
resources, one will often find this r-type strategy embodied within prey species, where
predation has lowered the population’s numbers, and thereby increased the resources
available to its individuals.

The other strategy, termed the K-strategy, imbues those who
pursue it with a fierce competitiveness, as well as tendencies towards abstinence until
monogamy, two-parent parenting, and delaying sexual activity until later in life. Obviously,
this mirrors Conservatism’s acceptance of all sorts of competitive social schemes, from free
market capitalism, to war, to individuals owning and carrying private weapons for self
defense. Conservatives also tend to favor abstinence until monogamy, two parent parenting
with an emphasis upon “family values” and children being shielded from any sexualized
stimuli until later in life. This strategy is found most commonly in species which lack
predation, and whose population’s have grown to the point individuals must compete with
each other for the limited environmental resources that they are rapidly running out of.

The sexual jungle unleashed on our species by feminism is making each passing generation more r-
selected. As humans seem to be subject to cyclical forces in history, one must wonder what the future
of our species holds since, according to Spengler, we are on the downswing of the great historical
sine-wave, making a sharp turn towards r-selection.

No society that has remained civilized has lifted restrictions on monogamy and female sexuality, as
anthropologist J.D. Unwin found when he studied 80 tribes and 6 civilizations across 5,000 years of
history. Will we recover? Or will the traps presented by our technological advancement and
evolutionary baggage put our continued well-being in jeopardy? As astrophysicist Carl Sagan
warned:

We’ve arranged a global civilization in which most crucial elements profoundly depend on
science and technology. We have also arranged things so that almost no one understands
science and technology. This is a prescription for disaster. We might get away with it for a
while, but sooner or later this combustible mixture of ignorance and power is going to blow
up in our faces.
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Indeed, we may have arrived at a moment in history in which our science and technology are more
advanced than our capability to manage them safely.

Given the ease with which life arose on Earth, it should be common the Universe

The Drake Equation

The Great Silence, or the lack of detectable signs of intelligent life in the universe suggests that we
are unique, and alone. Back in the 1960s, astrophysicist Frank Drake proposed an equation to
estimate the number of societies that might exist in the universe. Its variables are the number of stars
in the galaxy, the number of those stars that have planets, the number of those planets that can
support life and the number on which life actually arises, the number of planets on which that life
becomes civilized, and of those civilizations how many go on to survive across stellar evolutionary
and geological timescales.

Using this imperfect equation, Drake came up with a very rough estimate of anywhere from 20 to
50,000,000 societies potentially existing in the Milky Way galaxy. If that is the case – where the hell
is everybody? Either intelligent life is exceedingly rare or exceedingly short-lived on evolutionary
timescales.

Using radio waves seems like the most common sense method of broadcasting one’s presence to the
universe. Radio telescopes from Aricebo in Puerto Rico to the Very Large Array in New Mexico to
the new Allen Telescope Array north of San Francisco have been scanning, unsuccessfully so far, for
alien radio signals. It is thought a signal intended to show intelligence and be understandable by
virtually any species will broadcast a series of prime numbers. Sagan detailed this method of alien
communication in the 1970s.

It is easy to create an interstellar radio message which can be recognized as emanating
unambiguously from intelligent beings. A modulated signal (beep, beep beep… )
comprising the numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, for example, consists
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exclusively of the first 12 prime numbers—that is, numbers that can be divided only by 1,
or by themselves. A signal of this kind, based on a simple mathematical concept, could only
have a biological origin.

Preliminary results have not been very encouraging, as we have found nothing except silence and a
“Wow!” signal in the 1970s that ended up being interstellar noise. This is where The Great Filter
hypothesis comes in.

Well over 99.9 percent of all species that have ever lived on Earth are extinct

How This Relates To Us

Scientists say we could be at the most crucial stage in our long-term survival as a species: the stage at
which start conducting interplanetary and interstellar colonization. Many societies could have
developed up to our point in the universe and fallen apart soon after. It is interesting to note the U.S.
has long led scientific exploration of space, but since the sexual revolution took root we now hitch
rides on Russian rockets in order to fly humans into space. Perhaps other species also reach this point,
only to pull back instead of continuing to advance.

Once reaching the point of being prosperous, societies ease restrictions on sexuality. This is risky
business because sexual selection is the engine that drives evolution to high levels of intelligence.
Since the sexual revolution the West has seen falling birth rates, the exile of the father from the
family, and the rise of degeneracy. This turn away from civilization and towards pre-civilized modes
of living should not come as a surprise to scientists. J.D. Unwin found in his anthropological survey:

The whole of human history does not contain a single instance of a group becoming
civilized unless it has been absolutely monogamous, nor is there any example of a group
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retaining its culture after it has adopted less rigorous customs.

After unleashing all restrictions on female sexuality, men adapted to the drastically altered sexual
environment by learning Game. As we have seen happening in the West, this environment ultimately
leads to an 80/20 rule of most females being monopolized by a small percentages of males. Beta
males, the bedrock of building and maintaining society then check out of doing grunt work since the
sexual market is the granddaddy of all the other markets of man. Environmental conditions that led to
the development of high intelligence and a high culture then self-destruct, causing the society to fall
apart. As the conditions of the sexual marketplace shift away from K-selection and male investment
in society, we fail to pass through The Great Filter.

Implanted RFID chips are closer to reality than you might think

Technological Enslavement

Another worrying way the Great Filter could screen out humans from long term survival is the
coming possibility of technological enslavement. With the advent of ever cheaper, smaller, and faster
computer chips it is plausible that the human race will be enslaved by an elite, becoming little more
than pawns on a world tax farm, rather than continuing to advance.

Perhaps this is why an elite lifted limitations on female sexuality in the first place. Knowing man
becomes feral after monogamy is abandoned, and is not able to organize the way he would have in an
orderly, monogamous society, the deck is stacked so humanity cannot avert the threat of
technological enslavement.

Forces are already at work to eliminate cash completely and put all money and all documentation on
a GPS-trackable RFID chip that will be implanted into our hands. Japan is conducting its own
experiments in this vaunted “cashless” society by using fingerprints. In any case, our lives are
increasingly managed by computers and micromanaged by a government that manages the
computers. As the Financial Times warned:
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The anonymity of cash helps to free people from their governments.

Aaron Russo warned us about this agenda over 10 years ago.

All money will be in your chips. And so, instead of having cash, any time you have money
in your chip, they can take out whatever they want to take out whenever they want to. If
they say “you owe us this much money in taxes,” they just deduct it out of your chip,
digitally.

Work on the implantable RFID chip proceeds at a rapid pace. The only real boundary now is
engineering social acceptance of an electronic dog collar. Using social engineering, Cultural Marxism
and total financial control (all of which are advancing at a rapid rate) the human species could be
transformed into docile servants of the state. In this view, the world population ends up being
dominated by a small elite, with human “batteries” powering an economic system they profit from.
This warning, as pessimistic as it, is falls in line with history. As Aristotle observed 2,000 years ago,
the natural state of man is slavery, and the masses believe authority figures over their own sense of
reason as shown in the Milgram experiment. Politicians know this, which is why they lie in our faces
and get away with it as they lead us to slaughter.

Was baking a cake for family really such horrible oppression, and is licking the boot of a corporate paymaster a better life for women

What Worked In The Past

What these dystopian views have in common is they’re all illustrations of the value of patriarchy and
the risks that come with discarding it. Patriarchy, with its paternity guarantees for men and provision
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of a role in society other than that of a sperm donor and child support check-writer has led
civilization to greatness in the past. The decision to abandon patriarchy is having profound
implications, and it is not leading us to a better place as a society or as a species.

The sexual revolution brought on the law of the jungle as monogamy was discarded as a relic of the
past, and brought on an 80/20 phenomenon, making most males useless and turning the human
species more feral with each passing generation. What incentive does a man have to give a damn
about society or sacrificing for the betterment of his offspring if he is no longer offered a seat at the
table of the human family? Man is also becoming easier to boss around as r-selection breaks down
the family, the building block of civilization. Bossing him around is much harder to do strong
families are headed up by a respected patriarch. The solitary individual is much more desirable to an
autocratic society.

Perhaps the human species’ Great Filter has arrived de-civilizing feminism, technological
enslavement, or both. With a 99.9% extinction rate of all species on the planet across a span of 4.5
billion years, the odds of long-term prosperity, freedom, and survival are not in our favor. Personally,
I would prefer extinction to enslavement.
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Eye Candy of the Week – May 29, 2016
May 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Leather and lace, else what could take its place? Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for May 29,
2016.
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Comment of the Week | May 29, 2016
May 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter Nikolai Vladivostok wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on
us. In response to The Hedonic Treadmill Explains Why You Can’t Buy a Woman’s Love he replied
with a classic role reversal tactic that can be used on women when they are trying to extract resources
or pointless consumer items.

When dating one should rarely give a woman anything. Exceptions made for much older
men with younger women. No exception for whores – just stick to the fee as negotiated plus
moderate tip if deserved.

What you give a girlfriend is the inherent goodness of your company, conversation and sexy
time. If that’s not enough for her then you need to find someone else. I once had a girl who
complained I never did anything special for her. As the relationship was in its autumn
anyway I trollishly experimented by saying, ‘I feel the same way. How come you never get
me flowers or chocolates? Not once!’ She was quite confused.

You know, now that I think of it, I can neither remember that girl’s name or what she
looked like.

How many men think to put princess on the spot when she is demanding flowers, chocolates, and
other tokens from her servant? The answer: Not enough men think of it. Women often act like they’re
masters and men are slaves in relationships. They typically do not like it when the slave pulls out a
role reversal like this. If she coos with glee after being challenged in this manner, then stops asking
you for gifts, you’ll know she sees you as an Alpha male, and not a Beta she can take advantage of
financially. If she gives you the fire and brimstone treatment, you’ll know you are not anything more
to her than a Beta meal ticket.
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Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man. And don’t forget the Comment of the Month
competition which awards $20 cash the 1st of every month!
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J.D. Unwin Warned Feminism Would Destroy Culture 30
Years Before Women’s Lib
May 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

In Sex and Culture, J.D. Unwin found absolutely no exception to the consequences of loosening restrictions on sexuality

It should come as no surprise to anyone familiar with Sex and Culture, the classic work of Oxford-
educated anthropologist J.D. Unwin, that feminism and loose sexual mores are leading to cultural and
civilizational decline in the West.

The West is repeating patterns that led to the downfall of every high
culture studied by J.D. Unwin, which incidentally and independently echo predictions of decline
published by Oswald Spengler. Though Spengler was looking at different factors than Unwin, the
different schools of thought dovetail quite nicely. Sigmund Freud also discussed sexual restraint as a
force that builds up civilization in his book Civilization and Its Discontents. Indeed, there are many
similarities between the thinking of Unwin, Spengler, and Freud. The decline we are experiencing
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should have been expected by anyone familiar with the works of these great scientists and
researchers. This article will explain Unwin’s findings, which were published 30 years before the
Women’s Liberation Movement.

Thinking the laws of nature and concepts of sexual restraint no longer apply, just as our society does
today, was a fatal error for each of the 80 tribes and 6 civilizations Unwin studied:

Convinced that the cultural process is a progressive development and that our own culture is
the most developed of all cultures, we assume that every change in our cultural condition is
evidence of a higher cultural development.

Some proudly proclaimed The End of History as the 21st century began, but historical cycles and
what they tell us about the decline of cultures have once again become relevant a decade and a half
later. Even as some biological consequences of a free-for-all sexual market have been staved off by
advances in contraception and the legalization of killing unborn children, we have not been set free
from the psychological, sociological and societal consequences of a feminized sexual marketplace.
As cultural control of sex is abandoned and female promiscuity embraced, and any imposition of
female monogamy condemned by feminism as oppression, inexorable decline sets in.

As fathers become passé, undesirable consequences set in for civilization

Every Race, Every Tribe

After studying cultures as diverse as the Babylonians, Greeks, Romans, Anglo-Saxons, and dozens of
other groups Unwin found a 100% perfect correlation between the practice of heterosexual fidelity
and cultural development. As Unwin wrote, across 5,000 years of history he found absolutely no
exception his rule:

These societies lived in different geographical environments; they belonged to different
racial stocks; but the history of their marriage customs is the same. In the beginning each
society had the same ideas in regard to sexual regulations. Then the same struggles took
place; the same sentiments were expressed; the same changes were made; the same results
ensued. Each society reduced its sexual opportunity to a minimum and displaying great
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social energy, flourished greatly. Then it extended its sexual opportunity; its energy
decreased, and faded away. The one outstanding feature of the whole story is its unrelieved
monotony.

Without exception, once restrictions on sexuality are lifted, especially female sexuality, a society
destroys itself from within, and is later conquered from without. When not focusing mental and
physical energy on buliding strong families, members of a culture lose the impetus for upkeep and
innovation. In other words, The Law of the Jungle returns and Beta males eventually figure out
they’re being shafted, figuriatively saying, “To hell with this!” as they rebel against carrying the
weight of society. The current MGTOW movement is the modern-day manifestation of this
sentiment, PUA is a male adaptation to this type of sexual marketplace, and expatriation is a
movement by men to return to a culture in which they can utilize women’s natural hypergamous
instincts and cultural enforcement of monogamy an advantage.
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As Freud knew psychologically and Unwin proved anthropologically, the sexual market rules all other markets of man
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Sexual Market is Grandfather of All Human Markets

The Sexual Market rules every other market of mankind. Men will go along with the demands of a
society if there is a sexual incentive for them to do so. Leaving men sexless and powerless, as
happens when women only chase the top quintile of men and abandon the other 4/5 of men means
men have no incentive to work hard and participate in society. After all, it doesn’t take much for a
man to live on, and what masculine man needs a decadent lifestyle? In the 21st century, Anglo
culture is becoming more tyrannical in an attempt to keep men chained to the machinery that runs its
consumption economy, but ultimately incentives matter. No puss, no participation. Author Daniel
Janosik puts Unwin’s findings this way:

If the British anthropologist J. D. Unwin is correct in his assessment of society, this present
generation in the Western world may be the last one. He found that when strict heterosexual
monogamy was practiced, the society attained its greatest cultural energy, especially in the
arts, sciences and technology. But as people rebelled against the prohibitions placed upon
them and demanded more sexual opportunities, there was a consequent loss of their creative
energy, which resulted in the decline and eventual destruction of the civilization.
Remarkably, he did not find any exception to this trend.

The fact the world’s three major religions, which date back to the Bronze Age have been structured
around the ideals of monogamy and sexual restraint for thousands of years should tell us something
about tampering with the set and frame of civilization, then calling the resulting degeneracy
“progress.”

Unwin concluded that the fabric that holds a society together is sexual in nature. When
life–long heterosexual monogamous relationship is practiced, the focus is on the nurture of
the family and energy is expended to protect, plan for, and build up the individual family
unit. This extends to the entire society and produces a strong society focused on preserving
the strength of the family. However, he found that when sexual opportunities opened the
door to pre–marital, post–marital, and homosexual relationships, the social energy always
dissipated as the individual focused more on self–gratification rather than societal good.

Since a woman is naturally fickle, dishonest, and disloyal, marriage
evolved as a way of making it hard for her to monkey-branch to a higher status male or abandon her
provider altogether when an exciting bad boy comes along. The term husband means house-band, in
which a man becomes the “band” that holds the home together. It is a band or a “bond” that women
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can’t abandon in a patriarchal society because culturally they will be outcast and/or becom
economically destitute. Unfortunately, these harsh (but culturally productive) realities no longer exist
because women are insulated from poor choices by a gynocentric welfare state funded with the tax
dollars of Beta males.

One commentator on a blog about Unwin’s Sex and Culture lays out some troubling statistics:

Looking at some aspects of that decline, in 2010, 51% of adult Americans were married; in
1960, 72% were. In 2010, 40.7% of births were to unwed mothers; in 1960, less than 5%
were. In the US elections in 2012, 39% of voters were unmarried; in 1972, 24% were.
According to a 2012 Pew Center study, 40% of American young people now believe that
marriage is “obsolete.” Many young people no longer see a link between having children
and being married. Cohabitation is gradually replacing marriage in the United States as the
dominant household type. Marriage is declining in America, and in the West generally, and
married people are less prominent and influential within our society, both culturally and
politically. There will be negative civilizational consequences from these changes.

When cultural controls on sexuality are loosened, premarital, extramarital, and homosexual
relationships proliferate. In some societies, like Rome, pedophilia became part of the sexual equation.
Indeed, we are seeing a new push for the normalization of pedophilia in Anglo America. As old-
fashioned as we think it sounds, heterosexual, lifetime pair bonding is the only condition which
supports the growth of the human family and advancement of culture. Aldous Huxley, author of
Brave New World said Unwin’s work was “of the highest importance.” Huxley wrote:

Unwin’s conclusions, which are based upon an enormous wealth of carefully sifted
evidence, may be summed up as follows. All human societies are in one or another of four
cultural conditions: zoistic, manistic, deistic, rationalistic. Of these societies the zoistic
displays the least amount of mental and social energy, the rationalistic the most.
Investigation shows that the societies exhibiting the least amount of energy are those where
pre-nuptial continence is not imposed and where the opportunities for sexual indulgence
after marriage are greatest. The cultural condition of a society rises in exact proportion as it
imposes pre-nuptial and post-nuptial restraints upon sexual opportunity.

As much fun as going from girl to girl can be, ultimately that type of behavior leads to the destruction
of a culture. The West achieved undeniable and astonishing progress until the time of the sexual
revolution. After feminism, the wheels have started falling off the wagon.
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Restraints on sexuality, and especially female sexuality are the foundation of civilized society

Looking Ahead

It is exceedingly optimistic to think America and Europe will continue to prosper despite adopting
sexual practices that are perfectly correlated with decline, and that have repeated throughout 5,000
years of history, especially when one looks at the demographic decline of the people who created the
society and see the evidence of a civilization that is killing itself from within. (Before, perhaps being
conquered from without.)

Technological progress has brought us an improving quality of life, but the price of maintaining that
progress becomes higher as man has turned his focus to the fulfilling the physiological, sexual base of
Maslow’s Hierarchy rather than higher aspirations on the pyramid. In simpler terms, constantly trying
to find a woman to bust a nut with keeps man from pursuing higher goals in life.

Thinking we have surpassed the need for “outdated” sexual morality is a modern repetition of old,
libertine philosophies adopted by other cultures and tribes that ultimately led them to their demise,
even though liberals tell us we are “progessing” by doing so. Progressing, perhaps. But progressing
towards what end?
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Male Majority in Sweden Irks Feminists
May 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Feminists are upset that men are now living as long as women do in some countries, challenging the demographic majority females enjoy

Feminists are aghast at surprising new statistics revealing the male population now exceeds the
female population in Sweden in certain age groups. Even worse, to them, the male surplus is only
expected to grow in the coming decades.

Male population gains have happened as a result of a two-pronged effect of the massive influx of
military-aged “refugees” flowing into the country, and gains in men’s health as males are finally
achieving life expectancies on par with females. Despite a natural birth rate of 105 males to every
100 females born, because of biases against men in society which cause men to die in larger numbers
and live shorter lives, women have traditionally outnumbered men in Europe and the rest of the
world. The findings, reported by Daily Mail, reflect the results of better male health and men shifting
away from dangerous industrial jobs, in which they are disproportionately injured and die.

Experts say men, particularly in western Europe, are living healthier lives than their fathers,
drinking and smoking less, and benefiting from better treatment of heart disease. In wealthy
countries, men have moved away from mining and other dangerous occupations to safer
white-collar jobs.

Still, well over 90% of industrial deaths are male – showing the push for “equality” is only in areas of
society that provide exclusive benefit to women, i.e. all reward and no risk, rather than any desire to
help share the risks of society with men. Also, combat deaths are still over 99% male, showing
another bias against men. Tellingly, women were upset after the sinking of the Costa Concordia in
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Italy because they were not afforded the privilege of exiting to a life raft before men were. The
misandrist mentality that women are somehow “better” than men still pervades Western culture.

To many, men making gains in longevity is a terrible nightmare. Of course, Valerie Hudson, speaking
to the left-leaning Daily Mail from the safety of her perch at Texas A&M University, had this
solipsistic comment to make:

Are people thinking about whether this could undermine the gains that have been made by
Swedish women over the last 150 years? This is one of the most dramatic alterations of
demography over such a short period of time that I’ve ever seen.

Right away, we have the insinuation that population gains by men are a bad thing, showing the
misandry inherent in Anglo culture. Hudson may be terrified to find out the gains by men are
expected to accelerate in the coming decades. Already, in the age 15 to 19 group, there are 108 boys
for every 100 girls. The imbalance may grow to as high as 115 boys for every 100 girls this year
when the impact of “refugees” and “asylum seekers” is reflected in population statistics. By 2050,
statistics say the imbalance could be even higher.

Rather than celebrating the gains for men, misandrist Western governments display their
stereotypical, sexist view of men as rapists and other sorts of miscreants with their comments. The
Western predilection of “exploit the penis, protect the vagina” comes into play with this this
insinuation from Thomas Sobotka of the Vienna Institute of Demography.

[Women] could also face an increased risk of harassment from frustrated males struggling
to find a mate.

Insane leftist policies mean that asking a woman out on a date has become “harassment.”

Sweden is only the first EU nation in which males are becoming the majority; other nations will soon follow
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Men Are Undesirable to Feminist Governments

Western governments are up in arms because any progress by men is bad in their minds. Even if that
progress is due to the fact liberal “diversity” policies have been so successful, combined with the fact
men are no longer dropping like flies because they have been feminized. Swedish demographer Lena
Lundkvist insinuates men need to be somehow exterminated or forced into deadlier jobs to make sure
women remain the majority in other countries where men will soon outnumber women.

In some countries, the mortality rate for men is still very high. If men change their behavior,
things are going to move quickly in those countries, too.

In the rest of the 28-member Soviet…er…European Union the proportion of men is also increasing
steadily. Perhaps more than anything, men outnumbering women would represent a shift in the
balance of power in elections, especially close ones. For that reason, feminists and their White
Knights are formulating ways to keep men down because men are supposed to be subservient to
women in the 21st century.

Jacqui True, feminist at Monash University in Australia suggests dealing with men’s progress by
further emasculating men, as male traits such as “aggression” and “hierarchies” are undesirable to
society that wishes for women to dominate men.

How many men there are in a population matters less than how much a society is shaped by
“hyper-masculine” gender characteristics such as aggression and hierarchies where males
are preferred.

True said nothing criticizing policies of Western governments that institute hierarchies where females
are preferred, nor did she criticize “hyper-feminine” gender characteristics, revealing another bias. In
other words, men are better off dead to Western governments than they are upsetting Utopian,
feminist schemes by being alive. The thought never occurs these demographic changes have been
brought on by their own policies of open-door immigration and the feminization of men.
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Getting a Chip Implanted as Normal as Using a Barcode to
Local Reporter
May 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Between insightful journalistic endeavors like fronting for hockey games, Melanie Michael says we should just accept being turned into
human bar codes

A report pushing the acceptance of implanted RFID tracking devices aired on an NBC affiliate
earlier this month tells the sheeple get ready to be chipped, and to expect government mandated
dehumanization by electronic tagging “sooner rather than later.” The propaganda piece then goes on
to sell implanted RFID chips under the banner of safety, when in fact the agenda is one of control. Of
course, the typical bias of pushing any new electronic device as a sure sign of progress permeates the
report along with many other typical local news biases.

The story presents a ridiculous case of hide and seek gone wrong as evidence of the “need” to get
implanted with a tracking device. After Steffany Rodriguez-Neely’s 3-year old daughter hid behind
some clothes, she realized that if only her daughter had a tracking device installed, she could have
been spared looking for her. To the lightweight reporter Melanie Micheal, working for 8 On Your
Side News in Tampa, this is an overwhelming case to run down to the local government office and
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prostrate yourself before tyrannical government officials, begging them to chip me, chip me now!
Neely goes on:

If a small chip the size of a grain of rice could have prevented a tragedy, I think most
parents would have said, I think I would have done it.

A daughter playing hide and seek is now a tragedy. Hmmm. She is entitled to her opinion. But other
people are entitled to theirs, and many think being chipped represents the fruition of the warnings
about Big Brother presented in the classic novel 1984. In cheesy local news fashion, the story then
digs up an “expert” named Stuart Lipoff of Cyber Access Internet Communications, who says we
should gleefully accept being turned into human bar codes. (Local news loves to toss around the
“expert” and “authority” moniker rather than encouraging people to think rationally on their own).
Lipoff told Michael:

When barcodes first came out in the late 1960s, people were appalled. They were wary of
them and did not understand the concept. Today, it is so commonplace, we don’t even
notice it. A microchip would work much in the same way. People should be aware that
testing is being done right now. The military is not only testing this out, but already utilizes
its properties. It’s not a matter of if it will happen, but when.

The “creepiness” of the entire proposition is lost on the blonde reporter. What is also lost in the rest
of the mainstream media any sense of irony as they push getting chipped as a way for children to be
safe, while sister outlets such as the Los Angeles Times and Salon are pushing for the legalization of
pedophilia. The Times kicked off the agenda to normalize child molestation by publishing an article
called Many Researchers Taking a Different View of Pedophilia. Here are some of its revelations as
it encourages us to feel the pain of a man convicted of buying kiddie porn:

His desires remained stuck in time as he neared adulthood. Despite a stable home life in
suburban Chicago, he was tortured by urges he knew could land him in prison. “For having
these feelings, I was destined to become a monster,” he said. “I was terrified.” In 1999,
Christiano was caught buying child pornography. Now 36, he said he has never molested a
child, but after five years of state-ordered therapy, the attraction remains. “These people felt
they could snuff out the desire, or shame me into denying it existed,” he said. “But it’s as
intrinsic as the next person’s heterosexuality.”

Beyond an agenda-setting newspaper placing pedophilia on the same level as
heterosexuality, leftist online magazine Salon is also publishing propaganda that labels pedophilia an
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alternative sexual choice with its new poster boy Todd Nickerson.

Let’s summarize: to the leftist media hivemind, microchipping your child, thereby turning them into
the equivalent of human cattle to keep them safe – good. Taking a “different look” at pedophilia, and
letting child molesters roam free – also good. The stunning contradiction in those views never occurs
to the lightweight talking heads who pose as “journalists” at today’s low paying, low rated TV and
newspaper jobs. After all, most of them are there because they need a paycheck, so they will spout
whatever talking points are dropped in their lap by their superiors, and do it with a smile.

Properly balancing the story with those who do not believe getting chipped is a a good thing is an
idea that never occurred to the editorial staff at WFLA before airing this story. To its credit, the story
does offer at least one alternative view from Kerri Level of the Tampa Bay Moms Group:

You’re putting a battery in your kid, you’re putting a chip in your kid. And, where does it
stop? Where? It’s going too far. This is a child we’re talking about.

However, the implications are far worse than its a child we’re talking about when bigger issues are
examined.

Turning humans into the equivalent of tagged livestock is not an issue for the legacy media

Privacy, Personal Liberty, Tyranny

Neither privacy and personal liberty concerns, nor the tyrannical elements engendered by such a story
received much attention, but the story did tug at the heart strings by digging up the death of a toddler
and using Alzheimers patients to sell the supposed safety-enhancing values of getting chipped, even
though a cursory Google search would have revealed the following Orwellian implications of telling
people to go get microchipped:
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Verichip RFID can be used to monitor an individual’s whereabouts and activity around the
clock. You have nothing to fear if you have nothing to hide is an argument that pops up
whenever concerns about tracking of people around the clock is brought up. However, flipping
this argument around, if the government has nothing to hide, why does it classify information?
The elimination of cash is a goal of the Verichip RFID system, placing your financial life – and
essentially your freedom, as money buys freedom – totally in the control of corrupt banksters
and politicians.
Tommy Thompson, former Republicrat Secretary of Health and Human Services suggested
tracking people’s medical history using the RFID chip. Everything from government mandated
doctor visits to fines for bad eating habits can result, when combined with tracking every
purchase one makes once all money is on the chip.
Dissent could be silenced as the chips of those who do not conform to the demands of those
who control the chips (i.e. the demands of government bureaucracies) are switched off or
dissenters are otherwise sanctioned.
Travel could be restricted when used in tandem with the expanding TSA, i.e. an electronic dog
collar would prevent money on the chip from being spent outside a certain geographical area.

Beyond completely missing the possibilities of misplaced authority abusing the power the chips give
them over great numbers of people, pushing an agenda of microchipping people because it will make
them “safer” is an example of how the legacy media use and abuse the Hegelian dialectic. The
Hegelian dialectic is often used to manipulate the masses. Here’s how it works:

Agenda: An agenda to microchip the population is set by corporate and government interests,
and local news stations parrot what they hear about microchipping people from the agenda-
setting media in New York and Los Angeles.
Thesis: Spurious safety concerns are raised, such as with the hide and seek scare above, along
with other manufactured safety concerns.
Antithesis: A manipulated reaction to the Thesis is formulated by the media and public
relations flacks in which some people demand to be chipped in response to the spurious
security threat; those who reveal the real agenda is controlling the population by putting all
identification, money, medical history, and GPS tracking history on the chip are labeled kooks
and crazies.
Synthesis: The agenda of the removal of freedom and transfer of power from the masses to the
elite is realized.

The public must stop falling for trumped-up security concerns, and the fear and consume model the
media builds its empire on. Expect more contrived safety concerns to be raised more often as the
agenda of chipping the population gets closer to being reality. The fact local news stations are
encouraging people to accept getting chipped as the new reality while marginalizing or completely
ignoring valid concerns tells us the specter of living under an electronic tyranny is closer than we
think, and the people who are supposed to be protecting our freedom are instead mouthpieces for
those in power.
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The Quick and Dirty 7-Step Guide to Game
May 31, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A quick and dirty guide to picking up chicks, condensed into 7 steps

Volumes have been written on Game and pick-up artistry since the inception of the web. It takes time
to sift through all the wisdom and develop a strategy for bedding women. Those reams of writing and
countless tips, while containing a cornucopia of knowledge for the Red Pill man can take a lot of time
and determination to develop into a workable strategy. Much of this information can be condensed
into a Quick and Dirty 7-Step Guide to memorize when out on the prowl.

Before proceeding, know that no method is 100% foolproof. Go into pickup artistry with the mindset
of an apprentice. Most men (except naturals) do not have success right away. The biggest stumbling
block is becoming discouraged by failure, regressing to adherence to political correctness and what
females say they want from men. Take all that information and throw it into the trash. The real world
does not operate the way society’s myths say it does.

A woman simply is, a man must become. Becoming a man who is successful with women takes a lot
of work, especially in an r-selected sexual market. Salesmen are often told they will be told “no” by
prospective clients 99 times out of 100, but the 1% of people who say “yes” will make their fortunes.
Wolves, when hunting, only score a kill 1 out of 5 times. Do salesmen give up and go crawl in the
corner and give up? Do wolves starve because most hunts end in failure? Certainly not. Similarly,
lions on the savannah only enjoy a successful hunt 1 out of 5 times. In today’s sexual jungle in Anglo
America a man must either hone his hunting skills, do without or leave a degenerating nation for
greener pastures.

Here are 7 Quick and Dirty PUA steps for the newly minted poon hunter who has decided to proceed
into the jungle that is today’s sexual market.
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Practice makes perfect, don’t expect success right away when honing your skills

The Steps

Before heading out: Sartorial choices are extremely important. The old maxim the clothes make the
man are words to live by, especially when hunting women. If you look like every other douche in the
bar or club, you are not going to stand out. The importance of peacocking can’t be overstated – but
dress in a way that makes you stand out without becoming a parody of yourself. Personally, I like to
dress up in white. A nice white dress shirt, white pants, nice white shoes, and white fedora with just a
little silver and black jewelry/bling. Men who are dressed in white get noticed, in my experience.
Clothing color is not as important as communicating a sense of style and getting noticed. Hair style
and weight are also important to your success. Find a style that looks good and stay in shape
physically. Go on a diet if necessary.
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7. Pick a girl. The hunt begins. Like a hunter out on the savannah, you are a
figurative lion looking for his next romantic meal. Leave self-doubt at the door. If introverted, it may
help if you have a few drinks before cold approaching so as to loosen up socially, but do not become
a stumble bum before approaching. Wingmen are a major confidence booster and also help get a man
into a social mood. If the girl you approach turns out to be undesirable, i.e. she has that “far-away
look” but once you see her up close you lose interest, a wingman also makes a convenient way to
abort the mission and refocus on a new girl. I have to go over here, my friend needs something.

Once you have isolated a sexy girl, it’s time to swoop in. Before swooping in, pick out some foible
about her (large nose, large ears, weird clothing, etc.) and keep her faults mind – the girl you are
approaching is not perfect, she is not a princess, she is just another girl. Taking her off the pedestal in
your mind helps boost confidence, and helps you shake off any failure you might have.

6. Approach with a cocky but humorous attitude and a 1,000 watt smile. The importance of
smiling while playing the mating game is underrated. It communicates self-confidence, and women
will subconsciously think, wow this guy really has it going on if he’s that happy. Remember:
Abundance mentality and you are the prize! Approach with a witty, backhanded compliment. One
possibility is: Wow, that’s a nice dress. My mom has one just like it. The idea is to give her a
compliment that’s a bit of an insult, but with plausible deniability. This move dethrones her
psychologically from being Little Miss Princess to just another girl. Do not expect her to show
interest after dropping a backhanded compliment, in fact the bitch shields will probably be set at
maximum if you are in Anglo America. (Abroad, women haven’t yet been taught to hate men, so the
approach is slightly different.)

5. Neg. Expect her to shit test you after you have dropped the backhanded compliment. She will
insult you, challenge your masculinity, tease or taunt you. Have witty, short answers to her insults
ready to go. Do not back off from the original, witty remark or comment you made. Neg her, which
means to once again verbally knock her down a few notches. (Important: This must be done in a
humorous, self-confident way!) Tailor your negs to the Sexual Market Value of the girl you are
approaching. For 6s to 8s, generic negs will do. Here are a few example negs to sarcastically drop
when responding to teases, taunts and insults:

Wow, you are very modest.
You are certainly above it all aren’t you.
Yikes, you are judgmental.
Um, you are the happiest person I’ve met today.
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You are straight-laced, etc.

For 9s and 10s, stronger, in-her-face negs must be used because these women are constantly
approached by men and are used to the Game. The ability to drop quality negs will increase with
experience and observing the reactions of women as you drop them.

4. Make her laugh. Remember: cocky, funny. Be an asshole. Make fun
of others as you people watch (women love men who criticize others, as odd as this will be if you are
a nice person). Making fun of others also displays narcissism, which is one trait women love (no
matter what they tell you!) in men. Also, do not talk too much! Talking too much sends Beta male
signals to her limbic brain. Law 4 from the 48 Laws of Power is vital: Always Say Less Than
Necessary. Let her initiate the topics of discussion, then respond in an aloof, humorous manner with
as few words as possible.

3. Initiate kino. Kino is light touching intended to put her in the mood. It also communicates
dominance. Betas will not initiate touching as they’re too shy. But, tonight you are an Alpha! Even if
you have to fake it ’til you make it. For instance: start by touching her arm to emphasize a point in
your conversation. When she says something uncool, pat her on the back and shake your head. This
progresses to hugging, a hand on her leg, dancing or touch that is a bit more intimate if she is
receptive. Otherwise, drop her and look for another girl, as avoiding the development of one-itis is
crucial. Betas make the mistake of having a scarcity mentality. Remember, she is only a girl. In late
kino, the goal is to have her sitting on your lap, kissing you, having her head on your shoulder or lap,
or giving you fellatio in a dark corner.

2. Make her chase you. Women chase what recedes. Do not turn into a pile of jelly or become a Beta
who talks too much or clings to her after she has shown interest. Give the impression you are not an
easy man to tame. Once she is responding to you, corny role reversal jokes like Don’t think you can
take me back to your apartment and take advantage, I’m not that easy! not only subconsciously
communicate you are a man who is sought after by other women, but get her rationalization hamster
thinking about sex at the same time. By toying with her emotions, you can turn her into putty in your
hands. While executing step 2, push-pull her: Seem uninterested one minute, then interested the next.

Women communicate using emotion, and do not respond to men who use logic. Emotion is the
language of love: First, aloofness when approaching, then cocky funny, then strong and unbending to
her shit tests, later remaining a mystery by not saying too much, followed by light touching to give
her tingles, finishing by making her chase you once she has emotionally invested in the pick-up
approach. Next up is the happiest part, the close.
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1. Close. If you have executed the previous steps properly, luring her into a romantic tryst should be
easy at this point. If she agrees, do not go all Beta. She’ll back off. Remain aloof, cool, calm, and
collected. Remain the strong, confident jerk that sparked her interest. Be assertive and instruct her as
to where you both are headed. Do not ask her what she wants to do! That’s a fatal mistake. Lead, and
she will follow. If you have done your job properly, she will follow you back and you’ll wake up
with her in your arms the next morning after a wild night rolling in the hay.

Most of today’s women are not worth the investment entailed by a relationship

Pump and Dumps

Beyond enjoying sexual closes with hot girls, here are a few tips to keep you safe in today’s
legalistic, male-hating culture. Quite frankly, most women you are meet in today’s degenerate culture
are only good for having fun. Don’t get sucked into a relationship because 99 times out of 100 it is
going to cost you much more than it is worth.

Psychologically, women will expect some sort of recompense for rewarding you with sex. Don’t fall
into the trap. You are the Alpha that gives her a good time sexually, not the Beta who pays her bills
until he goes bankrupt. Also, remember the importance of not getting a girl pregnant in today’s
culture of male slavery/child support. This could be the ultimate disaster for your finances and
freedom.

The basics listed above are a simplified introduction to pickup up chicks and getting laid. You can
fine-tune your hunting skills based on your experiences, the social environment of the city you live
in, and what gives you the most success. Some men will have better physical attributes than others,
and will not have to work as hard because of it. Others will be better at negs and humor than they are
with physical attractiveness. Appearance, while important, is not as important as attitude.

There are a lot of ways the 7 steps can be personalized to suit the individual practicing them. Just as
every hunter must be gently guided as he begins his first hunt, every aspiring pick-up artist must be
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pointed in the right direction, free to make mistakes and learn from his own experiences while
adhering to a set of generalities such as these. Forget the indoctrination you’ve been given, these are
the realities of dating in the 21st century.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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5 Signs You Are a Walking Wallet
May 31, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women have evolved to extract resources from men

In my going on 4 decades on this planet, I have dated and bedded a lot of women, especially after I
learned the Red Pill truth about them. However, in darker days I was nothing but a walking wallet to
women. After having been stewed and basted in a gynocentric Anglo American culture and school
system which encourages men to be weak, approval seeking Betas, and having the disfortune of my
father dying when I was 12 of a heart attack from being overworked, thereby being forced to learn
about women and the world on my own, I was ripe for the picking for Predatory Females.

Generally speaking, they hung around until my money ran out. This
happened time and time again, yet I could not see what was happening to me. I would deny it, and
resolve to work harder, run faster on that treadmill, and make even more money. After all, that’s what
marketing and indoctrination teaches men. They have to make themselves into a wealthy prize, then
offer themselves up as a meal ticket to be consumed by the first female that will have them.

That’s all a load of bull. As I have discovered, women want a strong man who is not a weak Beta.
One that will stand up to them, one that will not allow himself to be taken advantage of, and most
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importantly, one who knows how to firmly say no. Here are 5 things I learned after studying why I
was being used by women, then making changes to the way I deal with them. These are changes
which serve me will to this day.

Taking women on expensive dates is the wrong tactic, no matter what they say

The List

5. You often buy drinks for women. Never, ever buy a drink for a women. Not only does it waste
your money but nothing says (figuratively) slip a $100 out of my wallet, I’m a thirsty Beta more than
buying a drink for a woman. Better to have a cocky, funny come back when she asks. Like: But
wouldn’t you like to buy a handsome guy like me a drink? Or, I would but I just got out of prison and
I’m broke. The object is to deflect her request and substitute something that’s either entertaining,
challenges her in a humorous way, or both.

4. You always pay for dates. At my worst, as a broke freshman in college I took a girl with a kid out
for a $75 dinner to show what a nice, understanding guy I was. After all, I thought, it wasn’t her fault
that mean old guy that got her pregnant just ran off and left her. I now cringe at having just typed
that. What did she do? Did she invite me in her apartment on the bad part of town for a night cap and
a piece of action? No, I was sent home as soon as she had extracted the money from my wallet.
Lesson learned.

Be bold and be funny, but do not pay for anything. This idea goes back to the cardinal rule: Alpha
fux, Beta bux. Say it once. Say it 10 times. Say it 100 times until it sticks in your long-term memory.
Women let Alpha bad boys wear them out until they come out walking funny from the bedroom, but
once her limbic brian (the residence of the infamous Rationalization Hamster) has zeroed in on you
as a nice guy Beta, she will perform every mental gymnastic known to mankind to extricate the
maximum payout from you while giving you little, to most likely zero vaginal or oral return.

3. You take women shopping. Idiocy. There is no other way to put this. Women love to shop and
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buy useless crap. If you let her get you into the mall or department store, good luck, buddy. Refuse to
go, and again do it in a cocky, funny way. Tell her you are not one of her girlfriends. Again, as
counterintuitive as this seems, women do not respect men who have to resort to buying them things to
get into their panties. Being a walking wallet screams I am a man who is not valuable enough to
women to get sex just for who I am. I have to buy them tokens of appreciation and hope for the best.
Wrong tactic. Bad move. Stay out of the store, and keep your money in your wallet.

2. Women only seem interested when you have cash. We all know the fair weather friend, those
who just magically pop up out of the blue when we have money, status, or power, and everything is
coming up roses. They just love us to death until our back turns and/or storm clouds gather in our
lives. Well, women always operate this way. They are the fair weather friend you have sex with. If
you are a Beta, she will give you loving until your bank account runs dry. However, if you are Alpha,
she will hold your hand through even the worst storms of life, and give you sexual delights most men
dare not dream of even when you are broke.

If you have money and have a girl or girls, cut off the money supply and see how long they stay
around. If a girl is really into you, she will stay no matter what. If you are the human equivalent of a
toiletry item in her mind, she will flush you down as the drain soon as you cut her off. It’s a simple as
that.

1. You are financially insolvent, and don’t know why. So, you make a decent salary but you are
always broke. Let’s take a look. This is most likely because you have bought into the Great
Marketing Machine’s line that you will be attractive to women if you buy this, this, this, and that.
You need a nice car. You need $100 cologne. You need to have designer furniture and the latest flat
screen and other tech gadgets. Ask yourself…are you buying these things for yourself or because
deep down, psychologically you think you will be more valuable to women by virtue of having these
things? If you are a true badass, women will come to you no matter what you own.

Beyond living a lifestyle of conspicuous consumption so as to try and raise your social status to
women, many men’s money seems to draw legs and walk out of their wallets whenever women are
around. If a woman is calling you cheap, it’s because she has targeted you to pay for things and sees
you as a Beta meal ticket. If she swoons after you tell her get that other guy to buy you something,
you’ll know she sees you as an Alpha.

Men are often broke or go bankrupt without knowing why. This is how skilled women are at
extracting money and other resources from them. As soon as these men are dumped, having been
consumed by the female, they suddenly notice their financial situation has improved 100%. The fact
women drive 4 out of 5 purchasing decisions (marketers call the American economy the She-conomy
because of this) confirms their spendthrift, recklessly wasteful and materialistic mentalities.

If you don’t have money despite working hard, be sure to take a long, hard look at your finances to
determine if it is not in fact women, or trying to look good to women that is causing your malaise.
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Women respect a man who respects himself

Respect

In short, women take advantage and men let them. It is the psychological weakness of the good guy
women thrive on. They consider themselves entitled to money and shiny things because they are all
princesses and damsels, and hold the keys to the Golden Vagina. All their talk about not needing a
man is just parroting lines they’ve learned through their manipulation by feminists, and in no way
means they will not take advantage of men at every opportunity, then laugh at you behind your back
for being such a putz.

As always, look out for number one. It may be a difficult change, but women will either 1) come to
respect you as a man who respects himself, or 2) they’re financial predators you didn’t need in your
life in the first place. Never being or becoming a walking wallet is one of the most important Game
and money tips a man can learn.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Gungate: Always Press “Record” When Talking to the Media
June 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Yet another legacy media talking head has been caught up in a scandal

Katie “Courva” Couric, who was once America’s little ray of sunshine on the Today show before
becoming a high paid but low rated anchor on CBS, has admitted to falsifying an interview she had
with gun owners so they would look stumped by her questions. The interviews were conducted for
her documentary Under the Gun, an attack on the Second Amendment that reportedly was supported
by Dr. Evil/George Soros and soda and salt tax nutcase Michael Bloomberg. The film, in typical
lying media fashion, poses under the guise of documentary journalism, but in reality it’s just another
gun control hit piece.

Falsifying and selectively editing information is hardly without precedent in the media. A joke among
insiders is never let the facts get in the way of a good story. A cursory look at a few high profile cases
when major talking heads and naughty newspaper reporters disgraced themselves shows dishonesty is
far from unusual.

Lyin’ Brian Williams: Removed from the anchor chair at NBC for “misremembering” facts
related to his reporting in the Iraq War, only after soldiers called him out on his lies using the
power of the internet. Somehow, he is still employed at the network which says a lot about how
much the Peacock network values integrity and honesty.
Dan Rather: Contract with CBS was not renewed after an incident in which fabricated
documents about George W. Bush’s military record became an issue, once again, exposed by
the internet.
Katie Couric: Currently caught up in Gungate, thanks to the internet.
Judith Miller: Disgraced New York Times reporter whose stories selling the weapons of mass
destruction narrative in Iraq were revealed to have “poor factual value.” She was fired in 2005
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only after the truth about WMD’s came to light, a truth that was magnified by endless internet
discussion.
Jack Kelley: USA Today reporter, who much like Lyin’ Brian, always seemed to find himself
in the middle of amazing events. Kelley falsified interviews, plagiarized stories, and was
dismissed in 2004. Crucially, this was right at the time the internet began holding big
journalism accountable. Kelley had worked 20 years with the newspaper.
Peter Arnett: Fired CNN journalist who falsified stories about military defectors being
poisoned by gas during a 1970 raid in Laos. The story was disputed by hundreds of Vietnam
veterans.
Lara Logan: Disgraced CBS journalist caught up in false reporting, this time on the Benghazi
attack. Logan was removed from her 60 Minutes position after the controversy.

While discussing the perception the media have of being dishonest with beacon of truth Rosie
O’Donnell on More Snotty Nonsense By Chicks (MSNBC), Dan Rather talks about how the industry
has lost its vision of what the function of journalism is supposed to be.

What’s happened to those of us in journalism, and I include myself in this criticism, is that
in many ways we’ve lost our guts, we’ve lost our spine. We’ve lost the vision of what a
journalist in a society such as ours should be and can be. Journalism at it’s best counts, it
matters.

I’d argue that based on my decade of experience working in the industry, the psychopaths in the
media never had a lofty vision or ideal beyond their own fame, glory, and fortune. They’ve only been
caught up in their game by repeated exposures of their pathological lying on the internet. Rather all
but admitted the journalism game is really more about “show me the money” than anything else.

Those of us in the press and media have a lot to answer for as the president outlined in his
talk last night in Washington, but I’d come back to the point that news is no longer seen by
the people who own the major news outlets as something in the public trust, for the public
service, it’s all about money.

It goes beyond television talking heads as the bulleted list above shows,
as newspapers are dishonest, too. As reported by Rense, the high-brow, legend in its own mind New
York Times has also falsified information. When a middle of the coup night ousted Haitian President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, it somehow got twisted into this account by the “paper of record.”
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The New York Times piece stated Aristide resigned.
It said sending in Marines to abduct him “was the right thing to do.”
It claimed Marines only came after “Mr. Aristide yielded power.”
The paper blamed him for contributing “significantly to his own downfall [because of his]
increasingly autocratic and lawless rule.”
It accused him of manipulating the 2000 legislative elections and not “delivering the democracy
he promised.”

All these claims turned out to be exaggerated or false. Moreover, vague claims like Aristide not
delivering the democracy he promised is a charge that could be leveled on any modern American
political candidate, as can the charges of autocratic rule. American politicians either flat out do not
listen to the people or ignore their wishes when they pass laws, but it’s doubtable the New York
Times would defend a coup of the American government using the same talking points with which it
defended a coup of the Haitian government.

The Academy-Award winning film Network illustrated the insanity of believing the media 40 years
ago, in which the character Howard Beale delivered this damningly accurate indictment:

So, you listen to me. Listen to me! Television is not the truth. Television’s a god-damned
amusement park. Television is a circus, a carnival, a traveling troupe of acrobats,
storytellers, dancers, singers, jugglers, sideshow freaks, lion tamers, and football players.
We’re in the boredom-killing business. So if you want the Truth, go to God! Go to your
gurus. Go to yourselves! Because that’s the only place you’re ever gonna find any real truth.
But, man, you’re never gonna get any truth from us. We’ll tell you anything you wanna
hear. We lie like hell.

All of the above examples of the news industry lying like hell and deceiving are symptoms. Here’s
the cause: Television news is an empire built on sensationalism and newspapers are scandal sheets,
both fading relics of the era of centralized communication. Here’s how you can protect yourself from
the dishonesty of both sides of the Big Journalism coin, caused by the talking heads’ need to feed the
monster they have created.
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Always keep a video record of any interaction you have with a talking head

Keep a Record

Realize, when you are dealing with someone who works in the media, you are dealing with a
propagandist, nothing more. The way stories will be written is often determined at news planning
meetings before the journalist is sent out to twist reality. I sat in many a morning news meeting in
which the News Director told reporters how he wanted the story shot, what questions to ask, what
video to come back with, and who to talk to. This approach is not journalism, it is effectively a low-
budget scripted movie. Any time you are on the hot seat, reporters will be looking for figurative
blood instead of objectivity.

Couric first dismissed the charges of dishonesty until unedited video of the interview forced her to
change her tune. Greg Gutfeld of Faux News helps explain why keeping a video record of all
exchanges with a journalist is so important:

If the incident hadn’t been secretly taped, you think she would have copped to it? You’ve
got to wonder how many other segments by Couric, Brian Williams, Jon Stewart or others
would have been more fair if they knew someone was holding them accountable. So before
any interview with the media remember to always press ‘Record.’ Not only do you protect
yourself and the truth, you also keep people like Katie honest. Because someone has to.

For once, Faux News has a point. Take this advice to the bank. As I have explained in previous
writings from my own experience in the media, journalists are some of the most duplicitous people
you will ever meet. Do not accept any promises they make at face value, and always watch your back
in dealings with them. Gloryhound reporters would sell their own mother for a scoop, so do not think
for a minute integrity matters, especially if they think they can score points by throwing you under
the bus.
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The media care about “emotional engagement” (i.e. manufacturing rage, anger, disgust, etc.) more
than concepts of honesty and integrity. They’ll say anything they think they can get away with, and
sell anybody out to get eyeballs on the screen. Scroll through your Facebook news feed or turn on the
TV to see this truth in action any day, every day.

Flat out refuse to do the interview if the interviewer does not want you to have a video record of the
exchange. A video record forced Katie Couric to admit she had deceptively edited an interview as a
way of attacking gun owners. A video record of your interview with a talking head may similarly
force a confession about any potential hit piece they do about you. The legacy media no longer
controls the narrative while we have free speech on the internet. Their lies can now be exposed.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Comment of the Month
June 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $20 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Month competition

Comment of the Month | $20 Cash Winner

Commenter Riccardo, Rome wins Comment of the Week and gets $20! In response 7 Steps on the
Road to Minimalism, he explained how downshifting helped him find freedom.

Personally, I found out minimalism a few years ago and have happily applied it to my life.
My rule is simple: if I have never used it in the past year I throw it away. It’s the right not-
too-extreme approach in my opinion, but it’s incredible how many things you realize have
remained completely untouched in a closet for months and months. In the end, you really
use the same couple things in your everyday life. Having everything in electronic devices
also helps a lot with disposing of useless stuff.

After a couple of long backpacking trips you realize that you can very well live off one
piece of luggage if you want. I recently renovated the place where I live and threw away
lots of boxes of things.

I also disposed of 2/3 of the books I owned, which was a real sacrifice for me, because I
have been raised with the idea that books are somehow sacred and it’s a taboo to throw
them away. But in the end also books are things. What I know is that more stuff means
more problems. Life is not what you have, but how you spend your time and who you spend
it with.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man.
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Why You Should Ignore Women
June 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women crave male attention, you decide whether you give it to them or they earn it

Women love male attention whether they admit it or not. In fact, women get upset when men don’t
notice them, especially if they have spent a lot of time on putting their war paint (makeup) on and
bought some sort of new garment or shoes from the store. If men who women think should be
noticing them aren’t, women will start acting childish. From giving men who ignore them dirty looks
to seething about it in the bathroom with their girlfriends, women cannot stand being invisible to
men. If men only knew the power of this tactic, intentionally withholding attention from women on a
regular basis rather than giving it to them for nothing, they could affect real change in the way
women act and treat men.
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The Red Pill man uses aloof behavior to his advantage when dealing with
females. An aloof attitude is one of the best qualities a man can develop: cool, calm, collected,
uncaring, indifferent. Women want attention and approval from their peers as well as men they find
desirable. When they don’t get this attention, the hamster hops on the wheel and spins very quickly,
often until it falls off the wheel. Women who don’t get the proper level of attention will do
everything from accusing men who ignore them of being gay to hurling personal insults at them. How
many times have we seen women throw around the “loser” insult? Whenever you hear this word, her
ego has been pinpricked by something you did to her.

Female self esteem is based on what others think of them. This is why women exhibit pack and herd
behavior. Marketing flacks know this which is why they push their wares on women instead of men.
The majority of consumer marketing is directed at women, not men, and for good reason. Women
make up 80% of consumerism in America, and much of that money is spent on making themselves
more beautiful and desirable. Going back to pack and herd behavior, if a female who is revered by
other women (such as an actress or pop star) adopts a new hairstyle, we have all seen that style trickle
down through society as women copy first the actress and then other women who have the hairstyle. I
first noticed it as a teenager with the Jennifer Aniston hairstyle when Friends came out in the 1990s.
Soon after, every other girl had the “Jennifer Aniston” look.

Hilariously, female attention-seeking behavior now powers a gigantic trophy industry in Anglo
America. Women are getting trophies for everything from good work at their jobs to beauty contests.
While they tell men to lower their standards (do not look for a trophy wife), women are doing
everything they can to become a trophy themselves, including rewarding themselves with faux
trophies for doing little more than existing. Yes, their egos are that fragile.
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Women’s attitudes change when have to do more for male attention than just looking pretty

Deflate the Female Ego

The neg. If you haven’t heard of it, it’s one of the most important concepts of Game. A neg is a
backhanded compliment, impeccably timed and delivered. Something along the lines of: That blouse
is nice, my mother has one just like it. As petty as the neg sounds, it is actually a great tactic for
catching women off guard instead of the usual Beta male butt kissing that helps inflate their egos.

One of the reasons women are so arrogant today is because of a sexual
market that has shifted towards the Pareto Principle. With most men figuratively (and sometimes
literally) begging for sex, women receive constant attention from thirsty, incel Betas. The last thing
she wants is another Beta to kiss her behind and orbit her in hopes he’ll get a few sexual crumbs off
the table. The neg can be an important way to demonstrate higher value, letting her know
subconsciously you are not an thirsty Beta, you are a man that other women desire. As mentioned
above, women are pack and herd creatures, so a man other women want is a man your target is going
to want.
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If you already have a woman, keeping her ego in check is essential if you want to keep her around.
There are several tips to assist you in managing her. To the uninitiated, the tips will seem
counterintuitive to everything you have been told by society. But to the experienced, the tips will be
common sense. Here’s a list of dos and don’ts to avoid becoming a Beta male in the female mind, all
based the power of ignoring:

Ignore what women want
Don’t do what they demand you do
Do not listen to what they say they want
Be aloof, ignoring her insults and having impeccably delivered comebacks to each of them

Additionally:

Develop yourself; never make a female your main priority
Do not become a walking wallet
Always have backups (side dishes) ready to go

By ignoring women and refusing to cave to their whims, you are demonstrating subconsciously that
you are a man of high value. A man with options does not jump when a girl squawks, because he
doesn’t have to. Staying cool and distant demonstrates that you are the prize, and she is seeking you.
Women chase what retreats. Make yourself the sought after prize rather than turning her into the
sought after prize.

Developing your own productive hobbies and interests will increase your personal happiness as well
as your value in her mind. Avoid becoming a walking wallet at all costs, you will never be able to
keep pace on The Hedonic Treadmill and will either fall off or have a heart attack trying. And of
course, the Red Pill man always has more than one female plate spinning, which is a good insurance
policy against one-itis and acts as an overall confidence booster.
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Men putting themselves first makes them the pursued rather than the pursuer

You Are the Prize

The biggest mistake men make is becoming trained monkeys for women, inflating their egos (as they
desire men to do) with constant attention and doing what women want them to do, essentially turning
themselves into doormats. Then, these men act surprised when they get walked on.

Men must remember they spend a lifetime becoming something of value
while women just are women, there’s no becoming. Nature endows women with sexual market value
that men have to spend a lifetime acquiring: gaining money, status, and power to even show up on the
female radar.

Women, as the gatekeepers of sex hold the power to what men want. However, men also are
gatekeepers. Men are the gatekeepers of commitment. Ignoring women and ignoring what they want
shows you do not give your commitment away for nothing. In the male mind, a woman that gives sex
away easily is a whore. In the female mind, a man that gives away his attention and commitment
easily is a Beta.

Remember: Stay aloof, neg, ignore wishes, demands, and female attention seeking, and look out for
number one. Playing with women’s emotions by ignoring them most of the time, while occasionally
throwing their egos a bone with a halfhearted compliment, and not doing things for them like trained
puppy dogs might seem cold to the uninitiated in the romantic arts, but the man who learns the
correct behavior wields an enormous amount of power in today’s sexual jungle.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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5 Shocking Things I Learned Working in the
Mainstream Media
June 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We interrupt this program to bring you…Realtalk, telling the truth about the travesty that is the news industry

After spending over a decade working in medium-sized cities for different television affiliates of
ABC, NBC, and CBS, I came to the conclusion the industry I was in had turned into the vortex of
evil, I was not content to spout corporate and government propaganda any longer, and I had to get
out. I came to learn the media operates much like the fictional UBS channel in the landmark film
Network. Ned Beatty portrays a billionaire media puppet master in the film, and his famous Arthur
Jensen boardroom scene frequently comes to mind for me when I think about my years working in
television news. After seeing how the media manipulate stories, and how frequently issues are
invented out of whole cloth with little factual reality to drive ratings, I could very much see closed
door meetings of corporate management playing out much like that scene:

There are no nations. There are no peoples. There are no Russians. There are no Arabs.
There are no third worlds. There is no West. There is only one holistic system of systems,
one vast and immane, interwoven, interacting, multi-variate, multi-national dominion of
dollars. Petro-dollars, electro-dollars, multi-dollars, reichmarks, rins, rubles, pounds, and
shekels. It is the international system of currency which determines the totality of life on
this planet. That is the natural order of things today. That is the atomic and sub-atomic and
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galactic structure of things today! And you have meddled with the primal forces of nature,
and You Will Atone! Am I getting through to you, Mr. Beale? You get up on your little
twenty-one inch screen and howl about America and democracy. There is no America.
There is no democracy. There is only IBM and ITT and AT&T and DuPont, Dow, Union
Carbide, and Exxon. Those are the nations of the world today.

I went into the career with quite a different illusion. From childhood, growing up in the country we
believed the illusions the puppet masters in the “big city” media were creating. The media’s vision of
the world and of our government led us to believe it was all truly a shining city on the hill, and
journalists were wonderful people serving the public interest and looking out for the little guy.

Growing up a poor kid, with no connections, no ethnicity, and no money, landing a job as a news
anchor seemed like a far off fantasy. Many in high school, including my teachers believed I could
never make it. After driving off to college in a broken down car with $800 in my pocket, hitting the
ground running in a different state 500 miles from home, often working two jobs, I worked harder
than most of the kids at my school and landed an on-air position while in college. Further hard work
and sacrifice landed me another job and then another in a highly competitive field. Meantime, I could
have been out doing blow off a whore’s ass instead of studying calculus and other tough subjects,
effectively sacrificing some of the best years of my life, but I figured the payoff would be worth the
sacrifice.

However, I began to become disenamored of the media once I found out the truth about who works in
it, how it operates, why it operates, who it operates in the interest of, and how it was treating me.
Here are 5 reasons I grew to despise the mainstream media, then struck out to do my own thing.

Carrot dangling is a good metaphor for the fantasy of becoming journalist fighting for truth and justice and a decent living, the reality is
low pay and exploitation
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5. The entire industry is based on a paper-thin illusion

Many television stations are located in the bad part of town, relics of the Golden Age of America and
the Golden Age of Television, and a good number are dumps with broken down buildings and shady
management. The biggest liars I have ever known are two former General Managers I worked for.
The most arrogant, duplicitous men I have ever known are two former supervisors of mine.

In my final year, one former supervisor me aside into the conference room to dissect email replies I
had sent him, one of which included a complaint of his about a sesame seed in the floor of our office,
and to threaten me. To me, he had a sterling image up until that day. Then I saw who he really was,
and as I had seen from day one other talking heads were not living up to their nice guy public image,
either.

But that was only one more in a long series of letdowns. The smiling faces that greet you each
morning, noon, and night are put-ons. As Shakespeare said, the world is a stage and we are all actors
upon it. That famous quote is a perfect description of the television news business.

Then, there is the dark underbelly of the industry. Turnover rates are high, morale is low, and people
who work in the industry are often the most evil, vicious people you will ever know but know how to
convincingly hide it under a smiling face. (Just like politicians!) Further, many in the industry are
unhappy and lonely, sometimes to the point of being suicidal.

A Weather Channel employee’s January suicide, sadly, was not surprising to me and seems typical of
an Omega male rampage that we are seeing more of in today’s debased society. The news report
stated:

Nicholas Wiltgen died from major head and brain injury after deliberately driving through a
concrete wall. Weather Channel meteorologist Nicholas Wiltgen committed suicide, the
Fulton County Medical Examiner in Georgia said Tuesday. According to a statement issued
by the medical examiner’s office, Wiltgen died Sunday from major head and brain injury,
the result of an intentional act of driving a vehicle through the concrete wall of a parking
deck. “The cause of death is craniocerebral trauma and the manner of death has been
classified as suicide,” the medical examiner’s statement read.

The industry is often a meat grinder, especially for Beta and Omega males who drink the Kool-Aid of
the Anglo American cultural narrative. Not surprisingly, management and women step all over smart
Betas and Omegas.

Forbes just ran an expose on the April suicide of another television news personality.

This month a young television meteorologist took his life. Meteorologist Eric Sorenson
posted a very stirring blog empathizing with Russell Bird and framing how his situation was
very similar to many young broadcast meteorologists: in an unfamiliar place, low-paying
starter job, and few local friends. This is a side of the glamorous TV world the public
doesn’t see.

The reality of the industry does not fit the gleaming image it broadcasts to the world. Since corporate
consolidation, 6 corporate goliaths now own 90% of the media, working conditions have deteriorated
and the news turned into a cookie-cutter product. TV Spy, a news business gossip rag, used the
Sorensen suicide to shine some light on the low pay and low morale that is the reality at most local
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news stations.

In his post, Sorensen said, “Small-market TV still employs editors, photographers,
reporters, and anchors who make less than cashiers at Walgreen’s and cooks at
McDonald’s,” says Sorensen. “And I know for a fact that in Rockford, answering phones
pays more of the bills than directing an Emmy-award-winning newscast.”

The duplicity of the spinmeisters never ceases to amaze. The official statement lamenting his suicide
reads:

Russell was a graduate of Ohio State University and had been with us since last July. He’s
remembered as a great weather scientist, and mostly as a great friend to all of us at the
station. We will miss the joy he had, on and off camera, every day. We will miss the passion
he brought to his work. Most of all, we will miss the man, and everything he was to us.
Russell Bird was 27.

I personally know of one television station whose pay was so low for staff members that they were
seen in the community using food stamp cards. After a public outrage, what was the solution from
corporate management? Give these staff members a tiny raise, just large enough they would be
denied benefits.

Before quitting, I was told bluntly my education and credentials did not matter by management. The
illusion of the media sold to society has ended not only for those of us who dedicated a good part of
our lives to it, but for the public as well.

Credibility is everything, and the mainstream media have lost theirs

4. Since the Internet, nobody believes the talking heads anymore

Since communication has become decentralized thanks to the internet, nobody but grey-haired
oldsters, dupes, and Kool-Aid drinkers believe anything the talking heads say. Today, commoners
like us have a voice equal to that of the once invincible “on-air personalities” at your local news
outfit. They can be, and frequently are called out on their lies, half-truths, and misrepresentations.
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RT, which ironically tells more truth nowadays than any of the American corporate media, released
this telling survey:

A survey of more than 2,000 adults showed that trust in the media has dipped to
dramatically low levels. About 52 percent of respondents said they have “some confidence”
in the press, while 41 percent said they have “hardly any confidence.” Only six percent
expressed “a great deal of confidence.” “Over the last two decades, research shows the
public has grown increasingly skeptical of the news industry,” the report from the American
Press Institute reads.

This does not keep them from further muddying their image with drama over everything from
vivisection of local political squabbling to fear mongering in a thinly veiled attempt at creating social
hysteria every time there is a thunderstorm in the neighborhood.

TV news operates on a business model that draws heavily from the playground gossip model

3. Sensationalism is what the industry runs on

The media has to create problems to create profit. The industry runs on finding a problem anywhere it
can, then exploiting that problem to the max, no matter how many lives or careers it destroys all
while looking over their own numerous faults. Most stations would be more appropriately named
your “drama” station rather than your “news” station.

Understandably, when an industry has to cater to an audience that is 75% female and majority liberal,
the message skews towards pedestalization of women, materialism, consumerism, and Marxism.

The people who populate news rooms are typically case studies in hypocrisy. A perfect example: A
news room I worked in used to love to roast local pillars of the community or anyone of note who got
arrested for DUIs. However, when a prominent member of our news team got arrested twice in a row
for DUIs, the entire issue was swept under the rug. Let he who is without sin cast the first stone. If
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people would scratch the surface of many of these journalists, they would find out most of them live
in glass houses and yet these deeply flawed news personalities love throwing huge stones around.

Once vehemently denied, the Marxist agenda of the mainstream media has been laid bare in the Internet Age

2. The agenda is one of Cultural Marxism

Conservative or common sense views are shouted down at the morning news planning meetings. The
echo chamber from the elite media in New York, Los Angeles, and Atlanta sets the tone of what gets
covered, how it gets covered, how the issues are framed, and who gets attacked when the talking
heads do one of their famous drive-bys.

Even conservative-minded news directors have to bite their lip, bow their head and kowtow to the
Marxist agenda being pushed for fear of losing their job. Not only has the remaining television
audience been conditioned to only accept ideas which conform to leftist ideology, but the
“journalists” have also been conditioned by the education system to skew their reporting towards
enforcing this cultural narrative.

What’s more, instead of the cigarette-smoking, hard-nosed, no bull type of journalists the country had
in the 1950s and 1960s, the new generation of interchangeable corporate cogs are young,
inexperienced, indoctrinated, and usually mushy-headed blondes or those with a chip on their
shoulder who are out to strike a blow against Middle America and its evil Caucasian overlords. The
accepted politics in news rooms ranges from overt Marxism to Socialism Lite.
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The higher you go on the pyramid, the fewer friends you have

1. You quickly learn to watch your back around these people

The newsroom is a huge groupthink shark tank, filled with vicious co-workers who will anxiously
throw you under the bus if it means 15 minutes or even 15 seconds of fame and glory for them. Most
are Social Justice Warriors or those who conform to leftist ideology. They will swarm and destroy
anyone who does not conform to their opinions, such as: Barack Obama is god, the government will
bring about heaven on earth once the Evil White Male is destroyed, and anyone who has a grievance
against the WASP middle class represents The Superior Virtue of the Oppressed and cannot be
questioned or challenged on any of their positions.

Time magazine ran an article confirming what anyone who has worked in this dying industry already
knows: Media talking heads hold two of the top 10 places for careers with the highest number of
psychopaths.

My recommendation is if you ever have the bad fortune of being interviewed by a talking head over a
hot button issue, make sure your record a copy of the entire interchange for yourself. If the
“journalist” performs a hatchet job on you using selectively edited clips, as frequently happens, you
can use the video to expose the drama queen or drama king. The Simpsons did an excellent job
satirizing the tendency of media to exaggerate and selectively edit interviews to support an agenda in
the episode Homer Badman. After an extensively edited interview created a scandal based on a false
rape accusation, news reporters resorted to stalking Homer. How many times have we seen a scene
like this play out in reality:

This is hour 57 of our live, round-the-clock coverage outside the Simpson estate.
Remember, by the way, to tune in at eight o’clock for highlights of today’s vigil, including
when the garbage man came, and when Marge Simpson put the cat out… possibly because
it was harassed, we don’t know.
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The image the media present of themselves to the world is one of the hardworking, freedom
defending Fourth Estate servant of the public interest. The reality is a group of amoral people with
predatory behavior dreaming of persecuting others for any sort of drama or scandal they can sink
their fangs into. Most journalists would sacrifice their own mothers if they thought it would bring
them a moment in the lime light, all while making assurances they are honest and trustworthy to
secure the interview. Remember, any time you are in the presence of reporters, you are swimming
with sharks.

Bring on the bitches and blow, I’m going to live the life I never had chasing false promises

Never Again

In the last few years, 60 hour weeks have become the norm with 40 hours of pay (thanks to
employers abusing salaries), verbal abuse by management is common, there is no such thing as a
personal life in the city you work in because of social media, and hoping for any future with your
employer has become as farcical as the metaphorical carrot and stick. Add to that a bunch of
nihilistic, often miserable and duplicitous co-workers and you have quite a toxic stew.

Additionally, while this will never be admitted, one need do nothing more than turn on the television
to hear Evil White Male propaganda being disseminated on a daily basis. But that is only the outward
reflection of an industry that now actively looks to hire and promote anyone except white males. It is
well known, even if it is only whispered, that people are regularly hired and promoted based on
nothing more than the ability of managers to check off a box on an affirmative action form. Of
course, I was persona non grata because of this.

Combine these facts with the list of 5 things I learned presented above, and it’s easy to see why I
walked. It’s also easy to see why I have no respect for 90% of the people that populate this industry. I
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can count on one hand the number of people who were decent human beings, and all of those were
members of the Old School of broadcasting who somehow have survived to 2016. The Social Justice
Warrior generation is a toxic waste dump of humanity and vanity.

It should come as no surprise to know that I, and a number of former colleagues of mine have
collectively said, “Never again!” to employment in this industry. Now you know some of the ugly
realities behind the pretty face business.

Bring on the bitches and blow, I’m going to live the youth I sacrificed for nothing.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This article originally ran
on Return of Kings.
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20 Things the Gym Can Teach You
June 2, 2016 | by Snow | Link | Original Link

The gym can teach you valuable lessons that carry over into other areas of your life

The gym is one of the best teachers of self-improvement and discipline there is. It forces us to look at
results and take responsibility for everything from our diet and meeting our fitness goals, to teaching
us the amount of work at have to do to achieve goals. This post will teach you 20 life lessons you can
glean from your time at the gym.

1. Training hard isn’t enough: The old phrase you can’t outtrain a bad diet is true. Diet matters. If
you eat too many calories, you will not lose fat. On the other hand, if you are trying to build muscle
mass and aren’t in a caloric surplus, you won’t build muscle. Your body is dependent on your diet.
Lazy people will use that as an excuse not to train, but. training is important. The issue is that it isn’t
enough. Your diet has to be spot on.

2. The gym is honest: If you haven’t been getting it done, there is something you’re doing wrong. If
you have weaknesses they will show. Again, if your diet sucks your gym performance will suck.
There are some freaks out there that can get away with a lousy diet and still get results, but they are
rare. The gym is honest, you will get out what you put in. If your diet is on point, and you are
committed to your training program/split, you will get good or even great results. If you have no
discipline it will show. You need to be disciplined.

3. Discipline will make or break you: Build discipline if you want to be a success in and out of the
gym. The gym is the easy part, but following a disciplined diet is what will yield maximum results.
Another discipline is doing the exercises correctly. This means to keep tension on the muscles instead
of the joints. Power lifters are different, they need to train through the full range of motion since
competition lifts have to be perfectly done. Power lifters still need to build muscle. Extra layers of fat
impress no one. Mark Bell and Dan Green have a lot of muscle mass and they are power lifters.
Follow these guys, and stay away from fat power lifters. This brings me back to discipline. Most
people who are fat have no discipline. I know this because I was fat for years due to a lack of
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discipline when eating. Take pride in having great discipline. The most disciplined person will win
bodybuilding shows. Discipline means that you do the work every day with consistency. Meal prep is
done every day, and training is done every day.

4. Consistency is king: Discipline and consistency go hand in hand. The to get results in the gym
you have to be consistent. Inconsistency in one area will lead to inconsistent results in another area.
Think about an Olympic champion athlete: to get to that level they must operate with a different level
of consistency. Whoever can consistently diet and train will get the best results. This means getting it
done every single day.

5. Attack your weakness: Only training your strengths will lead to muscle imbalances. You must
attack your weakness with vigor and intensity. A lot of people neglect their weakness because it hurts
their egos. The best way to fix a weakness is to turn it into a strength. If your quads suck, do front
squats 3 times per week. Think that is too much? Olympic lifters squat 10-14 times per week. Your
body can handle squatting everyday. I have been squatting everyday for 2 years now. My squat has
increased by 100 lbs in that time. This can happen with anyone who does the work. Attacking your
weakness is the fastest way to get rid of it. This means being relentless and going after the weakness
the way a predator goes after prey. If you’re not relentless, you won’t get results.

6. Be relentless: To be relentless you have to be consistent with your discipline outside the gym and
your intensity inside of the gym. Intensity and enthusiasm matter. Relentless people never stop until
they get the end result. When they get the end result, they chase another result. Being relentless is
about loving the thrill of the chase, and taking pride in getting to the end result. Results are the only
thing that matters. Relentless people know that this is why they are constantly working for an end
result. Be relentless inside and outside the gym. This means to pick a result that you want from the
gym, and commit to getting it. Then you need to keep going with all of your intensity until you get it.
Being relentless means that you do whatever it takes to get the end result and win. It is an aggressive
approach that combined with great discipline will yield solid results. Relentless people have great
discipline since they know that they have to do whatever it takes.

7. Do whatever it takes: You need to change your attitude. Be the guy or girl that does whatever it
takes. You have to, as your life depends on your ability to do whatever it takes. This means that you
are the guy or girl that trains at 5 am if you have to. You are the one who skips out on drinks with the
friends because you want results so bad. Once you get used to doing whatever it takes, you will see
massive results and opportunities will begin to fall in your lap. Results are all that matter. Whatever it
takes means to get the job done no matter what. If you have to miss sleep, miss sleep. People who do
whatever it takes usually are excellent in their execution. This is why they get such outstanding
results.

Doing whatever it takes is a winning philosophy. This is what champion athletes do. Floyd
Mayweather is an athlete that did whatever it took to be the best boxer in the world and he reaped the
rewards. Another athlete, Kobe Bryant, always did the work and took pride in being the guy that does
whatever it takes. The guy that does whatever it takes will reap the rewards, and everyone else will
get the leftovers. Think about the payoff. Who has the best chance to get the payoff, and the reward,
the guy or girl that half-asses or the guy or girl that does whatever it takes? If you have to add sprints
to the routine to lose extra body fat, do it. Results don’t care about you, you have to care about
results. The people who do whatever it takes always win and they always find a way eventually.

8. The gym is ruthless: The gym doesn’t give a crap about how you feel or that your girlfriend
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dumped you. That has nothing to do with results. The only thing you need to do to get results is
whatever it takes. Why? The gym and your gains are ruthless. They demand your attention. If you
don’t pay attention to the results you want you will never achieve them. You don’t have to enjoy the
long, hard work, but you have to do it. Whoever can push themselves to the edge the fastest will grow
and adapt the fastest. We are always growing and adapting in the gym. The gym can teach people
everything they need to know about life – if they allow it to. Most physically strong people are
mentally strong, too. I talk more about physical strength and toughness with people I train because
the mental toughness gurus are usually full of it. I haven’t seen many mentally tough people who
aren’t physically tough too. Toughness has to be earned.

Toughness is earned through work and hardship. People have to overcome fears and weaknesses
everyday. If you aren’t capable of overcoming fears and weaknesses, you won’t receive anything. It
takes a lot of disciplined, consistent work to build the body of your dreams. The gym is ruthless and
has no compassion for you. If you don’t train with intensity and eat right, your gains will suffer. You
can’t have any mercy on yourself or other people. When you go to the gym you have to train with all
of your intensity and your enthusiasm. When you get home you have to use all of your mental
discipline and consistency to make sure you are eating well. Eating well is more important than the
training. Whoever eats well, and disciplines themselves will have the best physique.

People ask me about the macros people. These people eat well, when they cut, they are in a calorie
deficit. A keto diet is more strict and it works faster, but, macros work as well, as long as you’re in a
calorie deficit. You can either increase physical activity to lose the fat or you can lower your caloric
intake. That choice is completely up to the individual, since both methods produce results.

9. Patience helps gains come faster: If you are patient and focus on doing the work to the best of
your ability, you will get fast results. This is where a lot of people screw up their gains in the gym.
They expect to change their bodies in 3 weeks. This is rarely the case. It usually takes 90-120 days to
change your body. The reason it takes so long is due to diet, and your body adapting to the stimulus
of being in the gym. If your diet is perfect, you can get results in 90 days.  Yet, most people don’t
have perfect diets. Most people cheat on their diets. They cheat on their diets because they are
impatient. Cheating usually causes a lot of people to stop going all in.

That is why I use different terms to describe mindsets, and attitudes. What you must have is a
practical attitude. If you are 50 lbs overweight, don’t expect to win a bodybuilding show in 3 months.
Pick a goal that is practical, and slightly out of reach. This doesn’t give you an excuse to quit and not
try. You need to push hard and fast, and go all in to whatever phase you are in.

10. You have to give it 100%: Since the gym is honest, you have to give it 100% effort. That means
if you really want results, you have to stick to a diet plan and train 4-6 days per week for 4-6 months.
It takes total dedication and commitment to transform your body. That means that you need to use
your “full tank of gas” during every exercise session, and you need to use every ounce of mental
focus every time you eat. People are capable of more than they think, the issue is that they never push
themselves to new levels.
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Attain new heights physically and mentally with self discipline

11. It can teach you to advance to new levels: Where you currently are could improve. All the
modern body positivity nonsense is just an excuse to be mediocre. You need to get better everyday.
You need to advance to new levels. If someone tells you you’re fat, and thereafter you lose weight
because of that person, isn’t that something positive? If that were to happen, that person who told you
about your weight, just helped you improve your life. People need to be told when they are
overweight. Results matter more than feelings. Raise your current level of discipline. Raise your
intensity. Raise your commitment. Go all in.

12. Advancing and conquering is everything: What if we focused all of our energy on advancing
and conquering instead of playing it safe? What would happen? The answer is we would live more
fulfilling lives. This isn’t about chasing a temporary high. This is about consistently reaching new
and higher levels. This means that you consistently advance in whatever it is that you do. This is how
our ancestors acted. This is how Alexander the Great was. If you advance and conquer in
bodybuilding/power lifting, that will give you the formula for advancing and conquering in
everything else.

This means you use your full tank of gas/energy to move forward towards a positive result or
outcome. This means working like a maniac and demanding results and improvement. To advance
and conquer in the gym, you have to focus on it. Use Gorilla Mindset principles. Am I focusing on
advancing and conquering? Will this action help me advance in what I am doing? Focus on taking
control and taking your body to a new level. There are daily steps and actions that you can take every
day to get there. Use every resource, and exhaust every ounce of energy. Kick the door down until
you finally see a breakthrough. This is a habit of conquerors and people who advance.

13. Your past doesn’t matter: Did you have a bad childhood? Have you served in prison? Do you
have PTSD? Guess what, none of that matters. All that matters is the work and dedication that you
put into the gym. It takes that maniacal drive and intensity to get there. But, once you get there, the
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results are so satisfying you can taste them. Obviously, PTSD and prison are extreme examples. My
point is that anyone can get results in and out of the gym if they commit, have dedication and are
consistent. There is no limit to how much you can do about advancing towards what you want to
achieve.

There will be naysayers who only want to agitate you and break your focus. But, you can go all in
and use every resource to get the results that you want. Forget about everything else. People prefer to
whine about their past and say that they are special, unique snowflakes who struggle to get results.
This isn’t true. If you chase results like a madman, you will begin to see the results. The gym doesn’t
care about your past and neither should you, even if your past is fantastic. Whatever happened in the
past is history and it can’t be changed. If you focus on maximizing your time right now to create your
ideal future results, you will enjoy your life and the gym a lot more. If you use your energy and
enthusiasm to advance and get things done, every day you will be closer to getting to your ideal
future. All it takes is concentrated, dedicated focus on results.

 14. You need persistence: Persistence is a quality of every great man or woman. I have a phrase I
use that says persistence pays. Keep going, and chase the finish line. If you don’t keep attacking and
chasing down your goal, you will never get there. Have the persistence of a maniac and work like a
man possessed to get the best results possible. This will make a lot of people uncomfortable, but
those are the same people who will later be asking you for advice.

15. Emotions need to be controlled: In the gym and in business, emotions will mess you up. You
need to do whatever it takes to keep emotions at a minimum. Learn to control your emotions. You
will have doubts about the gym, for example you may be scared to lift heavier. The cure for all of it is
to say this. “So what, I will go for it anyway.” This phrase works. We care too much about things that
do not matter. The reason for this behavior is our ego. Put your ego to use. Take it personally that you
are scared to advance. Take it personally that you are playing it safe and avoiding risks. This is a
productive way to use your ego. Controlling your emotions is everything –  in bodybuilding and
business. You will have bad days that will make you doubt yourself. What is doubt? Doubt is fear
and uncertainty. The only thing that matters is results. The only way to get results is to take action.
Action solves every problem. Keep emotions to yourself and begin to use action to solve problems
and get better.

If you are an emotional mess, it will block your focus and make you screw up in the gym. Deep belly
breathing is my preferred method to control emotions. If you keep cool, and steady your emotions
throughout the day, you will be less reactive and it will be easier to get things done. This doesn’t
mean that you need to become a pacifist and withdraw from life. It means you need to focus on doing
things to get results in the gym and in business. You need to focus on activity and getting things
done. Focusing on doing rather than feeling will get optimal results.

16. You can evolve and grow: The gym will teaches that you can evolve and grow. This is the case
for everyone. It doesn’t matter what your past is. If you consistently show up, train and diet you can
transform yourself, and grow physically and mentally. To do this you have to consistently stretch
your current abilities. But, this is something most people want to avoid. They want to perform within
their comfort zone rather than their effective zone. Whoever can deal with the most discomfort will
win.

Commit to going all the way. By doing this you will increase your odds at growth and evolution. You
have to become better than you currently are if you want to grow and evolve. Like everything, this
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requires focus. If you can squat 315 you need to be pushing for 325. You have to constantly stretch
and expand. Granted, sometimes in the gym you automatically know that you will miss the weight.
The important thing is to practice your courage muscle.

17. Courage matters: Courage is when you take action or do something despite being afraid. To get
great results you must have courage. Courage is a rare quality that most people simply do not have.
They’re gutless. Courage is something that everyone has to teach themselves. No one can hand you
courage on a silver platter. To change and advance to a new level takes courage and persistence. If
you go for that big payoff or that great result, you can get it. Imagine how satisfying it would be to
get the big payoff you were going for. Have the courage to risk failure. Whenever I think I am acting
gutless, I remind myself to think of the Roman Gladiators. These men had nothing but courage and
honor. They risked their lives in the arena and they either killed or got killed, and they did it in spite
of fear. This makes it easier for me to flex my courage muscles. Recognize that you are taught from a
young age to play it safe and to avoid taking risks: Don’t touch that. Drive safely. People are more
interested in safety than results.

18. You can always do more: Some days when I leave the gym wiped out and covered in sweat, I
still think that I could have done more. In fact, I know that I could have done more. Everyday I can
do more than I currently do. So can everyone else.

You can diet better. You can lift heavier or squeeze the muscle harder. You can be greedier for
results. This realization came to me when I began to squat everyday, and now I notice that I rarely get
sore. This comes down to my discovery, the discovery was that you can do more. Everyone. More
work equals more results. If you write 4,000 words per day you will improve faster than the person
who writes 1,000 words per day. I can still remember last year when I started writing 1,000 words per
day. Now, I can write that many in 30 minutes max. Sure, everyone has their peak hours or peak
productivity but I learned that I can do more, and I can push myself to new and higher levels. This
principle of knowing I can do more, and continuously reminding myself to do whatever it takes
helped tremendously.

19. Failure means whatever you think it means: How you handle failure will make or break you.
Failure is just a result that you didn’t want. The reason it hurts is because you’re soft. Your feelings
get hurt easy. If you fail once you will get another attempt. Humans are terrified of failure. But with
your physique and your diet, unless you are perfect you will have some results that you dislike. That
is all failure is, a result that we dislike. Keep reminding yourself, if you keep failing you will
eventually succeed. Train yourself to handle failure with courage and dignity.

20: You need a solid system: In the gym and in life you need a system, or a blueprint. Every great
team or athlete has one. A system is a process, or things that you do consistently to get results. No
goal can get accomplished without a solid system in place. This is true for everyone, not just me. Phil
Jackson had the triangle offense. The Bulgarian weightlifting team had their own system. Joe Torre
and the Yankees had their own system. Everyone that gets results has a system. The system you have
matters. You need to work to create a system that gives you consistent results. There are systems that
help you get ripped, strong and muscular, and there are other systems that don’t. The trick is to find
what works for you and to stick to the system, and aim to consistently progress and move forward.

For some people the keto diet along with a short rest, high volume program might yield the best
result. For other people their system could be tracking macros and focusing on strength. Everyone is
different. There might be someone who has a better system than mine. You have to find the system
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that creates the best results. Don’t pick your favorite system, pick the one that gets the best and
fastest results.

A writing system to increase writing ability could be to write for 3 hours a day. Or, you could try
another method which is focused on the total words for each day. Either system works, and gets
results. The best system is the one that gets results and one you can consistently implement. There
will always be more work to do if you want to advance and progress. Picking the right system is
everything. Choose wisely, because a bad choice will mean a setback. Setbacks will happen, but try
to minimize them. The best way is to learn from the mistakes of others.

Share your feedback and stories with Snow in the comments section

Feedback Welcomed

Comment below, share some of your own thoughts and I will share some of my biggest mistakes in
training. The goal is for us to learn from other people’s mistakes and to avoid making the same ones.
This is easier said than done.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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10 Red Pill H.L. Mencken Quotes
June 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Henry Louis Mencken when he wrote for the Baltimore Sun

H.L. Mencken is one of the boldest truth tellers of the 20th century. Therefore, he is held in high
regard at The New Modern Man. Mencken was a German-American journalist who is regarded as
one of the most influential writers of modern times.

After reading Huckleberry Finn at age 9, Mencken knew he wanted to become a writer. He first
worked in his father’s cigar store, which he disliked, before going on to study journalism by
correspondence proving that rubber stamps from Ivy League schools have nothing to do with
intellectual brilliance. (As an aside, one of the dumbest people I ever met graduated from Notre
Dame once again confirming rubber stamps mean nothing.) Mencken then began working at a series
of newspapers before founding and editing The American Mercury, a national publication that
became very influential on college campuses of the time, before they became infested with
liberalism.

He displayed a remarkable ability to sift through the myths that plague all civilizations and uncover
truth. Even though there was no concept of Red Pill back then, Mencken had a better grasp of the
concepts of mythbusting and truth telling than almost anyone before, or anyone since. Here are 10
quotes from H.L. Mencken which are just a relevant today as they were then.
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The search for truth is nothing new for the awakened man, and writers like Mencken have a firm grasp of truth

The Quotes

1. The first selection is from A Mencken Chrestomathy, a book in which he selected some of his own
favorite quotations. He reveals the true function of governments, and how they ultimately cripple
men who are strong and self-sufficient.

All government, in its essence, is a conspiracy against the superior man: its one permanent
object is to oppress him and cripple him. If it be aristocratic in organization, then it seeks to
protect the man who is superior only in law against the man who is superior in fact; if it be
democratic, then it seeks to protect the man who is inferior in every way against both. One
of its primary functions is to regiment men by force, to make them as much alike as possible
and as dependent upon one another as possible, to search out and combat originality among
them. All it can see in an original idea is potential change, and hence an invasion of its
prerogatives.

2. From his book Prejudices, Mencken talks about the danger a clear-seeing individual poses to the
power structure. This quote helps illustrate why tyrannical governments always try to suppress
speech, as the U.S. government is now doing after taking a sharp turn towards authoritarianism at the
dawn of the 21st century. Red Pill men, and the manosphere, pose dangers to the power structure
which is why can expect to be attacked and marginalized as we try to awake other men to the realities
of The Matrix.

The most dangerous man to any government is the man who is able to think things out for
himself, without regard to the prevailing superstitions and taboos. Almost inevitably he
comes to the conclusion that the government he lives under is dishonest, insane and
intolerable, and so, if he is romantic, he tries to change it. And even if he is not romantic
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personally he is very apt to spread discontent among those who are.

3. As with many thinkers of his time, Mencken saw the slide of the form of government in the U.S.
from a Constitutional Republic to a Democracy as a threat to the principles the nation was supposed
to be founded on. From Notes on Democracy:

Democracy is a pathetic belief in the collective wisdom of individual ignorance. No one in
this world, so far as I know—and I have researched the records for years, and employed
agents to help me—has ever lost money by underestimating the intelligence of the great
masses of the plain people. Nor has anyone ever lost public office thereby.

4. The next quote is a fantastic insight, illustrating the mentality of who criticize the degenerate
culture and the corrupt government in the United States, only to be demonized by the flag-
waving, Team ‘Murica useful idiots. It’s not contempt for Anglo America that drives social and
political criticism, it is deep concern over the direction the society is taking that motivates the
manosphere.

The notion that a radical is one who hates his country is naïve and usually idiotic. He is,
more likely, one who likes his country more than the rest of us, and is thus more disturbed
than the rest of us when he sees it debauched. He is not a bad citizen turning to crime; he is
a good citizen driven to despair.

5. The next quote parallels the wisdom of Albert Einstein: If you can’t explain something simply, you
don’t understand it well enough. This concept is a good idea to keep in mind when debating people
who try to muddy the waters by claiming a concept is too complex for the average person to
understand.

The best teacher is not the one who knows most but the one who is most capable of
reducing knowledge to that simple compound of the obvious and wonderful.

6. We see the next Mencken concept and quote play out quite a lot in modern society. Bertrand
Russell called it The Fallacy of the Superior Virtue of the Oppressed. Our species has a tendency to
assign moral superiority to those who claim any sort of grievance, especially if it is against the
majority. However, Mencken saw right through this façade:

Moral certainty is always a sign of cultural inferiority. The more uncivilized the man, the
surer he is that he knows precisely what is right and what is wrong. All human progress,
even in morals, has been the work of men who have doubted the current moral values, not
of men who have whooped them up and tried to enforce them. The truly civilized man is
always skeptical and tolerant, in this field as in all others. His culture is based on “I am not
too sure.”

7. Mencken saw the real reasons motivating leaders and nations to go to war, and the desire to keep
the populace afraid so as to make them malleable to commands from the government hierarchy. His
words are prophetic in that they illustrate the machinery today’s military-industrial complex, and the
never-ending, increasingly shady and suspicious American War on Terror that resulted after 9/11.

Civilization, in fact, grows more maudlin and hysterical; especially under democracy it
tends to degenerate into a mere combat of crazes; the whole aim of practical politics is to
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keep the populace alarmed (and hence clamorous to be led to safety) by an endless series of
hobgoblins, most of them imaginary. Wars are no longer waged by the will of superior men,
capable of judging dispassionately and intelligently the causes behind them and the effects
flowing out of them. The are now begun by first throwing a mob into a panic; they are
ended only when it has spent its ferine fury.

8. In the modern age, education is the buzzword of politicians and the lemmings in the mainstream
media but the reality is a degree has become less of a symbol of education and more of a tool of
enslavement. The average college graduate walks away with $30,000 in non-banktruptable debt,
which helps keep them nice and pliable when under the heel of their future employer. Today’s public
education system conforms to the ideals discussed below by Mencken, of creating a dependent nation
of sheeple.

The most erroneous assumption is to the effect that the aim of public education is to fill the
young of the species with knowledge and awaken their intelligence, and so make them fit to
discharge the duties of citizenship in an enlightened and independent manner. Nothing
could be further from the truth. The aim of public education is not to spread enlightenment
at all; it is simply to reduce as many individuals as possible to the same safe level, to breed
and train a standardized citizenry, to put down dissent and originality. That is its aim in the
United States, whatever the pretensions of politicians, pedagogues and other such
mountebanks, and that is its aim everywhere else.

9. And of course, politicians were the same corrupt, often psychopathic lowlifes back then that they
are now. Only today they have a lot more power to micromanage our lives as men have been de-
balled by 50 years of feminism and social engineering us. Government promises effectively amount
to nothing more than robbing from the producers to give to the dependent class.

Every election is a sort of advance auction sale of stolen goods.

10. Of course, as Puritanism is deeply embedded in Anglo American culture, its influence is such that
the belief sexual repression, working to the point of obsession, and abstinence from any sort of
pleasure are nobler pursuits than those of other, more libertine cultures. Of this, Mencken wrote:

Puritanism is the haunting fear that someone, somewhere, may be happy.

Anglo American Puritanism is an interesting study in and of itself, and still has a massive amount of
influence over cultural practices in North America.
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Good reads like Mencken are illuminating and relieving in knowing other men have dealt with the same pathologies in society

Enlightening Palliatives

Mencken is one of those rare authors who helps illuminate the mind of the Red Pill man to his plight,
and the plight of his society. Reading his cynical but honest work also helps alleviate some of the
pain felt by the awakened man to know the insanity of our time did not just appear out of the blue; the
pathologies of man have been ongoing for a long time. However, they show no signs of being
corrected, and indeed have worsened, especially in our modern age when the weaknesses of the herd
are treated as strings to be pulled by an elite.

Unfortunately, Menken’s insights also show us intellectual prowess is no promise that reason will
ever be heard by the masses or the often psychopathic shepherds that guide them. It is cathartic,
however, to write these realizations down in hopes that someday, some shred of this knowledge will
be recognized and appreciated by posterity. For that, we give gratitude to men like H.L. Mencken
providing philosophical guidance to the truth-seeking individual.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Weekend Reading | June 3, 2016
June 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of June 3, 2016.

Manosphere

The Savage Lifestyle: Despise and Mock the Weak

How Culture Dies: There exists today many poisonous concepts that have degraded the
western mind.  Perhaps one of the most ugly and perfidious is the idea that it is somehow
righteous, loving and virtuous to praise weakness in others.  To embody their cancerous
ways of thinking and living. The only healthy response when the weak are praised is to
savagely mock them.

6 Reasons for the Planned Obsolescence of Men

The fact is women today do not NEED a man. When you do not NEED something, you do
not value or treasure it. This explains why men are disrespected and ignored in modern
society. Game can be used to extract sexual favors from women, or even enter into mini-
relationships, but the fact is, a woman who does not need you can never truly devote herself
to you.
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How to Deal with People Who Hate Your Lifestyle

When it comes to being a bachelor, the best benefit—without question—is that one hundred
percent of your free time is one-hundred percent yours. Outside of your professional
obligations, not a single moment of your existence has to be spent doing anything you don’t
want to do, nor does it have to be spent with people you deem unworthy.

Quiplinks X: Making America Inc. Great Again

I’ve been reading a lot of twitter feeds lately. I’m still tempted to sign up…but I know
myself. I would get addicted to it and spend far more time on it than I should. So I
occasionally do Quiplinks here instead. So here we go with the tenth edition of my favorite
way to link to others, by having fun making my own hashtags that I would use if I did have
a twitter account.

Politics

Wow! Obama Tries to Trash Donald Trump and Turns into a Stuttering Mess

If we turn against each other based on division of race or religion. If-if-if-if-if-if-if-if-if-if-if
we fall for, you know, a bunch of okie-doke, just because, you know it-it-it. You know, it-it-
it-it-it-it sounds funny or the tweets are provocative.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Rise of the Politics of Fear, Part 1
June 4, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It may surprise you to learn Neoconservatives like William Kristol and Islamists share similar views about why Western Civilization is
collapsing

We are living in a political age of fear. Western governments continuously push fear-based
propaganda of a shadowy network of terrorism while stripping individual liberties. In the USA, first
came the dubiously named Patriot Act and then NDAA, which allows unwarranted spying on citizens
and tracking of personal information such as financial records by law enforcement, and also allows
citizens to be detained indefinitely for merely being suspected of a crime. In addition, it says that you
are a potential terrorist if you “blame the government,” “travel an illogical distance” or “pay with
cash.”

Then there’s Obamacare, giving the IRS power over your healthcare decisions and other measures
which attack freedoms guaranteed in the Bill of Rights, including the introduction of the term hate
speech into the public discourse which is nothing more than a thinly veiled attack on the First
Amendment. Is there a real threat necessitating these measures? Or are governments only seeking to
increase their power and authority over our lives?

Many of the cultural issues plaguing the West and now discussed on the manosphere have actually
been playing out over the last 75 years or more in the political realm, hidden from the public but well
known among political operatives.

This leads us to the introduction to one of the most important films of our generation, The Power of
Nightmares by Adam Curtis. The film was originally produced for BBC in 2004, during the height of
the politics of fear post-9/11. YouTube has been removing the film based on spurious copyright
issues, but a Google search will turn up other places where you can watch it online. The powerful
introduction to The Power of Nightmares states the following:
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In the past, politicians promised to create a better world. They had different ways of
achieving this, but their power and authority came from the optimistic visions they offered
their people. Those dreams failed and today people have lost faith in ideologies.
Increasingly, politicians are seen simply as managers of public life, but now they have
discovered a new role that restores their power and authority. Instead of delivering dreams,
politicians now promise to protect us from nightmares.

They say that they will rescue us from dreadful dangers that we cannot see and do not
understand. And the greatest danger of all is international terrorism, a powerful and sinister
network with sleeper cells in countries across the world, a threat that needs to be fought by a
War on Terror. But much of this threat is a fantasy, which has been exaggerated and
distorted by politicians. It’s a dark illusion that has spread unquestioned through
governments around the world, the security services and the international media. This is a
series of films about how and why that fantasy was created, and who it benefits.

At the heart of the story are two groups: the American neoconservatives and the radical
Islamists. Both were idealists who were born out of the failure of the liberal dream to build
a better world, and both had a very similar explanation of what caused that failure. These
two groups have changed the world, but not in the way that either intended. Together, they
created today’s nightmare vision of a secret organized evil that threatens the world, a
fantasy that politicians then found restored their power and authority in a disillusioned age.
And those with the darkest fears became the most powerful.

Indeed, dark fears have led us to rising authoritarianism in the United States. The idea of the need to
create a culture of fear to stop liberalism from destroying the West traces its beginnings back half a
century.

Sayyid Qutb, while in prison after forming an alliance with the CIA to overthrow the Egyptian President
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The Birth Of Modern Islamist And Neoconservative Thinking

The story begins with Sayyid Qutb, the founder of modern Islamist thinking. Qutb came to the U.S.
in 1948 from Egypt, a nation that was rapidly Westernizing after World War II. He came on a
scholarship to study the U.S. education system, but became disgusted with what he saw as the
corruption of morals and values in American society caused by individualism, liberalism and
materialism. He returned to Egypt in 1950 and set out to prevent these ideals from taking over his
own country.

Qutb wanted to create a moral framework to stop the infiltration of American culture into Egypt and
Islamic countries at large. He did this by becoming politically active and joining the Muslim
Brotherhood. The group wanted Egyptian society governed by Islam rather than the secularism that
was infiltrating from the West. The Muslim Brotherhood later supported a revolution against then
Egyptian President Nasser based on these desires. Responding to this threat to his power, President
Nasser formed an alliance with the CIA and Qutb was later arrested and put into prison.

While in prison, torturers trained by the CIA tortured Qutb. One of their torture methods was
covering him with animal fat and unleashing a pack of dogs on him. This, and other types of CIA-
influenced torture had a radicalizing influence on Qutb. To him, it only proved that Western culture
was in worse condition than he had originally expected.

To Qutb, Western culture had fallen under jahilliyah—a state of barbarous ignorance. He believed
the West had come to worship materialism over other philosophies, and that a dramatic change of
course was needed to cleanse jahilliyah from Islamic culture, rapidly spreading in Egypt. His group
wanted to kill government leaders they thought were infected by the West’s jahilliyah. Qutb was later
hanged for plotting to overthrow the Egyptian government but his ideas spread, and they had a
powerful influence on Ayman Zawahiri, the current leader of Al-Qaeda.

At the same time, Leo Strauss, whose political philosophy led to neoconservatism, was coming to
some of the same conclusions as Qutb. He believed Western liberalism would lead to legalism,
totalitarianism, and chaos because it questioned all moral values and all truths. This created a
nihilistic culture where nothing is true and everything is permitted. Strauss feared this cultural
nihilism and degeneracy would tear apart society.

Strauss said the prosperous society America had become contained the seeds of its own destruction.
He believed powerful myths and necessary illusions were needed (echoing Reinhold Niebuhr) to keep
the society from tearing itself apart. These myths would be promoted by government officials in
public, while there was no need for the mythmakers to believe the myths themselves. These myths,
Strauss thought, would keep individualism in check and the society from disintegrating.

Strauss’ Neoconservatism would influence the United States government starting in the 1970s
through today.
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President Bush announces a $75 billion budget request for the Iraq War; Neoconservative philosophy was originally an intellectual
movement started by Leo Strauss

Strauss Influences Neoconservatives

As a prosperous but increasingly detached from traditional values America began to run into serious
problems in the 1960s, and later the Great Society dream seemed to end in violence and hatred, the
big political question in Washington shifted to whether the liberal, individualist policies were causing
the social breakdown. Irving Kristol, the “godfather” of neoconservativism, sums up the thinking of
the time.

If you had asked any liberal in 1960, we are going to pass these laws, these laws, these laws,
and these laws, mentioning all the laws that in fact were passed in the 1960s and 70s, would
you say crime will go up, drug addiction will go up, illegitimacy will go up, or will they go
down? Obviously, everyone would have said, they will go down. And everyone would have
been wrong. Now, that’s not something that the liberals have been able to face up to.
They’ve had their reforms, and they have led to consequences that they did not expect and
they don’t know what to do about.

Strauss and other neoconservatives believed individual freedom was causing the chaos, as people
pursued their own selfish interests instead of those which mutually benefit themselves and society,
leading to conflict. The ideas Strauss laid out were studied by men who were to become very
influential in the U.S. government: Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, Paul Wolfowitz and Bill Kristol,
son of Irving Kristol. They believed the philosophical grounds for liberal democracy had been
weakened, and wanted to give the masses a new purpose by creating a new myth of America as
having a unique destiny battling against evil in the world.

The myth they developed claimed America was the only force for good in the world, and it would
spread this goodness through the world by spreading democracy. (Never mind that America was
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overthrowing democratically-elected leaders at the same time this doxy was being preached.) There
was only one problem with this myth: neoconservatives needed to invent an ever-present enemy since
the messages they would be giving to the masses boiled down to a battle between good and evil.

That enemy would first become the Soviet Union before becoming an obscure network of terrorists a
generation later. While the Cold War had already been ongoing, the neoconservatives set out to
maximize their power and influences by making the Soviet Union seem even more of an urgent threat
than it actually was, as the Socialist system was rotten and collapsing from within under its own
weight. The neoconservative view was in stark contrast to the global interdependence championed by
Henry Kissinger, but after Watergate and the defeat of the U.S. in Vietnam, there was a crisis of
confidence in this school of thought. In a shift away from Kissinger’s ruthless but pragmatic vision of
the need for a balance of power, the newly empowered neoconservatives wanted to move away from
the idea of global interdependence and towards mythmaking.

Along came Dick Cheney, Paul Wolfowitz, Donald Rumsfeld and Bill Kristol to spread the new
ideology. Dick Cheney first came to power as Gerald Ford’s White House Chief of Staff, one of
several neoconservatives in that administration. He would later become the Secretary of Defense
under George H.W. Bush and eventually the Vice President.

Rumsfeld has a long history of fabricating intelligence information

The Strauss “Necessary Myth” Becomes “Truth”

Rumsfeld became Secretary of Defense in 1975 under President Gerald Ford. Rumsfeld wanted to
create a more terrifying view of the Soviet Union and the prospect for nuclear war. His claim was
whatever the USSR said publicly, its real goal was to conquer the United States. Rumsfeld gave an
important speech in 1976 which incorporated many of the “good vs. evil” themes Strauss thought
were necessary to provide the public with a good guy vs. bad guy scenario.

The Soviet Union has been busy. They’ve been busy in terms of their level of effort; they’ve
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been busy in terms of the actual weapons they’ve been producing; they’ve been busy in
terms of expanding production rates; they’ve been busy in terms of expanding their
institutional capability to produce additional weapons at additional rates; they’ve been busy
in terms of expanding their capability to increasingly improve the sophistication of those
weapons. Year after year after year, they’ve been demonstrating that they have steadiness of
purpose. They’re purposeful about what they’re doing. Now, your question is, what ought
one to be doing about that?

The CIA of the time said there was no truth to Rumsfeld’s claims, that it was complete fiction. As
often happens in politics, reality has very little to do with policy making. Rumsfeld persuaded
President Ford to set up a committee to investigate the Soviet threat. This committee was called Team
B, led by Paul Wolfowitz, who claimed the Soviet Union had weapon systems that were later proven
not to exist. Team B said the weapons were so advanced they could not even be detected. In eerie
similarities to the later weapons of mass destruction claims that led the U.S. into a bloody war with
Iraq in 2003, Plan B said there was an invisible threat from the Soviet Union even though there was
no evidence for it.

Neocons would later go so far as to claim terrorism was coordinated by Moscow as an attempt to take
over the world during the Reagan administration. They said all terrorist groups were part of a
coordinated network of terror run by the Soviet Union. (If this sounds familiar, that’s because it is the
exact same playbook used a generation later during the War on Terror!)

The CIA responded by saying the claim that the Soviet Union was behind a secret network of terror
was another neocon fantasy. That is, until William Casey took over the CIA. Casey based CIA policy
on The Terror Network book, which was full of black propaganda and was totally fabricated by the
CIA. The neocons had to know the terror network didn’t exist, because the CIA itself had made the
entire story up.

In a triumph for the neoconservatives, the fantasies created by Rumsfeld and Wolfowitz became
reality, at least as far as public policy was concerned.

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, meeting with Jimmy Carter before his assassination
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Qutb’s Goal Realized: President Sadat Assassinated

Around the same time, Ayman Zawahiri became increasingly concerned about Qutb’s predictions
about the corrupting influence of Western culture in the Middle East. Zawahiri was convinced it was
time to overthrow the secular, Western-backed regime of Egyptian President Anwar Sadat.

Zawahiri was particulary enraged by Sadat’s trip to negotiate a peace treaty with the Israelis, which
Zawahiri claimed meant Sadat was no longer a Muslim and could be legitimately killed through
jihad. Also, Ayatollah Khomeini came to power in 1979 as the First Supreme Leader of Iran. To
Zawahiri, it meant his dream of creating an Islamist, non-Westernized nation in Egypt was possible.
Ayatollah Khomeini talked about the corrupting influence of individualism and liberalism.

You who want freedom for everything, the freedom that will corrupt our country, corrupt
our youth, and freedom that will pave the way for the oppressor—freedom that would drag
our country to the bottom.

Sadat was later assassinated by Zawahiri’s group in an effort to create an fundamentalist state in
Egypt. The assassination failed to establish an Islamic state, which only made Zawahiri take an even
more extreme stance. Zawahiri was sentenced to 3 years in prison, and like Qutb, became even more
radicalized by torture while in prison.

Reagan and the Neoconservatives did not initally see eye to eye

The Religious Right Makes Their Move

Echoing the desires of Qutb and Zawahiri to combine fundamentalism and government, the Religious
Right was mobilized by neoconservatives and were in part responsible for Ronald Reagan’s landslide
victory in 1980. Up until the Reagan era, neoconservativism had been a purely intellectual
movement. Irving Kristol gave his opinion on why he thinks religion is necessary for a stable society.
This gives us insight as to why the neocons embraced organized religion.
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The notion that a purely secular society can cope with all of the terrible pathologies that
now affect our society, I think has turned out to be false. And that has made me culturally
conservative. I mean, I really think religion has a role now to play in redeeming the country.
And liberalism is not prepared to give religion a role. Conservatism is, but it doesn’t know
how to do it.

Religious leaders joined the chorus denouncing the Soviet Union as the force for evil in the world,
while the U.S. was branded as the force for good in the world. In reality, neither country was purely
good or purely evil.

Richard Pipes, one of the heads of Team B, the group who totally fabricated allegations against the
Soviet Union, was appointed to Reagan’s administration. Neocons initially faced opposition from
Reagan but he later adopted many of their ideals. The myths Strauss said were so desperately needed
were now becoming public policy and political reality. Neoconservatives had successfully created the
idea that America’s purpose was to spread democracy throughout the world. Meanwhile, Islamists
were becoming ever more radical in their desire to eradicate jahilliyah from their society and create
an Islamic state.

Part 2 of this series will focus on the developments through the rest of the Reagan and subsequent
Bush I, Clinton, and Bush II administrations. The neocons and Islamists team up in the 1980s, but
when the Soviet Union collapses neoconservatives need a new enemy. As Islamists became more
radical, the neoconservatives turn them into public enemy number one even though Al-Qaeda’s
actual power and reach is vastly overblown by the American government.
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Poolside with a real beauty from the Far East. Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for June 5, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | June 5, 2016
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We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter Jacob the Gentleman wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer
on us. In response to Gungate: Always Press Record When Talking to the Media, he discusses not
only recording journalists when doing interviews to keep them honest in case they decide to do one of
their beloved hit pieces, but also touched on the fact that people consume WAY too much news in the
U.S. This has made the country polarized and hyper-politicized. He also levels a comical attack on
Katie Courva. (You can Google what Courva means in Slavic to see why we use that nickname for
her).

My thought is a controversial person could have sting operations on journalists by recording
their interviews and then exposing them if the journalist edits it like in your example.

I think our society would calm down immensely if everyone stopped watching the news so
damn much. Like you said, nowadays all they do is manufacture outrage. Drop them like
you would drop any other addiction and begin the healing process. I am a very mellow dude
and I maintain my great mood by avoiding news outlets and Facebook garbage.

Finally, Katie Couric in that top pic looks like she’s possessed by a demon and about to eat
your flesh off. What a truly unflattering picture.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man. And don’t forget the Comment of the Month
competition which awards $20 cash the 1st of every month!
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Wine and Milk: Male and Female Sexual Market Values
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“Jump on it, let’s do it, ride it, my pony…” Unfortunately today’s women have taken these lyrics from the R&B classic all too literally

Women have enormous power over men in their nubile prime, roughly from age 18-25. In the past,
this would have been put to use creating the next generation of men and women and forming a strong
family. Today, this fleeting window of beauty and fertility is typically pissed away carousel riding.
Many fine young men are totally invisible when women are in their prime. However, nature is not
without a sense of justice and a sense of irony. For the situation reverses as men and women age. One
timeless pieces of wisdom from the manosphere summarizes this process well, in all its politically
incorrect glory: Men age like wine, women age like milk.

Think of women having an expiration date, just like milk. They become wrinklier, saggier, and often
fatter as time goes on, especially if she is into the Anglo American recreational eating phenomenon.
Eating out and the next great meal have practically become a religion in a culture that is deracinated
of many of the other pleasures of life. This phenomenon is known as The Wall. Once a woman has
hit The Wall, men will privately say to each other:

Back then, I used to go to school with her and she was hot. But now I see her and I just feel
sorry for her.

Using the metaphors of wine and milk, here is a timeline taking us through the tragicomedy Mother
Nature has created for us as we watch women frantically trying to hold on to their beauty and youth,
from which springs all their power, only to watch all three fade as the aging process set in. These
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models assume as variables the garden variety, carousel riding woman of today and the average Beta
male who is mistreated by women but whom invests in himself and his future.

Take heart, men age like wine

Age 18-22

My shit does not stink sums up age 18-22 for any attractive girl. In the preceding years she has seen a
meteoric rise in the attention she receives from young men. The constant release of endorphins due
from the attention she receives clouds her judgment and puffs her ego. The milk is delicious and
fresh, so naturally everyone wants a taste. She often uses her newfound power to torment Betas and
lower young men on the totem pole, playing with their emotions as she teasingly dangles her
sexuality over them. She can make Beta males do anything, and indeed a number of them go into
orbit around her. These are not the men who are rewarded with sex, however. She saves that for men
who treat her poorly or other men she sees as dominant. The well-documented female preference for
Dark Triad traits: Machiavellianism, narcissism, and psychopathy is in full effect at this age.

On the male side, the grapes are just being harvested and crushed. At age 18-22 he is far from being
the refined wine he will be someday. While legally a man, the male undergoes another decade of
psychological maturation according to philosophers like the great Schopenhauer. There are lots of
bumps and bruises ahead if the young man has is not guided by a wise older man who knows the
merciless mating game, or taken it upon himself to learn about women. He is subject to all sorts of
manipulation, and indeed many young men become walking wallets and doormats for women at this
age. There is a fork in the road however, and by following the path less taken and learning the harsh
reality about women, he can save himself a lot of hard knocks in the ruthless mating game.
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All good things must come to an end, including women’s power over men

Age 25

The milk, while still creamy and fresh, starts to show the first signs that it might not always taste so
sweet as women pass the age of 25. The Wall starts to come into view at this time. If she has worn a
lot of makeup, the constant chemical bath her face has been under means she can no longer go around
without her face paint on. Her breasts, while still firm and high are showing some signs they might
someday begin to droop. Her butt is also threatening a similar betrayal. Depending on the amount of
drinking, drug use, and carousel riding she has indulged in, she could be going into panic mode as the
realization that her power trip is not going to last forever sets because these indulgences speed up the
aging process.

Particularly in Anglo America, if she has indulged in the culture of food worship she might have
packed on enough pounds that her SMV drops, further cutting the decade or so window of peak
attractiveness she enjoys. In fact, over 60% of women in America are obese according to the Centers
for Disease Control. Contrast that with only 13% of women in the rest of the world qualifying as
obese. (Ed: Another reason I ran away from Anglo America. Who wants a fat, entitled woman who
can own you in family court?) In spite of her fatness, thanks to the body acceptance movement which
encourages sloth and poor lifestyle choices she will probably still think she is too good for the
average man at age 25. Constant YouGoGrrl! chanting and careerism, instilled in her by feminism
and the leftist education system also make her annoying to be around.

Meantime, the wine is just beginning to age. It still has a few tannins which make its personality a tad
dry, but those will break down over time. The young man, still learning through life experience about
women’s dual mating strategy and the pain of being either ignored or used and abused by women, as
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well as being tormented by nearly a decade of constant shit testing, is starting to realize the Disney
fantasies sold to him about women are utter bull excrement.

While she has crested the mountain and it is all downhill from here, the man’s ascent to the heights of
his SMV is just beginning assuming he exercises, eats right, and invests in himself and his
own personal development.

Women age like milk

Age 30

The milk has an odor, but it hasn’t completely soured. Just the psychological impact alone of
reaching the big 3-0 is enough to make women immediately start lowering their expectations.
Suddenly, that guy she went to high school with who was invisible to her back then doesn’t look so
bad anymore, especially since he has a job and resources she can consume to power her materialistic
lifestyle. And the bad boys, well, they were a lot of fun but they have left her worn physically and
psychologically through waves of pumps and dumps. The ravages of spreading her legs for so many
guys are rapidly decreasing her SMV and burning her out psychologically as she is discarded after
each trip around the carousel, as is the aging process. The Thousand Cock Stare often develops at this
age. The biological clock starts ticking, and she goes into a panic mode if her family is asking: When
are you going to give us a grandchild? She starts thinking this career isn’t everything it was cracked
up to be as the corporate henchmen demand first 50 hours instead of 40 out of her life, only to later
demand 60 hours.

Meantime, the wine is just starting to develop a rich taste as it ages. Assuming he is wise to the
process or is a man who cares about himself, he has kept himself up physically through good diet and
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exercise, and has developed a cosmopolitan air about himself through his travels. By age 30, he has
laid the foundation for a lucrative career and is starting to feel his own power. This power was not
given to him by nature, as was the case with the female. This famous quote applies: A woman simply
is, but a man must become. He has to earn every bit of it. So with his newfound power comes a
humility that the female did not have when she was given her powers by merely reaching the age of
sexual maturity.
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An idealized Sexual Market Value model showing how fortunes change as the sexes age

Age 35

The milk is sour. It is increasingly hard to give the milk away. If the post-Wall woman has not yet
landed a Beta provider, she has married herself to the corporation in hopes she will not be dumped
when the next wave of mergers or layoffs come down the pipeline. Her hopes for having a family (if
she hasn’t been brainwashed into not wanting kids in the first place), the fancy wedding and the
princess palace are either driving her mad or she has quietly resigned to the fact she will never live
the Disney fantasy. She has likely accrued a lot of debt and a lot of other baggage (possibly a few
Alpha bad boy kids) that she wants Beta provider money to cover.

Meantime, the wine has never tasted better. The lion has his mane. It is rich and complex with its
many flavors. Predatory Females increasingly want to take advantage of him, as he is a very
promising meal ticket, hoping to exchange their worn out, and increasingly infertile anatomy to take
his wealth, status, and power away from him. It worked in the past, but doesn’t work so well now that
the milk has soured. No, only younger, thinner, firmer women are appealing to him.

She wants to use his wealth, status, and power for herself until the value provided by his life’s work
has been completely consumed and he is left a dried out husk of a man, possibly enslaved by the
court system paying her bennies for the rest of his life. But, he’s too smart to fall for that and is not
the desperate for sex young man he once was. His power is peaking now, and if he has paid any
attention to the lessons life has taught him or been a student of Game, the 35-year old man who looks
25 because he has taken care of himself is dating chicks that are at least 10 years younger than him.

The 35 year olds he went to school with suddenly look bad compared to the young puss he is banging
now, and they are outraged he is dating someone a decade younger than himself! Like, oh my gosh
Becky! He can’t date her! But their feminine wiles and former might have faded to a whimper. They
are but an annoyance, and he wants nothing to do with them sexually or otherwise.

The puss pass doesn’t carry the weight it once did once women hit The Wall
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Age 40

The milk is curdled. Nobody wants it. Women who are still single at this age often take up an interest
in cats as surrogate children, or as we have seen in San Franpsycho women’s screaming maternal
instincts are today satiated by putting dogs in baby carriages. A pet is a much better choice to the
female solipsist than a “nasty” human baby.

Women’s sexual market value crashes at age 40 as their youth is gone, their looks without applying a
cake of makeup are fading, and even with makeup it becomes increasingly difficult to hide all the
lines, growing clearer with each passing year. The female window of fertility is gone at age 40
without the manipulation of a medical professional, and even then reproduction is very risky. So,
beyond emotional manipulation and financial demands, the female has nothing much to offer a man
by age 40. Women need to realize men do not care about the things women care about when looking
for a mate. Careers, credentials, and being successful at work are not attractive.

Meantime, the wine still tastes great and lots of young women want a sip. A sip they will get, but not
the entire bottle. The former Beta male has quite possibly become a lesser Alpha or better in the
sexual hierarchy. Just as simple grapes can mature into the most incredible wines, so can men
undergo incredible transformations. In other words, he has developed into a Smooth Operator.

Men’s sexual market value continues at its peak for as much as another decade, assuming he has
taken care of himself and his life. The man with options will be able to snag women at least 10 to 20
years younger than himself, and he should not allow himself to be “shamed” for maximizing the
utility he has worked hard for when selecting a mate. No, the washed up career girl is not as
appealing as the sweet, feminine girl with her youth and fertility to put on the table.

Female and male power are inversely proportional

The Male Advantage

Mothers and grandmothers in more sane times knew the storyline. For 10 years or so of peak female
beauty and fertility, males exchange their entire lives. The cost-benefit analysis actually works out in
favor of women when the culture is guided by patriarchy.
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Feminism strangely has empowered men (those men who are paying attention and become ruthless
players in the game of life) more than it has empowered women. That is, assuming men adapt by
learning tight Game, or investing in themselves as MGTOWs do. By the time a man is 40, he can
amass quite a fortune if he avoids women and their ability to make him spend his money. The ability
to amass a fat bank account even assumes a meager, median salary because of the power of living a
life of minimalism and investing 50% or more of his income into good growth stock mutual funds.
Travel is strongly recommended, even at a young age, so men can see that not every culture is quite
as batshit insane and gynocentric as Anglo American culture.

Men start out with the deck stacked against them, and women with every imaginable privilege at age
20, but the situation reverses by the time 40 rolls around. Wine becomes richer with age, milk
curdles.
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Homosexuality Up, Heterosexuality Down
June 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The number of people experimenting with gay sex is rising, however the number reporting being exclusively gay remains extremely low

The number of men and women who admit to having gay sex has doubled over the past generation
according to research released by academics from San Diego State University, while the number of
people reporting they’re exclusively gay remains a tiny fraction of the population. The statistics break
down like this:

An increase from 3.6% to 8.7% for women reporting at least one same sex partner
An increase from 4.5% to 8.2% for men reporting at least one same sex partner
Only 1.7% of men say they exclusively have homosexual sex
Only 0.9% of women say they exclusively have homosexual sex

Americans views on sexuality are also shifting as the media push a staunchly pro-gay agenda. In the
last two generations, a tectonic shift has occurred:

11% reported believing homosexuality was not wrong at all 40 years ago
49% reported believing homosexuality was not wrong at all today

Brooke Wells, a social psychologist at Widener University’s Center for Human Sexuality Studies
gleefully made these proclamations:

People over time are reporting more same-sex sexual experiences than ever before. More
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and more young people today are sort of rejecting those very strict labels of gay, straight, or
bisexual and saying, “I’m fluid or queer.”

The study also supports research previously reported by researchers in England that women’s
sexuality is more “fluid” than male sexuality, and shows that in the past harems centered around
Alpha males were likely quite common. Harems still form around movie stars like Leonardo
DiCaprio, whose well known entourage of females confirms this idea.

The risks of pursuing women in Anglo America have never been higher

Heterosexuals Marginalized

Meantime, normal male sexual behavior continues to be marginalized with newly invented terms like
“stare rape” and other sorts of questionable phrasiology. Straight men especially are consistently
stereotyped and labeled everything from perverts to predators to oppressors in modern day America,
but are not allowed to offer any criticism of women. Nor are these men allowed to defend themselves
or their sexual preferences. A blog called The Frisky questioned why women have been taught to fear
heterosexual men by cultural messaging. Rachel White, author of the blog wrote:

When I stopped to think about it, I realized that my actions were being dictated by cultural
messages that had been imbued in me since childhood. Deeply embedded in my
unconscious was the notion that all men are potential predators. That there is something
inherently creepy to being born male. Logically, I don’t buy this. Painting all men as
potential predators makes guys feel bad about being guys and ladies feel distrustful. It’s an
unfair thought that reinforces bad behavior. I know I wouldn’t feel good if half of the
population were constantly eyeing me sideways. But as long as I had a female therapist and
a lady adjusting my warrior pose, it was easy not think too much about it.

Unfortunately, this fear, which springs from a Puritanical Anglo culture and the social engineering
since the days of Edward Bernays has been capitalized on and turned into misandry by those who
manufacture propaganda designed to make straight men guilty until proven innocent, suggesting they
are some sort of boogermen.
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There are so many sexual harassment laws on the books heterosexual men are often afraid to
approach women in school and at work. Just being a male and getting accused is enough to wreak
havoc on a man’s life, even if the accusations are false. Many times, the accuser is not sanctioned
even if the accusations are totally fabricated.

Depending on which set of statistics one examines, the false rape rate is anywhere from a whopping 1
in 10, as reported by the FBI, to a jaw dropping 1 in 3 as reported by the Geis study, which used
estimates given by police surgeons after examining “victims.” Harris and Grace reported 11% of rape
reports as malicious in intent. But we seldom hear about the consequences of false rape accusations
on men, even if the falsely accused commits suicide afterward. As reported in the Daily Mail:

Jay Cheshire was cleared of rape in June. Allegations made against the 17-year old were
withdrawn by the complainant just weeks after being filed, resulting in the investigation
being closed. Yet, two weeks after the teenager was acquitted of the charge – and with his
adult life still ahead of him – Jay was discovered hanging from a tree in his local park.

Further, with family court laws that institute the equivalent of slavery while rewarding
irresponsibility in women, there is another mine field straight men must worry about if they want
romance. The straight man definitely finds himself in the “out” group in Anglo America in the 21st
century. As English journalist Michael Buerk wrote:

Manliness is out. Androgyny is in. Men have been turned into metrosexuals, preening,
moisturizer addicts. Male heroes, once lions of empire, explorers or Battle of Britain pilots,
are now camp TV presenters or wet footballers. Oddly, the only place where men are
permitted to display caricature macho maleness is the kitchen.

While many men are becoming feminized metrosexuals, only about 1 in 50 are exclusively gay using
the statistics above. (About 1 in 100 women are exclusively gay.) However, the media in America
have become the unofficial church of the gay agenda. Rookh Kshatriya, a traditionalist scholar who
lives in England and is opposed to feminism made these observations about why homosexuality is
lionized in Anglo society:

Homosexuality can rightly be called an Anglo-American vice. Homosexuality is particularly
prevalent in Anglo-Americana; many male entertainers, actors, writers, artists and
intellectuals make no secret of their attraction to their own sex. Biological explanations of
homosexuality are currently in vogue. While they hold some truth, they do not really
explain why homosexuality is more prevalent in Anglo-American countries than, for
example, the Hispanic world (where it is viewed with horror). After all, if homosexuality
were entirely biological in origin, it should not be culturally specific. The fact that it is
implies that culture plays a decisive role in shaping homosexuality in men.
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No matter its origins, it’s safe to bet heterosexual men will find ourselves
further marginalized by the media, boxed into a corner, and labeled sex-obsessed fiends by women
until there is pushback against labeling us as evil. The fact the statistics are shifting not only reflects
more open attitudes towards homosexuality, but also suggest the sexual market has become so
difficult some men and women are giving up completely and are willing to try something new to get
sexual satisfaction, especially when such a tiny fraction of respondents report being exclusively gay.
This is the real reason homosexuality is up, beyond constant exposure to it in the culture.

Anglo-American culture is broken for straight people, broken by feminism and the marginalization of
straight men. At least with the cultural narrative, homosexuality is lauded and heterosexuality
hesitantly tolerated. It’s time for the pendulum to swing back in the opposite direction, and the
marginalization of straight men to stop.
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Mob Violence: Astonishing Media Bias on Display Once Again
June 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Leftists egged and attacked Trump supporters while the legacy media figuratively cheered them on

After supposedly peace-loving leftists once again turned violent in San Jose last week as they have at
several Trump campaign rallies this year, rather than taking them to task for trying to squelch free
speech and free assembly the ridiculous legacy media wrote up headlines like these:

Protesters take to streets after Trump rally in San Jose (CNN)
Anti-Trump Voices Amplify on Internet, With Violent Results (New York Times)
Mexican Flag, Seen at Trump Protests, Has Long History in US (ABC)
Clinton says Trump made violence at his rallies acceptable (Daily Mail)

The deck is obviously being stacked by the media, but luckily nobody with a modicum of intelligence
believes them anymore. What was on display in San Jose and the media response is Racial
Bolshevism, plain and simple, designed to turn anyone of European descent into the enemy and
anyone not of European descent into people who possess Bertrand Russell’s Fallacy of the Superior
Virtue of the Oppressed. In a his personal correspondence, Russell wrote:

People seem good while they are oppressed, but they only wish to become oppressors in
their turn: life is nothing but a competition to be the criminal rather than the victim.

It has been amazing to watch the transformation the left has undergone from supposed oppressed
victims to foaming at the mouth criminals, with aims at shutting white people and their opinions up.
It is fascism, pure and simple. Michael Savage calls them the equivalent of the brown shirts in
Germany in the 1930s. Leftist Vox did a hit piece on the entire white race, with a mocking, taunting
tone running throughout the entire article. Just imagine, before reading the excerpt, if whites were
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forcing another ethnic group to become a minority in their own nation how different the tone would
be:

Supporters of Donald Trump know that white Americans are, at some point in the not-too-
distant future, projected to become a minority of the US population. Some racial
conservatives see this as simple realpolitik — other ethnic groups are looking out for their
interests, and white people need to step up and do the same. (This is the perspective of the
alt-right, for example.) Others see it as a consequence of “identity politics” — that by
identifying themselves with their ethnic heritage, people are putting their American-ness
second. But they agree that, right now, white people are the losers.

In other words, to Vox, because they are so evil white people deserve what is happening to them.
Rather than discrediting multiculturalism as a failed experiment as people of all races stubbornly
continue to exhibit tribal behavior, and blaming the protestors for inciting violence as was the case
when a Muslim man from Somalia tackled a Trump supporter, bragged about it on Twitter, then
retweeted congratulations from people, Vox once again laid the blame on Trump supporters rather
than the Communists.

As recently as this spring, the victims of physical violence at Trump rallies were
overwhelmingly protesters; the people engaging in physical violence were overwhelmingly
Trump supporters. The protesters themselves were acting in a manner you’d generally call
“nonviolent” — they were standing or chanting or holding signs. To Trump supporters, that
wasn’t the point. Protesters were assertive, and more importantly disruptive; that made their
actions unacceptable and justified whatever had to be done to stop them.

Even though an ABC journalist Tom Llamas tweeted this account about the incident as it was
happening, charges have yet to be filed against the attacker Somalian attacker:

Outside Trump rally protestors chased down this kid and tackled him.

Claims Trump supporters were responsible were made by Vox and virtually all of the left-wing,
legacy press even though video and photo accounts and excerpts from journalists on the scene show
quite the opposite behavior. Imagine if the situation had been reversed, and a white person had
tackled a person from another ethnic background at a Hillary rally. This thought experiment shows us
how insane the narrative has become in Anglo America. Another question is how is this type of
behavior not labeled domestic terrorism? Breitbart Disqus commenter Holden had this to say about
how the U.S. government labels some groups terrorists and looks the other way when others perform
terrorist acts:

Political violence. Physically attacking people. Damaging personal property. Burning
national symbols. And they’re “protesting?” How is this not considered terrorism?

By refusing to call these acts terror, scapegoating whites, and publishing a false account of what
happened, the legacy media have committed treason against the public they’re supposed to serve. The
media are also ignoring reports of Craigslist ads paying $16 an hour for “Rent-a-Mobs” such as this
one. Political guru Roger Stone says:

[The protesters] are paid for mostly by George Soros and MoveOn.org and pushed by David
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Brock at Media Matters for America.

If this is the case, why isn’t the Department of Homeland Security investigating, as the security for a
Presidential Candidate is supposed to be at the top of the list of government functions. The public
should know the truth, it should know the mobs are being hired, and it should know why these acts
are not considered terrorism. Does this mean Trump supporters can go to Hillary rallies and jump on
cars, wave ethnic flags, throw eggs at supporters, burn Mexican flags and be treated the same way by
the press?

Despite documentary evidence proving leftist mobs were inciting violence, the legacy media is once again blaming Trump and his
supporters for the actions of street thugs

Left Makes Right Play Defense, Once Again

It should be pointed out these riots represent the rabble-rousing tendencies of the Communist left and
do not represent the more moderate opinions and attitudes of most people in the country – from all
ethnic backgrounds. The riots are a product of racial identity politics. Rather than encouraging people
from different backgrounds to get along and downplay differences, leftist demagogues use divide and
conquer tactics, marginalizing and demonizing those of European descent while duplicitously taking
the moral high road with in their official statements and speeches.
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By pushing a false narrative of what happened first, that the protestors are
saints and cannot be criticized for blocking roads to campaign events, throwing eggs at, and tackling
Trump supporters, the legacy media is using their time-tested tactic of putting the right on defense.
The right then has to explain itself, while leftists continue to level claims of everything from racism
to the crime of whiteness against Trump supporters. As has been pointed out before, this is the wrong
tactic in the Culture War. The right has to stop constantly playing defense when the left race baits. It
needs to reframe the issue, making leftists, who are supposedly peace-loving defend their violent,
mob behavior.

What results from race baiting is the worst behavior in the human species, when the tribal instincts of
all ethnicities are unleashed on each other. It is an astonishing display of the failure of
multiculturalism happening before our very eyes. Even though many people are moderate, there is
always going to be a segment of every ethnic group that wants to dominate the other groups. This is
why nations have borders, and this is why people self-segregate in communities across America.

Further, showing us once again their breathtaking hypocrisy, leftists flee racial diversity once
demographics change as reported by The Sunday Times.

Liberals are as likely to flee diversity as conservatives, according to new research by Prof
Eric Kaufmann for Demos. The tendency of white liberals not to practice the diversity they
preach dates back to the 1960s at least.

The hypocrisy of leftists is nothing new. Realize, the violence by design. Racial Bolshevists believe
the Socialist Utopia cannot come about without the elimination of white people, and especially white
males, first from all positions of power and authority in society, and later on it may be the case the
very existence of white men can no longer be tolerated. The excerpt from the Vox article above is
loaded with this insinuation. This is straight up Communism. Americans thought they won the Cold
War only to find themselves in the midst of a Socialist Revolution a generation later. I can only watch
in horror as this unfolds but I can’t say I’m surprised. The media and politicians in America are race-
obsessed, constantly pouring salt into the wounds of grievances people have against European
Americans.

The insinuation that one group is supposed to fall back, not express their opinions, and that any
opinions that differ from those of the left are evil, racist, or some other “-ist” is absurd, and reeks of
authoritarianism. In the Soviet Union, people were killed, tossed into prison, or put into psychiatric
wards for not agreeing the Communist system was the best political system the world had ever
devised. How is this attitude any different today among the leftists inciting violence at campaign
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rallies? To them, anyone who doesn’t agree with their policies of multiculturalism and Marxism must
be sanctioned. It is history repeating itself.

Personally, some of the best friends I have ever had are of other ethnicities than my own. This makes
this series of events all the more tragic. But, I do not believe white people are not entitled to their
own self-interest. The real tragedy is encouraging protesters to scapegoat an entire race for political
gain, then expecting those being scapegoated to stand down. It is insanity. It is Communism. And,
unchecked it will lead to a Civil War.
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Johnny Depp Divorce Illustrates Need for Divorce Reform
June 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The “victim” in the Depp divorce easily loses several SMV points without her makeup. Was temporarily being married to her worth $20
million?

Once again illustrating the far-reaching tentacles of the divorce theft system in America, Johnny
Depp has $20 million at stake as his estranged wife Amber Heard attempts to take him to the
cleaners. Heard claims Depp abused her on at least three occasions before she decided to leave. It is
odd she stayed with him through such harrowing events as having an iPhone hurled at her. Well, not
really. Remember, chicks dig assholes. And that’s assuming he did it.

However, a great many people believe Heard has launched a get rich quick ploy, a classic move by
women since the advent of no fault divorce, and the stories are a way for her to manipulate Depp and
take a chunk of his fortune with her as she leaves. Which brings up an interesting conundrum. It is
odd that women in Anglo America claim to want to be Strong, Independent Women™ who Don’t
Need a Man™ and yet every time we hear about an actor getting a divorce, his ex-wife wants half or
more of his fortune.

Just once, it would be nice to see a woman living up to her Don’t Need a Man™ claims and divorcing
a rich actor without asking for a penny. That way, she can show us how strong she is by earning her
own fortune. Don’t hold your breath for that to happen any time soon. The typical “all women are
victims and all men are oppressors” setup is reflected in her attorney’s canned statement:

In domestic violence cases, it is not unusual for the perpetrator’s playbook to include
miscasting the victim as the villain. In reality, Amber acted no differently than many
victims of domestic violence, who think first of the harm that might come to the abuser,
rather than the abuse they have already suffered. Amber can no longer endure the relentless
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attacks and outright lies launched against her character in the Court of Public Opinion.

Indeed, the Court of Public Opinion may have seen women playing the victim card one too many
times. If the allegations are true, why not press for a conviction rather than asking for $36,000 a
month?

(Before going any further, let’s switch the story around to see how serious a hurled iPhone is if roles
are reversed. If Heard had thrown the iPhone at Depp and bruised him, I think we’d all be laughing
about the incident. But, showing society’s biases in favor of women, Depp is now targeted as public
enemy number one for being an abuser.)

Sporting a bruise under her eye which Heard says came from the hurled iPhone mentioned above, she
was granted a temporary restraining order by the court. Fine. However, complicating the search for
the truth, the spinmeisters never stop spinning, showing us another way marriage is a total setup for
men (even for powerful Hollywood actors) and is not advisable under current Anglo American law.
Heard is called “really young” even though she is 30 years old.

Their relationship turned sour almost immediately. She’s really young and affected by the
industry and the scene at times.

Notice the skill with which PR flacks and unscrupulous attorneys word their statements. The “young”
claim is yet another way of setting her up as the victim. It seems Johnny was not fond of his “young”
wife’s dalliances with other women, but her infidelity is never considered an issue.

He started making her travel with him and she started distancing herself from her lesbian
friends.

Isn’t the whole purpose of being married “to forsake all others as long as you both shall live?” The
legal system and society both seem to have forgotten that, rendering Heard the victim and Depp the
evil male for raising hell over her infidelity. That said, there is a simple solution to put a stop to the
insanity, for men to avoid having their names and reputations dragged through the mud, and stop vast
fortunes from being pissed away to someone who may or may not be the victim of an iPhone bruise.
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Why do men keep falling into the trap of marriage without demanding divorce reform?

Stop Getting Married

How many times do men have to be cleaned out by women to realize marriage is a terrible deal for
men in Anglo America? Especially for rich, powerful Hollywood actors. You guys should be
ashamed of yourselves for repeatedly falling into the trap. It is time for men to stop pursuing the
fantasy of marriage and start facing the realities of risk vs. reward, even after a girl lays it on you
good a few times and your brain is hopped up on endorphins.

Let’s look at some of the rewards:

Regular sex
Good public relations move
Female companionship

Now, let’s look at some of the risks:

Losing half your fortune
Having your reputation soiled
Having to give up other women
Getting used
False accusations

Immediately, we can strike “regular sex” off the list of rewards as an actor can get that anywhere,
anytime. That leaves us with “good public relations move” and the questionable desirability of
“female companionship.” As Robin Williams said, the worst thing in life is to end up with people who
make you feel all alone. Often, female companionship offers just that for men – the feeling of being
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alone.

Losing half your fortune is a huge risk in today’s litigious society and
misandrist court system. If the Depp claims turn out to be trumped up, he will have had his reputation
soiled for no reason. And, he will have given up strange for no reason, as well as gotten used by
some girl who isn’t all that great looking without her makeup anyway, as she cashes in on false
accusations.

Yes, gents, even Hollywood actors are subject to the delusions the Golden Vagina casts over men.
We have to get together as often as we can to try and save a brother when he is under the spell,
splashing the cold water reality of the frivorce rape system into his face. Until equality is recognized
in the court system, and women stop getting awarded cash and prizes each time they divorce, men are
going to sitting ducks that predatory females use to extract resources from. Especially big name
Hollywood actors.

If anything, huge payoffs like the one Heard is waiting for illustrate the urgent need for divorce
reform in this country, forcing women to live up to their Don’t Need a Man™ mantra. My estimation
is $20 million is going to hurt a lot worse than a bruise.
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Is Killing People at Age 75 on the Agenda
June 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Let’s go out with a bang! Ending life at 75 and cutting medical care to the aged is such a dreary topic, let’s start off with some Eye Candy

Age 75 could be the new government mandated expiration date for human life. In the eyes of
some government bureaucrats, by continuing to live beyond their “usefulness” the elderly are
draining Big Daddy Government of valuable tax dollars and resources he could be using for younger
drones. While the government vehemently denies it will begin euthanization programs for citizens
whose cost/benefit analysis of being alive no longer works out, none other than one of the architects
of Obamacare, Dr. Ezekiel Emmanuel, brother of Rahm Emmanuel has publicly said he thinks age 75
is the right age for people to die. Here is an excerpt from his essay Why I Hope to Die at 75 published
in The Atlantic:

By the time I reach 75, I will have lived a complete life. I will have loved and been loved.
My children will be grown and in the midst of their own rich lives. I will have seen my
grandchildren born and beginning their lives. I will have pursued my life’s projects and
made whatever contributions, important or not, I am going to make. And hopefully, I will
not have too many mental and physical limitations. Dying at 75 will not be a tragedy.
Indeed, I plan to have my memorial service before I die. And I don’t want any crying or
wailing, but a warm gathering filled with fun reminiscences, stories of my awkwardness,
and celebrations of a good life. After I die, my survivors can have their own memorial
service if they want—that is not my business.
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Of course, the long-term plans the corporate-government power
structure has for the serfs on its tax farm are never revealed all at once. The public has to be eased
into the idea, and slowly desensitized to it through constant propaganda before the changes are
engineered into a legislative session.

Looking at other healthcare fiascos the all-knowing government has foisted on the American people,
Obamacare has proven to be far from the Socialist fantasy sold to the public when it was shoved
down our throats in 2010. The work on that victory for central planners in government, or socializing
medicine goes all the way back to 1994, when co-President Hillary Clinton tried to force it on
the American public with disastrous results. Far from the promises of free health care for anyone who
works for a living, costs have risen, and the IRS has been sending those who don’t buy into the
corrupt system shared responsibility demands for payment in the mail.

But could the government really try to save on Medicare and Social Security by literally terminating
people from its payroll? The concept of a government mandated “expiration date” resurfaces from
time to time, which proves it has been a topic of discussion more than once.

That healthcare procedure is not covered for someone of your age, Mr. Jones
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Not a New Concept

The idea of creating a formula for determining if people are worth medical treatment (and perhaps
even their monthly Social Security check) has also been discussed by Robert Reich, who worked in
both the Clinton and Obama administrations. Reich had this to say:

If you’re very old, we’re not going to give you all that technology and all those drugs for the
last couple of years of your life to keep you maybe going for another couple of months. It’s
too expensive, so we’re going to let you die.

Another kind, loving leftist named Dr. Howard Dean (yeaaaaaah!!!) has also hinted at what
government bean counters are saying when the sheep they’re supposed to represent are not paying
attention. By altering prices of medical services the government pays for, expensive services can be
priced out of range for the average man or woman who is “too old” for the system to pay for. Dean
said:

[The Independent Payment Advisory Board] is essentially a health-care rationing body. By
setting doctor reimbursement rates for Medicare and determining which procedures and
drugs will be covered and at what price, the IPAB will be able to stop certain treatments its
members do not favor by simply setting rates to levels where no doctor or hospital will
perform them. There does have to be control of costs in our health-care system.

Cost control inevitably leads to such abominations as committees who fancy themselves capable of
playing god almighty in peoples’ lives.

Liberals want to assume the role of God in many areas of society

A God Committee

Proving that religious beliefs do not disappear because Marxists want them to, they have taken the
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mantle of God upon themselves in deciding the fate of human life with calculators instead of
compassion. Emmanuel has suggested abandoning the principles of the Hippocratic Oath, saying it
causes doctors to care for patients without regard of the costs being passed on to others. Emmanuel
himself talked about a “God Committee” who would make decisions of who does or does not get
treatment.

We had a big controversy when there was a limited number of dialysis machines. In Seattle,
they appointed what they called a ‘God committee’ to choose who should get it, and that
committee was eventually abandoned. Society ended up paying the whole bill for dialysis
instead of having people make those decisions.

Beyond his endorsement of letting bean counters decide the fate of the sick and elderly, when looking
at the history of the God Committee some interesting facts jump out. The task of deciding who and
would not get dialysis treatments was assigned to a committee of seven citizens: a lawyer, minister,
banker, housewife, bureaucrat, labor union rep, and a surgeon, all selected by the King County
Medical Society. At their first meeting, they rejected treatment to anyone over age 45. Children we
also rejected for treatment because they could be “traumatized” by dialysis. By the second meeting,
the members of the committee had decided that themselves and the patients they decided would live
or die had to stay anonymous. By the third meeting, something else interesting happened, as reported
by Health Affairs:

The members drew up a list of all the factors they would weigh in making their decision,
including age, sex, marital status and number of dependents, income, net worth, emotional
stability, educational background, occupation, past performance and future potential, and
references.

Using this model, which is basically an affirmative action committee, bureaucrats could not only
decide who gets a job and a promotion as is the case today, but also decide who gets a heart
transplant and who dies. Emmanuel goes on with agenda:

Vague promises of savings from cutting waste, enhancing prevention and wellness,
installing electronic medical records and improving quality of care are merely ‘lipstick’ cost
control, more for show and public relations than for true change.

By now, people have been shafted so many times by government show and public relations, any of us
who are paying attention raise eyebrows when this becomes a serious topic of discussion in a
government that obviously does not represent its citizens as much as it represents corporations,
bankers, and special interests.
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The end goal of healthcare rationing and “End of Life Planning” is unclear

Age 70, 65, Then 60

Once a scheme like this is hatched, what usually happens when the government starts regulating is its
need to further micromanage and intervene becomes the never-ending story. It is reasonable to
believe that once an official expiration date is set for human life, that age will be trimmed back with
each financial “crisis” that comes along. Further, some might say Emmanuel is being hypocritical in
that both his parents are alive and well, and in their late 80s despite his Atlantic article making bold
claims.

I think this manic desperation to endlessly extend life is misguided and potentially
destructive. For many reasons, 75 is a pretty good age to aim to stop.

Already, relentless PR flacks have softened the idea of death panels killing people into the rosier-
sounding phrase End of Life Planning for Obamacare. Under Obamacare, Medicare is now rolling out
payments for End of Life Planning consultations. Dr. Joe Rotella of the American Academy of
Hospice and Palliative Medicine seemed ecstatic about the rollout of this program.

The more and more that that happens, the more patients, families and doctors will become
comfortable with it. Any distrust people have about it really disappears when patients sit
down and find out this is about empowering them.

The “empowerment” Trojan Horse is regularly used by leftists. But who does it really empower?
Patients can now “happily” decide which treatments they do and do not want from the hospital. Of
course, this is more about saving Medicare money than it is any concern about the patients.

The day may soon come the “happy” End of Life Planning idea turns into a not so happy government
mandate about what is and is not going to be paid for, and who lives and who dies. After all, to
central planners in a socialist system, you are a burden on society when they break out
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their spreadsheet and do a cost-benefit analysis on your life. This is what happens when the
government gets into the business of healthcare and micromanaging lives. Inevitably, its decisions
come down to economics, just as the decisions of the capitalists Socialists rail against come down to
economics. The evil comes when socialists use government the government to force their schemes on
unwitting sheep.
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The Rise of the Politics of Fear, Part 2
June 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

In Part 1 of The Rise of the Politics of Fear based on the documentary The Power of Nightmares by
Adam Curtis, a history of the radical Islamists and the Neoconservatives is presented from the late
1940s through 1980. These distant groups share the same view that the root cause of disintegrating
Western culture is liberalism. Indeed, both groups are correct that liberalism is causing the
disintegration of the West. However, the responses of both groups to correct the damage done to
society by liberalism lead to disaster. The radical Islamists become terrorists and the
Neoconservatives create huge myths instead of telling the truth to the American public, a policy
which has directly lead to increasing authoritarianism and the curbing of freedoms in America.

Reagan meets with the Mujahadin (who the U.S. supplied $40 billion of aid and weapons to and Bin Laden trained with) and later gave a
1985 speech saying, “They are our brothers, these freedom fighters, and we owe them our help…these men are the moral equivalent of
America’s Founding Fathers.” Source

The Mujahadin, “The Moral Equivalent of America’s Founding Fathers”

After the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980, the Islamists and Neoconservatives (who seem like
natural allies in the fight against liberalism to many at the time) teamed up to fight against the Evil
Empire in Afghanistan. To influence public opinion and policy, the Neoconservatives created
powerful myths to make the USSR seem like much more of an imminent threat to America than it
actually was, as the entire socialist system was rotting from within. Rather than telling the public the
truth that the U.S. could bankrupt this system through the strengths of capitalism, Neocons resorted to
Straussian mythmaking. They told voters and other government agencies the Soviet Union had
weapons it did not actually have in order incite fear in the American public and consolidate their
power, as well as start an arms race which benefited the military-industrial complex Eisenhower
warned about. The CIA knew these claims were exaggerated, and denounced the mythmaking until
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William Casey took over the agency.

As the first Space Shuttles launched, Ronald Reagan dedicated the Columbia to the heroic
Mujahadin “freedom fighters” in Afghanistan.

Just as the Columbia, we think, represents man’s finest aspirations in the field of science
and technology, so too does the struggle of the Afghan people represent man’s highest
aspirations for freedom. I am dedicating, on behalf of the American people, the March 22nd
launch of the Columbia to the people of Afghanistan.

A total of $40 billion in U.S. aid flowed to this group through the 1980s. Reagan also invited the
Mujahadin “freedom fighters” into the White House, later lauding them as “The moral equivalent of
America’s Founding Fathers,” along with other groups the neoconservatives said were “freedom
fighters” in a 1985 speech.

These speeches were part of an agenda in which Neoconservatives said powerful good vs. evil myths
needed to be told to the public – rather than telling the truth and letting voters make a rational
judgement. This view, that the public is too stupid to understand policy and that citizens needed to be
told simple, emotionally powerful myths was not only championed by Leo Strauss, but has been
practiced since the 1920s in both corporate and government spheres of influences. The concept of
emotional manipulation rather than intellect guiding public decisions was invented by the father of
public relations, Edward Bernays. Bernays was the nephew of Sigmund Freud and his theories have
been used since the 1920s to manage public opinion. Because this practice bypasses the rational
decision making of man and relies on emotional simplification and myth, critics have called the
practice enlightened despotism. As a result, a myth of America as the only force for freedom and
good in the world was told to the masses rather than the truth. Richard Perle, Assistant Secretary of
Defense under Reagan explains the reasoning behind this policy.

We’re closer to being revolutionaries than conservatives, in the sense that we want to
change some deeply entrenched notions about the proper role of American power in the
world. We want to see that power used constructively, and to enlarge the opportunity for
decent governance around the world. We’re not happy about the old, cozy relationships with
dictators.

That idea indeed sounds logical, except for the mythmaking. Meantime, the U.S. was supplying the
Mujahidin with advanced weapons, billions of dollars in funding, giving glowing public relations
speeches about them, and creating an American alliance with the Islamic resistance was the result of
this policy. As long as the Soviet Union was the bad guy, the CIA continued funding and training the
very Islamic fighters it would later brand as the next force for evil in the world once the decrepit
Russian economy collapsed.
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After the Berlin Wall fell and the decrepit USSR collapsed, Neoconservatives needed to find a new enemy for their epic battle of Good vs.
Evil

Bin Laden Enters the Picture

Meanwhile, the leader of the Afghan resistance, Abdullah Azzam saw the war against the Soviet
Union as the first step in a much wider Islamic revolution. He and the rest of the Muslim Brotherhood
wanted to see Islam govern the Middle East with Sharia Law. The Islamists turned ever more radical
as time went on, and they became stronger with U.S. money and weapons flowing in. Abdullah Anas,
General Commander of the Afghan Arabs in Northern Afghanistan tells us it was not long before
Osama bin Laden arrived.

Osama came to participate in 1985. When he was—when he came, as you know, he is, he
came from a rich family from Saudi, and he had much, much money to spend. Sheikh
Abdullah Azzam was a scholar, he can organize the Afghans, but he is not a rich man. So
when Osama came, he filled in this gap. So the main duty of Osama at that time was
spending money.

Ayman Zawahiri, returning from prison after the assassination of Egyptian President Sadat, along
with other radicals believed democracy let politicians become the highest authority rather than the
Koran and endorsed terrorism as a way of “waking up” the masses. Zawahiri and his group also
viewed America and its liberalism as a source of corruption of these ideals. Radical Muslims
including Zawahiri, who cozied up to the money man Bin Laden began to challenge the leadership
of Abdullah Azzam, who was eventually killed in a car bomb in Peshewar.

By the late 1980s, Russian Premier Mikhail Gorbechev, facing a collapsing economy was forced to
try and negotiate a peaceful withdraw from Afghanistan. Gorbechev told reporters:

The state of the Soviet Union and its society could be described very simply with a phrase
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used by people across the country: We can’t go on living like this any longer. And that
applied to everything. The economy was stagnating. There were shortages. And the quality
of goods was very poor. We had to finish this war, but in such a way that the Russian people
would understand why tens of thousands had died. We couldn’t just run away from there in
shame, no. We needed to find a process.

As a result of the Russian desire to withdraw from the Afghan war, both sides, the Neocons and their
allies the Islamists claimed victory. As the USSR plotted its exit strategy from Afghanistan,
Gorbechev warned Americans the Mujahidin they were funding, training, and supplying with
weapons would lead to the most extreme forms of Islam rising up and terrorism becoming a threat.
Later, as the Berlin Wall fell and the Soviet Union crumbled, forcing the Soviets out of Afghanistan,
the Neocon good vs. evil narrative concluded and a new enemy had to be found. Melvin Goodman,
Head of the Office of Soviet Affairs in the CIA said this about the mythological good vs. evil battle
the Neocons had created and then had to sustain:

I think probably one of the greatest myths in America, in the political discourse now, right
now, is that actions of the American government were responsible for the collapse of the
Soviet Union. The Soviet Union collapsed like a house of cards because it was a house of
cards. It rotted away from within. The economy was rotten, the political process was rotten,
they had developed a central government that was no longer believed by people outside of
Moscow, there was total cynicism throughout the Soviet system of governance, there was
no real civil society. And the United States missed all of this, because they believed their
own myths and their own fanciful notions. They had become their own victims of their own
lies.

As the Islamists celebrated victory, Zawahiri seduced Bin Laden and his money to come join the
extremists. Along with the Muslim Brotherhood, they wanted to use the Koran as a political
framework and let people vote to end democracy in Algeria and Egypt. In effect, they wanted a
fundamentalist government to be legitimized by a final election before voting was ended
permanently. Elections to institute this form of government were ultimately cancelled and the Muslim
Brothers arrested. The Brotherhood saw this as evidence of the corruption of liberalism from the
West and shifted tactics to jihad, just as Gorbechev had warned the U.S. would happen years earlier
when they were funding, training, and praising the group.

The Neocons continued on with their good vs. evil strategy and next moved to topple Saddam
Hussein, who had been a close ally of the United States in the 1980s. Rather than pressing on to
Baghdad to oust Hussein after his army was defeated, Bush I devised a strategy similar to Henry
Kissinger’s: achieving a balance of power. Bush ultimately decided to leave Hussein in power after
the successful Gulf War had gutted him militarily. Paul Wolfowitz and other Neoconservatives were
furious at his decision. They saw Bush’s decision as a corruption of liberal relativism entering the
Republican party.

In a move to oust what they saw as this liberal corruption of society’s values from politics,
Neoconservatives moved to the right and wanted to ban abortion, gay rights, and end
multiculturalism, many of the ideas that today seem like good policy in that liberalism is indeed
destroying the foundations of society. They did not succeed as liberal Bill Clinton was elected in
1992.
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Zawahiri and Bin Laden continued jihad through the 1990s, but were losing the battle for the hearts
and minds of Islamists, finding themselves increasingly isolated and desperate as U.S. training and
funding of the Islamists had ended.

After 9/11 the U.S. entered the Afghanistan and Iraq Wars

Second Iraq War

Zawahiri had unsuccessfully attempted to create revolutions throughout the Islamic world since the
1980s using terrorism. Along with Bin Laden, he returned to Afghanistan in the late 1990s. Zawahiri
subscribed to the ideals of Sayid Qutb, who believed in using the benefits of Western science and
technology, but believed (as the Neoconservatives correctly believed) Western liberalism would
ultimately destroy society. After failing to incite revolution in the 1990s, the group changed tactics as
explained by Gilles Kepel, Historian of the Islamist Movement:

They had no revolution at all. I mean, they had failed in their takeover, they had failed to
topple the powers that be, and, you know, they became more and more interested in this
idea that only a small vanguard could be successful. I mean, they had lost confidence in the
spontaneous capacity of the masses to be mobilized. Then they decided to change strategy
completely, and instead of striking at what they called the near enemy—i.e., the local
regimes—they decided that they could strike at the far away enemy—i.e., at the West, at
America—and that would impress the masses, and the masses would be mobilized.

This new strategy ultimately led to suicide bombings outside American embassies in Kenya and
Tanzania. These moves were on the fringes of the Islamist movement and did not have wide support.
Most Islamists had no interest in attacking America. Beyond a small group, Bin Laden and Zawahiri
had no formal organization, that is, until the Neoconservatives invented one for them. The
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Neoconservatives, who came back into power after the Clinton administration, took the failing
Islamist movement and began to spin it into another good vs. evil narrative, which they said was
controlled from bin Laden’s secret lair in Afghanistan. Jason Burke, author of Al Qaeda explains how
they began to construct a case under the RICO statute, a law intended to be used against mafias and
crime families but now used to fight a shadowy terrorist group.

The picture that the FBI want to build up is one that will fit the existing laws that they will
have to use to prosecute those responsible for the bombing. Now, those laws were drawn up
to counteract organized crime: the Mafia, drugs crime, crimes where people being a member
of an organization is extremely important. You have to have an organization to get a
prosecution. And you have Jamal al-Fadl and a number of other witnesses, a number of
other sources, who are happy to feed into this. You’ve got material that, looked at in a
certain way, can be seen to show this organization’s existence. You put the two together and
you get what is the first bin Laden myth—the first Al Qaeda myth. And because it’s one of
the first, it’s extremely influential.

The idea—which is critical to the FBI’s prosecution—that bin Laden ran a coherent
organization with operatives and cells all around the world of which you could be a member
is a myth. There is no Al Qaeda organization. There is no international network with a
leader, with cadres who will unquestioningly obey orders, with tentacles that stretch out to
sleeper cells in America, in Africa, in Europe. That idea of a coherent, structured terrorist
network with an organized capability simply does not exist.

Many believe Jamal al-Fadl lied to give the Americans what they wanted. Indeed, he was paid off by
the American government and given witness protection after he had stolen a large sum of money
from Bin Laden. Vincent Cannistraro, former Head of Counterterrorism in the CIA explains the
playbook.

What the Neoconservatives are doing is taking a concept that they developed during the
competition with the Soviet Union, Soviet Communism was evil, it wanted to take over our
country, wanted to take over our people, our classrooms, our society. It was that kind of
concept of evil that they took—an exaggerated one, to be sure—and then apply it to a new
threat, where it didn’t apply at all, and yet it was layered with the same kind of cultural
baggage. The policy says there’s a network, the policy says that network is evil, they want
to infiltrate our classrooms, they want to take our society, they want all our women to wear
veils, and this is what we have to deal with and therefore since we know it’s evil let’s just
kill it, and that will make it go away.

The next series of events that occurred after this stated desire to create an epic new Good vs. Evil
narrative and the effort by the FBI to create a case under RICO, are explained by Adam Curtis,
journalist and author of The Power of Nightmares:

[Even though the terror network did not really exist] what did exist was a powerful idea that
was about to inspire a single, devastating act that would lead the whole world into believing
the myth that had begun to be constructed in the Manhattan courtroom.

The terrible 9/11 attacks resulted in thousands of deaths, which the Bush administration said
happened at the hands of radical Islamic terrorists mainly from Saudi Arabia, but funded and trained
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by the elusive Bin Laden. After the Islamists’ deadly triumph on 9/11, they were destroyed within
months by the U.S. military. The Neoconservatives were not satisfied with this outcome, however.
They began to construct another narrative which would ultimately lead to the Iraq War. The narrative
gave politicians enormous power in an disillusioned age of liberalism and the politicians with the
darkest nightmares became the most powerful.

Donald Rumsfeld went on Meet the Press to sell the illusion of the Al Qaeda network. His main piece
of evidence was a map of Bin Laden’s underground lair, which Russert described during the
interview.

RUSSERT : A complex. Multi-tiered. Bedrooms and Offices on the top, as you can see.
Secret exits on the side, and on the bottom. Cut deep to avoid thermal detection. A
ventilation system, to allow people to breathe and to carry on. The entrances, large enough
to drive trucks and even tanks. Even computer systems and telephone systems. It’s a very
sophisticated operation.

RUMSFELD : Oh, you bet. This—this is serious business. And—and there’s not one of
those; there are many of those.

Rumsfeld’s Mountain Fortress diagram below, claimed to be a massive compound underneath a
hollowed out mountain in Tora Bora complete with everything from munitions to offices
to hydroelectric power generated inside the mountain, said by Rumsfeld to represent how advanced
Al Qaeda had become was a complete and total fantasy. As the U.S. invaded Afghanistan, nothing of
the sort was found. The administration’s claims of a massive stockpile of nuclear, biological, and
chemical weapons in Iraq, said to be the reason for invading Iraq was also proven to be another
fantasy.

Bin Laden’s Mountain Fortress Command Post in Tora Bora, said to exist by Donald Rumsfeld but later proven to be a fantasy
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Another Good Vs. Evil Fantasy

Beyond the fantasies of the Bin Laden Mountain Fortress, the farcical massive terror network
spanning 60 countries and the WMDs in Iraq, the Neoconservatives also scared the public into
believing a dirty bomb could go off in their neighborhood at any time, at the same time the Patriot
Act, the first in a long line of freedom-curbing laws was passed. Lewis Koch of the Bulletin of
Atomic Scientists explains how the dirty bomb idea was another Neocon fantasy:

The dirty bomb—the danger from radioactivity is basically next to nothing. The danger
from panic, however, is horrendous. That’s where the irony comes. This—instead of the
government saying, “Look, this is not a serious weapon; the serious danger of this is the
panic that would ensue, and there is no reason for panic. Don’t panic.”

Neoconservatives Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz, and Perle, back in power 20 years after Reagan under Bush
II, were once again constructing an enemy for a showdown in good vs. evil, even though the Al
Qaeda network was proving not to exist. In reality, the 9/11 attacks had been an incredible stroke of
luck for two insane radicals, Zawahiri and Bin Laden. George W. Bush pressed on with the Al Qaeda
narrative, echoing the FBI’s RICO statute court case detailed above:

Al Qaeda is to terror what the Mafia is to crime. There are thousands of these terrorists in
more than 60 countries. They are recruited from their own nations and neighborhoods, and
brought to camps in places like Afghanistan, where they are trained in the tactics of terror.

He also returned to the good vs. evil narrative.

This is our calling. We’re going to find those who, uh, who, uh, uh, those evil-doers.

In parallels between the myths created about a hidden web of worldwide terrorism run by the Soviet
Union 20 years earlier, the Neoconservatives told the public myths about another web of evil, this
time run from caves in Afghanistan but with aims to build weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. This
led to the bloody and expensive Iraq War. However, just as the Soviet Union was failing on its own
because Communism does not work, the radical Islamist movement was also failing on its own but
the Neoconservatives  profited from it financially and politically. Adam Curtis closes out this arc of
mythmaking with this paragraph:

What the British and American governments have done is both distort and exaggerate the
real nature of the threat. There are dangerous and fanatical groups around the world who’ve
been inspired by the extreme Islamist theories, and they are prepared to use the techniques
of mass terror on civilians. What is new is the way the American and other governments
have transformed this complex and disparate threat into a simplistic fantasy of an organized
web of uniquely powerful terrorists who may strike anywhere and at any moment. But no
one questioned this fantasy because, increasingly, it was serving the interests of so many
people. For the press, television, and hundreds of terrorism experts, the fact that it seemed
so like fiction made it irresistible to their audiences. And the Islamists, too, began to realize
that by feeding this media fantasy they could become a powerful organization—if only in
people’s imaginations.

Perhaps the best thing for politicians to do – once the mass belief in this dark form of mythmaking
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has ended – and as the dark fantasies of Neoconservatives and the Utopian fantasies of liberals
continue to fail, would be to admit both sides of the political aisle have run out of fantasies to sell the
public and start telling us the truth.
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Complete Your Physique with Calf Training
June 9, 2016 | by Snow | Link | Original Link

Calves are often forgotten or neglected when bodybuilding

Calves need to be trained everyday since calves can make or break someone’s physique. The calf
muscle is always visible, and contributes to your overall appearance. They’re typically a lagging
body part that requires focus and determination to grow and develop. A lot of people just give up on
the calves and never train them. My choice is to develop each muscle to its full capacity and
capability. Pick something and stick with it.

However, it takes work and effort to grow the calves. The fastest way to grow new muscle is to add
volume. By training calves 5-7 days per week, it becomes easier to get calves to grow. The calf
muscle is used all day long to walk, move and function. This means that people’s calves can handle a
lot of volume and they have to be pushed hard to achieve results. In fact, it will need a lot of volume
in order to grow with the other muscles. The key to great calves is to get them fully stretched, and to
squeeze hard on every rep. This will take practice and skill. A lot of lifters have no clue how to
actually fire and contract each muscle group. Luckily, this is an easy, teachable skill but it doesn’t
come overnight.

Calves are a conquest that must be conquered. They need to be trained hard and heavy with an
emphasis on hard squeezing of the muscles. Calf training requires a lot of volume. 3 sets of 10 won’t
cut it on calf training. It will take at least 10 working sets. For the skeptics out there, your favorite
bodybuilders train calves with more than 3 sets unless he or she has a genetic predisposition for big
calves.

In my experience, people seem to train calves differently than any other muscle but calves must be
trained like other muscles. They need to be trained with solid contractions and heavy weight in the
8-15 rep range. A lot of people don’t go heavy enough when they train calves. The ones that do go
heavy enough don’t squeeze the muscle the right way. That alone usually explains their lack of calf
development.
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Also, they often aren’t intense enough when training calves. If you want bigger calves you have to
treat them like any other muscle you want to grow. The seated calf machine is most effective at
isolating the calves and building thickness. The donkey calf raise and the standing calf raise are good
for detail work. When training calves, the goal is to get a minimum of 200 reps.

Start with higher reps 30-50 and the work all of the way down to sets of 8-12. The purpose of the
higher reps is to get calf muscles full of blood. Once heavy lifting begins the muscles will contract
more efficiently. This will give the calf muscles the muscle damage they need to grow and rebuild.
Calves need to be trained hard in order to grow.

Nice legs look good on men or women

Don’t Give Up on Calves

If you quit at training a body part you will only keep that body part lagging far behind. I will always
remember people who are too scared to admit that they have weak points. These people
usually whine when everyone else looks better than they do. They become bitter because they never
assessed their weaknesses. By avoiding this uncomfortable topic, they never ascended to a new level.
Instead, they spend time criticizing the people who have made great gains. I always say the best guy
to follow when it comes to calf training is the guy or girl that had small calves and made them big.
Genetic freaks rarely know how to train people, because they were born with great calves. In my
case, I was born with a big chest. I can do 3 sets of 10 once per week and maintain my chest gains.
But on calves, I am different.

The previously mentioned seated calf raise machine allows the lifter to concentrate on isolating the
calves and squeezing them hard. After this is done, if you have a partner you can do a strip set after
your heaviest set. Strip sets will allow you to train past failure and get a pump in the calves. By doing
reps after a heavy set it will fatigue all of the muscle fibers. This makes growing the calf easier. Calf
growth will only happen if the lifter is training frequently enough, and if he or she has enough
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discipline to squeeze the muscle hard. I see a lot of guys and girls at the gym that use a lot of weight
on calf raises, most of them have small calves. The people that I see doing slow and controlled calf
raises have the biggest calves.

An alternative to this plan is calf jumps. This is an explosive movement that targets the calves.
Whenever you aren’t doing calf jumps, stick to under control time under tension sets. The sets need
to take 20-30 seconds to complete. This has been noted to be the optimal when aiming to grow new
muscle. Your muscles need time under tension to build and grow.

Power lifters who think bodybuilder Dan “Boss” Green built his body doing sets of 3-5 reps are nuts.
Dan Green even said that he used the big 3 lifts for bodybuilding when he was in college. This
explains how he built his base before he began power lifting. Muscle needs reps and volume in order
to grow. Heavy weight along with high reps is the formula that works with great effectiveness. The
majority of the training needs to include sets with adequate time under tension. Time under tension
works for building muscle.

The skeptics and naysayers are the ones who either haven’t used time under tension training, or they
are genetically elite. If you train like Ronnie Coleman that doesn’t guarantee that you will look like
him. Ronnie Coleman is a hard worker who has elite genetics. That my friends is a winning formula.
Here’s his routine:

Calf Jumps: 4 sets of 8
Seated Calf Raises: 10 sets 10-50 reps
Donkey Calf Raises: 5 sets of 15 reps
Standing Calf Raise Machine: 5 sets of 12 reps

Perform this routine 5-7 days per week if you like fast results. The calf jumps need to be done
explosively. On the seated calf raises, start with 1 set of 50 then two sets of 30 and then keep going
all the way down until you get to your heavy sets of 10 reps.

In summary, calves will take your physique to the next level but are to develop. With the right
training intensity, calves can be developed. Calves need attention, and command other bodybuilders
respect.
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Tiny Houses: Minimalism vs. McMansion
June 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Minimalism can mean a more affordable home and much more freedom

Tiny houses are gathering steam as the flight from backbreaking McMansion mortgages grows. In the
age of liberated men who are downshifting, going their own way, and otherwise refusing to finance
the exorbitance of today’s Anglo female in her quest for a princess palace paid for either by a Beta
male or by forcing an evil white man out of his job, the search for the “not too big, not too small”
house is leading to creative solutions. Among those include renting, and forgoing a conventional
home for a smaller one.

There are some impressive homes the minimalist craftsman can build for himself, including a log
cabin for less than the price of the average new car. For $16,350, a small parcel of land and a lot of
elbow grease, a man can be a home owner while freeing up enormous resources and time to invest in
other, more worthwhile pursuits than trying outdo everyone else in the neighborhood. The statistics
from the tiny house movement are interesting, and represent the financial prudence of people who
decide to live in them:

68% of tiny house owners have no mortgage
Only 29% of traditional home owners have no mortgage/are free of debt bondage
55% of tiny house people have more savings than the average person, with an average of
$10,000 in the bank
65% of tiny home owners have zero credit card debt
Tiny house people are twice as likely to have a Master’s Degree
The average cost to build a tiny home is $23,000 if built by the homeowner
The average cost of today’s McMansion is $272,000, that with interest actually ends up costing
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$481,000 on a 30-year mortgage
In today’s America, high property taxes mean you never really own a home as much as you are
renting it off the government

Floor plans for a number small homes range from a very livable (for minimalists) 14 x 28 feet to 14 x
40 feet. Some people take minimalizing even further, with models from Tumbleweed Tiny House
company that fit on travel trailers. As always, there are pros and cons to choosing this lifestyle. But if
financial freedom is priority one, as it is for me, these homes can make appealing and beautiful
options, as shown in the photo below.

Sometimes, less is more as this handsome “tiny home” shows

Concerns

Cockblocking is what the American government does best, so be advised while these homes make
beautiful places to live our political friends are once again killing freedom with excessive
bureaucracy according to The Tiny Life, a blog about tiny houses:

The issue comes when you look at your municipality’s minimum habitable structure
definition. These definitions almost always exclude Tiny Houses from being a dwelling and
give code enforcement a strong leg to stand on when it comes to condemning your Tiny
Home and/or levying fines.

Beyond the micromanaging government, living in a tiny house will represent a major lifestyle change
for the average person. However, for the true minimalist tiny homes provide many benefits. A tiny
home owner named Lilah says:
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When you have too much space you end up with too much unwanted stuff. Small homes
make you own only the most important things you love.

Another tiny home owner, Greg gives us four reasons he chose the practicality of a smaller home in
today’s climate of job insecurity, outsourcing labor to foreign countries, and suppressed wages
brought on by wave after wave of immigration:

Living simply, having no mortgage, very little bills, [and the] flexibility of being able to
move it.

As pointed out before, it doesn’t take much for a man to live on. This is true in many areas of life.
The choice to opt out of lifestyles and homes that are appealing only to women is one of the boldest
moves men can make. Further, the argument can be made when one owns more house than they can
afford: Do you own your home or does it own you? If it is keeping you from doing other things you’d
rather be doing with life, maybe you are house poor – poor only because your home is eating up too
much of your life.

“If we gave up being so attached to stuff, we’d have the time and freedom to follow our dreams.” -Becoming Minimalist

Renting Vs. Owning

The debate over owning a conventional home versus renting is rarely settled. It really comes down to
the individual to make the decision. One can examine the pros and cons of renting vs. owning and
decide if renting is right for them. Renting pros include:

Flexibility to relocate
No responsibility for maintenance and repairs
Financial predictability (set cost each month)
Ability to choose less square footage, discouraging materialism
Avoid being trapped in an upside down mortgage
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Avoid being trapped with a depreciating asset (if the neighborhood goes south)

However, renting also presents its own set of cons:

Not building equity
No tax breaks
Can’t decorate without owner’s approval (Ed: Who cares?)

Of course, buying a conventional home is a much bigger responsibility. As we have seen since the
2008 housing market crash, contrary to the myth housing values do not always go up. Pros of home
ownership include:

Building equity
Tax breaks for homeowners
Freedom to decorate as you wish (with exception of locations with homeowner’s association
micromanagement)
Ability to use home as an investment/rental property in the future

In the last generation however, as the U.S. moves towards the figurative if not literal abolishment of
private property as detailed in the Communist Manifesto, home ownership is not the pot of gold it
once was. Here are some cons:

No flexibility to relocate
Paying for your own maintenance
Paying property taxes (which are becoming very high in some places)
Homes can lose value
Adjustable rate mortgages can mean big jumps in housing payments

For me, there is no question renting was the only way to go as work in the media has become very
unreliable over the past decade. A mortgage would have entrapped me, forcing me to take jobs I did
not want until the house was sold once I realized how corrupt the media was and wanted no part of it
anymore. Moreover, most homes had much more space than I needed or wanted as a man, which
would only have encouraged me to fill that empty space with materialistic junk I did not need. Just
before the housing crash, I almost got a mortgage because I thought it would be a good
financial move and make me more appealing to women looking to start a family. Since those
clueless Beta days, I got wise to Red Pill theory, indulged my Sigma side, and walked off the
corporate plantation. I realize signing that mortgage would have been a colossal mistake.
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15 to 30 years on a mortgage or freedom…it’s your choice

My Experience

I have been living out of 3 suitcases while traveling the world. I would have never had this freedom
with a mortgage or a house tying me down. I thought selling and leaving my stuff behind from a one
bedroom apartment behind would kill me, but it has done nothing but liberate me. In fact, minimalists
don’t have less, we have more. These are only a few ways I have been liberated by giving away,
selling, or trashing everything I had in my apartment.

Not worrying about things breaking, getting lost or stolen, and if something breaks I have cash
in the bank to replace it.
Not chained to an employer because I “need” his salary to pay my bills.
Freedom to move around to different locations and rent furnished homes (very cheap to do
abroad).
Freedom from the need to impress other people.
Freedom from chasing the momentary high that comes with a new purchase.
Freedom for being a Beta male slave paying for more house than I need to impress or keep a
female
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The house I currently rent abroad is very small, and very simple with only
3 rooms. It has a combined living room/kitchen/dining room, a bedroom, and a bathroom. I
absolutely love the place.

Once we stop learning to let our likes and dislikes be controlled by others, we can pursue what makes
us happy rather than what makes those around us (especially women) happy. Minimalism means
purchasing housing based on necessity, and nothing else. People invest so much of their lives and
themselves in acquiring things, as if those things represent their personalities and their value as
human beings. This has led to shallow lives of cutthroat competition to be king of the
suburban neighborhood. We have become the embodiment of Stanley Johnson in the iconic Lending
Tree commercial from the late 1990s.

I’m Stanley Johnson. I’ve got a great family. I’ve got a four bedroom house in a great
community. Like my car? It’s new. I even belong to the local golf club. How do I do it? I’m
in debt up to my eyeballs! I can barely pay my finance charges. Somebody help me!

Rather than pursuing Stanley’s McMansion in a great neighborhood and then becoming one of
Lending Tree’s debt slaves, a man can choose to forgo the princess palace and live in a smaller home,
or rent, among many other options that will present themselves once the Red Pill man has
deprogrammed himself from chasing the “prescribed lifestyle” foisted upon him by women, society,
marketers, and the government.

We as men can choose to go our own way with housing, not just with women and relationships. For
many of us, the choice between minimalism and a McMansion has never been clearer.
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Weekend Reading | June 10, 2016
June 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

While your girl makes you a sandwich, here are some of the most politically incorrect reads to
enjoy for the weekend of June 10, 2016.

Manosphere

Top 6 Acts of Censorship in 2016

There has been a dangerous and troublesome trend of increasing censorship in the west. In
the wake of the Second World War, it became criminal to speak certain things about the
war, question details of the holocaust, or possess Nazi memorabilia. In 1990, France passed
the Gayssot Act, making it illegal to question whether Nazi leaders committed crimes
against humanity.

Soviet Defector Yuri Bezmenov Accurately Predicted How America Would Decline

Yuri Bezmenov, a disillusioned Soviet KGB agent, defected to North America while
stationed in India. His goal was to save the West from Soviet subversion by publicizing
KGB tactics and goals. While he received some attention in the Western press, his warnings
have mostly gone unheeded while much of what he predicted has come true.
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The Sad Squeaks Of An Aging Starlet’s Rationalization Hamster Spinning Its Final
Wheel

Sharon Stone is a long way from her star turn in the movie Basic Instinct as a femme fatale
who flashes her vaj during an interrogation. Thirty years on, paying audiences don’t want to
see her vagina anymore. And, if the bitterness and sour grapes that drip from this recent
interview with Stone are any indication, not many quality men in her real life want to see
her vagina either.

Minimalism and Money

6 Ways Your Budget Can Save You Big

Your budget is made of three types of expenses: fixed, flexible and fun. What if you want to
make room in your budget for something else? Maybe you want to plan an extra trip, or just
put date nights back into your life. Here are a few ways to free up more money for the fun
stuff you want to do.

News

New Social Network Based on Blockchain Wants to End Censorship

As Facebook and other digital social platforms face repeated accusations of censorship, a
new blockchain-based social networking platform is emerging — with the express purpose
of combating censorship. “We are basically living in an information age plagued by
arbitrary censorship and digital amnesia, affecting every Internet user,” says AKASHA
Project founder and CEO Mihai Alisie.
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You’re a “Bigot” If You Don’t Support Pedophilia
June 11, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Rome continues to burn culturally

The free fall continues. Pedophile Todd Nickerson just published a new article and video with
support of Salon this month. In the piece, video of a young girl in a pink dress plays while Nickerson
rationalizes his lust for children, and describes “relieving himself” of his sexual lust in the bathroom
after spending time with her.

The march towards total sexual degeneracy continues at a rapid pace in Anglo America. Even as
heterosexuals (and especially heterosexual men) are just getting used to their new second-class status
as a result of the ongoing Marxist revolution, social engineers are already at work destroying the last
vestiges of morality and sexual restraint in the culture. In a display of just how duplicitous the
American legal system is, even though there are laws against prostitution in every state some states
do not have laws against sex with animals, and now leftist media is pushing for legal acceptance of
pedophilia. As George Carlin said about prostitution: Selling is legal, fucking is legal. Why isn’t
selling fucking legal? Why should it be illegal to sell something you can give away?

Beyond the comedy and contradictions of the American legal system and the marginalization of
heterosexuals, sometime soon it is reasonable to expect people who do not support pedophilia will be
called bigots, cave dwellers, and other colorful labels the left invents, because to leftists sex with
children (and later sex with animals) is just another lifestyle choice.

Enter Todd Nickerson

The leftist Salon magazine has been at the forefront of pushing the pedophilia agenda. In fact, Todd
Nickerson has become their unofficial poster boy, as they attempt to knock down the remaining
columns that hold up what’s left of Western Civilization. Twice within the last year they have given
Nickerson the podium, letting him push his blog called Virtuous Pedophiles. It’s a strategy that uses
Saul Alinsky’s 10th Rule for Radicals: If you push a negative hard enough, it will push through and
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become a positive. Nickerson plays the victim card, just as homosexuals did for a generation before
gay marriage was legalized:

My purpose is to go out and educate people, allowing people like myself to come out and be
open. Society makes it harder by persecuting us because a lot of us become fatalistic. We
start to think it doesn’t matter what we do or say they’re going to hate us anyway.

In addition to marginalizing those who do not want to live in a society where pedophilia is the norm
as “ignorant” people who need to be “educated,” Salon pushes the victim narrative, reporting that
poor Nickerson had to pack up and leave town after he “came out” to his family so he wouldn’t
offend anyone. (Offend is, of course, an insidious leftist code word.) Nickerson says he learned he
was a pedophile at age 18 when he babysat a 5-year old girl that he “fell in love with” but did not act
on his urges.

Salon ran another Nickerson piece in September 2015 entitled “I’m a pedophile, not a monster.” In
the bloviating screed, Salon lets him label pedophilia as an alternate sexual behavior. Nickerson did
receive at least some support after posting the article:

Maybe he’s right. Maybe pedophilia is, at least for some people, an intractable in-born trait
that it is possible to have without supporting or endorsing. I think we should all at least have
the humility to entertain the possibility he knows his own experience better than we do.

There’s nothing about being able to sympathize with someone who possesses a terrible trait
that they didn’t choose for themselves that precludes us from also taking every necessary
step to protect kids. I know this much is true: historically, acting out of a sense of moral
panic (whether that was communists, witches or drugs) has pretty much always made us less
safe because it removes our ability to think.

Next up will be crackpot psychologists defending pedophilia as an alternative lifestyle choice
(already happening in legacy media publications like the Los Angeles Times as we will see, but
becoming more widespread in the future), before the media take up the issue, turning it into another
circus, and legislators once again bend their knee as a lobby for pedophilia organizes.
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“Hell is empty and all the devils are here.” -Shakespeare

Destroying Morality

This latest attack is another in a long line aimed at demoralizing the population. There is no doubt the
normalization of all sexual urges will reduce human beings to a pre-civilization level of existence, i.e.
return man to a sexual jungle. Legalizing pedophilia and bestiality will be the capstones of the
Marxist revolution that is ongoing right now across the Western world. Once America and Europe
have been broken, the rest of the world will fall into line like dominoes.

Feminism was only the first chapter in the move against humanity. Even though anthropologists
knew a century ago that lifting restrictions on monogamy and female sexual freedom would cause
society to collapse, their warnings were not heeded either because of foolishness, ignorance, or on
purpose. Sex and Culture, published in 1934 by J.D. Unwin, was considered “a work of the highest
importance” by Aldous Huxley, whose warnings about where America was going were also not
heeded. Huxley wrote:

Unwin’s conclusions, which are based upon an enormous wealth of carefully sifted
evidence, may be summed up as follows. All human societies are in one or another of four
cultural conditions: zoistic, manistic, deistic, rationalistic. Of these societies the zoistic
displays the least amount of mental and social energy, the rationalistic the most.
Investigation shows that the societies exhibiting the least amount of energy are those where
pre-nuptial continence is not imposed and where the opportunities for sexual indulgence
after marriage are greatest. The cultural condition of a society rises in exact proportion as it
imposes pre-nuptial and post-nuptial restraints upon sexual opportunity.

In Unwin’s study of 80 tribes and 6 civilizations, these startling findings were published:

The whole of human history does not contain a single instance of a group becoming
civilized unless it has been absolutely monogamous, nor is there any example of a group
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retaining its culture after it has adopted less rigorous customs.

The sexual market is the grandfather of all the other markets of man. Once a society becomes liberal
with sexual behavior, it loses its cohesion, impetus, and purpose. The abandonment of any sexual
restraint puts America on the road to becoming a modern day Sodom and Gomorrah with a low level
of social and mental energy. In other words, it puts us on the road to Idiocracy.

Those who do not support sex with children are bigots, according to the media and Marxist social engineers who are using Nickerson to
front their agenda in our modern day dystopia

“You Are a Bigot”

Because of the genius with which the left is enacting these de-civilizing policies and bringing them
into the media for mainstream discussion, it is likely they will soon begin marginalizing resisters. As
with so many other cultural norms that have been razed in the West, anyone who resists will be
labeled a bigot. The puppet masters have realized enormous success using this playbook. Look how
far they have already pushed Western culture. Gayness is lionized by the media because, after all,
someone can’t help that they’re gay. Transsexuals can’t help they were a woman born in a man’s
body and want to use a bathroom that is the opposite of their anatomy. And, coming soon, pedophiles
can’t help that they’re attracted to children.

Barack Obama has already said he thinks sex education in kindergarten is “the right thing to do.” In
addition, he threatened to cut off school lunch funding for poor children at schools that did not
provide third gender bathrooms to children in a thinly veiled effort at sexualizing children. The Los
Angeles Times jumped on board with the pedophilia narrative, placing pedophilia on the same level
as heterosexuality as it reported the sob story of pedophile Paul Cristiano who told reporters he
prefers pre-pubescent girls.

Many researchers taking a different view of pedophilia: Pedophilia once was thought to
stem from psychological influences early in life. Now, many experts view it as a deep-
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rooted predisposition that does not change. “These people felt they could snuff out the
desire, or shame me into denying it existed,” he said. “But it’s as intrinsic as the next
person’s heterosexuality.”

Western civilization is already on a slippery slope as it slides towards mainstreaming pedophilia.
Leftists have already set a precedent unseen in world history with the enshrinement of homosexual
marriage into law. As The New American put it, there is no historical precedent in the world for the
acceptance of faux marriage yet America accepted it. There is, however a lengthy history of
pedophilia across the world:

Yet if I say that our current cultural trajectory — a bizarre trek that has caused us to boldly
go where no American had gone before — has as a point on its arc the acceptance of
pedophilia, I’m sure I’ll hear “never, ever under the stars and stripes!” This is a normal
human reaction. But the past is a picture of futures man inevitably will paint again, and
history hollers its warnings for those with ears to hear.

There is indeed a history of pedophilia in humans, but as Unwin pointed out it was seen only when a
society was declining. One must think about this critically: with a retrograde push for men to be able
to have sex with children, the marginalization of heterosexuality, and pushing androgyny of the men
and women, what is the end goal of this insanity?

Once the full agenda of sexual degeneracy and moral relativism is realized, considering the lack of
resistance Americans have put up so far to the agendas designed to break civilization, we will have
arrived in a dystopia where everything is normal and nothing can be judged. Moral relativism, which
tells us we can’t judge the behavior of others, even if they are child molesters is ultimately a deal
with the devil. The 1960s mantra “If it feels good do it!” has become the theme on our road to hell.
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Tips on fighting the Culture War from Sun Tzu

Change Tactics

Traditionalists and conservatives tend to put up symbolic opposition to changes like these, before
eventually caving in and kowtowing to the demands of the “oppressed.” This is the wrong tactic
when fighting in war, whether it be a cultural war or a literal one. By setting the tone of the
discussion in advance, liberals are ensuring conservatives play defense. Ancient Chinese philosopher
Sun Tzu, master tactician and author of The Art of War would not approve. From Chapter 6, Weak
Points and Strong:

Whoever is first in the field and awaits the coming of the enemy, will be fresh for the fight;
whoever is second in the field and has to hasten to battle will arrive exhausted.

In addition to the colossal error of letting the left set the conditions of the narrative, other tactics must
be changed. Each time a leftist agenda item is shoved in their faces, the left imposes their will on the
right rather than the other way around. Sun Tzu continues:

Therefore the clever combatant imposes his will on the enemy, but does not allow the
enemy’s will to be imposed on him.

Since many conservatives are already reeling from 50 years or more of losses in the Culture War,
they’re lost and most have no idea where the next attack will come from (like the pedophilia agenda):

Appear at points which the enemy must hasten to defend; march swiftly to places where you
are not expected.

The left also plays the victim card and uses what Bertrand Russell called The Fallacy of the Superior
Virtue of the Oppressed as a shield, while they strike with their sword of moral relativism.

You can ensure the safety of your defense if you only hold positions that cannot be attacked.

Conservatives consistently play defense rather than putting the left in a defensive crouch.

Hence that general is skillful in attack whose opponent does not know what to defend; and
he is skillful in defense whose opponent does not know what to attack.

These short passages illustrate only a few of the ways the culture war will be lost and pedophilia will
be imposed on the population if those against degeneracy do not change tactics. The re-education of
the public to accept any sexual behavior, while criminalizing heterosexuality in every way possible
(i.e. there is a new push against stare rape) is an attempt at reducing humans to the equivalent of
easily manipulated farm animals, who, echoing the battery metaphor in The Matrix, only exist to
create profit for their masters on the Anglo-American (and eventually world) tax farm. H.L. Mencken
wrote about the true aims of those in power:

The aim…is simply to reduce as many individuals as possible to the same safe level, to
breed and train a standardized citizenry, to put down dissent and originality. That is its aim
in the United States, whatever the pretensions of politicians, pedagogues and other such
mountebanks, and that is its aim everywhere else.

Will the push to normalize pedophilia be the breaking point in the Culture War, and a turning point
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before the stroke of midnight? Or will Americans once again march to the orders of the left when this
issue soon enters the Overton Window?

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This article originally ran
on Return of Kings.
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Eye Candy of the Week | June 12, 2016
June 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Pretty in pink, and blonde. Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for June 12, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | June 12, 2016
June 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter charlessledge001 wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us.
In response to You’re a Bigot if You Don’t Support Pedophilia, he discusses how the left pushing the
pedophilia agenda may be a breaking point in the 50-year long Culture War it has been waging.

At this point the only option may be pushing the reset button, burn it to the ground. I
wondered what was going to come fist bestiality or pedophilia I guess now I know. People
thought that gay marriage wasn’t a slippery slope (why is beyond me) but everyone should
realize now that leftists won’t stop until they have complete one hundred percent control
and their ideology is one hundred percent enforced. One of the problems with classical
liberalism is that it is a lukewarm and not a strong ideology. Meaning that classical
liberalism provides a lot of room for tolerance and differences while leftism does not
(despite thats all they drone on about). Things like islam provide the same dynamics making
them such a strong movement. I guess the right’s version would be monarchism or Fascism
or some combination, think God Emperor type. Lukewarm ideologies will fall before strong
ideologies every time, they simply don’t take hard enough stands to fight against all or
nothing ideologies. So while those ideologies like classical liberalism sound nice in air
conditioned rooms and in our head when they meet the real world they break apart. That is
why conservatives have failed so badly they are a weak ideology going against a strong one.
Which is why the alt-right which embraces parts if not all of Fascism is such a threat to the
new order. That picture combined with the Shakespeare quote was very well done. Indeed
hell is empty and it’s our job to fight. The perverts, puppet masters, invading hordes,
Feminists, and millions of other unfit are destroying our world. It’s up for men to take it
back and pray it isn’t too late. If you are a man who believes in freedom and masculinity
and the old ways (the natural order) then you are like those soldiers fighting the devils in the
picture above. Outnumbered but brave. Stand strong.
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Indeed, one wonders when there is going to be organized resistance to the increasingly sick and
degenerate Marxist agenda and the havoc it is wreaking on a once-proud but now increasingly weird
and strange Anglo culture in the 21st century.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man. And don’t forget the Comment of the Month
competition which awards $20 cash the 1st of every month!

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Why MGTOW is So Important
June 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

MGTOW represents men collectively riding off into the sunset, ignoring the demands of women and society and focusing on themselves

Men Going Their Own Way, or MGTOW, is an important group connected with the ongoing male
awakening and enlightenment of the early 21st century. It is a men’s movement with an admirable
and moral objective, as defined by MGTOW.com:

MGTOW is a statement of self-ownership, where the modern man preserves and protects
his own sovereignty above all else. It is the manifestation of one word: “No”. Ejecting silly
preconceptions and cultural definitions of what a “man” is. Looking to no one else for social
cues. Refusing to bow, serve and kneel for the opportunity to be treated like a disposable
utility. And, living according to his own best interests in a world which would rather he
didn’t.

As women craved liberation, so do men crave liberation in the 21st century. With the rise of
feminism disguised as women’s liberation, women didn’t just walk out the door on traditions and
family, they collectively broke the door off its hinges and threw it away. But, they left men behind
and told them don’t you dare walk out same door.

Fifty years later men do not enjoy self-ownership, we are for all intents and purposes owned by
women and society. Traditionally, for our peaceful participation in society and going along with its
schemes, men have been awarded control and decision-making status over women, family and
society. This has been loosely defined as a social contract in civilized societies from Greece and
Rome to present day Western society. The crucial part of this “social contract” that statists are so
fond of referring to, was that for participating in society, being subjected to its legal demands, and
supporting it, men received certain incentives. These incentives include:

Culturally and legally enforced female monogamy
Guaranteed paternity
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Decision making authority as the head of the household
Exclusive sexual access to a wife, i.e. a virgin bride
As house-band (husband) culturally and legally enforced obligation for wives to remain in the
relationship (i.e. no flightiness or “finding herself”)
Culturally and legally enforced responsibility for women to be good mothers
As defined in the Christian bible, the responsibility of a woman to respect and obey her
husband

In exchange for these accommodations, men were expected to give their lives and their labor for the
protection and benefit of their wives, families, and communities. However, since feminism the
incentives for men to go along with the deal have been removed, while the demands for men to
sacrifice their lives and their labor for the benefit of society have increased. For example:

Men are naturally minimalists but we are expected to labor for a waste economy that is 80%
fueled by female materialism
Women can walk out of marriages at any time and for any reason, but men must bear the
financial burden of their decisions in the family court system
When divorcing, women are viewed as being destitute by the court system and not the
archetypal Strong, Empowered Woman™
Feminism and carouseling has made the ideal of a virgin bride laughable
As women push men out of the workforce they are destroying male utility value, making them
undesirable to women because of Briffault’s Law
Women do not respect and obey men, in fact feminism has made this concept laughable

These terms of the social contract and others were altered without asking men if they agreed to the
terms. The liberation of women from the terms of the deal outlined above is today taken for granted,
but men are still expected to adhere the old terms. This is an untenable situation. This mistreatment of
men is what led to Men Going Their Own Way.

Women abandoned their obligations to men, it’s time for men to abandon their obligations to women
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Breaking Up with Society and Its Demands

Today, the remaining rights men have are being steadily dwindled down to a choice between Coca-
Cola and Pepsi, McDonald’s or Burger King, and Republicrat or Demican. This is why MGTOW is
admirable. Men who have no incentives to go along with a social system that has thown them
overboard have the option to:

Refuse to allow women or society to define male worth
Refuse to compete for careers that favor women and feed materialism
Opt out of dating
Pursue only sexual pleasure from women
Take care of only themselves, often downshifting to a minimalistic lifestyle
Shun society as a whole (ghosting)

These ideals are the equivalent of writing a breakup letter to society, and the beginning of men
pursuing their own goals and happiness in life, without asking permission. Men are deciding to live
for themselves, as women have already been doing for 50 years. Many in society are not going to be
happy with this decision, but ultimately the people condemning MGTOWs do not have to life a
man’s life, he does, and they’re being hypocritical if they believe women have the right to be
empowered and men do not.

The shunning society aspect of MGTOW I totally identify with, and I understand why men are acting
on the other bullet points, too. I was totally adrift in Anglo America in my 20s and 30s, and found
chasing women to be aggravating after a while since I knew the relationship wasn’t going anywhere.
First off, I would not allow myself to be taken advantage of by her or the court system. Second,
women are not suitable for marriage or family in Anglo America anymore. Third, I got tired of being
a clown and the male equivalent of a traveling troupe of entertainers just to spark her interest. Picking
women up amounted to a lot of work for a wet hole, and that kind of life was not very fulfilling after
a while even though I was successful at it. For this reason, I understand why so many MGTOWs give
up on women even though I never could. My best friend tries to quit women but he often regresses
back into pump and dumps with them.

I decided being a clown for women so I could get laid just wasn’t good enough, emboldened by the
idea of going my own way in life. Since leaving the poisonous culture of Anglo America for more
traditional Latin America I can both assure you the culture has a lot to do with the decline of the
quality of women, and inform you it was worth leaving, at least for me. In fact, I made this
observation on a message board:

This small island I am on has not been infested with the hemlock of feminism yet. In many
ways, it reminds me how men and women used to act when I was growing up. Maybe that’s
why I love it so much. Things make sense to me here. Comparing and contrasting between
here and present day dystopian America makes me violently angry at what has been done to
us as a nation and a people.

I decided to say hell no to a game that had so manipulated the odds there was no possibility for me to
get anything out of it than exploitation of my labor and my life. But, we are only beginning to realize
the power a decision like this brings to men.
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Women can still be a fun part of life, but they are side ventures for the MGTOW

Taking the Next Steps

Without the bold message of saying “No!” to women and society MGTOWs preach, I would have
never realized the freedom and happiness I have now. Here are some other ways we can apply the
wisdom of MGTOWs to society to level the playing field so men are not regularly taken advantage
of. If women want to get equality on, let’s not play around, let’s get it on:

Custody: Eliminate female preference in the family court system, with either a 50/50 chance of
custody in all cases or shared custody and the end of forced wealth transfers i.e. child support
Education: Abolish co-ed schooling, adopt single-sex schooling so boys can be turned into
strong men rather than weak manlets
Employment: Demand women share the responsibilities of society by imposing quotas
requiring them to participate in dirty, hazardous, and physically demanding jobs
Violence: Violence against men is often depicted as humorous the media, this form of sexism
must be ended. Men must be able to file suit for emotional and physical duress in court, just as
women enjoy today.

At the end of the day, what MGTOW is ultimately about is male empowerment. It is about the
freedom and the power to do whatever we want, female and societal expectations be damned. In other
words, women told men they can do whatever the hell they want with women’s lib. Men must do the
same to balance the scales, and we must be ruthless about it.

After learning it is not up to women or society to judge my self-worth but it’s up to me, my life
changed in ways I never would have imagined. I’m out of debt, I have freedom, I left the corporate
plantation to pursue work that is more satisfying but doesn’t make as much money such as running
this blog, and I am off the materialism treadmill for the first time ever. I also refused a man-hating
culture and defected to a culture that still affords men a role in society.
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I never completely gave up on women as I enjoy the physical side of life too much…I mean what is
there to live for without sex is my personal philosophy. I just got better with manipulating women
instead of being manipulated by them, and better at controlling my emotions with them, as well as
knowing when to walk out when the situation is not working to my advantage. As simple as all this
sounds, it goes against everything men are conditioned to do by Anglo society. That is why MGTOW
will always be important to me. I changed courses and now it’s all about me, which is how a lifetime
of experience and misadventures with women taught me to be.

There is nothing wrong with a man living his life as he see fits, free of the impositions and demands
ungrateful women and society make on him. For me, MGTOW meant going my own way right on
outside the Matrix with a one-way plane ticket into the arms of Latinas.

This brings us back to why the movement is important. The most concise definition of MGTOW is
the refusal of male slavery. No longer will we be faceless, nameless drones whose only purpose is
being utilities to be used and consumed by women.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Fall of Europe: 69,000 Migrant Crimes in 3 Months
June 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

New crime statistics support the sentiments of those who believe immigration is out of control in Europe

Invaders, labeled downtrodden “migrants” by the legacy media continue a crime and rape spree
across Europe. New statistics show how the “refugee” surge has also caused a crime surge,
threatening the safety and security of once great European nations. Immigrants from Syria, Iraq, and
Afghanistan committed most of 69,000 migrant crimes reported in the first 3 months of this year,
according to newly released statistics.

Reuters, a pro-globalist spin agency worried the crimes “could raise unease, especially among anti-
immigrant groups, about Chancellor Angela Merkel’s liberal migrant policy.” It’s one more piece of
evidence Establishment media support the invasion of Europe and demographic displacement of its
citizens, and manipulate their news reports accordingly. News agencies downplayed warnings from
police in cities like Cologne, before the tens of thousands of crimes occurred, that the groups were
“totally uninhibited and aggressive” people who were doing everything from throwing bottles to
groping the breasts and groins of young women.

Here’s how the crimes beak down:

29% theft
28% property crimes or forgery
23% assault, kidnapping, and robbery
7% drugs
1% rapes

At first glance rapes do not seem to make up many of the crimes, but there are a number of other
concerning public safety issues that were not an issue before the invasion. There is reason to believe
rapes are being under-reported on purpose because of suicidal liberal tendencies to omit the race or
ethnicity of sexual attackers in police documentation. Just in Cologne, hundreds of women said they
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were groped, assaulted and robbed earlier this year by men of Middle Eastern and African descent.
Young German women told stories like these:

The men treated us like hunted animals – we were crying and panicked. It was horrible.
[They] had fingers on every orifice.

Not far away in Sweden, which has seen more sex crimes than Germany, newspapers have said it is
“racist” to even include the ethnicity of the attackers in news reports. There are indications police in
both countries are covering up many sex crimes committed by the invaders, thereby manipulating the
statistics. In fact, Stockholm Police Chief Peter Agren went so far as to say this:

Sometimes we do not dare to say how things really are because we believe it will play into
the hands of the Sweden Democrats.

Internal documents in Sweden revel the sexual attackers are “young foreign men who come to
Sweden without their parents.” Specifically, in that report many of them were from Afghanistan.
Both German and Swedish authorities describe a phenomenon they have never seen in their nations
before, rape gangs that encircle and then attack women. In the Arab world, this behavior has a name:
Taharrush gamea. Girls often have their veils torn off burqas by the gangs, attacks which often end in
rape.

Ephrem tadele Yohannes smiling in court after the brutal rape and murder of Swedish model Elin Krantz

Elin Krantz

In one of the more ironic and disgusting rape cases which could have served as a canary in the coal
mine had it received proper attention, young Swedish model Elin Krantz who was a member of “We
Like Diversity” on Facebook and a supporter of open door immigration policy was savagely raped by
Somali “immigrant” Ephrem tadele Yohannes. When you see the pictures of how he left his victim,
you may well be outraged Yohannes was only sentenced to 16 years in prison. Caution: Image is
very graphic. Swedish newspaper The Local reported these facts about the rape:

Elin Krantz and her alleged killer were riding the same tram to the Hisingen neighbourhood
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near Gothenburg in western Sweden. Shortly thereafter Krantz was raped and murdered in a
wooded area not far from the tram stop, according to information from the investigation.
The violence was so severe that it also caused nerve damage in Krantz’s brain, resulting in a
lack of oxygen. The 23-year-old is suspected of having raped Krantz by holding her down
and forcing her legs apart. He then allegedly dragged her body over uneven ground and then
placed it on a large stone block, according to prosecutors.

Before raping and killing Kratnz, Yohannes already had a lengthy criminal record in the United
States for everything from hit and run to drunk driving to perjury. In spite of this, when he applied for
“refugee” status Sweden immediately opened her arms and legs to let him in. This is just one case
that has been totally ignored by the legacy media because it does not fit their multiculturalism
narrative, even though it definitely fits their supposed feminism narrative.

In spite of this case, others, and the ongoing rape epidemic in Europe, multiculturalism and race
trumps feminism to leftists in the hierarchy of ideologies, and indeed evidence is mounting that
feminism was nothing more than a tool to remove women from the home to produce more taxpaying,
corporate drones that feed into the system, nothing more.

Liberals continue to tell us to keep our heads in the sand

Hear No Evil, See No Evil, Speak No Evil

The low (1.1%) of reported rapes by migrants screams the statistics are being manipulated to cover
up the crimes by Western governments that claim to be “pro-women.” Despite hundreds of reports of
sexual offenses in Cologne, the Sydney Morning Herald reported not one man was charged with a
crime. There is evidence the German government has had knowledge of the sex gang attacks but has
done little to report the epidemic to the public and virtually nothing to stop it. The Interior Ministry
sent out this message to police last January:
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Rape, sexual offenses, thefts, robberies committed by a foreign group [are occurring and a
group of] 40 to 50 people [who are acting] to the detriment of young women.

In one particular case of a “migrant” acting to “the detriment of young women,” an Algerian man
raped a 25-year old German girl then later asked her if she enjoyed it. As reported in the left-leaning
Daily Mail:

An Algerian man who almost killed his 25-year-old student victim shouted out ‘if Allah
wills it’ in Arabic as he raped her in a darkened alley, a court has heard. The man, identified
only by his first name Rheda, is accused of following the student as she walked home from
a nightclub at 5 am in Hannover, Germany. Afterwards, with his victim badly beaten, he is
alleged to have climbed off her and asked her if she enjoyed it. The shocking details were
revealed at the trial of the 37-year-old asylum seeker from Algeria who has denied rape.
Prosecutors say DNA evidence links him to the crime.

However, the media do not focus on incidents such as this. In an extreme show of selection of topics
bias, stories in the U.S. regularly focus on how the invaders will be integrated into European society,
how they’re downtrodden so-called asylum seekers, and how wonderful European politicians are for
letting them walk in. Western governments regularly show preferential treatment to the invading
“asylum seekers” and they know this. One immigrant told police:

I’m a Syrian! You have to treat me kindly! Ms. Merkel invited me. You can’t touch me.

Despite the media trying to put everyone back to sleep, it is clear forced multiculturalism and the
government’s attempt at race cucking Europeans is failing miserably. Germany’s new anti-
immigration party, Alternative for Germany, has seen a rapid rise that has coincided with Merkel’s
open door immigration insanity. However, once again showing extreme bias in the legacy media, the
press roundly criticizes any attempt at Europeans trying to maintain the integrity of their borders and
culture.

As in the United States, Europe, the ancestral homeland of Caucasians the desired outcome among
the Establishment is less Europeans and more of everyone else. However, if the situation were
reversed, Caucasians displacing people from other nations would be the nightmare to end all
nightmares for the left. This shows leftists are racist against Caucasians. But not all Europeans are
ready to commit suicide just yet, as nationalism is on the rise in Europe. Electoral gains have been
noted in a number of European countries, with the biggest pieces of the pie being claimed by
nationalist parties in Austria, Switzerland, and Denmark. Britain is moving towards voting to exit the
EU.

The rise of nationalism is a good thing, but it would be nice to see it accompanied by a rise in
libertarianism as well. Protect the borders and the culture of each nation, but the West also needs to
move away from authoritarianism and micromanaging bureaucracies that have grown like cancers
over the last 50 years. The trouble with left and right politics is that both sides lead to more
centralized power and less individual control over our lives. In this author’s opinion, we need to press
the “reset” button on government and start with a clean slate. The integrity of the nation state must be
maintained, but inside its borders a return to the principles of freedom needs to accompany the
renaissance. And rape and crime sprees must be stopped, no matter who it offends.
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The History of Harems: Women Orbit, Too
June 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s good to be king: Italian artist Belisario Gioja painted Entertainment in the Harem depicting the lifestyle in the 19th century

Beta males usually orbit women they are sexually interested in. Just as Earth revolves around the sun
because of gravitational attraction, the hapless Beta male will go into orbit around a girl he finds
attractive. The girl he is orbiting will often use him for feels, to get help with homework or other
tasks she doesn’t like doing, or as a plutonic companion to cull boredom. He thinks he will get a foot
in the door with her, and then a penis in the vagina, but the reality is he will be going home to fap
while daydreaming about her each day.

Nature, it would seem, it not without a sense of irony as women orbit, too. However, in contrast to
the sexless, hopeless Beta male, the orbiting female will be attracted to a man of very high status,
wealth, and/or power and she will be happy make herself sexually available to him, even though she
has to orbit him along with other females who are attracted by the scent of his resources or power.
The harem arises from this tendency of women to orbit high status men.

Women will often try to justify this behavior the same way a squid attempts evasion, by dropping
figurative ink into the discussion. They’re just hanging around because he is such an interesting guy.
Just because these girls are with him doesn’t mean there’s anything sexual going on. She just likes
him as a person. You are just jealous because you don’t have girls around you like that. Whatever.
Hamster rationalization, anyone? Let’s analyze this: Some leftist guy that goes around harping about
global warming, with no pecs, a flabby stomach, and a beard befitting a bum does not collect a large
gathering of nubile females unless he has something they want. But that’s exactly what Leonardo
DiCaprio is, as depicted in the photo below, except he has status, wealth, and power. Which brings us
back to Briffault’s Law, a frequent piece of scientific evidence frequently referred to here at TNMM:

Where the female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association
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takes place.

The gist of Briffault’s Law is this: women are nature’s consummate users. Nothing against them
personally, that’s just the way evolution designed them. Female orbiting is their way of saying: “Pick
me, pick me!” to a male they have zeroed in on as someone who has vast resources they can
consume. This instinctual drive, plainly seen in this paparazzi photo, carries over to this day and has a
long history in our species.

Without his money, status, and power, do you think women would be orbiting the soft Beta male Leo?

History of Harems

The behavior of women orbiting men that are useful to them and the practice of women becoming
part of a harem both go back thousands of years, if not much further back in unrecorded human
history. The term harem is a Turkish word that refers to polygyny as historically practiced in Muslim
households, although the practice of polygyny was common in Asia and other parts of the world as
well. The Ottoman sultan usually kept a harem of several dozen women, including girlfriends and
wives. Far from “oppression” that women claim such behavior to be, modern day evidence of this
behavior, as females orbit around high status men like Leo is plain as day. Indeed, history shows
countless women circling one dominant man was a highly regulated affair in the Ottoman Empire.

The harem was not just a place where women lived. Babies were born and children grew up
there. Within the precincts of the harem were markets, bazaars, laundries, kitchens,
playgrounds, schools and baths. The harem had a hierarchy, its chief authorities being the
wives and female relatives of the emperor and below them were the concubines. There was
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mother, step-mothers, aunts, grandmothers, step-sisters, sisters, daughters and other female
relatives that lived in the harem. There were also ladies-in-waiting, servants, maids, cooks,
women official and guards.

Even though the English harem word derives from that part of the world, it was not just an Islamic
practice . Here are some other parts of the world in which women were in harems of a dominant man
rather than the one and only of hapless Beta males, the exact type of male they show open contempt
towards today:

Egypt: Pharaohs demanded to be in the constant company of numerous beautiful girls.
Sri Lanka: King Kashyapa had a harem that numbered 500.
Mexico: Montezuma had 4,000 concubines when he met Cortez.
China: One emperor had 2,800 concubines.
Africa: Junior wives and concubines orbited Chieftans.
Mongolia: Genghis Khan fathered so many children 1 in 200 men have his DNA today.
In other cultures, one wife was shared by several brothers.

The University of Wisconsin showed the practice of maintaining harems is far from unusual in
history. It surveyed 1,000 historical societies to find out how common polygyny has been, and the
findings are astonishing: Just 18% of historical societies were monogamous. Half of rest of the 82%
had occasional polygyny and the other half had it all the time. If nothing else, this historical fact helps
show why women have such contempt for Beta males – they are not as valuable for providing
material things as high status men. The Guardian reported these statistics:

New Scientist magazine suggested that, until 10,000 years ago [a blink of an eye in
biological time] most children had been sired by comparatively few men. Variations in
DNA, it said, showed that the distribution of X chromosomes suggested that a few men
seem to have had greater input into the gene pool than the rest. By contrast most women
seemed to get to pass on their genes.

As New Scientist proved, historically, only a fraction of males got to
reproduce, and indeed the measure of man’s wealth and power was often how many women he had in
his harem or how many wives and children he had. We still see echoes of this innate female behavior
to “sex the winner and nix the loser” play out in society. Women will prostrate themselves before
rock stars, movie stars, and other men of status while totally abandoning the honest, hardworking
Beta males in society. This is commonly referred to as the Pareto Principle, or the 80/20 rule, 80% of
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women chase after the top 20% of men. Historically, it was always a safer bet to ration precious eggs
to top men, rather than take a chance on those who would like be fodder for leaders to use in the next
battle. Women still exhibit this bias towards men to this day, even though environmental conditions
have changed.

The practice of polygyny and a few top men getting all the puss has been going on so long in our
species new studies are showing women evolved to have sexuality that is more “fluid” than male
sexuality, and will often become bisexual, having sex with other women to please the dominant man
who runs the harem and jockey for position in the hierarchy of wives and concubines.

Even though feminism is constantly in the face of Beta males making demands, we see top males like
Hollyweird actors are virtually immune to criticism from women for having an entourage of young
women with them wherever they go because of their social status. But, could you imagine the outrage
if the average Beta male worker drone went around his neighborhood everyday with an entourage of
young, nubile women? Women would be incensed and instantly move to destroy such a man with
verbal venom. (That is, of course, laughable both because women would not associate with such a
man – they cannot extract resources from him all at the same time.) In spite of feminism, even in our
modern “progressive” times, the practice of holding harems still exists. Polygyny is still legal in these
countries to this day:

South Africa
Egypt
Eritrea
Morocco
Malaysia
Iran
Libya

Christianity stamped out the practice of maintaining harems and polygyny in much of the world,
starting with missionaries converting people in Africa. However, today as Christianity and the
monogamy it enforces both decline the practice is actually seeing somewhat of a revival.

Some even say by bringing it back it is a way for societies to assert their beliefs in defiance of
Western “cultural imperialism.” (Ed: The liberal talent for inventing word jumbles in their quest to be
eternal victims is as amazing as it is pathetic.) Even though the idea of harems and polygyny is
completely and totally at odds with the gender equality feminists claim to worship, we do not hear
them condemning actors for maintaining a harem. Quite to the contrary, they will defend the behavior
and call men who point out their cognitive dissonance “losers.” We also do not hear them
condemning Middle Eastern societies where it is still practiced. But we do often hear invented terms
like stare rape, microaggression, and other such nonsense regularly used against Western Betas.

Now you know when you see women scream and throw their panties at rock stars, and orbit dominant
males in society, there is a biological and historical reason for their behavior. As with many things in
life, it’s winner take all, including all the sex. This is why it is infinitely better for a man’s sex life to
choose to be an azzhole than it is to be a nice guy. Niceness gets you nowhere, historically or
otherwise, except placed in orbit around a female who will at best take advantage of you to do things
and buy stuff for her. Being dominant means women will orbit you instead.
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Women and Monkey Branching
June 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We might love women but men have to use their wits when dealing with them

Women are consummate manipulators who have impressive natural talents allowing them to extract
resources from men and society. Hypergamy, the parasitic, even predatory nature of women, and The
Hedonic Treadmill, which powers the consumer waste machine, are the main manifestations of the
desire of women to “marry up” and maintain a steady stream of material resources flowing their way.
In addition to these important concepts, women are constantly on the lookout for the “bigger, better
deal” when it comes to money, status and power. Monkey branching is a creative way of describing
the concept of women reaching onward and upward to higher status men.

Here’s how monkey branching works. A woman will reach out for a new branch (a new guy) when
her old branch (the old guy) gets “boring” or she’s not “happy” any longer or has located a bigger,
better meal ticket to exploit. Sometimes, it’s just the desire to have an adventure or try something
different. No matter how good the old guy is, society tells women they can never do any wrong and
different equals better.

She will not let go of the old branch until she has a grasp on the new one. This is why women will
offer their attention and/or sex up for a dominant Alpha male in a moment’s notice, while holding on
to the Beta bucks provider as Mr. Backup until it’s safe to either dump him or divorce rape him.
Women know it is hard to get an Alpha male to commit, because unlike the Beta male the Alpha has
many options, so she has to “test” her chances of successfully reaching to the new branch without
falling off the tree.

Once she has felt her way through and the Rationalization Hamster tells her its safe to leap, she’ll
often leave the hapless and clueless Beta male behind, his head swimming as to what just took place.
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Most men never figure this cruel process out, and even if someone tells them what just happened,
they will perform the most impressive mental gymnastics to avoid admitting the truth to themselves.
Weak men will let her come back even if her attempt at monkey branching to the higher status male
fails. Sometimes women reach back to their old branch if the new branch only wants to pump and
dump them and take them for an emotional ride.

Men often enable bad behavior because of their lust for sex

Enabling Bad Behavior

One of the biggest problems is today’s culture allow women to keep swinging and monkey branching
from man to man in the quest for the perfect guy. Thus ensues years or decades of carousel riding,
only for her to one day wake up and realize men age like wine and women age like milk, and her
sexual market value has clabbered. Dating and sex apps, White Knights, feminists, and puss
pedestalizers enable this behavior to continue perpetually until she winds up a ball of human
wreckage with 20 cats as she hits The Wall.

Because eggs are more valuable than sperm in nature, women will always have more options than
men, and thus unless culturally constrained the compulsion to monkey branch and carousel ride will
always come out.

I have a personal monkey branching story to share. In a remarkable show of duplicity and cunning, a
girl I once dated for 2 years dumped me for a bad boy because I wanted to go to college and she
refused to wait for me to visit her. I almost quit school to try and patch things up with her but she
only used me to “loan” her money, then sent me away after she got what she wanted from me. As I
went back to college, broken hearted and alone she stayed with the bad boy who soon got her
pregnant. Almost 10 years later, she wanted to monkey branch back to me when I was in my 30s,
after she had two kids from the bad boy. He had turned into a drug addict and apparently the
relationship was so bad she once jumped off a building trying to commit suicide. Long story short,
she would post status updates on Facebook describing how happy she was with the bad boy, how
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much she loved him, and how lucky she was to have her family, all while feeling me out minutes
later with private messages to see if should could monkey branch back to me with all her baggage.
She offered sex to me while praising her then husband online with status updates at the same time. I
rejected both her worn out vagina and her.

I refused to be her enabler. Other men should also refuse to enable this type of behavior. It was totally
disrespectful towards both me and her husband.

The female urges to monkey branch, carousel, and have children with different partners while society foots the bill has to be curbed

Moving Up

There is a biological reason women exhibit this behavior, however civilized society requires that it be
mediated. Women want to increase the chance of survival of their offspring by mating with only the
“best” men, and this strategy makes sense in the wild. However, in a civilized society it can be
damaging.

Since feminism, women have been free to indulge animal instincts once
again. Women of today often have children from two, three, or more fathers. This does create genetic
diversity for her offspring however it reduces the incentive for male investment in the family. The
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gold standard for civilized children is the two-parent household.

In short, women got to indulge their cravings for Alpha men and numerous sexual partners, while
good, stable men and families were abandoned for female sexual adventurism. Governments now
force Beta males to pay into a system that encourages this type of irresponsible behavior, and even
condemns men who speak out against the damage it is doing to society as “sexists” or “misogynists”
when in fact those who empowered women to destroy society are more misogynistic than those who
want the best for both women and society.

In the ultimate irony, rather than feminism representing progress it represents regress back into a
hunter-gatherer type of human society. Allowing women to monkey branch and carousel again means
men will not make the necessary investments in stable families to keep the fragile, and new concept
of civilization running.

Hopefully, after seeing this behavior laid out and examined it will save you some stress and grief
when you see it in action. The skilled player will know to manipulate the situation to stop monkey
branching before it starts. Dominance is key. If your partner sees you as dominant, she will be much
less likely to stray. Even then, the risk is always there. Never let your guard down or never trust what
women say, watch what they do.
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Feminists Show Their Misandry Over Glamour Article
June 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Mmmm…milk and cookies. What could be better? Don’t you dare ask your girlfriend or wife to bring you any! Evil male oppressor!

In another contrived issue that exploded on social media and in the legacy media in the past year,
feminists raised hell over a mild Glamour article that suggests 13 ways women can spoil men and
make them fall in love. In an increasingly misandrist Anglo culture, women immediately took to their
keyboards in furor. After all, men are disposable utilities and horrible oppressors. Why in the world
would you ever want to spoil him and make the devil happy? Why would you want to commit such
atrocities as treating his friends like human beings and bringing him milk and cookies?

The issue is so ridiculous as to almost be unbelievable, especially when you see the list of “offenses”
the girl who wrote the article committed. She obviously made the mistake of thinking men should be
treated equal to women, when feminists demand to be treated in a superior manner to their Beta male
slaves. Remember, she holds the keys to the Golden Vagina and you are lucky she lets you hang
around, sorry specimen of maleness that you are.

Here is the list that sparked the outrage. The fact feminists got their panties in a wad over these trite
suggestions only demonstrates how far gone man-hating Anglo culture is. The article describes
cutesy, fun things for a woman to do for a man she supposedly cares about.
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You’d be better off stabbing yourself with that knife than asking a feminist to do anything in the Vortex of Hell i.e the kitchen [Ed: Don’t
literally stab yourself, in this age of insanity one can’t be too cautious when using hyperbole]

The “Offensive” List

1. Stocking the fridge with his favorite drinks. Bonus points: Bring him back to his
fraternity days by handing him a cold one as he steps out of the shower.

Who would have guessed that bringing a guy a beer would be the epitome of oppression? Here, have
this, I opened it for you. Totally out of line. Meantime, feminists completely ignored young Yazidi
sex slaves being burned alive last week, to illustrate the imperiousness of their attitudes toward men
through juxtaposition.

2. Making him a snack after sex. It doesn’t have to be a gourmet meal—a simple grilled
cheese or milk and cookies will do.

One supposes bringing a man milk and cookies also sets the women’s rights movement back 50
years. Does this mean women can’t ask for milk and cookies either so things are equal? Maybe this
also means no chocolates on Valentine’s Day.

3. Emailing him the latest online gossip about his favorite TV show. You don’t have to have
a BFF at HBO. Just share applicable links from your Twitter feed and pat yourself on the
back.

Doing a 2-minute Google search and showing an interest in male hobbies by sharing a Twitter link is
a terrible offense to female supremacists. Men are disposable sperm providers, who much like the
male black widow spider are to be disposed of if not killed when the mating act is finished – not
lovers, best friends, and fathers. But men are expected to feign in interest in female inanities on a
regular basis.
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4. Bragging about him to your friends, family, the stranger on the street corner—whomever.
Proclamations of pride will make his chest puff out and his heart swell.

To feminists, men are the human equivalent of a handbag or other accessory. He is not a human being
who has emotions and deserves a pat on the back once in a while. But don’t you dare “objectify” her!
Evil man!

5. Answering the door in a negligée—or, better yet, naked.

Why is this such a horrible proposition for a Strong, Independent Woman™ who is confident in her
sexuality? Personally, I would love to have a woman do this for me. In fact, I do have this kind of
treatment since I left for Latin America, and it’s wonderful. I go out of my way to do nice things for
my girl because she makes me feel special.

6. Being open to what he wants to try in the bedroom and out. An open mind is attractive no
matter your playground.

Wouldn’t this be fun for both parties? You’d think feminists would be up for some experimentation
after they get tired of riding the carousel.

7. Letting him help solve your petty work problem. Many men don’t do gossip, but they do
like to fix things.

Again, how are any of these proposals negative? The outrage demonstrates the dehumanization men
in Anglo America are regularly subjected to. Letting a man fix something is now verboten to
domineering feminist tyrants.

8. Spitting out sports stats for his favorite team. Showing an interest in his favorite players
will earn you points on and off the field.

We are supposed to believe women can do anything a man can, but when she spouts sports statistics
just like one of his male best friends it’s suddenly a huge affront?

9. Making a big deal out of his favorite meal. Does he like hot dogs cut up into his boxed
mac-and-cheese? Serve it on a fancy tray in bed to really see him smile.

The kitchen is the vortex of hell to feminists. It’s easy to see why this one outraged them, but
conversely, would they be offended if a men’s magazine told him to do this for his special girl?
Somebody’s got to be in the damn kitchen. Maybe feminists think they all deserve a servant, at your
expense, of course.

10. Treating his friends as well as you treat your own. If you win their affections, you’ll win
his heart.

Basic human decency is not sexist. In fact, it only speaks to the fact you are a total bitch if you don’t
want to respect other people.

11. Sitting side-by-side while he watches his favorite TV. It may not feel like quality time to
you, but it’s the best time to him.

This must mean men will not be asked to go shopping or participate in any activities that are only of
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interest to women. Because, equality, right?

12. Giving him a massage—happy ending completely optional. In fact, a foot rub works just
fine.

When girls give me massages, it makes me want to treat them like princesses.

13. Taking him back to third grade with a gentle tease over anything from how you’ll
dominate him on the basketball court to the weird way he just styled his hair.

So…feminists don’t enjoy YouGoGrrl-ism anymore? How odd…

The many Latinas I have dated laugh at the attitudes of Anglo women when it comes to cooking and other light chores we all have to do

Reaction

The feminist predilection for writing up ironic statements that mimic bad dialogue from Hollyweird
movies and smartassery dominated the Facebonk and Twatter hamster wheel spinning. Shitlibs also
love pointing out the current year, in case you don’t remember what it is. Here’s a selection of the
figurative food fight that ensued after the article came out:

A. Elizabeth West: The 1950s called; they want their advice back.
Aime Louise Forbes: ‘be a living sex doll who makes sandwiches and laughs at his jokes’
Natasha Pawade: Was this written by a man? A deranged man?
Rachel Carlton Dailey: Where’s MY after sex snack Glamour?!
Gillian Sacker: This article is so sexist it could be satire.

Here’s a smartassed reponse for you from the Evil White Male brigade: Why are “feminists” reading
“Glamour” magazine? Shouldn’t they be reading magazines about empowerment rather than a
“sexist” magazine whose title implies women have to look good? This is the cultural wreckage
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feminism has wrought. Instead of mutual respect between the sexes, much like everything else in a
twisted American culture everything now boils down to a fight to death competition to see who can
dominate who.

Screw that shit. It’s nonsense like this that made me appreciate “diversity” and book myself a one-
way ticket out of the white girl insane asylum so I could culturally experience something different
than male bashing and male hating. I don’t miss this idiocy, and it only makes me laugh and shake
my head at the same time to see what “progress” has brought in the 21st century. It is a sad
commentary on human beings to see what people turn into when they feel they have an axe to grind. I
grind right back just to balance the scales, then turn off the computer and go snuggle with a woman
that doesn’t hate me because I have a penis.
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Trump and Wolfe: Debasement of Caucasians Continues
June 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Contrived issues like Trump University are red meat for the jackals in the media

Not a day passes there isn’t a grievance claimed against the Evil White Male, a racist caricature of all
white men painted by the Marxist media and their ilk. In one of the more comical examples,
nutritionist David Wolfe attempted to debase Caucasians and their desire to maintain the integrity of
their borders, language, and culture (a phrase coined by Michael Savage) while hypocritically
speaking the language of his supposed oppressors, adopting their culture of consumption instead of
the way of living of his ancestors, and hocking Nutribullets in the capitalistic economy regularly
derided by cognitively dissonant leftists like Wolfe.

Wolfe posted a meme on his Facebook last week page titled “America Before Illegal Immigration”
which had a map of different Native American tribes superimposed over a map of America. Displays
like this are, of course, intended to be hateful to white people. Contrary to their supposed
beliefs, Wolfe’s sycophants who support his views and live in a country they believe is built on
“stolen land” did not express any desire to expatriate and return the land to the Native Americans.

Wolfe also failed to express any comprehension of the real reason why many want illegal
immigration stopped, which had more to do with tragedies like the following rather than white people
being evil racists. As reported by CNN:

Kate Steinle was walking on a busy pier in San Francisco with her father when there was a
single popping sound in the air. She fell to the ground, struck by a bullet, the victim of what
police say appears to be a random killing. The man accused of firing the deadly shot -45-
year-old Juan Francisco Lopez-Sanchez – is an [illegal] immigrant, a repeat felon who has
been deported five times to Mexico, according to immigration officials. It would have been
six, a federal law enforcement source told CNN, except authorities in San Francisco wanted
him on a drug-related warrant.

As even Fabian Socialist Bertrand Russell knew, those who play the victim card and label themselves
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the oppressed only want to become oppressors in turn. Wolfe’s behavior shows us this mentality as
he wants to silence those who think open borders are melting down the nation as it degenerates into a
modern day Tower of Babel. Paraphrasing Russell, people like Wolfe want to become the criminal
rather than the victim, and this mentality is evident in attacks upon Caucasian people. Some, not all,
members of other ethnic groups now want to become the oppressors. In a continuing show of tribal
mentality, and us vs. them nonsense that the left refuses to let go of, daily attempts at debasing or
humiliating white people are conducted, condoned, and even encouraged by the self-loathing and the
Marxist media.

More importantly, the media kicked into overdrive last week trying to label Donald Trump a racist
for some mild remarks he made about a Latino activist judge who Trump thought might be
prejudiced in a “trumped up” case against his Trump University venture. Judge Gonzalo Curiel –
member of a race-oriented group called La Raza – which literally means “The Race” when translated,
a group who has ties to another supremacist group called MeCHA, which has had aims at establishing
“Aztlan” or conquering the American Southwest and making it part of Mexico, was mildly criticized
by Trump. These mild comments were enough to spark the controversy, once again showing how
ridiculous the once mainstream, now legacy media are.

[Judge Curiel] is a member of a club or society, very strongly pro-Mexican, which is all
fine. But I say he’s got bias.

Just imagine, for a moment, if a Caucasian judge who was a member of a group called “The Race”
was accused of potential bias against a non-Caucasian defendant. No one would bat an eye. But
Trump’s remarks were enough to cause the low-brow media to get their figurative panties in a
wad. Breitbart wasn’t fooled by the flack thrown up by the Democrats and their marionettes in the
media.

The fact is seeking recusal – even if just discussing it – is a great way to preserve the
integrity of the bench. Federal judges are appointed for life, unelected, and reviewed by
other unelected judges. It is why Thomas Jefferson warned the federal bench could easily
become a “despotism of an oligarchy.” So why blast Trump for his Jeffersonian view of the
judiciary? Democrats know Hillary is in trouble. They know the economic outlook is bleak
and for almost 8 years the party has had no answers. It is why Hillary is making much ado
about nothing and, frankly, the voters don’t care about the judicial politics of one class
action lawsuit.

Even Marxist Cesar Chavez, a hero of many in the Latino community, said this of La Raza:

I hear more and more Mexicans talking about la raza—to build up their pride. Some people
don’t look at it as racism, but when you say La Raza, you are saying an anti-gringo thing,
and it won’t stop there. Today it’s anti-gringo, tomorrow it will be anti-Negro.

That comment was made two generations ago. Even then, Chavez knew the group was anti-gringo.
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Constantly airing grievances only created division, a fact elite puppet masters use to their advantage

Pouring Salt Into the Wound

If people really want to live in a post-racial world, the obsession with constantly bringing up past
grievances has to be ended. People must stop separating themselves into different “tribes” and stop
looking at race. [Ed: Personally, I believe this is impossible to achieve, as today we are seeing surges
in Black Panther ideology as shown by Beyoncé at her disgraceful Super Bowl show, etc.] People
must stop self-segregating themselves into La Raza and other race-oriented groups, then constantly
testing and probing other ethnic groups to see what they can get away with. The fact this behavior
goes on daily only confirms multiculturalism has become a disaster as it fails miserably, and people
increasingly show prejudice for the interests of their own tribe.

Continuing to conduct cultural warfare as members of different ethnic tribes only pours salt into old
wounds. The attacks like the one from Nutribullet guy and the media each time Trump looks out for
the self-interest of himself, or his voters are thinly veiled attempts to turn Caucasians into patsies.

Caucasians are going to have to stop kowtowing to the accusations they are all racists. It is the
ultimately irony that in fighting racism – defined as labeling one ethnic group as undesirable or
inferior – the left is conducting  racism against Caucasians by implying all white people are somehow
inferior in that they are racist and must be cleansed by prostrating and cucking themselves before all
other ethnic groups.

George Lopez, a racist comedian who the media never criticizes, has said far more inflammatory
things than Donald Trump, yet he was given a failed sitcom and a failed late night show by the same
networks who regularly do hit pieces on anyone who dare insinuate whites are entitled to their own
self-interest. No one group can claim to want to look out for their own self-interest and yet deny that
another ethnic group. The choices are we can segregate into never-ending, vivisected groups, divided
and conquered, then decide to go our separate ways or truly live up to the multiculturalism the race
hustlers claim to worship.

Personally, I have friends from all races. The problem is the race hustlers are constantly pitting us
against each other for their own benefit. As Booker T. Washington warned:

I am afraid that there is a certain class of race-problem solvers who don’t want the patient to
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get well, because as long as the disease holds out they have not only an easy means of
making a living, but also an easy medium through which to make themselves prominent
before the public.

That statement sums up racial identity politics, membership in race-oriented groups, and attempted
suppression of Caucasian self-interest going on in America today. It is fomented by the media and
politicians so that they may maintain their power and the guise of moral superiority, when in fact,
they are the scum of the earth for dividing us all up for their benefit.
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Should Men Sue for Dating Expenses and Hookup Lies?
June 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Are women entitled to free meals, free vacations, and other forms of cash and prizes for agreeing to spend time with men?

Taking a page out of the feminist playbook and performing a long overdue role reversal, a Russian
man is suing his ex-girlfriend for the expenses he incurred while dating her. Due to the inherent
misandry and anti-male disposition of Western culture, which could spark a backlash, the
attorney/ex-boyfriend wishes to remain anonymous but he did tell an interviewer:

She can’t prove that we were even in a relationship. I never said that I was giving her a
present or a free ride. Is it immoral to go to court? Am I expected to give money to every
woman on the street?

Let’s reframe this issue from the “outdated” thinking of generations past. Indeed, the female
expectation – that women are entitled to cash and prizes from men for going on dates and providing
sexual favors tells us women view dating as a sophisticated form of prostitution. In other words, for
attention and sex during the relationship, she is entitled to “stuff” and the man is entitled to the bill.
That mentality is evident in this case. After taking Nina Zgurskaya on a romantic vacation in Crimea,
a 12-day holiday she suggested the couple embark on, she walked out on him because she did not get
the proposal she wanted. Nina describes her flighty behavior in an interview:

We went to Fedosia, Crimea, for 12 days and agreed that it was a romantic trip where he
will propose to me. But it didn’t happen. So I left. We’ve been in court since October 2015.
He filed two suits against me, for money transfers to me and for the holiday. He had
receipts.

Just an opinion, but this sounds like she was trying to worm her way into exploiting the young
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lawyer’s money, status, and power by sexing him up on an exotic vacation. She was already in his
wallet as he was wiring her money. She thought she could get a proposal out of the deal to entitle
herself to half his income and possibly more in divorce court, and the manipulation blew up in her
face.

In turn, Nina received court papers a few weeks later demanding she refund flower, restaurant and
café expenses her ex-boyfriend incurred while dating her. The court dismissed his first claim, but he
filed a second one. (Bravo, man!) Her ex boyfriend is demanding around $700 in expenses, which
does not seem like much to ask, considering the circumstances. Men are regularly expected to pay
hundreds of dollars a month to ex-wives in alimony payments, even though today’s liberated women
supposedly Don’t Need a Man™. If women are demanding equal pay, why do they need a man to pay
for anything? She should happily refund his money.

The man claims he never agreed to be her boyfriend and had nothing more than a “working
relationship” with Nina. Legal experts said the man had little chance of winning the case because he
did not make Nina sign the receipts. Moreover, men are viewed as little more than sperm donors and
meal tickets in the court system. However, the case speaks volumes about a change in mentality men
are having worldwide.

Expecting entitlement to a man’s money in exchange for dates and sexual favors is little more than sophisticated prostitution

Lessons Learned

The plaintiff’s actions should be applauded by Red Pill men everywhere as we work towards men’s
liberation from sexist, feminist ideology that says men should be merry walking wallets who pay for
everything from meals to vacations in Crimea, with women able to walk out on the relationship at
anytime, even after debts and other financial obligations have been made fulfilling their desires. We
should be happy for the use and abuse, in other words.

Even though this is a hopeless case to win, it is causing stress for Nina in that she has to go to court
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and explain everything to a judge. If thousands, no, millions of men worldwide banded together and
did the same thing a change could be forced on both the court system and women’s condescension of
men, treating us a little more than utilities to be exploited until our usefulness runs out.

The puss pass needs to be revoked in order to achieve equality. Recouping expenses incurred in failed
relationships, especially if men starting keeping receipts and records would set a precedent that
should be followed everywhere: women no longer get special privileges only because of their sex.

We can also glean yet another example of predatory female behavior and victim card playing from
this case. Nina expected a proposal for offering herself up for a vacation, and when she didn’t get
what she wanted she walked out, more than likely expecting the young attorney to chase after like a
lost puppy dog. However, an unpleasant surprise arrived in her mailbox a few weeks later when a
summons showed up. What does she do? Go play the victim for getting sued.

In another case, a wealthy film producer is being sued for not disclosing she had herpes to a Tinder hookup partner

Tinder Hookup Herpes

In an unrelated, amusing case of men using the legal system game against women instead of the other
way around, a Las Vegas man is suing a girl he met on Tinder for giving him herpes. The man, who
is anonymously referred to in court documents as John Doe, said the woman gave him herpes after
she explicitly requested he not use a condom because she was a “good Jewish mother.”

His claims against the single mom include fraud, battery, willful misconduct, gross negligence and
infliction of emotional distress. He is seeking $10,000 in damages for medical care expenses and loss
of life enjoyment, as well as an unknown amount for punitive damages.

After waking up with painful herpes blisters, John Doe contacted his Tinder hookup. The woman,
who is as reported by news sources a wealthy film producer, described having many hookups with
men to the plaintiff on Tinder, then later told John Doe she “had no idea” her herpes could be
transmitted even without an outbreak after he confronted her. Indeed, Tinder and its gay equivalent
Grindr, have been connected with the spread of STDs and in creating a “dating apocalypse” in an
already degenerate American culture. Charles Prince of Vegas Matchmakers, an offline dating
agency, told interviewers:

On her end of the scale, she should have been honest, but his decision to pursue instant
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gratification is going to affect him the rest of his life. They both went on the site, they both
knew what they were getting into: they were looking for a quick night of fun, a good time.
Now he’s paying the price and he doesn’t like it.

Prince’s comment represents willingness to give the producer the puss pass again. If the case had
been reversed, the likelihood a man would be so easily forgiven for knowingly passing an STD to a
women is very low.

If the only way to deal with the consequences of today’s increasingly petty and degenerate dating
market is to pursue legal recourse in the court system, more power to the men who use it to their
advantage rather than allowing themselves to be eternal defendants. Women have been manipulating
the legal system to their advantage a long ime. If you can’t beat ’em, join ’em.
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Develop a Killer Instinct to Improve Gains and Be a
Better Man
June 16, 2016 | by Snow | Link | Original Link

Developing a killer instinct is crucial for fitness success

If you are like most people, you have probably tried different diets. You may have tried a positive
attitude, and might you have tried visualization. Have you ever thought that there is one thing that
you are missing? I have the answer to what you are missing:a Killer Instinct.

People tend to shy away from this topic because they are scared of what other people might think
about them, but that’s a mistake. A hardened, killer instinct will take your life and body to the next
level. Killer instinct is the will to win, the desire to finish the job decisively, and forcefully. Notice
the the words decisively and forcefully. How many times have you trained with force, decisively
squeezing the muscles and pushing yourself? If you are like most people you have never done that.
This is because you lack conviction. To make gains in the gym and in life, you have to start using
your killer instinct and developing it.

How to Use your Killer Instinct:

Decide from this day forward that you are going to dominate and that you will never let up.
Decide that you will live and lift with conviction and own everything you do.
Train with force and decisively.
You have to decisively finish each set and workout.
You have to train with authority each day, and live with authority.

These bullet points are a lot to process and you won’t have a killer instinct overnight. However, if
you follow these steps I outlined you will have developed a useful killer instinct. This will eliminate
laziness and allows you to execute your lifts and other tasks during the day with force, and
conviction. A killer instinct will get you further than any drug or supplement. You have to use
aggression and intensity during each set. Another step to developing your killer instinct, is to train
yourself to despise weakness. All big, bad athletes I have seen despise weakness in themselves and in
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others.

Action Exercise:

From this day forward decide to reject weakness forever.
Decide to live with strength and conviction.

Notice I said decide again. I continue to use the words decide on purpose. To develop your killer
instinct you have to be decisive, make fast decisions with no hesitations, and you have to commit to
living decisively. The most decisive people out there make a decision and they see it through. This
means that if you set a physique goal and a target, you achieve it no matter what. You decide to
dominate each task, and each workout. This will increase your personal energy and people at your
gym will think you’re an intense guy or girl. They will think that you’re on steroids and will say that
you are. All you do when you hear this is laugh. Laugh at them for making those weak and cowardly
excuses. While cowards make excuses, winners get results. Here’s an example of when to use your
killer instinct.

Squats: 1 set of 20 after a heavy single

On this squat set, you have to decisively and convincingly get 20 reps breaking parallel.
You can reset after the 10th and 15th rep.
If you get it done convincingly, you will know that you tapped into the killer instinct.

Teach yourself to do everything convincingly, and decisively. This will lead to more confidence and
aggression. But, this doesn’t give you the right to become an emotional idiot. Emotions are overrated,
and need to be kept at a minimum for this to work. Become so focused on executing with force and
conviction, you don’t have time for emotions you are focused.

Both men and women can benefit from this self-discipline
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Self Discipline

I have noticed that men and women need to know about this incredible resource that is available to
them. Everyone has a killer instinct and can develop their own. It takes two things to develop a killer
instinct.

Discipline
Decisiveness

If you are indecisive, you will never have a killer instinct. If you are undisciplined, you will never
have the emotional control necessary to develop it. Since developing this skill will require patience,
you need to be stoic. I’m a big advocate of making unemotional, cold decisions to minimize errors.
There are other ways to activate the killer instinct. The most efficient way is to become slightly
agitated. If you become enraged, you will be ungrounded and your killer instinct won’t be directed
correctly. If you focus on doing things with more force and conviction this is the fastest way to begin
using your killer instinct. You have to finish the workout with authority and rip it apart. You also stop
holding back.

What’s holding you back from going all out in the gym and leaving nothing in the tank? Most likely,
ego and fear are holding you back. Your ego holds you back because you don’t think you need a
killer instinct. Fear holds you back because you’re afraid you will get injured or lose control of
yourself. This is the time to show no mercy and dominate the workout as well as the rest of the day.
This means that you live and act with force, authority, conviction, and decisiveness.

How much better would your gains be if you trained this way? If you are like most, the answer would
be that you would look great. This killer instinct is an aggressive attitude, this means that you play
offense. Instead of focusing on, say, improving health, start telling yourself that you are focused on
taking your physique to the next level. You have to focus on finishing in decisive fashion. That
means that the aggression needs to go up at the end of each workout. Here’s a routine you can use to
activate your killer instinct:

Squat and dead-lift super set:

10 sets 10 reps:
Clean and Press super set with dips: 5 sets 10 reps
20 sprints

This routine is tough as nails, but it will build muscles. If you have the courage to complete that
workout with dominance and conviction, you will know that you have used your killer instinct. This
workout is not to be done more than once per week. I call this the whatever it takes method.

Recap:

Men and women need their killer instinct.
It is hidden deep within you, and you need to have the guts to use it.
Living with decisiveness and authority will activate your killer instinct
Being indecisive will keep you weak, if you set a goal, accomplish it before giving up
Lift with force, and conviction.
You have to finish each workout convincingly and decisively.
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This will take your training and live to the next level.
Hold nothing back in training and stay in attack mode throughout the whole entire workout.
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Womaning Up While Men Define Our Own Self-Worth
June 17, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Womaning up means letting go of the princess fantasy so females can be equal to male worker drones

You need to man up! Many times that statement echoes throughout society as women attempt to
define male self worth. Conversely, one would never hear a man telling a woman You need to woman
up! in Anglo society, for criticism of the female is verboten. Women are allowed to make demands of
men, but men are not allowed to make demands of women. This situation is untenable and it skews
the balance of power between the sexes in favor of women. After all, if only one side gets to set the
conditions of the game, do you think the game is going to be fair? Of course not!

It has come to the point this is little more than thinly disguised male exploitation. The time has come
for men’s liberation. Women had their liberation, now it is time for men to have ours. Men need to be
freed of the expectations of women and society, and free to make their own choices with regard to
what gives them value as a human being. Feminism needs masculism to counterbalance its
influences on society. Otherwise, society will continue on the current runaway train to all rights and
privileges but no responsibilities for women, stepping on men every step of the way.

The first step is declaring independence from a misandrist culture. Since working hard and playing by
the rules is no longer a ticket to a reliable girlfriend, and eventually wife and family, men no longer
have any incentive to play the Beta provider game. Here are just a few reasons why men continuing
to support the beast that is the gigantic American government with endless hard work and the forced
extraction of their tax money is not a winning proposition:

It doesn’t take much for a man to live on; most of the surplus production produced by men in
society goes to support wasteful female consumerism.
Many men will naturally choose to live in smaller homes and less expensive, freer lives once
freed of the need to “impress” females.
Men are still subjected to slavery in the United States, a nation that pats itself on the back for
supposedly banning the practice in 1865 even though it is still alive and well in the family court
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system. Men have the option to pay or go to jail after a divorce or relationship ends.
Women are allowed to criticize men for such petty offenses as leaving the toilet seat up, but
men cannot criticize women for leaving the bathroom is a mess with makeup and other toiletry
items.
Men are being forced to subsidize bad life decisions by women by funding a large welfare state.

Now that we have seen a few ways men are systematically being mistreated by a gynocentric,
socialistic state, let’s talk about a few ways men can avoid being snared into the jaws of this trap like
a helpless animal.

Women who are not sexist should cheer men on as they look for the same “equality” women achieved through feminism

Game Plan

Men, dutiful workhorses they have been throughout history, need to stop jumping every time women
bark commands at them. More so, men need to revolt against they way they’re being treated in
society. Here are some of the steps men can take once they have committed to pursuing freedom
rather than validation.

Downshift to a life of minimalism, and work only the bear minimum support a lifestyle of
freedom. This cuts down on revenue paid into a corrupt tax system, and frees up a man’s life to
pursue other interests outside career worship.
Drive a beater car or a motorcycle.
Live in a low-rent apartment or home.
Refuse to pay for dates. A Strong, Independent Woman™ surely Don’t Need a Man™ to pay
for dinner.
Pursue activities that enrich you as a man. Whatever recreational activities you enjoy, do more
of.
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Limit interaction with women to sexual activity. The days of double standards with government
policy on sexual activity between two consenting adults is over. Prostitution must be legalized
if other sexual activities are now enshrined by the government, including the sanctification of
homosexual marriage even though only 1-2% of the population reports being exclusively
homosexual.
Use extreme caution when having sex with women. Remember, one sperm with a sense of
direction is the equivalent of an 18-year sentence of indentured servitude. Rather than shared
parenting, the U.S. gives women all the power over children and all the money when a marriage
or relationship ends. Legally, the male becomes little more than a sperm donor. Child support
reform is desperately needed.
Invest in yourself, building your own fortune and aggrandizing your own power. Once women
know you have money or power, expect them to start orbiting you. Do not let them sink their
claws into you or get too close, as the risks from long term relationships and marriage outweigh
the rewards.

Now that we have looked at a few ways men can change their behavior to suit their own choices and
happiness rather than bowing to the demands of women and society, let’s look at a few ways women
can help share the burdens of society and help make men happy.

It wouldn’t hurt women to have a little sweeter disposition, like in the olden days when women seemed much happier than they do today

Making Demands of Women

Since women adhere to Briffault’s Law, which shows through an anthropological survey of
history women with not associate with a man that does not provide money, status, or power,
without those three things a man is going to find himself alone. Rather than continuing as whipping
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boys who obey orders and break our necks trying to obtain money, status, and power via the
consumerism machine, the time has come for men to shift to lives of minimalism. Or, if men continue
spending their lives to obtain money status and power to attract the opposite sex, men also need
to make demands of women if there is to be an even exchange in the economics of relationships. Here
are a few ways women can start:

Provide some other value to the relationship other than a career (men don’t give a damn about
your career).
Provide value other than sex to the relationship.
Help with household chores like cooking and cleaning.
Really, learn how to cook, as cooking is becoming a lost art in Anglo America (living abroad I
can guarantee you women here scoff at the idea of cooking being some terrible form of
oppression).
Cut back on complaining.
Cut back on gossip.
Stop trying to keep up with the Joneses, live within your means.
Divorce reform: No more cash and prizes in the divorce court for women.
End no fault divorce and make it very hard to dissolve marriage, ’til death do you part means
’til death do you part, not ’til I get upset and throw a temper tantrum.

This list is no more “sexist” than the list of demands women regularly make of men, unless one
believes women are superior to men and deserve to make demands. These simple suggestions are a
start in liberating men from their outdated roles in society. Many other changes need to be made to
balance the scales if equality is really the desired outcome.

This writer’s supposition is that feminism was never about equality as much as it was shifting all
power to women in Anglo society, and that any attempts such as these to balance the scales will be
met with vitriol and hamster wheel spinning. But men hold the cards in the 21st century. Many of us
are deciding to enjoy the decline rather than running around with our asses on fire trying to please a
wannabe princess.
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Weekend Reading | June 17, 2016
June 17, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of June 17, 2016.

Manosphere

How Seriously Should You Take Online Death Threats

Are online threats serious or not? I’ve given this question a lot of thought after receiving
dozens of threats in the past year, mostly as a result of the worldwide meetup outrage.
Feminists will often falsely claim to have received death threats as a way to get in the news
or solicit money donations, but what do you do when the threats are real and numerous?

Talking to Children is Good Practice for Talking to Women

We lords of love at Le Chateau have explored and endorsed the theme of improving one’s
seduction skills through the use of children’s games and phrases. Women, especially the
prime nubility hotties, are more like children than they are like men. A despicably un-PC
truth, but true nonetheless.

Has #GamerGate Been Thoroughly Cucked?

There’s nothing I love more than getting hate from the left.  They say you can judge a man
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by his enemies, and in my case they’re a bunch of sneaky ethno-masochists who desperately
cling to whatever ideologies are deemed fashionable at the moment.  Five years ago they
were upset by my “sexism”, but now that anti-feminism has become fashionable they’re
scrabbling to find something – anything! – else to use as an excuse. Haters gonna hate, after
all.

Politics

When Everything is a Crime: Harvey Silverglate on the Overregulation of
Ordinary Life

A worthwhile interview with the author of Three Felonies a Day: How the Feds Target the Innocent.

Jay Austin’s Beautiful, Illegal Tiny House

Land of the free? Um, not quite. Sloganeering? Yes. Reality? No.
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Thoughts on Freedom: Imagine Domesticating the Dog Today
June 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The lovable dog could not be domesticated today without issues

Man’s best friend. Many people seem to love dogs more than other people. There are understandable
reasons why. Dogs are loyal, they don’t backstab you like people, they’re always happy to see you,
they love your attention, and many of them are obedient. They’ve been a part of the human family for
20,000 to 40,000 years, assisting the earliest hunter-gatherers in their quest to find food. You may
already know dogs are direct descendants of wolves. In fact, the animals are so genetically similar
they’re not known as different species and when they breed together the taxonomy merely changes
from Canis Familiaris to Canis Lupus Familiaris.

Obviously, they weren’t always domesticated animals. Dogs are descended from gray wolves, and
the two animals diverged during the Last Glacial Maximum when much of Asia was a cold tundra
and ice froze much of the planet. Fossil evidence takes us back at least 36,000 years to the Goyet dog
found in Belgium, a Paleolithic dog which would resemble a wolf more than a dog. Without dogs,
and the men who took risks domesticating them from wolves, Greger Laron of the Oxford School of
Anthropology say we would have never seen the success we enjoy today.

The dog was the first domesticant. Without dogs you don’t have any other domestication.
You don’t have civilization. Remove domestication from the human species, and there’s
probably a couple of million of us on the planet, max. Instead, what do we have? Seven
billion people, climate change, travel, innovation and everything. Domestication has
influenced the entire earth. And dogs were the first. For most of human history, we’re not
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dissimilar to any other wild primate. We’re manipulating our environments, but not on a
scale bigger than, say, a herd of African elephants. And then, we go into partnership with
this group of wolves. They altered our relationship with the natural world.

But, imagine in this day of timidity, groupthink and squelching of originality, what if one did
something as “crazy” as bringing a wolf into their home to keep as a pet. Underwear would be soiled,
the vultures in the news media would swoop in and do their usual curiosity seeking nonsensical
stories criticizing the “dangers” of having this animal around, and bureaucrats would be be falling
over themselves to pass a law or send in a SWAT team to solve this insidious problem!

As we continue with this thought experiment, dog domestication will be a proxy to help us illustrate
the high cost of groupthink, centralized power, and committee decision making, which are not always
best for our species. Governments are the most insidious groupthinkers on the planet, who use force
to crush behavior that deviates from the corporate propagandized hivemind, especially in Anglo
America.

Wolves and dogs are genetically very similar

Impossible Today

The domestication that was easy for our ancestors to realize would difficult if not impossible today.
Sure, living conditions have changed, but what if someone wanted to disconnect from the corporate
lifestyle of mindless consumption and return to a closer relationship with nature? Keeping a wolf as a
hunting companion or for defense would either be illegal or it would be politically incorrect.

Quite simply, there are just too many laws on the books. Estimates of the numbers of regulations
micromanaging lives in the “free” country of America range from 10,000 to over 300,000. In fact,
some efforts to count all the laws have failed. Ronald Gainer, a retired Justice Department official
undertook an effort to count all the rules that boss people around under threat of fines and
imprisonment “for the express purpose of exposing the idiocy” of the system. He couldn’t count them
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all. John Baker, a retired Louisiana State University law professor said:

There is no one in the United States over the age of 18 who cannot be indicted for some
federal crime.

That is chilling when one considers the gravity of the statement. It wasn’t supposed to be this way.
With that many rules anyone knows there will be laws on the books keeping people from owning
wolves as pets, even a rural area. In fact, One Green Planet researched the issue and found:

There are many legal issues involved with keeping a wolf in the U.S. It is felt that wolfdogs
are not only the most misunderstood animals in the U.S., but also the most mismanaged.
Though some feel they are wonderful pets, many opponents argue that they are
unpredictable, impossible to train and inherently dangerous. Because of this, having a wolf
or wolfdog as a pet is illegal in many places and is often associated with many rules in
others – and with good reason.

Not just one, but many generations of wolves would have to be kept, bred, and domesticated to
accumulate the slow change in behavior needed to turn dangerous wolves into lovable dogs. Out of
the question in modern day America. Where does personal responsibility and decision making factor
into an equation like this? Does it even count anymore? Or are we all part of a socialist collective
now? Why is the omnipotent state bossing everyone around? Why do people try to use the
government to control other people while whining when they get controlled by it? If nobody else is
getting hurt, why does the government need to come in like thugs and tell people what to do, as in the
case of busting in like storm troopers to stop the sale of raw milk.

By stifling originality, screaming, flopping on the floor, and foaming at the mouth each time someone
thinks, acts, or behaves differently in society we are ultimately hurting our species. As with
domestication (which only serves as an example) discoveries and original thoughts cannot made
when people act like drones whose activities have been preplanned and prearranged for them on a
daily basis. The point of this discussion is not to suggest that everyone rush out and get a wolf and try
to domesticate it, it’s to illustrate that originality, independent thought, and personal freedom led to
success in our species, but are now stifled.

Domesticating dogs, easy to do in our history, would be virtually impossible to realize today without
careful planning when in the past it came about organically. H.L. Mencken wrote this fabulous piece
about how many freedoms had already been lost three-quarters of a century ago; he’d probably have
a heart attack if he woke up in today’s police state.

The American of today, in fact, probably enjoys less personal liberty than any other man of
Christendom, and even his political liberty is fast succumbing to the new dogma that certain
theories of government are virtuous and lawful, and others abhorrent and felonious. Laws
limiting the radius of his free activity multiply year by year: It is now practically impossible
for him to exhibit anything describable as genuine individuality, either in action or in
thought, without running afoul of some harsh and unintelligible penalty. It would surprise
no impartial observer if the motto “In God we trust” were one day expunged from the coins
of the republic by the Junkers at Washington, and the far more appropriate word,
“verboten,” substituted. Nor would it astound any save the most romantic if, at the same
time, the goddess of liberty were taken off the silver dollars to make room for a bas-relief of
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a policeman in a spiked helmet. Moreover, this gradual (and, of late, rapidly progressive)
decay of freedom goes almost without challenge; the American has grown so accustomed to
the denial of his constitutional rights and to the minute regulation of his conduct by swarms
of spies, letter-openers, informers and agents provocateurs that he no longer makes any
serious protest.

This is the problem with authoritarianism and trying to use the government to protect everyone from
themselves. This thinking turns the government into everyone’s mommy and daddy instead of
expecting people to become adults. And as this simplistic illustration shows, the domestication of the
dog would be impossible today without reams of paperwork, media snooping, sheeple criticism,
flailing of the arms, and possible fines and arrests.

Self-ownership, minimum government and maximum freedom are what we should be moving
towards rather than the specter of Big Brother style authoritarianism in the 21st century. Who knows
what other great advancements we are missing out on by turning people into servants of innumerable
laws rather than free people who act of their own volition? It worked in the past. It can work again.
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The End Game Of Feminism And Cultural Marxism Is To
Eliminate Sex Differences
June 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Much as the infamous ladyboys of SE Asia, Marxism seeks to blur the lines between men and women

Leftists tell us that feminism started in the 1960s as a way of achieving the liberal code word
“equality.” What initially sounded like a noble venture has led to disastrous results. Even so, Marxists
are nowhere near achieving their ultimate goal of either figuratively or literally neutering the entire
population. The Transgenders and Toilets or Great Bathroom Debate, which effectively means people
have been confused as to which bathroom to use in America by 0.3% of the population that identifies
as transgender and a compliant, Marxist media are only pieces of a larger puzzle these lunatics are
trying to put together. It helps to reference what the definition of Cultural Marxism is:

The gradual process of destroying all traditions, languages, religions, individuality,
government, family, law and order in order to re-assemble society in the future as a
communist utopia. This Utopia will have no notion of gender, traditions, morality, god or
even family or the state.

For the purposes of this piece, we will focus on the liberal Utopian dream of no gender. Feminism is
the first volley in this assault on the biological, psychological, and anatomical realities of gender.
Feminism has been trying to masculinize women and feminize men for 50 years. It has yielded results
that encourage the Marxists to push even harder towards their ultimate goal of an androgynous,
sexless society. Men are becoming softer spoken, meeker, and we have even seen the rise of
cuckoldry as a mainstream sexual fetish when in the past men would have killed another man who
was banging their wife. The leftist rag The Daily Beast even ran an article praising it as the fetish of
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intellectuals:

Cuckoldry is defined as a wife’s infidelity. Chaucer and Shakespeare characterized it as the
ultimate shame. So perhaps it’s no surprise that today it’s developed into a fairly popular
fetish. The Internet is rife with husbands enthusiastically soliciting other men—often larger,
hotter, sexier men than themselves—to have sex with their wives while they watch.

Once a month, Drs. Paul and Sally Pines, a pair of New York City-area Ph.D.s who have
been married 25 years, check into a hotel suite with another man. As Paul looks on, Sally
and the man snuggle up together on the couch like lovebirds. Soon their clothes are off, and
before long, she’s wailing in ecstasy as the man has aggressive, passionate sex with her.
Paul, helpless, can only watch and suffer. Afterward, Paul serves lunch to his wife and the
man in the suite’s dining area; they eat in the nude before launching into another long, loud,
sweaty session.

Beyond weird fetishes that turn men into eunuchs, on the other side women have become man-jawier,
less fertile, career-obsessed, and manlier in the Anglo world. The fact this is happening is not an
accident. Blogger Christina Laila wrote about these trends fulfilling part of a plan:

Gender inequality became the focus to breakdown Western culture. The strong family unit
became a target. At the time, families consisted of a father who worked and provided for the
family, while the mother stayed at home and reared children (often times elderly
grandparents also lived in the home). In order to get the people to acquiesce and become
part of the fodder, the leaders knew that they had to remove the father from the home and
get women in the workforce. The ‘think tank’, Critical Theory was formed and so began the
introduction to feminism and the idea that the two sexes are merely a ‘social construct’.

Marxists literally believe they can put an end to sex. As we are about to see, this idea will lead to a
nightmare if brought to its conclusion.
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Beautiful women like this may be a thing of the past as feminism attempts to masculinize the female

Androgyny

Realizing the goal of eliminating the “concept” of man and woman would mean no more traditional
sex roles, and it would mean that males and females would become androgynous corporate and
government-serving pods. After all, to use Huxley’s term, viviparous reproduction will become a
primitive relic once the New World Communist Order enlightens us all.

For you must remember that in those days of gross viviparous reproduction, children were
always brought up by their parents and not in State Conditioning Centres.

“Human beings used to be …” he hesitated; the blood rushed to his cheeks. “Well, they
used to be viviparous.”

“Quite right.” The Director nodded approvingly.

“And when the babies were decanted …”

“‘Born,'” came the correction.

“Well, then they were the parents—I mean, not the babies, of course; the other ones.”

The poor boy was overwhelmed with confusion.

“In brief,” the Director summed up, “the parents were the father and the mother.” The smut
that was really science fell with a crash into the boys’ eye-avoiding silence. “Mother,” he
repeated loudly rubbing in the science; and, leaning back in his chair, “These,” he said
gravely, “are unpleasant facts; I know it. But then most historical facts are unpleasant.”

This concept of a sexless society was also dealt with a quarter of a century ago in a Star Trek: The
Next Generation episode called The Outcast. The parallels between this episode and the path
feminism and Marxism are taking us down is chilling:
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According to their official doctrine, the J’naii had evolved beyond gender and thus view the
idea of male/female sexuality as primitive. Those among the J’naii who view themselves as
possessing gender are ridiculed, outcast, and forced to undergo “psychotectic therapy” – a
form of therapy meant to remediate gender-specificity [essentially neutering people] and
allow acceptance back into J’naii society. Soren [who feels like a woman] is essentially put
on trial where she passionately defends herself and expresses her outrage at what their
society does to those who are different. J’naii diplomats force Soren to undergo this therapy,
citing reformed citizens’ newfound happiness and desire to be normal.

Traditional gender roles are already seen as “primitive” by Marxists, even though studies consistently
show both men and women are happier when they conform to roles that have evolved in diverse
societies all over the world and been a part of history for thousands of generations.

It does not require a huge leap of the imagination to think men and women who want to live their
lives with traditional sex roles, have sex with each other, and reproduce through pregnancy will be
taken to a State re-education camp, much in the same say Soren was.

Turning man into a profit making machine seems to be the obsession of 21st century social engineers

Machine Culture

Drilling down to a more philosophical level, this strange sex and gender problem the West finds itself
in the middle of is an offshoot of what Spengler called the spread of the Final World Sentiment of
Western culture. He predicted the Final World Sentiment for Western culture would be Socialism and
Communism from the year 1900, which is the culture’s innate desire to fulfill the promise of its
Prime Symbol Infinity. To achieve an infinity of prosperity, heaven on earth in other words, Spengler
said Western culture fundamentally believes man must not only design machines in search of this
goal but one day become a machine.

From The New Modern Man article The Last Act: The Rise and End of the Machine Culture:

As the Final World Sentiment of Western man spreads (which Spengler said was the quest
for a Socialist Utopia from the year 1900 onward) the Socialist longing develops into a
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desire to become God. This is a profound commentary on anti-religious Marxists of today
and what they really want to accomplish by removing all biology from man. Cultural
Marxism’s goal of stripping man of all traditions, individuality, religion, family, and even
his gender – making both sexes androgynous as the sickness of feminism is attempting to do
with disastrous results – represents Western man’s longing to achieve infinity: He must
become a machine himself in order to become God.

This ultimately leads to catastrophe, which Spengler explained in Man and Technics is the engine
that either causes a species to go extinct or for a mutation to spread throughout it. Scientifically, this
fact is defined as punctuated equilibrium. Indeed the cycles of history show no deviation from a
civilization ultimately sterilizing itself demographically, and often the last chapter of a civilization
ends in catastrophe. The West might end up sterilizing itself not only demographically, but literally.

It is reasonable to think the West’s long arc through history could end in a catastrophe as it tries to
figuratively or literally neuter the entire world to get rid of the “primitive” notion of men, women and
sex. Beyond proving Freud’s penis envy theory correct, feminism and Marxism could be catastrophes
that put the very survival of the human species into question.
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Eye Candy of the Week | June 19, 2016
June 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Yellow and green, colors that have a special significance to me. Here in the Caribbean, there’s a
Brazilian themed bar I visit from time to time where the girls look and dress dress just like her. I have
some good memories from that bar. Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for June 19, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | June 19, 2016
June 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter Victor wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us. In response
to The History of Harems: Women Orbit, Too which touches on the history of harems and how
women still exhibit orbiting behavior towards dominant men, he explains how the practice played out
in different religions:

Christianity is the product of Greco-Roman culture, whereas Judaism and Islam are Semitic.
The Greeks and Romans practiced official monogamy (even if men kept mistresses and
slave girls on the side), whereas the ancient Jews and Muslims had regulated polygyny. At
the time of Christ, Jews were still polygynous and men having multiple wives would have
been common in the world of Jesus and his disciples. When Christianity under the influence
of Paul’s teachings separated from Judaism and renounced Torah law, it moved toward
Roman cultural practices, which included monogamy. Jews remained polygynous until the
4th century, when Christianity became the official religion of Rome and rabbis were
pressured to adopt monogamy under threat of persecution. Interestingly, Jews in the Islamic
world remained polygynous into the 20th century. There are fascinating accounts of Yemeni
Jews with multiple wives who migrated to Israel in the 1950s and were forced to divorce
their “excess” wives to enter the country.

One thing you can say in favor of Islamic polygyny — there were no “illegitimate”
children, as children of multiple wives were all recognized as legitimate children of their
father, and had inheritance rights (including the daughters). The children of a free man and a
slave girl in the Muslim world were also born free and legitimate. That is certainly a better
situation to the “monogamy” of Europe that was marred by the common practice of having
mistresses and “illegitimate” children who were deprived of legal rights and inheritance.

As the article states, polygyny is much more common in human history than we are led to believe. In
nature, the male is by and large the disposable part of the species which is why men have to compete
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with each other for females – whether its humans competing for money, status, and power or
walruses beating each other to a pulp. Women want the sperm of the winners, i.e. successful men are
“orbited” by females. Since the sexual revolution, we are regressing back into animalistic behavior
like this, with a large number of men being sexually excluded. To the victor go all the spoils.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man. And don’t forget the Comment of the Month
competition which awards $20 cash the 1st of every month!
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Degeneracy: What Your Daughter or Little Sis Listens To
June 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Two icons of degeneracy side by side

When you turn over cultural rocks in modern day Anglo America, you find all sorts of degeneracy
slithering out. The modern day pop industry is the perfect example of cultural decline, as it tells
women they are “progressing” by acting degenerate, when in fact society is regressing.

Modern Top 40 radio is enough to make your ears bleed. To be honest, since the craptasticness of this
genre has not changed since the 1990s, I stopped listening to it. But, it’s always good to keep an ear
to the ground to see what sort of cultural seismic waves are currently tearing down civilization, aimed
at turning young women into solipsistic, carousel riding harlots. So, I turned over some rocks and this
is what I found. To say the situation has hit rock bottom is an understatement, but just when one
thinks the “artists” and producers pushing this music and imagery are the scum of the earth, along
comes a new low which forces us to downgrade our opinions.

Here are some findings from an admittedly quick stroll through the inanities of pop culture today.
Whiny chick music dominates, and the lyrics are totally degenerate. Agendas are everywhere, and
none of them encourage monogamy, chastity, heterosexuality, marriage, or family. The messaging in
both the music, and videos based on each release brings society and the quality of women down
rather than lifting both up.

Here are just 5 examples of the marginalization of men and The War on (Quality) Western Women
being waged by a degenerate music industry.
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The release of Miley Cyrus’ video sexualizing infants is yet another hint the next leftist agenda item is the mainstreaming of pedophilia

The List

5. I Kissed a Girl. Going all the way back to 2008, this Katy Perry release is nothing short of a full
endorsement of the LGBT bacon cheeseburger agenda, as it pushes messages of bi-curiousness into
the minds of your daughter or little sister. Perry even told interviewers that lesbianism was nothing
unusual among teenage girls. (Huh?) Apparently the tune is partially based on a “kiss” she shared
with Scarlett Johansen.

When we’re young, we’re very touchy-feely. We’re a lot more intimate in a friendship than
guys can be. It’s not perverse but just sweet… I did kiss [Scarlet]. I was totally obsessed
with her. She was beautiful — porcelain skin, perfect lips.

Rolling Stone wasn’t fooled by the marketing and the spin.

[I Kissed a Girl] is a vanilla recounting of her chick-on-chick exploits and acting out just to
get a dude’s attention.

The more women scream they Don’t Need a Man™ or his attention, the louder their attempts to get
men to notice them become. You might be surprised to know Katy was a Contemporary Christian
artist before she realized she could make a lot more money selling trash to young girls. As is the
norm, heterophobic people do not like criticisms of the song. The song went to the top of the
Billboard charts.

4. BB Talk by Miley Cyrus. Ah, Miley Cyrus. Just mention the name and you know where the
conversation is headed. What a coincidence the leftist media is already working on its next big push –
mainstreaming pedophilia – and out comes a song and video from the ninth circle of Dante’s Inferno
celebrating the sexualization of children. Miley plays a baby in the video, as she spreads eagle in a
diaper, turns a milk bottle into a phallic object, and otherwise turns infants into sexual objects. The
lyrics are also trash, littered with Miley screeching “Fuck” and “Fuck You” throughout the song,
while parading around in baby clothing. Despite this, the video has 20 million views and counting on
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YouTube. A sad commentary on our society.

3. Cool for the Summer. Glorifying the slut and hookup culture is our next entry demonstrating
cultural decline from Demi Lovato. Much like the earlier romp I Kissed a Girl, the song is laced with
the LGBT agenda. In fact, Lovato was initially accused of copying Perry when the song was released.
Sex sells in the music industry, which makes Anglo culture’s relationship with sex all the more
unusual. Heterosexuality between men and women is to be regulated and even outlawed (i.e.
Puritanical prostitution laws), but same sex relationships and the sexualization of babies is embraced
by the music industry. United Press International, a tentacle of the legacy media, gleefully proclaimed
the lyrics “make some pretty racy suggestions!” via one of their Beta male columnists.

I’m a little curious, too
Tell me if it’s wrong
If it’s right
I don’t care
I can keep a secret, can you?
Got my mind on your body and your body on my mind
Got a taste for the cherry, I just need to take a bite
Don’t tell your mother
Kiss one another
Die for each other
We’re cool for the summer

One could almost look past a nonsensical hookup song. However, one wave of degeneracy begets
another. Check out the disgusting number two slot.

2. Truffle Butter. Next up on the degeneracy list in Nicki Minaj, with a song about mixing vaginal
lube and excrement (shit) when a man goes straight from anal to vaginal sex without cleaning up
first. You can’t make this up. This is the low level of cultural messaging in Anglo America today.
The song peaked at 14 on the Billboard charts. As evidence of the bubble the people who write,
produce, and promote songs like this live in, the release received generally positive reviews from
“critics.”

It sounds like a great way to get a yeast infection, or some other serious infection, and what man or
woman would want a vagina that smells like the potty? I was actually surprised people do this and
then brag about it.

1. Dear Future Husband. What makes a better example of the cultural dystopia feminized music has
yielded than a fatty making a laundry list of demands for her future Beta male slave? Here’s a list of
demands from a whole lot of woman, Meghan Trainor. Get in line boys, you better obey the
commands of your female master:

Take her on a date (and pay of course!)
Don’t forget flowers
Get used to me being married to my career instead of you
I’m not going to cook and don’t know how (remember, the kitchen is the vortex of hell in
Anglo America, meantime Latinas happily prepare sumptuous homemade meals for me abroad)
Treat me like a lady even when I’m treating you bad
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Apologize after every fight (even if it’s her fault!)
She’s sleeping on the “man’s side” of the bed
Open doors for her and you might get a kiss (opening doors burns her precious calories)
Don’t have a dirty mind (she’s already getting her sexual needs fulfilled with a bad boy or 6,
you’re just her walking, talking wallet)
Buy her a ring!

How about this, since you are doing whatever you want, Meg, including obviously spending a lot of
time at the pastry shop, men can start doing what we want and you can take your list and shove it.

Want to have “tons of fun” with Meghan? Refer to her list and submit an application

Tolerance and Apathy

The initial reaction most have upon seeing this cultural rot is 1) It’s women’s right to have their own
beliefs, and 2) What are we supposed to do about it anyway? A little tolerance is a good thing. After
all, we do not want to see people persecuted for having different beliefs. However, too much
tolerance destroys a society. As Aristotle wrote:

Tolerance and apathy are the last virtues of a dying society.

The West has both uber-tolerance and apathy in spades. We are tolerating things we shouldn’t –
things that are destroying society. Along with the other songs on the list that elevate gayness over
straightness, sexualize babies, encourage carousel riding, push behavior that could lead to infections
and bad hygiene, they all carry the same general tone: Screw you, men! Screw you, family! Screw
you, culture!

Mockery is needed to bring some balance to this insanity. We need to put the cultural destroyers on
defense rather than letting them dictate the terms of what is good and what is not in society.

This dreck is being fed into the next generation’s minds on a daily basis. Where does the road end? It
ends when people stop listening to filth and degeneracy. Unfortunately for us, there’s a sucker born
every minute and men have been debased from society. This is what happens when men are
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discarded. Culture dies – true culture – that which lifts up society, instead of tearing it down.
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Surprise! High Cholesterol Does Not Cause Heart Disease
June 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Increasingly, science is showing the lipid hypothesis, the basis for the cholesterol scare to be invalid

New data released from a major University of Ireland study confirm a fact well-known to many who
have studied the manipulation of the human diet by corporate and government interests over the last
half century. After Congressional hearing on nutrition and heart disease in the 1970s, the public was
shifted to a ridiculous lowfat diet, and immediately heart disease rates shot up. The main issue with
eliminating fat in the diet is it has to be replaced by carbohydrate, because food has to be made up of
either one or the other. As the consumption of carbohydrates, and worse, consumption of sugar shot
up to replace fat in the American diet the arteries of many became clogged.

Cholesterol, villain it has made out to be with decades of brainwashing, turns out to be an essential
part of the human diet and the human body. Some important facts follow which are seldom if ever
emphasized in the media. An incredible 75% of people who have heart attacks do not have high
cholesterol. This is only one of many facts that reveal oxidation of cholesterol, caused by high carbs
and high sugar causes arteries to clog.

The findings in the new study put the usefulness of statin drugs in some doubt. Professor Sherif
Sultan of the University of Ireland, who complied the data that show high cholesterol does not cause
heart disease puts it like this:

Lowering cholesterol with medications for primary cardiovascular prevention in those aged
over 60 is a total waste of time and resources, whereas altering your lifestyle is the single
most important way to achieve a good quality of life.

Lowering cholesterol is always pushed as the solution to the fight against heart disease. However,
without cholesterol in your body you would die. Here are a few ways cholesterol is an essential part
of the human diet:

Hormone production: Estrogen, testosterone, progesterone, aldosterone and cortisone are all
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cholesterol based.
Vitamin D production: Vitamin D is essential for calcium absorption and the prevention of
rickets in children and osteomalacia in adults.
Cell membrane support: Cholesterol is vital in the production and maintenance of cell
membranes.
Digestive support: Cholesterol is essential in producing acids that help digestion and vitamin
absorption.

Cholesterol is intimately linked with vital functions in our bodies. Turning cholesterol into public
health enemy number one is a product of the corporate-government complex and medical-
pharmaceutical establishment. The corporate-government complex gave us a food pyramid that says
meats are bad and breads are good, when to many researchers the opposite is true. The medical-
pharmaceutical establishment’s motives are summed up by Bill Maher, who proves even a stopped
watch (like an über-left comedian) is right twice a day:

We won’t stop being sick until we stop making ourselves sick. Because there is a point
where even the most universal government health program can’t help you. They can’t
outlaw unhealthy food, or alcohol, or cigarettes. Just pot, sadly. Because, you see, the
government is not your nanny; they’re your dealer. And they’ve subsidized illness in this
country. They have to, there’s too much money in it. You see, there’s no money in healthy
people, and there’s no money in dead people. The money is in the middle: people who are
alive, sort of, but with one or more chronic conditions that puts them in need of Celebrex, or
Nasinex, or Valtrex, or Lunesta. Fifty years ago, children didn’t even get Type-2 diabetes.
Now it’s an emerging epidemic, as are a long list of ailments that used to be rare, and have
now been…mainstreamed. Things like asthma, and autism, and acid reflux, and arthritis,
allergies, adult acne, attention deficit disorder. And that’s just the A’s. Doesn’t anybody
wonder why we live with all this illness?

Maher knows the corporate-government complex has been screwing with our minds for at least 50
years, if not 100 years. Since the days of Edward Bernays a century ago, propaganda ministers have
been manipulating public opinion and creating demand for products people don’t really need to buy.
The cholesterol goblin is just another example of how this tried and true system works.
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Arguably, some doctors are nothing but pill pushers

Take a Magic Pill

As with many other health issues, the solution to heart disease in Anglo America is a magic pill. In
this case, it’s the highly profitable statin magic pill. Statins have terrible side effects yet doctors
prescribe so many of them Pfizer alone reported $12.4 billion in sales in 2008. This, in spite of the
fact the list of potential side effects is quite serious:

Muscle pain and damage
Liver damage
High blood sugar
Type 2 diabetes
Memory loss
Confusion

The Mayo Clinic, of course, reinforces the medical-pharmaceutical establishment’s opinion with its
bottom line on statin drugs. Take it for what it’s worth:

Although statin side effects can be annoying, consider the benefits of taking a statin before
you decide to stop taking your medication. Remember that statin medications can reduce
your risk of a heart attack or stroke, and the risk of life-threatening side effects from statins
is very low. Even if your side effects are frustrating, don’t stop taking your statin
medication for any period of time without talking to your doctor first. Your doctor may be
able to come up with an alternative treatment plan that can help you lower your cholesterol
without uncomfortable side effects.

While the establishment predictably criticized the study, and sends people back to those who
hold monopoly over the magic prescription pad (there’s a lot of profit and pills at stake here) Dr.
Malcolm Kendrick defended the University of Ireland study as “robust” and “thoroughly reviewed.”
Kendrick even found evidence that the most “evil” version of cholesterol, LDL, is not as terrible as it
is made out to be. LDL, much as cholesterol in general has been made out to be a bad guy in the
public mind, while this study shows LDL is also correlated with longer life and less heart disease:

What we found in our detailed systematic review was that older people with high LDL
(low-density lipoprotein) levels, the so-called “bad” cholesterol, lived longer and had less
heart disease.

Indeed, it’s easier to throw pills at a “problem” like cholesterol than it is to look for a holistic solution
to the problem, and get people to make vital changes to their diet and behavior. As is often the
case with the medical establishment, the problem is doctors treat symptoms rather than eliminating
causes of health problems. This is where nutrition becomes important. Chris Kessler, a well-known
nutritionist, runs a company dedicated to helping people take back their lives from the Lipid
Hypothesis myth by using ancestral health, Paleo nutrition, and functional and integrative medicine.
The program Chris offers to his clients confirms the findings of the University of Ireland study:

High cholesterol is not the primary cause of heart disease
Diets high in saturated fat and cholesterol do not cause heart disease
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Consumption of so-called “heart healthy” vegetable oils is linked to heart disease
Statin drugs don’t reduce the risk of death for most people, and have dangerous side effects and
complications

The picture painted by the puzzle that is slowly emerging, as studies like the one from the University
of Ireland is combined with research in the entertaining and informative film Fat Head, and
nutritionists like Chris Kessler provide successful alternatives to pill popping, is one of profit-seeking
corporations and doctors often only want to make regular customers of their patients.

Rather than telling people hey look you fat slob, it’s your recreational eating habits and constant
intake of sugary sodas and chocolate that’s destroying your health, and you need to make changes, it
is my opinion doctors, much as any other business or organization in our society in which the
exchange of money is involved tell their patients happy lies or half-truths rather than harsh, in your
face realities. A statement like the one at the beginning of this paragraph may not catch many flies
with its vinegary truth, but that is what is needed to truly solve many health problems rather than
medicating them.

Personally, I would never take a statin drug even though my father died in his 30s of a heart attack. I
opted for nutrition and light exercise. It’s really no shock to me that people have so many health
problems like obesity and heart disease in Anglo America when a great many people eat like pigs and
obsess over food. The truth of the matter is with food, much like money, it doesn’t take much for a
man to live on. And, magic pills often do more harm than good.
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Missouri Takes First Steps Towards Parenting Equality
for Men
June 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Fathers are important to the well-being of children as they grow up

In the gynocentric legal system of Anglo America, women reign supreme when it comes to custody
just as they do when it comes to the ability to enslave their spouse with forced wealth transfers such
as child support and alimony. The state of Missouri is courageously taking the first tentative steps
towards eliminating this sexist preference for women and the ensuing police state that enforces it.
The Missouri legislature overwhelmingly passed a new “shared parenting” law which would make
equal time between parents the norm for joint custody cases. The bill now heads to Governor Jay
Nixon’s desk for a signature.

It’s unclear exactly how the law will impact the child support sytem, but this is at least a small
step towards eliminating the indentured servitude foisted upon men by the Draconian family
court system. The current system reduces men to nothing more than sperm donors who have to write
checks every month, while mothers dangle children over fathers’ heads, using them as thumbscrews
to get what they want out of the court system and men. The bill calls for “approximate and reasonably
equal time” between parents because children need “substantial, frequent, continuing and
meaningful” contact with both parents, not just mom. This will help end mistreatment of fathers.

Further reforms are desperately needed as loving but broke fathers are often heartlessly tossed into
jail for the inability to come up with a $500 payment every month, a payment that women never have
to demonstrate is being spent solely for the benefit of the child. Even the lamestream, legacy media
realize the positive impacts of eliminating such a system, which essentially turns children into
collateral instead of human beings that need both a mom and dad. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
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reported:

Without this bill, the children of Missouri will continue to suffer as a result of the broken,
antiquated family court system. To put this into perspective, consider that, according to
federal statistics, children raised by single parents are significantly at risk of dropping out of
school, landing in prison, developing psychological issues and drug addiction, and
committing suicide.

Research shows children who are raised in a nuclear family (mother, father, and children) statistically
have the best outcomes on every measurable indicator. In short, shared parenting is about
empowering both fathers and children, rather than viewing men as primitive beasts who do not need
to see their kids and take part in their lives beyond financing them. There is very little criticism that
can be offered for this approach, which gives men the opportunity to make important differences and
offer important guidance in their children’s lives. Across the pond in Europe, this approach has been
well-known for quite some time, as Malin Bergstrom of the Centre for Health Equity Studies is
Stockholm tells us:

We think that having everyday contact with both parents seems to be more important, in
terms of stress, than living in two different homes. It may be difficult to keep up on engaged
parenting if you only see your child every second weekend.

Pushing fathers to the side was a gross injustice of the old system, and that is why reform is needed
not just in Missouri but nationwide.

It’s time to remove the pedestal and clip the wings of the false angel in the court system

Reform to End Misandry

Currently, 20 state legislatures are considering reforms to the laws that currently enshrine female
parenting privilege. The reforms are only the first chapter in the removal of misandry from the family
court system and Anglo culture in general. Bitter custody battles benefit lawyers far more than they
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do parents and children. Shared parenting allows families to heal after a relationship or marriage
ends, and allows men to help raise their children as they see fit, rather than being turned into a
parents-by-proxy, who only fund the lifestyle the mother sees fit for the child. Parent Herald shows
us how the law also requires judges to have a preference for shared parenting rather than single parent
custody.

It creates guidelines for parenting plans that “maximize to the highest degree the
amount of time the child may spend with each parent.”
It requires courts to disclose why shared parenting wasn’t awarded if another
arrangement is ordered; It requires courts to provide written findings and conclusions
in a custody case, which makes the case appealable if a party disagrees with
judgement.
Specifies that courts can’t “presume that a parent, solely because of his or her sex, is
more qualified than the other parent.”
Prohibits local courts from establishing their own rules, such as having a default
parenting plan.

In addition to parenting organizations giving reforms such as these a big thumbs up, the Catholic
Church also said shared parenting is best for children. Dads Divorce reported the conclusions of
sociologists who put the current arrangement of the mother holding all the cards in custody cases
under the microscope:

When a father has too little parenting time with his child, it creates a long-term risk in
the physical and mental health of the child.
Children and noncustodial dads want more time together.
Even if a divorced dad and mom have frequent conflict with each other over parenting
and other issues regarding their child, the child is better off spending as much time as
possible with both parents.
Shared parenting is the best child custody arrangement for the child – even if the
parents have frequent conflict.

Everyone involved in the current system will have to be re-educated with these facts, as will
feminists. The days of female privilege when it comes to children are over. Fathers are just as
important to the well-being of their children as mothers. Shared parenting is a start, but child support
reforms are needed and will also help remove the incentive for gold diggers to take advantage of
unwitting men as Kanye West pointed out in his hit song. (Kanye then went on a married a gold
digger, discrediting him, but the song still makes a valid point.)

She got one of your kids, got you for 18 years, I know somebody paying child support for
one of his kids, His baby mamma car and crib is bigger than his, You will see him on TV
any given Sunday, Win the Super Bowl and drive off in a Hyundai, She was supposed to
buy your shorty TYCO with your money, She went to the doctor got lipo with your
money…

Just as the lyrics describe, I have personally witnessed many cases in which child support money was
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at least partially funding a lifestyle of materialism for the mother, rather than a quality life for the
children.

If feminists truly believe in equality, and believe nobody should have the upper hand in a relationship
or in decisions that affect children that are genetically equal parts mother and father, this reform
should be applauded. Child support needs to be seen as the slavery it is, ended immediately, and in
the days of the Strong, Independent Woman™ that Don’t Need a Man™ alimony and all other forms
of wealth transfer from men to women must also end. Women must assume personal responsibility
and stop pleading for the courts to save them from bad life decisions.

Measures like shared parenting are also applaudable in that the remove the gargantuan government
from peoples’ lives once the divorce or custody case is over. Next, the legal system should no longer
subject men to extortion and imprisonment by the child support system. I know from personal
experience you can’t buy good parenting for children. Beyond covering necessities, the best things in
life are free.

Now, if Missouri and other states will take the next step and eliminate slavery for men, we might be
getting somewhere.
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You Have a 0.0012% Chance of Dying in a Mass Shooting
June 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Much like the leftists of today, Mao knew the “rabble” could not fight back against authoritarianism if they were disarmed

All political power comes from the barrel of a gun. The Communist party must command all the guns,
that way, no guns can ever be used to command the party. That infamous quote comes from Mao
Zedong, the autocratic leader of China who knew the power an armed populace wielded. The quote
speaks to why he disarmed the Chinese populace before becoming the dictatorial leader of the nation
from 1949 to 1976.

If you listen to the daily mind control propaganda from the leftist media in America, the guns you
have in your home are liable to draw legs, walk out the door and go on a massive killing spree
without warning. However, the Marxists who write and the spout this drivel ignore reality as much as
they whore their already destroyed credibility for a gun confiscation agenda. The emotionally
manipulative stories they give air time to ignore this simple fact: You have a 0.0012% chance of
dying in a mass shooting.

An average of 27 people die in mass shootings each year. Around 15,000 people die of murders each
year, but that statistic is just oh so boring to the media except when they can exploit it for ratings
each February, May, July and November. (Pay attention to how sensational the headlines become in
these months.) Around 38,000 people are killed in automobile accidents each year. A whopping
1,400 times more people die in cars (that they are probably enslaved by, making payments on each
month) than in mass shootings.

Yet, predictably we do not hear the media going into overdrive when it comes to the 100 people that
day EVERY SINGLE DAY in car crashes, but they do go into hysterics when half that many die in a
mass shooting ONE TIME. This is not to diminish the tragedy of the Orlando mass shooting, but is it
no less tragedy that double the number of victims die in car accidents every day? Let’s talk reality
here, folks. Not only are you being manipulated to give up your rights, you are being manipulated to
believe guns are evil when in fact they can and often do save lives. Here are some things you are
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more likely to die from than a mass shooting, with the average annual deaths attributed to each cause,
from the CDC:

Falling out of a tree: 100
Falling inside your home: 13,000
Heart disease: 614,000
Cancer: 592,000
Stroke: 133,000
Kidney infections: 48,000
Suicide: 42,000

The media do not show you how dangerous trees are because it does not meet their if it bleeds, it
leads mentalities. There is nothing more profitable for six corporate interests that control 90% of
what you see, read, and hear than showing the sufferings and misfortunes of others on a 24/7 news
cycle. Admittedly, this is what many people want to watch. But responsible journalism practices
dictate that issues are not blown out of proportion or slanted to fit agendas. This simple concept is
laughable in today’s out of control media world.

Stop Or My Mom Will Shoot might have been panned by critics but it provides relevant ideas of people defending themselves – even little
old ladies like Estelle Getty

5 Times Guns Saved Lives

Stories of guns saving lives are well-hidden from the lime light. A person may not even know this
alternate reality and view of guns even exists if they spend too much time watching sycophantic
talking heads. Here are 5 interesting cases when a gun actually saved lives:

5. Security worker Jeanne Assam saved lives as a mass shooter opened fire when people were exiting
New Life Church in Colorado Springs. Assam whipped out her gun and killed the shooter, saving
countless lives.

4. Two intruders, one with a knife, entered Sarah McKinley’s home in Blanchard, OK after her
husband had died of lung cancer. McKinley had an infant with her at the time. She got out her gun
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and killed one of the intruders, saving her own and the infant’s lives.

3. After hearing an intruder breaking into her home, 69-year old grandmother Ethel Jones fired three
shots, wounding an intruder who was later arrested by police.

2. A pregnant mother of two shot at two intruders in her home in Ashtabula, Ohio after they broke
down her door. She wounded one intruder and scared the other one off.

1. Another grandmother scared off an burglar when she fired a shot from her .357 Magnum. The man
was breaking in while the 72-year old Jan Cooper and her 85-year old World War II veteran husband
were inside. Needless to say, the attempted burglary ended quickly.

The Daily Caller reported in 2016 one study showed guns literally saved hundreds of lives each year:

Of the nearly 200 cases we analyzed, people carrying guns saved at least 283 potential
victims, whether it was a man protecting his family from thugs or a 9mm-toting grandma
warding off a burglar in her living room. In 60 of those cases, the single gun carrier was the
only potential victim. In 43 cases, there were 2 potential victims. In nine cases there were
three victims and in nine more cases there were four or more victims. In 74 cases, it was
unknown how many potential victims were present but it can be assumed there was at least
one. If the 74 potential victims followed the same distribution as the other cases, then the
number of potential victims would actually be at least 335.

The fact stories like these are seldom given the emphasis they should receive by the media shows an
anti-gun, anti-Second Amendment agenda. In all likelihood, the agenda is one of nullifying the right
to self defense and insurance against arising tyranny the Second Amendment grants. A disarmed
populace not only becomes sheep for wolves such as thieves, rapists, and mass shooters, they also
become sheep for tyrannical government of the type we are witnessing arise in the U.S. and Europe.
The first thing dictators do is disarm the populace. Hitler also knew a population with guns could not
be dictated to:

The most foolish mistake we could possibly make would be to allow the subject races to
possess arms. History shows that all conquerors who have allowed their subject races to
carry arms have prepared their own downfall by so doing. Indeed, I would go so far as to
say that the supply of arms to the underdogs is a sine qua non for the overthrow of any
sovereignty. So let’s not have any native militia or native police. German troops alone will
bear the sole responsibility for the maintenance of law and order throughout the occupied
Russian territories, and a system of military strong-points must be evolved to cover the
entire occupied country.

Beyond the very real threat of tyranny once guns are overregulated or outright confiscated, the cost-
benefit analysis easily works out in favor of guns when one considers how many people successfully
defend themselves with guns. If the Orlando gay club had not been a gun-free zone, perhaps the mass
shooter would have been taken down immediately rather than waiting for police to arrive.

Telling people they don’t need guns for protection is the equivalent of saying people don’t need fire
extinguishers because there are fire departments. Crucial minutes and seconds count. The average
response time for an emergency call to the police is 10 minutes. The crime in progress is likely to be
over and done with by the time Johnny Law arrives.

Americans must never let their right to bear arms be trampled upon. It is the most important
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Amendment in the Bill of Rights, behind only the freedom of speech and assembly guaranteed in the
First Amendment. Without the Second Amendment, there is no way to ensure the freedoms granted
in the First Amendment.
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Recreational Eating Culture: Making People Obese, Lazy,
and Wasteful
June 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Hard to believe, but people spend $25 billion on food like this annually at McDonald’s alone

Recreational eating has become a national obsession in Anglo America. In fact, discussing the last
awesome meal or the next awesome meal was one of the few topics in our office sure not to offend
someone before I left The Matrix. One dare not stray into such risqué topics as being attracted to a
female in the office or talk about what a nice ass she has. No, topics such as those are the third rail,
sure to get you a one-way ticket to the Principal’s… er… HR office. Just the smell of something in
the microwave down the hall or of someone’s fast food lunch was enough to trigger recreational
eating as a topic.
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In a way, who can blame the average corporate serf? Recreational eating
(along with shopping) is one of the few “corporate-approved” outlets for their Freudian ids, since
virtually any other drive they have, whether it be sexual or any other form of pleasure tightly
constrained by a Puritanical and often nihilistic culture. (Just to clarify, the id is the source of our
bodily needs, wants, desires, and impulses, particularly our sexual and aggressive drives.)

The average working person’s life is so pre-planned, micromanaged, and starved for free time there is
very little time to enjoy life. As reported by Gallup, adults employed full-time in the U.S. now report
working an average of 47 hours a week, and the trend lines are point only upwards year by year. A
whopping 40% of full time employees report working more than 50 hours a week. In an age in which
production capacity is so high it should easily be able to feed, clothe, and house every person in
America, most of the profit produced by corporate human batteries is shifted up the pyramid to
benefit a tiny cabal of corporate owners. Even Adam Smith spoke out against the type of
monopolized economy we accept as the norm today. It’s little wonder many people indulge
themselves when living this empty lifestyle.

On the other hand, by allowing themselves to be controlled so that their outlets for pleasure are
limited to shopping and eating, they have become easy to parody, as comedian George Carlin so
epically did:

Americans love the mall. That’s where they get to satisfy their two most prominent
addictions at the same time. Shopping and Eating. Millions of semi-conscious Americans,
day-after-day shuffling through the malls… Shopping and Eating, especially Eating.
Americans love to eat. They are fatally attracted to the slow-death of fast food. Hot dogs,
corn dogs, triple bacon cheeseburgers, deep-fried, butter-dipped in pork fat and Cheese
Whiz, mayonnaise soaked barbecue, mozzarella patty melts. Americans will eat anything.
Anything. Anything.

As much as shopping for things people don’t need with money they don’t have to impress people
they don’t like, eating out has become the preferred social outlet for millennials. A full 20% of the
public, including millennials, spends an average of $5,100 a year on eating out. The average spent by
all people each year eating out is $2,700, or a full $225 a month. This is obviously a wasteful
lifestyle. What type of food do people prefer when they’re being filched for food they could cook
themselves for a fraction of the cost? The National Restaurant Association put out this statement
about what kind of corporate slop people prefer from the chain restaurant feedbag:

They tend to favor fast food, deli food and pizza restaurants over coffee shops, high-end
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dining and casual dining. Their diversity and interest in new things draw them to more
ethnic restaurants too.

Ah, yes. I remember hearing stories about ethnic restaurants. It was as if people discussing their visits
to these eateries had immersed themselves in another culture by dint of merely visiting ethnic
restaurants. It’s also a way for leftists to prove to everyone around them how “down with the people”
they are and how multicultural and superior they are. The obsession with eating out at ethnic
restaurants and everywhere else has led to the burgeoning profits and burgeoning asses that are part
and parcel of Americana in the 21st century.

What was in the past a once a week treat, has turned into a daily occurrence which is making wallets skinny and waistlines fat

Obesity Epidemic

A recreational eating culture obviously contributes to an obesity problem. But, there are a number of
reasons related to food worship for the obesity epidemic in America.

One of the biggest is the forcing of high carbohydrate, low fat diets on the populace. This has been a
disaster. Without getting too far off track, carbohydrate more than anything else causes people to get
fat, retain fat, and it also causes oxidization of cholesterol in the bloodstream. By steering the public
away from fat and towards carbohydrate, more health problems have been created than solved.

The other reason is a soda addiction, which incidentally is one of the main profit centers at
restaurants. Restaurants usually make more off the sugary sodas and other beverage concoctions
more than they make off the food.. Coca-Cola, Pepsi, and all the other drinks pushed by these
companies (including sports drinks) are loaded with sugar. Tellingly, average annual intake of sugar
has skyrocketed from 4 lbs to 150 lbs per year over the last century.

Recreational eating in no way helps this situation. Here are some interesting statistics about the
restaurant industry:
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Restaurants were a $43 billion industry in 1970
Restaurants are a $783 billion industry today
1/3 of people visit a fast food restaurant 3-7 times a week!
Americans now spend more on eating out than on groceries

Of course, with recreational eating being the national obsession the United States leads the world in
daily caloric intake, at a whopping 3,770 calories a day according to The Daily Mail (UK). Health
professionals tell us men should have an average of only 2,400 calories a day. Comedian George
Carlin continues to provide some levity to our expose on the recreational eating obsession with one of
the most epic rants in stand-up comic history about the “fattitudes” of people in Anglo-America:

Have you seen some of the people in this country? Have you taken a good look at some of
these big, fat motherfuckers walking around? Big fat mother-fuckers! Oh, my God. Huge
piles of redundant protoplasm lumbering through the malls like a fleet of interstate buses.
The people in this country are immense. Massive bellies, monstrous thighs, and big fat
fucking asses. Next time you’re in the vicinity of one of these creatures, stand there for a
minute and observe. And if you stand there for a minute you’ll begin to wonder, “How does
this woman take a shit?” How does she shit? And more frightening still, how does she wipe
her ass? Can she even locate her asshole? She must require assistance. Are paramedics
trained in this field?

Beyond the giant sized people, a nation in which 1 in 3 women are obese, reducing dating and mating
options for men who are attracted to healthy women, the number of meals made at home has dropped
from 72% to 57% today. Not only are people fatter, they’re getting terrible nutrition when they eat
out.

Most often, meals eaten out are not cooked from scratch – they’re made from pre-packaged,
standardized ingredients. As anyone who looks at the ingredients list knows, meals at the corporate
feedbag are loaded with chemicals, and usually the nutrients are sucked out of them, unlike when
using fresh fruits, vegetables, and meats to make dinner.
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Feminists may want to look away from the screen as this women engages in one of the most oppressive activities in human history –
preparing food

Cooking as a Lost Art

Since feminism told generations of women the kitchen a terrible place for them to be, the lovingly
prepared meal by ma or grandma is becoming a relic of the “oppressive” past. The shift away from
home cooked meals means people are getting bad nutrition as much as they’re destroying a talent that
women and men alike use to take great pride in. Year by year, pre-packaged foods are beginning to
overtake foods prepared with fresh ingredients. The corporate feedbag is not only in our restaurants
now, it’s in our homes. As the excellent blog Taylor Made Homestead writes:

Our grandmothers grocery shopping probably looked very different than what’s in the
typical grocery cart today. Grandma’s cart was filled with sugar and flour, carrots and milk,
baking supplies and fresh meats. Today’s grocery shelves are packed with newfangled
boxes and bags, pouches and cans. But reading the nutritional information on some those
boxes and bags can be shocking. I felt it was time to jump in the kitchen and take back
control of my family’s health. I was pleasantly surprised when I found out it was much
easier than I thought since I don’t try to complicate mealtimes with fancy or time-
consuming recipes.

Even though cooking is not the horror feminists make it out to be, our health is regularly and
adversely impacted by chemically-laced food rather than the use of fresh ingredients like those above.
The health of our children is also being adversely affected. The Health Seed shows us what we are
losing by not cooking:

With all that said if I could pin point just one simple act that will not only bring you an
abundance of joy, good health and some serious love for your body it would be the lost art
of home-made cooking. Now, I’m not talking about heating up a frozen meal or throwing a
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jar of sugar-laden spaghetti bolognese sauce over your pasta. No. That is science, not art.
I’m talking about cooking real, honest ingredients – that means local, in season and organic
food – that is made with love into nourishing meals.

Joy? Apparently, The Health Seed never talked to Anglo women about cooking. They love food as
long as it’s not them doing the cooking.

Of course, only after I spent a few years in Mexico did I realize how much
fun cooking healthy and nourishing meals can be, especially with a significant other. Latinas often
love the kitchen, and still take pride in having deft culinary skills, unlike pedestalized Anglo women
who view cooking as déclassé. The Mexican kitchen is still very rich, and still very home-based.
People have a healthy aversion to eating out south of the border, and a healthy preference for lovingly
made meals. So, at least there, cooking is still an art form even as prepackaged garbage continues to
make people unhealthy back home.

The end of home cooked meals is often touted as some sort of wonderful “progress” but it is leading
to a lot of health problems. Not only that, but recreational eating shows how uninteresting and
uninspired Anglo culture has become. The culinary arts of moms and grandmoms are disappearing,
while people obsess over the next restaurant meal at Uncle Moe’s Family Feedbag.

When all people do is talk about and think about food as if it’s the one pleasure they get out of life, it
shows how controlled other parts of their lives have become. A recreational eating culture coupled
with an obesity epidemic are reflections of life on the modern human farm.
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Women React to Men Taking a Stand (Usually with Horror)
June 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Men’s web sites trigger the Independent Thought Alarm

Triggered! When you decide to be a man who does not look for pats on the head by women who see
you as nothing but a sex fiend and walking wallet, expect outrage, disgust, screaming, hysterics,
insults, and more to be hurled at you. Many women go into meltdown when they realize men are now
having juntas of their own and not conforming to feminist hivemind groupthink spun by apparatchiks
in the discredited mainstream media and degenerate Anglo culture.

Get ready to be called sexist and all sorts of other “ists” by dint of having an
opinion that does not worship the female and for not gleefully turning yourself into a Beta slave as
Meghan Trainor tells young men to do in her craptastic song and video Dear Future Husband, in
between apparently shoveling handfuls of donuts into her moon pie face. Women think it is sexist
when men decide to take care of themselves and form their own opinions about dating, relationships,
and marriage ideals.

Whether Red Pill, MGTOW, or MRA it doesn’t matter how we subdivide ourselves, each aspect of
the men’s awakening of the 21st century conforms to the same general idea. Men are refusing the
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cultural conditioning foisted upon them by women, society, corporations, and the government. We
are refusing to be obedient boyfriends, obedient husbands, and obedient workers for a system that
threw us overboard 50 years ago. It’s a collective and yet independent refusal to conform to the
expectations females lay out that have been a part of our species since day one, as described by
anthropologist Robert Briffault:

The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the animal family. Where the
female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association takes
place.

Briffault’s Law is oft-repeated at TNMM because it’s so important. It’s easy to see since men’s
provisioning qualities have been supplanted by Big Daddy Government, Government Check Dad,
endless Beta Bucks providers desperate for a date, and women in the workforce, women no longer
have a “use” for most men which is why many men end up in the discard pile. However, by being
discarded, and thereby given time to think and separate ourselves from the programming put into our
minds, men are discovering the bondage they have been placed under by women since our species
began.

Men are flying the coop and refusing to be objects only used to feed materialism and consumerism

Men’s Lib

Finally, we are having the male version of liberation. Our views make as much sense as feminist
views which demonize men for having sexual desire, turn the kitchen into the vortex of hell, and want
to oppress men for female material and social status benefits.
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In the past, women were able to extract what they wanted from men through manipulating supply and
demand for sex. It’s Economics 101. By controlling the supply of sex, women seek to control male
behavior. This is also Pavlovian conditioning, since men get sex when we do what women want us to
do. (Arguably, that is only the case until a women has control of the relationship or has a man on
lockdown through pregnancy or marriage, when the supply of sex is cut off.) But, men are refusing to
jump through hoops to get sex, we are learning to short circuit female wiring with Game, then pump
and dump, and leave women and all their baggage and demands for male bondage behind.

Controlling the supply of sex is the real reason women are so vehemently against the legalization of
prostitution in Anglo America. Not because they have some lofty philosophical notions, but because
that would present the single greatest threat to the only lever of control over men they have. It has
already been legalized in much of Europe, all of Australia and Latin America. Why isn’t America
seeking to copy Europe by legalizing whores as it does in so many other dreamy eyed ways when it
discusses Europe’s progress?The issues we discuss go well beyond women using sex to extract
resources from men using nature’s credit card. (She never leaves home without it.)

Just as women have juntas regularly on what is expected of men, men are now getting together to
discuss what’s best for them. Many men feel it is better to avoid women or only seek sexual
gratification with females who only offer the following:

Child support
Alimony
Gossip
Superficiality
Emotional manipulation
Bossiness
No kitchen skills
Bad attitudes
No fun to be around
High maintenance costs
Wasteful materialism
Breakups when male money, status, or power are lost

Rather than turning ourselves into Beta Male slaves for some poon, men are accepting the fact this is
just how women operate and not falling into the trap any longer. Spreading this wisdom online is how
we save other men from being subjected to this predatory system, set up primarily for female benefit
since it doesn’t take much for a man to live on.

Men are also tired of being turned into “problems” for society to solve. No longer will men be
embarrassed by our innate behaviors, such as desiring young, fertile females rather than crusty, worn
out ones, our desire for autonomy, competition, aggression when needed, and other male qualities.
Men are also realizing the concept of love is yet another of many fantasies about life that aren’t true.
Love is a fleeting emotion, and for the vast majority of recorded history successful marriages have
not been based on love. This is why women waiting for that “perfect someone” end up with a house
full of cats. History also shows that male bondage in service of a female master has been the
motivating force behind marriage, not love.

Men with the capacity for independent thought and self-ownership are often called every name under
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the sun by women, but we realize this is just a tactic women use to regain control of the situation. No
matter how many tantrums women throw, its up to us to hold steady to our principles, believe that
ours is a just cause, throw off the chains of female bondage, and live our own lives the way we see
fit. Men should treat sex as a fun sort of recreational activity, but nothing we should sign our lives
and freedom away for.

Women do not like it when a creature they see as subservient to them gets out of line or starts
misbehaving. Nothing gives me greater pleasure than to see men thumbing their nose at what women
want, as women have been thumbing their nose at what men want for 50 years. Expect more wailing
and crocodile tears as more men wake up from the cultural Matrix. I won’t be going back to my dog
cage anytime soon.
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Equality: More Women Needed in Hazardous Jobs
June 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Ladies! Farm work is only one field that has too many men!

There are too many male programmers! Sexism, sexism, sexism. There are too many Evil White
Men™ in other cushy jobs! Blah, blah, blah. These hamster rationalizations echo throughout the land
in a clinically insane society. We all know the screeching won’t stop until women get what they want.
What if we collectively said fine, let’s keep forcing men out of those positions. But, not forgetting,
ladies that privilege also comes with responsibility. It’s not all fun and games when you have a penis,
nor when you want to be treated like you have one.

After all, to be paid the same as a man you have to be willing to take the same risks and put up with
the same hazards men do on the job. We desperately need volunteers to take the load off men in
construction, frontline combat roles, and other deadly jobs. By lending a helping hand, you can help
boost male longevity so we can finally achieve the same level of life expectancy you have enjoyed in
that measure since, well, time began. Men can then move into jobs traditionally enjoyed by mostly
women, such as teaching, nursing, bookkeeping, and being a secretary. We men want a taste of that
equality pie you are baking, too.

Here’s a list the ladies can sign up for to prove to everyone how equal and how great they are, and
how willing they are to put themselves on the line for a paycheck. While men transition out of being
on the front lines of Dirty Jobs, women can transition into the dirty and dangerous jobs left behind. A
listing of the 10 deadliest jobs (which incidentally, employ mostly “disposable” men) follow.
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No longer just jobs for men, backbreaking work can be shared by women

The List

10. Construction Laborers. There were around 220 annual deaths in this field. So, the encouraging
thing about being a blue collar worker in this field is the chances are fairly decent you won’t die
while you are busting your balls… er… ovaries lifting heavy things, climbing scaffolding, digging
ditches, and performing other interesting tasks. You may, however, wear out your body prematurely
and find it harder to attract men who value healthy looking women. YouGoGrrl! Pick up that
jackhammer and work it, girlfriend.

9. Electrical Workers. Good news…great pay! But, there are more deaths per capita than
construction workers, which is why this job ranks number nine on the list. Sad face. Also, death will
likely be a good bit more painful if you touch a live wire as anywhere from a few thousand to a few
hundred thousand amps of raw electrical energy course through your empowered body. And, you get
to climb utility poles and pull heavy cables all day. It’s win, win on your way to achieving that equal
paycheck. As mentioned before, electrical line workers are well compensated.

8. Farmers, ranchers, agricultural workers. An empowered life on the farm milking cattle,
producing vegetables and fruits, and watching after livestock. Oh, the wonders of food production.
However, it does carry risk as it is eight on the list of deadliest jobs when looked at on a per capita
basis. Feminists really need to get their hands dirty performing such tasks as shoveling manure and
other sorts of fun on the farm to show us they really believe in being equal to men.

7. Truckers. Becoming a truck driving mama is another wonderful career potential for the woman
who doesn’t want to be sexist. But, you have to drive a lot, a whole lot, and often it is in snowy, icy,
stormy, or other undesirable conditions. You’ll be hauling loads of materialism all over the nation to
distribute to other empowered women, often as long as 14 hours a day. However, this is another job
in which a larger than average number people die while hauling loads of consumerism. But none of
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that should matter to someone demanding to be treated like a man.

5. Garbage collectors. Remember the materialism brought in by the truck
drivers listed above? Somebody needs to take all those empty Maybelline containers and other
assorted junk to the landfill once they’re consumed. Since the consumer economy is 80% female
driven in the America, you can help empower your sisters in the fight against men by helping get rid
of the important things women consume and then discard. A word of caution though: this job is the
fifth most dangerous with a high number of deaths per capita.

4. Roofers. It is sexist to think men should be the only ones up on a hot roof on a 110 degree
afternoon pouring molten tar and driving nails into roofs. Put on a pair of Levi’s, and jump up there
with them. Be careful not to fall off, it would be a shame to see you tumbling to your death as so
many men do when they assume this dangerous, if well paid job. It’s not all roses and daisies in the
real world, despite what the professional liars in the media tell everyone.

3. Aircraft pilots. This is probably the most glorified profession out of this entire list. Imagine,
winging your way across America come mud, flood, hail, or high water in a large aircraft filled with
hundreds of people or thousands of packages. Be careful though, even though this seems like a great
career a lot of people die working in it. There’s always the risk that plane could come crashing down
if you make the slightest error in judgement.

2. Fishers. Live out Deadliest Catch for yourself! Consistently rated one of the most dangerous jobs
out there, fishermen (and now thanks to you, fisherwomen!) put their lives on the line in turbulent
waters and far from their family and friends to send quality seafood back to shore. These heroes help
fill America’s gullet with a neverending supply of fish, crab, and other catches. Best of all, you’ll
know what it took to bring you this wonderful plate of seafood that your Beta male date paid for.

1. Logging workers. Timber! Watch out for that falling tree! A whopping 91.3 per 100,000
employees will die as they produce lumber for the McMansions you treasure. You can help cut those
trees down and bust your butt in everything from freezing cold to scorching hot weather. It’s a deadly
job, and unfortunately it doesn’t pay all that much with a median salary of only $33,000. But it’s not
about money, right? It’s about empowerment and showing those men who’s boss!
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It takes a lot of wood to build a McMansion or Barbie Fun House, so get on the production side of things with a job in logging

Sign Up Today

Be sure to tell all your girlfriends about this as they begin to think about careers. There also needs to
be a task force developed educate school guidance counselors on how there are severe shortages of
women in most of these fields. Why try to force men out of computer programming jobs when you
can become a logger, roofer, or garbage collector? The days of sexism are over. These deadly jobs
are not just men’s jobs any longer.

Meantime, as you take over the levers of society men like us can kick back, relax, and enjoy lives
pool side because we won’t need to work as hard anymore. Men can live on less than women, and
men are encouraged by this humble publication as well as many others to stop feeding the
materialism machine to impress women and keep them around. I gladly assumed the terrible life you
ran away from, staying at home and taking care of things here. Instead of going to an office and
kissing corporate ass every day, I stay at home and run a couple of businesses from there. I even
cook!

Trading places actually seems like a great move towards progress for me. You can have all the
danger and I’ll stay here and sip cocktails poolside.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Progress: What Are We Progressing Towards
June 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Turning people into corporate-government controlled happiness machines is the goal of social engineers

The all important code word progress is a regular feature of saccharin political speeches and hypnotic
language used by the puppet masters that run the United States, Inc. The word progress comes from
Progressivism, which has been called the New Communism in some circles. Representative Allen
West spoke about how these New Communists influence Congress before he was drummed out of his
seat by his “friends” in the RINO party.

I believe there’s about 78 to 81 members of the Democrat Party who are members of the
Communist Party. They don’t actually hide. It’s called the Congressional Progressive
Caucus.

It’s no surprise the Democrat party has been infiltrated by globalists and far leftists. They constantly
bellow about what they think is progress, but it’s important to ask the question what are we
progressing towards? Because not all progress is good progress. One can be progressing to a lower
level of hell, for instance. It largely depends on whether you agree with the direction our corporate-
government complex is taking us, and for many with common sense and a desire to retain their
humanity and not be turned into a unit on the corporate profit farm and government tax farm, the
direction of the country and world have become very worrisome for many.

Here are a few ways progress will play out, given current trends.
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There’s more to life than consumption, despite what you’ve been told

Progress

No Culture Except Shopping and Eating as Expressions of Ourselves. America has already been
following this path for the better part of a century, thanks in large part to methods devised by Edward
Bernays, and still used today to manipulate desire by marketing gurus like Clotaire Rapaille. Notice
that in modern times the only acceptable pastimes in America are ballgames, with a good dose of
shopping and eating in between that vicarious form of recreation, and the now average 47-hour work
week for full time employees.

Going back in time to illustrate the beginning of today’s pervasive culture of profit-producing
Happiness Machines and how it developed such a lock grip on us, we find a vintage advertisement in
which Bernays used a 1920s female aviator, Mrs. Stillman to push this idea of consumerism on the
women of the day. This was a fundamental change in advertising as it went straight for the limbic,
emotional brain rather than appealing to reason in the higher cerebrum.

There’s a psychology of dress, have you ever thought about it? How it can express your
character? You all have interesting characters but some of them are all hidden. I wonder
why you all want to dress always the same, with the same hats and the same coats. I’m sure
all of you are interesting and have wonderful things about you, but looking at you in the
street you all look so much the same. And that’s why I’m talking to you about the
psychology of dress. Try and express yourselves better in your dress. Bring out certain
things that you think are hidden. I wonder if you’ve thought about this angle of your
personality.

Even today this is the method used to push products on the masses: a celebrity product placement
with a good dose of emotional manipulation. Everything we buy is connected by marketers to an
emotional drive inside our limbic brains rather than rationalizing the usefulness of each purchase, as
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in the days before Bernays.

No Heterosexual Sex. The year by year, gradual, straws on the camel’s
back approach to the marginalization of heterosexual behavior is not by accident. It is becoming ever
more dangerous to deal with females by the year in Anglo America for a reason. It will further cut
birth rates and isolate people even further. Without families, people become the human equivalent of
silly putty in the hands of big government. Whether it be false rape accusations, YouGoGrrlism, slut
culture, misandry, child support penury, or alimony slavery, there are cultural and legal obstacles to
getting laid and forming a family everywhere. Every sort of degeneracy is lifted up by the media as
having a superior virtue to the old-fashioned penis in a vagina of your parents and grandparents. Pop
music regularly pushes the LGBT agenda, and paints men as ready made slaves who exist only to
power female shopping power. It may be a stretch of the imagination to think of a world in which
heterosexuality is outlawed, but the intent of feminism is to blur the lines between the sexes so there
is no basis for attraction.

Being Chipped and Controlled (Cattle Tag). Expect RFID chip propaganda to take off in the years
ahead. Already, a few mainstream media outlets are pushing the idea as a way to be “safe” without
bringing the worrisome privacy issues and threats to liberty to the forefront. This is the linchpin in a
system of centralized control of the masses of people. Like many changes, it will be instituted by
degree rather than all at once. First, we started chipping dogs. Next, we need to chip our kids so we
can find them if they get lost. Next, why don’t we just go ahead and put your MasterCard on that
chip. After that, let’s just get rid of cash altogether so your entire financial existence is in the hands of
banksters and friendly agencies like the IRS. The road to hell will be paved with continuous levels of
permission seeking from government masters until the entire world is one big electronic collective.
Slaves best not step out of line if they want to stay on the good side of the grid.

No Individuality. This is the true meaning of collectivism and true democracy. A true democracy
means 51% of the population can boss the other 49% around. The U.S. was supposed to be a republic
for this reason, but how often do you hear that anymore? Were you part of the 49% who voted
against making heterosexual intercourse illegal? Well, tough. The social engineers were able to
manipulate the 2% of people they needed through the Phallic Penetration is Sexual Abuse campaign.
No longer can men insert their phallus into the sacred shrine. This example is a bit hyperbolic, yes,
but it is to illustrate a point. The individual no longer will matter, only the decisions of the collective
will be important. We are becoming the equivalent of the human batteries that power the Matrix, a
people who exist only to produce profit for corporations and government. The stated goal of many in
Silicon Valley is for man to become one with machine. This is dehumanizing and damns our biology
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in search for an unattainable Utopia, which will actually be more of a dystopia than the society we are
already living in.

Stormy cultural waters are here

One Degree of Separation

These nightmares are on the horizon, one can see them playing out daily in the media. These ideas
are not figments of the imagination as much as they’re extrapolations of current trends that have
already been set in motion by social engineers and those who manipulate the sheeple that believe in
the power of authority more than their own sense of self-awareness.

When steering the ship of state, only one degree of separation over the course of time will lead to the
society going thousands of miles off course over a long period. Progressives and other Marxists have
steered Western Civilization into a cultural Category Five Hurricane. They got us here because the
left is patient as they shove one small change in our face at a time. Traditionalists and conservatives
have gotten so used to bending over the barrel and telling the left please use a little lube as you rape
society that resistance and pushback against this agenda is not being seen on a large enough scale to
make any meaningful course correction. Soon, all those little changes wind up being a severe
deviation from the course intended by society over a long enough period of time.

There are two paths the ship can take as it progresses. It can progress towards a cultural singularity, a
black hole in which the ship will fall and never be seen again. Or it can immediately reverse course
and pray like hell is reaches a modicum of normality. We may be progressing, but progressing
towards hell is no kind of progress for the man who thinks the new ways are not necessarily better
than the old ways just because they’re new.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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Your Training is a Sprint
June 23, 2016 | by Snow | Link | Original Link

Treat your training like a sprint to the finish

What would happen if you treated training and chasing down physique goals like a sprint? You will
get faster results. There are several reasons for this. Our bodies are built to survive. If you train hard
and eat the right amount of food and the right kind of food you are bound to get great results. The
issue lies in treating results and training like a marathon.

The marathon approach:

Treats gains and results like something that will come within 2-3 years
Maintains slow momentum and does slow workouts, that produce slow results.

The sprinters approach:

Trains as fast as possible with little rest and thinks rest sucks
Trains with all of his effort during every workout
Eats the diet that produces the fastest results.
Does everything fast with a sense of urgency.
People think these people have super powers.

Back in school our teachers taught us the silly story of the tortoise and the hare and that the tortoise
wins in the end since the hare gets careless. I’m telling you to be both. The hare sprints fast towards
the finish; the hare wants results now. The tortoise is slow and consistent. The solution is keeping the
speed and intensity of the hare and being consistent like the tortoise.

Do workouts that produce fast results. High rep squats, bench press, dead lifts. They are hard work,
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and if you love results you won’t care, this means that you begin to approach training as a race to the
finish line that you have to win. See how quickly you can get results. Can you cut the learning curve
from 6 months to 4 months? This makes a big difference on muscle building and fat loss gains.
People have the ability to focus on whatever they want. Focus on the actions and diets that will get
you the body you want the fastest. The carb nite diet is extremely effective for fast results.

How to Follow Carb Nite:

Eat 30g of carbs for 10 days at first
On the 10th day at 6 p.m eat carbs with protein until bed time
Eat high glycemic carbs
Cakes, ice cream, and pizza are good choices
It is only for 1 night
Then only have a carb nite once per week

You cannot have carbs before nighttime on this diet. Eat carbs with protein to start the carb nite. Then
you can have donuts if you like, pizza, candy, or ice cream. It sounds like hocus pocus, it does work
though. The next week it is every 6-7 days that you have a carb nite. This means that you eat a
minimum of 5 straight days at 30 grams of carbs or less.

If you are very undisciplined just follow a flexible dieting system. Both systems work great. I prefer
carb nite since I am a meat fanatic and love eating high fat foods. Whichever system gets you the
fastest results is the one that you need to be doing. For training, follow my next level fat loss routine.
(See more about fat loss training). A calorie deficit or a keto diet works best with this system.

A lot of people are scared to treat this like an all out sprint. With this aggressive approach you will
shred body fat and become an animal in the gym. If you’re a woman you will become a goddess. You
need aggressive and fast visions if you want to get results. The body is an adaptive machine – if you
give it the right stimulus to adapt it will. It will also get lazy if you allow it to. This is where people
often screw up, they don’t truly command their body. They allow their body to make decisions for
them. Most of the time you can get one more rep. You can wait 1 more hour before you eat. You
need to push further into the deep water and past the comfort zone than you thought was possible.
Push your mind when you are dieting. We train our bodies to be tough and strong at the gym. Why
don’t you train your mind, spirit and emotions to have the strength and courage to endure the diet?
Mainly, because fear gets in the way. We all still have the same fight-or-flight instincts that our
ancestors have. If you get hunger pangs, your life isn’t in danger and you aren’t going to die. Our
brain just interprets this as such.

This is why you should recognize this and laugh. Laughing at it is all that you can do. On carb nite
you can eat slightly more food, but it is still a good idea to track calories in MyFitnessPal. Doing this
will get you to the finish line faster. You will also be less hungry on carb nite. Keep meals at most to
3 a day.

Many people are scared of intermittent fasting. I have found that Greg from Kinobodys method
works most effectively for me. His style of fasting is simple and can be implemented today. Don’t eat
until you have been awake for 6 hours. He says it is okay to eat after being up for 4 hours. I have
found that 6 works great for me. I am able to get massive amounts of work done, go to the gym and
be a productivity machine with this method. This combined with the keto diet has taken my fat loss to
the next level. I will send out a more detailed guide of this in the near future. The objective of this
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post was to get you guys to understand that you need to treat things with the sprinters approach, aim
to get results as quickly as possible.

Fast results are possible if you do the work that yields fast results. Take things to the next level and
demand forward progress. Your mental approach or strategy is what will determine what kind of
actions you take. Additionally, you can apply the death ground strategy to your training. This is the
strategy where you give yourself 1 day to get the exact day you want. Your back is against the wall
and you have to do whatever it takes to get through the obstacle. As you know the obstacle is the
way. Go through the obstacle if you want to get the reward. What would happen if you started to
really go for it? What would happen if you started to go all in with everything – all in everyday?
What if you trained as intense as possible every time you went to the gym? What if you talked to
everybody you wanted to talk to men and women?

I know from experience you would live a stronger, free life. Most of us aren’t free, we are just slaves
of our own minds and our own prejudices. Set your mind free. This is what you need to do. There are
very few things that haven’t been thought about before. Almost all of our ideas came from someone
else. To take it to the next level you have to find a way to come up with new, original ideas. Then
have the discipline to master your execution. Execution is more important than your idea. Ideas are
worthless without implementation.

Take it to the next level

Advancing

Take things to the next level. Getting your to do list done will do more for your life than thinking
about ideas all day. Thinkers aren’t as rich as doers. If you get in the habit of doing you will enjoy
getting things done more. Be the one that does it. Take pride in the doing. Massive action and doing
the work is what will lead to achievement. The people I have met that accomplish a lot, are almost
always professional in their ability to take action. The professional does the work whether he feels
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like it or not. Be a pro if you want results. Professionalism is a quality that is vaguely taught at best.
People need to be taught that success demands professionalism. Whatever you are doing take pride in
doing it well, and take pride at doing it every day. Professionals get their work done every day. This
is why they achieve a lot in their life.

To do this you have to do a lot of work and take a lot of action. Massive action and movement is what
will improve your life. Theories and strategies are great only if you use them. If you do the work, you
need to have a strategy. Having a strategy will help you to get the work done. If you are full of
theories and you don’t use them then you are wasting your brilliant mind. You need to be eager to get
the work done and move forward. The professionals show up to work each day with the intent to
progress and move forward. This is the difference between professional behavior and unprofessional
behavior. Professional behavior means that you do what needs to be done to win and advance.

A lot of people dislike talking about winning. This is a mistake. Winners
talk about, and think about winning. Winning leads to winning. Floyd Mayweather once said that he
never thought about losing. Floyd only thought about winning. This is partly why he had such a
successful career. If anyone listens to Floyd talk you will notice immediately that he uses positive
self-talk. Floyd treats himself like a treasured friend. Floyd backs this up with his extreme
professionalism and dedication. Ask anyone who knows, Floyd does the work. If you have great self-
talk and you take consistent daily action and do the work you can and will advance. You need to
focus your intent. If you have no intent, you have no purpose. Your intent matters.

If you are intending to grow bigger quads and you aren’t doing high rep squats, you’re not really
interested in big quads. I have been doing high rep squats after heavy sets for 3-4 months now. I have
noticed that my work capacity has improved and my quads have gotten bigger. High rep squats are
tough, I will say that. If you want to be an achiever and a doer then you only think about the reward it
will give you. Make a mindset shift: High Rep Squats build Beastly quads, and ferocious
intensity. This teaches you to be a benefits thinker. Being a benefits thinker will promote more
action. You see so many benefits that you have to do more. You can’t wait to keep taking action and
achieve results. You have to dominate and conquer something. When you are used to the taste of
success and accomplishment you never want to go back to the life of failure. This means that you
begin to work to create as much success and as much accomplishment as possible. Get it to the next
level.

Create your own success. Success only comes when you are at work and getting things done. More
work equals more success. Figure it out and keep working and dominating. Work is the reward, work
brings reward. A love of work, or consistency of work always brings rewards and prizes. Good things
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come to those who work. That is a phrase that will get you places. Whoever hasn’t figured that out
yet, will be stuck in comfort forever.

A comfortable, mediocre life is what stops you from achieving success. You’re so worried about
safety and comfort you forgot how to get success. Success never comes to those who are looking for
safety and comfort. People who are successful are willing to be uncomfortable, and are comfortable
with uncertainty. People want a guarantee that something works before trying it out. The new way is
to try something first and then say if it works. This is the only way to get real objective results.

Test and experiment with yourself. Science is based on other people, instinct is the study of yourself.
You have to use the law of cause and effect. This states that you have to pay the full price before you
get the result. You reap what you sow. Everything you do or don’t do has an effect. You have to use
this law if you want to live a full life. I am grateful for what I have and I consistently overcome
challenges. It is never the target that is the problem. A lack of action is what is causing you to get
lousy results. It doesn’t matter who you are if you do the work and take massive action you can get
the results. This is what no one wants to accept. They just think that there is some magic pill they can
find and take instead of using the law of cause and effect. Every result you have gotten is because of
the cause. The result is the effect, and the action is the cause.

Success in training for your physique is tied into the amount of positive actions you take in order to
build your body and your physique. People need to take full responsibility for their results or lack
there of. Once you take full responsibility for every thought and every action it will be easier to
understand how the world works. Everyone experiences the world differently. If you take full
responsibility for yourself, your thoughts, and your actions you will have more personal power than
most.

This is the difference in someone who is successful and someone who isn’t. It’s not what you don’t
know that hurts you, it’s what you think is true that isn’t. People get so caught up in their current
identity they never grow. You have to think about how the ultimate vision of yourself would act. I
enjoy using this mindset exercise. If I were the world heavyweight champion how would I act?
When I do that my whole day improves. Since you are irrational, you can brainwash yourself. Use
your brain, don’t become a slave to it. The strongest version of yourself does the work and has no
problem taking action on any problem. This is what people don’t do. They never think about the
outcome they want. Choose your vision, not fear. You can’t focus on more than one thing at a time.
Focus on your vision and what you are trying to create.

People focus on their fears and what they don’t want. What do you want? What is your vision?
Asking these questions throughout the day can help you focus better and get more done. Would the
strongest version of myself behave in this manner? Live for action, the strongest version of yourself
is an action taker that does what it takes. You need to let go of your need for certainty. There are no
guarantees and there never will be any guarantees. Keep showing up everyday and keep doing the
work no matter how bad you may think it is. You have to learn to deal with uncertainty and
unpredictability. I have also noticed that successful people accept that they don’t know everything,
while the unsuccessful have an answer for everything. This causes them to make foolish decisions
and mistakes.

If you are a writer and you aren’t writing at least 1,500 words per day, you are not a writer. You have
to do the work and get the experience. There is no something for nothing in the world. If you want
something you have to think about it, make a plan to get it, and execute the plan. A lot of people get
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too focused on the details of the plan instead of focusing on the actions they need to take. This is
another common error. Your plan doesn’t have to be perfect, it just needs to be clear. You need to
know what you need to do.

Once you have come up with a simple plan, executing it should be easy. If it is simple and has clear
directions then you can to get to work now. You need to get to work now, whenever something needs
to get done, just do it now. I make sure to get my writing in early in the day, this way I take
advantage of when the day is quiet and less noisy. I have written so much that I have learned how to
deal with noise. I have also learned to train myself to be uncomfortable. The lesson I have learned is
that if you are comfortable than you are getting soft. To me, the need for safety and comfort is
pathetic.

You don’t need to know if something is going to work before doing it. Rely on instincts not science.
Science is the study of others, instincts is the study of yourself. You need to really go for it and put it
all on the line. You will never run out of opportunities to go all in. All in everyday. Many say it, few
live it. When I wanted to increase my squat I started squatting everyday. Same goes with writing. At
first I had writers block. Now, I have loads of material and a ton of unedited posts, due to the
frequency of writing activity. I have learned that continuous movement with writing and living leads
to great momentum that I want to keep. Keep your momentum. Do whatever it takes to maintain
momentum. If this is unrealistic to you it is because you haven’t taught yourself to be better than you
currently are. In sports this is called playing big. Do you play big? Or do you play small?

Players with low confidence play small. The ones who play huge are the ones who get the rewards.
You have to take personal responsibility for your mindset, results and performance. This will lead to
great results. If you see yourself as having control and being a proactive person, someone who takes
the initiative then you will have a better self-image than the majority. Learn and master, taking the
initiative.

Most people are timid and shy. I learned this because I have observed that I am always the one who
initiates conversations with others. People in today’s age are loaded with fears and insecurities, this
leads them to be timid. Talk to people and initiate conversation. Do the same thing with the workouts
be the one who is working, instead of watching others in the gym. Remember that the gladiators are
too busy in the arena to notice other people. If you are focused on what other people are doing, then
you are no longer a gladiator, you are a spectator. Get in the arena and stay in the arena. Taking
massive action and getting things done is living in the arena. If you’re not looking to advance and
progress then what are you doing. You have to learn to force yourself to take action.

Anyone can do something when they want to do it.
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Female Circumcision on the Rise in the West
June 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A young girl screams during her circumcision, timed to coincide with the Prophet Muhammad’s birthday

Just when women thought soft Beta men in the United States, Inc. were the scariest, most vicious
creatures they could imagine, religious and cultural beliefs surface which say cutting the clitoris off
women is important. The practice of female circumcision is already widespread in the Middle East
and Africa, and on the rise in West thanks to large scale immigration and Diversity™. The CDC says
as many as 150,000 to 200,000 American girls could be subjected to female circumcision as
the religious makeup of the country changes.

The Christophobic left says it is Islamophobic to even link the practice to religion, when statistics tell
us otherwise: 96% of women in Egypt have been clitoridectomized according the some reports, a
country that is 90% Muslim. Obviously, the practice is deeply tied to religion, although religions
other than Islam do practice clitoridectomy. The World Health Organization says as many as 200
million women have been circumcised, mainly in Africa and the Middle East. It is a widespread
practice.

Female circumcision has been illegal in 1996 in America, but incidences of it have been rising
sharply over the past decade. Mariya Taher knows first hand about the procedure, and spoke with
reporters about the experience of having her clitoris removed at age 7 while visiting family in India.
She was taken to another country for what those who believe in the practice call a “vacation cutting.”

I remember being taken to an old-looking building and going up a flight of stairs and going
into the apartment building. I remember being put on the ground and my dress was pulled
up, and I remember something sharp cut me.
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Taher is now trying to get the practice stopped in those parts of the world that still practice it.

I wish I hadn’t undergone it, but I think because I did undergo it, I have this passion for
gender violence issues that I’m able to be in a place where I can talk about it, I can do
research on it. I have an insider’s perspective.

However, issues like religion-based female circumcision are prickly for the left, since they claim to
worship diversity and often elevate Islam over feminism in their hierarchy of concerns. Women are to
be pedestalized and empowered at the cost of those Evil White Men, that is, unless they’re Islamic
women.

Female circumcision is often arranged by other females, making the issue more complex than feminists would lead people to believe

Diversity™

Critoridectomy has a long history going back at least 2,000 years, predating Islam, and as recently as
the 19th century it was believed to curb female masturbation and female insanity, even in
“enlightened” England. The issue was never viewed as an agenda item for cultural imperialism until
today. Only in modern times when effete Western women try to push their agendas on other cultures
has the issue received a lot of media attention. Here is how the practice works:

Typically carried out by a traditional circumciser using a blade. Procedures differ according
to the country or ethnic group. They include removal of the clitoral hood and clitoral glans;
removal of the inner labia; and removal of the inner and outer labia and closure of the vulva.
In this last procedure (known as infibulation), a small hole is left for the passage of urine
and menstrual fluid; the vagina is opened for intercourse and opened further for childbirth.

It is a gruesome practice by Western cultural standards. However, it is no less gruesome to chop the
foreskin off infant boys, yet one can hear a pin drop when this issue is brought up. As the follwing
image shows, male circumcision is an equally barbaric process. Caution: Image is medically
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accurate and graphic.

Despite wailing from Western feminists who try to stick labels like gender inequality on the practice,
female circumcision is actually organized by females in many of the countries that practice it. They
claim it ensures virginity, fidelity, increases male sexual pleasure, and even attenuates female sexual
desire. Why do feminists refuse to respect the belief systems of diverse cultures? This interesting
report shows men are often against the practice which makes it even harder to shoehorn into Western
feminist narratives:

Anthropologist Rose Oldfield Hayes wrote in 1975 that educated Sudanese men who did not
want their daughters to be infibulated would find the girls had been sewn up after the
grandmothers arranged a visit to relatives.

Beyond women performing circumcisions of young girls behind men’s backs, the West African
country of Guinea has massive female support for the female circumcision with 75% of women
saying they approve of the practice. Since males are routinely circumcised in Islam, they feel its only
fair that women are too. The United Nations stamped out this reactionary PC statement:

Non-excision of girls is considered dishonorable in Guinean society. Social pressure is such
that girls may request excision for fear of being excluded or forced to remain unmarried if
they do not suffer the practice.

Showing the nature of Western civilization to protect the puss at all costs,
the practice is called female genital mutilation, while circumcising young boys has never been called
male genital mutilation, even though the practices are similarly gruesome and painful for both parties.
Growing evidence supports the claim it traumatizes young males and leads to less sexual pleasure for
men, just as it does when women are cut. However, since men are viewed as sex-obsessed cavemen
and utilities in Western culture, the issue of cutting the foreskin off infant boys in our own nation is
never brought up while feminists froth over diverse cultural practices in other nations and religions.
It’s a classic display of a uniquely Anglo American brand of misandry.

Female circumcision is also an example of how the left’s love of Diversity once puts it at odds with
its so-called platform of women’s rights. You can’t have both practices under the same tent. You
either respect religious diversity or make religions conform to western cultural practices. Bettina
Shell-Duncan, an anthropologist of the University of Washington has been pushing Western cultural
mores on African and Middle Eastern societies for a decades. She explains how the practice is deeply
embedded in some ethnic groups’ belief systems and marriage customs.
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Different ethnic groups do it differently. Among the Rendille, they do it as part of the first
part of the ceremony. The wedding ceremony spans years. There’s the time where the bride
is transferred to the groom. This is a nomadic tribe. They live in huts that are made from
branches. And what they do is they take apart the hut of the mother and father and they
divide the branches. They get green branches. They divide them in half—half the old
branches, half the new. And they build two new huts. It symbolizes two new homes, sort of
a fusion of the two. And when they have the new hut built, they have a procession that goes
from the groom’s family to the bride’s family and bring the groom to the bride. And then
they have a ceremony where the bride is transferred to the new home. The morning part of
that is the circumcision part.

As much as Westerners are taken aback by this practice, this testimony proves female circumcision
has deep historical and cultural roots. Leftists and feminists cannot claim to be multicultural if they’re
are trying to force feminist beliefs on other people. The hypocrisy of those who push multiculturalism
while trying to steer people to the “right way” of treating women, i.e. letting them walk all over men
like they do in the West is evident.

So, which will it be, leftists? Enforcing Western feminism on diverse religions or letting religions
defy what feminists claim to believe in? This is quite the conundrum. Personally, I think it’s a
backwards practice, but I respect other people’s beliefs as long as they choose to practice them in
their own society. If they immigrate to the West, they should expect to conform to Western cultural
customs. Feminists also have no right to impose their beliefs and an agenda of female superiority in
other sovereign nations. After all, isn’t acceptance and tolerance of other beliefs and practices what
multiculturalism is supposed to be all about?
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Weekend Reading | June 24, 2016
June 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of June 24, 2016.

Manosphere

How Social Justice Warriors Have Been Infecting Science For Half A Century

This week marks the release of Roosh’s new book Free Speech Isn’t Free, a chronicle of his
World Speaking Tour last year. It includes conclusions he made from discussions with his
audience and—most importantly—the rhetorically and occasionally physically violent
clashes with those who would attempt to censor his speech: the SJWs, the feminists, and
certain members of the governments of the nations in question.

10 Ways Men Are Horribly Oppressing Women

Lately I’ve had a change of heart when it comes to feminism. I’ve started to notice the kind
of everyday sexism and misogyny that women go through. I’m thinking, if I had daughters,
would I want them to put up with all of the horrible stuff white cisgender men do on a
regular basis?
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Facebook CEO Promotes Subversive Globalist Views In His First Live Q&A

Last week via Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg hosted his first hour-long live Q&A from the
company’s headquarters in Menlo Park, California. Intended as an open forum for any of
Facebook’s 1.65 billion users to ask the company’s CEO their burning questions,
Zuckerberg quickly used one of them to pitch his vision of the “global community”.

News

Boris Johnson hails ‘glorious opportunity’ of Brexit as David Cameron resigns

David Cameron has resigned as Prime Minister after Britain voted to leave the European
Union. An emotional Cameron fought back the tears this morning as he announced his
resignation. Flanked by wife Samantha as he delivered an emotional statement outside
Number 10, Cameron said he accepted the decision of the electorate, which voted by 52 per
cent to 48 per cent to leave the EU.

Minority babies outnumber whites among US infants

White babies are now outnumbered by minority babies, according to new population
estimates from the Census Bureau. The 2015 data was released Thursday, as was updated
data for previous years. These new figures show that in 2013, minority babies also
outnumbered non-Hispanic white babies by about 1,000 births. In 2014, white babies were
outnumbered by about 16,000.

Book of the Week
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See Something, Say Nothing: A Homeland Security Officer
Exposes the Government’s Submission to Jihad

When recently retired DHS frontline officer and intelligence expert Philip Haney bravely tried to say
something about the people and organizations that threatened the nation, his intelligence information
was eliminated, and he was investigated by the very agency assigned to protect the country. The
national campaign by the DHS to raise public awareness of terrorism and terrorism-related crime
known as If You See Something, Say Something effectively has become If You See Something, Say
Nothing.

In See Something, Say Nothing, Haney a charter member of DHS with previous experience in the
Middle East and co-author Art Moore expose just how deeply the submission, denial and deception
run. Haney’s insider, eyewitness account, supported by internal memos and documents, exposes a
federal government capitulating to an enemy within and punishing those who reject its narrative.
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As Big Brother Closes In, We Can Choose Dangerous Freedom
Or Comfortable Slavery
June 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Big Brother from Orwell’s novel 1984 has arrived

Every day, I open the news headlines hoping for some break in the barrage of bad news befalling our
society. And every day, I am disappointed as things get worse, not better. At times it is like waking
up in the middle of some awful dream that won’t end. At times I feel despair as the odds are stacked
against those who value freedom, masculinity, femininity, and self-determination.

The propaganda ministers are so smooth, duplicitous and efficient they have brainwashed millions.
An elite controls all the money and all the weapons. Americans think the Second Amendment will
protect them from the specter of abject tyranny, and while it offers some modicum of protection, with
the advanced weaponry the government has access any opposition will most likely be very bloody,
and ineffective when the clock strikes midnight and a false flag pretext to martial law signals the end
of the Old World Order.

Warnings about the world we have awakened to have fallen on deaf ears for half a century. Bellies
are full but souls are empty. People are busy licking their chops and loosening their belts to
accommodate expanding waistlines as they eat like pigs at the corporate feedbag rather than paying
attention to the noose quietly being slipped around their necks. As evidence, total sales of food at
restaurants just surpassed sales of food bought at grocery stores for the first time in history. Much of
the binging out (eating out) is driven by millennials, who view dining at as a social event, as cooking
becomes a lost art since feminists turned the kitchen into the vortex of hell in the female mind.

America in the 21st century has morphed into the Land of Cockaigne, as depicted by Dutch
Renaissance artist Breugel the Elder:

In medieval times, Cockaigne was a mythical land of plenty, but Bruegel’s depiction of
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Cockaigne and its residents is not meant to be a flattering one. He chooses rather a comic
illustration of the spiritual emptiness believed to derive from gluttony and sloth, two of the
seven deadly sins.

The sheeple are also impulse buying their way into $733 billion of credit card bondage, as eating out
and shopping are essentially the only government-approved outlets for their Freudian ids. As further
evidence of how enslaved people are by over-consumption:

$8.25 trillion is owed on mortgages (mortgage literally means pay until death)
$1.06 trillion is owed on car loans
$1.23 trillion is owed on student loans

But, it gets worse. As if being debt slaves addicted to the greasy, slow death of fast food, and
lifestyles of buying crap we don’t need to impress people we don’t like wasn’t enough, a more
insidious type of slavery, electronic slavery, is closing in on us.

Modern day Westerners have become the oafs portrayed in Bruegel the Elder’s famous painting the Land of Cockaigne

The End of Free Speech and Anonymity

Last week offered quite a number of disturbing stories to anyone paying attention and concerned
about the loss of freedom in the world. First, the EU proposed requiring government ID to log on to
the internet. This would effectively end freedom of expression and anonymity online. Indeed,
governments are good at taking rights away from people then selling them back under the guise of
“licensing.” Following the frequently used and abused Hegelian dialectic, which clueless media
talking heads in America are now using to tell people to accept getting microchips implanted into
their children, because chip implants are just as harmless as bar codes, the Soviet… er… European
Union released this statement, selling tyranny under the guise of keeping people safe:

It is recognized that a multitude of username and password combinations is both
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inconvenient and a security risk. In order to keep identification simple and secure,
consumers should be able to choose the credentials by which they want to identify or
authenticate themselves. In particular, online platforms should only accept credentials
issued or recognized by national public authorities, such as electronic or mobile IDs,
national identity cards, or bank cards.

Already, EU member Estonia, a former Communist country boasts how wonderful its mandatory
electronic ID card has been. The blueprint for centralized control of all human activity is evident in
how the card is used:

For “legal travel” [there’s such a thing as illegal travel now?]
As the national health insurance card [didn’t get your mandated vaccine last year?]
As proof of identification when logging into bank accounts from a home computer [no access
to cash means corrupt banksters and politicians have total control over lives as money buys
freedom]
As a public transport ticket [no ticky, no laundry]
For digital signatures
For i-voting
For accessing government databases to check one’s medical records, file taxes, etc.
For picking up e-Prescriptions

In other words, the intent of electronic ID is to make it so people cannot go take a shit without
government permission, and for them to pay a tax each time they do.

Beyond implementing government control and censorship of the Internet, freedom of movement is
threatened by growing electronic tyranny. There is the newly introduced, unbelievable concept of
illegal travel as evidenced above. Adding to the mess, a new app is tracking the movements of people
around the world using their faces, according to MarketWatch.

A new app called FindFace, recently released in Russia, gives us a glimpse into what this
future might look like. FindFace allows anybody to snap a photo of a passerby and discover
their real name — already with 70% reliability.

Nearly 250 million video surveillance cameras have been installed throughout the world,
and chances are you’ve been seen by several of them today. Soon anybody with a high-
resolution camera and the right software will be able to determine your identity.
Recognition algorithms have become far more accurate, the devices we carry can process
huge amounts of data, and there’s massive databases of faces now available on social media
that are tied to our real names.

Here’s an example of how this software could be used: Say you show up on the streets of Kolkota
with a legal prostitute in your young and stupid years, and a FindFace image of you gets uploaded
into a government database at oh, let’s say the Utah Data Center. The government uses the image, as
it already uses red light cameras, to fine you for becoming a signed risk in its socialist healthcare
system, even though the CDC’s own statistics tell us even if you had unprotected vaginal sex with
someone known to have the HIV virus you only have a 1 in 10,000 chance of contracting the virus.
No worries, the doubled premium will be deducted out with your next Shared Responsibility
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Payment.

By the way, you can’t refuse to pay because all money has been made electronic. Oops…had a Coca-
Cola with dinner? No worries, the soda tax was automatically deducted. But wait, you’ve had 7 sodas
this month, which puts you at a higher risk for Type II diabetes. The limit is 6 sodas per month. Your
Shared Responsibility Payment will have to be increased again. Oh, and it seems you’ve been
hanging out a lot outside of town. Sorry, but we are going to have to restrict your area of travel as
your carbon emissions are too high. Your car will automatically shut off if you drive outside the
restricted area. Your electronic ID will also not allow you to make any purchases in that area code.
See how insidious this can get?

These stories came on the heels of another report showing arrests once again have surged in Merry
Old England for social media posts that violated Orwellian “online crimes of speech” and a
hypocritical crackdown on online “hate speech” by Faceberg and other majors in the social media
world. As Paul Joseph Watson reported, Facebook refused to take pages like “I Fucking Want to Kill
Donald Trump” down despite numerous reports that it violated their “Community Standards,” while
it removed posts remotely critical of one of the protected classes on the modern day Animal Farm.
Read: If you are Caucasian, and especially if you are a Caucasian male, you are NOT a protected
class.

“It is dangerous to be right when the government is wrong.” -Voltaire

Moral Relativism And The End Of Freedom

Americans and Europeans thought they won the Cold War only to wake up a generation later and find
themselves in the midst of a socialist revolution. The tenets of Marxism are steadily being
implemented in the U.S. and Europe. Pat Buchanan sounded the alarm in an interview about Cultural
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Marxism:

The United States has undergone a cultural, moral and religious revolution. A militant
secularism has arisen in this country. It has always had a hold on the intellectual and
academic elites, but in the 1960s it captured the young in the universities and the colleges.
This is the basis of the great cultural war we’re undergoing… We are two countries now.
We are two countries morally, culturally, socially, and theologically. Cultural wars do not
lend themselves to peaceful co-existence. One side prevails, or the other prevails. The truth
is that while conservatives won the Cold War with political and economic Communism,
we’ve lost the cultural war with cultural Marxism, which I think has prevailed pretty much
in the United States. It is now the dominant culture. Whereas those of us who are
traditionalists, we are, if you will, the counterculture.

The coming end to free speech and anonymity are only the latest chapters in the socialist revolution
saga. Laying the groundwork, Marxists have fulfilled many of the tenets of the Communist Manifesto
in varying degrees, including centralization of both communication and transportation. Already, 6
corporations own 90% of the media and the EU openly dreams of requiring government issued ID to
use the internet. (A similar proposal is in the pipeline in America.) Then we have the ever-expanding
and intrusive TSA. By the way, in recent years the TSA has been expanding its grasp onto America’s
roads with VIPR checkpoints, which subject people to searches on the highway that are similar to
those at airports.

A handful of corporations now control 90% of the purchases we make at the supermarket, fulfilling
another tenet of the Communist Manifesto: centralization of the means of production. Free
government education for the masses, expatriation fines for people who try to leave the country
(currently $2,350 to officially renounce citizenship), centralization of the money supply, a
progressive income tax, and government control of private property through property taxes—in
which people never really own their property as much as they rent it from the government—are other
tenets of the Communist Manifesto that have been implemented. In fact, America has already
completed 8 out of 10 of the tenets in the Manifesto to varying degrees!

Marxists are coming out the woodwork with even more evil designs, openly discussing new items on
their checklist they want to implement once the masses are under complete, centralized control.
Government bureaucrats, including one of the architects of Obamacare, Ezekiel Emmanuel (Rahm’s
brother), are openly discussing age 75 as the politically correct time for people to die, suggesting a
scheme of government euthanization could ultimately come about as people should not let themselves
become “burdens” after they have lived out their usefulness to society. Eugenics, anyone?

Marxists are also pushing the implementation of 1,000 new, micromanaging bureaucracies, carbon
“sin” wealth transfers from America and Europe to the rest of the world, and giving rights of legal
personality Mother Earth to sue and bankrupt Western nations in a world climate court at annual
global warming conferences. (No, they’re not discussing sunshine, lollipops, and rainbows as the
media would have you believe.)

Without giving their subjects time to recover from the last shock to their system, social engineers are
now busy turning pedophiles the next protected class. The ultimate goal is a world of moral
relativism and top-down bureaucratic control in which no human behavior can be judged, and people
have to get government permission to breathe. (We all exhale carbon, which is now classified a
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pollutant even though all life on earth is made of it and cannot live without it!)

The battle between those who want to be free and those who want to micromanage lives stretches back to Ancient China

Libertarianism vs. Authoritarianism

The battle we find ourselves in the middle of today between live and let live people and the
authoritarians is unending in the history of civilization. In Ancient China, a similar battle played out
between the Legalists, Confucians and Taoists, with Murray Rothbard calling the Taoists “the
world’s first libertarians.” Mises Daily details the philosophy of each group, and this excerpt makes it
obvious the type of battle we are fighting today stretches back thousands of years.

Roughly, the Legalists, the latest of the three broad schools, simply believed in maximal
power to the state, and advised rulers how to increase that power. The Taoists were the
world’s first libertarians, who believed in virtually no interference by the state in economy
or society, and the Confucians were middle-of-the-roaders on this critical issue.

Anyone who loves freedom and liberty knows we are currently on the losing side of this eternal
struggle, and electronics offer a chance for “Legalist” authoritarians to realize social and political
control that goes beyond their wildest dreams. The battle is not Democrat vs. Republican. It is
libertarianism vs. authoritarianism, plain and simple. Both major American political parties have
become authoritarian. (And the fake Gary Johnson is a liberal wolf in Libertarian sheep’s clothing, as
he said he agrees with Bernie Sanders on 73% of the issues.)

What is most disheartening is even though great numbers of people seem to be awakening, the
masses seem content to scratch their bellies, lick their lips, drool, and wait for a government check to
arrive, oblivious to their ongoing enslavement. It is time for men to throw off their cultural
indoctrination, stop with the meekness, stand up, and say hell no to the chains that are being forged
around us day by day. Electronic tyranny is the new method of authoritarianism, and the creep of it
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into all aspects of our lives must be stopped.

If we fail as guardians of society, we have only ourselves to blame. As men, no one is going to come
help us out. We should have never let ourselves boxed so far into a corner. No, better to adapt this
mindset, as so brilliantly laid out by The Savage Lifestyle:

Then the paltry crumbs of self righteous virtue signaling become yours to parade around to
other simps all competing in a pathetic clown act. Stepping on and over one another in
wanton displays of who is the weakest and loudest crybaby. In a race to to the ABSOLUTE
BOTTOM. To mock these detestable caricatures is to establish a clear boundary. You will
not stand for that shit. Contrarily in the glorious and unmolested expanses of still wild
Nature we observe plainly which values are most important to a given species. At the
foundation of the natural and savage earth is this: Survival of the species. The strong
survive. The weak perish. No amount of millennial tears, hashtags, online petitions, and
circle jerk slacktivism will change this brutal truth. The impish weakling of the modern
world does not stop slaking his overwhelming thirst for consumption at this manure trough
of cultural and personal suicide.

Those are our choices: Continue to consume ourselves to death on the path to suicide or stand up for
survival. We have several options available right now. Peaceful civil disobedience, downshifting to a
lifestyle of minimalism to “starve the beast” of tax money, and most importantly, no longer staying
silent and hoping for the best.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Have a Drink: Night Train
June 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Many grocers stock Night Train, and it’s an affordable wine

Night Train Express wine | Relampago’s Rating: 

Classified as a “Bum Wine” (hahaha) Night Train is a fortified wine with up to 20% alcohol by
volume. It was a favorite of the band Guns ‘N Roses back in their hell-raising days, so much so they
wrote a song about it on their multi-platinum Appetite for Destruction album.

I’m on the Night Train
Bottoms up
I’m on the Night Train
Fill my cup
I’m on the Night Train
Ready to crash and burn
I never learn

Beyond its appearance on a classic rock album, Night Train was also part of the plot of The Blues
Brothers, wherein it made Jack’s head hurt. Due to its high alcohol content, a headache may be the
least of your problems.

Night Train is the type of wine you drink just to get drunk. This isn’t the choice of wine snobs or
light drinkers. But bums everywhere agree, if you want an express ticket out of reality, just buy
yourself some Night Train. All in all, it’s really not that bad tasting a wine. E & J Gallo winery in
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California makes it, although it is the bastard child of that admittedly low-brow winery. Night Train
can make a fun diversion from the normal weekend drinking games. It retails for as little as $3 at
your local grocer.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Eye Candy of the Week | June 26, 2016
June 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

She looks lonely in that big bed all alone. Any volunteers to help keep this sexy lady in a purple dress
company? Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for June 26, 2016.
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Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Comment of the Week | June 26, 2016
June 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter undefined wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us. In
response to It’s Not a Conspiracy, It’s Oligarchy, Psychopathy, and Greed, he posted a essay’s worth
of valuable information on psychopaths. Indeed, they are some of the most successful members of the
human species due to their ruthlessness. The problem is they crush other people and often entire
nations under their heel in their quest to be top dog.

Excellent post. I came here after reading your post on ROK, which was fantastic. It’s clear
that you can cut through the doublethink, see recurring patterns, and are willing to ask the
hard questions rather than accept your indoctrination.

At one time, I came to the same conclusion that a conspiracy was not necessary to explain
what could be motivated by human greed and power. Common interests, in game theory
could create schelling points where people in power cooperate when it serves their mutual
interests. Naturally psychopaths, craving power, would tend to gravitate towards and form
disproportionate groups within positions of power.

However, as I’ve researched the topic further, I no longer think it’s an acceptable
explanation. The study of psychopathy is difficult for most non-psychopathic people to
comprehend due to our inherent normalcy bias. It’s difficult for normal people to relate to
the desire to torture or inflict pain and suffering on others, or the inability to experience
emotions or relate to other humans that is endemic to psychopaths.

It’s a dark topic of research, but it helps make clear a lot of what is happening culturally and
geopolitically in the world today. Mark of Sanity by Cleckley, preferably 2nd edition or
earlier is a good primer on the topic, though I believe Political Ponerology by ?obaczewski
is the best resource. Learning about the nature of psychopathy will allow you to more easily
identify psychopaths through what they read and write.
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Works such as “The Grand Chessboard” by Brzezinski or Kinsley’s writing on sexuality
will reveal their psychological makeup.

On Kinsley: “What is even more worrying about the experiments, and certainly Kinsey’s
own ability to interpret basic human distress is the descriptions he gives associated with
infants and children during and after orgasm: “sobbing, or more violent cries, sometimes
with an abundance of tears (especially among younger children) … extreme trembling,
collapse, loss of color, and sometimes fainting …,” “pained or frightened” expression, and
“violent attempts to avoid climax …” [4] Testament to Kinsey psychopathology or ambition
(or both) despite these reactions, he concluded that children, “derive definite pleasure from
the situation.””
https://infrakshun.wordpress.com/2014/02/14/the-sex-establishment-iii-the-kinsey-legacy/

Aside from psychopathy, another required geopolitical topic is the Hegelian dialectic, or
problem-reaction-solution. The creation of engineered crises in order to present the desired
solution.

And related to the Milgram experiment, compliance is not only related to authority figures.
Also look into the Asch conformity experiments.

Our indoctrination begins before we are born. Our parents, future friends, and future society
have already been crafted to accept an official narrative and to reject heretical narratives. To
go against that narrative goes against all of our social programming. It’s a risk of social
capital and sometimees personal safety to do so, but for some of us, it’s all we have. We’re
the anomalies.

The psychopath is so successful and so invisible in our society one has to see him for what he is – a
supremely adapted man to the cruel world in which we live. The problem is he destroys the world
around him if he and his psychopathic friends get too much power for too long. Which is why the tree
of liberty must be replenished with the blood of patriots from time to time, to quote Jefferson.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man. And don’t forget the Comment of the Month
competition which awards $20 cash the 1st of every month!

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Is Marriage Just Legalized Prostitution
June 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The entire concept of marriage has been more about barter than love for at least 5,000 years

My body, my choice! only applies if Anglo women want to kill a preborn baby, neglecting the
hypocrisy of the government fining people up to $250,000 for disturbing a Bald Eagle’s egg.
However, we often hear a Puritan, pussy pedestalizing Anglo culture screeching and hissing at the
idea that women should be able to do whatever they choose with their bodies with regards to
heterosexual activity.

Ergo, they are capable of making the decision to end the life of a person who has no voice, but they
are not capable of making the decision as to whether or not they want to have sex and get paid for it.

Abortion is just fine for a completely preventable thing like pregnancy,
but selling sexual favors is the third rail of discussion. My body, my choice! does not apply if women
want to rent out a part of their anatomy by the hour to make some cash, and provide some pleasure
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for hapless incel Beta, Gamma, and Omega males in society.

These are the incels that have been completely cut off sexually as the sexual jungle shifts female
attention away from the bottom 4/5 of men and towards the top 1/5 of men. They are the forgotten
men, the men who can no longer provide financial and social incentives to hypergamous women.

She can, however, give away access to her vagina for free to anybody she wishes, especially if that
person is another female. In Anglo culture, a culture that has a long history of lionizing gayness,
homosexuality is superior to that “antiquated” heterosexuality the social engineers loathe. A woman
can also give access to her vagina to a “train” of men, such as the entire football team, and that’s just
fine. She can go out and bang several men a night, every night, and no crime has been committed.
But, if a man screws her then leaves a Benjamin on the nightstand, an unspeakable crime has been
committed. This is the insanity of Anglo culture today.

However, when one thinks about the issue critically, what else is modern day marriage than legalized
prostitution? The poor bastard Johnny Depp is being taken to the cleaners for a settlement of up to
$20 million for his temporary use of a vagina that belongs to a woman who is at best a 6 or 7 without
her paint job of Maybelline.

The advice men are given from a young age – to go to school, work hard, get a “good” i.e. lucrative
job, stay out of trouble, and then spend life paying for the adult equivalent of a Barbie Fun House and
a couple of cookie cutter sedans or SUVs implies the only value men have to women is financial
value and/or their power and status that elevates them over “lesser” men in society.

Therefore, one can reason that relationships and marriages are really nothing more than prostitution
by proxy. Women barter for material things and consumer items, and men barter for sex.

The symbolism at weddings helps reveal the reality of marriage

Sexual Barter

Let’s analyze the typical wedding. A bride dresses to the nines in white gown – which is supposed to
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reflect her virginity at the wedding – and offers herself to a handsome groom in exchange for a
diamond ring, a promise of financial stability, and all the other trappings of marriage which today
include a McMansion and all sorts of other wasteful material spending. It is not hard to see how this
is just a front which hides the real transaction going on when one looks behind the curtain.

The problem is the institution of legalized prostitution (i.e. relationships and marriage) has become so
corrupt in modern times they’re not worth entering into for any man who has his thinking cap on.
Unless, he enjoys Gaming some chick around the clock and hoping like hell she doesn’t have a mood
swing and decide to cash him in for fiduciary prizes as we often see with celebrity frivorces. Even
being a top dog, super Alpha actor is not insurance against female betrayal. One housewife
interviewed by a mainstream newspaper even confirmed the idea of marriage being legalized
prostitution.

To be honest, when I refuse sex my husband doesn’t let go of the money quite as easily as
when I comply; and when I’m amorous, I get what I want. In the past he would even leave
the money on the dresser after he was finished, but nowadays I’m handed the debit card and
he will suggest that I go and buy myself something nice, but only after an extended period
of compliance on my part.

In fact, proving that marriage is based on sexual barter, it has become so one-sided since feminism
that women command everything from “putting a ring on it” a la Beyoncé to a minimum six figure
income and Lexus for a man to be considered marriageable. This behavior shows women want to be
compensated in some way for having the Magic Vagina and proves that bartering for sex is still the
norm, even in the days of the empowered, Strong Independent Woman™ that Don’t Need a Man™.

They Don’t Need a Man™ because the state provides them with resources stolen from Beta providers
via tax theft and hiring quotas kick men out of corporate jobs. Women marry their jobs and the
government instead of men in the modern age. In turn, The Hedonic Treadmill spins into overdrive,
and suddenly the decent guy who only earns an average salary is persona non grata because the
empowered female wants a bigger meal ticket to exploit.

Additionally, as women are drunk on their power over men since being granted all rights and no
responsibilities, in the strange world that is developing in the 21st century, some feminists view the
very act of sex, and especially selling sex as degrading towards women. Which is strange, especially
when juxtaposed alongside the harlots who regularly use their sexuality to sell music videos,
concerts, and records, increasingly stooping to degeneracy well beyond the scope of prostitution –
songs and videos that discuss such topics as mixing anal and vaginal lube and glorifying sodomy,
sexualizing infants, encouraging women to experiment with gayness, and talking down to men as
though they’re some sort of provider slaves. These activities are viewed as empowering by feminists.
Hmm.

In reality, they’re yet another example of how women trade their sexuality for money in society.
Whether for marriage or for selling pop records, women use sex to get what they want.
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Whether it is paying for dances or being a Beta bucks husband, you end up paying for play from women one way or the other

Legalized Prostitution and Marriage

One of the main arguments of those who are against prostitution is that it provides a disincentive for
men to strap themselves up to the marriage cart like a good pack mule and carry the weight of female
materialism and frivolity for the rest of their lives. Why buy the cow when you can get the milk at the
low, low price of $100 for happy hour?

This further proves that relationships and marriage are prostitution by proxy. Being honest and
legalizing prostitution throws the whole arrangement off. As anthropologist Robert Briffault proved,
women do not associate with men unless there is some benefit to be gained by them as a result of that
association. Bertrand Russell wrote this statement about marriage, further exposing why women
detest marriage today:

Marriage is for women the commonest mode of livelihood, and the total amount of
undesired sex endured by women is probably greater in marriage than in prostitution.

Beyond despising the Beta husbands women of millennia past endured, feminists can’t make up their
mind over the issue of whether honest and open prostitution should be allowed, or whether it should
continue to be cloaked under traditionally accepted avenues of sexual barter. Rational Wiki reveals:

Because prostitution is rarely perceived to be about a woman having control over her body
in exchange for money, and more often perceived to be about a woman becoming the
property of a pimp, or worse, feminists are often torn on the issue of prostitution. On the
one hand, most feminists accept that when a women is able to be in control of choices, it is
her right to use her own body as she wishes, as long as the sex is safe, consensual and fair.
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This view is especially true of so called “sex positive” feminists. Extreme feminists have
argued that in most societies and relationships, prostitution is the norm, though it might be
“sex for a diamond ring”. In this view, any prostitution reinforces the view of female as
property to be bought and sold (meaning this view conveniently ignores male prostitutes).

Many try to muddy the issue, but analyzing the innate female behavior of selling sex that has been a
part of our species since it began and trying to judge it with today’s effete attitudes is an approach
that doesn’t work. Additionally, the history of marriage has shown us the arrangement has been more
about practicalities, i.e. sexual and reproductive barter, than the laughable concept of “love” for at
least 5,000 years.

Almost always, across every society that has instituted it worldwide, marriage has been about land
and property deals between families, aggrandizing wealth, and creating offspring rather than the silly
idea of spending a lifetime chasing a fleeting emotion. Men trade labor and resources for female sex
and fertility. That’s just how it works, it’s Economics 101.

I have yet to see a woman who openly wishes to marry down, as
hypergamy is as innate a behavior in females as looking for sexy legs, asses, and boobs are for men.
The problem today is sexuality has become controlled by sophistry, i.e. the use of clever but false
arguments, especially with the intention of deceiving. Much like all the other big lies of our society,
people want to believe comforting lies rather than unpleasant truths.

The unpleasant truth is women have evolved to want the Bigger, Better Deal when it comes to giving
their precious few years of fertility and youth away. This makes sense, as milk (which represents how
women age) curdles relatively quickly, so economics dictate women try to maximize return on
investment. The problem comes when society tries to create myths around the virtuousness and
superiority of women, when in fact they are no more virtuous than men.

Women’s bargaining chip has always been sex and fertility, no matter how much social engineering
leftists try to shoehorn into basic human economics. Prudishness towards recognizing marriage for
what it is, sexual barter, shows us some of the fundamental issues Anglo society has in its
uncomfortable relationship with sexuality. In many cultures, sex is a thing to be enjoyed, not
analyzed to death. But it has always been about female control in Anglo society.

Take it for what its worth, and realize the Game for what it is. A woman will not want you as a man
unless she feels there is “something in it for her.” This is true whether a woman is turning tricks for
$20 down on the street corner, or looking for $20 million from her discarded husband. Either way, it
takes money to ride that twat.
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The Panty-Moistening Allure of the Bad Boy
June 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The ZFG guy gets to hit this for free, while the Beta lackey gets to jump through hoops and finance her consumerism

Any man who has been paying attention knows women throw their affections and their panties at bad
boys. After all, Alpha Fux, Beta Bux is a maxim that proves necessity is the mother of all invention,
and this colorful phraseology indeed provides a day in, day out play by play of women’s actions.
Even as early as sixth grade I can remember a “bad boy” who came to our small town school from
the big city and his presence causing quite a stir among the girls. We had school dances every Friday
back then, and he was always the boy the girls wanted to dance with. Why? Because he was a little
asshole.

Even in puberty, young women, classmates of mine, were falling over themselves to get access to this
guy. What did he do? He teased them, taunted them, and they just spun their hamster wheels even
harder. If only I had paid closer attention to the life lessons that were playing out in front of me
maybe I wouldn’t have spent so much time trying to transform myself into a meal ticket with college
degrees/rubber stamps, etc. But, the indoctrination to sell kids on education as the magic wand that
will solve all life’s problems is strong in the public school system.
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As I later learned, a clean cut male image attracts gold diggers who think
they can ply men with their vaginas and get material rewards out of them, while women who predate
these men hope they will stay oblivious to the fact they often have an Alpha or Sigma bad boy on the
side wearing it out while Beta boy is at work. My best friend and I have seen this tragicomedy play
out time and time again with girls we grew up with. A husband of some girl we know will be hard at
work, busting his balls at a blue collar job while his wife has “company” coming over to her house or
meeting her for “coffee” during the day. She gets sexed by the bad boy and her Beta bitch brings her
a paycheck to waste. It’s win, win, for her. Incidentally, women who aren’t homemakers make
having the affair even easier, and further reduce the value provider of Beta drones. The takeaway
lesson is the ZFG bad boy will get premium ass for free, while the Beta runs around with his ass on
fire trying to find some way to pay for her. Just see it for what it is: two different male mating
strategies.

After seeing how bad boy psychology affects women, I started using it to my advantage. When dating
a girlfriend who signaled she was only with me for convenience or who was quietly working on
monkey branching to another guy, I would find a side chick to have some fun with. (Remember:
Watch what women do, learn to pick up on the markers, and act on that. NEVER listen to what they
say. Women are gifted by nature with the talent of dissimulation.) Because I know women love bad
boys, I would tell my side chick that I had a regular girlfriend just to see how she would react. Did
she react in disgust? Hell no. I can testify that some very good looking girls got off on the fact they
were screwing me on the side while I had a girlfriend already. Often, they would try to lure me into
commitments with them and tell me to get rid of the girl I already have. They tried to undermine my
current girlfriend any way they could. One of the hottest side chicks I’ve had even tried to lure me
into a week long getaway with her just so I would leave my regular girlfriend. The web women
weave is a twisted one.

The lessons that can be gleaned from this are simple and true, but politically incorrect. Women love
to compete with each other, they love to steal valuable men away from other women, and above all
they love a bad boy with an IDGAF attitude. Five minutes of Alpha is worth more than five years of
Beta to the female.
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I’ve had women from all different backgrounds, the one constant that never changes is Alpha (and Sigma) Fux, Beta Bux

Course Correction

Once a man gains life experience or is instructed in the twisted arts of human sexuality and romance
by someone who has the battle scars to prove it, a course correction and even a complete paradigm
shift can be made. Learning the female bag of tricks means men are no longer oppressed by women,
who see them as nothing more than sex fiends and meal tickets. Men then hold the upper hand, as
women believe men are so obtuse they can’t figure out the games they’re playing.

In my own paradigm shift, in my younger days I would pay for dates with women, pull out their
chair, shower them with compliments, and play along with the bullshit script Western men are told to
conform to. And, usually, I would get the hell used out of me and end up alone and sexually
frustrated. Once I started indulging my bad boy instincts, developing an abundance mentality by
virtue of having at a regular girlfriend and at least one or two chicks on the side, my life completely
changed. Suddenly, I had control over my sex life rather than women. No longer was I constrained by
chivalry and supplication to women.

After committing the bad boy mentality to long-term memory and behavior modification, a man can
custom design his own approach. For me, it’s empowering to realize I can play the part of the Beta
provider for one girl (which incidentally proves sexual barter for material items is what women want
from Betas) and be my “true” Sigma self with my side chicks. Meantime, the girl after Beta money
can’t figure out why I’m not spending it on her. Personally, this is my favorite method of dating
women. A lifetime of use and abuse by women has removed any remorse I have for playing this
game. After all, as the gatekeepers of sex women set the conditions of the sexual playing field, I am
just a player in their twisted game.

Some additional wisdom for the man who wishes to repent of his Beta provider ways and make a
course correction follows.

Beta nice guys are boring. Men need to know women only commit to Beta males for material
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benefits and as a matter of safety and security. Taking the money and riches approach to landing a
woman will surely get a man used, as many well paid but pathetic men never figure out. Old reliable
pays the bills, buys the Lexus, and protects her as he goes off to dangerous industrial jobs and fights
wars in which nearly 100% of combat deaths are male, but he’s boring because he has to be in order
to keep a job, good credit, and develop the reputation he needs in the community in order to provide
her this lifestyle. Conversely, a man with options, i.e. an Alpha or Sigma bad boy who women try to
extract commitment from, will not commit to women and this drives them nuts. Hamster wheels spin
until smoke spews out because every other man throws his commitment at her feet – why won’t this
one?!

Beta nice guys are expendable. Betas are the male equivalent of a prostitute – they will give their
affections to anyone. Just as men don’t value women who give their puss to anyone, women don’t
value men who easily give their commitment away. This demonstrates low status when a man is
willing to commit easily. After all, what man with many appealing options is going to willingly
commit to one chick?

Never listen to what women say. Before feminists tell you they Don’t Need a Man™ to do anything
for them, watch what women do instead of what they say. Women will not have anything to do with
men who provide no benefit to them, i.e. women never marry or get in relationships with men who
are equal to them. (An exception is when certain bad boy losers know how to prey on women’s
maternal instincts.) Women always reach upward when landing a mate. And they always look for a
massive divorce settlement and financial rewards from used up and discarded Beta males.

Bad boys often get two for the price of zero while good guys get to pay for dates, homes, and shopping and get no nookie in return

Why Women Love Bad Boys

So, why do women get wet over bad boys while nice guys leave them as dry as the Atacama Desert?
Beyond exhibiting the Dark Triad of personality traits which is, unfortunately, what it takes to be top
dog in a vicious world, there are three reasons women love bad boys.

Challenge. Women see men who are hard to get as having scarcity value. Needy men have low
value. Since men are constantly throwing themselves at women, the value of the average man in
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female eyes is very low. There is a huge supply of potential suitors, but she only needs one. However,
a man who is approached by women instead of him approaching women demonstrates high value in
the limbic brain that dominates female psychology. By virtue of being a challenge, this shows the
man must have something about him that makes him better than the other men. Since men are all sex-
obsessed simpletons in the minds of women, if he doesn’t want her sex he must be getting it from
other women. This instantly boosts his sexual market value in the female mind.

Unpredictability/excitement factor. Women love being taken on emotional roller coaster rides. In
fact, they are so given to and controlled by their emotions (the aforementioned limbic brain) any man
who can provide steady entertainment and/or a high level of emotional ups and downs will dominate
her attention. Bad boys are perfect for providing short term thrills as they do all sorts of things the
good guy can’t, like buying blow then taking her to a desolate area by some sea cliffs to screw her
brains out. (Speaking from experience here.) Women love a man who challenges them rather than
being a predictable little manlet who does what he is told.

Put themselves first. Perhaps more than anything else, men who put
themselves first communicate strength, control, and dominance. A man who runs around with his ass
on fire trying to jump through all the hoops she throws out is seen as the weakling he is. Women want
a leader and not a follower. A leader is a man who is self-interested, a follower is a man who does
what he is told to do. Here’s a crucial Game tip: Always put your finances, life goals, career goals,
and freedom goals ahead of your goals of getting laid. As paradoxical as this seems to the uninitiated,
once you do this women will naturally gravitate towards you.

Aren’t Jealous. This is a major Beta tell. Women often probe men to see if they’re jealous. A man
who has many options, many plates spinning won’t give a damn about one particular woman. This
goes back to the idea of scarcity value – a man who isn’t jealous knows he can easily move from one
vagina to the other if need be. A jealous man who clings to a chick as though he will be her last gives
all his power over to her, rather than the IDGAF guy who could scarcely care if she comes or goes.

Bad boys flip the script. Perhaps most importantly, bad boys make women fun sex dolls in their
minds, but nothing more. As “sexist” as this will sound to feminists, there really is no other way
around this basic principle. Becoming a man slave, as many feminists and White Knights claim is the
best thing for men to do, is a one way ticket to oblivion. Women love being dominated and told what
to do, no matter how much wailing fat and unfeminine feminists go into. Feminists want to dominate
men, but women get off when they are dominated by men.

The moral of the story is simple. From the time I was in grade school, up through my suffering phase
of life as a young nice guy, to the uncaring jerk women have turned me into in my middle age, the
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lesson here is be the bad boy. Don’t be a human dynamo that only exists to aggrandize female
lifestyles and consumption. Get off the treadmill, even, no especially if it means turning into an
asshole.

Chicks dig jerks and assholes, not nice guys.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Meet Trevor: Anglo-America’s Weird Sex and Gender
Problems Continue
June 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Meet Trevor, a “chestfeeding” trans-man who removed his breasts but still has a vagina and used it to give birth

Ever hear of a chestfeeding man? That’s a new term coined by a Canadian woman who wanted to
become a man, removed her breasts, later realized she still had all the female plumbing when her
biological clock started ticking, then got pregnant and decided she wanted to breast… er… chestfeed.
Trevor McDonald, 31, never had a hysterectomy or completed the sex change operation even though
she presents as a man. Trevor has a gay partner that’s a man, (a gay partner of a partially transitioned
man who actually still has a vagina isn’t really gay…right?) so the two conceived and Trevor carried
the baby while presenting as a male. Don’t you dare make fun of it or that will make you some sort of
“-ist” in the New America.

If your head isn’t swimming after untwisting all that, there’s more. Trevor, biologically a she, but
presenting as a man, resents being called a mother.

Throughout the pregnancy, I was able to continue presenting as male. There were people
who immediately began calling me ‘mom’ and ‘she.’ MacDonald said. One person said: ‘If
you’re giving birth, you’re a mother.’

How primitive of that person to think only women can give birth. Let’s familiarize ourselves with
some gender terminology so we can be “enlightened.” Trevor continues:

I was worried that breastfeeding might feel gendered to me – I thought, am I going to be
able to do that, or am I going to experience a lot of gender dysphoria.

Gender dysphoria. Haven’t heard that one. A quick search turns helps clear things up for us knuckle-
draggers in society. Here’s the definition:

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/meet-trevor-anglo-americas-weird-sex-and-gender.26194
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The condition of feeling one’s emotional and psychological identity as male or female to be
opposite to one’s biological sex.

Um, okay moving on. Trevor complains about the confusion created when he goes to chestfeed in a
men’s restroom.

I’ve felt pressured to nurse in bathrooms because of the supposed lewdness of feeding a
baby from my body. I’m also told that my body and gender don’t fit into the neatly divided
men’s and women’s restrooms of western society. People like me are told to keep out. I was
worried that breastfeeding might feel gendered to me – I thought, am I going to be able to
do this?

Before dealing with the problems of chestfeeding in a men’s room, how did Trevor figure out he
wanted to get pregnant? It was only after considering adoption he and his partner (biologically a
straight couple) had a long talk and figured out they both had the parts to conceive. They timed the
conception so Trevor would get his baby bump (wait…is it technically her baby bump?) during the
height of winter so as to hide any signs of pregnancy. Trevor continues:

Our next door neighbors did not know that that there had been a pregnancy until we came
by with the baby.

Even though Trevor identifies as a man and did not let neighbors know about his pregnancy, he
wanted to keep his female anatomy (other than breasts) because his vagina and uterus might come in
useful someday.

There is this assumption that goes along with the ‘born in the wrong body’ narrative, that if
you are a trans guy you would want a hysterectomy and never use your body to carry a
pregnancy.

What man in a woman’s body wouldn’t want to give birth someday?

Trevor and the son he gave birth to
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Challenges of Chestfeeding

Trevor even runs a blog to help highlight the challenges of chestfeeding as a male. He also ran into
issues when doctors were confused about his pregnancy.

I had to come out to them as transgender and explain a lot of my backstory in the middle of
a hallway alongside other people who were also trying to get past the security desk. That
didn’t feel particularly safe.

Ah, those simpletons who still conform to the idea of two genders rather than the 60 or more created
by liberalism.

We wish the best of luck to Trevor, and especially his son who has to grow up in this environment.
This twisted story helps highlight Anglo-America’s weird sexual and gender issues, issues which are
so convoluted they’re hard to understand. Humans are the only species to be confused about gender
identity. From the lowly sea urchin to our close cousin the chimpanzee, no other species is confused
about male and female, and there is no third gender.

A couple of Disqus commenters seem to have figured out the ruse.

Am I the only one who sees the irony here? She transitions into a man so she can be in a gay
relationship? Really can she not see that she is attracted to men because she’s a woman not
man in a woman’s body? We have gone completely off the deep end as a society and it’s
high time conservatives stop being afraid to call things as they are in the most pointed terms
possible!

This saucy reply also gets it.

And her ‘gay’ partner is not really gay. He is just pretending to be because he likes to do it
through the back door and his girlfriend likes that too. (No apology for calling a spade a
spade.) These are two mentally incapacitated brains sharing the same virus.

A completely broken down culture, represented by this story being pushed
as the new normal by the mainstream media, is the end result of decades of sophistry by Cultural
Marxists. Sophistry is defined as the use of clever but false arguments, especially with the intention of
deceiving. The West has been deceived into believing cultural degeneracy is progress, normalizing
mental illness is inclusiveness, and anyone who is in the minority is superior to the majority. A man
and a woman performing all these mental and physical and gender gymnastics to ultimately end up
reproducing with each other the way men and women always have tells quite a tale about where
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Western society is at, and where it’s headed.

Where this road ends, nobody knows exactly, but this is only the beginning of trying to reinvent
something that has stayed the same for hundreds of millions of years – sex and gender. It can’t end
well.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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Proverbs Warning Men about Female Nature
June 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Lot and His Daughters, as they ply him with wine to commit incest as depicted by Joachim Wtewael in the 1600s

A turn towards Christophobia in Anglo Culture has shunned millions away from the wisdom of
Bronze Age teachings that have survived the millennia for a reason. Whether or not a man is
religious, there are prudent warnings in these texts about the nature of women and the dangers of
dealing with them. Needless to say, letting women completely run wild as has happened since
feminism in the West amounts to nothing more than a cultural suicide wish.

As with most anything in life, there have to be checks and balances. Power corrupts, and absolute
power corrupts absolutely. Women have enormous, unchecked power in the West today. This state of
affairs could never have come about without the marginalization of ancient wisdom by those who
want to steer the cultural milieu in America and the world away from the loving guidance of men and
towards the profit seekers in corporations and megalomaniacs in government.

Here are 10 Proverbs which serve as advisories against falling under the charms and manipulations of
The Predatory Female, and illustrate the importance of men maintaining frame at all times.
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The timeless tale of Adam and Eve lays the foundation for the risks of dealing with women

The List

Proverbs 21:19 Better to live in a desert than with a quarrelsome and nagging wife. This verse
describes today’s MGTOW movement quite well. It has become nearly impossible to satisfy today’s
demanding women, which is why many men are either exiling to foreign lands (such as yours truly)
or giving up on the wet hole altogether. Many men I see today are suffering through miserable
marriages because of quarrelsome and nagging wives, who are hell bent on living the princess fantasy
of a life of materialism.

Proverbs 25:24 It is better to live in a corner of the housetop than in a house shared with a
quarrelsome wife. Men are relearning the wisdom in this ancient verse. Many used up Betas now
know the hard way it is better to live a life of minimalism than in a McMansion with a chick that does
not respect you. A man can never have peace if a woman is constantly manipulating him emotionally.
The fact a quarrelsome wife is brought up twice illustrates women’s natural talent of bitching to get
what they want.

Proverbs 7:8-12 He was crossing the street near the house of an immoral woman, strolling
down the path by her house. It was at twilight, in the evening, as deep darkness fell. The woman
approached him, seductively dressed and sly of heart. She was the brash, rebellious type, never
content to stay at home. She is often in the streets and markets, soliciting at every corner. This
Proverb could apply to today’s pop starlets/harlots just as easily as it does the common street walker.
They’re soliticing for record sales with sex just as much as whores solicit for Johns using sex. It’s
like the authors knew what swallowing the Strong, Independent Woman™ Kool-Aid would unleash
upon society thousands of years before feminists told us it was “progress”.

Proverbs 30:20 “This is the way of an adulterous woman: She eats and wipes her mouth and
says, ‘I’ve done nothing wrong.’ We see this verse play out time and time again in the divorce court
system. Except, she wipes the blood of the freshly consumed Beta provider slave off her fangs as she
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cleans him out using male-hating wealth transfer laws. And of course, a breakup or divorce is
NEVER a woman’s fault if you listen to her, or society. She cheated because she wasn’t happy. He
cheated because he’s a pig. See the double standard?

Proverbs 5:6 For she cares nothing about the path to life. She staggers down a crooked trail
and doesn’t realize it. So now, my sons, listen to me. Never stray from what I am about to say:
Stay away from her! Don’t go near the door of her house! There are two great pieces of wisdom
here. Without guidance, women stumble down the wrong paths in life time and time again. Whether
it be carousel riding until their short window of fertility is expended and a childless life with cats
ensues, or using and abusing Beta Bux providers for freebies while throwing themselves at Alpha
males and bad boys, this “crooked trail” is easy to see in modern life. Indeed, once the die has been
cast, it’s best not to go anywhere near a women who has been corrupted by modern society.

Proverbs 7:24-26 Now then, my sons, listen to me; pay attention to what I say. Do not let your
heart turn to her ways or stray into her paths. Many are the victims she has brought down; her
slain are a mighty throng. This one confirms what many of us have witnessned time and again. As
Bukowski put it: The female is skilled at betrayal and torture and damnation. Even thousands of
years ago, men knew well the lessons we are painfully forced to re-learn today because of a cultural
lobotomy conducted by Marxists.

Proverbs 5:3-4 For the lips of an immoral woman are as sweet as honey, and her mouth is
smoother than oil. But in the end she is as bitter as poison, as dangerous as a double-edged
sword. Seduction comes naturally to women, serving as a way to trap unsuspecting Betas until their
usefulness, i.e. money, status, and or power have been expended. Once has is no longer useful to her,
out comes the vitriol many a men have subjected to when she is ready to monkey branch to a higher
status male.

Proverbs 23:27-28 A prostitute is a dangerous trap; a promiscuous woman is as dangerous as
falling into a narrow well. She hides and waits like a robber, eager to make more men
unfaithful. While the editor of TNMM is a supporter of legalized prostitution, extreme caution must
be used when dealing with pros. Especially if it turns into a long-term fling. A whore does not care
about anything but a man’s money, like most women, but she will go to greater lengths to deceive
him once he has fallen into the trap of her honeypot.

Proverbs 22:14 The mouth of an adulterous woman is a deep pit; a man who is under the
LORD’s wrath falls into it. A cheating woman will tell the most unflattering tales of the man she is
cheating on, when if fact, most of what she is complaining about is not true. However, the next victim
will be seduced by her sugary words, which hide the poison underneath. Think of the words of a
cheating woman like antifreeze – sweet to the taste but deadly if you drink it.

Proverbs 31:10 Who can find a virtuous woman? for her price is far above rubies. The heart of
her husband doth safely trust in her, so that he shall have no need of spoil. She will do him good
and not evil all the days of her life. This verse is like finding the magic unicorn. In today’s jaded
age, the Red Pill man knows finding a NAWALT like this is virtually impossible. However, when a
society follows the cultural advice laid out by this Bronze Age wisdom in which female sexuality and
recklessness is constrained, women begin to behave this way even if it goes against their natures.
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The Bible is full of treachery by women, including Delilah cutting Samson’s hair which was the source of all his strength

Women Will Never Change

Romans 1:26 That is why God abandoned them to their shameful desires. Even the women
turned against the natural way to have sex and instead indulged in sex with each other. As a
bonus verse, in Romans we see the propensity of women to orbit Alpha males and even have sex with
each other as a way of keeping the dominant male happy. Further evidence that even thousands of
years ago, women’s behavior was the same is it is today.

If female behavior has not changed in thousands of years, we can then infer
it will not change for thousands of years into the future. These ancient verses serve as a play by play
of women’s ways, even today. The best thing the modern man can do as he reinvents himself is to
throw off the cultural indoctrination foisted upon him in Anglo America over the past 50 years. Study
ancient wisdom and even comparatively recent wisdom about women from philosophers such as
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Nietzsche and Schopenhauer. Learn the wisdom well, and let that be your guidestone, not a
degenerate, Marxist media.

It helps to realize what men are going through now is nothing new. What is new is the fact male
voices and opinions are routinely suppressed by cultural engineers, and men are called every name
and label under the sun by a male-hating society in order to marginalize them. Dethroning the
princess from her pedestal is the first step in righting the ship of Western Culture, and steering it out
of the Category 5 Hurricane created by liberalism, feminism, and Marxism. That is, if the ships
survives without breaking apart first.

Leftists can scoff at the Bible all they want in a Christophobic manner while elevating misogynistic
Islam, but the old book contains wisdom from millenia past about the sexes even they have not
mastered despite their imagined self-importance and superiority. It has enlightened in the past, and
continues to enlighten Red Pill men in the 21st century.
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Minimalism Actually Maximizes Your Wallet
June 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“I always wanted to move up in society…but the higher I go the crookeder it gets.” -Michael Corleone in The Godfather series

Everybody wants to be rich when they’re young. However, as a man ages he begins to notice, as
Michael Corleone said in The Godfather III the higher I go, the crookeder it becomes. At some point,
it may began to weigh on one’s conscience as to whether stepping on others to rise higher up in a
corporate hierarchy and constantly creating problems to create profit are the lesser of evils, just to
power a lifestyle of buying things at Walmart and the mall. This is especially true when one realizes
most of the money produced by these means is:

Shifted up the pyramid into the bank account of a CEO.
Materialism and consumerism are not the source of happiness.

Additionally, cutting back on consumption maximizes the potential of any money earned rather than
it being continuously tied up in a cycle of getting and spending which benefits others far more than it
benefits the person earning the money. You may even go so far as I have, to a complete change in
mentality in which one no longer desires to be wealthy, just free. Everything we buy is paid for with
hours from our lives. That powerful realization can lead to positive change. A simple yet powerful
word can be your best ally in the art of becoming a minimalist. Learn to say no, and say it often. Here
are some ways saying no will allow you to say yes to things that really matter.
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Saying no to waste means saying yes to more important things

The Art of Saying “No”

Refuse to be overwhelmed by consumption. Accumulating things not only fills up our homes with
junk and takes up our spare time organizing, cleaning, and maintaining stuff but it also makes us
spend the best years of our lives working at jobs (an average of 47 hours a week now!) we don’t
really like in order to stay in place on the treadmill.

Refuse to be defined by what you own or drive. The high that comes from a new purchase and
thinking what will the neighbors think of me now wears off quickly and the dreary reality of having
sunk money into a frivolous purchase will follow you around. Conspicuous consumption, practically
the new religion in America was first written about by Thorstein Veblen, a Norwegian sociologist in
the early part of the 20th century.

As increased industrial efficiency makes it possible to procure the means of livelihood with
less labor, the energies of the industrious members of the community are bent to the
compassing of a higher result in conspicuous expenditure, rather than slackened to a more
comfortable pace.
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Basically, Veblen is saying that as production methods become more
efficient, society must become more decadent to keep the economic machine running. Females
demonstrably crave decadence more than males, as the oft-cited statistic that 80% of consumer
purchases are driven by women proves.

Refuse to buy things because of “great deals” but because of necessity. A great deal is not a deal
at all if it makes you spend money that could have been saved or spent on something else. There’s
100% off every purchase that you do not make. People are chained by their desires, and kept on a
leash with debt, which drives most Americans into a hole they spend their whole lives trying to get
out of.

Refuse to give up on personal goals to buy things. For each purchase you make, there are hours out
of your life given to that purchase. For example, the average new car costs 1,150 hours of
life assuming a $20 an hour salary. It costs 2,300 hours on a $10 an hour salary. That’s a lot of time.
If you begin to look at all purchases this way, this mentality will begin to guide and change your
behavior. Focus your time and energy on more worthy pursuits and goals that are intrinsically
rewarding.

Refuse to subscribe to the idea material things buy happiness. Beyond meeting basic needs, more
money does not buy happiness. Study after study shows this to be true, but people still dedicate their
entire lives to being efficient, compulsive consumers. Intrinsic things, like family, friends, a sense of
community, and free time bring happiness. Even it is considered antiquated or even anti-American if
one does not wish to spend their life making someone else rich in a corporate serf job, refusing to
worship at the altar of consumerism brings more happiness than lusting after that next big purchase
then trying to pay it off and hang on to it once its bought.
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Money piles up when you don’t participate in the rat race

“Yes” to More Money, More Time, More Freedom

Needless to say, money buys flexibility with time and flexibility with time rewards us with more
freedom. Once turning our backs on ideology that tells we need to consume, we are what we drive,
we can’t pass up a so-called great deal, we need to give up our personal goals to earn a paycheck, and
that the only happiness is acquisition, the veil of a century of mass marketing and brainwashing can
be tossed aside.

Even in 1899, in The Theory of the Leisure Class, Veblen saw the trends of people giving up leisure
pursuits and other important parts of life so they could compete with others with consumer purchases:

Leisure held the first place at the start, and came to hold a rank very much above wasteful
consumption of goods. From that point onward, consumption has gained ground, until, at
present, it unquestionably holds the primacy. It frequently happens that an element of the
standard of living which set out with being primarily wasteful, ends with becoming, in the
apprehension of the consumer, a necessary of life. It is much more difficult to recede from a
scale of expenditure once adopted than it is to extend the accustomed scale in response to an
accession of wealth.

Using Veblen’s model, and as we see happen time and again in a culture that worships stuff, luxuries
quickly turn into necessities and one purchase leads to another until people don’t know what they’re
doing anymore. Before long, the idea of cutting back, eliminating waste, and simplfying seems
preposterous to average sheeple. But minimalists know things are better on our side of the fence. We
might not have as much junk lying around, but we also don’t have to spend our time worrying about
and taking care of junk, and end up with a lot more money and freedom. Giving up on the rat race
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may be the most Red Pill money tip there is.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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10 Quotes That Illustrate Why Travel is So Important
June 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

If you have not ventured outside your own culture, you owe it to yourself to before everyone is assimilated into the profit-making Matrix of
the New World Order

The world is a book, and those who do not travel only read a page. Saint Augustine wrote those
words 1,700 years ago. Today, many Americans have been inculcated with the notion and seem to
think their culture of conspicuous consumption, ball games, with plenty of working, shopping and
eating to excess is the sin qua non of human existence. Other cultures also feel that way. The Chinese
feel their culture is the best one. Russians feel their culture is. The truth is each culture has its own set
of pros and cons.

There is no way of knowing which is the best fit for you unless you venture out and immerse yourself
in something different. After only a few years of traveling I began to realize the materialism and
consumerism of the West repulsed me.

Since my “friends” were either too broke or too dull to come with me, each trip I made had to be by
myself. For someone who had never traveled across the world before, a 10,000 journey alone seemed
like quite a feat to accomplish. Not only did I pull it off flawlessly, but I wanted to do it again and
again. It was great to be in places where buying crap was not the sole purpose in life. Here are 10
quotes that helped get me started as I began my travel adventures, and hopefully they will help get
you started, too.
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Phuket is a beautiful destination in SE Asia

The List

The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. -Lao Tzu | Whether it is buying that
first plane ticket to a far off destination, or refusing to be talked out of your travel goals by curiosity
seekers and closed-minded fools, taking the first step is both the easiest and hardest goal for the
newly minted traveler to take.

Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness, and many of our people need it
sorely on these accounts. Broad, wholesome, charitable views of men and things cannot be
acquired by vegetating in one little corner of the earth all one’s lifetime. -Mark Twain | This
quote from the great Samuel Clemens is insightful. The most closed-minded people I have known are
those who have not ventured out of their tiny corner of the world and made an honest effort to meet
others. I have been in several corners of the world already and have never failed to meet quality
people. They all have different beliefs and different cultural practices, but so much is the same about
people.

The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes, but in having new eyes. -
Marcel Proust | Travel does indeed give one a new set of eyes, and William Blake put it, the eye
altering alters all. One begins to see the world, and himself differently when he realizes there are
other ways of living than the getting money and spending money obsession of Anglo America.

Now more than ever do I realize that I will never be content with a sedentary life, that I will
always be haunted by thoughts of a sun-drenched elsewhere. -Isabelle Eberhardt | Once
experiencing one destination the traveler truly loves, the lust to see more and more destinations
usually sets in. Suddenly, a life in a cramped apartment when its 20 degrees outside doesn’t seem as
“normal” as it did before. In fact, you may be like me and view it as being chained up, attached to a
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job you can’t live without. Or can you?

Travel brings power and love back into your life. -Rumi | I have never traveled without having
adventure and romance along the way. My recommendation is to avoid the tourist spots and delve
into the real adventures that await in your country of choice. Western style resorts are repellent to
me, I want to fully experience each place I am in, and I can’t do it if I stay in a bubble.

There are no foreign lands. It is the traveler only who is foreign. -Robert Louis Stevenson | We
are all human beings, no matter where we roam. You may begin to notice you have much more in
common with these strangers than you ever realized.

The traveler sees what he sees. The tourist sees what he has come to see. -G.K. Chesterson |
Traveling the world as a traveler, not a tourist, is deadly to myopia. A tourist is just another
consumer, lapping up expensive meals, spending time in a spa, drinking in a hotel bar, but never fully
experiencing the city or country they’re in. A traveler gets outside his comfort zone and sees things as
they really are; freed from the island of Western shopping and eating that follows tourists to their all-
inclusive resorts.

Travel makes one modest. You see what a tiny place you occupy in the world. -Gustave
Flaubert | It is very hard for me to look down my nose at other people, as many Americans like to
do. Why? Because I have been with so many other people their way of life often seems richer and
fuller to me than the sterilized existence I ran away from. It took me 35 years to realize what a small
person I was before I purged my cultural indoctrination file.

To travel is to live. -Hans Christian Andersen | It does not take large sums of money to travel.
Personally, I enjoy finding $7 to $15 a night hotels and crashing there, because during the day and
evening hours I’m usually so busy living I don’t worry myself with what the room looks like and
what bed I’m going to crash in.

One’s destination is never a place, but a new way of seeing things. -Henry Miller | This is the
biggest reason travel is so important. Just when you think you have figured it all out, you should set
yourself off in the middle of a foreign country for a couple of weeks and you will begin to realize
your way of seeing the world is not the only way of seeing the world.
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Experience the wildness of Africa with a safari

Recommendations

My recommendations for travel suit the adventurer type of man, someone who craves new
experiences, challenging his way of thinking, and someone who’s body and mind have not been
softened and weakened by living in a bubble. Avoiding shopping and eating traps laid for fat
Westerners, i.e. resorts and all-inclusives is probably the single most important recommendation for
the novice traveler. One cannot experience a country if they do not venture outside into the “real
world” of their destination. Find a cheap hotel, stay there, and spend most of your time doing things
rather than scratching your belly waiting on the next meal.

Travel light. For a couple of weeks, a couple of bags will do. When you
run out of clean clothes get a wash done at the local laundry. Usually, you can pay to have someone
wash your clothes for you. I paid $5 to have a week’s laundry immaculately cleaned and pressed in
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Thailand.

Also, while caution is always advised, even if you are strolling down Main Street in your hometown,
the Western media intentionally makes many countries seem more dangerous than they really are.
Destroy your TV for several reasons, but not the least of which is their fear and consumption
campaign. If I had listened to the media I would have never had years of adventures in Mexico. Don’t
be a scaredy-cat.

Experience romance. Women abroad are totally different from the male-haters in Anglo America. My
recommendation is experience this, and relish it, before the American cultural Matrix destroys it
sometime this century as it assimilates everyone into its profit making schemes.

Repeat. One successful trip is enough to make travel become an obsession. Two weeks at a time
simply will not be enough to satiate you, especially when coming back to a culture that seems to have
forgotten its humanity. There’s a whole world burning out there, and a life most men dare not dream
of if they would only get up off the couch and take the initiative.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Papi Chulos and Users of Women
June 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Papi chulos and charmers flip the script on women, exploiting female resources or those of their Beta providers

Here in the Caribbean there is the well-known practice of females who land gringo boyfriends and
then use their money to maintain “papi chulos” on the side. It is a cuckolding form of the Alpha Fux,
Beta Bux phenomenon and provides an interesting perspective into female psychology, sexuality, and
the attractions women have. Far from uncommon, the practice is quite widespread among women of
all ages and levels of attractiveness. And, the practice is not just seen in this part of the world, even
though it certainly reaches quite a level of sophistication here.

Many women down here on the islands obviously want to land a gringo for the money and status
benefits he provides. Often, this is normal female hypergamy and once her instincts to date or marry
up are satisfied she plays along in a satisfactory manner. However, a certain percentage of Beta
gringos with more money than common sense often finance expensive lifestyles for their new
girlfriends without realizing much of their money is being funneled to a younger buck who is wearing
her puss out on the side. In the extreme form of the Papi Chulo practice I have seen young women
selling sex (legal here as in much of the world) and bringing the money back to their chulo.
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This practice doesn’t only exist here in the Caribbean, however. I witnessed
it back home with a female relative of mine. Suffice it to say she had a successful Marine Sergeant
who was crazy about her and wanted to commit to her, but she spent her time dumpster diving for
trashy bad boys and shitting all over the soldier boy. In one example of how insane her behavior was,
she drove across the U.S. from San Diego to Virginia to visit family with a broke, ugly, and lying bad
boy in tow. He told the family he had a Master’s Degree even though he was waiting tables as a chain
restaurant.

Well, that would have been nice if it were the truth. In actuality, he had no degree (of course) and no
job. She was feeding and clothing this man while he lived rent free at her apartment. He couldn’t buy
himself or her a burger at McDonald’s along the 2,000 mile cross country journey. The relative of
mine ended up getting pregnant by the bad boy and kicked out of her own apartment by him before
she realized what a user she had gotten herself mixed up with. Of course, she toyed around with the
young Sergeant but he was never given the access the loser bad boy was. Tragically, a story like this
is all too common as women step all over good guys while they spread their legs, and break their
backs and their wallets for bad boys.

These case studies prove some men are exceptionally well-skilled at taking advantage of women’s
maternal instincts, and others are so good at dominating women they get them to spend their entire
paycheck on them, and the paycheck of her gringo Beta boyfriend, too.
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One wishes there was a nice way of dealing with women, but there isn’t

The Asshole Wins, Again

Nature is not very kind to the nice guy. Unfortunately for civilization the asshole usually wins the
day, especially when it comes to women. In a way, this can be amusing because it flips the script.
Rather than women taking advantage of men for material gains using sex, some men, the
charmer/abuser type as they’re sometimes referred to, take advantage of women for both sex and
material gain. It literally turns women’s game of extracting resources from men 180 degrees.

According to psychologists, the charmer specifically looks for women who display one or more of
the following attributes:

Low self-esteem (i.e. liberal women)
A traumatic past
Emotional neediness (i.e. liberal women)
Fairy tale type thinking (i.e. liberal women)
Rebellious attitude (i.e. liberal women)
History of relationships with other charmers

These traits make women easy for charmers to manipulate. Charmers are often psychopaths, and
indeed the psychopathic personality type not only plays well with women, it often ascends to the
heights of society. The CEO of the corporation you work for is likely a psychopath, according to
several studies. This type of pathological charmer is described in Malignant Self Love by Dr. Sam
Vaknin:

The narcissist is confident that people find him irresistible. His unfailing charm is part of his
self-imputed omnipotence. This inane conviction is what makes the narcissist a
“pathological charmer”. The somatic narcissist and the histrionic flaunt their sex appeal,
virility or femininity, sexual prowess, musculature, physique, training, or athletic
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achievements. The cerebral narcissist seeks to enchant and entrance his audience with
intellectual pyrotechnics. Many narcissists brag about their wealth, health, possessions,
collections, spouses, children, personal history, family tree – in short: anything that garners
them attention and renders them alluring. Other narcissists broadcast the message: ‘I am
actually one of you, just like you, struggling and failing and, sometimes, accomplishing
things, so I am trustworthy and likable.’ Both types of narcissists firmly believe that being
unique, they are entitled to special treatment by others. They deploy their charm offensives
to manipulate their nearest and dearest (or even complete strangers) and use them as
instruments of gratification. Exerting personal magnetism and charisma become ways of
asserting control and obviating other people’s personal boundaries.

In short, charmer/abusers are Dark Triad men who go the extra mile and decide getting endless sex
from women is not enough, they’ll go ahead and take some resources from them, too. One has to
admire this adaptation in men on one hand, while at the same time realizing that women usually make
terrible relationship choices when left to their own devices.

In the past, women’s decision making was guided by patriarchy and family. But since feminism
demonized this millennia-old system, we have noticed an increase in women destroying themselves
and society, and I have repeatedly watched it play out with first hand experience detailed at the
beginning of this article. Users of women have virtual carte blanche in modern times. Some men use
women for sex, others use them for sex and money, and other men may use women for sex, money,
and as a baby factory.

Usually papi chulos and charmers have a short shelf life, as women, solipsistic as they are get tired of
giving up their sex and money to men who obviously are worthless, or the charmer moves on to
another target. The existence of this class of parasitic men reveals quite a bit about female
psychology and how male psychology has evolved to exploit it. We see yet another example of the
Beta provider as nothing except a walking wallet to the female, as she will only use him for his
resources while her romantic interests are dominated by Papi Chulos with Machiavellian, narcissistic,
and psychopathic personality traits. Sadly, it’s another example of how the good guy is maladapted to
the sexual market once the Law of the Jungle returns to a society.

Personally, I do not enjoy being an asshole to women but life experience and careful observation,
such as watching the papi chulo/charmer scenario play out before my very eyes in totally different
parts of the world and in different cultures proves to me there really is no nice way of dealing with
women. As sexual gatekeepers, women make the rules, all we can do as men is play the game with
the rules given to us.

Once again, it’s my duty to report to you, that again, the asshole wins the day and the nice guy
finishes last.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Fitness with Snow: Make the Muscle do the Work
June 30, 2016 | by Snow | Link | Original Link

There are a lot of men and women in the gym who just move weight. They struggle to force their
muscles to do the work. They have trouble feeling the muscle working. This is a problem because if
you can’t feel the target muscle working, you probably aren’t working the target muscle. For
example, if you are working on your biceps, and you don’t feel it in the biceps, you won’t develop
the biceps correctly.

Power lifters can benefit from learning to feel the muscle working as well. The key is to go slower
when doing isolation exercises. Do slow eccentric reps and fast concentric reps. This means that you
go slow on the way down, and go fast on the way up. On an incline bench press, you can do the
constant tension method. This is where you go all the way down. In this case, this means that you
lower the barbell to the chest and then press it 3/4 of the way up, with your elbows bent. When you
lock out the elbows the tension is taken off of the chest.

People who are focused on perfect form are the ones who have small pecs. When you go slower on
the incline press, and keep the elbows bent, the chest is working for the entire set. This method will
make your chest grow, provided you don’t eat like a bird. You need to get into the habit of making
the muscles do the work instead of mindlessly moving the weight. Moving weight doesn’t build
muscle. Squeezing muscles with heavy weight is what builds muscle. Doing this is will help you
create a better body for yourself. Once you learn to do this you will immediately feel a difference in
your body. Maximizing the muscle contractions will create a better body.

It is important to lift heavy enough to create muscle damage. Creating muscle damage in the gym is
what you need to target. By completing workouts in this fashion, with slow eccentrics and fast
concentrics will help you to get better at squeezing the muscle. Don’t go slow on every set, the
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objective is to control the weight without letting gravity control it. By moving the weights differently
you will notice changes in how your body responds. You will begin to produce better muscle pumps.
This will cause you to experience soreness from lactic acid inside the muscles. The objective is to get
muscles to do all of the work, in order to get optimal growth and to protect your joints. If you are
injured you can’t train, if you can’t train you can’t create a great physique. For power lifters, this
means that you need to save your all out max for the meet. Body builders, this means to make sure
you are squeezing muscles instead of moving weight. Exhibiting great body control will help you in
your quest to create the best physique possible. If you can train yourself to do this you will begin to
experience results.

This technique is not for every exercise. On a traditional, conventional dead-lift, it wouldn’t be
optimal to focus on squeezing your back. On the stiff leg dead-lift you can squeeze your glutes and
hamstrings a lot easier. The dead-lift is a high risk high reward exercise, that I do recommend every
one do. I say it is high risk, because I see too many people dead-lifting with poor technique. If you
keep using poor technique, it increases your likelihood of getting injured. This happens to a lot of
people. They do the dead-lift incorrectly and then they complain that it is too dangerous. These
people are wrong.

Dead-lifts done incorrectly are dangerous. This is important to
remember. You will also run into perfect form “Nazis” who never lift heavier weight. These people
are cowards, they hide behind perfect technique because they are secretly scared of injury. You are
what you focus on. If you focus on creating a great physique, you will increase your chances of
creating a great physique. If you focus on not getting hurt, you are focusing on getting hurt. This will
increase your chances of getting hurt. Keep your focus on creating the body you want. If you’re a
power lifter, focus on creating the best total at the meet. Whatever you focus on consistently is what
you will get.

Condition yourself to only pay attention to what you want from the gym. On a squat, you need to
focus on squeezing the quads and glutes and keeping your core tight if you are a bodybuilder. This
means that you need to go all the way down, past parallel, and then come 3/4 of the way up.

For those out there who think your glutes get the most work at the top. I have news for you, the glutes
get the most work at the bottom of the squat and on the way up, not at the top. When you lock out the
glutes and quads, you are resting, the tension is off of the quads and glutes, when you get back down
in the whole and keep coming halfway up the muscles get a lot more work than if you rest at the top.
If you are power lifting, this is a different. Power lifters have to train in a specific way to prepare
themselves for a meet. This means that they have to work on the commands. Learn to train what you
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need to train.

If your hamstrings are weak it is because you don’t train them enough or with enough volume. The
people who train with a lot of volume usually learn how to squeeze the muscle. A great way to do this
is to work on controlling the weight, the way I talked about earlier. When you are committed to
making the muscle do the work you will begin to see why it works this way. The great bodybuilders
train this way. This is how Arnold trained, and Phil Heath trains this way. Don’t confuse what I am
saying or use it as an excuse to not train heavy.

Don’t be afraid to push yourself outside your comfort zone

Be Fearless

A lot of skinny guys will use this as an excuse to not train heavy. The problem with a lot of skinny
guys is fear. They are afraid of getting buried by heavy weight. This is a mistake and a problem.
People who think like this rarely make progress. Since they are so focused on what they are afraid of
instead of what they want, they continue to produce more fearful thoughts. But, fear is all internal.

No one can make you feel fear unless you accept fear. This means that you need to come back to the
focus of this article. You need to focus on squeezing the muscle and using heavy weight. By doing
both, you will get bigger, harder muscles. Learn to do remember this. A lot of people are incapable of
noticing when they are using this technique.

Another great technique is timed holds. On the last rep of each set hold the position for 30 seconds.
This helps to build muscular density. Whoever does this with consistency will build a harder
physique. This isn’t to say that it is the only method to build muscle. This is a useful technique for
guys or girls who are interested in building more muscular density. Consistently doing the work and
making the muscle do the work instead of the joints is what will build the muscle most effectively.
Once you notice that the muscles are contracting correctly, you will see that it takes effort and
vigilance to make sure you are making the muscle do the work. This is often where people screw up.
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They look at how much weight they are lifting instead of making sure they are making the target
muscle do the work it is supposed to do. When the target muscle does it’s job, you will get bigger and
harder. But, a lot of people don’t understand this. They focus on doing fast reps. Fast reps aren’t as
effective as controlled reps with a great squeeze. This will help with adding size. Controlled reps will
give you more control over the target muscle and it will teach you to feel the muscle working. The
goal is to build an incredible physique.

If your traps are contracting when the target muscle is the delts then that is an issue. This is why
controlling the weight and feeling the muscle do the work is more important than just pushing around
iron in the gym. This is another way people mess up. They take progressive overload to the extreme.
Yes, you need to do heavy sets. When you are doing heavy sets you need to still aim to contract the
muscles and make them work. When you do this it will be easier to build a great body. It is important
to remember when to forget about squeezing muscles. When doing power cleans, as I advise
bodybuilders to do sometimes, just aim to do 5-8 good reps, you won’t feel it until the next day.

Power cleans are great because they are metabolically demanding. They also raise testosterone just by
doing them. This is why I recommend that people do them. Unless you want to compete in the
Olympics, don’t obsess over form, learn the basic power clean form and use it as an exercise to build
your body. Some people will disagree and tell me that power cleans don’t build incredible bodies, my
answer to them is to look at NFL players, and college football players, these guys do power cleans all
of the time and power cleans have worked for them.

If anything, do power cleans instead of dead-lifts if you have to. I still
recommend both for the dead-lift lovers out there. Both are a necessity. Power cleans need to be done
at least once per week. The snatch is more dangerous which is why I recommend a power clean from
the floor. Pulling it from the floor is also more primal, which is something that I like. This makes it
fun to do power cleans.

This isn’t an Olympic lifting article, you need to refer to an Olympic lifting style if that is what
you’re looking for. I use some of the Olympic lifts to create a great physique. This is a different focus
then most. A lot of Olympic lifters have no interest in adding size and mass. Most of the time their
focus is to increase their snatch and their clean and jerk. They want to stay in the same weight class,
and to do that they can’t add muscle mass, since muscle mass makes you gain weight. This differs
from your goal.

If your goal is to build the best body possible and to physically look your best all of the time, this will
help with creating that great physique. Creating a great physique can be done with the basics and with
concentrated detail work. The power clean is a basic exercise that can add mass in the glutes,
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hamstrings and upper back. It is not a detail exercise and is not to be treated that way. Detail
exercises are meant to squeeze and feel the muscle. Some exceptions are the squat and the bench.
These basic exercises can be used to feel the muscle and squeeze each targeted body part.

On these exercises you can do slow negatives and fast concentric reps. This is one of my preferred
techniques to increase time under tension and build more muscle. This in turn will enhance your
physique and take you to the next level. These eccentric time under tension techniques are not to be
used on power cleans. Power cleans need to be done explosively. This is why I recommend doing
power cleans early in the workout when the body is still fresh. This way you can use heavier weight
and burn more calories. Burning more calories will lead to burning more body fat.

This is what it takes to keep your body at the next level. You don’t have to like the work, you just
have to do it. This is the difference between a physique champion and an amateur. A champion does
the work whether he feels like it or not. That is the only difference. Taking things to the next level
will help. This is the whole objective and desired outcome when I train people: take everything to the
next level. By doing this, you are forcing yourself to think in terms of expansion and playing offense,
this is the difference between the successful and the unsuccessful.

Teach yourself to have courage and to move forward continuously no matter what. This will help
with building muscle and getting things done. If you aren’t building bricks your building dicks. Pay
your dues and build your bricks everyday in the gym. This will earn people’s respect and most
importantly you will earn your own respect. Paying your dues is the best thing you can create a great
body. This new work ethic you develop will help you with business and career success as well. This
idea of using the gym as a sanction for building a work ethic can transfer over to any field or craft.
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Video of the Week: EU Communists Livid at Nigel Farage
July 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

In our first ever TNMM video of the week, the Communist EU parliament shows their anger towards
the leader of the victorious Brexit movement, Nigel Farage. This is a video that has replay value, as
Farage really sticks it to them. At one point in his speech Farage makes the valid observation that
nobody in the room has held a real job before, they’ve been paper pushers their entire lives. He opens
his assault on the predecessors to world government with these remarks:

Isn’t it funny. When I came here 17 years ago, you all laughed at me when I said that I
wanted to lead a campaign to get Britain to leave the European Union. You all laughed at
me. Well I have to say, you’re not laughing now, are you?

As one commenter put it, the EU bureaucrats are angrier than a feminist on her 40th birthday. He
takes their jeers and boos with aplomb, but the crowd becomes so hateful towards Farage as he opens
they have to be instructed on how to behave by Martin Schulz, the President of the so-called
European Parliament:

One major quality of democracy is that you listen to those even if you don’t share their
views.

What happened to the left’s so-called belief in listening to “other points of view” and tolerance of
different opinions and beliefs? Once they settled down, Farage told the room full of central planners
that Article 50, which allows Britain to leave the EU, should be implemented right away.

It is up to British government to invoke Article 50, and I have to say that I don’t think we
should spend too long in doing it. I agree with Juncker that the British people have voted
and we need to make sure that it happens.

This video made my day, made my week even, if nothing else to see a bunch of know it all
government functionaries get the will of the people stuck in their arrogant faces. At least now we
know some Western nations are not going down without at least a bit of a fight, before everyone in
Europe ultimately gets rounded up and told what to do and how to live their lives and what to think
by political megalomaniacs operating out of Brussels.

Be sure to give us your thoughts and feedback on this video.
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Headlines for Free Thinking Men | July 1, 2016
July 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Headlines from alternative media and the Samizdat for the awakened. This is a trial run, depending
on feedback and traffic this may become a regular feature here at The New Modern Man.

Federal Regulation of the Internet Coming1.
Paul Joseph Watson: Stupid, Butthurt Millenials on the Same Side as Big Business and Big2.
Banks over Brexit
Legacy Media Mum as NOAA Reinstates July 1936 as Hottest Month on Record3.
EU Bans Claim that Water Can Prevent Dehydration4.
TSA Makes Move to Work Outside Airport5.

Poll: Would you like to see headlines like these as a daily or semi-weekly feature on The New
Modern Man?

Take Our Poll
Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Weekend Reading | July 1, 2016
July 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of July 1, 2016.

Manosphere

Pentagon to Allow Transvestites to Serve in Military, Will Pay for Sex Change
Surgery

Transgender people will be allowed to serve openly in the U.S. military, the Pentagon
announced Thursday, ending one of the last bans on service in the armed forces.  Saying it’s
the right thing to do, Defense Secretary Ash Carter laid out a yearlong implementation plan
declaring that “Americans who want to serve and can meet our standards should be afforded
the opportunity to compete to do so.”

Hawaii First State to Put Gun Owners in National FBI Database

So it looks like the classic “pass a bill and sign it on the weekend so it goes down the
memory hole by Monday…” tactic just got employed by T.H.E.Y. (The Hierarchy
Enslaving You), here in Hawaii. While the Democrats in congress grabbed all the headlines
with their staged 60’s college hippie style sit in at the Capitol, Hawaii’s leftist stooge
Governor just signed away all of the previously confidential personal information of
Hawaii’s law abiding gun owners to begin filling up the FBI’s national gun owners
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database.

Forgive the Shitlords, for They Know Not What They Do

The left invoked the fascist bogeyman one too many times and their bogeyman
materialized. The Alt-Right phenomenon is a problematic development for left; attempting
to explain it reveals foundational cracks in the narrative. Either the Alt-Right exists in a
vacuum, or the Alt-Right is a white, largely working class response to less than favorable
objective conditions. If the Alt-Right is treated as a vacuum entity, the left proves their
accusations of white supremacy to be mere projection, since it grants whites a degree of
free-will and freedom of thought that persons of color – helplessly moved about by external
factors – do not possess. On the other hand, if the Alt-Right Is a white, working class
reaction to painful social stimuli, then – what the fuck? Why the demonization campaign?
Aren’t they just another aggrieved victim class deserving of sympathy and understanding?
Why does the left hold Alt-Right realtalkers to a higher behavioral standard than BLM?
Check your white supremacy.

Nutrition

A Non-Drug Treatment for Alzheimer’s

The Older Brother and I had a conversation some years back as our dad was fading from
Alzheimer’s.  The Older Brother noted that while our great-grandfather was sharp until
nearly age 100, our grandmother developed Alzheimer’s in her 80s, and our dad had (in
retrospect) started succumbing in his late 60s.  Seeing the progression, The Older Brother
said, “Well, we’re screwed.”  (That’s the family-friendly version of his analysis.) I replied
that Alzheimer’s is probably a form of diabetes, not a genetic destiny.  We can avoid or
delay it for decades by eating a good diet. Turns out a good diet might even reverse the
condition to an impressive degree.  Here’s part of the abstract of a 2014 pilot program
published in the journal Aging:

Politics

Brussels Hopes to Expand EU Empire as Far as Asia and Africa

The latest EU foreign policy document, titled Global Strategy, calls for an extended reach
into new spheres as distant as the Middle East and sub-Saharan Africa. It also outlined
“gradual synchronisation and mutual adaptation” between different member states’
individual defence strategies. Ukip’s defence spokesman Mike Hookem said: “The EU
wants its own Empire as former Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso made clear
when he was in charge.
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Comment of the Month | July 1, 2016
July 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $20 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Month competition

Comment of the Week | $20 Cash Winner

Commenter FunkSoulBrother wins Comment of the Month and gets $20. In response to Is Marriage
Just Legalized Prostitution he commented on the high price of “entry” (heh) into the cave of love.
The cost-benefit analysis doesn’t work out in favor of the feminized woman. Extremely high cost,
virtually zero benefit for the modern man outside of some tepid intercourse. (Men don’t give a damn
whether you have a career or not, ladies.)

When you consider just how cheap pussy is these days….But I don’t mean inexpensive. Far
from it.

In my estimation, the empty hook-up culture that has developed along side the expansion of
so-called equality, liberation and the extra ‘rights’ women enjoy (that men are denied…so
much for the 14th Amendment) has demeaned and devalued sex and even romance to the
point where it is no longer an ideal. Certainly nothing is in it for men.

And yet these self-anointed, self-righteous, powerful, independent and proud sluts have the
nerve to demand cash and other perks for their company, offering no benefits other than sex
as, or if, they please.

Now that’s quite a paradox. Men of the West should be looking at women elsewhere for
fulfillment.

Indeed, many of us have fled the Titanic as it sinks into the abyss and the socially engineered, man-
hating, male-enslaving police state blossoms into full flower. Coming soon to a dystopia near you:
men who have completely checked themselves out of a system and society that abuses them. Some
stay, some go where women haven’t devolved to base natures just yet.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man.
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Mainstream Media Applauds Actor And Globalist Mouthpiece
Jesse Williams For Racist Tirade
July 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Williams gives a Black Power salute as he leaves the stage after claiming whiteness doesn’t exist

In one of the most nauseating displays of overt racism ever seen in modern times, Jesse Williams, an
overpaid actor who pretends to be a doctor on TV, spewed venomous bile which showed hatred
towards his own mother as much as it debased an entire race while accepting a BET Humanitarian
Award. It’s yet another chapter in the reality is stranger than fiction world of social engineering we
have entered over the past several years. Here is an excerpt from his speech, which is loaded with
race baiting and villainization.

We’ve been floating this country on credit for centuries, yo. And we’re done watching, and
waiting while this invention called whiteness uses and abuses us. Burying black people out
of sight and out of mind, while extracting our culture, our dollars, our entertainment like oil
— black gold. Ghettoizing and demeaning our creations then stealing them. Gentrifying our
genius and then trying us on like costumes before discarding our bodies like rinds of strange
fruit. The thing is, though, the thing is, that just because we’re magic doesn’t mean we’re
not real.

Williams also figuratively sent people who won’t agree with his ideals to the back of the bus.

If you have a critique for the resistance, for our resistance, then you better have an
established record of critique of our oppression. If you have no interest, if you have no
interest in equal rights for black people then do not make suggestions to those who do. Sit
down.

The studio audience went wild. They loved it, as the speech clearly touched a nerve with them. But, it
also touched a nerve with other people who were left aghast at its insinuations. Telling an entire race
of people they’re an invention and don’t really exist is one thing. But how could Williams say that
whiteness is an invention, denigrating his own Swedish mother? And with the knowledge he is half
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white himself? Does that mean blackness is also an invention? What does the rest of this diatribe
even mean? Most of that paragraph seems rhetorical. Ask yourself a question. What if an overpaid
white actor got up on stage at the White Entertainment Awards and said the following:

We’ve been floating this welfare state on credit for generations, and we’re done watching
and waiting while this invention called blackness uses and abuses us.

I think the country and media would rightly be preparing for World War III after a comment like that.
But Samuel L. Jackson lauded the hateful Williams speech as he accepted a Lifetime Achievement
Award.

That brother is right and he’s true. Make sure you vote and take eight more people with you.
We gotta fix this. Don’t get tricked like they did in London.

“That brother is right and he’s true.”

Making this entire fiasco even more unbelievable, Jackson told blacks to vote for an old white
woman who is going to “fix” what 7 1/2 years of a black President couldn’t? What does he mean?
Jackson’s comments capped off a bizarre turn of events at the awards show that raise more questions
than answers.

Predictably, the Marxist media hailed the Williams hate speech as wonderful. The New York Times
wrote How Jesse Williams Stole BET Awards With Speech on Racism. BET wrote Jesse Williams
Spits Knowledge Like a Seasoned MC. CNN lauded the race hatred with a headline stating Jesse
Williams’ speech stole the BET Awards. And USA Today rounds out the echo chamber with Jesse
Williams takes racism to task in powerful BET Awards speech.

What kind of world are these media people living in writing headlines that praise a man who tells an
entire race they don’t exist, one that conjures up mental imagery of Evil White People and the Evil
White Male™ rather than seeking unity? You can see why I left The Twilight Zone that is the
mainstream media behind. Meantime, the media jumped all over Justin Timberlake for offering this
timid rebuttal on Twitter.

Oh, you sweet soul. The more you realize that we are the same, the more we can have a
conversation.

The knee-jerk reaction shouting Timberlake down and attacking him for daring to make a comment
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that calls for healing racial divisions shows us the real agenda of the puppet masters who control the
media marionettes. There is a segment of society that is not into equality as much as getting their turn
to oppress. This speech and the media reaction to it marks a worrisome shift in the narrative, one that
has already become increasingly hostile to one group of people, singling them out as the enemy of
every other race in the world.

The original Bolsheviks believed the Bourgeoisie had to be eliminated, today’s far left believes whiteness has to be eliminated

Racial Bolshevism

The push to broad brush white people as villains must be seen for what it is as a socialist revolution
proceeds through America and Europe. Speeches like these are intended to be intimidation and
marginalization tactics, indicative of a type of Racial Bolshevism that has developed within the
current socialist revolution in America. I featured the idea of Racial Bolshevism last December with
this commentary by Jack Borroughs, even before the Beyoncé Black Panther Super Bowl, the
targeting of Trump supporters by ethnic rioters, Black Lives Matter violence, and other racial pot
stirring that has taken place in 2016.

That’s why contemporary Progressivism should really be called Racial Bolshevism. The
psycho-political profile is identical: whereas the original Bolsheviks believed that the
Communist utopia could not be achieved without the elimination of the bourgeois class, the
contemporary Racial Bolsheviks believe that the multi-cultural utopia cannot be achieved
without the elimination of white people–especially white men.

That doesn’t mean that they’re *planning* to kill you. That’s not how mind control works.
They think they’re just “seeking justice” for non-whites. But of course they will never
define in concrete terms what “racial justice” actually is. It’s all kept tantalizingly abstract
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for a reason–namely, so that there is no end game, ever. That means that they can never
stop. Every defeated injustice yields a new racial injustice on the horizon, which must then
be defeated. Finally, the unacceptable injustice will be the very existence of white people.

After all, the only way to truly “stop white men” is to kill them. Right? Because if you don’t
kill them, then they can always keep right on acting white, and doing white things, in that
white way that you hate so much. But if you just kill them, then the problem of whiteness is
permanently solved. And then the world will be saved! See how that works?

The Williams speech stripping an entire race’s humanity as he collected a “Humanitarian Award”
marks the beginning of a new narrative that does exactly what this prescient statement warned us
about – it makes the very existence of “whiteness” or white people an injustice that must be defeated.
Already, the left is coming after white historical symbols – taking Jackson off the $20 bill is only
their first volley. This speech marks the beginning of a new offense to debase your entire existence if
you are of European descent. Could Black Lives Matter or a group like them be the new Khmer
Rouge? Socialist revolutions are often accompanied by atrocities such as genocides. A quick
refresher on the Khmer Rouge:

The organization is remembered especially for orchestrating the Cambodian genocide,
which resulted from the enforcement of its social engineering policies. Arbitrary executions
and torture carried out by its cadres against perceived subversive elements are considered to
have constituted genocide.

Money was abolished, books were burned, teachers, merchants, and almost the entire
intellectual elite of the country were murdered to make the agricultural communism, as Pol
Pot envisioned it, a reality. The planned relocation to the countryside resulted in the
complete halting of almost all economic activity: even schools and hospitals were closed, as
well as banks, and even industrial and service companies. Banks were raided and all
currency and records were destroyed by fire thus eliminating any claim to funds.

During their four years in power, the Khmer Rouge overworked and starved the population,
at the same time executing selected groups who they believed were enemies of the state or
spies or had the potential to undermine the new state. People who they perceived as
intellectuals or even those who had stereotypical signs of learning, such as glasses, would
also be killed. People would also be executed for attempting to escape from the communes
or for breaching minor rules. If caught, offenders were taken quietly off to a distant forest or
field after sunset and killed.

All religion was banned by the Khmer Rouge. Any people seen taking part in religious
rituals or services would be executed. Several thousand Buddhists, Muslims, and Christians
were killed for exercising their beliefs.

Almost all privacy was eliminated during the Khmer Rouge era. People were not allowed to
eat in privacy; instead, they were required to eat with everyone in the commune. All
personal utensils were banned, and people were given only one spoon to eat with. In many
cases, family members were often relocated to different parts of the country with all postal
and telephone services abolished.
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Save a few minor details, the play by play of the Communist Khmer
Rouge’s activities as they conducted a socialist revolution which marginalized religious people,
teachers, doctors, and intellectuals could easily be seen as playing out any day in the United States
and Europe. Indeed, some aspects of the atrocities that happened in Cambodia are already here – the
elimination of privacy, for example, or the marginalization of religion by Christophobic leftists. The
largely white middle class would likely be the target of a new revolution in America. We are
beginning to see a lot of smoke signals telling us some kind of fire is being stoked which plausibly
could turn into the targeting of one ethnic group as scapegoats.

Brexit has already made today’s Communist and globalist revolutionaries show part of their hand in
the poker game, as the European Union moves to create a European superstate that echoes the Soviet
Union in a last ditch effort to create one of the linchpins of world government, which would run all of
Europe out of Brussels. Indeed, world government of the type we are beginning to see the picture of
as the puzzle pieces fall into place was championed by none other than Marx himself. One must
wonder if the intent of those pushing centralized world government follows Ayn Rand’s analysis:

There is no difference between communism and socialism, except in the means of achieving
the same ultimate end: communism proposes to enslave men by force, socialism — by vote.
It is merely the difference between murder and suicide.

Since instituting world government with the vote is obviously presenting problems for the elite as
people wake up en masse, are we seeing the stoking of racial fires and class warfare as a backup plan,
that if needed, will enslave the world by force instead of by vote? Make no mistake, this speech
marks a turning point in the popular narrative, and with other world events taking place, it is nothing
to be dismissed. It truly makes one wonder if a new genocide is an agenda item of the globalists.

Why else would they be pouring salt into old wounds and targeting an entire race for the crime of
“whiteness”?
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Eye Candy of the Week | July 3, 2016
July 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Classic girl next door looks and sexy black lingerie. Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for July 3,
2016.
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Comment of the Week | July 3, 2016
July 4, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter Craig wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us. In response
to Papi Chulos and Users of Women which demonstrates yet another way women sexually (and in
this case financially) reward Dark Triad (Machiavellian, psychopathic, and narcissistic), bad boy
characteristics while punishing good guy characteristics in men, he wrote:

So what happens when every man becomes a Machiavellian asshole? Modern society vitally
depends on trust and cooperation between men to function. I think we have some very dark
times ahead in the form of some sort of apocalyptic event or another.

Yes, dark times are ahead now that the forces of the sexual jungle have been unleashed on society,
and patriarchy relegated to the ash heap of history. An article describing this de-civilizing process
entitled Women’s Unrestrained Sexual Instincts Lead to Dystopia goes into how this degenerate
cultural milieu will bring man back to what anthropologist J.D. Unwin called a zoistic (animalistic)
state, the lowest level of human existence. Beta males have no incentive (other than force from an
organizing, tyrannical world superstate) to participate in a society that marginalizes and sexually
disenfranchises them. But what better for an elite than a mass of zoistic human putty to manipulate
and control?

Once a society flips the script and puts women and weaklings in charge of everything, as the West is
doing, expect Bedlam to ensue. Men will inevitably turn against each other as only the most ruthless
ever reproduce in an 80/20 sexual market. It’s reasonable to think the sexual market could soon skew
90/10 because in nature, males are largely disposable and humans are no exception. What gave us
humanity was giving men a role in society and letting them manage the family and society rather than
relegating them to today’s current status as nothing more than sperm donors and walking, talking
ATM machines.

We can already see the process of civilization decline accelerating as the Western world circles the
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drain, casting aside the very men who made it great. Men are not to be in control of family or society
anymore, as an assembling worldwide Marxist state takes the reigns of power. Resistance to the New
World Order is futile. Or is it?

To me, there is perhaps no better symbol of this decline, of America turning its eyes from looking
onward and upward to looking down, scratching its belly and waiting for a gubmint check than this
sad image of a decrepit Discovery being mothballed in 2012. This photo speaks volumes about the
moldering greatness of a culture that peaked and is now descending further into well advanced
decline. We only have the fumes of our past glory and our iPads left, as degeneracy becomes
normalized and greatness falls to the scythe of equalism.

A civilization that stops exploring is a civilization in decline

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man. And don’t forget the Comment of the Month
competition which awards $20 cash the 1st of every month!
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The American Revolution Would Be Thwarted Under
Current Law
July 4, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

One need look no farther than Brexit to see the Establishment’s reaction to the commoners making a stand, just as they did in 1776

As we celebrate this Independence Day, let’s remember that thanks to a growing police and
surveillance state, political correctness, mass propaganda tranquilizing the sheeple, and
marginalization of the hated Evil White Male™ by society the American Revolution against tyranny
would be virtually impossible to organize and conduct in modern times. And year by year, as our
masters prepare to confiscate weapons and further subjugate the American populace to everything
from unwarranted searches (NDAA, TSA) to protecting the First Amendment by destroying the First
Amendment with coming regulation, the noose gets a little tighter around fat American necks.

FBI agents regularly swoop in and take out resisters to government authority, such as in the LaVoy
Finicum ambush and murder in Oregon for which agents are now under investigation for possible
misconduct. (Read: The FBI hierarchy is throwing a couple of its own under the bus so the power
structure can save face.) Proposals are in effect to create secret government lists on which those
blacklisted cannot purchase weapons. Innocent citizens are now being placed on terror watch lists to
meet TSA quotas. Politicians are above the law, as the mere mention of the name Hillary proves.

Let’s look at some specifics of the American Revolution that would be all but impossible to realize if
one tried to declare independence from today’s organizing socialist government.
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The Declaration of Independence is an utter defiance of authority

Defying Authority is American

Acts of Treason. The Declaration of Independence was not a nice, friendly breakup letter that King
George III warmly welcomed. It was an overt act of treason by some “ungrateful” colonists who had
overstepped their boundaries and in turn, needed to pay with their lives. Years of bloody war began
as a result. Unlike colonial days when Americans had a healthy aversion to being bossed around by
governments, the American public has been so brainwashed with the concept of obeying authority
they hardly question or even notice the ongoing year by year and even day by day losses of freedom
as they cry out for security. As journalist Adam Curtis proved, a lot of the security concerns pushed
by the government and the corrupt media have been either exaggerated or invented out of whole cloth
so politicians can aggrandize and centralize power for their corporate paymasters.

Let’s look at it this way. What if a group of states wrote a similar breakup letter to the overbearing
federal government today? First, we’d likely see charges of racism and every other kind of “ism”
thrown about as a way of debasing those “unwashed masses” with legitimate concerns, as the
“journalist” Christine Amanpour did when she figuratively screamed, flopped on the floor and
foamed at the mouth when little old Great Britain decided to leave the monstrosity that is the EU.
Incidentally, since that departure the EU is now moving to form a new Soviet Union. The name –
European Union – even echoes the former Communist empire. There are already moves in place to
restrict free speech and even to label writings the government does not approve of as hate speech, and
hate speech is likely what a modern day Declaration of Independence would be labeled.

There is little doubt any act of secession from the decadent and corrupt American empire (like a
modern day Declaration of Independence) would be heavily propagandized by the attack dogs in the
media and then mercilessly dealt a full frontal assault by the military. But, conservatives are so used
to caving in when leftists call them names they probably wouldn’t even make it to the signing
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ceremony.

Tax Evasion. Ah, the Boston Tea Party, a political protest by the Sons of Liberty in 1773. Imagine
today if the IRS was defied in this manner. Beyond having the ability to seize bank accounts and
property without even accusing people of crimes, the IRS has enormous power to come after people
in ways the men who threw tea overboard to protest taxation without representation never dreamed
of. Figures vary, but one widely quoted figure says a 3% tax levied without representation was
enough to spark this prelude to the American Revolution. Yet, Americans routinely give 30%, 40%,
50% or more of their income away today. A common argument from those who enjoy being
subjected to insanely high taxes, as is the case today, is well, those colonist were justified only
because they lacked representation. You have representation in Congress, so shut up, you lousy right-
winger. But do we really have representation?

As numerous unpopular bills that passed show, the American public is either intentionally deceived
or left out of the discussion completely as a rogue Congress passes monstrosities like Obamacare in
which such stupidity and shameless evasion tactics like we have to pass it to see what’s in it are spun
by amoral PR flacks. Often, legislatures will pass unpopular or unjust bills just before a holiday
weekend as in the case of Hawaii’s recent gun registration law so it will fall into the memory hole
and bypass the catlike attention spans of media whores who are supposed to be the Fourth Estate,
protecting you from tyranny with honest reporting.

So, refusing to feed the beast its life blood of tax dollars by becoming a tax protestor or even trying to
move abroad to escape paying taxes to your masters are not workable strategies. The U.S. is only one
of two nations in the world in which expats have to pay taxes on money they earn abroad – the other
nation being the fine, partially Islamic nation of Eritrea. With taxes, you can run but you can’t hide
from the U.S. government.

Fighting Law Enforcement. The Boston Massacre was another springboard to the American
Revolution. British army soldiers, acting as the equivalent of police and enforcing unpopular laws on
American subjects ended up killing five people and wounding six others after colonists subjected the
soldiers to verbal threats and thrown objects. This defiance of authority and centralized power by
taunting and other actions of the colonists would be enough to land today’s average peon terrorist
charges, and many other charges in today’s de facto American police state. Of course, biased
judgments would be rendered in the Marxist media and broadcast around the clock, turning patriots
into enemies of the state.

Today, if Americans acted in the manner these colonists did towards “authority” they would be
labeled the bad guys rather than the King’s fine soldiers. However, in days when people were not
manipulated by pro-government propaganda, free to form their own narratives, the Boston Massacre
was one of the most successful events in organizing resistance to the crown and the authority of
Britain. John Adams wrote the foundation of American independence was laid on March 5, 1770 as a
result of average citizens pushing back against centralized force being used in their hometown.
Today, a similar action, commoners rebelling against the growing, militarized police state would be
smacked down and subjected to a witch trial before they even got started.

All these actions are considered “American” historically, but in modern times any resistance to
centralized power and police authority is considered “un-American.” Whether committing “Acts of
Treason” or tax evasion or fighting oppressive law enforcement, neither of these options are available
to the average American serf today as a rebellion would be crushed before it took off.
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Getting piss drunk is how we celebrate Independence Day in 2016

What are We Celebrating

Americans have been so browbeaten, gelded and threatened they dare not resist their government the
way these rabble rousers called the Founding Fathers resisted theirs. So, they quietly fall in line with
a tyranny that’s bigger than the world has ever seen. The irony is, if not for people who defy authority
the American government would never have been formed. Which begs the question – if Americans
are so controlled they can’t break free from a government that’s supposed to represent We The
People but only represents a corporate-government elite, if they can’t raise hell over unfair taxes and
demand reform a la today’s Tea Party without media defamation of their character, and if they can’t
push back against authority and a militarized police force without serious consequences including
imprisonment without trial – what the hell are we celebrating?

Is it just another opportunity for a three day weekend and a chance to get
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drunk, eat to excess, and mumble some feel-good sentiments about how “free” we are while driving
through government checkpoints on the way to our destination? Meantime, it’s back to work on the
corporate plantation bright and early tomorrow, and now that our tax burden has been paid with the
first 4 months of our labor this year going to the government, we can earn some more money to spend
on junk we don’t need! All while we suffocate under a mountain of debt as 2/3 of the population lives
paycheck to paycheck, and bureaucrats in Washington bury us under a pile of regulations and
restrictions on freedom.

Our current government is turning into everything the Founding Fathers warned us about. Perhaps the
most important thing to remember this year is in inalienable human right to declare independence
from any government that would oppress its people, including the current goliath we are all subjected
to. Not blind submission to an unjust and criminal authority, and attacks against those who point out
the farce that is freedom today.

As we have seen, the structure is in place to thwart any serious resistance to government tyranny
before it even begins. King George III would have been thrilled if he had the resources and dissent-
crushing laws of today’s U.S. government at his disposal. And we would still be swearing allegiance
to the crown. Only in the near future we will be swearing allegiance to the New World Order by
getting a chip implanted into our hands.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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I Am a Simple Man, Going His Own Way
July 4, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A man can go the way of social engineers or go his own way

Westerners overanalyze and overcomplicate life. Just log on to any Facebook discussion and marvel
at the vivisection going on over virtually any topic. People will split hairs down to the atom over such
mundane discussions as to whether or not to salt a watermelon, with many people participating in
such discussions believing theirs is the only correct view. It’s an interesting study in psychology and
sociology to watch social media squabbles constantly ensue.

By the way, I love a lightly salted watermelon. Some people don’t. Why does it matter? Why do
people feel the need to force everyone else to conform to their views? This battle between control
freaks and the live and let live brigade is unending in the human species. I am firmly on the live and
let live side most of the time, except when it comes to maintaining a few basic pillars of civilization:
hierarchy, tradition, culture, rewards based on achievement not equality, and instilling higher
ambitions in people. The problem comes when an overbearing nanny state tries to enforce the
opinions of one group of people on the other. Today’s clusterfuck of a Western society is a result.

We live in a culture of vivisection because we are in the late stage of a society that is on the
downward trajectory when looked at through a historical lens. Westerners have made life a problem
to be solved rather than a thing to be lived, looking to the state bosom to alleviate all their problems
and micromanage their lives so they can live in complete and crushing safety. Ernst Schumacher
wrote:

Any intelligent fool can make things bigger, more complex, and more violent. It takes a
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touch of genius — and a lot of courage to move in the opposite direction.

Eventually, after much soul searching and hand-wringing, I realized the insanity of this approach to
life. An overcomplicated life is a miserable one. As crude as my list will sound, it takes very little to
make me happy, and this is how I simplified my own life. I’ve boiled it down to a three-pronged
approach to life since leaving the Anglo American insane asylum, after having the time to
contemplate life outside the Matrix.

I like to chase women, do you?

The List

I like to chase women. The idea that men want to enjoy physical pleasure with women is a topic that
has been relegated to the third rail of discussion in a culture in which everything is done in a
mechanical fashion. People have become so divorced from their biology and mind controlled by
political correctness they can not say what they feel or act on their instincts. Any man who behaves
according to his nature in America is an uncouth caveman. However, like it or not straight men feel
this way. We are hunters by nature and part of us longs for the chase, as we hunt down and bed wild
women. And no matter what feminism tells women, they like to be chased, and they like to submit
themselves sexually to dominant men. It gives me great pleasure and satisfaction to spend time with
women who like men and like to play this game. So, this simple pleasure is at the top of my list.
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I like to drink and smoke. I never realized the pleasures of drinking and
smoking until I was in my mid-20s. Sure, I sneaked off a few times in my teens and got piss drunk,
but young men are cautioned to avoid these things. Especially the college bound future Beta male
slaves of society. The best memories I have from my 20s are not studying for some rote
memorization exam or spending 40+ hours a week at a job, but running off with my good friend who
is the lead singer of a rock band to chase after some wild Mexican women when I lived on the border.
Drinking, smoking, and some occasional drug use were the highlights of those years. Not the
“glamorous” job I had as a news personality or the glorious rubber stamp from State U that I overpaid
for. The time I spent working was the equivalent of being forced to survive a dry desert of politically
correct hell while the hours outside work were the oases. Despite the tobacco prohibitionists and
people who say alcohol won’t solve any of life’s problems, it’s number two on my simple pleasures
list.

I like to be free. I never realized how controlled our lives are until I started leaving America on a
regular basis. Just the other day, I ran into a Mexican guy from Dallas who was visiting the island. He
was surprised to learn now I live here, perhaps because I left everything he and his family are chasing
after in America. But, I could see the look in his eyes as he talked about being able to enjoy a bottle
of beer on the beach without fear of someone telling him to put it down or to walk down the street
with that same beer in hand without being arrested. It was his first trip here, but I could tell by the
look in his eyes it won’t be the last. It was the look of a man who had tasted freedom for the first
time. I had that look on my first trip here. Once the butterfly wings have been touched in a man’s
mind, he cannot happily submit to the micromanagement of his life and conduct again. Being free is
the linchpin of the other two simple pleasures I enjoy. Oliver Wendell Holmes put it best: A mind that
is stretched by a new experience can never go back to its old dimensions.
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As men we must never be shamed for our desire to bed hot women

So

If I were a life coach for young men, my advice would be to pursue avenues of personal fulfillment
that fit their personalities and goals, not dreamy career goals foisted upon them by a society that
needs a steady supply of warm bodies. Unless, their goal is to be a Donald Trump or Michael Jordan.
In that case, go for it. For some of us, it takes so little to be happy and yet we are pushed to do things
we don’t want to do with our lives so that others may benefit.

A career is important, or is it? I honestly cannot answer that question anymore after having been
there, done that, and got the t-shirt. Especially as white men like me were kept out of promotions and
even pushed aside only because we are white men. Boys, the reality of the “dream job” never, ever
fits the brochure. And, landing it often means taking on a massive amount of debt, making a man
subservient to his new bosses just so he can pay the student loan bill. Mike Rowe is among many
who are decrying the ridiculousness of this life script, urging men to pursue blue collar work.
Simplifying career choices rather than conforming to the expectations of the education mafia fits
Henry David Thoreau’s suggestion quite well:

Our life is frittered away by detail. Simplify, simplify.

As trite as it may seem, a Ricky Van Shelton single from a generation ago sums up the mentality of a
simple man quite well as he fights off suggestions from a woman who wants him to complicate his
life for her benefit:

You say you’re having trouble figuring me
I don’t believe I’m such a mystery
Baby what you get is what you see
I am a simple man
I wanna a job and a piece of land
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Three squares in my frying pan
Don’t seem so hard to me to understand
I am a simple man

Beyond having a roof over my head and two wheels under my ass to move
around with a few bucks in the bank, I largely subscribe to the ideals of Hollywood actor Errol Flynn,
back when it was a town of Alpha males instead of pandering SJWs and weaklings. These two ideals
of Flynn suit me well: Any man who has $10,000 left when he dies is a failure. And, I like my whiskey
old and my women young.

By saying those two things, I have just broken two of the commandments of corporate serfdom in
America: The first being work until you die amassing a fortune that your descendants or ex-wife will
end up spending, in a system in which your time and labor benefits your superiors far more than you
benefit yourself; and second, men should not follow their own instincts and choices to date younger,
prettier, tighter women.

Why support a system like that? I can’t with any measure of consciousness or loyalty to myself. The
simple life based on my goals and my ideals is the life for me. Not the “approved by feminists,
government tax farmers and church of consumerism” life script. To hell with that, I’m going my own
way. I’m going for the bitches, booze, and freedom. Not the life of a good little Beta male slave.
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Housewives Happier than Feminists, and any
Other Occupation
July 5, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Social engineering and feminism haven’t changed the fact women are happiest working at home taking care of their families

A bombshell for feminists just dropped. Researchers have found housewives are far happier than
Strong, Independent Women™ with educations and careers that have turned them into debt slaves,
corporate cogs and taxpaying serfs. Rather than stay at home as women have through the ages,
“empowered” women now routinely pay nannies to raise their own children, if they have them at
all. As today’s women fume and fuss, now suffering through a nearly 50 hour average work week just
like men, women who work at home are smiling ear to ear as they help create optimally adjusted
young men and women. Housewives, it seems, are more than happy to provide their families with
nutritious meals and perform other light housework on their own time rather than jumping through
hoops on the demanding schedule of a soulless bean counter.

Rather than Western society trying to reinvent the wheel with everything
it touches, this British study is a great piece of evidence showing the truth of the maxim if it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it. It turns out women didn’t need “fixing” by feminism so they could become more
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like men. And, as discussed in a previous TNMM report, the Have It All™ career girl is only proving
Freud’s penis envy theory correct.

The fact women who stay at home are happier than any other profession flies in the face of 50 years
of feminist propaganda that tells women the Have It All™ lifestyle is the one they should be chasing.
Of course, feminists love pushing men out of careers in air-conditioned offices while cleverly
avoiding backbreaking work in the almost totally male timber, mining, and garbage collection
industries. Equality doesn’t apply if there is manual labor involved. Notice the hypocrisy?

The feminist idea is that being a housewife is not a job, or is somehow oppressive is actually
discriminatory to women who see traditional gender roles as holding precedence over competing with
and displacing men from the workplace. Laura Perrins, who runs the Conservative Woman web site
points out the biases of feminists and the politicians who do the bidding of their lobbyists.

That this survey confirms is how satisfying the vocation of raising children at home, and all
the work that it entails, is. Mothers who do this know what a responsible job raising
children is. It is a shame our government does not share this view.

So, why are Western governments trying to eliminate sex differences by pushing women out of the
home and into the workforce when a full 6 out of 7 women report being fulfilled as housewives? The
Liverpool Victoria survey, conducted in the heart of the Anglosphere, England, found a level of
unhappiness among housewives that is half that of civil servants, saleswomen, or PR flacks. Here is
how the top five happiest careers break down. Importantly, the happiest professions are the ones
historically filled by female employees:

Housewives – 87.2% happy
Hospitality and events management – 86.3% happy
Creative arts and design – 84.4% happy
Charity work – 83.9% happy
Leisure, sport and tourism – 83.7% happy

The Daily Mail (UK) also dropped another bombshell as it reported career girls are usually much less
happy than women in traditionally female fields, and a large number of career girls would like to give
up life on the corporate plantation to go back to being stay at home wives and moms. These findings
go against 50 years of feminist propaganda:

The least satisfied were working in marketing, advertising and public relations, with a
happiness rating of 53.8%. Government surveys have also shown that more than a third
of mothers who go out to work would like to give up their jobs and stay at home with
their children. But women who stay at home to bring up families are under heavy pressure
from the Government to find jobs and send their children into childcare.

As women made the transition out of the home and into the workforce, it created twice the number of
taxpayers adding to bureaucratic largesse, and cut labor costs in half as men were displaced from
their traditional roles, which could explain why the corporate-government complex pressures women
to find Joe jobs rather than doing work that makes them happy. Corporations and the government
have vested interests in seeing women do mundane work rather than working towards maintaining an
intact family and being a loving, and loved mother.
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Housewives spend approximately 1 1/2 hours a day doing laundry, but they’re happier than YouGoGrrl careerist shrikes

Important Work

The survey details the importance and quantity of work performed by women who choose to be
homemakers. Here’s how the average day for the housewife breaks down, showing the job is far from
easy:

Childcare: 2 hours, 7 minutes
Cleaning: 1 hour, 47 minutes
Shopping: 1 hour, 20 minutes
Gardening: 1 hour, 2 minutes
Cooking: 1 hour, 44 minutes
Laundry: 1 hour, 28 minutes
Teaching children: 1 hour, 1 minute
Driving: 56 minutes
Other: 1 hour, 46 minutes

Highlighting the type of work housewives do underscores the value and the importance of the
traditional woman in helping hold the family together. She is irreplaceable. While misandrist
feminists scoff at this ideal, for many women they feel it is the highest calling career wise.
Personally, as a man there’s nothing sexier than a housewife who loves her husband and family. This
is the kind of women I would do anything for, not the hateful, man-hating, demanding feminists of
today. And, ironically feminism actually weakened women, contrary to its stated purpose. This aspect
of feminism is discussed in a previous TNMM article:

In short, feminism is a Trojan Horse for the real goal of Cultural Marxism. It operates under
the rules of Machiavellian politics, which use duplicity and cunning to hide the true
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objectives those in power. Women thought they were “progressing” but in reality they were
regressing. They now dedicate their lives to an unloving career and employer rather than a
loving husband and children.

As traditionalism is becoming the new counterculture in the early 21st
century, a blog called The Glamorous Housewife has sprung up and details the story of one woman
who writes articles like Why I Love Being a Homemaker. Feminists would have a myocardial
infarction if they stumbled onto that site, especially since it is written by and for women. Some of the
top reasons women who contribute to The Glamorous Housewife have decided that being a
homemaker is an important role in society include, in their own words:

I set my own schedule and work for the people I love most in the world.
I get to sleep with the boss.
Being able to take care of my husband in an ideal fashion, dinner when he walks in the door,
etc. Ensuring my daughter is okay as she transitions from teenager to adult. Being there
whenever they need me always. Being blessed to be with or be concentrating on family.
Everything about being a modern homemaker is amazing, been my dream since I was little and
it finally came true.
I like the flexibility and the lack of stress, too. Not that things aren’t stressful with little kids,
but it’s not the kind of stress I experienced when I worked outside my home.

Importantly, children from traditional nuclear families in which the mother takes care of the kids and
men bring home the bacon also fare better statistically than any other type of familial arrangement.
The documentary Demographic Winter demonstrates how pulling women out of the home and
putting them into the workforce has not only made them less happy, but it has created a dying
population in America along with a rising rate of child delinquency. Beyond the better citizens and
contributors to society that housewives groom and the happier lives they enjoy, marrying a career
woman is fraught with difficulties. Even Penelope Trunk, who helps women manage their careers
admits:

The conclusion, that marriages and families work better with a full-time housewife, is hard
to swallow but hard to deny.

Not only does marriage and family work better when wives and mothers stay at home than when
women marry a corporation, all parties involved are happier. If it was such terrible oppression as
feminists claim, why would women love the work so much?
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Betas Are Boring Because They Have to Be
July 5, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

She’s bored but Betas get the excitement sucked out of them when they’re responsible contributors to society

Women often cast aside “boring” men just as they would throw out last night’s garbage. It doesn’t
matter what a Beta has done for her as much as what he’s done for her lately. So, he got his leg blown
off in war protecting against invaders. But, Becky’s husband just bought her a new Lexus. If Beta
boy doesn’t deliver, she’ll drop his dismembered ass like a hot potato. To be a successful Beta, a man
has to not only bring home the bacon and give his money away freely and without reservation, he
also has to be the equivalent of a comedy channel on cable TV. He must be entertaining, engaging,
and eternally fun to be around.

Unfortunately, in order to become successful and productive member of society a Beta must do
boring things, and he must do them well. It is a lot of work to become a Beta, even though society
and women will never thank you, they will just demand more and more as The Hedonic Treadmill
accelerates out of control. This prevents the Beta from developing the devil may care attitude and
ready to go anywhere and do anything on a moment’s notice disposition of the carefree Alpha or
Sigma.

This is a partial listing of the things that make Beta males so terribly boring to emotionally driven
women. It’s easy to see how these list items suck the energy, life, and entertainment value out of
Betas, as they must dedicate 40 to 60 hours a week of themselves to their jobs alone. (The average
full time employee now puts in 47 hours a week!) To be a successful provider drone, men must
dutifully do the following with their lives:

Get an education
Get a job
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Keep a job
Maintain good credit
Develop a trustworthy reputation
Spend time supporting the community
Become kitchen bitches

Let’s delve into the life script of a Beta Bux provider and see if it’s appealing to you. To me, the life
of a slave and becoming the human equivalent of a pack mule is repellant, so from the onset you’ll
know why I ran away from this existence after figuring out the ruse thanks to the Red Pill
Enlightenment of the early 21st century.

All work and no play makes Johnny a dull boy

Put on Your Beta Boy Pants

So, you want to become a Beta provider and gamble your entire life and fortune on a feckless and
fickle female? Here’s the road to a lifetime of thankless labor and submission to females and bosses.
It all begins with that most vaunted and worshipped of institutions, the magic education.
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Study hard! While other young men are out plowing promiscuous girls after
school, drinking and partying it up, and acting irresponsibly, it’s straight home for you to crack some
books and earn those A’s (and occasional B’s). Teachers ensure you your hard work will pay off
someday and you believe them. After all, even though as an adult man you will need comparatively
little monetary resources to live a happy and fulfilling life, you aren’t going to be living for yourself
as much as living to power a lifestyle of wasteful female consumerism. Therefore, you must dedicate
yourself to earning the highest salary in the neighborhood for your future female master to exploit,
otherwise you will be cast aside with the other incel Betas who live a life of porn and masturbation.

Kiss ass. Now that you have the rubber stamp from State U or some other institution of liberal
indoctrination, it’s time to begin kissing ass, playing office politics, supplicating to female HR
directors, and all sorts of fun at your new office space. Soon, you will be a real life Peter Gibbons
from Office Space.

We don’t have a lot of time on this earth! We weren’t meant to spend it this way! Human
beings were not meant to sit in little cubicles staring at computer screens all day, filling out
useless forms and listening to eight different bosses drone on about mission statements.

Don’t rebel against the machine like Peter did, though. To keep those paychecks coming for your
lady to spend, you have to brown nose and play the game. Don’t challenge authority. Just accept it.
Remember, you’re here forever. (Or until another corporate merger or new “-ism” law of
some type pushes you into the unemployment line.)

Worship the FICO. As a newly minted Beta drone, your objective in life now is to get and spend as
much money as you can. Rather than living inexpensively for a decade or so to save up as much
money as you can, and then invest that money for a life of future freedom, you will be catering to
your wife’s whims. These whims will change each time a new fashion designer makes a splash, a
new cookie-cutter SUV box on wheels comes out, she sees something on TV, or her friend Becky
remodels her house. Therefore, you must maintain sterling credit, paying interest into the system
rather than earning interest out of it as an investor. You must be ready to whip out the American
Express or a car loan at a moment’s notice, depending on the tastes of your master/wife.

Be the nice guy. Feel like punching the shit out of that smart ass that just insulted you? No can do.
As a Beta provider, you must learn to sublimate your emotions, hiding them deep within. You must
learn to allow men, and especially women to walk all over you because you are the coolheaded nice
guy in the community. Without this sterling reputation, such as if someone posts negative stories
about you on social media, you aren’t bankable on the cubicle farm. The role model for Beta
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providers like yourself is Ned Flanders, minus the religion in the New America’s Christophobic
culture. When you aren’t putting in 50 hours a week or more for thankless bosses, you’ll need to go
to functions that “serve the community” i.e. those that allow your superiors to preen and polish their
public image at your expense.

Be a kitchen bitch. Cooking may be oppression for women, but not for you, lowly male! While she
texts Alpha affair guy, you must be in the kitchen whipping up gourmet meals for her, and if you’re
lucky, the progeny she has now given you which may or may not be yours biologically. Put on your
apron, tuck your scrotum neatly between your legs, and smile as you have completed the
qualifications for becoming a completely gelded, used up husk of a man who benefits everyone else
and their happiness instead of his own. After you finish cooking dinner, remember, a good kitchen
bitch always cleans up and does the dishes afterwards.

Or, Go Your Own Way

If that lifestyle sounds abhorrent to you, you have the option to go your own way. It’s not politically
correct to declare your freedom from being exploited like this, but the choice is either to live for
yourself or live for everyone else. If there was a reasonable payoff for this sacrifice, as there was
under patriarchy and over the course of 5,000 years of marriage worldwide, it would be
understandable. But the current arrangement is nothing but male labor and resource provisioning
exploitation.

It is worth adding if you behave like a Beta provider you will not be
respected by women. She will get more demanding and you will get more desperate to jump through
her hoops as time goes on. Just look at how many demands have already been placed on men,
detailed in the above listing, enough to consume all the Beta’s waking hours from his youth on
through his death. As long as the checks are clearing and she is receiving benefits for associating with
you, she’ll hang around although she’ll probably be lusting after stronger men and assholes (i.e. the
romance novel genre proves this) or acting on her desires for Alpha Fux as more and more women do
these days.

This life is the height of ridiculousness, to me, to pay for a bunch of junk people really don’t need.
Better to not participate than play in a game that has been shamlessly tilted. It’s a sad commentary on
the misandry in our society when it takes so little to make men happy, yet women refuse to do
anything that might bring some life into a worker drone’s life, unless he has some money she wishes
to extract from him. So, our choice is to be the boring Beta who gets crumbs off the sexual table if
he’s lucky, or the asshole Alpha who gets puss thrown at him. As has been said before here at
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TNMM, there is no nice way of dealing with women if you want to keep one around.
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Validation Seeking Social Media Whores
July 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women spend five hours a week taking selfies for likes

Validation seeking social media whores – be they male or female – are a staple of modern times. The
trouble some people will go through to look good and get likes on Facebook is incredible. Fakebook,
as its now derisively referred to in some circles, has turned life into yet another popularity contest as
men – and especially women – jockey for position in a competition to see who can get the most likes
for day to day inanities.

Once again flying in the faces of “equalists” who suggest men and women are not different in any
way beyond having a penis and vagina, social media majors tell us there are distinct differences in
how men and women use their platforms. Not surprisingly, women are “selfie queens” as they spend
an incredible amount of time preening, approval seeking, and teasing in front of the camera. Here are
some telling stats from a study published in The Daily Mail (UK) about the average female social
media whore. Women in general spend an incredible amount of time taking photos of themselves:

Women snap 3 selfies per day on average
16 minutes spent on each selfie session
48 minutes per day spent on selfies
5.5 hours per week spent on selfies
Average 7 photos taken before the “right” pose is captured

Women also spend a lot of time making themselves pretty for the camera, which flies in the face of
feminist logic that says women don’t have to look good anymore. Before each selfie, these are the
routines women go through:

57% find the perfect “soft” lighting
46% fix up their hair
33% do their makeup
4% use spray tan
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The top five reasons women go through all this trouble are very telling when it comes to female
psychology. Women take selfies for the following reasons:

To show off a moment in which they “look good”
To get their confidence boosted (Beta orbiter comments, etc.)
To make someone jealous
To make an ex jealous
To get the attention of a potential mate, or monkey branch to a new man

Additionally, women consume more social media than men, being the emotionally driven creatures
they are.

Many top social networks – including Facebook, Pinterest, and Instagram – have a strong
skew toward female users. Women in the US are more likely to use Facebook than men by
about 11 percentage points, Pinterest by 29 percentage points, and Instagram by 7
percentage points, according to Pew.

It’s easy to see women want validation when they post unending photos of
themselves, and are obsessed with projecting the right image, taking countless selfies to capture the
perfect angle. Airbrushing of flaws and imperfections is now laughably built in to most new devices
so you never really know what a girl looks like without her digital and real life makeup. Beyond
females of all ages looking for a daily dose of narcissism, for older, wrinklier women, a hunger for
likes as male attention wanes drives constant selfie posting. They know the milk is souring (which
represents the female aging process) so they post more often to lick the psychological wounds
brought on by The Wall.

Let’s not forget the women who obsess over showing off every meal they didn’t cook are also
looking for online validation. And, we’ve all seen women who go to great distances to hide their fat
rolls, as you often have to scroll through 10 photos of a chick on a dating site to figure out she’s
larger than life and larger than any love interest you’d be willing to take on. She may be “tons of fun”
for somebody, but not for me.

Why are women so obsessed with themselves?
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On average, women take 7 selfies before the “right” pose comes up

Emotional Needs

Why are women turning over every detail of their lives to a leftist turd like Mark Zuckerface or a
Twat-ter like Jack Dorsey or a weiner like Linked In’s Jeff Weiner? Do people realize or even care
when every detail of their lives regularly goes into the databases of everyone from lowlife marketing
flacks to snoopy agents at the NSA? And, do women realize they are falling over themselves to give
these people the information they want because they’re emotionally needy?

Just as ignoring women shows their innate desire to be the center of attention, heavy social media use
shows their desire to be the most desired girl in the pack, i.e. the one that gets the Alpha while the
other girls settle for Betas.

That said, there are some signs the way people use social media is changing. We may have seen the
peak of duckface selfies and emotional masturbation of the type described above on Fakebook.
Fortune magazine reports a decline in people sharing personal photos and stories, as people share
more memes and other content.

Facebook has been struggling to reverse a 21% decline in “original sharing,” or personal
updates, from its 1.6 billion monthly active users. This indicates a key vulnerability for the
social behemoth, and failed attempts to address it reflect a point I made in a recent column:
There’s no guarantee that Facebook’s current winning streak can last. Facebook’s decline in
personal updates reflects a common growing pain for online communities. What starts out
as special and intimate place to share things grows into a big, impersonal, and professional
platform. Without the personal updates, Facebook becomes a glorified, $327 billion content
recommendation engine.
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Twatter and other social media majors have also reported declines in
“original sharing” as people slow down on sharing every detail of their lives, down to the
metaphorical color of their last bowel movement. This shouldn’t be surprising, as I knew years ago
many status updates will only be turned into ammo your enemies and frenemies will use against you
when the time is appropriate. Your exotic vacation and enviable lifestyle becomes rope that office
backstabbers will only be too happy to hang you with. An example: Jane “likes” her friend Sue’s
skiing trip and posts YouGoGrrl comments only to criticize her behind her back at work: How can
she afford that trip? She must be making more than us. How did she get time off and we are stuck
here? Before Sue knows it she has been undermined at work by envious coworkers.

As reported in May, the pressure to have the “perfect” social media life is also leading to burnout
with keeping up appearances online, and in some cases, even leading to suicides of young women.
The Truman Show hinted at the phenomenon of living a life in front of the equivalent of a studio
audience nearly 20 years ago:

1.7 billion were there for his birth. 220 countries tuned in for his first step. The world stood
still for that stolen kiss. And as he grew, so did the technology. An entire human life
recorded on an intricate network of hidden cameras, and broadcast live and unedited, 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, to an audience around the globe. Coming to you now from
Seahaven Island, enclosed in the largest studio ever constructed, and along with the Great
Wall of China one of only two man-made structures visible from space, now in its 30th
great year… It’s The Truman Show!

Today, social media whores live their lives online by posting bite-size nuggets of everything tbey do
from digital cameras rather than living 24/7 in front of a television camera. But, Facebook Live!
could take social media absurdities to new heights and make The Truman Show a reality. Why post
mere photos when you can broadcast your life on Fakebook?

It’s one thing to share with friends and family, but to turn yourself into a content producing jackass
for the benefit of CEOs who don’t give a damn about you beyond how to sell your data is truly a
wonder of the Internet Age. When will this odd period in human history pass and people go back to
real interactions with real human beings rather than “incredible” digital simulations? Or, will we take
Shakespeare’s observation that the world is a stage and we are only actors upon it to dystopian new
heights? Seeing the current, low level of society doesn’t give me much optimism.
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What I Learned from Hillary Getting Off Scot-Free
July 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Get ready for 8 years of Queen Hillary

Rules and laws are for fucking losers. That’s what I have learned from watching decades of the
criminal Clinton dynasty unfold. It finally gelled yesterday when I watched the FBI director, possibly
fearing for his own life in my opinion, say Hillary wouldn’t be convicted even though others have
been convicted and sentenced for much less in the way of using sensitive government information in
a non-secure way. I have to say I wasn’t surprised, just disheartened as I already had zero confidence
in the corporate-hijacked U.S. government. I had to downgrade my opinion after the Hillary’s
innocent announcement.

But the dismissal of the Hillary email scandal only shows the double, triple, and quadruple standards
in Washington. As exposed by The Intercept:

Secrecy is a virtual religion in Washington. Those who violate its dogma have been
punished in the harshest and most excessive manner – at least when they possess little
political power or influence. As has been widely noted, the Obama administration has
prosecuted more leakers under the 1917 Espionage Act than all prior administrations
combined. Secrecy in DC is so revered that even the most banal documents are reflexively
marked classified, making their disclosure or mishandling a felony. As former CIA and
NSA Director Michael Hayden said back in 2000, “Everything’s secret. I mean, I got an
email saying ‘Merry Christmas.’ It carried a top secret NSA classification marking.”

People who leak to media outlets for the selfless purpose of informing the public – Daniel
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Ellsberg, Tom Drake, Chelsea Manning, Edward Snowden – face decades in prison. Those
who leak for more ignoble and self-serving ends – such as enabling hagiography (Leon
Panetta, David Petreaus) or ingratiating oneself to one’s mistress (Petraeus) – face career
destruction, though they are usually spared if they are sufficiently Important-in-DC. For
low-level, powerless Nobodies-in-DC, even the mere mishandling of classified information
– without any intent to leak but merely to, say, work from home – has resulted in criminal
prosecution, career destruction and the permanent loss of security clearance.

My gut feeling is the fiasco was resolved last Tuesday as The Godfather
himself, Bill Clinton, barged onto Loretta Lynch’s plane at Phoenix’s Sky Harbor airport. He delayed
his takeoff so he could give her the surprise visit. Let’s think about his visit rationally and not the
way media fluff heads have trained us to. Bill and Loretta weren’t having tea and croquettes and
discussing meat loaf recipes.

Arguably, the Clintons have left a large swath of bodies behind in their two generations in politics.
People mysteriously die when they don’t do what Bill and Queen Hillary want or if they turn on
them. Loretta Lynch was a hand-picked nobody when Bill Clinton put her in a position of power in
1999. The conversation probably went along these lines, in my opinion: I put you where you are, I
gave you everything you have and I can just as easily take it away unless you take care of this mess
before Hillary’s campaign kicks into high gear.

This incident is only further proof that government “servants” can do anything they want and get by
with it as long as they know how to play the game. Just as huge scandals like Fast and Furious have
been buried under Obama, so was the Benghazi scandal and the email server scandal buried for
Hillary. Expect more of the same as the Marxist media provides cover for her over the next eight
years. I had a gut feeling before this charade of a campaign began Hillary would be the next
president, and yesterday’s sudden dropping of the case against the Queen only confirmed the fix is in,
at least in my mind.

As Spengler predicted, it’s becoming painfully obvious our government does not function as a
republic or even a democracy but as a country club for political prostitutes who serve the interests of
elite pimps. They don’t give a damn what the peons think beyond feeding mindless sheeple verbal
manure to get elected. Spengler wrote:

Through money, democracy becomes its own destroyer, after money has destroyed intellect.
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That statement, written a century ago perfectly describes the situation in
America and Europe right now. As Bryan Ward Perkins describes in The Fall of Rome: And the End
of Civilization, Rome fell because of barbarian invasion, political instability and loss of tax revenue.
Check all three of those boxes for Faustian/Western civilization in the early 21st century. We are
repeating history.

When I wrote Democracy Collapses: Expect the Rise of a Caesar This Century I proceeded with the
assumption the Caesar that arises in America would be a reaction against suicidal liberalism from the
battle of New vs. Old ideas and the corruption of the republic by moneyed interests. I also posited
Trump may be the first sign of a much-needed reaction and pushback from the Silent Majority
(quickly on its way to becoming a Silent Minority I might add because of changing demographics).

But maybe I was too optimistic, maybe it’s the bad guys who win out and become the Caesars in the
end. Every time the backs of traditionalists and conservatives are stepped on, or our rights and
freedoms stripped from our hands we whine like bitches and then fall back in retreat. Perhaps we are
just too civilized to push back, unlike the degenerates on the left. This has been the case numerous
times since Obama started figuratively “transforming” i.e. assassinating America eight years ago.
From Obamacare to his administration refusing to acknowledge when terrorists happen to be Islamic
we have seen how he has carte blanche to do whatever the hell he wants as the whores in the media
never take him to task. We are only halfway through the socialist revolution as the baton is passed
from Obama to Hillary this year. Her eight years (maybe more) will complete the transformation of a
once free nation into a nation of serfs.

What I do know is this adds to my belief that I was wrong to play by the rules as a young man. I saw
it in the business world, and we all are seeing it on the political stage – being a ruthless son of a bitch
(or in Hillary’s case, just a ruthless bitch) is what it takes to win in life and politics. Michael Corleone
describes how the world really works in The Godfather:

Well, when Johnny was first starting out, he was signed to a personal services contract with
this big-band leader. And as his career got better and better, he wanted to get out of it. But
the band leader wouldn’t let him. Now, Johnny is my father’s godson. So my father went to
see this bandleader and offered him $10,000 to let Johnny go, but the bandleader said no. So
the next day, my father went back, only this time with Luca Brasi [a savage killer]. Within
an hour, he had a signed release for a certified check of $1,000.

The high ideals America is supposed to be built upon are quickly being turned into nothing but a
farce by a deeply corrupt political structure on both sides. We know they don’t listen to us, we know
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they don’t care about us, and now we know they are above the law. What we don’t know is what they
have planned for us, but as pieces of the New World Order jigsaw puzzle fall into place we know it
can’t be anything good.

I hope Trump wins, but his sudden move to the center and hiring of political hacks from Republican
campaigns of political failures past is not an encouraging sign. To me, all that’s left is turning the
page to see what the coming Hillary chapter will reveal.
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The Myth of the Strong, Independent Woman
July 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women claim to be strong and independent like Rosie the Riveter but then look for massive divorce payoffs from men, government
handouts, and to be paid more for working less

The concept of the Strong, Independent Woman™ is shoved in Western men’s faces on a daily basis.
With her slogan Don’t Need a Man™ she mythically fights off evil male oppression, slaying those
penis-possessing villains with her magical sword of affirmative action and government enforced
hiring policies. Rather than cultivating her feminine strengths, she tries to be like men, proving Freud
correct. Women today are so deranged they consider having a womb, giving birth to children, and
enjoying a life as a homemaker – which incidentally is the occupation that makes women happiest –
Draconian forms of oppression.

If the Evil White Male™ even dares claim credit for his lengthy list of contributions and inventions
and society he will be shouted down by minions brainwashed to hate him. According to the new
narrative, all those inventions would have been made by someone else if he wasn’t actively
oppressing everyone. As pointed out by Michael Savage in his book The Savage Nation, it is
blasphemy to even point this out in modern times, which prevents white men from enjoying any
sense of pride in themselves. Here are just a few inventions of the Evil White Male™:

Trains
Planes
Cars
Rockets
Telescopes
Telephones
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Radios
Television
Computers

Indeed, the list is much more extensive than that. But the new narrative says the despicable white
male is to be extinguished so that diversity may flower. We must subjugate an entire group of people
so that others can arise. Needless to say, this creates a great disincentive for white men to give a
damn about society if they’re going to be held back on purpose.

But, fear not, because the Strong, Independent Woman™ is here to take his place. Of course, our
social engineers tell us she can do anything a man can do. But even if she could, why would she want
to? More importantly, why does she cease to exist without government bureaucracy?

There is a shortage of women in the well-paying construction industry, but we need women to do backbreaking labor not just
administration

Propped Up By Government

Unfortunately, the Strong, Independent Woman™ has to be propped up by an overbearing
government. If the free market were left to decide who gets hired and who does not, she would be at a
disadvantage in a number of areas. This is why affirmative action quotas exist, so there is a legal
disincentive to hire men. In addition to a policy intended to fight “discrimination” against women
(which actually drives a policy of discrimination against men in reality) we constantly get the Equal
Pay Myth shoved in our faces. But, here are the real reasons women earn 81% of what men do:

Men spend an average 8.14 hours on the job
Women spend an average 7.75 hours on the job
Men often go for higher pay rather than jobs they enjoy
Women often trade higher pay for jobs they’re happier with
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Men take on dangerous and demanding jobs women don’t want that pay well
Women miss work more often than men

An Empirical Model of Work Attendance from the U.S. Department of Labor tells us why women
miss more work than men.

Women workers miss an average of 3.7 days from work every year for ill health compared
to 2.7 for men. Women miss more days from work for respiratory conditions and infective
diseases, and men miss more for injuries and diseases of the digestive system. Among
women under age 45, about .52 days per year of work loss can be attributed to pregnancy.
Thus, excluding pregnancy considerably narrows the difference in work-loss days between
men and women.

What this study doesn’t point out it how modern Anglo women are
increasingly forgoing having those nasty little pregnancies and aborting/killing more children since
1973 than the number of soldiers who have died in all American wars since 1776. Statistically, the
deadliest person to an unborn human in Anglo America is their own mother.

Women also get preferences in the family court system because it’s assumed they are weaker and
need men to support them. However, we have not seen feminists railing against getting large divorce
settlements, alimony, and child support payments from men as relics of a sexist system. It seems
women want whatever they can get from men financially, making marriage nothing more than a
sophisticated game of prostitution. Women will take what they can get from men even if that means
kicking a poor bastard out of his job under the guise of “fairness” or making the court system
turn him upside down and shake him until all his money falls out. It is the height of hypocrisy when
women have no issue with a legal system that views women as weak as long as they can cash a check
from it.

Women also avail themselves of female-only government tit programs, further proving the legal
system views them as weak while exposing more feminist hypocrisy. The blog Cultural Misandry
compiled an extensive listing of female-only handouts that are truly puzzling in that women claim
they can Have It All™ all by themselves these days.

Remember that when reading over this list and try to think of a single group in history that
called themselves oppressed, but had so much dedicated to them. In contrast, there is not a
single Federal level program dedicated to men or even boys in the US. Also note that almost
every one of these female only programs are in areas where women are doing far better than
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men and boys (education, health care, homicide, homeless, workplace death, violence).

Women shouldn’t need these programs if they are already doing better than men in these areas. The
ugly truth of the matter is since women pay less taxes than men, these programs are yet another
government wealth redistribution scheme designed to exploit the labor of Beta male taxpayers for the
benefit of women. Because, you know, the Golden Vagina and all.

As women attempt to exploit society’s resources for material gain, we as men can choose to stop feeding the monster they’ve created

Revolt

Despite women playing the victim card, working less than men, missing more work than men, killing
their children to keep up, gaming the family court system for cash and prizes extracted from
discarded meal tickets, and using government programs that discriminate against men, they’re still
not satisfied.

Perhaps the optimal arrangement would be one in which men are fed a diet
of bread and water and housed in government work camps while all the money they earn is
immediately transferred to women. We could just scale up the human tax farm and maximize male
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slavery to maximize benefits and idle lives of materialism for ungrateful women. Needless to say,
when one sees how ridiculous this setup is the desire to be exploited by it drops to zero. The great
cultural myth of the Strong, Independent Woman™ is also revealed to be full of holes. I’m still
waiting for a woman to invent the cure for cancer and for women to catch up with men on the list of
inventions. But she can’t because horrible creations with penises are actively keeping her down,
right?

Atlas shrugs as John Galt prepares to leave the fucking building. You can have it all ladies, including
the responsibilities. It’s time for a good old-fashioned slave revolt. I ran off the plantation and now
live happier on less with a life of minimalism so I can take tax dollars out of a system that hates me.
Will you do the same?
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7 Habits of Debt Free Men
July 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Having this much money saved is far better than owing this much

For the first time in my adult life I am not worrying about bills. That is an
incredibly liberating and unusual thing to say in modern times. From the time a man becomes “legal”
at age 18, debt is seen as “normal” as any bodily function. No sooner than he’s out of high school
does he enter in to the rubber stamp system, taking on an average of $30,000 in non-bankruptable,
crushing debt for an increasingly worthless college degree. After getting the magic paper, he then
goes in debt for a car, a house, takes out some credit cards, maybe a few personal loans, and spends
the best years of his life in bondage trying to pay for it all – with interest! After being taken on that
ride, I decided, as you may decide, I wanted off that ride.

Debt has been “normalized” so that it could become a system of social control. Comedian Bill Hicks
sums up the sad life of the average American debt slave in this routine:
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If you want to understand a society, take a good look at the drugs it uses. And what can this
tell you about American culture? Well, look at the drugs we use. Except for pharmaceutical
poison, there are essentially only two drugs that Western civilization tolerates: Caffeine
from Monday to Friday to energize you enough to make you a productive member of
society, and alcohol from Friday to Monday to keep you too stupid to figure out the prison
that you are living in.

Part of waking up from the programming of The Matrix is learning there is another way, a better way
of handling money than the financial script sold to us all by the puppet masters in society. Learning
the financial behaviors of Red Pill, debt-free men will go a long way in helping a man extricate
himself from a system designed to exploit him.

Escape the prison for your mind by learning the tricks that put men into financial bondage

The List

1. Debt-free men avoid buying on credit like the plague. The Red Pill man realizes debt is not a
“tool” as much as an instrument of slavery. Rather than asking, “How much down and how much per
month?” he looks at the total cost of each purchase – including interest. Suddenly, that low car
payment looks like a financial disaster when a man realizes he will be paying an average of $7,000 in
interest just for the pleasure of driving a depreciating asset, one that will look like every other car on
the block in 6 months.

2. Debt-free men and save up for large purchases. Ironically, when I started saving money and had
a fat bank account, my urge to splurge went to almost zero. The debt-free man can walk right by
incredible “sales” of consumer items that are an incredible 50% off and not flinch because he knows
it’s 100% off each purchase he does not make. He also saves up for large purchases, giving him
bargaining power instead of being turned into a slave of his lender.

3. Debt-free men live within their means. Living on a budget is key, as is jettisoning quarrelsome,
materialistic women as Proverbs recommends. If a woman is causing you to break your budget, she is
not worth it. The Red Pill man is often a minimalist by nature, and can get by and even thrive on very
little money. Rather than breaking the bank to impress with conspicuous consumption, he lives
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simply and confidently.

4. Debt-free men are not henpecked or irresponsible. Women can be
financial disasters for men since they power 80% of wasteful consumerism in Western civilization.
Four out of five spending decisions are made by or influenced by women. Feminists may hate it, but
the economy proves they are still gatherers. The most important word the Red Pill man can learn is
“no.” No, I will not buy that. No, you don’t need that. No, I’m not going to stop you from leaving
because you can’t filch my wallet.

5. Debt-free men are confident. A man who is not a financial slave is confident, and his confidence
grows as his bank account and investments grow. He knows if a problem arises or a job loss plagues
him, he has ample funds to back himself up. By contrast, a man who is worrying about how he’s
going to pay his payments on time and watches powerlessly as his paycheck comes in and goes right
back out is a subservient man. He’s powerless to push back against his boss and his wife.

6. Debt-free men are freedom and goal oriented. There is nothing sweeter than freedom
and freedom is responsible for a whopping 40% of happiness psychologically. Money buys freedom.
The debt slave will never have freedom as he follows marching orders and begs for cash by filling
out loan applications and makes monthly payments his entire life rather than taking control of his
financial destiny.

7. Debt-free men are not materialistic. Red Pill men know that materialism and consumerism do
not buy happiness. They also know that possessions often become a prison, inhibiting them from
what they really want to do. It’s a weak man indeed that says he is willing to become a slave for some
material crap that he doesn’t have the money for.
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Take the road less traveled

Two Roads Diverge

Making the mental shift from having the psychology of a slave, begging for money from lenders to
having the mentality of a confident man with money to back him up sounds simple, but for many men
it is a tough transition to make. To me, I had to be neck deep in a mess before I decided enough was
enough and I wasn’t living like that anymore. That was almost 10 years ago. Robert Frost wrote
about choices like these in 1920:

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.

Debt holds men back, it does not empower them. Having money in the bank and investments takes
sacrifice and time, but will lead you to a much better place in life. Take the road less traveled, the
road that leads away from debt bondage and materialism. It will make all the difference. As financial
guru Dave Ramsey tells audiences nationwide: You must walk to the beat of a different drummer. The
same beat that the wealthy hear. If the beat sounds normal, evacuate the dance floor immediately!
The goal is to not be normal, because as my radio listeners know, normal is broke. Normal is also
being a debt slave.
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Video of the Week | July 8, 2016: Another Police Assassination
July 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

If ever you needed proof an authoritarian, out of control police state has blossomed in America and
grown upon the fertile ground of arising tyranny created by the corrupt political machine, here it is.
The media never points this out, but statistically an American is 9 times more likely to die after being
shot by a police officer than a mass shooter. This week, Diamond Reynolds filmed the death of her
boyfriend Philando Castile after he was shot 4 times by a “Chinese police officer” who stopped the
couple for a broken tail light.

Castile, 32 was a cafeteria employee at a Montessori school in St. Paul and family members said he
had been a good student when younger, and employed since the age of 18. Castile was licensed to
carry a firearm according to his girlfriend, and when asked to show his license the cop shot Castile
four times as he reached for it. After fatally wounding him, the cop screams:

I told him not to reach for it! I told him to get his hand open!

Diamond told the media “all lives matter” rather than just “black lives
matter” when asked to comment.

Before the days of internet streaming video, and cameras in the hands of anyone with a phone, police
in America were given broad authority and trust. Their word was always taken over that of the
“commoners” whenever they gunned someone down in so-called self-defense. But, we are beginning
to notice disturbing trends of people being killed by cops for no reason as this video shows.

America has too much authority, and not enough freedom. The nation has become the antithesis of
what it was supposed to be, the freest society on earth. There are too many poorly trained, poorly paid
cops on the streets today and a constant stream of unjustified killings is the result now that cameras
are everywhere. Rather than pushing Marxist gun control narratives, the marionettes in the media
need to stop directing people to centralized authority as a magic fix to every problem. America needs
less police state, less regulation, fewer laws, and more freedom.
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Dylan Noble, killed by police June 25

Castile died over a broken tail light. Eric Garner died for selling cigarettes. Alton Sterling was killed
for selling illegal CDs. Dylan Noble, a white man was killed by Fresno police at a traffic stop June 25
after erroneous reports he had a gun in his truck. Noble’s father, a trucker, says his son was murdered
after watching video of the encounter. Well over 1,000 people are killed each and every year by
police according to the only place keeping track of such statistics, Killed By Police. Police supporters
say most of those killings are probably justified in the name of self-defense. But a steady stream of
videos like the Castile shooting raise more questions than answers.

The death toll on Killed By Police so far in 2016 has just surpassed the 600 mark. Many videos of
citizen interactions with police leave viewers with the impression some cops are power hungry
assholes. The continuing spate of killings, only noticed by media in recent times needs to be looked
into. As of right now, police departments handle their own investigations most of the time, which is
troubling. People should not fear for their lives at a simple traffic stop.

The textbook definition of a police state is an undesirable state of living characterized by the
overbearing presence of the civil authorities. The government is in people’s face constantly in the
New America. And they’re killing people at a much higher rate than mass shooters. This state of
affairs is something to think about, as the media pushes to remove any defense we have against the
state away by stripping gun rights. I don’t trust authority, do you?
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Weekend Reading | July 8, 2016
July 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of July 8, 2016.

Manosphere

Patriarchal Nationalism: What Is National Identity?

One of the problems that Western nations are facing is a crisis of national identity. What do
these nations stand for besides adherence to abstract concepts such as personal freedom and
tolerance? Patriarchal Nationalism offers a distinctive answer to the problem.

How The Government Is Robbing Men Of Good Wives

There are many countries in Eastern Europe that have superior women than in America, but
when you start to examine these women as wives and not only casual sex partners, you
encounter a big problem: they value their education and careers above that of family. The
reason? Education is offered for free or at a greatly subsidized rate by the government.
Western governments are therefore programming women into becoming sterile office slaves
and consumers instead of good wives and mothers.
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Minimalism

The Link Between Simple Living and Finding Your True Self

I think, in a way, that this is what the simple life does for anyone who walks it. But instead
of waiting to realize it until you’re 85 and stuck in bed, you can realize it any time you strip
away the excess and find the bare essentials taking center stage. I believe that simple living
makes room for self-discovery. Instead of hiding behind the things we’ve amassed and the
busy-ness we wear as a badge, we have to confront what we really want of our lives and
who we want to be.

News

Black Power Group Kills 5 Police, Wounds 6 Others- What If a White Power
Group Did the Same Thing

A Facebook community dubbed the ‘Black Power Political Organization’ has claimed
responsibility for the shootings in Dallas, which killed at least five police officers. Their
page retrieved from cache reveals they promise more attacks. The group’s page on
Facebook appears to have been deleted or blocked, but its content is still available on
Google cache. On Friday, the group claimed their “sniper assassins” took down “five police
officers,” according to the screen grabs.

Hillary Clinton is Above the Law

No reasonable person could possibly square what FBI Director James Comey said about
Hillary Clinton’s use of a personal e-mail system during her time as Secretary of State with
his final recommendation. On Tuesday, Comey spent 15 minutes meticulously detailing
every illegality of Clinton—including her negligent behavior and obstruction of the
investigation. And yet, at the end of it all, he offered the absurdly counterintuitive position
that no “reasonable prosecutor” would bring charges in such a case.
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The Mysterious Death Of Iraq Veteran And “Gray State” Film
Director David Crowley
July 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Gray State is a dystopian film project centered around current trends in American government

The director of a dystopian film five years in the making entitled Gray State was found dead, along
with his 28-year old wife and 5-year old daughter in their Minneapolis home last year. Screenwriter
and Iraq Veteran David Crowley is said to have committed murder-suicide, killing his Pakistani wife
Komel and daughter Raniya. At least, that is the official story.

When one analyzes the content of the film and the threat to existing power structures it could
represent if it became a blockbuster, troubling questions arise.

Crowley was a former Army soldier who met his wife Komel while serving in Texas. She converted
from Islam to Christianity for the marriage. Musician and friend Jordan Page revealed Crowley was
negotiating a $30 million production budget for Gray State with a major Hollywood studio to finish
the film, and the official narrative is he lost it when the deal fell through and murdered his family
before committing suicide.

Their bodies were discovered after neighbor Collin Prochnow grew suspicious when he saw
unopened Christmas presents lingering on the family’s doorstep three weeks after the holiday. He
decided to check on them, and found the family dead inside their home. Following his death, the
future of the Gray State project is in doubt as Crowley’s colleagues wrote:

The future of Gray State is uncertain… please understand we are all in complete shock by
this having lost a great friend.

Crucial to the story is the fact Gray State is a movie about emerging world government, which
dramatized FEMA camps, the police state, martial law, RFID chip implants, state violence against the
citizenry, false flags, and the loss of freedom. The film shows U.S. military patrolling American
streets, FEMA soldiers shooting dissenters, surveillance cameras in homes, and a “cashless” society
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in which one has to be implanted with a chip to buy food from government-run food distribution
centers because supermarket shelves are empty.

This is the concept trailer, which shows how far production on the film was before Crowley’s
untimely death. The tag line for the film is The Second American Revolution may not be remembered.

Intimidation Tactic

Many of Crowley’s followers feel he was murdered as an intimidation tactic, and as a warning to
those would pick up the Gray State mantle and try to alert the masses to what’s coming. Live Free or
Die posted this reaction on All News Pipeline:

With ‘watchmen’ and US Patriots/Veterans now under what appears to be a well-
coordinated assault to silence them, were the deaths of Crowley and his wife and child
another such move by a NWO now desperate to continue their long-held plans? Were these
deaths REALLY murder suicide or something MUCH more sinister?

A Facebook page has been set up calling for Justice for David Crowley,
which aims “to help clear the good name of David Crowley.” The page currently has over 7,000
supporters.

Since most of the people involved with the film are advocates for personal liberty speaking out
against organizing world government and the loss of liberty, a box office success of the film could
help spark a wider awakening and change in public opinion. It is plausible that striking at the
shepherd to dispel his followers was the real reason behind Crowley’s death.

The crime scene offers up questionable evidence, including an opened Quran, Allahu Akbar written
on a wall in the home in blood, and a quickly scribbled note which is claimed to be the suicide note.
Investigators said Crowley wrote Allahu Akbar as a swipe at his wife after he killed her, which is
strange since she converted to Christianity to marry him. Crowley’s neighbor Prochnow, who
discovered their bodies, said he never heard the couple fighting and that they seemed an idyllic
family. This makes the murder-suicide claim all the more suspicious. Further, why would Crowley
kill his own 5-year old daughter? Why did the neighbors not hear gunfire? The issue has never
received the attention or scrutiny it deserves.

When looking at the intimidation tactic angle, it helps to examine Crowley’s project further.
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Gray State director James Crowley with his wife and daughter, all were found dead a few weeks after Christmas in their home

Film Synopsis

The film description for Gray State picks up where Orwell, Huxley, and Bradbury left off. Here is the
synopsis:

The world reels with the turmoil of war, geological disaster, and economic collapse, while
Americans continue to submerge themselves in illusions of safety and immunity. While
rights are sold for security, the federal government, swollen with power, begins a systematic
takeover of liberty in order to bring about a New World Order.

Americans, quarantined to militarized districts, become a population ripe for tyrannical
control. Fear mongering, terrorism, police state, martial law, war, arrest, internment, hunger,
oppression, violence, resistance – these are the terms by which Americans define their
existence. Neighbor is turned against neighbor as the value of the dollar plunges to zero,
food supplies are depleted, and everyone becomes a terror suspect. There are arrests.
Disappearances. Bio attacks. Public executions of those even suspected of dissent. Even
rumors of concentration camps on American soil.

This is the backdrop to an unfolding story of resistance. American militias prepare for
guerilla warfare. There are mass defections from the military as true Patriots attempt to rally
around the Constitution and defend liberty, preparing a national insurgency against federal
forces, knowing full well this will be the last time in history the oppressed will be capable
of organized resistance.

It is a time of transition, of shifting alliance, of mass awakening and mass execution. It is an
impending storm, an iron-gray morning that puts into effect decades of over-comfort and
complacency, and Americans wake up to an occupied homeland. It is a time of lists. Black
list, white list, and those still caught in the middle, those who risk physical death for their
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free will and those who sell their souls to maintain their idle thoughts and easy comforts. It
is in this Gray State that the perpetuation of human freedom will be contested, or crushed.

Is it the near future, or is it the present? The Gray State is coming – by consent or conquest.
This is battlefield USA.

The idea behind the film is as chilling as it is prescient about current world events. This documentary
about the film, entitled Behind The Veil, offers astute commentary as to what is going on in the world
and why those involved with the film felt it was so important to get it released. In the documentary,
when asked is Gray State real Lead Actor Danny August Mason said this to interviewers:

Absolutely it’s real. We see it every day. We see it in the news. We see it in headlines, but
people still don’t acknowledge it. People don’t want to recognize that it’s actually here.

Lord Christopher Monckton, former advisor to Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, seen in the behind
the scenes documentary has perhaps the most chilling and relevant commentary:

If we allow democracy, through negligence, and carelessness, and the crude ambition for
money, power and glory of politicians, to be handed away as we already have in Britain, to
a super-national entity which we do not elect and cannot control, then you become just
another police state. The freedom of the people will no longer be guaranteed by their own
voices and their own vote. There will be an increasing gulf fixed between the governing
class which will wield all realistic power, and the governed who will wield none. We’ll be
right back to square one, and all the work of your Founding Fathers will be carelessly set to
naught by the very people to whom you have entrusted the defense of that Constitution.

Stifling debate about the issue of encroaching tyranny by eliminating or censoring other views has
been the modus operandi of authoritarian governments since time immemorial.

Vincenzo Camuccini, “The Death of Caesar” (1798)

Political Assassinations

Going back thousands of years, the political elimination of enemies of the state or those who reveal
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dirty deeds is nothing new. It was a regular occurrence in Roman government. If one scratches the
surface, the Crowley death is just one of many deaths of those who do not adhere to the official
narrative coming out of Washington that have occurred under mysterious circumstances.

Let’s examine some purported state assassinations. A cursory Google search
will reveal numerous credible sources asking questions that never get asked by the mainstream media
about whistle-blowers randomly dying of everything from high speed car accidents (Michael
Hastings) to heart attacks (Andrew Breitbart) to cancers (Aaron Russo, who refused to be recruited
by the Rockefeller family) when they challenge corporate-government power brokers. What makes
these deaths suspicious is the fact they came either as major stories were about to be broke or after
the whistle had already been blown.

Speaking of heart attacks and Andrew Breitbart, Military.com confirmed the existence of a heart-
attack gun by digging up Congressional testimony from the 1970s. Keep in mind, this technology is
now 40 years old, and even then the U.S. had the technology to fire a heart attack dart into a target—a
dart so small it was imperceptible as it enters the victim and leaves no evidence other than a tiny red
dot. The toxin breaks down and is undetectable in an autopsy. This interview with a former CIA
agent is very revealing and includes relevant testimony from the Congressional Church Committee in
1975, who wanted to find out what they shadowy agency was up to.

There are also other assassination techniques such as the infamous “polonium sushi” and tea meal
(KGB agent Alexander Litvinenko) and electronically hijacking cars causing them to suddenly speed
out of control, such as some claim in the mysterious death of Rolling Stone journalist Michael
Hastings. A Wikileaks document from 2010 reveals CIA Director John Brennan was on a witch hunt
against investigative journalists like Hastings who the agency perceived as hostile. San Diego 6 News
(yes, the legacy media!) even reported this email about the Michael Hastings incident, sent by none
other than Fred Burton, head of Stratfor, which is often referred to as “The Shadow CIA”:

Brennan is behind the witch hunts of investigative journalists learning information from
inside the beltway sources.
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The just-leased Mercedes C250 coupe of another whistle-
blower, journalist Michael Hastings, aflame after a mysterious
high speed impact in 2012

At the time of his death, Hastings was working on a story about Brennan. Hastings had previously
brought down General Stanley McChrystal with an award-winning story. Hastings, much like Gray
State director Crowley, was also a vocal critic of the growing surveillance state who referred to
Obama administration censorship and blackballing of journalists as a “war on journalism.” The
potential motives in both deaths are easy to see.

As previously mentioned, assassinations for political reasons are nothing new. What is new is the fact
millions of people are waking up from the collective delusion that dominated the Television Age. We
have seen media talking heads at least appear to be controlled opposition quite often. Once the
Internet Age destroyed the propaganda model of mass communication, all sorts of chilling stories and
inconvenient realities started to emerge. Chalk it up either to conspiracy theories, a CIA-created term
invented to discredit dissenters, or to something more sinister going on—that really should not come
as a surprise when reviewing the history of governments and of the human species.

Why are false flags and politically motivated assassinations hard to believe when such a small
percentage of people control virtually all the wealth and power in the world, and have weapons and
tactical killing strategies at their disposal that most dare not dream of? Many ask how can that many
people be in on a crime when nobody speaks out or spills the beans. This question was broached a
few months back in my expose entitled “Compartmentalization and Conspiracy Theories.”
Compartmentalization of information is so effective at hiding state secrets it was successfully used to
have thousands of people working on the Manhattan Project without knowing they were building a
nuclear bomb.

As former Minnesota Governor Jesse Ventura pointed out, people who scoff at conspiracy theories of
9/11 actually believe in a conspiracy theory themselves. They believe a conspiracy of mostly Saudi
Arabian terrorists were able to get funding from a man living in caves in Afghanistan, remain
undetected, then conspire to commit the worst act of terrorism to date. In this case, either one
conspiracy theory is true or another one is true. Which do you believe?

For these reasons alone, it behooves us to treat each untimely death of people who challenge those in
power with at least a modicum of suspicion. Not every trail will lead to a conspiracy. But there are a
lot of people dropping if you are paying attention, and Crowley was working on a film that could be
devastating to the consolidation of centralized power in Western governments. Those in power have
the means, they have the motives, and they have ways of keeping their activities secret. Are we
supposed to believe it’s preposterous that forces are at work silencing people each time another
whistle blower falls? Do people in government really have that strong a moral compass? Often, it’s
not a conspiracy as much as it is oligarchy, psychopathy, and greed.
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Eye Candy of the Week | July 10, 2016
July 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This morena (Spanish for dark skinned Latina) really looks hot propped up in this chair. Who
wouldn’t want to be her papi chulo? Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for July 10, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | July 10, 2016
July 11, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter FunkSoulBrother wins Comment of the Week with a pithy comment about Fakebook.
In response to Validation Seeking Social Media Whores which uses statistics to prove just how
obsessed with themselves modern Western women when it comes to social media, he posted this
humorous anecdote about Facebook.

I have heard Facebook is a lot like a public restroom. Most people stop by to take a piss
wherever they can. Some people take a dump and leave. Some people are washing their
hands. And almost everyone pauses at the mirror to try to make themselves look better. If
you stay there long enough, you can’t get the smell out of your nose.

So, in addition to being a cyber ghetto (as Matt Drudge has referred to it) Facebook also figuratively
stinks. Use it for business or news gathering boys, not for anything else. That is, if you must use it at
all.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner and each month we pick a Comment of the
Month winner. For now, bragging rights will have to do. Cash prizes for comment winners are being
temporarily suspended, but once revenue for the site picks up they will be reinstated. You can help
support our publishing by using any of the means linked below.
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Fatties: Women Now Weigh as Much as Men Did 50 Years Ago
July 11, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Eating out is a national obsession in America, but in reality Anglo women don’t look like these models from central casting, as 2 out of 3
are overweight

American women are fat, entitled, bitchy, demanding, statistically sterile, and have the power to turn
men into slaves in the court system. Did we mention fat? Perhaps the most insidious of these strikes
against the modern American woman is her fatness, as it damages her sexual market value more than
her bad attitude, promiscuity, lack of any traditional skills, and ongoing, statistically astounding
murder of her own offspring as her tribe dies off demographically. The average American woman
now weighs 166 pounds – as much the average man did in the 1960s.

This means the average Anglo woman has gained about 25 pounds in 50
years, and what she’s gained in weight she’s lost in femininity, charm, and class. NIH tells us a full
62% of women in America are either overweight or obese. That’s nearly two out of three!

A lot of this is due to government manipulation of the diet, substituting carbohydrates for fat in the
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American food supply and recommended food pyramid. Carbohydrate keeps the insulin level
artificially high, and insulin is more closely related to weight gain than any other hormone. But, a lot
of it also has to do with a recreational eating obsession and a culture which shuns any notion of
personal responsibility. Why are women unashamed and even pushing to stop “fat shaming” so they
can maintain their girth instead of adopting healthier lifestyles?

Columnist Linda Kelsey joined the chorus and penned up a damning article criticizing today’s
women. So, we men in the “evil” manosphere are not the only ones noticing the epidemic of fatass
women in America. Kelsey doesn’t allow women to make excuses.

It occurred to me that if these girls hated their bodies and were racked with self-loathing, as
we’re so often told that the majority of young women do and are, they were doing a grand
job of projecting exactly the opposite impression. Far from body hatred, what I witnessed
was a let it all hang out faith in themselves and a don’t give a damn attitude to their evident
obesity.

The obesity epidemic is one result (among many others) of a culture that doesn’t have tough fathers
whipping kids into shape so they can deal with a vicious world emotionally, spiritually, and
physically. One of the reasons women are fat and slutty and boys are weaklings is the diminishing
role fathers have played in the human family since feminism kicked them out of the home.

Fatherless homes are leading to an epidemic of lack of self control as we wave goodbye to women who look like this in exchange for food
obsessed fatsos

Foregoing Fathers

In modern times some 20 million children are living without one of their parents, and in the vast
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majority of cases – 15 million – that’s children living without a father abandoned by mom. In the No
Shit, Sherlock department, the National Fatherhood Initiative breaks it down for people as to why
having fathers in the home is important, and how the trend of turning men into nothing more than
sperm donors is causing society to decay.

Vincent DiCaro, vice president of the National Fatherhood Initiative, blames this trend for
many of society’s ills. He claims the way to deal with poverty, drugs, crime and other hot-
button cultural issues is to strengthen the two-parent family. Deal with absent fathers, he
says, and the rest follows. A growing number of studies show that fatherlessness has a
major negative impact on the social and emotional development of children.

As is often the case in America, the effects of feminism hit black families first but the epidemic of
fatherless homes is spreading like a cancer across the nation, as it moves from destroying black
families to white ones.

The move toward single-parent homes has included every race. There are now 1,500
neighborhoods in America with substantial white populations where most white households
lack fathers, including Curtis Bay in Baltimore, Millcreek outside Salt Lake City, and
Vancouver, Wa. Maine, Vermont and West Virginia are the states with the lowest rates of
two-parent households among whites.

So, we can expect obesity trend lines and other measures of a healthy and sane society to get worse as
solipsistic women who Don’t Need a Man™ are unsurprisingly putting themselves ahead of the best
interests of their children, the cohesiveness of society, and the rights of fathers to share in raising
their children as men get reduced to writing checks for instead of spending time with Junior.

Not making excuses is the first step towards healthy lifestyle change
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Not Accepting Fatness

Let’s start correcting these problems by calling a spade a spade. A woman who dumps a quality Beta
male father who works and contributes to society because “she’s not happy” is selfish. Someone who
shoves food into their face nonstop is a fatass. They have a food addiction. They need to go on a diet.
Niceness doesn’t cut it in the real world. In the past, a hard assed, Red Foreman-like father figure
would have made these comments to people. The harsh truth might hurt feelings, but it is also a
catalyst for positive change. Instead, today we have soft Beta and Omega herblings who medicate
themselves with food as their male purpose in life is taken away.

In addition to losing weight, developing the following traits will go a long way towards improving
the overall poor quality of Anglo women:

Be warm hearted, not frigid
Be modest, really men don’t give a damn about your YouGoGrrl accomplishments
Develop a modicum of integrity and FIDELITY
Stop killing your offspring
Stop expecting the moon when you offer so little in return
Reduce your BMI (we can’t say lose weight enough)

Ladies, men generally like small waists and big butts (not fat asses!) and it is
time for us to stop hiding this. If women can make demands of men as degenerate (and plump) pop
stars often do, why can’t men make a few demands of our own? The best thing you can do to attract
that “good guy” you claim to want (but really don’t) is to drop a few pounds and stop shoveling cake
into that hole in your face. And be a little more feminine and ladylike.

When women, who naturally weigh less than men have now caught up to men through sheer force of
appetite and lack of self-control, and are raising a generation of fat, entitled, irresponsible little kids,
the banishment of men and fathers from society ironically exacts a cruel revenge on society. But, it’s
a vengeance none of us want. Which is why we believe men have an important role in the family and
in society, well beyond getting women (and themselves – men are fat, too in America) to lose weight.

Perhaps returning to the nuclear family model and making divorce nearly impossible again would
give men reason to care about themselves and what’s going on in their nation, while influencing
behavior of those they have been caretakers of for thousands of generations in a positive manner.
Incentives matter, something we seem to have forgotten since the collective lobotomy brought on by
leftism took common sense right out of Anglo society.
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Innocent People Being Placed on Terror Watch Lists to
Meet Quotas
July 11, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The growing American police state continues to expand into every area of the “commoners” lives

The expanding American police state is now putting innocent people on Terror Watch lists to meet
ridiculous bureaucratic quotas. Arbitrary quotas now have the names of millions of people on them,
with many on the lists being totally innocent. This reckless approach to creating an illusion of
security while giving government agencies the illusion of legitimacy threatens the freedom of all of
us when innocent people are being wrongly entered into secret databases. We have entered dangerous
territory when citizens are falsely accused and are knowingly considered collateral damage against
liberty by government bureaucracy.

It’s a scenario right out of Nazi Germany playing out in the “free country” called the United States,
Inc. The government’s Terror Watch list is gleaned from a database known as the Surveillance
Detection Report and anyone entered into it can be identified as a terrorist by the Department of
Homeland Security. Beyond the concern of anyone potentially being considered a terrorist by the
U.S. government, Hillary wants to institute a “no fly, no gun” rule to further erode the Second
Amendment. This means totally innocent people could be kept not only from flying but from gun
purchases as they’re blacklisted in clandestine government databases. It’s a scenario right out of Nazi
Germany playing out in the “free country” called the United States, Inc. A federal air marshal told the
press, on condition of anonymity, this worrisome fact:

Innocent passengers are being entered into an international intelligence database as
suspicious persons, acting in a suspicious manner on an aircraft … [even though] they did
nothing wrong.

When asked if these reports negatively impact the day to day lives of totally innocent people who are
identified as potential terrorists the whistle-blowing air marshal Don Strange, who lost his job after
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challenging corrupt government Terror Watch list policies told reporters:

Absolutely. That could have serious impact. They could be placed on a watch list. They
could wind up on databases that identify them as potential terrorists or a threat to an aircraft.
It could be very serious.

Air marshals in Las Vegas who also wished to remain anonymous said the quotas force themto make
things up to meet quotas and keep their job. Of course, public relations flacks with the Department of
Homeland Security denied the existence of the quota system even though whistle blowers have
documentation proving the quota system is in place. Some say the quota program has been in place
since 2004.

The TSA is only one of the many agencies that have turned airports into prisons while failing to capture a single terrorist, security expert
Bruce Schneier calls them “security theater”

Blacklist Problems

The number of people on the No Fly List has been rising sharply. There
were 10,000 people on it in 2011, 21,000 in 2012, and a whopping 47,000 on it in 2013. The much
bigger Terror Watch list currently has 1.9 million people listed as potential terrorists, and that number
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is also growing. Around 1,600 people are added daily and 600 are removed, which means around
1,000 people are net added as potential terrorists every day! Beyond the multitudes of people being
wrongly placed on lists, new gun control legislation would prevent gun purchases for anyone who has
been investigated by the FBI in the last five years, even if no charges were brought against them.
(Does that mean The Witch Hillary can’t fly?)

As evidence of how worthless this list is while at the same time posing grave threats to personal
freedom, mass shooter Omar Mateen, who (according to the government) perpetrated the Orlando
gay club shooting was taken off the Terror Watch list in 2014, even though a G4S employee told the
press:

Mateen had talked about killing people, [he] used slurs and had a lot of hatred for people.
Black people, women, he did not like Jews, he did not like Hispanics, nor did he like gay or
lesbian people.

Yet, even though Orweillian snitching put him on the watch list, the L.A. Times reported:

He was subsequently removed from that database after the FBI closed its two investigations,
one official said. In the first investigation, Mateen was questioned by FBI agents after they
were told he had made inflammatory comments that co-workers worried were sympathetic
to terrorists. The FBI agents determined that Mateen had not broken any laws and closed the
investigation, a second official said.

Just as the TSA has never captured a terrorist, DHS blacklists have proven
to be more oppressive than effective. The enormous Terror Watch list is frequently criticized for
numerous errors and slow responses to complaints from people who should not be on the list.
Innocent people, who while not on the list themselves but with names similar to those on the list are
also subject to scrutiny from government bureaucrats. These people are kept from flying even though
the only crime they have committed is having the same name or a similar one to someone on the
secret list.

The scenario of innocent people being wrongly listed as terrorists happens so frequently is it termed a
“false positive” which is a phrase coined by DHS. False positives are often kept from boarding flights
until they produce documentation proving they’re not the person on the list, even though the list itself
is full of errors because of the quota system, as air marshals reported.. The No Fly List in particular
has had a number of troubling issues, illustrating a growing tyranny and police state:
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Children under five have generated false positives
Veterans have been kept from flying because of false positives
Robert H. Johnson, running for office in the House of Representatives was put on the no fly list
and suggested it was politically motivated
Ted Kennedy was repeatedly delayed at airports as the name “T. Kennedy” got ingested into
the list
A U.S. citizen was stranded in Columbia after being placed on the list after having studied
abroad in Yemen
Journalists reported in 2012 the No Fly List program was netting “mostly preists, nuns,
journalists, and right wing activists”

No one who is on the list is ever notified of their status. They usually don’t know they’re  considered
a “terrorist” until they go to board a plane. There have also been rumors that irreleveant information
like credit scores are used to calculate a person’s risk of committing a terrorist act, even though the
TSA denies such claims. What the hell?

Remember, freedom is slavery and you are guilty until proven innocent as well as subject to being
placed on secret lists you don’t even know you are on in the New America. Meantime, next time you
pass through an airport keep your fingers crossed that you don’t accidentally become a falsely
accused potential terrorist so a government functionary can make their quota for the month. Beyond
being forced to miss your flight to visit family or take a vacation, you may soon be kept from
purchasing a gun for no reason at all than someone had to meet a quota. You can even be killed
without trial just for being accused of being a terrorist thanks to NDAA and The Patriot Act.

What happens when the quota is raised higher? Do we all become potential terrorists? To an
oppressive government trying to maintain power, anyone becomes a potential terrorist. The fact the
government is becoming so paranoid should give the thoughtful man a reason to worry about what its
long-term intentions are.
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Men Don’t Matter: Alimony Reform Bills Fail
July 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Male utility is what women crave, even after they dispose of the man providing it

A tepid attempt at reducing the amount of alimony men must pay has failed to become law in Florida,
as conservative Rick Scott vetoed a bill supporting alimony reform that passed the state House and
Senate. As previously pointed out by the TNMM, modern American women still feel they have rights
to a man’s income for the rest of their lives after a divorce, while hypocritically claiming to be strong,
empowered women who Don’t Need a Man™. Don’t try to figure out the logic in those conflicting
claims, they’re part of a collective Hamster Rationalization.

So, even if a man becomes unemployed, retires, or even becomes disabled he still must find a way to
pay for his previous use of the Golden Vagina after a failed marriage, even if the marriage failed
because of female infidelity, and another man or men are currently using the vagina in question.
According to Florida Politics:

The bill also would have changed the way Florida judges could award alimony. The
measure would have allowed the courts to reduce alimony payments if there was a
substantial change in circumstance. That could mean the person paying the alimony
becomes unemployed or reaches the age to receive full Social Security benefits.

So, slavery persists in the Land of the Free no matter how much patting themselves on the back
politicians perform and how much they burnish their claims of superior morality. Only, it doesn’t
matter if men are being enslaved to pay for women. See how that works? Orlando Weekly details the
weak nature of the reform, proving that wrenching women’s collective hands off men’s wallets is
easier said than done.
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The legislation awaiting lays out a formula based on the lengths of marriages and the
incomes of spouses for judges to use as a guide when determining alimony payments.

In a nutshell, if alimony is not going to be based on income or even the length of marriage, there’s
even more weight behind the advice don’t do it boys. Women hold all the cards. In a righteous world,
or the “equal” world feminists claim is their ideal women wouldn’t need to be paid alimony.

The mentality of women, that they have “rights” to an ex-husbands income is yet another way
marriage is shown to be a sophisticated form of prostitution. Women want to be paid for the rest of
their lives in exchange for getting married.

Nice legs, better to be the Alpha that gets between them for free than the Beta who spends a lifetime paying for the privilege

South Carolina

South Carolina was also moving a bill through the House that would have
provided alimony reform, tepid as it may have been. Reforms often come in bite-size bits, so men
should not expect immediate abandonment of a system that takes advantage of men and assumes
women are weaklings than can’t support themselves after a divorce. The South Carolina bill,
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championed by divorce lawyer Brian Katonak would have changed alimony from being lifetime
entitlement for women and lifetime enslavement for men, reducing it to a percentage-based period of
indentured servitude.

A person married less than 5 years would not receive alimony.
Someone married from 5 to 10 years would receive alimony for 20 percent of the time spent
married. So if they were married for 10 years, they would receive alimony for up to 2 years.
10 to 20 years is 30 percent of the time spent married.
20 to 30 years is 40 percent.
Those married 30 or more years would receive alimony for 50 percent of the time married.

Feminists should have thrown the full “weight” (heh) of their support behind this bill, as it
encourages them to pursue the avenues of personal fulfillment they claim to worship.

It places a certain amount of responsibility on the person receiving the alimony. So if you’re
a stay-at-home mom, you have a duty to go out in the workforce and try to better yourself.

However, this bill also failed once it advanced to the South Carolina Senate, because of
“shenanigans” of divorce lawyers. As reported by Divorce Corp, divorce has become a $50 billion
industry in America and reform would mean less profit and less influence for lawyers. So, we have
two spectacular failures of very weak alimony reform in the first half of 2016, proving men don’t
matter to the system nor the women that profit from their labor.

A white dress symbolizes virginity – Western women definitely don’t live up to that standard in 2016 so why marry them?

Don’t Do It
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The failure to end or even make minor reductions in the amount of
resources the state forcefully takes from men and hands to women means this message needs to be
shouted from the rooftops all across America: Don’t get married! Ever! The longer you stay married,
the higher the premium will be for the vagina you once used. Getting married literally means you are
okay with someday being turned into a financial slave if the marriage doesn’t work out, you get a
pretty piece of paper certifying the state’s blessing of your marriage to hang on a wall, and you have
turned yourself into a gelded man with no legal power whatsoever.

Who wants to do that? Especially when today’s women won’t marry until impact with The Wall is
imminent and Alpha males got to fuck her for free while you get to spend the rest of your life paying
for the privilege. The failure of modest alimony reform is proof Anglo America and its entitled
women view men as nothing more than disposable meal tickets to be exploited. Only, they want the
meal ticket to still be valid even after the man providing it has been disposed of. Better to go your
own way than enter into system as corrupt as that.
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Netflix Star Brags About Killing Her Offspring, Proves
Manosphere Talking Points Correct
July 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Chelsea Handler illustrates several important Red Pill principles including Alpha Fux, Beta Bux, Women Age Like Milk, and Hamster
Rationalizations all in one article!

Chelsea Handler, who plays pretend for a living, recently bragged about killing two unborn children
via abortion in a Playboy essay. Predictably, like many white women in the 21st century she has no
children of her own and the sand has run out of her biological hourglass. The liberal press celebrated
her as an awesome role model for young women and a symbol of female empowerment. YouGoGrrl!
In reality, she is a case study in proving correct many of the themes discussed about on truth-seeking
Red Pill blogs like this one. Rather than claim responsibility for her behavior, as women often do, she
projects the blame of her irresponsibility onto others. In this case, her parents made her get pregnant
and have not one but two abortions back to back. Chelsea recounts the experience with some hamster
wheel spinning.

I hated my parents and I was having unprotected sex with my boyfriend.

She then talks about how relieved she was once her babies were dead, sucked out of her womb
through a vacuum hose or otherwise dismembered so she wouldn’t have to live with the
consequences of her sexual irresponsibility.

And when it was over, I was relieved in every possible way.

Despite having adoption, one of the most generous welfare states the planet has ever known, child
support, and other government gibsmedats at her disposal, she lives up to the solipsistic “it’s all about
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me” mantra that is the norm in today’s statistically sterile Anglo society.

I’m grateful that I came to my senses and was able to get an abortion legally without risking
my health or bankrupting myself or my family.

Money and materialism are the obsessions of the modern American woman, after all. Chelsea’s
personal experience with Alpha fux, Hamster rationalizations, and blame projection aside, she then
goes on to politicize the abortion issue which is why this case needs to be taken to task.

It’s infuriating to hear politicians make bogus promises about overturning this ruling that
has protected us for more than 40 years. I don’t buy that Roe v. Wade is in danger.

You know what else is infuriating, Chelsea? Hearing this pablum spoonfed
into the heads of young girls not by virtue of the fact your arguments make sense, but because you
are a marionette who is good at acting like someone else in front of a television camera. It’s
infuriating that another human being (in this case two) had to be destroyed because you were pissed
off at your parents. It’s infuriating you think the law should be more about protecting you than the
little human being you created by being a whore. It’s infuriating that this attitude is causing the
demographic suicide of your own tribe.

Handler even links the right to kill a defenseless human being, who was created because of her own
sexual depravity to racism and sexism. As we all know, “-isms” of every type are to blame for all the
ills in the world to deranged leftists.

As she smacks face first into The Wall, predictably, she now offers an olive branch to the Beta males
of society. At age 40, she told People magazine she’s finally ready to get married.
Hahahahahahahaha.

Great guys exist. They may not be in the package you think you like, and they may not
come when you feel you deserve them the most, but they’re there. I believe it.

Her used up anatomy – that she gave away so freely when she was young – can now be purchased by
a suitor for the right price. Of course, the poor bastard that falls for this ruse may end up like Johnny
Depp, who is paying millions in a frivorce rape settlement.
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Now that The Wall is exacting its revenge, Handler seems more open to the prospect of Beta $$$$

Reaction

It seems the public is growing tired of women killing their offspring, bragging about it, playing the
victim when their own piss-poor decisions get them in a jam, then Hamster Rationalizing the whole
thing for a nudity magazine. This type of game doesn’t work anymore, feminists. Check out the top-
rated comments from a news article highlighting Handler giving young girls the message that it’s
okay to go out, fuck around because you are mad at your parents, then have the resulting pregnancy
sucked down a tube and the heartbeat of the little person inside you stopped because you’re a Strong,
Independent Woman™! And racism and sexism! Yeah!

This was the top rated comment with 1911 up votes at press time.

You must be so proud. You have mentioned this in countless other articles. I respect our
rights as women, but I would never go around telling how many abortions I had because of
being sexually irresponsible.

Following with 1613 up votes was this zinger.

Attention seeker. Can’t stand this woman.

And, it’s always enjoyable to see the moment the Rationals chime in on any online discussion.

Oh Chelsea – that is the worst excuse for abortion that I ever heard. if you were truly
exercising control over your body you would have been using birth control.

And here’s a little common sense advice Chelsea neglected in her celebration of degeneracy and
murder.

Wow, is she irresponsible or what? Ever heard of a condom?

For those who still believe abortion is not murder, it’s recommended you click on over to this article
we ran at TNMM in which an abortion doctor illustrates the procedures, and explains why he’s no
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longer willing to help women kill their offspring to clean up messes in their lives. You either believe
in the sanctity of life, or you don’t. Obviously, Chelsea doesn’t because it was more important to her
to be able to be pissed at her parents and do what she wanted while riding the cock carousel.

Chelsea represents everything wrong with modern Anglo women, from Hamster rationalizing the
death of unborn children right down to her burned up hair and use of the infamous “isms” to deflect
any notion of personal responsibility. What? We’re supposed to feel sorry for her? Any man ready to
take on this walking pile of human wreckage as she passes her expiration date?
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A Dozen States Have More Painkiller Prescriptions
Than People
July 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Cutting the supply of illegal drugs only makes the demand for legal drugs increase – demand overall stays the same

Opioids are becoming the new cocaine as iron-fisted drug laws force drug addicts away from street
corner drug dealers and towards pill-pushing prostitutes with medical degrees. After all, why risk
going to jail in the biggest prison state the world has ever seen when you can doctor shop until you
find one who is willing to write you a prescription for powerful, and legal drugs?

Prescription opioids are quite similar to heroin in chemistry and effects on the user. Of course, heroin
is illegal. But fear not, the medical-pharmaceutical establishment has heroin proxies. Today’s current
class of opioids are incredibly powerful, and are proving addictive as most of the people who get
hooked on them do so after surgery. So, it’s not just doctor shopping drug addicts who go looking for
pills. Some of the biggest opioid name brands include:

OxyContin
Percocet
Palladone
Vicodin
Percodan
Tylox
Demerol

There are legitimate uses for these drugs, but when enough prescriptions are being written that every
American adult could pop a pill every 4 hours for a month there is obviously a problem! That’s a lot
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of people in severe pain, apparently. Opioids were designed for people with severe pain that other
medications may not alleviate. Here’s how these drugs work:

Opioid drugs work by binding to opioid receptors in the brain, spinal cord, and other areas
of the body. They reduce the sending of pain messages to the brain and reduce feelings of
pain. Opioids are used to treat moderate to severe pain that may not respond well to other
pain medications.

Deaths from opioids, usually obtained legally with a prescription, or swiped for free from the
medicine cabinet of a friend or relative have shot up nearly 400% since 1999, displacing cocaine as
the number one killer of drug addicts. Here’s how the deaths currently break down.

Opioids: 18,900
Heroin: 10,600
Benzodiapenes: 7,900
Cocaine: 5,400

Despite the fact legal prescription drugs kill nearly 2,000 times more people than mass shooters, the
Marxist media throws its weight behind a gun control agenda and not finding a solution to a much
deadlier problem.

OxyContin has been a favorite of prescription drug abusers for a generation

Drug Dealers with Medical Degrees

Showing the influence of the police state cutting supply but doing nothing to diminish demand for
drugs in a sometimes miserable society to live in, doctors are now writing 219 million prescriptions
annually, up from 76 million 25 years ago. These statistics from the CDC show just what a windfall
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shifting supply from drug dealers to doctors has been for not only shameless quacks but unscrupulous
drug companies.

Sales of prescription opioids in the U.S. nearly quadrupled from 1999 to 2014, but there has
not been an overall change in the amount of pain Americans report. During this time period,
prescription opioid overdose deaths increased similarly. The supply of prescription opioid
pain relievers remains high in the U.S. An estimated 1 out of 5 patients with non-cancer
pain or pain-related diagnoses are prescribed opioids in office-based settings.

According to Frontline, a dozen states now have more prescriptions than people:

Alabama: 142.9 per 100 people
Tennessee: 142.8
West Virginia: 137.6
Kentucky: 128.4
Oklahoma: 127.8
Mississippi: 120.3
Louisiana: 118
Arkansas: 115.8
Indiana: 109.1
Michigan: 107
South Carolina: 101.8
Ohio: 100.1

What’s the government’s solution? Why, more regulation of course! But
what proponents of the Drug War fail to realize is prohibition always fails. If there is a demand for a
product, there will be a supply for it no matter how many lives are destroyed. Decriminalizing drugs
and seeking treatment for those with drug addictions rather than tossing them into crowded jails and
making them unemployable with criminal records is not helping the problem.
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When a nation has 5% of the worlds population but consumes 75% of its
drugs, and has large swaths of people abusing opiates or popping antidepressants like SSRIs, it
screams that nation has deep problems well beyond the scope of simple drug addiction. It implies life
has become so painful people are looking for any escape they can get their hands on. The
marginalization of men, trivialization of sex roles, lifting up of the lowest most degenerate segments
of society and making them the role models, debasing the culture, rewriting history, breaking down
the nuclear family, among other travesties is why Anglo culture has become spiritually dead in the
21st century.

Millions of people will do something – anything – to get away from being turned into a corporate
happiness machine, debased of their biology and humanity. That includes medicating themselves
with illegal – and legal drugs.
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Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Timothy: Dangers of the Last Days
July 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Popular verses from Timothy accurately reflect today’s crazy world

As much as the Christophobic media and leftists try to put down wisdom in the ancient texts of the
Holy Bible, and debase Christians daily with constant ridicule, facts do not change just because
people do not want to listen to them. The Christophobic narrative coming out of Big Media and
Hollyweird illustrates how twisted Western society has become in modern times.
Hypocritically, Islamophobia is damned by the left while the media constantly berates Christians.

The low-brow anti-Christian humor on Jon Stewart’s show
includes putting a manger in front of genitalia

Before going any further, I am not a religious person. However, I do notice the sickening bias
displayed against Christians in modern entertainment and I notice the damage abandoning religion is
doing to Western society in general. When is the last time you heard the court jesters Stephen Colbert
or Jon Stewart making fun of a religion that throws gays off roof tops, makes women wear burqas,
and even stops them from driving as is the case in Saudi Arabia?

If the left is “tolerant” of these types of views because they belong to a religious group, why do they
discriminate against Christians? The answer is there is an agenda at work to debase Christians and the
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West in general. As reported by the Christian Research Institute:

Most of the barbs spewed by Stewart on The Daily Show seem to be directed at
conservative, moderate, and libertarian political opponents of the leftist platform of the
Democratic Party, including members of the so-called “religious right.” Stewart does have
guests that are critical of religion or Christians, as does Colbert, who makes the most of
such comedic opportunities. For example, Colbert conducted a mock interview of Robert
Wright, the author of the poorly researched, contentious book The Evolution of God.

People need to get away from the television, especially when it is spewing culturally corrosive bile
like this, directed at one religious group. Flying in the face of the mockers like Colbert and Stewart,
there is a passage from the Bible that has been circulating around the internet, and it describes
perfectly the situation in the West as modern day Rome figuratively burns down all around us. Even
if you are not that religious you have to admit the “sociologists” from 2,000 years ago knew human
nature better than the insane leftists of today.

Kill your television – take it from someone who spent 15 years in the industry

Prophetic Verses

Whether you subscribe to the cyclical history model of Spengler, know the history of the fall of
Rome, or just have your eyes open as society takes a sharp turn towards left field (pun intended) most
people have figured out something is wrong. Politically, even leftists know they just got berned by
Bernie Sanders who sold out to Crooked Hillary with his endorsement of her. Republicans regularly
betray their own flock. Waves of invaders are pushed into Europe. White people are increasingly
persecuted in the U.S. The economy is kept afloat on a house of cards. The world is in turmoil. No
surprise to some Timothy predicted just that. Marvel at this wisdom in these verses from a book the
left absolutely despises.

You should know this, Timothy, that in the last days there will be very difficult times. For
people will love only themselves and their money.

If God does not exist, anything is permitted. The above verse describes the solipsistic, narcissistic,
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“me” driven Happiness Machines culture of the West perfectly. Bellies are full but Westerners are
spiritually dead. Nihilism is everywhere. People feel as if life has no purpose as they go to soul-
crushing jobs every day to get money to spend on things they think will make them happy but don’t.
They’ve abandoned family and friendship for money to make trips to Walmart and McDonald’s.
They have become the oafs depicted in Bruegel the Elder’s famous painting the Land of Cockaigne.
This 2,000 year old text got human nature right.

They will be boastful and proud, scoffing at God, disobedient to their parents, and
ungrateful. They will consider nothing sacred.

Boastful and proud pretty much describes your average ‘Murican shopping
and eating addict. Additionally, as men were cast aside and fathers kicked out of the house for a
government check, child delinquency has predictably exploded. A full 70% of black children are now
raised by single moms, a total reversal from pre-feminism days in which the two-parent black family
was the norm. The result? High criminality in black communities and the formation of violent hate
groups like Black Lives Matter. White families are not far behind in child illegitimacy as white
women adopt the Don’t Need a Man™ mantra.

This is exactly what social engineers want – so the government can raise children instead of
families. Sound crazy? The government largely does just that already. From age 5 to age 18 (and age
22-24 with the college debt slavery system) a full-on indoctrination program turns them into good
little sheep that are good at rote memorization and following instructions but not very good at critical
thinking. Kids now spend less time outdoors than the average prisoner. This helps turn them into
pliable consumers and lab rats pressing the feeder bar to get a food pellet. Children spend more time
in the hands of school administrators than with their own parents Monday through Friday because
mom is off chasing dollars and materialism at a job instead of building a healthy and sane next
generation. Obviously, nothing is sacred except being the most cutthroat son of a bitch around in
order to buy a socialist box on wheels sedan with an average of 6 years of debt servitude.

They will be unloving and unforgiving; they will slander others and have no self-control.

The above verse is painfully obvious when surveying Western culture, as the wisdom of live and let
live and forget and forgive was turned on its head. Humans have always been slanderous and self-
indulgent, but it modern times this behavior has become so pervasive it’s destroying the social fabric
of society. The band plays on as the Titanic goes down, and as long as Westerners have two cents to
rub together and a plate full of food and a glass of wine, nobody seems to give a damn that the ship is
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going down.

They will be cruel and hate what is good. They will betray their friends, be reckless, be
puffed up with pride, and love pleasure rather than God.

As people shifted their focus from family to money and materialism, they became increasingly cruel
to one another so as to climb higher in some imaginary pyramid.  Friendship is indeed an antiquated
notion in today’s world. You have a friend until you have something they want, then you can expect
to be thrown under the bus. Women especially are reckless as they throw themselves under bad boys
when they’re young, kill the resulting offspring in sickening numbers, pat themselves on the back
with pride for defending the right to murder unborn children, then repeat the cycle rather than
aspiring to higher ambitions. Humans have always been this way you say? Yes, they have. But at
least one religion attempted to control those instincts for the greater good.

They will act religious, but they will reject the power that could make them godly. Stay
away from people like that!

We’ve all seen the holier than though attitudes of atheist Marxists and leftists as they scoff at
“primitive” Christians and religious people, while destroying themselves and society in the exact
ways biblical texts said they would. One of the only choices to escape the insanity of the Anglo
American Matrix is to run off the plantation like the tax farm slaves most of us are. Indeed, many of
us want nothing more than to stay away from this sickness.

Could a new Dark Age be upon us, or will things work themselves out? Or both?

End of Civilization, Or The World?

As Timothy warned in The Last Days, the end of civilization is the likely result of a culture where
nobody is constrained anymore, they “let it all hang out, man!” In other words, a continuance of
leftist degeneracy as man descends back into what anthropologist J.D. Unwin labeled a “zoistic” or
animalistic state will turn us into the new Babylon. (Ed: I’d say we’re already 3/4 of the way
there.) This is a cycle that happens repeatedly and without exception throughout history.
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As the ebb and flow of these cycles becomes stronger and more sweeping with man’s modern
technology, one must at least worry that the reverberations of such damaging evolutionary baggage
will someday set our species back in such a way that we will disappear from the face of the earth.
Abandoning wisdom that doesn’t conform to suicidal Marxist doxy is a gigantic mistake, and we are
paying for it. How long before the pendulum swings back the other direction? Will it be too late by
then?

There’s a reason the Holy Bible has survived thousands of years as a document, and whether one is
religious or not it is filled with wisdom on human nature, as proven by these humble passages from
the book of Timothy.
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TraffickCam Puts the Police State in Your Hotel Room
July 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Now the police and government know more about your hotel room than you do – there’s an app for that!

Big Brother is here. But he’s not just in your cell phone and on the street corner watching you, now
he’s in your hotel room. A new app called TraffickCam lets users upload images of hotel rooms they
stay in, which somehow is supposed to help the police and surveillance state help victims of sex
trafficking. Of course, the Marxist media didn’t find this Stasi-like proposal creepy at all, perhaps
because it’s really geared at putting that “primitive” heterosexuality further into a defensive crouch.

TraffickCam operates under the guise of protecting children from sex traffickers, which seems like a
noble cause on the surface but one has to look underneath the surface of public relations campaigns to
see what is really going on with the machinery of the police and surveillance state. Here’s the
“official” narrative:

Help fight trafficking by uploading photos of your hotel room. These photos will be used to
determine where perpetrators of sex trafficking are committing their crimes.
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The duplicity of the mainstream media – pushing this app as a way to
combat against child sex crimes while at the same time pushing an agenda to normalize pedophilia –
is astounding. Several leftist publications including Slate and the the Los Angeles Times have been
publishing articles which are intended to victimize pedophiles like Todd Nickerson. In a piss-poor
execution of the Hegelian dialectic this time around, Todd published an article stating he was a
“pedophile, not a monster” then predictably went on to publish a follow up article documenting his
“week inside the vile right wing hate machine.” Yes, the evil people who run the media are that
twisted.

It’s as though the German Stasi never died along with the East German Communist regime and still
wants to know what people are thinking and planning. German historian Hubertus Knabe explains
how constant surveillance of this type really operates:

But why did the Stasi collect all this information in its archives? The main purpose was to
control the society. In nearly every speech, the Stasi minister gave the order to find out who
is who, which meant who thinks what. He didn’t want to wait until somebody tried to act
against the regime. He wanted to know in advance what people were thinking and planning.
The East Germans knew, of course, that they were surrounded by informers, in a totalitarian
regime that created mistrust and a state of widespread fear, the most important tools to
oppress people in any dictatorship.

Surrounded by informers. Only today, technology is becoming the informer. Now, the hotel room
you stay in has been mapped out by an app uploaded to police. Adam Kavanagh, a cog in the police
state wheel in St. Louis is helping spread awareness about the app. He told people to be “good
Germans” and go along with the scheme.

Law enforcement is always looking for new and innovative ways to recover victims, locate
suspects and investigate criminal activity.

In the biggest police and prison state the world has ever known, the number of people incarcerated is
never enough.
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U.S. incarceration rates are already the highest in the world

Statistics

Pushers say TraffickCam is already 85% accurate in identifying hotel rooms. Proponents of the app
say a shadowy network of sex traffickers is kidnapping 300,000 children a year, mainly from ages
12-14 and forcing them into sex work. They say sex traffickers upload photos of them from hotel
rooms and this app will help locate the victims. They never said what happens when sex traffickers
get wise and start taking photos in other locations. They also never said if the app will be used to help
vice squads clamp down on prostitution between consenting adults, currently illegal in the United
States, as a way of cutting down on sexual supply for heterosexual men who do not want to be taken
advantage of by a family court system which regularly enslaves men. Carol Smolenski of ECPAT,
the governmental child sex trafficking agency hints at this being the real purpose behind the app,
throwing in “14-year-old” as a smokescreen.

When we started this work they were all seen as bad kids who behaved badly. There has
been a shift afoot. A 14-year-old in prostitution is not a bad kid, they’ve had a really hard
knock at life. They’re really being exploited by someone who has power and money.
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The last part of that narrative could easily be twisted to turn men into devils
and women into saints, as is largely already the case when an adult woman wants to sell sex. Take
14-year old out of the sentence and you have an app ready to go that is geared towards destroying the
lives of “Johns” which are often the hard-working Beta males of society women hate who decide to
buy sex. It’s the classic PR move in the scheme of the larger “human trafficking” narrative being
promulgated by governments. Supposedly, there are women being kidnapped and forced into
prostitution by the millions. Hmm.

Were adult women forced into it? Or was it a result of piss poor life decisions? I think we all can
agree child sex trafficking is a horrible thing, which makes it all the more curious the media is
pushing that narrative while working on the normalization of pedophilia at the same time. Anglo
America also has a history of marginalizing men and working hard to control the supply of sex so it
can extract what it wants from them in terms of lifelong labor and tax payments.

In any case, be very skeptical whenever you are being told to be a “good German” and let the police
into your hotel room. What are the other potential abuses of an app like TraffickCam? Now a
database will know where you are staying and what room number you’re in when you take a selfie
and upload it. If that doesn’t creep you the fuck out, it should.
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Video of the Week: Do White Lives Matter?
July 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

In this week’s featured video, Fresno, CA police shoot and kill an unarmed teenager in an incident
that has barely moved the needle of public attention, despite the fact police kill far more whites than
any other race each year. Even though the teen clearly acts like an idiot in the video, many say there
was absolutely no reason to fire 4 shots into him. That said, who didn’t do stupid things at some point
in their lives, especially when they were teenagers?

Even Fresno Police Chief Jerry Dyer expressed reservations about what he sees in this body cam
video:

Were the last two rounds fired by the officers necessary? Based on a reasonable fear, did the
officers have to use deadly force? I do not have the answer to that today. That video was
extremely disturbing to watch.

Where is the righteous outrage over this incident? Why aren’t white people marching and
demonstrating? Did Dylan Noble deserve to be shot and killed in the parking lot of a gas station?
Should the cops have fired warning shots? Did Dylan deserve to die? These questions were never
given the emphasis they should have been because to the Marxist media, white lives DO NOT matter.
After seeing this body cam footage, Darren Noble, Dylan’s father told interviewers:

They just wanted to shoot him. They’re just trigger-happy.

“A Freethinker” posted this response to the video, questioning police actions:

I can’t get over this amateurism by American cops. In the army we were taught about
warning shots, intimidation shots and shots in the leg before anything. But this cop had his
gun drawn and aimed at the vehicle through his own front window whilst driving! We
would have been burned so bad for this kind of Rambo behavior. Notice how everything
American cops do resembles more like roid-rage than anything else. And again, from my
army days, I remember how special forces complained about the lack of self control by
police special response teams. Then I noticed a lot of countries have that issue. (Yes this
suspect was an idiot, but that aside.)

Jennifer Bestemianova posted this response to the body cam video:

Dylan said (I hate my life)? That was the green light for the cops to execute him, when is
normal for many Americans hate their lives for the kind of society they live today, where
few have everything and many have nothing. He said I hate my life which many Americans
says everyday, he [didn’t say kill me.]

Others say this was an unfortunate case of suicide by cop.

SUICIDE BY COP! He was given many many chances to show his hands and to comply!
He CHOOSE to REACH for his WAIST BAND, THUG STYLE! The cops tried to beg and
plead with this guy to comply. He would NOT LISTEN. He lead the cops on a chase, didn’t
comply, did not show his hands when asked and would not lay down on the ground when
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instructed to do so, then he wouldn’t lay on the ground either. He also approached the police
while reaching for something! He said he hated his life right? He wanted to get killed by the
terrorist with a badge. He knew who and what he was dealing with. And he did what he had
to do to get himself killed that day. The police wanted to kill him and he wanted to die.
Sounds like thugs on both sides to me.

What is troubling is the fact a majority of people killed by police last year and in recent years have
been whites, but no one has taken account of this fact nor has it been fairly and accurately reported in
the media. What this case and others like it show is the fact media agenda setters are twisting facts to
fit the Black Lives Matter agenda narrative for political and ratings reasons, ignoring the fact a cop is
18 times more likely to be shot by a black man than vice versa, among other troubling statistics. Yet
again, the media is proven to slant the news is service of a racially divisive, anti-gun agenda.

While police and prison reform is needed in America, the narrative is being steered towards
nationalization of the American police force – something we DO NOT need. Obama has been calling
for this move since his 2008 campaign. Nationalizing the police force is one of the most crucial steps
in the formation of a Communist state.
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Weekend Reading | July 15, 2016
July 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of July 15, 2016.

Manosphere

British Police: Men Who Try To Get Laid Are Guilty Of Misogynistic “Hate
Crimes”

Are you less than 100% certain a girl will accept your approach? If not, do not approach
them in Nottingham and maybe soon a host of other British cities. Nottingham Police have
declared that “misogyny,” which they say includes “unwanted approaches,” is now a hate
crime attracting significantly higher criminal penalties. The girl alone gets to decide if the
intention of your interaction was misogynistic or not.

4 Signs That Modern Women Have Become Petulant Children

ROK has always carried a good number of articles on game, but I think the problem facing
men today is not getting a woman, but being able to find one that is worth the bother. One
of the biggest contributors to this phenomenon is the fact that modern women act like little
children. Here are four things they display which prove that.

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/weekend-reading-july-152016.26160
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Two Shit Tests, One Conceptual Response

The first shit test (and it rightfully qualifies as a legit shit test) is what I call the Snarky
Feminist Butthurt by Asshole Boyfriends Past Shit Test. An umbrella term for it is the
Dominance or Compliance Shit Test. It takes the form of a feminist poseur, (whom you
can tell is just seething with man hatred because some jerkboy throttled her lady thing in
2014 and didn’t call back), who takes out her resentment on random men she meets online
with quizzes about their familiarity or obeisance to whatever idle feminist keking point
happens to be sloshing through her electric ham. She uses the shit test to exert dominance
over the men she has so far failed to control.

News

Mohamed’s Bastille Day Bloodbath

At least 80 people , including 10 children, have died and dozens were injured during
Bastille Day celebrations in Nice, France after a truck ran into a large crowd. Police are
treating the incident as “an attack” and French President François Hollande declared it an
“undeniable” terrorist attack.

German Police Raiding Homes Over Facebook “Hate Speech”

Police in Germany have started carrying out raids in peoples homes in an attempt to
prosecute people for inciting “hate speech” on Facebook. A press release from Germany’s
federal police agency confirmed that around 60 homes were searched this week as a result
of people posting messages deemed as extreme by the German authorities.

Wear a Headscarf or Be Raped, Swedish Women Warned

Stickers calling for democracy to be replaced with Islam and for women who do not wear a

https://heartiste.wordpress.com/2016/07/14/two-shit-tests-one-conceptual-response/
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2016/07/14/truck-crashes-crowd-celebrating-bastille-day-several-dead/
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/07/14/german-police-raiding-homes-over-facebook-hate-speech/
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veil to be raped have appeared in public places in Sweden. They have been reported to the
police. Pictures of the stickers, which have been stuck to objects on streets in Nybro,
Småland, have been circulating on social media.

U.S. Budget Deficit to Reach $600 Billion

The White House on Friday predicted that the government’s budget deficit for the soon-to-
end fiscal year will hit $600 billion, an increase of $162 billion over last year’s tally and a
reversal of a steady trend of large but improving deficits on President Barack Obama’s
watch.

Billboard with Trump, Cruz Kissing Goes Up Near RNC Convention

A billboard has been erected on the city’s West Side with a drawing showing presumptive
GOP presidential candidate Donald Trump kissing former challenger Ted Cruz. Planting
Peace, a nonprofit group based in Topeka, Kansas, that focuses on humanitarian aid and
environmental issues, paid for the billboard on West 25th Street, just south of Train Avenue.
The billboard says “Love Trumps Hate. End Homophobia.”

http://wtop.com/dc/2016/07/white-house-budget-deficit-to-rise-to-600b/
http://www.cleveland.com/rnc-2016/index.ssf/2016/07/billboard_depicting_donald_tru.html
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Book of the Week

Mark Steyn’s New York Times bestseller, After America, is now in
paperback! Featuring a new introduction and updated throughout, After America takes on Obama’s
disastrous plan for our nation, and reveals exactly what a post-American world will look like if we
don’t change our ways soon. Says Steyn: “Nothing is certain but debt and taxes. And then more debt.
If the government of the United States had to use GAAP (the ‘Generally Accepted Accounting
Practices’ that your company and the publisher of this book have to use), Uncle Sam would be under
an SEC investigation and his nephews and nieces would have taken away the keys and cut up his
credit card.” Slim as it is, however, Steyn argues there is still hope. “Americans face a choice: you
can rediscover the animating principles of the American idea—of limited government, a self-reliant
citizenry, and the opportunities to exploit your talents to the fullest—or you can join most of the rest
of the western world in terminal decline. This is a battle for the American idea, and it’s an epic one,
but you can do anything you want to do. So do it.” Bitingly funny and wickedly clever, After
America is Mark Steyn at his best.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.

https://www.amazon.com/After-America-Get-Ready-Armageddon/dp/1596983272/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1468594695&sr=8-5&keywords=mark+steyn&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=501b492a20d3d4d67c786be2c567a91f
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You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Abortion: A Father’s Pain
July 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Original nonfiction and poetry on The New Modern Man by RF

As the themes of the manosphere march through truth-seeking and truth-telling towards politically
incorrect creative expression and art, I hope to offer a small contribution to this endeavor beyond my
Politically Incorrect Comics series (which will return from time to time on the site). I will be
featuring fiction and poetry of mine each weekend on The New Modern Man. This is my first piece
for the poetry section.

My first child was created
Alisha told me you are going to be a daddy
But I had no control
And at 3 months the heartbeat was silenced

My second child was created
Sheryl exclaimed from the restroom
He survived
But I had no control
And the government replaced me by force

My third child was created
Adrienne told me over the phone
But she said there were problems
And I had no control
The heartbeat was silenced

My fourth and fifth child were created

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/abortion-a-fatherspain.26159
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My fiancé Caroline told me she was excited
But she lied
And I had no control
Another heartbeat was silenced

My sixth child was created
Rose told me it would be her second
But she also lied
And I had no control
The heartbeat was silenced

My seventh child was created
Tatianna told me only after the deed was done
She wanted the seed of a felon
Not that of a reliable man
The heartbeat was silenced

My eighth child was created
The one Nalda had been asking for
At first she said it was an accident
But with time I figured out
Another heartbeat was silenced

My ninth child was created
The one Fernanda had been asking for
Another unfortunate accident
How unlucky I must be
Another heartbeat was silenced

My tenth child was created
Stephanie said she was excited
As was I
She is turning against me even though I gave her what she wanted
This heartbeat has a chance

I cannot bear anymore
The horror of children discarded by their mothers
Have scarred me
I can never look at women as I once did
My heart will never beat the same way

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Gun Violence Cut In Half Despite Twice As Many People
Owning Guns
July 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Mr. Anti-Gun himself, Barack Obama, shooting a gun as part of a propaganda photo op in the 2012 campaign – illustrating how the
media manipulates public perception. The move was intended to hush critics that said Obama would try to strip gun rights

If you listen to the hysterical mainstream media, you’ll walk away with the impression that something
just has to be done about gun violence, rights of the peons be damned. Those rebel flag waving hicks
and people who “cling to their guns and religion” – to quote Barack Hussein Obama – are going to
have to bend the knee to the stripping of one of their most fundamental freedoms, the Second
Amendment, so we can all live in a hypothetical, perfectly safe socialistic bubble, and more
importantly, so people won’t have any defense against encroaching tyranny.

Sure, the American military has weapons beyond the wildest dreams of the simple gun owner, but the
gun owners have strength in numbers. It’s hard to send people to government work camps when there
are 357 million firearms in the nation—more guns than there are people. At the very least, all hell
will break loose when government agents come around to round people up, if indeed that ever
happened. It won’t be a neat and tidy transition to authoritarianism with a populace armed to the
teeth.

Never is the fact mentioned by elites in the propagandist media that authoritarian governments from
that of Mao Zedong to Hitler stripped their citizens of guns before instituting totalitarian governments
that murdered millions, nor is the fact you have a near zero chance of dying in a mass shooting ever
given the emphasis it deserves. Hitler knew the importance of disarming the citizenry before
subjecting them.

The most foolish mistake we could possibly make would be to allow the subjugated races to

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/gun-violence-cut-in-half-despite-twice-as-many.26158
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possess arms. History shows that all conquerors who have allowed their subjugated races to
carry arms have prepared their own downfall by so doing. Indeed, I would go so far as to
say that the supply of arms to the underdogs is a sine qua non for the overthrow of any
sovereignty. So let’s not have any native militia or native police.

Beyond the fact citizens are disarmed before they are subjected to
centralized power, despite the genuflecting of countless empty headed talking heads, the fact is life is
much more mundane than they would like it to be. You are far more likely to die when you go hop
into your box on wheels sedan (that you are probably in debt bondage paying for) and make your way
down to your corporate job. In fact, twice the number of people die every single day in automobile
accidents than died in the “biggest mass shooting in history” in Orlando. Yet, we haven’t heard from
the left about banning automobiles. (Yet, anyway. The global warming religion will push that agenda
item at a later date.)

Here are things that really kill people in great numbers, but they don’t make for compelling video to
suit a news director’s need to create drama so he, she or zhe (heh) can put asses in seats in front of the
idiot box. Asses that your local propaganda outlet needs so desperately. You are more likely to die
from falling out of a tree than you are at the hands of a mass murderer. Let’s look at things that kill
more people than mass shooters:

Falling out of a tree: 100 deaths annually
Falling inside your home: 13,000 deaths annually
Suicide: 42,000 deaths annually
Kidney infections: 48,000 deaths annually
Stroke: 133,000 deaths annually
Cancer: 592,000 deaths annually
Heart disease: 614,000 deaths annually

The mass media also never bring up the fact that an increasing chorus of people, from Judge
Napolitano to Steven Seagal are questioning the truthfulness of sensational news headlines the echo
chamber foams at the mouth selling to a public that is, by and large, malleable and suggestive to
thought control. Here are some bombshells that the media selectively avoided when they were
trotting out their gun control narratives:

Judge Napolitano revealed that nobody died until 5:13 AM in the Orlando mass shooting—that
is until the FBI and SWAT teams entered the Orlando gay club hours after the standoff began.

https://www.amazon.com/Gun-Control-Third-Reich-Disarming/dp/1598131621/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1468605053&sr=8-1&keywords=gun+control+third+reich&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=684c5419ac87b39afe3af6833af39e07
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/05/24/break-the-bondage-of-car-payment-slavery/
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This raises a number of questions that were never even brought up, let alone answered.
Napolitano is apparently the only mainstream media personality who bothered to read the FBI’s
report. He said: Here’s whats news in the summary, nobody died until 5:13 in the morning,
when the SWAT team entered, prior to that no one had been killed. The 53 that were injured,
and the 49 that were murdered all met their fates at the time of, and during, the police entry
into the building. This is a bombshell revelation, readily available in the official FBI report.
Steven Seagal dropped this bomb on Russian television last fall: I believe that, and I hate to say
this, a lot of these mass murders and all this funny stuff that’s going on, I believe a lot of this is
engineered.

Beyond questioning the official narrative and conspiracy theories, even if you think people who
question authority are nuts, the representation of of gun violence as increasing—as half the public
thinks it is—reveals the power of the corporate press to distort facts and create false realities as
Congress’ own statistics reveal. Gun crimes and gun violence have plummeted over the past 20 years,
yet the public believes otherwise. As Einstein said: Blind belief in authority is the greatest enemy of
truth.

Communists ALWAYS go for the guns of the so-called “ignorant masses”

Gun Violence At Record Lows

Let’s look at some statistics. The number of guns per person has increased from 0.93 to 1.45 over the
last 20 years. There are more guns than people in the United States. That is a whopping 56% increase
in the number of guns over a generation. However, the gun homicide rate has tumbled 49% in that
same time. The gun homicide rate has fallen from 7.0 to 3.6 deaths per 100,000 people. Gun
homicides have been cut in half while the number of guns has more than doubled! This is
exceptional news, but chances are you have never heard of it unless you read alternative media. This
fact gun crime is down is coming straight from the horse’s mouth, the U.S. Government itself.

Despite the fact you are more likely to die of just about anything but guns in your lifetime, the fact
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gun violence is plummeting to record lows, and the fact people own more guns than ever proving
there is no link between gun ownership and violence, politicians feel the need to take away the
average citizen’s capability to defend against criminals and tyranny. This reveals the gun violence
narrative is pushed by politicians and the media for a reasons other than those stated by our “social
betters.”

Politicians and social engineers need to create a gun violence issue to continue the Hegelian
dialectic: spin up a “gun control” problem, have a preplanned solution (i.e. gun confiscation) in
place, and direct all “solutions” towards that goal.
The media makes their living and maintains their ivory tower by creating problems to create
profit. There is nothing scarier to average people than the prospect of being mowed down by a
nut with a gun, so the rational and responsible view that yes, mass shootings are an issue but do
not deserve 24/7 attention is immediately discarded in favor of sensationalism. This also speaks
to the lack of journalistic integrity to report on mass shootings but also to calm the public down
with the fact that these are very isolated events and that gun violence overall is tumbling. They
often excuse their hysteria with “human interest” in these bloody stories, pointing to the
victims. This is nothing but exploitation of tragedy for profit and to push an agenda, as far more
people die from other causes of death each and every day.
Creating “sitting ducks” by pushing gun-free zones all over the nation is another way guns and
gun owners are marginalized. The government doesn’t need to ban the Second Amendment if
they make the entire country a gun-free zone. Gun-free zones invite violence, as attackers know
they’re more likely to inflict harm on defenseless sheep than armed wolves.

Beyond gun violence and gun homicides being at historical lows, there are other facts the puppet
masters don’t want you to know.

 

http://www.returnofkings.com/75335/what-is-the-hegelian-dialectic
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Mexican gun bans mean law abiding citizens don’t have guns, but gangs sure as hell do

More Hidden Information

Let’s bust a couple more gun myths promulgated by the irresponsible and shameless mass media and
look at a couple of important facts they ignore.

Myth: Children are at significant risk at school of being killed by a mass shooter. After Sandy
Hook, an impressionable and irrational public immediately pushed for schools to be gun-free zones,
and to turn schools into the equivalent of prisons for children. However, only a couple of generations
ago the above scene at a Delaware high school played out after a threat was called into the high
school. Students and teachers went to their cars to pull out their guns at the school, and no gunman
ever showed up. My, how times have changed.

Additionally, more children die each year on bicycles, from space heater fires, and in drownings than
from guns. But, we don’t hear calls for banning bicycles, heaters, and swimming pools because that
doesn’t make for good TV or good politics. Also, liberal mothers kill more unborn children than guns
each and every year through abortion, yet women go into a hissy fit if anyone talks about taking away
their right to murder a defenseless, voiceless human being.

Myth: Crime is lower in countries that have banned guns. One need look no further than our
neighbor Mexico, where guns are forbidden for the average citizen but every cartel and criminal has
them. Many Mexican cities look like war zones and I personally witnessed two shootouts between the
Mexican military and cartel members when I lived there. One has to think the gangs would not be as
brazen if the average citizen had the capability to defend themselves. So, Mexico is an example of
gun control nightmare. The CATO institute also dropped this truth bomb on gun grabbers.

In Israel and Switzerland, for example, a license to possess guns is available on demand to
every law-abiding adult, and guns are easily obtainable in both nations. Both countries also
allow widespread carrying of concealed firearms, and yet, admits Dr. Arthur Kellerman, one
of the foremost medical advocates of gun control, Switzerland and Israel “have rates of
homicide that are low despite rates of home firearm ownership that are at least as high as
those in the United States.” A comparison of crime rates within Europe reveals no
correlation between access to guns and crime.

Gun control disarms good people, as criminals will always find a way around laws.

Fact: SSRIs are strongly correlated with mass shootings. Eric Harris at Columbine, Seung Hui-
Cho at Virginia Tech, James Holmes at Aurora, Christopher Harper Mercer in South Carolina,
Andreas Lubitz, the Germanwings pilot who killed 149 people, and Adam Lanza of Sandy Hook all
were on high doses of SSRI anti-depressants. As Dr. Peter Breggin has warned, going to a
psychiatrist has become one of the most dangerous things a person can do. Breggin also wrote this in
his book Your Drug May Be Your Problem:

Advocates of psychiatric drugs often claim that the medications improve learning and the
ability to benefit from psychotherapy, but the contrary is true. There are no drugs that
improve mental function, self-understanding, or human relations. Any drug that affects
mental processes does so by impairing them.

And more tellingly:

https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/05/06/the-ugly-truth-about-abortion-from-a-doctor-who-performed-them/
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Despite a hugely successful promotional campaign by drug companies and biological
psychiatry, the effectiveness of most or all psychiatric drugs remains difficult to
demonstrate. The drugs often prove no more effective than sugar pills, or placebos – and to
accomplish even these limited positive results, the clinical trials and data that they generate
typically have to be statistically manipulated.

The effects of these drugs are chilling, and a large number of people become agitated and manic
when they take them.

The newer antidepressants including Prozac, Zoloft, Paxil, Luvox, Celexa, and Lexapro
commonly cause some degree of over-stimulation. The effects are not unlike those of
cocaine and amphetamine, and both the Prozac-like drugs and the stimulants impair
function of the neurotransmitters serotonin and dopamine. Some of the other newer
antidepressants, including Effexor, Serzone, Cymbalta and Wellbutrin can have similar
effects. No one knows the frequency of very severe reactions to the antidepressants. Some
studies indicate that some degree of clinically significant over-stimulation and mania is
caused in a startling 5%-10% of all patients taking these drugs. A number of clinical reports
have also described a syndrome of obsessive SSRI-induced suicidality and violence that
seems particular to these drugs.

Rather than calling for an investigation into pill-pushing prostitutes with medical degrees, as some
doctors are, the media pushes a gun control agenda as the “magic bullet” that will fix everything. The
correlation between SSRIs and mass shootings is never given proper attention because
pharmaceutical advertising is a $5.17 billion dollar industry, and the media needs this revenue to prop
up their sagging bottom lines.

Fact: Cops kill more people than mass shooters. The very people who are supposed to protect the
public kill far more people than mass shooters. Statistically, you are 9 times more likely to be killed
by a police officer than a mass shooter. Are the cops acting in self defense most of the time?
Probably. But there are also videos coming out by the truckload that show police are often acting
inappropriately and an in abusive manner to the public they are supposed to protect and serve.

Last year alone cops killed 1,205 people. Were all those deaths justified? Most of them probably
were. But how many people were killed that should not have been? Nobody is watching the watchers
except for the web site Killed By Police, so nobody knows. Yet, the media never focus on this as they
always push the public towards complete and total trust in authority, whether it be government
bureaucrats or militarized police.

http://killedbypolice.net/
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So, each of the gun grabbers’ arguments can be destroyed through some
basic research and logic. The argument that people don’t need guns because there are police is the
equivalent of saying people don’t need fire extinguishers because there are fire departments. By the
time the police arrive in their average 10 minute response time, the criminal is already going to be
gone. And your house is already likely to be burned down from a small kitchen fire that could have
easily been extinguished.

Once again we defenders of freedom are making the colossal mistake of letting the Marxist left and
media control the narrative, then playing defense against their narrative. Gentlemen, the time has
come to push back against the left. We have to find some way to put them on the defense about their
insane policies and beliefs. Every time they bring out a new agenda item, they push and push until we
fall back. Sooner or later the line must the drawn, and the authoritarians shown we will not be pushed
any farther. Making them defend their insane positions instead of libertarians and traditionalists
defending their positions, as we are doing now, is the most important move we can make.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Eye Candy of the Week | July 17, 2016
July 17, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s Mexicana looks like she wants to play ball. Who’s up for a game? Here’s our Eye Candy
of the Week for July 17, 2016.

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/eye-candy-of-the-week-july-172016.26157
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Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Comment of the Week | July 17, 2016
July 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter LosAngelesKing wins Comment of the Week with a sharpshooting comment about gun
control and the motives of the puppet masters behind it. In response to Gun Violence Cut in Half
Despite Twice as Many People Owning Guns, an article that obliterates the media narrative on guns,
he responded:

As Einstein said: Blind belief in authority is the greatest enemy of truth.

As George Orwell said: In an age of universal deceit, telling the truth is a revolutionary act.

Great article, Relampago. I may be one of those rare Canadian “gun nuts” as panty-waisted,
totalitarian leftists like to call us, but it has always been my belief that it is the God given
right of freedom loving people to possess the means of resistance and defense. In fact, it is
not only freedom loving people’s right, but also their obligation. There is no obligation to
obey the diktats of a tyrannical government. Your stats on gun crime and gun ownership
proves the point I made in an editorial I wrote back in the Stone Age of college that the
solution to crime isn’t less guns, but more guns.

The shrieking from the rancid, shrewish seahags like the bloodthirsty liberal women who
scream for all forms of abortion at any time for any reason showed beyond all doubt for me
that women shouldn’t be allowed to vote, and their mindless conduct was Exhibit A. If they
and their dickless, pussy begging mangina allies had their way they would be shivering
under the bed like Scooby Doo and Shaggy when the animals run wild in their homes to
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burn, rape and plunder. Or when the jackbooted agents of the government knocks on their in
the middle of the night (if they’re lucky) to disappear them er, “talk” to them. All tyrants
love “gun controls” because what they really are is people control. And any government that
doesn’t trust its people to keep and bear arms does not deserve the peoples trust, and must
be immediately evicted from power. Let’s ask an expert in the field about that.

“We don’t let our people have guns because they’re dangerous. Well, ideas are more
dangerous than guns, so why should we let them have those either.” Genghis Khan with
tanks, Joseph Stalin. The only time the Russian people were “graciously” allowed access to
guns was when they were ordered to die in a war he helped to start, with an enemy he was
once was eagerly allied to. So while that pinko Hussein Obama ratchets up his attacks on
the 2nd Amendment, so too does the number of people put on “terrorism” watch lists.
Coincidence? I think not. Switch “terrorism” for “enemy of the people” and we a real
Marxist gulag gate opener.

From the Third Reich to Mao to Stalin, guns were stripped from the masses in order to quash
resistance to the all-powerful, all-knowing state. Many Americans are still asleep even though their
freedom is in grave danger. A single man with a gun may be powerless against the imperial
machinery of the state, but with over 350 million firearms in the nation there are more guns than
people. A good insurance policy against the growing autocratic nature of government in America.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner and each month we pick a Comment of the
Month winner. For now, bragging rights will have to do. Cash prizes for comment winners are being
temporarily suspended, but once revenue for the site picks up they will be reinstated. You can help
support our publishing by using any of the means linked below.
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Misogyny Now a Hate Crime – What About Misandry?
July 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Whistling as she walks by could be considered a hate crime in England

In response to “overwhelming levels of misogynistic abuse” from metrosexual, soft Beta herblings,
misogyny will now be classified a hate crime in the decadent, declining, and increasingly deranged
Anglo nation of England. Whistle or cat call at a woman in Nottinghamshire and you could end up in
prison, convicted of a hate crime. That’s only one way an unsuspecting man could end up with a hate
crime on his record. Police in Nottinghamshire released this statement about their new “protect the
puss, exploit the dick” tactics.

Misogynistic hate crime can cause significant distress to women, who have been known to
face threats, and in some cases, sexual or physical abuse for turning down propositions.

What about when men face threats? If the sexes are equal as leftists claim, they face equal threats.
Nottinghamshire police failed to comment on whether they would be pursuing laws against misandry.
Beyond protecting women from turning down advances by gelded Western men, calling a woman a
slut or a whore (even if she earns the name going by the textbook definition of the word) will also be
classified as a hate crime. According to The Fawcett Society, a female supremacist group, women
have suffered the following hate crimes at the hands of horrible men:

Women found that 85% of women aged 18-24 had experienced unwanted sexual attention
and 45% had experienced sexual touching. Online there is a similar story. Research by
Demos into misogynistic abuse online found that 6,500 women were targeted by 10,000
aggressive and misogynistic tweets using the words “slut” or “whore” in a three-week
period in the UK. The Fawcett Society says women and girls face a “tidal wave of abuse
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and harassment” every day.

Fudged statistics and invented crises aside, Nottinghamshire Chief Constable Sue Fisher one again
plays the tired old victim card. Fisher told interviewers:

What women face, often on a daily basis, is absolutely unacceptable and can be extremely
distressing. It’s a very important aspect of the overall hate crime work being conducted and
one that will make Nottinghamshire a safer place for all women. Nottinghamshire Police is
committed to taking misogynistic hate crime seriously and encourages anyone who is
affected by it to contact us without hesitation.

In addition to cat-calling and name calling, Fisher will be “acting without
hesitation” against men who commit such unthinkable offenses as sending an unwanted or even
uninvited (WTF?) text message – also included in the Draconian guidelines. The Western march
against and marginalization of heterosexuality continues, part of an agenda of creating a totally
sexless society.

Interestingly, England continues to push severe laws on Western men while inviting Sharia Law
adherents into the country under the guise of diversity. No word from feminists on what the effects of
such Sharia Law will have on women, but since Islam is one of the “protected classes” it is not held
to the same standards as the Evil White Male™. Here are some things “diversity” will bring to
England once Sharia Law is instituted:

Men are entitled to up to 4 wives, but women can only have one husband.
Sexual submission is unconditional once a woman married a man.
Temporary marriage (even for a half hour) is allowed by some Islamic scholars, i.e.
prostitution.
Wife beating is permitted by some Islamic scholars.
Men own all the property in the marriage, except what women owned before the marriage.
(Misandrist Western nations could actually learn from this one!)

The acceptance of Sharia Law at the same time England is punishing everything from whistling to
text messages displays typical leftist hypocrisy we have become so accustomed to in modern times.
In short, the laws against “overwhelming levels of misogynistic abuse” are aimed at a certain group
of people.
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Equal Justice Under Law does not apply to men, they can only be oppressors under sexist legislation

Everyone is Protected Except Straight, White, Christian Males

The new legislation follows a trend in the West of protecting every class of people except one, which
in and of itself is a form of discrimination against straight, white, Christian males who can only be
offenders and not victims under such laws. Specifically, the following five characteristics are
“protected” by law.

Race (any race except Caucasian)
Religion (any religion except Christianity)
Sexual Orientation (any orientation other than heterosexual)
Gender Identity (any made-up gender other than biological male or female)
Disability

As is normally the case with leftist politics, women are eternal victims even though divorce laws
favor them, reproductive laws give fathers no say in the life and death of their own children (i.e.
abortion), men are forced out of jobs by affirmative action laws that benefit women, and bloated
governments in Western nations have extensive lists of programs that exclusively benefit women and
none that exclusively benefit men. Not to mentio America’s stereotypical and sexist portrayal of men
by the media, as detailed in an article titled 20 Examples What It Would Look Like if White Privilege
Really Existed by Townhall:

We’d see frequent discussions on whether bumbling white dads or negative portrayals of
southerners on TV and in movies were unfair to white people.
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Don’t expect the bumbling white dad or backwards, racist idiot Southerner
stereotype (a form of discrimination and dehumanization of people from the South) to disappear from
the idiot box or the narratives of Marxist marionettes anytime soon.

So, this is where we are at after 50 years of Western female empowerment and male
disenfranchisement. It’s okay to hate, make fun of, debase, and marginalize men, but it’s a one-way
street to oblivion. Nobody else is being forced down the same path. The straight, white, heterosexual,
Chistian male must prostrate himself and smile as he is persecuted for the supposed crimes against
humanity of his ancestors. An eternal punching bag, he is a criminal for existing and having a
difference of opinion today.

What’s the end goal of this soft form of ethnic cleansing, scapegoating and the figurative neutering of
men? It doesn’t look like its proponents will stop until one group of people have been completely
obliterated. If ever there was a time for men to give the finger to a system that hates them, and
become Men Going Their Own Way, it’s now.
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4 out of 5 Americans Do Not Consider Themselves Feminists
July 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women enjoy advantages over men in many areas of life, yet this fact is never discussed

Despite a Marxist media extolling the virtues of feminism from their ivory towers in America,
feminism remains a fringe movement according to a poll published by The New York Slimes
(Times). As many of us already know, feminism is really a female supremacist movement disguised
as a movement seeking equality. Only 18% of the public called themselves feminists in a the poll
published by the newspaper, while 85% of those surveyed believe in equal rights for women. So,
everybody understands the concept of equal rights. How about some equal responsibilities to go
along with those rights, ladies?

Obviously, feminists aren’t satisfied with being equal, they want to be better than men. Feminism has
morphed into a man-hating philosophy rife with fudged statistics, myopia, and vitriol. (Ed: This is
only proving Freud’s Penis Envy theory correct.) Illustrating the fact women want even more female
privilege rather than equality, they already enjoy advantages over men in these important areas:

Education: Women earn nearly 2/3 of Associates and Bachelor’s degrees, while also earning
clear majorities of Master’s and Doctorate degrees.
Health care: Women’s health is a regular topic of discussion, and there is even a Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. But, men do not enjoy a Prostate Cancer Awareness Month even though it
kills comparable numbers of males. Breast Cancer research funding is nearly 700% greater than
that for prostate cancer research. There is also no Heart Disease Awareness Month perhaps
because more men die of heart attacks than women. The U.S. government also spends far more
money on women’s health than it does on men’s health. There are seven government agencies
specifically set up for women’s health – there are zero agencies set up for men’s health.
Homicide: 80% of all homicide deaths are male. However, there are no signs a Men’s Lives
Matter movement will be marching across America anytime soon.
Homelessness: Two-thirds of homeless people are men. Men do not have “nature’s credit card”
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to pay for things like housing.
Life Expectancy: Women outlive men by five years. Let’s start a push for equality in life
expectancy.
Slavery: Male slavery still exists in the family court system. Men can be forced to pay alimony
and child support under threat of imprisonment in under Draconian laws rather than women
being forced to work to support themselves while splitting childcare expenses and visitation
with fathers 50/50.
Social Welfare: Nearly 60% of recipients of welfare (TANF, food stamps, etc.) are female.
Suicide: 80% of suicide victims are male.
Workplace deaths: Well over 90% of workplace deaths are male. Women are not sharing in
dirty, difficult, and dangerous work in contradiction of their “equality” and Don’t Need a
Man™ narrative.

The fact these issues are never brought up or given serious consideration proves there is a bias against
men’s issues in politics and the media. Especially when there is still literally slavery being practiced
in the family court system!

There are severe shortages of women in the coal mining industry, a well-paying field

More False Feminist Rhetoric

Equal pay is another popular push by feminists, and it sounds good on the surface but once again
reality flies in the face of so-called male privilege. Women earn less because they deserve less, they
work less hours and take on comfy jobs instead of dirty, difficult, and dangerous ones. Forbes reports:

The official Bureau of Labor Department statistics show that the median earnings of full-
time female workers is 77 percent of the median earnings of full-time male workers. But
that is very different than “77 cents on the dollar for doing the same work as men.” The
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latter gives the impression that a man and a woman standing next to each other doing the
same job for the same number of hours get paid different salaries. That’s not at all the case.
“Full time” officially means 35 hours, but men work more hours than women.

They also work in more dangerous jobs that pay well, like the mining, timber, and electric industries.
Staked in the Heart calls women out on their lack of contribution to dirty, difficult, and dangerous
(DDD) jobs.

The DDD jobs require hard physical labor in an unpleasant, dangerous environment, like
being suspended [thousands] of feet in the air or stuck miles underground in an airless
tunnel. The conditions are often torturous, like roasting heat or frigid cold. The job itself,
the equipment and/or environment is so hazardous there are routine worker injuries or
deaths. The DDD jobs aren’t in offices, beauty salons, at the mall, restaurants, or other
climate controlled environments where the most dangerous piece of equipment is the cash
register. Women are 52% of the population. If they were holding their own—like feminists
claim they can—we would see equal numbers of men and women working at the DDD jobs.
We don’t.

Perhaps the American public sees the logical disconnect from feminist rhetoric and reality.
Christina Hoff Summers wrote this for Time magazine: Today’s women’s lobby deploys a faulty
logic: In cases where men are better off than women, that’s injustice. Where women are doing
better—that’s life.

In other words, to hell with men we’re going to ask for more, and more, and more until we kill the
goose that lays the golden egg. No wonder men are downshifting and otherwise pulling support from
Anglo society by doing everything from going MGTOW to going Galt. It’s terrible having to put up
with the notion you are an evil oppressor when in fact you are being shit on by women and society in
a multitude of important areas.

If anything, feminism adheres to the principle of The Hedonic Treadmill: the observed tendency of
humans to quickly return to a relatively stable level of happiness despite major positive or negative
events or life changes. No matter how many freebies, goodies, and concessions men make to women
they’re always going to want just a little bit more. It looks like women had enough to many of us.
It’s time to start pushing our own self-interests as feminists have for 50 years.
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Venom and Vitriol: Women’s Psychology Towards Men
July 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Lurking beneath the sweetness act of all women is venom and vitriol and a tally of every perceived slight a man has ever made against her

As any man who has gone through a breakup with a woman knows, her venom and vitriol get turned
up to about 9 or 10 once she has finished extracting what she wants from him and he is of no
additional material or social benefit to her. She will also twist everything he says around in a way that
makes him look evil and her look like a saint. She will say some of the most hateful things you have
ever heard, bringing up slights from years or decades ago you had forgotten about. Rev. Lawrence
Shannon’s classic book The Predatory Female details the female play by play as she details the
infamous what she has had to put up with litany:

During the final hours of your marriage [or relationship], the predatory female reviles you
over all the real or imaginary affronts she has held you accountable for over the years. You
will be chastised for even the most insignificant or questionable slights, some you can’t
remember, dating back prior to the wedding. She may exhibit genuine hatred as she berates
you for what she has “had to put up with.” The predatory female works hard to preserve all
these self-defined offenses and ceremoniously dumps them on you as the marriage
collapses. She often stages these scenes in front of your neighbors, friends, and children.
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A succinct synopsis of this aspect of female behavior comes from the Twelfth
century French tale Tristan and Iseult: The wrath of a woman is much to dread. I have heard the
above scene play about time and again from childhood from women who had good men as husbands.
But, they were never be satisfied with what he was providing them as television always put more
illusions of consumerism and materialism into their heads. I heard the “what she has had to put up
with” line countless times, even from my own mother as she leveled venomous attacks against my
hardworking father, who was a good man. He has been dead 25 years and she still brings up the
slights “she had to put up with” which in reality was a passel of little things as she benefitted far more
from her relationship with him than she suffered. However, women do not see it that way.

In any breakup, venom and vitriol usually spew forth like a broken sewer line from the mouth of the
“sweet little lady” a man once welcomed into his life and his home. Don’t be fooled, the sweetness is
all an act. Women are consummate actresses, it’s hard to know what is real and what is not with them
until a man has had some experience and suffered some disasters with them. What is really brewing
psychologically between her pleasing exterior is further elucidated by Rev. Shannon, as he details the
breakup phase of The Predatory Female cycle:

You are about to see the cold side of your spouse, a primal, hissing, bone chilling
transformation that is rooted in thousands of years of female survival. Brace yourself for
scenes at airports where your children are torn away from you, screaming and crying, while
your former spouse stands in the background with a smug, victorious sneer.

As soon as women think they have a man in the corner, the act stops and the real personality beneath
the façade comes out. Once a man has seen this side of women repeatedly, there is no un-seeing it. A
plan of action must be made to avoid legal and financial entanglements with her in the age of male
oppression in the court system.
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Better to rent by the hour than finance the purchase

Don’t Risk It

Your wallet and your freedom are at risk anytime you deal with women in Anglo America. Thinking
women are your friend is tantamount to suicide by stupidity. If life experience has taught me
anything, it’s that the female association with Beta males is strictly transactional. Her association
with the Beta operates under the guise of a relationship or a marriage, but underneath it all she is
looking to maximize the return on investment of nature’s credit card – her vagina. Marriages have
operated this way for 5,000 years. Only has Western civilization been able to delude itself with the
concept of love for the past few hundred years.

Know your adversary. Know that she IS your adversary. Develop a working understanding
of predatory females. Accept what you’ve learned about predatory females, both
emotionally and intellectually. Forget your past presumptions and values concerning
females. They were sprinkled into your mind by the matriarchal system. You have to break
out.

Whether paying for her McMansion and SUV or paying for dates or paying to rent her wet hole for
half an hour, if men are dealing with women money is involved. The cost-benefit analysis works out
best 9 times out of 10 when a man rents sex by the hour. This is why prostitution between consenting
adults needs to be legalized in America, as it already has been in much of the world outside The
Matrix. Rev. Shannon touches on this fact:

For the risks involved, you’d definitely be better off with a high class prostitute. After all,
there are good reasons, most of them very Darwinian, for prostitution being the oldest
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profession. We’re talking survival here. Banned and hunted by the matriarchal society
because they threaten the established marital scam, prostitutes are not only legal in some
jurisdictions, but may be the wisest investment for your dating dollar.

The real reason women hate prostitutes is it brings competition to their
scam. Why put up with all their bullshit when you can get sexed and then move on with life? Why
deal with someone who hates you 24/7 when you can rent the wet hole by the hour?

The venom and vitriol towards you as her chosen Beta meal ticket is always there, lurking underneath
the surface like lava inside a volcano. Women only choose to hide their true feelings towards men
when they can benefit from association from them in the way anthropologist Robert Briffault so
eloquently described in the 1930s: The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the
animal family. Where the female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such
association takes place. But make the wrong move and the hapless Beta is subject to a violent
eruption of all the hatefulness simmering underneath the surface.

The male choice is to either be a disposable provider module of benefits or to short circuit the system
by being a badass Alpha or Sigma. When’s the last time you heard female venom and vitriol being
spit at an Alpha male who pumped her, dumped her, then left her. My bet is if there’s any venom at
all coming out of her mouth it’s not nearly as toxic as that special hatred women reserve for used up
Beta providers.
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Red Pill Money: Simplifying Your Finances
July 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Getting and staying debt free is of critical importance to the Red Pill man or MGTOW

Minimalism can help your financial life in many ways. By minimizing expenses, a man’s investment
potential and freedom are maximized. The simplest truth is a man must control his money or his
money will control him. As Charles Dickens wrote in David Copperfield: Annual income twenty
pounds, annual expenditure nineteen six, result happiness. Annual income twenty pounds, annual
expenditure twenty pound ought and six, result misery. Unlike government, a man must balance his
budget and keep it balanced.

A man must put his self-interest above all others in order to win with money. Here are several ways
you can maintain a balanced budget by cutting down on the clutter and minimizing overhead. Perhaps
the most important concept illustrated by all these tips is the power of the word “no.” These steps also
help reduce stress and waste of the most valuable wealth building tool a man has – his income.
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1. Get out of debt and stay out of debt. Remember, debt is slavery. With
no payments and no due dates a man has much less to worry about. A lot of debt is a serious source
of stress. After eliminating debt, the money that was going to service interest and payments every
month can then be stockpiled in bank accounts and invested in everything from mutual funds to
bonds. Cash can then be paid for large purchases. Additionally, men are much more careful when
they spend money they spent time saving rather than money they borrow. There is nothing more
important than staying out of debt to retain control over your financial life.

2. Pay cash. This doesn’t mean walk around with a wad of $100 bills in your wallet. But, studies
have shown people have emotional attachments to cash they don’t have with debit and credit cards,
and spend less when they’re spending cash! A debit card with a Visa or MasterCard logo works
exactly the same as a credit card. When making purchases, press “credit” even though it is a debit
card and you will receive the same protection against fraud as credit card holders since the
transaction will be processed through the Visa or MasterCard network.

3. Purge monthly subscriptions. Be ruthless, as monthly subscriptions can be real money suckers.
Tally up how much is outgoing each month on things like music app memberships, Netflix, and other
“vampire” expenses that are slowly sucking the life blood out of your finances.

4. Turn off your TV. Those who watch a lot of TV are statistically proven to spend more money on
consumerism and more money eating out. Why? Because that’s all television is, a clothesline to hang
up consumer and restaurant advertising in between poorly produced, culturally degenerate
programming. Few people realize the insidiousness of television, and many think they’re immune to
its effects. But, television is a powerful medium and it puts fantasies into people’s minds that make
men spend money or it wouldn’t be in business.
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5. Eliminate credit cards. This is a controversial one for some, but I have
been living without credit cards since 2010 while traveling the world and have never had a problem.
Many men try to justify keeping a credit card in their wallet for the rewards, but as Dave Ramsey
says, when is the last time you met a millionaire who said they got all they have through rewards
programs? Moreover, the concept behind rewards programs is the bean counters who designed them
did a cost-benefit analysis for the credit card companies and they know people spend more money
with rewards credit cards than they do with others. This defeats the entire purpose of having
“rewards” if it makes a man spend more money chasing a carrot at the end of a stick. Debit cards now
do everything credit cards do, except putting men into debt bondage.

6. Watch little expenses. A daily trip to Fivebucks for a coffee-themed milkshake might not seem
like a big deal, but if a man buys a $5 cup of coffee every day that little splurge soon turns into a fat
$180 a month expense. Similarly, app purchases and other little dings to your bank account can
quickly turn into huge dents when going over income and outgo each month. Eating at home rather
than eating out all the time is another way little expenses can be throttled back so a man has more of
the one thing that buys freedom in this world – his money.

7. Sign up to stop receiving unsolicited credit offers. Keep business out of your credit report and
from sending you tempting offers to take on debt slavery by visiting OptOutPreScreen.com to opt out
for five years online. You can also opt out permanently by printing, signing, and mailing a form
available on their web site. This will stop those endless and annoying credit card offers as well as
other solicitations to move a man in the wrong direction – away from building wealth and towards
building debt.
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Staying out of Fivebucks and other corporate food and drink joints can save a man big money

Be in Control

These steps give a man seven concrete ways to make positive financial changes in his MGTOW or
Red Pill life, beyond eliminating or vastly reducing the amount of money spent on women. (Usually
cheaper to rent than to own when it comes to women, or Game her if you like playing the role of
the clown.) Remember, the system that has been buttering you up with advertising and hyperbole
your entire life is only a parasite wanting to take advantage of you and put chains of bondage on you
with endless monthly payments. It wants you to power its profits no matter the personal cost to you.
Remember this sage wisdom from Dave Ramsey:

You must gain control over your money or the lack of it will forever control you. When you
think short term, you always set yourself up for being ripped off by a predatory lender. If
the Red-Faced Kid – I want it, and I want it now! – rules your life, you will stay broke!

Don’t be one of the 2/3 of Americans acting like the Red-Faced Kid, living paycheck to paycheck
with no plan and no idea about what is being done to them. Get in control and stay in control of your
finances. The rewards will far outweigh the sacrifices.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Predatory Females: Woman Stabs Man Over Doughnuts
July 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

You know you’re a Beta when you get stabbed for not bringing doughnuts home

In an apparent case of Female Entitlement Mentality (FEM) gone wrong, an Indiana woman landed
herself in jail with battery charges after her husband wasn’t able to buy her doughnuts earlier this
week. Apparently, he was supposed to create the confectionary delight for her by waving a magic
wand, because the doughnut shop was fresh out of the kind she liked.

The man told police he had gone to pick up doughnuts for his wife, 37-year-old Michelle
Nelson, New Albany, but the store didn’t have the type of doughnut she normally gets.
When he returned home without doughnuts, Nelson reportedly “got upset at him for not
know[ing] what else she liked after being together for several years.”

Michelle Nelson

There are several takeaway lessons from this incident for the Red Pill man. Most men have
experienced this phenomenon with women, as men are expected to have ESP and mind-reading
capabilities or are expected to make a decision for women even though women do not want to tell
them to make the decision. If he makes the wrong decision, or worse no decision at all, and is a Beta,
explosive anger can be the result. An Alpha would tell her to go get the damn doughnuts herself and
she would comply. All the more reason to avoid ever falling into the Beta provider trap.
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Curiously, even though Michelle Nelson stabbed her husband Timothy sending him to the hospital,
he may face battery charges once he’s released from medical care. She is also charged with battery –
but was her husband only defending himself before she stabbed him by pushing her out of the way?
According to local media reports:

The man told police the argument escalated and he to leave the home. Nelson allegedly
blocked the door and the man pushed her out of the way. That’s when Nelson reportedly
lunged at her husband while holding a grill fork. The fork punctured the man’s chest. Police
told the man that he may face a battery charge and that the couple’s child was taken into
custody by the Indiana Department of Child Services.

He was covered in blood and obviously lucky the assault didn’t puncture an artery or his heart.

When cops arrived on the scene, they found Timothy sitting against a tree “applying
pressure to the puncture wound on his right chest.” His t-shirt and jeans were soaked with
blood. He was then transported by ambulance to a local hospital.

Violence against men is funny to leftist media. This didn’t stop the lighthearted treatment of the story
by the media, who hypocritically consider equivalent offenses against women to be no laughing
matter. One publisher couldn’t help themselves:

A New Albany Police Department report does not identify Nelson’s favorite doughnut or
her preferred fallback option.

But, such matters are no laughing matter to the awakened Red Pill man who knows he’s on the hook
for bullshit like this, and will only be made fun of when he’s the victim of domestic violence.

Always simmering underneath the surface is toxic female spite towards males

Vitriol and Venom

The timing of this incident meshes well with our recent article detailing female vitriol and venom
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towards hapless Beta males, always simmering beneath the surface. A neighbor detailed Nelson’s
brand of venom and vitriol to police:

I heard a bunch of commotion, I came outside, she was pushing him right here. She
basically told him, you aren’t leaving, if you leave you will leave in a body bag.

As she plunged the grill fork into the poor bastard for neglecting to bring her a bakery item, this
scene unfolded in front of their neighbor:

It broke [off] inside him, he snatched it out and blood started going everywhere. It was
crazy.

Men, you know a woman has nothing for you if she is willing to kill you over a doughnut. Or if she
divorces you over your failure to provide a house, car, or other material or food items. Highlighting a
sage excerpt from The Predatory Female once again:

Know your adversary. Know that she IS your adversary. Develop a working understanding
of predatory females. Accept what you’ve learned about predatory females, both
emotionally and intellectually. Forget your past presumptions and values concerning
females. They were sprinkled into your mind by the matriarchal system. You have to break
out.

Illustrating the predilection of society to not only let them, but encourage women to play the victim
card a few commenters claim Nelson’s husband was beating her, even though she looks fine in her
mug shot and other neighbors didn’t report this to the police. The puss pass and pedestalization of
women runs strong in Anglo America.

Tim should be nominated for a Beta award of some type, especially if he goes back to her after she
showed him that a $1 sugar fix means more than his entire life does to her. Women will do anything
for an Alpha, but a Beta can do nothing right in the eyes of women. Beyond the predatory nature of
women, Miranda Devine, an Australian columnist wrote about the previosuly mentioned Female
Entitlement Mentality in a fabulous opinion piece.

Increasingly in our narcissistic age we see this deluded self-belief
and inflated sense of importance, from baby boomers to 13-year-old princesses. At its
extreme, it manifests in the stars of reality shows such as The Real Housewives of Orange
County, women whose lives are an epic monument to selfishness. FEM is the end product
of a culture that places self-esteem and empowerment above fairness and common sense.
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For three generations, women have been told growing up that they are can have it all, do
anything, and have unlimited freedom of choice. This was terrific for women to break free
of oppression and achieve equality. But along the way we forgot that some restrictions on
freedom must exist, if you are not to trample on the rights of other people and if you accept
certain biological realities. Now, an inflated sense of entitlement means you lash out and
blame others when you don’t get everything you believe you deserve.

No, women should not lash out at men the way they do when they don’t get everything they deserve,
but they do it anyway. It’s very hard to find exceptions to the rule that women see men as nothing but
convenient, disposable meal tickets and walking wallets when one studies the evolution and lifespan
of a relationship and not just the happy, hormone-induced high phase some call “love.” Ladies, just
because you possess the Golden Vagina does not mean the world – or men – owe you anything. And
just because you hate Beta providers don’t try to kill them over a confectionary mishap.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Never-Ending Female Shit Test
July 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Whether stress or money, there are significant and continuing costs when dealing with women

Shit tests are never-ending tests women put men through to see if they’re worthy of a visit to the love
cave. Women toss out hoops for men to jump through from the time they meet them, as a way of
measuring men’s “worthiness” as love interests. An Alpha finds a way of not jumping through the
hoops and tosses of his own hoops right back at her. A Beta begins a tragic, never-ending loop of
jumping through shit test hoops, with the difficulty of each test progressing until his resources have
been consumed by a predatory female and at long last, he has no way of jumping through her hoops
anymore and he is placed into the discard pile.

Many young men today are indoctrinated by an anti-male education system to turn themselves into
walking wallets and doormats for women, not understanding this is exactly the reason why most
women want absolutely nothing to do with them in their teens and 20s. As they become jaded and
bitter towards their mistreatment by women, often used for drinks and dinner with nothing to reward
them, many turn into MGTOWs or Red Pill men. Some say these men become misogynistic the truth
is they become realists about male and female relationships. Red Pill author H.L. Mencken deflects
this argument in his 1918 book In Defense of Women:

Misogynist: A man who hates women as much as women hate one another.
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Once a man has entered a relationship with a woman in a submissive (i.e.
Beta) role, her psychological taunting and tormenting continue throughout the relationship.
Evolutionarily speaking, women do this as a way of seeing if a man’s resource provisioning is on par
with what she wants it to be, in other words to see if he has resources at his disposal which she can
command at will. Secondly, she does it as a way of seeing if he can still attract other women with his
resources. Women will shit test an Alpha to see if he stands up to her and if he is still dominant.
Either way, a man can expect shit tests from women. They’re built in to every woman’s psychology.

Shit tests often come in the form of ultimatums or demands for material and or consumer purchases.
The common wisdom here at TNMM is that if you are dealing with women, you will pay for the
sexual interaction one way or the other, whether through playing unending psychological games as an
Alpha or Sigma, buying her shit as a Beta, or renting by the hour in jurisdictions where prostitution
messes up the effectiveness of marriage scam. Additionally, women will also stir up shit between
men so see which one in the group comes out on top as a way of shit testing to find the Alpha.

After learning this many men realize, yes, there’s a reason the Bible warns men about women from
cover to cover. This Bronze Age document in many ways is vastly superior to today’s advice from
educated fools pushing liberal talking points about the supposed superior virtue of women.

Unfortunately, shit tests are never-ending, which leaves men with the following options.

Learning to dodge hoops, jump through them or avoid them all together sums up female interaction
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Be Her Clown or Be the MGTOW

There are many positive things to be said about learning and practicing
Game. It teaches men to avoid hoop jumping, and encourages them to make women jump through
hoops instead. However, for a rational personality this means an unending and ridiculous cycle of
mind games with women just to get sexual access and getting a woman to pretend to love you.
Arguably, Game can be repeated until it becomes rote memorized in the mind of the average man.
For others, it will be a constant psychological burden.

The difference between adapting to play women’s games or saying to hell with games is the
difference we see in the manosphere between the Gamers and the MGTOWs. As a man ages and
gains experience with women, he may decide keeping one around is not worth the cost – whether it
be financial or psychological cost, or both. German metal artist Unhelig puts it this way in a great
song: I’m no longer your clown.

Until laws change and men are given equal standing in society and Betas aren’t enslaved by male-
hating laws, men should avoid financial and legal entanglements with predatory females. A
commenter on the Reddit MGTOW forum gives us the play by play:

THINK ABOUT THE FOLLOWING: Are we, as men, actively seeking out women for any
ulterior motive, other than simple, natural, biological, sexual attraction? No, our intentions
are pure. Then why shouldn’t the same rules apply to women, once they are prepared to
grow up, and give up on the idea that sex should be used a weapon used to hold men
hostage with, in order to get their long list of demands met? I’m not a fucking donkey you
lure with a carrot and a stick.

Shit testing is how women use the weapon of sex to get men to start jumping through hoops. Whether
Gaming and pumping and dumping or becoming MGTOW or making all interaction with women
strictly pay for play in nature, the best thing men can do is stay out of the tangled web women have
weaved in society in which having relationships and getting married amounts to nothing more than
playing a very sophisticated game of prostitution. The fact more people don’t see modern marriage as
just that – a form of legalized prostitution – shows us how far down the primrose path of female
supremacy Anglo society has wandered. Once again, H.L. Mencken gives men sage advice:

Bachelors know more about women than married men; if they didn’t they’d be married
too… Love is the delusion that one woman differs from another.

In any case, men should see shit tests for what they are, and realize than when entering a relationship
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with women, they’re entering into a never-ending cycle of mental manipulation and torment. Does
the cost-benefit analysis work out? Rest assured if you as a man aren’t running the analysis, the
woman you’re talking to definitely is. And she will shit test every step of the way to probe just how
much her investment in you is worth.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Video of the Week: Bukowski on Nice Guys
July 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Listen to the Red Pill truth flow from Charles Bukowski’s mouth as he has a little spat with this
whorish woman. Amazingly, people making comments on the video don’t notice she is playing the
classic Alpha Fux, Beta Bux game with him as at this time he had become a successful author. This
chick was obviously hanging out with him for financial benefits while telling him to his face she was
going to be spending the night with and screwing other men.

Bukowski finally gets the courage to tell her he’s going to get a Jewish
lawyer to get her kicked out of his house (don’t ever let a women move in if you’ve got money
guys!). He makes the memorable comment that she will be out on her ass so fast she’s going to feel
skinned. He then kicks her a little. Not that he should have kicked her, but if she had kicked him do
you think anybody would bring up the issue and criticize her for being “abusive” the way Bukowski
has been criticized? Double standards once again rear their head. A lot of Bukowski’s behavior was
probably due to alcohol as this girl, whoever she is, said he had been drinking a lot before the
interview with an Italian television network. It was around this time Bukowski was writing his
famous novel Women, for which he conducted a lot of “research” as “hot blondes with tight pussies”
(as he puts it) were throwing themselves at him because of what else – his newfound money, status
and power. Bukowski writes about the broken nature of male-female relations in the modern age in
the novel.

Human relationships didn’t work anyhow. Only the first two weeks had any zing, then the
participants lost their interest. Masks dropped away and real people began to appear: cranks,
imbeciles, the demented, the vengeful, sadists, killers. Modern society had created its own
kind and they feasted on each other. It was a duel to the death – in a cesspool.

In less than three minutes, the video illustrates the following Red Pill concepts, and provides an
excellent teachable moment when trying to save men from predatory females:

Alpha fux, Beta bux
Shit testing
Nice guys getting used
The predatory nature of women
Cock carousel riding
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Women playing the victim
Women only pursuing men with money, status, and power
Female entitlement mentality
Women staying with “abusive” men
Female manipulation of men
Female shamelessness and total lack of remorse
Looks don’t matter to most women, only resources

Watch and learn (for the younger men) or watch and laugh (for the older guys) as many of the
concepts about women we discuss on men’s blogs play out right in front of your eyes, put into words
by one of the greatest Red Pill authors of all time. If ever you doubted what manipulators women are,
watch this woman justify sleeping around while she’s living in Bukowski’s house and spending his
money.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Weekend Reading | July 22, 2016
July 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of July 22, 2016.

Manosphere

How The Cultural Marxists Of The Frankfurt School Subverted American
Education

Are you less than 100% certain a girl will accept your approach? If not, do not Perhaps
you’ve wondered why so many college professors are so left-wing.  In your freshman year,
you might have noted with dread—as I did—some of your fellow students “going with the
flow” and molding their beliefs to fit in.  Perhaps one of them was you, before you grew up
and snapped out of it!  The Frankfurt School is the answer to why so many universities are
Social Justice Warrior factories.

How To Create A Masculine Economy

I recently bought Roosh’s new book, Free Speech Isn’t Free, for a multitude of reasons.
First and foremost, I was very interested in learning exactly what happened to him in
Canada. Like most of the ROK community, I’ve read various articles describing his
experience, but there was no one, big compilation of all of the events; until this eBook. The
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second reason, which I would like to be the main focus of this article, was that I wanted to
support him. We are coming to a point in time where we have to start voting with our
dollars. By buying Roosh’s new book, I’m playing a small role in supporting him. A small,
yet integral role, that will allow him to continue producing content, spreading neomasculine
principles, and exposing the SJW’s for what they are.

Compare And Contrast: Two Men And Their Wives

Here is a photo of a just-married man with his blushing bride. Did you cringe while looking
at it? That’s understandable. Her body language drops at least three clues that this marriage
is doomed to roll off the divorce disassembly line.

Subliminal Messages in Advertising

It seems like any time I go out to the bar, I spot some new form of degeneracy and cultural
destruction being promoted by the commercials on TV.  I’ve decided to start documenting
them on here; one could be an accident, but the endless stream of them is more than a
pattern. I just spotted this commercial from Heinz during a baseball game.  It’s best to
watch it with the sound off, since the dialogue is only there to distract you.

Corporate Virtue Signaling is Just Slimy Marketing

Virtue signaling, in short, is where you take a position or advocate a position as a mean to
signal to others that you’re virtuous. You may not actually be virtuous.You may not even
believe in the position, lying entirely about what you advocate. But that isn’t your main
goal. Your main goal is to convince sheeple that you are a good person, you care about the
poor, you care about minorities, you’re morally superior, i.e. – you have virtue.
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News

VIDEO: Donald Trump Accepts Republican Nomination in Soaring Speech

CNN Hides Its Own Poll Number – 75% React Positively to Trump Speech

On Thursday night, Trump gave a one-hour-and-fifteen-minute speech accepting the
Republican nomination. The speech was so overwhelmingly well-received among the crowd
that the media did not know what to do to tear it apart. Chyrons appeared on mainstream
networks: “Trump Accepts Nomination.”

Canada Enacts Internet Ban for Sex Offenders

Canada’s Supreme Court acted to protect children in the fast-growing world of cyberspace,
enabling judges to prohibit those convicted of sexual offenses against minors from using the
internet. “The record demonstrates that the internet is increasingly being used to sexually
offend against young people and that sex offenders who target children are more likely to
re-offend,” Justice Andromache Karakatsanis wrote for the majority in a hundred-page
ruling.

Book of the Week

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34Svt3kfq1c
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In this book (previously published as Crippled America), we’re going to
look at the state of the world right now. It’s a terrible mess, and that’s putting it mildly. There has
never been a more dangerous time. The politicians and special interests in Washington, DC are
directly responsible for the mess we are in. So why should we continue listening to them?

It’s time to bring America back to its rightful owners—the American people.

I’m not going to play the same game politicians have been playing for decades—all talk, no action,
while special interests and lobbyists dictate our laws. I am shaking up the establishment on both sides
of the political aisle because I can’t be bought. I want to bring America back, to make it great and
prosperous again, and to be sure we are respected by our allies and feared by our adversaries.

It’s time for action. Americans are fed up with politics as usual. And they should be! In this book, I
outline my vision to make America great again, including: how to fix our failing economy; how to
reform health care so it is more efficient, cost-effective, and doesn’t alienate both doctors and
patients; how to rebuild our military and start winning wars—instead of watching our enemies take
over—while keeping our promises to our great veterans; how to ensure that our education system
offers the resources that allow our students to compete internationally, so tomorrow’s jobseekers
have the tools they need to succeed; and how to immediately bring jobs back to America by closing
our doors to illegal immigrants, and pressuring businesses to produce their goods at home.

This book is my blueprint for how to Make America Great Again. It’s not hard. We just need
someone with the courage to say what needs to be said. We won’t find that in Washington, DC.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Society Has Awakened From The Collective Delusion Of The
Television Age
July 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The replacement of television with internet as the primary source of information means more Neos are awake than ever, and the Agent
Smiths of the world are pissed

The dominance of television has obviously ended in the early 21st century. People still watch
television, but they will never again believe it the way they used to. Television “news” and feel-good
storytelling of the type that dominated from the 1940s through the 1990s has become laughable as the
Information Age continues to destroy once dominant cultural myths. During this time, the media
were able to create the illusion that powerful, elite interests were on our side even as they undermined
the nation and laid the groundwork for today’s socialist revolution. They were able to shape beliefs
and control all the information the mass mind got to see and hear.

Media-driven myths were hugely successful in keeping people blindly participating in a consumption
economy and government tax farm system for half a century, while keeping them largely oblivious as
to what was really happening in the world and their government. For 50 years the entire population
was essentially mind-controlled by a medium that provided them with sugar-coated fantasies and half
truths about reality, and nobody seriously questioned the fact that big business and the government
had Americans’ best interests at heart. (Even if they did raise valid concerns, those concerns never
entered the Overton Window of the mass mind.) Over this peculiar and interesting period in human
history television’s effects of society followed to this ideal, paraphrasing theologian and social critic
Reinhold Niebuhr:

Rationality belongs to the cool observer, but because of the stupidity of the average man, he
follows not reason, but faith, and the naive faith requires necessary illusion and emotionally
potent oversimplifications which are provided by the myth-maker to keep ordinary person
on course.
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In essence, a centralized communication model was able to delude the masses through mythmaking,
putting them to sleep as they blindly put their faith in a “system” that would only be exposed as
totally corrupt and amoral after communication shifted online. The 1976 classic Network perfectly
describes the mass delusion the public was under when television was dominant through the fictional
news anchor Howard Beale, for which Peter Finch won an Oscar.

But you people sit there, day after day, night after night, all ages, colors, creeds… We’re all
you know. You’re beginning to believe the illusions we’re spinning here. You’re beginning
to think that the tube is reality, and that your own lives are unreal. You do whatever the tube
tells you! You dress like the tube, you eat like the tube, you raise your children like the tube,
you even think like the tube! This is mass madness, you maniacs! In God’s name, you
people are the real thing! We are the illusion! So turn off your television sets. Turn them off
now. Turn them off right now. Turn them off and leave them off! Turn them off right in the
middle of the sentence I’m speaking to you now! TURN THEM OFF…

Network (1976) depicts a madman news anchor trying to
wake up the masses from the delusion of television

One need look no further than the top television shows of all time to see Niebuhr’s observations and
Beale’s frustrations playing out in a business model that made the Big Three networks’ fortunes. In
everything from dramas to sitcoms to the nightly news, the plot seldom deviates from the good guys
come out on top, the bad guys ultimately lose, truth and justice win the day, the American way is the
light of the world, and our politicians, while not infallible are the “good” guys. And, of course,
women are virtuous and morally superior to men was another lesson drilled into the American mind,
even as men descended back into legalized slavery in a country that pats itself on the back for
abolishing slavery. People thought this way for 50 years.

As evidence of how taken in the public was with the media propaganda of the day, the following
NBC News documentary takes us all the way back to 1993. In A Day At The Clinton White House,
Tom Brokaw hosts an hour long, warm and fuzzy special on the first 100 days of Bill Clinton’s
presidency. The sycophantic nature of the documentary is astounding by today’s standards—but in its
day nobody batted an eye as to its legitimacy as a piece of “journalism.” However, even as this
pablum showcasing Clinton as a demigod was broadcast and taken seriously by a credulous public, a
new way of communicating was just beginning to show up in homes around the nation that would
later destroy the power of the mythmakers to push propaganda like this down the throats of the
masses.

Back in those days, the Internet was only in 10% of homes, and Brokaw makes a brief reference to it
towards the end of his knob polishing session in the Clinton White House. But that humble invention
would eventually destroy the centralized communication business model he was a part of as well as
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the dominance of corporate and government mind control in America and the world.

Just look back in awe as to what passed as legitimate reporting even as recently as the 1990s.

Waking Up

Even though one of today’s alternative media majors, Matt Drudge, got his start during the Clinton
regime and the genesis of alternative narratives was underway, according to Gallup, trust in the media
peaked in 1998 and 1999, the era of Clinton. Despite the fact people started using the Internet en
masse in the 1990s, there wasn’t a lot of information challenging political and cultural narratives of
the puppet masters in America at that time. People still tuned into and trusted television news and
newspapers, and believed their government had good intentions, no matter if they were selling out
American jobs via NAFTA, turning the White House into a “coke den” with mistresses running in
and out of it according to Secret Service Agent Gary Byrne, and making shady deals with the
Chinese.

But, the Clinton presidency would be the last to be able to fully leverage Big Media to control
political and cultural narratives and keep the public in the dark about the reality of their political
machinations. The end of trust in talking heads and network news was drawing near. Ironically,
Howard Beale imploring the public to stop trusting everything they saw on television in 1976 has
become reality 40 years later. That shift started in earnest during the Bush administration.

As Bush and his band of Neocons attempted to use their tried and true method of mythmaking to
keep the military-industrial complex running in high gear, a major platform of his administration
became selling a false narrative about weapons of mass destruction in order to invade Iraq.

The feat of creating myths in order to legitimize the war would have been easier to pull off in the
Television Age, but unfortunately for politicians and their spinmeisters people were increasingly
communicating online. Thanks to tireless work of bloggers and truth seekers, a mountain of evidence
grew proving the Bush administration pushed the WMD narrative knowing they invented it out of
whole cloth. As reported by Washington’s Blog:

Everyone knew the WMD claims were fake. For example, Tony Blair – the British Prime
Minister – knew that Saddam possessed no WMDs. If America’s closest ally Britain knew,
then the White House knew as well. And the number 2 Democrat in the Senate -who was on
the Senate intelligence committee – admitted that the Senate intelligence committee knew
before the war started that Bush’s public statements about Iraqi WMDs were false. If the
committee knew, then the White House knew as well.

But we don’t even have to use logic to be able to conclude that the White House knew.
Specifically, the former highest-ranking CIA officer in Europe says that Bush, Cheney and
Rice were personally informed that Iraq had no WMDs in Fall 2002. Former Treasury
Secretary O’Neil – who was a member of the National Security Council – said: In the 23
months I was there, I never saw anything that I would characterize as evidence of weapons
of mass destruction.

The CIA warned the White House that claims about Iraq’s nuclear ambitions (using forged
documents) were false, and yet the White House made those claims anyway.

The truth is much of the information exposing the WMD fraud would have never surfaced—and
more importantly persisted—if people were not communicating online. The media performed their
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usual drive-by reporting and glazed over the issue, giving it a half-assed treatment, then another
sensation came up and the WMD fraud fell into the talking heads’ memory hole. But, it was given
new life by documentation and video people could call up years or decades later with just a few
keystrokes. This type of information would have never been so easily available before. The exposure
of the WMD fraud is perhaps the most important case of the internet causing a significant deviation
from the “official” narrative as the Information Age replaced the Television Age.

So, why was the internet more important than the liberal media when it came to exposing the WMD
fraud? Even though the media is 90% Democrat, one must realize “journalists” are typically
intellectually lazy groupthinkers who do not challenge authority unless it becomes profitable for them
to do so. The business runs on emotion as much as politics, which is why they grilled one of their
own in the 90s with the Lewinsky scandal but glazed over a huge scandal that could have been much
worse politically for Bush than the other scandals they tormented him with. The Intercept reported on
the failure of the mainstream media to report on this issue properly in the article Twelve Years Later,
US Media Still Can’t Get Iraqi WMD Story Right:

Thanks in part to the failure of centrist and liberal media to explain this clearly, it’s now
cemented as an article of faith on much of the right that Iraq was concealing weapons of
mass destruction.

Without the internet, its reasonable to believe the WMD narrative could have been much more
successful in influencing public opinion to this day. We certainly wouldn’t be discussing it right now
without the internet. The Bush administration nearly pulled the feat off anyway, despite the liberal
press!

Newsweek and other leftist media have openly worshipped
Obama from day one

As Obama replaced Bush, trust in the media continued to wane. During the 2008 campaign, it became
painfully obvious the media was in the tank for Obama, from Chris Matthews’ obsequious thrill
running up my leg commentary to a complete and total failure to emphasize Obama’s connections to
terrorists like Bill Ayers, his Muslim upbringing, his shady association with Mr. Goddamn America,
Jeremiah Wright, and call into question his lack of any significant legislative or political successes
while Illinois Senator. All these counter narratives only survived because of the internet. Perhaps
more than any other event, the 2008 Presidential Election exposed the Marxist media in the minds of
the American public as the leftist hacks they are.

During Obama’s 2008 campaign in which the media were least partially successful in turning him
into the Messiah, two narratives—an “official” narrative pushed by mainstream media, and a
popular narrative arising organically from free and open mass communication online—emerged
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and only grew further apart over two terms of a far left Obama presidency. The exposure of the
mainstream media as nothing but propagandists who push Marxism instead of living up to their
vaunted reputation as the Fourth Estate, horribly failing in their primary task of providing an
unbiased account of events, was underway. From Obamacare to Fast and Furious to the latest fanning
of the flames of racial division in the country, the “official” and popular narratives continue to grow
farther apart.

The “official” and popular narratives have once again clashed in the 2016 Presidential campaign. The
successful campaign of Donald Trump to with the GOP nomination would never have been possible
in the days of centralized, one-size-fits-all communication. It’s obvious the leftist media seethed at
Trump and hated him from day one, but it did not matter because they had so discredited themselves
their narrative was not the only one people knew of or had to listen to. They could just turn off the
TV, download a podcast, or read a blog to get a more factual version of events rather than having a
talking head read them something from the New World Order script.

The elite despise the fact the masses have awakened from the mass delusions they were spinning.
Rather than try to balance their reporting, mainstream outlets have doubled down on their Marxist
narratives. Despite what elitists in the media will say, as Ernest Hemingway said: The truth has a
certain ring to it. The old media regularly tries to discredit new media, and even insinuate the people
who subscribe to the new media version of events are everything from idiots to racists for not
swallowing suicidal leftist talking points.

One group of mainstream media executives even shamelessly told two whistle blowers embroiled in a
legal suit for making them report false stories: We paid $3 billion for these stations. We’ll decide
what the news is. Other possible media driven myths of the past 50 years, now being called into
question by legitimate questions and facts include:

A worldwide ban on DDT based on the book Silent Spring is being challenged by authors,
scientists, and even journalist John Stossel
A coming Ice Age pushed in the 1970s which encouraged countries to stop using fossil fuels
failed to materialize
AIDS was supposed to become a heterosexual pandemic, it remains confined to homosexual
risk groups and CDC’s own statistics say there is a nearly as low as a 1 in 10,000 chance of
vaginal transmission through normal heterosexual intercourse—in other words more sex than
some people have in a lifetime would be required to contract it this way
The ozone hole over Antarctica was going to fry the world, a hole a number of scientists are
now saying has always been there because of the way rays from the sun produce ozone and that
oceans produce more chlorine annually than man ever did
The coming global warming Armageddon is said to be caused by the gas that all life on earth
needs to survive, CO2, and is only fixable by ludicrous tax on an element on the periodic table,
carbon
The current Bee-pocalypse narrative says the world will starve to death unless the world
eliminates certain pesticides and some suggestions call for eliminating microwave i.e. cellular
and other forms of communication, while other sources are saying bee numbers were
manipulated to create another problem out of whole cloth
The media continues to fudge gun statistics as pointed out last week with the fact gun
homicides are at an all-time low while over half the public believes gun violence has increased
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The media operate in a way that creates profit by stirring up racial problems and hysteria as
evidenced by its BLM narratives and facts which directly contradict the narrative of “racist
white cops” such as a police officer is 18 times more likely to be killed by a black suspect than
vice versa

These worrisome stories are only the tip of the iceberg of possible media myths that have been
perpetrated on the American public. No wonder the establishment is up in arms, they need citizens to
be pliable sheep that listen to their dictates and buy their products. They definitely do not want a
public capable of figuring out how much they’re being lied to, but the internet has yielded just that.
George Carlin put it best:

You have owners. They own you. They own everything. They own all the important land.
They own and control the corporations. They’ve long since bought and paid for the Senate,
the Congress, the state houses, the city halls. They got the judges in their back pockets and
they own all the big media companies, so they control just about all of the news and
information you get to hear. They got you by the balls…They don’t want a population of
citizens capable of critical thinking. They don’t want well-informed, well-educated people
capable of critical thinking. They’re not interested in that. That doesn’t help them. That’s
against their interests.

As proof the elite want to crush the popular narrative arising from the so-called unwashed masses the
elite openly hate, a Harvard-educated propagandist, and son of a CEO James Traub of Foreign Policy
magazine published It’s Time for the Elite to Rise Up Against the Ignorant Masses just last month, an
article befitting a Mao or Hitler regime in that it openly calls for stripping the rights of voters to
influence public policy.

Look for the two narratives to grow ever more disparate in the coming years and decades. The
mainstream media will look increasingly disconnected from reality and ridiculous as they spew
talking points from society’s puppet masters, while we the people talk amongst ourselves in a manner
that produces a phenomenon seen in the book The Wisdom of Crowds: Why the Many Are Smarter
Than the Few. Our version of reality may differ from that written by a small elite, but nonetheless an
increasing number of people believe the “unwashed” and unvarnished truth over the elite’s sugar-
coated myths. Importantly, the emergence of the popular narrative is credited with helping the Brexit
movement successfully challenge an organizing Soviet…er…European Union.

That leaves us with this conclusion. The fantasies of the Television Age have been replaced with the
harsh truths and nightmares of reality. It’s a cruel, corrupt, and often evil world we live in. The deal
is, it always has been that way, even when we were collectively put to sleep and tranquilized by the
mass delusion created by television. Where this new chapter in human history ends nobody knows,
but the world will never be the same now that large numbers of people are awake, and they’re angry.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Eye Candy of the Week | July 24, 2016
July 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This stunning Thai model looks good in any color bikini. Framed against the beautiful blue sea with a
smiling face and ample bosom, she’s some really sweet Eye Candy.
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Comment of the Week | July 24, 2016
July 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter Craig wins Comment of the Week with his response to Predatory Females: Woman
Stabs Man Over Doughnuts, an article describing relationship dynamics between a demanding
woman with a sweet tooth and her Beta male provider.

It’s the endless stories like this where I feel no remorse towards women with abusive men.
More often than not, the woman started the argument and escalated until the man had to act.
It is because of omnipresent feminist conditioning in society that men are bending over
backwards for these cunts. Instead of trying to run away and getting stabbed, the man in this
story should have put the smack down on his bitch. And if she keeps coming back for more,
give it to her even harder.

He wins for his ballsy political correctness if nothing else. Indeed, as I approach my fourth decade on
this planet if life experience has taught me anything its that women are often much or more to blame
than men for discord in relationships and petty bickering. One has to wonder if women are
evolutionarily adapted to keep shit testing men until a violent reaction happens.

We all know women seek out and make excuses for violent men. But the vitriol they have towards
soft Betas often turns into what we see in this case – a man getting stabbed over a bakery item, and a
compliant press downplaying the case as if domestic violence against men is acceptable.
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Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner and each month we pick a Comment of the
Month winner. For now, bragging rights will have to do. Cash prizes for comment winners are being
temporarily suspended, but once revenue for the site picks up they will be reinstated. You can help
support our publishing by using any of the means linked below.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Ivanka Trump Advances Feminism, Anti-Male and Anti-
Family Narratives
July 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Ivanka Trump went full-tilt feminism for part of her speech at the Republican National Convention

If there was one giant disappointment for the manosphere last Thursday night just before Donald
Trump’s magnificent speech accepting the Cucklican party’s nomination, it was his daughter
Ivanka’s promulgation of the equal pay myth and several other YouGoGrrl myths aimed at further
pedestalizing women at the expense of Beta male taxpayers in society. The equal pay myth has been
thoroughly debunked, and yet we saw the non-Establishment candidate’s daughter resuscitating it and
advancing this leftist agenda item. This is very troubling.

The never-ending lurch towards Cultural Marxism over the 50 years has
happened because Republicans initially put up symbolic resistance to insane leftist policies like those
that have made men nothing but sperm donors and child support check writers in the eyes of the law,
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only to later fully embrace the new far left policies. Once again, with Ivanka’s promotion of leftist
talking points we saw the relentless advance of Cultural Marxism continuing due to the short
attention spans and memories of traditionalists and conservatives.

There were several signs of this embrace of leftist agenda items last week at the Republican National
Convention, which nobody on the right seemed to notice. We’ll leave Donald’s embrace of the LGBT
bacon cheeseburger crowd out of the discussion and focus on the YouGoGrrl mantle taken up by
Trump’s daughter. Ivanka’s speech was probably a political calculation designed to steal female
votes from the Wicked Witch Hillary. Still, many in the manosphere should be taken aback, because
once again for political expedience we are being sold down the river for the mythical, infallible
creature known as the Anglo female. Ivanka told the Cucklican crowd:

Women represent 46 percent of the total U.S. labor force, and 40 percent of American
households have female primary breadwinners. In 2014, women made 83 cents for every
dollar made by a man. Single women without children earn 94 cents for each dollar earned
by a man, whereas married mothers made only 77 cents. As researchers have noted, gender
is no longer the factor creating the greatest wage discrepancy in this country, motherhood is.

Notice, motherhood is equated with failure as a parting blow while Ivanka pushes the big lie known
as the gender wage gap. However, Forbes magazine exposed the shameless fiction the equal pay
myth represents just last April.

The wage gap statistic, however, doesn’t compare two similarly situated co-workers of
different sexes, working in the same industry, performing the same work, for the same
number of hours a day. It merely reflects the median earnings of all men and women
classified as full-time workers. There are numerous other factors that affect pay. Most
fundamentally, men and women tend to gravitate toward different industries. Men, in
contrast, often take jobs with less desirable characteristics in pursuit of higher pay. They
work long hours and overnight shifts. They tar roofs in the sun, drive trucks across the
country, toil in sewer systems, stand watch as prison guards, and risk injury on fishing
boats, in coal mines, and in production plants. Such jobs pay more than others because
otherwise no one would want to do them.

Ivanka said nothing of pushing women into dirty, difficult, and dangerous jobs to help make up for
the wage gap, nor did she suggest making women work longer hours to catch up with the number of
hours men work. She did insinuate men need to “man up” and let women get paid more for doing
easier work. She also insinuated, though did not directly say this was because of “injustice” in our
society at the hands of – you guessed it – the Evil White Male™.
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Ivanka pushes policies that benefit “women with children” not “families” – notice the wording, very important when analyzing political
speeches

More Troubling Talking Points

Ivanka’s speech was troubling not only in that it leaves men at a disadvantage in jobs they deserve to
be better paid than women for – but it is also another cleverly disguised attack on the Beta males of
society, further making them worthless in the eyes of most women because female hypergamy makes
the sexual market go round. There were other reasons to be worried for those who think the nuclear
family has been battered and beaten by design, and that women are in the workforce for all the wrong
reasons in the first place, as exposed by Academy Award winning filmmaker Aaron Russo. Ivanka
told the nation:

As President, my father will change the labor laws that were put into place at a time when
women were not a significant portion of the workforce. And he will focus on making
quality childcare affordable and accessible for all.

Ivanka never mentions that women are happier as homemakers than in any YouGoGrrl profession.
Going by her narrative, nannies are the preferred means of raising families, and worse, it furthers the
agenda of leaving children in the hands of the State (rather than their mothers) to be indoctrinated
because mom is off working to pay taxes to a gargantuan, centralized government and to fund her
own empty, materialistic lifestyle. Ivanka goes on with more feminist rhetoric:

As a mother myself, of three young children, I know how hard it is to work while raising a
family. And I also know that I’m far more fortunate than most. American families need
relief. Policies that allow women with children to thrive should not be novelties, they
should be the norm.
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Notice – Ivanka only pays lip service to conservatives with a quick mention
of families – but says policies that benefit women with children should be the norm, not those that
benefit families, and she definitely doesn’t mention fathers. It basically amounts to an embrace of
carousel-riding single mommery that is destroying America’s youth. Your family court system status
as a sperm donor was just reinforced by the Trump campaign last week, as much as it pains me to
write this. All in all, one comes away from Ivanka’s speech with the impression the Cucklican party
is now courting the feminists and YouGoGrrl crowd that the Democrat/Socialist party has had a firm
grip on for 50 years.

This speech confirms most, if not all the problems discussed in our corner of the internet are being
totally ignored in favor of the “female oppression” pap Republicans once claimed to oppose. Our
problems as men and traditionalists don’t count – those faced by the disappearing nuclear family,
MGTOWs, Beta male tax/child support/alimony slaves, and those who want to return to a more
sensible family model – one that worked well for thousands of generations before being discarded in
favor of “progress” (i.e. our current demographically and culturally suicidal, statistically sterile
model). The anti-Establishment candidate has now embraced feminism, in other words. For all the
good Trump has done in bringing alt-right narratives to the forefront, pushing feminist policies and
narratives is NOT one of them. When it comes to equal pay, Forbes put it best:

Feminists may protest, but American women aren’t the victims of a sexist economy. It’s
time to declare an end to the Equal Pay Day myth.

Why, oh why, Donald, are you letting your daughter push leftist, anti-family, and anti-male talking
points? It is worrying to watch the conservatives once again falling back and ceding ground to the
advance of Cultural Marxism and the destruction of the family. The Political Game has failed us once
again, at least on this major issue. The Trump campaign just took the side of feminism. Not good.
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Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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Duke Student Turns Porn Star to Avoid Student Loans
July 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women will do anything to avoid becoming wives and mothers in Anglo-America, including doing porno to pay for a rubber stamp
because “empowerment”

If ever there was an illustration of how screwed up the higher education scam has become in
America, a story surfaced a couple of years ago about a Duke University student making
pornographic films to pay for college rather than assuming the huge burden of debt servitude the
average graduate now pays for their rubber stamp. Miriam Weeks, who used the stage name Belle
Knox, was able to keep her work in pornography secret for some time until she was “outed” by a frat
boy. She promptly faced a backlash from people who obviously didn’t care if she had the money to
pay for college or not.

Weeks made fat stacks while doing her work in the porn industry. This
story, however, reveals an unflattering area of the higher education scam politicians or talking heads
don’t like to delve into: how outrageous and unaffordable the price of education has become for
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working, middle class families. Weeks’ parents both work for a living, so the government didn’t offer
her a financial aid package that would pay for her Duke education without taking on crushing debt to
pay for the $60,000 a year cost of attendance. As with many areas of life in America, make zero
effort and get the world laid at your feet. Make an effort toiling in jobs that don’t really pay enough
for members of the dying middle class to advance in life, and get every cock block known to man
thrown in your path.

Since the debacle and the finger pointing, Weeks has since become a libertarian, and makes a
reasonable argument about people having the right to self-ownership rather than being corporate and
government-owned happiness machines producing revenue on the American tax farm. Knox says:

I think that my work and being in the porn industry definitely hits on so many libertarian
themes like free speech, and censorship, and choice and autonomy over our bodies. To
make matters worse, my income now makes me ineligible for the $13,000 in aid I was
receiving. My bill for next year will be a staggering $62,000. And I will pay this all on my
own; the financial aid office does not care that I am legally financially independent. They
view it as my parents’ responsibility to foot the bill.

As often happens in America, uncharitable critics don’t offer much in the way of solutions, but they
do offer a lot in the way of judgement and self-righteousness.

Weeks was paid $1300 for each porno scene, versus a measly $400 a week doing difficult work as a cocktail waitress

Show Me the Money

Weeks deflected criticism about her decision to do porn, placing the blame where it belongs, on the
self-aggrandizing higher education fiefdom.

Instead of focusing on my decision to perform in porn to pay my tuition, let’s start paying
attention to what got me here: artificially inflated demand for college that pushes tuitions
sky high. Even after student aid, I faced a $47,000 bill to attend Duke University. My turn
to porn to close the gap was so famous, in part, due to my reasoning. Faced with either a
degree from a less prestigious school or decades of crushing debt, a few hours of work on a
porn set revealed itself to be the best way to avoid getting screwed.
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Weeks had been getting paid $400 a week as a cocktail waitress working on someone else’s
demanding schedule. Obviously, that’s not enough to pay for a Duke education. While doing porn,
she made $1,300 per scene and could set her own schedule while doing countless shoots on breaks
from school and during summers. Weeks needed to make that much money because higher education
in America is in the midst of an enormous bubble that has caused the cost of college attendance soar
1,000% in the last 30 years. This education bubble is being inflated by an American government
trying to manipulate supply and demand of college degrees in favor of corporations who want to
stagnate wages and put a debt chain on future employees so as to ensure good conduct from their
newly minted peons. Author Sheldon Richman writes:

What drives the inflation of tuitions are the various forms of government financing. This is
basic economics. If the government stimulates demand through grants and loans, other
things equal, prices (tuitions) will rise. It’s supply and demand. It is unsurprising that much
of the money goes to administrative bloat. That’s how bureaucracies usually behave.

Empowering bureaucracies and not students, the fantasy of the magic college education is beat into
young students’ heads from a very young age. Weeks writes:

Kids like me have been told our whole lives that higher education is the only way to be
successful in America.

For young women like Weeks, motherhood is equated with failure in the new, Marxist YouGoGrrl
culture permeating the land. Also, Richman explains why money from the government is pumped
into colleges and universities at the behest of corporations who want to shackle future employees
with debt while suppressing wages, and why it has to stop:

The solution is a complete separation of school and state at all levels. Competition drives
down prices and improves products and services, as entrepreneurs strive to win customers
by offering a better deal in terms of quality and cost. Government cannot help because the
law of unintended consequences cannot be repealed.

What is most amazing is that Americans have blamed Weeks for doing porn
rather than blaming the corrupt education system and a feminist culture that tells young women
becoming mothers and wives is the surest sign of failure at life. What’s even more amazing is that
women are willing to become porn actresses under the guise of chasing a degree that will “empower”
them while traditional female pursuits in life never cross their mind.
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Perhaps more than any of these other themes, this story illustrates how far gone traditional Anglo
culture is. Cultural Marxism is the new norm, and the nuclear family is moribund. Women will do
obviously anything for a rubber stamp since that is what they are indoctrinated to believe will make
them “good” women, but they consider having a family and staying at home to be terrible, antiquated
oppression. This, despite studies that show women are happier at home in traditional sex roles.

When a young woman is willing to take facials and perform other denigrating sex acts on film, it may
be her right to do so but it speaks volumes about a culture that is spiritually and demographically
dead. It also speaks volumes about the worship of a piece of paper that children are indoctrinated
with by the feminist, state-run education system from the age of 5, forcing women into androgynous
competition with men rather than encouraging them to become great mothers and wives investing in
the next generation of humans. In other words, the Marxists won the culture war.
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Economic Statistics Show Men Are Increasingly Going Galt
July 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Put a feminist under there, Atlas is getting tired

Why bust your ass so half your money can go to support welfare queens, carousel riding and man-
hating single moms, all while enriching bureaucrats who sponsor your personal enslavement in the
American family court system? This is the question many MGTOWs and other Red Pill men are
asking themselves as a mass awakening occurs to the realities of the modern world. The U.S.
government has put its ass in a sling by inviting, no begging, American men to walk off the Anglo
female tax farm/plantation and Go Galt.

Let’s examine some dire facts revealing what socialism and Cultural Marxism (i.e. feminism and the
destruction of the nuclear family) have wrought on the declining fortunes of the American Empire.
When it comes to male workforce participation, American males now have the third lowest rate out
of 34 countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Financial
Times reports:

This fall in the prime-age male labor force participation rate, from a peak of 98 per cent in
1954 to 88 per cent today, is particularly troubling since workers at this age are at their most
productive. Because of this, the long-run decline has outsized implications for individual
wellbeing as well as for broader economic growth.

It’s all about that male “productivity” ain’t it? But, now society wants the productivity without the
rewards of a decent wife and children a man knows are his provided in traditional cultures. Provide
disincentives for men to work by adopting a feminist culture, villainize men in the media, and reduce
or eliminate opportunities for them to advance through policies of female preference, while taking the
only reason most men have to work hard away from them anyway – a wife and children – and watch
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our current societal slow-motion trainwreck ensue.

Feminist narratives tell us Superwoman don’t need no man

The Facts

Let’s take a look at how an enormous welfare state and a toxic Anglo culture of male scapegoating is
destroying the economic goose that lays the golden egg.

Labor force participation is at a near 40-year low. A record 95 million
Americans are not in the labor force, even though the Department of Labor manipulates statistics (i.e.
lies) to push propaganda that the unemployment rate is only 4.9%. Who wants to go be talked to like
a waterboy at a corporate job and be passed up for promotions for the sin of having a penis and
worse, blonde hair and blue eyes, if you have them. Not to mention being forced to live the life of a
choir boy to stay employed in many jobs thanks to tattletales on social media and a growing police
state that has turned virtually everything into a crime. Then there are the stagnant wages and growing
number of hours required to tread water: the average workweek is now up to 47 hours, and climbing.
Never mind that Americans already work more and enjoy less life than any other nation on earth. The
CEO needs more for himself and less for everybody else.

Over 100 million Americans are on welfare. That’s roughly one out of every three Americans
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receiving gibsmedats from Aunt Sam, scratching their belly and waiting for a check or EBT card
recharge. Making this statistic even worse is the fact the government wasted the money paid into the
Social Security and Medicare trust funds, making this program an unfunded liability, and basically
another welfare program because of mismanagement. We are beginning to see the first signs the
socialist gravy train is threatening to derail in the coming decades as the national debt has doubled
under Mao-bama and will continue to soar unless serious mitigation takes place under the next
administration. Having so many people on the take is not helping.

38% of all children age 5 and under are receiving welfare. Women like to label themselves Strong
and Independent but the facts beg to differ. Single moms collect a lot of government bennies, all at
the expense of the Beta male taxpayer. It’s the classic female go-around tactic. Women go around
men and quite frankly treat them like shit in America, but in practice they only go to Aunt Sam and
force him to extract the goodies from society’s pocketbook while giving men nothing back in return –
when what most men want in Anglo America amounts to 5 very simple things.

All job gains are going to immigrants, not natives. The corporate-government complex loves
immigrants of all types, legal and illegal because they press your wages down and allow them to treat
you poorly because there’s always another John, Juan, or Johann to take your job. Immigrants have
dominated job gains under the Obama administration. With the combination of cheap foreign labor
and crushing student debt, is appears the nefarious aim of the government is to destroy the middle
class.

Student loan debt and mortgage debt are rising. The problem with
enormous debt is sooner or later it has to be paid back. Americans owe over $1 trillion in student loan
debt and more than 40% of borrowers aren’t making payments on their student loans. Mortgage debt
is now nearly $14 trillion and is also rising. This isn’t the 1950s, America manufactures nothing and
it has morphed into a web site republic (a modern day version of a banana republic). If you thought
the housing bubble almost destroyed the country, wait until the student loan debt pops – all that
money is unsecured, unlike mortgage debt.

Over 20,000 new regulations have been added under Obama – most climate related. One can
imagine the Deep State (the people who really run the government) cackling in an underground lair
as they say, “Let’s tax the air they breathe!” Unfortunately, thanks to the global warming carbon tax
scam, that’s just what is happening. Climate regulations based on faulty and often totally fabricated
“science” mean there are now enough regulations on the books to cripple small business and the of
the average, small-fry John Galt trying to make ends meet in an economy that threw him overboard
50 years ago. Regulations are often set up as barriers to entry, meant to keep the little guy from
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getting a foothold in the market and allowing corporate fascism to proceed unchecked. That’s exactly
what climate regulation is meant to do.

You can go your own way

Going Galt

Individual policies and narratives punishing and scapegoating men may seem harmless to bureaucrats
as they’re passed. But pass 1,000 of these monstrosities, all of them adhering to female and minority
superiority agendas, and suddenly you’ve broken the figurative camel’s back of the men holding your
society together.

Of course, the press dances all around this issue, looking at this statistic and that statistic and coming
up with the most amazing mental and verbal acrobatics to avoid the elephant in the room. America
and Western Europe have turned into places in which a growing number men feel they don’t have
any value except paying for needless things for women and continuing to be a good little tax revenue
and profit producing serf at Cogswell Corporate Cogs. University of Michigan economist Justin
Wolfers told press:

What that means is the low levels of participation we see today are not primarily due to the
economic cycle. They’re due to a much longer lasting demographic influence. It’s actually
something that’s going to continue over the next decade.

It’s demographics, it’s the decline of the family, and its the poor treatment of men in society. The
collusion of these three factors mean rough waters are ahead. Never before has there been a better
time to check out and let this house of cards cave in rather than trying to keep a corrupt system going.
John Galt said it best:

No, you do not have to live as a man; it is an act of moral choice. But you cannot live as
anything else—and the alternative is that state of living death which you now see within you
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and around you, the state of a thing unfit for existence, no longer human and less than
animal, a thing that knows nothing but pain and drags itself through its span of years in the
agony of unthinking self-destruction.

Hard to argue against male self-interest, especially when feminists have been promoting their own
self-interest for so long.
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Phasers at Maximum: Male Feminists Swarm William Shatner
July 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Spiner, Mulgrew, and Shatner at Comic Con, the event that sparked the latest feminist attack

Even Captain Kirk is not immune to rabid feminism. The good captain came under attack by
feminists last week, particularly the blog Mary Sue for teasing Captain What’s Her Name, um,
Janeway using politically incorrect, thoughtcrime speech. The feminist Social Justice swarming was
brought on by William Shatner telling Kate Mulgrew “a woman’s place is in the fridge” at Comic
Con. It is insane that was all it took to spark the real world equivalent of a full on war with between
the Federation and the Klingons. Importantly, the Mary Sue blog is run by a mangina white male.
This is what the gelded writer typed up as he attacked one of the greatest living actors of our time.

Was Shatner trying to insinuate something about women being frigid? About women’s
weight? Was he actually making a joke about the “women in refrigerators” trope, in which a
female character is killed off in order to motivate a male character? It seemed unlikely he’d
be aware of that feminist critique, but it’s hard to think of a way that Shatner’s comments
could have possibly been respectful to women.
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So what if Shatner was making the insinuation about women being frigid?
(Even though he wasn’t and this is another mountain made out of a mole hill by deranged leftists).
Most of them in Anglo America are just that, frigid. Take my word for it as someone who has been
all over the world and spent extensive time in Latin America enjoying the warmth of Old World
women. And if Mary Sue hasn’t noticed, Anglo American women are the fattest in the world. Fat
jokes do apply if women choose to be slobs that don’t take care of themselves. Moreover, since when
are men supposed to be respectful to women in a culture that loathes men and enslaves them? One
need look no farther than the commercial break between Star Trek episodes to see the bumbling, idiot
white male caricature denigrating masculinity in advertising.

In true Captain Kirk fashion, Shatner did not back down from the self-hating mangina making the
accusations, no doubt as a ploy to drive traffic to his puss pedestalizing Mary Sue blog. Social Justice
Warriors often try to build themselves up by tearing others down, especially men who have done far
more with their lives than they ever will. Shatner took to Twitter fire phasers at the pathetic U.S.S.
Mary Sue, and make fun of them because he is now getting more publicity than ever out of the deal.

I didn’t make a dumb comment, sir. Your “stellar” publication jumped to conclusions And
yes it actually does help.

Shatner then fired off a photon torpedo.

I’m thinking of creating my own click bait, yellow journalistic site called Tropes, Tirades &
Tiaras. Thoughts?

And then another, echoing wisdom from the manosphere.

If you’re going to be a cyber warrior for a misandrist tabloid that creates headlines for
clickbait to keep the lights on; do research first.

The incident with Shatner is a teachable moment when formulating tactics to fight back against
thought and speech tyranny from the Communist left and their minions. Making this even more rich,
the incident stems from an inside joke between Shatner and Mulgrew. So obviously, no disrespect
was meant. Logic, however, matters very little to rabid, overly emotional SJWs and their ilk. Here’s
how you can protect yourself if you find yourself under attack by the hivemind, preyed upon in the
same fashion Shatner was.
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The man has still got it, even at age 85

Stop Jumping When They Hiss

Vox Day has written an excellent summary on how to survive a Social Justice swarming, and it
appears Shatner got the memo or knows the game better than the natterers do. The most important
step is realizing that nobody really gives a damn about the perceived transgression except those few
feminists and incels screaming at the floor, flopping on the floor and foaming at the mouth.

The first thing to do when attacked by SJWs is to recognize that you are under SJW attack,
remain calm, and realize that no one else cares. You need to understand that the attack is
happening, accept that is happening, and refrain from the temptation to try to make it not be
happening. Do not panic! Don’t go running to others for help or sympathy, don’t try to
convince everyone around you how outrageous or unfair the accusation is, and don’t explain
to anyone how little you deserve the way you are being treated. They don’t care. They really
don’t.

Another crucial step from the guide is to never apologize. Agree and amplify what they’re
screeching about or reframe the issue. Never ever, jump through SJW hoops. The good Captain also
got this part of surviving a swarming correct in his Twitter war. Take a lesson, men. This is how you
fight hand to hand with dirty little vivisecting vermin.

The third thing to remember when undergoing an SJW-attack is to never apologize for
anything you have done. I repeat: do not apologize. Do not say you are sorry if anyone’s
feelings were hurt, do not express regret, remorse, or contrition, do not say anything that can
be taken as an apology in any way. Just in case I am not being sufficiently clear, do not
apologize!

http://www.voxday.net/mart/SJW_Attack_Survival_Guide.pdf
https://theredarchive.com/
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It is becoming obvious, as the candidacy of Trump has shown us, and the
spread of politically incorrect behavior like a wildfire across the savannah, if men become assholes
and then make no apologies for it the SJWs may kick and scream like red-faced children in the candy
aisle at the supermarket, but that’s about all they will able to do if you do not back down to their
bullshit. The drive-by media may even launch attacks on you, but the internet helps neutralize their
attacks in the modern day and age.

Captain Kirk said it best on a Star Trek episode: A balance of power — the trickiest, most difficult,
dirtiest game of them all, but the only one that preserves both sides. Using new tactics in the war
against SJW tyranny will finally help men achieve that long-needed balance of power. All safe spaces
and hypocritical self-righteousness must be eliminated. It’s nice to see the 85-year old Shatner has
still got it, and won’t be taken down by the thoughtcrime crowd anytime soon. And always
remember, most Americans do not consider themselves feminists.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.

https://www.amazon.com/SJWs-Always-Lie-Taking-Thought/dp/9527065682/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1469566898&sr=8-1&keywords=vox+day+sjw&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=71fc247ab48ef45c8e4ef95d7b509bcd
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/07/18/4-out-of-5-americans-do-not-consider-themselves-feminists/
https://thenewmodernman.wordpress.com/education/
http://www.cafepress.com/thenewmodernman
http://amzn.to/1Sr8jxp
https://relampagofurioso.com/sponsor-the-new-modern-man/
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Red Pill Money: Designing a Zero-Based Budget
July 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The zero based budget forces men to know where their money is going

Spending all your money on paper on purpose is crucial to gaining financial control and advancing
your personal goals as a man. Even though nobody likes doing a budget, having a game plan and
keeping track of where every dime of your money is going will be a powerful tool. If you make
$2,500 a month, develop a plan to know where every bit of that money being spent to avoid
becoming one of the two-thirds of Americans living paycheck to paycheck, dependent on employers
who are becoming increasingly disloyal and ungrateful to their employees in the “new economy” of
the 21st century.

Looking out for number one makes good financial sense and it is also a masculine trait. Businesses
often use zero based budget, and financial author Dave Ramsey explains why it is so important:

The point of a zero-based budget is to make income minus the outgo equal zero. If you
cover all your expenses during the month and have $500 left over, you aren’t done with the
budget yet. You must tell that 500 bucks where to go. If you don’t, you lose the chance to
make it work for you in the areas of getting out of debt, saving for an emergency, investing,
paying off the house, or growing wealth. Tell every dollar where to go.

I only wish I had someone to tell me all this when I was a young man instead of learning it through
the school of hard knocks. Anyway, here’s how you or another Red Pill man you know who’s not
budgeting yet can get started.

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/red-pill-money-designing-a-zero-basedbudget.26140
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/07/27/red-pill-money-designing-a-zero-based-budget/
https://theredarchive.com/
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The guilty pleasure of strip clubs – if you go there to have a beer and mess with women’s minds once in a while, write it down in your
budget

Four Basics of Budgeting

Here are the four basics of each zero based budget:

Spending. If it’s a recurring monthly expense or a bill coming in the mail
each month, it needs to be written down on paper. The object is to make “overhead” i.e. fixed
expenses like rent, electricity, transportation expenses, etc. as low as possible and the amount left for
saving and investing as large as possible. These expenses come first on the zero-based budget. After
budgeting for fixed expenses, think of everything else you spend money on from eating out to
groceries to entertainment to beers at the bar, then budget for each expense. Set a fixed amount for
each expense. Then, obey the money rules you’ve laid out.

Stick with the Plan. Dave Ramsey recommends a cash envelope system with each monthly expense
written on the envelope. Place cash in each envelope, and once the eating out or drinking at a titty bar
budget is spent for the month, you must not violate the plan. Keep long term goals and financial

https://www.amazon.com/Manage-Your-Money-When-Dont/dp/1475044038/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1469570588&sr=8-1&keywords=budgeting&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=9fbdf7a2fe29d360f8aed90c1460e4ee
https://theredarchive.com/
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freedom in mind.

Saving. If you save 25% of your monthly income, for every 3 months you
work you can take a month off and not have any noticeable change to your lifestyle. For every 50%
you save, you can work 6 months out of the year and take 6 months off with no noticeable change to
your lifestyle. Of course, these models are highly simplified and only intended to illustrate the power
of saving and the power of having expenses under control. The more you save, the more in control
you will be and the more options you will have. As you amass a fat bank account, you will begin to
think about money differently. Rather than seeing it is a palliative to relieve short-term stress like
most sheeple do, getting paid on Friday and being broke by Monday, the Red Pill man thinks in terms
of how he can make his money work for him.

Investing. Depending on your plans, i.e. dedicating a good part of your life to the labor market, or
working aggressively towards a leisure lifestyle, or pursuing other goals than life on the corporate
plantation, you can invest a little or invest a lot. As Einstein said, compound interest is the most
powerful force in the universe. Say you make $3,000 a month and you life a minimalistic, frugal
lifestyle and save half your salary every month without fail for 5 years. Putting the money in a good
growth stock mutual fund means you will have $128,000 of freedom in only 5 years. Even if you
don’t invest another dime after aggressively building up a 5-year nest egg, in 10 years that money
could be worth $225,000 of freedom. This assumes a better than average return of 12%, attainable if
a man is wise and does research.

Just because you’ve made a great plan doesn’t mean rainy days won’t come around to piss all over
you. Financial blogger Trent Hamm helps men plan for inevitable setbacks and challenges along the
path to financial freedom.

Budget for everything: Creating a zero-sum budget will only work if you are willing to
budget for everything – even things you wish you didn’t have to budget for to begin with.
When writing out your monthly budget, make sure to include all categories where you
spend money. Doing so is the only way to ensure success!

Overestimate variable expenses: Variable expenses can be hard to estimate at times,
especially when it comes to costs that fluctuate – things like utility bills and gas usage. With
these items, I tend to err on the side of caution. If you overestimate how much you will
spend, you can always transfer any “leftover money” to savings at the end of the month.
Likewise, you can use it to take care of overages in any other category.

Track your spending once per week: Your new spending plan might take some time to get

https://www.amazon.com/Common-Sense-Mutual-Funds-Anniversary/dp/0470138130/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1469570636&sr=8-1&keywords=mutual+funds&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=7912f2580dbaacac55853c5b78a62707
https://theredarchive.com/
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used to, but it will be easier to adjust if you’re able to track your spending as the month
progresses. For example, your new $600 monthly grocery allowance will be easier to
swallow if you check your statements to see where you’re at at least once per week.
Checking in frequently with each category will help you discover how much you have left
to spend.

Prepare for setbacks and adjustments: Your new zero-sum budget might go off without a
hitch, or it might be a total nightmare. Either way, it’s important to know that you’ll likely
need to adjust and readjust your spending for categories as the months progress. For
example, you might think that a $500 food budget is entirely feasible, but find out that it is
completely impractical in real life. When those things happen, make a note of it and change
things up for the following month. Your zero-sum budget can evolve as you go: It should
work as a tool to help you track your spending, but it shouldn’t be too restrictive.

The idea behind zero based budget is knowing exactly where your greatest wealth and freedom
building tool – your income – is going each month. Keeping women out of your wallet is also key to
this plan, as they’re insidious materialists powering 80% of the American consumer economy. You’ll
never satisfy them by getting on the Hedonic Treadmill and running as hard as you can, and even if
you could it only turns you into a weak Beta provider in their eyes.

Our goal is to give men power over their lives, their romantic interests, and their finances. Get started
on your zero based budget today with a good old-fashioned pen and piece of paper, or there are apps
for that. A budget is the linchpin holding everything else in a man’s life together. Ignore it at your
own peril. Use budgeting to gain money, status, and power to torment women with someday, or to
live the IDGAF MGTOW lifestyle.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.

https://thenewmodernman.wordpress.com/education/
http://www.cafepress.com/thenewmodernman
http://amzn.to/1Sr8jxp
https://relampagofurioso.com/sponsor-the-new-modern-man/
https://theredarchive.com/
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The Epidemic of Nihilistic Manchildren
July 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Two snarky manginas react to Trump’s RNC acceptance speech

The self-loathing snarkmeisters east of the Hudson and in Hollyweird are at it again. While one
understands two court jesters must do something, anything for laughs to justify their bloated,
capitalism-driven salaries and sagging ratings, some might say their omnipresent presence in the
bowels of network and cable television are part of the reason why modern American culture is so
nihilistic and petulant. The time for middle America to push back against pedantic ivory tower
morons has arrived. Let’s get right to it.

Last week, Jon Stewart berated Trump supporters as he cozied up with fellow traveler Stephen
Colbert to the delight of the young, rubber stamped, indoctrinated leftists who make up his core
audience, exclaiming:

This country isn’t yours. You don’t own it! You don’t own patriotism, you don’t own
Christianity. You sure as hell don’t own respect for military, police and firefighters.

In other words, he was talking down to those of us who actually have to work for a living and
believe in something. Some of us beg to differ with your petty analysis, Mr. Stewart. Let’s look at
which groups were attacking and killing police in recent weeks and which groups were defending
them. Those doing the cop killing in a lame attempt to stir up a race war were sure as hell not Trump
supporters. Let’s also run a cost-benefit analysis and see who is paying taxes to fund the salaries of
military, police, and firefighters and who is taking money out of the till each year. Without a doubt,

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/the-epidemic-of-nihilisticmanchildren.26139
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/07/28/the-epidemic-of-nihilistic-manchildren/
https://www.amazon.com/Waking-American-Dream-Gregory-Hood/dp/1940933277/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&dpID=51dqlBPXyyL&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_UL320_SR208,320_&psc=1&refRID=BZXN9YWFE6PZG49S05T5&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=49e2e6125e78ef43fe6a6758a7bf8ca1
https://theredarchive.com/
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Trump supporters are paying while Socialists are on the take. That’s sort of why they’re pissed off.

Stewart went on, in a continuing, rabid rant (all that was missing was spittle flying out the side of his
mouth) trying to make a mockery out of the Trump speech, showing just how much the crowd of
myopic social commentators he runs around with hates the bourgeoisie i.e. us, the middle class.
Stewart said the Trump speech suggested the following:

One, jail your political opponent. Two, inject Rudy Giuliani with a speedball and Red Bull
enema, and three, spend the rest of the time scaring the holy bejesus out of everybody.

Weird sexual innuendo aside, Realtalk and a frank discussion of the issues facing America is not
scaring anybody except limp-wristed weaklings like Stewart. Case in point: 75% of viewers had a
positive reaction Trump’s speech according to a CNN poll, a poll that was buried in service of a
political narrative at a supposedly objective news channel. What Hollyweird and its troupe of jesters
don’t realize is many of us would rather hear the hard, plainspoken truth and what a candidate’s plan
is to fix problems rather than happy fantasies of Hope and Change that brought us nothing but
hopelessness, sex change and division for 8 years. Some of us don’t give a damn about sophistry and
political theater, unlike you boys making proclamations about the unwashed masses you obviously
hate so much.

Oh, and Johnny, we don’t need to be lectured to by an overpaid jackass, rich white boy on a faux
cable news show who is hypocritically worth $80 million while extolling the virtues of socialism. If
you believe in the Progressive themes you preach, you should donate all your fortune to the “less
fortunate” – keeping only an average worker’s salary to show us how “down with the people” you
really are. Otherwise, shut the fuck up, dude.

These manchildren reflect how spiritually dead parts of America are

https://theredarchive.com/
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Colbert

Colbert, another Progressive/liberal/Communist, has been tanking in the ratings since taking over for
another out of touch leftist David Letterman. Colbert found a modicum of success playing a smug,
self-absorbed conservative talk show host, perhaps because he is a smug, self-absorbed liberal in real
life. But, he is proving to be a massive fail at generating late night television ratings. Rush Limbaugh
describes what the decision to put him in Letterman’s chair really meant:

CBS has just declared war on the heartland of America. No longer is comedy going to be a
covert assault on traditional American values, conservative values — now it’s just wide out
in the open. What this hire means is a redefinition of what is funny and a redefinition of
what is comedy and they’re blowing up the 11:30 format under the guise of the world’s
changing.

The Brexit victory was a sign the “unwashed masses” (i.e. We
The People) are finally being heard over the voices of the
globalist puppets

The world is changing, but not in the ways globalists want it to. The rabble (We The People) are
rising up against narratives promulgated by shills like these boys. The cover has been blown off the
agendas of elite media and puppet politicians who are really nothing but prostitutes of the one-
percent. Colbert’s ratings for new shows are scoring below Kimmel reruns, setting record lows for
late night television as the entire industry goes even farther out into left field shilling for the globalist,
one-world government, anti-family, anti-religion agenda.

Beyond some tepid jokes from washed up writers, bathroom humor like “turd polish” and self-
tanning jokes, Colbert offered nothing of substance on his show following the Trump speech. He got
a slight ratings bump last week since leftists love to persecute, and if someone else is self-righteously
doing the persecuting for them, all the better.

What’s sad about both these little boys, Stewart and Colbert, is they are really just tools of the elite,
moneyed classes. French philosopher Albert Camus sums up their empty worldview does to society:

The modern mind is in complete disarray. Knowledge has stretched itself to the point where
neither the world nor our intelligence can find any foot-hold.

In other words, emptiness is what their constant criticism and derisiveness begets. One has to
wonder if either of these manchildren take anything or anybody seriously in life. They’re toxic to
watch because it doesn’t take long for viewers do develop their navel-watching nihilism – which is a
reflection of the left’s self-absorbed obsession with equality of outcomes rather than opportunity, and
belief that nothing in the world really exists or matters except their pet projects. It’s a sad chapter in

https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/07/23/society-has-awakened-from-the-collective-delusion-of-the-television-age/
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/07/23/society-has-awakened-from-the-collective-delusion-of-the-television-age/
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/02/18/global-warming-or-global-government/
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/05/30/jd-unwin-detailed-how-feminism-would-destroy-culture-30-years-before-womens-lib/
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/05/02/if-god-does-not-exist-anything-is-permitted/
https://www.amazon.com/Culture-Critique-Evolutionary-Twentieth-Century-Intellectual/dp/0759672229/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1469640287&sr=8-1&keywords=culture+of+critique&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=0e0ff829a8ab2ca5d0eddf57281260df
https://theredarchive.com/
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the final days of Western civilization, one predicted by Spengler, a time when “intellectuals” would
analyze people’s reason for living right out of existence.

That’s the impression I come away with every time I hear these two speaking: life is meaningless,
believing in anything is stupid, diversity is the new religion, white people are racist and evil, and the
Superior Virtue of the Oppressed will someday overcome all. Oh, and watch this commercial and buy
this crap. More than anything, these two idiots confirm Western culture being distributed via the
sewer pipe of Hollyweird and New York City mediaites is morally bankrupt and spiritually dead. The
demographics of dying Westerners are only the real-world manifestation of this death. So either laugh
it up, or destroy your television. There’s nothing of substance there anymore.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.

https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/04/28/spengler-expect-the-rise-of-a-caesar-this-century/
https://thenewmodernman.wordpress.com/education/
http://www.cafepress.com/thenewmodernman
http://amzn.to/1Sr8jxp
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Women’s Suffrage and How It Relates to Today’s Decline
July 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women already had enormous biological advantages over men, but they had to take over the traditionally male world of politics, too

We live in a modern day dystopia. There’s plenty of shopping to do, plenty to eat, and everything
looks nice and functional from the outside. But, scratch the paper-thin veneer of this postcard image
or make a turn into the wrong neighborhood and the illusion is quickly destroyed. Demographically,
America and Europe increasingly do not look like America and Europe. Americans are highly
leveraged just to keep their fading dream alive, and slowly the sand the civilization was built on is
being eroded by unending tides of liberalism and feminism. These two institutions, more than any
other, are washing the foundation of the West right out from under it. A foundation built by men, like
it or lump it. The West needs its men, but in modern terms it treats them like they’re nothing but
disposable meal tickets, even despite evidence this is leading to demise. Women voted for the world
we see today, at both the ballot box and using the power of the purse strings which they also control.

Today’s dystopia is the manifestation of the Anglo female’s psychology:
materialism, solipsism, gossip, and covetousness permeate the land. It seems to many like there’s
something that’s just not quite right, but the masses can’t figure it out so they look to political

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/womens-suffrage-and-how-it-relates-to.26138
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/07/28/todays-dystopia-is-the-result-of-womens-suffrage/
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/03/27/anglo-culture-a-critique/
https://www.amazon.com/Liberal-Fascism-American-Mussolini-Politics/dp/0767917189/ref=as_li_ss_il?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1469716845&sr=1-1&keywords=liberal+fascism&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=7c18491490f9582912056baf9bbfd427
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demagogues to fix their problems. The political class only betrays them and serves their real master –
the female voter – while pilfering from the tax dollar trough.

One can trace many of the problems now sinking the ship of state in America and Western Europe
back to women’s suffrage. Let’s conduct a thoughtcrime experiment as we examine what has been
wrought by giving women the right to vote and more importantly, feminism encouraging them to
wage war against men at the ballot box. The United States granted women’s suffrage in 1920, but
before the battle was won and the inexorable lurch towards Socialism and today’s culture of misandry
was cemented, an organization called the National Association Opposed to Women’s Suffrage put
out this pamphlet. Ironically, many of it’s talking points have been proven true. The NAOWS made
these claims in opposition to women voting:

BECAUSE it means competition of women with men instead of co-operation.
BECAUSE 80% of the women eligible to vote are married and can only double or annul their
husband’s votes.
BECAUSE it can be of no benefit commensurate with the additional expense involved.

Several of the talking points from this pamphlet have been
proven true

Even though The Atlantic published an article deriding this piece of literature with snark as is typical
of the left, its main talking point has been unequivocally proven true. In the 21st century, men are
being forced out of jobs by YouGoGrrl careerist shrikes by unfair competition, i.e. policies that
provide disincentives the hiring of men. Women do not cooperate with men in Anglo-America as
much as they railroad men to get what they want through everything from an anti-male culture to a
gynocentric family court system that robs men of all classes from paupers to Alpha male actors.
Interestingly, slavery still exists in America in the family court system, but because men are being
enslaved, nobody cares.

Forcing men out of work and reducing their earning capacity has created huge issues with the delicate
relations between the sexes, because female psychology shows us time and again women only see
value in a man if he has money, status, or power. Money is deeply connected to a man’s status and
power, so one can suffice it to say at the root of it all, women are only interested in male earning
capacity. Women also hypergamous, wishing to date and marry up rather than dating or marrying
across or down in economic status. So, we have the very problem this pamphlet predicted 100 years
ago playing out before our very eyes. Women compete with men rather than co-operating with them.
Beyond this competition destroying the nuclear family and creating today’s epidemic of fatherless
children, women working for The Man rather than her man means corporations can cut labor costs in

https://thenewmodernman.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/voteno.jpg
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/06/07/johnny-depp-divorce-illustrates-need-for-divorce-reform/
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/05/25/and-you-thought-slavery-ended-in-1865/
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/04/25/the-ten-laws-of-hypergamy/
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half and government can double the number of people paying revenue. Women’s suffrage, in real
world effects, means a war on male status and power over society and family – two entities males
have successfully guided since day one of the human species.

The second talking point is also proven true. Women annul or “cancel out” men’s votes, as they vote
in larger numbers than men in America. This gap grows election to election as men realize their
voices don’t count. The Washington Post went on another of its leftist, feminist male-bashing tirades
in an article bragging about this.

But the truth is that women vote in higher numbers than men do. We have in every
presidential election since 1980, and the gap has widened over time. In 2012, the difference
in turnout was nearly 4 percentage points (63.7 percent of ladies voted vs. 59.8 percent of
gents). The disparity was more than twice as large if you look just at those who have never
been married. Girls, it seems, really do run this world.

Run the world they have, and after the 2012 election women can say they’re running it off the
fucking rails as the United States and Europe wilt and die under the weight of unchecked
immigration, gargantuan Socialist governments, the death of freedom and free will, daily terrorist
attacks, and men checking themselves out of a system that targets them while at the same
time labeling them evil oppressors.

Women want the government to make the hated Beta provider obsolete, and they’re succeeding

But Wait, There’s More

The third talking point is also substantiated by the fact women push for government policies that
attempt to turn an inept entity made up of corrupt, squabbling bureaucrats into their own personal
servant. The United States government has assumed the role of the Beta provider male, rendering a
large proportion of the male population obsolete. Here are the results of the ignorance of Briffault’s

https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/06/25/as-big-brother-closes-in-we-can-choose-dangerous-freedom-or-comfortable-slavery/
https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/07/26/economic-statistics-show-men-are-increasingly-going-galt/
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Law this represents:

Increased role of government: Women support Socialism rather than individual competition,
and the role of government as the “provider” for her and society. As a result, 70% of the U.S.
government’s revenues go towards wealth redistribution and gibsmedat handouts,
overwhelmingly aimed at giving women taxpayer money.
U.S. military intervention: Women do not support military intervention, even when national
interests are at stake. They also support open-door immigration because women invite, men
invade – it’s a way of shit testing to see who are the dominant males, the invaders or the
natives.
Healthcare and welfare: Women overwhelmingly support socialized healthcare and welfare
policies, funded in large part by men who pay 70% of all income taxes.
Firearms restrictions: Doves that most women are, they do not support the right to self-
defense, and worse, their opinions on firearms are informed by a Marxist media since television
news audiences are majority female.
Affirmative action to achieve equality: Evil White Males™ are being pushed out of jobs to
accommodate everyone else. However, women never target dirty, difficult and dangerous jobs
for affirmative action quotas, only forcing men out of cushy office jobs. And, women can’t
“find a good man” because they took his job and now earn more than he does. (Again,
hypergamy means a man is invisible to a women unless he has higher earnings or social status –
and social status is largely dependent on earning capacity.)

In other words, the current government cucks the average man at the request of female voters. Since
women have made up the majority of voters for so long, as proudly proclaimed in the Washington
Post article, shouldn’t they also receive the majority of blame for the cluster our society has turned
into? In addition to women creating crushing Big Daddy Government, materialism has become the
national religion, a religion driven by the spending habits of women whose decadence funds 80% of
the consumerism machine. Women then complain about environmental problems, clueless that their
materialistic lifestyles cause the problem.

Real Sexism, a blog dedicated to exposing sexism towards men in Anglo culture, discusses how
women are consummate takers who see government and men as nothing but provider modules to
finance their wants.

Men earn 61.5% of all income but only account for 25% of domestic spending. Men only
spend 40% of what they earn after tax. In contrast women make up 38.5% of all income but
control 75% of domestic spending, women on average spend 90% MORE MONEY THAN
THEY EARN. Men are exploited as cash machines and even with spending on children
accounted for women still spend more money on themselves than the combined spending
for men and children. This can even be observed in the floor space allocated to women’s
products in most shopping centers.
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So, it’s been established that women vote in politicians who promise more
Beta male tax dollars so the girls can strike off the lower-earners of society from their list of suitors,
they vote to live in consequence-free bubbles when they have children (often with layabout bad
boys) out of wedlock as the majority now do, and they’ve proven several of the talking points of the
anti-suffrage movement correct. Finally, with the power over the pocketbook, the voting women do
with their dollars has yielded an empty, demographically sterile, sickeningly materialistic culture.

How does one “fix” all these problems? That’s not an easy proposition as the West has been
inculcated with the belief in that women need to be involved in politics for a century. The problems
brought on by women voting and canceling out the voices of men in the modern age are baked into
the cake. The right of women to vote won’t be taken away, our culture is much to far gone to even
consider that. Really all that’s left for men to do is throw up their hands and refuse to feed the beast
women have created. All we can do now is live with the consequences of the men who failed one shit
test too many back in 1920. Unless, there’s a heretic out there willing to take up the mantle of
denying women the vote.

Unpopular truth like this goes through three stages, first it is ridiculed, then it is violently opposed,
then it as accepted as self-evident. We are at the ridicule stage. And sadly, for all the good he’s doing,
Trump’s daughter Ivanka has been pushing feminist narratives in his campaign. Men’s role a second
class worker bees in Anglo society isn’t likely to change anytime soon, and women at the ballot box
will only continue to reinforce that fact.
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Video of the Week: Demographic Winter Chills the West
July 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

One of the primary reasons Western civilization is in dire straits is exhibited in this film. The maxim
demographics is destiny is proving to be true in both Europe and America as white people think
they’re so advanced they don’t even have to replace themselves demographically by having dirty
little children. That, and the corporate-government complex along with the Draconian legal system
has made reproduction the equivalent of playing Russian Roulette with a man’s financial life
and freedom – with most of the chambers loaded, not just one.

About the only complaint one can find when seeing these hidden
demographic facts laid out is when the arrogant, feminist professor Kay Hymowitz blames men for
the decline of the family, apparently clueless as to the lasting damage unleashing women’s base
instincts and hypergamy did to the West. Hear leading professors and demographers lay out the harsh
truth about how the diminishing family and the poor relations between the sexes are intimately linked
to the decline we have been witnessing for the better part of a generation.

More than any “fix it” fantasies promoted by politicians, fixing the West’s family and demographic
problem would solve virtually every other major issue faced by a fading, matriarchal civilization:
everything from the need to import populations to keep the economy running to men checking out of
an economy bureaucratically rigged against them, to terrorism as weak governments women vote for
(women make up far more of the electorate than men) would be replaced by strong, masculine
governments.

For this reason alone, this video is worth watching and worth sharing with your Red Pill and
MGTOW buddies. Why aren’t our governments telling us we need to have families? Do they want
this decline to continue?
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Weekend Reading | July 29, 2016
July 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of July 29, 2016.

Manosphere

How to Pass Shit Tests Like a Boss

Every man at some point in his relations with women is going to have to deal with shit tests
and if he hopes to be successful with many women he is going to have to deal with a lot of
them. For those who are wondering “what the hell is a shit test?” let me explain. Shit tests
are essential when a woman tests you on something, when she calls you out on something to
see how you react. For example you might be talking to her and she says she doesn’t
date/fuck/whatever short/bald/whatever guys to see if she can break your frame. This is a
shit test.

In Dependency USA Inc.

When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for the People to refuse and
resist the internationalist Powers That Be to effect a systematic program to gradually and
inexorably dissolve the ethnic, cultural, religious and moral traditions of the People that
once forged the States and Nations of a just and moral Civilization, to assume among the
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powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which entitle them to a decent respect,
to lay bare their designs in administering social justice and collectivist solidarity to achieve
their vision of world peace under a single union beholden to international governance and
population control through total information awareness.

The Industrial Revolution Has Led To An Incredibly Powerful System Of Elite
Control

Most of the problems that we have in modern society stem from the side effects of the
industrial revolution. In exchange for conveniences, order, safety, and technological
advances, we suffer from existential malaise, lack of genuine pair bonding, broken familial
and tribal units, chronic disease, and having to be ruled by a small group of people who
possess immense centralized power. While most of you would continue to live in a post-
industrial age in spite of the downsides, it is arguable to say that we certainly live in a
“better” time.

Morality is for Wimps

Have you ever met one of those blokes? You know the type. You’re in a quiet pub – maybe
you’re waiting for the trains to be less crowded, or perhaps you’re an alcoholic. There’s
only one drinker there and he says hello. You start talking. This fellow, there’s usually
something silly about his hair. Maybe it’s long and he’s way too old for it. Perhaps a giant
beard. But you get talking to him and you find that you’ve discovered a soul mate. One of
those very rare people who actually thinks how you think, even those unpopular things that
are verboten on both left and right. Indeed, he says those things before you do. There’s no
one eavesdropping.  It’s just the two of you. You both chuckle conspiratorially and say, ‘No
one else can see it, can they? Normal people don’t want to accept the truth. We’re not
normal though, are we? We’re the effing Illuminati, we are. But keep it under your hat, of
course. Most people aren’t ready for this stuff and they never will be.’
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News

Shameless: CNN’s Wolf Blitzer drinks wine, dances to celebrate Hillary’s
nomination

Maybe they were happy it was over, or maybe they were celebrating “history” being made
— as they repeated all week — by their preferred candidate. Regardless, cameras captured
CNN anchor Wolf Blitzer and Chief Political Analyst Gloria Borger drinking wine and
dancing with delegates as “Sweet Caroline” played over the loud speakers at the conclusion
of the Democratic National Convention. CNN aired video of the two taking it all in: Blitzer
with a glass of white wine in his hand, and Borger clapping and singing along.

Investigator: Clintons Run Money Laundering Ring

As Hillary Clinton heads out of the Democratic National Convention to hit the general
election campaign trail, allegations of Clinton Foundation corruption are alive and well –
and one writer is urging Americans across the country to help hold the Clintons
accountable.

Report: Obama School-Transgender Policy Child Abuse

The family policy experts at the Ruth Institute warn that the Obama administration agenda
to push transgenderism on public schools, including demanding that boys be allowed in
girls showers and vice versa, forces children to adopt the “ideological agenda” of
homosexuality.
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Book of the Week

In his nearly thirty years at CBS News, Emmy Award–winner Bernard
Goldberg earned a reputation as one of the preeminent reporters in the television news business.
When he looked at his own industry, however, he saw that the media far too often ignored their
primary mission: objective, disinterested reporting. Again and again he saw that they slanted the
news to the left.

For years Goldberg appealed to reporters, producers, and network executives for more balanced
reporting, but no one listened. The liberal bias continued.

In this classic number one New York Times bestseller, Goldberg blew the whistle on the news
business, showing exactly how the media slant their coverage while insisting they’re just reporting
the facts.
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The Farm
July 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Original nonfiction and poetry on The New Modern Man by RF

The first taste of freedom
The mind and spirit can never go back to their old dimensions
Realizing you have been kept in a comfortable cage your entire life
Seeing a true diversity of opinion and ways of living for the first time
Instead of fake diversity
Which hides a concealed uniformity
Realizing materialism will not lead to Utopia
Realizing life is a thing to be lived, not a problem to solve
Rational men sterilize everything by overanalyzing it; including themselves
Their lives guided by economics and politics instead of ideals
Economic growth is not everything
Politics are not everything
Creativity and individualism suffocated
Too many rules render a childlike people
Indentured and beholden to the State
So many realizations one has
When they wake up
And see life outside the human farm
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How to Get Out of Student Loan Debt a.k.a.
Indentured Servitude
July 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An education has become a burden, not an asset to many men in the 21st century

Americans owe over $1 trillion in student loans, an average of $30,000 for every graduate. These
loans, unlike any other form of debt, will not be dismissed—even in bankruptcy. Decades ago
someone could work summers and put themselves through school. That’s not feasible in modern
times because the price of a higher education has risen 500% since 1985, as colleges have been
turned into fiefdoms for avaricious administrators.

Ironically, an education system that used to be the gateway to the middle class looks outdated and
like a ticket to bondage in the Information Age. It has been manipulated by bankers and politicians in
such a way its now designed to turn young men and women into pliable debt slaves, selling them an
education that is increasingly worthless as the market becomes saturated with rubber stamps from a
magic piece of paper system. Popular media personality Mike Rowe has frequently discussed the
insanity of such a system as he pushes the unpopular idea that maybe college education shouldn’t be
for everyone.

If we are lending money that ostensibly we don’t have to kids who have no hope of making
it back in order to train them for jobs that clearly don’t exist, I might suggest that we’ve
gone around the bend a little bit.
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Gone around the bend, we have. Nearly half of college graduates are
underemployed. According to Rowe, there are 3.9 million blue collar jobs available right now that
nobody wants. Jobs in transportation, commerce, and trades. Many of them pay well. The problem is,
for generations students have been steered towards a one-size-fits-all idea of what a worthwhile
career is while taking on enormous amounts of debt. The brainwashing about the miracles of a
college education begins at age five and continues through elementary and high school, when adults
pushing these fantasies on kids should know supply and demand economics well enough to figure out
not everyone is going to end up with a great job—even if they follow the life plan being pushed on
them.

The last couple of years in high school the big topic is college, college, college, pushed by amoral
guidance counselors who tell students the only respectable way to make a living is to get a degree and
then become a corporate drone for 40 to 50 years. Then, these former students turn 30 years old,
deeply in debt and disillusioned before they realize they’ve been had by an education system that
only is interested in its own self-aggrandizement.

Market Watch laid out some interesting trends about today’s education system fantasies. According
to “journalists” the average college graduate makes about $78,000 a year. Pardon me while I clean up
the tea I just spewed while laughing at that statistic….it goes without saying a LOT of students will
never earn that much in today’s decaying job market. Here are some numbers that reflect reality a
little better:

19% of underemployed college graduates are making about $23,500 a year on average flinging
coffee-themed milk shakes at Fivebucks, and in other low-skilled jobs like bartenders and
cashiers
26% are making about $37,000 a year working in office and administrative positions, in other
words, living life in Office Space hell

And, of course the numbers skew worse for younger college graduates, according to a report entitled
Are College Graduates Finding Good Jobs?

In all years, the underemployment rates is higher for recent college graduates than for
college graduates as a whole, indicating that underemployment is consistently more
widespread for this group.

So, what does the average man who drunk the “go to college” Kool-Aid do when he finds himself
either underemployed or unemployed because the Evil White Male™ need not apply, or will be last
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in line for promotion? Or his company sold its soul at the altar of globalization? He fucks over and
sells out a system that has repeatedly fucked him over and sold him out. In other words, he legally
manipulates the circumstances to his advantage. He goes Galt. What does Going Galt mean?
According to The Atlas Society:

“Going Galt” means asking in the face of new taxes and government controls, “Why work at
all?” “For whom am I working?” “Am I a slave?”
“Going Galt” means recognizing that you’re being punished not for your vices but for your
virtues.
“Going Galt” means recognizing that you have a moral right to your own life, the pursuit of
your own happiness, and thus to the rewards you’ve earned with your labor.
“Going Galt” means recognizing that you deserve praise and honor for your achievements
rather than damnation as “exploiters.”
“Going Galt” means recognizing that you do not need to justify your life or wealth to your
neighbors, “society,” or politicians, or bureaucrats. They’re yours, period!
“Going Galt” means recognizing that the needs of others do not give them a claim to your time,
effort, and achievements.
“Going Galt” means shrugging off unearned guilt, refusing to support your own destroyers,
refusing to give them what Ayn Rand termed “the sanction of the victim.” It means taking the
moral high ground by explicitly rejecting as evil the premise of “self-sacrifice” that they sell to
you as a virtue— in fact “self-sacrifice” is an invitation to suicide.

More than a great novel, Atlas Shrugged provides the blueprint for the Red Pill man to escape
exploitation.

Escape the ball and chain by Going Galt
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Action Plan

For many of us, the reward promised to us since childhood for time served and good beta male
behavior vanished as soon as we went to collect it. It wasn’t through accident that it vanished. The
disappearance was by design of cultural Marxists and the corporate-government complex. A decent
wife, white picket fence, decent work for decent pay, a new car every decade or so, and a few bucks
in the bank for retirement has become a pipe dream as American workers are shamelessly sold out in
the 21st century with everything from NAFTA and CAFTA to TPP to other “free trade” agreements,
which are really precursors to global government. Not to mention feminism teaching women to hate
men.

When “Neo” figuratively wakes up and realizes the reality of the incubator he’s been placed into,
who can blame him for just wanting out of a system that sold him out and deceived him? Especially if
he just wants his freedom back!

So, I came up with a plan. It’s not without sacrifice. Here are some pros and cons of the plan:

Pro: Moves men to a life of minimalism instead of one of consumerism, after all it doesn’t take
much for a man to live on.
Pro: Stops men from turning themselves into meal tickets for women.
Pro: Takes tax dollars and productivity out of a system that exploits and hates men.
Pro: Punishes banksters and government officials who caused the price of education to soar
beyond reach by inflating an education bubble with taxpayer money.
Con: Some will be so enamored of the vision of a life of consumerism they will attack those
who promote the plan. As Morpheus warns Neo: You have to understand. Most people are not
ready to be unplugged. And many of them are so inured and so hopelessly dependent on the
system that they will fight to protect it.
Con: Forces serious lifestyle changes.
Con: Cuts down on investment potential. (Can be mitigated through lower cost of living).

A little background on why I developed this plan: I made a solid effort to repay my student loans,
making installments on a meager income for years only to see the balance really didn’t go down that
much. I didn’t make much money, so even after college I was largely just paying interest on student
loans for 10 years. Personally, in my chosen profession of television news I knew I wouldn’t be
making much money the first 10 years, but I was assured that after a decade in the business I would
have “paid my dues” and earn a decent salary.

But, there is no “paying of dues” anymore as media corporations have sold everyone out. Young,
vacuous, just out of college girls now fill positions that required a minimum of 10 years of experience
back in the day. HR harridans relentlessly punish disobedience to the female superiority agenda and
heresy against Evil White Male™ doxy. TV news is a field has become miserable to work in,
spouting Marxism (which I hate) 24/7, and is a revolving door with no sense of security and a higher
than average suicide rate.

Suffice it to say I was on the chopping block because I was making “too much money” and they
could get a just out of college girl for literally half price. Not to mention I had blonde hair, blue eyes,
and a penis, the wrong traits to have in the 21st century. I refused to contribute anymore to broadcasts
on which I was regularly being demonized as a white man. I was sold a false bill of goods without the
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possibility of a refund.

All the reasons I went to college in the first place rather than going straight into employment were
stripped away—intentionally—by a collusion of corporate and government interests to sell out the
American worker. I needed a way out. So, after paying off all my consumer debt and selling
everything I owned, I devised this Going Galt plan to escape student loan debt—playing by the very
rules the system made up.

Step One: Quit your job and go for a lower paying job, preferably abroad where the cost of
living is lower, the women aren’t fatties, and there is still a modicum of freedom. Importantly,
the total cost of living for a single man abroad is less than the average child support payment!
Failing that, minimalism is an option if you want to stay stateside. As featured in numerous
articles about minimalism on my blog, there are even tiny house living options for the fraction
of the cost of a new house.
Step Two: Call your loan servicer and get a temporary unemployment or economic hardship
deferment. (Careful, only three years of these over the life of the loan are allowed.) Other
alternatives include getting on a tiered repayment plan with lower payments until you complete
a full year of a new, lower income lifestyle for your W-2 forms.
Step Three: File taxes with your new, lower income the following year. For Federal student
loans, you can earn 1.5x the poverty rate and not be forced to pay a dime—and without ruining
your credit as long as you get on an income-based repayment. That’s currently $17,820
annually or $1,485 monthly you can earn (on the books—heh) without paying a dime back.
Submit income tax information to your loan servicer to be placed on an IBR. Re-certify your
low income status each year.
Step Four: If you wish to earn more than $17,820 your repayments will be capped at 10% to
15% of your income above that amount. The goal is to find the right balance between
minimalism, investing, and finding a job you can live with.
Step Five: For recent grads, the loans are forgiven in 20 years; for older grads they’re forgiven
in 25 years. Obama has capped the amount that can be forgiven at just over $59,000.

As alluded to earlier, it is recommended one pay off ALL consumer debt
before attempting this plan. This will make the transition to a lower income, simpler life possible.
The beauty of this plan is it doesn’t take much for a man to live on once he’s deprogrammed himself
of the consumer fantasies put into his mind his entire life. Personally, if a government can’t offer me
anything but villainization for being a white man, a society can’t offer a decent woman who is not a
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whore or a man-hating feminist, it breaks promises of gainful employment and job security through
shoddy government and banking policies, it manipulates the supply of college degrees and cost of an
education in a way that turns men into debt slaves, and further enslaves men with child support and
alimony, why in the hell am I going to kill myself supporting that system?

Inspiration to push back against exploitation of male labor and productivity, student loan ball and
chains, misandry, discrimination against white men, and other assorted misadventures comes from
the classic Ayn Rand novel. In Atlas Shrugged, Francisco d’Anconia, who blew up all the copper
mines in the world, said this about John Galt:

He had quit the Twentieth Century. He was living in a garret in a slum neighborhood. He
stepped to the window and pointed at the skyscrapers of the city. He said that we had to
extinguish the lights of the world, and when we would see the lights of New York go out,
we would know that our job was done.

John Galt himself said it best:

There is only one kind of men who have never been on strike in human history … the men
who have carried the world on their shoulders, have kept it alive, have endured torture as
sole payment … Well, their turn has come. Let the world discover who they are, what they
do and what happens when they refuse to function. This is the strike of the men of the mind.

College graduates who get shafted as the system they invested their entire lives in changes the rules,
these men of the mind, must stop supporting a system that sees them as nothing more than tax-paying
pack mules for women and society. How do we do that? By going on strike and removing ourselves
from a system that exploits us. Unless men take real world action, internet frustration is
accomplishing nothing but hyperbole. If watching the world go by for over three decades has taught
me anything, culminating in Hillary getting her charges dismissed, it’s that rules and laws are for
fucking losers. It’s those who break the rules that win.

Or, in this case, those who manipulate a bureaucracy’s own rules and regulations against it to escape
a predatory education loan system and its debt slavery.
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Eye Candy of the Week | July 31, 2016
July 31, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This Swedish dish looks just as good in flower print as she does dark lingerie. Enjoy our Eye Candy
of the Week for July 31, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | July 31, 2016
August 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter FunkSoulBrother wins Comment of the Week with his response to The Epidemic of
Nihilistic Manchildren, an article about what passes for “comedy” on network and cable TV these
days. He details the playbook as manchildren like Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert aim for their
target demographic, the Lowest Common Denominator:

The leftists and liberals are always first and fastest going to the gutter. Innuendo and name-
calling always displace rational argument based on fact. The cries of the leftists, liberals,
feminists, and the rest of the social justice warriors are never heard without volleys from
their primary weapons, ie. guilting, shaming, and name-calling, because they have no real
principles. Every argument is based on their feelings. In that way, they are dishonorable,
incapable of honor because there is nothing greater to them than their feelings…like so
many pre-schoolers fighting over the finger paints and who gets to stand first in line.

We all have seen leftists violating the very principles they try to hold conservatives to. The ad
hominem attack is usually the first line of defense, like a squid spraying ink into the water to muddy
sight of what’s really being discussed.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner and each month we pick a Comment of the
Month winner. For now, bragging rights will have to do. Cash prizes for comment winners are being
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temporarily suspended, but once revenue for the site picks up they will be reinstated. You can help
support our publishing by using any of the means linked below.
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Is Hillary Having Seizures
August 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Hillary trying to laugh off awkward, seizure like behavior by talking about a coffee milkshake

As if Hillary didn’t have enough baggage with a possible new victim on their Clinton Body Count list
(DNC email leaker Seth Rich), video has been surfacing in recent weeks that the queen of the
damned is lurching around with seizures. One must admit a certain degree of schadenfreude when
pure evil succumbs to a health problem such as this. Political dynasties and lie, cheat, steal, and kill
their way to the top, but in the end they are just as mortal as the rest of us.

Click this link to see an animated gif showing a
(probably) heavily medicated Hillary having a seizure like jerking motion as balloons started to drop
at the DNC last week. Watch her eye motions as she seems to have an epileptic moment then tries to
get herself back under control, just as she did recently during a saccharine press interview. She jerks
around in an out of control manner, then tries to play it off by talking about some crappy coffee drink
to the oblivious, sycophantic girls interviewing her.

Of course, lapdogs that the Marxists in the American press are, the possibility of this major health
issue is swept under the rug or totally ignored. She has also been seen wearing thick, Fresnel frames
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at public speaking engagements. There are also her unexplained coughing fits which have never been
given the attention they deserve. Just exactly what is wrong with this old harridan? Dr. Todd Lasner,
neurosurgeon at Mount Sanai in Miami told the press the glasses could be related to a blood clot in
her head she suffered back in 2012:

My first suspicion would be the Fresnel prisms were prescribed for Hillary Clinton because
of nerve damage causing double vision resulting from a trauma to her head, possibly from
the fall causing the concussion.

Could the trauma she suffered during the fall also have led to seizures? Hillary has stayed out of the
spotlight for much of her campaign. It is reasonable to ask if she is hiding because of health
problems. So, if she is having seizures, what type of seizures could she be suffering?

Absence Seizure

Based on a layman’s study of the types of seizures people have, Hillary appears to be having absence
seizures. These were once referred to as petit mal. Absence seizures involve an interruption to
consciousness where the person experiencing the seizure seems to become vacant and unresponsive
for a short period of time, up to 30 seconds. Slight muscle twitching may occur.

A seizure can last from a few seconds to more than five minutes, at which point it is known
as status epilepticus. Most tonic-clonic seizures last less than two or three minutes. Absence
seizures are usually around 10 seconds in duration.

In response to the video clip above, these were some of the top comments posted on YouTube. Some
humorous comments are sprinkled in with the reality seeking comments:

The devil is trying to escape her soul cos even he thinks she’s too fucked up!

Followed by:

The demons don’t control that bitch, she controls the demons!

This user runs a cost-benefit analysis of her getting into office:

Wouldn’t mind if she dropped dead before she destroys yet more lives.

Finally, this user left a (probably) very accurate observation of her trying to laugh the seizure episode
off:

She was told by her handlers to smile if it ever happened in public. This woman is not in
good health.

Just like in 2008 and 2012, the lamestream media is running cover for the Democratic party through
selection of topics bias. Health issues the American public should know about a potential President
are being ignored. Similarly, issues that should have been brought up during the vetting process for
Barack Hussein Obama were never brought up, and now important health questions are left to the
true free press, those of us on the internet to bring up about Hillary.

What do you think? Is she just nuts or does Hillary have health problems?
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Comment of the Month | July 2016
August 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter Nick Van Ewijk wins Comment of the Month with his response to Venom and Vitriol:
Women’s Psychology Towards Men, which highlights that special hatred women have for the docile,
loyal Beta providers in their lives.

True. Once her interest level drops down and into the ground it can never go back up again.
That is the reason why a man should never try to take her ex wife or gf back when she
dumps his ass. She dumped him for a reason, most likely because she hates his guts.
Women have no sense of loyalty at all. Just let them go.

Men, if you are in a Beta provider role you are never going to be respected by your ex, or any other
girl. You are going to be used for financial gain, nothing more. Restating Briffault’s Law (it can’t be
repeated enough!):

The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the animal family. Where the
female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association takes
place.

This is a Law, not a theory. Females only associate with males that provide BENEFITS to them,
and in the case of humans these benefits are the benefits of male money, status, and power. The Beta
provider thinks his money buys him a permanent pass to the female amusement park, and it may get
him in for a while, but once his resources have been consumed the hapless Beta will be shamelessly
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discarded and insulted for all your “injustices” that “she has had to put up with.” She’s running a tab
in her mind 24/7, of that you can be sure. Unlike the Beta, the Alpha provides benefits of dominance
which she respects. Betas are only meal tickets to be used and discarded.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner and each month we pick a Comment of the
Month winner. For now, bragging rights will have to do. Cash prizes for comment winners are being
temporarily suspended, but once revenue for the site picks up they will be reinstated. You can help
support our publishing by using any of the means linked below.
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American Slavery: Man Paying Child Support for Another
Man’s Kid
August 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The court system continues destroying families and penalizing men

As if men needed any more evidence the American court system practices misandry, believes in the
credo of gynocentrism and slavery still exists in America, Chris Atkins has spent 11 years paying for
a daughter that is not his, and is still being forced by the court system to pay for another man’s
daughter even though officials know the child isn’t his. Beyond the shame of being cucked, and
“manning up” to marry a woman under false pretenses, now Atkins has to bear the burden of slavery
until the girl reaches the age of his emancipation, which in Colorado is 19 years old.

Even though a DNA test has revealed the daughter is not his, Atkins is still on the hook. His child
support payment is a whopping $730 a month, and he has to pay or go to jail only because his name
is on the birth certificate. He cannot be taken off the birth certificate without the real father signing it.
Making this story even worse, the genetic father of the child, a Mr. Lonnquist, refuses to sign the
birth certificate for his own daughter so Atkins can be released from child support responsibility.
And, the man who won’t claim responsibility for his own daughter is the man mom, Lori, wants to
spend her life with.

Further proving how inept and ridiculous family court law is, Atkins has been denied contact with the
girl for 4 years, but her genetic father has not been denied contact. Atkins told the press:

It doesn’t make any sense to me. I just want my daughter, but I can’t even see her, but yet
I’m still paying child support. And the biological father has been found and he gets to spend
time with her. I don’t get nothing.
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Atkins will have paid $166,000 in fraudulent child support
charges for sexual access to this prize, even though she cucked
him and committed paternity fraud

This story is a classic cautionary tale of predatory Anglo women using Betas for bucks in the age of
the Law of the Jungle after feminism. Atkins was dating his girlfriend (the fat slob at the left) for only
a short time, when she ended up preggers. Not knowing his girlfriend Lori was pregnant with another
man’s spawn, and crucially after she neglected to tell him she had been taking cum shots from
another dude, he manned up and married her, then signed his name on the birth certificate and as far
as the law is concerned, that was enough to enslave a man to pay for another man’s child – DNA tests
and predatory female behavior be damned. Men aren’t anything but check writers and sperm donors
to the American family court system, and to most women. After only a couple of years of marriage,
Lori cashed her Beta meal ticket (Atkins) in for divorce court lottery winnings, and the poor bastard
has been paying child support ever since.

Lori let the ruse that Atkins was the father go on over a decade – 11 years – before the couple had a
spat and she decided to change the last name of her daughter to Lonnquist, the name of the man who
she must have known was the father the entire time. Atkins recounts that incident made him
suspicious.

So the alarms went off and we had a DNA test done and she’s not my biological daughter
that I raised for 11 years.

Ya think, dude? You should have got suspicious when she ended up
pregnant so quickly and wanted you to put a ring on it. This incident is entirely predictable in that
women will trade 5 years of Beta for 5 minutes of Alpha. Cheating and lying is engrained into the
very fabric of women in their dealings with men. She gets the Alpha seed and Beta boy gets to pay
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for it. Tragic? Yes. Entirely predictable? Yes. The 2006 book Sperm Wars details how women will
often seek out two or more men during a single cycle. She is also drawn to seek out the more “Alpha”
of the two men during her most fertile period. In this manner, it’s as though nature has
psychologically and biologically designed women for Alpha Fux, Beta Bux trickery.

What is even more amazing is the family court system lets this behavior go on under the guise of
protecting women and children, when the feminist narrative constantly berates men and screams
women in the 21st century Don’t Need a Man™. Atkins said his motives for revealing this sordid
story of cuckoldry and predatory female behavior are so people can know about the injustices being
meted out in the court system today:

You know, I don’t want pity, I just want everybody to know this is happening. It’s not right,
it is not right.

No, it’s not right which is why giving women all rights and privileges but no responsibilities amounts
to cultural and societal suicide.

The Scorpion and The Frog

Potential Betas out there: equate this story with the tale of The Scorpion and the Frog. The fable is
used to illustrate that fundamentally vicious natures cannot change, in this case the behavior of
women towards Beta providers that they hate so much.

A scorpion asks a frog to carry it across a river. The frog hesitates, afraid of being stung, but
the scorpion argues that if it did so, they would both drown. Considering this, the frog
agrees, but midway across the river the scorpion does indeed sting the frog, dooming them
both. When the frog asks the scorpion why, the scorpion replies that it was in its nature to
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do so.

Young men out there, think of women as the scorpion. It is their nature to
use and abuse Beta providers. I have personally witnessed this time and time again in my life, and
this case, sad as it is, comes as absolutely no surprise to me. You must be the Alpha male in today’s
sexual market or you are signing yourself up for a lifetime of slavery and pain. Even the Bible warns
men about the risks of dealing with women, but thanks to the lobotomy imposed by liberalism, this
ancient wisdom has been forgotten.

This is such a disgusting case of financial rape and cuckoldry on so many levels in a society that
insanely thinks women can do no wrong. If Lori had any sense of morality at all, she’d have the child
support order dropped. Yet, in the lamestream media Lori has remained essentially blameless. The
fact she pulled off this feat, robbing a man of over $166,000 (assuming $730 a month for 19 years)
for a child that isn’t his screams women have no sense of morality. This is paternity fraud of the
highest order.

If men can be held accountable for over $166,000 in a court system for children that aren’t theirs,
women need to be held accountable for paternity fraud with jail time to back it up to balance the
scales. In the age of DNA testing and Realtalk about women, this abuse of men by women and in the
American court system must stop.
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Quitting Relationshits, A Personal Story
August 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women are fickle by nature, the cost-benefit and risk-benefit analysis does not work out in favor of associating with them in today’s legal
climate

The cost-benefit and risk-benefit analysis for relationships no longer works out in Anglo America.
Seriously, it doesn’t. As men, we are expected to give up the fruits of our labor and our fortunes for
women who could care less about us. Real Sexism ran the calculations and women spend an
outrageous 90% more than they earn, and even though men make 62% of all income we only account
for 20% of domestic spending – women make up 80% of the consumerism machine. We are
minimalists by nature, and women are lavish spenders and wasters. Why turn yourself into a provider
module that gets put through the meat grinder to power female consumption and waste when flings
will accomplish the same thing that most men want – fulfilling their sexual desires? Especially if you
like having a variety of women.

In talking with a man I deeply respect who is the epitome of the “good guy”
who is now approaching retirement, the same guy who gave me the timeless “it doesn’t take much for
a man to live on” advice, I was disturbed to find he has never had a relationship with a women in
which he wasn’t taken advantage of in some way, and/or the woman he was dating hadn’t cheated on
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him. But, this doesn’t surprise me at all. I must say, I also have never had a relationship that ended
well, usually because cracks in game of deception the woman I was dating began appearing as soon
as I started paying attention to women’s actions and not their words.

As I approach my fourth decade on this planet, I look back in horror at what a lifetime of dating
women yielded. Lots of heartbreak and abuse when I was in my “good guy” Beta years. However,
I’m lucky as I’ve been on both sides of the coin. I am also lucky I didn’t get married and get enslaved
by the court system paying alimony like many a poor bastard. Many men never get to see what it’s
like on the other side – being an Alpha rather than a simping Beta begging for scraps off the sexual
table. (I’m really more of a Sigma than an Alpha and have the notch count to prove it.) I find that the
less and less I care about what I say and how I act around women the more they love being around
me. Some days I believe they are truly hamster-rationalizing sadists to the core.

They’ll tell me, oh, you’re a bad boy when I suggest going to smoke and drink and fuck. But, more
often than not, when I’ve zeroed in on a girl who I know is game for a good time they jump on the
opportunity. A lifetime of hard knocks with women and emotional pain has sharpened my instincts.
Beta “good guy” no more. An asshole they want, an asshole they’ll get.

Women will probe men to see which role to play from their actress archives

Female Psychology

What’s most humorous about studying women’s psychology, after we’ve started talking and
established repertoire, or agreed to go have some fun, they try to get inside my head by seeing which
actress role to take on. I have literally been in the car with a girl who turned on a dime from the
“good girl” act to the “wanton slut” act all because of the way my best friend and I started talking to
her. She had zeroed in on me as a good guy at the time (this was nearly a decade ago) because I had a
suit and tie job and a nice car and blah blah blah and she saw me as a meal ticket she could consume.
The act continued until my best friend, who is in a rock band and I started our usual debaucherous
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discussion. She then shifted tracks and suddenly I wasn’t interested in this girl anymore when she
started talking about all the slutty things she did. Guys, never believe a woman’s act. All women are
the same. Trust me on this.

The great philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer knew of this tendency of women to become instant
actresses, and to tailor their act to whatever manipulation they have in mind:

It is natural for a feeling of mere indifference to exist between men, but between women it
is actual enmity. This is due perhaps to the fact that odium figulinum in the case of men, is
limited to their everyday affairs, but with women embraces the whole sex; since they have
only one kind of business. Even when they meet in the street, they look at each other like
Guelphs and Ghibellines. And it is quite evident when two women first make each other’s
acquaintance that they exhibit more constraint and dissimulation than two men placed in
similar circumstances. This is why an exchange of compliments between two women is
much more ridiculous than between two men.

As Schopenhauer knew, this is why women often don’t like each other
because they know how deceptive they are. Star Trek: The Next Generation even did an episode
which strongly hints at the true nature of women, when the accidental emergence of a metamorph
female caused the male crew to start falling in love with her. She changed herself to bond with
whatever male she happened to be around. The entire episode centers around the character Kamala
using her feminine wiles to lure men, wiles that adapted and changed every time a new man walked
in the room. Dating women is a lot like this episode, oddly enough.

The moral of this story is I really don’t like being an asshole to women, but a lifetime of being kicked
around by them and flat out used has taught me to act otherwise. I love walking in a bar here in the
Caribbean and suddenly a girl feigns interest in me to get into my wallet with a barrage of free drinks
then I just walk off and leave her ass sitting there. The look on their faces is priceless.

So, I have sworn off relationshits, I don’t need deception in my life and anything more than a fling
with a woman puts too much at risk in my emotional and financial lives as well as too much at risk
time wise. Even the Holy Bible warns men about female nature. I can be much more productive if I
just limit my interaction with women to good times and nothing more. I’ve finally accepted it: There
are no unicorns. But there’s also no shortage of suckers who want to believe in unicorns. Which side
do you want to be on?
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“Child Molester” Lena Dunham Lectures About Sexual Abuse
August 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Dunham writes about fondling her sister’s sex organs while playing the victim of sexual assault

Proving leftists speak out of both sides of their mouths on any number of issues, Planned Parenthood
spokesmouth and actress on some kind of show Lena Dunham was invited to lecture Democrats
about sexual abuse. This, even after she wrote a book full of dreck about her experiences molesting
her little sister that many think means Dunham is a pedophile, all while playing the victim card in
much the same way pedophilia pusher Todd Nickerson plays it.

After reading this excerpt from her book, in which she describes molesting her own sister, it’s hard to
argue the chick doesn’t have issues.

I look at my sister, now a slim, tough one-year-old, and at her tiny belly. I imagined her
eggs inside her, like the sack of spider eggs in Charlotte’s Webb, and her uterus, the size of
a thimble. ‘Does her vagina look like mine?’

It gets worse, much worse. She even admits the touching was wrong in a roundabout way.

Grace was sitting up, babbling and smiling, and I leaned down between her legs and
carefully spread open her vagina. She didn’t resist. This was within the spectrum of things I
did. I took to bribing her for her time and affection: one dollar in quarters if I could do her
makeup like a ‘motorcycle chick.’ Three pieces of candy if I could kiss her on the lips for
five seconds. Whatever she wanted to watch on TV if she would just ‘relax on me.’
Basically, anything a sexual predator might do to woo a small suburban girl I was
trying.
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In a sane world, this confession would lead to a prompt arrest and blacklisting
from Hollyweird. Playing with your infant sister’s vagina then bribing her for kisses? Absolutely
sick. However, double standards are rife in media and politics when it comes to liberals and
conservatives. Between the two of these pedophilia advocates, Dunham and Nickerson, it appears
there is a genuine effort to soften the masses up in support of an agenda of mainstreaming pedophilia.
In addition to Dunham “fingering” a baby, the hopelessly degenerate Miley Cyrus sexualized infants
in a recent music video of hers.

In this manner, Dunham and Cyrus are not so much “entertainers” as they are priests of a new gospel
of degeneracy.

Meantime, while Twitter continues censoring Milo’s Freedom of Speech, degenerates in Hollyweird
and on the demonic left defend her right to publish a play by play of sexualizing her infant sister
(pedophilia and incest rolled into one) while hypocritically trying to silence anyone who dare criticize
Dunham. They even made threats of legal action against publications like Truth Revolt who dared
point out what she was doing to her sister might just be child molestation:

Bullies like Ms. Dunham may believe that firing off legal threats against those who exercise
First Amendment rights is perfectly legitimate. But for a woman who proclaims to be an
advocate for freedom of speech to attempt to shut down such speech based on her own
apparent embarrassment at her own disclosures in her own book demonstrates the
totalitarianism of those on the left – and those in the legal and media establishment who
enable them.

When the book sparked an outrage, Dunham went on to spout the usual leftist pablum and pseudo-
intellectual word jumbles.

If the situations described in my book have been painful or triggering for people to read, I
am sorry, as that was never my intention. I am also aware that the comic use of the term
“sexual predator” was insensitive, and I’m sorry for that as well. First and foremost, I want
to be very clear that I do not condone any kind of abuse under any circumstances.

Talk about speaking out of both sides of your mouth. This incident probably generated more interest
in the crappy book she wrote more than anything else she could have done, and indeed mediaites
know how to profit from controversy and use it to “push through” degenerate leftist agendas into the
Overton Window – the range of ideas the public will accept and listen to.
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Dunham now says she is a victim of sexual abuse, but journalists couldn’t find any evidence to support her claims

Victim Card

Going on to play the victim card at the DNC, Dunham went on to make claims of being a sexual
assault victim which journalists found were entirely baseless. Well, that and Hillary is god almighty.

I am a pro-choice, feminist, sexual assault survivor with a chronic reproductive illness.
[Hillary] made it possible for my fellow sexual assault survivors in my home state of New
York to have access to safe, immediate care in any emergency room.

So, to Dunham and the abortion racket, the right to do what she wants with
her body also means she has a right to do whatever she want with the little baby’s body inside of her.
Abortion rights pushers ignore the fact abortion procedures stop a beating heart and can be absolutely
gruesome to perform – so much so a former abortion doctor refused to do any more of the procedures
and now speaks out against them.

The bottom line is, this green-haired oaf and her screwed up worldviews are being pumped into the
next generation’s minds via HBO and whatever other garbage TV producers can profit from. Another
reason to eliminate television from your life. Think of Dunham as a tool the elite prop up so several
of their pet projects – from feminism, misandry, YouGoGrrl-ism, to normalizing pedophilia – can be
pushed into the minds of children, molding the next generation as they see fit. You may or may not
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know it, but the entire television industry is pushing messages into your mind every time you watch
it. Not just shows you “don’t like.”

But, unfortunately for them, some of us see through the racket. We have awakened from the
collective delusion of the Television Age. And, we are increasingly calling them out on their bull.
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Red Pill Money: Traveling on the Cheap
August 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Fly off to many more destinations with these money saving tips

Travel is a very important part of the Red Pill man’s life. Minimalism can help a man travel the world
even on a corporate serf’s budget. There are so many appealing destinations in this world and many
of them have a far lower cost of living the good life than Anglo America. Southeast Asia and Latin
America are two favorites among expatriates who are looking to escape a culture in decline and
nations that increasingly treat heterosexuality as a disease. But, there are many other places that the
explorer type can enjoy. The world is your oyster, my goal is to help you enjoy it for less.

The good news is airfare can be bought on the cheap now, and if a man has a sense of adventure and
isn’t afraid to sacrifice unnecessary luxury, decent hotels can be rented at exceptionally low rates.
Personally, these are my favorite hotels to stay in, as they free up money for other fun like drinks and
cigars. It’s a bed to sleep in and a shower, why turn it into an exorbitant expense?

Those are only two ways men can save big money on trips. Here 5 of my biggest travel secrets for
seeing the world on a tight budget. It doesn’t take much for a man to live on, and this is also advice
that also applies when a man is traveling.
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When booking airfare, do it through Priceline bidding well in advance of
your travel dates. Why Priceline? Using their bidding feature I have saved hundreds of dollars at a
time on flights. Think of all the other sites (and even Priceline when your not bidding) as paying
retail price for flying. Priceline lets you knock a little off retail by bidding. The site says it can save
you up to 40% off retail through bidding, but in my experience savings have more realistically
amounted to 10% to 20%. Name Your Own Price bidding will definitely save you significant money
in most circumstances. Also, Priceline’s layover rules mean you’ll get reasonably timely connections
with no overnight layovers.

Don’t book a hotel at your destination for more than one or two nights online. Online hotels will
always have higher rates than the local, unadvertised hotels. Be willing to look for bargains, and
don’t be scared to stay in a hotel that doesn’t look like the one in a brochure. I have traveled
extensively in Latin America and Southeast Asia and clean hotels with running water (and often LCD
TVs) and either a fan or air conditioning (depending on how hearty you are) can be rented for
between $7 to $15 and up to $25 a night. Most of these businesses operate on a cash basis which is
definitely in the “pro” column. Who needs to fill out paperwork for a freaking room?

Street food. Don’t let uppity people tell you food poisoning myths and convince you street food is
dirty. I have been eating “en la calle” (in the street) for years and have never had a bad experience.
Better yet, the food is usually better tasting (to me) than in the restaurants that have a lot of overhead
expenses people who sell in the street don’t have. In Mexico, one of my favorite meals was tacos
from the street vendors, they’re absolutely spectacular if you find a good vendor. The key: find one
that is doing a lot of business. If a lot of people are buying there, it means its safe and probably
delicious – as well as dirt cheap. And, unlike restaurants street vendors prepare the food right in front
of you for bargain basement prices. This is one of the biggest ways to save.
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Get Skype calling or TextNow to call – and text – your friends back
home. WiFi is pretty much ubiquitous worldwide, so there’s no reason to be gouged with high
international calling and texting rates. With TextNow, I bypass the cell carrier game and call home
regularly for FREE as well as text all day long for FREE to my friends back in the States with only a
$27 a month Mobile WiFi connection. There is truly an app for that when it comes to big savings on
communication.

Avoid the “gringo” tourist areas. The islands of Western style consumerism abroad are designed
with American women and their Beta walking wallets in mind, and are nothing but money traps.
Venture away from the areas with lots of gringos around to get the best rates on everything from beer
to food to hotels. Safety is usually brought up by critics at this point, which only tells me how
woefully socially conditioned most people are. Sure you don’t want to wander down a dark alley at 3
a.m. but you wouldn’t do that in any city in America, either. Getting away from the gringos who only
want to shop, eat, and consume is one of the best ways to really experience your destination. It also is
a good way to get into the seedy underground if that’s your bag. To me, that’s when the real fun
begins on a trip.
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Money buys freedom – so hold on to as much of it as you can when traveling

Savings

These tips are designed with the minimalist, thrifty, and hearty male traveler in mind. Even though I
normally keep a lot of money in my main checking account, the “game” for me is seeing how much
bang for the buck I can get by taking advantage what’s available while helping the locals out instead
of enriching some faceless, monolithic CEO who threw up a pretty box for people to wander into.
Using these five tips will save you hundreds if not thousands of dollars depending on how long your
vacation is.

Money buys freedom – and nowhere is that truer than when traveling – a maxim men everywhere
should take as the gospel. You spend a lot of time and went through a lot of pain earning your money,
so I don’t know why you wouldn’t want to maximize it. These five easy steps have become a sort of
rulebook for me as a traveler, and have certainly provided me with far richer travel experiences and
saved me tons of cash versus seeking out the islands of materialism and consumerism I wanted to
leave behind in the first place.
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RF Life Coaching for Red Pill Men
August 4, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Have an question and want a Realtalk, Red Pill, no bullshit answer? Relampago Furioso (RF) will
answer questions from men seeking advice about women, sex, money, and the world for the low, low
fee of $20 for a private email response. With nearly 4 decades of life experience, having been there
and done that with most of the shit men have to go through, I’ll make sure you get a thoughtful
response. If I can’t answer your question, I’ll send you an email telling you I can’t answer it and
refund your money. You can also have your question turned into an article if you wish, so that other
men can be enlightened. It’s your choice. Just make the selection when you send in this form.

Here’s how it works:

Contact me if you have any questions about the service.1.
Click the Add to Cart button (a new window will open). Go to PayPal, pay the fee for Life2.
Coaching Service by Relampago Furioso. Once your payment has been processed, you will
be directed to a form to enter your life coaching question.
Enter your information and your question, and submit.3.

Life Coaching Service by Relampago Furioso

$20 Flat Fee per question | 1,000 word private email response within 48 hours 

Whether you’re looking for a romp or something more serious, RF will give you an answer
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Women Have No Loyalty to Men
August 4, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women’s loyalty to most men extends only to their ability to be a provider of shiny things, in other words “my vagina bought me this”

Betas and Blue Pill men everywhere never seem to grasp the fact you can’t buy a woman’s love, and
women (even their wives) have absolutely no loyalty to them other than words and empty promises.
(Actions speak otherwise!) Believing women “love” them when in fact women only love the
resources or status their Beta herb is providing, these men are often used and taken advantage of in
marriage and the thoroughly rigged divorce court system.

Johnny Depp recently fell victim to the predatory nature of women this way, illustrating the urgent
need for divorce reform in Anglo America. If being a Super Alpha is no guarantee of female loyalty,
why play the marriage game when these women extracted this much money from these men by
nothing more than virtue of the fact they had a vagina these men once used:

Mel Gibson’s divorce from Robyn Moore Gibson; estimated at $425 million
Michael Jordan’s divorce from Juanita Jordan, $168 million
Steven Spielberg’s divorce from Amy Irving; estimated at $100 million
Ted Danson’s divorce from Casey Coats; estimated at $30 million
Donald Trump’s divorce from Ivana Trump; estimated at $25 million
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Unlike men who will sometimes stand by a brother in need, women will exit
stage right whenever it is politically and financially prudent for them to do so. They don’t care if the
man they formerly “loved” is drinking puddle water and living under a bridge after the relationship is
over, unlike men who will often harbor sentiments towards women even after being used. But,
women are only loyal to their biological and psychological needs, and as Briffault’s Law so
eloquently states, if a male is of no benefit to a female no association with the male takes place. This
is the rule not just in our species but most others.

Males have to prove their “worthiness” by performing fitness demonstrations and passing tests. This
ranges from a peacocks doing mating dance showing off their impressive plumes, to walruses having
bloody fights with other males to see who gets the booty, to humans demonstrating the capacity to
buy a McMansion and box cutter SUV that’s better than the one Becky’s Husband bought her. After
the test has been passed, the male gets to mate but the woman remains loyal only insofar as the male
is able to demonstrate his value to her. Slip up, and she’s out the door.

One Red Pill commenter summarizes well this lack of loyalty among women. The male is as good as
muerte once his value as a meal ticket or dominant azzhole has been consumed.

As many men on this sub can attest, you can be with a woman for months or years, give her
everything, and at the first sign of weakness, she will bail on you and then wipe your name
from her memory banks as if you never existed. She can feel NO GUILT whatsoever about
not answering your calls and texts. For all general purposes you are dead to her.

He’s absolutely right. Weakness will get you eliminated from a woman’s life faster than just about
anything else. A woman’s loyalty works like this: For Betas, her loyalty extends only as far as your
ability to resource provision, and for Alphas/Sigmas, her loyalty extends beyond reason because she
sees you as dominant. Very important difference. Betas are weak but resourceful in the female mind,
and Alphas are strong but may or may not be resourceful. Either way, weakness gets a man
eliminated sooner or later. For Betas, it’s once the bigger, better deal comes along.

As pointed out in one of our Hamster Rationalization articles, women will even pursue sexual trysts
with thugs and serial killers while Beta males are left to hand crank their sexual desires.

Consequently, criminals have a higher number of children than the rest of the population.
Bad boys average around 3.0 offspring in their lifetimes, while in America the average for
whites is 1.75 children, well below the 2.1 needed avoid demographic disappearance.

Once again we have both eyewitness and statistical evidence that women are loyal only to their
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biological and psychological needs. To the female, good guys don’t deserve loyalty, or even the
propagation of their genes into the next generation.

Men: Always keep your options open and never give your commitment away easily no matter what a harlot she turns into

Don’t Give Your Loyalty Away

Well beyond the average Beta male (and even a Super Alpha actor) giving his life and fortune to a
woman who is only using him as a meal ticket, always remember women will seek your loyalty only
as a means of extracting what value she sees in you and keeping other women from realizing its
promise. The man that gives his loyalty away easily is a weak man in the female mind. For the
uncommitted man, women will be in a constant state of worry because he has many appealing options
and she must compete with these other women in order to gain his favor. Once she has secured your
commitment expect betrayal.

Importantly, once your loyalty is rewarded to a woman it will no longer be valued. Your loyalty to
her means you have either lost your appeal to other women or she is the best one you can get out of
the group. Either way – this is not good in her limbic brain.

The best thing you can do for a woman who expect loyalty (especially your wife) is to make
sure she knows that you are fine on your own without her. I’m not saying replacing her for a
better model, but just that you can live on your own without anyone’s help. As long as she
knows that her actions are merely a comparative advantage in your life, she will stick
around and remain loyal. This is because she knows that if she ever royally screws up, she’s
out the door.
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Now that we have seen women are loyal only to themselves, and once a man
shows loyalty to a woman that which she seeks becomes a liability, we see there’s really no way to be
the “nice guy” in a society that doesn’t have strictly enforced mores designed to keep female
flightiness and predatory instincts under control.

It is heresy to say this in today’s gynocentric culture, but if women display no loyalty to men then
men should display no loyalty to women. Ironically, the victory of feminism means men have no
incentives to see women as anything other than sex objects and luxury expenses since women spend
90% more money than men do. Rather than go through the ruse pretending relationships and
marriage are anything but legalized prostitution, let’s just get the transaction out in the open, legalize
it, and save countless money in wealth transfers going from men to women in an abusive court
system.

Think about it. Are we doing all these mental gymnastics in service of a myth that the sexual act
between men and women is anything but a financial transaction when everywhere we turn that’s
exactly what is involved? One might call that insanity. No wonder so many men are going MGTOW.
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Video of the Week: The Badass John McAfee
August 5, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The creator of the McAfee brand of computer security software that you’ve probably had on your
computers at some point (incidentally, a mismanaged brand after McAfee cashed out and sold his
stake in the company) ran for president this year. Of course, he wasn’t successful and didn’t gain
much ground because America loves pablum and not eccentric geniuses. One only wishes we could
have heard more from him and less from Hillary in this year’s campaign.

McAfee could easily win the title the most interesting man in the world. Beyond being a
cybersecurity expert, he openly uses drugs and married a black prostitute from Miami. He says
people should own themselves and not be owned by the government.

McAfee lived in Belize for a while before becoming disenchanted with government corruption, so he
came back to the corrupt United States. According to his own testimony, he is now being hunted
down by the Sinaloa Cartel for exposing their corruption in the governments of Belize and
Guatemala.

Many of his policies read like a libertarian’s dream:

Ending the War on Drugs and decriminalizing cannabis
Non-interventionism in foreign policy
A true free market economy
Abolishing the TSA
Preparing the nation for cyber warfare rather than traditional warfare
Adopting a policy of religious liberty (nobody is forced to buy OR sell a certain kind of cake,
as in the infamous case of a gay couple forcing Christians to sell them a gay wedding cake)

Beyond policy, McAfee is open and honest enough to admit Intel has mismanaged his namesake
antivirus software so badly since purchasing the brand that he “takes it off” his computers right away.
McAfee was arrested for DUI and possession of a firearm while intoxicated in 2015.

This particular video is an interesting introduction to the man, John McAfee, probably the most
interesting and badass out of all the candidates for 2016. Some people call him batshit crazy, but
genius is often misunderstood. In any case, he’s worth a listen for the entertainment value if nothing
else. But don’t dismiss him, many of his ideas are original and hold water.
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Weekend Reading | August 5, 2016
August 5, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of August 5, 2016.

Manosphere

How Patriarchy Evolves into Matriarchy

Rather than trying to look at multiple civilizations and their evolution, which I believe has
its merits, but would confuse the matter, let us look at how anthropologists think that
ancient cities might have evolved over time. As we all know, most civilizations started from
a mere tribe—a collection of maybe 50 or so men, women, and children. This tribe would
likely exist in a very dangerous environment, something which SJW’s (and even us, to an
extent) cannot begin to comprehend today.

Three Observations on Hillary’s DNC Speech

None of these criticisms will do anything to dissuade her supporters, of course.  They hear
what they want to hear.  They’re terrified of masculinity, and they’ll believe any promise of
unlimited resources that comes along.  But the good news is that she doesn’t have a
narrative that can capture anyone who isn’t already a broken person.
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Women: Misogyny 2.0 is Heading Straight at You

50 years of non-stop male bashing, demonizing men from cradle to grave, pushing them out
of higher education and the workforce, then calling them underachieving losers, attacking
their hobbies and interests, like video gaming, just because you can, smearing them all as
potential rapists and treating false rape allegations like a joke, ignoring the gender suicide
gap, moving fathers out of the family home like they were defective pieces of furniture and
raising two generations of women who look down their noses at men like we were the great
unwashed, and you are now what, shocked that there is a growing number of men who don’t
think much of women?

The Old Testament’s Position on Female Behavior

If you were to summarize in one word what the Old Testament said about how women
ought to behave, it would be “submissive.” Women were destined to protect their sexual
honor until they fulfilled a submissive role in the family home. This was made most vividly
clear with the story of the Oholah and Oholibah sisters, found in Ezekiel 23, which uses a
metaphor to describe the Jews “whoring” themselves to other gods. Besides the changing of
a few details, it’s a tale that rings eerily familiar to the behavior of modern women.

The Cost of SJW Convergence

Now, tell me again how all the cultural programming and SJWfication and ideological
propaganda in the entertainment media and the advertising industry is just business. Tell me
again how it’s not driven by ideological fanatics, but hard-nosed businessmen just ruthlessly
chasing a buck the best way they know how.
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News

Facebook Blocks Top-Rated Radio Host Michael Savage for Posting Politically
Incorrect Story

Facebook has once again shown that it will not tolerate rhetoric criticizing Muslim
immigration after it temporarily blocked talk show host Michael Savage after he posted a
story about a Muslim migrant murdering a pregnant woman in Germany.

FBI Seeks ‘Secret’ Control of Your Smartphone

The FBI wants the ability to surreptitiously turn your smartphone into a video- and audio-
recording device without your knowledge, and it is calling on the high-tech industry to
supply it with an app to perform those surveillance functions. According to a planning
document that WND obtained via routine database research, the app would enable the FBI
to capture sounds and images near a targeted phone, and not simply intercept
communications taking place through the phone.

Clinton Body Count Grows? Another Mysterious DNC Death

On July 3, 2016, Shawn Lucas and filmmaker Ricardo Villaba served the DNC Services
Corp. and Chairperson Debbie Wasserman Schultz at DNC’s headquarters in Washington,
D.C., in the fraud class action suit against the Democrat Party on behalf of Bernie Sanders
supporters. Shawn Lucas was found dead this week.

This Company Has Built a Profile on Every American Adult

Forget telephoto lenses and fake mustaches: The most important tools for America’s 35,000
private investigators are database subscription services. For more than a decade,
professional snoops have been able to search troves of public and nonpublic
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records—known addresses, DMV records, photographs of a person’s car—and condense
them into comprehensive reports costing as little as $10. Now they can combine that
information with the kinds of things marketers know about you, such as which politicians
you donate to, what you spend on groceries, and whether it’s weird that you ate in last night,
to create a portrait of your life and predict your behavior.

Book of the Week

JFK-9/11 assembles the most significant and well-documented “deep events” of the last fifty years
into a coherent narrative of the “deep history” of the United States and its sphere of influence. The
result is both a concise introduction for newcomers (a “deep history for dummies”), and an insightful
perspective for informed readers. Relying strictly on documented evidence and state-of-the-art JFK
and 9/11 research, the book cuts through the layers of government and mainstream media lies, to
expose the hidden powers at work in the Empire’s underground foreign policy. It documents the role
of undercover and paramilitary operations, psychological warfare and disinformation campaigns, and
above all false flag terror, in the course of world politics since the beginning of the Cold War, and
increasingly since September 11th. The book is divided in two parts: the first deals with the
underlying forces of the Cold War, the second with the driving forces of the War on Terror. The
period investigated begins just before November 22, 1963 and peaks on September 11, 2001, the two
deep events that weigh most heavily on the unfolding of American and world history. The author
highlights their structural similarities, examines how one made the other possible thirty-eight years
later, and follows the underlying thread leading from the one to the other, in the hope of anticipating
and circumventing future atrocities.
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I Don’t Care Anymore
August 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Original nonfiction and poetry on The New Modern Man by RF

Since the age of 5
I was told school was the key
Study hard
One day it will pay off
Sacrifice today for a future reward

Later in adolescence
I had to choose
Between a group of friends
And academics
Again promised a reward for my sacrifice

There I was in college
Hundreds of miles from home
More moments of life passing me by
Focus you are so close
A rubber stamp my reward

It started off with hope
Then things began to change
Corporate consolidation
Other livelihoods consumed by the machine
I escaped the first round
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Later the greed escalated
The original sacrifices weren’t enough
The board of directors demanded
More work and less pay
Soon it was me on the chopping block

Nobody ever stopped to calculate
The human cost in this equation
A human being is more than a dollar sign
My life was halfway over
When I woke up from the hypnosis

I had to leave this machine at any cost
For it benefited others far more than me
Debt is how they kept me shackled
Leaving the tax farm I had discovered
People far less educated than I

Their lives seemed more natural to me
No duplicity or ulterior motives
Oh my God what had I done
For all those years of work and sacrifice
I only had one thing to say

From here on out I am living
For life comes only but once
A human being needs more than money and material things
Wherever this new road may lead me
I don’t care anymore
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How To Join A Protected Class By Becoming A Male Lesbian
August 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Use the insanity of liberal narratives for fun, profit, and protection

Equal justice under law is a fine concept, but in reality leftist policies and rhetoric mean every sexual
preference, ethnicity, religion, and sexual identity except being straight, white, Christian and male
gets protection. This permeation of “protected classes” of people has ballooned during the last 50
years of Cultural Marxism in American and Western Europe as little more than a way of figuratively
placing targets on the backs of certain people. While the civil rights laws of 1964 may have been
well-intentioned, 50 years later their protections have devolved into a collective albatross around the
necks of straight men everywhere, and especially those from Christian and white backgrounds.
George Orwell wrote about this concept in his novel Animal Farm:

All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others.

All an opponent has to do to gain an advantage over you and throw you under the legal bus is make
claims of racism, sexism, genderism or Islamophobia, among other clever word jumbles, and as the
penis-packing offender you will be promptly escorted out of your office, fired, subjected to a Social
Justice Warrior swarming (i.e. a witch trial) and blacklisted. Of this type of behavior, astrophysicist
Carl Sagan wrote:

The theologian Meric Casaubon argued—in his 1668 book, Of Credulity and
Incredulity—that witches must exist because, after all, everyone believes in them. Anything
that a large number of people believe must be true.

And so, today, because everybody believes men are evil and all white people are racists, it must be
true. So, they get no protection from witch accusers. The ever-expanding confusion as to which
people are and which are not protected now includes gay people who identify as conservatives, such
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as Milo Yiannopoulos who was just permanently banned from Twitter. (Read: This banning proves
we on the alt-right and manosphere are being placed in the crosshairs of the next political witch trial.)
As revealed by Breitbart:

The [Twitter] platform has demonstrated an unashamed bias towards progressive causes like
Black Lives Matter, ignoring open calls for violence against police officers that emerged
following both the Dallas and Baton Rouge shootings. In further indication of its political
biases, Twitter also let death threats against Republican Senators remain on the platform for
months without taking action.

So, as Twitter turns a blind eye to more serious offenses like Ghostbusters flop-actress Leslie Jones’
racist history including a post railing against “white people shit” while it targets certain groups of
people, it shows a man can lose his “Superior Virtue of the Oppressed” membership card if he
identifies with the wrong political orientation. In the early 21st century it is now okay to discriminate
against conservatives in general as Faceberg, Twatter, Microshaft, and Skynet (Google) are already
doing in their plots with the communistic European Union and the crooked U.S. government.

As we saw last year, as a business owner you can also be forced to bake a cake for a gay couple even
if it goes against your religious beliefs, but apparently Twitter cannot be forced to accommodate gay
men on its platform whose politics and free speech they disagree with.

Can’t give up women but need the protection of the Superior Virtue of the Oppressed narrative? Here’s how you can take on the shield

Becoming Part Of The Protected Class

In order to receive equal justice under law, as the hated Evil White Males™ of the world we must
find a way to make ourselves a protected class under the eyes of the law. So, I came up with a plan to
assume the cloak of Superior Virtue in one’s daily dealings with a the political game and the corrupt
media. Here’s a four step process to becoming a part of the legally and politically protected
transgender and homosexual communities:
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Report being a cisgender male (male at birth) but now having a female “gender identity”
Report you are a cross-dresser who likes to dress like men
Become a lesbian
Report being a Democrat while continuing our narrative

In other words, become a lesbian man who identifies as a woman but
dresses like a man, who is a conservative Democrat, to boot. Once one untangles this twisted mess
mentally, it illustrates we can remain heterosexual men who still dress like men but we use leftist
gender identities and political affiliations to gain protection under the law. This is where the twisted
world of Marxism has led us, gentlemen. The only way to beat the system is to infiltrate it and play
along with its twisted and crooked narratives.

The blueprint for this idea comes from a Canadian transgender case. A girl who dresses as a man
named “Trevor” had her breasts removed, but then decided to move in with a “gay” partner and got
pregnant from her gay partner all while presenting as a man. Perhaps reading the full story will
alleviate the headache that case probably gave you. Suffice it to say, when one untwists all the
“gender identities” and “sexual orientations,” a straight couple went through an incredible amount of
gymnastics to act like they’re not straight. So, if they can do it an get lauded by the press, why can’t
we play a similar game?

Meanwhile, the entire multicultural façade and the ideas about the “Superior Virtue of the
Oppressed” are collapsing. Even Fabian Socialist Bertrand Russell who wrote the essay entitled
“Superior Virtue of the Oppressed” knew the delusion about certain groups being morally superior to
others could be maintained only for so long, and incidentally its collapse has coincided with America
awakening from the collective delusion foisted upon the public by corporate media in the Television
Age. Russell wrote:

The idealizing of the victim is useful for a time: if virtue is the greatest of goods, and if
subjection makes people virtuous, it is kind to refuse them power, since it would destroy
their virtue. If it is difficult for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven, it is a noble act
on his part to keep his wealth and so imperil his eternal bliss for the benefit of his poorer
brethren. It was a fine self-sacrifice on the part of men to relieve women of the dirty work of
politics. And so on. But sooner or later the oppressed class will argue that its superior virtue
is a reason in favor of its having power, and the oppressors will find their own weapons
turned against them. When at last power has been equalized, it becomes apparent to
everybody that all the talk about superior virtue was nonsense, and that it was quite
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unnecessary as a basis for the claim to equality.

In other words, the world doesn’t work the way leftists want it to. More and
more people by the day are waking up to the fact that implying the so-called oppressed classes had
superior virtue to everyone else was total insanity, especially as these “virtuous” classes become
violent, burn cities down, persecute conservatives, kill police, conduct SJW witch trials, and kick
men out of society. This shows us they don’t want to be equal at all, they want have their turn being
the oppressors. A twisted and unending cycle of oppression in the saga of the human species is
thereby revealed. Just don’t find yourself on the losing end of that cycle.

Until the entire leftist narrative obliterates itself, and it could take a number of years or decades
before this degeneracy is either cleansed from our society or causes a catastrophe, this is an
actionable plan to gain protection under the law. Is this plan really just exaggeration and sarcasm?
Maybe, a little. But when it comes down to tactics in a culture war, sometimes a man has to fight fire
with fire. And if he has to protect himself by assuming the mantle of the victim, a mantle invented to
bring certain men down in the first place, then so be it.
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Have a Drink: Classic Highball
August 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The highball is a strong and tasty whiskey cocktail

Classic Highball cocktail | Relampago’s Rating: 

The basic highball is the mother of all the other soda and liquor based cocktails. This tasty and
classic recipe uses simple ginger ale and whiskey, specifically Jack Daniels. But realistically, the type
of whiskey can be modified for your specific taste.

A little history on the classic highball and variations on it follows:

A highball is any spirit served with a carbonated beverage over ice. The origin of the term
highball is about as difficult to pin down as a champagne bubble. New York bartender
Patrick Duffy claimed to have invented it in 1895, and since no one has challenged him, he
holds the title. A random poll in most bars would indicate that people have no idea what a
highball is—yet it is right in front of them. Scotch and Soda, Gin and Tonic, Coolers,
Daisies, and so on are all highballs. A highball is primarily any alcoholic drink meant to
refresh.

Initially, the most common highball was made with Scotch whisky and carbonated water,
known as a Scotch and soda. There are many rivals for the fame of mixing the first highball,
including the Adams House in Boston. New York barman Patrick Duffy claimed the
highball was brought to the U.S. in 1894 from England by actor E. J. Ratcliffe. Well-known
examples of highballs include the gin and tonic, Seven and Seven, and Cuba Libre. A
highball is typically served over ice in a large straight-sided highball glass or Collins glass.

So, how do you throw one of these together this weekend? Here’s how. You will need:
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1 oz. Jack Daniels
5 oz. ginger ale
Lemon peel or quarter

Slowly add the ingredients, then drop in the lemon. Enjoy! That’s it for this incredibly simple
cocktail.
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Eye Candy of the Week | August 7, 2016
August 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s treat is a swimsuit model from South Africa. Her photo shoot helps illustrate why many
of us have a thing for women of the darker persuasion. Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for August
7, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | August 7, 2016
August 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter andinsdca wins Comment of the Week in response to Women’s Suffrage and How It
Relates to Today’s Decline, an article detailing the aftermath of women voting en masse and
ultimately canceling out men’s vote in America. He wrote:

Lots of very interesting things that are all semi-related happened around the start of the
WCTU, suffrage and so on. It’s not a coincidence that the income tax popped up at the same
time as Prohibition (and the WCTU/temperance people were often pro-suffragettes). A good
reading of the history of the Progressive movement (e.g. Margaret Sanger/eugenics),
prohibition and similar topics will show how much they all really had in common. For
bonus silliness, one of the creators (I refuse to call him an inventor) of an early form of the
lie detector, Dr Marston, goes on to create the comic book character, Wonder Woman, one
of the symbols of the women’s lib movement.

He’s right. (By the way, WCTU is the Women’s Christian Temperance Union.) The hopeless mess
we find ourselves in today has its roots in social engineering projects going back over a century,
many rooted in the uniquely Anglo American brand of male and sex hating Puritanism, while others
developed as money began to accumulate in the hands of too few men after the abomination known
as the corporation corrupted the free market. Worse than the rise of a fundamentalist women, once
women began to vote, an inexorable move towards Socialism and the end of the nuclear family
began. It took us a century to get here, but make no mistake the beginning of the end took
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root between 1910-1920.

One of the WCTU’s pet projects, the prohibition of alcohol didn’t stick after these suffragettes
decided they would “fix” what’s wrong with the patriarchal society the West once was. But, their
other prohibitions – everything from pot to prostitution – did stick. Prostitution was not banned in
much of the U.S. until around the time of the income tax, which incidentally is the same decade
women’s suffrage and other patriarch-weakening proposals gained steam. This screwing around with
the foundation of the nation is what today’s rotten edifice of corrupt democracy is built on. And, it is
leading to a societal face plant as the whole façade goes off the rails in the 21st century.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner and each month we pick a Comment of the
Month winner. For now, bragging rights will have to do. Cash prizes for comment winners are being
temporarily suspended, but once revenue for the site picks up they will be reinstated. You can help
support our publishing by using any of the means linked below.
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Surprise, Surprise: Male Tinder Users Have Low Self-Esteem
August 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The harsh realities of the sexual market are revealed by apps like Tinder

A recent study found that lonely guys looking for some action from carousel riding women using the
Tinder app have low self-esteem. It’s understandable, since Tinder takes the Pareto Principle (the
80/20 rule that 4 out of 5 men aren’t good enough for women) and digitizes it. Success on the app
strongly prefers men who can take photos that make them look like a model out of central casting or a
badass thug, or both. In other words, men are objectified by the app, a sin feminists claim is
unforgiveable except when they’re the ones objectifying. So, your average “good guy” will have slim
pickings when trying to get some nookie using Tinder.

Jessica Strübel along with Trent Petrie, two researchers at The University of North Texas found:

Tinder users reported having lower levels of satisfaction with their faces and bodies and
having lower levels of self-worth than the men who did not use Tinder.

The problem with Strübel’s study is she tries to twist it into a pretzel talking about “body image”
perceptions, in other words she tries to use it as ammo to tell fatties they don’t need to lose weight,
and that everyone needs to lobotomize themselves and pretend fatsos are attractive. She wrote:

The objectifying effects of social media platforms, however, may be more pernicious than
those associated with more traditional media outlets for example TV and magazines,
because of its round the clock availability and constant scrutiny and evaluation by others.
Although current body image interventions primarily have been directed toward women,
our findings suggest that men are equally and negatively affected by their involvement in
social media.
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Let’s just dispose with the pseudo-intellectual babble about “body image
interventions” and suffice it to say fatties need to stop shoveling Cheetos into their face. That said,
one can go so far as to say the current obesity epidemic in America is at least in part due to its evil
government screwing around with the food pyramid and pushing “low fat” everything since the
1970s, taking out fat (good) and putting in massive amounts of carbohydrate (bad). This medical and
dietary chicanery is excellently detailed in the film Fat Head.

Petrie, who co-authored the study reveled in the fact the study reveals (gasp!) men are objectified on
the app. What? Perfect Anglo feminist warrior princesses are objectifying men? After a half century
of protesting and hell-raising about women objectifying women, this earth-shattering fact is revealed
and yet it is quietly shuffled away. When women are objectified, it proves men are evil. But when
men are objectified, buck up men, that’s life. Here is what Petrie wrote, proving university smart
asses don’t actually give a flip about equality, and enjoy seeing men suffer:

The men, in essence, are put in a position that women often find themselves in, certainly in
the dating scene: They’re now being evaluated and are being determined whether or not
somebody is interested in them [based on their looks].

All that’s missing from that quote is the snooty tee hee, tee hee of a college teacher magina. Just over
1,000 women and around 300 men were used for the study. Around 10% of respondents used Tinder,
and both sexes who used Tinder reported less satisfaction with their bodies and looks, but only male
users reported lower levels of self-esteem. This is probably related to the level of desperation a man
needs to have to try and hook up with some used up Tinder discards in the first place, only to be
ignored because 4 out of 5 men aren’t good enough in today’s sexual jungle.
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In my experience, Tinder skews towards carousel riding women looking for Alpha and Sigma bad boys

Gaming Tinder

If you decide to use Tinder, realize the demographics will skew heavily
towards carousel riding women looking for either bad boys or rich boy walking wallets (i.e. on the
order of Daddy Warbucks) they like to screw around with. Personally, I used Tinder a few years back
and met a seemingly nice and well-built Army girl, but she turned out to have a convict boyfriend
who she was waiting on to get out of prison and just having fun with me on the side. This incident
confirmed my earlier thinking that women will often use the app to monkey branch. Other than that
the app so disgusted me I just got rid of it, as matches would be flaky and when I would find out
more about their history I didn’t want to stick in my new Tinder “matches” anyway.

If you want to go around taking photos of yourself all the time in interesting and exotic travel
destinations, in front of symbols reflecting your status as the sacred holder of the leg-spreading holy
trinity of money, status, and power, and you don’t mind pump and dumps with women who have
been around the block more than the UPS man, then by all means go Tindering.

Just don’t expect to find any woman of substance on there. However, it can be an interesting study in
just what motivates women when a man oozes down into the dregs of digital society. Men are
objectified on Tinder, which shows us another unflattering side of the female psyche in addition to
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the fact women only want men who can provide monetary and material or social status benefits.
We’ve got it bad on both fronts, gentlemen. On Tinder, as in all other areas of life, you will soon
discover the Grand Canyon of disparity between what women say they want and what they actually
want.

Musclebound assholes, lowlife thugs, and well-moneyed men who don’t mind letting women into
their wallet win, while “good guy” Betas will respond to the questionnaire with low levels of self
esteem and high levels of sexual frustration. (It’s actually worse than you can imagine, Betas –
women don’t just ignore you, they hate and despise you.)
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IRS Penalizes Married Couples, Rewards Unmarried Couples
August 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Straight marriage and strong families are quickly becoming relics as far as the government is concerned

The Internal Revenue Service’s targeting of conservative groups has made headlines in recent years,
but a “marriage penalty” targeting married couples and the nuclear family just got a little worse. In
recent weeks, the IRS worsened the marriage penalty by offering a large reward for unmarried
taxpayers who co-own a home – doubling the mortgage interest deduction available to the married
taxpayer. The new rule applies as part of a lawsuit brought against the tyrannical agency.

In a case of first impressions decided last year, the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court narrowly ruled
the limits for mortgage interest deductions apply on a per-taxpayer basis, effectively
allowing an unmarried couple to “double up” on their write-offs. Initially, the IRS intended
to contest the decision, but now it has thrown up the white flag by issuing a formal
acquiescence.

Of course, the KGB…er…IRS continues penalizing marriage by
providing economic disincentives while the rest of government works to destroy it by imposing
Marxist cultural norms along with welfare state gibsmedats for single moms and child support
slavery for dads – even if they’re not genetically the father as The New Modern Man reported last
week in the case of Colorado man Chris Atkins. Atkins has been held responsible for upwards of
$166,000 in fraudulent child support charges, and is continuing to write checks of $730 a month
under threat of imprisonment while “mom” seemingly knew the entire time the child wasn’t Atkins’.

The gross incompetence of and female preference in the court system is proof that by intent or
incompetence the U.S. government is doing everything it its power to weaken and destroy strong, K-
selected patriarchal families and replace them with r-selected matriarchal populations. Just take a
look at the marriage penalty costing people who work and contribute to society just a little more:

Under these tax rates, two single people who each earned $87,850 would each file as
“Single” and each would pay a marginal tax rate of 25%. However, if those same two
people were married, their combined income would be exactly the same as before (2 *
$87,850 = $175,700), but the “Married filing Jointly” tax brackets would push them into a
higher marginal rate of 28%, costing them an additional $879 in taxes.
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Not so bad, at first anyway. The more money the couple earns, the more they stand to lose when
filing jointly.

In the most extreme case, two single people who each earned $400,000 would each pay a
marginal tax rate of 35%; but if those same two people filed as “Married, filing jointly” then
their combined income would be exactly the same (2 * $400,000 = $800,000), yet $350,000
of that income would be taxed as the higher 39.6% rate, resulting in a marriage penalty of
$32,119 in extra taxes.

That’s more money lost to the government than I earned at my first full-time job out of college. So,
we find the government codifying into law a tax plan that encourages men and women to keep their
finances separate by being married but filing separately, and even by filing separately they lose more
money than two “single” people cohabitating.

Either way, [married filing jointly or married filing separately] the married couple would
receive less deductions than two otherwise identical single people with exactly the same
income.

Whether it be tax law or targeting conservatives, or tyrannical laws to “protect us” that end up
destroying the protections of several of the amendments in the Bill of Rights, the U.S. government
has become an abomination to end all abominations. Less government and more freedom is
desperately needed. But tax penalties are only part of its game. Wait until yousee what it does with
the money.

Why work hard when Big Daddy Government will pick up the tab

Welfare Pays More Than Work

As recently reported on by the Cato Institute, the gigantic parasite known as the federal government
not only provides disincentives people to marry and have families while providing generous
incentives for women to become carousel-riding single moms, it does it in such a way that becoming
a taker provides more money in benefits (funded by the Beta males of society) than having a job.

The current welfare system provides such a high level of benefits that it acts as a
disincentive for work. Welfare currently pays more than a minimum-wage job in 35 states,
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even after accounting for the Earned Income Tax Credit. In 13 states welfare pays more
than $15 per hour.

Women receive nearly two-thirds of these generous government benefits (not to mention preferences
in everything from education to employment). The gynocentric federal government has become so
big that half of all households receive some kind of government handout. In tandem with punishing
the traditional, nuclear family, this strategy is straightforward evidence of the implementation of a
Cloward-Piven strategy to destroy the current corporate-government complex in a bid to replace it
with straight up Socialism.

The Cloward–Piven strategy is a political strategy outlined in 1966 by American
sociologists and political activists Richard Cloward and Frances Fox Piven that called for
overloading the U.S. public welfare system in order to precipitate a crisis that would lead to
a replacement of the welfare system with a national system of “a guaranteed annual income
and thus an end to poverty.”

Of course, this guaranteed annual income, or straight up Communism by
any other name, will come with a very high price. Most likely, the price will be having a chip
implanted and letting the federal government and banking cartels micromanage our financial lives
electronically. The marionettes in the media have already been pushing “getting chipped” on the next
generation of kids, so by they time they’re grown having an implant will seem normal.

So, don’t expect the IRS to start moving towards more incentives for heterosexual marriage again
anytime soon. If anything, it will continue to drag down and beat the goose that lays the golden egg,
the nuclear family headed up by a strong patriarch. Like sand being eroded, the foundation of the
West is slowly being eroded by liberalism and the tax code slowly changes to reflect this.

If that’s not enough reason to Go Galt, nothing is. It’s either that or bend over, lube up, and let Big
Daddy Government have his way. Women and the government are not going to like men upsetting
the apple cart of freebies, but it’s either that or oblivion for the average Beta in society. Because as
any man with common sense knows, once women get on the Hedonic Treadmill of free stuff at the
expense of Beta males they hate, there’s no stopping the treadmill until the system breaks down.
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The Interesting Life of Cocaine Kingpin George Jung
August 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The real-life George Jung was trying to avoid Beta provider and corporate drone hell, and became hugely successful before his downfall

Life passes most people by while they’re making grand plans for it.

There’s one quality the cocaine film Blow has that many other rags to riches and good guy turned
bad guy films don’t have – and that is its truthfulness. And by listening to the interviews George Jung
is giving now that he’s out of prison, one can glean that the film starting Johnny Depp and Penelope
Cruz is factually pretty accurate, another shocker in a Hollyweird industry that likes to manipulate
reality to fit a preconceived script. Be advised this article contains spoilers.

Blow centers around the life of “Boston George” Jung, also known as El Americano, a major player
in the cocaine trade of the 1970s and 1980s. Working with Pablo Escobar, he smuggled huge
quantities of cocaine in from Colombia. He was worth $100 million at the height of his game, making
him one of the richest drug dealers of all time.

One of the themes of Blow is the fact his poor bastard of a father worked hard and played by the rules
only to be repeatedly shit on by life and an ungrateful wife. He toiled as a construction worker only to
end up filing bankruptcy and listening to a sour Anglobitch quarrel at him all the time. George did not
want to have this kind of a life. The sad life of a Beta provider plays out in the film as Johnny Depp
narrates the hypergamous marital hell playing out on the screen:

Dad worked hard, but didn’t earn enough to please Mom. She’d thought she’d married
above her class. He’d promised her the moon, but didn’t deliver. The truth was, business got
slow and we were broke. No matter how often my mother left…no matter how many times
she embarrassed him…he always took her back. He loved her. God, he loved her. Look, this
is how it goes. Sometimes you’re flush, sometimes you’re bust.

And, spoken like a true man and minimalist, George’s father (Ray Liotta) delivers these lines, which
echo the money and minimalism section on this blog.

When you’re up, it’s never as good it seems. When you’re down, you never think you’ll be
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up again. But life goes on. Remember that. Money isn’t real, George. It doesn’t matter. It
only seems like it does.

Indeed, in reality money is only paper printed by a mafia (the government, an agency with a
monopoly on violence) or digits on a computer screen. Most of the sheeple in the populace never
realize this.

What makes Jung so interesting, apart from his success, is he could be any one of us in the
disillusioned manosphere. He was a high school football player, a “natural leader” and his first arrest
laughably came from solicitation of prostitution in the Puritanical, gynocentric legal system of the
U.S. He went on to the University of Southern Mississippi and studied for a degree in marketing, but
never completed his studies. Having been there and done that with the rigged education system
pushing men to become geldings in the corporate world, I can’t say I blame him.

Moving On Up

Jung started off selling pot, a business that grew using his girlfriend’s status as a stewardess to ship
pot back to New England. Back then, there was something called freedom and they didn’t check the
bags of stewardesses. Wanting to make even more tax-free money to grow his fortune, he soon
expanded his pot business to Puerto Vallarta, Mexico using airplanes stolen from Cape Cod. During
his success as a successful pot kingpin, he was staying at the Playboy Club in Chicago and banging
high quality tail.

Of course, as shown in the film Jung got busted in Chicago for smuggling 660 pounds of pot. Let’s
stop for a moment to analyze this: The U.S. government has been destroying lives over a plant it
deemed evil for 50 years, but is now playing legal games with an oblivious public as some states
legalize it and others still send people to prison for it. If this doesn’t show a man how ridiculous the
government is, nothing will. One of the best scenes in the film follows, and centers around his pot
bust.

Judge: George Jung, you stand accused of possession of six hundred and sixty pounds of
marijuana with intent to distribute. How do you plead?

George: Your honor, I’d like to say a few words to the court if I may.

Judge: Well, you’re gonna have to stop slouching and stand up to address this court, sir.

George: Alright. Well, in all honesty, I don’t feel that what I’ve done is a crime. And I think
it’s illogical and irresponsible for you to sentence me to prison. Because, when you think
about it, what did I really do? I crossed an imaginary line with a bunch of plants. I mean,
you say I’m an outlaw, you say I’m a thief, but where’s the Christmas dinner for the people
on relief? Huh? You say you’re looking for someone who’s never weak but always strong,
to gather flowers constantly whether you are right or wrong, someone to open each and
every door, but it ain’t me, babe, huh? No, no, no, it ain’t me, babe. It ain’t me you’re
looking for, babe. You follow?

Judge: Yeah… Gosh, you know, your concepts are really interesting, Mister Jung.

George: Thank you.

Judge: Unfortunately for you, the line you crossed was real and the plants you brought with
you were illegal, so your bail is twenty thousand dollars.
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Think about how right on that scene is. The government has been busting
people for carrying a bunch of plants across an imaginary line, a line it regularly disrespects by
bringing in hordes of people from all over the world and catering to the demands of illegal aliens
rather than its own citizens. That’s pretty fucked up.

In any case, while in prison, Jung met a man of German-Colombian descent named Carlos Lehder,
and through this connection Jung became involved with the Medellin cartel out of Colombia and even
went on to become best buds with Pablo Escobar. Jung, as the middle man flew planes full of cocaine
from Colombia to southern California where his dealer, Richard Barile distributed it to everyone from
Hollywood stars to coke whores.

At the height of his power, Jung was making $15 million per run. He was arrested in 1987 at his
mansion in Nauset Beach, Massachusetts. Of course, he was ratted out in the film by his Colombian
wife Mirtha, proving once again that women are never to be trusted. (Even the Bible repeatedly
alludes to this.) As Jung lost his fortune and his mansion, she turned to the typical venom and vitriol
women deliver to men who no longer serve a purpose in their lives, i.e. being a meal ticket providing
material and social benefits:

We are broke, that is my fucking problem and you are a fucking spy. That’s right. Always
spyin’, always judgin’. Everyone’s laughing in your face, you fucking pussy. You let Diego
fuck you in the ass. Maybe because you like it, maybe because you’re a fucking faggot.
That’s what I think you are. I think you are really fuckin’ him cause you’re not fucking me.
Why’s that? Why? Why don’t you fuck me anymore? Don’t you ever touch me again,
motherfucker! Don’t ever put your hands on me again, asshole! Get your hands off me.

Jung was broke after living life in the lap of luxury, skipping bail only to
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get arrested again a number of years later after a failed drug deal. It was then that Jung spent 20 years
(out of a 60-year sentence) in prison until he was released in 2014.

Whatever criticisms one has of the man, there are those of us who have sympathy for Jung. There
will always be a demand for cocaine, he was simply the supplier. There are even well-documented
reasons to think Bill Clinton and George Bush were running cocaine through Mena, Arkansas right
about the time the “drug war” was shutting down gangsters like Escobar and Jung in favor of CIA
drug smuggling ring run by political gangsters like the Bushes and Clintons. So, it’s hard to take the
moral high road and cast myopic judgement on Jung when people are blindly voting for bigger
gangsters than these who only know how to play the game of sophistry better.

Jung tried to do anything he could to avoid the Beta provider and business world lackey hell his
father found himself in, only to wind up in the same boat when all was said and done. But what a
ride. More than anything, Jung’s life story helps explain why I have nothing but spite for the current
gynocentric, corrupt government in the United States. It’s all an illustration that if a man wants to win
at anything, he cannot play by the rules in a system set up to take advantage of him.
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21 Year Old Woman Lives Life Like a Baby
August 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here’s a head-shaker of a story. This YouTube video of an “adult baby” – and the fact it has more
likes than dislikes – proves we have entered a surreal world of constant propagandizing and social
manipulation. Some segments of society have awakened to the collective mass delusion of television,
but the internet helps bring even sicker stories and agendas our way.

Mental illness is now being held up as the new norm in a terribly sick Anglo
culture. Men, this is the new low American women have sunk to as society craters in the early 21st
century. Why must the media consistently delve into cesspools and hold them up as superior to the
“heteronormative” people who go to work and pay the bills in this country on a daily basis?

File this one under the pedophilia agenda. Jess, a 21-year old Florida woman, dresses up in diapers,
sucks on bottles, and even lives with a boyfriend she calls “Daddy.” Just know when you see this
fucked up story in the lamestream media and online it’s because it fits an evolving agenda of the elite,
in much the same way Todd Nickerson and Miley Cyrus have been marionettes of the social
engineers in power. Then there’s Lena Dunham writing about fondling her little sister’s vagina while
going on to speak about sexual abuse at the DNC. Reality is stranger than fiction these days, it seems.
It’s called selection of topics bias in those in the know, and it helps shift the narrative to mainstream
acceptance of this deviant behavior.

After explaining she urinates in diapers, The “adult baby” Jess told the press:

Regressing and being ‘little’ just fits with my personality. It allows me to be playful and
cute, which is what I’m like naturally anyway and so I think that I would definitely still be
living this lifestyle if I’d had a more ‘normal’ childhood.

“Daddy” (his real name is David) sends Jess to the corner if she misbehaves and she has to ask for his
permission to come out and play again. She even sleeps in a crib. Jess claims that even though she
“climbs on top” of Daddy each night, their relationship is not a sexual one.

We never have sex while I’m age playing but for a lot of people it is a sexual kink.

Whatever. She then goes on to spill an interesting, and disturbing Hamster Rationalization.

For us, it is more about enjoying the dominant/submissive dynamic in our everyday lives. I
was always very childlike in my mannerisms anyway so this has been a sort of natural
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progression for us both. enjoy the feeling of David being a protector and a person that I can
depend on to look after me and he likes feeling needed. It has definitely brought us closer as
a couple.

The victim card is always in play in the media, and Jess claims to be a victim of sexual abuse at age
2. How this behavior helps her condition and making a spectacle out of it corrects the abuse is
unknown. This claim is really a shield to protect her from valid criticism. It’s not “nice” to criticize a
victim of sexual abuse, especially a female victim in a gynocentric society. See how astutely the
cultural engineers play their sick game?!

“Adult baby” Jess bears the markings of a carousel riding harlot, in the opinion of this publication

Notice how “Daddy” sidesteps the issue of sexual perversion, while deflecting a question about how
weird and perverted this seems for some, framing it in such a way that “nothing is wrong with it” if
people want to pretend they’re babies in a relationship.

My favorite thing about being Jess’s Daddy is caring for her. Age play is not sexually
stimulating for me in any way shape or form. I know it is for a lot of people but it just isn’t
for me. Some people have called me a pedophile and have made fun of Jess. But really, I
just try to ignore it.

It’s just innocent fun according to the perverts in the press. Jess says:

For me it’s something innocent and pure. It’s helped me find myself and find my inner self
confidence and I’ve never been happier.

Jess is now looking for a babysitter. What she really needs is a good psychiatrist who enjoys a
challenge. The most worrying part of this entire façade is the elephant in the room: How long before
the mainstream acceptance of this is pushed, and instead of using “adult babies” the agenda changes
to use actual children? Pedophilia is without a doubt the next big push towards total degeneracy by
the left.
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Anyone paying attention knows month by month and year by year the public is being softened up like
silly putty with stories like these. It’s not hard to do some thinking and realize where this latest
primrose path of cultural degeneracy ends up. Perhaps what’s most amazing about it is how fast it’s
all falling apart. In 50 years, Cultural Marxists have been able to completely debase Anglo society.
How far will we fall before this insanity stops?

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Red Pill Money: The Cost-Benefit Analysis of
Legalized Prostitution
August 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

From Mesoamerica to India all societies in the history of the world have had prostitution, and in most of them it has been legal until
modern times

“If you expel prostitution from society, you will unsettle everything on account of lusts.” -Augustine
of Hippo, early Christian philosopher.

Prostitution is the world’s oldest profession for a reason. Think of it as a
safety valve for men who either don’t want to put up with women (Charlie Sheen famously said he
doesn’t pay whores for sex, but to leave after it’s over) or are one of the 4 out of 5 incels, the sexually
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frustrated men in today’s skewed sexual market. How many hardworking men’s lives have been
destroyed by an overbearing police state entrapping them for solicitation of prostitution and slapping
them with a criminal record for trying to get some nookie? This is one of the many ways I cannot
abide by the growing tyranny in Anglo America.

There have always been whores throughout history, and the argument can be made that marriage is
merely sophistry applied to prostitution. The economic nature of the transaction is still there. Women
“marry up” in economic status, not down. And, men are expected to be “providers” in marriage.
Providers of what? Money and resources, of course! Regular old prostitution just takes the pretenses
out of the deal.

Going back 5,000 years into the Old Testament, prostitution was commonplace as Genesis depicts the
practice. From Jericho to Babylon there are prostitutes in the Bible, making women selling sexual
favors far from unusual during the Bronze Age. Across the world, in Mesoamerica the practice was
also common amongst the Incas and Aztecs. The practice of “controlled” areas where whoring is
allowed remains to this day as there are “zonas de tolerancia” in Mexico where one pays a small fee
($2 to a police officer no less!) to enter and partake in the debauchery going on inside.

In Greece women engaged in prostitution, and these whores were sometimes
influential women. There were brothels in Athens, however pimping was strongly prohibited.
Prostitution in Rome was legal and widespread. Japan, India, and even Europe has a long history of
the practice. The Catholic Church was even tolerant of prostitution because it said it prevented the
greater evils of rape, sodomy, and masturbation. The church merely encouraged prostitutes to
“repent.”

Interestingly, Communists have always opposed prostitution! Marx himself wrote it is “only a
specific expression of the general prostitution of the laborer” and considered its abolition necessary to
overcome capitalism! This is yet another way the American Empire plays it from both sides when it
comes to Communism – it led a Cold War against it while adopting many Marxist tenets over the last
50 years!

In the United States, prostitution was originally legal, that is until the Women’s Christian
Temperance Union came along and pushed laws outlawing it (and thus elevating the price of puss)
between 1910-1915. It is still legal in parts of rural Nevada. The prohibition of the practice has led to
the cluster of police hunting down Johns as public enemy #1 and often filming their entrapment by
undercover police and arrest.
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“I don’t understand why prostitution is illegal. Selling is legal. Fucking is legal. Why isn’t selling fucking legal? You know, why should it
be illegal to sell something you can give away?” -George Carlin

Cost Benefit

What if the United States were to follow the lead of many countries in Europe and legalize
prostitution or at least allow a few Red Light Districts? Legalizing prostitution does go against the
advice of Cultural Marxists and Karl Marx himself, but in today’s society of supposedly empowered
women not legalizing it because women are still victims is the height of hypocrisy.

Here’s a short list of costs, benefits and facts resulting from legalization of whoring:

Women wouldn’t have as much sexual leverage over men.
Spreading HIV by prostitution is a false argument, since the CDC’s own statistics say getting
HIV through vaginal intercourse is nearly impossible.
It would reduce violence against women, i.e. no pimps and no shady business practices would
be needed.
Prostitution is a victimless crime, i.e. everybody likes to fuck, so why not let them fuck.
Law enforcement would save resources by fighting real crime instead of policing everyone’s
sex lives.
Prostitution will not end because of Prohibition.
Prohibition of prostitution only forces the practice underground into the black market.
Women get money, men get sex, both are happy.
Men can avoid unnecessary and often deceptive (on the female’s part) romantic entanglements
with women, and get their sexual needs fulfilled without risk of alimony and child support
enslavement, while becoming more productive and happier citizens by virtue of having sex on
demand.
Most societies in history have been tolerant of the practice, but not Puritanical Anglo America.
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So, there you have it. A starter in the argument for prostitution. The cost-benefit analysis clearly
works out in favor of not criminalizing heterosexual behavior that has been part of the human species
since biblical times and even before that. Marginalizing sex the way Anglo America does and
pretending people are not going to do it anyway is evidence of just how debased from biology men
and women are expected to become by their masters. Freud detailed in Civilization and Its
Discontents how too much civilization and not enough biology would create problems for the West.
Freud wrote:

It is impossible to overlook the extent to which civilization is built up upon a renunciation
of instinct, how much it presupposes precisely the non-satisfaction (by suppression,
repression or some other means?) of powerful instincts.

Sooner or later the suppression blows up when men are expected to be cucks and masturbators
instead of virile males who enjoy sexual pleasure with women. Spengler also predicted the West
would become increasingly detached from its life-giving biology as it tried to turn the entire society
into a perpetual profit producing machine, ignoring its humanity. Clearly, the cost – having sex, the
single most powerful driving force in the life of men and women – regulated and punished by the
State is tantamount to insanity. The benefit, controlling sexual behavior, comes not to the individual
but to the police and managerial state who profit from it as it forces many men into unhappy lives of
incel simply because they don’t want to play the ridiculous games of relationships and marriage just
to have sexual needs relieved.

Further, when it comes to money, men could save big if they didn’t have to support women’s
materialism and consumerism under the guise of relationships and marriage. Women spend 90%
more money than they make, and men only account for 20% of domestic spending even though we
make nearly two-thirds of all money in the economy. Women get more money by playing the
marriage and divorce game, which often ends in lifetime payments of alimony and 18 years of
ridiculously high child support, which women are held unaccountable for when they spend it, or even
ridiculously high divorce settlements as in the case of Johnny Depp and countless other used up men.
That’s the real reason women will fight tooth and nail to keep prostitution from being legalized: It
would mean they face real competition, and the relationship and marriage game would be rendered
obsolete as women would actually have to bring more value than the Golden Vagina to the table.

In one example, a cucked Beta is being held responsible for $166,000 in fraudulent child support
charges even though DNA testing proves he is not the father, and the mother’s actions show she
likely knew he wasn’t the father the whole time. It would take a lot of whoring around to burn
through $166,000 in prostitutes, which to this author would provide far more pleasure than being
forced to pay $730 a month under threat of imprisonment to this fat pig. Clearly, rather than marrying
the fat pig the man could have just hired some whores and done some lines of blow off their asses
instead of letting a woman pretend to be married to him for 2 1/2 years, then walking away with a
fortune in cash and prizes from the male-hating American court system.

This entire setup is ridiculous. It amazes me men put up with it. Some of us won’t put up with it,
though. If we are participating in society’s ridiculous profit-producing games there better be some
kind of reward and we better have some kind of autonomy to fuck when we want. End the Prohibition
against pay for play. Remember this, American police state: “The highest result of education is
tolerance.”
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Sex, Drugs, Salsa
August 11, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Salsa music and Salsa dancing is good for the soul

We’ve all heard the maxim sex, drugs, and rock ‘n roll. Except, in my case it has turned out to be
sex, drugs, and salsa music. (Along with Cuban cigars and red wine). It’s an amazing change in
fortunes for me, since I spent the first half of my life playing by the system’s ridiculous rules only to
end up alone and a quickly on the road to becoming a used up crust of a man. The breaking point was
when my boss told me my college degree and certifications and awards didn’t matter and that 50-60
hour weeks were the new norm in spite of the fact my salary was based on a 40 hour work week.

That’s when I figuratively echoed the words of Howard Beale, “I am mad as hell and I’m not taking
this shit anymore.” The manosphere changed my life, and it saved me in many ways as I was just
about to give up hope. Be it MGTOWs, PUAs, traditionalists, or other Red Pill men, this corner of
the internet gave my life new meaning and new hope.
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For as soon as I went to collect the reward promised to me since age 5 for a
lifetime of studying and straight and narrow living, the globalists changed the conditions of the game.
I walked away from the table, paying off all my consumer debt then developing a plan to duck the
rest of the student loan debt I had while living a better life with less money abroad. I call the
government taking the loss the price of deception and selling the middle class out, trying to turn the
educated class into an enslaved class. Make no mistake, that’s just what five figure student loan debt
is designed to do. My desire to not pay my student loans is as much philosophical as it is practical.
Let’s just call it my middle finger to the system.

My original dream was to get married and have kids, but feminism and Cultural Marxism shit all over
that plan. No man in his right mind is going to play Russian Roulette with a court system designed to
turn him into check writing serf. Luckily, I made it out before 40, so I still have half my life to live
pursuing all the pleasures we are told not to pursue.

All my life I had played it safe, sublimating all my instincts and desires for a job. A job that didn’t
give a damn about me. But, as what I see as the pinnacle episode in the Star Trek: The Next
Generation series, Tapestry so brilliantly illustrates, living a life playing by the rules ultimately
causes a man to die of boredom and shame for a life wasted. Check out this fantastic scene, it has
stuck with me for over 20 years.

Free at Last

Latinas have played a bigger role in my life than
Anglo chicks ever will
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So, what am I doing with my newfound freedom? Living the life of the carefree, no fucks given
Sigma male. I am a lone wolf by nature. I am doing all the things they told me not to do. And it has
been just wonderful. Whether it be doing blow of a sexy Latina’s ass or having threesomes with two
black girls or toasting the sunset solo with wine and a cigar at the beach, I am loving every minute of
it. I went through 5 women in just the past week, and managed to make friends with two of my
newfound fuck buddies. I am having so much sex with so many women I actually have days where I
am burned out on women, as I wrote in this piece featuring one of my idols, Charles Bukowski, and
his views on the opposite sex.

I really love Latin America, let nodody convince you otherwise, this place is ALIVE for the man who
learns a little Spanish and how to live here. I have got my mojo back, and I’m living a better life now
at nearly 40 years old than I did at age 18. And, I’m doing it on a fraction of the cost of living in my
former American city. Best of all, because I have taken care of myself most women think I am age
25-30. My possibilities are truly wide open.

Thanks to the manosphere, I have learned I am not the only man to run away from a frigid,
gynocentric Anglo culture. The TNMM recommended book Havok by Rookh Kshatriya talks about
these Savage Pilgramages and Why Free-Thinking Men Flee Anglo Culture. This quote from my
favorite chapter in the book include this damning diagnosis from D.G. Rossetti:

The men of imagination in England have always been a persecuted sect.

Indeed, we are persecuted in the age of the sackless, deballed corporate
drone. The first author in Havok’s litany of authors who fled Anglo culture is William Blake. As
detailed in the book, Blake, who never escaped England “screams alienation from Anglo values” in
his writings, and foreshadowed the coming exodus of many literary figures in the coming 200 years.

Living out the life Blake had predicated would come, Lord Byron became the first expatriate “pop
star” of his time, as his exploits abroad became the subjects of extensive press coverage and his
books became popular. Byron’s 19th century escape from turgid Anglo culture is more relevant than
ever because “Anglo culture is inherently flawed by puritanical repression is more relevant than ever,
with pedestal feminism and its attendant ills stalking the land” according to Shatriya. Byron’s casual
sex and his more fulfilling life abroad in the Latin cultures of the Mediterranean to the Levant also
exposes the sexual tyranny run by Anglo women.

Surrounded by a surfeit of casual sex, sex loses its novelty and women have to ‘try harder’
in order to impress or keep a man. When sex loses scarcity value, females are forced from
their pedestals into sexual competition for male attention. In Spain, where sex was an
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omnipresent opportunity, women could not feign indifference to men.

Byron became so estranged from Anglo culture he wrote this, just before he died: “Let not my body
be hacked, or be sent to England. Here let my bones molder. Lay me in the first corner without pomp
or nonsense.” Then there’s D.H. Lawrence, also protesting against Anglo culture. Lawrence ended up
in Italy and Mexico as he ran away from the insanity of England. I particularly identify with
Lawrence’s life story:

Born in the English industrial town of Nottingham to a miner and a middle class woman
who married down, from the outset Lawrence was an outsider in Anglo culture. This
alienation was occasioned by his obvious intelligence and lowly social origins. Such a
combination frequently creates an acutely critical social awareness, as in Byron’s case.
Lawrence despised the hypocrisy of English institutions like class, puritanical religion and
sexual repression. Following Nietzsche an other critics of Anglo society, he came to view
Anglo American culture as myopic, denatured, and unfulfilling. His greatest novels often
focus on the failings of Anglo women, constricted by class and incapable of unconditional
love.

Dancing is still a big part of life outside the corporate
plantation (i.e. the USA)

Then there’s even the weirdo Aleister Crowley, also running away from the Anglosphere, making his
own Savage Pilgrimage. Others who fled the empty, materialistic, work-obsessed, sexless life that
Americans and the Anglosphere in general take as the only way to live life include: Percey Shelley,
Harry Crosby, Ernest Hemingway, Ezra Pound, and Henry Miller. All these men deserted Anglo
America for more fulfilling lives abroad.

So, I am in good company it seems. Intellectual and literary references aside, I think I’ll go pour
myself a drink and mosey on down to the beach to watch some scantily clad women prancing around.
Who knows? I might even pick up one and go Salsa dancing, then get fucked up and then bang the
shit out of her. There’s nothing quite as intoxicating as being inside a hot girl you just met.

I know this much. I now see coming back to America as coming back to a sexless prison. Some
experiences in life can’t be unseen. To me, Caribbean Life in Latin America is truly the last great
bastion of freedom and limitless possibilities in the world. My chapter on life in Southeast Asia is
coming in the months or years ahead.
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Video of the Week: JBeatz Music Video on Divorce
August 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

My Haitian friends who have had experience with the Anglo American family and divorce court
system know full well the ridiculousness of the whole charade designed to facilitate wealth and
resource transfers from men to women. This Video of the Week is a hot new music video in French
Creole no less, from one of the top artists out of the tiny Caribbean nation of Haiti. Let’s call it an
expose on true multiculturalism and difference of opinion, not the one size fits all variety that fits
Marxist narratives.

Shitlibs and SJWs will no doubt take umbrage at its depiction of an unfair court system taking a
man’s house away from him and leaving him homeless as he pleads with the judge for mercy, while
the coy ex-wife of JBeatz smiles and cackles, mocking him as she walks out of the courtroom.
However, he meets another woman while in court who takes mercy on his plight, perhaps seeing he
didn’t deserve the injustice metted out in the male-hating court system. When his new friend goes to
help him retrieve some clothes from his former home, his bitter ex comes storming out and pours
bleach on his clothes and almost starts a fight.

The video is interesting in that it can be interpreted as an “outsider’s” take on the court system in
America, and it fits many of the narratives of the manosphere. Consider it independent verification of
many of the topics we discuss here, including male enslavement and male utility value. Those hurling
hate and vitriol our way would do well to hurl it at other societies coming into the gynocentric Anglo
American “salad bowl” who incidentally do not believe, in violation of the dictates of Hivemind
groupthink, that women are perfect creatures and men are evil oppressors.

Other than the refreshingly fresh perspective, JBeatz is a fine artist who is mainstreaming Haitian
Kompas music. Our heartfelt congratulations go out to him on such a brave, well produced,
countercultural work. A woman comes out looking bad – what blasphemy!
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Weekend Reading | August 12, 2016
August 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of August 12, 2016.

Manosphere

The Type of Man Who Reads Return of Kings (He’s Different Than What the
Media Wants You to Believe)

Back in the 1960s, Playboy magazine ran a campaign to encourage advertisers to buy space
in the magazine. The campaign was entitled “What Sort of Man Reads Playboy” and it
highlighted one aspect of its reader base every month. In this article, I take a look at some of
the most popular articles on ROK to discern what sort of man reads ROK. It will also serve
as a good reminder of the basic principles of masculinity.

If Donald Trump Doesn’t Win We’re Screwed

In the past year we’ve been the target of establishment attacks. Since then, I’ve had the
privilege of speaking with insiders who understand the globalist master plan. Combining my
own analysis with those discussions lead me to conclude that if Hillary Clinton wins the
2016 Presidential election, attacks against us and ideologically similar right-wing groups
will explode in number, with the goal of shutting down our counter-narrative platforms and
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ensuring a Donald Trump figure never gets populist support again.

How to Coax the Inner Confidence That Ladies Love

A few readers have asked, if male confidence is so crucial to sub-cortically triggering
arousal in women, how does a habitually low-confidence man go about locating a hidden
reservoir of confidence and ushering it to the surface for exhibition, where it may be
appreciated by women?

What’s Wrong With Men?

I watched public reactions the recent spate of terrorist attacks with sociopathic curiosity. I
wondered, how will the Cultural Marxists spin it? In their taxonomy of the world, Muslims
are a victim class, and so are gays. So how is it that a Muslim can attack a gay nightclub?
SJWs looked on, shocked, like a zoologist in the field observing a zebra stalking and
devouring a wildebeest. It’s not supposed to happen.
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News

CNN Feels Anti-Media Rage (Heh)

Noah Gray, a CNN producer covering the Trump campaign rally Thursday in Kissimmee,
FL, uploaded this video to Twitter showing a Donald Trump rally attendee shouting at
journalists covering the event. “Go home!” he said. “You are traitors! I am an American
Patriot!”

Americans Still Renouncing Citizenship at Record Rate

Why are so many folks saying goodbye to Uncle Sam? Wave bye-bye to Aaron Adkins and
William Acheson. Those names are the start and end of a long list of Americans who turned
in their passports during the second quarter of the year.

Muslim Sex Gangs Turned Loose on British Schoolgirls

The U.K.’s Express has pieced together shocking testimony from victims and local residents
in a large-scale investigative series that shows nothing has been done to stop the horrific sex
crimes being perpetrated by Pakistani Muslims against British school girls in the town of
Rotherham.

Propaganda Rag The New York Times Forced to Make Layoffs

More drastic cuts may be coming to the New York Times as part of its newsroom overhaul
and increased belt-tightening. The Gray Lady is weighing ending the print edition of its
Sunday magazine, folding the Metro section, making the weekly book review section
online-only and leasing out space in its Midtown headquarters, The Post has learned.
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Book of the Week

Social Justice Warriors have plagued mankind for more than 150 years, but
only in the last 30 years has their ideology become dominant in the West. Having invaded one
institution of the cultural high ground after another, from corporations and churches to video games
and government, there is nowhere that remains entirely free of their intolerant thought and speech
policing. Because the SJW agenda of diversity, tolerance, inclusiveness, and equality flies in the face
of both science and observable reality, SJWs relentlessly work to prevent normal people from
thinking or speaking in any manner that will violate their ever-mutating Narrative. They police
science, philosophy, technology, and even history in order to maintain the pretense that their agenda
remains inevitable in a modern world that contradicts it on a daily basis. The book is named after the
First Law of SJW: SJWs always lie. SJWS ALWAYS LIE is a useful guide to understanding,
anticipating, and surviving SJW attacks from the perspective of a man who has not only survived, but
thrived, after experiencing multiple attempts by Social Justice Warriors to disqualify, discredit, and
disemploy him in the same manner they have successfully attacked Nobel Laureates, technology
CEOs, broadcasters, sports commentators, school principals, and policemen. It analyzes well-known
SJW attacks as well as the two most successful examples of resistance to the SJW Narrative,
#GamerGate and Sad Puppies. Written by Vox Day, Supreme Dark Lord of the Evil Legion of Evil
and three-time Hugo nominee who is described as the most hated man in science fiction by Black
Gate and The Wall Street Journal, SJWS ALWAYS LIE is a powerful weapon in the cultural war
against the thought police.
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Caipirinha
August 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Original nonfiction and poetry on The New Modern Man by RF

La Samba
That’s where I first met you
I figured what the hell
I’ll take a chance

First the brown sugar kissed my tongue
Then the lime danced
And your fire illuminated me
Caipirinha why have we never met before

Girls in green skirts
And yellow blouses
The night quickly became a blur
But I was smiling ear to ear

That is until
I ended up in the men’s room alone
I didn’t feel so well
Caipirinha why did you do this to me

Nalda followed me
To make sure I hadn’t slipped away
With one of the brightly dressed waitresses
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We had a good laugh

The next day
I didn’t want you as a friend anymore Caipirinha
But time eases all pain
And now your haze envelops me again

Perhaps its the simplicity
Or the speed with which you ease
The pain a man feels
And the fleeting happiness you bring me, Caipirinha
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The Shocking Truth About Black Slavery in the Americas
August 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The vast majority of African slaves were imported to Latin America by Latino slave owners, specifically the Caribbean and Brazil

The history of slavery tells us it was the entire world’s economic system for thousands of years. It did
not begin and end with Anglo America. Every major ethnic group has had its hand in the sordid past
of this institution. At one time or another, every ethnic group in the world has enslaved another ethnic
group. It’s time the rest of the story was told, and that begins with revealing the long history of
slavery in Latin America.

Since leaving Anglo America because feminism poisoned the well for traditional men, living in Latin
America has shown me this area of the world needs to share the burden of the guilt of slavery. Not to
mention, Africa also needs to share in the burden of slavery, where slavery and went on in most
kingdoms and societies on the continent for thousands of years, and is still ongoing to this day in
some African countries. There is a lot of blame to go around for this problem. It should never be used
to shame and manipulate only one group of people to suit a political agenda as it is in the United
States.

In Latin America, one need look no farther than the popular Salsa music genre to find the history of
the brutal nature of Latin slave owners written in music. The lyrics, translated from Spanish, are eye-
opening:

In the 1600s, when the tyrant ruled
In the streets of Cartagena, this history played out
There came the slave traders, with Africans in chains
They kissed the land, then perpetual slavery
An African couple, slaves of a Spanish man
He treated them very badly
And hit the Black woman
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It was then, that the heroic black man rebelled
He avenged his love
And you can still hear him yelling at the gates:
Don’t hit my black woman!

The lyrics to this popular song tell a tale of a slave rebellion that happened in Cartagena, Colombia, a
rebellion the puppet masters in the American media and education system would prefer never be told,
as they tout the Superior Virtue of immigrants from Latin America over those WASPs they hate so
much in America.

An abusive Colombian slave owner beating an African female slave doesn’t fit the narrative of large
numbers of immigrants from Latin American trying to overcome oppressive “whitey.” Statistics help
reveal more of the story behind the music.

Numbers

It may surprise you to learn the United States was a relatively minor player in the slave trade. A full
99% of the white population never owned slaves. One could say blaming all whites for the sins of
slave ownership is the modern day equivalent of blaming the entire population for the modern day
sins of the elite 1% in the country. While most of use do not agree with what the elite are doing to
Americans in business and in politics, those who have a disproportionate share of money, political
influence, and largely control the means of production and communication make the decisions, not
the rest of us.

Statistically, Mexico and Peru combined imported more slaves than the United States. Over the
course of more than 350 years, of the 11.2 million slaves imported from Africa in the slave trade,
only 4% of them, or 450,000 arrived in the United States. The other 96% mostly went to Latin
America (including Portuguese and French colonies in the Americas), according to the highly-rated
documentary Black in Latin America by Henry Louis Gates, Jr. A full one-third of slaves landed in
Brazil and 60 to 70% landed in either Brazil or the Caribbean. This is easy to see when one visits the
Caribbean, as on most islands the population skews heavily towards African ancestry. You would
never know this from reading liberal history books.

The stereotype of the savage Southern hick acting alone as a sadistic abuser while slave owners in
other countries supposedly were more humane to their slaves is also destroyed simply by reading
history, rather listening to narratives designed to scapegoat one group of people. Going against the
narrative that only Anglos are mean and vicious, U.S. slave owners were demonstrably more humane
than their Latino counterparts, as much fewer slaves died in the U.S. than in Latin America and the
Caribbean. From the Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History:

Slavery in the United States was especially distinctive in the ability of the slave population
to increase its numbers by natural reproduction. In the Caribbean, Dutch Guiana, and Brazil,
the slave death rate was so high and the birthrate so low that slaves could not sustain their
population without imports from Africa. The average number of children born to an early
nineteenth-century southern slave woman was 9.2—twice as many as in the West Indies
(Caribbean).

Death rates among slaves in the Caribbean were one-third higher than in the South, and
suicide appears to have been much more common. Unlike slaves in the South, West Indian
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slaves were expected to produce their own food in their “free time,” and care for the elderly
and the infirm.

Access to freedom was greater in Latin America, but in many cases masters freed sick,
elderly, crippled, or simply unneeded slaves in order to relieve themselves of financial
responsibilities.

In addition to Latin America freeing more slaves but not freeing them unless they were used up and
worthless, importantly, the Spanish and Portuguese colonies mixed with their slaves, making the
black population not as visible as it is today in the U.S. These ethnically blended populations have
helped in making the history of the practice less visible than in Anglo America, where populations
did not mix. Continuing from the Gilder-Lehrman Institute:

Another important difference between Latin America and the United States involved
conceptions of race. In Spanish and Portuguese America, an intricate system of racial
classification emerged. Compared with the British and French, the Spanish and Portuguese
were much more tolerant of racial mixing—an attitude encouraged by a shortage of
European women—and recognized a wide range of racial gradations, including black,
mestizo, quadroon, and octoroon. The American South, in contrast, adopted a two-category
system of race in which any person with a black mother was automatically considered to be
black.

The practice of racial mixing was so common in the Dominican Republic that genetic studies have
revealed a majority of the population to have DNA from white European fathers and black African
mothers. Colombia also reveals a high proportion of admixture between European fathers and
African mothers. In other Latin nations African slaves were “absorbed” into the larger population
through reproduction.

According to Black in Latin America, the integration of African peoples was so pervasive that every
Mexican has an “African grandma hiding in their closet.”

So, there were far higher numbers of slaves in modern day Latin America than anybody would
believe unless they studied the numbers, yet the issue isn’t as visible because of a long history of
racial mixing in this part of the world.
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Limited learning for lifelong labor is only one of the ways the American education system is more about propaganda and social control
rather than instilling critical thinking skills in youth

Political Motivations

So, why are these inconvenient truths about slavery never brought up or given the light of day?
Because they would destroy the grievance racket, and the elite’s thumbscrew to keep people feeling
guilty and under control would be taken away.

If one listens to leftists, Anglos invented slavery, all of them were complicit in it, the United States
was the only evil country that ever used this system, and turnabout is fair play so now it’s time for
whites to be disenfranchised and oppressed. And moral giants that we politicians and elites are, we
would never allow slavery to go on—even though slavery and indentured servitude are still practiced
in the American family court system with female privilege. (And, it can be argued predatory student
loans that aren’t dismissable even in bankruptcy are a form of debt bondage.)

For well over 100 years, there have been racial demagogues constantly exploiting the problem for
political and financial gain. Booker T. Washington, a leading voice of former slaves and their
descendants wrote:

There is another class of colored people who make a business of keeping the troubles, the
wrongs, and the hardships of the Negro race before the public. Having learned that they are
able to make a living out of their troubles, they have grown into the settled habit of
advertising their wrongs — partly because they want sympathy and partly because it pays.
Some of these people do not want the Negro to lose his grievances, because they do not
want to lose their jobs.

I am afraid that there is a certain class of race-problem solvers who don’t want the patient to
get well, because as long as the disease holds out they have not only an easy means of
making a living, but also an easy medium through which to make themselves prominent
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before the public.

My experience is that people who call themselves “The Intellectuals” understand theories,
but they do not understand things. I have long been convinced that, if these men could have
gone into the South and taken up and become interested in some practical work which
would have brought them in touch with people and things, the whole world would have
looked very different to them. Bad as conditions might have seemed at first, when they saw
that actual progress was being made, they would have taken a more hopeful view of the
situation.

In other words, exploiting the problem and framing it as Hollyweird and the corrupt media have is
profitable and makes for a powerful political weapon to use against the masses, especially when one
desires keeping a nation racially divided. All while the elite expects everyone to remain willfully
ignorant of the fact slavery has been a worldwide institution for thousands of years – and is still
ongoing in parts of Africa, namely Chad, Congo, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, and Sudan.

The history of slavery in Latin America—which has a far more expansive history than slavery in the
U.S.—can no longer be ignored. There’s a lot of blame to go around, and it’s time to stop
scapegoating one group of people for crimes that all of humanity participated in, and some countries
are still participating in to this day!
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Have a Drink: Martini
August 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Classy and tasty, this recipe was a favorite of FDR

Martini cocktail | Relampago’s Rating: 

H.L. Mencken, the grandfater of the modern day manosphere called the martini the “the only
American invention as perfect as the sonnet,” the poetic form that originated in Italy. From Ian
Fleming’s James Bond on back through Prohibition and further back into the 19th century, the drink
has survived to become an American icon. A little history on the beverage reveals:

The exact origin of the martini is unclear. Numerous cocktails with names and ingredients
similar to the modern-day martini were first seen in bartending guides of the late 19th
century. For example, in the 1888 Bartenders’ Manual there was a recipe for a drink that
consisted in part of half a wine glass of Old Tom Gin and a half a wine glass of vermouth.
In 1863, an Italian vermouth maker started marketing their product under the brand name of
Martini, and the brand name may be the source of the cocktail’s name.

Another popular theory suggests it evolved from a cocktail called the Martinez served
sometime in the early 1860s at the Occidental Hotel in San Francisco, which people
frequented before taking an evening ferry to the nearby town of Martinez. Alternatively, the
people of Martinez say the drink was first created by a bartender in their town, or maybe the
drink was named after the town. Another theory links the first dry martini to the name of a
bartender who concocted the drink at the Knickerbocker Hotel in New York City in 1911 or
1912.
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By 1922 the Martini reached its most recognizable form in which London dry gin and dry
vermouth are combined at a ratio of 2:1, stirred in a mixing glass with ice cubes, with the
optional addition of orange or aromatic bitters, then strained into a chilled cocktail glass.
Over time the generally expected garnish became the drinker’s choice of a green olive or a
twist of lemon peel.

In any case, this martini recipe was the favorite of America’s first dictator, Franklin D. Roosevelt, the
only four-term President. Here’s how you make it.

2 oz gin
1 oz dry vermouth
Green olive
Ice cubes

Put a martini glass in the freezer for about 10 minutes. Put the gin and vermouth into a mixing glass.
Add ice and stir until cold. Strain from the mixing glass into the martini glass. Garnish with olive,
and enjoy!
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Eye Candy of the Week | August 14, 2016
August 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s Eye Candy for August 14, 2016 is futbolista (soccer player) Andrea Cifuentes. With a
yellow top, a a black bikini bottom, and some very nice curves, she’s one girl many of us wouldn’t
mind “playing ball” with!
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Comment of the Week | August 14, 2014
August 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter Tim wins Comment of the Week for his comment on the article The Cost-Benefit
Analysis of Legalized Prostitution. When it comes to us Red Pill men, we are all on the same side
even if we subdivide ourselves into MGTOWs, traditionalists, PUAs or MRAs. We all recognize the
same problem even if we pose different solutions to it. I have a close friend who is a MGTOW
without even knowing he is a MGTOW. He avoids women except for having occasional flings and
spends most of his time working on classic cars after he was wrecked by a divorce (she cheated –
wasn’t haaaaapy – how predictable an excuse, but that excuse only works for women). He often
advices me to avoid women even though I have been getting more ass than a toilet seat lately – so I
fall on the PUA side of the coin even though I have sympathies for MGTOWs and other men who
realize the cruel game nature and society has placed us in.

Tim’s advice explains the hate we receive for standing up for ourselves in a society that marginalizes
us as men and challenging Hivemind cultural narratives. In contrast to what our sackless critics say,
many of us are living much happier, more fulfilling lives since looking out for number one, rather
than looking out for some chick at our expense.

MGTOW: Never give a women or a white knight the legal, financial, social, physical,
financial or psychological power to destroy your life.

ANTI-MGTOW: Say whatever is necessary to keep men from becoming MGTOWs, for our
own sake. We need those little disposable betas to keep getting destroyed. It’s good for the
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womenz and white knightz – dontcha know.

Women and white knights hate beta males. Why? Because they’re ‘good guys’. Women and
white knights look down their noses at men capable of responsibility, devotion, love,
empathy and compassion. Why? Too boring. Not enough excitement. Easily manipulated.
Boring, boring, boring. Plus – there’s a ton of money to be made and much forced wealth
transfer to be had to the benefit of women and white knights – which is why ever more anti-
male laws and policies need invoking. Beta males, while the engine of society, are the scorn
of the earth. They need to be kept in their place – lest women and white knights suffer.

It’s all so simple – yet so difficult to comprehend for those without a clear understanding of
women’s and white night’s hatred of 90% of men. How does one counter their hatred? Cut
off their life support – which is your eventual destruction. Sever their jugular – their hatred
of betas or any ‘good man’ (read naive). Simply refuse to leave yourself vulnerable to the
laws, policies and social constructs they use to destroy your life. Simple, simple, simple.

Marriage for men – if you happen to have assets in today’s service employment world – is
just a far more costly form of prostitution. Tens upon tens of millions of men, over the past
several decades, have been financially annihilated through false accusations, alimony, child
support (alimony++) and asset division. The entire system is setup to reward women for
punishing men. As a result – knowing that their post-divorce raping future is destroyed –
tens upon tens of thousands of men commit suicide every year. None of this will EVER be
discussed in the media or in the articles that say ‘marriage is good for men’ or the ones that
urge men to ‘man up’.

Want to avoid death-by-rattlesnake? Avoid the snake. Simply keep a foot or more outside
the snakes striking range. So simple.

Indeed, avoid the Predatory Female if you do not want to be turned into prey. Or, learn PUA and
learn how pick up women just to have fun with. Trying to get married in this day and age is like
playing Russian Roulette with most of the chambers loaded. The financial costs can be enormous for
the man who doesn’t yield this advice in a gynocentric Anglo society.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner and each month we pick a Comment of the
Month winner. For now, bragging rights will have to do. Cash prizes for comment winners are being
temporarily suspended, but once revenue for the site picks up they will be reinstated. You can help
support our publishing by using any of the means linked below.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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My First 130 Women: What I’ve Learned
August 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The more women I go through, the more I see they’re all the same

As I approach the big 4-0 in the coming years, I look back on half a lifetime of relationships and sex
with women and what it has taught me about them. It has been a quest to find out what every man
wants to know about women – what makes them tick. Those experiences are the fuel for the Truth
About Women half of this blog. I started keeping a list of women I had sexual relations with about 10
years ago when the list of names of my conquests started getting too big for me to remember. At that
time, as an attractive but clueless guy, my count was about 30.

The list just clicked over to 130 women this month, 100 new lays marking a new milestone a few
short years after learning the principles of Game from RooshV and Heartiste, among many other
fabulous men’s blogs. So, I would say by mere dint of experience as both a Beta and a Sigma male I
am more qualified than most men to draw a few conclusions about the most manipulative of the two
sexes. You could describe this new chapter in my life as me delving in, getting my hands dirty,
conducting hands-on research in the quest to find what really motivates women – and to see if there
are indeed any of those fabled NAWALT unicorns out there.

I’ve had them all. “Good girls” like the daughter of an executive who I wouldn’t marry even
though it would have (at least temporarily) meant a better financial future for me. (Seeing so many
men wasted in the divorce meat grinder was the motivation behind that decision). Then there was the
Army sergeant who turned out to have a secret boyfriend in prison she was waiting for while we
shared some good times fucking around, and the hardworking Mexican girl I dated for a number of
years who was probably the highlight of my entire dating life, and not so good girls like a coke whore
who I really enjoyed hanging out with just because she was so laid back and we had fun getting high
together. Then there were the threesomes, with me and two girls 7 different times. (You have to
instruct women what to do in a threesome, as they’re lost most of the time. That’s coming up in a
future article.)
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Then there was the cheating girlfriend, cleverly hiding her tracks from her Beta provider after I came
over to visit her. One of the standouts was a girl I met online and drove to Miami to spend an
afternoon in a hotel with having some of the nastiest, best sex of my entire life with. I got off three
times in a row with her in only a few short hours. I had a girlfriend at the time but was able to keep
the incident on the DL. Since putting the power of pick up artistry and hypergamy to work for me,
I’ve been having more sex with more women than I care to think about. About the only thing I
haven’t had a lot of is fat girls. Somewhat ugly girls, yes, there have been a few. But fat I cannot
abide by. I take care of myself and so should you.

As I look back at “The List” of bangs, there are memories of big titties, little titties, saggy titties, firm
titties, big asses, little asses, tight pussies, loose pussies, dark skin, light skin, women that are good in
bed, women that suck in bed, women with rythym, women with no rythym, dead fishes, live
wires…all encompassed in the journal I’ve kept detailing my experiences with each one.

Most of the girls on “The List” have been aged 20-30 years old, but there are exceptions like the 46-
year old, stacked, black hotel manager (who incidentally had a sister in the WNBA) when I was in
college and working on the road who told me “I just love white guys like you.” Next thing you knew
we were getting down and dirty in the conference room after midnight. I later met her boyfriend by
accident as I was a frequent guest at the hotel, the man I just cucked who was very good to her from
what I could gather. Then I met her son who was only a few years younger than me, also by accident.
Little did I know, I was just getting started with experiences in reality that were sometimes stranger
than fiction.

My sexual experiences have spanned several races and ethnicities – black, Latina, Asian, and white –
and I draw on my experiences with them and the experiences of my friends in dating and marriage as
“research” for this blog. I also paid attention to what happened to other “good guys” and “bad boys”
my entire life amongst colleagues at work. In almost all circumstances, the relationship script adheres
to the great work of Rev. Lawrence Shannon and his book The Predatory Female. The one constant
among all these women, whether “good girls” or “bad girls” was dissimulation, a concept brilliantly
detailed by the philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer over century ago:

For as lions are furnished with claws and teeth, elephants with tusks, boars with fangs, bulls
with horns, and the cuttlefish with its dark, inky fluid, so Nature has provided woman for
her protection and defense with the faculty of dissimulation, and all the power which Nature
has given to man in the form of bodily strength and reason has been conferred on woman in
this form. Hence, dissimulation is innate in woman and almost as characteristic of the very
stupid as of the clever. Accordingly, it is as natural for women to dissemble at every
opportunity as it is for those animals to turn to their weapons when they are attacked; and
they feel in doing so that in a certain measure they are only making use of their rights.
Therefore a woman who is perfectly truthful and does not dissemble is perhaps an
impossibility.

Along the way, there are things I’ve seen that can’t be unseen. Like the divorce of my best friend
from a domineering tyrant who ended up being a bitch who cheated and destroyed the marriage, the
divorce of my uncle from a useless gossip and subsequent award of his home to his ex-wife, the home
he spent a lifetime at a blue-collar job paying for, the divorce of a clueless (about women) co-worker
of mine, a brawny Hispanic guy willingly letting himself be cucked by his Anglo wife, and the
miserable marriage of another professional colleague that’s currently in separation because he got fed
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up with her bullshit and denigration. In all of these cases, these men are the “good guys” of society
who do not deserve the treatment they get from women.

The conclusion I’ve drawn after a lifetime of experimentation with and observation of women both of
high and low socioeconomic status: everywhere I turn there are women using men as utilities and not
treating them as human beings worthy of love and respect. They may feign love and respect, but only
when the man she is with is providing a benefit to her and a better meal ticket has not yet presented
itself. Call it the advantage of having the Golden Vagina, nature’s credit card that women use to the
maximum that their figurative credit limit of youth, beauty and fertility will allow.

That’s Life

In my lifetime of ups and downs and sideways, I tried the Beta “nice guy”
thing from high school on through most of my 20s only to be repeatedly used. Up through around age
30 I had bedded about 30 women and played by all the rules of society. Since I adopted many of the
ideals discussed on this blog and amongst MGTOWs, PUAs, MRAs, and others, and stopped
approval seeking, becoming my natural self, a Sigma male I’ve seen my count shoot up by 100
women in that short period of time.

Perhaps what has been most interesting about my writing and blogging experience so far is the
unadulterated hate Realtalk generates from certain corners of society for things I see as nothing more
than inconvenient truths. It has been said that truth undergoes three stages: first it is ridiculed, then it
is violently opposed (we are currently between the first and second stages in the manosphere) and
then it is recognized as being self-evident.

When we tell the truth about women as we see it, it’s bound to piss a lot of people off. As Aldous
Huxley said, “You shall know the truth and the truth shall make you mad.” Reinhold Niebuhr knew,
the masses of people need potent myths, potent oversimplifications and illusions to keep them on
track. In the case of Anglo society, the myth we in the manosphere are assailing is women are all
perfect goddesses and men are all evil oppressors narrative, as well as the careerism makes women
happy gnome. (It doesn’t and I have been documenting that fact.)

There are those of us who can’t live a life based on a myth, and for whom only the harsh truth will
do. Philosopher and historian Oswald Spengler wrote at the end of his great work Man and Technics:
Optimism is cowardice. Indeed, it is the brave man who dares think outside the box, not becoming a
pessimist but a realist. I find reality is neither optimistic nor pessimistic – it just is, and as I grow
older I truly see life as one big cosmic joke being played on all of us. We take it far too seriously.
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And we overanalyze life, just as most late stage, declining societies do.

No matter what political and popularity contest costs, there are those of us who insist on searching for
truth and sharing our findings with other men who can handle the truth. My experiences with such a
large and growing number of women have taught me more than any feminist lecture or high minded
ideals and societal myths ever could. I share one man’s opinion about my experiences with women
from virtually all backgrounds so other men perhaps can learn from my lifetime of experience and
“research” dating and bedding women. When dealing with women, aloofness and caution is advised.
Don’t get tricked by the fleeting emotion of love only to end up being used.

I have yet to find the “unicorn” even though I’ve been all over the map in my life. Frank Sinatra
illustrated the type of diverse life experience I’ve had in his classic hit “That’s Life.” I’ve lived in
areas with black majorities, Hispanic majorities, and white majorities in addition to having spent time
living in two foreign countries (and counting). I’ve been in the so-called “high class” social circles
(which always made me cringe because of their sophistry and courtier game playing) and in the
ghettos having a good time with people there who were suspicious of me at first but later said, “This
white boy is cool as fuck.” I have been all of these things in Sinatra’s That’s Life:

I’ve been a puppet, a pauper, a pirate, a poet, a pawn and a king
I’ve been up and down and over and out and I know one thing
Each time I find myself flat on my face
I pick myself up and get back in the race

To paraphrase Errol Flynn, if I have any genius at all it is a genius for living. And I’m here to share
those experiences with you and create a dialogue for the uncowed and awakening men who are an
endangered species in the early 21st century. Experiencing my first 130 women has been one of the
best and worst experiences in my life. I’ve learned a lot about women, and none of it was what I
expected. But, I’ve been having a good time. Here’s to 130 more, and the ups and downs and life
lessons they will bring.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Stop Buying Things for Women
August 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Putting yourself in the subservient role of gift provider weakens you in the subconscious mind of women

Women are consummate materialists, and statistics prove it (beyond the song Material Girl that made
Madonna’s entire career 30 years ago). More than half of women in Anglo America would dump the
man they “love” if he didn’t deliver a gift on a birthday or for Valentine’s Day. Attention Betas: A
stuffed animal or a box of chocolates literally has more value than your presence in the majority of
women’s lives. Let that sink in the next time you break your back and your bank account to run like a
rat on The Hedonic Treadmill.

Even a female relationship coach calls women out on these warped statistics. Rachel DeAlto threw up
a flag on this play, criticizing women for expecting constant gifting no matter what benefits men
provide to them.

I think it’s a little irrational. I understand being emotional, and obviously there’s some
expectations involved, but talk about it before you make any irrational decision.

Expectations? Sounds like lot like female entitlement mentality to me. I’m
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worthy of gifts because I have the vagina and you do not! Nothing says “you’re a disposable meal
ticket” than irrational ultimatums on useless consumer items that will either be dead in three days (i.e.
flowers) or thrown into the garbage or closet. The money must be spent or you don’t love her!

Much like the classic Simpsons episode Trash of the Titans, marketers are constantly pushing for this
type of wasteful holiday spending, even for made up holidays. All they have to do it get “x” number
of women to participate in or expect gifts because of the holiday, and then social forces drive
everyone to conform to the new ideal. Marketers have been using this playbook, pioneered by
Edward Bernays for over a century. Trash of the Titans beautifully illustrates the insanity of making
people spend billions on “assorted gougeables” and other crap:

Costingtons Manager: Okay, people, we need to cook up a new holiday for the summer.
Something with gifts, cards, assorted gougeables.

Costingtons Woman: How about something religious? We had great penetration last spring
with Christmas Two.

Costingtons Man: Oh, I know. Spendover, like Passover, less talk, more presents.

Costingtons Manager: No, no, no! No, it’s gotta be warm and fuzzy. Something like, um,
“Love Day”, but not so lame.

Marge Simpson: Happy Love Day, everyone!

Think of Valentine’s Day as the real-world equivalent of Love Day. Never mind the fact women
already receive 80% of the benefits of the consumer waste machine economy in the United States
since they drive 4 out of 5 purchasing decisions, that’s just not enough. Men also pay 70% of all
income taxes but the vast majority of government handouts benefit women. Yet paradoxically, Anlgo
women claim to be Strong and Independent™ but they would be powerless without a massive
government propping them up. Real Sexism presents more shocking statistics that show women
spend, on average, 90% more than they earn. Women have it made at male expense but like the
consummate gatherer (or hoarder – there’s an entire A&E TV series about it) there’s always
something else that makes her eye sparkle. And, there’s never enough.

You must not fall into the trap: Stop buying her things! Or best of all, never start buying her things
(even drinks) so there’s no expectation set. Buying women things puts you as a man in a submissive
role! She is your master and your are her slave with this type of arrangement. It’s basic economics
and psychology.
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You’ll never make enough to keep up with her expectations, don’t even try

Spend Less, Earn More Respect

Save yourself the expensive lesson rather than trying to buy love, save and invest your money, and
learn how to manipulate women’s emotions rather than letting them into your wallet. Use the money
to invest in yourself instead and you’ll attract women like moth to a flame. If you look great with nice
clothes, a nice car, trips to exotic locations, and money to burn there will be women orbiting you just
as they orbit other high-status men. The trick is, never let them into your wallet. Use your money for
you own self-aggrandizement, not theirs.

Importantly, realize women will never return the favor of buying things to
you. It’s a one way street. As radio host Tom Leykis says, women are the cheapest creatures on earth,
but only when it comes to their own money. Yet, they expect exorbitance from men in their lives.

The funny thing is, the less you spend on women the more respect you will earn from them.
(Remember – are you the master or the slave in the relationship?) Spending and respect from women
are inversely proportional. Don’t try to make sense out of the matter. Women’s behavior when it
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comes to gifting makes no logical sense whatsoever because women are not logical creatures, they’re
emotional ones. You would think women would be grateful to men who go out of their way to please
them – but they’re not. An astute manosphere commenter who calls himself John Doe sums up the
play by play:

Women are adult children, read Schopenhauer, when you give everything to a child they
become spoiled and uncontrollable. The reason a women loses respect for a man who gives
them everything is just like a spoiled child who always gets their way, they feel like they
have outsmarted their parents, and someone she can outsmart on a regular basis is deemed
as inferior, thus they lose respect for them. In fact this can be applied to relationships with
females in general. Married men who give into his wife’s demands trying to keep the peace
are eventually deemed as inferior, followed by the wife losing respect for him. There’s no
logic in this situation, it’s all about perceived feelings.

So, to summarize, spend your money on yourself and on your real friends, not strangers who you
hope to bed, and not in ways that make you subservient or “pussy-whipped” to use a old maxim.
Always consider any money you spend on women a loss, because that’s exactly what it will be
someday, unless you have found a NAWALT magical unicorn. Gifts and spending will only curry
short term favor with women, and in the long run being a “provider” puts you in a subservient role.
With women, it’s never what have you done for me it’s always what have you done for me lately?
Don’t fall into the trap. Stop buying things for women, and start buying them for yourself.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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On Threesomes
August 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

There are some practical considerations before having a threesome

The ménage à trois. For many heterosexual men, it is the pinnacle of sexual experience. I had a
chance to do one at age 19 but like many young men fumbled on the follow through because I was a
“nice guy,” so I had to wait until I was in my 30s and had stopped being a “nice guy” who got used
by women to experience one. Once the nice guy died and the asshole in me came out, I’ve had
numerous threesomes.

Of course the ménage, usually known as a threesome or three-way, is a form of group sex between a
man and two women. (Variations exist but I’m never inviting another man into my bedroom, so that
discussion is dead on arrival). Since most men already understand the basic plot of a threesome, my
intent with this article is to offer some advice to would-be ménage participants as a man who has had
7 different threesomes with 14 different women in the past few years. I’m by no means an expert, but
I have learned a few important things along the way.

History shows the practice has been common throughout history. Indeed, there’s the history of
harems going back thousands of years as many women “gravitate” towards and orbit dominant males
or those who have a lot of cash. Historical studies have also show women will do anything for an
Alpha male, as studies from England have shown women’s sexual orientation is more loosely defined
than men’s.

Before getting started, realize that some threesomes go hand in hand with recreational drug use to
heighten the pleasure of the experience. I am by no means recommending it, but pot has enhanced my
pleasure when doing two chicks at the same time. Cocaine comes with some risks – make sure you
have a couple of Viagra on hand. Even Robin Williams comically knew the risks that come with the
coca:

Cocaine – paranoid and impotent, what fun. There was no bit of me thinking, ooh, let’s go
back to that. Useless conversations until midnight, waking up at dawn feeling like a vampire
on a day pass. No.
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So, miscellanea and some humor aside, let’s get down to brass tacks. Here are some important
considerations to make when enjoying two chicks at the same time.

What’s your fantasy? A lot of men’s fantasies look like this

Considerations

1. Pick a spot where you’ll be left alone. This is logistically very important, especially if either of
the three of you need to keep this incident on the DL. A hotel is probably the best choice, but you can
have the ménage in your own bedroom if there’s no risk of someone barging in on you or of
interruptions from your roommate, etc. Turn off cell phones, put on some nice, sexy music, dim the
lights, have some red wine and other assorted edibles (chocolate, strawberries, etc.) available. Pick a
spot where you won’t be rushed and have at least several hours, if not all night to let the adventures
unfold.

2. Decide which chick you want to get off with. The reason I recommend
deciding this before getting started is it alleviates some of the confusion once the activities get
started. I will even ask the girls I am having the ménage with: Which one of you is going to start me
and which one of you are going to finish me? And by that, of course, I mean who is going to be
giving me the first and last intercourse while the other participant sits on my face and wriggles and
brings me all sorts of other sensual delights. There is nothing quite like the scent of two women on
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your nose and mustache after all is said and done…but I digress.

3. Tell the women where you want each of them to be. Once the discussion about who’s doing
what has completed, tell them where each one of them goes. Example: Nicole, I want you here and
Yolanda I want you here. I find women are often a little confused and reticent when the show begins,
especially if they have either never had a threesome or have them infrequently. Instructing them helps
clear up the confusion and helps ensure that you’ll all come out happy. Does one girl like oral sex
more than the other? That’s the one you can have sitting on your face. Does one girl hump better than
the other? (Inevitably, one girl will move better and have better rhythm than the other.) Put her in the
humping position. It’s really your choice in this buffet of debauchery.

4. Optimally, all should be participating at the same time. While one girl
kissing you or licking your nipples while the other one either gives you oral or intercourse is nice, the
best threesomes I’ve had happen when both girls are engaged at the same time. Things can get wild at
this point, and two normally straight-laced women can get very nasty if everyone’s mojo starts to
flow. Two straight women can start licking each other and kissing each other while they both do
things to you. It’s really amazing if everyone lets go of their inhibitions.

5. Swap out. Swap out as many times as you like. Different positions, different techniques, 69 a girl
while the other helps you, there are so many possibilities. Use your imagination. Once you feel you
are getting ready to explode, timing is important so it’s time to swap positions and put Yolanda (the
one who will finish you) in the intercourse position and Nicole, for example, in the oral position.
Afterwards, it’s fun to have some pillow talk with one chick on each side of you and discuss what
was good and what could be even better next time.
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My best and wildest threesomes have been with two black women

Wrapping Up

Are these two women you will need to use protection with? Or do you trust them enough just to use
the withdrawal method? Or would you like to finish in the girls’ mouths? These are important things
to consider, as well.

I do not recommend having a threesome with a girlfriend you want to keep around, unless she is the
type who just likes to have a lot of sex. Most of the time, having a threesome with your girlfriend and
another participant will lead to problems as once she sees you inside another girl, things change. All
my threesomes have been with women I “catch and release” – in other words women I have no short-
term or long-term romantic entanglements with. We are all just in it for fun. This technique
eliminates so many potential problems that can arise when a man is in a relationship.

This guide focuses on practicalities, not techniques when having a threesome. It’s the groundwork for
a more pleasurable and less stressful experience. I was totally lost the first time I had a threesome,
and while it was a ton of fun, it could have been even better if someone had filled me in on some of
the logistics of the operation. Hopefully, this quick and dirty guide (in addition to my quick and dirty
guide on picking up girls) will help you plan a better ménage with your girls.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Buddha On the Art of Letting Things Go
August 17, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

As with many world religions, Buddhism offers age old wisdom

We in the West are obsessed to the point of madness over things we cannot change. Just go online
and visit any comments section and you’ll find many people are angry to the point of boiling over
when it comes to the opinions of other people. At least part of the problem stems from an age-old
battle between the micromanagers and the free spirits in any society. Micromanagers want to control
everything and everybody, and they’ve been gaining ground in the West as America shifts from a free
republic to a socialist tyranny before our very eyes. Whether you watch the news, read discussions
online, or walk down the street surrounded by prying eyes and the machinery of the police state, one
can start to put the puzzle together revealing the fact two major groups of authoritarians, both on the
right and the left, are battling for control over everyone in the middle.

How quickly we have forgotten the libertarian principles of live and let live
our republic was founded on. As liberals gain an increasing control and an electoral lock on
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government through changing demographics, they turn into the fascists they claim to hate. Leftists
want to control your money, police your thoughts and institute Cultural Marxism, and those on the
right want to control your personal life and punish you for everything imaginable. This madness must
end if any modicum of personal liberty and autonomy is to be maintained.

The loss of the patriarchal model of society has not come without enormous cost. One must wonder if
the loss of family – as the West is now demographically sterile but materially rich – is leading to a lot
of the hostility and the obsession over who gets control. Whereas in the past people would have
focused their energy on family, that energy is now being spent trying to dominate and control other
people.

The battle rages on daily. I, for one, have to take time to decompress from
this insanity. Sometimes a man has to step outside, walk down to the beach, get a stiff drink, and
forget about it all. I try to limit my presence “in the kitchen” to a few hours a day taking the heat and
pressing the buttons of our enemies in the manosphere. Balance must be achieved or a man will tilt
towards madness. I noticed people who have become so obsessed over politics – and control – they’re
often neglecting other areas of their lives.

Whenever I feel the pressure from the mountain of problems that seem to be mounting as the
foundations of the West slowly decay, in those moments we all experience, going from being on top
of the world to the world being on top of us, I find many of the famous quotes from Buddha to be
instructional and stress-relieving.

When visiting Asia I became interested in Buddhism. Not only is it a religion that preaches
nonviolence, it has an interesting history. Guatama Buddha wrote down his teachings around 2,500
years ago, and the religion based on his teachings today has around 500 million adherents. I am not a
Buddhist, but to paraphrase Rudyard Kipling’s famous poem, all men (and ideas) should count with
us, but none too much.
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Taking some of the best advice of the Buddha and personalizing it helps a man find balance

Philosophical Considerations

Some of the Buddha’s quotations provide a philosophical foundation for the man who is looking to
find an alternative to the tightly wound, obsessive-compulsive, infinity-seeking vivisection and
obsession with economic and political machinations in the big game going on in their corporate job
and at their state’s capitol and in Washington.

If there’s one emotion that describes the present state of Anglo America, it’s anger. Anger and rage.
People really need to take time to chill the fuck out and back off each other’s throats. Stop listening
to the marionettes in the media as they tell you what to think, take a break from the rabble rousers,
close Facebook, stop getting in arguments online, and just walk away. As the Buddha said:

You will not be punished for your anger, you will be punished by your anger. Holding on to
anger is like grasping a hot coal with the intent of throwing it at someone else; you are the
one who gets burned.

Righteous anger can be very good in small doses. But walking around ready to pop off at any
moment is not good for a man’s health, nor is it very wise for a society to socially engineer its
citizens to remain in this state around the clock. Additionally, the following quote shows us how it’s
preferable to let shit go and pick your battles, rather than constantly being engaged in conflict.

It is better to conquer yourself than to win a thousand battles. Then the victory is yours. It
cannot be taken from you, not by angels or by demons, heaven or hell.

Remain in a state of self-confidence and self-control rather than approval seeking and conducting a
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thousand battles at once. Living abroad has taught me people in America have become combatants in
a never-ending political cage match that only benefits the puppet masters in the media and the
political game players. The masses get nothing out of it except increasing insanity, for the status quo
won’t change as long as they keep electing the same assholes who deceive them and steal their
money.

In the meantime, plan for the worst and hope for the best, politically. Traditional Americans are about
to have their entire lives turned upside down in the coming years and decades. But, even while
fighting in a Culture War there is much more to life than obsessing over political candidates and
control. Tend your own garden. Think about other things and involve yourself with other activities
that enrich your life rather than focusing on career, politics, and fighting with other people all the
time.

We are shaped by our thoughts; we become what we think. When the mind is pure, joy
follows like a shadow that never leaves.

We have to control our thoughts or our thoughts will control us. Find a way to purge the sewer
coming out of Hollywood and the media from your mind. For me, it meant eliminating television. I
am going on a year without having a television in my home, and it has yielded nothing but positive
results. I make my own adventures in life rather than watching someone else pretend to have them on
a screen. The Buddha touches on shifting from extrinsic goals to intrinsic goals when looking for
happiness, and eliminating television from our lives – a very extrinsic medium – helps a man find
peace.

Peace comes from within. Do not seek it without…No one saves us but ourselves. No one
can and no one may. We ourselves must walk the path.

And of course, blogs like this exist to give you one man’s and a group of men’s opinions. Our views
differ 180 degrees from the Hivemind media. Even though we are here to help, nothing that has ever
been printed anywhere should be taken as the gospel.

Believe nothing, no matter where you read it, or who said it, no matter if I have said it,
unless it agrees with your own reason and your own common sense.

Be aware that the vast majority of what you see in the media and online is nothing but propaganda
trying to sway you to think one way or the other. My goal is to break through as many of those
cobwebs as I can.
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I spend time decompressing at beach bars like this one since relocating to the Caribbean

How I Let Things Go

So, how do I let shit go? First of all, as I mentioned I have zero TV (other than YouTube) in my
home. I read a lot. I spend a lot of time at the beach and in nature. I stopped overworking myself at a
corporate job and went into business for myself. I drink a couple of glasses of wine and smoke a cigar
almost every day while spending time in nature – alone – cleansing my mind and organizing my
thoughts. Occasionally I’ll go completely off the grid for a few days and spend that time doing
nothing but getting drunk, getting high, and getting laid. I call those times indulging my id,
something all men should do once in a while.

The key – as with many things – is balance. Something we lose when we obsess over a 24-hour
election cycle or have so much sex we get burned out from it.

I’ve written before that social engineering schemes have largely limited the ability of people to fulfill
the demands of their Freudian ids to satiating them with shopping and eating out in the West. I’m
lucky enough to be spending time in parts of the world where the wilder side of man is still allowed.
Getting away from the insanity of the modern world and truly letting shit go is one of the most
therapeutic things a man can do.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Red Pill Money: Cutting Out The Clutter
August 17, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Cut the clutter so you can focus on more important things

“Minimalism is about creating space to live simply and meaningfully; it’s about living intentionally.”
Clutter, the archenemy of minimalists, is anything that interferes with us living our best lives. In
modern times, this is often the clutter of materialism and consumerism, as well as the obesity-
inducing habit of recreational eating rather than eating healthfully. Americans spend their lives in the
Church of the Mall and in restaurants, buying things they don’t need, with money they don’t have, to
impress people they don’t like, to paraphrase Will Rogers. Dave Ramsey frequently uses this quote
when he tell people how to get out of debt.

The simple truth is, as men we don’t need a lot of stuff. So, how do we start
getting rid of all this junk to open up time and money for more worthy and masculine pursuits than
turning ourselves into feminine gatherers?

Minimalists say we should start by getting rid of one item a day to pare down material possessions
until we have a less cluttered, more stress-free life. In a week, then a month, and especially over the
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course of a year one will start to notice a completely different appearance developing at their place,
rather than the typical, junked up look. The awesome feeling of freedom from being bogged down by
“things” comes at no extra charge.

Some of the best advice I ever received was from my best friend’s dad, who told me it doesn’t take
much for a man to live on. Realizing that simple wisdom freed up my life and it can free up yours,
too. When considering the maintenance, cleaning, and endless accessories to go along with the new
toy we’ve purchased, it becomes obvious too many things also rob us of our time, not just our money.
Here are three simple steps to get rid of clutter from your house, and your life.

Get three boxes and go to town cutting out the clutter

Decluttering Tips

Whether you use the tried and true method of eliminating one item a day, or going through your
house like a whirlwind and tossing things out all at once, gathering three boxes and labeling them
with each of these titles will help organize things of value vs. things that are just in the way. The
three boxes you’ll need are as follows:
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Sell It. If there’s something of value you have that you aren’t really using,
consider selling it on Craigslist, eBay, or Amazon. An example: I bought a Nintendo WiiU last
summer and played it almost daily until I went through all of the games. Even though I had an
emotional attachment to it, the console was really just taking up space and tying up money I could
leave in my bank account. So, I sold it and the games individually on Amazon and got 75% out of the
retail price I paid for it and the games. It was win, win. I got the enjoyment out of the console until I
played through all the games I wanted to experience, then got most of my money back out of it to use
for other things. That’s just one example. You likely have many things of value you won’t miss if
you sell them, but you will notice the money is in your bank account, ready to be used for another
purchase or saved for a rainy day. In addition to selling things online, you can set up a garage sale for
miscellaneous items.

Give It Away. Once I decided that I wasn’t going to let things determine my happiness or my worth
as a human being, I also started giving away stuff. Lots of stuff. This is a great way to make a man
realize just how much money and time he is investing in shuffling stuff in from the store and
shuffling stuff out into the trash can, or letting it sit in a closet getting on his nerves. I had numerous
suits that had gotten too big for me to wear once I started exercising regularly and lost a few pounds.
So, I took them to Goodwill. There is really nothing quite as awesome as a clean and clutter free
closet. Then there’s the FreeCycle network to help hook you up with someone who will gladly take
your excess stuff of your hands. Be More With Less tells us why we should not be afraid to give
things away:

The real eye opener for me was when I couldn’t remember most of the things I gave away.
I’ve never searched for something that I didn’t keep or felt like I made a mistake giving
things away. I’ve learned that living with less is a blessing and not a sacrifice.

Throw It Away. Admittedly, most people don’t want to throw away their things but if it has no
resale value and nobody wants to take it as a gift, and it’s in your way, just toss it. Or, put it in a
garbage bag (along with other junk) and let it sit in a closet somewhere for a week or even a month or
so. If you haven’t missed it by then, chances are it’s not going to kill you when it goes. This can help
soften the blow of tossing out a lot of things at once. Alternatively, rather than putting it in the
landfill (other than not purchasing it in the first place) some items can be recycled, and there are even
electronics recycling programs in some cities.
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“Time you enjoy wasting is not wasted time.” Minimalizing materialism helps men maximize experiences, like Carnival

While decluttering, keep a mental tab or a written tab of just how much junk you’ve accumulated that
you’ve sold, gave away, or thrown away. How much of that stuff really gave you pleasure? I’ll be
willing to bet most of the stuff only brought a fleeting moment of pleasure into your life before it
faded into the background and your mind shifted to another purchase. Developing a mentality that
scrutinizes each purchase and whether or not it’s something you really need or if the money would be
better off left in the bank or spent on an experience will help minimize impulse buys and wasteful
spending. As Josh Becker, author of the Becoming Minimalist blog knows:

Our excessive possessions are not making us happy. Even worse, they are taking us away
from the things that do. Once we let go of the things that don’t matter, we are free to pursue
all the things that really do matter.

Spending on experiences often brings far more happiness than things, anyway. Which will you
remember most? That $2,000 television upgrade or a once in a lifetime trip to an exotic island,
surrounded by beautiful girls? To me, it’s all about the experiences in life, not the things. I am living
abroad on less money and with less things than I have in my entire life, yet I’m happier than I’ve ever
been. Once you figure that out, you’ll realize all the messages you’ve been given by marketers and
the media are designed to make them rich at the expense of your bank account and your happiness.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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That’s It? First Impressions of Cocaine
August 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Yes, I’ve done this, except I was smiling

Before getting started, I was a “good guy” the first 30 years or so of my life. I went to school, got
good grades, avoided those “bad influences” like drugs and alcohol and fast women. (Well, I still
fooled around and got some in high school and during college. I wasn’t a total derelict. But I could
have had a LOT more fun than I did.) I smoked marijuana once when I was 18 years old with some
guys from the local fast food joint I worked at. But other than isolated incidents, my life was dull as
fuck most of the time because all I ever did was work and study. There wasn’t much time for
anything else for the blue collar kid from Nowheresville, USA. I wasn’t a trust fund baby, I was a
Pell Grant baby. I had to be responsible while other kids didn’t. It sucks, but hey, that’s the breaks in
life.

And then, after years of nothing but study and work, I broke. Long story
short I got fucked by the system and said to hell with it, having been a successful on-air news
personality for 15 years only to be treated badly and increasingly growing to hate the lying,
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duplicitous motherfuckers I worked with more by the day. Before I left America for the Caribbean, I
would head to the rough parts of town on my days off and get involved with things I had denied
myself my entire life, because “good guys” don’t do those things. Well, the goodness had run out of
me.

I can still remember the night I was in a hotel with two girls and they offered me cocaine. I was tired
of saying no all the time and tired of being afraid. So, one of the girls gave me a little bit of blow. I
inhaled it. It felt great. Kinda burned a little. Made my nose stop up. Created a drip in the back of
my throat. I got happy. But I distinctly remember the thought running through my mind – that’s it?
People are addicted to this and go to jail for it? The government outlaws this? Why are they putting
people in prison over this? I will say that combined with sex, it is one of the best experiences of my
entire life. Those girls and I got it on at about 11 on a scale of 1 to 10. The inhibitions leave when
somebody is high. But the fear instilled into me and the rest of the population about this drug didn’t
match my experience. I immediately knew I had been scammed by the propagandists once again.

Even Sigmund Freud was fond of the White Lady. He details the experience:

Exhilaration and lasting euphoria, which in no way differs from the normal euphoria of the
healthy person. You perceive an increase of self-control and possess more vitality and
capacity for work. In other words, you are simply normal, and it is soon hard to believe you
are under the influence of any drug. Long intensive physical work is performed without any
fatigue. This result is enjoyed without any of the unpleasant after-effects that follow
exhilaration brought about by alcoholic beverages. No craving for the further use of cocaine
appears after the first, or even after repeated taking of the drug.

Arguments and lectures about cocaine and addiction aside, I’ve only ever
used it recreationally. I think I just do not have an addictive personality. Maybe I’m lucky. Because I
can pick up and throw down both tobacco and the “coca” without any desire to do it again. I write
this to tell you nothing else than that the two drugs I’ve ever used – pot and cocaine – are such a non
issue to me, and no worse than alcohol that I can’t believe our government imprisons the tiny
minority of people – 1-3% – who regularly use it.

This was yet another area of life in which I saw our government exists solely to create problems to
create profit and to take the joy out of our lives wherever it can. Whether it be booze, mild,
recreational drugs, or sex, they call it vice and try to turn us all into drones. That’s my first
impressions of doing things I’ve never done before, it’s like learning to actually live and be alive
instead of obsessing over the things we are told are important in life, but really aren’t.
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Experiences. That’s where life is at for me. That’s one man’s opinion. Take it for what it’s worth.
Most nights I just have red wine or a beer. But if a man wants to take a walk on the wild side once in
a while and can keep his shit under control, why are we persecuting him for it?
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The Carousel Effect: DNA from Previous Sex Partners Could
Affect Future Offspring
August 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The DNA from previous sex partners has been shown to influence offspring from future fathers in other species

If the controversial revelations in Sperm Wars revealing the harsh truths
about just how tricky women’s fertility can be and how promiscuous the history of the human species
has been were not enough, here’s another bombshell that just dropped. When a woman breaks up
with a man she has had sex with, or is a frequent carousel rider, there’s speculation among genetic
researchers based on genetic testing that something of her former partners could affect any future
offspring she has with her new partner. Call it nature pre-cucking Captain Save-a-Ho.

The idea is referred to as telegony, and has been around since Greek times, but was struck down
around a century ago by modern science. However, science is always moving and changing.
Shockingly, a new study from Australian researchers and reviewed by English researchers reveals
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ancient wisdom may challenge the accepted wisdom from the ministers of promiscuity and the pro-
carousel brigade. As reported by Medical Daily:

[Telegony] was first proposed by the Greek philosopher Aristotle and was accepted as
science until the early 1900s when it was disproved and replaced by more modern genetic
theory. Unfortunately, the theory was largely used as a fear tactic to prevent women from
copulating with different races or lower classes, but the study suggests the theory may have
some elements of truth — for flies, at least.

Pro-feminist propaganda aside, even that article admits the hypothesis may have some legitimacy in
humans. It just can’t bring itself to criticize the 1960s idea that women should sleep around as a way
of “empowering” themselves. Amazingly, in flies, the traits of males the female has previously mated
with can be transmitted to future offspring sired by other males. Dr. Angela Crean, lead researcher on
the gene research project a the University of New South Wales in Australia explains:

We found that even though the second male sired the offspring, offspring size was
determined by what the mother’s previous mating partner ate. Our new findings take this to
a whole new level — showing a male can also transmit some of his acquired features to
offspring sired by other males.

Of course, this finding has a long way to go from being proven to be the case in humans. However,
just as a Marxist lobotomy removed many of the teachings and ancient wisdom from the Overton
Window of acceptable discourse, ideas taken for granted in the Bible that forms the basis of the
world’s three major religions, could the traditional prohibitions on female promiscuity be validated
once again, this time by science?

Research shows genetics of offspring may be more complicated than just a simple sperm and egg

What About Mammals

Beyond flies, there is precedent for the effect of telegony occurring in other mammals, the Class
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humans belong to. Crean continues:

There is no evidence of such effects in humans, but there has not been any research on this
possibility in humans. There is a potential for such effects in mammals. For example, there
is a lot of fetal DNA in maternal blood during pregnancy, and this could potentially play a
role in such effects. There is also evidence in mammals that seminal fluid affects offspring
development, so semen from one male could potentially influence the development of eggs
fertilized by another male (which is what we think is happening in flies).

So, whether it be demographics showing a dying population (and a
spiritually dead one at that) in the West, religious prohibitions on female carousel riding going back
5,000 years, or emerging science showing that female promiscuity might just be affecting the genetic
material of future offspring she has with any future Beta male once she gets off the carousel, there are
a lot of negative effects when it comes to a culture letting women run wild, well beyond the sexual
jungle and disincentive for male participation it creates.

There are tantalizing suggestions that the first father of a woman’s children may determine at least
some of the traits of all of her children. It truly could be first come, first served in nature. And another
scientific dagger in the heart of women’s lib, beyond the fact Oxford anthropologist J.D. Unwin
revealed any society that does not practice monogamy ultimately declines in his seminal but totally
ignored (today) work Sex and Culture. Crean goes on:

We know that features that run in families are not just influenced by the genes that are
passed down from parents to their children. Various non-genetic inheritance mechanisms
make it possible for environmental factors to influence characteristics of a child. Our new
findings take this to a whole new level – showing a male can also transmit some of his
acquired features to offspring sired by other males.

Call it nature cucking Betas and men who don’t dominate their partner’s sexuality. This is amazing
research, and lends credence to the idea of K-selected societies practicing female chastity while r-
selected societies do not. Dr. Stuart Wigby at Oxford University told the press:

This particular mechanism would be unlikely to apply to mammals such as humans because
of differences in reproductive physiology compared to insects. However, other researchers
have suggest that mechanisms exist that could in principle result in telegony in humans; for
example because mothers carry fetal DNA in their blood during pregnancy.
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Reality, once again it seems, could be stranger than fiction. Another reason to avoid long term
commitments with Tinder and carousel-riding discards, as if a man needed more reasons.
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Video of the Week: Positively False
August 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This film by journalist Joan Shenton represents a mountain of evidence gathered since the 1980s
which shows the HIV scare could be yet another way governments have been terrorizing their
citizens. In this case, plague terror. The heterosexual epidemic we were warned about never
materialized, and indeed a routine Google search will reveal the Centers for Disease Control’s own
statistics say there is just shy of a 1 in 10,000 chance of HIV being spread through heterosexual,
vaginal intercourse.

You would have to have unprotected sex every other day – going through 10,000 partners – with a
different partner for your entire adult life in order to contract HIV that way. Or, you would have to do
the same with an infected partner – have sex with her every other day for 55 years to contract the
disease. In other words, ain’t gonna happen through normal, heterosexual intercourse, using the
government’s own statistics.

To this day, the disease remains confined to risk groups, i.e. homosexual men and IV drug users. But,
the revelations in Positively False go well beyond these findings. Hear from medical experts all over
the world who are questioning the HIV hypothesis but are actively being silenced by big media and
big pharma. It turns out plague terror keeps the peons in order, makes them scared to fuck, and is
very profitable as big pharma can sell DNA-terminating drugs to patients.

After watching this film, you may come away with the same impression I did. How deep does the
rabbit hole go in Anglo America? The more I study and the more independent research I do, the
puzzle pieces are coming together to form a picture revealing nothing but lies, lies, and more lies
from top to bottom in the corporate-government complex.

I do know this. While I used to worry about getting HIV when I was younger, I never worry about it
anymore. This film and House of Numbers, as well as independent research I’ve done paint the
picture that the powers that be want heterosexuals to a) not like each other very much, and b) be
scared to fuck each other. Is it population control? Or is it an agenda of de-sexualizing and
androgenizing the population through feminism and plague terror? Who knows. But it seems no
matter what conclusion you come to, our government is not for us, it’s against us.

I don’t expect everyone to agree with this documentary or what I’ve stated here. But the truth doesn’t
cease being the truth just because it’s unpopular. In any case, maybe the CDC statistics will help put
your mind at ease a little. Don’t let the government and big media scare you away from living your
life, and having the sex life of a sultan.
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Postcards from Paradise: Fuck The Haters
August 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

While some bitches sit
around posting hate, I write articles here and at Return of Kings, and help men empower themselves
through my RF Life Coaching service.

Then, I spend the rest of my time enjoying this lifestyle, while not giving a fuck about the haters.
There’s Spanish wine on the beach, sitting by crystal clear and Maui blue waters, and strolls down
dirt roads in pristine palm forests just to name a few ways to pass a slow and easy tropical afternoon.

Then there’s the women, who love partying with the joven “gringo loco” and dancing all night long.
Yes men, life among the 95% of the world’s population that hasn’t been subjected to feminazism is
bliss. The best decision I ever made was leaving socially engineered Anglo America. Check out the
music video to see a snapshot of what a typical Saturday night is like down here in Latin America.
So, to review:

Beaches
Booze
Bitches
Freedom (real freedom, not the deceptive slogan)

Have questions about how you can do the same thing? Want a personalized response from me?
Check out my RF Life Coaching service and request either a private email response or an article to be
written about your question for only $20.

As much as I love the Caribbean, there’s much more of the world to see. With your support, I’ll be
touring the world in the coming years writing articles from abroad as I see just how much life there is
to be lived outside the corporate plantation that has become man-hating Anglo America. You can
Donate to the cause here.
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Until next time,
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Weekend Reading | August 19, 2016
August 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of August 19, 2016.

Manosphere

Embrace a Merciless Fate With Courage

It would seem the human mind in our current world is intimately invested in denying the
brutal reality of our existence. We assume that happiness is found in comfort and ease of
living. We live a life of leisure, sports and hobbies which attempt to fill the empty void in
our souls. Virtues like honor, integrity, courage, heroism and the love of battle are non
existent in the modern fuckboy. These sorts of inferior genetic specimens have been
allowed to circumvent the process of natural selection by the attendant luxuries of the
modern world.

Naked Desire

Naked desire. What is naked desire? Naked desire is that deep yearning desire you have for
a woman. The one that all men have yet most hide or try to keep pent up. The masculine
desire for a woman. That is what I’m talking about. You see your naked desire for a woman
plays a key roll in seducing and sleeping with women. Desire is an incredibly important yet
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often overlooked part of having good game and having the sex life that you want. Without
naked desire you will be a robot and not have your heart in it, which will lead to lackluster
results at best.

How Much Does the Stock Market Have to Increase by for Us to Retire?

To be blunt, the entire US retirement system is a ponzi scheme. I’m not talking about social
security or Medicare (though, those are ponzi schemes as well), but the 401k’s and IRA’s
that the government, the media, Hollywood, our employers, and our educators tell us we
“just must” invest in. The reason why is very simple – we are relying on capital gains (i.e. –
increasing prices) to fund our retirements and NOT increasing profits. This is why PE ratios
are going up and dividend yields are going down because stock prices are increasing faster
than the underlying profits corporations generate and the dividends they pay.

How to Meet Women Through Sugar Daddy Dating Sites

As dating becomes more and more difficult in the West, men are turning to new methods to
meet women. One of the biggest kept “secrets” these days is the utilization of sites
traditionally reserved for gold-diggers girls in need of financial aid. It’s become referred to
as “sugar dating”, or “splenda dating”. In a nutshell, you pay the big bucks to join these
sugar dating sites, where women traditionally are looking for men with a net worth of over a
million dollars. Then, you exaggerate your status to get responses and dates.

Seven Extreme Steps to Improve Your Sexual Market Value

In case you hadn’t noticed, the nature of our sexual marketplace has recently changed. Gone
are the days when any man with job and a lower jaw could marry his high school beau.
Today’s men are searching harder for love and lusty encounters, with poorer results. There
are various reasons for this: reduced social controls on sexuality, decreased female
dependence on a male protector and breadwinner, and the obesity epidemic.
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News

Apocalyptic Flood Ravages Louisiana – Where’s Obama?

More than a dozen people are dead in Louisiana, at least 40,000 houses have been ruined
and some 82,000 people have been forced from their homes. “Like his predecessors, Obama
has no doubt discovered that crises keep their own calendar, even when commanders-in-
chief are trying to take some time off the clock,” the Baton Rouge paper said Wednesday.

UK Surveillance Powers Have “Gone Further than any Other Western
Democracy”

Britain has gone “further than any other Western democracy” in its expansion of
surveillance powers and its ability to collect bulk data without justifiable reason, a British
MP has said. Joanna Cherry, a Scottish National Party (SNP) MP, made the comments in
reference to the Investigatory Powers (IP) Bill, which has been introduced to extend
surveillance and data-gathering laws. It will allow UK intelligence agencies to collect, store
and access information about internet users.

We’re So Fucked, Shit Out of Luck – New Metallica Song Tells It Like It Is

The metal-heads who thought Metallica had turned into tired old wussies should sit down
and shut up for three minutes, because the quartet is back with a new song that ranks as its
best work in decades.

The NSA Built a Secret, Warrantless, Shadow ‘Social Network’ and You’re
Already On It

For roughly the last decade and a half, the NSA has been caught in lie after unscrupulous
lie. Every time they are caught spying on Americans, the secret agency first denies it —
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then justifies it. The NSA has now been caught again. And, again, they denied it and are
now justifying it. This time, their unscrupulous spying involves a shadow “social network”
that combs data from all social networks and your online data to create a graph of everyone
and everyone they know. If you’re wondering where your invite to join this shadow network
came from, you never got it. However, you’ve already joined.

Insane: State Department Blames Media For It’s Own Lies And Deception Over
$400 Million Iran Deal

In a remarkable exchange with the press corps, a State Department spokesman was berated
and questioned for half an hour over blatantly obvious lies and deception concerning the
Obama administration’s $400 million payment to Iran. For the first time in seven months,
State Department spokesman John Kirby admitted Thursday that it was a key part of the
deal with Iran for American prisoners to be released, and without that provision, the Iranian
government would not have received the money.

Book of the Week

Get it while it’s hot and on sale! My Be Like Dirk and other Politically
Incorrect Comics created a Social Justice Warrior and feminist swarming of my Twitter page and
blog last week. It’s also been selling briskly. I have all the SJW vitriol saved for future use. Their
utter contempt is a sight to see, whether it be contempt for Beta males who take exotic vacations to
paradise or contempt for sweet, feminine women. Especially if those women happen to be Asian.

In honor of the comic going viral, I’m offering it for 40% off for a limited time. It’s currently on sale
for less than $3. As a bonus offer, I’m offering the lossless PNGs as a FREE additional download to
those who purchase the comic. I didn’t make the comic to cash in as much I made it to challenge
Hivemind narratives and make heads explode. It appears I succeeded on that front as over 100,000
ragers have been driven to my page in a week’s time.

In any case, since “Season One” caused such an outrage and the comic has been selling briskly,
“Season Two” of the series is already on the drawing board, and will be even more outrageous than
the first. Thanks for your support!
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Life
August 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Original nonfiction and poetry on The New Modern Man by RF

Leaving his hometown
The safety of the nest
A young man ventures out
Gambling on his future
Hoping for a future payoff

He then leaves his culture
No matter how much he loves the new one
It will never be his own
The future now here
Still hoping for a future payoff

He then leaves the system
Seeing how corrupt it is
He can never swear allegiance to it
The future he was promised
He now realizes there will be no payoff

He mortgaged his entire life
On false hopes and broken promises
The program only aims to keep people in line
Not to bring them fulfillment
As he fades, his dreams turn to disillusion
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A life wasted
Following orders
Listening to myths
Life is not like that
It never was
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Too Much Sex and Success with Women Can Lead to Burnout
August 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

That’s my kinda girl, and I regularly bang chicks like her here in Latin America, but no matter how much a man loves women, having too
many can lead to burnout

I have had unmitigated success with women since learning the harsh truth about women featured on
Return Of Kings, Chateau Heartiste, and other men’s blogs. Through the collective wisdom of men
on these sites, I’ve gamed and bedded women all over the world, and enjoyed some real stunners
along my path of debauchery.

However, as my notch count reaches well over the century mark, I am finding that the more I know
about women and the more of them I have flings or short term relationships with, the less I like
women overall. I am not the first man to feel this way, in fact a highly-rated novel was published by
one of the great red pill authors (before the term was even coined) in 1978 about this very
phenomenon.

Here are some of my favorite lines from the book, and how they have helped me deal with my
dissatisfaction with women. They may be of help to you, too, if you’ve found success with women
and are drowning in ass but have come to the realization there are no unicorns. We can start our
discussion by letting it be known that even 40 years ago the decline in the quality of American
women was being chronicled by one of the great writers of the day:

American women drove hard bargains and the ended up looking the worst for it. The few
natural American women left were mostly in Texas and Louisiana.

Today, they drive impossible bargains and are destroying the society. This is common wisdom in
these parts of the internet, so let’s move on to the dissatisfaction that ultimately comes when a man
has more women than he knows what to do with. Reflecting the real-life circumstances of Charles
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Bukowski, his novel Women vicariously details his own success through the fictional character Henry
Chinaski. Much like the real-life Bukowski, at age 50, Chinaski finally sees his star rising, and right
on cue here come women out of the woodwork ready to help him spend his newfound cash and revel
in his newfound status and power as an author.

After a lifetime of low-rent living on the bad side of town, Chinaski is finally about to embark on a
new chapter in his life as his success means more booze, bitches and lifestyle accoutrements than
ever.

Where did all the women come from? The supply was endless. Each one of them was
individual, different. Their pussies were different, their kisses were different, their breasts
were different, but no man could drink them all, there were too many of them, crossing their
legs, driving men mad. What a feast!

Indeed, once a man realizes success or simply learns how to game women, he can find himself going
from famine to feast in an instant. He morphs from being totally invisible to having sexy women
throw themselves at him. And, it’s like a cascade. The more women a man has, the more women
want him. However, the same man may find that he is dissatisfied in some way, sooner or later, with
every new woman he encounters. In his experience sleeping with and studying the mentalities of
countless women, Chinaski summarizes female psychology with one astute paragraph:

Women: I liked the colors of their clothing; the way they walked; the cruelty in some faces;
now and then the almost pure beauty in another face, totally and enchantingly female. They
had it over us: they planned much better and were better organized. While men were
watching professional football or drinking beer or bowling, they, the women, were thinking
about us, concentrating, studying, deciding – whether to accept us, discard us, exchange us,
kill us or whether simply to leave us. In the end it hardly mattered; no matter what they did,
we ended up lonely and insane.

This realization, once a man has it, of male disposability, leads to dissatisfaction more than any other,
as well as the fact most relationships end in disaster. In addition to the secret plotting and planning
women do, and record keeping of every actual and perceived slight a man does to her that will be
released in an explosive tirade of venom and vitriol when the relationship ends, the following quote
from Women alludes to the fact women are very good at putting on an act when meeting men. They
will tailor their act according to the man they’re trying to lure (Schopenhauer called this
dissimulation) until he has no more value to add to their lives. I personally call the female
“acquisitive” mode the “tuning the radio” phase of the relationship, and it’s fun to make women jump
through a few hoops as they try to find which frequency you are on as a man and adapt their act
accordingly. Bukowski writes:

Human relationships didn’t work anyhow. Only the first two weeks had any zing, then the
participants lost their interest. Masks dropped away and real people began to appear: cranks,
imbeciles, the demented, the vengeful, sadists, killers. Modern society had created its own
kind and they feasted on each other. It was a duel to the death – in a cesspool.

Once the real woman appears and the sex and fun phase has passed, thus begins the downswing
portion of the relationship. I have been here many times, as have many men, I suspect. It’s when you
just want to get rid of the bitch but she wants payment for services rendered, be it material things or
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your very soul. Another great line from the book describes how women will attempt to take
everything of value from a man, including his soul. (Usually, before placing him into the discard
pile.)

And yet women – good women – frightened me because they eventually wanted your soul,
and what was left of mine, I wanted to keep. Basically I craved prostitutes, base women,
because they were deadly and hard and made no personal demands. Nothing was lost when
they left. Yet at the same time I yearned for a gentle, good woman, despite the
overwhelming price.

These days when I see a man with a girlfriend in tow, I always ask myself I wonder how much that is
costing him a month? (Women spend 90% more than they earn, statistics prove it).

The more women you have, the more you begin to see they’re psychologically all the same

No Woman To Run To, Nowhere To Hide

Rather than the pretenses that come with relationships, to me prostitutes or whores make the goal of
fulfilling sexual desire much less bothersome, since a man pays for the interaction one way or the
other: by either turning himself into a clown, paying for her McMansion and SUV under the guise
that marriage isn’t legalized prostitution (when in fact, it is just that), or just avoiding the sophistry
inherent in today’s society and paying her up front for intercourse. “Sophistry,” i.e. the use of
fallacious arguments, especially with the intention of deceiving when it comes to our base desires like
sexuality and dominance, I feel has become much to big a part of our daily lives. Bukowski touches
on this “game-playing” in all areas of our lives in the novel.

I was naturally a loner, content just to live with a woman, eat with her, sleep with her, walk
down the street with her. I didn’t want conversation, or to go anywhere except the racetrack
or the boxing matches. I didn’t understand T.V. I felt foolish paying money to go into a
movie theater and sit with other people to share their emotions. Parties sickened me. I hated
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the game-playing, the dirty play, the flirting, the amateur drunks, the bores.

Of course, it’s hard for a man not to become disillusioned with women once a man has seen the
following dark side of the female psyche repeatedly.

Once a woman turns against you, forget it. They can love you, then something turns in
them. They can watch you dying in a gutter, run over by a car, and they’ll spit on you…

After a while, and repeated abuse from women, a man just stops giving a fuck. He goes through one
woman after the other because he has seen, perhaps, they are all the same and he will never find that
unicorn he desires so much.

Then I gave up trying to please her and simply fucked her, ripping viciously. It was like
murder. I didn’t care; my cock had gone crazy

As hard as it may be to believe, Bukowski’s character Chinaski touches on a situation many men will
find themselves in after a surfeit of tight, young, nubile ass has spread its legs before him. Knowing
what women are psychologically and how they view men is enough to take the steam out of the
whole interaction when you’ve had more women than you even care to remember.

My cock was hard, but my spirit wasn’t in it.

That’s quite a feeling, when you just don’t care anymore. When you’ve
just had too much ass and you can take it or leave it, even though a beautiful girl is spread eagle in
front of you. What strange territory to be in as a man, a sexual cornucopia and tired of sex. (It usually
wears off pretty quickly for me. But I’ve definitely been there.)

Hopefully, these lines have been therapeutic for the man who has pushed through to the other side
and had too much pussy and too much female attention. This is usually the point self-medicating with
alcohol, tobacco, and narcotics comes into play, when a man that knows too much just wants to
forget what he knows and enjoy the moment. I find getting baked or getting drunk helps alleviate any
concerns I might have about banging so many chicks as they help me turn off my brain for a little
while.

Even great authors have found discontentment in success. Which is why a man must have higher
goals for himself than women. They may be fun to screw around with, but never look for contentment
from a woman. That’s a lesson I’ve learned, and apparently Bukowski learned it, too.
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Have a Drink: Tempranillo Wine
August 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Tempranillo wines are surprisingly tasty and affordable

Tempranillo red wine | Relampago’s Rating: 

Spanish Tempranillo wine is made from a black grape that makes full-bodied wines. It’s name
derives from “temprano” which means the grape ripens earlier than many other varietals. For some
time, Tempranillo was thought to be related to Pinot Noir. (My other favorite wine.) However,
genetic studies have shown no link between the two grapes. Like Merlot, it is more neutral in its
profile so it is often blended with other wines. However, my experiences with Tempranillo have
shown me it’s a quality drink by itself: Tempranillo is a smooth and even semi-sweet red wine.

The $6 bottles of Palacio de Anglona Tempranillo I have been buying are jammy with notes of
vanilla. They aren’t as dry as other wines, and in some ways they reminded me of some Italian wines
I like.

Here’s some more about the history of this varietal:

It is possible that this grape was introduced to America by the Spanish Conquistadors in the
17th century, as certain Criolla varieties in Argentina have a closer genetic relationship to
Tempranillo than to a small handful of other European varieties against which the Criolla
varieties were tested. Despite its apparent fragility, Tempranillo travelled widely during the
20th century and, following much trial and error, has become established throughout the
world. In 1905, Frederic Bioletti brought Tempranillo to California where it received a cool
reception not only due to the encroaching era of Prohibition, but also because of the grape’s
dislike of hot, dry climates. It was much later, during the 1980s, that Californian
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Tempranillo wine production began to flourish, following the establishment of suitably
mountainous sites. Production in this area has more than doubled since 1993.

During the 1990s, Tempranillo started experiencing a renaissance in wine production
worldwide. This surge began partly as a result of the efforts of a ‘new wave’ of Spanish
growers who showed that it was possible to produce wines of great character and quality in
areas outside of the Rioja region. One result of this has been that Tempranillo varietal wines
have become more common, especially in the better-suited, cooler Spanish regions like
Ribera del Duero, Navarra, and Penedès. During the 1990s, growers in Australia and South
Africa started significant Tempranillo plantations.

Aromas of Tempranillo wine are usually that of grape jam (with the bottles I have been buying).
Other aromas include berries, plum, tobacco, and vanilla. Often referred to as Spain’s noble grape,
my recent experience with Tempranillo wine has been a positive one. I even like it better than some
of the French wines available at our local retailer.

It goes great with some edam cheese and a Cuban cigar. Usually 2 or 3 pours are enough to get me
“in the zone” thanks to the high alcohol content of most red wines. This type of wine is great to sip
on at the beach, at home or anywhere else. Try a bottle this weekend.
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Eye Candy of the Week | August 20, 2016
August 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This German model, Mandy Lange made her name by posing in front of modified cars. But, she
looks good anywhere, even in the Captain’s Quarters. Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for August
20, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | August 21, 2016
August 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter TheSavageLifestyle wins Comment of the Week with a great comment about having so
many women you start getting tired of their games and bullshit. In response to Too Much Sex and
Success with Women Can Lead to Burnout which discusses how too much experience and success
with men can actually lead to (at least temporary) burnout in sexual desire and little patience for
game playing with women, he writes:

I tend to tire of any woman after a very short period of time. The sex will be invigorating
with a new chick for around 3 months max and then it feels like more of a chore. And 3
months was with a solid girl that met all my requirements to be a gf at the time. I allowed
that relationship to continue for a few years and I completely stagnated. Even having a hot
girl 10 yrs younger than me madly in love and submissive was not enough to keep me from
feeling depressed and shackled towards the latter half of it.

In my head after I’ve banged a girl once or a few times….even if I absolutely loved the sex,
it just seems to me this hill has been conquered. Time to move on.

You know I agree on the prostitute part. Though I have not yet used their services save for
one time when I was 18 I fucked one on a drunken dare. My logical mind says it is a much
more honest transaction and one I might find preferable. As the purchaser of agreed services
you are in the driver’s seat as opposed to the varying levels of cajoling, constant reframing
and often maddening annoyances which many women do in a last minute resistance
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situation. I’ve walked out on several possible lays which no doubt would have occurred if I
had the patience and in my eyes, lack of personal dignity to put up with her antics for just a
little longer. I’ve even walked out on chicks after shoving my cock in their mouths which
they were happily sucking but decided half way through that she “cant be like this
anymore”. LOL. All she wanted was for me to make her feel a little more comfortable. The
problem for me was/is I don’t give a furry rat fuck about making you feel comfortable, you
are a worthless skank!

I know my patience and tolerance levels are razor thin so I’m probably in the minority here.

I enjoyed learning about game and applying it years ago but at this point in my life I’m
insulted at the thought of putting in the effort for such a lackluster prize. It is horribly
demeaning to even imagine myself as some pathetic dancing monkey.. Say that I gamed a
new chick, fucked her good and I’m feeling the surge of confidence and energy from it. But
what did I really accomplish?

Congratulations Johnny Fuckboy, with your debonair charm and cavalier style you are the
338th penis to enter these well drilled caverns. God damn what a fucking winner I am!

Professionals(escorts) are honest with monetizing the pussy and probably have had to learn
some skills and non verbal communications which would make the man feel good while he
spends his time with her. In a situation like that at least the man has his fantasy on his own
terms and is well aware it is indeed a fantasy. When the lights come on or the final nut has
blown we can go back to what’s important. I am perfectly fine with that.

Prostitution should absolutely be legalized in this age of sexual freedom of every type except the
sexual freedom of the heterosexual male. When all is said and done, women expect “payment for
sexual services rendered” whether it be a real life Barbie Fun House and cookie cutter SUV, or a
Benjamin left on the night stand. If a man ain’t paying some way, she ain’t playing. That’s the
exchange, whether it be marriage or picking up a streetwalker.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner and each month we pick a Comment of the
Month winner. For now, bragging rights will have to do. Cash prizes for comment winners are being
temporarily suspended, but once revenue for the site picks up they will be reinstated. You can help
support our publishing by using any of the means linked below.
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Psychologist Details Why It’s Better to Stay Single
August 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Since society provides nothing but punishment and torment for being a responsible man, it’s time to let the good times roll

I must admit, as a man who has bedded well over 100 women, I’m a tad jaded when it comes to the
topic of staying single. Every women I meet is always eager to tell me how she’s “not like other
girls.” Then what does she do? Show me she’s just like other girls except for the packaging around
her lies, and what her goals are as far as getting something out of me. Briffault’s Law, boys,
Briffault’s Law. Remember it always.

However, I know I am not alone when it comes to my realism on the topic
of women. Men are coming together in ever-increasing numbers to share their experiences with
women, and when there is Realtalk involved, many if not most of those experiences are not positive
ones. Interestingly, a study coming out from the University of California at Santa Barbara which
examined 800 different academic studies about single people over 3 decades confirms what many
MGTOWs, PUAs, and MRAs already know. In the current legal climate and gynocentric culture, the
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best bet is to be a player or stay away from women as much as possible. And definitely don’t marry
one.

Professor Bella DePaulo gives us the Hivemind groupthink opinion based on her research on the
issue, with which I will sprinkle in doses of reality. I think she’s right on with the first fact, as many
men are realizing staying single allows us to have more control over our lives and our finances and to
experience more women than just one.

Increasing numbers of people are single because they want to be. Living single allows them
to live their best, most authentic, and most meaningful life.

Modern marriage usually comes with the expectation, if not female entitlement mentality, that you
will be the man who outdoes all the others in the neighborhood when it comes to giving your woman
first prize in the conspicuous consumption contest. This comes at the expense of things you feel are
important as a man, and stunts your self-growth and self-expression so you can be another cog
powering the female-driven consumer waste machine. However, single men are able to do whatever
the fuck we want, when we want.

For example, research comparing people who have stayed single with those who have
stayed married shows that single people have a heightened sense of self-determination and
they are more likely to experience a sense of continued growth and development as a
person.

So, we’ve established it’s better to be your own man than to be the human equivalent of a handbag.
Men who decide to only pursue pleasures of the flesh with women, and not emotional attachments
which the majority of men end up losing according to divorce statistics, while focusing on themselves
and their own-well being are understandably happier than men who try to turn themselves into
doormats for women.

Other research shows that single people value meaningful work more than married people
do … another study of lifelong single people showed that self-sufficiency serves them well:
the more self-sufficient they were, the less likely they were to experience negative
emotions. For married people, just the opposite was true.

Of course, it’s hard to be self-sufficient and in control as a man if you are legally attached to a
women who has the Barbie Fun House fantasy, expecting you to be her Ken doll while she drives the
Barbie Corvette you paid for. These are are powerful subconscious motivations for women, and
Anglo culture reinforces the fantasy. DePaulo continues:

[Married people’s sense of self-worth is boosted by] a relentless celebration of marriage and
coupling and weddings that I call matrimania.

Unfortunately, thanks to a sliding culture many men have just the opposite, matriphobia. Women may
get worked up into a frenzy about being unattached as their biological clock ticks, but we men get
wiser as we get older, and many of us are advising younger men to avoid stepping into the trap laid
by predatory women.
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Why legally tie yourself to one woman when chances are you’ll end up broke and alone at the end of the relationship

Abundance Mentality

Really, what being happy as a single man comes down to is whether that man has abundance
mentality or scarcity mentality. A man will be happy if he is confident in his ability to score some
poon whenever he feels like. However, less confident men may be scared to be alone.

Today’s sexual market is not kind to the Beta male. He is seeing his world
crashing down all around him. In all likelihood, single adulthood is going to be the norm for at least
the next few decades. It will be a sexual feast for the man who can adapt, and a dry, dry desert for the
man who has dreams of matrimonial and familial bliss. Those dreams are respectable, but this late
stage in Western society is not the time for it.

The biggest issue for society is single people do not have enough children to make them sustainable
past a few generations. This is why Europeans and European-Americans are becoming strangers in
their own lands. But at least for the time being, the safest, most psychologically and financially sound
benefit is staying single. The predatory female has been left to roam free and is only bolstered by
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laws that punish men at every turn. Someday this insanity will correct itself as the sine wave of
history starts another cycle, but don’t expect it anytime soon.

Oh, as an added bonus for men who want to stay single: married women tend to get fatter. No
shocker there. One study published in Psychology Today that looked at 6,000 women who got
married and studied their weight over a decade revealed the unsurprising fat facts:

All of the women gained weight over the 10 years, especially if they had children. But just
looking at the women without kids, the ones with a partner gained more weight than the
women who were single.

Whether it be psychological benefits of not hearing nagging 24 hours a day or the pressure to keep up
with Becky’s husband and what he broke his neck buying her, or not coming home to a homely hog
every day, being a single Man Going His Own Way is not necessarily a bad thing in modern times.
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In Defense of Trashy Women
August 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Trashy women are like beater cars, nobody wants to admit they’ve taken a ride

Trashy women are lightning rods for criticism from both men and women. However, as one delves
into the seedy underground of any major city in America or life abroad, one begins to see the function
they serve in an increasingly sexless and loveless society. Not all of them fit the mold of the drugged
up, worthless prostitute. Some are actually fun to hang out with even though you wouldn’t want to be
seen with them among your peers.

It’s interesting to think these women could serve an important societal function providing easy sex to
Betas who are either down on their luck or clueless when it comes to women. Think of these trashy
women as safety valves to prevent Beta and Omega male rampages like mass shootings. (Which,
incidentally are also connected to SSRI drugs from big pharma.)

Even though feminists and white knights will choke while reading this, not every woman will be or
should be the virgin goddess many men dream of. Some women either can’t get their shit together or
don’t want to get their shit together enough to be anything but a trashy chick. Others see being a
whore as a lucrative income to be made while doing something everybody involved enjoys. These
women often end up in places like the Moonlite Bunny Ranch in Nevada. Or the zonas de tolerancia
in Mexico. The way Sarah Greenmore describes it, it’s an interesting way to make a living. She
details her typical day at the Bunny Ranch.

I generally wake up around 9:30 AM and head to our private gym on site. We have a
personal trainer five times a week that works with us there, but I prefer to work out alone.
By 11:30 AM, I’m showering and getting ready. Shaving, lotion, self-tanner, dancing
around in my underwear, false eyelashes, etc. At 1 PM I’m generally ready for the floor.
There is a doorbell that rings throughout the house when the clients walk in to greet us. We
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all line up and introduce ourselves. The client picks one (or two or three) ladies and we take
him on a tour, talk to him about his desires, negotiate a price, and book an appointment. So,
from 1 PM to 4 AM I’m going to lineups, hanging out with clients, taking a nap, hanging
out with my coworkers, and eating lunch/dinner.

Of course, she’s getting her brains banged out by some dude every night while making bank. Who’s
the dumb one now? People working their ass off for chump change or some call girl making $300 an
hour or more? Girls like Sarah are “good time girls” and nothing more. Here’s a counterpoint to the
common wisdom about the sexes: Why must men in Anglo America must white knight for women
and try to “save them” from the lifestyle they’ve chosen, and why must women condemn them for
doing sex work? It’s beyond comprehension for the rational mind. Is sex really that sacred that it
can’t be bought and sold like any other commodity?

It is indeed odd to think someone can kill themselves a mile under a mountain breathing coal dust for
a living, but spreading your legs is suddenly some big issue and “exploitation” of women. How is the
coal miner not being exploited? As George Carlin famously said, why should something be illegal to
buy that you can give away?!

Tats are usually a sure sign she’s got some mileage, but cars with over 100,000 can still be fun to kick around in

Regular Old Sluts

Beyond call girls there are many women who just can’t keep their legs closed and enjoy giving it
away. They enjoy sex just as much as some men, and often dress in trashy clothing. Some of them
can be lookers if you can ignore their notch count. (Who cares anyway after a few beers if she’s hot?
Not every girl should be seen through the lens of chastity being a virtue).

When doing this commentary, it’s hard not to mention a 1992 hit that comes to my mind, a country
song by Confederate Railroad which touches on regular old sluts, not the pay for play kind. The lyrics
detail a “good time Charlie” who likes having fun with women who aren’t pure as a freshly fallen
winter snow.

Well, I was raised in a sophisticated kind of style
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Yeah, my taste in music and women drove my folks half wild
Mom and dad had a plan for me, it was debutantes and, ah, symphonies
But I like my music, how I like my women wild

Yeah, and I like my women just a little on the trashy side
When they wear their clothes too tight and their hair is dyed.
Too much lipstick and, ah, too much rouge
Gets me excited, leaves me feeling confused
And I like my women just a little on the trashy side

The lyrics tell the story. There are always going to be village bicycles
on which everybody has had a ride. An interesting sociological thesis for a Master’s Degree would be
the following: Biologically and sociologically, do loose women serve a purpose in human society?
Nobody wants to admit they got down with the easy lay, but conversely the guys who did get
down gained some sexual experience and likely some self-confidence at the same time.

Understandably, this behavior is socially shamed so it doesn’t spread like a wildfire across society.
Arguably, Anglo society takes this shaming to an unhealthy extreme being the sexually repressed
society that it is. Like a little dark secret at the back of someone’s mind, trashy women are vices that
men can enjoy with a minimum of Game required, or no Game required at all. Pitfalls includes
getting addicted to easy sex and becoming lazy as a result. Positives include a city or country full of a
happy bunch of people fucking like rabbits instead of wanking to internet pornography.

Perhaps the key to going easy on trashy women and saving the
judgmentalism for people who deserve it is remembering all women are playing the same game. They
want goods and services in exchange for their “love” or sex. Trashy women are like the beater cars
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nobody likes to own, but they serve a purpose until a man has enough experience or cache to
“upgrade” to another model.

So, while we don’t have to openly praise trashy women and let degeneracy spread even further in
society, we can quietly realize these girls play an important role in society. At least until the “slut vs.
marriage material critical mass” is passed, and promiscuous liaisons are no longer on the DL but
openly accepted in society. Then, there’s a problem. But there are definitely times trashy women
come in handy, like oases in the desert, until the rains of sexual bounty return once again. And men
looking for a perfect goddess need to admit to themselves the 5,000 year history of marriage shows
women don’t love men. Sometimes it’s okay just to bust a nut and keep quiet about it.

The key, as with so many things is balance. One must not lean to far to to the all women are
Puritanical goddesses narrative, and one must also not lean too far to the all women should be wanton
whores narrative. Balance lies in the middle of these two disparate philosophies on sexuality. What –
it’s okay for gay people to have all the fun but straight people have to do without? What the hell?
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Child Support Laws and Jail Hurt Poor Men the Most
August 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Financial indentured servitude is doled out daily in the American court system and disproportionately affects poor men

As yet more evidence women will do anything for a perceived Alpha male, including sharing him
with other women, young football star Orenthius Perkins got 3 girls pregnant at age 17. Rather than
blaming men all the time, where were these girls’ parents and where was any sense of responsibility
on the girls’ part? How could they not have known he was having sex with other girls? Orenthius is
paying for his irresponsibility, but the young women he knocked up are getting a check for the next
18 years. In any case, Perkins told the press he had to give up his football scholarship and go to work.

I wasn’t mentally ready. I got put on child support for all three at one time. At that time at
school being young and wild, I wasn’t focused. It took a while to kick in, to understand that
I had three kids, and a lot of responsibility.

Once again the federal and state government has imposed itself in the lives of its peons. Perkins often
challenges the insanity of the child support system.

Why do I [have to] pay you when I can pay my child directly?

Interesting statistics show 70% of child support arrears are owed by men who make less than $10,000
a year. The predatory nature of this system is never brought up in the lamestream press. David Pate, a
professor at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee says:

Twenty percent of the people in this system shouldn’t be in there because they’re too poor.
Those $10,000 or even $20,000 earners. Jail is appropriate for someone who is actively
hiding assets, not for someone who couldn’t pay child support in the first place.
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Many poor men then get caught up on the teeth of the system,
disparagingly referred to as “deadbeat dads” by the gynocentric press and the rent-seeking mothers of
their children. The only sin of many of these men is not making enough money.

Once they get caught up in the cycle of going to jail for not being able to pay child support, it’s wash,
rinse, and repeat. They cycle between jobs and when they’re unemployed long enough or don’t make
enough money long enough, they end up back in jail.

As pointed out by The New Modern Man this is abject slavery being doled out in the family court
system in a nation that brags incessantly about how much “freedom” it gives its tax farm human
cattle.

The life of children has been reduced to a money fight and money problem by your government

Time To “Man Up”?

Walter Scott has been in and out of jail for getting behind on child support, even though he’s made a
good faith effort to keep a job. His brother, Rodney says:
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Every job he has had, he has gotten fired from because he went to jail because he was
locked up for child support. He got to the point where he felt like it defeated the purpose.

Once he lost his job, all the circumstances tilted against him made Scott say to hell with it all and
throw up his hands.

I got mad at everybody in the whole world because I just lost the best job I ever had. I just
stopped doing everything.

In Anglo America, for men when these things happen – that’s life. For women, the government
always asks, “How can we do more for you?” One lawyer says details the insult to injury being poor
adds to also having your children stripped away from you.

Parents who are truly destitute go to jail over and over again for child support debt simply
because they’re poor.

Let’s just call this what it is – Cultural Marxism designed to break down the family. One can marvel
at all the Draconian legal teeth of the American family court system, in which such slave-driving
tactics are imposed men who can’t pay:

Withholding up to 65% of a man’s paycheck
Seizing bank accounts
Seizing investments
Seizing tax refunds
Suspending driver’s licenses
Suspending professional licenses
Imposing jail time

The irony of suspending driver’s and professional licenses while imposing
jail time then expecting men to wave a magic wand and make money appear is apparently lost on the
system. Once a man has no means of transportation other than hitching a ride and no way to use his
hard-earned credentials in a job search, with the added baggage of having an arrest on his record, a
simple income issue quickly turns into a huge life issue.

Making matters worse, many states can even base child support payments on “imputed” income, or
the amount of money a man should be able to make in the eyes of the system rather than that amount
of money he is actually making. This means a child support payment this is a higher percentage of an
already low-income man’s paycheck. The system apparently never considered the inability of men to
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pay, whether through disability, unemployment, health issues, or being thrown overboard by the
system as the middle class is shrunken by yet more piss-poor government policy. Vicky Turetsky,
commissioner of the federal Office of Child Support Enforcement says:

While every parent has a responsibility to support their kids to the best of their ability, the
tools developed in the 1990s are designed for people who have money.

In some cases men can be forced to pay huge sums of child support, in one case $166,000, even
though there is DNA evidence the child is not biologically the child support payer’s son or daughter.

As with many things in America, when it comes to child support the system is totally stacked against
men. It’s either pay, or suffer the consequences. In an economy where people are working so hard to
just get by, a man suffering a divorce may soon – literally – find himself living under a bridge even
though the only thing he did wrong was getting involved with a predatory Anglo female in the first
place. Any wonder Men are on Strike?
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“Praise Abort” Music Video Perfectly Illustrates Degenerate
State of American Culture
August 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

If ever a music video perfectly encapsulated the state of a culture as it begins the long slide into the
abyss, Lindemann’s new joint (yes, that Till Lindemann of Rammstein) does just that with a
combination of words and images set to grinding Neue Deutsche Härte music. From the intro to the
video to the end, the total degeneracy of a decadent, nihilistic, suicidal and demographically
moribund society come to life in an artistic setting.

The hook is catchy as hell. American leftists definitely love to “Praise Abort” as in praising abortion
to get them out of their sexual irresponsibility and carouseling mishaps. Till even touches on the
modern Beta male willingly let himself be cucked by his wife even though he hates the lifestyle. (I
actually know a big, brawny Hispanic guy who gets cucked by his Anglo wife all the time and yet
accepts it as part of their “marriage.”) What the fuck?

I hate my life, and I hate you
I hate my wife, and her boyfriend, too
I hate to hate, and I hate that
I hate my life so very bad
I hate my kids, never thought
That I’d praise abort
Praise abort

As the “pig” in the music video has a symbolic abortion, and the female “baby pig” is shot in the
head by a figurative abortionist, these telling lyrics play on:

Say goodbye, say goodbye
We rise up, up to the sky
Say goodbye, we’ll come back
Soon as pretty butterflies
Make you cry

All in all, this is just one great song serving as an astute synopsis and critical analysis of Anglo
America from an album from Lindemann called Skills in Pills, his first album in English. Praise
Abort even touches on the gay agenda with the line So in the end, I got forced to stay away from
female intercourse. Social engineering, anyone? The lyrics do provide some insight as we are
definitely seeing homosexuality pushed and heterosexuality marginalized in the 21st century.

One could call the entire album a work of art in that it captures so many of the lows of living in the
modern West so accurately, especially in the song “Fat” which says We can fuck then, on your
French fries. All that’s missing is a big old feminist to star in a music video for that one. Then there’s
“Cowboy” detailing the one of the declining, iconic images of the nation. Other interesting takes
include the title song “Skills in Pills” about a man medicating himself against reality. (America has
5% of the world’s population yet uses 80% of its narcotics). Then there’s “Ladyboy” a gender
bending song that’s right at home in the weirdo culture of today. Those are perhaps the most
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memorable tracks, but the entire album is a great listen if you take it as a tongue in cheek description
of everything that’s so screwed up today.

It’s a long way to the bottom, but we’re getting there. And at an ever increasing rate of speed.
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What Prostitutes Can Charge Represents Women’s Declining
SMV as They Age
August 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

After age 25 it’s all downhill for women in the realities of sexual market value

The scientific journal Evolution and Human Behavior recently published an interesting study
confirming many of the ideas about female sexual market value (SMV) and The Wall discussed on
manosphere blogs like this one. As reported in Wine and Milk, which describes how men and women
age, women’s value in the sexual market is based on youth, beauty and fertility. (And, let’s not forget
to a lesser extent, femininity, sweetness, and kindness, three virtues that have been virtually forgotten
in an Anglo culture bereft of all three).

The scientific study in question clearly shows a correlation between what prostitutes can charge and
their age. Perhaps the biggest sin of prostitution to the sexual plantation owners known as feminists is
the fact men get to choose, rather than women enjoying the female privilege of being the sexual
gatekeeper. Psychology Today repots:

By examining what men are willing to pay for sex, Professor [Kitae] Sohn provides a new
window onto this issue of fertility and attraction. Men do not have unrestrained choice in
whom they marry or date, but they do get to choose whether or not to pay a prostitute for
sex, and the amount they are willing to pay reveals something about what they most prefer.

Professor Sohn continues with his thought crime experiment. It’s important to point out that
prostitution is not illegal in much of the world, so Puritan American attitudes towards sexuality do
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not apply everywhere. Moving on, here’s what the professor found:

The author, economist Kitae Sohn, used prostitutes’ earnings to address a much broader
scientific question, one that applies not only to paid sexual exchanges, but to everyday
concerns that many of us obsess about at some point in our lives: What does the opposite
sex actually find attractive in a partner?

Men do not find careerism, loudness, bitchiness, and derisiveness attractive
in women. The masculinization of Anglo women is one major factor propelling the rise in men who
are looking to expatriate from the feminist-dominated (and therefore demographically sterilized and
not much fun to be in) culture of death in America. The number of men renouncing their citizenship
is climbing to record highs, but the sexual desert is only one symbol of a society in decline. There are
of course, many other symbols of decline. Degenerate sluts ruling the music industry, sentences of
slavery in the family court system, women literally acting like babies, etc. While the number actually
renouncing is in the thousands, the number of Americans living abroad is estimated to be 8.7 million,
and growing rapidly. People know a sinking ship when they see one.

But getting back to the revelations of the study, what do men find attractive? Female attractiveness
has to do with the 4.5 billion year old biological imperative to procreate and have healthy offspring:

In particular, biological theorists expect that men’s attraction to similar partners should be
altered by the fact that female fertility peaks in early adulthood, drops during the ages 25 to
45, and goes to zero after age 50. Hence teenagers and their grandfathers may be similarly
interested in women in their early 20s, although each may have a difficult time attracting a
woman of that age, for different reasons.

Not surprisingly, the fees a pro can charge drop just as she hits The Wall. The milk sours, and by the
time she is 35 she’s lucky to give sex away.

When it comes to hiring the short-term services of a prostitute, men pay the most for women
between the late teens and early twenties. Between the ages of 25 and 35, the price men are
willing to pay for a prostitute drops precipitously.

So, just how much does it drop? The study details the numbers and even graphs them out. The data
tell the story.
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Traditional cultures prevent women from wasting the most valuable years of their life riding the carousel

Getting Scientific

Sohn has this down to a science. Here are the exact numbers proving women are only desirable in the
male hindbrain if they have youth, beauty and fertility. (Gossiping and YouGoGrrlism, and
domineering emasculation are not attractive).

For each increase of a year in age, a prostitute’s hourly wage decreases 4.5 percent. Looked
at another way, Sohn found that prostitutes between ages 35 and 40 earned 52.8 percent less
per hour than women less under 20.

Prostitute fees represent the female impact with The Wall

Here’s what it looks like graphed out. Science finally confirms the wisdom we in the manosphere
have been discussing amongst ourselves for quite some time. Think of traditional cultures as
grooming women for the long haul rather than the short-term pleasure of the Western-style carousel
ride. For the 10 best years of a woman’s life, men give up all of their lives. Once those 10 years are
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pissed away, nobody wants the clabbered milk prize.

This study provides us with an independent line of evidence confirming that
after age 25, it’s all downhill for women, whether they’re renting their anatomy by the hour or
holding out for a bigger prize like a Barbie Fun House/McMansion and a well-paid but boring Beta
male. It’s the same equation, though with different tactics. The streetwalker honestly provides sex for
cash, while in “relationships” who knows what cash and prizes women expect until a man lands in
divorce court.

Additionally, women spend 90% more than they earn in the American economy, so the claims of
being a Strong, Independent Woman are proven to be hyperbole. They’re Strong and Independent
until they find the right meal ticket to cash in or a dominant asshole that puts them into a submissive
role. Other than that, women want nothing to do with men, because male utility value is what drives
the sexual economy in heterosexual hookups.

The focus of this study was in Southeast Asia, but Sohn told the press something that should make
the Diversity Brigade gleeful rather than trying to discredit the study:

Evolution influenced all humans, so we expect that future research will find similar results
in other countries.

No doubt, a study of this type in the West would be shouted down before it even began. But, we can
look to one of the most historically rich cultures on the planet for some enlightenment. Feminists are
literally recommending women waste the most valuable commodity women have, to the destruction
of the relations between the sexes and the society itself. It’s insanity posing as enlightenment.
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Swirling: Black Women and White Men
August 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

White male-black female marriages are more likely to last beyond 10 years than any other combination

I was 21 the first time I slept with a black girl, at least five years after my first time ever with a white
chick in the front seat of a sports car I had in high school. Having a sexual relationship with a black
girl was something I had wanted to do for a long time, as I had always been attracted to them. But,
little did I know I had touched on a life-altering experience. From then on, more than half of the
women on The List of the over one hundred sexual encounters I have had would be with black
women. It seems opposites really do attract.

There are definitely some positives to dating black women. Many of the
women I dated and fooled around with were of equal or even higher economic status than me. This is
an anomaly in an Anglo culture where the rule is men marry down, but never across or up.

Contrary to the stereotypes, many of the black women I dated were not drama queens, although there
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certainly is that segment of the population. They were soft-spoken, intelligent, and quite frankly
much more fun to be around than the self-absorbed princesses white chicks have become. There was
the daughter of an executive, a few black military women (including one would would ended up
being married but liked fooling around with white men on the side) and other professionals in the
group.

Many of the girls I dated were exclusively interested in white men, going against cultural narratives.
There are even self help books telling women how to land a white man. Among much of the world’s
population, Western men are seen as the gold standard. (Why, then are they seen as such villains in
the media and at home?) Antonia Perkins, 24, told a reporter why she prefers dating white men:

White guys just treat their women so much better. There’s less games and less bullshit.

Perkins’ opinion aside, there was a military base in the town near me, and far from unusual, some
nights a black doctor I was dating and I would go in the local pub to have some beer and steaks and
every other couple would be white men with black women. I began to wonder why that was the case.

Most of my extensive experience with black women has been positive

Why is it Becoming More Common

Why were men fleeing white women in increasing numbers I wondered. Then I remembered how
frigid and frankly, uninteresting and self-absorbed white women have become. They have
mainstreamed feminism, after all. There’s certainly a segment of the black population that has also
been feminized, but nearly all my experience dating black women were with traditional girls.
Contrary to what the media will tell you, many blacks are socially conservative and this is double the
case with blacks who live abroad.

As years went on I grew increasingly tired of dealing with white chicks’ nonsense and I think many
men probably feel the same way. Their expectations were astronomical and I wasn’t going to be the
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one to foot their bills when they give so little back in return. Black women were always more
reasonable, down to earth, and willing to do their part.

Interestingly, statistics also show my experience and opinion is far from unusual. White male-black
female marriages are more likely to survive beyond 10 years, and last longer than any other cohort of
racial marriage statistics. According to researchers:

Black wife/white husband marriages are 44% more likely to stay married over a 10 years period
than white wife/white husband marriages
White wife/black husband marriages have twice the divorce rate of white wife/white husband
marriages

These marriage statistics jive with how I felt when I was in an interracial
relationship with a black girl, even though I’m never getting married in Anglo America because of
the legal system. (Put simply, there’s just way too much as risk – the court system can leave a man
not only emotionally but financially devastated). The best dating experiences I have had have been
with black women, far above and beyond dating experiences I have had with white women.

Maybe it’s culture. Maybe it’s just hypergamy. Maybe opposites really do attract. Maybe it’s a
combination of factors. Who knows. But who can blame a man for seeking happiness, especially
when he loves the physical features and sexy bodies many black women (especially those abroad)
have to offer. When it comes to butts and busts and hip to waist ratios, the times my mouth hits the
floor it’s usually looking at a black girl’s incredible body.

Personally, I look back on half a lifetime of mostly positive experiences and nice memories of the
black women I dated. Who knew a fling with a coworker of mine at age 21 would lead to such a rich
experience, and a lifetime of fun and pleasure. If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.
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Stories from the Road: Staying Up All Night Partying with and
Banging a Hot Black Girl
August 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Just capped off a multi-day romp with what will be one of the most memorable girls of my life, one similar in appearance to this model

Stories from the Road | Bro Stories from my Travels

This article is the beginning of series occasionally detailing some highs and lows from my adventures
abroad chasing hot chicks and having other sorts of mischievous fun. So, let’s get right to business
detailing some time I spent with a hot Haitian girl.

To me, there is nothing like a sweet girl. But this girl goes beyond sweet, she is dripping with
sweetness. She exudes it from her pores. It is her essence. As soon as I met her I knew she was
different. Best of all, she’s 20 years old. Her breasts are firm and supple. And I need not mention the
beauties of the black behind as any man who has eyes knows when black girls have it, it’s jaw
dropping. (Not the fat asses of American black women. The natural amazing curve that thinner black
women abroad have). As soon as we met I knew this was going to be one of those electric
relationships, ever how long it lasts. After a night of caliente salsa dancing at the discoteca, we ended
up back at her place listening to Kompas and all other kinds of music. She invited me over. Hey, who
am to refuse.

Oh, for those interested in aesthetics this song also comes to mind. (I couldn’t feel my face, either). I
know it was one of the many jams playing when I turned on the music at her place.
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RF Life Coaching is affordable Realtalk for men

We spent 3 or 4 days together having some of the hottest, nastiest sex ever. I was amazed at just how
much she enjoys bumping and grinding and everything in between. I don’t know about you but I love
having a chick sit on my face and wriggle (to borrow a line from Airplane!). Then her on top, me on
top, and every position in between. She’s one of those girls who really enjoys sex, and these kinds of
girls are just electric in bed.

In between sex we would head out to the food carts at 4 am, or I would send her out for a tostada the
next morning. Or we would go play pool, dance, and drink it up. It was one of those whimsical,
magical flings. Fun from beginning to end, when a man sincerely enjoys the company of the girl he’s
just met. Call it being high on love, or lust.

After several days of sex and fun, with things like me showing her how to drive a motorcycle at the
beach, to me dodging the other chicks in town I know by taking the back roads when we would go
out, to us smoking hookah in a bar, it was unfortunately time for me to go. She was practically
begging me not to leave her, apparently Game really worked on this chick. Even as hardened as I
have become towards women through a lifetime of seeing their tricks in action, I couldn’t help but
return the kindness to her. She ate it up. I’ll never forget this girl I met on a random encounter in a
discoteca for the rest of my life.

I’ll surely be looking her up again soon.

Gentlemen, I believe the key to living a great life lies not in what kind of material crap we buy, but in
the awesome experiences we have. This is one of those times where I didn’t care that we were
hanging out in her one room apartment for several days and I had one bag of clothes with me and my
laptop and tablet. It was all about the experience and the adventure of being with a girl that really
loved being with me and I loved being with her.

This simple experience and being able to have more like it on a regular basis makes anything back
home pale in comparison. Like butterfly’s wings being touched, when a man realizes that the price of
all the garbage he has been conditioned to buy is to enrich some CEO at his expense and only to
maximize quarterly profits, it’s enough to spark a revolt in his mind. Fuck you and your 60 hour a
week Puritan work ethic, Matrix tax farmers. Some of us have found a way to have an awesome life
on much less cash and crap than you’ve told us we need.

This enchanting ebony babe will now and forever be immortalized in my memory and in print. What
an experience. This short story helps illustrate why I will always have a special place in my heart for
the black girls I’ve dated and had flings with. It’s fun being around them.
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Video of the Week: The Fall of Rome – Modern Parallels
August 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Stefan Molyneux creates a lot of high quality content, and this 2 1/2 hour long presentation on The
Fall of Rome and Modern Parallels is no exception. It’s often said history repeats itself, but this
presentation proves history doesn’t repeat as much as it echoes. When one looks back across a couple
of thousand of years of history, it’s hard not to see parallels between Roman society and Western
society. (The similarities even stretch back to Ancient Greece, and all other “High Cultures” studied
by Spengler, the prophet of Western decline on whose ideas the Decline of the West section of The
New Modern Man are built. Molyneux doesn’t really touch on Spengler, but he doesn’t need to in
this tour de force history lesson).

As an aside, illustrating just how similar some of our present day problems are to historical problems
faced by our “parent” civilizations, Polybius wrote this account of the demographic death of Greece,
and with only “Greece” changed to “America” or “Europe” this 2,000 year old quote could just as
easily apply in the early 21st century:

In our time, all Greece was visited by a dearth of children and general decay of
population…this evil grew upon us rapidly, and without attracting attention, by our men
becoming perverted to the passion for show and money and the pleasures of an idle life.

Whether demographic decline or cultural decay or another measure, each historian has their own
model of how a society rises and declines. It’s important to recognize the similarities between each
model. The rise and fall of Rome seems to follow this cycle:

Subsistence
Expansion
Decadence

Beyond that very prescient quote and general cycle of rise and fall of a
civilization, early in the video Molyneux points out it’s ultimately the decisions that get made that
create the consequences everyone else must deal with, so it’s not some inevitable causality that
afflicts decline on a people as much as it is the cultural “zeitgeist” of the time. He also points out
historical knowledge is more important than historical fact, a pearl of wisdom from none other than
the great Lord Acton. So, while the consequences of past decisions and historical cycles aren’t
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impossible to escape, they’re extremely hard to escape.

At its peak, the Roman Empire stretched from Scotland to Iraq. That is an enormous swath of real
estate. Even 2,000 years ago you could travel anywhere in this large empire and have your currency
accepted virtually anywhere while being protected by the same laws. As Molyneux points out, this
was a truly amazing accomplishment, especially considering the timeframe. At the American
Empire’s peak, it stretched from sea to shining sea. Someday soon perhaps, as Pat Buchanan
predicted the U.S. could also breakup into smaller pieces.

Since the very foundations of the West lie in Rome, it is very important to study the rise and fall of
that civilization. Molyneux notes the decline of the West is far advanced. He presents the
fundamental realities of why Rome fell, and why they’re of fundamental importance to guiding our
decisions as we face a similar fate.

Of course, we have long been ensconced in the “decadence” phase. This leads to an enormous
welfare state and immigrants who only come to take advantage of the largesse. Thus, in its success
lies each society’s own demise. Molyneux also touches on how revisionist history in the liberal
education system is leading to generations of spineless people debased from their history with
nothing to be proud of. His synthesis of history with philosophy really works, and is illuminating
insofar as letting us know just how far we have fallen.

This presentation is more enlightening and detailed than many of the college level history classes I
took. It’s an excellent crash course in why things have become so fucked, and why we have a slim
chance of recovery at this point. Enjoy. Hopefully you will find it as enlightening as I did.
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Weekend Reading for Men | August 26, 2016
August 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of August 26, 2016.

Manosphere

Mercy is for Women and Weaklings

Feminized males join the enfeebled chorus of cry babies hoping to dump the world’s
problems onto the backs of the productive class.  Their peculiar ability to posture as
merciful is the shallow veneer strewn across their perspiring pig flesh.  They have such
wonderful mercy!  Which they expect you to believe with the wide eyed fervor of a
retrograde sinner who just found baby jesus in a backwoods revival tent.

Powerful Men Who Were Undone by Weakness

ROK has always carried a good number of articles on game, but I think the problem facing
men today is not getting a woman, but being able to find one that is worth the bother. One
of the biggest contributors to this phenomenon is the fact that modern women act like little
children. Here are four things they display which prove that.
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How to Reclaim Your Lost Masculinity and Follow Your Passions

It’s no secret that masculinity is becoming more and more taboo in our culture. Everywhere
we go, we’re discouraged from expressing our masculinity. We can’t talk about politics or
religion, lest we be fired by overly sensitive HR departments. We can’t hit on women,
without fear of being falsely accused of rape. We can’t even make a few lighthearted jokes,
because you can bet your ass that some feminazi bitch will find it offensive.

Great Summary of the Alternative Right

Equality is bullshit. Hierarchy is essential. The races are different. The sexes are different.
Morality matters and degeneracy is real. All cultures are not equal and we are not obligated
to think they are. Man is a fallen creature and there is more to life than hollow materialism.
Finally, the white race matters, and civilisation is precious. This is the Alt-Right.
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News

Hillary Targets Alex Jones

Hillary Clinton claimed that Donald Trump was embracing “dark conspiracy theories”
before going on a conspiracy theory-obsessed rant in which she attacked Alex Jones and
claimed that Vladimir Putin was the villainous mastermind behind the ‘Alt-Right’
movement.

Trump’s Black Support Explodes in Biggest Battleground State

GOP nominee Donald Trump is experiencing an eye-popping surge in support among black
Americans in Florida – the biggest prize of all the battleground states – according to a new
poll. Trump has attracted the backing of a full 20 percent of black Americans in Florida, a
poll by Florida Atlantic University and the Economics Polling Initiative found. The survey,
conducted Aug. 19-22 and released Wednesday, shows Democrat Hillary Clinton winning
the support of 68 percent of Florida’s black voters.

Burkini Ban Suspended by France’s Top Administrative Court

France’s highest administrative court has suspended the burkini ban imposed by the
southern town of Villeneuve-Loubet. The ban “seriously, and clearly illegally, breached the
fundamental freedoms to come and go, the freedom of beliefs and individual freedom,” the
judgment, expected to set a precedent, said. It added that local authorities could only restrict
individual liberties if there was a “proven risk” to public order, according to AFP.

Hillary Defends Corrupt Clinton Foundation

Friday on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe,” Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton
defended the Clinton Foundation and her association with it during her tenure as secretary
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of state. Clinton told co-host Mika Brzezinski was on the up-and-up and claimed her work
as secretary of state “was not influenced by any outside forces” with regards to their
charitable foundation.

Book of the Week

A remarkable introduction to cultural studies, Patterns of Culture is an eloquent declaration of the
role of culture in shaping human life. In this fascinating work, the renowned anthropologist Ruth
Benedict compares three societies — the Zuni of the southwestern United States, the Kwakiutl of
western Canada, and the Dobuans of Melanesia — and demonstrates the diversity of behaviors in
them. Benedict’s groundbreaking study shows that a unique configuration of traits defines each
human culture and she examines the relationship between culture and the individual. Featuring
prefatory remarks by Franz Boas, Margaret Mead, and Louise Lamphere, this provocative work
ultimately explores what it means to be human.

“That today the modern world is on such easy terms with the concept of culture . . . is in very great
part due to this book.” — Margaret Mead

“Benedict’s Patterns of Culture is a foundational text in teaching us the value of diversity. Her hope
for the future still has resonance in the twenty-first century: that recognition of cultural relativity will
create an appreciation for ‘the coexisting and equally valid patterns of life which mankind has created
for itself from the raw materials of existence.'” — from the new foreword by Louise Lamphere, past
president of the American Anthrolopological Association
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Simple Things
August 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Original nonfiction and poetry on The New Modern Man by RF

The simple things in life are what matters
Like the taste of papaya
Through a straw
Awakening something inside you
Something you haven’t felt in a while

The simple things in life are what matters
Starting from scratch
Cooking your own meal
Sweating over a hot stove
Sharing it with a loved one

The simple things in life are what matters
Riding on two wheels
To the crest of a mountain
One you have never been on before
Even though it has been so close

The simple things in life are what matters
Strolling on the beach
Just after sunset
Tall clouds hugging the horizon
Infinite blueness and an everlasting breeze
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The simple things in life are what matters
Looking up at infinity
Realizing there are worlds beyond yours
The pristine night sky
An infinity, larger than life
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Have a Drink: Manhattan Cocktail
August 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Something classy this weekend

Manhattan cocktail | Relampago’s Rating: 

Here’s something sophisticated for the weekend. The Manhattan cocktail has been around for over
100 years, and is as classy as it is delicious. This recipe will take a little time and practice to perfect,
mainly because of the way the cherries have to be prepared. But, you’ll find the investment of time is
worth it as it really makes a difference in this cocktail.

Here’s a little history about the Manhattan, a drink that survived Prohibition and even thrived during
the strange era of no alcohol in a “free” country:

A popular history suggests that the drink originated at the Manhattan Club in New York
City in the early 1870s, where it was invented by Dr. Iain Marshall for a banquet hosted by
Jennie Jerome (Lady Randolph Churchill, mother of Winston) in honor of presidential
candidate Samuel J. Tilden. The success of the banquet made the drink fashionable, later
prompting several people to request the drink by referring to the name of the club where it
originated—the Manhattan cocktail. However, Lady Randolph was in France at the time
and pregnant, so the story is likely a fiction.

However, there are prior references to various similar cocktail recipes called “Manhattan”
and served in the Manhattan area. By one account it was invented in the 1860s by a
bartender named Black at a bar on Broadway near Houston Street.

The original “Manhattan cocktail” was a mix of “American Whiskey, Italian Vermouth and
Angostura bitters”. During Prohibition (1920–1933) Canadian whisky was primarily used
because it was available. An early record of the cocktail can be found in William Schmidt’s
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“The Flowing Bowl”, published in 1891. In it, he details a drink containing 2 dashes of gum
(gomme syrup), 2 dashes of bitters, 1 dash of absinthe, 2/3 portion of whiskey and 1/3
portion of vermouth.

The same cocktail appears listed as a “Tennessee Cocktail” in Shake ’em Up! by V. Elliott
and P. Strong: “Two parts of whiskey, one part of Italian Vermouth and a dash of bitters
poured over ice and stirred vigorously.”

Here’s how you put on together. You will need:

Ice
2 oz whiskey
1 oz sweet vermouth
1 to 2 dashes bitters
An orange peel
Maraschino Cherries (prepared according to recipe below)
1 cup maraschino liqueur
1 pint sour cherries

How to prepare the Real Maraschino Cherries: Simmer the liqueur, turn off the heat, add the
cherries, stir, cool, and pour into jars. Refrigerate. Cherries will be good for months.

How to prepare the Manhattan: Put ice in a cocktail shaker. Add the whiskey, vermouth and
bitters. Rub the orange peel around the rim of the glass. Strain the drink into the glass. Add
Maraschino Cherries. Enjoy!
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Eye Candy of the Week | August 28, 2016
August 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Karen Vi is an incredibly hot model from south of the border. She’s curvy, she’s exotic, she has
flowing black hair, and she has an incredible behind. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for August
28, 2016.
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Stories from the Road: That Moment
August 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

That moment at the pool table

Stories from the Road | Bro Stories from my Travels

So, I’m hanging out again last night with a very hot Haitian girl (she actually looks like a model).
Incidentally, she’s the same sweet girl I wrote about a few days ago. Let’s call her Melanie. In any
case, we are playing pool and drinking a few beers in between some fiery Salsa and Bachata dancing,
when who walks in but another one of my flings, a lighter skinned girl (let’s call her Johnna) and her
new beau. They start playing pool at the table right beside us.

That moment, I could tell Johnna was feeling awkward. I had already had a few beers so I didn’t feel
awkward like her. I would stare at her and smile just to get a reaction out of her. (A little background
on Johnna and me, we’ve partied together and screwed around on numerous occasions. She has
openly professed she would like to be my girl and I really like her as a friend, but I know it’s best to
leave things at friendship in this particular case.) There’s obviously still a spark between Johnna and I
just based on how she was acting during the pool game. She would stare at me and give me huge
smiles and smoldering looks while her dude wasn’t looking. She was looking at me more than she
was her date.

Meantime, I was trying not to be so obvious around Melanie, but it did feel good in the fact there
were two hot girls playing pool side by side at two different tables and I have banged both of them
numerous times. Melanie remained clueless that I knew Johnna, but Johnna’s new guy must have
seen the fiery looks Joanna and I were giving each other (trying to hide it as best we could) because
he quickly whisked her out of the club after she gave me a “I want to do some blow with you and
fuck the shit out of you” look.

I’ll never forget the way I felt being caught in that particular (but secret) love triangle. I sometimes go
through several women a week, but these two are special to me and it was amazing to have them side
by side if only for an hour or so.
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Long story short, we stumbled home and Melanie gave me another one of the best nights of my life at
her place. She’s really quite a thrill in bed, and loves to have sex with me. I’m sure I’ll run into
Johnna again sometime soon.

That’s the latest installment from mi vida loca. By the way, I won both games with my chica even
though she is quickly improving her game. She is beautiful and talented. Ha. Until next time…
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Comment of the Week | August 28, 2016
August 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter Signor Farfalla wins Comment of the Week with a pithy comment about the Anglobitch
cackle. In response to It Doesn’t Take Much for a Man to Live On which details a story about my
best friend’s dad sharing some wisdom with me a few years back (wisdom that changed my life) he
writes:

Oh the ‘cackle’ of an American woman abroad; sharp, commanding and LOUD. It also
drips with anger and hostility too, even when she’s telling her friend that she needs to pick
up some toothpaste for the apartment. The rage leaks out no matter what the topic is. You
have to check your ear to see if someone rammed a broken bottle into it…nope, it was just
McKayla’s voice, echoing over the subway station as she recounted some boring details
about her afternoon.

I literally cringe when I hear the cackle Signor mentions, just knowing they’re here on the island with
me. American women have become so uncouth and so obnoxious since feminism a man loathes even
hearing them, especially when he’s gotten used to traditional women. It’s literally like nails on a
chalkboard just hearing them talk in their “Oh. My. God. Becky. Look at her butt…” tone of voice
Sir Mix-a-Lot nailed in the intro to his hit song Baby Got Back over 20 years ago.

Here’s a true story. A few months back a pack of white girls came into the local discoteca and started
acting loud, obnoxious and rude. They apparently thought they were going to be the center of
attention as they reenacted scenes from Girls Gone Wild on the dance floor, but all they ended up
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doing was running off most of the locals and then my date and I, as well. The loud, entitled Strong,
Independent Woman™ BS doesn’t fly here. Every time I see them, whether it be in the discoteca or
in the local restaurant performing their favorite activity, recreational eating, I am reminded of
everything I wanted to run away from.

The low quality of American women is already well-known by any American man with critical
thinking skills, but the more they travel the more the rest of the world can see just what we had to put
up with.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner and each month we pick a Comment of the
Month winner. For now, bragging rights will have to do. Cash prizes for comment winners are being
temporarily suspended, but once revenue for the site picks up they will be reinstated. You can help
support our publishing by using any of the means linked below.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Thanks, Feminism: National Suicide as America’s Birth Rate
Hits New Low
August 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The first item on the Cultural Marxism agenda is to destroy the family, and feminism is how it was done

American fertility rates are now lower than ever recorded. Translation: Americans of European
descent (and incidentally, across the pond Europeans themselves) are committing demographic and
national suicide as they now have dying populations, and the situation is only getting worse. This is
all thanks to the deadly cocktail of feminism, heavy-handed and unfair child support laws which
figuratively neuter and enslave would-be fathers, and a culture that despises both men and family.
More people are dying than are being born in these populations.

Of course, this is always spun by the men behind the curtain as a positive
development, as white people dying off is helping out with overpopulation. But no mainstream
publication ever points out the negatives. Negatives like genocide and national suicide, as well as
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demographic replacement of whites from their own countries. You know, that sort of thing.

One can easily argue that if the demographics of Mexico were being changed by a flood of white
people pouring in, and whites were set to make Mexicans become a minority in Mexico, self-hating
liberals would be in an uproar about it. Realizing the truth of that statement makes one realize just
how far to the other side things have gone.

America was down 600,000 births last year, full evidence that government policy designed to destroy
the family and the fruit of heterosexual coupling is working. Vivisecting mainstream mediaites claim
it’s connected solely to the downturn in the U.S. economy (arguably engineered as well), but as usual
fail to see the larger picture and implications.

The Great Recession sent an economic shock through American society that reached far
beyond the stock and housing markets. More than five years after economists announced the
end of the recession, fertility levels have still not recovered. As a result, more than 3.4
million fewer babies were born in the United States between 2008 and 2015 than would
have been expected if pre-recession fertility rates had been sustained. In each of the last five
years, this birth deficit has resulted in roughly 500,000 fewer births.

It’s about much more than money. It’s about culture, it’s about government policy, and it’s about
social engineering.

CNN even went so far as to say the population of the U.S. will continue to rise in the 21st century,
but neglected to point out all of the increase in population will be from immigrants and refugees,
which is convenient since the goal of globalists is to make white people strangers in their own lands.

Although the fertility rate is decreasing, that doesn’t necessarily mean the US population is
going to shrink. The rate of growth may be slower, but the population is still expected to
increase. The U.S. Census Bureau took the falling fertility rate into account and still
projected that the population would go from 319 million in 2014 to reach 400 million by
2051.

Whites will have gone from over 90% of the population of the U.S. in 1960 to maybe 43% by 2051.
And declining. Additionally, they’re the only group that is not allowed to look out for their own self-
interest.
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Changing demographics will make the previous generation’s culture war seem like a cake walk, not just in America but other Western
nations

Alternative Media

Meantime, on the other side of the issue Numbers USA is “Educating Americans on the need for
policies of controlled immigration for the national interest.” Countering Marxist CNN talking points,
it publishes thought crimes that go against the corporate-controlled mainstream media narrative, like
a Gallup poll saying nearly 80% of Americans are against increasing immigration numbers.
Meantime, the border with Mexico remains wide open as the Border Patrol reports illegal crossings
have already exceeded 2015 numbers little more than halfway through the year.

NumbersUSA calls for ending chain migration, reforming birthright citizenship, eliminating the visa
lottery, reducing unnecessary worker visas and reducing refugee and visa fraud. Never heard of these
common sense proposals? Thank the talking heads in the media and political operatives that create
other window dressing issues for the American sheeple to focus on as a diversion tactic.

Donna Strobino at Johns Hopkins University inadvertently details the cost of social engineering
schemes which push women to both pursue rubber stamps and force men out of jobs (insanity since
women repeatedly show being a walking ATM machine is the only value most men have to them).
The costs of YouGoGrrl-ism and careerism include so-called Strong, Independent Women™ having
children at times in their lives when genetic defects and complications during pregnancy are much
more likely, if they have a “dirty little baby” at all.

The good news is that infertility treatment has allowed women to extend the age of
childbirthing, going along with a lot of trends we are seeing in increasing age of marriage,
increasing education levels and increasing labor force participation. The bad news is the
complications associated with aging that have to do with an increase in chronic diseases as
women age, increase in pregnancy-induced complications and increase in complications for
the fetus and newborn.
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Put simply, nature designed women to have children when they’re 20-ish, not 40-ish. But we also
never hear this emphasized in these “news” reports.

Are we likely to see a shift coming in the next generation back towards
family and traditionalism? As much as I would like to be optimistic and say, yes, we will see that, my
gut feeling is things are only going to get worse. Feminists are worse than ever and it appears they
won’t stop until they’ve figuratively slit the throat of the entire population of the European culture-
based world.

What’s even more amazing, although it really shouldn’t be surprising is the “dirty” nature with which
some circles view “breeders” which only further paints a bleak picture of the evolving culture of
death in the West. The culture of death has become so malignant as it spreads throughout and kills the
body politic women now get patted on the back for killing their offspring.

Feminism is indeed an interesting offshoot of a Puritan culture, and an interesting case study proving
much, if not all of The Anglobitch Thesis correct. When historians look back at the Decline of the
West, they may wonder why a society that was so materially rich was so familially impoverished.
Trite as it may seem to some, abandoning religion’s warnings about women was either the biggest
blunder (for humanity) or the biggest success (for globalists) of all time.
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Feminists Defend Migrant Rapists, Attack White Knights
August 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Barbro Sörman, a feminist politician said rapes aren’t that bad when non-Western men do them

In yet another strange twisting of logic, Swedish feminists say they would rather be raped by
migrants and refugees rather than saved from rape by local men. They also say rape is worse when
Swedish men do it rather than when the immigrants they love so much do it. What a strange, socially
engineered world we have entered in the 21st century.

Earlier this year, when around 200 Swedish White Knights attacked rape-fugees to defend Swedish
women, these girls spun up a really neat collective hamster rationalization and attacked the men who
were defending their honor instead of rapists. Here’s what they did:

Feminists created the hashtag #inteerkvinna (translated as #notyourwoman) where they
spewed their hatred over racism, fascism, white men and many other things that can be
loosely tied to the events with some cognitive dissonance. In short, they made a collective
tantrum on social media over the fact that white European men are standing up to the rape-
fugees.

It has been said women invite, men invade. Call it a societal shit test in which women have evolved
psychological and sociological behaviors that test to see which group of men has the stronger seed,
the invaders or the locals. So far, the invaders are winning and will be the ones women increasingly
support and breed with, as they continue to select for brutes instead of nice boys.

The feminists even went so far as to say “It’s YOU I’m afraid of” to Swedish men, the same men
who are unbelievably the descendants of Vikings now completely de-balled by their own
government. A Swedish feminist politician named Barbro Sörman said it’s “worse” when Swedish
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men rape than when the wonderful refugees do it:

The Swedish men who rape do it despite the growing gender equality. They make an active
choice. It’s worse. Take a picture of Sweden as an equal society, where all are nurtured in
equality. Then you can say that if you are brought up in it, you make an active choice to not
be equal, rather than if you are brought up in a society that is not equal.

That narrative is straight out of Orwell’s Animal Farm. Two legs good, four legs bad.

There is little doubt Sweden is the rape capital of Europe, but it’s illegal to say who is doing the raping

Rape Capital of Europe

Of course, since the “refugee” invasion orchestrated by treasonous Western governments and
globalists, Sweden has become the rape capital of Europe. Swedish police even go so far as to
blame “Nordic alcohol culture” and “non-traditional gender roles” for the rape epidemic rather than
the elephant in the room. Never is it mentioned in the media that Islamic culture condones rape as the
hoardes come in. As reported by The Daily Caller:

As Muslim men immigrated to Sweden, they brought with them an Islamic culture
sanctioning rape. It is a culture bad enough inherently in the treatment of its own women.
Under sharia, Muslim women serve little more purpose beyond catering to their husbands’
sexual demands. A non-submissive wife runs the risk of being raped by her husband.

It gets worse.

But under Sharia, this rape culture also impacts upon Swedish women as they are “infidels”
and, as such, are — according to Allah’s teachings — sanctioned targets for rape by Muslim
men. Such an Islamic belief system has born witness to a drastic increase in rapes in
Sweden — more than a thousand fold — since first opening its doors to Muslim
immigration.

As many of us in the manosphere know, violating the narrative has become a worse crime than raping
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someone if the actions rather than the words of Western politicians are considered. Sweden is even
censoring statistics that show immigrants are doing most of the raping. Hint: It’s not totally
emasculated Western men doing the raping.

Interestingly, between 1995-2006, the Swedish government tracked gang rapes, identifying
a drastically increasing trend. Unbelievably, after discovering the problem, it then adopted
an ostrich-like “head in the sand” approach, terminating any further studies on them.
Apparently the government’s fear of being labeled Islamophobic proved greater than its
concerns about warning Swedish women about the threat. While no studies on gang rape
have been conducted since 2006, one can assume these numbers have continued to rise.

The Soviet…er…European Union is also complicit in covering up the rape epidemic. According to
Violence against women: an EU-wide survey, Swedes now do not classify criminals based on
ancestry or religion. This is total, suicidal insanity.

Over the past 10 to 15 years, immigrants have mainly come [into Sweden] from Muslim
countries such as Iraq, Syria and Somalia. Might this influx explain Sweden’s rape
explosion? It is difficult to give a precise answer, because Swedish law forbids registration
based on people’s ancestry or religion.

So, even though one group of people is committing crime it’s illegal to say which group it is. This
mentality is likely to spread to the United States in subsequent liberal administrations if Hillary is
selected this year, and the electoral vote (the one that actually counts – disregard the popular vote
statistics pushed by the media) shows Trump far behind her in key battleground states and the
electoral college.

If ever women’s true nature was in doubt, behold as they defend rapists and invaders over the men
who gave them one of the most prosperous and peaceful nations in the history of the world. This is
what you get when women and media spin dominate politics.
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Unity Needed in Men’s Communities
August 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Rather than fighting amongst ourselves we should be fighting a common enemy – feminism

Unity is strength. Division is weakness.

If there’s one thing that becomes readily apparent when one spends a lot of time in online men’s
communities, it’s that there’s a lot of discord among men who really should be able to get along with
each other. While nobody is recommending we all get together and sing Kumbaya, we do need unite
as best we can towards a common enemy – feminism and its parent, the gynocentric state.

This isn’t possible when we are vivisecting every men’s topic and fighting over minutiae. The great
divide places most men into one of the following groups, often opposing each other:

MGTOW – Men Going Their Own Way
MRA – Men’s Rights Activists
PUA – Pick Up Artists
Traditionalists
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There’s a lot of agreement among all four divisions that women have gone
completely off the rails thanks in large part to social engineering and Cultural Marxism. The friction
lies in what each group thinks should be done about it. MGTOWs by and large want to be left alone
to do their own thing and many have given up on women. MRAs want legal action to put men on an
equal footing with women in a gynocentric society. PUAs are happy gaming women and getting laid.
Traditionalists want a return to the days when men and women needed each other and complimented
each other rather than competed with each other. None of our ideals will be achieved if we are
fighting amongst ourselves.

Our strength is there’s a lot of overlap in our ideals, and many of our solutions can compliment that
overlap. This is how change is made.

Instead of allowing ourselves to be subdivided and conquered, we need to focus on what goals we
share. We all want to see an end to women running society off the rails. We all want men to be
treated like human beings instead of disposable meal tickets. We all want to get laid on the regular.
And whether we want to admit it or not, a certain segment of society needs to be married and have
kids to keep everything running and to bring up a responsible and well-balanced next generation.

Let’s get together and lay out a game plan in the Culture War
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Common Goals

In short, we all realize that the current status of society is unsustainable in the long run. That’s what
should bring us together. Banding together to force a change in the direction of the ship of state as it
sails on towards a figurative Category Five storm for civilization should be our common goal.

The division is baffling to me sometimes. It’s like seeing an army of men
being destroyed by feminism and the gynocentric state fighting over about who has the best tactics
and whose ideals are more important, and continuing to get pelted rather than uniting against a
common enemy.

We are all brothers fighting in a great Culture War. It behooves us to be considerate of and tolerant of
each other’s points of view rather than taking a one size fits all approach with our narratives. There
should be room for disagreement without us insulting and fighting each other.

We should decide what our big, common goals are, wage war against feminists and leftists to win big
battles and then we can subdivide the “booty” from that victory among ourselves. Sun Tzu knew the
importance of unity in his timeless work The Art of War:

If his forces are united, separate them. If sovereign and subject are in accord, put division
between them.

It’s the old maxim divide and conquer. The tragedy is we have already separated and are in disaccord
before even entering into battle. As long as we are divided, we don’t stand a chance against the
monolithic state and culturally entrenched Marxism and feminism. But if we come together and make
our voices heard we can become a force to be reckoned with.

This simple African proverb sums up the best course of action for men’s communities: If you want to
go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go together. Let’s get together and deliver a knockout
blow to feminism, social engineering, and the New World Order. It’s getting late in the game and we
need to get our shit together.
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Election Fraud Made Easy: Voting Machines Can Be
Easily Hacked
August 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Electronic voting machines have security holes you could drive a Mack truck through

Sitting ducks. That’s how most voting machines in America can be described. The question is, were
they designed that way? Or is it just another case of government bureaucracy FAIL. Computer
science professors are calling out the sheer ineptitude with which these machines were designed.
They’re easy to hack, potentially cancelling out the votes of thousands if not millions. What’s worse,
that’s assuming the programming wasn’t designed with an algorithm to rig elections in the first place.
And, as we will see, there’s a long history of funny business at the ballot box in America.

Dan Wallach, a computer science professor at Rice University told the press how crappy electronic
voting machines really are:

This isn’t a crazy hypothetical anymore. Once you bring nation states’ cyber activity into
the game? These machines, they barely work in a friendly environment.

Wallach tried to tell government bureaucrats in Houston electronic voting machines were a bad idea
before they were purchased. But, of course, know it all paper pushers didn’t listen.

My testimony was: ‘Wow, these are a bad idea. They’re just computers, and we know how
to tamper with computers. That’s what we do.’ The county clerk, who has since retired,
essentially said, ‘You don’t know anything about what you’re talking about. These
machines are great!’ And then they bought them.

Wallach continues:

We read the code, and found really, really bad problems. Actually, let me change that. We
found unacceptable problems.

Andrew Appell, another computer guru at Princeton University echoes Dan Wallach’s concerns.
Elections could be hacked by another nation or even a pimply faced kid down the street.
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It’s well within the capabilities of a country as sophisticated as Russia. Actually, it’s well
within the capabilities of much less well-funded and sophisticated attackers.

Jeremy Epstein of the non-profit SRI international also voiced concerns about how easy to break into
many voting machines are.

You could have broken into one of these with a very small amount of technical assistance. I
could teach you how to do it over the phone. It might require an administrator password, but
that’s okay, the password is admin.

Epstein continues:

Bottom line is that if no elections were ever hacked (and we have no way of knowing if it
happened), it’s because no one with even a modicum of skill tried.

Often, the best cons are those hiding in plain sight. Could vote rigging really
be that simple? Did the government purchase these machines knowing they could be hacked at will
by even a novice, and then proceed to rig the outcomes of close elections? There is precedent for this
scenario, as strange as it may seem to some.

Historian Tracy Campbell, who wrote Deliver the Vote, claims our electoral house has never been in
order. There has always been cheating, even since the earliest days of America. Who cheated? Why
everyone from Boss Tweed, William Randolph Hearst, Huey Long, Harry Truman, Lyndon Johnson,
Jimmy Carter, to George W. Bush, as well as countless local and state politicians of all parties.

Interestingly, Clint Curtis just testified before Congress, under oath, that Congressman Tom Feeney
had approached him way back in 2000 (when electronic voting became a big topic after the Bush-
Gore election debacle) about rigging the machines in such a way that close elections would be tilted
to a predetermined winner. The whole system seems to be rife with cheating.
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Sanders supporters have long alleged fraud by Hillary, but they’ll still go press the “D” this fall

Designed to Be Hacked?

POLITICO just published an article claiming voting machines could be hacked in as little as 7
minutes by virtually any hacker. This threat assumes that election supervisors are clean as the driven
snow and wouldn’t be complicit in rigging elections in their districts. Contrary to the what most of
the oblivious American public thinks, elections can be and have been rigged even before
computerized vote hacking became a big story. POLITICO reported:

1948 saw the infamous “Lyndon Landslide,” in which Johnson mysteriously overcame a
20,000 vote deficit in his first Senate race, a miracle that Robert Caro reports was the almost
certain result of vote rigging.

A new twist just out from the FBI confirms “foreign” hackers could have compromised two state
election rolls. One in Illinois and one in Arizona. While no votes were affected, data on 200,000
voters was downloaded in Illinois. This shows the ease with which not only voting machines but
databases with voter information can be hacked.

Dmitri Alperovitch, co-founder of a cybersecurity firm says the problems with potential vote
tampering exist from the ballot boxes themselves all the way back to where the votes are counted.
The potential for hackers break into voting systems exists at every level of this poorly thought-out
and poorly executed electronic voting plan. Government computer systems aren’t much different
from the laptop used to write up this article.

Those are just regular PCs. God knows what’s protecting those.
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Many state electronic voting machines are well over 10 years old, too…which makes them easier to
hack.

Just this year during the primaries, Hillary Clinton did the best against Bernie Sanders in areas where
voting machines are the most compromised, according to blogger Doug Hatlem.

Hundreds of jurisdictions throughout the United States are using voting machines or vote
tabulators that have flunked security tests. Those jurisdictions by and large are
where former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is substantially outperforming the first full
wave of exit polling in her contest against Senator Bernie Sanders.

Of course, there have been widespread allegations of fraud by Sanders
supporters throughout the 2016 campaign. Hatlem points out correlation does not equal causation, but
a strong correlation does at least warrant an investigation. But we all know there will be no
investigation.

So, what do we have? Proof that voting machines are easily hacked and could have been designed to
tilt election results. Computer security analysts telling us what a joke electronic voting machines are
from a security standpoint. Election rigging precedents from decades past. Strong correlations
between precincts with faulty voting machines and areas where Hillary did best in the 2016
primaries.

This all comes together to create quite a concern for the legitimacy of U.S. elections past and present.
It seems the power structure heeded the words of Joseph Stalin well when he said those casting the
votes decide nothing, and those counting the votes decide everything.

Yet again, we see an American institution rigged from top to bottom. Do you have faith in this
system? Is the House of Cards already stacked in Hillary’s favor?
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The Chrysler Turbine Car Reflects Bygone Era of
American Greatness
August 31, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Chrysler achieved the feat of putting a jet turbine engine in a car in the 1960s

Imagine, a jet-powered car. Chrysler made it a reality back in the 1960s, even though the idea was
unfortunately short lived. The Chrysler Turbine is just what the name says – a jet turbine powered
car. It’s quite a remarkable engineering feat, and not only reflects an era when not only the chrome
was thick and the women were straight (Michael Savage’s great line) but an era when American
car companies were fearless instead of gutless.

Jay Leno has one of the last surviving Turbines. You can watch Leno driving his Turbine around as
well as demonstrating a cool, vintage technical video about how the Turbine works on YouTube.
It sounds like a jet sitting on the tarmac when he fires it up and whisks away in it. Leno says of the
Turbine:

Most were destroyed by Chrysler for tax and liability reasons, which is a shame, because to
this day everyone who rides in a Turbine says, “Whoa, this feels like the future!” You turn
the key and there’s a big whoosh and a complete absence of vibration… I think it’s the most
collectible American car—it was so different. Most of all, the Chrysler Turbine is a
reminder that all the cool stuff used to be made in the U.S. I hope it will be again.
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The jet engine theme carries over to the rear of the Chrysler
Turbine

Other than a couple handfuls of survivors (nine in total), all Chrysler Turbines were recalled and
crushed. Perhaps because a turbine engine, once realized and after a few generations of engineering
could likely eliminate the need for most mechanics. The turbine engine only used 1/5 of the number
of moving parts as a regular car engine, and turbines are dead reliable as they power jet aircraft all
over the world. Of the 1.1 million miles of driving accumulated by testers, downtime on the cars
stood at only 4% and was the result of owners incorrectly using leaded gas. The Chrysler Turbine
could also use just about any type of fuel, an engineering feat that surely upset the Seven Sister oil
companies of the day. Gasoline, kerosene, jet fuel, vegetable oil, and even Tequila – as demonstrated
by Mexico’s then-President Adolfo Lopez-Mateos – could power the Turbine.

The Turbine is all the more impressive since Chrysler engineers worked
hard to have cool exhaust coming out of the back of a very hot engine, and succeeded as exhaust gas
temperatures were LOWER than other automobiles of the day. Also in the “cool” department, the
Turbine does not have a traditional “coolant temp” gauge, it has an inlet temp gauge which reads 500,
1000, 1500, and 2000 degrees Fahrenheit. Performance and fuel economy from the engine was good
for its day, and continued refinement of the design would have no doubt advanced the design.

Other than the engine, everything else about the Turbine is pretty much stock 1960s Chrysler, except
the body of the car which was manufactured in Italy. Its design is not gaudy but elegant, another
impressive achievement in an era in which automotive styling could in your face. The project was
totally abandoned by 1977.

The Chrysler Turbine is a symbol of time when America was self-confident in its ability to do just
about anything, like put a man on the moon, and the car reflects that pride. It also reflects the ballsy
nature of men who ran corporations back then. They were fearless and willing to try new ideas
instead of rehashing old ideas in pursuit of quarterly profits. How unfortunate for us the
micromanagers and bean counters took over.

The fear of failure is worse than failure itself. Something we should remember as men and as a
nation. While the car was never a commercial success, perhaps because it was so costly, the idea was
sound and continued development of the Turbine should have continued. The shelving of this idea by
Chrysler means the dominance of a 100-year old design, the internal combustion engine continues to
this day. How many more great ideas were shelved because of the influence of big oil companies?

For now, all we can do is enjoy this little slice of history and wonder about what might have been.
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False Advertising: Women Hide Their True Faces
with Makeup
September 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Are you sure that chick your with is hot? Or is it all paint and plastic?

Maybe first dates need to involve going swimming. The deception is real, gentlemen.

If ever there was a palpable demonstration of women’s innate tendency to dissemble – disguise
or conceal themselves and their true feelings – it plays out with the unbelievable amount of makeup
Western women wear. A man doesn’t know what kind of creature is really under there until all the
war paint is washed off. Just look at the demonstration above. That chick goes from a 4 on a good
day without makeup to a 7 or 8 with it. (She loses points for having a flat chest).

Obviously, wearing makeup is a woman’s attempt to raise her sexual market value, no matter what
women say. (As always, watch what women DO not what they SAY). Makeup is such an obsession
that American women spend nearly $500 billion a year on cosmetics. They then laughably say they
don’t want to be judged on physical beauty, proving both the concept of the hamster rationalization
and female susceptibility to groupthink correct at the same time.

Psychology today has its own theory about why women wear makeup.

Beyond any attractiveness measures, cosmetics may help women create certain favorable
social perceptions. Indeed, a recent experiment revealed that women pictured wearing
cosmetics were evaluated as healthier, more confident, and even having greater earning
potential than the same women wearing no makeup.
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Make no mistake, social creatures they are, women have been enhancing
themselves in an attempt to catch the eye of an Alpha male and to stay competitive with other women
for thousands of years. The history of cosmetics goes back at least 6,000 years and involves every
society on earth. Much to the chagrin of feminists, biologically and psychologically women know
their appearance is what counts to men, and men could give a rat’s ass about their college degree and
all the YouGoGrrl careerism they’re flaunting. It always has been and always will be this way.

Makeup hides women’s facial flaws and enhances their two most important facial features: eyes and
lips.

Science confirms what we in the manosphere already know. The Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology found women wear “romantic red” lipstick to attract men. Specifically, red lips
subconsciously advertise to potential mates that another kind of lips are also of high quality. Current
Anthropology did a scientific study and found females wear makeup to advertise their fertility, hide
their age, and retain neotany, or juvenile features in the adult animal. In other words, old women want
to be able to compete with nubile 20-year olds. It’s the desperate female attempt to fight the effects of
The Wall and the loss of social capital and power.

It all goes back to youth, fertility, and beauty, the holy trinity of female sexual market value. Of
course, the sexual market is the granddaddy of all other markets. Even the New York Daily News got
the memo:

Women know this intrinsically and they understand that the mouth and eye region are the
two most powerful parts of the face for communication. This is why women innately seek to
highlight their eyelids by wearing mascara and eye shadow, and their lip region by wearing
lipstick and lip liner. The additional of color to these importance facial areas increased the
non-verbal femininity cues perceived by others.

But, as Western women’s attitudes make them repellent towards most men, are they
overcompensating by wearing too much makeup? The Atlantic found an interesting little nugget:

People thought the [American] models looked best when they were wearing just 60 percent
as much makeup as they had applied.

The Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology did a study of makeup and attractiveness and
found a plausible reason why Western women cake it on:

Taken together, these results suggest that women are likely wearing cosmetics to appeal to
the mistaken preferences of others. These mistaken preferences seem more tied to the
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perceived expectancies of men, and, to a lesser degree, of women.

So, women are wearing too much makeup, and they’re doing it to meet the perceived expectations of
men. Yep, we have a case of overcompensation here since bitchiness and frigidness and carousel
riding drives quality men away. Feminism has not been kind to women, especially the dupes that
believe in it.

Alicia Keys has been pushing a no-makeup campaign in an effort to stay in the headlines

Foregoing Makeup

Some women like Mila Kunis (Jackie on That 70s Show) are calling for women to post no makeup
selfies and eschew makeup, no doubt in a bid to get attention in the cutthroat and sociopathic PR
game. Alicia Keys also put out the Strong, Independent Woman propaganda when she did a photo
shoot without makeup.

[I was] the strongest, most empowered, most free, and most honestly beautiful that I have
ever felt.

Keys has even started a no makeup campaign and has created controversy because of it. Read: As her
star fades, this is her attempt at staying in the news. Keys posted this after her recent makeup-free
appearance at the VMAs.

Y’all, me choosing to be makeup free doesn’t mean I’m anti-makeup.
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Whatever. Feminists want women to stop wearing makeup altogether and
here we are just trying to find some balance between no makeup and face fraud. Why must women
choose one extreme or the other in so many things they do rather than trying to achieve a sense of
balance?

A little makeup goes a long way. It’s just that makeup application become such a deceptive art in
modern times a man can be dating a dog without knowing it. Nothing wrong with being sexy and
alluring, but when it gets to the point the woman with the makeup looks nothing like the one without
it, we have a problem.

When I worked in the news business it was amazing to see our female “stars” without their face paint
on. Well, maybe amazing isn’t the word for it. It was horrifying. Every single female anchor easily
got their SMV cut in half without makeup on.

It certainly is interesting to know what’s lurking behind all those cosmetics. Just be prepared when
your “catch” takes them off. Women have been wearing so much makeup for so long when a man
sees her true face he’s almost as horrified as when a woman stops acting and her real personality
comes out.

Time for a swim?
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Video of the Week: Candy
September 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Sometimes a Video of the Week will take on a serious tone. This week we’re making a turn towards
lighter (and sexier) fare. This week features one of my favorite videos starring sexy Latin women
of all shades – white, brown, and black – dressing up like candy. It’s a video that’s sure to make
feminist heads explode.

If only they could understand the lyrics. They’d really be in for a shit fit.

As you will see, the difference between Anglo women and Latin women is astonishing for the
uninitiated to Spanish culture. These girls are smiling, they like men, they like being sexy, they like
being physical, they like having fun, they don’t dangle their sexuality over men’s heads like Anglo
women, waving a steak over a hungry dog’s mouth but never giving him a bite. They’re the antithesis
of the obnoxious, in your face YouGoGrrls that dominate American music videos.

Maybe that’s why people seem happier and more well-adjusted here. In contrast to the Puritanical
sexual repression of Anglo America, people are getting sexed on the regular down here. Sex is a
normal part of life instead of something “dirty” and sexuality is normal rather than something to be
ashamed of. How did things get so twisted back home?

In my mind, Rookh Kshatriya has the right idea in his thought piece about Anglo culture:

Feminism in Anglo Saxon cultures has a strident, misandrist undertone entirely lacking in
continental countries. It has little to do with improving life for women and a lot to do with
persecuting, hating and excluding men, something it has been singularly successful in
achieving. Julius Evola has written that Anglo Saxon culture spontaneously promotes poor
relations between the sexes and misandry in general due to its underlying puritanism. This
gives women the notion that the world ‘owes’ them something (a living, an explanation)
along with the idea that men are beasts of burden for their edification and amusement.
Anglo Saxon women fundamentally do not like men.

Putting the academic discussion aside, I’ve been in and out of Latin America for over 10 years now,
but still remember the first few excursions and how clueless I was about how much more libertine,
and much more fun Latin culture is to be in. It didn’t take me long to pick it up, but after being
stewed and basted in narratives that told me men are evil for having a penis and having sexual desire,
it was both jarring and refreshing to be somewhere the attitude is 180 degrees different.

I quickly became addicted, and the rest, as they say, is history. I’m now capping off my first full year
as an American expat and don’t want to come home. Being around women that like men and enjoy
their sexuality is definitely as sweet as candy. Enjoy the video!
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Weekend Reading | September 2, 2016
September 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of September 2, 2016.

Manosphere

20 More Degenerate Cultures of Our Dystopian Society

Our society is declining so fast that there seems to be new form of degeneracy popping out
every week. In addition to the twenty degenerate cultures I’ve listed in my previous article,
here are twenty more that you should be aware of for your enjoyment. Really, we’re living
in a special era that will be studied by anthropologists or aliens in the distant future when all
this madness leads to its eventual conclusion. So, instead of getting all flustered, try to enjoy
the show when you still can.

Game and IQ

I’ve argued (in this post and indirectly as a question in the Dating Market Value Test for
Men) that raw smarts isn’t especially relevant to a man’s romantic success. A high IQ may
help in the mate market, but probably won’t help nearly as much as nerds hope. The best
that can be said for having a quick wit as a man is that it’s associated with perceived
charisma, which is sexually attractive to women. (And that’s how I see it in everyday life;
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the charming men have a silver tongue lubed by white matter to spare.)

Losing My Religion

When I analyze Red Pill principles within social contexts I always have a hard time with
religion. It grates on me because I’m of the opinion that one’s religious leanings, one’s
interaction with existence and life, one’s consideration of the spiritual, ought to be
something personal and private if it’s in anyway genuine. As such, and for some, it can be a
source of real vulnerability and exploitation which is really nothing new to anyone. It’s one
thing to be even agnostic and trapped in a Blue Pill world, but it’s quite another to have
been raised to adulthood in a religious context and coming to terms with having some very
deep ego-investments shattered by a new Red Pill awareness.

I Got Vaxxed

Letting the emergency room Doctor break down my resolve and convince me I needed the
shot was a decision I would soon regret for months to come. In my state of surrender and
submission to his dogged insistence, I blithely signed the permission form in abject defeat
without reading it, then gritted my teeth and let the nurse stick me with the vial of what I
thought was just a tetanus shot.
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News

Rutgers: To Avoid “Microaggressions” Only Speak When Necessary

Students in at least one Rutgers University residence hall are being encouraged to use only
language that is “helpful” and “necessary” to avoid committing microaggressions. The
display, photos of which were obtained by Campus Reform, is titled “Language Matters:
Think,” and was placed in the College Avenue Apartments by a resident assistant, according
to a current resident of the building who does not wish to be identified.

Poll Shock: Hillary Drops to 39%

Hillary Clinton’s post-convention lead has disappeared, putting her behind Donald Trump
for the first time nationally since mid-July.

Merkel Admits German Government Bungled Refugee Crisis (Desperate Move to
Save Face)

Who could have foreseen that the completely disorderly admission of hundreds of
thousands of undocumented migrants into Germany from countries with terrorism problems
would turn out to be an issue? Apparently not German Chancellor Angela Merkel, until
now.

Global Warming Doomsday? Hermine First Hurricane in Over a Decade to Hit
Florida

Hurricane Hermine slammed into Florida leaving one person dead, 253,000 without power
and caused dozens of towns in its path to evacuate as it continues to cause chaos on its way
into Georgia and the Carolinas. The Category 1 storm hit just east of St. Marks around
1:30am EDT with winds around 80 mph, according to the U.S. National Hurricane Center.
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Book of the Week

Written in the decade before Freud’s death, Civilization and Its Discontents
may be his most famous and most brilliant work. It has been praised, dissected, lambasted,
interpreted, and reinterpreted. Originally published in 1930, it seeks to answer several questions
fundamental to human society and its organization: What influences led to the creation of
civilization? Why and how did it come to be? What determines civilization’s trajectory?

Freud’s theories on the effect of the knowledge of death on human existence and the birth of art are
central to his work. Of the various English translations of Freud’s major works to appear in his
lifetime, only Norton’s Standard Edition, under the general editorship of James Strachey, was
authorized by Freud himself. This new edition includes both an introduction by the renowned cultural
critic and writer Christopher Hitchens as well as Peter Gay’s classic biographical note on Freud.
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Spite
September 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Original nonfiction and poetry on The New Modern Man by RF

From a young age
I saw the talking heads
They were the good guys
We trusted them
They told us who was good
And who was bad

Growing up
It was not enough just to see them
I wanted to be like them
I spent a lifetime trying
To be just like them
Someday, somehow

Then I arrived
There was less than I expected
First little disappointments
Then greater ones
Traveling across the land
In pursuit of a mirage

After years among them
I realized I wanted to be nothing like them
These people I had idolized for so long
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Were the lowest people
In the highest places
What a farce

It didn’t take long
For resentment to build
Purposely lying
Half truths
Framing the unsuspecting and setting people up
All so they could cash a check
And pretend to be better than you

I ran away screaming
The illusion destroyed
Half a lifetime of telling me what to think
How to live
And eventually
Wanting me to sacrifice myself

Diversity is what they said
Then equality
Nice ideas
But only aimed at cutting my throat
I could never tell these lies for a living
And these people could never tell the truth

For misleading me
And others
In the end
All I had
For the talking heads
Was spite
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The Clintons: Criminal Masterminds or Lucky Fuckers?
September 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Be quiet about this or we’ll add you to our Clinton Body Count “suicide” list

One has to detest and at the same time admire the criminal genius of crooked Hillary “Rotten”
Clinton and former President Bill Clinton. Consummate political game players, they went from
backwater Arkansas all the way to the White House, and thanks to a Marxist media covering
Hillary’s rear flank, she has a real chance at becoming selected (not elected) for the office of
President for the next 8 years.

The stories surrounding the couple’s criminal activity stretch back to the very beginning of their rise
to power, in 1980s Arkansas. Arguably, Bill fits the model of the sexually promiscuous psychopath
perfectly, and Hillary fits the profile of the power obsessed psychopath perfectly. Together, they have
repeatedly and literally gotten away with murder if emerging reports of their crimes are to be
believed. The revelation of this criminality is thanks to the internet, not sycophantic journalists who
won’t do their fucking job.

These stories are only a briefer on the mountain of dirty dealings involving this power-seeking
couple. They involve allegations of everything from Bill fathering a son with a prostitute, a son he
abandoned, to hanging out with a pedophile dozens of times on his private island, to trafficking
cocaine then killing numerous people who witnessed and had knowledge of a cocaine drop in rural
Arkansas, to killing nearly 50 people who had incriminating evidence against them, among countless
other scandals you may not have heard of.
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“I did not have sexual relations with that woman…” is only the tip of the iceberg with Clinton sex scandals

Bill and His “Peaches”

Monica Lewinsky was only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to former President Clinton screwing
everything in sight. Even in his early days as Attorney General of Arkansas, Little Rock was awash in
rumors about Bill’s sexual mania. When he became governor twice, according to the testimony of
Arkansas State Troopers and body guards he couldn’t keep his pants zipped. These officials would
later testify to witnessing Clinton’s sexual escapades with hundreds of women. Trooper L.D. Brown
testified he personally drove Billy to hundreds of extramarital affairs on state time and with state cars.

Trooper Larry Patterson also testified he witnessed a department store clerk performing oral sex on
Clinton in a parked car numerous times, including in a parking lot close by Chelsea’s elementary
school and near the Governor’s Mansion. Patterson even went so far as to say he often felt like
Clinton’s “pimp” who procured women for him to have sex with when he gave speeches as governor
and was on the campaign trail.

I saw, on several occasions, Bill Clinton engaging in sexual acts. While I was either
blocking the road or working security at the Governor’s mansion, I saw it with my own eyes
take place, so it’s not a rumor, it is firsthand. I was told by Bill Clinton that this was part of
my job, to keep people from finding out about his affairs… It was probably the most bizarre
time I’ve spent in my tenure with the State Police. I would be required to go out into the
audience and get women’s telephone numbers and their names, and to block streets and sit
in women’s driveways until the wee hours of 3, 4, and 5 o’clock in the morning…that’s
what I was required to do. I was told, when I protested about that, if I didn’t like it to find
another job.

Officer Roger Perry also corroborates Bill’s sexual appetite, and details how he would use different
troopers for hookups with different women.
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The entire conversation inside a vehicle in a two-hour drive from one point to another
would be totally about sex and women or jokes. He would actually ask people how they
performed oral sex on women in cars. I’ve been in that conversation. He would ask if you
had ever had two to three women at one time in one bed; things like this. Bill Clinton was
obsessed with that. And he had certain troopers that he used for certain women. And Larry
Patterson and Danny Ferguson were used for two women in particular.

Danney Williams still claims to be Bill Clinton’s illegitimate
son to this day

And then, there’s one of the biggest sex scandals of all, with claims that Clinton fathered a
son–Danney Williams—with a black prostitute, who to this day claims Bill Clinton is his father and
to many bears a striking resemblance to the former President. According to Bobbie Ann Williams, the
former prostitute, the pregnancy happened after a cocaine-filled weekend of partying. (Bill’s own
brother, Roger Clinton, is seen on DEA undercover footage saying he had to get some cocaine for
Bill because “he’s got a nose like a vacuum cleaner.”) The former prostitute, along with many other
women who Clinton banged have reportedly been threatened, told to dummy up and keep their
mouths shut by Hillary.

More recently, Bill was connected to convicted pedophile Jeff Epstein. As reported by The Daily
Mail:

Bill Clinton spent enough time aboard disgraced Wall Street mogul Jeffrey Epstein’s ‘Lolita
Express’ airplane that he should be eligible for frequent flyer miles, according to a shocking
new report that reveals how often the former U.S. president road along with with the
convicted sex offender. Flight logs reviewed by Fox News show Clinton took 26 trips
aboard Epstein’s Boeing 727 jet, more than double the 11 flights previously known.
Epstein’s jet was reportedly set up with a bed where guests had group sex with young girls.

The story of the Clintons goes well beyond banging half of Arkansas and spending a curious amount
of time with a pedophile. (How convenient that legalizing pedophilia is emerging as an agenda item
and is making its appearance in pop music!) Lamestream media featured reports on Bill’s sexual
dalliances in 1994, but the bombshell went nowhere in the overall narrative, perhaps because the
troopers revealing the sexcapades were being threatened.

Threatening Troopers

Once Bill had screwed half of Arkansas, and threw his hat into the ring for a Presidential run, several
troopers came forward telling tales about what he had been doing in his more than a decade as
governor. In the ensuing scandal the media dubbed Troopergate, State Troopers Larry Patterson and
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Roger Perry spilled the beans about Clinton’s “Cheatin’ Heart” to journalist David Brock.

Brock’s story caught fire, and started to spread. However, during Troopergate, Clinton reportedly
threatened the police, saying their careers would be destroyed, and they themselves would be
destroyed if the stories didn’t stop. Patterson, who was no less than a State Trooper being threatened,
even received a handwritten note expressing concern about his health. He told interviewers:

I was not physically afraid of Bill Clinton, I was afraid of his power… He had some people
[surrounding him] who were quite scary.

In addition to threatening law enforcement officers (and with a long trail of “Arkancided” bodies
behind them already, as we will see in a moment), both Crooked Hillary and Bill referred to police as
“ignorant son of a bitches.” Hillary was openly hostile towards law enforcement officers, to the
extent many Arkansas State Troopers would work double shifts and overtime just to avoid traveling
with her. One Trooper is quoted as saying:

Deep down that woman really hated Arkansas, the people in it, and almost everything else
except being top dog.

Brock later apologized to Clinton, but did not retract any of the facts in his story. Maybe he was
afraid he’d end up dead of two gunshot wounds to the back of the head in an “Arkancide”?

The Mena cocaine smuggling scandal was even covered by local news stations and implicated the involvement of three presidential
administrations

Mena, Arkansas

The Troopergate scandal pales in comparison to all the stories surrounding the tiny town of Mena,
Arkansas.
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Reporter Gary Webb of the San Jose Mercury News broke a huge story that
alleged when Bill Clinton was governor, the Mena airport was a CIA Drop Location for cocaine
being smuggled into the United States from Latin America. (Additionally, three presidential
administrations have been connected to Mena, AR drug smuggling including Reagan, Bush I, and
Clinton).

There is little doubt it was the center of a multibillion dollar drug running and money laundering
operation. Reports also surfaced the airport was used to transport arms to Nicaraguan contras during
the Reagan administration. Loads of cocaine averaging 300 lbs and worth millions of dollars were
parachuted into remote locations in Arkansas in the single largest cocaine smuggling operation in
U.S. history. Trooper L.D. Brown testified Governor Clinton was aware of all this in 1984, but did
nothing to stop it. Perhaps because he was profiting from it.

A few years later, two young boys, Kevin Ives and Don Henry were found dead on train tracks in
rural Arkansas after some say they witnessed one of the police-protected drug drops of the type
detailed above. Arkansas State Medical Examiner Fahmy Malak, who by many accounts was
falsifying death reports regularly, under the protection of Clinton’s power (in one case reporting
ulcers had killed a decapitated man) ruled the deaths of Ives and Henry as “accidental,” the result of
falling into a “deep sleep” on the train tracks after smoking marijuana.

Kevin Ives and Don Henry were only the beginning of a long
list of casualties connected to the Mena drug smuggling
operation

However, forensic evidence showed their deaths were the result of foul play before they were put
onto the train tracks for the next train to run over. Their deaths were only the beginning of a reign of
terror once rumors of government-involved cocaine smuggling surrounding the case began to catch
fire.
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Each time a witness came forward who claimed to have knowledge of what really happened during
the botched drug drop and subsequent murders of two young boys, they wound up dead—usually
from a shotgun blast. People close to the case started dropping like flies. One witness, Keith Coney
said he knew too much about the murders and feared for his life—and indeed, he was later found
dead. Coney had been slashed in the neck by an assailant, and fled on a motorcycle only to crash into
the back of a truck, a crash that killed him.

Boonie Bearden, another witness who claimed to have information in the case disappeared, never to
be seen again. Keith McKaskle, who also claimed to have knowledge of the crimes died from 113
stab wounds. Next, Gregory Collins claimed to have knowledge of the murders, and was found dead
of a shotgun blast to the face. Jeff Rhodes also claimed to have knowledge of the murders, and was
later found dead in a dumpster of a gunshot blast to the head.

Richard Winters claimed to have knowledge of the Ives/Henry case and was also killed by a shotgun
blast. Jordan Ketelson was killed before he could testify, also from a shotgun blast. How these people
dropping like flies in rural Arkansas surrounding a double homicide never made it to the Nightly
News only shows what a lock grip on information the media had over the nation for 50 years.

Jean Duffey, an agent with the drug task force went up against the machine to try and fight the drug
smuggling. She later said:

I didn’t understand the power of the political machine back then, but after being persuaded
by the FBI to assist in an investigation they opened in 1994, I learned of connections to the
CIA, Mena, and drug-smuggling. I finally understood; to solve the train deaths case would
be to expose the crimes of Mena, and no government agent who has come close to doing
either has survived professionally.

Or literally survived, it would seem. Just when the Mena scandal was gaining momentum and even
mainstream media coverage during the 1992 campaign, a Time hit piece came out and quashed the
issue. Unfortunately, the rise of the internet was in its infancy, and in these days the mainstream
media reigned supreme, so the huge scandal was quickly forgotten.

During the Clinton presidency, accusations resurfaced (most notably in the film Clinton Chronicles)
that Clinton, during his time as governor of Arkansas, and other high-ranking state officials were
involved in some way with illegal cocaine importation, money laundering, and drug use centered
upon the airport in the tiny town of Mena. The claims never gained the traction with “journalists”
they deserved.
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People with dirt on the Clintons have a strange way of committing “suicide” or having “accidents” as the Clinton Body Count list climbs to
50 bodies

Clinton Body Count

It freaks me out to even cover this. If I am found dead, I DID NOT commit suicide. All jokes aside,
this is without a doubt the most serious of the possible Clinton crimes. Mysterious deaths have
followed Hillary and Bill from Arkansas through their years in the White House, and mysterious
deaths have started happening all over again in Hillary’s 2016 campaign.

Three men with ties to the DNC—one of which Julian Assange insinuated was the man behind the
DNC email leak scandal—have all wound up dead this summer. Seth Rich was the email leaker,
reportedly “robbed” then killed in the wee hours of the morning, even though his wallet and personal
items were still found with his body. Rich was a data analyst, so it’s obviously he would have access
to sensitive DNC computer systems.

Then there was Shawn Lucas, found dead on his bathroom floor after serving the DNC with a
summons for fraud on behalf of Bernie Sanders supporters. Finally, John Ashe apparently dropped a
barbell on his throat a few days before he was scheduled to testify about shady financial dealings
involving a former Clinton crony.

But wait, there’s more. These deaths are only the most recent on the growing Clinton Body Count list
of convenient deaths. Earlier this month, author Victor Thorn perhaps became the latest victim on this
growing list of bodies of people who either crossed the Clintons, wrote unflattering things about
them, or had incriminating evidence.

American Free Press contributor Victor Thorn, 54, a long-time researcher and critic of
Hillary and Bill Clinton, has been found dead. Police reports indicate he died of a self-
inflicted gunshot wound.

“Self-inflicted gunshot wounds” are the standard cover story for most of the 50 deaths on the Clinton
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Body Count list. Apparently, there are a lot of people inflicting gunshot wounds on themselves, often
several gunshot wounds at the same time or numerous gunshots to the back of their own head. All in
all, there are around 50 bodies of people who were close to the Clintons found dead under mysterious
circumstances, most of them in the prime of their lives.

A few were either unbelievable strokes of luck or planned hits for the
Clintons, like a plane crash that allowed them to wash their hands of two men at the same time: Ron
Brown, former Chair of the DNC and Cabinet member who was facing a corruption investigation and
threatening to expose the White House’s yet unrevealed Asian fund-raising scheme, and Charles
Meissner, assistant secretary for international trade who faced federal charges for campaign finance
fraud, a scandal that enmeshed the Clinton administration. These threats went away when their plane
took off from mujahideen-infested Bosnia and crashed into a mountainside.

The most infamous name on the lengthy list is Vince Foster, found dead in Ft. Marcy Park in
Washington, a lawyer who had intimate details of the Clintons’ financials in dirty dealings like
Whitewater. Foster made a call to Hillary hours before his “suicidal” death. The following day, in
what looks like a huge coverup, Bill Clinton fired every U.S. attorney in the country and also fired
the head of the FBI William Sessions, an unprecedented move in which all officials in those offices
were replaced.

There’s even a White House Chef on the list who worked under the Clintons found dead in a
mysterious drowning in New Mexico. Then there’s Mary Mahoney, killed in another botched robbery
(same playbook as Seth Rich) who would have been a star witness in the Clinton impeachment trials,
who refused Clinton’s sexual advances. Were these dozens of convenient deaths accidents? Or do
these deaths reflect FDR’s prescient quote:

In politics, nothing happens by accident. If it happens, you can bet it was planned that way.

Murdering people surely goes well beyond the Monica Lewinsky blowjob scandal. But, as usual the
media didn’t do their job in informing the American public what was really going on in the 1980s and
1990s.
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“What difference, at this point does it make?!”

Even More Scandals

The Clinton Foundation. Whitewater. Emailgate. Benghazi. Foggy Bottom. Sidney Blumenthal. The
Chicago Mercantile Exchange incident, in which Hillary made a statistically impossible $100,000
profit off a tiny $1,000 initial investment. ADFA. Dan Lasater. Don Tyson tax breaks and DEA
linked cocaine trafficking. The list of possible Clinton-involved crimes goes on and on and on.

To me, what is most telling about all these scandals is not that they happened, as it is coming to light
that most people in government are totally corrupt sons of bitches, but what adept game players the
Clintons are, and just how dirty they are. As Michael Corleone says in The Godfather III just as his
own family is becoming involved in politics:

The higher I go, the crookeder it becomes.

The story of the rise of the Clintons is rivals the story of the rise of the Bushes. Here we have the two
top political families in America, the Clintons and Bushes, who have been either President, Vice
President, Secretary of State or running for the office since 1980, running the country like an
oligarchy and involved in criminality that would make a mafia don blush. What is amazing to me is
what sheep the American people have been, believing these people have their best interests in mind
when really they’re playing the dirtiest game known to man to rise to dominance in a government that
does nothing but waste taxpayer money, and in which they engorge themselves and their friends.

Gentlemen, the Clinton saga is proof political games have never changed since Greek and Roman
times, but what has changed is how masterful politicians have become at fooling the masses,
concealing their crimes and having the media play cover for them. Realize, when Trump uses the
moniker “Crooked Hillary” it is not hyperbole. This duo has been involved in criminality most of
their lives.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Have a Drink: Margarita
September 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A date with “Margie” is a fun diversion for the weekend

Almost everyone I know enjoys margaritas. They’re a staple of most restaurants and bars, and very
popular, especially in the United States and Mexico. Sweet and salty at the same time with just the
right twist of lime and tequila, many of my favorite stories from my travels in Mexico involve having
2 for the price of 1 margaritas at this little hole in the wall bar known as El Rapto.

A good friend of mine and I would frequently visit Mexico, and our drunken tales of debauchery
usually started with some tacos or “lonches” purchased from the street vendors, followed up by
excessive drinking, which always started with the margaritas before proceeding to “bandera” shots
and Mexican beer. (By the way, the only Mexican beer I like that much is Negra Modelo…for what
it’s worth).

It seems there are people practically fighting with each other over who invented the cocktail. Here are
a few stories which claim credit for the drink.

One of the earliest stories is of the margarita being invented in 1938 by Carlos “Danny”
Herrera at his restaurant Rancho La Gloria, halfway between Tijuana and Rosarito, Mexico,
created for customer and former Ziegfeld dancer Marjorie King, who was allergic to many
spirits, but not to tequila. This story was related by Herrera and also by bartender Albert
Hernandez, acknowledged for popularizing a Margarita in San Diego after 1947, at the La
Plaza restaurant in La Jolla. Hernandez claimed the owner of La Plaza, Morris Locke, knew
Herrera and visited Mexico often.
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A commonly accepted origin story of the Margarita is that it was invented in October 1941,
at Hussong’s Cantina in Ensenada, Mexico, by bartender Don Carlos Orozco. One
afternoon, Margarita Henkel, the daughter of the then German ambassador visited the
cantina and Don Carlos who had been experimenting with drinks offered her one. The
cocktail consisted of equal parts of tequila, Mexican orange liqueur called Controy (A.K.A.
Naranja in the United States), and lime, shaken and served over ice in a salt-rimmed glass.
As she was the first to try the drink, Don Carlos decided to name it after her and the
“Margarita” was born.

There are also claims that the margarita was first mixed in the El Paso-Juárez area at
Tommy’s Place Bar on July 4, 1942 by Francisco “Pancho” Morales. Morales later left
bartending in Mexico to become a US citizen, where he worked as a milkman for 25 years.
Mexico’s official news agency Notimex and many experts have said Morales has the
strongest claim to having invented the margarita.

Others say the inventor was Dallas socialite Margarita Sames, when she concocted the drink
for her guests at her Acapulco vacation home in 1948. Tommy Hilton reportedly attended,
bringing the drink back to the Hilton chain of hotels. However, Jose Cuervo was already
running ad campaigns for the margarita three years earlier, in 1945, with the slogan,
“Margarita: It’s more than a girl’s name.” According to Jose Cuervo, the cocktail was
invented in 1938 by a bartender in honor of Mexican showgirl Rita de la Rosa.

Another common origin tale begins the cocktail’s history at the legendary Balinese Room in
Galveston, Texas where, in 1948, head bartender Santos Cruz created the margarita for
singer Peggy (Margaret) Lee. He supposedly named it after the Spanish version of her
name, Margarita, and it has been a hit ever since. (Margarita is a German form of the name
and was introduced to Mexico with no Hispanic origin).

In any case, here’s a simple and delicious recipe if you want to throw together one of these mean
green concoctions this weekend. You will need:

6 oz. can frozen limeade concentrate
6 oz. tequila
2 oz. triple sec
Salt

Fill blender with ice. Pour in limeade, tequila and triple sec. Blend. Pour into glasses and serve. And
of course, salt the rim of the glass for the classic mixture of sweet and salty that makes for the best
margarita experience. Enjoy!
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Eye Candy of the Week | September 5, 2016
September 4, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

What a vision. Japanese model Meisa Kuroki is absolutely stunning. Especially when she’s laying on
a leather couch in pink panties. This Asian beauty is our Eye Candy of the Week for September 5,
2016.
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Comment of the Week | September 5, 2016
September 5, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter marcjbrutus wins Comment of the Week in response to The New Modern Man article
entitled Unity Needed in Men’s Communities, which discusses our need to unite the different men’s
communities so we can push agendas of our own mutual interest.

He comments that our problems (breakdown of the family, carouseling women, loss of femininity,
etc, etc, etc.) not only stem from feminists, but from women taking advantage of clueless White
Knights who feel they must defend female honor at all cost. This cost includes their own involuntary
celibacy (incel) and symbolic if not literal cuckolding.

I think our problem is other men. I remember reading an article, possibly on RoK, that
describes white Knights as our biggest enemy and I agree. They are the ones writing and
enforcing the laws that make men’s lives miserable. How do we combat them when they
really believe they are doing the right thing? Does unity among we who are marginalized
matter in this case?

There are some battles a man just can’t win, and some minds that will never be changed. You can
lead a horse to water, but you can’t make him drink. While sad that some men insist on playing for
the other side to their own detriment, hoping for a few sexual crumbs to fall off the table, the truth is
some men just can’t be saved. Some men have been so indoctrinated by the Anglo culture and its
socioeconomic system they can’t see the cruel sexual game and cruel world for what it is.
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We can’t save all men, but we can hold steadfast to what we believe. Refusing to back down in the
face of opposition, even if it is coming from our own brothers is the only bulwark we have as a
community against feminist New World Order domination and a matriarchal prison planet.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. For now, bragging rights will have to do. Cash
prizes for comment winners are being temporarily suspended, but once revenue for the site picks up
they will be reinstated. You can help support our publishing by using any of the means linked below.
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Paternity Fraud Should Be Criminalized and DNA Testing a
Part of Every Delivery
September 5, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Are you sure you’re the daddy? Paternity fraud statistics should worry you

Maternity is a matter of fact, whereas paternity is a matter of opinion. These wise words urge caution
to any would-be cuckolded Beta male or clueless nice guy. It seems the old adage “five minutes of
Alpha is worth more than five years of Beta” rings true. Even if low-end estimates are to be believed,
millions of men in America are raising children that are not biologically theirs and mommy
dearest either knowingly conceals the fact or doesn’t care. Statistics warn men: Before you sign any
birth certificate, you’d better spend a little money and get a DNA test done to make sure it’s your kid.

If you have any doubts whatsoever, NEVER believe a woman when she says it’s yours and get a
DNA paternity test on the child done immediately. Even if she swears up, down and sideways that
you are the father and she’s never taken another cock or load inside her. Remember: Women lie as
easily as they breathe. You must look out for your own self-interest, as women always look out for
theirs.
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DNA tests are cheap nowadays, under $100 and available over the counter at
many corner drug stores. Save yourself a lifetime of pain and financial rape by being sure beyond the
shadow of a doubt if you are the truly father or not. Once your name is on the birth certificate, in
many states it takes a figurative, if not literal Act of God to get you off of it, even you later find out
beyond the shadow of a doubt a child is not genetically yours. This means you are on the hook for
child support and responsibility for the child, even if it is another man’s seed.

Just how common is female infidelity? As the thin veneer of gynocentric mythmaking gets scoured
off the face of Anglo society because feminism continues giving us in the manosphere an interesting
sideshow illustrating the true nature of women on a daily basis, Red Pill men are finding out female
infidelity can be just as rampant as male infidelity. However, women, possessing natural gifts of
dissimulation are better are hiding their affairs than men.

One frightening study says as many as 1 in 3 men are raising a child that is not biologically theirs!
This is earth-shattering, yet you’ve probably never heard of it because of cultural biases that
pedestalize women. Here’s the shocking data:

Lest anyone think that there is nothing but misogynistic bigotry behind the concern over
accurate claims of paternity, a 1999 study by the American Association of Blood Banks
discovered that in 30 percent of 280,000 blood tests performed to determine paternity, the
man tested was not actually the biological father of his children.

Other studies say it’s “only” 1 in 10 children who have misattributed fathers. And yet more studies
(most likely biased by the natural White Knighting nature of men) say it’s “only” 1% to 5%. In any
case, that’s still millions of fathers raising children that aren’t theirs, oblivious to the fact their
“loving” wives or girlfriends are taking them on a ride. Imagine how much screwing around on the
side women have to do to get pregnant by her lover instead of her boyfriend or husband in the first
place. These statistics speak volumes as to the natural deceptiveness of females.

The book Sperm Wars will also clue you in to biological facts suggesting female infidelity and
paternity fraud are hardwired into the behavior of the human species, as even at the cellular level
most sperm exists to fight off sperm from competing sexual partners. In other words, women have
historically been so unfaithful biological adaptations evolved to compensate for the fact a female is
likely to have other men’s seed swimming around inside of her at any given time. This speaks
volumes about the ugly truth of the sexual jungle!
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Most human sperm exists to fight off sperm from other men – proving female infidelity extends down to the microscopic level

Protecting Males from Predatory Females

In some cases, the cuckolded husband is forced by a Draconian court system to pay child support for
kids that are not his. One Colorado man is on the hook for $166,000 in child support for a daughter
DNA tests prove is not his. Worse, “mom” knows who the real father his, and knew it wasn’t child
support guy’s kid in the first place. Yet, she’s not on the hook for obvious paternity fraud.

Biologically, there is nothing more devastating in a man’s life than using his life and labor to care for
another man’s offspring. Two things can done to put a stop to this shameless abuse of good men.

Mandatory paternity testing at birth. As soon as the baby is born, a
simple cotton swab and a low-cost test can confirm if a man is the daddy or if mom rode the carousel
behind his back one too many times. There is absolutely no reason for the wrong father to be
registered on the birth certificate and/or in the child support system in this day and age.
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While a law desperately needs to be passed to protect men against predatory women who pull the old
“Alpha fux, Beta bux” routine and carry the results forward a full 9 months, for the meantime
common sense and self-interest will have to do. In female-worshipping Anglo society, legal changes
to protect men are nearly impossible to come by. But that should be our end goal, if for now we only
urge every man out there to protect himself with DNA testing at birth. Men’s communities need to
push hard and raise hell demanding this accommodation be made to protect men from possible
financial rape. The testing can be done by the hospital performing the delivery before any legal
documents are signed.

Make paternity fraud illegal. “Deadbeat moms” who lie about paternity need to be fined and spend
a some time on ice for attempting to steal large sums of money from Beta bucks providers. In cases in
which women have knowingly lied about and extorted money from men via the child support slavery
system, legal consequences need to be swift and severe.

No longer should men be held accountable for $1,200 a month in child support as in the case of
Parker v. Parker in Florida, a crazy case of paternity fraud in which “mom” walked out of court scot-
free and still collecting a check every month. The payments in this case will total $260,000 in fraud
because Ms. Parker fucked some other dude, pushed out his kid and expected her husband to pay for
it. The case went all the way to the Florida Supreme Court and even though DNA tests conclusively
showed Mr. Parker was not the father, the insane American court system still held him financially
responsible under threat of imprisonment if he does not pay.

In other words, men you have no friends in the matter. Women are not your friend, and the court
system is definitely not your friend. Avoiding becoming the next meal ticket in such a corrupt system
requires a bit of assholery, but it is for a good cause. You are never the father of a child until you
have the DNA test in hand saying its yours. Women need to know this, and the legal system needs to
acknowledge this. Hospitals need to make it standard practice. The era of free rides at the expense of
men enslaved by predatory females committing paternity fraud in a misandrist court system must end.

In short: No more Beta bucks when the Alpha bad boy knocks you up.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Stories from the Road: Isabella, Hot Caramel Latina
September 5, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

More memories from my expat adventures on Hispaniola

Stories from the Road | Bro Stories from my Travels

There I was in the middle of another idyllic tropical afternoon. I like to check in on a dating app I use
once in a while to see what kind of tail is in town. I had seen this girl pop up from time to time on the
app, and would later discover she lives in Santo Domingo but comes here to schmooze with the
wealthy gringo expats and, though she won’t say it, look for one to take care of her as she impacts
with The Wall in the next few years.

Meantime, she is 29, and although impact with The Wall is on the horizon this girl really has it going
on. She’s still a stunner, and really must have been something when she was younger. Light brown
skin, well kept hair, very pretty, with perky breasts and legs that evoke an old Bukowski quote in my
mind…the one where he says there is a certain mystique about a woman’s legs, and a man always
imagines there’s something more than just a cunt at the end of them. This girl definitely got my
imagination flowing looking at her pictures, and then later, seeing her in person she did not
disappoint.
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I love being surrounded by women like
this

Anyway, I made my move. “Hola, como estas. Cuando vamos tomar una cerveza?” She was quick on
the response. After the usual pleasantries and such the conversation took a turn towards my
intentions. She asked if I had a girlfriend, and of course assholes don’t care what women think so I
said, “Si.” After some flirting and gaming and general assholery, she must have been taken in by my
boldness and invited me over to her place by sending me a map. After sneaking out of the house
while my main girlfriend was out, I walked around the barrios of town just after dark looking for
her place but I could never find it. It was not to be that night. The map was wrong! Goddammit! After
texting her to tell her the map she sent me was totally wrong, we talked and I finally figured out the
general neighborhood she was in. But, my girl came home so we would have to wait to get this thing
on until the next day.

The next afternoon, I found a way to get out of the house under the guise of walking for exercise, and
Isabella told me she would stand outside and wait for me near the little vacation house she has, and
that all I needed to do was find the road she was on. I found her, and after looking both ways to make
sure nobody was following me and nobody who knew my main girl was around, I walked back with
her to her place.

I walked in, and we talked for a few minutes while I marveled at her beautiful caramel body. When
Latin women have it, they have it going on. I sent her photo to several of my closest bros and they all
agreed she was quite the trophy. I knew it would never last because she was a high-class girl looking
for an expensive meal ticket. But, I could at least visit the playground and break it in for some rich
boy who she would no doubt end up with.

RF Life Coaching is affordable Realtalk for men
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First time intercourse is always a little awkward especially when you have just met a girl in person a
few minutes before you are inside of them. She was even better looking than her photos. For a 29-
year old, Isabella really has a great body. Before I knew it I had her bra off and her nipple in my
mouth. I remember her dark nipples and the suppleness of her breasts. Before long I had her cunt in
my face (I usually don’t do oral with strange girls but she was very clean) so I went for it.

The next thing I knew she was on top, then I was hitting it from behind, then I was on top. She really
knows how to move en la cama so this ended up being 45 minutes of pure pleasure for the both of us.
It was quite a ride. She really knows what she’s doing, much more than my regular girlfriend.

Before I knew it, I was sneaking down to her little place every few days and we were getting nasty
together. But, this brings up one word of caution for the man considering becoming a player. Once a
man gets used to strange all the time he will forever be craving that next “high” with a new chick.
Something changes in the male mind and one sex partner, no matter how sexy and how awesome, just
doesn’t do it anymore. After a few weeks of our on and off again sexual escapades and her trying to
probe me to see if I would leave my girlfriend and go back to Santo Domingo with her, she had to go
back home and I let her go. Alone.

She continued to invite me down to see her home in the capital but I had already moved on. I will
always remember her though, as this girl is a real stunner and I had an awesome time wearing it out.
She was incredibly sexy. But me, being the spoiled man I have turned into have already moved on to
new pursuits with strange, new women. I’ve been through so much with women in my life once the
thrill is gone, so am I. I have no patience for their needs and their lies and their wants. I tried it that
way when I was younger, being the nice guy. It didn’t work. This does.

To those who would criticize: Don’t hate the player, hate the game. I’ve been on both sides of this
coin, and trust me this is the better side to be on.
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The Multibillion Dollar Vaccine Scam – Flu Vaccines Do
Nothing in 98.5% of Patients
September 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Flu vaccines are statistical placebos once one takes a hard look at the cooked statistical books regarding their effectiveness

As autumn arrives flu shot propaganda reliably kicks into full swing. The American vaccine market
represents $24 billion in profits annually for Big Pharma, and the pushes to get people to take a
worthless vaccine become more strident with each passing year. When Big Pharma has product to
move, it works overtime putting out fear campaigns.

Sycophants in Big Media (mostly SJ Guardians who believe anything from an “authority” figure
rather than using critical thinking skills and the scientific method of skepticism) reliably put out
boilerplate propaganda stating 36,000 people die from the flu every year. As usual, their numbers are
shit as even ultra liberal NPR shed some light on the fudged statistics:

A new analysis of the past 31 flu seasons, put out by the CDC this afternoon, shows that
36K might have been a third too high. It’s more like 23,607 per year, on average. But it all
depends on how you slice the data. The new average is an average of the past 31 seasons. It
goes all the way back to 1976. But if you were to look at just the past 10 seasons, the
average per year is higher — 32,743.

Some years, much fewer people die of the flu. And that’s assuming CDC methodology for
determining flu deaths isn’t biased or flawed. As we will see in a moment, its methods for cooking
the statistics regarding effectiveness of the flu shot are shameless and a total fraud. So, there are
likely moneyed interests influencing the death toll numbers as well. In any case, some years very few
people die of the flu.
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Or you can look at this way: In some years as few as 3,349 have died (back in 1986-7).

There’s little debate that most of the people who die from the flu are elderly and the infirm. Healthy
people, as we will see, have nothing to worry about despite what quacks and talking heads tell them.

Obviously, with billions of dollars in product to sell, a lot of people have vested interests in
conducting campaigns of plague terror on the pliable public. So just how effective are the vaccines?
Not very when one untangles the web of lies surrounding them.

Injecting people with a worthless vaccine is part of a $24 billion vaccine industry

Flu Vaccine Effectiveness

Amazingly, whether vaccinated or not the overwhelming majority of people won’t catch the flu. It is
an exceedingly rare virus, contrary to what we have been brainwashed to believe. People often think
they have the flu, but when tested for it, their sickness ends up being the result of another respiratory
illness and not influenza itself. Natural News breaks down the CDC statistics mathematically.

Let’s start with the actual numbers from the study. The “control group” of adults consisted
of 13,095 non-vaccinated adults who were monitored to see if they caught influenza. Over
97% of them did not. Only 357 of them caught influenza, which means only 2.7% of these
adults caught the flu in the first place.

What the hell? Over 97% of people who had no flu shot whatsoever did not catch the flu! This is
our first clue that something is seriously wrong with the flu shot narrative. Yet, we never hear this
fact from the Big Media or from those with a vested interest in injecting you with their placebos. So,
just how many people who got a flu shot caught the virus?

The “treatment group” consisted of adults who were vaccinated with a trivalent inactivated
influenza vaccine. Out of this group, according to the study, only 1.2% did not catch the flu.

https://theredarchive.com/
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The difference between these two groups is 1.5 people out of 100.

This is beyond sad. That difference – 1.5 people out of 100 – is how the effectiveness statistic is
ginned up. The media often claims a 60% effectiveness rating (or some other number) they obviously
never checked out. Here’s how that number is invented.

This is called “massaging the numbers,” and it’s an old statistical trick that the vaccine
industry (and the pharmaceutical industry) uses over and over again to trick people into
thinking their useless drugs actually work. First, you take the 2.73% in the control group
who got the flu, and you divide that into the 1.18% in the treatment group who got the flu.
This gives you 0.43.

You can then say that 0.43 is “43% of 2.73,” and claim that the vaccine therefore results in a
“57% decrease” in influenza infections. This then becomes a “57% effectiveness rate”
claim.

The overall “60% effectiveness” being claimed from this study comes from adding
additional data about vaccine efficacy for children, which returned higher numbers than
adults (see below). There were other problems with the data for children, however,
including one study that showed an increase in influenza rates in the second year after the
flu shot.

So when the media (or your doctor, or pharmacist, or CDC official) says these vaccines are
“60% effective,” what they really mean is that you would have to inject 100 adults to avoid
the flu in just 1.5 of them.

Let’s put it in plain English:

Flu vaccines only prevent the flu in 1.5 out of every 100 adults injected with the vaccine!
Or, put another way, flu vaccines do nothing in 98.5% of adults.

When one sees these statistics broken down in this way, it’s hard not to
become angry and to lose what little faith one has in the system and its constant need to create
problems that don’t exist in order to create profit.
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Our opinion: Don’t get a flu shot this year. There’s just shy of a 100%
chance that it will do absolutely nothing except pilfer money from your wallet for what amounts to a
statistical placebo. The Rabbit Hole gets deeper and deeper as one examines The Matrix.

The flu vaccine is only the tip of the mythmaking for profit iceberg, as evidence mounts the HIV
virus has also been used in a campaign of plague terror by the CDC and Big Media. (The CDC’s own
statistics say there is a nearly 1 in 10,000 chance of getting HIV from unprotected vaginal intercourse
with an infected woman. In other words – you’d have to fuck her more times than most people have
sex in their entire lives to contract the virus this way!)

The cholesterol scare also turns out to be another myth designed to push unnatural diets on the public
and to sell statin drugs for problems that can be solved before they begin with education and proper
nutrition. Some of the same creeps who sell worthless treatments to the public have even discussed
encouraging people to commit suicide at age 75 to save costs with Obamacare. The New Modern
Man has also reported on the worrying correlation between SSRI drugs and mass shootings. The
medical-pharmaceutical complex is far, far worse in its systemic effects on Anglo society than the
street corner drug dealer selling recreational cocaine and pot, yet there are no DEA agents raiding the
Pfizer CEO’s home.

Once again, the monster in the closet turns out to be another fantasy. Take a vitamin C tablet each
day. That will do more for your immune system than a worthless flu shot.
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Are Gays Natural Allies of the Manosphere
September 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Normal arguments women have against those who challenge their insane narratives (i.e. sexless loser, can’t get a girlfriend, etc.) don’t
work against gays

I was recently having a conversation with a gay friend of mine and was rather surprised to find out he
and I were in almost total agreement when it comes to Anglo women, and especially white Anglo
chicks. (For that matter, even a lot of Hispanic women I know will talk confidentially with me about
the frigid, male-hating nature of Anglo women.) My friend is a teacher but also works in retail on the
side to for extra investment income, and told me openly he hates having white Anglo chicks as
customers more than any other kind of customer. He also doesn’t like dealing with white mothers at
school.

We were also in agreement on their entitlement mentality. We were in
agreement on their bad attitudes. We were in agreement about what a disaster both feminism and the
women’s grievance racket have been. We agree women can’t stand when men challenge their victim
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status and their misandry. About the only thing we didn’t agree on was sexual preference, and even
though gays don’t personally bother me at all I will always be 110% straight.

Indeed, as The Anglobitch Thesis proposes, nowhere in the world is homosexuality as prevalent as it
is in Anglo America and the behavior of its women has a lot to do with this fact. This enlightening
thesis proposes the prevalence of gayness has a lot to do with the poor nature of the relations between
the sexes in a sexually repressed culture. It discusses the villainization of men in the culture as deeply
rooted in Puritanism and cultural ideals surrounding the supposed infallibility of women, as it sees
them as perfect creatures and men as beasts of burden.

Straight men are the monstrum horrendum of the Anglo mass media. One cannot read a
newspaper or watch a news bulletin within seeing men being vilified as rapists, paedophiles,
cannibals and mass murderers. No word at all about the millions of responsible fathers,
husbands and employees out there – the Puritanical Anglo media hates sexualized beings,
and so it hates men, period.

Since spending extensive time abroad in two Latin American countries, I can indeed confirm the
weird attitude Anglo culture has towards sexuality. Unless sex is on TV or in the media being used to
sell a product or promote “empowering” women by sending them subliminal messages to be sluts,
it’s “dirty.” It’s something to be ashamed of. It’s something to be kept hidden. Totally the opposite of
sunny and libertine Latin America.

Sex is so shamed, controlled, and used as a female bargaining chip in Anglo culture, should be really
find it surprising that many men decide it’s better for their happiness and financial standing to have
their sexual needs fulfilled by other men rather than dealing with women who treat sex with an
attitude of taboo and a commodity?

This is without even mentioning hypergamy. A “good” man who doesn’t make enough bank for a
female to waste on an empty, consumerist lifestyle isn’t even visible in the eyes of Anglo women.

It is a rule of thumb that men invariably marry down in Anglo Saxon countries. This is
because Anglo women are programmed by puritanical Anglo-Saxon culture to consider men
only as disposable meal tickets and success objects. Hence an Anglo woman of high
economic status will find it impossible to consider a mid or low income male a viable
partner. This is why middle class Anglo women continually bleat about the ‘shortage of
available men’. In fact, all demographic studies show such a shortage to be a complete
fiction. What these women really mean is ‘there is a shortage of men who earn more than
them’ – something very different!

As a straight man, when it comes to these points I totally understand why many men would give up
on women and either become a MGTOW, PUA, MRA, or yes, even turn gay. (Beyond biologically
rooted preferences which warrant a whole other discussion. But these ideas do touch on why gayness
is so prevalent in this culture.) The difference lies in seeing women for what they are and yet still
being attracted to them. Red Pill men still want pussy, and gay men do not.
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Milo has been a reliable ally of the manosphere and alt-right

Milo!

Then there’s Milo Yiannopoulos, Breitbart’s gay conservative. Much like my friend, he is a hoot to
listen to and a virtual wrecking ball knocking down ridiculous feminist narratives. Milo gets more
creative license than a straight guy like me because he’s a member of the “protected class” by virtue
of being gay. He can post GOD HATES FEMINISTS on his Facebook page and get away with it.
(Twitter did ban him though, as a move towards overt censorship begins.)

Milo regularly discusses themes that would be right at home here in the
manosphere. As with my friend, I find there is so much we straight men have in common with gay
guys. Gay guys see right through women and their games. But, they’re not afraid to point out female
ridiculousness and hypocrisy when they see it, in contrast to many straight men who obey their
chivalrous instincts rather than logic. (To their own detriment!)

As I recently wrote for Return of Kings, Milo completely devastated Time’s hit piece on the
manosphere and the alt-right when he had the weakling author Joel Stein on his show. He had a field
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day illustrating how media lowlifes in high places push the liberal victim narrative by selecting them
as “victims” in their stories and broad-brushing anyone who opposes their opinions as
“oppressors.” He cut through Stein’s cover story like a buzz saw, a story in which only liberal women
were shown to be victims. Milo’s counterpoint was brilliant:

Conservative women get the worse abuse in the world…you made some partisan choices in
the victims you chose for this piece. Everybody gets trolled on the internet…but you chose
a particular side of the political divide to characterize as victims. You decided you were
going to choose women and feminists…

Indeed, not a single person from our side of the political spectrum was included in the hit piece.
Obvious bias which Stein had no defense against. The podcast of the entire show featuring Milo’s
razor-sharp logic is worth a listen, as it’s an education in putting lefties on the defense and
obliterating their talking points with logic. Milo makes Stein look like a total idiot.

Both my conversations with a gay friend of mine, and Milo’s logical Uzi-like approach to shooting
up the liberal narrative lead me me to believe that in many ways gay men can be our natural political
allies in the manosphere. More than almost anyone else, they know women’s games and don’t believe
feminist narratives and lies. They are members of the Superior Virtue of the Oppressed class by
virtue of being gay, so they can say things we can’t. In addition to making Time look like the shit rag
it has become, Milo just wrote this piece, echoing the manosphere wisdom: How To Make Women
Happy: Uninvent The Washing Machine And The Pill. Check out this turn of phrase, posted on none
other than Breitbart:

Almost no invention or political decision in history affected gender relations like the
washing machine, because it effectively freed up half the human species to enter the
workforce. But, it is my contention: this change left women unfulfilled and miserable.

The role of the housewife has been thoroughly and ritually humiliated by successive waves
of feminism — as if raising well-adjusted children, keeping a beautiful home and marrying
a loving husband is worthy of derision and ridicule. In fact, it’s one of the most important
things a woman can do with her life and may be one of the only things women can actually
do better than men.

Incidentally, The New Modern Man just published a similar article featuring statistics that
show housewives are happier than women in any other profession, and how women voting en masse
has royally screwed up Anglo society, confirming many of the arguments published in an early 1900s
pamphlet warning against the societal costs of granting women’s suffrage. We get called every name
in the book, while Milo gets off taking very little damage due to his “protected class” status. The left
certainly doesn’t know what to do with Milo except ban him and try to ignore him. Indeed, they don’t
know what to do with most gay men who criticize perfect pedestal princesses.

It’s often said politics makes strange bedfellows. (No pun intended.) What do you think? Are gays
natural allies of the manosphere? My experience having hilarious discussions about women with a
gay friend of mine and watching Milo in action certainly seems to suggest the possibility.
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Red Pill Money: Saving Half Your Income
September 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Saving half your income allows you to take time off work with no change in standard of living

Saving half your income is perhaps the most Red Pill money decision a man can make. It forces a
man to abandon the prescribed lifestyle of being a consumerism-driven slave and to take control of
his life and his finances, and to be very self-disciplined about both. As you may already know, having
a woman in your life will often, if not always make this level of financial achievement nearly
impossible because women drive 80% of spending in the American economy. They are materialistic
creatures who statistically spend more money than they make.

Keeping women out of your wallet is of vital importance to this goal. Moreover, the concept of the
Hedonic Treadmill means you will never satisfy her wants, no matter how much money you spend.
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Here’s what’s great about saving half or more of your income. Each month
you save 50% of your income, you can go a month without working and still maintain your standard
of living. You can live abroad and go even longer without working since living expenses are much
lower outside Europe and America. More importantly, the longer save half your income the more
freedom you will have. Save half your income for a year, and you can take a year off work to travel
the world or to write a novel or to roam around the country on a motorcycle with no change in the
amount of money you have to spend each month.

This is not even assuming return on investment, as a large enough nest egg and low enough expenses
mean you never have to touch the principal!

Extreme saving like this is sometimes called a “Fuck You Fund” as once a man has accumulated
enough money he can tell an overbearing or abusive boss to fuck off. Much more than giving you
leverage at work, having a large amount of money saved with low monthly overhead expenses allows
you to  experience freedom as money buys freedom. Debt is bondage, which is why it should be
avoided like the plague.

Here’s a novel idea for the hard-assed among us who want to be free but don’t know how.

Truckers are in demand and allow a man to become an extreme saver if he chooses
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The Trucker Plan

The top excuse I hear from men when giving them this advice is “I don’t make enough money to do
that.” Realize, I saved 50% of my income – making only $40,000 to $50,000 a year – which is
nothing special, as it’s near and just above the median income in the United States. Trust me, it takes
discipline to save when you make that amount and have bills. It takes saying “no” a lot. Your broke
friends and co-workers who will spend their lives in debt bondage will make fun of you the entire
time you are living this way.

But, their jaws will drop when you tell them, bye, I’m leaving to spend several years traveling the
world. As Dave Ramsey often says:

That’s why, when you’re trying to move toward financial peace, listening to your broke
friends is one of the worst things you can do. It’s only common sense that one of quickest
ways to go broke (or stay broke) is to listen to advice from broke people—you know, like
Uncle Earl and your old friend Pete. Listen to those guys and, before you know it, you’ll be
invested in a pyramid scheme, leasing a BMW, and taking out a home equity loan to finance
that Civil War figurine collection you just had to get.

To really make your friends’ heads explode, I have devised the “Trucker Plan” for extreme savings,
designed to buy you a lot of freedom in only 5 years. Truckers are in high demand now and the job
pays very well, and grtting the hired requires little more than a clean driving record and a CDL
license. Swift Trucking will even give you free truck driving school. The industry is begging for
drivers. A hard worker who doesn’t complain and who is willing to make the necessary sacrifices can
save MORE than 50% of his income, and be making $45,000 to $50,000 a year very quickly.

My best friend has a CDL license and told me when he was driving as an OTR trucker he had
virtually no expenses. He made $45,000 his first year. Imagine most of that money going into
investments!

Truckers often spend 2 weeks out driving with 2 days at home at the end of
each venture, so it’s a busy but adventurous lifestyle in which you are making money and not
spending it. Taking this concept to the extreme, since you are home only 4 or 5 days a month while
conducting your “Trucker Plan” for extreme savings, live with family or a close friend who won’t
charge you much (if any) rent. Rent is obviously the biggest deduction from a monthly budget.
Instantly, you have a huge boost to your overall savings potential because you spend most of your
time sleeping in a truck rather than paying a ridiculous sum for an apartment that will never be

https://www.daveramsey.com/blog/financial-fails-listening-to-broke-friends
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yours. Again, this won’t be easy. It will be worth it.

You will be living in your truck most of the time, but you will be saving money like a fiend if you
can focus and be really intense for a few years. This is a five-year plan, but it will allow a man to live
abroad for a very long period of time (or in the U.S. for five years assuming 50% monthly income
saved) without working at all! If a man makes an average of $50,000 a year over 5 years ($45,000 to
start and $55,000 by the end) and lives very frugally an average monthly investment of $2,500 can be
made.

Assuming the growth in a good growth stock mutual fund (or several
mutual funds) is 12% look at what that type of money can turn into. It can be nearly $200,000 in only
five years. With living expenses in Mexico, the Caribbean, and much of SE Asia at only $500 a
month, a man can live very well indeed taking $1,000 a month out of his account for 200 months,
which is over 16 years! This is assuming he touches the principal…which generally shouldn’t be
done. At only an 8% rate of return on investment, he will have $1,300 a month before tax income!
That’s a lot of money in those countries, trust me!

This idealized example is meant to illustrate two concepts.

First, early sacrifices make awesome later rewards. Financial freedom will never be achieved if a man
lets women control what he spends or lusts after new cars (the worst financial decision ever) and
material garbage that becomes its own special prison, as possessions are indeed a prison.

Second, with or without the Trucker Plan, a man’s goal should be to save at least 50% if not more of
his income. It will afford him opportunities to do much more meaningful things with his life – write a
novel, travel the world, bang hot bitches on every continent, etc. The alternative being exploited by
the system with life as an interest-paying slave to female consumerism one’s entire life. I’ll pass.

I’ll take the sacrifice and the freedom-maximizing minimalism required to achieve this goal any day.
The goal is to get men thinking outside the box and in original ways to maximize their lives – not to
maximize the amount they spend at the mall or paying interest to a fatass banker. Do whatever it
takes to save half your income. Contrary to the brainwashing of marketing flacks, it doesn’t take
much for a man to live on and be happy.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Operant Conditioning: Modern Governments Aim to
Homogenize and Domesticate People
September 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“If freedom is a requisite for human happiness, then all that’s necessary is to provide the illusion of freedom.” -B.F. Skinner

Not so long ago (on a geological timescale) your friendly dog’s ancestors were wild wolves. Through
a process of selective breeding and domestication, the descendants of canis lupus have become
everything from the great St. Bernard to the humble Chihuahua. This shows us the power of selective
breeding to mold beasts into everything from service animals to rat-like pets. The principle behind
selective breeding extends down to other mammals, namely H. Sapiens, or human beings.

When one looks at what world governments are doing to the human population in the modern age,
pushing “diversity” as a means of mixing out differences in our species to ultimately only destroy
true diversity in the human genome, one must wonder what other agendas are being pushed. The
problem goes well beyond creating a “standardized” human being through sheer sexual force.

Modern Western governments also use B.F. Skinner’s principles of operant conditioning to help
transform man into the equivalent of docile human livestock existing only to produce profit on the
corporate plantation and government tax farm. Stefan Molyneux has detailed this concept in a
brilliant thought piece titled The Story of Your Enslavement.

So, what is operant conditioning? Simply, it’s any procedure that delivers reinforcement to an
organism according to some well-defined rule. It is what The Matrix refers to as “a prison for your
mind.” The almighty state which creates the prison for our minds operates on two simple principles:
reinforcement and punishment.
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The same psychological principles used to control rat behavior also work on humans

Reinforcement

Rats are often used to study medicine and how it will react with humans. Interestingly, studying rat
behavior also gives us two clues as to how governments (with politicians who are bought and paid for
by corporations) reinforce the type of behavior the elite want from the working classes and the those
dependent on the welfare system.

As George Carlin said, the welfare class exists to scare the hell out of the working class. Follow the
rules of the state, or you’ll end up just like them! Thereby, the working class is controlled by
reinforcement. There are two types of reinforcement: positive and negative.

Positive reinforcement: This occurs when a behavior (response) is rewarding or the
behavior is followed by another stimulus that is rewarding, increasing the frequency of that
behavior. For example, if a rat in a Skinner box gets food when it presses a lever, its rate of
pressing will go up. This procedure is usually called simply reinforcement.
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With this concept in mind, how can you get millions of young men and
women to spend the best years of their lives learning, nay, being voluntarily brainwashed by Cultural
Marxism and liberalism in the college education racket and smiling the entire time? While, at the
same time making them take on the equivalent of a first mortgage as they pay for the privilege of
being turned into compliant corporate worker bees suffering and average of $30,000 in educational
debt bondage for the privilege of working? Why you give them positive reinforcement.

Much like a rat hitting a feeder bar to get a food pellet, human beings figuratively go hit the rubber
stamp bar at State U in hopes of landing a better feeding position at the corporate trough. They need
the better feeding position because of cultural memes that convince children from a very young age
the only way to compete with others and to be competent adults is by practicing competitive
consumption. This makes them live adult lives geared towards using materialism to measure their
self-worth, and they’re told college will give them preference in the pecking order.

It then conditions them to accept the increasingly ridiculous demands of the system by taking the
very essence of childhood away, as today’s kids spend less time outdoors than prisoners
do. Meantime, the promise of a reward for time served and good behavior becomes nothing more
than a bait and switch job. But, while they’re in the education system as long as they pursue the
illusion students are rewarded with good grades and empty accolades.

And, of course, today’s massive police and regulatory state which micromanages virtually every
aspect of the human livestock’s behavior from cradle to grave doles out its fair share of negative
reinforcement as well.

Negative reinforcement: This occurs when a behavior (response) is followed by the removal
of an aversive stimulus, thereby increasing that behavior’s frequency. In the Skinner box
experiment, the aversive stimulus might be a loud noise continuously sounding inside the
box; negative reinforcement would happen when the rat presses a lever, turning off the
noise.

Removing a negative stimulus is the key to negative reinforcement. Licensing and insidious
government over-regulation fall under this category. One can think of this as paying fees to the
government to remove the threat of fines or imprisonment for activities that really shouldn’t need the
consent of the government. Or, studying to avoid bad grades on tests. Or, going to work at a shitty job
so you don’t end up with a social stigma like those on welfare.

Other examples: Not having sex because you don’t want one of those “dirty little babies” the media
says you shouldn’t be having. Obeying speed limits to avoid speeding tickets and high insurance rates

https://www.amazon.com/Science-Human-Behavior-B-F-Skinner/dp/0029290406/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1473296797&sr=8-1&keywords=bf+skinner&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=4285c3f7c3ef264987466304b5fdf9ee
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even though the autobahn proves speed limits aren’t necessary to have a perfectly safe road. Being
forced to bake a cake for someone who challenges your religious principles. Sure, it goes against
your belief system to bake a cake for a gay couple, but to remove the negative stimuli, media ridicule,
SJW swarmings, hate mobs, and legal consequences one bakes the cake anyway.

Before long, you have an entire population that has no idea why they’re doing what they’re doing.
They’re just doing it. And if reinforcement doesn’t work, the state proceeds to the punishment phase.

“The more corrupt the state, the more numerous the laws.” -Tacitus

Punishment

The U.S. government excels at punishment. As its already enormous legal code gets larger and larger,
there’s just about nothing that isn’t a crime these days. In fact, libertarian lawyer Harvey Silverglate
wrote a book entitled Three Felonies a Day, detailing the fact there are so many laws on the books
today that if one got on the bad side of a government official or someone with political power a crime
could be found to fit their behavior.

These laws make everything from faking a sick day at work a felony (Supreme Court Justice Scalia
even pointed out how the law criminalizes this activity for a salaried employee) to making having an
anonymous source as a journalist a felony. It’s all part of a program of punishment, of which there
are also two types.

Positive punishment: (also referred to as “punishment by contingent stimulation”) This
occurs when a behavior (response) is followed by an aversive stimulus, such as pain from a
spanking, which results in a decrease in that behavior. Positive punishment is a rather
confusing term, and usually the procedure is simply called “punishment.”

http://dailycaller.com/2016/04/26/christian-baker-forced-to-bake-gay-wedding-cakes-or-make-no-wedding-cakes-at-all/
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So-called “positive” punishment is merely adding a painful stimuli following a behavior. Just as a rat
would be zapped with a mild electrical charge, humans get zapped with arrests and imprisonment.

Some examples include jail time for just about anything you can imagine as the per capita prison
population in a “free” country far exceeds any other nation on earth. Most of those in jail are there for
petty drug crimes, i.e. putting people in jail for possessing or selling chemicals or plants the
government says they can’t have. (Meantime, we aren’t supposed to notice prescription drugs kill far
more people than recreational drugs.) Refusing to pay taxes to your “king” and then being raided by
IRS agents and put in jail is another example. Rather than “protecting and serving” you, the
American police state protects and serves the interests of their patrons, namely the corporate-
government complex.

Negative punishment (penalty) (also called “Punishment by contingent withdrawal”):
Occurs when a behavior (response) is followed by the removal of a stimulus, such as taking
away a child’s toy following an undesired behavior, resulting in a decrease in that behavior.

Negative punishment means taking away something the human livestock need or want. An example
would include penalties for consuming plants the government deems inappropriate, i.e. taking away a
person’s right to work because they smoked a single doobie one weekend in Colorado (detectable in
the urine for 30 days and now in hair follicles for 3 months!), while consuming alcohol to excess the
same night is not punished.

Other examples of negative punishment would include taking away a person’s business license or
other privilege granted by the government for not accepting degeneracy promoted by social engineers
who run the media. Then there’s social stigma for not following trends, fads, and ways of thinking
deemed important by social engineers.

“I use emotion for the many and reserve reason for the few.” -Hitler
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Scientific Dictatorship

In short, using the ideas of Skinner to manipulate the masses – along with many other psychological
scientific principles – is how the faux democracy we live in does whatever it wants while convincing
its subjects the state has the moral right and responsibility to control their behavior through
reinforcement and punishment. The state no longer needs violence as it shifts towards figurative mind
control of the sheeple through control of everything from media narratives to the education system.

The state legitimizes itself by eliminating competition, so it can be an entity
with a monopoly on violence and kidnapping (arresting, imprisoning and executing people).
Moreover, with the advent of widespread cultural Marxism it can eventually replace God as the moral
entity in the average person’s life.

It’s all about molding the human species according to the whims of those at the top of the political
and economic games. In Anglo America, this has resulted in the loss of culture and many of the
simple pleasures of being alive so one can dedicate his life to producing profit in a never-ending
game of material and consumer oneupmanship.

It produces an enormous amount of material wealth which is then shifted up the pyramid, out of the
hands of those producing it. But, it ultimately destroys the cultural and social fabric of the society.
The end goal is a completely homogenized and domesticated planet, in which men and women
become little more than androgynous, interchangeable cogs in a perpetual motion, machine culture of
profit making who do not move without permission from an authority figure.

Sadly, it seems many of our most innate behaviors have not evolved much beyond those of lower
mammals. Worse, those at the top of the food chain have figured out a way to exploit this
vulnerability through the use of science and psychology.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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George Carlin – Fuck Hope
September 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

George Carlin, the ultimate cynical realist

George Carlin was twenty years ahead of his time with his comedy routine turned social commentary.
Many of the things he would say that were edgy back in the 1990s are pretty mainstream today.
Carlin repeatedly proved he was a fearless, freethinking pioneer exposing the The Anglo-American
Matrix on stage, in what would later turn into an entire movement towards Red Pill truth seeking
once the internet all but replaced the collective mass delusion of television in driving cultural
narratives.

While we certainly don’t agree with some of his more left-leaning talking points, he was
unbelievably astute as a social commentator. He also saw through the utter ridiculousness of The
Political Game and the corrupt American media marketing machine.

This particular commentary of his from his 1997 book Brain Droppings falls in line with the attitude
of historian and philosopher Oswald Spengler whose ideas are an integral part of The New Modern
Man search for truth about women and the world: Optimism is cowardice. We are neck deep in a pile
of shit in the West, and thinking things will get better on their own is the height of delusion.

Here’s Carlin’s entry to the Enlightening Quotes section.

I’m happy to tell you that there’s little in this world that I believe in. Listening to the
comedians who comment on political, social, and cultural issues, I notice that most of their
material reflects kind of an underlying belief that somehow things were better once, and
with just a little effort we could set them right again. They’re looking for solutions and
rooting for particular results, and I think that limits the tone and substance of what they say.
They’re talented and funny people but they’re really nothing more than cheerleaders
attached to a specific wished-for outcome.

I don’t feel so confined.
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I frankly don’t give a fuck how it all turns out in this country or anywhere else for that
matter. I think the human game was up a long time ago when the high priests and traders
took over, and now we’re just playing out the string. And that is of course precisely what I
find so amusing! The slow circling of the drain by a once promising species and the sappy
ever more desperate belief in this country that there is actually some sort of an ‘American
Dream’ which has merely been misplaced.

The decay and disintegration of this culture is astonishingly amusing if you’re emotionally
detached from it. And I’ve always viewed it from a safe distance, knowing I don’t belong.
Doesn’t include me, it never has. No matter how you care to define it, I do not identify with
the local group, planet, species, race, nation, state, religion, party, union, club, association,
neighborhood-improvement committee. I have no interest in any of it.

I love and treasure individuals as I meet them, I loathe and despise the groups they identify
with and belong to.

So if you hear something in this book that sounds like advocacy of a particular political
point of view, please reject the notion. My interest in issues is merely to point out how
badly we’re doing, not to suggest a way we might do better.

Don’t confuse me with those who cling to hope. I enjoy describing how things are, I have
no interest in how they ought to be. And I certainly have no interest in fixing them. I
sincerely believe that if you think there’s a solution, you’re part of the problem.

My motto: Fuck Hope.

P.S. In case you’re wondering, personally I’m a joyful individual, I had a long happy
marriage and a close and loving family, my career has turned out better than I ever dreamed,
and it continues to expand. I’m a personal optimist, but a skeptic about all else. What may
sound to some like anger, is really nothing more than sympathetic contempt. I view my
species with a combination of wonder and pity, and I root for its destruction. And please
don’t confuse my point of view with cynicism–the real cynics are the ones who tell you
everything’s gonna be all right.

And P.P.S., by the way, if by some chance you folks do manage to straighten things out and
make everything better, I still don’t wish to be included.

— George Carlin

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Video of the Week: Social Pathology
September 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Unlike leftists, we should be willing to at least try to hear and understand all sides of an argument,
theory, or idea. This portion from the film Zeitgeist: Moving Forward is definitely presented with a
left bias.

It’s Video of the Week for a reason, though. John McMurtry has a point
about how the “Money Sequence of Value” has completely decoupled from the “Life Sequence of
Value” as the West’s economic system behaves less and less like a true free market economy (one
could argue we have not had a free market economy since the advent and domination of the
corporation) and more and more like a metastasizing cancer. This system disorder is detailed in his
book The Cancer Stage of Capitalism.

In short, the current economic system seeks to maximize profit rather than to maximize quality of
life. It does this at the expense of those working to power the system. McMurtry also has another
point. As GDP rises, economists argue it reflects a rise in the quality of life of a nation. However, if
health care profits are rising, what does that really reflect? A rise in the number of sick and dying
people. This means it is not profitable to cure disease, but it is profitable to create more and more
health problems among the human sheeple in the population. Perhaps that’s the reason our
government has been lying to us for 40 years, pushing the myth of the dangers of saturated fat and
cholesterol?

Perhaps that’s why when one ventures down the rabbit hole he finds nothing but lies from top to
bottom?

Creating problems to create profit (rather than solving problems!) also would explain why we are lied
to about any number of other issues – from the global warming carbon tax scam to the ozone layer
“hole” to weight loss to human trafficking to feminism. It’s also profitable to create a police state as
the old rule of thumb is, pass a law, create a business. The system needs, nay, can’t function without
creating problems with people’s lives in order to generate profit. But, the problems it creates come at
the expense of the quality of life of those working to power the system. This is why the West finds
itself in the midst of the modern day cluster fuck it’s in.

In that regard, McMurtry has a point when he says the current corporate-dominated economic
system has devolved to become one of the most bizarre systems in the history of human thought.
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Weekend Reading | September 9, 2016
September 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of September 9, 2016.

Manosphere

7 Ways Modern Women Treat Men Like Dogs

For all the feminist criticism of men supposedly treating women like dogs, it is actually
today’s feminism-infected women that are treating men like domesticated animals. While
the majority of women still prefer masculine men for relationships, I’ve been noticing how
more and more women today are defying their biology for ideological reasons and are
pursuing long-term relationship with men they’re not even attracted to just because they are
supplicant and effeminate. If this trend continues unabated, I expect the entire male
population to turn into weak and feckless bonobos who grovel around to serve female
interests.

How the Camp of the Saints Predicted the Migrant Destruction of Europe

Written in 1973, The Camp Of The Saints is a novel by Jean Raspail that predicted the
European migrant crisis forty years before it began, not only the actual invasion by brown
migrants but also the leftist arguments that enabled it, which ushered Europe to its
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doom. The story follows a one-million strong flotilla of Indians who are slowly making
their way to Europe. The leaders and people of Europe have decided not to stop their
arrival. Light on action, the book focuses on the mood of the pending arrival, particularly
how Europeans were eager to cuck themselves into oblivion.

The Sudden and Unexpected Death of Dating

Then something happened, somewhere around 2002 – 2012.  Some blame the Internet after
its innocent days of initial-letter capitalization were over.  Others, the delayed effects of
modernity – contraception, women’s education and employment, and the decline of
religion.  What was ultra-modern suddenly, in the space of around ten years, became a
stodgy, old sexual economy anachronism.

Become a Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing

Today it is necessary for those whom accept their roles as apex predators to become the
wolf who appears as a lamb. Being a man these days is tough.  Especially a man who does
not care to be a cosmopolitan fuck boy.  A self reliant man will however adapt to any
environment he finds himself in.  Vocalizing your thoughts on the state of your nation or
expressing disdain for the cultural suicide of your lands can have disastrous consequences
and little if any upside.

How to Be a Good Bad Boy: Bad Boys Equal Good Men

What exactly constitutes a bad boy? You ask ten different people and you will get different
answers yet there will be similar themes that run through each one. Bad boys are the guys
that all women say they hate yet all women date and sleep with. They are the guy that betas
try to model themselves on how not to be. They are the guys that women dream about and
get wet for. They are essentially men that have not been completely castrated by society.
They don’t follow the rules and that makes them “bad”.
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News

Clintons Are “Two Very Sick, Untreated, Addicted People”

Over the years, Bill Clinton has had plenty of “other women” in addition to his
wife. However, one of those women, Dolly Kyle, knew the future president long before
Hillary did. Therefore, she argues Hillary is actually the “other woman,” and why she titled
her recent tell-all memoir “Hillary the Other Woman.”

Soros Pushing to Expand U.S. Online Voting

George Soros’s Open Society Foundations is seeking to expand the use of electronic and
online voting systems nationwide, according to a leaked Foundations document reviewed by
Breitbart News. While the directive was issued two years ago, the issue of electronic voting
has become a hot button topic in this year’s presidential election amid fears digital voting
systems can be compromised.

Nine Possible Reasons for Clinton’s Cough

Hillary Clinton has been struck by coughing attacks, leading to a resurfacing of speculation
about her health. She has blamed the cough on allergies, but there are many reasons for
coughing spells.

U.S. Police Shame Drug Users with Photo

Ohio police posted shocking images online of two parents in the middle of a heroin
overdose with their four-year-old child in the back seat. Police in the city of East Liverpool
say they came across an SUV on Wednesday driving erratically before braking hard to
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avoid hitting a school bus. Although the bus eventually moved on, the SUV stayed
still. When officers approached the car, they found the driver, James Acord, “bobbing” his
head back and forth while his speech was “almost unintelligible,” according to the police
report.

Star Trek: The Libertarian Edition is Both Hilarious and Sadly Accurate

The latest video once again goes back to sci-fi, as the guys at Reason put a libertarian spin
on the universally famous show, Star Trek, to celebrate it’s 50th year of going where no
man has gone before. Follow the troubles of the Captain as he tries to order foods that are
restricted to him unless it’s for a gay wedding, simulate a Trump or Clinton presidency on
the holodeck, and how the USS Enterprise is a cheap, government built, floating jobs
program.

Book of the Week

Brainwashed is the explosive exposé of the leftist agenda at work in today’s
colleges, revealed by firebrand Ben Shapiro, a recent UCLA graduate, syndicated columnist, and one
of today’s most exciting new conservative voices, who’s been on the front lines of the battle for
America’s young minds.

This book proves once and for all that so-called higher education continues to sink lower and lower
into the depths of liberal madness as close-minded professors turn their students into socialists,
atheists, race-baiters, and sex-crazed narcissists.

Ben Shapiro entered UCLA at the age of sixteen and graduated summa cum laude and Phi Beta
Kappa, and graduated Harvard Law School cum laude. At seventeen, Shapiro was hired by Creators
Syndicate, becoming the youngest nationally syndicated columnist in the United States. He has
appeared on hundreds of television and radio shows and is the author of the national bestsellers
Brainwashed: How Universities Indoctrinate America’s Youth, Porn Generation: How Social
Liberalism Is Corrupting Our Future, and Project President: Bad Hair and Botox on the Road to the
White House. Shapiro is married and lives in Los Angeles.
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The Animal Within
September 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Original nonfiction and poetry on The New Modern Man by RF

The Animal Within
Repressed for so long
Constantly reminded
It’s a crime to be a man
In Anglo America

The Animal Within
Nearly consumed me
Feeling worthless
Feeling hated
I had to find a way out

Finally I found it
In an unexpected place
The borders between nations
Were also borders between attitudes
A more libertine place

What an oasis
Why had my people forsaken
Such an important part of themselves
I didn’t understand
I loved my new freedom
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A place where women didn’t hate men
And women enjoyed being women
I suddenly realized
Everything I had been told
Was a myth

The Animal Within
Didn’t want to go home
Even though he only needed an occasional outing
Such diversion was  not possible
In a sexually repressed place

The Animal Within
Wasn’t the only one who wanted to stay
The Mind Within
Realized I was being scapegoated
For all of society’s ills

So we decided to stay
The two sides of me made a pact
To never be treated like that again
It was good to leave
I hope that sickness never comes here
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5 Things I’ve Learned From My First Year Abroad
September 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Some of the most beautiful beaches in the world are right here on Hispaniola

It seems like it was just yesterday I was running off the plantation in search of a life in a beautiful,
sunny, libertine paradise.

Already, I’m just about to cap off my first full year of living abroad. I selected the Caribbean for my
first experiment in living abroad for several reasons. First, it’s close to home, being only a two hour
flight away from the U.S. Second, it’s Latin America so it’s still wild and free and I speaky the
Spanish. Third, the women here are hot as hell and insatiable. Fourth, it’s warm and sunny with an
average high of 85 degrees year round. And fifth, the island of Hispaniola has some of the most
beautiful beaches in the world.

What are my conclusions after living here for a year? Am I homesick? Hell no. Am I happy?
Absolutely. This without a doubt has been the best experience of my life so far. I’ve done more living
and living on the edge in the past year than the previous thirty some odd years of my life before.

I have also been living on a fraction of the cost of my former corporate drone lifestyle. In all honesty,
$500 covers housing, food, electric, and Internet, the basics. I will have to admit my partying budget
for booze and other recreational consumables has soared. Here are five conclusions I came up with on
the motorcycle ride back to my house from a hot girl’s apartment this morning.
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Freedom is not worth having if it does not include the freedom to make mistakes. -Ghandi

1. I don’t want to come back to America.

Morenas (dark skin Latinas) abound on
Hispaniola

I look at Anglo America as a figurative prison of sorts. The entire society is geared towards nothing
but consumption for consumption’s sake, and creating problems with people’s lives to create profit.
When I think of my future I always see myself either being here on an island or in any number of
exotic locations. (Some more adventures in Southeast Asia are definitely on the agenda). The worst
nightmare I have is going back to the lifestyle of working 50-60 hours a week to keep up a bunch of
deadbeat bums and illegal aliens with my tax dollars and the sweat off my brow.

2. I have gotten used to true freedom.

I can do just about anything here. Literally, I have never felt this kind of freedom before. There are
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no checkpoints busting people for DUIs on Saturday night. The police by and large leave people
alone. Many small infractions can be taken care of with a $20 bill. Quite simply, this island is a
Libertarian’s paradise as almost nothing is illegal and those things that are illegal are loosely
enforced. You have to be quite an asshole to win up in trouble with the law here.

I imagine the intent of the Founding Fathers was something like I enjoy here: freedom to do just
about anything you want within reason. Where did this ideal get lost and a micromanaging nanny
state become the norm? It’s totally insane and upside down.

3. I feel more masculine than ever.

Almost nothing scares me anymore. I don’t go around watching what I say
or how I say it like I did when I worked in the news industry. I drive a motorcycle as transportation
daily, as does most of the rest of the population. A man either sinks or swims here pretty quickly.

In contrast to rabid feminism, women expect me to tell them what to do. I was having a conversation
with a neighbor just yesterday and she commented that she expects her husband to be “the man of the
house.” Why the West felt the need to reinvent the wheel, changing a cultural and familial practice
that has worked for thousands of generations is a mystery. Under men leading the family the human
species has prospered. It was the blunder of all time to abandon this model, and women as well as
men are happier when feminist boilerplate is not adhered to.

By the same token, I realize that I must be able to stand up for myself and carry myself like a man. A
weakling will get taken advantage of in this environment. You can’t be a bitch here. If you are strong
inside and outside you will get respect. If you aren’t, you will get fucked.

4. I have more women than I can handle.
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I go through several women a week. It’s amazing to compare and contrast
this experience with the experience of putting in so much effort for so little return back in Anglo
America. A libertine culture is a wonderful thing in my opinion. Threesomes, all but unattainable
back home are easy to come by here if you have the right connections and the reputation of being a
bad boy.

I realize a lot of my success is due to not only game but hypergamous female instinct. If it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it is my motto.

I have had so much success with women I can’t drive through town on my bike without some girl
I’ve banged shouting at me or waving at me. It’s really incredible having this much access to twenty-
something flesh, and a reminder that contrary to what we are told sex will often cure what ails ya. A
man can even have so much sex he occasionally gets burned out on it. But too much is better than
ain’t enough. Maybe Americans are angry and hateful online because they aren’t getting laid on the
regular in a sexually repressed culture? The thought has crossed my mind.

5. I realize what it means to feel alive.

I have never felt more alive in my life. Whether it be playing pool and dancing with one hot girl
while another hottie you’ve been banging walks in and both of you have to hide your feelings for
each other, or learning how to have a backbone when conducting negotiations for housing or buying
things (everything is negotiable here), this corner of the world has a way of bringing out the best in a
man.

That’s what makes Latin America great to me. A man is still expected to be a man and can be a man.
The rewards for a strong-willed man can be almost limitless. This can be summed up in two general
themes: Possibilities and experiences. A man is not alive if he only exists to create profit for other
people and has no life outside his job and career.  One of my idols, Charles Bukowski, said it best:

How in the hell could a man enjoy being awakened at 8:30 a.m. by an alarm clock, leap out
of bed, dress, force-feed, shit, piss, brush teeth and hair, and fight traffic to get to a place
where essentially you made lots of money for somebody else and were asked to be grateful
for the opportunity to do so?

A man is alive if he wakes up everyday wondering which avenue of possibility he will pursue that
day and what exciting experiences (and stories a man will carry to the grave) those possibilities will
bring. The great Burgess Meredith flawlessly explains this concept in Grumpier Old Men:
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Well, let me tell you something, Johnny. The first 90 years, or so go by pretty fast. Then one
day you wake up and you realize that you’re not 81 anymore. You begin to count the
minutes rather than the days and you realize that pretty soon you’ll be gone. And that all
you have, see, is the experiences. That’s all there is. Everything! The experiences! You
mount the woman, son. Or else…send her out to me.

Indeed, experiences, not things. That’s where it’s at.

…all you have, see, is the experiences. That’s all there is. Everything! The experiences!

Is Living Abroad is Right for You?

What do men do when their government turns into a tyranny and their women become repellent?
They either look for greener pastures or overthrow such a system, or both. The critical mass has not
yet been reached to overthrow the current tyranny. In the meantime, the man looking for adventure
will surely find some, and in many cases it may be closer than you think. There’s a whole other world
burning just south of Anglo America.

My advice for those who want to pursue this avenue of personal fulfillment: Get out of debt, stay out
of debt, limit interactions with women to fun and games, become a minimalist, and dive in. You
won’t miss the mall, McDonald’s and loud, obnoxious women as much as you might think.
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Have a Drink: Sambuca
September 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Sambuca is an Italian liquor with a Greek name

Sambuca shots | Relampago’s Rating: 

Ever had a flaming shot of Sambuca? I hadn’t until I came to the Dominican Republic. There is a
large and thriving community of Italian expats here, so naturally beyond awesome and authentic
Italian food one also gets other side benefits of Italian culture without actually being in Italy.

Here’s a short history on the liquor:

The Greek word Sambuca was first used as the name of another elderberry liquor that was
created in Civitavecchia about 130 years ago. The first commercial version of such a drink
started at the end of 1800 in Civitavecchia, where Luigi Manzi sold Sambuca Manzi. In
1945, soon after the end of Second World War, commendatore Angelo Molinari started
producing Sambuca Extra Molinari, which helped popularise Sambuca throughout Italy.

In some discotecas, restaurants, and bars, especially those with Italian owners or bartenders, Sambuca
is a staple down here in the Caribbean. It is a shot that’s usually served on fire, with a nice blue flame
lighting it up before you get lit.

In one particular discoteca I frequent, the Hungarian owner actually puts on a nice show by lighting
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the liquor on fire then pouring it from glass to glass before you take the shot. It’s a tasty and smooth
liquor that reminds me of the taste of licorice.

If you can find a bottle, check it out this weekend. Cheers!
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Eye Candy of the Week | September 10, 2016
September 11, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Romanian model Catrinel Menghi graces our web site with her beautiful body as we continue to
admire the female form while remembering the Red Pill truth about women. Here she is in black and
white as our Eye Candy of the Week for September 10, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | September 11, 2001
September 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter LosAngelesKing wins Comment of the Week with his response to Are Gays Natural
Allies of the Manosphere which details a personal story about his experience with Anglo women
hating on Latinas. They basically hate them for being feminine based on his experience, and mine.

“For that matter, even a lot of Hispanic women I know will talk confidentially with me
about the frigid, male-hating nature of Anglo women.”

I grew up with a Latina girl and her brothers, and my family became good friends with their
family too. And it was through her that I experienced a real awakening about women in
general, and white/Anglo women in particular. She was a pretty girl with the sweetest
nature one could find, so naturally she was popular with the boys, with no shortage of
admirers, dates, men falling all over themselves to help her etc. And because of this, she
experienced the vilest slanders that could be thrown at her. That fucking slutty cum
dumpster! She’s fucking the whole school! What a fucking cunt, they would say.

It didn’t matter that she wasn’t, by the time she got married to an electrician at the age of
24, she had a grand total of 3 long term boyfriends. But she had a sense of dignity that the
other actual whores (women are a lot like SJWs, they always project) didn’t have, and she
absolutely loved boys as a girl and later men when she became a woman. She treated the
opposite sex with dignity and respect, and they paid her back for that tenfold. She and her
like minded female friends derived their power from being sweet and kind. One time she
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and her like minded friends needed help moving when they went away to school, so they
called her 2 brothers, me, and the rest of our boys to help them move, so of course we were
only too happy to help. When the moving concluded, they wouldn’t hear a word of us going
to shower and party. You boys must be starving, you’re not going anywhere until you’ve
had a couple a few beers and you’ve eaten.

So they asked us to set up the outdoor table, and they got us beers while they cooked. This
is woman’s work, they would tell us, you men have finished the men work. So we sat
outside drinking our Becks beer under the shade of the umbrella feeling like the lords of all
creation. The girls actually enjoyed seeing that from the men, as I’m sure they felt like real
women going about their business that day too. It’s that simple for men. But alas, for
shrewish, harridan Anglo women, it is also that complex.

One girl who hated my friend asked me why the guys liked her so much. I calmly explained
to her (what femcunts call mansplaining) the reasons I just listed. She didn’t like hearing
that, not even for a second. This bitch didn’t like being fed the biggest dose of humble pie
that could forced down her gullet. Too bad, as that timeless book of wisdom, The Bible
says, “those who exalt themselves will be humbled, and those who humble themselves will
be exalted.” The biggest misogynists are other women. As Mencken said “Misogyny is
when men hate women the way that women hate each other.”

Now, onto the in particular part I mentioned about Anglo women. They’ve been put so high
on their pedestal for so long, that they gasp in horror that their men would decamp from the
west and find companionship, sex and comfort from foreign women. Those fucking sex
tourist shitlords! How dare they reject us “strong, empowered, liberated, special snowflake”
selves! Don’t they know what they’re missing having to compete against my career and my
1000 daily demands?! They don’t actually say this, but they think that men are stupid, and
won’t see through their double talk, and call that bullshit for what it is.

And for all their “anti racist” virtue signalling with the West’s rapefugees, we would see
what Anglo women are really like if Western politicians decided to import millions of hot
foreign women onto our shores. All the loathsome stereotypes would come out of their
mouths for all the world to see, and they would scream for the murder of men if they said
the same themselves. And while we’re at it, we start deporting Anglo bitches to the Middle
East, since they’re so obsessed with “patriarchy” and “rape culture. Maybe we should start
by depositing some of these hot foreign women in our universities. Yeah, it’s just a pipe
dream and a mere thought experiment that would never come to pass because Western
women hate and fear the competition, and they know it. Another reason women should be
denied the vote.

As I responded to LosAngelesKing, what he describes above is exactly how feminists and other
Anglo women knee-jerk responded to a recent TNMM comic featuring a Beta male taking a vacation
in Asia, finding love, and sharing an innocent kiss with a Cambodian girl.

This was PRECISELY the reaction to my Be Like Dirk comics series featuring an Anglo
male taking a vacation in Asia and finding love. “You can have those dirty foreign bitches if
you want them” was the narrative from the feminists and the sexless loser orbiters who
attacked me.
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In short, conformity to the dominant cultural narrative is strictly enforced in female cliques. All the
more reason to get out of the hateful sorority the West has turned into. That, or take charge of it and
overthrow those putting Marxist narratives into the female mind.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. You can help support our publishing by using
any of the means linked below.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Living Life “My Way” Like Sinatra
September 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Living life “My Way” is one of Sinatra’s best pieces of music encouraging a life of masculinity

One of legendary singer Frank Sinatra’s most well-known and most-loved songs is My Way. This
epic tune reads like an instruction manual on how to live an exciting, masculine life. From start to
finish, it describes a man on his death bed recounting all the experiences and mishaps that made his
life worth living. The message of the song is this. A man doesn’t live his life according to what others
tell him is best for him. He boldly makes his own decisions in life and lives with the consequences,
good or bad.

He doesn’t ask permission, doesn’t supplicate, and doesn’t become the male
equivalent of a handbag for an ungrateful woman. His will is his guide. Not a life script handed to
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him by a Marxist education system and peddlers of consumerism and feminists dominatrices.

Someday we will all be facing our “final curtain” in life, as life is fleeting. It
is a short dance in the sun before we either move on to the next world or move on to eternal
blackness, depending on if you are a religious person or someone like me who sees life as one big
cosmic joke that people take entirely too seriously. Either way, every man should be able to look
back when his final hours have arrived and rejoice in the experiences he once had.

Oswald Spengler, German philosopher and historian knew this wisdom well as he completed his epic
study of civilizations entitled Decline of the West. He recommended men live a dangerous, epic life
rather than a safe, boring one as he talked about the life of mythical Greek warrior and legend
Achilles. Spengler similarly encouraged men to live their best lives by doing it “My Way.”

Faced with this destiny, there is only one worldview that is worthy of us, the
aforementioned one of Achilles: better a short life, full of deeds and glory, than a long and
empty one. The danger is so great, for every individual, every class, every people, that it is
pathetic to delude oneself. Time cannot be stopped; there is absolutely no way back, no wise
renunciation to be made. Only dreamers believe in ways out. Optimism is cowardice.

Indeed, as Sinatra belts out Paul Anka’s sage lyrics, both these pieces of wisdom can guide the young
man or even the middle aged man hoping to mold his life in such a way he will live a great one when
the sand runs out of the hourglass.

And now, the end is near
And so I face the final curtain
My friend, I’ll say it clear
I’ll state my case, of which I’m certain
I’ve lived a life that’s full
I traveled each and every highway
And more, much more than this, I did it my way

A life that’s full. This is important. Incidentally, the top five regrets of the dying are: I wish I’d had
the courage to live a life true to myself, not the life others expected of me; I wish I hadn’t worked so
hard; I wish I’d had the courage to express my feelings; I wish I had stayed in touch with my
friends; and I wish that I had let myself be happier.

Traveling each and every highway, literally and figuratively is also important. There is so much to
know about this world and so much to experience. Not leaving one’s city is like never leaving the
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bedroom. Not leaving one’s country is like never leaving the house.

In other words, the life of a corporate Beta drone is no life for me. The life of an overworked
corporate drone is no life for me. And living my life according to how others think I should live it and
never saying what was on my mind is no life for me.

Regrets, I’ve had a few
But then again, too few to mention
I did what I had to do and saw it through without exemption
I planned each charted course, each careful step along the byway
And more, much more than this, I did it my way

When all is said and done a man will look back at the chances he didn’t take and the challenges he
didn’t put himself through rather than the ones he did. A full life is not a life of comfort, but a
challenging and rewarding life in which a man is pushing the boundaries. A life of perseverance.

Yes, there were times, I’m sure you knew
When I bit off more than I could chew
But through it all, when there was doubt
I ate it up and spit it out
I faced it all and I stood tall and did it my way

The world’s greatest basketball player knew
failure well

Western culture has developed a terrible fear of losing, which stops most people from doing what
they want to do before they start. This has to stop. Women watch what others do, taking the safe path
and following prescribed ways of living. Men do not. We take changes. We push boundaries. We
explore new lands. We conquer sexy women. We live dangerously. We don’t conform to groupthink.

Men should be willing to bite off more than they can chew and learn from both their successes and
the undoubted failures they will have along the way. When this sense of adventure and passion about
life was lost, nihilism and navel-watching misery set in.

Failure is a cruel mistress, but she is often life’s greatest teacher. Even the world’s greatest basketball
star Michael Jordan knew failure well: I’ve missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I’ve lost
almost 300 games. 26 times, I’ve been trusted to take the game winning shot and missed. I’ve failed
over and over and over again in my life. And that is why I succeed. 

Speaking of losing along the road to success, let’s get back to Sinatra. The next passage reveals a
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man crying tears of joy instead of tears of misery as his life comes to a close.

I’ve loved, I’ve laughed and cried
I’ve had my fill, my share of losing
And now, as tears subside, I find it all so amusing
To think I did all that
And may I say, not in a shy way
Oh, no, oh, no, not me, I did it my way

Won’t it be great to be able to say this at the end of life? Rather than having nothing but regrets for
having lived a boring life as the equivalent of a slave rather than a free man?

Experiences. That’s where life is at. It took me 35 years to figure that out. But once I did it was like a
rebirth for my soul, which was being crushed in a cushy but boring life as a media
personality. Indeed, a man who doesn’t have himself for fear of losing what he already has in life
doesn’t have much to begin with.

For what is a man, what has he got?
If not himself, then he has naught
To say the things he truly feels and not the words of one who kneels
The record shows I took the blows and did it my way

The above passage is perhaps the most epic line in the entire piece. It commands self-ownership. It
commands men to take a stand and speak their mind rather than becoming appeasers and weaklings.
It commands men to stay off their knees and on their feet. Yes, a man will take blows when he lives
this way, but as Emilio Zapata said: Better to die on your feet than live on your knees.

Yes, it was my way…

We should all be so lucky to deserve having this epic piece of music played at our funeral, and for it
to mean something. My Way. Or the highway.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Senior Citizen Robs Bank to Escape His Anglobitch Wife
September 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Married Beta Stare of Despair: Lawrence John Ripple robbed a bank to escape a nagging wife

Here’s an interesting case of what it’s really like to be married for a long time to the same American
woman, rather than the sugar coated fantasies we are deluded with from childhood. A Kansas City
man figured prison was better than another day with his wife of 33 years.

Lawrence John Ripple, age 70 decided to transition to a less stressful life in prison rather than
continuing to listen to an Anglobitch wife…well…bitch all the time. He walked into a Kansas City
bank last week, and calmly handed a teller a note demanding cash and saying he had a gun. Once an
employee of the bank handed him a money bag with about $3,000 in it, instead of running out the
door and peeling out in the parking lot trying to make a quick getaway, Ripple calmly sat down in the
lobby. When police arrived, he told them:

I’m the guy you’re looking for.

He was promptly arrested and faces up to 20 years in the slammer enjoying the peace and quiet he so
desperately wanted. This true story is yet another in a long line that illustrates why it’s better for men
to stay single, and become PUAs or MGTOWs rather than conform to the demands of the system and
tie the knot someday.

Undoubtedly, he had become burned out by a life with his wife, and the increasingly ridiculous
demands of living with entitled American women in modern times. Ripple was so desperate to escape
he chose a bank that was just down the street from the Kansas City Police Department. The story gets
even better. Ripple told police officers what he really wanted was just to get away from that woman:

I no longer wanted to be in that situation. I’d rather be in jail than at home.

Of course, Lt. Kelli Bailiff with the Wyandotte County Sheriff’s Department apparently failed to
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comprehend the lifetime of indentured servitude Ripple would be subjected to if he followed her
cutesy advice.

[He] can get divorced. I’ve never heard of someone who would rather come to jail and
commit a crime so they don’t have to go home and be with their family. That’s never
happened.

Bailiff, by virtue of being a female, doesn’t understand divorce in many ways could be a worse end
than prison for a man like Ripple in America. Odds are that unless Ripple wanted to be homeless and
potentially imprisoned anyway for failing to make alimony payments that would no doubt result from
a divorce, him leaving his wife was not an option. Ironically, robbing a bank brought him to the same
end the divorce court system would have, only more quickly and without the financial rape associated
with a divorce. As many men already know, it’s either pay the bitch or go to jail when you get a
divorce.

Women enjoy having the legal status of being specialer than men, no matter how many times they
parrot equality pablum and the the Strong, Independent Woman narrative. They never refuse massive
divorce settlements and tell the court they’d rather do it on their own. While choosing prison is
debatable, this story should serve as a cautionary tale about the divorce system and the high cost of
marriage in America.

One of the possible outcomes of marriage is turning into Frank and Estelle Constanza. No thanks, I’d rather bang nubile women and
maintain my freedom and testicular integrity

No Way to Win

Perhaps the worst feature of marriage is that for a man, there’s no possible positive outcome when he
gets married these days. He either whiles his life away watching his wife’s sexual market value sag
along with her breasts and behind year by year, or worse watches helplessly as he hopes and prays his
wife doesn’t someday divorce rape him and take his kids away in the family court system. One might
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see that after three decades with a withering nag with zero SMV, who he was literally stuck with
because of severe legal repercussions if he tried to get his freedom back, how such a man might
become desperate to escape a woman who’s difficult to live with without being drug through years of
lawyers and fighting over resources with his ex.

What Lt. Bailiff doesn’t understand or doesn’t care to understand, even
though she works in law enforcement, is that in Anglo America the system has legally got a man the
balls either way for the crime of being born with a penis. Ripple likely didn’t have many appealing
alternatives thanks to lawyers expanding and complicating the legal code of the family court system
for 50 years, rewriting it so it could be more profitable for them and the male-exploiting family court
system. His choices were already made for him. Ripple could end up losing everything he worked for
and become an indentured servant of his wife (i.e. alimony) until she dies, or just rob a bank and save
a few steps.

Apparently, Ripple wrote the bank robbery note out in front of his wife. Indeed, the criminal justice
system has become so appealing as an out from the rigors and ridiculousness of daily life The Daily
Caller reports others have committed crimes to go to jail, too.

There have been multiple reported instances of individuals committing crimes to receive the
free health care and free “housing” offered by the criminal justice system. In 2013, a woman
even attacked a sheriff’s deputy with the intent of using her jail stint to break a smoking
addiction.

This story is just another warning for would-be married men. You can’t win
in a marriage. If you are “lucky” enough for the marriage to survive over 30 years as this one did, you
may be so desperate to get away from your wife by the end that you’ll do something, anything to get
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away from her.

As a side note, as the American economy implodes and white men continue to be sold out by their
own government, it will become infinitely more impossible for them to stay in place on The Hedonic
Treadmill. The treadmill is the “Beta Bucks” adaptation that illustrates no matter what a man does for
a woman, he will never shut her up and she will always want more. We have reached the point of
diminishing returns for those hoping to play the “Beta Bucks” game, in a desperate ploy to land and
keep a female around as the U.S. economy is sold out by Congress and big business.

The desperation of wanting to escape the hell that comes with living with an old, worn out
hag reaches a crescendo when a man either offs himself or his wife, gets a divorce and becomes a
slave of the family court system, or gets creative and robs a bank in hopes of getting sent up the river
for it. It’s an extreme solution, one we don’t condone but one we have sympathy with the man for
doing.

This is the life of a Beta male who doesn’t stand up to his wife and becomes her servant instead of
making her his. As with many aspects of human relations, there is a definite master-
servant component to marriage. Betas make the mistake of turning themselves into the servants and
often literally go crazy trying to keep up with all the demands and shit tests of wifey. Bad move.
Better to break her in like riding a wild horse, and make her your servant as men did until feminism
killed Western society.

Or, best not play the legally rigged marriage game – one with severe and life-altering consequences
including financial rape – at all.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Percentage of Unemployed Men Similar to The
Great Depression
September 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

So, Peter, what’s happening? Aahh, now, are you going to go ahead and have those TPS reports for us this afternoon? -Bill Lumbergh

“Fuck this shit. I’m leaving.” Those are increasingly the sentiments of men as they drop out of the
workforce. One in six prime-age men have no job in America. The American Enterprise Institute says
those statistics are worse than those from The Great Depression. While some of this can be blamed
on laziness, most of it stems from lack of incentives given to men to care if they work or not, and the
villainization they receive when they do work. As men increasingly go their own way, the very
people provoking the developing mass apathy about society scratch their heads and wonder why men
don’t want to work themselves into an early grave for no reason.

In what NPR laughably calls a “mystery” American men are Going Galt
and leaving the workforce in droves. It and other mainstream journalists want men back on the
plantation rather than affording them the same type of liberation it granted women 50 years ago.
Predictably, NPR fails to realize the simple truth that it doesn’t take much for a man to live on. We
can live merry lives on very little.
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In fact, I told my best friend recently as long as I have some pussy once in a while, food and beer, and
a couple of wheels underneath me and a couple of nickels to rub together I’m a happy man. We are
both discussing building “tiny houses” to live in. (I already rent a small house in the Caribbean for
$200 a month!) Men worked in the past to keep wifey happy and to support their children. Since
feminism has taken a dump on that “outdated” way of organizing society, men are finally figuring out
hey I don’t need all this material crap to be happy. Marxism killed the family and feminism killed
decent wives.

So men, with no incentives to be hardworking provider modules leave
behind slave-driving bosses, HR diversity quotas, 60 hour workweeks, enforced conformity, and
gossipy office harridans to do their own thing.

Indeed, it is women who are behind 80% of purchasing decisions in the female-driven consumerism
and materialism waste economy. Their insatiable need for everything from $3,000 handbags to
billions of dollars in cosmetics to hide every flaw they have, raising their SMV powers the economy.
Women also spend 90% more than they earn when one considers the whole of the economy and the
forced wealth redistribution schemes conducted by Big Daddy Government, according to statistics
from RealSexism. The irony of feminists siding with leftists on environmental issues when in fact it
is women’s insatiable desire to buy useless crap that’s destroying the environment is totally lost on
the Marxist press.

NPR was absolutely perplexed as to why men don’t behave just like women, not understanding men
statistically only spend 20% of what they earn when one considers the whole of the U.S. economy.

In the 1960s, nearly 100 percent of men between the ages of 25 and 54 worked. That’s
fallen over the decades. In a recent report, President Obama’s Council of Economic
Advisers said 83 percent of men in the prime working ages of 25-54 who were not in the
labor force had not worked in the previous year. So, essentially, 10 million men are missing
from the workforce.

Add me to the list of people who checked out of a life of corporate slavery so I could stop being
another Matrix battery powering the lives of deadbeat bums and illegal aliens who live off my labor
and the labor of millions of other men. Moreover, my tax money and the tax money of millions of
other men is only used by the government to debase us. There isn’t a single government program
directly solely at helping men succeed, and this is especially true for white men. We are only
castigated and slandered in modern day Anglo America.
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Life is too short to work at increasingly shittier jobs for no reason except competitive consumption. Better to spend it poolside with a
different girlfriend every couple of weeks

Poolside

Why support a system that only takes from men then labels us as evil oppressors? Richard Hintzke
was a real estate developer who decided to drop out of the rigged economic and labor market and live
on his investments after the government-orchestrated 2008 economic crash. He no doubt sums up the
sentiments of millions of men.

You know, it looked like the sky was falling, so it was like, if there was ever a good time to
disengage, I said, this is a good time.

The economy hasn’t recovered since then, despite totally rigged economic statistics like the
government-calculated unemployment rate that says the unemployment rate is only 4.9%. Even CNN
reported the government drops people out of the unemployment rate statistics when they’ve been
unemployed for only six months.

Another reason why the jobs picture still looks gloomy is that an unusually high number of
people can’t find jobs even though they have been looking for a long time. About 2.1
million Americans have been unable to get a job for over half a year. The government calls
these people the “long-term unemployed.” During the worst of the Great Recession, 6.8
million people were long-term unemployed…there are still roughly double the number of
long-term unemployed than in normal times.

Of course, some men just can’t find work because they refuse to submit to a system that demands an
average of $30,000 in college debt just for the chance to become employed, or de-ball themselves and
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become a nice little office bitch before they walk in the door of their comfy office hells. Worse, the
automation economy is slowly taking away blue-collar jobs. Romeo Barnes, a former Walmart
greeter who’s now unemployed told the press:

Men are traditionally known for labor work. The lower-educated guys have to do stuff like
that. And that’s being taken away because we have machines.

You can cram those TPS reports, Bill

So, it’s really no mystery why men are checking out and enjoying the decline poolside. Leftists have
taken away everything men work for then expect them to keep working just for the enjoyment of
working. Automation and outsourcing are killing jobs. Men are by nature minimalists, and we only
worked so hard for our now non-existent wives and children. As a result of taking incentives and
debasing the set and frame the society was built on, not only are men leaving the plantation
but America is commiting demographic suicide.

Once again, the high economic and social costs of the unintended consequences of social engineering
are bearing their rotten fruit, and blighting the economies of the Western world. It’s all downhill from
here, unless the cultural template causing this fiasco is abandoned. Don’t expect it to be. As French
historian and archaeologist Andre Piganiol knew, Roman civilization did not die peacefully, it was
assassinated. Much as leftists are assassinating Western civilization.

Men Going Galt are only a symptom of a much greater cancer that has infested the body politic.
Modern day Rome is burning. Men who stop working will only add fuel to the fire.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Red Pill Money: Buying a Mutual Fund
September 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Once your investments build up and women realize you have money, expect them to start coming out of the woodwork – don’t let them in
your wallet

One of the best strategies for investing when trying to balance growth and security is buying mutual
funds. Mutual funds are typically safer investments than individual stocks because your money is
diversified, with the fund professionally managed and invested in several companies rather than just
one. This reduces risk of losing money should one company take a dump.

There are good mutual funds and there are bad mutual funds. How do you pick the best mutual fund?
Here are five important things to consider before purchasing them.

Objective. Are you looking for aggressive growth? Are you willing to take risks? Or do you need
something safer that grows less quickly? Or, perhaps you are looking to have a steady stream of
income off an investment that’s already matured. There are funds for everyone. One of the best things
to do is visit the web site of Fidelity or T. Rowe Price or another company, then study and sort
through all their investments until you find a mutual fund that’s right for you.
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It’s easy to find mutual funds with long track records (5 to 10 years) that
have returned 10% or higher. Many companies also allow you to see how the money invested 10
years ago would have grown with their company. Fidelity has a nice graph that shows the historical
growth of a $10,000 investment. Of course, as the advertisements say past performance does not
guarantee future returns, but you can be confident that if a fund has shown growth over a long period
of time it will be a relatively safe investment. Once invested, don’t go to sleep. Continue monitoring
your investment and don’t be afraid to cash out and put your money elsewhere if the investment isn’t
meeting expectations.

Performance. This is the rate of return for a mutual fund. Focus on how the fund has been
performing over the last 10 years. You typically want a fund with a strong (10% or higher) rate of
return when trying to grow your money. When looking for steady income from your investment
rather than growth, know there are mutual funds designed for income. Sifting through and studying
the mutual funds on each investment company’s web site can help you familiarize yourself with how
the different funds are structured.

Cost. Front-end loads are best as they allow you to pay costs up front rather than paying once you
cash out. A front-end load allows your money to grow and your investment not to be bogged down by
expensive management fees. And, there are no unpleasant surprises when you go to cash out.

Turnover ratio. This shows you how often the mutual fund changes investments. A turnover rate of
50% or less means the people managing the fund have confidence in where the money is being
invested, and aren’t trying to “time the market” or gamble with investors’ money.

Fund manager experience. Typically, you’ll want a fund manager with at least 5 to 10 years
experience. This isn’t as important if the mutual fund you are considering has a long track record.
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Money buys freedom and investments buy “free” money

More Advice

Another tip includes knowing you can’t put your money in then take it back out quickly. Most mutual
funds will have costly fees for taking your money out before a certain window of time has passed –
often at least 30 days. Sometimes more. Most mutual funds also have a minimum investment of
$2,500 or so. Don’t invest until you are completely out of debt, and can confidently maintain the
habits a debt free man. Never go in debt for a car. If you have already gone in debt for a car, pay it off
as quickly as possible or sell it.

Have a comfy emergency fund built up and your finances under control or your may end up needing
your money rather than being able to invest it. Go into mutual fund investing with the idea of saving
at least half your income. Designing a zero based budget and simplifying your finances can help you
realize this goal.

Once you have made the initial investment, you can also have a debit
set up to put money into the mutual fund each month automatically. Buy more than one mutual fund.
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Remember the old saying: Don’t put all your eggs in one basket. It’s a good idea to have several
mutual funds as this will help minimize risk further.

Another tip is to buy when the market is low if possible. Additionally, don’t let the typical ups and
downs of the market scare you into taking your money out. Think long-term with your money, not
short term. Sure, your investment might have lost a good portion of its value after a stock market
dive, but with long-term thinking that’s the time to buy even more mutual funds rather than cashing
out.

The most important aspect of Red Pill money is developing the mentality of a saver rather than a
spender. Our society teaches us from a very young age the only way to measure success is with the
number of material things we have and the potential of acquiring infinitely more material things. This
is totally wrong. Personally, I had a lot of things including a massive apartment and two brand new
cars and a lot of other junk when I was younger, but I was miserable because I was in debt up to my
eyeballs. There is nothing like the feeling of being in control of your money.

This means being happy with less. Paradoxically, being happy with less will allow you to have much,
much more. If I’ve said it once, I’ve said it a thousand times: It doesn’t take much for a man to live
on. Buying mutual funds while living a life of minimalism is a sure sign of a man who has figured out
the game of money.
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First Time Threesomes: Tell Women What to Do
September 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

You have to take the reigns and lead women when having a threesome

The menage a trois can be one of the most thrilling of sexual experiences for the heterosexual male.
Historically, in man’s wilder days, it meant the chance for him to pass on his genes with not one but
two women at the same time. Today, it usually doesn’t represent the same potential for genetic
success but it’s still the pinnacle of male success in the mating market. Banging two women (or
more) at the same time does come with its share of complications, though. Most often, I have found
that women are confused about what to do or are shy and reticent once the party is about to get
started. As the ZFG Alpha or Sigma, you can instruct them in what you want done so as to maximize
pleasure for yourself.

I noticed the need to lead women after I started having threesomes. Girls were often trash talking and
excited about having the threesome until we got to the bedroom. Then, there would be awkward
looks and uncomfortable laughter and reluctance to begin the festivities once the rubber was about to
meet the road. So, I quickly learned I would have to take charge of the situation and tell the girls what
to do.

Most of the threesomes I have had have been with two women who are not experienced in orgies, so
naturally as a man I had to guide them. Contrary to what feminists will tell you a man who makes
demands rather than asks for things goes a lot farther with women. Here are 5 simple steps to help
make a better threesome as you boss your lovers around.
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As with many things in life, threesomes get better with experience

A Better Threesome

Discuss what you want to do before hand. So the girls are not surprised when you get to the
bedroom, talk with them about what you will all do before you get started. This is best done when
setting up the threesome. If it’s two girls you have met in a bar, find out beforehand if the two girls
you are with will be screwing each other in addition to screwing you, or if it will just be a “straight”
threesome in which the girls won’t be doing anything sexual with each other, i.e. only pleasuring you
and not each other. I’ve had threesomes that went both ways, sometimes the women would do each
other, although most of the time they just focus on me. It is good to know this so there’s no surprises.

Drink a little to take the edge off and have some sexy music
ready to go. It’s always a good idea to have some alcoholic beverages (or even some recreational
drugs if that’s your bag) once everyone arrives in the bedroom. Whether it’s as simple as a beer in a
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hotel room or red wine or champagne, drinking always helps get everyone in the right frame of mind
and releases social inhibitions. Some sexy times music and the right lightning also helps set the
mood. One of my musical favorites for threesomes is High for This by TheWeeknd.

When in the bedroom, sit in between them hugging both and talk
to both of them. As the man, you have to be the ringleader of the operation. Sit in between them on
the bed, put your arms around both of them and be the ZFG overconfident jerk that allowed you to
land in this situation in the first place. Don’t pull back and start acting Beta just because you have
two hot women about to get naked with you. Once everyone is ready, tell them to take their clothes
off – don’t ask them to. Chicks get lost easily, and believe me two girls will be looking for you to
take charge though they’ll never admit it.

Decide which girl you want to screw first and which to finish with. This is an issue that never
really occurs in the minds of many men until they have two naked women in front of them and the
women are looking at him not knowing what to do. Again, your leadership qualities will be called
upon so once they’re naked decide which girl you want grinding you and which you want sitting on
your face and wriggling.

Let go of inhibitions. The first few threesomes may seem a bit awkward. This will lessen as you gain
experience banging multiple women at the same time. Alcohol or recreational drugs will help curb
some of the natural inhibitions you might have as a member of a sexual party of three, or just having
the right attitude will do the same thing. The wilder and more exciting things get the more likely you
and the girls are to enjoy it and to want an encore. Personally, I’ve gotten to the point having a
threesome doesn’t phase me anymore. This is after I was inhibited and a little nervous the first few
times I banged two chicks at the same time.
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My threesomes usually involve two black or brown women, I get to be the cream filling in the Oreo

Final Thoughts

Personally, I am not fond of using a condom with my regular sex partners which is why I will look
for sex partners who I feel comfortable banging without protection. I will say that if there’s any doubt
about a girl I will strap on a jimmy before entering the love cave. But through personal experience I
have come to the opinion that STDs are not as common as we are led to believe. (Note: This is a
personal opinion.)

Note that some women form emotional attachments easily so banging another woman in front of a
regular sex partner may cause a jealous woman to do crazy things. If possible, it’s best to have
threesomes with women who you have no emotional investment in and who likewise have no
emotional investment in you. This keeps things from getting messy.

These are some common sense, introductory ideas that will help you enjoy a more exciting and
sexually fulfilling threesome next time you set one up. Threesomes are exciting and fun diversions
from the normal sexual routine, and I recommend all men try one at least once just for the personal
satisfaction of knowing they’ve done it.

Any other questions? Email me and I’ll feature them in an upcoming reader mailbag segment here on
The New Modern Man.
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Video of the Week: Engineers and Architects Speak Out
on 9/11
September 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Taking the specter of government involvement in 9/11 much farther than some “crazy conspiracy
theory” are thousands of high-rise engineers and architects who all say the official account of the
collapse of the World Trade Center – both the Twin Towers and especially WTC Building 7 – makes
absolutely no sense. They use the scientific method to deconstruct the narrative involving the
disaster.

Never heard of these engineering and architectural experts? You can thank the media for blacklisting
their compelling and very well-reasoned case, and labeling these giants in their field “truthers.” By
the way, the shameless, lying American media recently attempted to coin the term “healthers” for
those “crazy people” questioning Queen Hillary’s health until she dropped like a bag of bricks in
video the mainstream media “missed” but eyewitnesses (lucky for us deplorables) were able to
capture, changing the entire course of the 2016 campaign. She is sick, and the mainstream media
owes the “healthers” a massive apology. So, the mainstream media’s myopic opinions and name-
calling about so-called “conspiracy theories” have proven to have the same value as a steaming pile
of excrement. The “truther” producers of the film write:

As millions of people are becoming aware that they haven’t gotten the whole story on 9/11,
over 1,700 architects and engineers are leading the way at AE911TRUTH, with dozens of
these professionals giving testimonials in this documentary, putting their careers on the line
in their demand for a new independent investigation. High-rise architects, structural
engineers, scientists, physicists, chemists, scholars, educators, firefighters, forensic fire
engineers, demolition experts and others also testify in this ground-breaking scientific
assessment of the events at the World Trade Center.

The sudden, complete collapse of the third skyscraper, WTC Building 7 at 5:20pm on 9/11
at free-fall acceleration, is now being seen around the world as “the smoking gun” which
disproves the official story about 9/11. These experts also introduce additional
“overwhelming evidence” for a controlled demolition hypothesis of the three World Trade
Center highrises – which raises many disturbing questions.

The film does not speculate – but does empathize with viewers by also introducing the
professional perspectives of eight psychologists who explain some of the reasons why it is
so hard for people to face the scientific evidence. This is the most scientific and compelling
9/11 documentary film to date.
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The physics don’t add up. The fact no highrise building in history has
collapsed as the result of a fire doesn’t add up. The engineering doesn’t add up, as the Twin Towers
were designed to withstand an impact from larger airliners than the ones that impacted them. Jet fuel
and office fires don’t melt steel beams, as several engineers explain in the film. Eyewitness accounts
don’t match the narrative. The government’s actions following the disaster don’t add up, particularly
rounding up all the evidence and shipping it to China. The fact Donald Rumsfeld announced $2.3
trillion was missing from the Pentagon the day before 9/11 doesn’t add up.

Many Americans will dismiss government involvement offhand when one discusses this event. But
one must ask, is this out of fear of reality people behave this way? Are myths really that powerful for
the average person? As Carl Sagan told us:

The truth may be puzzling. It may take some work to grapple with. It may be
counterintuitive. It may contradict deeply held prejudices. It may not be consonant with
what we desperately want to be true. But our preferences do not determine what’s true.

I, more than anyone wish we didn’t have to consider government involvement in terrorist acts. But,
considering Neoconservative philosophy and policy which provides motive, and
compartmentalization of information which provides method, we must be skeptical of a government
that has repeatedly lied to and deceived its citizens about…well…everything.

The film is highly recommended, as it provides insight into just how rotten the official account of the
collapse of the World Trade Center towers is. When engineers with lifetimes of experience building
the very type of buildings that collapsed call bullshit on the official account of the collapse, and
illustrate how the buildings could not have fallen at freefall speed without the help of demolitions
explosions, the official narrative gets blown up.

Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth is our video of the week.
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Weekend Reading | September 16, 2016
September 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of September 16, 2016.

Manosphere

Understanding the Traditional, Or Eternal Civilization

Bruce Charlton proves worth reading for anyone who is not on board with the mainstream-
sanctified descent into social breakdown. Even if his words do not resonate as true, his
centering of the issue will, in a time when almost all news sources, including underground
blogs, distract from the actual issue.

NFL Suffers Ratings Drop After Pandering to the SJW Narrative

The NFL has been changing over the last few years, an issue I wrote about in a previous
article. We are seeing the growing presence of an SJW narrative: we now have a pink field
in October (Breast Cancer Awareness), domestic violence commercials throughout the
season, and recently, players not standing for the National Anthem in protest of racial
inequality.
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Above the Parapet: What Happens to Men Who Challenge Anglosphere Gender
Relations

Despite the veracity of his claims, Davies was showered with mindless invective in the
British media. There were calls for him to be suspended, calls for his resignation, even the
usual shaming language about his penis size – all for telling the truth. Yet Davies quoted
detailed government statistics proving that when men and women are arrested for the
samecrime, and they have similar criminal histories, then British women are favoured at
every step in the legal system.

DNC Leak Reveals System for Automated Voter Fraud

Hi! If you’re new here, you may want to subscribe to my RSS feed and follow me on
Twitter. Thanks for visiting! I’ve obtained evidence via Wikileaks’ recent DNC leak that
the Democratic Party’s state data swapping program enables the party to commit automated
voter fraud on a massive scale. The DNC’s system enables them to delete voters from the
rolls, change their registration or anything they want. The DNC likely used the system
against Bernie Sanders’ supporters in the primary this year.
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News

Media Outraged After Trump Tricks Them To Cover Endorsements From
Military Heroes

The media showed up to the presidential ballroom of the new Trump International Hotel on
Friday morning expecting Donald Trump to take questions about whether he still questions
if President Obama was born in the United States. Instead, they got more than a half hour of
a variety of military heroes — generals, medal of honor recipients and a gold star wife
— expressing support for the Republican nominee. And it all aired live on the cable news
networks.

2 More Docs Charge Coverup in Hillary Healthcare Scandal

With a significant number of top physicians expressing concern that the American people
aren’t being told the truth about Hillary Clinton’s health, the Democratic Party nominee’s
personal doctor is declaring she is fit to return to the campaign trail.

Is America Just One Crisis Away from Dictatorship?

Sept. 16, 1620, according to the Gregorian calendar, 102 passengers set sail on the Pilgrims’
ship, Mayflower, with the blessings of their pastor, John Robinson. Their 66-day journey of
2,750 miles encountered storms so rough the beam supporting the main mast cracked and
was propped back in place with “a great iron screw.”

Michael Savage: Hillary’s ‘Deplorables’ Are ‘the Backbone of America,’ But Bill
Clinton ‘Gutted Their Jobs, Deported Their Factories to China for Profit’

Savage’s take on the current state of the presidential race began with his observation that
“Grandma’s slip-and-fall certainly has awakened people to the fact that she’s a sick
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candidate. We’re not so much worried about her illness, whatever it may be, although that
certainly is an issue,” he said. “We’re worried about her social sickness, her desire to do
worse than Obama has done. I mean, he brought in 10,000 Syrian Muslims, or such? She
wants to quadruple that. Why? What is in it for this country? Does anyone have an answer
for that?”

Book of the Week

The prophetic author of the bestselling Government Zero, Dr. Michael
Savage is back with his most urgent and powerful work.

Listeners to Dr. Savage’s top-rated radio talk show, The Savage Nation, know him to be an articulate
and engaged spokesman for traditional American values of borders, language, and culture.

Now, after eight divisive years of Barack Obama, Dr. Savage lays out an irrefutable case for how our
nation has been undermined by terrorists from without, by anarchists from within, by a president and
politicians with contempt for the Constitution and the law, and by a complicit liberal media.

With words and topics that are as insightful as they are timely, he makes an ironclad case for the
dangers we face from Hillary Clinton and her fellow travelers in the progressive movement. He also
explains why Donald Trump may be one of the two best hopes for America’s future as we try to
regain control of our government, our country, and our national soul.

The other hope? As Dr. Savage explains in some of his most heartfelt and passionate words, it is we,
the people: the ordinary “Eddies,” as he calls them-motivated, roused, and engaged.

This book is about much more than an election. It is a veteran commentator and celebrated raconteur
providing a blueprint for how to regain our cherished freedoms and our national identity…before
they are lost forever.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Rammstein Features Masculine, Red Pill Themes in
Their Music
September 17, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Pyrotechnics are a staple of Rammstein’s live concerts as they also burn gynocentric and globalist narratives

Unless you speak German, may surprise you to know masculine, Red Pill themes are nothing new to
Rammstein. They’ve been recording music challenging conventional wisdom on everything
from getting married, to puss pedestalization, Beta Bucks providers, the Hedonic Treadmill,
Predatory Females, and globalism for a quarter of a century. This article will serve as an introduction
to a few of their best Red Pill pieces.

Even though you might not know what their music is about, you may be familiar with the name.
Rammstein is a popular Neue Deutsche Härte industrial rock band from Germany. Formed in 1994,
they have sold 35 million records worldwide. Their award-winning concerts are renowned for their
use of live pyrotechnics, and their lyrics definitely don’t conform to notions of political correctness.

They promoted freethinking ideas and politically incorrect men’s self-interest before the film The
Matrix was even released and the term Red Pill coined. For that reasons, they’re musical pioneers in
the men’s movement. These are some of the music videos and lyrics that echo popular sentiments in
the manosphere.

Du Hast: The Anti-Marriage Song

Led by Till Lindemann, Rammstein scored their best known hit back in 1997. The lyrics of the song
are clearly about avoiding the marriage trap:

You
you have
you have me
you have asked me
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you have asked me and I have said nothing

Do you want, until death separates you,
to be faithful to her for all days
No!!

Do you want, until death, which would separate,
to love her, even in bad days
No!!

The lyrics can also be interpreted to mean “You have trapped me” in another interpretation of the
meaning of Du Hast.

The video has dual meaning. Adding to the song’s theme of avoiding marriage for a life of male
freedom and dignity, we see a woman in a red dress speeding to a warehouse with her lover in tow.
A woman in a red dress is often used in art to symbolize socialism, and feminism/male oppression
has been packaged with socialism in the West.

Her lover pulls a gun out of her handbag, ready to do her bidding. As her lover prepares to enter the
warehouse, we next see men in masks, perhaps representing the elite fat cats he would be enslaved to
in order to provide for this woman upon marrying her.

Once entering a dilapidated building in search of his target, the man driving the car realizes his
friends are wearing the mask as a ruse, perhaps as a warning of the type of life he’ll have upon taking
the vows. The men in the warehouse are screaming in the face of an unseen person, who is a symbol
the of the state apparatus who subjugates men once they submit to a female and get married. After
taking the masks off, the men all have one last hurrah together.

The woman, all the while, is nervous that she will not be able to subjugate him, and paces nervously
outside, hoping he doesn’t uncover the ruse. The men then burn the symbolic state apparatus in the
warehouse, and decide that freedom and male brotherhood is more important than becoming an
indentured servant then exit the warehouse.

Upon realizing that the lady in the red dress (symbolizing socialism/feminism and a wife/slaveholder)
was only using him to do her bidding, he returns, friends in tow, and the car explodes, taking the
woman with it, a powerful expression of a man refusing to submit to either socialism or feminist
orthodoxy.

Sonne: The Pedestalization and Beta Bucks Song

The theme of this video is based on the German fairy tale Snow White and her Seven Dwarfs. We all
know most Western women see themselves as the equivalent of Snow White, and her Beta Orbiters
are the equivalent of her Seven Dwarfs (or more) that she uses as meal tickets. Sonne uses these
storybook icons to symbolize the typical, pedestalized Western woman and her supplicating Beta
orbiters.
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As the video begins, we find the Seven Dwarfs (i.e. Beta
orbiters) slaving away in the diamond mine trying to find a gem that will satisfy the princess. Early in
the video, Snow White initially accepts the offering of one of her servants, but quickly slaps the shit
out of him once she has accepted his offering. Mirroring reality, women almost always mistreat Beta
orbiters, well, because there are so many begging for a turn to mate with her. All the while, Snow
White as symbolized in the video has a sadistic side, seemingly enjoying the mistreatment of her
dwarfs/Beta orbiters.

Midway through, Snow White snorts some golden powder (clearly symbolic of cocaine), retires to a
bath, and later dies. Her death can be seen two different ways: either she dies from overindulgence in
the “powder” made possible by her Beta male slaves, or one of the dwarfs gets sick of her bullshit
and poisons her. In any case, she is taken to the top of a mountain and laid to rest, only to have an
apple fall into her hand at the last minute. This has the effect of giving her a second chance at life to
the delight of her Beta dwarfs, and possibly to the chagrin of the dwarf who wanted to get rid of her.

Back to the diamond mine, boys.

Rosenrot: The Hedonic Treadmill and Predatory Female Song

Another song that shows men how manipulative females can be is Rosenrot. These selected lyrics tell
the story of how a man will literally face his own doom if he hops on to The Hedonic Treadmill in an
attempt to appease a woman with material things.

A girl saw a little rose
It bloomed there in bright heights
She asked her sweetheart
if he could fetch it for her

She wants it and that’s fine
So it was and so it will always be
She wants it and that’s the custom
Whatever she wants she gets

At his boots, a stone breaks
He doesn’t want to be on the cliff anymore
And a scream lets everyone know
Both are falling to the ground

In other words, supplicating to female desire will end up in disaster for the male as he takes himself
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to the edge of a figurative cliff only to fall off. These lyrics assume the couple is married, in which
case both fall off the cliff into financial ruin. However, in modern times the female will just jettison
the used up Beta provider and leave him to fall off the financial cliff alone.

In the Rosenrot video, a young girl manipulates a priest into killing for her in true predatory female
fashion, then when he has performed his duty, thereby becoming useless to her, and she no longer
needs his utility, she’s first in line to burn him at the stake. This shows the fact women have no
shame and they have no loyalty when it comes to dealing with men. Be careful! Both the lyrics and
the video serve as a dire warning to men who supplicate to female desire without thinking of their
own self-interest.

Amerika: The Anti-Globalism Song

Another song and video that has manosphere themes is Amerika. What makes it all the more
impressive is it was released back in 2005 before globalism even became a mainstream idea. Back
then, the idea American corporations were scheming to take over the world would surely have been
chalked up as some “crazy conspiracy theory.” But, a decade later the intentions of globalists are
plain as day to those of us in the manosphere.

Of course, the song and video is about America infecting the rest of the world with its empty,
materialistic culture through mass media, brainwashing other cultures of the world, and turning them
into mindless consumers. As the lyrics warn, “freedom” is the product that’s being marketed, but
what’s really being sold to people is chains.

We’re all living in America
America is wonderful
We’re all living in America
America, America

When there’s dancing I want to lead
even if you’re whirling around alone
Let yourselves be controlled a little
I’ll show you how it really goes
We’re making a nice round dance
Freedom is playing on all violins
Music is coming out of the White House
and Mickey Mouse is standing in front of Paris

We’re all living in America
America is wonderful
We’re all living in America
America, America

I know moves that are very useful
and I will protect you from missteps
And whoever doesn’t want to dance at the end
doesn’t know yet that they must
We’re making a nice round dance
I will show you the way
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Santa Claus is coming to Africa
and Mickey Mouse is standing in front of Paris

We’re all living in America
America is wonderful
We’re all living in America
America, America

We’re all living in America
Coca-Cola, Wonderbra
We’re all living in America
America, America

This is not a love song
This is not a love song
I don’t sing my mother tongue
No, This is not a love song

We’re all living in America
America is wonderful
We’re all living in America
America, America

We’re all living in America
Coca-Cola, sometimes war
We’re all living in America
America, America

The song and video both illustrate a world in which corporate American business interests will try to
consume the entire world and turn us all into braindead consumers. “We’re all living in Amerika” is a
prophecy about what kind of world American business interests want to socially engineer in the 21st
century. If they have their way, the entire world will be cannibalized, and the world’s population will
literally be “living in Amerika” as the country culturally expands beyonds its borders.
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Red Pill Before Red Pill Was Cool

As you can see, Rammstein’s music and videos make bold statements about everything from the
relations between the sexes to the effects globalism will have on wrecking the world’s cultures. It’s
obvious they know the “diversity” pushed by major corporations will only serve to destroy true
diversity as everyone becomes corporate drones enslaving themselves with their own desires to buy
unending products they don’t really need.

Rammstein’s music is also a good way to learn German, one of the most widely spoken languages in
the world. While Rammstein illustrates one aspect of the German language (the harsh-sounding,
rough side), if you delve deeper into the language and music it can also be one of the most tender,
emotive languages you’ve ever heard. The similar artist Unheilig is a good choice for those wanting
to hear the emotional range of German. Unheilig does both hard rock and soft rock, and showcases
the stunning versatility of the language.

More than anything, these videos make it enjoyable to realize that men actually have a musical ally
amongst the world’s popular musicians. It’s not all Miley Cyrus and other degenerate sluts…yet.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Have a Drink: Moscow Mule
September 17, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Moscow Mule actually originated in America

In spite of the name, the Russian-sounding Moscow Mule is a cocktail with American roots.
Although, it does use vodka as one might expect. Almost always served in a copper mug, it is an
autumn and winter favorite with its “warming” vodka and flavors.

Here’s a little history on the origin of the cocktail from the New York Herald Tribune:

The mule was born in Manhattan but “stalled” on the West Coast for the duration. The
birthplace of “Little Moscow” was in New York’s Chatham Hotel. That was back in 1941
when the first carload of Jack Morgan’s Cock ‘n’ Bull ginger beer was railing over the
plains to give New Yorkers a happy surprise…

The Violette Family helped. Three friends were in the Chatham bar, one John A. Morgan,
known as Jack, president of Cock ‘n’ Bull Products and owner of the Hollywood Cock ‘n’
Bull Restaurant; one was John G. Martin, president of G.F. Heublein Brothers Inc. of
Hartford, Conn., and the third was Rudolph Kunett, president of the Pierre Smirnoff,
Heublein’s vodka division.

As Jack Morgan tells it, “We three were quaffing a slug, nibbling an hors d’oeuvre and
shoving toward inventive genius”. Martin and Kunett had their minds on their vodka and
wondered what would happen if a two-ounce shot joined with Morgan’s ginger beer and the
squeeze of a lemon. Ice was ordered, lemons procured, mugs ushered in and the concoction
put together. Cups were raised, the men counted five and down went the first taste. It was
good. It lifted the spirit to adventure. Four or five days later the mixture was christened the
Moscow Mule…

So how do you make one of these cocktails that has nothing to do with either Moscow or a mule?
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You’ll only need a few ingredients.

1 1/2 oz. vodka
1/2 oz. lime juice
1/2 oz. ginger beer
1 lime wedge
ice cubes

Pour vodka and lime juice into mug; add ginger beer. Stir to combine, then add ice cubes and garnish
with lime. Enjoy!
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Eye Candy of the Week | September 18, 2016
September 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

If there’s anything I love, it’s a sexy ebony woman. This Nigerian model makes a man want to take a
trip to Nigeria and explore the gold mine this stunner came out of even further. Here’s our Eye Candy
of the Week for September 18, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | September 18, 2016
September 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter Tim wins Comment of the Week in response to Percentage of Unemployed Men Similar
to The Great Depression. Even though the government puts out rosy unemployment statistics, the
truth is hidden as the numbers get massaged. Stay unemployed for longer than 6 months, and you
magically drop off the unemployment rate statistics.

The truth? The number of “prime” working age males not working is greater than it was in the 1930s.
Tim is working on his own escape from the system.

What an insightful article! I too am working diligently to disconnect. Knowing how the
system works – I’ve spent the past several years planning and saving for nothing but my
total escape. I only spend 1/3 of my income and bank the rest. Have everything worked out
to the minutest detail and have double the funds to pull it off! Woo hoo! I could not have
been more fortunate than to have recognized the beginnings of this gynocentric/feminazi
induced social psychopathy twenty-five years ago. A gut instinct boiled within me
mandating that I had to start planning for an escape – only back then – I hadn’t yet gained
the ability to decipher or even articulate the meaning or purpose of that gut instinct. Back
then – I only knew of the warning signs and not the full extent of the repercussions.

Next year – it’s bye bye to the system – and I’m far from official retirement age. I’ll become
one of those prime-aged men not working or paying taxes or helping to further privilege
women and the state’s anti-male laws and policies. I’m simply going to fall of the grid. I’m
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going Galt. Once I’m gone – I’m gone – and the gynocracy/femocracy will cease to have a
hold on me financially or legally for purposes of forced wealth transfer. Income tax will
cease. State tax will cease. Transfer of wealth from me to women via state and federal
programs/laws/policies to force the majority of those funds towards women’s health,
education and welfare will halt. The benefits to women and the state of my personal male
disposability and the suffering I’ve endured at the hands of deeply embedded cultural
misandry will be cut off for good. Whatever’s left of my estate at passing is earmarked to go
to men’s charities – further obliterating the state’s/gynocracy’s power of forced wealth
transfer from men to women.

The system has always been set up to bilk men of their lives and fortunes for the purposes
of furthering male disposability, cultural misandry and strengthening the privileges of
women and the state over men. Here’s to men waking up to these facts of life!

If enough men decided to become minimalists and Go Galt, we could bring the very system that
profits off our labor far more than we do to its knees. Maybe Going Galt is what it will take to make
our voices heard, since demographic change is drowning out our voice at the ballot box, as I wrote
this week for Return of Kings.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. You can help support our publishing by using
any of the means linked below.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Heeding the Warning of The Married Beta Male Stare
of Despair
September 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

While princess gossips on the phone, one poor bastard realizes the trap he’s gotten himself into – the marriage trap

The 2015 film The Life of an Unhappily Married Man got the look right. That’s it, that’s it right
there. Have you seen it among your friends? It’s what I call the Married Beta Male Stare of Despair.
Beer in hand, he looks on, completely emasculated as his gleeful wife knows she has a meal ticket in
hand and thanks to our wonderful legal system, can do pretty much whatever she wants to him short
of murder and get by with it. Nay, be cheered on by a male-hating society.

Once the Predatory Female has a man’s balls in a legal vice grip, no matter
what happens she will walk away with cash and prizes. She can talk about being a Strong,
Independent Woman™ until she’s blue in the face, yet we all know she will never, ever turn down a
large divorce settlement. What a paradox.

Other examples of the Stare of Despair: As someone snaps a photo of the “happy” couple, the wife is
happy in her new dress and perhaps standing in front of some new crap she bought and wants to show
off in the photo, but the husband has a deeply troubled look on his face. Or, in moments of solitude
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the husband looks as if someone has been pissing in his Cheerios every morning of his life since he
said those fateful, life-ending words, “I do.” If I’ve seen it once, I’ve seen it a thousand times.
Usually among married couples who are friends of mine on Fakebook.

Just by looking at his face, one can see the weight hubby has upon him by
virtue being saddled with the baggage of powering a materialistic lifestyle for wifey. He seems to be
asking himself questions like: What have I gotten myself into? How the fuck am I supposed to pay for
all this? Why can’t I ever satisfy her? Will she ever stop making so many demands? She doesn’t need
all this crap I have to buy! What kind of creature can walk around bleeding for five to seven days and
survive?

The smarter ones will be asking themselves questions like: How do I get out of this mess? If I fake my
own death, can I get away from her and start a new life? If I put all my money in an offshore bank
account under an assumed name, can I survive divorce?

At once, a Red Pill man feels sorry for the poor Beta bastard but at the same time realizes most of
these guys are beyond redemption. Try to put an original thought in their head and a lifetime of
cultural programming and brainwashing will make them lash out at you with the most incredible
mental acrobatics as they voluntarily continue the life of a slave. Many won’t learn their lesson until
they get put through the divorce meat grinder. Even then, once they’ve been stripped of their pride
and their fortunes many men will still seek out another predatory female and let the new wife clean
them out just like the old wife did. Just call it an unfortunate circumstance of nature. Many men have
been programmed with the proclivity to become disposable meal tickets.

Not me.
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The look of submission as the husband bows his head and reads the newspaper, caving to wifey’s increasingly ridiculous demands

Hopeless, And Sexless

Beyond becoming hopeless, most men get married with the mistaken notion that it will guarantee
them a lifetime supply of sex. As we will see, this is unfortunately not the case even though women
definitely use marriage as little more than a front for legalized prostitution. What’s worse, the young,
nubile thing you’ve married will be losing her SMV at an ever-increasing pace as she ages. After all,
men age like wine and women age like milk.

A photo of a happy married couple (at least a year into their marriage, and in which the emotions
aren’t being faked for the camera) is as rare as gold-pressed latinum. Once the female has the
submission of the Beta male legalized on a piece of paper and knows she controls his destiny, she can
proceed to live out her materialistic fantasies without a wit as to the financial, physical and emotional
stress she is causing her new provider slave. What does her husband get for his participation? The
bill. And utter hopelessness about his situation. As an added insult to injury, sex, and the quality of it,
decreases after marriage.

A highly respected University of Chicago study found that, while the frequency of
intercourse decreases by over 700%  between the ages of 20 and 70 among the general
populace, among the married the decline is even more striking. Even among couples
who rate their marriages as very happy and say they are still in love, frequency of
intercourse declines. In another survey, 60% of couples stated that marriage had
“completely ruined the excitement of having sex.”

Meantime, the vagabonds of society like me – chastised and loathed by bitter Betas and opportunistic
females alike for being single and living a swinging lifestyle banging the 20 year olds Betas secretly
wish they could have and that older women are jealous of – are happy swapping out sex partners
almost as often as we change underwear. After all, variety in women is the spice of a heterosexual
man’s life. Louann Brizendine’s book The Female Brain knows, paraphrased by a blogger:

Men are evolutionary designed for having sexual variety. They simply have a powerful
HORMONAL drive to have many partners. Sexual involvement does not include in many
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cases emotional attachment and connection from man’s point of view.

Notice how easy some women speak negatively about male sexual drive. Particularly when
a man is in a relationship. The same way someone who never had hunger can’t understand
what a starving person might be feeling. Their craving for food may seem unnatural and
“over-the-top”. The only advice men hear – shame on you, suppress it, it’s easy. Blaming
men for their strong sexual drive will not bring any woman far. Only understanding and
eventual acceptance will.

If a man does not satisfy his need for having more than one sexual partner – his interest
towards his wife/girlfriend will gradually decrease. No amount of so-called “relationship
advice” such as wife wearing sexy lingerie, having sex in unusual places, etc. will help to
solve this issue.

In other words, men crave sexual variety, and marriage destroys sexual
variety inasmuch as it destroys other things that make men happy – freedom, minimalism and not
materialism, and control over their lives.

So, the Stare of Despair also reflects a longing for some “strange” that most married men will never
realize once they’ve become the legal property of a female. (Incidentally, bringing up strange also
brings up an opportunity for a teachable moment. When women cheat, it’s an attack on their partner.
When men cheat, it’s because we are genetically programmed to seek out and plunder strange. Men
with our characteristics survived nature’s and the female’s shit tests for a reason. Our ancestors
spread their seed far and wide. Modern men still have those instincts. If women want men to stop
having those instincts, they should stop being manipulative and cunning and give men guarantees of
paternity and fidelity. That is not likely to happen, so our philandering is not likely to go away. Nice
guys who attach themselves to females in a sexual jungle most certainly finish last. Only when
female sexuality is tightly controlled – no pun intended – do Beta males flourish.)
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Al Bundy is another great example of the Married Beta Male
Stare of Despair

But putting that all aside, instead of falling into the trap today’s men should realize that until the
current legal system is set afire and begun anew, marriage has no benefit for men. Want kids? She
can take them away on a whim. Want to “do the right thing” and get married? You are literally
gambling your entire financial future and freedom on an emotional and disloyal creature, not a
rational one.

Have you seen the Stare of Despair among your friends and family? To me, it is one of the most
convincing warnings against getting married there is. Just look at men who are married? Are the
happy? Or are the miserable. Are they trying to hide their misery? That said, 1 in 10 married men
may actually be clueless enough (or even more rarely, dominant enough) to have a happy marriage.

But the risks of being miserable are far higher than those of being happy. I don’t want to look like a
totally defeated, married guy like Al Bundy in a few short years. (Many men also gain weight and
become pudgy motherfuckers with no incentive to take care of themselves, or give a damn about their
lives anymore.) Make sure to show the unhappy faces of married men you know to other potential
meal tickets before they make the biggest mistake of their lives and sign on the dotted line of a
marriage certificate. If even one heeds the warning, you will have performed a public service of
incalculable value.
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A Picture is Worth 1,000 Words
September 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Even in the days before social media, women demonstrated their proclivity for attention whoring and narcissistic self-absorption

A new, randomly appearing feature on The New Modern Man. Because sometimes a picture really is
worth 1,000 words.
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Feminists Are Useful Idiots Who Are Literally Destroying
the World
September 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Career life got you down? How about doing the unthinkable and taking care of a family

The world is on fire, and feminists are the useful idiots that set it on fire. They think they’re
empowering women when in fact all they’ve done is destabilize society. They’ve taken women away
from jobs that play to their natural strengths and make them happy, such as childrearing and
homemaking, and put them into corporate jobs as warm bodies to be consumed generating quarterly
profits for an ungrateful CEO. And, let’s not forget generating tax revenue for human farmers in the
government.

In effect, they’ve reduced the measure of female value to labor only, just like men. They’ve stripped
women of everything that makes being a woman great, and encouraged women to give their sexuality
away riding the cock carousel instead of capitalizing on it while it’s in bloom during the short, short
spring and summer seasons of a woman’s life.

Meantime, their potential legacy, a life spent being a mother to lovely
children and in a mutually beneficial relationship with a loving husband withers and dies in the womb
as the modern woman’s eggs dry up and her ass starts to sag and it grows harder and harder to hide
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defects with makeup. By the time she gets around to thinking about having a child, the incessant tick-
tock of her biological clock growing as deafening Poe’s The Tell-Tale Heart, she’s 35 and no man
wants to take on all the baggage she’s accumulated for her waning fertility and looks. The cost is high
and the benefit is low.

No matter how much shaming, men walk away from crappy deals like this one. And, we are right to
do so. Once a woman’s SMV is gone, she literally offers nothing but baggage to a man. The energy
spent doing what women have done since time immemorial is instead spent in endless corporate
ladder climbing to power a lifestyle of materialism that is destroying both the family and the
environment. Under the old arrangement, for the 10 best, most fertile years of a woman’s life a man
offered his entire life as he was loyal to her even after her fall from grace. Feminism put and end
to all that. It expects men to accept all of the baggage with none of the reward. Sorry, it doesn’t work
that way.

There were warnings about the dire straits feminism and other Marxist ideologies have put the West
in, and finally there are politically incorrect solutions arising to combat the cancer of this totalitarian
ideology.

An ex-KGB agent tried to warn America where it was headed 30 years ago

Unheeded Warnings

30 years ago, after first wave feminism had succeeded but the crater hadn’t yet bottomed out, KGB
agent Yuri Bezmenov knew what was being done to American women and American youth as the
Long March through the institutions started with feminism and proceeded to uproot and overturn
other pillars holding up the society, culminating with today’s attacks upon the nation itself by Black
Lives Matter and spoiled football players.

In an epic interview, Bezmenov tried to warn the West about how leftists were infiltrating the U.S.
with Marxist ideology, including feminism:

It’s a great brainwashing process which goes very slow and is divided into four basic stages.
The first one being “demoralization”. It takes from 15 to 20 years to demoralize a nation.
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Why that many years? Because this is the minimum number of years required to educate
one generation of students in the country of your enemy exposed to the ideology of the
enemy. In other words, Marxism-Leninism ideology is being pumped into the soft heads of
at least three generation of American students without being challenged or counterbalanced
by the basic values of Americanism; American patriotism…

The supreme irony of the U.S. fighting a Cold War while adopting socialist
policies like feminism at home is lost on many. It’s the classic political maneuver when a corrupt
government wants to conceal its true intentions. Accuse someone else of the very wrongdoing you’re
committing. In this case, claim to fight against USSR Communism while adopting Communism bit
by bit and piece by piece at home.

In 1984, when Bezmenov gave the interview the process hadn’t become quite as advanced as it has
today. That year, Ronald Reagan was elected in one of the largest landslides in history carrying 49
out of 50 states.

But, even in those days when conservatism and libertarianism seemed to be on the rise, Bezmenov
eerily predicted with great accuracy the bizarro world we are living in – one in which Pravda-like
disinformation from the media rules, women are encouraged to act like men, men are encouraged to
act like eunuchs, and nobody knows which bathroom to use. All this, just 30 years after his prophetic
warnings were not heeded.

The result you can see…the people who graduated in the 60’s, dropouts or half-baked
intellectuals, are now occupying the positions of power in the government, civil service,
business, mass media, and educational systems. You are stuck with them. You can’t get
through to them. They are contaminated. They are programmed to think and react to certain
stimuli in a certain pattern [alluding to Pavlov]. You cannot change their mind even if you
expose them to authentic information. Even if you prove that white is white and black is
black, you still can not change the basic perception and the logic of behavior.

The “dropouts” and “half-baked intellectuals” he speaks of came to power with the Clinton
administration less than a decade later. Today, we are frighteningly close to seeing the ultimate fate
of his prophecy and their Great March through the institutions realized in the West.

In other words [for] these people the process of demoralization is complete and irreversible.
To rid society of these people you need another 15 or 20 years to educate a new generation
of patriotically minded and common sense people who would be acting in favor and in the
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interests of United States society.

The pendulum is beginning to swing back the other way as the Internet has exposed feminism and
many other myths promulgated by the American government and corporate media as the bald-faced
lies they are, but it’s happening too slowly and without enough vigor. We had better pray to God
enough men have awakened before it’s too late and we’re all microchipped drones parroting
narratives we know to be lies but are too afraid to speak out about. It will take at least a generation
begin to make an impact in the Culture War and against the insanity of leftist policies of the past 50
years.

Milo deconstructs the programming ex-KGB agent Bezmenov warned us about, as he says women will be happier and society better served
by women coming back home

Uninvent the Washing Machine and The Pill

Milo Yiannopoulous, fearless gay conservative and Breitbart columnist, a man the Marxist media
doesn’t know what to do with, knows the cure to what ails feminists. He suggests the cure for bitter
feminists, cat ladies, and the epidemic of female unhappiness is for society to do two things nobody
wants to hear.

Let’s start with the device that forced women out of the home they so lovingly kept,
wrenched their children from their arms and doomed them to perform unsatisfying tasks in
the workforce in order to respond to new social norms: the washing machine.

This infernal contraption was celebrated as a means to making a woman’s life much easier,
and is now hailed as one of the milestones of women’s liberation. Almost no invention or
political decision in history affected gender relations like the washing machine, because it
effectively freed up half the human species to enter the workforce.

Indeed, idle hands are the devil’s workshop. Women need to be working in the home again. Taking
the washing machine away is hyperbole, of course, but working for a family rather than corporate
profits is surely a nobler venture. Once women are happily occupied with being
homemakers, they also need to start having children again or the Caucasian population literally will
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continue dying off.

Talk of procreation leads me onto the next invention that seeks to actively destroy the lives
of women: the contraceptive pill. The Pill is used to lower a woman’s estrogen levels and
reduce the likelihood of her becoming pregnant. This was touted by feminists as a
revolutionary form of contraception: finally, women were liberated to explore the world
sexually with no repercussion!

Unfortunately, this liberation only freed women to displace men from the labor force and for the
West to commit demographic suicide as women mistakenly thought they were so advanced it didn’t
have to have dirty little babies anymore. This move also led to the rise and dominance of manginas
and other geldings in the Office Space hell most people now consider as normal as cattle consider
their pens.

Healthy, fertile women seek out men who are genetically different to them. Women on the
Pill do the opposite, seeking out men who are closer to their own tribe. This perhaps is an
explanation for the rise of feminized males, so desperate to get laid that they mimic the
behaviour and mannerisms of women.

Milo echoes the wisdom we in the manosphere have been prescribing as the cure to the cultural
cancer of the West for some time.

We know for sure what’s causing the epidemic of female unhappiness, but could it — just
perhaps — have something to do with a woman’s changing role in society, the expectations
placed on her to “have it all” and the effects of work, the Pill and being encouraged to think
and act like men?

Women acting like men, and women living lives of materialism and consumerism rather than
dedicating themselves to children and a husband who will love them back are two combined forces
that are literally destroying the world. The marginalization of men by feminism and the breakdown of
the family is destroying the world socially, it is destroying the foundations of civilization as
anthropologist J.D. Unwin knew it would, and the fact women power 80% of the consumerism waste
machine with their newfound “liberation” is destroying the world environmentally.

Women have been shamed from being happy housewives and have joined men in the less than happy
career world. It was the blunder of all time.

The role of the housewife has been thoroughly and ritually humiliated by successive waves
of feminism — as if raising well-adjusted children, keeping a beautiful home and marrying
a loving husband is worthy of derision and ridicule. In fact, it’s one of the most important
things a woman can do with her life and may be one of the only things women can actually
do better than men.

It’s time feminism was exposed as the totalitarian ideology it is, meant to take advantage of women
for corporate gain and government largesse at the expense of the family and the social order. It’s yet
another way American culture has shamelessly sold itself out for profit rather than well-being. This
exposure of the ills brought on by feminism needs to happen not just in the manosphere but in the
mass mind, and feminism left on the ash heap of history as one of the worst ideas ever conceived by
the human mind.
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Nearly Half of Adult Singles in Japan Virgins – Is
It Hypergamy?
September 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Nearly half of Japanese women in the prime of their lives – up to age 34 – report being virgins

Just when one thinks the sexual jungle in the Western world is bad with the number of incel men
growing rapidly, out comes news from the Land of the Rising Sun that an incredible 42-44% of adult
singles in Japan have never been laid! Wow. Even more amazingly these statistics apply to both men
and women in the prime of their lives. Unlike the West, in which women will spread their legs
unendingly for bad boys while refusing a tepid kiss for Beta males, Japanese women seem to be very
chaste. (At least when they’re being questioned about their sexual proclivities. Note: Women have
been known to lie.)

In any case, here’s how the numbers break down for the only real sexes that exist (fuck off, leftists)
aged 18-34 years:

42% of men are virgins
44% of women are virgins

Japan, unashamed to promote their people’s identity and self-interest, unlike suicidal Caucasians in
Europe, has been working to stop its population from dying off. It is encouraging people to start
fucking again. But monetary incentives don’t seem to be helping, which can be seen as further
evidence that something more than Western feminism is at play when it comes to frigid relations
between the sexes across cultures. The Telegraph reports:

The country’s government has worked hard to boost the birthrate in recent years, providing
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incentives such as support for child care and tax breaks. The new data however indicates,
that, if anything Japanese men and women are growing apart.

As damaging as feminism has been in the West, possible contributing factors
to sex lives that have been reduced to hand jobs and sex robots include:

Working too much and obsessing over career too much to enjoy any type of social life; an interesting
proposal by economist John McMurtry that GDP rise correlates with social decay leading to a nation
of estranged individuals as a culture has to increasingly sell itself out to keep GDPs rising; and a
sociological shift towards extrinsic life goals (i.e. materialism) rather than intrinsic life goals (i.e.
having a family) which do not actually provide happiness – only the illusion of it.

Futoshi Ishii, head researcher for the Japanese National Institute of Population and Social Security
told the press he thinks individualism and people chasing fantasies are helping drive the sex drought
and resulting demographic decline.

They want to tie the knot eventually. But they tend to put it off as they have gaps between
their ideals and the reality. That’s why people marry later or stay single for life, contributing
to the nation’s low birthrate.

As the birth rate declines, fewer young people have to work harder and harder to support larger
numbers of old people in what is termed by demographers as an inverted population pyramid.
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Marry up or die seems to be the rule worldwide, even in Japan

Hypergamy

One of the key pieces of evidence that helps solve this demographic riddle is buried at the very
bottom of The Telegraph’s piece on people practically going to their grave as virgins in Japan –
female hypergamy. Put simply, hypergamy is the driving instinct in female mating choice. It is the
instinct to fuck and marry up in social status, not across or down. One has to get all  the way to the
bottom of the article to find this nugget of information:

But recent years have seen a shift in traditional family structures, and a protracted economic
slowdown as a global powerhouse, which has reportedly resulted in many men
struggling to hold down secure, full-time jobs.

Boom. There you have it. Women don’t want to fuck men of lower social status. It might as well be a
law of the universe. Social equality or men with no secure income means an end to sex lives. Perhaps
this is the real reason the wage gap myth is pushed so hard (even by Ivanka Trump!) in the United
States. Because social engineers know Briffault’s Law well:

Where the female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association
takes place.

If a man can provide no benefits the female can harvest from him, or gain by association with him,
either social status or material wealth, or power (which usually results from social status and material
wealth), he is a good as dead in a woman’s eyes. Importantly, Briffault’s Law is not just applicable to
human mating, but to other animal species.

It seems women will literally let a nation and their family lineage die off if they cannot find a man
who provides some sort of economic or social benefit to them. Now who’s objectifying who? Give
me some benefit or I’ll stay a virgin until I die and your nation can die with you seems to be the early
warning to the West coming out of Japan.
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Could the sexless fiasco get even worse in the West, following Japan’s lead? A man can either make
fun of this story, or look at it as a canary in the coal mine for what’s to come as men’s earning
capacity and leadership roles in society are diminished by the insane leftist doctrine of equalism.

It’s hard to look at what’s going on in the world and not see the invisible hand of social engineers
using science to reshape the human species into sexless worker drones. But that’s all crazy talk,
right? In any case, it seems man’s biggest mistake is giving woman what she wants. The Bible talked
about that sort of thing.
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Red Pill Money: Saving a Fuck You Fund
September 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

You can do whatever you want for a year if you save up a big enough Fuck You Fund

Anyone with corporate experience knows what miserable, micromanaging cretins most bosses can
be. It doesn’t take long for a man to start to get fed up with an atmosphere like today’s estrogen-rich
office. To add insult to injury, HR harridans are ready to lay the smack down for the tiniest
thoughtcrime offense in today’s hellish world of political correctness.

The final straw for me was when the pencil-necked geek of a boss I had told me my college degree
and all my certifications didn’t matter because college graduates are a dime a dozen these days. As
true as that statement may be in the economic world, you just don’t talk to your employees that way.
He was a condescending know-it-all jerk off in many other ways, so that lit a fire in my belly to save
as much money as I could. And you should do the same. Especially in today’s sellout economy, in
which workers’ lives are as interchangeable as pogs (milk cap and soda cap games) to sociopathic
corporate management.
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As durable an employee as you may be, ready to withstand the storms of life
in the modern Office Space hell, the day might, nay WILL come you wish to tell your boss or the HR
harridan to fuck off. A day when they’ve simply gone to far in their unrealistic demands. Or, even a
day when you’ve decided that taking a cross country trip with your buddies is more important than
toiling away at some nonsensical job. With the right amount of money saved up, it will be your Take
this job and shove it moment.

It is for this reason every Red Pill man must have a Fuck You Fund ready at his disposal. If you’ve
read the other articles in The New Modern Man Minimalism and Money section and followed their
advice, you’ve already set a budget, you’ve already started adopting the principles of minimalism,
and you’re either on your way out of debt or already out. Beyond a minimal emergency fund of at
least one month’s worth of expenses, your goal should be to build up six to twelve months of
expenses. This means you can go at least half a year up to an entire year without having a job and not
have your quality of life affected.

Money talks and bullshit walks, so make sure you have a nest egg
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Buffer Zone

Once you know you have $10,000 or more saved up, your entire outlook on work will start to change.
Your boss won’t seem quite so powerful. You will always have the comfort of knowing you are not
one paycheck away from living under a bridge like the poor bastards known as Beta providers who
are chained to their job by the sow the likely have living at home. You’ll begin to look at money
differently too, once realizing it buys freedom.

Building up a Fuck You Fund is one of the most empowering things the career man can do. Here’s
how to do it:

Save up a “starter” emergency fund of one month’s of expenses
Design a zero-based budget
Pay off all consumer debt
Never go back in debt for a car
Save 50% of your income (yes, at least half!)

Once you get to the point of saving half or more of your income, for each month you work you’ve
earned a month of freedom in which you do not have to work! Work a year, and you can take a year
off finding a better job and finding yourself, rather than putting up with Fuck Face & Co. every day
of your short life. Moreover, once you’ve got a fat bank account, you won’t be prone to taking abuse
from a boss, you won’t find yourself stuck in a desperate situation without making changes, you’ll
have greater confidence, and you’ll be better choices about life and your career.

Dave Ramsey often stresses the importance of building up your emergency fund. His web site says:

The reason to have an emergency fund is simple: You don’t know what’s going to happen
in life. Money magazine states that 78% of us will have a major negative financial event in
any given 10-year period. You need to have cash ready to help you survive if you lose your
job or your heater breaks in the dead of winter.

Your emergency fund should be liquid, meaning you need to keep it in a place where you
can get to it easily and quickly. The best option is a simple checking account or money
market account that comes with a debit card or check-writing privileges. That way, you can
pay that doctor or wrecker service with the swipe of a card or stroke of a pen.

The only difference I have with Dave’s recommendation is that beyond
1 to 2 months of expenses I would never leave a ton of money sitting in a bank account not working
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for me. Most mutual funds only have a 30 day window in which their is either a penalty or you
cannot withdraw your money. Beyond 1 to 2 months of expenses, I’d leave the other 10-11 months in
a mutual fund.

Case in point: I recently needed money from one of my mutual funds to cover unexpected expenses. I
called Fidelity and within a day the money was direct deposited into my bank account.

So, get started building your Fuck You Fund today. Businesses count on having a supply of workers
who depend on them and can’t make it a single paycheck without them. This is at least part of the
why corporations are becoming so abusive to their employees these days. When the day comes they
want to push you over the edge, you can stand up straight, look them in the eye, and tell them: You
know what? Fuck You, Charlie. That’s what having a Fuck You Fund is all about.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Garbage In, Garbage Out: Bringing Forth a Renaissance
in Masculinity
September 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The decline of masculinity is a fundamental problem associated with the Decline of the West

As a man ages he also becomes wiser. He looks back on the course of his life and where it has
brought him, and of course recognizes the many mistakes he made along the way. When looking
back over the course of his life, it’s hard for the newly minted Red Pill man not to lament and at the
same time be disgusted by his Blue Pill days. But what made him Blue Pill?

More than anything else, the education system and the media are clearly to
blame for the Blue Pill, suicidal tendencies of the West today. The education system instills weakness
and submissiveness in men and the media instill fear, consumption, and collectivism. Well, that and a
healthy dose of white guilt and pedestalization of the female.

These combined forces have turned modern men into weaklings that are easy prey for oppressive
governments, as their countries are invaded by outside forces. For the crime of being male, they’re
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marginalized as “defectives” who don’t deserve to have a say in the effete, matriarchal society of
today, the same society that no longer needs them except for their labor and tax money.

Effectively, the education system and media are brainwashing tools of the elite. However, as the
education system molders (the value of the rubber stamp decreasing each time it stamps one) and the
media are discredited by the Wisdom of Crowds via the Internet in the 21st century, men are going
their own way and finally beginning to emerge out from under these combined dark forces.

Get ’em while they’re young: Young minds are easier to mold to state doctrine than older minds

Garbage In

From age 5 boys are put into classrooms with females and told to behave just like the nice little girls
and not to be the mean little boys they want to be. At the same time, boys are told they have
“privilege” because they have penises (further adding credence to the deployment of Freud’s Penis
Envy theory in the public education system). Moreover, boys’ innate tendencies are suppressed rather
than catered to. The Atlantic reports:

In the view that has prevailed in American education over the past decade, boys are
resented, both as the unfairly privileged sex and as obstacles on the path to gender justice
for girls. This perspective is promoted in schools of education, and many a teacher now
feels that girls need and deserve special indemnifying consideration.

Indeed, boys (like men) in the West are seen as defective, and even evil, and school is geared towards
making them more like girls (and women). Boys’ need to roughhouse, play, and explore are curbed
by a system that makes children literally spend less time outdoors than prisoners, the same system
that delivers heavy-handed punishments for even minor scrapes between adolescents.

In my father’s day, boys who had a problem with each other were sent to the gym, given boxing
gloves and allowed to duke it out. Today, in a matriarchal society any problem boys have with each
other is sublimated with David Van Driessen style techniques (the weakling, fairy of a teacher in
Beavis and Butthead), forced under the surface until it boils over and what could have been a simple
boxing match, and a hand shake at the end of it turns into violence.
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Even though boys natural instincts have gotten to the point they’re now oppressed and even drugged
out of them (Ritalin, etc.), and girls do better on standardized testing and go to college in larger
numbers in a system that caters to them, as always in Anglo society, females are the victims and
males are the evil oppressors.

The description of America’s teenage girls as silenced, tortured, and otherwise personally
diminished was (and is) indeed dismaying. But no real evidence has ever been offered to
support it. Certainly neither Gilligan nor the popular writers who followed her lead
produced anything like solid empirical evidence, gathered according to the conventional
protocols of social-science research.

So where did this twisted and totally baseless vision of America’s young men originate?How did
political correctness – clearly geared towards making society more feminine -displace masculine
critical thinking and rational analysis? The American Thinker traces its origins all the way back to
The Frankfurt School over 75 years ago.

The Frankfurt School’s specialty was political correctness. The goal was to control social
discourse on culture, politics, and economics and hush debate over middle-class moral
decay. A critical tactic dictated by political correctness – demonizing people who question
progressive wisdom – is illustrated by today’s Democrats and media calling tea-partiers
racists and extremists for wanting to shrink government. The same kind of one-sided
thought control renders schoolchildren captive to left-wing agendas.

Boys’ speech and even thinking are controlled by making them self-censor before they even open
their mouths. This is the insidiousness of the public education system.

Parents have long known that something was wrong but have accepted the deterioration of
children’s morality and common sense for the sake of the “tolerance” that progressive
educators demand. The self-censorship inherent in political correctness has silenced parents
for fear of being branded “intolerant,” “mean,” “overly judgmental,” or, heaven forbid,
“conservative.”

Media brainwashing also begins at a very young age, which is why parents need to be vigilant about
what and especially how much TV children watch. Based on my experience in the media, I would
recommend ZERO television. It is the most effective brainwashing tool of all time. Even at the tender
age of 6 months, babies can have brand logos and jingles implanted into their brains, and by age 2
they can be on their way to becoming a loyal Coca-Cola drinker for life via the much sought-after
Holy Grail of branding.

Marketers plant the seeds of brand recognition in very young children, in the hopes that the
seeds will grow into lifetime relationships. According to the Center for a New American
Dream, babies as young as six months of age can form mental images of corporate logos
and mascots. Brand loyalties can be established as early as age two, and by the time
children head off to school most can recognize hundreds of brand logos.

Beyond branding, the media’s Marxist view of the world is also implanted into children’s minds via
endless biased news reporting and shows from Hollywood and Disney which have hidden messages
in them. Disney is particularly insidious with hidden sexual imagery in many of its shows. Worse,
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children watch wholesome childhood stars like Miley Cyrus “grow up” to become totally degenerate
trash. This is not happening by accident, as social engineers know the power of role models.

Forty years ago, the character Howard Beale gave the world a premonition of what was to come in
his epic monologue in the Academy Award winning film Network:

Listen to me!

Television is not the truth. Television is a goddamn amusement park. Television is a circus,
a carnival, a traveling troupe of acrobats, storytellers, dancers, singers, jugglers, sideshow
freaks, lion tamers and football players. We’re in the boredom-killing business.

So if you want the truth, go to God. Go to your gurus. Go to yourselves, because that’s the
only place you’re going to find any real truth. But, man, you’re never gonna get any truth
from us. We’ll tell you anything you wanna hear. We lie like hell. We’ll tell you that Kojak
always gets the killer and that nobody ever gets cancer at Archie Bunker’s house. And no
matter how much trouble the hero is in, don’t worry. Just look at your watch. At the end of
the hour, he’s gonna win. We’ll tell you any shit you want to hear. We deal in illusions,
man. None of it is true!

But you people sit there day after day, night after night, all ages, colors, creeds. We’re all
you know. You’re beginning to believe the illusions we’re spinning here. You’re beginning
to think that the tube is reality and that your own lives are unreal. You do whatever the tube
tells you. You dress like the tube. You eat like the tube. You raise your children like the
tube. You even think like the tube. This is mass madness you maniacs! In God’s name you
people are the real thing, WE are the illusion!

Failing to recognize the education system and media were putting garbage into young mens’ minds
led to the garbage out results we have today.

Propaganda about eliminating fat from the diet leads to numerous male health problems; men need more than leafy greens, we also need
lots of meat
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Garbage Out

The result of this and other numerous factors designed to weaken men and turn them into figurative
geldings who ask permission instead of men who have agency include a dearth of masculinity. A
weak population of manginas, misfits, metrosexuals, effiminate Beta boy office proles, and the like.

The education system and the media have taught men to eat garbage, including a feminizing diet
(largely aimed on replacing fat in the diet based on shoddy science). Bold and Determined knows the
cost of cutting fat out of the diet, beyond the obesity epidemic it has caused.

Give up the fatty foods that men need (absolutely need, not want) and replace it with
bullshit like vegetables and cereals and grains and breads and, worst of all margarine and
soy, and you get a nation of effete zombies. A diet like that is fit for women and women
only.

Making sex taboo is a goal of the NWO: It
never occurs to most people Jake also could
not consent using the logic of these posters

Beyond feminine diets, Anglo society has been attempting to desexualize people for the better part of
a century. This has culminated in  ad campaigns like the “Jake and Josie Hooked Up” rape posters, in
which Josie cannot consent when she’s drunk but Jake can (proving men are 1/8 human in the eyes of
Anglo society) marginalize heterosexuality.

The truth is, the human species would probably be extinct without alcohol easing inhibitions between
the sexes. What do men do? Instead of raising hell and demanding the pushers of this ad campaign be
hung by their toenails (which is incidentally just one aspect of a coordinated effort at making straight
sex itself taboo in America), men now “fap” to internet pornography rather than getting the real thing.
Birth rates decline, satisfaction with life declines, and studies now show some men who masturbate
frequently can’t get an erection when they have a real woman in front of them because the brain
literally rewires itself to the new stimulus of Internet porn.

So, men now eat like women, and sex is becoming taboo. Worse, men are also becoming weaklings
physically. David French at the National Review laments how weak, literally, American men have
become due to lack of physical activity.

If you’re the average Millennial male, your dad is stronger than you are. In fact, you may
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not be stronger than the average Millennial female. The very idea of manual labor is alien to
you, and even if you were asked to help, say, build a back porch, the task would exhaust
you to the point of uselessness. Welcome to the new, post-masculine reality.

Men now shun blue-collar labor in favor of office jobs in which they become subjected to all sorts of
social engineering schemes, designed to make them less than a man. So, now that we’ve touched on
some aspects of garbage in, garbage out, where does this leave us?

Refugees are the new saints in the West

End Result: Decline

Men are becoming cucks and schmucks who are literally letting their nations be ransacked by
invading hordes of immigrants who will NEVER assimilate to the culture of the West. Rape
epidemics are occurring and being hidden across Europe. Crime waves are being conducted by
government-protected classes. Whites are being told how evil they are, and accepting
slavery propaganda without questioning it when in truth 96% of the slave trade went to Latin
America and 1% of whites ever owned slaves in America. (The same 1% that now aims to enslave
and control the entire world.) But, Latinos are never forced to have guilt about the sins of their
ancestors.

America is literally being transformed into a despotism right before their very eyes and men stand
around doing nothing to stop it, tranquilized by food and football-induced comas. Even the liberal rag
Salon touched on the death of masculinity.

Men these days are a mere shadow of what we once were. We’ve become physically weaker
than our ancestors. We’re slower runners. We can’t jump as high as we once did. As Peter
McAllister, an archaeologist with the University of Western Australia and the author of the
new book “Manthropology: The Science of Why the Modern Male Is Not the Man He Used
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to Be,” puts it, we might be the “sorriest cohort of masculine Homo sapiens to ever walk the
planet.” I, for one, blame guyliner.

Sorriest cohort, indeed. But men aren’t to blame as much as the system that
grooms them to be pushovers from the tender age of 5 when they’re forcefully removed from the
home and put into government education camps. It then churns out effeminate corporate drones who
meander through life, some of whom wake up at the age of 30 and 40, realizing what’s been done to
them. Others never wake up at all. Very few take moves to end a system like this.

Bottom line: This shit has to stop. And it has to stop immediately. The West losing its men is one of
the most suicidal of its array of suicidal tendencies. (Incidentally, turning men and women into the
equivalent of sexless machinery with no humanity is a product of the West reaching out towards its
Prime Symbol of infinity as decline sets in.)

The beginning of the end of this agenda of garbage in, garbage out begins with fundamental changes
in the way society treats masculinity. Boys need educational programs geared towards them. We need
to make our boys into strong men if we want the West to survive. The days of the feminized
education system need to end, and they need to end immediately. Media either needs to be
completely eliminated in our homes or totally reinvented.

Building strong men begins with recognizing the institutional problems in the West, those put there
by social engineers who want control above all else. The next step is changing how those systems
work, with the end goal of bringing forth a Renaissance in masculinity.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Video of the Week: Easier to Kill a Million People Than to
Control a Million People
September 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Ever wonder what the elites are really talking about when they get together, whether it be at the
Bilderberg Group or at other closed door meetings the sycophants in the media never tell you details
about? This clip of Zbigniew Brzezinski (the man behind the NWO puppet Obama) speaking before
British elites helps fill in some of the missing pieces of the puzzle.

Even back in 2008, the elite were disturbed about the “awakening” that is going on among the
population since their method of controlling the masses, i.e. the collective mass delusion of television
news and programming has been turned into a laughingstock.

As always with the psychopaths who run the world, it’s all about maintaining their power and control
over billions of people and nothing else. One can only imagine what shit fits they’re having in 2016,
as the awakening has led to Brexit and the rise of Donald Trump. The masses they want to dominate
are in a decidedly anti-establishment mood.

Here’s the full text of Brzezinski’s speech, which is clipped into the most relevant and chilling
portion in our Video of the Week.

For the first time in human history almost all of humanity is politically activated, politically
conscious and politically interactive… The resulting global political activism is generating a
surge in the quest for personal dignity, cultural respect and economic opportunity in a world
painfully scarred by memories of centuries-long alien colonial or imperial domination…
The worldwide yearning for human dignity is the central challenge inherent in the
phenomenon of global political awakening… That awakening is socially massive and
politically radicalizing… The nearly universal access to radio, television and increasingly
the Internet is creating a community of shared perceptions and envy that can be galvanized
and channeled by demagogic political or religious passions. These energies transcend
sovereign borders and pose a challenge both to existing states as well as to the existing
global hierarchy, on top of which America still perches…

The youth of the Third World are particularly restless and resentful. The demographic
revolution they embody is thus a political time-bomb, as well… Their potential
revolutionary spearhead is likely to emerge from among the scores of millions of students
concentrated in the often intellectually dubious “tertiary level” educational institutions of
developing countries. Depending on the definition of the tertiary educational level, there are
currently worldwide between 80 and 130 million “college” students. Typically originating
from the socially insecure lower middle class and inflamed by a sense of social outrage,
these millions of students are revolutionaries-in-waiting, already semi-mobilized in large
congregations, connected by the Internet and pre-positioned for a replay on a larger scale of
what transpired years earlier in Mexico City or in Tiananmen Square. Their physical energy
and emotional frustration is just waiting to be triggered by a cause, or a faith, or a hatred…

[The] major world powers, new and old, also face a novel reality: while the lethality of their
military might is greater than ever, their capacity to impose control over the politically
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awakened masses of the world is at a historic low. To put it bluntly: in earlier times, it was
easier to control one million people than to physically kill one million people; today, it is
infinitely easier to kill one million people than to control one million people.

It is easier to kill, than to control.

Chilling words from people who see the masses as nothing but cattle to be microchipped and
controlled, or turned into figurative human batteries as The Matrix alluded to. One must think that
killing millions – as U.S. foreign policy has already done in the past half century – would be nothing
but collateral damage to men like Brzezinski.

If there’s one thing the Internet has done, it has revealed the horror show world politics is rather than
the sugar-coated fantasies the MSM once had us believing.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Weekend Reading | September 23, 2016
September 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of September 23, 2016.

Manosphere

5 Examples of the Mainstream Media’s Extreme Bias

Face it, the mainstream media is not only full of contradictions, but deep-seated,
institutionalized biases. When a male or conservative does something, it is often considered
horrendous. Yet when a female, liberal or a member of another “special” group does the
same thing, passes are given or journalists’ eyes are averted.

Donald Trump Uses the Same Game on the Media that Works on Women

Future President Donald Trump’s established record of success with women is no secret.
The guy has game and it is a given. Supermodels, Playboy centerfolds, you name it, The
Don banged it. It cannot be denied that his fame added to his large financial resources are an
aphrodisiac for women. It is simple biology in action. But in addition of his status, Donald
can count on other traits like confidence or insane self-love.
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Demonize and Condemn Your Enemies to Hell

In warfare it is of prime importance for the public to see your enemies as monsters who
threaten them.  A common strategy is to demonize those enemies and label their actions as
worthy of condemnation.  The public must see your enemies as a threat to their own
security.  Placing a spiritual condemnation upon them will accelerate this feeling, especially
among highly religious peoples.  Now anyone with more than a few brain cells will know
that the masses have been and will always be religious.

Sympathy for the Devil

Whose side are you on, Milton?  You seem to have framed the Devil as an admirable Stoic. 
Of course Milton has to pretend to side with insipid, old God and his goody-two-shoes son,
Jesus, but the scenes of those two sedatives chin-wagging are about as compelling as the
dinner table conversation at the Flanders’ house.  We can disregard the boring
bits. Paradise Lost is an epic poem in iambic pentameter about literature’s most fascinating
and maligned character, the one who dared to stand against God himself.  He may have a
bad reputation but the Devil seduces from us our curiousity.

Alpha Male Body Language Face-Off

Whose side are you on, Milton?  You seem to have framed the Devil as an admirable Stoic. 
Of course Milton has to pretend to side with insipid, old God and his goody-two-shoes son,
Jesus, but the scenes of those two sedatives chin-wagging are about as compelling as the
dinner table conversation at the Flanders’ house.  We can disregard the boring
bits. Paradise Lost is an epic poem in iambic pentameter about literature’s most fascinating
and maligned character, the one who dared to stand against God himself.  He may have a
bad reputation but the Devil seduces from us our curiousity.
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News

6 Manufactured Problems that are Behind 6 Major Globalist Agendas

Problem-reaction-solution, the Hegelian Dialectic is that process the globalist ruling class
have chosen to use as the primary tool to constantly change society in the direction they
want it to go. They manufacture a problem, focus on that problem, then sell the solution.
The solution is always the very thing that drives their plan forward.

Obama: America Must Embrace One World Government

“I believe that at this moment we all face a choice. We can choose to press forward with a
better model of cooperation and integration. Or we can retreat into a world sharply divided,
and ultimately in conflict, along age-old lines of nation and tribe and race and religion,” he
said.

White House Hacked: Latest Email Link Includes Michelle Obama’s Passport

The White House declined to comment on the leak but both the LinkedIn and Twitter
accounts for Mellul were deleted on Thursday morning. Of course, the key question here
remains why is official government business being conducted through personal Gmail
accounts in obvious violation of the federal records act?  Moreover, who exactly at the
White House thinks it’s acceptable to send Michelle Obama’s passport to the gmail account
of a 22 year old recent college grad?

IRS Targets 20 Million Who Didn’t Buy into Obamacare

Are you one of 20 million uninsured Americans who hasn’t signed up for Obamacare?Then
you might be getting a note from the IRS this year “suggesting” you enroll. “Getting a letter
from the IRS can be a threatening and nerve-racking experience; it seldom is seen as a
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suggestion and more of a threat,” Galen Institute President Grace-Marie Turner wrote in a
Forbes column Wednesday. The IRS is reportedly “reaching out” to Americans who
claimed an exemption or chose to pay the tax penalty for not purchasing mandatory health
insurance. The ploy is intended to “attract” Obamacare enrollees.

Woman with Gun Blasts Home Invaders in Georgia

An armed home invader is dead and police are hunting for two others after they broke into a
house in Gwinnett County, Georgia, and were fired upon by a woman inside the home with
a gun. “She exercised her right to defend her livelihood and property,” Cpl. Deon
Washington of the Gwinnett County Police Department told WSB-TV.

Book of the Week

This latest edition of Investing For Dummies is infused with new and
updated material to help you ramp up your portfolio today! This includes time-tested advice, updates
to investing recommendations, and strategies that reflect changing market conditions. Investing may
be an intimidating prospect, but this resource will serve as your primer on all aspects of the topic,
including how to develop and manage a portfolio, invest in stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and real
estate, open a small business, and understand the critical tax implications of your investing decisions.
Updates have been made to sections on investing resources, health insurance, retirement planning,
and investment options, among others.

Investing For Dummies, 7th Edition will help ease you into investing confidently. Dive into the new
content to get sage advice regardless of where you are in your investment planning stage—beginning
to develop plans, investing through a company 401(k), or seeking to shore up your nest egg prior to
retirement, this book covers it all.

Addresses all aspects of investing, including how to develop and manage a portfolio that
includes various investment instruments
Features expanded and updated coverage on investing resources, retirement planning, tax laws,
investment options, and real estate
Offers time-tested advice and strategies from Eric Tyson, a nationally-recognized personal
finance counselor and bestselling author
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If you’re looking to get sound guidance and trusted investment strategies, Investing For Dummies
sets you up to take control of your investment options.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Wisdom of Crowds Has Replaced Gatekeeper-Ruled
Communication
September 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Wisdom of Crowds phenomenon is creating a storm as it clashes with the elite gatekeepers’ thought control messages in the media

It’s often said the Internet is changing the world in more ways than we realize. It is without a doubt
the most revolutionary development in the way our species communicates since the Gutenberg
printing press. In the generation since its use became mainstream, the net has destroyed Big Media’s
authority and credibility as the corporate sponsored fantasies they’ve pushed from their Ivory Towers
in New York since the inception of television have disintegrated.

We live in a jaded age, but we also live in an age in which a new way of
thinking and decentralized way of creating cultural narratives is being forged. Spurious claims and
rubber stamp credentials no longer create authority figures, as the Internet eats false idols for
breakfast. A rubber stamp from an Ivy League school means nothing if you are only spewing
nonsense or Marxist agenda talking points that make no logical sense. That’s a big change from
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where we were just a generation ago, in which information was tightly controlled and heavily
centralized.

The decentralization of information is so powerful it might just stop us all from becoming one with
the “Borg” otherwise known as the New World Order. The Internet is truly messing up the Marxist
narratives of its proponents. Expect globalists to try to take control of the Internet away from us as
soon as the Presidential election is over. (Oh, and beware the Electoral College. Trump can win the
popular vote and still lose the electoral vote. Population growth from immigrant communities is
highest in the states that have the most electoral votes. More about that next week.)

Where would we in manosphere be without the web? We would be non-existent. Look at what we
have been able to accomplish already even though the manosphere is just coming of age. Starting
from a group of men figuring out how to game women in a culture that threw masculinity
overboard—formulating opinions and hypotheses by sharing and exchanging information online—it
has blossomed into a movement that not only instructs men in countercultural wisdom about the
opposite sex, but one that has become source of true enlightenment as it is truly the pushing the
envelope of free speech in the West. It is a way for men to know the unvarnished truth about women
and the world in which we live.

As I wrote before, we have become the new Samizdat, so much so Time magazine is now doing hit
pieces on us and Hillary Clinton is making speeches trying to get us to shut up.

Crowds often exhibit herd-like behavior; online they generate wisdom

Wisdom of Crowds

What gives us our strength? Thanks to a phenomenon known as wisdom of crowds many of the myths
that give elites power over millions are now busted. Hillary cannot go on lying and expect the public
to be lobotomized with a propaganda war on their minds by Lyin’ Brian Williams and his ilk. Frauds
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are regularly exposed online. Government narratives are subject to relentless scrutiny and the true
objectives of public policy rather than the stated ones are gleaned by free and open online discussion.
Similarly, corporations can no longer lie to the public with impunity about the wonders of products
they want to push on us. As Abraham Lincoln said:

You can fool all the people some of the time, and some of the people all the time, but you
cannot fool all the people all the time.

Make no mistake, the fact Big Media still exists and is a powerful foe (even though it is increasingly
becoming a joke). The fact it remains is testimony to the fact you can fool some of the people all the
time. The crucial difference is those you can’t fool are now having our say. And, the masses are
finally starting to listen to us, or at least hear our ideas bounced around as the wisdom of crowds has
a slow but sure trickle-down effect across the nation and the world.

The great gift of the web to our species is seldom discussed. The Internet is The Great Equalizer. It
is the most democratic, most free market and freethinking invention ever conceived. The Internet
allows Joe Blow to have an equal voice to the president if his publishing merits it in some way.
Conversely, the President can be exposed for the Marxist fraud he is and his voice trusted less than
Joe Blow’s voice. The people truly decide what flies and what doesn’t online. Hierarchies are now
determined by the crowd, and when it is a wise crowd superior choices can be the result.

(Yes, sometimes this phenomenon often results in nothing but idiocy as many viral videos prove. But
it can also result in astonishing genius and world-changing ideas. The latter is what we should strive
for.)

Already, feminism, Cultural Marxism, white guilt, and any number of ideologies that held sway for
50 years are now having some wind blown up their dirty skirts and the stench concealed underneath
them is being aired out. To see the wisdom of crowds at work, read the top “liked” comments on
Disqus or a news site or even Facebook following a post or a Big Media claim. One can often find
genius and revel in novel ideas and analysis. Or, at least a valid counterpoint.

The lies of the spinmeisters are so regularly exposed you now have some mainstream media sites
censoring or disabling comments! Why? A bogus claim often does not hold up to the scrutiny of the
crowd. Even if it survives the first round, when the bogus claim comes up again in enough circles the
rationals of society (we are only 10% of the population) eventually go to work deconstructing it.
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Online discussions often generate chaos, but in that chaos one can sift through and find an incredible amount of wisdom as well

Suroweiki on Wisdom of Crowds

If the Internet does end up saving the world from dystopian premonitions of Orwell, Huxley, and
Bradbury, rational “wise crowds” are leading the way. When we are at our best in the manosphere,
we are a wise crowd. This is why we must protect our access to the web, our unrestricted freedom to
use it and our power of anonymity! According to James Surowiecki, author of The Wisdom Of
Crowds: Why the Many Are Smarter Than The Few, a wise crowd forms when there is:

Diversity of opinion
Independence
Decentralization
Aggregation

In other words, the Internet is a breeding ground for wise crowds. Each person, using the power of
true diversity of opinion (not the fake leftist style of diversity concealing an actual conformity)
offers their own interpretation of events independently, even if that person is a nut job or an eccentric
genius.

People also speak more boldly and originally when they’re anonymous. Facebook is the first step in
erasing online anonymity is it requires “real names” and regularly closes user accounts using pen
names and aliases. Diversity of opinion is important because the readers – people from all walks of
life and with literally millions of years of collective experience in different areas – decide if the
argument makes sense, not a panel of “experts” or a Marxist newsroom meeting.
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The Internet offers independence since everyone is able to give their own
unique opinion rather than parroting what they hear when information is centralized. The flow of
information is decentralized, giving it a huge advantage over information censored and vetted by
those who want to shape messages to fit their agendas. About the only thing we haven’t figured out
very well yet is aggregation, or using the wisdom of crowds to form collective decisions.

We should be aware that homogeneity, or becoming opposed to new ideas and opinions, centralizing
control of what we discuss and how we discuss it, curbing the spontaneous nature of our topics,
copying old ideas without analyzing them first, and being overly emotional are the main enemies of
the wisdom of crowds. We cannot become the mainstream media we are replacing.

Surowiecki says we can strengthen our arguments and the wisdom we provide to men by 1) Keeping
our ties loose so as not to form hierarchies, 2) Keeping ourselves exposed to as many diverse sources
of information as possible (i.e. know thy enemy and don’t get locked into particular ways of thinking)
and 3) Forming groups that have a wide range of opinions.

The manosphere has already been taking advantage of the wisdom of crowds phenomenon to produce
an entire community of well-informed and awakened men who are no longer oblivious and in the
dark about what is being done to them and their nations in the West. It has single-handedly exposed
the Anglo-American cultural Matrix. What remains is finding a way to act upon this wisdom to create
real change in the world, whether that action means taking down a corrupt political elite or finding
other unique ways to restore balance to the West.

We have the power to help millions more men. The extent of our success will lie in the
logical strength of our arguments and their entertainment value as we reach out. These factors and the
scope of coming censorship as well as our response to it will determine how far we go as a
movement.

We must figure out how to take the wisdom that is flowing from our collective cup and use it to form
collective decisions to change the world. This is the next step in the four-step process. We are three-
quarters of the way there.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Have a Drink: Mamajuana
September 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Mamajuana is a Dominican tradition

Mamajuana shots | Relampago’s Rating: 

Widely available in the Dominican Republic, if you’re elsewhere in the world you’ll likely have to
special order the “aphrodisiac” Mamajuana. It’s a mixture of honey, wine, and rum which have
soaked with a special type of wood inside a bottle. The taste is similar to port wine and it makes for
some tasty shots. Or, it can also be drunk straight from the bottle if you enjoy being uncouth like me.

Here’s a quick history of the drink:

Mamajuana was invented as a local herbal medicine and aphrodisiac in the 1950s by Jesus
Rodriguez, a native of San Juan De La Maguana. Rodriguez would commute with others in
trucks to Barahona, Azua, Pedernales, and many other provinces in the Dominican Republic
to collect the stems needed to create the medicinal drink. He would often use Carne De
Carey (Tortuga) which was the active ingredient that made the aphrodisiac. Rodriguez
eventually would be known under the moniker “Mamajuana” by many of the locals, Tatico
Henriquez and other merengue típico artists such as Trio Reynoso and El Cieguito De
Nagua, who were close friends of Rodriguez.

Even though it sounds like “marijuana” it has nothing to do with the recreational drug. It is rumored
to have legendary aphrodisiac qualities among locals but to me that just comes from the alcohol.
Everyone gets in the mood when they’re drinking.

If you’re in the Caribbean visiting or even if you have to special order it, I recommend this unique
island experience when you get the chance. Oh, and to set the mood here’s a hit song highlighting
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some of the top destinations on Hispaniola and “drinking Mamajuana in Punta Cana.”

Cheers!

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Eye Candy of the Week | September 25, 2016
September 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week is a two for one special on Arabian belly dancers. If only we got to see the beauty of
Middle Eastern women more often, rather than having them hidden all the time. Here are two
stunners: Anna Lonkina (best we can tell she has Kazakhstan origins) and Alexandra Pianka (known
as the Princess of Dubai). Simply beautiful and exotic, the both of them. They’re our Eye Candy of
the Week for September 25, 2016.
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Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Comment of the Week | September 25, 2016
September 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter TheSavageLifestyle wins Comment of the Week with a sentiment that echoes among
many men when it comes to the decline and fall of Europe.

I alternate between sadness for Europe and contempt. On the one hand I think to myself
“you get the world you asked for”. On the other I realize the level of indoctrination and
propaganda Europeans and virtually everyone have been exposed to since WW2.

Those who can resist need to band together and fight it out on their feet. Better than dying
on their knees.

While many want to blame governments and invading “refugees” many of the problems that led us
here have been prompted by white people becoming too effete to reproduce. Population decline in an
economy that needs infinite growth means the whole system crashes unless there’s a constant supply
of warm bodies for it to consume. The demographic decline of whites in their own lands is the root
cause of so many of our present day problems.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. Give us your insights to be featured! You can
help support our publishing by using any of the means linked below.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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It is Legally Impossible for a Woman to Rape a Man
in England
September 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Possession of a penis literally determines legal culpability in rape charges

Just when you think Anglo society can’t possibly be any more anti-male than it already is, along
come facts which force you to downgrade your opinion of the situation. Apparently, it is legally
impossible for a woman to rape a man in Merry Old England. Bastian Lloyd Morris, a legal firm in
the UK shows us how the very sexist English legal system targets men, and specifically targets them
for the crime of having a penis. Paging Dr. Freud…

Physically, a woman cannot rape a man because of the how the offense is defined in law.
Rape, in English law, requires a penis to be inserted into a woman’s vagina, anus or mouth
without her consent and knowing that she does not so consent.

If we’ve said it once, we’ve said it a thousand times, Freud’s Penis Envy theory is constantly proven
correct by feminism and Anglo society’s treatment of men. How else can one explain insane legal
codes like this? The penis itself is targeted by the law!

This requirement has caused some criminologists to describe the law as being
‘phallocentric’ or ‘phallogenic’. Whilst inserting an object or another part of the body into
one of the aforementioned orifices is a serious sexual assault, it is not classified as rape.

Stick a dildo in a woman and that doesn’t classify as rape. Stick a penis in her, evil piece of anatomy
that it is, and that does classify as rape. Get it?

Props to the lawyers for inventing a term (phallocentric) that is right at home with the leftist
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proclivity to invent word jumbles when marketing and whining over their “oppression.” So, what
happens when gender confusion sets in and a transgender man decides to have his member chopped
off or a transgender woman decides to have a rape device (i.e. penis) installed?

Only men can commit the offense of rape as a principal. Interestingly, preoperative male
transgenders can commit the offense because they are still legally male, whereas post-
operative female transgenders cannot commit the offense because they are still legally
female.

Having a penis is a serious crime, but only if your born with it. When you live on Orwell’s Animal
Farm some animals are more equal than other animals. Women > Men in Anglo Society.

It is not apparent why the law focuses on the requirement that a penis is needed to commit
the offense of rape. It is fairly easy to construct a theoretical argument where a woman
could use her vagina to ‘rape’ a man. If she, for example, tied his arms and legs to a bed and
then placed his penis in her vagina against his will, it is difficult to see why that is less
offensive than the converse.

Indeed, it is strange to think rationally about why a woman raping a man is less offensive in the
justice system. Especially since the female “nature’s credit card” is often used to commit the worst,
most life-altering form of rape there is – financial rape.

It is conceivable (no pun intended) a woman could literally tie a man down, rape him, get pregnant
(literally physically raping him but not in the eyes of the law) then proceed to financially rape him as
so many modern women do these days.

Is financial rape no less devastating to a person’s well-being than physical rape?
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Financial Rape

Interestingly, a pamphlet from the National Network to End Domestic Violence (NNEDV) warns
women (ever the victims) about financial abuse from men. The irony that divorce in the modern day
court system results in the same sort of “financial abuse” (financial rape is a better term) for men is
apparently lost on those presuming to have the Superior Virtue of the Oppressed.

Financial abuse is a common tactic used by batterers to control and isolate their partner. It
can have far-reaching and devastating consequences. 

If ever one needed proof every second of a relationship with an Anglo
woman has become a legal nightmare for men, there it is. We now have a whole new narrative
forming around financial abuse. In other words, open up your purse strings and let her waste your
money or you are now financially abusing a woman, in addition to your other long list of crimes for
existing.

In supreme irony, a Predatory Female can eat a man’s entire financial life for lunch and bring “far-
reaching and devastating consequences” to his life. But of course, the society is incapable of seeing it
this way, and this type of treatment will never been seen as financial abuse or financial rape by
society.

The NNEDV pamphlet goes on to enforce the narrative that women are victims when men don’t turn
themselves into check writing pushovers.

Financial abuse is a tactic used to control relationships by preventing access, use or
maintenance of money or other financial resources. It might include:

Controlling all decisions of how money is spent
Withholding money or “giving an allowance”
Withholding basic living resources, medication or food
Not allowing their partner to work or earn money
Stealing their partner’s identity, money, credit or property
May justify behavior as cultural or religious

It can be difficult for couples to navigate the complexities of family finances and almost all
couples have arguments about money.

Interestingly, all of the above bullet points termed “abuse” by the NNEDV occur when there’s
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financial rape in a divorce.

All decisions of how a many’s income is spent come under the discretion of a judge.
He is “given an allowance” to live on, which can be less than he needs to avoid bankruptcy and
living under a bridge if the alimony payments + child support payments are high enough.
Basic living resources and access to medication and food can be crippled by alimony and child
support payments, but nobody gives a damn when this happens to a man.
A man’s ability to work or earn money at another employer or at a lower paying but less
stressful job is crippled by indentured servitude in the court system. It’s either pay or go to jail
in the current system of male slavery.
A man’s money, credit and property can be seized by a judge even if a woman was having
trains run on her by the local football team leading to the divorce.
Anglo culture justifies this behavior with the fallacious reasoning that woman are morally
infallible.

To top it off, women constantly pat themselves on the back for being
Strong, Independent Women™ who Don’t Need a Man™ while literally cleaning a man out
financially. Well-off women routinely accept obscene divorce settlements, because they’re holders of
the Magic Vagina.

Even amongst the proles, we don’t see too many women turning down divorce settlements or cash
and prizes handed out by a judge at the expense of their discarded meal ticket. (It’s often said women
have no sense of justice or no sense of remorse for a discarded Beta male.)

Making the financial rape situation more hilarious and sickening at the same time, only 3% of woman
pay alimony nationwide. But those women are so enraged by paying it they’re making more waves
than the 97% of provider module males have. Ken Neumann of the Academy of Professional Family
Mediators told the press:

It’s unfair for men to pay it, and unfair for women to pay it. But women are much more
outraged by it.

These women are demanding an end to this payments. And it should come as no surprise that 3% of
women are being listened to while the 97% of men are ignored.

As always, whether it be physical rape or financial rape, when women get a taste of their own
medicine they get outraged by it. But that inhuman bag of meat that’s subject to punishment for a
crime you can’t commit under the eyes of the law, or paying your bills to the detriment of his own
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well-being, well that kind of treatment is just fine for him.

Once again, as we scratch the veneer of a society that seems balanced and like one the rest of the
world should aspire to from the outside, the facade crumbles to reveal a society that has a deep chasm
between its treatment of the sexes. It displays remarkable biases against men and towards women, but
nobody gives a fuck as women benefit from it. It is a society that is fundamentally hateful and
disrespecting to the male gender. After all, who told you to be born with that penis?

Support this bullshit with my tax money and my life savings? Ummm, no.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Female Expiration Dates: Women Only Offer Baggage After
Age 35
September 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women’s power in the sexual market lasts about 10-15 years when not bolstered by makeup, prosthetics, and Beta male thirst

Ah, the firm breasts, luscious thighs and tight, yet plump ass of a 20 year old. The female body is
simply a wonder of nature and a work of art to behold. A woman at her sexual peak is like a ripe
piece of fruit just waiting to be tasted. Few can resist the temptation, even though tasting the fruit
comes at an enormous price for a man.

However, this isn’t a station in life or a position of power that lasts forever. As the metaphorical
Buddhist wheel in the sky keeps on turning, women realize this power early in life only to see it
completely disappear by the time they’re middle-aged. Their body betrays them, and male attention
shifts elsewhere.

In the past, a more lucid society recognized that a female’s value to a
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potential partner was concentrated within this fleeting moment in her life. Over the period of only a
decade or so out of an average 75 year life span, a female enjoys the peak of her youth, beauty and
fertility. For the other 65 years or so, she’s either too young to be valuable – or too old.

Society made accommodations for men and women to invest in the next generation rather than living
lives of pointless and empty hedonism. This model worked for literally thousands of years. In the
traditional world, a man would willingly give his entire life to take advantage of this decade or so of a
woman’s life. He, as well as families on both sides would expect offspring as a result of their
relationship, and a woman would begin a happy life as a homemaker rather than an unhappy life as a
corporate cog as in today’s world.

The problem came when women started expecting men to accept the lifetime of baggage with no
reward, as they retire from a successful career on the cock carousel at age 35 or so. At this time the
modern Western woman is finally ready to finally settle down as she sees her SMV and prospects
waning. Modern men are understandably walking on such a one-sided deal. For once a woman’s
fertility starts to decline, and her chances of conceiving indeed crash around age 35, she then offers
nothing of biological value to a man for the rest of her life. And most women are not much company
either as they constantly nag, gossip and covet possessions of other women. (This is what drives the
consumer economy.)

What’s left is the Spruce Goose: Men may visit, and play with the controls, but her womb will never
really “fly” again.

It’s often said a man offers his entire life for the 10 best years of a woman’s life. This is absolutely
true from both a biological and economic viewpoint. Women now want to give the 10 best years to an
Alpha asshole or Sigma bad boy and stick Beta boy with the bill and baggage they accumulate. This
is totally selfish and disrespectful to men. And it’s time we said NO.

For this reason, men need to adopt a new strategy in which they view a woman in terms of an
expiration date. If she offers nothing in return for the ensuing baggage beginning after her expiration
date, men need to either refuse to have any romantic entanglements with them or make any
rendezvous purely sexual in nature.

Smack dat ass: Men should start considering women in terms of SMV expiration dates
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Expiration Date: 35 Years

Women “expire” at age 35 for numerous reasons. Their fertility declines sharply at this age. Their
beauty declines, no matter how much makeup they cake on. If not already married to her, from this
moment forward she offers nothing to a partner but a well-used piece of anatomy and a manipulative,
even predatory disposition towards men and their finances.

The expiration date may fluctuate around age 35 for a couple of reasons, i.e. good genetics or a sweet
personality (usually being faked) but this age is a good baseline for the “expiration date” for females.

The expiration date proposal comes in response to men needing to turn back to their own rational
self-interest rather than the irrational desires of women.

Women, the soft targets for social engineers that they are completely threw men and
society overboard when feminists promised them the Have It All™ lifestyle without the disposable
male. Why have one of those meat bags hanging around wanting sex and love when you can Have It
All™ girls? And they truly did get more than they ever bargained for. Women have lost their families
and their direction in life as they try to be just like men instead of just like women. Now they toil at
meaningless Joe and Jane jobs paying nannies to raise the children they should be raising themselves,
if they bother reproducing at all.

It has left women practically worthless to men who have their shit together and aren’t ready to risk
their entire financial lives and freedom on a used up wet hole. In modern times, as so brilliantly
pointed out by MGTOW.com women only offer the following after age 35:

Child support
Alimony
Palimony
False accusations
Gossip
Venereal Diseases
Boredom/Not interesting
Superficiality
Mental disorders
Manipulation

What kind of man wants a woman around who has given him nothing except occasional sex?
Especially if he can get younger, tighter, more fertile women by investing in himself and being an
asshole.
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Indeed, the gynocentric system worked for a while, kept afloat by Beta male
taxpayer money. But in modern times we are beginning to see economics and biology do not work in
a vacuum. You cannot sexually and economically disenfranchise men by both taking their money and
not giving them any nookie, or even human affection and expect them to continue rowing along like
good little slaves, pushing along the Ship of State.

Why? The sexual market is the grandaddy of all the other markets of mankind. No matter how
sexually repressed Anglo society may be or how taboo it tries to make heterosexual sex, the simple
fact remains sex is the prime motivator in virtually every aspect of life. That’s true for both women
and men.

So, in the current system which is debased from reality, as radio host Tom Leykis knows, women
start out happy and end up bitter cat ladies. But the tragedy is they bring it on themselves by listening
to feminists. Rather than having kids and family they “empower” themselves by taking on massive
amounts of debt for college, missing out on the greatest fulfillment of their entire lives by becoming
corporate cogs instead of married mommies.

Some women later realize working for a thankless corporate master pales in comparison to working
for a husband and children that actually love them, no matter how many contrived company picnics
and free food they dole out at office parties.  But, by then it’s usually too late and her eggs have dried
up, her personality has adapted to the realities of the mean ladder climbing pyramid scheme – she’s
too manly, she’s too fat, and she’s damaged goods as far as any Red Pill man is concerned.

In response to a system that is bad for both women and men, we are witnessing the beginning stages
of a righteous rebellion by men who are being exploited by such a system. It is in men’s genetic and
biological interests to return to the traditional sexual arrangement or not to play this stupid game at
all.

Once a woman has reached her expiration date, a man should show her absolutely no loyalty since
she showed him no loyalty when she was actually worth something. For that reason, both sexes need
to be educated on the grim realities of female expiration dates.

Once past, the female has nothing to offer the discriminating gentleman. As they say here in the
Caribbean, platano maduro no vuelve a verde.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Red Pill Money: Modern Dreams of Retirement Are Another
Ponzi Scheme
September 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Even a cursory look at the numbers tells us the dream of a happy retirement will come to an end in the next couple of generations

America is full of myths that are being exposed as mirages in the early 21st century. One of the
biggest promises that got broken was the promise of a decent life for those who go through the
enormous expense of college, as well as spending 4 to 6 of the best years of their lives studying rather
than enjoying their youth. College graduates are now woefully underemployed, and that’s if they’re
lucky enough to get a job at all. That’s one bubble waiting to pop.

But the broken promises will only get worse as the nation is sold out by globalists and their
prostitutes, otherwise known as politicians. Retirement is the next big mirage on the horizon. The
illusion of the happy retirement looks increasingly like another corporate-government complex Ponzi
scheme. The current Social Security and 401k retirement plans fit the definition of Ponzi scheme
perfectly:

A Ponzi scheme is a fraudulent investing scam promising high rates of return with little risk
to investors. The Ponzi scheme generates returns for older investors by acquiring new
investors.

Isn’t that the very definition of the fantasy currently being sold to workers by cleverly amoral
government bureaucrats and investment company PR flacks? Even Forbes magazine is noticing
Social Security looks a lot like a Ponzi scheme.
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Shifting from pensions to 401k plans was a massive corporate tax dodge according to one analyst

Moving Away from Pensions to 401k Plans

Pensions, long funded by companies to give their employees a modicum of decency in their Twilight
Years, died in the 1980s to be replaced by 401k plans, which boldly claim that if people tuck away
5% of their income for their entire lives, the miracle of the stock market will make them millionaires
when they turn 65. Meantime, we aren’t supposed to look at our 401ks and notice the growth just
isn’t there. Helaine Olen, author of Pound Foolish: Exposing the Dark Side of the Personal Finance
Industry explains the end of pensions came about as yet another selling out of the working class:

What essentially happens is that the 401(k) comes in in the late ’70s, early ’80s. It starts as a
corporate tax dodge, basically. It’s if you’re a high earner, you’re going to put some of your
money aside. Nobody ever thought that this was going to apply to the rest of us. I mean,
there was never any thought of that.

As Olen says, 401k plans were a system designed for high earners, not your average Joe making
$43,000 a year or so and struggling to get by paying ever-soaring rents, taxes, and overall cost of
living. As any rational person would expect, many people are finding their gains for retirement aren’t
keeping pace with inflation, let alone making them rich when they go to cash out. Olen continues:

Most financial planners would say you need about $1 million to ensure a decent middle-
class retirement. Absolutely almost no one is there right now.

So, just how badly is the new retirement scheme faring? The numbers are frightening. Most people
will be able to retire at age 65 and hope they’re dead by age 67, assuming a retirement income of only
$25,000 a year.

According to an EBRI  [Employee Benefit Research Institute] survey conducted last year,
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66% of workers have saved less than $50,000 for their retirement. And 28% have saved less
than $1,000. Good luck with that.

But that’s okay, Social Security will come along and save us, right? No, it won’t. Even though the
system is funded with workers’ money and IS NOT a welfare program, it has turned into a welfare
program because politicians have been raiding the Social Security Trust fund for decades. As Forbes
reported:

“The Social Security trust fund is a fiction. In other words, the Social Security trust fund
contains nothing.” The federal government has borrowed all of that trust fund money and
spent it.  And the only way the trust fund can get some cash to pay Social Security benefits
is if the federal government draws it from general revenues or borrows the money.

Quantitative easing, i.e. printing money out of thin air will only get you so far. We are already
reaching the tipping point in America when it comes to the Social Security and program. Forbes
warns:

The system is already bust. More money is going out in benefits and overhead ($714 billion
a year) than is coming in from payroll taxes ($646 billion). For now, the government is
covering the shortfall the way it pays for other things: by borrowing, collecting income tax
and printing money.

Translation: Aunt Sam wasted the money it forcefully took from people, promising to pay their
retirement in another of its grand socialist schemes. But, even the Social Security administration
admits it won’t be able to pay benefits starting in only 20 years.

As a result of changes to Social Security enacted in 1983, benefits are now expected to be
payable in full on a timely basis until 2037, when the trust fund reserves are projected to
become exhausted. At the point where the reserves are used up, continuing taxes are
expected to be enough to pay 76 percent of scheduled benefits.

In other words, the generations born after the Baby Boomers are fucked. MarketWatch is sounding
the alarm now, but few people are paying attention as most Americans continue floating around like
mindless blimps in food and football induced comas.

Everybody sensible knows we are facing a looming retirement crisis. Tens of millions of
baby boomers are starting to retire. They are going to live in old age far longer than
previous generations. Tomorrow’s grandma is going to need medical care and nursing care
beyond the imagination of grandmothers of yore. Yet so few people or families have saved
anywhere near enough. And our public safety net is poorly managed, ill-thought-out, and
threadbare.

Waiting on the government to fix the situation amounts to insanity. The time to take action is now.
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By its own admission, the Social Security Administration will be insolvent in only 20 short years -2037

Old and Broke

Summing up the ineptitude of the current 401k system and the Social Security Administration to
provide reliable retirement for the average person born after the Baby Boomer generation, the
frightful bottom line is given to us by Boston College.

Based on current projections, about half the country is at risk of being unable to maintain
their standard of living in retirement. Among low-income workers that rises to 60%. But it’s
40% even among the higher-income workers.

So, it is utter insanity for men to keep paying into this system and expecting
to receive a figurative gold watch and literal retirement at the end of their careers. The advice of The
New Modern Man is to take action, and take action now if you’re still young enough to have a decade
or more before retirement.
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Don’t be the average idiot with no money in savings, living paycheck to
paycheck, expecting Big Daddy Government to take care of them. It’s time to go minimalist, cut out
out the fat from your budget, and relentlessly save and invest at least 50% of your income before the
system begins falling apart. Once the masses start realizing Social Security is going to be insolvent in
only 20 years and their 401k plans are not going to allow them to retire, there will be a financial crisis
in the U.S. that will make the Greek austerity crisis look like a cake walk.

Combine that with a massive welfare state and a looming student loan crisis, the weight of the
retirement crisis along with these other two forces will be enough to break the back of the U.S.
economy. The smart men will start making preparations now instead of waiting on more false
illusions and broken political promises to come to fruition.

Don’t expect the government to take care of you. Build up a massive nest egg, and be ready to cash
out of the U.S. economy when the inevitable comes. Optimism is cowardice, and happy endings are
for sappy Hollywood movies. Sometimes, things don’t come to a happy end when the economy and
the human machines powering it are repeatedly sold out by elite puppet masters.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Promo Wednesday: Happy Wife, Happy Life Coffee Mugs
September 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The New Modern Man’s “Happy Wife, Happy
Life – No Wife, Awesome Life” coffee mugs are hotter than a cup of Joe right now.

They’re currently the best selling item in The New Modern Man CafePress store, and feature our Be
Like Dirk comic characters that are hated by feminists and White Knights.

When you get your own, you’ll be spreading ZFG Red Pill wisdom each time you take a sip, while
helping The New Modern Man expand our reach and our coverage of important men’s issues.

Each mug is only $12.99 in our Politically Incorrect store.

Features

Choose between three styles:
Standard Coffee Mug & Black Magic Mug (3.75”x 3”, 11 oz capacity); Mega Coffee Mug
(4.5?x 3.75?, 20 oz capacity)
Durable ceramic with easy grip handle, classic coffee mug
Magic Mug is black (design semi-hidden). Pour hot liquid and reveal the white and your
design.
Coffee cup designs are professionally printed. Make someone smile with funny, cute, vintage,
or expressive artwork
Microwave safe. Hand wash only for easy use and care
IMPORTED

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Self-Interest Reigns Supreme on this Planet: The Need for
White Identity
September 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Our history and pride in ourselves must not be erased

When one with honeyed words but evil mind persuades the mob, great woes befall the state. -
Euripides. Great woes are befalling the American state and the states in Europe as political hacks
play endless games of divide and rule, and scapegoat an entire race for all the ills of the world. They
tell us to be careful not to label Muslims terrorists, but then Hillary gives a speech saying white
people need to check their privilege while Marxist mobs burn down cities over baseless “protests”
which are really riots.

Politicians promise a better world will magically appear when they complete their New World Order
social engineering project, which effectively places everyone into a collective ethnic blender and
presses puree. Meantime, those in the blender self-segregate to be among their own tribes. In mad
pursuit of Utopian dreams, politicians destroy the world we knew and loved. The better world they
claim to bring will be one of micromanaged, corporate-government tyranny. It is the hell Orwell,
Huxley, and Bradbury tried to warn us of.

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/self-interest-reigns-supreme-on-this-planet-the.26020
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To stop this descent into Dante’s Inferno, it’s time for white men to stop
being pudgy weaklings who mindlessly float around from corporate jobs to the buffet and then back
to their air conditioned apartments in socialist boxes on wheels. Mindlessly taking orders and blindly
pursuing an American Dream that isn’t there to collect for increasingly larger numbers, while
obsessing over men tossing balls around. This is the path to destruction.

We need to forge an identity for ourselves, and join with rational people of all races to fight against
the coming world tyranny.

As much as any other race, we have a right to identity and a right to self-interest. If there can be a
Congressional Black Caucus, a National Council of The Race (La Raza), and Asian Americans for
Equality, why is it racist for white people to organize in defense of their own self-interests? If we do
not forge an identity for ourselves, it will soon be illegal for us to exist.

The days of being silent doormats must come to an end. We must have equal standing with every
other race in a country in which we are fast becoming another minority. What other nation on earth
would let other races tell them they need more diversity. What if white people went to China and told
them they’re racist for seeing themselves as Chinese and they need to bring people from all over the
world in to atone for the crime of having a national identity?

Or, we told those in the Middle East white people are going to start moving in because they’re not
diverse enough…there are too many Arabs in Saudi Arabia, for example. As one can see, this is total
insanity yet white people are expected to to the same, and do it with a smile on their face in the U.S.
and Europe.

https://www.amazon.com/Nova-Europa-European-Survival-Darkening/dp/1291263608/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&pd_rd_i=1291263608&pd_rd_r=58HS8ZR5NCN0PXSS6YJP&pd_rd_w=wTsFy&pd_rd_wg=cv08r&psc=1&refRID=58HS8ZR5NCN0PXSS6YJP&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=0f09360502fb540853ef79c9b5c6b3b1
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Remembering who we are and what greatness we achieved has become an anathema in today’s world

Racial Bolshevism

What is effectively happening in the United States is a program of Racial Bolshevism pushed by the
Marxist left. Under this narrative, white people, and especially white men, are to blame for all the
evils in the world and they must be suppressed and eventually eliminated from society so that those
with superior virtue (i.e. every other race) can live in perfect harmony. This is literally what one hears
when a leftist politician speaks in America.

This narrative has been gaining steam for 50 years, so much so that whites have become suicidal
politically and demographically. We are shamed into not having pride in ourselves and our past.

As we transition away from collective racial cuckolding into self-preservation, we should expect to
be called every name in the book and have every road block tossed in our path for daring to stand up
for our self-interest.

But righteous causes always encounter opposition. We are the world’s only race that is not allowed to
take pride in our achievements and our accomplishments. Our children are shamed at school and our
symbols are relentlessly attacked and our history rewritten to praise everyone else but ourselves. It is
fast becoming a crime to even be white.

This is part and parcel of a growing tyranny intended to debase if not destroy us. Some call it
genocide. Whatever it is, it’s most definitely aimed at reducing whites to being less than human and
males to being less than a man. If one truly believes in equality, they must believe in the capacity of
men to be equally evil. No race has superior virtue because we are all equally culpable. As soon as
another race gains the upper hand, they’ll go on to be the oppressors.

In a real sense, that’s what the entire facade of equality is. The pushers of the politics of racial
division don’t want to be equal as much as they want to have their turn being the oppressor.

White men need to grow a set and stop being weakling nice guys if they’re to have a future. We
aren’t going to forge a future for ourselves and our posterity if we behave like wimps. It is often said
the meek shall inherit the earth, but in reality the meek inherit shit. If we do not stand up for our self-
interest, we will be marginalized by races who do assert their interests culturally and
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demographically. 

European culture is worth saving. We do have a right to be on this planet and we do have a right to
push for our own well-being. All other races promote their own agendas and it is becoming
increasingly suicidal for us not to do the same thing.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Video of the Week: Bitter Lake
September 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Ever wondered why what the hell we are doing in Afghanistan? How did we end up there in the first
place? What is so special about Afghanistan, besides its opium production? (Incidentally, opium
production has soared since the U.S. occupation of the country.)

Along comes Adam Curtis, BBC documentary filmmaker and one
of the few mainstream media journalists worthy of respect in this age of deception to put together the
story for us. He takes us all the way back to the days of FDR when he made a pact with Saudi
Arabian King Abdulaziz on Bitter Lake. The world has never been the same since that deal.

U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East since then has led to a feedback loop as the U.S. supplies it
with its wealth, empowering it to spread its violent interpretation of Islam known as Wahhabism. The
West also fails to understand how repeated failures of Russian and Western powers to “transform”
the region into a modern democracy are the result of a fundamental failure to understand the
country’s cultural roots, political history, and societal structure. In short, the nation is culturally
nothing like the gynocentric, materialistic West, and many of its beliefs are 1,400 years old.

Here’s a description of Bitter Lake from the producers:

Politicians used to have the confidence to tell us stories that made sense of the chaos of
world events. But now there are no big stories and politicians react randomly to every new
crisis – leaving us bewildered and disorientated. Bitter Lake is a new, adventurous and epic
film by Adam Curtis that explains why the big stories that politicians tell us have become so
simplified that we can’t really see the world any longer.

The narrative goes all over the world, America, Britain, Russia and Saudi Arabia – but the
country at the heart of it is Afghanistan. Because Afghanistan is the place that has
confronted our politicians with the terrible truth – that they cannot understand what is going
on any longer. The film reveals the forces that over the past thirty years rose up and
undermined the confidence of politics to understand the world.

And it shows the strange, dark role that Saudi Arabia has played in this. But Bitter Lake is
also experimental. Curtis has taken the unedited rushes of everything that the BBC has ever
shot in Afghanistan – and used them in new and radical ways. He has tried to build a
different and more emotional way of depicting what really happened in Afghanistan. A
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counterpoint to the thin, narrow and increasingly destructive stories told by those in power
today.

Indeed, the film can be a tad jarring sometimes in that it has such long, unedited pieces of film
illustrating what life on the ground is really like in Afghanistan.

Make no mistake Curtis often has a left bias, but he’s much more balanced and insightful than
virtually anyone else on a mainstream channel. If anything, we learn Western governments are every
bit as corrupt as the governments we criticize for being corrupt in the Middle East.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Weekend Reading | September 30, 2016
September 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of July 15, 2016.

Manosphere

Why Are So Many Women Sluts?

Today, it is not uncommon for a young woman to become sexually active in high school
and continue through college and her early working years. Most of these relationships are
short-lived—lots of men tend to move on after they have attained their goal—so it is not
unusual for a modern girl to rack up some impressive numbers before she begins thinking
about settling down. In other words, it is easy for modern girls to become sluts without even
thinking about it.

The Modern Male is Now a Ronin

During the chaotic and tumultuous periods of feudal Japan, the samurai were the established
class of warriors dedicated to serving their Lords. The meaning of the word samurai is “to
serve.” If a samurai’s lord died he was expected to ritually disembowel himself in the act of
seppuku to maintain his honor.
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Pepe Panic: As harmless meme is banned in schools, youth tune out the Loony Left

The moral panic that the fringe Left is pushing, about how everybody who disagrees with us
is a Nazi, continues to reach new lows. Recently, opinion anchor Rachel Maddow at
MSNBC ran a lengthy segment about how a ubiquitous meme, Pepe the frog, was really a
crypto-Nazi symbol. Now the moral entrepreneurs at the Anti-Defamation League have
officially classified him as a hate symbol.

The Alt Right: Revolution Against Egalitarianism

Leftism is egalitarianism. The Alt Right wants to overthrow not just Leftism but its
precursor state. This requires unearthing and destroying the state that caused Leftism, and in
so doing rooting out egalitarianism and its parent philosophy individualism wherever they
can be found.

WWIII By Proxy

The war in Syria may be the start of World War III or it may mark the end of the USA’s
brief reign as sole planetary superpower: Syrian Social Nationalist Party representative
Tarek Ahmad says that the war in Syria has reached a dead end, with the intervention of
foreign powers turning the situation into a chaotic mess. Moreover, the politician says that
Syria is just one front in a Third World War being waged by Washington and its allies.
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News

USA Today: Trump Unfit for Presidency 

In the 34-year history of USA TODAY, the Editorial Board has never taken sides in the
presidential race. Instead, we’ve expressed opinions about the major issues and haven’t
presumed to tell our readers, who have a variety of priorities and values, which choice is
best for them. Because every presidential race is different, we revisit our no-endorsement
policy every four years. We’ve never seen reason to alter our approach. Until now.

Man Electrocuted Trying to Steal Trump Sign

An annoyed Donald Trump supporter decided he was tired of the Trump signs in his yard
being stolen or vandalized, so he did something about it. Home surveillance captured video
of the moment a neighbor attempted to take the sign from the front lawn. The neighbor had
quite the shocking surprise as he was electrocuted as soon as he picked up the sign.

Clinton Scandal Experts Reveal Latest on Couple’s Crimes

Peter Schweizer, the author of “Clinton Cash,” and WND’s Jerome Corsi, the author of
“Partners in Crime,” joined in a televised panel Thursday with a former U.S. attorney and
the lead investigator of Judicial Watch – the non-profit that exposed Hillary Clinton’s
private email server – to provide the latest on two major Clinton scandals.

U.S. Owes Black People Reparations for a ‘History of Racial Terrorism’ says
Marxist UN Panel

he history of slavery in the United States justifies reparations for African Americans, argues
a recent report by a U.N.-affiliated group based in Geneva. This conclusion was part of a
study by the United Nations’ Working Group of Experts on People of African Descent, a

http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2016/09/29/dont-vote-for-donald-trump-editorial-board-editorials-debates/91295020/?AID=10709313&PID=6165894&SID=itpqgb07zj01b0nu00dth
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body that reports to the international organization’s High Commissioner on Human Rights.

The Proof the Sugar Industry Manipulated Science to Get You Hooked

For years, we’ve been warned about the dangers of eating too much fat or salt, but health
authorities and media have been relatively silent about sugar, despite rising obesity rates
and failing health in just about every area that has adopted a Western processed food diet.

Book of the Week

Star of the HBO documentaries Pimps Up, Ho’s Down and American Pimp,
Annual Players’ Ball “Mack of the Year” winner Ken Ivy reveals the unwritten rules that took him
from the ghetto streets to the executive suites.

The names change, but the game remains the same. In Pimpology, Ken Ivy pulls a square’s coat on
the unwritten rules that took him from the ghetto streets to the executive suites. Ken’s lessons will
serve any person in any interaction: Whether at work, in relationships, or among friends, somebody’s
got to be on top. To be the one with the upper hand, you’ve got to have good game, and good game
starts with knowing the rules.

If you want the money, power, and respect you dream of, you can’t just “pimp your ride,” you need
to pimp your whole life. And unless you’ve seen Ray Charles leading Stevie Wonder somewhere,
you need Ken’s guidelines to do it. They’ll reach out and touch you like AT&T and bring good things
to life like GE. Then you can be the boss with the hot sauce who gets it all like Monty Hall.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Changing Demographics Could Mean a Hillary Win and
Eventual Democrat Dictatorship
October 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Changing demographics mean whites and taxpayers no longer determine the President of the United States

Don’t let the media fool you when they tell you Trump is up 5 to 7 points in the popular vote.
Trump is still behind in many polls of the electoral college despite having such a commanding lead in
the popular vote. Why? Waves of immigrants are changing the destiny of the United States forever.
The Democratic party will be heavily favored in the 2016 election in the electoral college, and the
math only gets worse in future presidential elections.

Look for states to increasingly swing to blue and stay that way.

All The New Modern Man readers should be concerned in 2016, and especially beyond. Democrats
could have a virtual lock on the Presidency very soon, as white people scratch their heads and wonder
why their voice no longer counts in elections. Demographic changes intended to dispossess whites
from their homeland—a country in which they were 92% of the electorate in 1960, but will be 43% in
a few short decades with their offspring representing only 38% of children under 5—mean
emboldened Democrats will likely move even farther to the left towards Communism as they soon

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/changing-demographics-could-mean-a-hillary-win-and.26017
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have a lock on the Senate and House as well.

Despite Hillary’s criminality and investigation by the FBI, despite the low turnout at her rallies,
despite her image as a crook and a liar, despite her health issues, despite Trump being up in the
popular vote—Hillary was still winning in the electoral college as of Saturday, October 1. She has a
landslide 323 electoral votes to Trump’s 215 in this map from Electoral Vote. 270 votes are needed to
win the presidency.

Read it and weep: Hillary has a commanding lead in the electoral college as of October 1: Hillary 323, Trump 215

Changing Demographics are the Canary in the Coal Mine

How is this possible? How can such a damaged goods candidate even be competitive, let alone
WINNING in the electoral college? Call it the devious plans of globalists coming to fruition.
Globalists have been flooding the country with immigrants for decades, and now the country is about
to make a permanent electoral swing towards Communism.

Today’s mostly non-white immigrants (i.e. reliable Democrat cannon fodder
because of constant divide and rule politics and media propaganda) tend to congregate in the largest
cities of the country. States with the most electoral votes have a lot of electoral sway simply because

http://www.electoral-vote.com
http://www.electoral-vote.com
http://www.electoral-vote.com
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they have the largest cities where all the immigrants – legal and illegal – happen to be.

Even deep red Texas will swing permanently blue in the coming decades as Anglo whites only make
up 25% of the population under age 5. Texas demographer Steve Murdock admits it’s all over for
Anglos in Texas. Latinos, who vote Democrat by more than a 2 to 1 margin, are displacing traditional
Americans in the Lone Star State. These numbers from Texas along with other demographic trends
signal the fact the entire Southwest U.S. is becoming an extension of Mexico demographically and
culturally as Pat Buchanan repeatedly warned it would. (Also, whites thinking they don’t have to
have dirty little babies and families is catching up with them.)

Blue “Democrat” counties are clustered around metropolitan
areas and areas with high minority populations, save the
clueless Northeast and portions of the Midwest

The weight large cities carry in the electoral college is easily seen when one looks at a county by
county breakdown of the vote, which is why bringing in floods of immigrants and “refugees” is so
brilliant on the part of social engineers who wish to debase white people at the ballot box. This makes
blue states even bluer.

Generally speaking, every county in the country except metropolitan and minority areas voted red
Republican in 2012.

In areas where blacks and Hispanics make up majorities or large pluralities of the population, i.e.
inner cities, the Southwest, the Black Belt, South Florida, etc. the counties are blue. Even though
most counties in a given state may be red, population in metropolitan areas is so large the blue
vote effectively cancels out the red vote in the rest of the state.

All the managers of democracy have to do is drown out traditional Americans’ voices in the major
cities. The “flyover country” people (i.e. whiteys) then have their preferences nullified at election
time. Whites and other traditional Americans are then told by a Marxist media they’re “racist” for
voting in their self-interest. That’s how bad things have gotten, folks.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekQV7KDBo-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekQV7KDBo-E
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Rapid demographic change has occurred in the U.S. for the past 40 years, spurred mostly by the decline of the white family and a de facto
open door immigration policy

Taxpayers vs. Tax Takers and Demographic Displacement

Tax takers vote for more government freebies at the expense
of the John Galt taxpaying class; Mittens Romney would have
won in a landslide if only taxpayers voted

Here are some maps that illustrate how debased you, the traditional United States worker bee has
become from your own nation. If only taxpayers rather than tax-takers voted in the last election, the
milquetoast turncoat Mitt Romney would now be president having been elected in a Reagan-like
landslide. There would not be people waiting for Obama phones to be distributed.

Further, one must imagine in a nation that looked like the one at left electorally Romney would never
have won the primaries in the first place and a hard-assed conservative would have been running and
elected in the last election instead of a compromise candidate like Mittens. Moreover, Barack
Hussein Obama would never have been elected president in the first place back in 2008, and
proceeded to “transform the United States” into a Communist worker’s paradise by destroying it from
within.

We also would not have Hillary as a candidate promising to finish flushing America down the toilet.
With only taxpayers voting instead of those availing themselves of social welfare programs, the
Democrats would be forced to run a more moderate candidate.

People who bear the burden of enriching the treasury vs. those who filch from it vote quite
differently. Letting people who contribute nothing to the system vote for freebies and social welfare

https://theredarchive.com/
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schemes so transforms the electoral map that Obama was able to reverse this potential landslide and
turn it into a defeat for the John Galts of America.

Mittens Romney would have won in an electoral landslide in
2012 if the country looked like it did in 1960

It may shock you to realize the white vote was completely nullified in the last presidential election by
changing demographics. If the country looked like it did in 1960, before the treasonous Immigration
Act of 1965 was signed into law and feminism killed the flower of family, we would definitely not be
on the road to Communism and on the path to have such a lying, sickly piece of crap like Hillary
winning the electoral college.

There’s little doubt, a right-wing candidate would have won in an electoral landslide in 2012 rather
than the overt Communist we got if the nation hadn’t been so fundamentally changed by social
engineers.

Running the numbers, if the population was still 92% white as in 1960, the conservatives would have
won by a 400+ vote electoral landslide. As the white slice of the demographic pie gets smaller and
smaller this segment of the population can expect to have less and less clout in the voting system. It is
perhaps the most ingenious debasement of a people in the history of mankind by a diabolical elite
power structure.

The U.S. government has skewed farther and farther left as the female vote cancels out the male vote

https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/07/26/economic-statistics-show-men-are-increasingly-going-galt/
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Immigration and Women’s Suffrage

What if there was no women’s suffrage? A similar conservative landslide would have played out last
election. Moreover, the nation would surely not be one in which 70% of revenues are used in
schemes of wealth redistribution, money that men are forced to pay to subsidize their forced removal
from the family by Big Daddy Government.

The worst thing is realizing we were warned about this a century ago. A pamphlet published in the
early 1900s warning about the social costs of granting women the right to vote (lampooned by
modern media) has largely been proven true by the effects we are witnessing today. The pamphlet
warned against voting for women’s suffrage for the following reasons:

BECAUSE it means competition of women with men instead of co-operation.
BECAUSE 80% of the women eligible to vote are married and can only double or annul their
husband’s votes.
BECAUSE it can be of no benefit commensurate with the additional expense involved.

How is that not an astute summary of exactly what has happened since the suffragettes won.
Speaking of “additional expense involved” as RealSexism knows, women avail themselves of Beta
male tax money, and even replace his utility by having the government forcefully extract his
resources rather than dealing with him directly:

Men earn 61.5% of all income but only account for 25% of domestic spending. Men only
spend 40% of what they earn after tax. In contrast women make up 38.5% of all income but
control 75% of domestic spending, women on average spend 90% MORE MONEY THAN
THEY EARN.

Men pay over 70% of income tax but the vast majority of public spending is on services for
women. There is more money spent on breast cancer than lung cancer and prostate cancer
combined, despite the fact that lung cancer alone has 3-4 times more fatalities than breast
cancer. A man’s chance of getting cancer is 44% and 23% of men will die from cancer, 38%
of women get cancer and 19% die. Yet there is vastly more money spent on cancer for
women, this is lethal discrimination.

Women pay 60% less tax despite spending 300% more in domestic spending than men.
Women also consume two third of public spending, there are 3 times the amount of gender
specific health services for women than men despite the fact that for equal increases in
health spending a man’s life expectancy rate increases nearly twice as much as a woman’s.

Laughably, leftists claim to want to save the world environmentally while supporting policies that
encourage rampant spending, materialism, and consumerism—all driven by women! These are all
predictable consequences of a country that marginalizes and demonizes its men at every turn.

The spiritual emptiness of the consumer economy, the displacement of men in the home by
Government Check Dad, and the ever-increasing tilt of the country leftward towards overt
Communism are all reinforced by women at the ballot box.

https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/07/28/todays-dystopia-is-the-result-of-womens-suffrage/
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Whites are losing ground demographically in all areas shaded red and pink

It Only Gets Worse From Here

So where does this all leave us? It leaves us in the middle of a situation that’s almost impossible to
turn around without a revolution. Men, and particularly white men have been asleep at the wheel for a
century as their nation and their voice in it has been repeatedly and steadily undermined. White
people are literally disappearing from their nation because of Marxist policies that destroyed the
family, largely by allowing women to vote themselves Beta male tax money without having to deal
with the men themselves.

Whites are also being inundated in a deluge of immigration intended to drown out their collective
voices. The downward demographic spiral of traditional Americans shows no signs of stopping, only
accelerating.

We must begin righting the course of the ship of state by having discussions about our self-interest or
be left to wither and die in foolish optimism that somehow our fortunes will be reversed by being Mr.
Nice. The New Modern Man warned about where the road of racial politics with white people
remaining apathetic to their situation leads late last year.

That’s why contemporary Progressivism should really be called Racial Bolshevism.  The
psycho-political profile is identical: whereas the original Bolsheviks believed that the
Communist utopia could not be achieved without the elimination of the bourgeois class, the
contemporary Racial Bolsheviks believe that the multi-cultural utopia cannot be achieved
without the elimination of white people–especially white men.

Make no mistake, you have very little to no voice left when it comes to choosing a president. Trump
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literally may be our last chance to stop America from turning into a grotesque parody of the
intentions of the founders, and a full-blown Communist state on its way to becoming part of a
totalitarian New World Order. You effectively have no representation as a white person and
especially as a white man in today’s government, but you are surely be expected to foot the bill for
everyone else’s desires.

Oh, and if the demographic changes don’t sway the election, voting machines that are designed to be
hacked just might. So, the bottom line is we are in a fight for our very survival as the “deplorables”
Hillary hates so much, i.e. the resistance to the matriarchal, anti-white New World Order. Trump
went around the corrupt system to secure the nomination. But, even if he manages to circumvent the
power structure and the electoral college to win the presidency, our battles have only begun. And
Trump winning against these odds will be no cakewalk.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings. 
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Eye Candy of the Week | October 2, 2016
October 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Brazilian model Isabela Soncini is our stunning Eye Candy of the Week for October 2, 2016.
Whether in a bathing suit or lingerie, she never fails to impress with her voluptuous curves, ample
bosom, and full rear-end.
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Comment of the Week | October 2, 2016
October 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter Eduardo the Magnificent wins Comment of the Week with a short but sweet comment
on electoral college trends all but making it impossible for Trump to win in the electoral college next
month. In response to Changing Demographics Could Mean a Hillary Win and Eventual Democrat
Dictatorship, he wrote:

Like Tocqueville said, once people figure out they can vote themselves the treasury, it’s all
over. There’s no going back.

For those who don’t know, Tocqueville wrote Democracy in America and was an ardent supporter of
liberty. Tocqueville saw democracy as an equation that balanced liberty with well-being of the
community. Both ideals have since been discarded in favor of what’s best for corporations and the
elite since moneyed powers have come to dominate democracy as Spengler predicted would happen.

Indeed, there is no going back once the tax takers have found a way to consistently rob the taxpayers.
The only way that ends is through bloodshed.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. You can help support our publishing by using
any of the means linked below.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Site News: Changes and Upgrades Coming
October 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Stand by for changes and upgrades as part of our In Your Face, Globalists growth strategy

Thanks to our growing readership for making us surpass an average 50,000 views a month. Our reach
has been growing at between 10-20% a month since the spring, and it shows no signs of slowing
down. Free speech is like oxygen to generations of men who have had their views stifled too long.

Between now and the end of the year, The New Modern Man will be making some changes and
upgrades. Here’s a look at our plans for making the publication even better.

Addition of two regular, weekly columnists
Reinstatement of cash prizes for Comment of the Week
Return of Be Like Dirk Comics
Expansion of the Eye Candy of the Week section

Other ideas are also on the drawing board. The men’s movement is an important movement and it’s
time for us to become more strident in our messages awakening men still in the throes of the Anglo-
American cultural Matrix, educating men on money and minimalism, and pushing an agenda of male
self-interest, while also sticking to our core effort of educating freethinking men about the harsh
realities of women and the world.

We have yet begun to fight.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Culture to Materialism Ratio
October 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women drive 4/5 of the consumer economy in America, a materialism that is destroying culture

Western civilization has sold out. It has become an über-materialistic culture in which children are
taught from birth the way to judge their level of success and their status among friends is by
constantly comparing what they own with what their friends and family own. This is seen in
numerous areas of modern life as these toy-seeking children turn into conspicuously consuming
adults. From cell phone culture which now begins at age 8 to car culture which lasts until death, the
modis operandi is competition through consumption.

What are you driving that old thing for? Don’t you have a good job? What are you doing with that
brick or dinosaur? You need to upgrade to stay competitive is the message when one reads behind the
lines. This insanity is reinforced by peer pressure and the need for people to “conform” in America.

For over a century, this mentality has led Western civilization to become the
most materially rich in the world. That’s the good news. However, there is a dark side to having so
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much stuff. One might argue that Western civilization has lost its culture in the process of pursuing
more and more junk. In fact, a going joke is what kind of culture do white people even have? And
sadly, as a white person I don’t have much of an answer.

Sure, there’s still football and hamburgers on the Fourth of July with fries and turkey at
Thanksgiving, but the overall culture can be described as one of nothing more than shopping and
eating out, since that’s what most people spend their free time doing when they’re not adhering to the
Puritan American work ethic. Once the careerism pill has been swallowed, life quickly becomes a
vicious circle of work-consume-work-consume that most people never break out of.

America, and Western civilization in general has become a culture that looks for personal fulfillment
through extrinsic goals, rather than intrinsic ones. Extrinsic goals make us look good, and they bring
fleeting pleasure. But, they’re not “intrinsically” fulfilling like intrinsic goals such as spending
quality time with family, having a close network of friends, and developing a sense of community.

This has led to accelerating spiritual and demographic death as materialism has come to dominate life
in such a way people have become nihilistic, overly critical, and in many ways hopeless and
helpless. Naturally, there is an equation that could be used to express this trade off a culture makes
when it decides to pursue materialism vs. maintaining its culture. We will call this the culture-
materialism ratio.

Shopping and eating out have become national obsessions in America

Culture vs. Materialism

In short, one must sell out a little culture to get a little materialism. Since the time we have is limited
on this planet, one cannot spend time enjoying other people and working to make the money to buy
more shiny things at the same time. There is always a trade off.

To diagnose what has happened to American culture to make it one in which negativity leaps out
from any cursory visit to a social networking site, one must start by looking at the anthropological
definition of what culture is.

Culture is defined as a social domain that emphasizes the practices, discourses, and material
expressions, which, over time, express the continuities and discontinuities of social meaning
of a life held in common… As a defining aspect of what it means to be human, culture is a
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central concept in anthropology, encompassing the range of phenomena that are transmitted
through social learning in human societies.

So, we see right away material expressions are included in the broad definition of culture. A little
materialism is okay, and a sign of a healthy society. Unfortunately, material expressions have begun
to overwhelm to other “practices and discourses” of American culture. People spend so much of their
lives in pursuit of money and stuff that they’ve literally become bitter about life.

Careerism is inculcated into youth from elementary school onwards and females are taught to be
ashamed of and forgo their femininity and maternity with the goal of making women more like men
(i.e. interchangeable labor devices). In fact, the entire whole of American life can today be described
at shaping children into becoming efficient consumers to keep consumption high.

This must end. Dr. James Roberts has studied materialistic people and knows there is never enough
stuff to buy to fill that whole marketers put into people’s souls by manipulating their emotions.

As we amass more and more possessions, we don’t get any happier; we simply raise our
reference point. That new 2,500-square-foot house becomes the baseline for your desires for
an even bigger house. It’s called the Treadmill of Consumption. We continue to purchase
more and more stuff but we don’t get any closer to happiness, we simply speed up the
treadmill.

The “treadmill” he is speaking of is The Hedonic Treadmill, a figurative treadmill that functions as a
sort of “highway to hell” The New Modern Man has written about in the past.

Modern Western civilization (with an emphasis on America) has become a
culture that is so materially rich but spiritually dead it is literally disappearing from the face of the
planet in pursuit of buying things.

People lumber into the malls, empty their pockets buying junk and junk food – most of which they
don’t really need – then go home to giant homes via bulbous SUVs. The next morning they wake up,
head down to jobs that most of them can’t stand and work an average of 47 hours a week.

This is time in their lives they will never get back.

As a result of a culture that neglects the cultural in favor of material things, God is dead in America
and has been for some time. Religious people will protest this claim but if one looks at the way they
live their lives rather than what they say they believe it doesn’t take long to discover people are not
living according to tradition or religion. They worship at the church of the discount store and their
gods are their career, credit score and things they own.
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Oh, please Verizon, give me that cell phone upgrade. The church of the mall has replaced the actual church in many regards

GDP vs. GNH

Perhaps it’s time to start making another measure of human progress rather than Gross National
Product. The tiny nation of Bhutan has started measuring human progress in terms of Gross National
Happiness. As hippy as it sounds, it’s actually a good idea when one realizes there are indeed things
money cannot buy.

It’s a holistic approach which looks at other measures than just economics to determine the overall
well-being of a society.

But, there are other ways of acheiving the same goal: a happy and fulfilled soceity rather than one in
which it’s citizens behave like braindead shoppers who are never fulfilled for very long no matter
how much money they spend. One of the best moves people can make is to turn off the high preist of
consumerism and materialism – the corporate media. Its culture and values sorely need to be replaced
with human ones instead of economic ones.

Maybe then, American society can begin to heal itself spiritually and demographically. Importantly,
maybe whites can begin to reverse trends that are leading them to extinction at the hands of their own
selfish inner desires, emotionally manipulated by the puppet masters to maximize profit at the cost of
everything else that makes life worth living.

The pendulum must swing back from rampant consumerism and towards things that intrinsically
make life worth living.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Video of the Week: It’s All Over for Anglos
October 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

White people don’t seem to have gotten the memo that they’re being conquered – although peacefully
– since feminism turned Anglo women into wannabe men instead of encouraging them to pursue their
natural strengths as females and mothers. Whites get angry at more fruitful immigrants while
neglecting the very reason they’re being made a minority in their own nation is due to the fact white
women are statistically barren.

Due to a combination of factors, but mostly due to feminism and Marxism, white women now have
an average of 1.7 children in their lifetimes. The minimum number of children to sustain a culture is
2.1 children per lifetime. To sustain perpetual economic growth the number of children per lifetime
needs to be at least 3.

So, what do treasonous leaders do when white people have 1.7 children instead of 3? They bring in
immigrants and refugees to keep the machinery of the consumption economy running. Meantime,
white women keep on trying to be more like men, spurred on by social engineers.

What’s happening as women turn themselves into the very model of Freud’s Penis Envy theory by
trying to displace men on the job? Anglo culture is dying off. You can see its effects first and
foremost in American small towns that are literally withering away and dying, and in a visit to a
metropolitan area in which one wonders which country they’re in, and in demographers’ pie charts
like the ones above.

This video is primarily about why Texas is becoming an extension of Mexico rather than part of the
United States, but the presentation also touches on the fact trends of Hispanic growth and Anglo
decline are prevalent nationwide. Soon, perhaps within the next decade, Texas will no longer be a red
state because of these demographic trends.

Then the Democrats will be able to do whatever they want to us, because they will have a lock on
power in the electoral college. Trends also point to Democrat gains in the House and Senate in the
coming decades.

As the presenter says, “It’s basically over for Anglos in Texas.” The truth is, it’s over for Anglos
nationwide, they just haven’t realized feminism has cost them their nation yet.
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Weekend Reading | October 7, 2016
October 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of October 7, 2016.

Manosphere

Ricky Vaughn Has Been Banned From Twitter: The Purge Has Begun

Tuesday afternoon, Twitter banned Ricky Vaughn, one of the biggest and most influential
figures on the alt-right. While we don’t know if Ricky’s suspension is permanent (he’s
stated that he will appeal), Twitter’s willingness to censor a hugely influential
figure—Ricky had nearly 100,000 followers prior to being banned and has been ranked as
one of the 150 top election influencers in the 2016 presidential race by MIT—shows both
that they’re running scared of us and are willing to wreck their bottom line to keep the truth
from coming out.

Why College Has Become a Warzone for Young Men

If you graduated college more than five years ago, you have no idea what kind of
indoctrination center your alma mater has become.  Last month I became involved in a
weekly community program at my local university.  The college environment has changed
so much that I barely recognize it, and must strongly encourage young men to reconsider
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entering the financial and social wasteland known as the American university system.

“This Will Not End Well”

There are a couple of must-reads that were published this week. The first, by Kurt
Schlichter, warns leftoids that their eagerness to silence dissent will strike back at them with
a fury. Schlichter feels the passion of the shiv. You can tell because his article is sharp,
hungry for leftoid vitals, and remorselessly allergic to the supine “to be sure”-isms which
typify cuckservative mewlings.

How to Meet Girls During the Daytime (Free Mini-Course)

I created a game newsletter back in 2008 when I pre-loaded it with 57 emails (I was living
in Brazil at the time). When someone new signed up to the list, they got all 57 emails,
spaced out every couple of weeks. Since email marketing is a set-it-and-forget-it type of
deal, I barely updated the list in eight years. Many of you have complained about it, so for
the past couple of months I’ve worked hard to create an updated list with brand new
material sharing a more sustainable flavor of game that is not primarily
centered around collecting notches.

Expel Girly Males and Warpig Females

For males looking to experience an environment conducive to brotherhood and masculine
virtues, it is vital that you expel the garbage from your lives. Feminine males are disgusting
mutants who deserve only the non lubed rubber of their master’s purple dildo.  Masculine
females are biological refuse who deserve only their dogs slurping away at their peanut
butter smeared clams.
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News

Why Trying to Link Hurricane Matthew to Global Warming is Just Political Hype

Hurricane Matthew is a Category 4 storm at the moment, that makes it very dangerous, and
(if it makes landfall) something we have not seen in the continental United States for a over
a decade. Surprisingly, just today, we passed the 4000 day mark for a drought of major (Cat
3 or greater) hurricanes to make landfall on the continental USA.

NOAA: We Are Not Exaggerating Our Storm Data (Yes they are)

As Hurricane Matthew charges into Florida with winds up to 140 mph, approximately 1.5
million people are preparing to clear out of the storm’s path. By Thursday evening, the
National Weather Service was imploring residents to head to safety. “Now is the time to
urgently hide from the wind. Failure to adequately shelter may result in serious injury, loss
of life or immense human suffering,” the agency said on its website. On Thursday, President
Obama declared a State of Emergency in Florida.

DC Bureaucrats Think Public Are Idiots

“These are ungrateful ignoramuses. Never has the term ‘public servant’ been rendered more
devoid of meaning.” That was the succinct but scathing reaction of former Rep. Michele
Bachmann, R-Minn., to the findings in a survey in a Washington Post article titled,
“Washington’s ‘governing elite’ think Americans are morons.”

Obama Releases Dozens More Cocaine Dealers

President Obama announced Thursday he will commute the sentences of another 102
offenders, mostly cocaine dealers. A total of 774 offenders have had their sentences cut by
Obama, “more than the previous 11 presidents combined,” boasted Neil Eggleston, counsel
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to the president, on the White House blog. “The vast majority of today’s grants were for
individuals serving unduly harsh sentences for drug-related crimes under outdated
sentencing laws,” he claimed.

Kids Meditate Instead of Taking ADHD Medications, See Amazing Results

Firmly embedded into our culture now, pharmaceutical companies create so-called cures
and treatments for every human condition, and modern psychiatry has become an institution
that works to create lifelong dependencies on medications to help people adapt to the stress
of modern life and to conform to the rigid corporate/consumer culture that has come to be
known as life.

Book of the Week

The national bestseller that shocked the nation–The Death of the West is an
unflinching look at the increasing decline in Western culture and power.

The West is dying. Collapsing birth rates in Europe and the U. S., coupled with population explosions
in Africa, Asia and Latin America are set to cause cataclysmic shifts in world power, as unchecked
immigration swamps and polarizes every Western society and nation.
The Death of the West details how a civilization, culture, and moral order are passing away and
foresees a new world order that has terrifying implications for our freedom, our faith, and the
preeminence of American democracy.

The Death of the West is a timely, provocative study that asks the question that quietly troubles
millions: Is the America we grew up in gone forever?
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Female Behavior, Shit Tests, and The Selfish Gene
October 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

One shit test too many: Anglo women have pushed men over the edge

If there’s one thing a man learns about women when he literally beds hundreds of them in his own
personal anthropological experiment trying to find out what makes females tick (as well as his own
taste for hedonism—heh) it’s that there are no unicorns. Those with powers of keen observation and
rational analysis notice women are naturally gifted with the innate behavior the philosopher
Schopenhauer called dissimulation, that is the tendency to conceal their true thoughts and feelings.

When a man watches female behavior instead of listening to their words patterns begin to
emerge. One of the most important patterns a man might notice is that the most powerful force in the
universe is hypergamy, not compound interest as Einstein humorously stated. Hypergamy is of
course the human female’s tendency to marry up (never down) in social status. Oxford-educated
anthropologist Robert Briffault knew this in the 1930s, but of course Utopia-seeking Western social
engineers completely ignored what made society stable in mad pursuit of magic theories that were
going to fix everything.

Their egalitarian notions of some sort of sexual equality were doomed to failure, and the failure was
baked right into the cake. Briffault wrote:

The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the animal family. Where the
female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association takes
place.

That simple sentence, followed to its logical conclusion could have stopped the impending sexual
disenfranchisement and subsequent disengagement of Western men from their own nations.
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Briffault knew if a woman can’t use a man for something—money, social
status, power or all three—she wants nothing to do with said man no matter how attractive a man he
might be or how altruistic he is. A perfectly equal society is a society in which women have ZERO
attraction to men, because men in such a society would be bereft of the qualities that make them
attractive to women in the first place. Feminism was destined to create chaos from its inception.

Women will do anything for the seed of a top dog. Just watch as they literally faint in old videos of
The Beatles and turn into total whores whenever a dominant male enters the room, or orbit actors like
DiCrapio. Guys like DiCrapio look and act like douches but have the key female-attracting
intoxicants: money, status, and power. (If you want to see what it’s like to be an alpha male and see
the power of hypergamy in full swing, go to a country in which you have high social capital and
watch how differently you are treated than when you’re in America or Europe. But, bear in mind
women’s interest in you as a human being is purely an illusion.)

Feminism fails to account for the fact that removing money, status, and power from men will
ultimately unleash chaos on society.

Of course, the fact the world is melting down is based not only on Utopia-seeking sociological
behavior that ignores fundamental principles of anthropology. Politicians and social engineers also
ignore the primacy of a relatively new concept in science known as The Selfish Gene (which
incidentally led George R. Price, one of its discoverers to suicide). They formulate hypotheses about
a “perfect world” then try to simulate the real world using Game Theory (not the game theory of the
manosphere) which reduces people to mathematical equations social engineers then plug into
computer models. These models currently tell politicians the solution to all the world’s ills is to throw
everything up in the air, destroy national identities and borders, and pretend ethnic and sexual
differences don’t matter in fantastical sort of New World Order that is destined for catastrophe.

The Utopians most crucially missed the implications of The Selfish Gene on male/female relations.
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Female enigmatic, selfish behavior is coded into their genetic makeup

The Selfish Gene

If it’s been said once, it’s been said a thousand times, nice guys finish last. But why is it that women
choose dominance every time over niceness, dooming notions of sexual equality to dismal failure?

The Selfish Gene theory could explain the tendency of women not only to marry up, but to
completely disregard the bottom 4/5 of men as potential suitors as The Pareto Principle suggests and
eyewitness evidence in any club in America will illustrate. Here’s a simple definition of The Selfish
Gene:

A lineage is expected to evolve to maximize its inclusive fitness—the number of copies of
its genes passed on globally (rather than by a particular individual).

This theory is bad news for men in a sexual market that has shifted to look more like a jungle than a
civilization since the advent of “women’s liberation” a.k.a. feminism. The Realtalk translation of that
very effete sounding definition of The Selfish Gene works out to: Women want to fuck the winners,
and they will fuck over the losers.

Women have evolved to disregard and even harbor contempt for “inferior”
DNA. In a cruel world in which survival of the fittest has been the rule from day one over 4 billion
years ago when life began to form in the slime, being a nice boy doesn’t cut it. Women, more than
men, are beholden to the influences of The Selfish Gene, and though we may lament its effects on our
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sexual and familial prospects as men there are sound biological reasons women have evolved to be
ruthless when it comes to choosing sexual partners.

It all comes down to survival of the genes.

Even though the following information is regularly hidden in academia because it doesn’t fit the
West’s cultural narratives, studies of sexual behavior have led to quite the stunning revelation that
harems are quite a normal part of human history. And indeed, it seems this tendency of women to
orbit dominant men while using weaker men for resources is becoming the norm once again in the
21st century world in which cultural mores designed to keep women’s sexuality from destroying
society have blindly been discarded in a vain pursuit of making “a better world.”

As reported on my blog in June in The History of Harems: Women Orbit, Too, anthropological
studies have found evidence that harems have been quite the norm throughout most of history:

Here are some other parts of the world in which women were in harems of a dominant man
rather than the one and only of hapless Beta males, the exact type of male they show open
contempt towards today:

Egypt: Pharaohs demanded to be in the constant company of numerous beautiful
girls.
Sri Lanka: King Kashyapa had a harem that numbered 500.
Mexico: Montezuma had 4,000 concubines when he met Cortez.
China: One emperor had 2,800 concubines.
Africa: Junior wives and concubines orbited Chieftans.
Mongolia: Genghis Khan fathered so many children 1 in 200 men have his DNA
today.

The University of Wisconsin showed the practice of maintaining harems is far from unusual
in history. It surveyed 1,000 historical societies to find out how common polygyny has
been, and the findings are astonishing: Just 18% of historical societies were monogamous.
Half of rest of the 82% had occasional polygyny and the other half had it all the time. If
nothing else, this historical fact helps show why women have such contempt for Beta males
– they are not as valuable for providing material things as high status men.

So women (like men, but moreso) are driven by coding from selfish genes, women want dominant
men and don’t care about the rest (incidentally this is the rule in other species as well), and they do
not think about the consequences of their actions on the long term viability of the civilization they’re
in. They’d rather be in a harem with a dominant man than the “one and only” of a nice boy. The West
was unique in that it had evolved to offer males a seat at the table of the human family via culturally
enforced monogamy. That offer has since been rescinded.
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Utopian dreams are turning into dystopian hell

What Does It All Mean

The world we are heading into, rather than being an altruistic world envisioned by liberals and other
clueless dupes is going to be an increasingly unstable world as men vie with each other in contests to
be top dog for the sexual and reproductive advantages. Women benefit, and arguably the human
genome benefits because the strongest genes survive, but civilization loses and it loses big
as primitive sexual forces and survival instincts are unleashed on a soft, delusional society.

This, more than anything else explains why women are welcoming rapists into cucked nations in
Europe and outbreeding in increasing numbers in the U.S. It’s a giant civilizational shit test courtesy
of selfish genes, of which women are more controlled by than men, who have greater powers of logic
and reasoning.

The West’s attempts at making a better world in pursuit of the ultimate fulfillment of its Spenglerean
Prime Symbol of Infinity, in the modern sense a strange ideology that sees world socialism as the be
all, end all to humanity’s problems will end in tragedy. This is especially true in that it is
blindly meddling with the primal forces of nature. It seems our “wise” leaders have thrown the dice
one too many times in a delusional dream to bring about a “better world” but have unwittingly
unleashed primitive forces (like The Selfish Gene and concepts Freud also worried about) that will
destroy it.

It all boils down to liberalism being a giant Utopian dream that failed, and instead of taking us all to
heaven as it claimed it would, it is casting us all into hell.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Have a Drink: Mudslide
October 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Mudslides are basically alcoholic milkshakes

For those into coffee liquors like Kahlua or Bailey’s Irish Cream, the mudslide cocktail is a creamy
and delicious concoction. It’s sure to be a hit with your bang this weekend. A good mudslide tastes
like an alcoholic chocolate milk shake. It’s also relatively easy to throw together.

The drink is especially popular in the Virgin Islands, but it’s also popular around the United States, as
well. This recipe uses a 1 1/2 fluid ounce jigger.

2 jiggers vodka
2 jiggers Kahlua
2 jiggers Bailey’s Irish Cream
2 tbsp chocolate syrup
1/2 cup whipped cream

In a blender, combine vodka, Kahlua and Bailey’s Irish Cream. Gradually mix in chocolate syrup.
Blend all ingredients until smooth. (A blender is a good option.) Pour into glasses and garnish with
whipped cream and an optional strawberry.

Enjoy! And have a great weekend!

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Eye Candy of the Week | October 9, 2016
October 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Micah Yu graces our page this week with her exotic presence. Dressed in a black bikini that contrasts
nicely with her ivory flesh, she sure knows how to give the camera a seductive look. Yu is our Eye
Candy of the Week for October 9, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | October 9, 2016
October 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter TheK wins Comment of the Week with a comment about how materialism is ingrained
with Anglo culture, and how the decline of the Anglosphere might just be a good thing for the non-
materialists of the world. In response to The Culture to Materialism Ratio, he wrote:

Materialism isn’t a Western issue as much as it is an Anglo one. Non-Anglo countries in the
West do not have the sort of excess materialism present in the Anglo bloc. Materialism is
simply the founding pillar of Anglo Neo-Puritanism. Personally, I think the world will be
much better off once the Anglo bloc declines and Anglo attempts at cultural domination
come to an end.

As much as one hates to see his own culture decline, a man does grow tired of an economy that caters
and even molds women and men to be consummate materialists. Spiritual life and life outside buying
things is almost completely dead as consumption rules over most people’s lives.

The urge to consume has become so rampant it is destroying every other aspect of Anglo culture, and
even leading it to demographic suicide.

As Anglo culture eats itself up by cancer from within, as white people are in decline demographically
in nearly every corner of the USA, one wonders and worries about what will come along to replace it.

But, all a man knows is things will be different. And soon.
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Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. You can help support our publishing by using
any of the means linked below. Cash rewards for comment winners will return in December!
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Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Don’t Date Single Moms – Stopping the Gravy Train
October 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Disposable Dads: A whopping 72% of children born to black mothers are born out of wedlock

The Disposable Male has turned into the Disposable Dad in a demographically and culturally failing
Anglo culture. Men are now seen by women and the legal system as nothing but sperm donors and
check writers if one considers the statistics rather than emotionally driven propaganda about how
women are always the victim.

One of the main causes of this malaise, rent-seeking maternal behavior, must come to an end. Women
have increasingly taken a ride on the Uncle Sugar gravy train since the welfare state kicked into high
gear in the 1960s in America. They abandoned “good guys” for “bad boys” until we reached the
modern day dystopia. That’s speaking of the ones that bothered to reproduce at all…a demographic
dearth is leading to the semi-peaceful conquest of the United States in the early 21st century by
immigrants and so-called refugees.

No, it’s not time for good guys to “man up” and strap on the burden brought on by hamster-driven
feels and irresponsible female behavior.

The only way to stop single mommery and its attendant ills – fatherless children, an increasingly
lawless and irresponsible society, and the feminization of men is to adopt an age old cultural practice
once again. Single moms must be shunned and no excuses accepted for women breaking up their
families. They can make for fun pump and dumps, but that’s where it ends.

In addition to the broader generalities outlined above, here are some specific although less profound
reasons not to date single mommies.
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White moms are catching up as 1/3 of white children are now born out of wedlock

The List

You will never be her top priority. In fact, you’ll more than likely be dead last on her priorities list.
 Expect her never to be available for you, and when she is most of the time her kid or kids will be
bouncing around. Headed to the bedroom for some naughty times? She’ll more than likely have a kid
barging in, knocking on the door, or making noise. Why put up with this if it’s not your kid?

Expect her to expect you to start paying for another man’s spawn, even
if she collects child support from him. She will initially deny (as all women do) she’s after your
money, but sooner or later she will “have something come up” i.e. female code for she spent too
much money shopping for a new weave or on Starbucks and other recreational eating activities and
now she “needs your help” to buy something for junior or princess. Being the good guy who has a
heart and helps out only opens you up to financial abuse.

The Baby Daddy is always lurking in the shadows. A man who dates a single mother isn’t just
dealing with the mom, he’s dealing with her kids and now her man. If she isn’t banging him secretly
on the side, he’s always going to be trash talking you when you’re not around. Worse, he may even
sabotage you for “taking his girl” away from him.
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In many cases, your girl will be using you to make the Baby Daddy
jealous. Don’t be a pawn in this game. Women, emotional creatures they are will often date another
man just to make the man they really love jealous or to get back at him for banging some other chick.
This is yet another risk of dating single moms.

You will never be respected by her kids. If it isn’t bad enough that most women see men as
disposable, walking ATM machines, her kids will see you as a cash machine as well. They’ll also
never have feelings for you like their real father. Sure, they be feign “love” for you as long as you are
of some financial or material benefit to them, but don’t expect any kind of loyalty. As soon as you
buy them the new Nintendo and mom decides she doesn’t want you anymore, the kids will follow
suit with what mom does and toss you aside like refuse as well. As with women, it’s never what have
you done for me, it’s what have you done for me lately when it comes to their children.

The Disposable Dad problem is now infecting once traditional Latin moms in a toxic Anglo culture – it’s not the women it’s the culture
they’re in
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Single Mom Epidemic

As fathers and men in general are banished from society but the benefits of their labor legally
expropriated from them, the number of children born without a family, i.e. out of wedlock has
exploded. While feminism and Cultural Marxism certainly bear their share of the blame for these
statistics, a legal system designed to take advantage of men and turn them into slaves certainly hasn’t
helped the matter.

Check out these troubling numbers compiled by the National Review.

Preliminary data indicate that 40.7 percent of all 2012 births were out-of-wedlock, which is
appalling, and there are vast differences among racial and ethnic groups. Among non-
Hispanic blacks, the figure is highest, at 72.2 percent; for American Indians/Alaska Natives,
it’s 66.9 percent; 53.5 percent for Hispanics; 29.4 percent for non-Hispanic whites; and a
mere 17.1 percent for Asians/Pacific Islanders.

The editorial then goes on to deliver this blow to the Strong, Independent Woman™ and Don’t Need
a Man™ narratives.

It is, of course, no surprise that the groups with the highest illegitimacy rates are the groups
that are struggling economically, educationally, with crime, and so forth.

Expect more struggles economically, educationally, and criminally as this is the cost of relegating
men to the sidelines and treating them as nothing but productive machines that power the socialist
economy.

In addition to refusing to date single moms and deal with their messes, a man can Go Galt and reduce
the amount of money he is paying into a system that incentivizes this type of behavior. Why work
hard to become a disposable meal ticket when it’s so much easier to live on less and chase intrinsic
life goals (things that naturally make men happy, plenty of sex with different women, traveling the
world, living a minimalistic lifestyle, staying out of debt, etc.) rather than the extrinsic life goals
women pursue i.e. materialism, competitive consumption, recreational eating, etc.

Shunning single moms rather than encouraging their behavior, as well as starving the beast that lets
them behave this way (cutting government revenues by working less) is one of the best ways men can
resist and even reverse their third-class citizen status in Anglo America and the West in general.

The Gravy Train must be derailed.
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The Coming Cultural Singularity is Claiming Its First Victims
October 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A perpetual growth, consumption economy is like a black hole that sucks the culture and eventually lives of those participating in it right
out of a nation – if profit-seeking behavior is unrestrained

You will become one with the Borg. Your existence as it has been is over. From this time forward,
you will service us.

Those words are more than just a great piece of writing in the Star Trek: The Next Generation
television series. They’ve become a chilling warning to the rest of the world (those who would dare
to wish to see their culture remain intact) as a twisted game is now in play to see if CEOs can take
American-style corporatism worldwide, with the end goal being the transformation of human beings
into Adam Curtis style happiness machines. A game of world domination is now in play, in which
humanity takes a back seat to quarterly profit seeking.

Make no mistake, the ambition of globalists and government bureaucrats alike
is not only to micromanage the neo-tyranny known as the United States, but to push a culture of
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shopping, eating out, and creating problems with people’s lives to create profit on the rest of the
world.

Nothing is too sacred to be sold out. This makes perfect business sense, but as Carl Sagan once said,
the unrestrained pursuit of profit poses serious risks to the soul of a nation. America lost its soul at
the alter of consumerism, which is why in the 21st century it is a nation that is materially rich but
spiritually and demographically dead (at least for the founding ethnic group.)

After having spent a long period outside the consumption culture, coming
back to visit a nation that revolves around getting and spending money at the cost of everything else
that once made life worth living comes as quite a culture shock. What also comes as quite a shock is
how isolated and detached from one another people are. The country is a coast to coast shopping mall
and eatery in which there’s no sense of community and people have no sense of attachment to one
another or need for one another beyond fiduciary concerns.

People live debased lives and further debase themselves as they become nameless, faceless strangers
in the city. They become automatons who only think in terms of money and how to get and spend
more of it. The idea of having children and propagating a culture in which people feel like life is
innately satisfying to live has been lost.

Considering this general feeling of the culture one experiences once when he has been away for a
while then comes back to a jarring juxtaposition of the Old World with the Consumer World, once
coming to this realization a man does not wonder why the once mighty white race is going out with a
whimper instead of a bang as it has been sedated and sold out by its own decadence, and individuals’
detachment from one another.

The demographic and cultural decline of Anglos in America also serves as doleful warning to those
who would sell out their culture to live mechanical lives as profit seeking consumers in a
consumption machine: selling out your humanity for “stuff” and fleeting material pleasure comes as a
high price.

Is there anything that can be done?

One does not simply stop the wheels of an economy that have mercilessly decimated the nuclear
family without facing serious repercussions as people have evolved to depend on it, but those who
organized the world’s first consumption culture will be perhaps the first to disappear from the face of
the earth as a result of it. Whites are now disappearing from the nation they created in astonishing
numbers, and with an ever-increasing pace. It’s what demographers call an inverted population
pyramid. Indeed, more whites are now dying than being born. Breitbart lays bare the results of a
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culture in love with material things rather than people. (As The New Modern Man constantly points
out, feminism and Cultural Marxism – both products of monetary powers coming to dominate the
political forms of the nation – haven’t helped, either.)

Racial and ethic minorities children under the age of five are now the majority as non-
Hispanic white children make up an ever-smaller slice of the population, according to the
Census Bureau. New population estimates released Thursday reveal a striking shift in the
composition of America’s population as racial and ethnic minority births are also outpacing
minority deaths. Meanwhile non-Hispanic whites are experiencing negative population
growth, seeing 61,841 more deaths than births between 2013 and 2014.

See any red or pink on that map? All areas shaded those colors
are where whites are losing population

Whites have a feeling something is wrong, but they haven’t quite diagnosed the problem yet. They
see themselves becoming strangers in their own land, they see themselves being demographically and
culturally conquered although semi-peacefully, and they know more whites are dying than being born
as small towns wither away while they’re simultaneously seeing white population decline in the big
city.

Everywhere you go, whites are fading because of the “advanced” and so-called “modern” lives they
lead.

There is a growing sentiment of finality and dread that’s almost palpable. Comedian Bill Hicks even
hints at the problem, although his voice is quickly drowned out by constant advertising and product
placement.

I do not believe making money in order to consume goods is mankind’s sole purpose on this
planet.

If only people realized their materialism is literally killing their posterity and consuming their lives in
the pursuit of vanity and narcissism.
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The Culture-Materialism ratio has become seriously unbalanced towards the materialism side in late stage Anglo culture

No Easy Solutions

What is causing all this? It must be those immigrants is the initial thought. It’s not that. It’s the fact
the cycle of life, i.e. having kids and raising them as the motivating force behind life rather than
having careerism and consumerism as the motivating force has gone the way of the dinosaurs. That
“antiquated” way of living life has been disrupted by gold-plated dreams of winning the conspicuous
consumption prize when in fact the reality of any economy is there are 10 losers for every winner or
else it could not function.

The family, the building block of any society or economy has been
forgotten. A new electronic gadget or sedan has taken its place.

There are those who want to see the American model of consumption and the sacrificing of the
world’s cultures at the altar of the shopping mall foisted upon everyone on the planet. The beast that
is the perpetual growth economy that has been created must constantly be fed with a steady diet of
human lives and human energy. It won’t stop with its voracious appetite until it has turned the entire
world into the same perfect consumers Americans have become.
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The only chance for finding a way out of this downward spiral for those who think human beings are
more than “happiness machines” is through one of two options: if the monster consumes those who
created it in such a manner the rest of the world learns a lesson from it, or more likely, it dies out
before it can spread like the cancer it is to the rest of the planet as it suffocates those who created it.

If it doesn’t, the coming cultural singularity will mean the entire world, not just America, is one big
shopping mall and eatery. I can think of no worse hell than a planet in which humanity has taken a
back seat to corporate economics, and everyone goes into work 50 to 60 hours a week in a rent-
seeking economy that consumes their entire lives, their culture, and their freedom. Standardized
human beings,in which every tribe and ethnicity talks, walks, and acts just like Americans do today.
An entire world just as bland as standardized hamburgers like the Big Mac.

Are you ready to become one with the Borg?

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Ayn Randâ€™s Objectivism: Freedom, Reason, Individualism
October 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Going Galt is a way of breaking free of a system that oppresses men

The New Modern Man encourages free men to Go Galt if they believe the current socioeconomic
system fails a personal cost-benefit analysis. There is no question the existence of male slavery in the
family court system, forced redistribution of male productivity to those who consume more than they
produce (women spend 90% more than they earn statistically as just one example) and increasingly
Draconian laws and social engineering schemes miserably fail the cost-benefit analysis.

A man gets a lifetime of debt and servitude in exchange for his participation. This is not acceptable in
the most productive and supposedly free society the world has ever seen. The Atlas Society defines
Going Galt this way:

[Going Galt] means having righteous indignation at the injustice of a political system that
bails out individuals and institutions for irresponsible behavior and at the expense of those
like you who prosper through hard work and personal responsibly.

More than righteous indignation, men can take control of their lives through a program of
minimalism and money management and leave a system that consumes their lives with little to no
reward to implode upon itself.

The keystone to the Going Galt philosophy is objectivism. It’s broken into three important ideals,
first detailed by Ayn Rand in her novels The Fountainhead and Atlas Shrugged. The Atlas Society
defines objectivism below:

Objectivism is the philosophy of rational individualism founded by Ayn Rand. Rand
dramatized her ideal man, the producer who lives by his own effort and does not give or
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receive the undeserved, who honors achievement and rejects envy.

There’s no doubt as one makes a survey of the modern day welfare state, socialist dystopia America
and Europe are turning into, we as a society have moved away from objectivism and towards
collectivism i.e. the It Takes a Village approach to life. We are sinking further and further into an
authoritarian quagmire as a result of a corporate financed government taking the center stage of life
rather than the individual.

Rand’s philosophy for living on earth has been breached by growing tyranny in America and Europe.
Rand defined her ideal like this:

My philosophy, in essence, is the concept of man as a heroic being, with his own happiness
as the moral purpose of his life, with productive achievement as his noblest activity, and
reason as his only absolute.

This simple and noble ideal is virtually nowhere to be found today as productive achievement has
been replaced with forced wealth redistribution and reason has been replaced with emotion as the
media knows full well the easiest way to manipulate people it to appeal to their core emotions, the
“reptilian brain” marketing and public relations gurus like Clotaire Rapaille speak of.

In essence, Rand is encouraging free individuals to discard convention and live a better life. Thus,
when encouraging men to Go Galt, The New Modern Man breaks objectivism down into three areas.

There is no such thing as freedom in a collective

Freedom

The freedom of the individual was paramount when the United States was founded. Slowly but
surely, and with an ever-accelerating pace in the early 21st century, the individual is being replaced
by the collective, and the collective enforces conformity by ever-worsening rules and regulations
foisted upon individuals by a growing American police state.

What we see today is in stark contrast to Rand’s idea of freedom.

Man must choose his actions, values and goals by the standard of that which is proper to
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man — in order to achieve, maintain, fulfill and enjoy that ultimate value, that end in
itself, which is his own life.

The way man expresses his economic freedom is through capitalism – true
capitalism. The USA likes to market itself as the ultimate free market economy, but in reality it is a
combination of a corporate dominated oligarchy and a socialist engine of wealth redistribution.

It forcefully takes money from the productive Beta male batteries of the society and redistributes it to
women and other so-called protected classes. The state now involves itself in every aspect of life, so
much so it has destroyed man’s primary motivation in life – to have and provide for his own family.

So many barriers to entry have been constructed to keep men from entering the economy in pursuit of
their own self-interest, mainly through overregulation that a man now has to take a position as a cog
in somebody else’s wheel in order to survive.

Rand though there needed to be a separation of the state and economics, as elucidated by
AynRand.org.

The ideal social system, Rand holds, is laissez-faire capitalism. Economically, this means
not today’s mixture of freedom and government controls but “a complete separation of state
and economics, in the same way and for the same reasons as the separation of state and
church.”

Modern day states in the West have no concept of the separation of state and economics, as the
existence of the corporate-government complex proves.
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The mind of man is his to use as he wishes, as much as his body belongs to him

Reason

Reason is fundamentally based on logic and self-interest in this philosophy. Rand thought man’s
greatest gift was the gift of thought.

Man’s mind is his basic tool of survival. Life is given to him, survival is not. His body is
given to him, its sustenance is not. His mind is given to him, its content is not. To remain
alive he must act and before he can act he must know the nature and purpose of his action.
He cannot obtain his food without knowledge of food and of the way to obtain it. He cannot
dig a ditch—or build a cyclotron—without a knowledge of his aim and the means to achieve
it. To remain alive, he must think.

By thinking, man eschews more primitive emotional concerns. As Rand knew, “Emotions are not
tools of cognition.”

To choose to follow reason, Rand argues, is to reject emotions, faith or any form of
authoritarianism as guides in life. Rand rejected “feeling” as sources of knowledge. Rand
acknowledged the importance of emotion for human beings, but she maintained that
emotions are a consequence of the conscious or subconscious ideas that a person already
accepts, not a means of achieving awareness of reality.

Indeed, basing decisions on emotion rather than reason can lead to tragedy. This is one reason today’s
media is so toxic, it is an entire industry that runs on emotional manipulation of the masses to achieve
the goals of those at the top of the socioeconomic hierarchy rather than the goals of the individual
man.
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The Borg represent the ultimate collective in science fiction; to the freedom loving individual they also represent the ultimate hell

Individualism

Freedom and self-determination are the goals of the philosophy of objectivism, and the lack of any
true freedom and self-determination in modern America and Europe are the motivating factors behind
The New Modern Man pushing free men to Go Galt.

Today’s society is turning into the very definition of a collective, which views the group as the most
important entity rather than the individual. While the well-being of the group may have emotional
appeal, logically it quickly descends into a lowest common denominator ruled society. In essence,
today’s government behaves as a mafia rather than the government of a free republic as it chains the
individual.

Rand’s defense of individual liberty integrates elements from her entire philosophy. Since
reason is the means of human knowledge, it is therefore each person’s most fundamental
means of survival and is necessary to the achievement of values.The use or threat of force
neutralizes the practical effect of an individual’s reason, whether the force originates
from the state or from a criminal. According to Rand, “man’s mind will not function at
the point of a gun.” Therefore, the only type of organized human behavior consistent with
the operation of reason is that of voluntary cooperation.

This idea is in stark contrast to what has ruled the world since the beginning, and what the world is
lurching towards again since the high ideals of the Enlightenment that powered the American
Revolution wither and fall to dust.

Rand saw reason and freedom as correlates, just as she saw mysticism and force as
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corollaries. Based on this understanding of the role of reason, Objectivists hold that the
initiation of physical force against the will of another is immoral, as are indirect initiations
of force through threats, fraud, or breach of contract. The use of defensive or retaliatory
force, on the other hand, is appropriate.

So, how does one use this retaliatory force Rand speaks of?

Going Galt means riding off into the sunset and letting society deal with its own problems

The Push Back Begins

Walking off the corporate-government plantation is retaliation. Refusing to
participate in the education system pyramid scheme is another. Refusing to pay back predatory
student loans using the system’s own rules is another.

Going Galt is the refusal to be less than a free man and cashing out of such an economic system as
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quickly and efficiently and honestly as possible.

It is our opinion a man who does not own himself does not own anything, and is by definition a slave
of those whose authority or “oppressed” status he cannot question. Removing his productivity from
such a system is the only righteous and nonviolent way he can work to weaken a scheme that takes
advantage of him.

In our Going Galt series, we detail how free men can push back against centralized control over their
lives and move towards more fulfilling lives of freedom and self-determination.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Eye Candy of the Week | October 16, 2016
October 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Blonde bombshell Lauren York poses for The New Modern Man this week. Her leggy and chesty
countenance compose our Eye Candy of the Week for October 16, 2016 as we admire the female
form while remembering the truth about women.
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Stories from the Road: Visiting a White Girl Strip Club
October 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

My jarring experience in an American strip club, after spending over a year abroad

Daddy Rabbit’s, Paper Moon and Pure Pleasure | Richmond, VA
Relampago’s Rating: 

I’m back in The Matrix for a quick visit to family and friends before I return to my haven from Anglo
American insanity in the Caribbean. I have some spare time on my hands, so I wander on down to a
titty bar the other day in an East Coast city to kick back, relax, throw down a few Yuengling beers
and watch some titties and ass bouncing around. You know, typical guy thing.

As usual, because my instincts are honed when it comes to having a good
time, I head to the “bad part of town” because that’s where the best strip clubs usually are. I see black
chicks walking around outside the stores and restaurants in this neighborhood, so I feel like I’m safe
and I’ll be having a good time soon, just as I did days earlier when I stopped off on Downman Road
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in New Orleans. (If you haven’t had the black strip club experience, you need to.) I manage to end up
in a strip club that has nothing but white chicks. It’s about 4 o’clock in the afternoon. I think, fine, I’ll
hang out here and see what happens.

Here’s what I remember about the experience.

Being taken out of Latin America by plane and dropped into the middle of Anglo America is
culturally like being taked out of a warm, comfy bath and dropped into ice water. As I told a Peruvian
guy who I met that day, las chicas aqui son frias, i.e. the women here are ice cold. He completely
agreed and we further agreed it was the culture more than anything else.

While talking to him, a couple of white girls came around offering dances and VIP ripoffs to a
customers sitting around me. I, of course listened to what they had to say to some guys who were
obviously regular customers. As they started talking, what were the topics? Career. (Of course.)
Shopping. Eating out. Jobs. What material goods she and her friends have and how she’s plotting her
strategy to competitively consume with these people. What she wants to have materialistically.

All the programming via social engineering and the media seems to be still working, untarnished in
my absence of over a year.

Other thoughts. It’s the strangest thing for a straight man to see a chick naked in front of him and
experience the following:

Thinking how strange the skin color looks (totally white).1.
Thinking how very little tits and ass these girls have compared to what girls in Latin America2.
have.
Thinking how cold their attitudes were towards me and other customers.3.
Experiencing a latent feeling of resentment (which I hid with a smile) towards the women, to4.
the point of not wanting to tip them.

I didn’t give them a single $1 bill. I just drank, and looked on, bored really. Maybe it’s because I’ve
been getting more ass than a toilet seat over the past few years, but maybe there’s another factor too.
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Las chicas aqui son frias…that’s what I thought as I sat and watched women take off their clothes in Anglo America

Closing Thoughts

I know all women are in strip clubs for cash, but white chicks’ personalities are so frigid and they
have so mistreated me as well as most friends and male acquaintances I’ve known throughout my life
they’ve become the equivalent of walking bags of protoplasm to me. Asexual, difficult personalities,
self-absorbed, too K-selected to be much fun but somehow taking off their clothes for a living. No
conversation beyond lame attempts to sell me a dance and extract some money from my wallet.
Typical. I know I’m nothing but a walking, talking utility to you but at least try to have a little
humanity, girls.

I hang out for a few hours to try and give the place a chance but decide to
wander off to another club I saw on Google Maps when I searched strip clubs.

The second place had mostly Latinas and black chicks, and if nothing else I had some interesting
conversations with the dancers who were much friendlier and “warmer” people than the white girls in
the other club. The mood of the second place wasn’t as “frio” as the other one.
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I actually met a Latina (Mexicana) who was originally from California who was very fun to talk to
for a couple of hours. Even though I could tell she has been tainted by her experience in a
materialistic, male-hating culture, she still retained some of the Old World charm I’ve grown very
fond of over the past decade of being in and out of Latin America. Of course, she wanted to sell
dances too but at least I got some sort of human interaction from her. Same deal with the black chicks
in there.

I tried a third place in town and it ended up being the same as the other two.

That said, I don’t think the fact white chicks are so dull in strip clubs is race as much as it is culture.
Anglo culture pedestalizes women and white women are the most coddled and privileged individuals
on this entire planet. Having a K-selected behavioral reportoire also means they are more cunning
and less caring when it comes to men. All this is of course, my opinion, based on a lifetime of careful
observation.

But in an already jarring experience coming back to The Matrix for a visit, the white strip club visit
really seemed to confirm how disjointed and mercenary relations between the sexes have become in
21st century America. It was bizarre. I’m not a hard person to talk to or get along with, yet I felt
completely out of place in the white strip club and just thinking to myself how did our women
become this bad? Have they always been this bad?

Can’t wait to get back on the plane outta here.
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Don’t know about you, but I never get tired of chocolate. Here’s Miss Ksyn, a sexy ebony model who
looks simply delicious in all her poses. She can swing by and let me put some cream in that coffee
anytime. Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for October 23, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | October 23, 2016
October 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter Kaminsky wins comment of the week with his comment confirming my bad experience
in a white strip club in America wasn’t an anomaly. In response to Stories from the Road: Visiting a
White Girl Strip Club he wrote:

Ditto here. I travel and have expatriated many times. I made it a tradition to hit a strip club,
alone, the night before I shipped out. I used to love strip clubs. Loved the white girls (then).
Really loved nude Asians while in America. Something about that really got me going.
Anyway, I’m saying I used to LOVE strip clubs. The last few times I went, it was stupid.
One girl (a 6) sat with me unasked and immediately called me ‘mediocre’ right off the bat. I
wasn’t rude back to her but I wasn’t enthused at all about talking to her. She got the hint and
very sarcastically said, “Well, I’m suuurree the girls will just love you,” then she stormed
off. I’m not that bad of a guy. I lift etc but I’m very much the boy next door. Another girl
did her set on stage and I was watching her jiggle around as she put her (two) pieces of
clothing back on before making her rounds at the tables. She (despite being a stripper) was
apparently very offended that I would watch her as she sat there naked. She barked at me.
So, no lap dance from her. Another white girl with amazing naturals came up to me. I asked
if I could touch them during a lap dance (strict-style NW laws). She agreed but said I
couldn’t kiss them because she “didn’t want to spend the whole night being everyone’s
mom.” The sullenness and outright hostility was such a turnoff. Those three stories accrued
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over two or three visits. I can’t remember. I no longer go. Strip clubs from 94-2002 used to
be heaven for me. I was a major incel and just watching hot girls asses for 3-4 hours as they
walked around was the greatest heaven on earth. ‘Stripper’ used to be synonymous with ‘hot
with a great ass’. No longer. The girls were fun and slutty and actually did their jobs back
then. Now they ooze feminist indignation while making 1000 bucks a night for sitting down
and moving around a little bit. It’s not worth the 70-300 dollars anymore. I no longer get
that horny at my age where just getting 3-4 lap dances means that much to me. Not worth it
especially since I’m a career expat and get waaaayyy more for that same amount of money
by waaaayyy better women, younger, cleaner, waaayyy better bodies. Another thing is that
the quality in the US had lowered significantly. Strippers used to have great
bodies…because…well, duh….but the last few times was full of 5’s. Only the foreign girls
had anything to offer. A strip club habit and poor impulse control is a mistake. A few
misguided trips and you will burn through 3 times more cash than a quick jaunt to
Guadalajara for the weekend or something.

DO NOT GIVE CASH TO WHITE AMERICAN STRIPPERS.

I would have nuclear negged the ho that called you “mediocre” when she’s the one taking off her
clothes for cash. I would have asked her how she got a job there because I didn’t think they hired
ugly bitches. But, that’s just me. I don’t give a fuck anymore.

The cost-benefit doesn’t work out when you’ve got man-hating strippers who barely know how to
dance and most of them either: have no ass, have no tits, are fat, are ugly, don’t know how to move,
or all of the above. You want my cash for basically nothing in return for me except a stiff dick (if I’m
lucky because most of you girls are boring as fuck and have no sex appeal) and for you to treat me
like nothing but a cash machine you hope to vacuum dry.

Fuck that shit. At least the Latin and black strip clubs I go into leave me wanting to come back again.
And that’s when I have to be “slumming” it by coming to America to visit family. I’d rather not be in
that fucked up country, anyway.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. You can help support our publishing by using
any of the means linked below.
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Cancer Center Founder’s Wife Demands $400k a Month in
Divorce Case
October 24, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Is THAT woman worth $400,000 a month for the rest of your life? I bang better looking chicks than her every day of my life

As often shouted from the rooftops here at your advocate for masculinity, marriage has been reduced
to a sophisticated game of prostitution in Anglo America. If you ever doubt that, the old maxim
watch what women do, not what they say applies. When is the last time you saw a Strong,
Independent Woman™ turn down a large divorce settlement and refuse to turn her ex-husband into
an economic slave because she Don’t Need a Man™ and wants to maintain her lifestyle on her own?

Not going to happen, don’t hold your breath waiting for it.

In the latest high-profile demonstration of the oddities and evils of the American family court system
and the shameless, predatory nature of Anglo women, Richard Stephenson, founder of the Cancer
Treatment Centers of America and his ex-ho Alicia are duking it out in court and she is apparently
salivating in anticipation of a VERY big payday.
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$400k a month for that? What the actual hell?! Jesus! I could be
having eightsomes with hot 20 year olds at cocaine parties for a
fraction of the price

In the case, Alica’s lawyer stated she lived in a celebrity lifestyle with the man of her dreams. Even
better, by virtue of her having Nature’s Credit Card i.e. a vagina she is entitled to live that lifestyle
for the rest of her life at Mr. Stephenson’s expense. (My wording, not the lawyer’s wording.)

She is seeking $400,000 a month to maintain her lifestyle.

Now, a few of issues arise here. First, why the fuck would any sane man want to get married in a
male-hating society in which women really believe they are entitled to money because they provided
sexual services in a marriage?

Second, why the fuck would any sane man get married when lawyers are swirling around like
vultures ready to help women financially rape men?

Third, would you want to pay that much money for this old battle-axe? I wouldn’t give you $40 a
month for her let alone $400,000. I bang better ass that that on a regular basis. Men, ALL WOMEN
END UP LOOKING LIKE THIS. No matter how firm and high her tits and ass are when you seal
your fate by signing your enslavement agreement/marriage certificate.

The story in the Chicago Tribune serves as a perfect demonstration of the predatory, frigid Anglo
female in action. I almost feel like the narrator on National Geographic describing the play by play
and explaining how she positions herself to someday financially rape this man.

First, you have your May-December romance.

He was a 51-year-old divorced father of four, an investment banker who had recently started
the for-profit hospital network. She was a 26-year-old model and fashion coordinator.

Every white girl wants to be a model these days. Funny, I never heard of this plump strumpet before
this court case became public knowledge.

Moving on.

Do you think Alicia was interested in Mr. Stephenson because he was a sterling man of character and
she was madly in love? Or was she searching for a meal ticket and male utility value when she
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attached herself to him and inserted her tentacles?

The couple had one daughter together and traveled the world, flying by private jet among
homes in Michigan, Colorado and the Virgin Islands, with staff at each.

Multiple homes. World travel. The modern day equivalent of kitchen slaves. Women like this don’t
play around. If the check isn’t big enough and the lifestyle accoutrement not the envy of her pack of
female predators, you don’t exist.

But the relationship eventually soured — what precipitated the breakup did not come up in
opening statements — and Alicia filed for divorce in 2009, two years after she moved out of
the estate.

Translation: She moved in for the kill.

She a Gold Digger

This is a typical performance of the Gold Digger. Find a ripe, plump target (plump from a financial
standpoint) then reel him in using your feminine wiles and gifts of what Schopenhauer called
dissimulation, hang out long enough to live it up on his dime while crucially sealing his fate by
getting him to sign a marriage certificate, then when the novelty of being around him is over, call a
lawyer and proceed to extricate the target’s money. That way, you won’t have the displeasure of
having to be around him, but you get to keep his money.

At least Stephenson’s attorney David Grund tried a Strong, Independent Woman™ defense in court.

Grund contended Alicia Stephenson, who had a high school diploma and associate’s degree
when the couple married, failed to live up to her part of the agreement because she didn’t
continue her education so she could be “self-supporting.”

It won’t work. It’s not a question of if Mr. Stephenson will pay, but how
much he will pay. The bitch won’t get $400,000 a month if Grund is worth his salt, but she
nonetheless probably will never have to work again when it’s all said and done.

And women have the audacity to stay they’re oppressed. ROFLMAO.

Some men never seem to catch on to this tried and true method women use to financially rape men.
Whether it’s the girl in the trailer park marrying a guy with a well-paying blue collar job then taking
half of everything he owns, or an actress marrying an A-List actor then taking half, this is the female
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playbook at both the high and low ends of society.

It doesn’t matter if you’re dealing with a hooker or a gold-digging hussy, the transaction is always the
same between women and Beta males: Pay 4 Play. Yet another example that marriage is nothing
more than legalized prostitution in the modern age.

Oh, and just because somebody is rich doesn’t mean they’re not a Beta male idiot. This case reeks of
Beta male stench. For $400,000 a month I could have 9s and 10s sitting on my face and wriggling in
hourly rotation and multiple baby mamas and multiple homes abroad. Jesus, some men will never get
it. No matter how much money they make. All that money for that pale and worn out piece of ass.
Idiocy.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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Real Objectification: Men Are Nothing But Utilities in
Womens’ Eyes
October 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women are objectified for their sexuality because they bring little other value to the table for a man in Anglo culture

Women often complain about being seen as nothing but sex objects in men’s eyes. What few people
realize is men are nothing but utility objects in women’s eyes.

As a man, you are not a human being in a woman’s eyes as much as you are a utility to be used for
her convenience. Women prove this time and time again in their dealings with men. From the time
they meet a man until he is disposed of female behavior towards the potential partner can be broken
down into three major phases:

Meeting Phase: Male is invisible unless he has either more money, higher status, or more
power than the female and surrounding male competition, or he shamelessly breaks the rules.
Hypergamy is the most powerful force in the mating universe, but bad boys short circuit this
wiring.
Relationship Phase: Male is tolerated as long as he provides material and/or social benefits to
the female. Bad boys are of course, excepted in most circumstances.
Disposal Phase: When the male’s resources have been consumed, his social status is
downgraded, or the female wishes to “monkey branch” to a higher status male, he is then
disposed of. The severity of the disposal depends on how Beta he is. Hardcore Betas will be
dealt with most severely by females.

So, this is why men are pushed to become walking, talking utilities by society from a very young
age. Men are regularly objectified by women and society in terms of:
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Income
Earning capacity
Potential earning capacity
Job
Popularity (younger age)
Social status (older age)
Power (48 Shades of Grey)
Clothing (clothes make the man!)
Height/Looks/Muscles/Baldness

In contrast to what we are led to believe, men are perhaps the most objectified creatures on the planet.
We are most often seen as nothing but provider drones for women to take advantage of at their will.

That said, in a society that is functioning properly objectification is really a two-way street as men
want women who are young, pretty, fertile, and good in the sack. But women have so manipulated
the playing field (they can objectify men, but men can’t objectify them) they now regularly push
subpar merchandise on men with no shame and no apology.

In short, women can now openly objectify men but it is verboten for men to objectify women. This
screws everything up, and before long demographic decline sets in as we are seeing in America and
Europe as the once world-dominating Caucasian peoples go out with a whimper instead of a bang –
i.e. the aging/dying population we have today.

Too much power in the hands of either sex is a bad thing. Right now, women have all the power.

Want some action with her? Better have one of the following qualities to bring to the table, utility man

Male Roles in Female Lives

Female objectification of men also extends down to the roles men play in female lives. Analyze any
relationship objectively and you’ll find women either use a man to fill one of the following roles in
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her life, or said man is completely invisible to her.

Stabilizer. Emotional creatures that they are, women often want to have a strong, asshole of a man to
stabilize their mood swings and general insanity. The lack of a male stabilizing force in modern
Anglo society (fuck you very much feminism) helps one see why women have generally turned into
massive train wrecks in modern times. (Three kids from three different baby daddies, tattoos from
head to toe, totally out of control lives, etc.)

Resource Provider. There’s the male role everyone knows well – the
good old resource provider. As long as his checks clear, she hangs around. These days however,
women enjoy having the resources but don’t want the pesky male hanging around, which is why the
modern court system has evolved to filch men of their hard-earned money.

The Clown. Yet another male role is that of the entertainer. As The Primal Male so masterfully
noted, she is the Queen and he is the jester providing her with amusement. A woman will be drawn
like a moth to a flame to a man who is fun or exciting to be around, but once his entertainment value
runs out, she gets bored and continues her carousel ride.

Social Status. Just as with handbags and other accessories, women want the
best man to show off to their petty friends. As when purchasing a handbag, if she has money for
Micheal Kors, that’s what she buys. If she has money for a Gucci or Louis Vuitton she will purchase
that handbag. So, with your social status you represent the best she can “purchase” with her SMV and
anatomy.

The key to understanding this behavior is whoever or whatever she associates with is only to give her
the edge over other girls in her clique, as women are intensely competitive. Just realize, that with
social status you are the equivalent of a new handbag in her limbic brain.
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Emotional Tampon. Beta orbiters fall into one of two areas. The first is the emotional tampon,
listening to her concerns about other men she’s fucking while he faps hoping for some crumbs to fall
off the sexual table. This is perhaps the most pathetic of the two Beta orbiting positions, but it’s a
close contest.

Friendzone. This is the other area Beta orbiters fall under. He becomes her friend hoping she’ll see
what a great person he is and thereby let him visit the tunnel of love. But, this is most often a
hopeless venture, and in the rare circumstances a female fucks one of her Beta orbiters it will
inevitably turn into an awkward experience, and she’ll quickly dispose of him as both her friend and
lover. Don’t become one of these used and abused men for a piece of ass, or as is most often the case,
the vanishing mirage of a hope of a piece of ass.

These are only few of the ways women objectify men. Next time you hear a woman complaining she
is being objectified because of her sexuality, remind her that men are objectified for our utility.

Some of us are sick and tired of being treated like walking, talking ATM machines and disposable
meal tickets, ladies. When we can have that conversation, maybe I’ll be more willing to listen to
some of your emotional hamstering about objectification of women. I feel pretty fucking objectified
every time I come to the train wreck of a society known as the USA.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Walking off the Anglo-American Plantation
October 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Are you ready to become a runaway slave?

Knowledge makes a man unfit to be a slave.

What an irony to hear our masters talk about “freedom” all the time when there is virtually no
freedom left in America. From cradle to grave we are micromanaged and controlled, farmed like so
many human sheep.

What’s more, Anglo women are the plantation owners along with the corporate-government complex.
We men just exist to power the monster known as the consumption economy. Corporations
increasingly gobble up control over the “free market” which is really turning into a fascist market, the
government forcefully takes the fruit of our labor away, and women spend 90% more than they earn
statistically. There are few choices in this setup.

Bet you never thought of the economy that way. But that’s roughly how it works.

In the past, the urge to flee oppression led people to sail off into the unknown, even if that meant
crossing an ocean unsure if they would drop off the other side when the Flat Earth Theory ruled.
Some of us still have that mentality – we are leaving situations that put us at a disadvantage no matter
what.
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However, some people are content to sit back and let every aspect of their
lives be controlled by a centralized authority that gives zero fucks about them, their livelihood, and
yes, their freedom. It is only interested in what it can extract from them monetarily. This must stop
and the message of male liberation from a society that doesn’t give a fuck about them must be spread.
Women had their liberation, now it’s time for ours.

Since we statistically only spend 30-40% of what we earn in the national economy anyway, all our
extra productivity is consumed by women and a nanny state. Instead of busting our backs to produce
even more as our masters tell us we have to do, we need to buck up and throw our sabots into the
machine, as workers who were being abused are said to have done in the 19th century creating the
word “sabotage.” To do any less would be to sit back and accept abuse.

The old incentives for male cooperation are no longer there.

Let’s tally up what has been taken away from us as men as traditional incentives for our peaceful and
productive cooperation with society’s profit making schemes. Good wives are gone. Families are
gone. A chance to advance is disappearing as corporations dominate every avenue of the economy. A
chance to own private property is disappearing as property taxes mean we are renting everything
from land to vehicles from the government. If we don’t pay, they either sell the land or forbid us to
drive the car.

Don’t know about you, but I’m beginning to feel boxed in with my possibilities.

My options were go to school or have my parents go to jail through age 18, and after age 18 it was
college or menial jobs, and once I had the magic rubber stamp from college it was a lifetime of debt
servitude being a player in a system that doesn’t give a fuck about me or exclusion from the Ponzi
scheme. Then suddenly, the rules changed and college degrees are worthless because so many people
have been rubber stamped by the system.

Now my options have been further constrained: I can either accept my role as an Evil White Male
“oppressor” who must be punished, or be outcast. My options are accept feminism and female
superiority or be outcast. My options are to be a stranger in my own nation or be outcast. My options
are to be a sexless gelding or be outcast.

I’m going to be an outcast, then. It is time to walk off this plantation. Walking off is easier than one
might think. The steps are elucidated below.
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Don’t know about you, but I’d rather be surrounded by these rather than the feminist fembots in America

Walking Off the Plantation

It’s time for a good old-fashioned slave rebellion. As Charles Bukowski said: Slavery was never
abolished, it was only extended to include all the colors. Remember that, and remember it well
because it’s absolutely true. Here’s how you can fight back.

Get out of debt, or better yet, never go in debt. As author Michael Mihalk wrote in an excellent
book – Debt is Slavery. Debt is used to control people, especially men. No debt, and suddenly men
don’t have a master to pay. Going into debt puts a man into a master and slave relationship with the
bank and his boss. Once he has no obligations to worry about except food in his belly and his own
entertainment, that little prick of a boss doesn’t seem so intimidating anymore and the incentive to
put up with crap is reduced to nill. Bottom line, get out of debt and stay out of debt.

How does a man get out of debt and stay out of debt? He avoids bitches that
run him into debt with their stupid wants. He extricates himself from debt servitude any way possible.
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Dave Ramsey teaches classes on it, look him up. Adopt minimalism, because it really does not take
much for a man to live on. Live in a tiny house. Live in a tractor-trailer driving for 5 to 10 years. (An
article on the Trucker Plan to freedom is coming soon.)

Get creative. These are only a few suggestions. There are many ways to get out of debt, stay out of
debt, and live on next to nothing.

The days of the McMansion and the 30-year mortgage are over anyway, as companies would just as
soon sell their own mother for five bucks. NO job is a secure job anymore. It’s every man for
himself. It’s time to adapt.

Save, save, save. When a man doesn’t have debt, he has a marvelous opportunity to save an
enormous amount of money in a short period of time. If debt is slavery, money buys freedom.
Always remember that.

Get creative. Pull out a globe or Google search a map of the world.
Look it over really well. You know what I think when I see one? My, oh my, just look at all the other
places to be. I now know I don’t have to eat the shit sandwich Anglo women and my other masters
are serving up. If you haven’t started traveling internationally, do so at your earliest convenience.
You will see the destiny you have been given – to be a consummate consumer enslaving yourself
with your own material desires may not be how you want to spend your entire life.

You may decide you want to live abroad. You may decide a cabin in the woods is what you want
while becoming a Ghosting MGTOW. It really doesn’t matter what you decide as long as it is a
decision to reject your role as society’s male provider module.

Walk off the plantation. Once you have some change saved up, a nice nest egg of $250,000 and up,
leave. Blow the joint known as the corporate plantation formerly known as the United States of
America and only come back to visit family and friends.

Do not feel guilty doing what is best for you, as the power structure ALWAYS does what is best for
it. Women ALWAYS do what is best for themselves, too. (When they’re not hamstering over a bad
boy.) The corporate-government complex decided it wanted to treat the United States as a bank
instead of a nation, so the way I see it playing it smart and cashing out of the insane asylum for a life
of leisure and hot bitches is just playing the game they created.

The bottom line: Doing what YOU want to do with your life instead of living the prescribed life
script everyone is supposed to go by is up to you. Do you want to live a boring life buying, and
buying, and buying again the same garbage over and over, and overpaying for a giant box you sleep
in? Or do you want to live a life of excitement, romance, and travel while thumbing your nose at
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those holding the whip? It’s up to you to determine if you have what it takes to Go Galt.

Once enough men start checking out of the system, the masters will not be happy. But there will be
little they can do to stop us because we played by their rules. This is what it means to Go Galt, to me.
Empowering yourself as a man rather than being forced to empower everyone else at your expense.

We didn’t start this game, but I’ll be damned if we don’t have the power to end it.
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Weekend Reading | October 28, 2016
October 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of October 28, 2016.

Manosphere

The Culture War is Being Transformed into a Hot War

We’re approaching a point of no return. Your life will soon be impacted not just in the
abstract of the degradation in women around you or an invisible tightening of your free
speech, but a concrete decline in your safety and standard of living. The next stage of the
long-running culture war will be marked by three features, shades of which you’re already
seeing. They include an alliance of the government with subversives, a sharp increase in
violence, and institutional collapse.

Escape the Negativity Loop

This little scenario illustrates what happens to millions of people on a daily basis: rich
people continue to be rich and poor people continue to be poor, attractive people attract
other people and unattractive people repel them, winners win and losers lose, the cycle
perpetuates itself.
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Don’t Vote for Donald Trump – Sex is Wrong!

In many respects, the unfolding US presidential election represents the age-old
Anglosphere conflict between Saxon and Celt. Hillary embodies Anglo-Saxon values – a
former lawyer (law is of course the keystone of Anglo civilization), an anaemic liberal, a
default feminist and of course, an entitled woman. With his Scottish genes, Trump is the
living expression of alpha manliness, charm, flair and visionary enterprise – all Celtic
traits. Hillary is obsessed by procedural details, Trump focuses on the big picture – ‘the big
stuff,’ as he puts it. In time-honoured Anglo fashion, Hillary refuses to acknowledge that
decades of misguided collectivism have led to national decline.

Putting a Fork in It

Aside from the fact that I’ve been a regular reader over at Vox Popolifor well over a decade,
I enlisted amongst the rank and file of the Vile Faceless Minions because I believe our Dark
Lord of the Evil Legion of Evil deserves all the credit and support he can get for taking his
efforts to oppose the continuing convergence of our culture and society not just online as a
keyboard warrior in the mindwars of cyberspace, but also in teh real life.

Smile When They Call You Villain

Today we witness the inverted moral system of a deranged clique of tyrants doubling down
on their suicidal plans to enslave and enfeeble anyone who thinks for themselves. Men,
especially white men, are the constant targets of pin the tail on the donkey. Most lack the
fortitude to stand on their own two feet. They crumble under the assault and become the
next neophyte in the post modern death cult.
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News

Hillary Advisor: How is Bill Clinton Different Than Bill Cosby

Wikileaks released a bombshell email Thursday morning leaving no doubt the Hillary
Clinton team worried early in the presidential campaign cycle that Bill Clinton was
vulnerable to being attacked as a rapist and serial abuser of women on a par with Bill
Cosby.

Shots fired, arrests made as North Dakota cops remove pipeline protesters from
private land

Hundreds of police in riot gear and with heavy military equipment have moved Dakota
Access Pipeline protesters from their encampment on private land in North Dakota. Police
have reportedly arrested 16 demonstrators so far. Police have entered the sacred ground
camp and surrounded protesters there. Live stream videos showed more than one hundred
protesters on the front line.

Wear a Headscarf or Be Raped, Swedish Women Warned

Stickers calling for democracy to be replaced with Islam and for women who do not wear a
veil to be raped have appeared in public places in Sweden. They have been reported to the
police. Pictures of the stickers, which have been stuck to objects on streets in Nybro,
Småland, have been circulating on social media.

Germany: Christian refugees flee migrant camp as Muslims threaten to behead
“unbelievers”

“When you meet the unbelievers, strike the necks” — Qur’an 47:4. Did anyone really think
that the Qur’an wouldn’t apply in Europe, and even in German migrant camps?
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Justice Clarence Thomas: ‘We are destroying our institutions’

Justice Clarence Thomas had strong words for the current state of American government
during an appearance at the Heritage Foundation to celebrate his 25 years on the Supreme
Court. “At some point, we are going to have to recognize that we are destroying our
institutions,” he said, acknowledging that the Court might also partially be at fault. C-
SPAN.

Book of the Week

As America descends deeper into polarization and paralysis, social
psychologist Jonathan Haidt has done the seemingly impossible—challenged conventional thinking
about morality, politics, and religion in a way that speaks to everyone on the political spectrum.

Drawing on his twenty five years of groundbreaking research on moral psychology, he shows how
moral judgments arise not from reason but from gut feelings.

He shows why liberals, conservatives, and libertarians have such different intuitions about right and
wrong, and he shows why each side is actually right about many of its central concerns.

In this subtle yet accessible book, Haidt gives you the key to understanding the miracle of human
cooperation, as well as the curse of our eternal divisions and conflicts. If you’re ready to trade in
anger for understanding, read The Righteous Mind.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Media Must Be Dismantled in Order for Freedom
to Survive
October 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Poltergeist film’s promotional photo can also be used to represent our daughters and women becoming casualties of the media

There is an evil wind blowing through America and the world, and the source of the hot air is the
media—in all its forms. The news media is rightfully railed on from many corners for its outrageous
portrayal of “reality,” but the way the media disease infects the body politic of America is much more
insidious than talking heads in cheap suits.

The cancer of the media also permeates Hollywood film, sitcoms, and almost
any other form of “entertainment” out there. Whether it’s degenerate whores pushing an agenda of
pedophilia in their music videos, or another predictable “GrrlPower” song denigrating men, the music
industry also plays its part in molding the American populace into mindless, overworked,
sarcastic, sheep with abrasive personalities.
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I recently dropped in for a visit to The Matrix because I still have family
there, and I must say it was a jarring experience. From inadvertently stepping into a white girl strip
club and noticing how frigid and listless the girls were, to making the rounds getting some food at the
grocer watching people lumber around like zombies, to eating some slop at a fast food joint
surrounded by fatasses, I must say I could not wait to get the fuck out of ‘Murica as quickly as
possible. America is not a country as much as it is a coast to coast eatery and shopping mall. Sarcasm
is now the national language.

These are things we’ve all heard before, but sometimes points deserve to be repeated. And most of
the problem comes from social engineering via the media. This quote from Austrian philosopher Ivan
Illich sums up the problems that troubled me as I observed people on my recent trip home, issues
that left me terrified that this programmed environment is the blueprint for the entire world if the
globalists have their way.

The machine-like behavior of people chained to electronics constitutes a degradation of
their well-being and of their dignity which, for most people in the long run, becomes
intolerable. Observations of the sickening effect of programmed environments show
that people in them become indolent, impotent, narcissistic and apolitical. The political
process breaks down because people cease to be able to govern themselves; they demand to
be managed. [Emphasis mine.]

Prevalent almost everywhere I went was the media broadcasting messages of political apathy and
consumerism, spraying human beings with so many figurative cans of Raid. Why do people watch
this shit nonstop? The Howard Beale monologue from Network perfectly sums up the situation:

So if you want the Truth, go to God. Go to your gurus. Go to yourselves! …We deal in
illusions, man. None of it is true!

But you people sit there, day after day, night after night — all ages, colors, creeds. We’re all
you know! You’re beginning to believe the illusions we’re spinning here! You’re beginning
to think that the tube is reality and that your own lives are unreal.

You do whatever the tube tells you — You dress like the tube. You eat like the tube. You
raise your children like the tube. You even think like the tube. This is mass madness, you
maniacs! In God’s name, you people are the real thing.

We are the illusion!

Which leads me to my next point as a 15-year veteran and now refugee from the totally corrupt news
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industry.

The 40 year old film “Network” foresaw the day we would need to collectively turn off our televisions

News Reporters Are Figurative Prostitutes

An old joke when I worked in the news industry was: the management are the pimps and we (the on-
air personalities) are the prostitutes. As humorous as that may sound, it’s actually worse than that.
The corporations are the pimps and the news networks are their prostitutes.

News has always been biased, but the American media exists for one reason and one reason only in
2016—to further the agenda of the corporate-government complex a.k.a. the globalists. What is the
corporate-government complex? It was defined early this year by The New Modern Man as:

Large corporations (of which there are 16 that control over 90% of the products you
consume at the grocery store and information you get to see or hear in the media) fund
political campaigns and lobby for the government to have more power; in turn the
government enacts laws favorable to large corporations. The left blames corporations while
the right blames the government, when in reality the two interests work together to subvert
the will of the people.

The thought has crossed my mind more than once that the 2016 presidential election has been
decided before it even began. So why have the ruse? Because it’s profitable to stir the sheeple up into
a frenzy and it serves the interests of the political power structure to keep us divided against one
another. As long as black and white people are fighting each other they are not fighting the real evil
in the world, which is why the media creates racial problems to create profit.

You will never get any truth from the media when it comes to politics and many other issues.
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Television and film affect the human brain in many troubling and subtle ways

You Are What You Watch

We’ve all heard the old maxim you are what you eat. This needs to be taken a step further: You
are what you’re exposed to and what you see on television, whether you realize it or not.

Cracked actually wrote up an informative article detailing how movies affect the human brain. Here
are the troubling findings.

The brain can’t separate fact from fiction
Stories are invented to control you (they always have been, even before movies)
The writer of a story always has an agenda (human nature, and in Hollywood, the influence of
money)
Generations of Americans have been raised and educated by pop culture
Everything in the human brain is a story

See how film might just be one of the best brainwashing instruments ever conceived? When it comes
to film being used to push political and social engineering schemes, Cracked wrote:

This isn’t some paranoid conspiracy theory — it’s a fundamental part of how human culture
came about. Ask yourself: Why do we go watch superhero movies? After all, variations of
these stories about brave, superhuman heroes predate recorded history. We used to tell them
around campfires before written language even existed.

They were created as a way to teach you how to behave. The point is, this is why stories
were invented — to shape your brain in a certain way. [Emphasis mine.]

In other words, careful what you watch, what you listen to, and especially what women and children
are exposed to. It can literally wreck a society, as Hollyweird dreck and Miley Cyrus are
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wrecking this one.

Turn off your TV and turn off corporate mind control

The Media Must Die

In short, mass media is the most insidious form of thought and mind control that has ever been
conceived. It obviously molds people into the mess of broken humanity we now see coast to coast in
America.

How do we fight back against this evil?

Whether through self-inflicted wounds i.e. the fact nobody believes the news channels anymore, or as
The Simpsons suggested in Treehouse of Horror VI, when people turn off their television sets the
media and its deleterious effects on society will go away. In that Simpsons episode, a cosmic
radiation storm caused advertising symbols came to life, and Lisa ran to the ad agency that created
them looking for a solution.

Lisa: If your advertising agency created all those giant characters, you must know how to
stop them.

Advertising Man: Well sir, advertising is a funny thing. If people stop paying attention to
it, pretty soon, it goes away.

Lisa: Like that old woman who couldn’t find the beef?

Advertising Man: Exactly. If you stop paying attention to the monsters, they’ll lose their
powers.

The Simpsons metaphor works nicely. If we collectively stop paying attention to the media except to
mercilessly call them out on their bullshit, while looking elsewhere for information and entertainment
(how about starting by living exciting lives instead of watching overpaid idiots pretend to have
exciting lives!) the monsters of social engineering and consumerism plaguing modern society will
also lose their powers.

The Network film character Howard Beale gave us a premonition of what we must collectively do.
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So turn off your television sets. Turn them off now! Turn them off right now! Turn them off
and leave them off. Turn them off right in the middle of this sentence I’m speaking to you
now. Turn them off!

Turning off mass media mind control from all centralized sources, including television, movies,
and radio, may be the best thing we can do to cleanse the cancer eating Anglo society alive and
turning the Western world towards abject tyranny.

I have personally not watched television in over a year since leaving the news industry, and my mind
is more focused than it has ever been in my life. I will likely never own another television in my life.
Come join me, life is better without mind control in your life.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Eye Candy of the Week | October 30, 2016
October 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s model, Jessenia Vice really shines. She’s a smoking hot Latina who looks good in any
pose with her tan skin, dark flowing hair and plump ass. Enjoy ogling our Eye Candy of the Week for
October 30, 2016.
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Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Comment of the Week | October 30, 2016
October 31, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter jackronin wins Comment of the Week as he describes just how effective a mind control
device television really is, in response to The Media Must Be Dismantled In Order for Freedom to
Survive.

Great article. It’s a shame that more people in the sphere don’t talk about the degrading
effects of the tv and the power it has to promote predictive programming. I wrote an article
months back on this very issue and even quoted Jerry Mander in the book you listed as well.

Anyone who wishes to read it can find it
here..http://thesavagelifestyle.com/essential-step-toward-savage-life/

Your TV is called a PROGRAMMING device. Your brain is in an alpha brain wave state 1
minute after watching tv. Alpha brain wave state is like daydreaming and also where
hypnotists want you to be to work the power of suggestion.

Americans spend more time watching tv than any other activity. Is it any surprise the
country is full of atomized consumerist zombies?

I turned that shit off years ago and now I can’t stand to have it around me for even a few
minutes. Commercials are absolute garbage chock full of corporate sloganeering and mass
psychology tactics. People that watch tv on a regular basis are literally brain dead. I might
have more confidence in a meth head being able to think clearly.
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He’s absolutely right about the science behind television and what it does to the human brain.
Television and centralized control of the media, more than anything else are responsible for the 50
year mass delusion society is just now waking up from. The Internet replacing TV as the go-to source
for information, thus far, has been a gift from up above as its uncensored news, views and reviews are
waking the flock up. As reported by The New Modern Man:

Media-driven myths were hugely successful in keeping people blindly participating in a
consumption economy and government tax farm system for half a century, while keeping
them largely oblivious as to what was really happening in the world and their government.
For 50 years the entire population was essentially mind-controlled by a medium that
provided them with sugar-coated fantasies and half truths about reality, and nobody
seriously questioned the fact that big business and the government had Americans’ best
interests at heart.

Of course, the Internet liberating the mind of man will not be viewed kindly by the elite who know
it’s going to fuck up their plans for world domination. Look for it to be targeted for censorship and
corporate control.

That said, it’s time to get rid of or virtually get rid of television in your home. Any video you need to
see is now online. Every time I am subjected to TV I think to myself, oh, so that’s what they want
everyone to be thinking and doing now. Maybe it’s because I spent 15 years behind the scenes of the
media and became jaded by my experiences, but I literally cringe every time I hear the manipulative
sound of glib voiceovers, reporters, anchors, and actors. Because I know just how empty most of
those souls really are.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. You can help support our publishing by using
any of the means linked below.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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American Women Don’t Know How Good They’ve Got It
October 31, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

American women don’t know how good they’ve got it; they’ve got it too good, in fact

Oh, woe is me, woe is me. Why can’t I find a good (i.e. high earning) man? Why can’t I live the life of
the Housewives of Whatever city? Why can’t I be the princess and the envy of my social circle?

American women seem to be oblivious to the fact they’re overweight queens running a fiefdom in
which they’re the royalty and men are the subjects. They have few if any obligations to men and
society and yet men are legally compelled to produce largesse for their benefit. It’s either pay
excessive taxes or go to jail, or better yet, pay alimony and child support or go to jail.

What do we get for our labor, worry, and the lines on our faces getting
clearer by the year? Welcome to the matriarchy. Welcome to hell if you happen to be the poor bastard
born in The Matrix with a Y chromosome.

Dating is a disgrace. Hordes of men get in line vying for the same woman in one of the most
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dehumanizing spectacles imaginable, all offering themselves up to be the best utility for her to use
and then place into the discard pile.

Of all the places I’ve been, America is the most sexless nation imaginable with icy relations between
the sexes. Well, on the surface and for the 80% of “worthless” men out there in a sexual market that
has shifted to the Pareto Principle it’s that way. Women hold out sex on Beta males as if it’s some
sort of sacred rite of passage while they spread their legs openly for degenerates and those with
obscene fortunes or high social status.

It’s the “good men” of society who suffer most. They go without sex, without companionship,
without validation, without acknowledgement of their daily sacrifice.

Meantime, while women obsess themselves over materialism and consumerism by competing within
cliques to see who can get the most “bang for the buck” out of their sexuality by using it to obtain the
male with the highest utility value, few realize they have it made compared to women of eons past.
You see, with the Hedonic Treadmill it is never enough!

Women are no longer expected to have children and raise them. The state and its henchmen in the
child support and welfare system will do that for them.

Women are no longer expected to remain chaste and faithful. Feminism told them they were
empowered by spreading their legs until the thousand cock stare is ingrained in their faces.

Women are no longer expected to be fit and trim. They have devolved into gelatinous blobs of
protoplasm going from one fix to the other, whether it be a fix of sugary and fatty fast food or a fix of
random sex with a thug or a fix of Starbucks’ overpriced coffee milkshakes.

In short, women no longer have ANY obligations to men or society. However, all the old restraints
are still placed on the backs of men. We are told we need to work hard and produce as much as
possible for society with our lives. Why? When the fruit of our labor is forcibly stolen from us and
redistributed to people who do not deserve it, and we certainly need much less than we produce to
lead happy lives.

Women are clueless as to just how good they’ve got it, and yet they’re still not satisfied. This is
especially true for Anglo women who are coddled and spoiled from cradle to grave by the fruits of
men’s minds and our labor.
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Overindulgence is the obsession of today’s American women

Stop Playing a Rigged Game

Men can and should refuse to play along any longer. At the end of the day, every human exchange is
an economic exchange and frankly, we as men are being ripped off. The sexual market is the
granddaddy of all markets of man, and without proper care and attention we have no incentive to bust
our backs and our balls for a society that leaves us sexless and hopeless.

I say we, because before adapting and overcoming by becoming a devil may care Sigma male I was
one of the Betas being either neglected or used and abused by women. I ended up leaving the sad
sack of a nation known as the USA, but many of my brothers are left behind and it pains me to the
core to see them being taken advantage of in this way.

Women threw men overboard in pursuit of their self-interest. It is time for men to throw women
overboard in pursuit of our own self-interest. No sex? No family? No problem. We will just pursue
our own selfish agendas and leave you to keep up society running, ladies.

Being natural minimalists, we do not need luxurious lives and we do not need all the trappings of
modern life women figuratively slit each other’s throats over.
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That said, many men are still asleep, slaves to their own base desires
which advertising tells them they can fulfill by buying product. They don’t realize the reason they
want more and more material things is because of social conditioning that tells them from childhood
that acquiring material things is the way they show their dominance and the way they show they’re
competent citizens.

This must end. Men must be educated to stop behaving this way. Indeed, both sexes have been
enslaved by their own unconscious selfish desires (as Freud and his nephew Bernays proved) to
power a system that benefits the owners of that system more than it benefits either sex.

It is time for men to throw off the shackles of this system and demand changes. Women cannot
expect to enjoy the fruits of our labor without some form of remuneration. They don’t play along, we
don’t play along. It really is that simple.

The economics of the exchange has always been and always will be male utility, labor and
cooperation for female sexuality, fertility, and beauty. As it stands now, male utility, labor, and
cooperation are still being consumed while men are told “that’s tough” when it comes to female
sexuality, fertility, and beauty.

Forget “honor” and all those other nebulous concepts put into male minds to control us. Millions of
competent men are completely ignored sexually and for relationships because they don’t produce
material wealth that’s ranked in the top quintile (20%) of the economy. What kind of lunacy is this in
which the be-all, end-all measure of a man in female eyes is his ability to produce an exorbitant
lifestyle?

Women will never realize or appreciate the sacrifices men make to keep the lights on and to keep the
grocery shelves stocked and to keep Maybelline on the shelves. What do we get in exchange for it?
Older, greyer, but wiser.

Wake up from the ruse. Invest your lives in women and a society that gives a damn about you as a
human being, or remove the benefit of your participation from said society. Women never had it so
good. It’s about time they see just what they gave up by treating men like expendable provider
modules.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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5 Things I Love About Latin America
November 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Some experiences can’t be unexperienced

I knew there was more to Latin America than meets the eye and more than the propagandists in the
media tell us from the first time I set foot on its soil. From the minute I saw the reality of what’s on
the ground from Mexico to the Caribbean, there was a splinter left in my mind that I never could
quite forget.

I felt ALIVE inside every time I went. It soon became like a drug I never could quite quit, no matter
how hard I tried to “do the right thing” and find an Anglo chick to settle down with and have a
family. That, simply, is not in the fucking cards anymore for many reasons we discuss in the
manosphere.

Little did I know a decade later I’d be running away from Anglo America, a refugee from a culture
that has little to offer besides overworking until a man drops dead, micromanagement of virtually
every aspect of a man’s life by an oppressive corporate-government complex, shopping, eating out
and football.

I’ve been out of Anglo America a year, and a recent visit home was jarring to say the least. I saw a
sad, sad place culturally. I did NOT want to stay long. Here are 5 things I love about my new home
that I never would have had if I stayed put.
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I never experienced a “real woman” until I came here

The List

5. A culture oriented towards family and friends. You can live beside someone for a decade back
home and never know anything about them. It’s simply not like that in Latin America. First of all,
most towns are laid out so that you WILL run into people you know in the course of the day. Human
interaction is commonplace, rather than the constant isolation people suffer in Anglo America.

People are isolated from one another from the time they wake up until the
time they drive to work in their car to the time they play one-upmanship at work, afraid to trust
anyone until the time they come home and microwave their food. Anglo culture is a very isolating
culture, in contrast to the family and friends oriented culture of Latin America. Family is still central
to life in Latin America, and this is a VERY good thing. A walk through town is more than just
exercise, it’s fun because you always meet someone interesting and you always run into friendly and
sexy women along the way.
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4. Dancing and drinking. Any night of the week, you can go out and see people drinking and
dancing and having a good time in contrast to a horde of zombies waddling their way in and out of
Target, Walmart and Starbucks trying to buy some happiness. Any decent looking guy can grab a
chica and start dancing Salsa or Bachata with her, and before you know it your worries and problems
fade away. Some of the happiest moments of my adult life have been spent drinking and dancing with
a group of Latinas all night until early the next morning. I consider it therapy for the soul. I have
literally been at the point of tears of happiness sometimes just thinking about how lonely my life was
and how full and rich it now seems in comparison.

3. Laid back work ethic. The media likes to portray Latinos as little elves
that keep America running. That is true on some level, as they do all the hard work in the nation in
which white people have become too effete to even reproduce. But in many Latin countries, there is
still a two-hour long siesta. The work ethic is still strong but it is much more laid back than the here
and now demands that have become inhuman in modern day America. Schools let the kids out for
two hours, parents come pick them up, and mami has a nice meal made for everyone when they get
home. There’s time to eat, take a nap, and relax a little before heading back to work. In contrast to the
gotta do it right here and right now! Puritan work ethic that has made people very productive but
miserable back home, people still have an Old World view of labor here. Whatever needs to be done
will get done in its own time. It’s PEOPLE before THINGS. A very important differentiation.

2. Freedom. I always laugh at the U.S. calling itself the bastion of freedom in the world. Nothing is
farther from the truth. I never experienced freedom until I left the so-called “freest nation on earth.”
Fewer things are illegal here and those that are illegal aren’t enforced with an iron fist and a stiff cock
up your ass. There is nothing like the feeling of having unfettered possibilities laid out before you
each day.

The contrast between the Caribbean life of freedom I enjoy and the creepy police state I felt the
weight of when I lived in and visited America are as stark as the contrast between night and day. It’s
been said when people fear their government there is tyranny, and when the government fears the
people there is liberty. Who fears who in America?

1. The Chicas. I am a spoiled man since leaving. Very spoiled. Traditional women who are fit, not
fat and love to “be good to their man” abound. I never experienced a “real woman” until I came to
Latin America. Frankly, they make their Anglo sisters look sick by comparison. By no means are
Latinas pushovers – they’re just confident in their sexuality and their femininity unlike Anglo women
who constantly try to be like men and displace men from their traditional roles in society. I find
Latinas very sexy on many levels, and there is nothing like a confident but feminine women who also
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has a plump (not fat!) ass and pair of tits.

It’s gotten to the point I am generally repulsed by the sad, sad disposition of Anglo chicks. They’re
truly some of the most lost souls I have encountered in my travels.

Competitive consumption is not the life for me

Keep My Ass Outta The Matrix

So, it’s needless to say I do not want to come back. Leaving repeatedly over the past decade and then
becoming emboldened enough to take the big leap and try to build a life here has been the most risky
and yet rewarding move I have ever made.

Little did I know the college classes I complained about so much – Spanish I through IV would be
more life-changing than the degree I was awarded. Those classes and my later experiences in Latin
America literally changed the entire course of my life.

I imagine I would be just like many of the men I now feel sorry for when I go home if that hadn’t
happened to me. They’re working their asses off, most of them are lonely, and most of them have
never experienced a real woman in their lives.

For that, I will always be grateful to this part of the world for giving me a life I would never have had
in Anglo America.
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End the War Sex and the War on Drugs
November 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Why should something you can give away for free be illegal to sell? It makes no sense

It is time to end the War on Sex and the War on Drugs in America. Both are colossal failures in
regards to their effectiveness at stopping the world’s oldest profession and eliminating drug seeking
behavior.

Trading sex for material wealth or higher social status is the very essence of what being a woman is.
They do it all the time, day in and day out whether they realize it or not. This behavior is not going
away, as it is ingrained in the human genome.

Men ALWAYS pay for sex one way or the other. If you think a woman is interested in you because
you are such a fine human being you are a Beta or Omega who’s got another thing coming.
Females are strategic about their sexual and mating practices and the oft-quoted Briffault’s Law sums
the transaction up best, whether it involves leaving a Benjamin on the night stand or signing over the
deed on your home after a frivorce:

The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the animal family. Where the
female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association takes
place.

That’s not a hypothesis. That’s not a theory. It’s a LAW. Sadistic lawmakers should let that one sink
in before they destroy men’s lives for paying up front for sex instead of making a balloon payment at
the end. Because those are the options if a man plays around with the fire known as marriage in
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Anglo America, or instead wisely avoids that legal cesspool altogether.

America continues to wage one of its insane Wars on Normal Human Activity with the War on
Sex. There needs to be a cease fire in this culture war.

The War on Drugs creates more crime and more dead people than legalizing drugs would

War on Drugs

Ah, the War on Drugs. Started by Nixon and now totally overblown into a full scale paramilitary
force terrorizing a man growing a pot plant in his own home.

At the very least the last three Presidents are known to have used either
marijuana or cocaine, both or worse drugs at some point (and possibly many points) in their lives.
Bush II was rumored to have a raging coke habit at one point in his life. Clinton’s brother reportedly
told DEA agents Billy Jeff “had a nose like a vacuum cleaner.”

So, moral authorities they are not.

The same leaders also have dirty drug running laundry stretching back to the administration of Poppy
Bush, as both that family and the Clinton crime family are implicated in the transportation of cocaine
through Mena, AR in the late 80s and early 90s.

Then there’s Afghanistan. As reported by Common Dreams:
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The cultivation of opium poppy in Afghanistan—a nation under the military control of US
and NATO forces for more than twelve years—has risen to an all-time high, according to
the 2013 Afghanistan Opium Survey released Wednesday by the United Nations.

According to the report, cultivation of poppy across the war-torn nation rose 36 per cent in
2013 and total opium production amounted to 5,500 tons, up by almost a half since 2012.

“This has never been witnessed before in the history of Afghanistan,” said Jean-Luc
Lemahieu, the outgoing leader of the Afghanistan office of the United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime, which produced the report.

Here’s how the game works if you haven’t figured it out.

With all prohibitions on everything from alcohol to sex to drugs, banning things just sends the
activity into the underground and creates crime and gangs, i.e. Al Capone who arose during the
prohibition on alcohol.

Alcohol was legalized, and unsurprisingly the gangs went away!

Politicians know this. Which is why their motto is, “Pass a law, create a business.” In this case, a
“business” of government thugs arresting people for things at least the past three Presidents did
including snorting cocaine, if not being fully involved in the full scale transportation and distribution
of the drug while killing anyone who found out about the government’s dirty little secret in Mena.
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The first rule of politics is accuse others of your misdeeds to deflect from your own guilt

Hypocrisy and Control

Ron Paul seems to be the only politician willing to give us Realtalk on the Drug War, rather than the
normal mushroom treatment the American sheeple get in which politicians feed us figurative manure
and leave us in the dark. Paul tells us what’s up:

I don’t like the drugs, but I’ll tell you what… As much as I don’t like those drugs, I really
don’t like the drug war. I think it’s much more dangerous. A lot more people have died in
the drug wars than have died from the drugs. In fact, more people have died from
prescription drugs than they do from the illegal drugs.

He’s absolutely right. The War on Drugs has shifted drug seeking behavior from street corner drug
dealers to doctors, pharmacists and drug companies who have gladly filled the vacuum with
prescription opioids. Prescription drugs now kill FAR more people than street drugs. The new
Prohibitions have also created dangerous black markets for drugs (and sex, too) just like the
aforementioned black market that developed during the prohibition of alcohol.

In short, any War on Normal Human Activity (whether you view that activity as good or bad) is
really about:

Creating problems with people’s lives to create profit1.
Passing laws to create businesses/bureaucracies2.
Extending the government’s control over your personal life3.
Conditioning the populace using B.F. Skinner’s techniques4.

Be careful the smiling faces and crooked lies of the political class. They’re the wolves, and we are the
sheep.

Bringing the discussion full circle, banning fucking for money is also aimed at achieving the same
above objectives for social engineers and human farmers. End the War on Sex. Selling sex should
absolutely be legal for two consenting adults in a free society. End the War on Drugs. Portugal did,
and the results speak for themselves. The only problem is…what to do with all the unemployed
government thugs after freedom is given back to the citizens?
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Be Ready for the Day After the Election
November 5, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Could we see a repeat of the riots seen around the nation this year if Trump wins? Black Thugs Matter is still alive and well

The above photo was snapped in Ferguson as thugs burned the city down. Could we see a repeat of
that fateful event and perhaps a worsening of it soon to a city near you?

The election is the focus of every news channel ad nauseum. But few people are focused on the day
after the election. No matter who wins this year’s presidential “selection” the possibility of civil
unrest the day after election day and beyond is a real possibility. Are you ready for chaos if it
develops?

The nation is so divided we are likely to run into problems.

The ugliest scenario for the day after election day plays out if Trump wins.
If Trump wins, get ready for Black Lives Matter, the Black Panthers, The Race (La Raza) and other
racially motivated anti-white groups to come out and possibly start burning cities down again. After
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all, they have been given carte blanche all year long to do so in Ferguson, Baltimore, Charlotte, and
San Jose. A worrisome precedent has been set.

Of course, Trump won’t be in power the day after election day (we have to wait until Inauguration
Day for him to clean up any potential messes) so Barack Hussein Obama is likely to give the racial
hate groups the green light once again while the media whips out their collective Stradivarius, plays
my heart bleeds for thee, and sympathizes with the devils destroying the nation.

If Hillary wins, there’s the real possibility of protests the day after the election, and the social
conditioning of whites to be polite and docile even as they’re railroaded in what was formerly their
nation may not hold this time around. A Hillary win means the chaos and possibly violence could
wait until she starts stripping constitutional rights away. Then, we are likely to see conservatives
finally come out and start raising some righteous hell. There could be racially motivated clashes on
the horizon as white people standing up for themselves goes against a long-established narrative that
they’re all evil racists.

Few people think of the effects civil unrest could have on their livelihood and well-being. It’s time
for a little education on just how thinly stretched the American supply chain is, and what could
happen with only a short-term disruption in it.

Here’s a scenario – just one of many possible scenarios. Video of rioters stopping and then looting a
semi tractor-trailer in Charlotte is worrying because if trucks stop, America stops. If attacks on
truckers happen often enough, truckers may decide it’s not worth the risk to their lives to continue
moving freight around and stop driving. Within a day, bedlam could ensue as the supply chain runs
on a razor’s edge in modern America and everything from food to medication to gasoline starts
running out.

Tractor-trailers were looted during the Charlotte protests on Interstate 85 – if trucks stop rolling the food and supply chain shuts down in
days if not hours

Supply Chain

According to the American Trucking Association (ATA) a disruption of 24 to 48 hours means
hospitals and nursing homes would run out of food. Fuel supplies at gas stations would also run out in
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that time frame. Garbage would start to pile up. Most grocery and retail stores would start to run out
of food and merchandise. ATM and bank cash supplies would also run out.

The tight rope the corporate system walks quickly breaks when merchandise stops moving.

As an example, the ATA tells us this is what happens during a hurricane. Imagine what would happen
with days or weeks of rioting in major cities.

In a hurricane situation, supplies that would normally last a few days, such as water,
powdered milk, and canned meat, typically disappear within one day. Given these inventory
rates, this means that perishable goods could be depleted in a matter of days and non-
perishables in just a few days. Runs on food and non-food staples during hurricanes, and
even before big winter storms, provide a good example of how fast some retail inventories
can be depleted during panic buying. The same quick depletion of inventories could occur if
trucks stopped making deliveries for any reason.

Panic buying means no food on the shelves. When people don’t have food at home and then the
grocery store doesn’t have food, rioting will intensify. Things could get ugly in a hurry as one small
disruption leads to a domino effect, after which Bedlam ensues.

So, it is best to be prepared with non-perishable items just in case things get out of hand. Have at
least several weeks food supply on hand. But, how do you stop people from coming and taking your
stash?

The media have proven time and time again they will take the side of the Communist street thugs over law abiding citizens

Be Armed

Contrary to gun propaganda from the media, you absolutely want to be armed in the event the
election and its aftermath don’t pass peacefully. What happens when stores no longer have food and
gas stations no longer have gas? Gangs form looking for homes that do have those items.
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If worse comes to worst, they’re going to pick out the weakest home in the
neighborhood and pounce.

A home with guns is a safe home. Just as this YouTube video shows, armed thugs may bust into a
house looking for money or food, but they started jumping through plate glass windows and
scrambling like cockroaches once the homeowner came out with guns blazing.

Several handguns with extra ammunition are advised. Know how to use them. Be steady with the
trigger. And don’t be afraid to use them if looters come to your house.

The police will NOT be there to protect you as they’ll have their hands full with the chaos.

With the meltdown of America happening right before our very eyes, we are entering an unstable
period in the nation’s history, to say the least. No matter who wins the election the nation we once
knew and loved is passing away. Trump may be able to turn things around temporarily, but even if he
does the country now has so many immigrants it will be impossible to assimilate them all.

We are entering a period in which America will resemble a third world country more and more. The
demographics of the nation are being changed on purpose so white people are diminished at the ballot
box and Democrats will gain a lock grip on the levers of power in the nation in the coming years.
Divisions between rich and poor will grow, and the evil media will be there stirring the pot with
racial, class, and gender division every step of the way. Peace will become a thing of the past as
squabbling factions compete with each other for dominance.

In this transition from prosperity to despotism, it is best to be safe than sorry. The day after election
day will be telling in that it will set the tone for the next four years. It may be a somewhat peaceful
turn towards Communism if The Bitch wins, or it may not be.

But my money is on a steady degradation of civil society in the coming years. Tend your own garden,
as I know I will be tending my own. My military friends are already discussing what will happen in
SHTF scenario. You should be thinking about it, too.
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Eye Candy of the Week | November 6, 2016
November 6, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

I usually don’t waste much time with  white chicks for obvious reasons, i.e. K-selected and difficult
personalities, general sense of entitlement and bitchiness, boringness, more manipulative and cold,
etc. But Hope Dworaczyk is enough to make me rethink that general practice. Enjoy our super sexy
Eye Candy of the Week for November 6, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | November 6, 2016
November 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter Zan wins Comment of the Week with a counterpoint to The New Modern Man article
entitled American Women Don’t Know How Good They’ve Got It:

RF, American women DO know how good they got it. In fact they brag and gossip about it.
All you need to do is watch any reality show, read any of their blogs or magazines… and
you’ll hear how they consider men such DUPES and SUCKERS. Their job is to deceive
you into thinking they don’t. It’s all a Game of Deception and by all accounts they are
winning.

But, here’s what more insidious…(and it’s insight coming from women)…”That men will
do anything and everything for pussy.”

So women are just being women and taking advantage of men being so pathetic and
desperate….that’s the 80% you speak of and it’s very, very sad…because that 80% are not
unaware of the situation…NO…they knowingly and willingly are complicit in their
servitude and slavery.

Until that 80% grow a pair… this sad dynamic will never change but only grow worse. One
solution is yes, leave this hell hole for better pastures overseas, but that takes balls too,
which the 80% don’t have…therefore they remain the same and (BBC) bitch, blame and
complain.
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His comment actually reminds me of the time I overheard two white bitches bragging in a Latin
American bank (in which they assumed nobody understood them) about how they had both just
cleaned out their ex-husbands financially and were using the money to travel, screw, shop, and eat
out worldwide. (Anglo women are perhaps the most insidious of sex tourists, contrary to media
propaganda.)

Incidentally, in my darker moments I know Zan is right. This is a very old game we are playing, and
the female always wins in the end.

We may have awakened from the ruse, but that doesn’t mean every man will.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. You can help support our publishing by using
any of the means linked below.
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Boys Committing Suicide at Nearly Double the Rate of Girls
November 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Males are reviled in Anglo culture and adolescent boys are committing suicide at nearly twice the rate of girls

As yet another barometer of the decline and disintegration of Western culture, suicides of kids aged
10 to 14 are now at an all-time high.

The lamestream media is all over this story, but as usual one has to do some digging to come up with
the fact far more BOYS are committing suicide than girls. Almost twice as many young boys kill
themselves than young girls in this age group.

Don’t expect to hear anti-suicide campaigns aimed at saving young boys in an anti-male Anglo
culture. As just one example of how deep the “protect the pussy and exploit the dick” mentality runs
in this culture, there are lots of pink ribbons for tits but no ribbons for prostate cancer. That’s just
how it works in the matriarchy.

Dr. Marsha Levy-Warren, a clinical psychologist who works with young men and women in this age
group told the Old York Times something that sheds some light on the problems of a Puritan work
ethic and sexual repression juxtaposed alongside a totally degenerate and sexualized media making
everyone miserable – and apparently it’s not just adults who are alienated:

Cultural norms have changed tremendously from 20 years ago.

That’s definitely an understatement. And worse, the cultural norms are getting worse. Much worse.
We all know this.

Then we see stories like this that pain the human cost of this tragedy. A recent suicide reported on by
the Daily Mail highlights the reality behind the numbers as a high school boy recently added yet
another name to the body count.

A 16-year-old boy died early Tuesday morning after police said he jumped in front of an
oncoming A train at the 42nd Street subway station under the Port Authority Bus Terminal
in New York. The teen had a ‘history of depression’ and cop sources said he had been
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hospitalized in September for suicidal thoughts, according to the New York Daily News.

There’s no word if the boy was on dangerous SSRI antidepressant drugs that The New Modern Man
has reported on in the past. But drugs are only one part of a series of problems leading to these grim
statistics.

A teen with a history of depression leaped in front of a subway car in New York in recent weeks – no word if he was on dangerous SSRIs

Culture of Death

Anglo America continues to bask in a sewer of what could be collectively called a culture of death.
Whether it be drugs designed to keep people functioning profitability in a miserable system, a culture
that figuratively if not literally tries to de-ball boys and men, sexual repression designed to
communicate the message the only way to get your urges alleviated is by buying the right
combination of products, or an education system biased towards females, the Matrix is designed to
keep people producing money no matter the human cost of doing so.

So, abortion worship isn’t the only way this culture has become a culture of death.

While part of the statistical uptick in adolescent suicide is no doubt related to the decreasing number
of annual deaths in car crashes, the number of suicides in this age group has doubled in the past
decade – to around 400.

Between 2007 and 2014, the number of middle schoolers dying by suicide grew from an
annual rate of 0.9 to 2.1 per 100,000.

Here are four reasons the number of boys who are committing suicide is rising sharply.
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1. Drugs. Ritalin. SSRI antidepressants. The modern day equivalent of
Somas in our Brave New World. An astounding 1 out of 5 high school age boys have now been
diagnosed with ADHD and many of them prescribed Ritalin in a move that is directed at keeping
them from acting like boys. Only 7% of girls have been diagnosed with ADHD. These drugs mess
with the developing psychology of boys, and turn many of them into basket cases in an already
difficult period in life.

2. Anti-male culture. Just the fact the male suicide rate in the age 10-14 age group is nearly double
that of the female suicide rate was buried by the media speaks volumes about the anti-male biases of
Anglo culture. From the time boys enter school, maleness and testosterone are brainwashed and
drugged out of them. It is not a pleasant time to be alive if your are a male, whether you’re a child or
adult.

3. Repressed sexuality. Puritanism is still alive and well in modern day
Anglo culture. Anglobitch sums this aspect of modern life for pubescent boys and men extremely
well:

Straight men are the monstrum horrendum of the Anglo mass media. One cannot read a newspaper
or watch a news bulletin within seeing men being vilified as rapists, pedophiles, cannibals and mass
murderers. No word at all about the millions of responsible fathers, husbands and employees out
there – the Puritanical Anglo media hates sexualized beings, and so it hates men, period.

Strangely, Puritanism has morphed from a religious practice to an atheistic practice of New World
Order socialism in the 21st century. But make no mistake – it has its roots in Puritan Anglo culture.

4. Education system. Kids now spend less time outdoors than prisoners do. The education system is
designed to turn young people into efficient, professional consumers and debt slaves, nothing more. It
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is also designed to begin a process of de-sexualizing both sexes that continues once the newly minted
consumers begin consuming corporate media and being subjected to corporate HR policies which are
also designed at de-sexualizing human beings.

Once these four problems are recognized and solutions formulated to bring an end to this quadruplet
of insanity, the suicide rate will go back down. Don’t expect this to happen as the media is already
concealing the fact boys are suffering the most under this social scheme.

Until then, it’s full speed ahead with the New World Order, and as always male sacrifice and the
social costs boys and men pay take a backseat to whatever is best for those born with a vagina and
what is best for those profiting from the current system.
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Meet Mr. Alpha and Mr. Beta President
November 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Pick out the Alpha and Beta male in this photo

One man looks like a self-assured lion who just pulled off a stunning upset and rebuke of 8 years of
Communist policy. The other man looks like he was just pantsed in the locker room.

Make no mistake about it, the surprise election of Donald Trump with a solid win (over 300 electoral
votes)  is a symbolic, giant FUCK YOU to Obama and his globalist minions who thought their
agenda was unstoppable.

Trump has promised to reverse everything Obama has done during this
tenure in office. With Republican majorities in the House and Senate he has a chance to do so, that is
if the Cucklicans don’t mutiny and obey the mandate of their corporate bosses rather than the
mandate from We The People. This will be the biggest possible caveat to Trumps ascendancy to
power, as the Cucklicans have proven time and time again they’re state-worshiping Democrats Lite
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and not Conservatives or Libertarians by any means.

As we await for the coming transfer of power, look for Obama and other globalist interests to stir the
pot as much as possible as they try to fuck with the results of a democratic election by creating riots
and a narrative that Trump is “divisive” or some other focus group-derived nonsense.

We must not let Trump be marginalized by these evil people.

In the Grand Scheme of things, Obama will more than likely end up being
little more than a shit stain on the underwear of history. He really has been a terrible and divisive
President, and living through his reign of terror has been no cakewalk. But that photo reveals he
knows his presidency is about to pass into obsolescence.

The look on his face is priceless as he must now realize the jig is up and he’s been called out on his
Marxism by Tuesday’s election results. As one radio commentator said earlier this week, God’s hand
is all over this election. Even if you’re not religious, you have to admit the victory of the nationalist
Trump over Clinton, Inc. and the globalists is the secular equivalent of the biblical victory of David
over Goliath.

It doesn’t stop here. Trump has his work cut out for him. While we all heave a collective sigh of
relief about this 11th hour reprieve from the total destruction of the United States of America, we
must realize our fight has only just begun. Trump will be opposed by some of the most calculating
and evil forces imaginable before and after he is sworn into office, and his life will be in danger at the
hands of people who will stop at nothing to turn us all into serfs toeing the line painted by New
World Order interests.

The Marxist media is already hard at work constructing a narrative to try and debase Trump, thereby
debasing the collective decision we all just made at the ballot box in favor of what THEY want for
America rather than what YOU want. Look for political betrayals from the Cucklicans and a bitter
four years as the globalists fight tooth and nail to regain their stranglehold over our republic.

Meantime, let’s enjoy our well-deserved victory, as for the first time in a long time the Silenced
Majority’s voice has been heard.

If nothing else, it is beyond enjoyable and satisfying to see the stunned look on Obama’s face as the
bastard thought he was going to get by with everything he’s done to “Whitey” and the other groups
he and his racist backers hate so much. The real racists are the ones who hide behind the cloak of
racism all the time.

Trump’s election could ultimately be one of the most crucial turning points in the history of the
nation. Let’s not squander what we’ve achieved. Let’s do everything we can to Make America Great
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Again, while realizing the gravity and reality of the situation we are in means we shouldn’t expect
any miracles.

Trump is America’s Hail Mary pass. Let’s hope he makes the touchdown when he’s in office.
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Weekend Reading | November 11, 2016
November 11, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of October 11, 2016.

Manosphere

Why So-Called Intellectuals Do More Harm Than Good To Society

The existence of intellectuals is more ubiquitous today than ever. Many are those who
contend for public attention, credibility, and money as a reward for their wits, not to
mention the very status of intellectual. Yet the existence of such people is far from self-
evident. For centuries, traditional societies barely had anything or anybody that looked like
modern intellectuals, and this did not prevent them from lasting hundreds or even thousands
of years.

This Woman “Accidentally” Banged A Trump Supporter And Her Post-Cock
Rationalizations Will BLOW YOUR MIND

Truth serum time. I made a post of this article mostly because I wanted to float that
flavortown post title over the center field warning track. It tickles me. I accidentally slept
with a Donald Trump supporter. My name is Diana. I’m a 27 year-old bartender. I met this
guy on Tinder about two months ago, a few days after I’d moved from Toronto to San
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Diego.

Newsweek Magazine: “Roosh V’s Journey From Pickup Artist To Right-Wing
Provocateur”

Roosh V used to go out most nights looking to seduce a woman, but today he has a much
easier task: He’s just looking to piss one off.

The Eternal Threat of Liberalism: From Tactical Victory to Strategic Solution

This election has been a study in Liberal disfunction.  A study in how they think.  How can
we mitigate the threat caused to the Republic by these people?  How can we turn this
tactical victory into a long-term strategic solution?

News

The Women Who Helped Donald Trump to Victory

Debbie Biro became a Republican to vote for Donald J. Trump. A lifelong Democrat, Mrs.
Biro, 57 is churchgoing single mother who practices yoga and does not eat meat.

Commentary: The Unbearable Smugness of the Press

The mood in the Washington press corps is bleak, and deservedly so. It shouldn’t come as a
surprise to anyone that, with a few exceptions, we were all tacitly or explicitly #WithHer,
which has led to a certain anguish in the face of Donald Trump’s victory. More than that
and more importantly, we also missed the story, after having spent months mocking the
people who had a better sense of what was going on.

The ‘Yuge’ Donald Trump Market Rally Continues

The stock market rally continued for a second day after Donald Trump beat Hillary Clinton.

Some Illegals Already Leaving Country

Some 1.4 million illegals who followed President Obama’s request to sign up for two
controversial amnesty programs could be among the first to face deportation under the new
administration.

Book of the Week
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In this book (previously published as Crippled America), we’re going to
look at the state of the world right now. It’s a terrible mess, and that’s putting it mildly. There has
never been a more dangerous time. The politicians and special interests in Washington, DC are
directly responsible for the mess we are in. So why should we continue listening to them?

It’s time to bring America back to its rightful owners—the American people.

I’m not going to play the same game politicians have been playing for decades—all talk, no action,
while special interests and lobbyists dictate our laws. I am shaking up the establishment on both sides
of the political aisle because I can’t be bought. I want to bring America back, to make it great and
prosperous again, and to be sure we are respected by our allies and feared by our adversaries.

It’s time for action. Americans are fed up with politics as usual. And they should be! In this book, I
outline my vision to make America great again, including: how to fix our failing economy; how to
reform health care so it is more efficient, cost-effective, and doesn’t alienate both doctors and
patients; how to rebuild our military and start winning wars—instead of watching our enemies take
over—while keeping our promises to our great veterans; how to ensure that our education system
offers the resources that allow our students to compete internationally, so tomorrow’s jobseekers
have the tools they need to succeed; and how to immediately bring jobs back to America by closing
our doors to illegal immigrants, and pressuring businesses to produce their goods at home.

This book is my blueprint for how to Make America Great Again. It’s not hard. We just need
someone with the courage to say what needs to be said. We won’t find that in Washington, DC.
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New Censorship and Surveillance Technology Will Make
Orwell’s Big Brother Seem Tame
November 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Searching for articles on how to hit that? Big Brother says you should instead look at these articles telling you what an evil misogynist you
are

Do you really like sexy women like the one in the photo above? Are you sure? Big Brother Google
says “Why don’t you look at this story about alternative lifestyles about men who have realized what
terrible misogynists they are for having sexual desires?” rather than searching for articles on for pick-
up artistry.

Sooner rather than later, all Internet roads will lead to the same New World
Order Socialist philosophy.

As profiling of Internet users becomes more prolific and the algorithms more sophisticated in the
coming years, the news and information we search for will be tailored to slowly “nudge” us one way
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or the other politically, one small step at a time.

The management of the information we get to read is already in its infancy.

Why do you think that “free” app on your phone that only performs a few functions swells in size
with each “update” that is released? Do you really think they give a damn about your privacy and are
plugging security holes? Hell no. The apps we download are moving from useful, low-resource using
services to resource hogs (necessitating an upgrade in processing power every year or two)
because they only provide us with a “free” service in order to hook us so the apps can gather
information about everything we’ve ever written on our devices for social engineers and marketing
flacks. The apps are becoming more sophisticated in the way they monitor everything we do – which
is why the apps need all that memory size.

And soon, apps will be gathering information about everything we’ve ever said aloud by using the
built in microphones on each device and speech recognition technology. CIA agents confirm
microphones can easily be activated even when a device is switched completely off.

This type of information will be collected in giant databases such as the Utah Data Center, with the
ultimate goal being the corporate-government complex knowing more about us than we know about
ourselves.

Your entire digital history is mined by corporations and the government

Big Brother Was So Yesterday

Today’s information technology has put Big Brother on steroids.

The Waking Times details this frightful world that is already emerging as anyone who pays attention
knows search engines are already tailoring information to what we search for and even what we text
people about.

“Mr. X, we’ve studied the little virtual bubble you live in, and now we can sell you your
own special brand of truth.”

Most of the time, the information one will see in this Internet bubble will be customized to suit a
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person’s interests. This is why Facebook relentlessly pushes the “Like a page or product” portion of
its web site. This information is used to build a profile of a person that ultimately will be able to
accurately predict the color of their next bowel movement.

If a man is interested in non-GMO foods advertising and “news” stories will be tailored to inform
him of grocers who sell organics and about news from “approved” outlets with stories written on the
topic. Most of the time, this will be insidious advertising and ads disguised as information.

“Hello, audience. We’re going to pitch you on becoming full-fledged obsessed consumers,
as if there is no other worthy goal in life—and then we’re going to profile you from top to
bottom, to find out exactly what kind of obsessed consumer you are, so we can hit you and
trigger you with information that uniquely stimulates your adrenal glands…”

As another example: Okay, we know you are interested in traditional gender roles. We (the
information managers like Facebook and Google) will now to find news stories and customize the
information you get to read online in order to cause you to doubt the validity of your beliefs. The
ultimate goal is to slowly but steadily move you away from believing in traditional gender roles to
believing in militant feminism without you realizing what we have done.

This type of information management is even more insidious than outright censorship, as it will be
designed to steer everyone towards what the controllers of society want us to think and buy, no
matter how far from the ideal consumer and fellow traveler we may be.

Think of it as a game of Plinko on The Price is Right, in which all chips ultimately fall into the
“perfect, braindead consumer” slot at the bottom of the maze. The social engineers’ dream is a world
of nothing but sexless consumers who perform mindless work in meaningless jobs, whose only
outlets for pleasure are shopping and eating out and other State-approved activities.

Think that’s hyperbole? Travel around the world for six months to a year, then come back to the
United States and tell me what you think.
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Customized brainwashing works better than one size fits all brainwashing

Little Information Bubbles Merge Into Big Information Bubbles

Once we have you believing a certain way or questioning your established beliefs, the key comes
when it is time to steer public perception one way or the other. This is where the “rubber meets the
road” in the realm of managing the populace like so many sheeple.

BUT when a Big One comes along, like the 2016 national election in the US, the separate
tunes come together and ring as one. Then the overriding need to extend Globalism’s goals
(in the person of Hillary Clinton) blot out every other priority. Then the major media twist
whatever they need to twist. Then it’s the same bubble for everyone.

Soon, just like the mainstream media on television and in print, everything you see online will be
directed at making you think, behave and vote a certain way. The micromanagement and control of
information just hasn’t become that sophisticated – yet.
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Obama already hinted that only “official” information should be linked up
by the corporate interests of Facebook, Google, etc. Thankfully, The Bitch (Hillary) was not whisked
into the Oval Office in which case these nefarious censorship techniques would be accelerated. But
that doesn’t mean efforts at censorship by the elite will come to an end.

An Internet security “crisis” will likely be engineered in the near future in which—you guessed
it—Big Daddy Government needs to step in and take control of the web. From there on out we will
be back to corporate-government propaganda instead of the Libertarian’s dream the current iteration
of the Internet is.

So, the awakening we have seen from the brainwashing of the corporate media will be a temporary
one if the elite have anything to do with it. The groundwork of this new, Socialist system of
micromanaging information is already being laid. You already see it every time you do a search.

Someday soon the only information we’ll be able to find online will be from sources the corporate-
government complex approves of. Of course, there will be renegades and rebels like us who resist,
but most of the braindead sheeple out there will go along to get along just as has been happening
since time immemorial.

Our options will be to get off the grid or to move to a new Internet. Neither move will be peacefully
tolerated by the powers that be.
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Eye Candy of the Week | November 13, 2016
November 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s easy to see why Thailand is so popular among Western expats looking escape fat, bitchy and
bossy women. Thai model Fonthip Watcharatrakul shows off her svelte figure and long, flowing
black hair in this shoot. And I’ll bet she’s a lot more fun to be around than just about any American
woman. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for November 13, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | November 13, 2016
November 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter Tim wins Comment of the Week with some observations on why males will never be as
important as females in our society. In response to Boys Committing Suicide at Nearly Double the
Rate of Girls, he wrote:

Here’s how you save boys – and it will never happen because society thrives on male
disposability and cultural misandry and always has:

Teach boys that the #1 way in which men’s lives are destroyed is through giving women
financial, legal and psychological power over their lives. Never give a woman these powers
and your chances of living a good life increase astronomically. Tens upon tens of millions
of men’s lives have been destroyed, in the US, in just the past few short decades, just by
men giving women financial, psychological and legal power over their lives. Don’t become
the next in a long, long line of suckers.

Teach boys that society, women and the state view them as disposable utilities for purposes
of enriching women and the state. Deny women and the state male disposability and watch
them cry like a spoiled child that has had their toy taken away.

Teach boys that the reason for male-only conscription and an all-male front line fighting
force is so that women and the political elite can retain power for themselves while
simultaneously disposing of lower class men. Don’t enlist. If conscripted under the male
only draft – sue for anti-male gender discrimination.
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Teach boys that no-fault divorce, Title IX, Affirmative Action, the male-only draft,
Affirmative Consent and the plethora of female-first/female-only quota programs were
designed to force wealth and power from men to women and the state. Under Obamacare,
men now pay for the bulk of women’s healthcare. Men and boys utilized far less of these
resources but pay for the bulk of them. The same is true of taxes. Men pay the majority of
taxes but the majority of spending on health, education and welfare goes to women.

Teach boys that everything they see when they drive down the road – including the road –
was built by men. All progress in civilization has been invented and created through the
suffering, death and disposal of men at the behest of women and the state.

Teach boys that women and the state hope to keep them from being successful in life so that
they’re more vulnerable to women’s and the state’s desire to keep them in their easily
disposed of condition. The more men and boys deny women and the state male disposability
and the more men and boys focus on their own life success – the less powerful women and
the state become.

To save boys, there has to be someone to tell them the truth. Good luck with that, because
women and the state don’t want men or boys to know the truth. Men and boys are force-fed
gynocentrism through movies, books, TV, music and their mothers 24/7/365. Doesn’t serve
their personal agenda for men to awaken – so they prevent men from learning.

The entire purpose of feminism is to hide these truths from men and to shield women and
the state from men waking up en masse and recognizing women’s and the state’s inherent
psychopathy and cowardice. If boys and men wake up to these truths en masse – women
and the state are done for – hence the skyrocketing misandry (supposed toxic masculinity,
stare rape, manspreading, mansplaining, white male privilege, etc) we see today. Women
and the state are the privileged – not men and boys. Women and the state know that if men
and boys wake up to these truths – they’re done. Here’s hoping men and boys wake up.

Educating boys – or perhaps re-educating them – thereby cleansing them of the cultural and
educational indoctrination that teaches them to pedestalize the pussy is the best way to save them
from lives of being taken advantage of financially and treated like disposable utilities by females.

It is also the only way to make large numbers of boys grow up to become men who challenge the
status quo and a system that profits from exploiting male utility and labor.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner and each month we pick a Comment of the
Month winner. For now, bragging rights will have to do. Cash prizes for comment winners are being
temporarily suspended, but once revenue for the site picks up they will be reinstated. You can help
support our publishing by using any of the means linked below.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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New York Times Shamelessly Promotes Misandry, Leftists Still
Fail to Elect ‘The Bitch’
November 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Latin women continue to put their Anglo sisters to shame when it comes to femininity and usefulness in propagating the species, as proven
by the imperialistic attitude of this article

The far-left publication The New York Times continues to promote a distinctly Anglo-American
brand and agenda of misandry. They published yet another hit piece on men and traditional gender
roles just before Hillary (known around here as ‘The Bitch’) suffered a stunning defeat in the 2016
election.

It’s yet another indication The Official Narrative from mainstream media is coming apart at the
seams.

An Op-Ed article entitled The Men Feminists Left Behind drips with
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predictable male hatred, and serves to reinforce the fact you as a man need to be checking out of The
System at your earliest convenience, taking the benefit of your labor and your tax dollars away from
it. Whether you expatriate or MGTOW Ghost, remember one of the central tenets of minimalism and
Going Galt: It doesn’t take much for a man to live on.

Women like the author of this article take your productivity and resulting tax dollars for granted.
Maybe if they had the rug pulled out from under them they’d stop hacking at the goose that lays the
golden egg.

Gender equality of outcome rather than equality of opportunity is the first agenda item in the screed
by Jill Filopovic:

For women, feminism is both remarkably successful and a work in progress: We are in the
work force in record numbers, but rarely ascend to the highest ranks. Women are more
visible in public life and create more of the media and art Americans consume, but we still
make up just 19 percent of Congress and 33 percent of speaking roles in the 100 top-
grossing films.

Funny, she didn’t mention the lack of women in blue-collar, dangerous, and dirty jobs that skew
heavily male. Feminists only want pie jobs, not the difficult ones men suffer through on a daily basis.

This brings up another interesting point. As women move to completely dominate society, feminism
is only successful in killing America and killing the West, not reinventing sexuality and gender roles.

No matter how bad things get demographically and socially, The New York Times clings to 1960s
rhetoric about how wonderful pedestalizing women and marginalizing men is. Rather than
encouraging women to return to traditional roles as Anglos commit demographic suicide in America
and Western Europeans follow suit, it doubles down on the idea that women need to displace men
from their roles in society.

It really is one of the strangest times in human history to be alive. Jill goes on:

Men haven’t gained nearly as much flexibility. The world has changed around them, but
many have stayed stuck in the past. While women have steadily made their way into
traditionally male domains, men have not crossed the other way. Men do more at home than
they used to, but women still do much more — on an average day, 67 percent of men do
some housework compared with 85 percent of women. Male identity remains tied up in
dominance and earning potential, and when those things flag, it seems men either give up or
get angry.

The above paragraph highlights what comfy bubbles feminists like Jill spend their entire lives in,
thanks in large part to the labor of the white men she hates so much. They can spit fury at men for not
marching to the feminist drummer only because women have it so good they have time to sit around
and dream up pablum like this.

Women still spend, on average, 90% more than they earn in Anglo America thanks to the government
tit, a misandrist family court system, and the Female Free Ride through life. Men spend less than half
of what they earn statistically. In other words, women would not have it so good if it weren’t for male
dominance in the work force.

Just to compare and contrast, in traditional Latin America that I’ve expatriated to, women happily
prepare delicious meals, do housework, and have kids while demographically moribund white
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women still cling to an attitude of imperialism in which they’re “too good” to do traditional female
things like cooking, cleaning, and propagating the species.

And Jill, baby, male identity remains tied up in dominance and earning potential because that’s what
moves merchandise in the sexual market. Women still select men for utility value and earning
potential.

When women stop screwing men who are either Alpha assholes or Betas who possess the Holy
Trinity of money, status, and power we will see male identity shift away from dominance and earning
potential. In other words, that’s simply not going to happen as women see men as nothing more than
disposable utilities. You’ve just proven that concept with the tone of this article.

Anyone but Anglos: Asian women also make good alternatives to hateful Anglo women

More Tired Rhetoric

Jill then pivots to attack Trump, in a totally fallacious argument when one analyzes the reason he
actually won the 2016 election. He won because demographic subgroups OTHER than white men
voted differently. Hillary isn’t president in part because suburban women chose to vote for a strong
man instead. Still, it’s cute to hear her spout the propaganda we’ve heard so many times.

Mr. Trump offers dislocated white men convenient scapegoats — Mexicans, Muslims, trade
policies, political correctness — and promises to return those men to their rightful place in
society. With his string of model or actress wives, his beautiful pageant girls on competitive
parade and his vulgar displays of wealth, Mr. Trump embodies a fantasy of masculine
power reclaimed. Mrs. Clinton, an unapologetically ambitious woman running to take the
place of a trailblazing, successful black man, symbolizes all the ways in which America has
moved on — and in her promises to help alienated men catch up is the implicit expectation
that they, too, must change.

Blah blah blah. We’ve heard this shit ad nauseum for the past two generations. Trump’s landslide last
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Tuesday represents the biggest possible “fuck you” to this narrative possible without a full-scale
revolution.

It’s impossible to say whether a female president would help normalize female power and
heal some of the rifts made visible by this election, or if she would so enrage many men that
these gaps will only cleave wider. What is clear now is that this is the great unfinished
business of the feminist project, a long-fermenting suspicion brought into bright light by
this election: Expanding roles and opportunities for women cannot usher in full gender
equality unless men change.

Actually, it’s not that Americans wouldn’t elect a female President inasmuch as they don’t want to
elect a total fraud, liar, and criminal. Hillary was a terrible candidate in many ways, and Americans
are beginning to realize feminism is a death style, not a lifestyle. It isn’t progress, it’s regress.

Feminism is unnatural and destructive to a society. The “feminist project” will be brought to an end
one way or the other: by the masses awakening to just how suicidal a philosophy it is, or by natural
selection as feminists and those who listen to them die off and are replaced by groups who don’t
adhere to this ideology.

Jill then goes on to tell us knuckle-dragging men what we need to do:

Men don’t need more masculine posturing or promises to restore them to forever-gone
greatness. What they need is to make their own move toward gender equality, to break
down the stereotypes and fetters of masculinity.

While the church of feminism continues to preach predictable and tired talking points like this, the
world is changing around them.

Umm, Jill actually men don’t need more feminist posturing or leftist promises to finally displace evil
men from their roles in society. Women need to head back to the kitchen and back to the nursery if
Anglos are to survive as an ethnic group. The failed feminist project must end.

The Bitch’s loss and Trump’s victory are hopeful signs that cancerous feminist rhetoric like that in
this 11th hour hit piece on masculinity might just have met its match.
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MGTOW Ghosting: A Way to Go Galt
November 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Refusing to participate in a society that dehumanizes men is an important topic

Whenever I return home to the East Coast of the United States for a short visit, if there’s one
overarching theme that describes the entire event it’s the complete and total lack of desire to
participate in society in a meaningful way. It’s really a sad place to me, compared to the warm and
fun Latin culture I now live in.

Whether it was watching people walking around like zombies, going from
a fix of crappy fast food and coffee milkshakes, Made in China shopping/competitive consumption at
Walmart, or accidentally wandering into a white girl strip club and thinking just how piss poor the
quality of American women is, there are just no incentives for male participation in this sexless
clusterfuck anymore.

Juxtaposing Latin America alongside Anglo America is jarring, to say the least when a man jumps
from one culture to the other. In one culture I feel totally invisible and worthless, and women treat me
that way even though I am an attractive, well-traveled and cultured and successful man. In the other
culture I am somewhat of a rock star wherever I go, and women treat me well. Guess which society I
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want to invest my time and energy into?

But, expatriation is not for everyone. Some people want to stay in Anglo America. For them, Going
Galt or MGTOW Ghosting is the preferred means of removing the benefit of their participation from
a society that at best doesn’t care about them, and at worst completely exploits them. Going Galt and
MGTOW ghosting are related. While I don’t particularly identify as a MGTOW since I get more ass
than a toilet seat, and could never give up women, I do think there is a lot of overlap in MGTOW
ideology and the rest of the manosphere and I respect it.

Women are for entertainment purposes only with this philosophy

How to Ghost

There are several ways men can ghost. There are varying opinions on how to Ghost. Here are some of
the more pragmatic ones.

Live on your own. Don’t let women into your life in any meaningful way as most of them are
financial predators. Learn the tenets of Game, and practice them well. Bang chicks, but never invest
yourself in them or their problems. Know women can “smell” money and resources, and always keep
them at arms length before they can financially rape you either through marriage, making you her
baby daddy i.e. slave for an unwanted pregnancy, etc.

Live minimalistically. Live on the cheap and have a variety of cheap hobbies you enjoy. In my best
friend’s case, he built a tiny home for around $15,000 and lives in it even though he earns about
$50,000 a year and has no consumer debt. He has hobbies he enjoys, like fixing up classic cars –
something he couldn’t do when he had a bitch around because, of course, she wanted to control him
and his money.
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Get a job that suits you, and work as little as possible. As marketing guru
Clotaire Rapaille says, most of the time people have no idea WHY they’re doing what they’re doing.
This observation applies to men working themselves too hard and consuming too much because
they’re socially conditioned to do so. Your goal as a Ghost should be to get and stay out of debt and
cut your expenses in such a way that you can work only enough to support yourself while enjoying
the rest of your time living a lifestyle of freedom. This blog – particularly the Minimalism and
Money section is here to help you learn how to do just that.

Stay mentally and physically healthy. By not participating in the follies of HR and estrogen-rich
office spaces as much as possible, your mind will begin to cleanse itself of toxic and sarcastic Anglo
culture and petty office politics. Just the realization I didn’t have to put up with a bunch of assholes
every day once I started Going Galt and doing whatever the fuck I want to do was enough to take my
bouts of depression and anxiety away. Exercise and eat right – track what you eat with MyFitnessPal
or a similar app as a healthy body and fit physique is 70% diet and only 30% exercise.

Most important: Do things that make you happy and fuck what everyone else thinks about your
life. Nobody is going to understand you and everyone you tell about your plan is going to try and
discourage you from realizing it. Remember, most of these people are hopelessly dependent on the
myths and fantasies of a system that exploits them. For that reason, don’t go approval-seeking as it’s
not only Beta behavior it’s also going to destroy your Ghosting journey before it begins. I am quite
possibly the happiest motherfucker I know and it’s only because I haven’t turned myself into a slave
to consumption and a slave to pussy and a slave on the Anglobitch plantation that I feel this way.

In short, I totally understand why men want to abandon modern day culture in Anglo America and
much of the West. It only offers a lifestyle of working and consuming until you drop dead, in an
economic and cultural scheme that benefits females far more than it benefits males.

I encourage men to either Go Galt or MGTOW Ghost as a way of regaining control over their lives
and their freedom. Male participation, cooperation, and utility have been taken for granted for much
too long.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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5 Ways The Media Responded With Butthurt to Donald
Trump’s Election Night Victory
November 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Marxists in the American media whined like bitches as Trump pulled off an upset

The media doesn’t even try to hide its shameless pro-Socialist bias these days. Since nobody really
pays attention to them anymore, you might have missed some of the more entertaining butthurt
spouted by shameless propagandists posing as journalists the night Trump beat all their echo chamber
expectations.

Election night coverage on the propaganda news channels is a lesson in hilarity when examining the
reaction of lamestream media talking heads. What is most entertaining about Trump’s ascendancy to
the Oval Office is that it was totally unexpected, catching cocksure Marxists at CNN and other
alphabet channels completely off guard.

Let’s go over some of the more entertaining reactions Election Night.

5. Hillary Shill Martha Raddatz Breaks Down In Tears

Over at ABC, the wrinkled old Hillary shill Martha Raddatz was at a loss for words as she attempted
to perform an off the cuff hamster rationalization to fellow Clinton operative George Staphylococcus,
explaining why The Bitch lost the election.

Raddatz looked like her mother just died as victory turned into defeat for the criminal Hillary Clinton.
She’s sure to be moving from a pack of smokes a day to two packs a day as the reality of the election
continues to settle into her pea brain over the next 4 years. Her tears say more than her boilerplate
language ever could.
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4. Bernstein Plays The Race Card

To the mainstream media, white people voting in accordance with their own self-interest is racist. In
fact, white people acting in any other manner than total subservience is racist to CNN. Washington
Post “journalist” Carl Bernstein even went so far as to say Trump’s election is “tragic and dangerous”
as despondent and quite possibly drugged CNN propagandists looked on. Bernstein seemed most
upset about Trump’s immigration policy proposals, in which Mexico will no longer be able to
flagrantly let its citizens violate U.S. immigration law.

Bernstein completely forgot the racism white people have endured all year long at the hands of Black
Lives Matter, La Raza and other black and brown supremacist groups.

3. Chris Matthews Goes Into Hamster Rationalization Mode

Hamster rationalizations are usually reserved for women, but effeminate, low-T manlets like Chris
Matthews also have them. His first spin of the hamster wheel makes him say Hillary won the debates.
She didn’t. Then he says she had the best ad campaign. Nobody believes advertising or anything you
say, anymore Chris. Then Matthews says she had the best ground game. She might have, but she was
a terrible candidate. The half-man, half-alligator James Carville looked ready to give Chris a hug as
the reality of Hillary’s defeat began to settle in on MSNBC.

2. The Racist Van Jones Whines About White People

Van Jones looked like he needed a change of underwear as he fell back on tired, old leftist talking
points from the 1960s about the evil white male—especially white males that haven’t been turned
into geldings. He then goes on with an emotional overreaction to say families will be afraid to have
breakfast the next day because whitey got back into office. LMFAO. Really, dude?

He then says immigrants are afraid now that Trump is going to be President. No Van, immigrants
aren’t afraid. Illegal hordes who figuratively if not literally say “Fuck you!” to U.S. immigration law
are afraid, as they should be.

Jones then goes on to make a supremely ironic quote as he talks about a so-called white-lash: He says
Trump’s campaign was based on “Throwing away some of us to appeal more deeply to others.”
Umm, isn’t that what the entire platform of the Democratic party is, Van? Throwing away, nay,
crucifying white men to appeal more deeply to others? Your entire career is based on just that, Mr.
Jones.

1. CBS Does A Mea Culpa

CBS was so stunned it did a full mea culpa on the network’s shoddy coverage of the 2016 election.
This stunning article entitled “The Unbearable Smugness of the Press” needed to be written 10 years
ago. Better late than never. CBS actually echoed what we in the manosphere and alt-right have been
saying since day one with the Op-Ed piece.

This is all symptomatic of modern journalism’s great moral and intellectual failing: its
unbearable smugness. Had Hillary Clinton won, there’d be a winking “we did it” feeling in
the press, a sense that we were brave and called Trump a liar and saved the republic.

The Eyeball network even admitted the contempt the network has for men like us.
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So much for that. The audience for our glib analysis and contempt for much of the
electorate, it turned out, was rather limited. This was particularly true when it came to
voters, the ones who turned out by the millions to deliver not only a rebuke to the political
system but also the people who cover it. Trump knew what he was doing when he invited
his crowds to jeer and hiss the reporters covering him. They hate us, and have for some
time.

And can you blame them? Journalists love mocking Trump supporters. We insult their
appearances. We dismiss them as racists and sexists. We emote on Twitter about how this or
that comment or policy makes us feel one way or the other, and yet we reject their feelings
as invalid.

Damn. At least some people over there know why we hate them. (That includes this former
mainstream media news anchor who defected!)

Got Marxism? It’s the guiding philosophy of the alphabet channels

Shameless Activism

Anyone who has the capacity to perform an iota of critical thinking knows the mainstream media is
NOT on the side of the average American. It hates and seethes at traditionalists and works to tear
down every institution of Western civilization while attempting to impale the most hated of creatures
on this planet, the Evil White Male.
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The rebuke of a sorry candidate like Hillary when the socialist shills
thought she was a shoe-in caught the smug son of a bitches off guard. Their reactions are priceless,
and need to be documented and remembered. More than anything else, the tears and deer in the
headlight reactions prove the media are in the tank for the Democrats/Socialists and New World
Order globalism.

Flabbergasted reactions from old school mediaites, mortified that the
“unwashed” masses didn’t behave as they were told to by the propagandists are also undeniable proof
that blogs like Return Of Kings, and web sites like Breitbart and Drudge are sorely needed,
indispensable resources in this day and age.

We have not been getting the truth from media for generations. And now, as alternative voices
appear, the rift between the two versions of reality grows wider and deeper. The once mainstream
media have become nothing but shameless activists for the corporate-government complex. The
election night “horror show” only solidifies this point.

Just as the Alphabet Soup channels are shameless Marxists, we should also be proud to be activists
pushing our own agenda, if nothing else to balance the scales and provide alternative voices. Except,
we don’t hide our biases and pretend to be neutral like they do. Ultimately, the tired old Socialist
media must be dismantled in order for freedom and traditionalism to survive. Expect a fight to the
death as the beast refuses to go down without a fight. Next up: The presstitutes waging a war on
“fake news” on the Internet. As if anyone believes a word they have to say anymore.
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Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Eye Candy of the Week | November 20, 2016
November 20, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Ana Sofia Henao makes for some tasty Colombian Eye Candy this week. She looks like a
Midwestern girl at first glance, but after a detailed look she displays those fiery eyes and a feminine
countenance Latin women are known for. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for November 20, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | November 20, 2016
November 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter jackronin wins Comment of the Week with his take on MGTOW Ghosting as a way for
men to stick it to a system that sticks it to them on a regular basis.

Though I’ve never described myself as MGTOW, I’d say I’ve been ghosting for a long time
now. I went through a period of gaming women non stop and I ended up in a serious
relationship for years with a girl 10 yrs younger than me.

Ultimately it was toxic and brought me down. She was highly highly insecure and jealous.
After the relationship ended I fucked one of her friends (ex friend) a few days later. She was
even hotter than the girl I was with but you know what? After fucking her twice I just felt
like shit.

Since then I’ve basically been a ghost with women and society. Also since separating from
the ex gf I have made more money than ever, work less and have all these opportunities
opening up because my mind is free from worry and stress.

I work the kind of hours that would make many men jealous. I run the show and now I’m
building a crew of loyal men to become a part of something much bigger.

The western woman is a loathsome and worthless creature. I’d rather pay a prostitute to
suck me off than waste even a few minutes talking to these women. I don’t help them in any
way. I also don’t help and exclude from my life any weak men and white knight types. In
fact I fucking hate them and hope they die painful and miserable deaths and no one
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remembers them.

I am building my empire and when the western whore comes to me for work or absolutely
ANYTHING, I will laugh at her and kick her to the wayside along with every punk bitch
white knight. You made your fucking beds.

NOW LAY IN THEM DOGS!

I laugh at their misfortune and misery. I spit on all of them and spit on the society which
breeds them. I’m above it all now and my loyal men are above it. While you take it in the
ass day in and day out I’m smoking weed first thing when I wake up, driving around in my
fancy car honking at you fucking zombies and yelling at you. Get the fuck out of my way
imbeciles or I’ll run your bitch asses over.

I see a woman who needs help with something. A broken down car or what not……sorry
bitch, you’re an independent woman, YOU take care of that shit while I zoom by tailpipes
blowin smoke and a big middle finger out my window.

Haha my life is good and this is how I fucking made it.

Living well is indeed the best revenge. The odds are stacked against traditional men in modern times,
but by providing free guidance and a little wisdom we can begin the process of freeing men from
their bondage to women and society one life at a time.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. You can help support our publishing by using
any of the means linked below. Cash prizes return December 4, 2016 so write up something sassy or
funny!
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The Burden of The Disposable Anglo Male
November 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Western men have endangered their own survival by creating a society so prosperous women don’t need them anymore…they just avail
themselves of the Female Free Ride through life

On my recent trip back home to The Matrix there was an idea that occurred to me that I just couldn’t
shake. As I looked upon a nation that scarcely resembles the one I grew up in anymore, I was
constantly reminded of female solipsism and females’ total lack of respect and regard for what the
men in their tribe have done for them.

It’s never: “What have you done for me?” It’s always: “What have you done
for me LATELY?” when it comes to women in this moribund culture.

Anglo women have disposed of the men in their tribe and family even after both gave them the most
prosperous society in the history of the world. Men literally created everything you see around you
through their genius and creativity and the children they once had powered the economy and
protected the tribe.

Everything you see around you in the Western world is the result of sexual selection and the male
attempt to appease the female of the species.
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Now that she has everything she wants, the male has become completely worthless to her and the
house-band’s (husband’s) “primitive” notion of family is no longer of interest to her. Men hold the
family together…but their ability to do so has been almost completely destroyed by a gynocentric
culture and legal system.

When reminiscing about the situation as I return to the warmth of the
Caribbean, I feel the pain of my brothers who have no sense of purpose in life now that the traditional
reasons for them to strive, achieve and create – wives and families – have been taken away from
them.

It’s a sad commentary as one writes the obituary of Western civilization. I’m flabbergasted as I tour
areas what were once European American strongholds that now look like foreign countries. I harbor
no ill will towards those moving in to fill the vacuum left by a dying race of people, but at the same
time I know deep inside the reason traditional Americans are dying off is because their women have
become useless from a biological and reproductive standpoint.

Women now have no incentive to play along with the marriage/family game because all their needs
are taken care of.

And that’s all men are good for, right? Utility value.

In short, Anglo women’s frigid nature led Anglo men to greatness and world domination as they
strove to appease it – but it is also destroying them as she simply has no further use for them because
his creation has become self-sufficient and replaced him as the provider in her life.

Which shows us once again very ugly aspects of the female psyche and behavioral repertoire
(especially in K-selected females) that are taboo to speak of in most circles and verboten to criticize
in a pussy pedestalizing society.

As we play out the string and watch a once dominant nation succumb to generations of women’s
liberation, documenting the decline will serve as a cautionary tale about becoming too prosperous and
loosening restraints on female sexuality and behavior a little too much.

And at least one corner of the blogosphere will mention the truth that others dare not speak of – that
of the burden of the disposed of male. What do you think? Do you have any personal stories to share
as a disposed of male? We would love to hear from you. Post a comment below or send us an email.
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Demographic Statistics Reflect the Ongoing Decline of the West
November 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women being encouraged to walk away from men and family is having adverse effects on society – the numbers detail the decline below

We often lament the decline of the American family in the manosphere. It’s always good to qualify
subjective observations with real data.

Here’s some research from the left-leaning Pew Research, who of course thinks the ongoing, slow-
motion Marxist train wreck (i.e. the destruction of the nuclear family and demographic displacement
of whites from their nations branded as Diversity™) is a good thing.

The first piece of evidence reflects the Anglo female’s path of destruction brought on by an
epidemic of solipsism as the vast majority of divorces are initiated by, or caused by women. The bad
news is cleverly manipulated to sound like “progress” in the report.

Two-parent households are on the decline in the U.S., while divorce, remarriage and
cohabitation are on the rise.

Why is the nuclear family dying while disposable relationships are becoming the norm? Under the
forming matriarchy, no man is good enough for today’s Anglo women. Whether it be 19 days or 19
years, the male WILL BE DISPOSED OF at some point in time. It’s all about ME when it comes to
American women, and especially white American women. This means marriage and relationships are
very bad bet for today’s American men.

Of course, women’s bad decisions are always blamed on men in a gynocentric culture. Many women
today only pop out a kid so they can be awarded an 18-year annuity, i.e. child support check. They
then follow the YouGoGrrl™ narrative and marry themselves to a corporation rather than a husband.
Even though these are poor decisions when it comes to the social and material well-being of the next
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generation, the bad news is once again mangled into a positive-sounding statement.

About one-in-six American kids now live in a blended family. And the roles of mothers and
fathers are converging, due in part to the rise of breadwinner moms.

Notice the wording in that preceding sentence. Bias is written into the
stinky Pew report as “breadwinner moms” implies men aren’t holding up their end of the bargain.
The reality is there are plenty of good men out there, but women’s fickle nature has been amplified
by generations of feminist cheerleading.

The fact American men are known as and seen as the Gold Standard in other parts of the world is
easily evident once a man checks himself out of the Anglo insane asylum and spends any length of
time abroad. Women abroad (Europe excluded) fall over themselves to get to American men because
they know just how good we are, unlike our home girls here in the States.

Meantime, the androgyny agenda is revealed in the next selection from Pew.

Dads are doing more housework and child care, while moms are doing more paid work
outside the home.

As we all know, de-balled men are not attractive to women no matter what comes out of their
mouths. And manly women are not attractive to men. How gender roles became so fucked up in
America will be studied by future historians who write about our decline as a nation and civilization.

And of course, as androgyny becomes “normal” and women turn themselves into wannabe men,
Americans have become so brainwashed only a little over half think children are better off with a
mom rather than a nanny and/or the television set raising them.

Americans are conflicted about some aspects of this change: While nearly half of two-
parent households have a mom and dad who both work full time, 51% of Americans say
children are better off with a mother at home.

On a related note, as women displace men in the workforce and double the supply of labor for greedy
CEOs, wages are falling and the middle class is evaporating.

The share of U.S. adults living in middle-income households fell to 50% in 2015, after more
than four decades in which those households served as the nation’s economic majority.

But these numbers reveal more than just tattered families and declining economic fortunes.
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Get used to seeing a lot more burqas in the coming decades

The Future

Deeply intertwined with the above statistics, the decline in religiousness among Western and
particularly Anglo populations is intimately connected with the decline in family and therefore the
nations of the West. Like it or not, religion holds the family together. Perhaps more than anything
else,  and this is based on personal observation – it gives women something to believe in rather than
the Church of Consumerism that now dominates Europe and the USA.

Over the next four decades, Christians will remain the largest religious group, but Islam will
grow faster than any other major religion, mostly because Muslims are younger and have
more children than any other religious group globally. By 2050, the number of Muslims will
nearly equal the number of Christians.

When a society becomes atheistic, it becomes demographically non-viable. Even hardcore atheists
and agnostics must admit this even if they don’t need to be of the faith themselves; the data do not lie.

Of course, Pew and other liberal organizations celebrate the Death of Whitey, his family, his religion,
and his nation.

By 2055, the U.S. will not have a single racial or ethnic majority. Much of this change has
been (and will be) driven by immigration. Nearly 59 million immigrants have arrived in the
U.S. in the past 50 years, mostly from Latin America and Asia. Today, a near-record 14% of
the country’s population is foreign born compared with just 5% in 1965. Over the next five
decades, the majority of U.S. population growth is projected to be linked to new Asian and
Hispanic immigration.

By 2100, barring some dramatic change in current trends, the USA will undoubtedly be a Hispanic
nation. As early as 2040 or 2050 Hispanics will surpass Anglo whites in the number of children that
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are being born in a plurality. There is reason to think they’ll go on to become the majority after that
point of no return is reached.

It’s yet another confirmation the Empowered™ lifestyle of today’s American women is really a
deathstyle when it is viewed through the lens of history and the rise and decline of nations and
empires. Anglos and particularly Anglo women started believing they were too advanced to have
dirty little children. That belief was the blunder of all time.

Oh, and get ready for a Democratic dictatorship barring some astonishing sea change brought on by
Trump’s presidency.

Young adult Millennials are much more likely than their elders to hold liberal views on
many political and social issues, though they are also less likely to identify with either
political party: 50% call themselves political independents.

So, you see we aren’t being irrational when it comes to lamenting, criticizing, and getting “Mad as
Hell” like Howard Beale about what is happening in modern day America. There are real numbers to
back up our disgust with the decline, and these numbers scream we need to start investing a little
energy into self-interest if we are to prosper as a people and a nation.

Of course, a counterpoint is there’s nothing much worth saving that’s left in the modern West. That’s
one of the reasons I left the USA in the first place and have a happier life abroad. What’s your
solution?
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Weekend Reading | November 25, 2016
November 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of November 25, 2016.

Manosphere

Women Have Binary Minds of Love or Hate

Most of you know men and women are fundamentally different.  Despite the
feminist narrative trying to push equality, neutering our language, and encouraging men like
Bruce Jenner to neuter himself, there are fundamental differences between men and women
that can never be overcome.

Be Prepared for a Shitlib Push to End the Electoral College System

Trump won’t formally be declared winner of the Presidential election until December 19th,
when the electors cast their votes. Shitlibs are hoping against hope that a sufficient number
of faithless electors will throw the Presidency to thecunt. They’d better be careful what they
wish for; that outcome would guarantee a hot civil war. And their side will lose this time.
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Whitey and Welfare

$235.00 for bills and food, $325.00 for rent. That’s how I managed to move out of my
parents place when I was 20, by getting on welfare. From one crappy reservation house to
another. This is what I survived on for… 6 years. Didn’t do anything either just spent my
days and nights playing League of Legends and downloading Movies 90% of the time.

Slamming the Overton Window Shut

My thoughts on the matter are captured by the title.  The recent election has seen a major
shift in the Overton Window.  Topics which have been relegated to the alt media for years –
feminism, victim hierarchies, cultural Marxism – have found there way into mainstream
discourse.  The establishment media has tried their best to silence this deviation from their
narrative by labelling us as racists, rapists, and puppy eaters, but all of it has backfired on
them.

King Donald: How Manosphere Values Gave Donald Trump The White House

Now the American election is favourably decided, I feel the need to restate my mission as
an anti-feminist theorist. Over the past seven years I have created a corpus of anti-feminist
theory second to none. Neither on the Internet or in academia do I have any serious rival as
the conceptual leader of the Anglo-American manosphere. Such luminaries as Roissy,
Roosh and the Anti-Feminist quote freely from my writings.
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News

Black Friday Parking Lot Dispute Leaves One Dead; One Other Person Dead and
Two Injured in Separate Incidents

Two people were shot dead and two others were injured in three separate incidents in New
Jersey, Nevada and Tennessee as Black Friday shopping kicked off. A man was fatally shot
and his brother was wounded in a shooting outside of a Macy’s in New Jersey on Friday
morning while another was shot dead in an apparent road rage incident in a Walmart
parking lot in Nevada on Thursday.

DHS Plans Lockdown of Fridges, Cameras, Cars

There were those videos where hackers were able to take control of the engine speed of a
car by logging into the vehicle’s computer system remotely. And then there are cameras that
pose as doorbells, so you can see on your smartphone who is at your door, even when
you’re not at home. All those appliances and utilities connect to the Internet letting you
control your lights, or whatever, remotely. Personal devices, phones, music players, they all
log on these days.

‘Don’t go any further’: Turkish President accuses EU of betrayal, threatens to open
borders for migrants

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has warned that his government will open its
border gates to allow migrants to flow into Europe if it is pushed any further by the EU. It
comes after lawmakers in the bloc voted to halt membership talks with Ankara.
“We are the ones who feed 3-3.5 million refugees in this country. You have betrayed your
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promises,” Erdogan told the EU, as quoted by AP. “If you go any further those border gates
will be opened.”

Here’s the Gert Wilders Speech on Donald Trump the Media Will Never Show You

Geert Wilders, Dutch Member of Parliament and leader of the Party For Freedom (PVV),
delivered a closing statement to the jury at his trial in the Netherlands. He is charged with
“inciting discrimination and hatred of a group” in what amounts to an Orwellian show trial
aimed at silencing a prominent opponent of suffocating Muslim immigration that is
negatively impacting his country, and Europe at large.

Arab Social Media Hate Rages On

Two of the most popular hashtags currently trending on Arab social media are
#Zionist_entity_burns and #Israel_on_fire, as a significant volume of users rejoiced in the
wake of a string of forest fires striking Israel this week, some of which were reportedly
sparked by arsonists.

Book of the Week

Even with the big battalions lined up against Leave, the polls just wouldn’t
quit showing that Leave had a chance. And then came Jo Cox, and it was all over. You couldn’t fight
a victim whose birthday was on polling day.

They kept the stories going all the time. We never had a chance, but turned up to vote anyway. And
then history happened.

Here I try to capture the essence of what it was like for an old white non-thicko (Mensa, sorry), to
vote Leave believing it was one of the most important opportunities in his life, and the extraordinary
moments as the results came in.

It isn’t over yet. Remain are determined to run roughshod over democracy to get their way after the
‘wrong’ result. Here’s what it felt like for one Leaver, and what he believes.
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Black Friday is as Black as Consumers’ Souls
November 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s the last TV on Earth! Everyone for themselves!

God help us. Black Friday really brings some of the nasty undercurrents of a materialistic,
demographically moribund society to the surface. In America and now Europe, people fight each
other to the death over material crap they’ll likely forget all about as soon as Christmas is over and
then go on to look for the next “fix” of consumerism soon after.

Black Friday shows the ugly side of socially engineered human psychology,
a psychology thoroughly manipulated by Freudian psychology for nearly a century. Fights regularly
break out in the Churches of Consumerism, a.k.a. malls as people use money they don’t have to buy
things they don’t need to impress people they don’t like.

Every year we see millions of programmed drones trying to by some happiness because they’ve been
conditioned to believe buying material things reflects their social status among family and friends.
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Sometimes shooting, sometimes trampling each other to death, acquiring some ultimately inane
device turns into a survival of the fittest operation. Americans will fight to the death over a TV made
by slave labor in Asia less than 24 hours after (supposedly) giving thanks for what they already have.

The New York Post details the rabid lust for crap gone wrong:

An Atlantic City man was fatally shot and his brother was wounded in the parking lot of a
New Jersey mall – one of at least two fatal Black Friday-related shootings nationwide,
officials said.

In Reno, a Walmart customer was gunned down during a fight over a parking spot just after
doors were opened Thursday night.

And in Tennessee, a person also was shot Thursday at a Memphis mall while shoppers were
taking part in early Black Friday sales.

Make no mistake, this orgy of shopping and eating out is in many ways a direct result of a female-
dominated society. Women prove time and time again in life and their dealings with disposable
Anglo men that they’re only interested in material gain and utility value from males. (Even A-list
actors are not immune, as this blog regularly documents with their high-priced divorces!) The fact
women spend 90% more than they earn over the course of their lives and the fact large corporations
don’t conceal the fact women influence or are directly responsible for 4 out of 5 purchases in this
waste economy proves this point.

Women treat society similar to the way they treat men. They only want their
“fix” of materialism no matter the personal and social costs to fill their gathering desires. (Women are
consummate gatherers, and humans as a species are of course hunters and gatherers.)

Ironically, in being “empowered” to satisfy their innermost desires to gather things and out-compete
their female friends, women have been empowered to destroy the very environment the claim to want
to protect, by trying to use material items as palliatives to soothe the emptiness in their souls, an
emptiness quite possibly brought on by the lack of a strong man and loving children in their lives.
And of course, the emptiness brought on by a lack of a religion in their lives other than the Church of
Consumerism.

This behavior powers the economy, but there are better things in life than being rich. That trite
wisdom is something the West has definitely lost sight of as it sells out everything that makes life
worth living so it can get another fix. It then uses that fix to make a payment on a McMansion, a box
on wheels sedan, or its MasterCard – paying off an overpriced meal from last year and some Made in
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China plastic crap it didn’t like once it got home, anyway.

So, when you think of the horrors of Black Friday, think about feminism and think about how this
orgy of waste would not be happening if men still instilled the values of thrift, intrinsic happiness,
and family in society. Men waste, too. But the statistics of who wastes exponentially more don’t lie.
Femininity will always sway a society towards materialism and overconsumption. Masculinity is
supposed to step in and balance the scales.

But a society that hates men has no checks and balances on female behavior, so we get to watch a
show like Black Friday every year.
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An Internet “9/11” is Possible as Globalists Become Desperate
to Regain Control of the Narrative
November 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Establishment media regularly try to pass off Democratic operatives as unbiased journalists – Chris Cuomo, the weakling son of Governor
Mario Cuomo and brother of current New York Governor Andrew Cuomo is only one example

There are those who think we should only get our news from “official” sources. You know, like the
Democratic operatives Big Media try to pass off as an unbiased source of news. Chris Cuomo, son
and brother of two leftist New York governors is only one example; George Staphylococcus, a
former press secretary for Bill Clinton is yet another.

If there’s anything the 2016 election showed us, it’s that the American people are increasingly
distrustful of and not listening to the commands laid out by the once mainstream media. They’re
increasingly reticent to commit national and demographic suicide under the guise of “diversity” and
other nebulous ideals. They’re desperate not only to “drain the swamp” but to restore some sense of
national pride and stability to the declining USA.

In response, the controllers of the presstitutes (the people who really run the world) are already hard
at work trying to find some way to create a false narrative about “fake news” sites in order to lay the
ground work for censorship and control. The Internet has all but destroyed the corporate-government
narrative, and there is a shit fit happening at the highest levels of the propaganda ministry (i.e. CNN,
ABC, CBS, NBC, et. al.) because they have learned the American people know how full of shit they
really are.
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Sites like Return Of Kings are on the front lines of this war in support of free
speech and it is vitally important we stay on top of our game to avoid a reversion to the managed
propaganda the centralized control of mass media gave us over the last 50 years.

Make no mistake, one of the reasons leakers of misdeeds done by politicians and the elite they work
for have been allowed to continue leaking dirty laundry is because it plays into the hands of those
with designs on censorship and re-gaining control of the information the sheeple get to listen to.
Having Julian Assange and Edward Snowden doing leaks of information and giving them extensive
press coverage plays right into the hands of the censorship brigade because they can also play the
protecting national security game when the time to silence dissent comes.

Fake news is only the first assault in what is sure to become a full scale war on free speech on the
Internet. We can be thankful Trump won the election rather than The Bitch since his election will
slow the process of censorship, but the aggressiveness of the “fake news” narrative shows us how
determined some people are to shut us up and shut us down.

The New York Times is already on the front lines of this assault on free speech on the Internet. Only
days after The Bitch lost the election, publisher Arthur Sulzberger published a Mea Culpa and
promised to rededicate the newspaper to “honest” reporting.

We cannot deliver the independent, original journalism for which we are known without the
loyalty of our subscribers… [The New York Times promises to] give the news impartially,
without fear or favor… We also approach the incoming Trump administration without bias.

Don’t buy into it. This is what’s known in Public Relations as a diversion tactic. While we focus on
our seeming victory, they’re already moving on to their next false narrative – so-called fake news. No
sooner than the ink dried on the promise to give Trump a chance, The New York Times was moving
to shut up the very people who made possible his rise to power – the alt-right and alternative news
web sites.

While some fake news is produced purposefully by teenagers in the
Balkans or entrepreneurs in the United States seeking to make money from advertising,
false information can also arise from misinformed social media posts by regular people that
are seized on and spread through a hyperpartisan blogosphere.

They did a spurious case study on how a “rumor” got started about protesters being bussed in to
protest at Trump rallies. Never mind the mainstream media is a business that runs lock, stock and
barrel on fake news. Almost every narrative they create is a false one. One need do no more than a
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Google search to discredit many, if not most of the mainstream media’s stories. The hypocrisy is
astounding.

Who will decide what is “appropriate” speech? Why Big Daddy Government, of course

Pulling The Plug

Whether or not the “fake news” narrative gains traction, the next step will be for the elite to create a
problem that affects millions of people online, then follow through with the Hegelian Dialectic with a
pre-ordained “solution” to “make everyone safer online” and to “stop the spread of false information”
while “protecting free speech” online by destroying it.

Look for no less than a figurative “Internet 9/11” if the elite become
desperate enough. No, planes won’t be crashed into Silicon Valley by government operatives. But,
“hackers” (CIA sourced, no doubt) could cause a catastrophe.

They’ll pull the plug on the backbone of the Internet, shutting down e-commerce and communication
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online for a few days, blame it on a “fake news” story (just like Benghazi was blamed on a YouTube
video) then spring in to save us from ourselves by passing all sorts of creative laws and restrictions
aimed at nothing more than eliminating competition to the corporate-government narrative and
gutting yet another of our Bill of Rights protections.

Make no mistake, Freedom of Speech is the most important of Amendments to the Constitution.
Once that is taken away, it’s Game Over.

Obama has already been floating the idea of official news web sites. This is nothing more than
proposing the creation of the American equivalent of Pravda in the Soviet Union, in which only the
state-approved newspaper was considered the truth and everything else was considered lies.
Obviously, the New World Order socialist narrative would be the only truth under a system such as
this, and traditional and conservative views would be relentlessly silenced

Check out what The Messiah said in Berlin recently.

In an age where there’s so much active misinformation, and it’s packaged very well, and it
looks the same when you see it on a Facebook page or you turn on your television, where
some overzealousness on the part of a US official is equated with constant and severe
repression elsewhere, if everything seems to be the same and no distinctions are made, then
we won’t know what to protect. If we can’t discriminate between serious arguments and
propaganda, then we have problems.

The fact he is saying these things should frighten you. It should also make you angry. This statement
is a PC way of saying the goal of the power structure is to shut us the fuck up. They want us to listen
to clueless “journalists” who encourage the idea of microchipping your children and later, yourselves
so every aspect of your life can be controlled by the government.

We must fight back by discrediting the “fake news” narrative at every turn and informing those who
will listen of the possibility of a fake “Internet 9/11” designed to give the government a reason to
curb free expression on the very Libertarian Internet of today.
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Eye Candy of the Week | November 27, 2016
November 27, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

There are hot ebony girls, then there’s Oluchi. What a stunning lady she is. Enjoy our Nigerian Eye
Candy of the Week for November 27, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | November 28, 2016
November 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A great comment from the past week

Comment of the Week

Commenter fuzziewuzziebear wins Comment of the Week with his commentary about what the end
result of rampant consumerism will be. In response to Black Friday is as Black as Consumers’ Souls
he replied:

Great post going to the heart of things. Yes, the source of women’s power is their ability to
spend. They have turned the economy around from one based on production to
consumption. I didn’t know they were spending ninety percent over what they made. this
can’t stand indefinitely. Not with fifty percent of adults being married and less than thirty
percent of 18 to 34 year olds. Debt is going to wreck women. It is only a matter of time.

He’s right indeed that this type of economy can’t stand indefinitely. Especially if men (the producers)
remove their labor en masse from a system that uses them. The entire house of cards could be brought
down very quickly if the masses of Beta males realized they’re financing their own slavery by
working so hard and for so long.

Nature never operates very long in a vacuum. Right now there’s a huge sucking sound coming out of
men’s wallets into women’s purses. Someday, somehow there will be a correction to this insanity.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. You can help support our publishing by using
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any of the means linked below. Cash prizes return December 4, 2016 so write up something sassy or
funny!
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Passions: Possibly the Best Strip Club Experience in the States
November 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Black strip clubs are always more fun than white strip clubs

Passions | New Orleans, LA
Relampago’s Rating: 

Let’s be honest. Most strip clubs in America suck. This is especially true for strip clubs where the
majority of the dancers are white girls. Men go in, empty their pockets and get little more than some
tepid dancing from girls with entitlement and pedestal complexes. Worse, the girls often talk down to
the men as if they’re supposed to be carrying some sort of piss bucket for them. My recent visit to
one only confirmed this.

Call it a product of Anglo culture and women who have been told from birth they’re betterer than
men, men are evil, sex is evil, straight sex is really evil, etc. Bad strip clubs are just another piece of
evidence pointing to a fucked up, sexually repressed, and increasingly socially engineered,
androgynous society. So naturally, the girls are going to have prudish attitudes.

So, first piece of advice: Avoid white girl strip clubs since white chicks are the origin of and the
purveyors a Puritanical attitude in America. It shows, trust me.

Make no mistake about it, and take it from someone who has been around the block and around the
world – ethnic strip clubs are where it’s at, and they’re the best you can get for legal, sexy fun in the
States. In the Southwest, Latin strip clubs are the place to go. In the South, black strip clubs are where
it’s at.

The white girl clubs up north or anywhere else are really a waste of time for a guy looking for a
genuinely good time. You know, going home with happy memories instead of an empty wallet and
unrelieved erection.
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In my travels around The Matrix, there are a few standouts as far as clubs that feature topless and
nude ethnic girls dancing. So what’s the best strip club I’ve found in my travels around 40 or so
States in The Matrix? Passions on the East Side of New Orleans is probably my favorite place in the
States.

It’s on the “bad” part of town in a hole in the wall, and some guys may be intimidated by the clientèle
and the atmosphere. But, I’ve never had a bad experience. That said, I’m a Don’t Give a Fuck kind of
guy like Eminem, and I know how to carry myself, so your mileage may vary.

Get your fix of sexy chocolate at Passions

The Experience

Black strip clubs are without a doubt among the best America has to offer as far as a good time for
the straight man. Latin clubs are also very good at times, but in my experience black girls go that
extra mile and provide the best bang for the buck.

Here’s what to expect.

First of all, at Passions the dancers are all black girls from all around the South. If you like dark flesh,
this is the place to be. You’ll have a veritable smörgåsbord of sexy ebony women in every corner of
the club. Girls from all kinds of backgrounds. It’s not hard to find a stunner, and it’s not hard to find a
hood chick if that’s your bag. Granted, this is America so there will be a few fatties and train wrecks
but every time I have been there I have managed to hook up with a sexy girl with a stunning body.
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And anyone with eyes knows just how amazing black girls’ asses can be. But,
I digress…

Second, it’s all nude, all the time. The layout of the club features two large stages and stools lined up
all along it. It’s not hard to get up close and personal with the merchandise as the girls walk by. It can
also get very wild as the night goes on. Overall, being there is a blast and drinks are very reasonably
priced. You WILL BE approached by sexy chocolate and mocha women with no clothes on.

Third, just about anything goes. A man can have a VERY good time here. There are numerous VIP
areas – stalls, really – in which you and your favorite girl dancer (or girls) can go inside and enjoy
some privacy.

Fourth, it’s relatively easy to “shore” (as Mark Zolo calls it) in Passions. Shoring is a term to get free
sex by using the principles of Game from girls who work in the entertainment industry. Additionally,
Passions girls can be fun to be with and fun to hang out with if you’re experienced with women and
can avoid the gold diggers you’ll inevitably find anywhere you go. I have developed long-term
friendships with some of the girls who work in Passions. When is the last time you heard that about a
strip club?

Overall, I’ve never walked away unhappy from Passions, which is much more than what I can say for
90% of the other strip clubs I’ve visited in the USA. I highly recommend the black strip club
experience virtually anywhere you go, but in a city already known for its nightlife like New Orleans
is, the word to the wise is avoid spending all your money and blowing your load on Bourbon Street
and come over to the East Side for the best strip club experience anywhere.

At least, the best one I have been able to find in my domestic travels thus far. That said, leaving the
States for Latin America has been the best decision of my life thus far.
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Nearly 20 Times More Citizens Renouncing Citizenship Under
Obama – But You Can Never Truly Leave
November 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

You can find girls like this in Eastern Europe instead of the bloated, entitled land whales that pass for women in the USA

As the gynocentric USA continues shitting all over its men and the producers of its wealth with a
giant, Ponzi scheme welfare system more people than ever are saying “Fuck this shit, I’m leaving.”
We are witnessing men Going Galt on a scale never seen before.

There are as many as 8-10 million Americans living abroad now, a number that is growing by the
year and some are going the extra mile and renouncing citizenship altogether. A proto-Communist
regime under Obama has not been helping the matter. Forbes lays out the numbers:

Yet to put this into historical perspective, there are now 18 times as many renouncers as in
2008, with Americans renouncing citizenship up 560% from their Bush administration high.

The advent of the Internet and subsequent disintegration of the corporate-
government narrative spewed by the Alphabet networks for half a century, in addition to Obamacare
soaking the tax farm cattle (i.e. us) has helped accelerate the process of evacuating the Titanic by
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those with the prescience to realize what’s coming.

If I’ve said it once, I’ve said it a thousand times in conversations with close friends and family:
Everything the founders of this country ran away from in Europe – oppressive government, excessive
taxation, rulers using citizens for their own purposes rather than the citizens living their own lives –
has grown back, and grown back even worse than anyone could have ever imagined.

While the number of expatriates is in the millions, those who officially break off their relationship
with The Matrix (the USA) is only a few thousand people each year. The only reason I haven’t
broken off my relationship with the country is the fact it’s my bank. I use it only for economic
reasons even though the parts of my life that are worth living are now offshore.

Thought criminals that rebuke Freedom™ are tracked by the FBI and IRS even after they leave

You Can Never Leave

While fleeing is a ticket to a happier life for many, just know the USA has become the Eagles’ Hotel
California as you can check out but you can never leave. Big Brother still follows those who don’t
kiss the king’s ring and leave The Matrix. Here’s a creepy fucking fact:

Surprisingly, no one seems to know exactly how big the real number is, even though both
the IRS and FBI track Americans who renounce.

Nothing says freedom like the fulfillment of Orwell’s worst nightmares.

It’s really no surprise to The New Modern Man why people are leaving, as we document the cesspool
current Anglo society has become on a regular basis. But here’s Forbes’ reasoning:

Expatriations have historically been much lower than these figures. There is no single
explanation for the increase, although some renouncers write why they gave up their U.S.
citizenship. The reasons for renouncing can be family, tax and legal complications.

There is no family since Cultural Marxism and feminism, the serfs are buried with forced tax tributes,
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and the nation has morphed into Police State USA.

For those who officially renounce, there are of course fees and fines to escape the Land of the Free.

America charges $2,350 to hand in your passport, a fee that is more than twenty times the
average of other high-income countries. The U.S. government has collected over $12.6
million in fees since the fall of 2014, after hiking its fee to renounce citizenship by 422%.

The bastion of freedom wants its cut of your money a second time even after you’ve already paid
taxes on it, and is only one of two nations in the world – along with Eritrea – that charge its citizens
income taxes on money earned while living abroad. It tracks every financial move its tax farm cattle
make once they’ve fled the plantation and even after they’ve officially severed relations.

FATCA has been painstakingly implemented worldwide by President Obama’s Treasury
Department. It now spans the globe with an unparalleled network of reporting. America
requires foreign banks and governments to hand over secret bank data about
depositors. Non-U.S. banks and financial institutions around the world must reveal
American account details or risk big penalties.

On a personal note, I haven’t officially renounced but my heart is no longer of the USA. Perhaps
that’s what really matters. Everything else is just formalities, bureaucracy and paperwork.

I feel betrayed in many ways by my nation. It took our families away and called it progress. It is
working to criminalize heterosexuality and regularly jails and villainizes “Johns” for trying to get
laid. It takes half of our money and gives it to people who contribute nothing to society except
consumption. The litany goes on and on.

Creedence Clearwater put it this way in the 1970s.

Some folks inherit star spangled eyes
Ooh, they send you down to war, Lord
And when you ask them, “How much should we give?”
Ooh, they only answer More! More! More! yoh

More! More! More! is the battle cry as the producers of society are hung out
to try to support a bloated, corrupt, and male-hating empire. It’s comforting to know I’m in good
company when it comes to pulling the plug on this house of cards and doing what’s best for me. The
numbers don’t lie, men are checking out of the insane asylum in droves.

The choice for the awakened man amounts to Enjoying the Decline a la Aaron Clarey, or leaving
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altogether for a better life somewhere the human spirit hasn’t been sold out for quarterly profits and
the next fix of female-driven materialism and consumption.

Can Trump stem the tide when it comes to the nation bleeding off its best and brightest in exchange
for state-dependent serfs? I doubt it. The pile of shit is just too high. But it will be interesting to
watch the next four years.
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Paging Dr. Freud, Your Penis Envy Theory Is Once
Again Verified
November 30, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Yet more evidence American women want to be just like men instead of just like women – new plastic penis equivalents allow YouGoGrrls
to pee standing up

If ever there was any doubt about the validity of Freud’s Penis Envy theory – beyond the fact it has
been one of the driving forces behind a consumer economy for a century and Western women
routinely try to act like, compete with, and displace men from their roles in society – here’s
unmistakable confirmation.

K-selected white women struggle the most with their
femininity – no surprise they’re featured in advertising for the
product

In an androgynous twist on the YouGoGrrl™ mantra, there’s a company now making it possible for
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women to pee as if they had their own penis. The Go Girl promises to free women from taking life
sitting down. Now, instead of popping a squat they can stand up and pee. Take that, evil men!

Unsurprisingly, it’s a white girl trying on her new appendage in the promotional photo. Anglo women
were the genesis of today’s rabid feminism, after all, and are the most vocal haters of men out there
among the world’s major cultures. They’re also the most ashamed of anything traditionally associated
with being female, so a plastic pee pee is a natural fit for them.

Think it’s just a fringe device? Wrong. Walmart, the nation’s biggest retailer sells them for under $10
and it’s rated 4 out of 5 stars by women who have bought them on the company’s web site.

For those unacquainted with Freud’s theory, here’s a little background:

In a 1933 lecture simply titled “Femininity,” Freud said that women become envious of
penises at a young age, when they realize boys derive more sexual pleasure from their
penises than girls do from their own sexual organs. Freud said this penis envy grows over
time and manifests in a daughter’s love for her father and the desire to give birth to a son,
because those are as close as a woman can get to having a penis of her own.

Since Anglo women no longer give birth in numbers sufficient to sustain the
population, the last sentence of the above paragraph can be revised. Now a Go Girl is the closest a
YouGoGrrl can get to having a penis of her own, rather than a pesky son who would only take away
from her ability to spend lavishly. That is, without having a dick physically sewn on at a genital
mutilator/sex change doctor.

It’s a topsy-turvy world with all this social engineering.

An already androgynous America just got a little more confusing as women are not only embarrassed
to be maternal, feminine, and kind in the 21st century, they’re now making strides towards having
their very own penis. And men are encouraged to sit down instead of  standing up when they go
potty.

Plastic penises like the Go Girl help promote the androgyny agenda as forces are already at work to
completely eliminate primary and secondary sexual characteristics in the West, turning us all into
sexless pods.

Arguments about hygiene – i.e. not having to sit down on a toilet seat are immediately dismissable as
women who use this product are carrying around plastic soaked in urine in their pocketbooks, man
bags, or whatever else they’re using as a tote for the device. Either that or they’re dropping ten bucks
every time they take a piss and creating an inordinate amount of environmental waste, proving our
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“women are consummate materialists and environmental destroyers” hypothesis correct.

What a fucked up society. See why I left? And don’t want to come back.
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There’s No England, Anymore: Feminism and Leftism Are
Scouring Whites Off the Face of the Planet
December 1, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A Muslim mayor is only getting the party started when it comes to demographic conquest in England

Leftists celebrate the “changing face” of America and Europe as if it’s a good thing that white people
are being ethnically cleansed from their homelands. In their minds, the very existence of white people
is unacceptable, in a modern, racial twist on Bolshevism.

Only ethnic people are good and kind. Whites are the epitome of evil in their twisted, often drug-
addled minds.

Therefore, they should be thrilled with reports that show the trend of white
people dying off is accelerating – it is not slowing down, and it is definitely not reversing. These
trends are completely unsurprising to anyone who has studied the rise and decline of empires, and
J.D. Unwin’s study of anthropology which detailed how feminism would destroy the West 30 years
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before women’s lib.

Unwin knew when a society loosened restraints on female sexuality, it was pretty much over for that
society. There were no exceptions to this rule in his study of 80 tribes and 6 civilizations. Strike one
against the West.

Historically speaking, Oswald Spengler (whose epic civilization model forms much of the
philosophical backbone of this blog) knew when a society reached the tipping point, and started
debating about whether or not life should come into being at all it wasn’t long until that society
disappeared from the face of the planet. Strike two against the West.

Such can be said for the debate about abortion in the West, aided and abetted by other leftist
“progress” such as feminism, Marxism, and Racial Bolshevism. Fateful American demographics
were just highlighted recently at The New Modern Man, showing the toll feminism and Marxism are
taking on the USSA. Here are the numbers from England:

A record one third of all babies born in the country last year had at least one foreign-born
parent – as sky-high immigration fuels a population boom.

Parts of London are turning completely non-white.

Staggering figures revealed that in some parts of London nearly 9 in 10 newborns had a
Mum or Dad from overseas. In the borough of Newham, 5,378 or 86% of kids had at least
one foreign born parent in 2015.

The tipping point was reached long ago when it comes to to whites becoming strangers in their
homelands. We are just playing out the string of tides that turned long ago, ones that the Englishman
Enoch Powell warned against, before being shouted down and labeled a racist for daring to think self-
interest was important. Strike three.

Now, a full third of the next generation of England and Wales will be non-white.

The total of 33% for England and Wales compares with just 21% in 2000.

As these trends accelerate, it obviously won’t be long until whites will be minorities in their own
lands. This means democratic control of their governments and their society will soon rest in the
hands of people who share no common history or bonds with them. These people will have very
different ideas about what England and Wales should be.
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Congratulations, feminists – you’ve debased your nations

Ethnic Cleansing of Evil Whites

The demographic implosion of white people is happening everywhere in Europe and North America,
but Anglos in England and America particularly have made it easier for their people to be conquered
demographically through suicidal feminism.

On a recent road trip across America, I was astonished to see that even parts of states like Nebraska
and Kansas looked more like Mexico than the country I grew up in. England is in for a similar fate,
except they’ll be outnumbered by people from the Middle East and Asia rather than Latinos.

Personally, it doesn’t bother me because I don’t see much worth saving with Anglo culture in the
form it’s in: lives of meaningless consumerism, manly, whorish, and entitled women, micromanaging
government, police and surveillance states, etc. Let’s be clear – whites brought a lot of this shit on
themselves by allowing our families to be sold out and the women of our tribe to be corrupted by
corporate and government interests.

But, for those of you that do think the West is worth saving, your antennae should be raised. No, you
should be alarmed. Very alarmed. Tory party Philip Hollobone was referred to in a condescending
tone by the Establishment press for daring to state the obvious:
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Immigration is changing the face of our country. Immigrants have more children than
indigenous people that the make-up of the country is changing in front of our eyes. We have
to get control over immigration and Brexit is the best way to achieve that.

At least Great Britain figured out the ruse that was the Soviet…er…European Union. Now it’s up to
other European nations to reclaim their sovereignty before it’s too late. The clock is ticking and it’s
already 11:59 p.m. The demographic conquest of nations draws nigh.

Brexit campaigners argued that staying in the EU would see the UK adding a city the size of
Liverpool every 12 months.

An old Kinks song perfectly describes the current demographic situation in England, as a once
mighty empire withers away and dies.

All the stories have been told
Of kings and days of old,
But there’s no England now.
All the wars that were won and lost
Somehow don’t seem to matter very much anymore.
All the lies we were told,
All the lies of the people running round,
Their castles have burned.

The “deplorables” of England and America are awakening, but it’s very likely too little, too late. At
this point, one might foresee the current political lines of England and America being changed by a
bang, i.e. an uprising of the people who have been betrayed and sold out by their leaders.

Another possibility – Western civilization goes out with a whimper instead of a bang as social
engineering succeeds in convincing the majority of white people they don’t even deserve to live.

Either way, there’s no England, anymore. Just don’t expect everyone to celebrate their collective
suicide.
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Weekend Reading | December 2, 2016
December 2, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of December 2, 2016.

Manosphere

How Mainstream TV Uses Emotional Triggers to Sway Political Opinion

I went to visit my family for Thanksgiving, and as usual, I was confronted with numerous
blue pill beliefs. While I’m no longer annoyed by these things, because I’ve gone through
the “Return Journey” phase of swallowing the red pill, I did notice something that was
extremely disturbing.

City vs. Countryside: Prelude to Collapse

When empires are on the verge of collapse, it occurs when the political divide in the country
is between city and country—or, more definitely, when the city folks don’t care about the
country folks and vice versa. Happened in the Roman Empire, happened in the Ottomon
Empire, happened in Persian Empire.
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Temper Your Hopes for Trump

This is the real reason people should have hope in Donald Trump.  Because he was never a
politician.  And though my support for Trump is timid, and I am forever the pessimist, if
there is a president I can see who will actually make tangible improvements, it’s Donald
Trump because he has 0 F’s to G.

Did a Hollywood Skank Make a False Rape Claim

In today’s noxious bubble of feminized sperglings it is pertinent for a man to be coldly
discerning regarding the weaker sex.  One drunken night of fun can lead to problems which
could potentially ruin your life.  Many voices in the manosphere have been documenting the
increasing number of false rape accusations proliferating the western world.

News

CNN Jokes About Donald Trump’s Plane Crashing

CNN Correspondent Suzanne Malveauxjoke was covering the Carrier press conference, that
featured both Donald Trump and Mike Pence.  Carrier was able to negotiate huge tax breaks
for their company, if they promised not to move all their jobs to Mexico. FTVLive has
obtained video of Malveauxjoke before her live hit on CNN. The crew was waiting on
Trump’s appearance at the press conference and waiting for his plane to land. At one point
the crew joked about Trump’s plane crashing. Yep….this is CNN.

Protesters Can’t Answer Simple Questions

Protesters at the Donald Trump rally in Cincinnati Ohio get a dose of truth, but can’t handle
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it.

We’re at the Most Dangerous Moment in the History of Humanity Says Stephen
Hawking

“It was, everyone seems to agree, the moment when the forgotten spoke, finding their
voices to reject the advice and guidance of experts and the elite everywhere. For me, the
really concerning aspect of this is that now, more than at any time in our history, our species
needs to work together,” he added.

47 U.S. Companies Join Anti-Trump Breitbart Blacklist

A Donald Trump-hating Twitter user – who is too scared to reveal his true identity because
he says he fears backlash from Trump supporters – is attempting to destroy a leading
conservative news site with a coordinated campaign attacking its advertisers and claiming
it’s “racist.”

Book of the Week

The words of ancient Chinese philosophers have influenced other thinkers
across the world for more than 2,000 years and continue to shape our ideas today.

The Art of War & Other Classics of Eastern Philosophy includes translations of Sun Tzu’s Art of
War, Lao-Tzu’s Tao Te Ching, the teachings of the master sage Confucius, and the writings of
Mencius.

The Art of War is an ancient Chinese military treatise dating from the 5th century BC. Attributed to
the ancient Chinese military strategist Sun Tzu (“Master Sun”, also spelled Sunzi) the text is
composed of 13 chapters, each of which is devoted to one aspect of warfare. It is commonly thought
of as a definitive work on military strategy and tactics. It was placed at the head of China’s Seven
Military Classics upon the collection’s creation in 1080 by Emperor Shenzong of Song, and has long
been the most influential strategy text in East Asia. It has had an influence on Eastern and Western
military thinking, business tactics, legal strategy and beyond.

From insights on warfare and diplomacy to advice on how to deal with one’s neighbors and
colleagues, this collection of classical Eastern philosophy will provide readers with countless nuggets
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of wisdom.
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Cuckservatives Starting to Adopt Manosphere Themes
December 3, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Could sexy (and thin!) housewives make a comeback as Cuckservatives now openly question feminism

Here’s a kicker for you: housewives are happier than feminists, and happier than women in any other
occupation. It may still be a thoughtcrime to publish that truth, but more people are now questioning
female supremacy than ever before. You know change has come when former enemies within are
now parroting what you say in the Culture War. In a stunning about face, some cuckservatives are
now tepidly and timidly echoing what the manosphere has been saying about women and culture for
well over a decade.

More about that in a moment. First, here’s how I know we in the manosphere are right. If there’s
anything being truly “multicultural” i.e. traveling and banging women across the world will show a
man, it’s what a shitty deal men in Anglo America get. As my travels across the world began, I
noticed I felt more welcome abroad as a white man than I did in my home country. This is especially
true among attractive and fecund women.
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It didn’t take long until I didn’t want to come home to such a fucked up
culture in which the sexes compete against each other in some strange survival of the fittest operation
rather than cooperating with each other. A man also notices he is not scapegoated for supposed,
trumped-up crimes against women, and in a sexually libertine atmosphere like that found in Latin
American countries (especially the one I currently enjoy in the Caribbean) he notices several other
important differences. Women don’t act like entitled bitches. They don’t look down their noses at
men. They don’t hate men. They don’t view sex (especially straight sex) as “dirty” and reproduction
as something de-classe “breeders” do. They stand by men and their families.

Then there’s the sexless nature of Anglo America today in which even an attractive guy who knows
the principles of game has to jump through all sorts of hoops to get laid. The relations between the
sexes have become so mercenary as a result of feminism the family has died and reproduction isn’t
occurring at a sufficient rate to sustain European and traditional American people and their culture.

A sexual jungle has been unleashed, as I detailed earlier this year.

In the past, behaving the way women in the West now do would have been so disastrous the
situation would have corrected itself. However, the tax farm we now live on subsidizes this
type of behavior with – you guessed it – Beta bucks of hardworking taxpayers. The r-
selection paradigm creates an unstable environment (i.e. uncivilized one) and leads to the
following:

Single parenting
Women with children with many different fathers
Early sexual maturity in children
Short generation time (children having children)
Lack of male participation in society

The natural balance that would have put an end to this, women finding themselves outcast
from society or destitute for making childish, irresponsible or fickle choices won’t return
unless the system subsidizing it fails.

All the above narratives and the resulting chaos are the result of a 1960s era, Marxist narrative
promulgated by the CIA via their cat’s paw Gloria Steinem.
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Even Cuckservative Ted Cruz is now saying “there will be pitchforks in the streets” if politicians don’t listen to the Silenced Majority who
roared with the election of Trump

Cleansing Cultural Cancer

Feminism has grown like a cancer in a cultural vacuum. However, there are signs cultural
chemotherapy in the form of traditional men with the guts to call a spade a spade is having an effect.

Thanks to the manosphere the feminist guilt trip is now suffering its first brush with reality, and the
narrative is increasingly falling apart. Bloggers are talking about how the manosphere helped win
Donald Trump the election. And now, even the cuckservative, so-called “mainstream” National
Review is calling the culturally and demographically suicidal religion of feminism into question.

After we have been lambasted and called every name in the book for questioning the gynocracy to
begin with, the cucks are now echoing the manosphere. In a stunning about-face article entitled
Feminism: Women Are Made Weaker By It published just last week the cucks wrote:

Which brings us to the second goal of feminism: enabling women to be strong and making
women strong. In one of modern life’s bigger ironies, feminism has actually achieved the
very opposite. In America today (as opposed to, let us say, Saudi Arabia, where it does take
strength to be a feminist), the more stridently a woman identifies as a feminist, the less
strong she is. Feminism has created what is undoubtedly the weakest generation of women
in American history.

Whaaaat? It gets even better.

Modern feminists are afraid of life. They are afraid of differences of opinion, and especially
afraid of men.

Perhaps the fact men have united in droves against the femcunt narrative, and are openly calling for
men to Go Galt and Enjoy the Decline is making the power structure take notice. There is a revolt
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brewing, and the Pareto Principle relegating 80% of men to sexless lives of servitude to the
YouGoGrrl narrative isn’t helping.

Even the Bush-family connected and National Review-endorsed, failed presidential candidate Ted
Cruz got the memo about the sea change in conservative politics brought on by the ascension of
Trump to the throne.

If we’re given the White House and both houses of Congress and we don’t deliver, I think
there will be pitchforks and torches in the streets. And I think quite rightly. I think people
are so fed up with Washington, this election was a mandate with change and the most
catastrophic thing Republicans could do is go back to business as usual.

Even though we are causing a stir, the manosphere and Alt-Right (of which there is some overlap
between us and them) is being relentlessly vilified by the Left in one of their infamous witch hunts.
Witness Vox vilifying the Evil White Male once again (i.e. Racial Bolshevism) for daring to look out
for his own self-interest and not merrily ingesting the hemlock of the Kill Whitey agenda:

The alt-right’s priority, first and foremost, is preserving America’s status as a white-
majority nation. To that end, they want Trump to follow through on the most extreme
immigration ideas he’s discussed — such as deporting millions of undocumented
immigrants and banning Muslim immigration. These steps, they think, will slow what they
call the “dispossession” of America’s whites.

The left is nervous. Nobody listens to their wailing anymore. With feminism now being openly
questioned in the media echo chamber there are signs their great ethnic cleansing experiment i.e.
multiculturalism may be the next narrative to fall like a domino.

One might ask Vox: Does this mean when Mexico tries to preserve its status
as a Latino nation, Zimbabwe tries to preserve its status as an African nation, and Saudi Arabia tries
to preserve its status as an Arab nation they’re also committing horrible crimes against humanity?
No. The narrative from the left is always anti white self-interest.

Even as the Left clings to the Evil White Male phantasm, they stand idly by as real atrocities against
women are being committed like cutting the clitoris off young girls.

We are onto your game, bitches.

So, while we have had a stunning success by making the Establishment, check-pants Republicans
blink, our fight is far from over. We have won a major battle in a much larger scale war. But the left
is already entrenching itself in trying to label anyone with a non-Marxist narrative their favorite
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playground name-calling term: raaaacist.

We must not relent until the cancer of not only feminism, but Cultural Marxism as a whole is
cleansed from the body politic. We are the white blood cells protecting the immune system of the
nation state. And now, even weaklings are taking up the mantle of truth which has its roots in the
manosphere.

This was true even in Mark Twain’s day. Twain wrote:

In the beginning of a change the patriot is a scarce man, and brave, and hated and scorned.
When his cause succeeds, the timid join him, for then it costs nothing to be a patriot.

The timid are joining us. Let’s march on to cultural victory, gentlemen.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Eye Candy of the Week | December 4, 2016
December 4, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This long legged mocha girl is wearing some see-through lingerie, and she sports bedroom eyes. How
would you like to have those long legs wrapped around you? Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for
December 4, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | December 4, 2016
December 4, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter Melmoth wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us. He
responded to Demographic Statistics Reflect the Ongoing Decline of the West with an optimistic
outlook on the plight of the Western male, after righteously making a hilarious dig at Angelina Ho-
lie:

Angelina Jolie sucks. She has the box hips of methy truck stop hooker. You never made the
connection that her ass hasn’t been seen on film in 15 years?

I say forget about the wars, demographics, your own country’s legacy etc. Just realize how
lucky you are to be the first generation of white males to be given such a clear view of how
gynocentric Western Civilization has always been. We’re the first to escape it. That means
we’re the ones who will have the freedom to eat twenty year old Asian ass until we’re 75.
You really want to return to the traditional life? You wanted to be a soldier fighting to
protect these cunts? You wanted to be faithful to the same women for 40 years? Jerking it in
frustration to the neighbor’s college age daughter while your 180 pound ‘love of your life’
(who you’ve banged 1500 times) drops another log in the bathroom? A good wife….blah,
blah. Let the identity collectives have what they want. Feminists (women) really do want
men to be worthless. They really do want to think that no man is good enough for their
cottage cheese ass. Okay then, bitches. I’m not good enough for you. If you need me, I’ll be
in Jakarta. Go abroad and eat perfect ass for decades. Western Civilization has been a sham
of manipulation for centuries. We’re escaping it. This is cause for celebration. Once you
understand the redpill, misandry, chivalry, the truth of long term marriage, gender politics
etc. And I mean fully understand, then you realize how lucky you are to escape it. I know
guys making 400k who I don’t envy at all. Why? They get bitched at by their wall-bashing
sixes for never being around. The fact that they are never around due to work apparently
doesn’t factor into the discussion. This guy travels all the time to yank down his 400k. He’s
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already in the doghouse due to work. He basically has to pull off a Houdini caliber trick just
to go golfing while his cunt has about 80k a year of pure discretionary cash for her baubles,
massages and whatnot. SHE IS A SIX. If the guy so much as tries to slip away to watch a
game with his buds then he has to kiss his wife’s ass for the entire next month. Kids are
cute, great. So what?

He’s got a good counterpoint to the usual pessimism that we are all guilty of at times. We can look at
the Decline of the West and the disintegration of America as a monumental problem, which it
obviously is…but we can also adapt to take advantage of the situation by escaping the cage we were
born into. In adapting to the situation and refusing to march in the parade of gynocentrism, going our
own way in life can be a way to figuratively float away on a lift raft while the ship of state sinks
under the weight of Marxism and feminism.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man.
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Evan Rachel Wood Plays the Sexual Assault Victim Card
December 5, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Meet the latest Hollyweird “victim”

If there was ever a proven method to “break through the clutter” in a gynocentric society already
over-saturated with people playing pretend for a living, i.e. Hollyweird actors and actresses, it’s
putting the victim card on the table. Nothing screams “pay attention to me, please” like chicks with
failing acting careers using the sexual assault victim gnome to regain lost notoriety.

Claiming to be a victim – even decades after the supposed event happened – is
a very effective public relations maneuver to thrust a forgotten name back into the headlines of leftist
newspapers.

But, why does it work?
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For starters, it’s taboo to question female trustworthiness in Anglo America
to begin with, even if it’s proven time and time again women are naturally gifted with powers of
deception and often act in a predatory fashion. (Especially towards men!)

It’s double taboo to question a female rape victim – damn the statistics which say rapes reported to
police are falsified in a large number of cases. There are wildly varying estimates on how many rape
reports are false, but what we do know is it happens a lot.

1 in 10 rape reports were found to be fake, as reported by Theilade and Thomson, 1981.
9 in 10 rape reports were found to be fake, as reported by Stewart, 1986.

Since we do not live in a rational society but an emotional one, women know they can get by with
claiming to be a sexual assault victim, even if their claims are completely baseless and/or unprovable.

Then, there’s the spurious definition of sexual assault in America in which even normal male
behavior is condemned. Well, it’s condemned if it’s an unwanted advance from a lower status male,
OR if it’s a higher status male whose resources can be predated by the women claiming to be the
victim.

Bad man! Bad! Bad! Bad! Anglo culture demonizes men for having sexual desires, the rape culture narrative is just another way of doing it
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Rape Culture

It makes unscrupulous public relations flacks who concoct these schemes even happier when they can
get a swipe at thought criminals and Alpha males like Donald Trump. Quoting Rolling Stone, one left
leaning blog writes:

By electing Donald Trump, a large swath of Americans agreed that it was socially
acceptable for powerful men to grope women. This societal affirmation of rape culture
made Wood realize it was time to stop being vague about abuse.

Here we go again with this rape culture nonsense. Wood writes:

I’ve been raped. By a significant other while we were together. And on a separate occasion,
by the owner of a bar. I don’t believe we live in a time where people can stay silent any
longer. Not given the state our world is in with its blatant bigotry and sexism.

Wood’s statement is full of typical boilerplate language used in the media, complete with worn-out
buzzwords and focus group cliches. However, trite as it may be, it’s a very successful model, which
is part of the reason we see so many women claiming to be victims. Just look at a short listing of the
women who have used it to enhance their public image.

Oprah Winfrey
Lady Gaga
Teri Hatcher
Ashley Judd
Tyler Perry

Of course, it makes for an even better victim story if you can tie in a questionable suicide attempt
claim. The Establishment-infested, Marxist sympathizing Associated Press reports:

Wood also says in the letter that she believes being raped “was one of the many factors”
behind a suicide attempt when she was 22.

Funny nobody ever thought to mention all this until now. But now she wants to “take a stand” to use
another boilerplate phrase the media love.

You might notice the story reports Wood making these rape claims in a letter. The truth is, Wood
only sent out an email to establish her newfound victim status, and a hungry for a scoop press took
her at her word.

All that’s left is to deflect any criticism before it even begins. Establishment press writes:

She didn’t want it to be a sob story, she was worried people would say she came forward to
get attention, and she thought some people would say what happened to her wasn’t really
rape.

As with many things in life, one can never be truly certain what the truth is. However, given the fact
the Wood sexual assault victim claim reeks “PR stunt” it’s reasonable to put all this information out
there and call it into question.

What do you think? Is she another victim or another consummate Hollyweird game player?
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Only A Piss Weak Culture Worships Actors
December 6, 2016 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

Hollyweird worship represents the piss weak culture Anglo America has turned into

Welcome Jack Ronin from The Savage Lifestyle to The New Modern Man team! He’ll be
contributing weekly articles to the blog.

A man in his most natural state trusts his instincts. When he looks forward in the mists of his dreams
he sees only himself.

For he must survive.  He must breathe, slay and conquer, begetting heirs to his throne.

On this wicked, this unforgiving earth mere chance or some cruel punishment sentenced us here. So
the savage men of old knew the score. They hacked their way through this frigid bitch mother earth
and raised spires that reached to the mother fucking sky.

From the very moment they were pulled from the womb, a merciless earth
was there to greet them.  A vicious crucible to test their hearts.  Only the strong, only the most
resilient and stout did claim thrones of their own.  Asking no one’s god damn permission and
showing absolutely zero fucking mercy they took it.
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Why?

Because no mercy and no reprieve from the open arms of the Reaper was ever bestowed upon them. 
They looked to the sky and across the sea, the great wide blue and beyond.  Across the cresting waves
and blazing high above the clouds they saw immortality.  In those sparkling stars and shooting
mysteries they saw themselves.  The gods they worshiped reflected the most beautifully brave and
terribly strong avatars of themselves.  Those who had ascended to astral planes now shining back to
us, beckoning the brave forward and upward.  This was the direction of their hearts. Forward across
the limitless sea. Upward to the sky.  Ascending to heights unimaginable, whom the weak would
scoff and proclaim impossible.  They worshiped the Sun and it’s massive power to both sustain and
purify the earth with light and heat.  Our ancestors had a fire inside like the shining Sun.

How far and how low we have fallen.

A Feminized World

From the heights of the stars to the lunar eclipse of a dark and dreadful nightmare have we found
ourselves.  We live in a feminized, conformist hive mind.  A giant, STD stricken vagina.  Meat flaps
open wide to welcome the refuse of the earth.  Faggots roam the streets holding multi colored dildos. 
They are showered with praise and attention while the HIV erodes their diseased bodies.  A virus
received with delight through their now prolapsed anuses.

We live in a culture which hoists the weakest and most degenerate of us on a pedestal and demands
the strong to pay tribute.  We sit in front of a programming device at all times taking in all the
poisoning and all the mental feces our decaying brains can possibly hold.

Our heroes are celebrities and our idols are actors.

People who get paid to play pretend are venerated like saints and demi gods.  Worshiped by every
pozzed out faggot in this steaming pile of shit which was once the west.  At the feet of a faker the
masses sit and hear infantile opinions attaching all their pathetic hopes and deranged dreams.

What Is An Actor?

Nothing more than a professional poseur, a liar and deceiver.  A petulant child who still plays dress
up and make believe.  That the majority of our culture places such profound reverence for a pathetic
profession like that is enough to completely turn villain against the prevailing orthodoxy.

The weak, entropic and filthy masses look upon these imbeciles and swear
they just saw Jesus/Bhudda/Baal or whoever the fuck.  The actor being such a good faker and the
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degenerate masses savoring the shallow facade so gratuitously is a sight worthy of total contempt by
any men who still breathe.

When society was right and orderly the actor was held in such lack of respect they were not even
given gravestones.  To an upright and upward striving people the actor is seen by their true colors.  A
wandering vagabond and parasite that has no skills to offer.  Only to prance around and play a game
of make believe.  He has never done anything significant.  Not scaled any mountains, not felled
towering foes, not crossed black seas.  He has pretended that he has though.  You paid to see him do
it.

Why?

Because a frail and feminized people have not the balls nor the will to achieve for themselves.  They
pay to leech emotional power from the lowly actor who at best can conjure these emotions in the
hearts and minds of utter weaklings.

The Cold Truth About Actors

Roosh’s article about a cult running Hollywood has documented some very
sinister implications for the whole of the western entertainment industry.  These actors are often used
as fuck toys for the faggot elites.  They often have been raped or traumatized early in their lives. 
Corey Feldman, 80’s child actor admitted in an interview people fucked him and others as a boy in
the acting business.  Bryan Singer who produced recent X-Men movies was outed as a boy fucker
who raped a 16 yr old.  The Miley Cyrus derangement was planned just like the rise of that filthy
whore madonna.

It has been proven that those who suffer from Dissociative Identity Disorder(DID), formerly known
as Multiple Personality Disorder have received serious trauma(s) like rape early in their lives.  This is
the kind of person worshiped in our piss weak culture.  Brain dead slaves praising abused, deranged
kids and their molesters.

Time to pull the plug you fucking degenerates.

The feminine lunar eclipse will not block the searing light of the Sun forever.  All that has been
occurring in our society is known by occultist’s as the Left Hand path and is a utilization of the
feminine principle.  The principle of chaos.

Western male, savage men are coming to a place near you.
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Turn Your Fucking TV’s Off

The television has been such an effective device for mind control that the masses do not even think
twice about having at least one in every room of their homes.  While daddy and mommy watch some
degenerate filth in one room, their kids are groomed for a life of perversity in another.  The TV is
their real father, mother and life instructor.  An unholy altar placed in every home to enslave witless
fools and their beleaguered children.

The destructive effects of tv has been documented on this very site as well as my own.  You can read
about the history and some of the science behind the mind control techniques here.

With minimal searching online one can find a plethora of information on this topic.

Stop allowing yourselves to be programmed and poisoned like some cursed faggot blindly clamoring
for their day of extinction.  When the fires of righteous men blaze down like the furious Sun and burn
away all the lies and all the diseased.

Give to shallow actors all they deserve.  Your naked contempt and the spit out of your mouth.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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Reader Mailbag: Consequences of Banging So Many Chicks
December 7, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Reconciling morality with pleasures of the flesh is the topic in this edition of Reader Mailbag

We get lots of interesting questions and comments here at The New Modern Man. Some of the most
hilarious ones are from outraged SJWs and other sorts of miscreants. Others, like the first installment
of our Reader Mailbag series pose intriguing philosophical questions.

Here is one TNMM reader’s email, broken into paragraphs with Relampago’s response to each one.

I’ve always enjoyed reading your articles, and your comics…they are hilarious, and at the
same sharp as razor in surgically exposing the truth and separating the disease from the
bone of the patient which is our society.

Heh. This is why I get up every day and do this blog. Not for personal gain or glory, I remain
anonymous after all, but to provide what I feel is a much-needed service for men in America and
Europe. All the better that there are men who enjoy the product, and glean some sort of
enlightenment from it.

I have a question: As a Christian how are you able to reconcile sleeping with sporadically
attached to you women, live a life of PUA, and yet not suffer degradation of your character
and harm to your soul and psyche?
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This question really needs to be addressed with an entire article, because I
have wrestled with this very conundrum on multiple occasions. Suffice it so say, I come from a
Christian background but I am not Christian myself. I have sympathies for Christians, though. I
personally identify as agnostic, even though I realize the importance of religion for the vast majority
of people out there who would become utter nihilists (like most agnostics and atheists are) without its
belief system and teaching of morals.

As far as degradation to my soul and psyche: I am the happiest I have ever been since releasing
myself from the shackles of the artificial Blue Pill world I just wrote about on Return of Kings. I
pretty much do what I want, when I want and that includes pounding enough pussy (of every shade of
skin imaginable from vanilla to mocha to dark chocolate) that I really need to consider installing a
turnstile in my bedroom. I’m just a good time Charlie, I guess.

All jokes aside, I often ponder if I would trade the more than 130 women
I’ve slept with for one good one, especially in times when I have gone through 5 or more in a week’s
time. I even did an article about this entitled Too Much Sex and Success With Women Can Lead to
Burnout after I had spent several weeks having threesomes, doing coke off bitches’ asses, and other
sorts of debauchery.

I generally find those sorts sentiments are short-lived, for me. It’s not long before I want to do it all
over again. I remember women’s true nature and that I am only adapting to the cruel realities of the
world and the sexual marketplace. That usually alleviates any moral issues I have.

But, religion is clearly important for the proper functioning of a High Culture. Without it, you get the
clusterfuck and Decline of the West we are all witnessing happen before our very eyes.

Statistics show profound effect of spinning the plates has on promiscuous women, but aren’t
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we, men, affected too? And yet, is there any other way out for the functioning of our
instincts?

I believe there is definitely truth to this. I know that I will never be able to commit to a single woman
the way I would have before I got used and abused by them in my teens and 20s and then started
playing the Game and becoming a master at getting laid in my 30s. All it would have taken was one
good woman to stop what I have become. But I’ve come to believe mythical “good women” are truly
unicorns and women are only good when they’re forced to be that way by cultural and economic
constraints.

It is true that every time I have a relationship with a chick beyond just having sex it doesn’t take long
before I grow tired of her, no matter how perfect her face and body might be and want to move on to
the next conquest.

So, some research is warranted when it comes to spinning plates and its effects on men.

Please feel free to answer as sharply as you wish, I’m asking respectfully, in a true desire to
learn and gain understanding.

And this is what makes the manosphere so great. We are all truth seekers, and not scared to hear
sharply worded, non-politically correct responses.

Thank you for your email, reader.
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Robotic Blowjob Cafes: The Anglosphere Just Gets Weirder
and Weirder When It Comes to Sex
December 8, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Will sex robots break the female monopoly on being sexual gatekeepers?

You can go to jail for fucking a willing adult female and leaving a $100 bill on the nightstand in
Anglo America. But in Anglo Europe, it will soon be just fine to drop your load into a sex robot and
pay the owner of a blowjob cafe $80 for the pleasure of doing so.

For many men, women have become so unpleasant to deal with robots are becoming more appealing
than the real thing. There’s already talk that sex robots may replace prostitutes in both nations.
Business Insider dug up a law professor named John Danaher who told them:

The displacement hypothesis says sex robots will eventually push human sex workers out of
a job. It’s served by two other ideas called “the transference thesis” and “the advantages
thesis.”

The transference thesis argues that people will successfully be able to project their sexual
desires onto robots, or as Danaher puts it, “the fact that there is demand for the former
suggests that there will also be demand for the latter.”

The second leg of the displacement hypothesis — the advantages thesis — simply suggests
that robots designed for sex work will have advantages over human sex workers. For
example, sex robot manufacture is legal in many countries where prostitution is illegal.
There are also ethics and health advantages, as sex trafficking and objectification need not
be a concern for robots. And as long as sanitation is maintained, STDs would largely not be
a concern.
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Don’t know about you, but to me there will never be a substitute for the real
thing, baby. And by personal experience I know the threat of getting an STD is vastly overblown by
those in the Establishment who try to scandalize sex at every turn. I’ve slept with well over 100
women, many of them unprotected, and never had an STD. (Just had a complete medical scan, and
I’m clean as a pin. But then I don’t sleep with trash. Most of the time.)

Thankfully I now reside in libertine Latin America, where there’s no shortage of the real thing with
feminine women. So, sex robots here are laughable. But in the Anglosphere, the cumulative effects of
sexual repression are adding up as both sides of the same Anglo culture coin struggle to find some
way to deal with human sexuality. Specifically, male sexuality which is shamed and shunned on both
sides of the pond.

Anyway, getting back to the original premise of the story – a blowjob cafe opening in England. The
online magazine Minds reports:

Businessman Bradley Charvet, plans to open the ‘blow job cafe’ in Paddington, claiming
that robot sex will soon be completely normal.

Charvet goes on to say:

Sex robots will always be pleasing and could even become better at technique because they
would be programmable to a person’s need. It’s totally normal to see a new way of using
robots and others sex toys to have pleasure.

Sounds great, doesn’t it? Especially for the huge glut of Beta, Gamma and Omega males who have a
hard time getting laid in today’s sexual jungle. As usual feminists have to find something, anything
wrong with satisfying normal male sexual desires. Even if men are screwing inanimate objects that
have nothing to do with real females other than anatomy.
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While nothing will ever replace real women for me, it is nice to see feminists already having a meltdown over an inanimate object

The Female Monopoly on Sex Upset

Kathleen Richardson of De Montfort University in the Down Under portion of the Anglosphere in
Australia obviously worries the robots will cut into the female monopoly on sex, although she tries to
couch her concern with typical feminist flack.

I want people to stop thinking about the word ‘robot’ and think about the word ‘property’,
and what we’re being encouraged to do is have relationships with property.

Insert typical feminist boilerplate language. Kathleen goes on:

While we live in a world which still considers women as property, then it’s not too much of
a stretch of the imagination to start creating property that looks like women and then
encouraging people to have the same sort of relationships.

She’s leading a crusade against sex robots, probably because she knows
once men can get their jollies from a sex robot that doesn’t bitch and doesn’t turn them into child
support slaves, subpar women in the Anglosphere won’t be able to extract a high price for such a
lousy product. The divorce rape racket will be put into serious jeopardy.
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Might there finally be a check and balance on unlimited female power when it comes to sex, strange
as robots may be?

Incidentally, prostitution is legal in Great Britain and Australia but still verboten in Puritanical,
feminazi-dominated America. A dizzying array of sex laws still plague the uptight nations, moreso in
America than England and Australia. Even sex toys are illegal in Alabama (shocking, I know
considering the how advanced the state is) and the current governor of Texas tried to ban them in
2007.

However, fudge packing and enshrining fudge packing with marriage is perfectly legal in both states
as the elevation of homosexuality and marginalization of heterosexuality continues in America. (FYI,
I’m a sexual libertarian. Don’t care what people do to pleasure themselves as long as they leave
children out of it.)

No doubt, future historians will have a field day dissecting our current malaise as something as
simple and natural as sex has been – pardon the pun – fucked up by our culture. But, let’s look on the
bright side. At least women will soon have some competition.
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Weekend Reading | December 9, 2016
December 9, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of December 9, 2016.

Manosphere

How to Survive Losing Your Job

At some point in your working life, chances are you will find yourself unemployed. With
the average job now lasting four years, you can also expect to be unemployed multiple
times. Whether it’s a result of mergers, closings, globalization, mismanagement, or a
psychotic boss looking for a reason to throw you under the bus, you are not immune to job
loss.

How Far Down the Hole Can You Go

The more you “take the red pill” and see how far the rabbit hole goes, the higher up you
climb the allegorical pyramid of “illuminated” knowledge that enables you to literally and
metaphysically SEE the satanic paradigm that rules this world. The esoteric, the gnostic, the
occult…secret societies, cabals, cartels and syndicates…shadow governments…all mere
facets of the one conspiracy that rules them all:
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Is Self-Improvement Unnecessary

In this video, I explain how you don’t need to be deliberate with self-improvement…

When Solipsism Resembles Sociopathy

Among other things, this is a good example of why a man should never, ever, ask advice
from women: PseudoDad wrote on the site: ‘Since our son was conceived 2 1/2 years ago
we have had sex just 5 times. Prior to this, we weren’t at it like rabbits but I was very happy
with twice a week.’ He said he wanted to broach the subject in a way that respected his
‘wonderful’ wife of six years, and asked: ‘When is enough enough?’

News

Optimism on Stocks, Economy Surges Since Trump Election

The CNBC All-America Economic Survey for the fourth quarter found that the percentage
of Americans who believe the economy will get better in the next year jumped an
unprecedented 17 points to 42 percent, compared with before the election. It’s the highest
level since President Barack Obama was first elected in 2008.

Michael Moore: It’s Possible Trump Might Not Become President

Does leftist activist and filmmaker Michael Moore know something the rest of us don’t?
Moore predicted President-elect Donald Trump may not become America’s next president,
saying anything can happen between now and Jan. 20, 2017.

http://www.rooshv.com/is-self-improvement-unnecessary
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CDC: Heroin Deaths Surpass Firearm-Related Homicides in 2015

The latest Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) numbers show heroin deaths
surpassed firearm-related homicides for the first time ever in 2015.

Geert Wilders Found Guilty of Hate Speech

Dutch politician Geert Wilders was today found guilty of hate speech and inciting racial
discrimination for leading a chant calling for “fewer, fewer” Moroccans in the Netherlands.

Book of the Week

This is the story of a young man who set out to discover the meaning of
adventure, only to be pulled down the rabbit hole into a dark underworld filled with danger, drama,
and wild sex. Reckless, raunchy, and riveting, this book documents the origins of the Naughty
Nomad, a man who would later be dubbed “The Indiana Jones of Pussy”.

A daring rescue in the Antarctic, a border jump to escape Sudan, incarceration in Siberia, attempted
murder, love, friendship, betrayal, and so much more!
Join him on his epic misadventures journeying to…

Antarctica
The Far East
Indochina
Europe
and every country in Southeast Asia!

A journey into the heart of darkness, this is NOT your typical backpacker story.
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Machiavellian Intelligence: Why Everything in the Blue Pill
World is A Lie
December 10, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Symbolic of Hollywierd and Anglo culture, Sofia Vergara was put on a pedestal at the Emmy Awards

Telling the masses of men to put women on a pedestal is obviously a blue pill myth, designed to
create a nation of supplicating, subservient Beta males. Why would self-described benevolent
leadership tell men to do such a thing?

Taking the red pill often leads us to realizations we’d rather not have to face as awakened men
continuing our journey down the rabbit hole of reality. Rather than running away from those
unpleasant truths about women and the world, we face them. This is the essence of science and
masculinity—openness to new ideas and ruthless scrutiny of old ideas, leaving emotional
considerations aside.
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The older I get and more truth-seeking I do, and I suspect many ROK readers
will agree, the more I find everything we are told to believe and told to be believe in by society and
the power structure is a lie. Especially if it comes from the government, the edumacation system, or
Establishment media. After all, we have government selling people slavery to protect them, the
edumacation system teaching people how to be obedient and follow orders rather than how to think
critically, and the Establishment media deceiving the masses with corporate-government propaganda
for over 50 years.

Generally, the lies we hear on a day in and day out basis are designed to maintain control over the
populace (the necessary illusions detailed by Reinhold Niebuhr) and to keep money moving around at
a sufficient enough rate to keep the economy moving.

But, why is everything necessarily a lie? Enter the concept of Machiavellian intelligence. This
concept goes to the very heart of the organization of human society.

In cognitive science and evolutionary psychology, Machiavellian intelligence (also known
as political intelligence or social intelligence) is the capacity of an entity to be in a
successful political engagement with social groups.

The concept sounds benign enough on the surface. But far from it, Machiavellian intelligence
explains why the masses have been conditioned to love their own slavery, to defend the shepherds
who enslave them, and now in the 21st century to hate Marxism while embracing Cultural
Marxism—i.e. the gradual process of destroying all traditions, languages, religions, individuality,
government, family, law and order in order to re-assemble society in the future as a Communist
Utopia.

This benefits the Establishment and elite, of course, to the detriment of the well-being and happiness
of the masses. The elite don’t come out and tell the masses what their plans are for them or elucidate
how much of their humanity has already been stripped of them. They provide illusions and myths to
keep the “commoners” on course.

Also known as Machiavellianism, it is the art of manipulation in which others are socially
manipulated in a way that benefits the user.

Or, put in a more RealTalk sort of way:

Machiavellian intelligence is a component of human intelligence thought to be rooted in the
Darwinian selection value of using cunning, cooperation, and deceit to manipulate others.
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At every level of society, one will find cunning, coerced cooperation, and deceit manipulating those
who have not awakened to the horrors of the system being used to exploit them. We see cunning and
deceit all around us, whether it be Hollyweird actresses playing the victim card to regain lost
notoriety or politicians using these concepts to maintain their power and authority.

Innate human instincts to deceive for personal gain are amplified in women

The Deceiver Or The Deceived

What the concept of Machiavellian Intelligence boils down to is the fact humans have evolved to fall
into one of two classes: the deceiver or the person being deceived. As explained in the excellent essay
Machiavellian Intelligence: The Macro-Evolutionary Influence:

Humans did not learn to be manipulative of one another at a particular point in history;
instead, they have always been that way, even before the transition from apes to a society of
hunting and gathering.

The bottom line is it was easier to lie to competing tribes and convince them there were no food or
other resources on a particular tract of land than it was to spill blood defending those resources. Call
it an adaptation that decreased violence but led to the creation of a blue pill class in human societies.

If humans were not innately manipulative, they would have evolved to be completely reliant
on physical strength; yet, that is not the micro-evolutionary path humans took. Physical
dominance was not the only indication of leadership and power.

This adaptation also explains why weakling liars (i.e. Obama) often end up in positions of power
rather than dominant Alpha males.

Leadership also depended on coalitions and acquiescence by those who are being
dominated. In the case of the chimps, it was not always the most physically fit chimp who
was the Alpha male; rather, it was the best deceiver of the group. In hunter-gatherer
societies, this political rule of nature allowed non-dominant individuals to operate against
the dominant by forming groups to oust the leader.
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The translation goes like this. The best liar and deceiver often ends up at the
highest level of business or government, not the strongest and definitely not the most honest man.
Even two thousand years ago Aristotle knew all politics were based on the ability to deceive. This is
true whether in petty office politics or politics on the national stage.

Machiavellian intelligence is evolutionary baggage hardwired into our species. It allows a small cabal
of ruthless liars to maintain control over billions by selling them on fantasies most of them will never
truly realize – like the “misplaced” American Dream.

This is why the Red Pill, truth-seeking men of the manosphere will always be marginalized and
demonized by the Establishment. We are cutting into their game by telling the truth.

Equally important, but perhaps a topic for a separate article, human females are natural masters at
Machiavellian intelligence. In other words, bitches gonna lie and deceive. It’s what they do – even
more so than the males of our species. Arthur Schopenhauer wrote:

For as lions are furnished with claws and teeth, elephants with tusks, boars with fangs, bulls
with horns, and the cuttlefish with its dark, inky fluid, so Nature has provided woman for
her protection and defense with the faculty of dissimulation, and all the power which Nature
has given to man in the form of bodily strength and reason has been conferred on woman in
this form. Hence, dissimulation is innate in woman and almost as characteristic of the very
stupid as of the clever. Accordingly, it is as natural for women to dissemble at every
opportunity as it is for those animals to turn to their weapons when they are attacked; and
they feel in doing so that in a certain measure they are only making use of their rights.
Therefore a woman who is perfectly truthful and does not dissemble is perhaps an
impossibility. This is why they see through dissimulation in others so easily; therefore it is
not advisable to attempt it with them. From the fundamental defect that has been stated, and
all that it involves, spring falseness, faithlessness, treachery, ungratefulness, and so on. In a
court of justice women are more often found guilty of perjury than men. It is indeed to be
generally questioned whether they should be allowed to take an oath at all. From time to
time there are repeated cases everywhere of ladies, who want for nothing, secretly pocketing
and taking away things from shop counters.

The Winona Ryder shoplifting incident certainly comes to mind with that closing sentence.

Incidentally, this is what makes the truth-telling mission of the manosphere such a noble venture. We
are straying from the way humans have done business since the beginning by embarking on a mission
to awaken men rather than to deceive them.
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Only time will tell if we are able to bring a higher standard to the world by encouraging them to see
the nature of the cages and the series of human farms (religious, political, economic) they were born
into.
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Eye Candy of the Week | December 11, 2016
December 11, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here’s a photo shoot that will make you want to get down to South America so you can find one of
these beauties for yourself. Olinda Castañeda is our Eye Candy of the Week for December 11, 2016.
Maybe demographic conquest isn’t so bad, after all. Especially if that means we get more Latinas like
her.
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Comment of the Week | December 11, 2016
December 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter Kaminsky wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us. He had
a great comeback to a feminist who wants to rule male sexuality with an iron fist by outlawing
robotic mistresses as detailed in Robotic Blowjob Cafes: The Anglosphere Just Gets Weirder and
Weirder When it Comes to Sex.

Kathleen the Feminist;

———–“I want people to stop thinking about the word ‘robot’ and think about the word
‘property’, and what we’re being encouraged to do is have relationships with property.
While we live in a world which still considers women as property, then it’s not too much of
a stretch of the imagination to start creating property that looks like women and then
encouraging people to have the same sort of relationships.”——–

Classic projection. It’s males’ earning potential that is the property. Kathleen. It’s males
who still want sex and relationships. It’s women who have turned men into disposable
mules (property, iow).

But I have to give credit to her hamster on that one. The situation is that inanimate objects
can beat out real women. That’s how low-quality Anglo women have become. But instead
of thinking; “Uh..there are machines that are better than us. We better step up our game a
little bit.” She hamsters it into a male-bashing moment. No, Kathleen. It’s just that Anglo
women have become so value-less and monstrous that men are more than ready to explore
this option, weird as it is.

It reminds me of the mail-order bride days or men going to the third world in general.
Women immediately turned that into a male-bashing opportunity. But shouldn’t they
instead have thought; “Wow. Guys would rather have a stranger delivered to their doorstep
than deal with us. Maybe we should step up our game a little.” Or, “Wow. Guys are willing
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to go off and risk the death and violence of the third world rather than deal with us. Maybe
we need to step it up a little.”

Yeah, nah. Just bash the males over it.

I’m actually surprised feminists haven’t made an attempt to outlaw male masturbation and
pornography. Kaminsky is right that women in America never stop to think that maybe – oh – they’re
seen as the worst on the planet for a reason. It’s ALWAYS the man’s fault in the eyes of a feminist.
One might call that extreme solipsism. And that’s exactly what it is.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man.
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Are American Women Really The Worst on the Planet?
December 12, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

How dare you have an opinion that differs from mine!

As 2016 draws to a close, I’ve been thinking about goals for 2017. Both personal goals and goals to
push an agenda for Red Pill men.

Most of the goals I’ve been dreaming up are positive ones, like continuing to grow this outpost for
men, visiting new places, having new cultural experiences and of course banging new chicks. (By the
way, I maintain WE are the true multiculturalists in the manosphere, as we respect other cultures who
don’t think feminism is the gospel, etc. The fake multiculturalists want all cultures to adhere to
Anglo-American norms like feminism.)

The thought occurred to me this evening that I might try to quantify what
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makes for good and bad women, and then use observations from my travels to answer the question
that most of us already believe to be true: Are American women really the worst in the world?This
would be a two-pronged approach – quantitative and qualitative.

Quantitatively the quality of women would reflect the demographic viability of an ethnic group
and/or nation along with other important measures like outcomes of any offspring they have; and
qualitatively I could also ask men around the world what they view as a good and bad woman.

Obviously, manliness, whorishness, bossiness, Penis envy, and all the other issues American women
have would score low in most world cultures.

I’ve been to three continents so far, North America, South America, and Asia, and nowhere have I
found women who are quite so low-quality as the females we must live with in the USA. Either way
you look at it, they’re low-quality. I don’t want to make any investment in them whatsoever beyond
getting a pump ‘n dumps from them.

They’re not reproducing in numbers sufficient to keep the population from dying off for Anglo
whites, children who are reared by single moms end up addicted to drugs or as drop outs at a much
higher rate, and they’re generally a pain in the ass to deal with or be around. They’re also not very
good financial investments or life partners as they can – and often do – financially rape men at will.

In search of the world’s worst women: quantitatively and qualitatively

Really the Worst?

My goal would be to search for women who would be even worse than the women in America, as
daunting a task as that might be.

I’ve already found women who are much better than they are, one only has to hop on a plane and
leave the country to find that out, but I’d like to see if I could find an ethnic group that is even more
entitled and even more coddled and pedestalized. And, I’d like to see if there’s a group of women
who hate men more and are more ungrateful than the females we share a nation with. Hell, one could
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even rank them with regards to how they perform in the sack.

So why do it?

If there are women who are worse than American women a man could compare and contrast the two
groups, and then rank them along with women who score higher in terms of demographic viability,
outcomes of offspring, male opinion, etc.

The research would also blow even more holes in the feminist narrative as different world cultures’
opinions about what makes good and bad women would give us a truly multicultural (heh)
perspective on the estrogen-fueled train wreck we are witnessing before our very eyes.

Besides that, it’s fun to meet new people, get different perspectives, and bed foreign hotties while
doing some occasional blow. That said, as I do my part, feel free to post your personal experiences
with non-American women so we can get a dialogue started while I continue some hands on research
this year. I’ll be headed back to Asia and to Africa for the first time.

Look for reports from the field, along with my own photography from around the world coming in
2017. This is only one of the ways The New Modern Man will be enhanced and improved in the
coming year.

Stay tuned, as the search for the world’s worst women gets underway.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Rel’s Strip Club List: Catwalk | Memphis, TN
December 13, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Ebony hotties abound at Catwalk in Memphis

Catwalk | Memphis, TN
Relampago’s Rating: 

As regular TNMM readers will know, black strip clubs are typically held in high regard among those
of us with hedonistic leanings. That’s especially true for those of us who enjoy the look and feel of
ethnic women. The Editor of this humble publication maintains black strip clubs are the best you can
find in America for legal bootylicious fun.
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A scent that drives them wild! Pheromone cologne
is now available on Amazon – click image for more
info

Let’s first define what makes a worthwhile strip club. I am not into clubs that filch money from
clueless Beta males who pay for pointless dances that leave them broke and with a bad case of blue
balls. Most strip clubs are set up to take advantage of sexless and hopeless Betas, Gammas, and
Omegas. Why men let themselves be treated this way, I’ll never know.

I approach strip clubs from a totally different perspective. The women in them are obviously
attractive, promiscuous and already have their clothes off, it’s up to me to take advantage of this
situation by gaming them. I maintain that if I can pull tail out of these clubs, men who study Game
can do the same thing.

Whenever I wind up getting laid with a hot girl who works in one of these clubs, it gets a gold star. I
never pay for sex unless it’s in a jurisdiction where it’s legal…so these aren’t pay for play
experiences. To me, the good clubs are those rare ones that have the right combination of easygoing
management, quality women, and girls who don’t hate the men they strip for.

Dress for success: Peacocking is an important Game concept
and the right sport jacket helps you look your best – click
image for more info

Which brings me to my experiences at Catwalk in Memphis. As usual, I found the most fun at a strip
club on the bad part of town, near the airport.

From the minute I walked in, I was approached by a 7 who had a gorgeous ass. It was as is I had a
gravitational pull and she couldn’t help grabbing me before another girl did. I guess confidence really
shows, as I had just come back from Latin America for a visit home and I had been through more
women that week than most unawakened men go through in a year.

After throwing around a few negs and turning on the charm, it wasn’t long until she was talking
sexually with me. Long story short, we ended up exchanging phone numbers and she came over to
my place to have a few drinks after she got off work. Meantime, I hung out for a few hours and
enjoyed multiple hotties dancing around on stage. Granted, there were a few fatties mixed in the night
I was there, but the fatty ratio was not that high especially considering the South has the highest
obesity rate in the nation.

There was a lot of enjoyable eye candy, worthless conversations, and beer drinking until closing time.

Anyway, back to my sexual chocolate story. She came over, I poured some wine. We talked, chilled
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out a little while, then the clothes started coming off. She looked great totally nude, perky titties and
the classic black girl ass along with sexy thighs. I couldn’t wait to get inside this girl.

Ethnic strip clubs are more fun than white girl strip clubs if
you know how to hang

Long story short, she didn’t even bother getting a condom as she climbed on top and rode the hell out
of me. She was very into our lovemaking session, which isn’t unusual in my experience with
strippers. I dated one about a decade ago, and in addition to sharing the money of the Beta males she
got dances from she would always come home in the mood for love.

She ended up falling asleep on my chest.

This particular stripper did tell me right before she left the next morning I reminded her of the late
Paul Walker appearance wise, so having good looks does help grease the skids with women.

I’ve since returned I was able to pull another 7 out of this club using the same play book. The dances
are reasonably priced and the drinks are also very reasonable. Overall, Catwalk gets a
Recommend. It’s a fun place to hang out, and a guy with even modest skills in Game will have no
problem taking a stripper from Catwalk out to breakfast the next morning.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Psychology Of The Sheeple
December 13, 2016 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

Most people follow the herd, no matter how ridiculous the herd’s actions may be

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

Feminized humans are herd animals.  Those who truly think and act for themselves are exceedingly
rare.  To live in this kind of freedom requires risk and danger.  A feminized and spineless culture is
loathe to take any risks or stand apart from the herd.  Society in the west, since granting universal
suffrage has conformed to the feminine mindset of rules, regulations, safe spaces and alleviation of
any perceived dangers through use of state force.  With the group think mentality pushed by schools,
the media and virtually everywhere else, it makes perfect sense that we have a docile mass of
sheeple.  Their psychology is very simple.  They want to be accepted within the group and they want
to be entertained.  They use technology not as a means to better themselves or humanity but
something to give mindless distraction while inflating their fragile egos.

Weakness Personified

With these motivating desires in mind it is easily observable why most people do all the stupid shit
that they do.  When you see a white person virtue signaling to others by denigrating anyone else past
or present who have a similar skin tone it is because they are appealing to a perceived group think
consciousness of morality.  Anyone who is assertive of views which would place them outside said
moral construct are to be quickly reprimanded to get back in line by the drooling sheeple.
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To show unique qualities or viewpoints is simply wrong to anyone whose
ego is invested in the status quo.  For most of the sheeple, to be singled out and scrutinized causes
tremors of fear to rattle through their brittle bones.  Likewise when they seek to punish stray sheep
for daring to be different, it comes by way of this fear.  It is fear which is the locus of control for the
mind and heart of the sheeple.

It was Machiavelli who said it would be best for one to be both feared and loved.  If one had to
choose however it would be better to be feared.

Knowing that fear is largely the impetus for action among the passive, one can more accurately assess
how to corral the herd for a savage man’s own end.  Knowing someone’s fears is the lever by which
you can exert total control over them.  Much of the modern media platform is based around fear and
repetition.

This is key to understand.  When you are able to see outside the narrative, it is possible to observe the
techniques they use to control the sheep.

For Every Sheep A Shepherd

For sheep, the shepherd is whatever force in their lives which directs them the most.  For nearly
everyone this is the mainstream media narrative including television, commercials and movies.  The
process to shape and mold someone’s perception of reality is with constant repetition blasting images,
sounds, whatever to reinforce the candy coated turd they are feeding the sheeple.

It is possible through this method to reinforce someone’s opinion of yourself
and also to affect their mood/emotions when around you too.

If you want them to think well of you simply construct a narrative of a near ecstatic state due to
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amaaazing things happening in your life and within your sphere whenever you are around this
person(s).  Remember constant repetition and reinforcement of the narrative.  This will project your
constructed reality into their feeble minds.

There will be other times where you do not wish to take the shepherd role but would rather work
unnoticed as a wolf in sheep’s clothing.  For this you embody the weakness and pathetic conformity
of the sheeple to slide in without resistance and plant yourself among the docile.

I devoted an entire article to this subject here.

Lastly you may actively take on the role of hunter at other times and openly poach the sheeple in
whichever ways you please.  Hey, every sheep needs shearing.

Hearts And Minds

To win someone’s heart you must constantly occupy their minds.  To occupy someone’s mind you
must affect their heart(emotions) deeply.  As I have stated….fear and repetition.  This is the means to
control the sheeple.  Love is transient and fickle.  Fear is a natural biological response to threat. 
Therefore fear is a much more powerful emotion.

When it comes to the shallow hearts of females I personally don’t believe any woman can truly love a
man she does not also fear.  Keep this in mind in regards to the sheeple because I’m sure most readers
here know we live in a feminized cesspool.

Often the only requirement for you to take center stage among the sheeple is to simply be the loudest
and most obnoxious about your message.  Those who dissent are drowned out amidst your cacophony
of projections.

Finally understanding the psychology of those around you will better prepare yourself for future
endeavors.  If you are like me then you are loathe to endure the trite social malaise of the modern
world.  Knowing the psychology of the sheeple though gives me the perspective with which to take
action.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Feminist Tentacles Grasp at Traditional Thailand
December 14, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

How do you destroy the women of a country? By first debasing and destroying the men

No sooner than masculinity and sexuality have been destroyed by feminism and liberalism in
America do the elites who run the The Anglo-American Matrix, purveyors of New World Order
propaganda, who are hell-bent on consolidating its power worldwide, set their evil eyes on the
sexually un-repressed Land of a Million Smiles.

An Establishment media hit piece on Thai men just came out shaming them for everything from
having multiple sex partners, to expecting sex from their wives, to drinking, and expecting their
wives to look after the family.

Think its harmless? This type of culturally imperialistic propaganda was
astronomically successful at destroying the Western male beginning in the 1960s. And now it’s
spreading around the world. Look out, gender equality (a Matrix code phrase which really means
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female superiority) is set to infect the rest of the world’s traditional cultures if the Elite have their
way.

Let’s dissect the Establishment media article promoting the same brand of feminist insanity that has
turned the West into a demographically moribund basket case of sexual shaming and repression.

The Bangkok Times recently published this feminist propaganda piece, which oddly reads as if it
could have been published in the Establishment’s own New York Times.

A survey has found that over 70% of Thai men have secret sexual relationships with women
while almost half of them commit violence against their partners.

Tying secret sexual relationships in with “domestic violence” (women can beat the shit out of men,
but men can’t smack a bitch) is a psychological tactic designed to paint normal male sexual behavior
in a bad light.

The survey was carried out by the Women and Men Progressive Movement Foundation and
the Thai Health Promotion Foundation (ThaiHealth) among 1,617 men aged between 20-35
in Bangkok and selected provinces.

The left is methodical and surgical in their marginalization of normal male behavior and normal
heterosexual mores. They do “studies” which only get government funding if the outcome is already
known – i.e. if the outcome of such studies paints men in a bad light. In this case, it’s no doubt to
measure whether their propaganda techniques have been successful at emasculating a specific
population subset.

The results showed that almost 72% admitted to having several secret sexual partners. In
addition,  57% were liable to throw objects when angry and 69% went out on drinking
sessions, according to a gender equality staff member of the foundation.

Anglo American women now openly brag about desiring and bedding multiple sexual partners, often
while their “husbands” or boyfriends play the role of cuckold for them, while men around the world
are now shamed for banging multiple chicks. The crucial difference is, for men banging multiple
partners has been a genetic necessity since human beings climbed out of the slime due to the innate
dishonestly, manipulation, and infidelity of females.

Cliff’s Notes: Women love to cuck Beta males. Men evolved to have multiple sexual partners to
ensure they made a genetic contribution to the next generation. Women do it because they want the
seed of a bad boy and the financial resources of Old Reliable, Mr. Beta male.
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Feminists want to destroy true cultural diversity by assimilating the world’s women and girls into the suicide cult of the demographically
dead West

The Insanity Continues

Some of the talking points we are going over should sound frighteningly familiar to you. Feminists
may slightly alter their tactics when targeting a population, but the boilerplate language stays pretty
much the same, even when reported in foreign newspapers.

A great number of the men believed that birth control is the sole responsibility of the
woman.

So, enlighten us, feminists. My body, My Choice only applies to killing an unborn fetus, it doesn’t
apply to preventing that pregnancy in the first place? And believe us when we say My body, My
Choice will soon apply to the male utility value you now take for granted.

One-third of those polled accepted that married women were “owned” by their husbands
and they must be responsible for household chores and looking after the family.

See how feminist boilerplate twists and distorts traditional sex roles that have worked for eons?
Feminists want male resources and utility value to be owned by the collective but don’t want women
to have any responsibilities to men or family.

It also emerged that 45% owned up to physically hurting their partners when they were
drunk and around 42% said that they pressured them to have sex with them.

Again, we see Establishment media attempting to tie together two disparate themes. One has nothing
to do with the other, and yet physical violence is tied to men wanting sex from their partners. When
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the media does this, they’re manipulating the audience. Also, notice the language setting up the
narrative that women control sex and men are just dogs who have to be thrown a bone once in a
while. This is the same garbage that destroyed the flower of youth and sexuality in the West.

The results showed that men had misguided attitudes toward women that need to be
addressed. Possibly the Education Ministry should include in the school  curriculum
domestic violence and gender equality issues.

In other words, reeducation and indoctrination are the only ways to push the twisted feminist agenda
on a traditional Thai society.

The survey results were issued on Monday to mark the International Day for the
Elimination of Violence against Women. This year’s “what men can do to stop violence”
theme is set to raise public awareness to address the problem.

How about a “what women can do to stop financial exploitation of men” theme to address that
problem? A “what women can do to stop being degenerate whores” theme is way overdue to come
along in Anglo America, as well.

This is not the first time Thai men have been shown in a bad light. A survey by Durex in
2012 found Thai men to be the most unfaithful lovers in the world with 54% admitting to
having affairs, followed by South Korea at 34% and Malaysia 33%.

Translation: Thai men have been repeatedly targeted for assimilation into the
feminist collective. This a a collective that claims to worship at the altar of diversity while it destroys
true cultural diversity. It assails men for being unfaithful while promoting female infidelity.

It’s as if a matriarchy that will turn human beings into the equivalent of a swarm of bees, with one
queen and countless Betas toiling for her attention is the end goal of the propagandists who push this
insanity.

Feminists want men the world over to behave like the effeminate Western males they hate so much,
rather than being accepting of the fact that traditional cultures with traditional sex roles have as much
a right to exist as they do. They’re cultural imperialists who are everything they claim to hate, and are
the very antithesis of diversity.

Hopefully, feminism killing the vitality of the West will cause the rest of the world to take note and
learn a lesson before it’s too late and we all become One with the feminist Borg.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Fighting Back: Adopting Minimalism to Starve the
Gynocentric Beast
December 15, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Men should pull their resources from a gynocentric system full of ungrateful women

If there’s one thing feminists and society in general takes for granted, it’s male utility value. Women
often complain about being objectified for their sexuality, but have no qualms about objectifying
male utility value. No matter how poorly they treat men, disenfranchising us of our traditional roles
in society while simultaneously enslaving us with an onerous welfare state and child support system,
our participation in the economy is taken for granted.

To them, Mr. Beta will always be there to pay the taxes, take out the trash,
do the grunt work, and smile while his children are taken away from him 85% of the time in child
custody hearings – no matter how many cocks mom rode on her carouseling adventures or how bad
of a job she does at raising her children.
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As an example of the results of shoddy parenting since mommy dearest started talking sole control of
the next generation, moms shoving a doughnut into little Johnny or Susie while she runs off to work
for her corporate “husband” then goes to visit the bad boy after work, after cashing her child support
check from Beta Bob (a check she’s never held accountable to show how was spent) has led to an
obesity epidemic.

Using lamestream media’s own reporting, Courier-Journal confirms one of the effects of single
mommery on society:

America is experiencing an epidemic of obesity in our children. That’s bad news, but worse
is the fact that things are getting worse at an accelerating rate. Indeed, in just the past 30
years, the incidence of childhood obesity has doubled, and the incidence of obesity in teens
has increased a whopping fourfold.

But fat, wimpy kids are only one symptom of a system that has totally divorced men from their own
children. There are countless others painstakingly detailed by this blog and many others in the
manosphere as society sinks into inexorable decline. So what does the discarded male of today do to
regain some modicum of control over his life and stop financing the insanity of today’s society?

It’s time for men to stand up and say My Body, My Choice when it comes to what we choose to do
with our minds and our labor. If society no longer fulfills male hopes and dreams, and leaves him
with figurative blue balls sexually, he has no incentive to participate in such a system beyond the
minimum it takes for him to get by. This idea has been popularized by Aaron Clarey with his Red Pill
treatise on earning as little as possible:

For example I refuse to make more than $30,000 a year (if i can help it) and ensure that I
take at least one month of vacation in a remote destination with 3 weekend vacations a year
to split up the horrible Minnesota winters. Why do I refuse to do this? Because life is short
and any money that I make beyond a certain point is taxed into oblivion and all I end up
doing is becoming a host to the economic parasites of this formerly great nation.
Additionally, it ain’t like there’s a lot of jobs out there anyway. Regardless, since I will die
inevitably, I am packing in as much fun as I possibly can and avoiding working as much as
possible.

As Clarey knows, the government has devolved into a giant leech, or perhaps a better term would be
a beast, that exists only to rob the male of his utility value to women and society through excessive
taxation and government programs aimed at diminishing him economically while redistributing the
fruits of his labor to those who do not deserve them.

The best way for the masses of men to slay this beast is by starving it of its lifeblood, for it cannot
function without the tax dollars and grunt labor of the average Joe.
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Adopting minimalism maximizes freedom and minimizes investment into a system that threw men overboard two generations ago

Enter Minimalism

Women made their lives all about their wants starting in the 1960s. Men need to do the same in the
early 21st century. What do most of us want? It’s really quite simple, and doesn’t involve worshiping
at the altar of materialism:

Reasonable shelter
Reasonable food
Regular sex
Freedom to pursue our interests

All of these bullet points can be achieved with much less money than men are conditioned to believe
they need. In fact, the very essence of masculinity is being able to survive and thrive without massive
homes that only serve to enslave us with massive mortgages, meals eaten out from the corporate slop
bucket, bossy women who think occasional sex is enough to justify the massive laundry list of
demands they make, and being enslaved by our own materialistic desires.

Instead, men should take a page from minimalist Joshua Becker.

But what if, in reality, there is actually more joy in owning less? That truth would change
almost everything about us. It would change the way we spend our hours, our energy, and
our money. It would change where we focus our attention and our minds. It would change
the very foundation of our lives. And if it were true, it would free us up to pursue the things
in life that we most value. In other words, it would be a life-changing and life-giving
realization.

Not only does this realization have the power to change everything for men, it also takes their
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resources out of a system that wastes them and only demands more as it tightens the noose around the
Western male’s neck with money stolen from his own wallet by the government mafia.

Indeed, as the Editor of this blog and countless other men who have taken the Red Pill have realized
since running of the plantation, less truly can be more when it comes to what we choose to do with
our lives. However, not all men will be able to benefit from this strategy.

Unfortunately, for some, the idea of intentionally living life with fewer possessions is just
too counter-intuitive. It’s an approach to life they have never been introduced to or have
never been invited to explore. The benefits have never been articulated. As a result, it’s too
far a leap…too long a stretch…and jumping in with both feet is just not going to happen.

But for those that do jump in, or even ease themselves into a life of minimalism the rewards can be
enormous.

I have demonstrated a man can live happily on $500 a month abroad. What
if men en masse decided to work 6 months out of the year, then spent 6 months a year abroad? The
pussy is sweeter, the freedom is addicting, and the beaches are beautiful abroad, but for some staying
Stateside is their preference. Some men may prefer to be minimialists who stay inside The Matrix,
just as Clarey has decided to do.

The details aren’t important, what’s important is men finally starting to live lives their way instead of
the way they’re told to live them.

Think it can’t be done? It can. It’s only a failure of imagination and adherence to social conditioning
that keeps men from realizing this epic, freedom-giving truth. If you save 50% of your income, you
literally only have to work half a year even if you stay inside the Anglo-American Matrix. This
window of not working can be doubled or tripled if you spent your time off abroad.

There’s a two-step process to saving 50% of your income: Make a decent income, and live below
your means. Future articles will be dedicated to detailing how men can do both. Or, if you want
personalized advice, RF Life Coaching is available at a very affordable rate.

Remember, men. Money buys freedom. Which is why you should set up a lifestyle designed around
you, not designed around a decrepit system designed to exploit male utility value. If even 10% of
men take 10% of this advice, a serious wrench can be thrown into the gynocentric machine.

So spread the word.
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Plundering Poon in the 20-25 Age Range as the Awakened Man
Pushes 40+
December 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Why settle for bologna when you can have filet mignon?

Here’s a modest proposal for the man who has mastered Game and who wants to toss up a middle
finger to women’s increasingly ridiculous demands of men in the 21st century. Stop dating women
over age 35 even as you pass this milestone. The multitude of reasons why men of all ages should do
this were elucidated in another TNMM article earlier this year about Female Expiration Dates.

But, important points bear repeating. Especially in a nation in which even top dog Alpha males are
regularly frivorce raped. Personally, I take it a step further and won’t date women over age 30, and
except in unusual circumstances only date women aged 20 to 25 even though I am pushing 40.

Call it revenge as the sexual tables have turned for men and women in my age group, i.e. women in
my age group have only lost sex appeal while I have gained it, or call it a man who realized the truth
of the “Men Age Like Wine and Women Age Like Milk” maxim and prefers nubile flesh and facial
features over saggy and worn out ones.

What man wants a bologna sandwich when he can have the choicest cuts of pussy meat?

Oh, and before the flood of hate mail starts from dried up feminists, let’s reference a Jezebel article in
which women are encouraged to adopt the same dating strategy.

While the “cougar” (the older woman who pursues significantly younger men) is at least
partly an overhyped media creation, there’s some evidence that for one age group in
particular, this is a real emerging trend. More than a few women in their late 20s to mid 30s
who generally dated older men are now switching to going out with younger guys. While
the stereotypical cougar is a woman in her 40s with a boyfriend little more than half her age,
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these women are still in their 30s going out with guys just a few short years younger than
themselves.

YouGoGrrl!

What’s good for the goose is good for the gander, ladies. The only difference is the younger men you
date are likely incels who are out for an easy lay and the USDA-approved, prime filet mignon
seasoned men pull gravitate to us because biology has made it this way.

Isn’t it odd that women in their prime gravitate to older men. I have no trouble tapping 20 to 25 year
old tail, as women once again prove they care more about dominance (i.e. a male who has survived
the shit tests of life and prospered) more than they do anything else. It’s all about exploiting that male
utility value, isn’t it femcunts?

Only the best will do for the discriminating gentleman

Choicest Cuts of Meat

So, you men who are struggling with women in your teens and 20s – hang on. If you develop yourself
professionally and personally without a wit to what women say you should be doing (getting married,
becoming a White Knight or other sort of Bitch Boy, etc.) you are in for a cornucopia of ass as a
physically fit, successful asshole in your 30s.
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This is double and triple true if you buy a plane ticket off the Anglobitch’s
plantation and travel to virtually any other destination on earth, where you will more often than not
be treated as a sort of demigod rather than a meal ticket to be used up and discarded.

In fact, if you go full Red Pill, and become a Machiavellian manipulator of women sensual delights
most men dare not dream of will be laid out before you, even in America for those most cunning of
poon hunters. As your fortunes are rising, female fortunes in your age group will be declining. It is
the most delicious irony, and proof there is some modicum of justice as that Great Wheel in the Sky
keeps on turning.

What does a women have to offer me after she passes age 35 other than the biological equivalent of
the Spruce Goose? Even Blanche Devereaux knew that women lose their appeal to men after a
certain age. As she said, men may visit, and play with her controls, but her anatomy will never really
“fly” again.

Their looks have fully depreciated by this age, and today’s YouGoGrrl “empowered” corporate drone
fembots  have run up the equivalent of 500,000 miles on their vaginas if they had odometers. Would
you pay top dollar for a worn out car? Of course not. So why would you pick up the pieces of a post-
carousel cock rider and do anything she wants you to do?

The only reason women more easily relinquish their sexuality and commitments to men at this age is
because they’ve run out of pussy power. They know they’re depreciating assets and their sell by date
is fast approaching or has already passed.

Men need to relegate women past the age of 35 to lives lived out as cat mommies and let them
continue to be the corporate drones they so wanted to be until the company pumps and dumps them
financially like so many men before did physically.

Vengeance is sweet even in the time when men must choose to be poolside or saddle up with the
coming infantry to defend the declining fortunes of the West. This author sees nothing worth
defending since feminism and liberalism destroyed the foundations of this culture, so I’ll see you
poolside gents with a Latina on one arm and a black girl on the other.
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Weekend Reading | December 16, 2016
December 16, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of December 16, 2016.

Manosphere

4 Reasons Modern Beta Males Will Become Extinct

After thinking more about it, though, I then realized that the modern species of beta is closer
to a walking dinosaur. The decline in Western society and the announced cultural collapse
has not destroyed them all, only because the observable phenomenon is too recent and we
have yet to see how brutal it will get.

How to Talk Like a Man

What does it men to talk like a man? Does it mean to say “bro” a lot as well as curse as
much as possible? No, not at all. Does it mean to always use polite language and be
respectful of women? Fuck no. I bring up two examples because they are ones I’ve heard
before and made me write this article. In case you haven’t noticed males today aren’t the
best at communicating with one another.
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The Neediness Scale

Love is the alibi of neediness, and neediness is the accomplice of love. The two are rarely
without each others’ company, yet they are an irascible, codependent pairing of old friends
that would do one another a lot of good if they were separated and communicating via time-
delayed diary entries.

Gamma is as Gamma Does

Earlier this week, I banned a monomaniac calling himself Wild Man from VP, since he was
prone to intellectual dishonesty and insufficiently tall for the ride there. The wisdom of that
decision was subsequently proved by his all-too-typical response of the gamma scorned,
which was to a) continue trying to spread his gospel of Western egalitarianism while b)
bitterly complaining about the wrongs done to him in a revisionist account of events.
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News

Fakebook Empowers Communist Left to Bury “Fake News”

Facebook has announced it will empower Snopes, an organization with a clear left-wing
bias, to bury so-called “fake news” on its news feed, a move that clearly opens the door for
the outright censorship of conservative content and opinion.

House Passes Bill Allowing Government to Microchip Citizens with “Mental
Disabilities”

Those in support of the legislation maintain that such programs could prevent tragedies
where those with mental or cognitive disabilities wandered into dangerous circumstances.
Yet, others have called these good intentions a “Trojan horse” for the expansion of a North
American police state as the bill’s language could be very broadly interpreted.

Newport Introduces Marijuana Cigarettes

Newport Cigarettes, one of the world’s most popular cigarette brands, announced today that
they will join the marijuana legalization trend and start producing marijuana cigarettes.

U.S. Budget Deficit to Reach $600 Billion

The White House on Friday predicted that the government’s budget deficit for the soon-to-
end fiscal year will hit $600 billion, an increase of $162 billion over last year’s tally and a
reversal of a steady trend of large but improving deficits on President Barack Obama’s
watch.
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Sheriff’s Probe Finds Obama’s Birth Certificate Fake

A years-long forensics investigation into the computer image of the long-form Hawaiian
birth certificate image that Barack Obama released during a White House news conference
during his first term and presented to the American people as an official government
document concluded it is “fake.”

Book of the Week

A sweeping overview of world affairs and, especially having come across
the name of William Yandell Elliott, Professor of Politics at Harvard through the first half of the 20th
century.

Sean found that Elliott had created a kindergarten of Anglo-American imperialists amongst his
students, who included Henry Kissinger, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Samuel P. Huntington, and McGeorge
Bundy.

Upon further investigation, Sean came to understand Elliott’s own integral role, connecting the
modern national-security establishment with the British Round Table Movement’s design to re-
incorporate America into the British ‘empire’.

Whether that goal was achieved will be left to the reader to decide. However, it cannot be denied that
W.Y. Elliott’s life and intellectual history serves to demonstrate the interlocking relationship between
academia, government, and big business.
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How Feminism Led Us To Demographic Annihilation
December 17, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Netherlandish Proverbs, painted in 1559 is still a valid critique of the absurdities of irrational people

Running themes in Pieter Bruegel’s works include the absurdity, wickedness and foolishness of
humans, and the above painting entitled Netherlandish Proverbs is no exception. Painted in 1559,
nearly 500 years later the work of art still represents the foolishness of our declining society as it eats,
drinks, and acts merry even while the very foundations of Western nations wash out from under it
like sand in the tides.

Take a look around the crumbling remains of the West. The population of nations has never been
replaced as rapidly as it is being replaced now unless those being conquered lost a war. We indeed
have lost a war, but it’s not a military war we lost. We lost a cultural war. It has been said a great
nation can’t be conquered from without until it destroys itself from within. That’s exactly what
happened to Europe and America.

Most people have no idea why the West is dying. Every major problem we have relates to one simple
issue: traditional Europeans and Americans have become demographically non-viable.

The long and short of it is, there’s a magic number demographers use to demonstrate the viability of a
culture or ethnic group. There must be an average minimum of 2.1 births per woman to sustain a
culture. Traditional European and American women have fallen short of that reproductive mark for
40 years. The ongoing demographic conquest and resettlement of both continents is a direct result of
this dereliction of traditional female duty brought on by feminism. The welfare state and child
support slavery laws aimed at turning men into sperm donors and indentured servants have added
insult to injury.
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In many ways, feminism can be seen as the ultimate betrayal of the Western beta male and the
ultimate display of female solipsism. It is the root cause of population decline in the West. This is
likely why ancient wisdom from the Bible consistently warns men about female nature.

European and American men of yore built the most peaceful and prosperous societies on the planet
and women thanked their posterity by not reproducing with them in sufficient numbers to keep the
machinery of the perpetual motion, infinite growth economy running. Nor do they reproduce with
them in sufficient numbers to even maintain the population. And the situation gets worse with each
passing year. As a direct result of feminism, more white people are now dying than being born. For
that reason research will be done in the coming year in search of an answer to this looming question:
Have American women really become the worst in on the planet from both biological and subjective
standpoints?

The average age of first pregnancy is up from 21 in 1970 to 26 today as women marry a corporation rather than a husband

A Dying Population

Within the past few weeks, Establishment media gleefully trumpeted:

In around 1/3 of U.S. states, more white people are now dying than being born — a major
shift that is expected to continue and has significant implications for government policy.
Seventeen states — home to 121 million people, or roughly 38% of the country’s population
— had more deaths than births among non-Hispanic whites in 2014, up from just four states
a decade earlier, according to research released Tuesday by the University of New
Hampshire’s Carsey School of Public Policy.
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Just to emphasize: The number of states where more whites are now dying
than being born is increasing rapidly, not decreasing.

The end result of feminism will be that two continents (and possibly a third with Australia) will be
conquered—yes, conquered—demographically. It is over for the Evil White Male and he has only
himself and his statistically sterile women to thank for it.

One only need travel around the USA to see that even parts of Kansas and Nebraska now resemble
Mexico and Spanish is the lingua franca, not English. One can also glance at demographic trends that
show Hispanic births will outnumber Anglo births sometime around 2040. That’s little more than a
generation away, folks. The USA will be an appendage of Latin America in only a couple of
generations and Europe will have cities and areas of many countries that are majority Muslim.

If you wonder why you are becoming a stranger in your own nation—this is what feminism hath
wrought.

Every problem the West now faces boils down to the demographic implosion of traditional Western
populations brought on by feminism and the extremely poor quality of its women from a reproductive
and familial standpoint. No matter how much wailing and gnashing of the teeth feminists make,
nature comes down to the heartless business of saving those heredities that work, and rejecting those
that don’t. Once a population adopts feminism, heredities don’t work any longer.

“You are an old man who thinks in terms of nations and peoples. There are no nations. There are no peoples. There is no West. There is
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only one holistic system of systems, one vast and immane, interwoven, interacting, multivariate, multinational dominion of dollars.” -
Network, 1976

By Design?

Keeping the machinery of a perpetual growth, consumer economy is why immigration has become
arguably necessary as traditional Western populations die off, and why Western leaders have opened
the flood gates to refugees (an opportune moment for them to consolidate power by doing so, too,
unscrupulous as they are.) The only question remaining is, is the demographic resettlement of Europe
and America happening because of historical cycles of civilization or is it by design of a maniacal
Establishment?

After all, it should be common knowledge among policy makers the population actually needs to be
growing slightly in a Western economy in order to be stable. The effects of passing policies to slow
population growth among certain ethnic groups must be known by demographers and politicians.

What’s more, the fewer traditional Europeans and Americans who are born have become too effette
to carry on many of the necessary dirty jobs and blue collar tasks a functioning society requires due
to decades of “special snowflake” indoctrination in the edumacation system.

It’s as if a scientific study was done on how to attack and debase the West, then politicians proceeded
to do just that.

That said, effeminate Western men, who worship Hollyweird marionettes rather than themselves or
traditional religions have some blame for not setting their foot down and saying “Enough is enough!”
before this catastrophe became deeply embedded in the fabric of society.

Cliff’s Notes: The “monster” i.e. the infinite growth economy needs an ever increasing supply of
warm bodies to keep it functioning. When white women don’t bear enough children to keep it
running, and white people in general become too effette to do blue collar labor, leaders bring in other
groups to keep the machinery of the economy moving.

Feminism was the hemlock that changed everything for the West.
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Nothing lasts forever: All civilizations eventually decline, according to historians

History’s Cycles Echo

Another way of looking at this is through the lens of Spengler’s Decline of the West, in which he
predicted the very demographic tsunami now hitting the West. Through this lens, feminism is only
the manifestation of Spengler’s predictions by a gynocentric and pussy pedestalizing culture.

In Decline of the West, a sweeping, epic study of the cycles of 6 previous civilizations going back
5,000 years and the later Man and Technics, Spengler predicted – a century ago – all the tragedies
currently befalling the West. Academics often quibble with his work, but no one can deny he foresaw
the current decline with astonishing accuracy.

Here’s basically why the West is being conquered, condensed down for easy
digestion.

Spengler saw each high culture and civilization in terms of four seasons. In the declining “Winter”
phase of a society of a civilization is which we find ourselves, the center of a nation’s culture shifts
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from its rural roots to the cities. Out of the irreligious metropolis, as the intellect of the city sterilizes
the religion and traditions of a culture, life becomes a series of problems to be analyzed rather than a
thing to be lived. Western man’s irreligious, rational, materialistic intellect has sterilized everything
about his culture by analyzing it to death – including himself as fertility has declined. An epidemic of
snarky, nihilistic manchildren helps illustrate this point.

Feminism is, of course, a representation of the intellect sterilizing the simpler, more intuitive, and
more fulfilling ways of life. The other tenets of liberalism also represent the “intellectual” destroying
the foundations of the culture.

City intellectuals arrogantly criticize and shame the rural, intuitive ways of life of the masses of
people. Religion and traditions are mocked, art itself becomes repetition of past great works, and
children are weighed in terms of economic pros and cons rather than a necessity for the promulgation
of not only the economy but the ethnic group itself.

The population is then ripe for conquest. Which is happening before our very eyes. As Spengler
knew, we can face our fate with cowardly optimism or brave pessimism.

Things only get worse from here as friction grows between traditional Europeans and Americans who
have very different ways of life from those who will soon make up the majority of their nations.
Democracy will end in the Western world as white people no longer have power at the very ballot
boxes they created within a generation or two.

Just remember—feminism (and by extension, weakling males) was at the root of it all when the time
comes. When will men stop being White Knights and call a spade a spade, then take away the Pussy
Pass women have enjoyed far too long?
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Eye Candy of the Week | December 18, 2016
December 18, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Indian hottie Akisha Pratt looks good dressed in black, whether it be a in a nightie or lingerie. The
selections compliment her flowing mane and silky skin. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for
December 18, 2016.
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Comment of the Week | December 18, 2016
December 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter john smith wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us. He
adds weight to the argument that materialism is an empty prize with by showing us even though he is
a wealthy man he finds contentment by living on less, a truth that is regularly preached here at
TNMM. The rest of his comment reads just like the female playbook we constantly try to warn men
about and educate them on. In response to Fighting Back: Adopting Minimalism to Starve the
Gynocentric Beast, he wrote:

When my lifetime of work was forcibly stripped from me and transferred to my lying,
adulterous, money laundering ex-wife with the help of her female cop friends, corrupt
prosecutors, even more corrupt private attorneys, and white knight judges, it hurt, it hurt
very bad. That was five years ago.

I had to find some way to cope with the loss and the ensuing bankruptcy, forced
unemployment, disintegrated social life, and despair. Then it hit me. Possessions are merely
the bars of a gilded cage and most people I knew were merely the jailers of the cage.

Prior to the catastrophe, $5,000 disposable per month was never enough. I worked my ass
off for a house she wanted and to support her lifestyle. She was a good looking woman and
her pussy as sweet as ambrosia.

I now get by on less than $1,000 per month total. I am full time in a motor home, have very
few possessions, and have never been happier. I’ll be 62 years old in a few months and my
greatest regret in life is that I was a clueless, blue pill simp, tradcon for almost all of it. Now
that I am awakened, I am a new man exploring a new world on my terms and mine alone.

ZFG is my mantra. All of my former slave masters, male and female, can shove it.
MGTOW and minimalism are my new religion. I now sail solo upon a sick turbulent sea at
the helm of a finely trimmed ship inhaling the sweet salt air of freedom into my lungs and
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my soul.

My mother passed a few days ago. She was my last duty on this planet. I honored her as I
did my late father, even though neither truly deserved it. But I fulfilled my duty. In a few
more days I will be a millionaire. What does it mean to me? Truthfully, absolutely nothing.
The only thing it will change about my life is I will eat steak more often and smoke more
cigars. I will not allow it to put me back in the gilded cage – minimalism from here on out.

I have already been hit on by two women who were aware of my mother’s net worth. I
wanted to puke in their faces. A woman’s greed knows no bounds or age limits. Young men
be aware.

With that, my friend, I conclude this reply. The tide is turning and I have a ship to man.
Cheers.

The reason I am the way I am today, a ZFG asshole with women is because I tried it their way from
adolescence to age 30 and got nothing but abuse and tragedy in return. I’ve also seen the destruction
being a nice guy has wrought on countless other men. There’s a reason I do what I do, I feel it’s time
somebody took a stand against the abuse of men with good intentions.

So, he’s right about women’s greed knowing no bounds, as I personally experienced that in my Beta
days and still have to stay on guard against women’s predatory instincts now that I have a lifestyle
worth defending.

The Gilded Cage is such a nice turn of phrase it inspired a forthcoming article here at The New
Modern Man. Expect to see it soon.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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American Women Are DÃ©classÃ© for Worldly Men
December 19, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

There are still a multitude of cultures in the world, a sophisticated man should choose one that fits his personality and needs

American women are not good enough for me, anymore.

That’s the conclusion I’ve reached after suffering through over three decades of their bullshit then
running off the Anglobitch plantation, as so many creative men have done before. English anti-
feminist scholar Rookh Kshatriya put together research showing men who expatriate in a desperate
attempt to flee the gynocracy are in good company. There is ample historical precedent of
uncompromising men running away in his excellent book, Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism
Ruined Society:

Creative and intelligent Anglo-American men have always been so disenchanted with
Anglo culture that many have followed Fletcher Christian into exile. This Savage
Pilgramage (as D.H. Lawrence called it) often incorporates mutinous undertones: a quest for
sexual and personal fulfillment unattainable in Anglo-American culture. Since Anglo
women reserve particular dislike for creative and intelligent men, it is unsurprising that
these are the most likely to take the Savage Pilgramage.

Indeed, men like me are indeed treated like savages when we escape the clutches of this culture and
encourage other enlightened men to do the same. Even though Anglo-American women seethe at
those of us who see through their game, William Blake, Lord Byron, D.H. Lawrence, Henry Miller,
and even Ernest Hemingway are listed as men who abandoned poor quality women in England and
America for sunnier, more libertine cultures.
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Five years since popping a Red Pill then venturing out to see what I could
find when it comes to women and experiences, I now know I could never have anything to do with
them beyond straight business deals and rare pump and dumps. The grass, and the pussy are indeed
sweeter on the other side. All those literary figures were onto something.

But, it’s much more than a tight piece of ass.

It’s being treated like a human being instead of a utility object. It’s about spending my valuable time
and energy with someone who respects me. It’s about female youth and fertility vs. old age and
baggage or sterility. It’s about a culture that welcomes men rather than shaming us. It’s many things.

They say the way to a man’s heart is through his stomach, and I must admit it is bliss to have a Latina
cooking tasty meals for me on a daily basis. Why would I ever go back to women who have no
kitchen skills, or no skills at all beyond trying to turn themselves into carbon copies of men, being
consummate materialists, and queens of snark?

Once you’ve been to heaven, it’s hard to come back to hell in high heels. Or, in the gender confused,
Penis Envy rife Western culture of today, hell in construction boots since women try to copy men’s
sartorial choices. But, footwear aside any man who experiences non-feminist women for an extended
period of time will find it extremely difficult to accept American women as “normal” again.
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Feminists must never be allowed to have a monopoly on world culture – that would destroy cultural diversity

A Lover of True Cultural Diversity

To add another dimension to this counter-cultural philosophy, expat men are lovers of true cultural
diversity and realize the myopic way American women expect men to behave and live is not the only
way of living life. What a frightening thing a man who practices self-determination and who refuses a
shitty deal must be to those benefiting from the forced extraction of the fruits of his labor by the
State!

Taking a page out of the YouGoGrrl’s own leftist playbook, feminism is culturally relative, which
means only a batshit insane culture need believe in it since it is proving to be demographically
suicidal – not every world culture need subscribe to the same view.

Cultural relativism is the principle that an individual’s beliefs and activities should be
understood by others in terms of that individual’s own culture.

In other words, feminists need to practice what they preach and view all cultures as equal, even those
dreaded patriarchal cultures. They can finish destroying the West while those of us who see what’s
coming abandon the matriarchy.

Getting back to the male point of view, it becomes even more obvious American hoes are déclassé
when a man who suspects he is getting a raw deal starts comparing and contrasting the sweet, pretty,
foriegn young thing he just got off of to the domestic, snarky, demanding, and statistically sterile,
anatomical female/personality male corporate drone who is screeching at him demanding he
emasculate himself even more.

In a supreme display of hypocrisy, feminists are the same women who judge men based on what
material and social rewards women can collect by association rather than his personal qualities.

Fortunately, American women do not yet hold a cultural monopoly on the rest of the world.

A well-traveled, cultured, worldly man – who also has intact testicles and a
functioning cerebrum – will find the attitudes of women in the USA and Western Europe downright
bizarre after experiencing a traditional culture.

In my case, this realization resulted in an absolute refusal to put up with American women and their
shit anymore. Even though I had a chance to marry into wealthy families twice, the risk of frivorce
rape and child support slavery as well as the prostration men are expected to put themselves through
for the “reward” of a well-used Golden Vagina is just insulting and unacceptable to any intelligent
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man.

To put it succinctly and in economic terms: Expected male investment in Western women is
astronomical while return on investment is microscopic.

Becoming a true lover of cultural and sexual diversity – rather than haters of true diversity feminists
are – underscores this point. Ladies, being a truly multicultural person means you respect masculine
cultures as much as you do feminine cultures. You should be able to respect those places on the
planet where men are still very much in charge rather than trying to convert the world to be part of
the feminist claven.

And I should be able to choose which culture I want to participate in as a liberated male in the early
21st century. Why accept an American girl when a man can get femininity, culture, and class for a
fraction of the price of a materialistic sack of solipsism?

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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How To Have Women On Your Own Terms
December 20, 2016 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

Redheads are fiery in bed, so why not have one on your terms

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

When I first started learning about this thing called “Game”, it was all about getting the lay.  The all
important f-close is the reason most men undertake the the arts of seduction.

Since we live in a culture which is hostile to male heterosexuality, most grow up with a drug induced
haze of images from faggot made movies like Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty and other assorted dog shit
which indoctrinates a young boy’s mind into a form of psychological slavery.  This form of bondage
is collectively known as white knighting or male thirst.

Growing into young adulthood I seemed to have this idea that a girl who
loved me dearly, fanatically devoted to my every need was the end all-be all of life’s journey.  As a
young brainwashed fucktard I romanticized endlessly about how that scenario would play out or just
how amazing I would feel with my very own pretty pretty princess.  This only served to raise that
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pedestal up even higher in my mind, putting women in the clouds while I gazed up worshipful from
the unclean floor where all sinful males have to be.

Just a pathetic, unworthy chump who somehow deserves a miracle because I’m such a good guy at
heart.  I would see girls at school with other guys and think, “He doesn’t deserve her.  I could treat
her so much better”.

At some point I’m not sure when, this idea took over my entire thought process.  Converting to
Christianity at age 21 after being a manic depressive for years was the nail in the coffin for me.  Now
my beta bitch boy mentality received a monster steroid dose of delusion.  Attending churches and
hearing all the spineless pastors praise women constantly was a lethal injection of poison into my
highly contaminated mind and spirit.  What modern culture did to me was only exacerbated tenfold
by embracing Christianity and the weak males who proliferate it’s fagged out congregations.

It was a constant struggle to wrest my mind and spirit from Medusa’s gaze.  The whole time I sensed
this internal battle going on within me.  I couldn’t quite articulate it then but the struggle was between
sincere belief in the paper thin facade of lies and the primal instinct in my gut screaming DANGER
DANGER!

Enough is Enough

After 6 long years of spiritual slavery and cognitive dissonance I’d had enough.  I finally grabbed my
nuts and said a big fuck you to the church and every fag within it.  I finally stopped believing in the
lies which only caused me to bash my head against a wall constantly while every weak bitch around
insisted I was on the oh so righteous path.  These “godly” men would always say things like “God
has a special plan for you and He has the right woman already picked out and just around the corner”
as the church tried to pawn off single mothers and used up whores as some kind of “blessing” to its
lovesick, piss weak males.

I had all this pent up frustration for so long and I was so angry that I went in the complete opposite
direction.  I became the biggest shitlord I could possibly imagine in a very short period of time.

So what does this have to do with having women on your own terms you ask?

Well the answer is very simple.  To have women on your own terms you simply must not care about
them anymore. You must lay to rest in a shallow and forgotten grave the entire notion of romantic
love. Now I know this is easier said than done but there is a plan of action to achieve these results but
only if you are willing to go all the way and not hold back one bit.

Are you truly ready for that?
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You, too can tap dat ass with this sage advice

Find Your Nuts Again

In order to regain control of your mind, your life and become the tantalizing delight of the female
hindbrain one must completely abandon all pretensions of care towards women and act in 100%
complete and total selfishness.

“But Jack, I’m just not that kind of person.”

Well if a female’s petty love is something you truly want you had better
change yourself and do it goddamn quick.  One of the best ways to become a master of pussy is
having the inner power to turn down a piece of ass even when you have no other options.

“WTF Jack! Isn’t the purpose of learning game to get laid?”

While that may be the impetus which spurred you down this path, the destination is much much
greater.  Now a lot of playa playa’s and guys in the manosphere might disagree with me here but the
purpose of learning game isn’t just to get pussy.

The purpose of game and self improvement is to become a SUPERIOR man.  One whose thoughts,
words and deeds are in a frightening, mystical alignment.

Pussy is simply a side effect of becoming a superior man.  When you the reach the point of total
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ZFG, women will find you irresistibly arousing.  Having been on the wrong side of those tracks for
so long you will feel like you now have magical powers and your relationships with women will
seem like one big hilarious joke which you entertain yourself with.  If you are like me you will
maniacally laugh inside every time you see some retard female’s eyes light up with attraction when
you are an arrogant, uncaring prick.

That is the point when your life will become something you live just for you.  Whether that be for
your own entertainment or something more, all that matters is that your life and your destiny are now
in your hands alone.

Violently Destroy Your Barriers

If you have never turned pussy away you should force yourself to do it on a regular basis until you
don’t give a fuck.

Shortly after I made my exodus from fagged out Cucktianity I ran through
sluts like a freight train and I got addicted to the momentum and the action.  For me getting the f-
close was cool and all but the hilarious shit I said and did to get me there was the juice I began to
crave.  Every time I did some crazy asshole shit I would tell myself

“Alright Jack, this time you gotta one up yourself.”

From making out with girls in front of their boyfriends, choking girls within 20 secs of meeting them
and grabbing sluts out of groups of chodes to take them to the dance floor make out and finger them
while the chumps stood by completely bewildered.  I was on a fucking rampage.

I remember this one blond I fucked and she must have thought that I really liked her or something
because I enjoyed the sex.  She told a friend of mine that I was in love with her.  So the next time she
called I made it a point to plan a meetup in which I stood her up.  After a bunch of missed calls and
texts I finally simply told her, “Guess what babe?  No dick for you!”

Even though I didn’t have any other options for pussy that night I felt like a fucking boss telling some
whore to get fucked (by someone else).  If you’ve never done this before, the mental and spiritual
power it will give you cannot be understated.
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Make women obey your commands rather than vice versa

Feed The Fire

When you get momentum like this it is essential to go harder and harder pushing yourself into the
stratosphere.

**DISCLAIMER**

Not for the faint of heart! 

This is the path to forge a man out of steel.  Ironically my entire attitude and ZFG mentality ended up
attracting a girl 10yrs younger than me who ticked off a majority of all indicators to be girlfriend
material.  She quickly fell madly in love with me and honestly it was fucking funny to watch.

All this time I had been led to believe what I now had was the absolute pinnacle of a male’s
existence.  I remember thinking after a lengthy period with this girl, “Fuck. This is it? Goddamn. I
was happier single!”

Serious relationships in my experience just bring a man down, kill his ZFG attitude and obliterate his
freedom.  The path of a superior man is one of climbing ever upward.  The only caveat is this.

When you ascend to the heights no one else dares go, you might find yourself all alone.  This is not a
bad thing however.

Just takes some serious introspection and honesty with oneself to assess whether or not you have the
fucking cajones to handle it.

This is Jack Ronin signing off.

P.S. Do your part and punch a white knight in the face!
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You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Insolent Bastards: Thinking Ahead to 2017
December 21, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Fuck the world! That’s our goal in 2017 both literally and figuratively

As we get ready to celebrate our first full year of publication here at The New Modern Man, the
insolent bastards behind the scenes are already thinking about ways to expand our countercultural
mission to enlighten men and give them the hard truth about both women and the world. We also
want to enable them to live a ZFG (zero fucks given) lifestyle centered around their hopes and
desires, affording them the same luxury women have enjoyed for so long by enslaving men to power
a ridiculous economy of materialism.

But, there’s so much more to becoming a New Modern Man than knowing how badly you’re getting
fucked by a gynocentric system full of predatory females. The next step, beyond destroying the lies,
lies, lies of the system is to live a life on masculine terms and show other men how they can do the
same by example. Expect to see more articles about living a better life after giving the finger to The
Anglo-American Matrix.

For the editor, one of the biggest highlights of 2017 will be continuing a worldwide romp the second
half of the year as Rel endeavors to spend several months in both Africa and Asia this year enjoying
the food, the culture, the scenery, the wildlife, the nature, nightlife, and of course bedding women on
both continents using the principles of Game and Hypergamy.

Expect to see more photography from exotic locations as the year wears on, and the beginnings of a
travel guide designed for the Red Pill man. You might have already noticed the addition of a
Dispatches from Rel photo gallery on the sidebar.

Jack Ronin of The Savage Lifestyle has been an exciting addition to our publication, and we hope to
find additional talented writers like him in 2017. Be Like Dirk comics will also return, with an even
more impudent tone sure to make feminists and White Knights once again reach for the Prozac while
spitting venom from their cybernetic keyboards.
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There are also long-term plans to expand the Eye Candy of the Week section, enhancing it with more
photos that will be shot sometimes by Relampago himself and sometimes user submitted. Ideally,
we’d like to publish a dozen or so sexy photos with each model.

So stay tuned, as the train is just gathering steam as it prepares to leave the station. As always, your
ideas for improvement are always welcomed. Thanks to everyone who has supported us this year
with your purchases from Amazon, our sponsor who bought the first sidebar advertisement, and those
who donate monthly to the cause.

With your readership and support, we can go places together as ZFG men showing the system we
aren’t its pawns, anymore.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Going Galt: A “Mad as Hell” Menâ€™s Revolution
December 22, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

More than just a caricature of a madman, the character Howard Beale was used to deliver some profound warnings and truths that largely
went unheard after the film Network debuted

I’m mad as hell, and I’m not going to take this anymore! That timeless line rang out on silver screens
over 40 years ago in the film Network, an Academy Award winning story about a news anchor who
loses his mind and starts telling the truth to everyone. He makes a valiant effort to awaken the masses
before he is used as a pawn to gain the network high ratings, then is literally killed off by the
corporate power structure.

In many ways, I can relate as I’ve done a lesser version of the same thing
as the Editor of this publication. I am a former newsman in the mainstream media who saw the evil
behind the messaging I was force-feeding to the masses, so I decided to leave that industry at any
cost. My mission is to awaken as many men as I can and make them “Mad as Hell” as they should be
for what’s being done to them.  I’m doing this with the venture known as The New Modern Man.

My writing could be seen as way of me becoming Howard Beale, minus the insanity. Well, maybe I
am a little bit crazy as I know I’m up against forces in the world which regularly create “accidents”
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and pitfalls for truth tellers. As Waylon Jennings put it, I’ve always been crazy, but it’s kept me from
going insane.

The genius of Paddy Chayefsky’s 1976 film is that it resounds 40 years later in 2016. The film was a
dire warning about what the end result of generations of mass media brainwashing would be. The
first Howard Beale monologue reads like it was written by the modern day manosphere, rather than in
1976.

I don’t have to tell you things are bad. Everybody knows things are bad. It’s a depression.
Everybody’s out of work or scared of losing their job. The dollar buys a nickel’s worth.
Banks are going bust. Shopkeepers keep a gun under the counter. Punks are running wild in
the street and there’s nobody anywhere who seems to know what to do, and there’s no end
to it. We know the air is unfit to breathe and our food is unfit to eat, and we sit watching our
TVs while some local newscaster tells us that today we had fifteen homicides and sixty-
three violent crimes, as if that’s the way it’s supposed to be.

It’s amazing how prescient the preceding part of the monologue was, as we have seen all those things
happening in the past decade. What’s more, Ghosting MGTOWs and men Going Galt were
foreshadowed.

We know things are bad — worse than bad. They’re crazy. It’s like everything everywhere
is going crazy, so we don’t go out anymore. We sit in the house, and slowly the world we
are living in is getting smaller, and all we say is: “Please, at least leave us alone in our living
rooms. Let me have my toaster and my TV and my steel-belted radials and I won’t say
anything. Just leave us alone.”

Enter the truth tellers who are trying to awaken men to the realities of their coming enslavement
before it’s too late!

Well, I’m not gonna leave you alone. I want you to get MAD! I don’t want you to protest. I
don’t want you to riot — I don’t want you to write to your congressman, because I wouldn’t
know what to tell you to write. I don’t know what to do about the depression and the
inflation and the Russians and the crime in the street. All I know is that first you’ve got to
get mad.

Indeed, getting mad then acting upon that anger in a positive way changed my life. It has the power to
change other men’s lives, too. The mission of this humble outpost, like so many other men’s blogs
can be boiled down to this statement – we are encouraging men to collectively say:

I’m a human being, goddammit! My life has value!

What a powerful statement. It’s one men the world over need to realize. We are human beings,
goddamit! Our lives have value!
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Behold: The sexually ambiguous, tatted up, man-woman that is a product of feminism. Do you want more of this, or less of it?

Men’s Lives Have Value

What a bold and terrifying thing for those who make their living and their fortunes on our backs, and
for those who profit from the $50 billion a year frivorce industry. Men, en masse realizing the value
of their lives and their labor and choosing to invest them as we see appropriate.

We are not pawns in a gynocentric game, used to power rampant
female materialism and consumerism while literally being enslaved by the court system to pay
women for the rest of our lives with alimony and divorce settlements. We are not going to allow
ourselves to be reduced to mere sperm donors as women claim all rights to the next generation via the
force of the government mafia, and we are relegated to enslavement by the child support system.

This is why men should Go Galt until the value of our lives is recognized by women and the system.
Our labor and our contributions to society measured in everything from tax dollars to ingenuity go
unnoticed and unappreciated by both women and the system, that is, until they’re gone.
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Don’t know what you’ve got, until it’s gone.

The price of our participation in the Ponzi scheme known as civilization is that we are afforded
meaningful roles in society, and that we’re not treated as utility objects to be used and discarded by
women and the State. Also, our sexual needs must be fulfilled, as sex is one of the most basic
instincts and requirements of Maslow’s Hierarchy. Relegating men to sexless lives is inhumane.

For many of us, realizing how used and abused men are by a gynocentric society was enough to make
us seek out happier and more fulfilling lives in diverse cultures abroad. Others are deciding to go
hang out poolside. And many more are still unawakened.

The power of the manosphere will come from it causing action and reaction to the injustices men are
dealt on a regular basis in Anglo America and Western Europe. We encourage men to Go Galt if they
believe their participation fails a personal cost-benefit analysis. We encourage men to walk off the
Anglobitch’s plantation. We encourage men to rediscover minimalism and realize consumerism will
never fulfill them with its extrinsic goals. We try to enlighten them to the fact their money and their
labor go farther elsewhere in the world than in the ungrateful Anglo American society of today. We
encourage them to pursue their own goals and ambitions in life rather than the ones programmed into
them by a system designed to exploit them.

This simple treatise is enough to cause an entire men’s revolution is enough souls are awakened by it.
The alternative will be to sit idly by while everything that makes life worth living as a man is taken
away.

Men don’t whine, bitch and moan and form support groups and play the greivance racket like
women. We assess the situation and take action. Which is what Going Galt is all about. Boldly
getting up from the poker table and walking out the door once we learn the table is tilted and the
game is rigged, and we are only human batteries used to power the excesses and ridiculousness of the
game.

Are you mad as hell yet?

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Weekend Reading | December 23, 2016
December 23, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of December 23, 2016.

Manosphere

Why Major Metropolitan Cities are Hell for Dating

After spending my entire year on the road, there was one question I was absolutely sick of
by the end of it. “Why did you leave America? It’s supposed to be so wonderful and full of
opportunity and the people are oh-so-friendly!” Inevitably, I’d mention something about
how brutal the dating scene was in a place like Los Angeles. I’d hate on American girls a
little bit, Eastern European women tended to simply eat that up (as long as you did it in a
non-bitter way). Inevitably more questions would come about why the dating scene in
America is so miserable.

The Political Nature of Man

How involved should a man get with politics? Should he become an activist who is eternally
politically aware or should he forget about politics entirely? In this podcast, I explain both
the benefits and costs of getting involved with politics and how my inclusion on a “hate list”
in 2012 caused me to dedicate much of my life to the political, with little to show for it in
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the end. I describe the threat of social justice to a heterosexual man’s existence and what I
believe is the ideal strategy for balancing a well-lived life with avoiding oppression. I also
share my rules of engagement for when there is no other option but to fight back.

My Latest Interview on This Alt-Right Life

Matt Forney invited me on to discuss politics, the CIA, and the state of the world in this
Foul Year of Our Lord, 2016.  Listen in by heading over to RightOn magazine.

Why the Millenials Will Finally Get the Punishment They Deserve

The left has shown they are a hate-filled, racist, bigoted, violent group, who have no interest
in democracy, and will gladly institute a dictatorship if they can get their way and other
people’s money. Naturally not all leftists are like this.  Many of them are also complete
tools, unaware of the evil that is festering and growing within their own party, naively
thinking today’s democrats are the JFK party “of the little guy.”  And, of course, we hope
the 2016 election woke some of them up to the point they’d maybe clean house in the
democrat party.  But it wasn’t until I was talking to a buddy of mine did I see a clear
delineation line, a trait that more or less identifies which leftists in the democrat party are
simply well-intended, though ignorant bleeding hearts, and those that are tyrants, thugs,
racists, and hate-mongers whose hearts are filled with envy, greed, and jealousy.
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News

Superstar Reporter Warns “Fake News” Panic is Censorship Trap

If you want to spot a forged painting, ask an art expert. And if you want to find out what is
“fake news,” ask perhaps the top investigative reporter in journalism. Sharyl Attkisson
spotted the fake news trend long before it became a recent catchphrase. And she doesn’t
portray it, as do many in the mainstream media, as some right-wing conspiracy. In fact,
Attkisson told WND she often sees the mainstream media as prime culprits when they push
suspect stories. So, what is really behind the mainstream media’s war on fake news?

The Command and Control Center of Climate Alarmism

Based on this evidence, climate alarmism is the product of a very large, well-coordinated,
and centrally controlled entity. That explains its ability to forcibly spread a perfectly
synchronized message, despite its internal inconsistencies, disagreements with high school
science, and frequent flip-flops in response to shifting international alliances and focus
group research results.

Mainstream Media Normalizing Geoengineering for Saving the Planet

We’re beyond trying to prove that chemtrails aren’t happening. It is no longer a
‘conspiracy.’ You needn’t look any further than the declassified document titled, “A
Recommended National Program in Weather Modification: A Report to the
Interdepartmental Committee for Atmospheric Sciences,” written by Homer E. Newell of
the National Aeronautics Space Administration, otherwise known as NASA.
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Exposed: Internal Documents Uncover Facebook’s Actual Guidelines for
Censorship

Facebook’s reasons for deleting posts seem to be an irrational morass of complexities
frustrating its millions of users to no end, given the social media platform doesn’t explain
itself — but internal documents disclosed in a new report finally reveal why posts are taken
down.

Large-Scale Study Shows Traffic Fatalities Significantly Lower in States with Legal
Weed

The November 8 elections were a huge victory for freedom, and it had nothing to do with
presidential candidates. Seven states voted to legalize the recreational or medicinal use of
cannabis, bringing the total number of U.S. states with some form of legal weed to 36.

Book of the Week

So you think the theory of disastrous climate change has been proven?
You believe that scientists are united in their efforts to force the nations of the world to reduce their
carbon emissions? You imagine perhaps that scientists are far too professional to overstate their case?

Maybe we should all think again. In The Climate Caper, written with a light touch and presented in a
nicely readable manner, Garth Paltridge shows that the case for action against climate change is not
nearly so clear cut as is presented to politicians and the public. He leads us through the massive
uncertainties that are inherently part of the “climate modeling process”; he examines the even greater
uncertainties associated with economic forecasts of climatic doom; and he discusses in detail the
conscious and subconscious forces operating to ensure that skepticism within the scientific
community is kept from the public eye.

Paltridge concludes that governments are indeed becoming captive to a scientific and technological
elite?an elite that achieves its ends by manipulating the public through fear of climate change,
creating the world’s greatest example of a “religion” for the politically correct.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Eye Candy of the Week | December 25, 2016
December 25, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Merry Christmas from The New Modern Man. Here’s a chick we’d all love to find under our tree
Christmas morning. The lady in red is our Eye Candy of the Week for December 25, 2016.

0

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Comment of the Week | December 25, 2016
December 26, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter Geraldine Kevins wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us
with her short but sweet take on the grotesque pedophilia agenda being pushed by the powers that be.
In response to You’re a Bigot If You Don’t Support Pedophilia, she wrote:

Silence is the best revenge. Just take them out! No protests, no interviews about how
morally wrong it is, just take them out!

Take them out is exactly what we’re trying to do. Peacefully, with a pen instead of a sword if
possible.

Comment to Win!

Give us your thoughts after each article is published and you could be our next winner of some cold,
hard cash courtesy of The New Modern Man.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Piercing A Paper Thin Veil
December 27, 2016 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

The facade most people disguise themselves under is paper thin

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

When you live in a world which is highly socialized and technologically dependent, most people rely
on a paper thin facade they wear over their true selves to get by.  Now that the numerous tentacles of
technology reach deep into the blackest corners of our lives, a pervasive sense that you are constantly
on display permeates our minds.  In order to cope, the average person learns quickly to pretend that
everything is A ok and their lives are happy and merry. Just like everyone else.

The problem for these types is that after awhile they forget their facade is all made up, that their lives
are a projected image and the projector is just about outta juice.  It does not take much scrutiny to see
the cracks rippling out of the paper thin veil everyone drapes over their nastiest, most despicable
selves.  The thought of being uncovered and those loathsome fears to be exposed bring torturous
waves of fear to electrify their most frightening insecurities.

Unique And Special Like Everyone Else

While everyone is in a frantic race to prove to the world they aren’t a loser, they fail to notice that
everyone else is doing the exact same thing.  As if hypnotized everyone seems to be fumbling
forward in blind fear and willful helplessness, hoping and praying no one takes notice of the horrors
underneath their smiles.
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That you aren’t special.

Your thoughts and ideas aren’t unique.

Absolutely no one cares.  Especially you.

Indeed the thought of having to endure such shattering realities causes the masses to go into
anaphylactic shock.  Symptoms from severe allergic reaction to truth.

Form Over Substance

The West is a people in decline.  The feminine mindset has become the de facto state of thinking for
the masses.  They cannot see past their own toes,  yet wallow in the petty, relentless criticism of
others.  The feminine mind loves form over substance and artifice over authenticity.  Thie West is a
people who love delusion and loathe self improvement.

To improve they must first be able to admit they aren’t perfect, complete or all knowing.  But to
mention this fact would cause the feminized swarms to convulse violently and foam at the mouth.  As
the murky froth of their ego and self indulgence give birth to a demoniac form emerging from their
empty souls.

Truly, a man whose eyes are open is handsomely entertained watching the little goblins rise from the
depths of such great and wonderful people.

With all this fakery, posturing and self deceit among the many, there is great power in the ability to
pierce the facade of others.  Often this is necessary to move through the throngs of pedestrians.

Pierce The Heart, Shatter The Moon

A man, a savage man can with his primal eyes, peer deep beyond the obnoxious facade others use to
hide within.  To do so is quite simple yet most people do not have this skill because they are too
focused on themselves.  On covering up themselves and hiding from the truth.

The Sun represents light and Truth.  To live in the light is the brave road a man must travel down.  He
must not fear the light to shine in his darkest heart and uncover his demons.  The fire of this light
refines him and causes his own soul to shine beautiful and terrible.  A man of fire.  A force which
causes division in the world.  Division of light and darkness.

A feminized world loves the moon and the dark night.  They must hide away from the revealing truth,
the penetrating light.  They have become lunatics unable to think or see clearly.  A man must prick
them, pierce them and shatter their reality.  To do so requires you see beyond the paper thin veil and
pierce it completely and without remorse.

The Slithering Underbelly Of Projection

Fear is such a powerful emotion people will spend their entire lives attempting to avail themselves of
it.  In so doing they dedicate themselves to the chains of it’s control.

What does someone fear most?
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That which they hide the most or make every attempt to appear it’s opposite. 
It is in these opposites to which is projected that one can see this slithering underbelly.  Does a man
puff his chest and act tough often in obnoxious ways?

He is a coward that has never been tested. 

Indeed he fears most this trial.  It would only take a minimum of leaning on this person and they
collapse.

You know there are so many fields of study in every facet of life that we forget the most important
study of all.  Studying people.

Especially those around you.

Dark emotions churn and overlap within the cauldron of other people’s minds and hearts.  Often you
can sense this bubbling to the surface when you have pierced through their little masks.  It is not the
words themselves which others say but how they say it which betrays everything about them.

Remember this.

Beware of those who appear as nothing and reveal nothing under scrutiny.  These are the most
dangerous foes.

The Master Key To Unlock Others

What is the one most powerful tool you have to understand those around you?

It is you.  Your own self.

To know yourself, your fears, lusts, dreams and hopes with cold accuracy and brutal honesty is to
know all of mankind.  To test yourself constantly and put yourself through the fire of the Sun, you
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shall rise above the rest.  You are a microcosm.  A world within a world.  To know yourself is to
know the safeguarded secrets of mankind’s darkest dreams.  The phantoms lurking in the shadows
and the uncomfortable truths buried under all that fancy debris.

Search the boundless expanse of your own black soul and traverse the wild rivers which coarse
through your own savage heart.  Open the crypts of your own demons and face them down like a
fucking man.

Then the jeweled thrones of the world can be yours to lay hold.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Most Viewed TNMM Articles of 2016
December 28, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Most Viewed TNMM for 2016

As 2016 draws to a close and we prepare ourselves for a debaucherous and insolent 2017, let’s take a
look back at some of this year’s “Greatest Hits” with a listing of the most viewed articles on The New
Modern Man.

Some articles became popular after causing feminist outrage while others became popular in men’s
circles for their wisdom about women. One article on minimalism made the list, and two Be Like
Dirk comics made the Top 10. Eight out of ten articles were about The Sexes and the related themes
of Game and Hypergamy.

So, without further adieu, here’s a listing of the articles that generated the most traffic here at The
New Modern Man.

10. Be Like Dirk (Comic)

Ah, the comic that caused so many loose bowel movements amongst leftists. This is the “pilot
episode” of the politically incorrect comic series. Be Like Dirk features a bad boy, Dirk, who gets all
the chicks by breaking all the rules while the Beta nice guy Jackson endlessly chases women with
good intentions only to wind up alone. Mirroring life, this comic series went viral in August and
provoked a SJW swarming for its thoughtcrimes.

9. The Law of the Jungle Rules Today’s Sexual Market

If you’ve ever thought it’s a jungle out there when it comes to the dating and mating market, well,
you’re exactly right. This popular article explains why things have become so fucked up with
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male/female relations in recent decades.

8. The Five F’s of a Happy Man

Rel dreamed this article up while riding around on the sunny back roads in the Caribbean. What most
men want from women is incredibly simple, yet finding it has become nearly impossible since the
cancer of Cultural Marxism descended on the land.

7. It Doesn’t Take Much for a Man to Live On

It’s a simple statement that has the power to free millions of men from drudgery and economic
slavery. Once men realize the material world is for material girls and minimalism is for men, their
roles as subjugated, disposable utilities in society will actually turn around and “empower” them – to
borrow a leftist code word.

6. The 10 Laws of The Mating Game

The sister article to The 10 Laws of Hypergamy, this listing of dating and mating rules has become a
staple in some men’s circles. It enlightens men to the harsh realities of the winner take all sexual
marketplace.

5. Women Will Do Anything for an Alpha – Including Having Sex with Other
Women

Using science and not hyperbole, the old maxim “Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks” is once again confirmed.
Anthropological evidence points to the fact women have orbited dominant males in society for a
long, long time. So long, in fact that they’ve evolved to peacefully coexist with other women in the
harems of dominant men. They alleviate tension by fucking each other, according to at least one
survey.

4. Why You Should Ignore Women

No matter how many times women say they hate being objectified, all evidence points to the
contrary, including the many billions pf dollars women spend on cosmetics each year. Start
ignoring them and watch comedy ensue as the hamster wheel kicks into high gear.

3. Where Do You Stand in The Sexual Hierarchy

This article helps men rank themselves in yet another of man’s dominance hierarchy schemes. It turns
out hierarchies don’t just exist in the political and business world, but they’re also central to human
sexuality, as well.

2. The 10 Laws of Hypergamy

One of our most shared articles, an expose on female mating instincts and how to exploit them turned
out to be quite a popular topic.
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1. Take This Job and Shove It (Comic)

Thanks to a feminist, White Knight and bitch boy backlash, this humble comic about a middle class
guy being shafted by HR then taking an exotic vacation only to find true love “triggered” thousands
and caused them to blow their hypocritical circuits. Thanks for the ad revenue, feminists.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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Government Employees Tampering with Temperature Data?
Quelle Surprise!
December 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We are mere seconds away from becoming Venus, according to government propaganda

Big Daddy Government wants you to believe it can control the weather by taxing you. It further
wants to tighten the string it already has tethered to our backs to control our range of movement by
making an element (carbon) on the periodic table – the element all life on earth is based on – seem
evil in the minds of the sheeple.

Bureaucrats can then continue the narrative that traveling is evil because
planes, trains, and automobiles are destroying the planet, so stay home, watch TV and be sure to buy
plenty of consumer crap as if that’s not destroying the planet. Don’t go see any of those faraway
cultures that haven’t been assimilated into the Anglo-American Matrix. (You might just discover how
much of your humanity has been lost in America by discovering a culture of consumerism and
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Puritanism isn’t the be-all, end-all of human existence!)

The Global Warming Religion and carbon tax scheme is yet another example of everything in the
Blue Pill world being a lie. It’s another Big Lie promulgated by self-annointed “Elites” to keep the
commoners on track behaving as their told and producing profit. In support of this agenda, NOAA
just published another batch of massaged (read: falsified) temperature data showing that we –
surprise, surprise – are on our way to being just like Venus, soon. The event was hyped by Climate
Central, a global warming alarmist blog:

In all likelihood, the U.S. is going to have its second-hottest year on record, trailing only
2012. Every state is slated to have a top 10 warmest year and even at the city level,
unrelenting warmth has been the main story in 2016.

What the hell? The Deplorable Climate Science blog (heh) readily debunks this claim from climate
“scientists” who are foaming at the mouth to create revenue (i.e. secure grants to “fight” the problem)
rather than creating scientific advancement.

The first problem with their analysis is that the US had very little hot weather in 2016. The
percentage of hot days was below average, and ranked 80th since 1895. Only 4.4% of days
were over 95°F, compared with the long term average of 4.9%. Climate Central is
conflating mild temperatures with hot ones.

Beyond the false narratives illuminated by The Deplorable Climate Science blog, NOAA surface
temperature data is contaminated by islands of humanity and its pavement and concrete jungles. The
planet is 70% water, and humanity’s reworking of the land to form towns and cities is but a thin film
of civilization on the planet. Measuring temperature near human settlements is the planetary
equivalent of measuring temperature in your house rather than outside, because temperature is only
being measured where humans have reworked the land and there are LOCAL effects like urban heat
islands, solar insolation reflecting off of asphalt, etc.

Even that’s not enough for NOAA, it further manipulates the data.

The problem with the NOAA graph is that it is fake data. NOAA creates the warming trend
by altering the data. The NOAA raw data shows no warming over the past century.

Interestingly, the adjustments NOAA makes always show warming, curiously, the exact type of
warming they keep warning us about even though satellite temperature measurements of the globe
show we are actually cooling down. One NASA scientist says NOAA monkeying around with the
data is scientific chicanery in the first place:

Gavin Schmidt at NASA explains very clearly why the US temperature record does not
need to be adjusted. “You could throw out 50 percent of the station data or more, and you’d
get basically the same answers.”

Then, Schmidt mentions a network of climate stations set up to combat the biases mentioned above
that occur when weather stations are located near urban areas.

One recent innovation is the set up of a climate reference network alongside the current
stations so that they can look for potentially serious issues at the large scale – and they
haven’t found any yet.
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It’s not surprising this data from a network of weather stations specially designed to measure the
temperature of the overall planet rather than the microclimates of urban areas is not used by NOAA
and its unpaid but fully baptized minions in the blogosphere, because it doesn’t support the polemic.

Here’s the bottom line about why this problem of “global warming” never goes away. In America,
you have to create problems to create profit. Even though global warming and global cooling cycles
are completely natural, you have to make them sound scary so government scientists can swoop in
and save the day. It’s a plot so hackneyed it follows so many bad Hollyweird movies.

Expect the alarmists to become even more strident in their prognostications of doom as the global
warming narrative continues to fall apart.
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Feminism: Turning Women Into Wannabe Men
December 29, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Comments from the manosphere from those who are on to the androgyny agenda

My latest ROK article in a series assailing feminism just dropped. As always, there was a lively
discussion ensuing in the Disqus thread following the article from men in the know about what
feminism is really about. Hint: It isn’t about “empowering” women, it’s about turning them into
laborers and taxpayers rather than mothers and grandmothers.

Anigmaris wrote this in response to the article, which turns out to be a succinct and accurate analysis
of just what feminism has done to women.

If you peel back the fem-speak and really look at what feminism is pushing, it is turning
women into men financially and socially – doing male jobs, being more aggressive,
competing with men socially and economically. Now we see that feminism is turning
women into men physically, as well. That’s f’n hysterical. Feminism: empowering women
by literally turning them into men.

What’s even more amazing about feminism is not only do women eschew anything traditionally
associated with their female sexuality when they get infected with feminism, i.e. nurturing,
motherhood, childrearing, etc. they literally start showing higher levels of testosterone and this
manifests itself in everything from the digit ratios on their hands to man-jaws to brutish behavior.

Disqus user michealmobius is on to the androgyny agenda, which The New Modern Man has been
warning about all year long.

“If you think women are becoming manlier—they are. In fact, it’s becoming clearer sexual
dimorphism (distinct male and female appearance and behavior) is an enemy of social
engineers who want to see the sexes blend into one androgynous human pod in the coming
generations.”

This is absolutely true and arguably a major part of the transhumanist agenda (although not
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necessarily the ray kurzweil type). It is properly understood though in terms of alchemical
process, the reduction of male / female elements back into the prima materia of gender,
either as an end itself, or with a view to being remade.

I noticed an example of this when David Aaronovitch was praising the appointment of the
new female director of Shakespeares Globe (she was subsequently forced out blubbing
about sexism). This woman basically wanted all male parts and all female parts to be
interchangeable. Aaronovitch waxed lyrical about how great this idea was, anticipating how
in 50 years all acting roles (or was it all roles full stop) would be absolutely interchangeable
and we would look back on the bad old days as absurd and unequal.

Whether Aaronovitch, or that feminist director would understand it as such this is all part of
the raising up of the below to the above – part of man’s occult historical mission to flounce
to his destiny by make things completely gay or rather completely transginger.

Remember the Baphomet has breast. This is pretty much the only detail you need to
understand about the modern gender revolution. Any idiot who still thinks its about equality
or fairness in its trajectory really needs to be sympathetically put down. That is not what it
is about.

Reality is stranger than fiction, guys. What better for social engineers and a maniacal elite than
sexless worker drones? Cuts down on all that messy sexuality they have to repress with everything
from Puritanical laws on prostitution to cultural shaming of heterosexuality.

What remains to be seen is how men en masse will react to this domestication of humanity for an
elite’s diabolical ends rather than true well-being of the commoners.
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How Feminists Use The Religion Of Diversity To Destroy
True Diversity
December 31, 2016 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Feminism has become a religion for atheistic leftists

One of the oldest tricks in politics is to accuse your opposition of your own crimes.

Modern leftists regularly accuse conservatives of being opposed to diversity. We all know the
“rayciss” moniker gets tossed around way too often as a way for leftists to silence debate with cheap
but effective ad hominems. But, it can be argued many of us in the manosphere and the alt-right are
supporters of true diversity while leftists are attempting to destroy diversity by pushing a gynocentric
monoculture that will span the globe.

We still believe traditionalism has a role in the world, and have been the
poster men for tolerance even while women performed their little science experiment called
feminism. We only started speaking out when it started to debase and destroy the society we men
built up. They believe the entire planet must be assimilated into the It Takes A Village mentality and
spit fury at dissenters, while we have been exemplary in our patience until recent years.
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Evidence is beginning to mount the ultimate goal of the Establishment is to take the gynocentrism of
the United States and Western Europe global. Boilerplate feminist rhetoric is now appearing regularly
in foreign newspapers, as we will see with one recent example in a moment. Of course, the many
traditional cultures left in the world will be destroyed if this happens. Which means “diversity” as
practiced by leftists will destroy true diversity.

They push their myopic belief in female supremacy via Hollyweird and American media which are
both increasingly force-fed to the masses of the world. It is their way, they think, of bringing
“progress” to the rest of the world. But what if what we’re progressing towards is a matriarchal hell
in which men are reduced to the human equivalent of worker bees orbiting a queen bee rather than
men who have a role in society beyond laborer and sperm donor?

Women are angels, men are devils in the religion of feminism

Saving The Heathens

In many ways, the high priestesses of feminism follow the same principles as those pushing religious
conversions. They believe must “save” the heathens who still believe in masculinity from themselves.
Never mind the fact women are more unhappy post-feminism than ever before. As reported by
Return Of Kings last year, researchers at the University of Pennsylvania found:

By many objective measures the lives of women in the US have improved over the past 35
years, yet we show that measures of subjective well-being indicate that women’s happiness
has declined both absolutely and relative to men.  The paradox of women’s declining
relative well-being is found across various datasets, measures of subjective well-being, and
is pervasive across demographic groups and industrialized countries.

There’s actually no paradox at all. As red pill men know, women are happier doing the exact opposite
of what feminists tell them to do. The University of Pennsylvania study is bolstered by another one
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from England that found women who are housewives and who have children are happier than ball-
busting, testosterone laden Anglo women of today. The top 5 happiest professions for women are as
follows:

Housewives – 87.2% happy
Hospitality and events management – 86.3% happy
Creative arts and design – 84.4% happy
Charity work – 83.9% happy
Leisure, sport and tourism – 83.7% happy

Notice, all of the above career paths are traditional female fields. It’s as if biology and evolutionary
adaptations for women to do different work than men actually matter, much to the chagrin of those
who would only add the the pile of mounting evidence proving Freud’s Penis Envy theory correct by
forcing women into male roles and male jobs in society.

Feminists try to be just like men rather than just like women. It’s as if they’re ashamed of anything
associated with being female—motherhood, nurturing instincts, and deference to male authority—so
they try to figuratively sew on their own penises. This psychological behavior has manifested itself in
increasingly bizarre ways – such as the Go Girl, which allows women to pee standing up!

Obviously, us knuckle draggers do not realize how “advanced” women have become now that they
have their own plastic penises available at Walmart.

Paging Dr. Freud, your Penis Envy theory is once again verified

You Will Be Assimilated

When feminists say they support diversity, what they really mean is they want to assimilate the
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world’s diverse cultures rather than letting them continue with their “outdated” traditional beliefs.
They want to bring in the “unwashed” so they can enlighten them with their Communist Utopia,
1960s era propaganda.

However, this creates a dilemma because feminists can’t support diversity and the destruction of
patriarchal cultures at the same time. I stuck this shiv in the feminist narrative just yesterday:

Becoming a true lover of cultural and sexual diversity – rather than haters of true diversity
feminists are – underscores this point. Ladies, being a truly multicultural person means you
respect masculine cultures as much as you do feminine cultures. You should be able to
respect those places on the planet where men are still very much in charge rather than trying
to convert the world.

But, feminists in their rabid fervor to completely dominate men don’t respect the diverse beliefs of
non-gynocentric cultures at all. It’s not good enough that they’ve destroyed an entire ethnic group’s
vitality and its demographics with feminism. Now, they’re preaching the evangel of female
superiority in other nations. Recently, I dissected a propaganda article published in The Bangkok
Times attacking traditional Thai men that reads as if Gloria Steinem herself wrote it.

An Establishment media hit piece on Thai men just came out shaming them for everything
from having multiple sex partners, to expecting sex from their wives, to drinking, and
expecting their wives to look after the family.

Think its harmless? This type of culturally imperialistic propaganda was astronomically
successful at destroying the Western male beginning in the 1960s. And now it’s spreading
around the world. Look out, gender equality (a Matrix code phrase which really means
female superiority) is set to infect the rest of the world’s traditional cultures if the Elite have
their way.

What an atrocity! Expecting sex, having a beer, and expecting a woman to take care of her own
children.

Suffice it to say, the best way to destroy women and the family (a stated
goal of Cultural Marxism) is by first debasing the men. That’s why hit pieces on Thai men are put out
on a regular basis. And, this gives us yet another clue that the people who really run the world are
adept at what they’re doing when they infiltrate a culture and destroy its traditions.

The end result will be the cancer of American culture metastasizing and spreading to infect other
organs in the global body unless feminists are called out on their cultural imperialism at every turn.
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Always remember, feminists are out to destroy true diversity in the world by assimilating diverse
cultures into the Church of Pussy Pedestalization.
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Eye Candy of the Week | January 1, 2017
January 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Happy New Year! And what a way to ring in 2017! How would you like to have this girl whispering
“Happy New Year, Big Boy” in your ear? Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week fo January 1, 2017.
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Comment of the Week | January 1, 2017
January 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter Gentleman Jak wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us
with this synopsis of the global warming swindle. In response to Government Employees Tampering
with Temperature Data, he wrote:

It’s going to be interesting how the libs spin this “issue” if what I heard on the Phil
Valentine show a few months back is correct. Apparently around 2020 the sun is supposed
to go through a quiet cycle where there are less solar flares and surface activity. This means
a significant and rather quick drop in Earth temperatures. I think they realize this which is
why they’re trying to now change the term to “Global Climate Change” which can mean
literally (Hitler) anything.

He’s right. A number of prominent long-range forecasters including Joe Bastardi (formerly of
Accuweather before they became another global warming propaganda agency) are saying the earth
will enter a cooling phase over the next few decades.

This is why “global warming” – which has never materialized the way profits of doom said it would
for over 30 years now – has been re-branded “climate change” so literally anything can be blamed on
it.

Nobody ever said lying to keep the sheeple afraid of normal weather events was easy. But it is
ridiculous.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. You can help support our publishing by using
any of the means linked below.
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The Frivorce Court Lottery Strikes Again: Godfather Actor
Must Pay $8,000 a Month to Ex
January 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

$5,000 a month for her? WTF?

At this humble outpost for men, it’s often said that marriage is just legalized prostitution. Here’s how
it works. Women expect to be paid for services rendered, i.e. use of the Golden Vagina whether it’s a
prostitute turning tricks on the street corner or an ex-wife who goes through the dissimulation of
marriage before calling her lawyer and cashing in on the divorce court lottery.

Every woman has her price.

Unfortunately for legendary Godfather actor James Caan, the price for his ex-battleaxe is going to be
extremely steep when her lawyers and the vagina-worshipping, lawyer ruled court system get done
with him. The Daily Mail reports:

James will be responsible for paying Linda $5,000 a month until she remarries or one of
them passes away.
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I wouldn’t give you $5,000 to hit every hole this woman has got and have
her serve me breakfast in bed the morning after. As a man who has been living quite happily on $500
a month abroad, I can promise you I hit better quality ass than this broad every day of the week. I
guarantee the twenty-something foreign hotties I deal with are much more pleasant to be around than
this high-maintenance granny, too.

What makes this case even more disgraceful is that this legendary actor is being forced to do work in
bad movies, tarnishing his legacy in order to keep up with the payments that resulted from his court-
ordered indentured servitude. The gynocentric media didn’t like Caan saying anything about his
legacy being threatened. Check out the snippy tone in The Daily Mail:

Perhaps the most striking claim in the documents is that Caan feels the money issues are
forcing him to take sub-par roles in order to keep up financially.

Ooooh, I guess he really stepped out of line, there. See, you have to smile as you’re being divorce
raped.

By the way, what ever happened to the Don’t Need a Man™ mantra of feminists? It seems they DO
need men, at least when time comes to settle up for sexual services rendered at the end of a
relationship or marriage. Well, they need his finances.

Evidence is mounting women never actually love men as much as they love male social status,
financial status, and power, as detailed in a previous TNMM article on the subject: Can a Woman
Love a Man?
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Another legendary actor gets cleaned out by the Anglo-American frivorce court system

The Frivorce Court Lottery

So just how much in total will Caan’s post-expiration date granny be winning from the Frivorce
Court Lottery when he is turned upside down and shaken by the court system?

The 76-year-old Godfather actor reportedly must pay $400,000 in retroactive spousal
support and child support, a sum which will also cover their joint assets. In addition, the
Hollywood legend will pay $3,124 per month in child support until son Jacob, 18, finishes
high school next year.

What makes the excesses of this system worse is the fact a man must continue to make payments
even if he becomes disabled or is unable to maintain his income. Now we know at least one plausible
explanation as to why legendary actor Robin Williams offed himself after being cleaned out and
enslaved by the same farce.

As reported by The Washington Times in a separate article on such abuses of the court system, those
of the same type as the Caan case:

Alimony reform is sought in many states because it can result in grotesque financial abuses:
Hefty payments can be ordered for life — even if a marriage was brief — and can be hard to
change or terminate even when the payer loses a job, falls ill or reaches retirement age and
end of a salary.

Shakespeare must have written “Kill all the lawyers!” for a reason. The family law book has been
extensively expanded in the last 50 years, in a way that benefits women and lawyers and filches men.

Family law has been intentionally grown into a lengthy, complex process that forces
divorcing couples to hire experts to get them through it — and this has given rise to a
lucrative, $50 billion-a-year industry.

So, what does Caan get to keep? It’s definitely not his dignity or testicles. As reported by gossip rag
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TMZ:

He gets to walk away with most of his fine art pieces… some worth tens of thousands of
dollars a piece. He’ll even get to keep his prized horse. Head intact.

Still want to get married someday?
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Drunk Oaf Don Lemon Further Tarnishes CNN’s Damaged
News Brand
January 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Take note, fake news sites: This is how “real” journalism is done

Here’s a note to all the “fake news” web sites out there. Take a lesson, CNN just showed us how a
“real news” agency comports itself in front of a global audience.

This is how you are supposed to do journalism, not by posting impeccibly researched thoughtcrimes
online.

A drunken CNN anchor, somebody named Don Lemon, downed tequila shots live on the air, pierced
his ear, and waxed sentimental about his love life, before finally getting his mic cut off in mid-
sentence by producers apparently fed up with his junior high school antics. Lemon egged on his
detractors with this classic line:

People are saying that I’m lit. Yeah, I’m lit. Who cares?

So you see, that’s how a “real news” network does things on New Year’s Eve, unlike “fake news”
sites that retained a little more dignity as 2017 came in. No word on exactly what makes CNN a “real
news” agency beyond the fact that’s what it calls itself.

Is it any wonder President Trump blasted Lemon as “dumb as a rock”and a “lightweight” during the
campaign? It seems the sting of Trump’s election year triumph still hasn’t worn off for race-baiting
liberals like Lemon, who launched into a tirade about 2016 being an awful year before having his mic
shut off by producers.
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As Anderson Blooper and some chick look on, the consummate professional Lemon shows off his new piercing

Lemon Leaves a Sour Taste

Here’s even more drunken deliciousness from Lemon as he talks about his moribund love and sex
life, as, like so many other media marionettes he sold his soul for a salary and some face time:

I live my life to the fullest. The thing is, I need a little more balance in work-life. I may be
open to a relationship this year, I wasn’t before … actually being available to be in a
relationship …. I’m a bad person to date. I’m not selfish, but I’m very self-centered …
yeah, I’m not going to be as self-centered. I don’t care what people think about me. I do
what I want because it’s my life.

Lemon then went on to ask his bewildered co-host:

Brooke, will you marry me?

How is that not sexual harassment of some type? I mean, liberals come up
with these spurious concepts only to flagrantly violate their own rules.

Granted, New Orleans is a party city and one might be forgiven for having such a good time on New
Year’s Eve. Except, as host for a news network that regularly vivisects the lives of others for their
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indiscretions and disgraces Lemon has to at least act like he has a little more grace and class than he
actually does.

Here’s a kicker for you.

Lemon, in his infinite wisdom was criticizing the network’s coverage of Trump’s tweets just days
ago, which the President-elect uses to announce cabinet nominations rather than having press
conferences with media jackals.

Can I say something? That’s the whole point. That’s the strategy. He can’t sit down with the
media because then he legitimizes the media which he rallies or rails so much against.

It is a pretty delicious strategy. It shows how savvy Trump is when dealing with media Marxists, and
other “fellow travelers” like those staffing the disgraced halls of CNN.

Lemon then went on to spin the hamster rationalization wheel, suggesting the left-leaning network go
so far as to not cover Trump’s cabinet nominations because he tweets them.

Listen, I’m not a news executive. But if I were, I would say I would not cover his tweets. He
still needs us more than we need him.

Apparently, that was a sour idea of Lemon’s nobody was interested in.

So, he spent New Year’s Eve acting out live on the air in front of millions. Keep up the drunken news
anchoring and contrary to Lemon’s claims, Trump may soon not need the fallen network at all.

Most people have already seen through the facade of CNN and other alphabet channels, as trust in the
mainstream media is at record lows according to none other than Gallup. Rather than trying to
burnish their credibility, it seems guys like Lemon are helping destroy what few threads of it that are
left.
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In 2017 Become A Fucking Savage
January 3, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

A new year, a new you

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

Horror Of The Civilized

Today to be civilized means embracing weakness, degeneracy and suicide.  To get along within the
puss dripping vagina of the cucked west a male must “disavow” his penis.  He must grab that flaccid
little fucker, hold it with sincere and visible contempt.  Then lop it off with snarky pride at the altar of
androgynous equality.

The equalized number of the lowest common denominator.  Spinning like a
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turd down the toilet bowl.  Swirling, decaying, ingloriously dying.  Down, down, down to the mother
fucking BOTTOM.

Who knows, maybe they will just call it the new circumcision?

As the modern male cuck watches his bloody penis burn away in the unholy fires, he pays homage to
the real leaders now, the females.  At the dead baby skull temple he stands proud showing his great
respect for the matriarchs who in their great wisdom decided to sacrifice all their children to their
cannibalistic, child molesting death god and feed their blood to the rancid witch called equality.  As
hordes and hordes of foreigners come crashing in, the cucks must make sure to keep their little bitch
boy mouths shut and not offend anyone.

Merrily I say, swing open the doors of your homes to strangers and take after your daughters.  Whose
gates have been flung wide since middle school.  For the whores of the west have declared that pussy
schengen territory long ago.

Now on your fucking knees little bitch boys.  She cometh.  Tremble before the Matriarch!

She’s gonna pull out her golden phallus which she lecherously lusts after and seethes malicious with
black envy.   She straps it’s leather around her perspiring pig flesh. In a hellish gaze of death and
misery she fucks your little boy butts one at a time while the fapping masses cheer.  Hooray! 
Progress!

The Last Boat Is Here

This is for the ones who yet can feel that dim light smolder within.  Where boundless love runs hot
like a torrent of flame.  Where endless hate and furious violence await the the awakening of your
soul.

Those glowing embers you can’t seem to rid your grief stricken conscience of.  The light is low and
distant.  Listen closely and you might hear.  A thousand beats inside a savage heart still pumps the
spark of life throughout your veins,

The blood.   The blood is the life.

It is not only your own life force but with it runs wild generation after generation of motherfucking
barbarians.  MEN who lived wild and free.  Men who took risks and paid the prices.  They survived. 
They slaughtered their enemies.  They raised up glittering thrones atop mounds of corpses and
crowned themselves in the Sky.

You owe EVERYTHING to them! 

Your blood is a bright river coursing through time.  Screaming out of the past and blasting forward
with vengeful power into a dark and savage night.

You must smile O man!  For with  treacherous terrors and unspeakable horrors there is frightening
power to be obtained.  Glory awaits the brave and fearless!

A thousand trumpets sound from the horns of your ancestors calling out within your psyche.  A
million tears from ten million sorrows.  A thousand hearts beating as one.  In triumph, tragedy and
overcoming.

Hear their cries rise like mists from the earth. From dust and bones and blood and soil.  Lay yourself
down in the tombs of their sorrows.   Weep for their struggles and loss.  Then lift yourself up to the
glories of their victories and shining light of legacy.  What they gave to you is a beautiful and terrible
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gift.

Rise.

Become a savage man, free from the oppression of the matriarchy

The Elixir Of The Gods

If masculinity could be whittled down to a biochemical essence.  It is the hormone testosterone. 
Males have less and less these days.  Our society has been starving us of this vital hormone so that we
may be more easily controlled.  You need to make sure yours is as high as motherfucking possible
AT ALL TIMES.

For guys under 30, working out, eating lots of whole food and generally
staying active can be enough.  If you feel that your test levels are low you should get them checked. 
If so you can easily get a prescription for testosterone and do it the legal way.  There is also the black
market to find what you need(really not that hard to find info on).  Supplementing your hormones
with exogenous testosterone may be the only answer for a lot of males to make them men again. 
From personal experience I can tell you that this kind of supplementation was probably the single
smartest thing I ever did for my body and mind.  We have the technology available.  It’s on you to do
your due diligence.

Do not delude yourself with some flaccid  moral argument about how it is cheating.  Cheating at
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what?  Life?  Well that means I’m a fucking winner.  I’m getting that trophy motherfucker.  No
trophies for losers.

This is a game of life and death.  I will do absolutely EVERYTHING to rise to the top.  To crown my
sons with history’s remembrance while your aborted babies cry out from graves never dug and sterile
incompetents are my heir’s competition.

You don’t need a lot either.  This isn’t about being a “roid head”.  It’s about evening the odds. 
Tipping the scales so you can come out on top.  That you may know the fire of your ancestors.

Testosterone regulates focus and critical thinking.  I never felt as alive than when having loads of
testosterone roar through me like a wild bull.  My focus became like a laser.  My already instinctual
cues seemed to go into overdrive.  Even my skin glows.  It’s like being born again.  Seeing the world
with savage eyes.  The neon draperies of the fagged out hive melt away and you hear the pulsating
fury of your heart open the valves of ectoplasmic fuel and violently spill out.

Powering an altered god damn BEAST.

Ascend The Throne Of The Beast God

Within the savage man’s heart of darkness, the vast tributaries, flowing red streams and crimson
rivers converge at the center.  This is the throne of the Beast God.  The savage man of old. 
Resurrected for new life in a world of pathetic weakness and plastic conformity.  Feel him breathe
and burn within you!

Hear the world tremble.

The Reaper sits with his scythe ready to cull the weak from the earth.  Rivers and rivers of blood
cascade down forming pools of red.  From those crimson lakes he rises.  Vicious, beautiful and free. 
Hearts aflame with savage fire.

Ready to rip this motherfucker apart.

Rise!
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I Still Cringe When I Hear an Anglobitch Near
January 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Someday soon, true cultural diversity will be destroyed by Anglo-American, feminist cultural imperialism

There’s nothing more rattling to expat nerves than hearing a loud, entitled Anglobitch nearby. For an
instant, it’s as if everything I ran away from has somehow followed me, and found me on my island
paradise. A flood of memories of half a lifetime of putting up with this abomination of
humanity briefly surges through my memory before she is whisked off in whatever land barge she
happens to be riding in.

In that voice I hear entitlement, vacuousness, and arrogance all in one.
There’s also the faint echo of sexual imperialism in that voice, for she is the self-anointed queen and
Anglo men just exist to power her lifestyle of exorbitance. We aren’t to be given any of the pussy pie
except when we are useful to help her achieve some end, and then only do the legs briefly spread.

Thank God she’s gone.
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Thankfully, visits from Anglobitches are rare on this part of the island, but there are times of the year
in which there are a worrisome number of them that appear. The Anglobitch, a product of a female
worshiping culture stands in stark contrast to the ladies of the Latin culture I’ve adopted as my new
home.

They still have a modicum of humanity left in them. And sex flows like water around here, it hasn’t
been commidified into an interaction men must sacrifice their lives and fortunes for. The liberation
I’ve experienced, as wonderful as it has been, is but an echo of the wonder days when men didn’t put
up with shit from entitled bitches.

One can only imagine what things were like in the heyday of traditional Amerindian cultures, such as
the Tainos who inhabited this part of the Caribbean and the Aztecs who inhabited nearby Mexico. If
anything, English scholar Rookh Kshatriya in his recent article Repression, Freedom and the
Mexicatl One World: Aztec Thoughts on the Anglobitch Thesis shows how far the Western man has
fallen when one compares and contrasts today’s America with the past glory of masculine cultures.

Aztec culture is gallant, manly and virile, without a trace of feminist misandry or female
‘appeasement’. This ‘masculine’ civilization flourishes because Aztec culture is entirely
free of sexual repression. Consequently, women have no intrinsic status in ancient Mexico,
beyond their social birth-class. This shows us that feminism does not – indeed, can not –
exist in a truly liberated culture. When sex has scarcity value it becomes a sacrament
bestowed by women on males, thereby creating a misandrist climate that permits both the
rise of feminism and the marginalization of men.

Interestingly, echoes of this sexual paradise for men exist to this day in the Caribbean, but local
women are adopting the Western Sickness more and more as tourism increases on the island.

Sex isn’t a “sacrament” bestowed on lucky men by holier than thou women in many world cultures
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A Life of Sexual Liberation – For Men This Time

A man can still live a life of sexual satisfaction – legally – in many parts of the world. Once a man
has experienced this type of sexual liberation, a figurative butterfly’s wings have been touched and he
will never be able to see a sexually repressed homeland the same way again. Oliver Wendell Holmes
put it best:

A mind that is stretched by a new experience can never go back to its old dimensions.

In any case, Gary Jennings’ Aztec, which Kshatriya wrote the linked article about touches on what
my life has been like since leaving the dry, dusty snatch of America behind.

Wherever Mixtli travels, fresh young women are available for his sexual entertainment.
Every inn on the road has an adjoining whore-house, just as it has beds, drinks and
breakfast. A lissom whore is always available, served up like a glass of wine or a hearty
meal, an uncomplaining body for men to enjoy. Sickly Anglo repression is utterly absent
from the Aztec world – and with it, misandrist feminism of the odious Anglo variety.

Indeed, the sexual bounty I’ve enjoyed since beginning my travels into Latin America – sexual
conquests I get for free by the way – makes dealing with or even hearing a cackling Anglobitch an
experience that makes me shudder. As an attractive man who is fluent in Spanish, with light hair and
blue eyes, I can’t walk outside without being approached by quality women. This is an experience I
never had in Anglo America, where I was totally ignored by women and had to compete viciously
with other men for attention.

I had some measure of success living this way, if you can call that living, before deciding life was too
short to be treated like that by Anglobitches.

On a recent flight over the Christmas holiday, I met a Mexican girl who
was 7 months away from becoming a doctor. She was VERY into me, and even slept in my arms on
our flight. I got her number but I already have such a thick black book I may never get around to
meeting up with her. That simple human interchange is something I thirsted for, for decades back
home.

I know the Anglobitch doesn’t like runaway slaves from the plantation. And sooner or later, she’ll
have her way and infect this culture I love with her insanity and imperialism. I may not be able to
change the future, but I can enjoy what’s available in a culturally diverse world before the coming
New World Order monoculture destroys the islands of humanity that are left and turns everyone into
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consummate consumers.

There’s a troubling question that results from this experience and a glance at history. How in the hell
did such a normal, natural part of life like sex become such a sacrament – a “blessing” bestowed on
men by women in the minds of millions?

It’s a bizarre situation, really. Sex is everywhere in Anglo culture – on TV, in magazines, online, in
the news, on the magazine stand, the topic of discussion and gossip – but Beta males can’t have any
of it. Fuck that shit. I’m getting my share while the getting is good.
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The Oppression of Male Sexuality Proves We Are Seen as
Slaves by The Anglo-American Matrix
January 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

There’s a reason The Anglo-American Matrix is duplicitous with sex: It creates lots of AFCs (average frustrated chumps) who chase sexual
mirages by buying lots of material crap

It’s no wonder the power structure wants to gut free speech and censor the internet. Pure brilliance is
seeping out of various corners of the information superhighway and the wisdom, flowing like
fountains of truth onto a landscape parched by 50 years of media lies and propaganda is seriously
challenging the saccharine platitudes once accepted as the gospel by the masses.

At this rate, it’s not going to be long before there’s a wage slave and sexless Beta male uprising if
knowledge and truth like this continue to spread.

The coming censorship narrative will play out like a game of whack-a-mole, as the government
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censors one web site that commits thoughtcrimes only to have another one pop up.

In any case, I stumbled across this pearl while perusing the excellent alternative news web site The
Waking Times. A user dubbed “Meter” posted a profound essay about why sexuality is dealt with is
such a duplicitous manner in the West.

I actually noticed many of the same things the author writes about, i.e. the push-pull method in use
when I worked in the media. We would constantly use sex to sell product, but then take a Puritanical
approach to the subject during our newscasts. For example, right before the Noon news one morning,
a soap opera featured scenes that were the equivalent of softcore porn complete with adultery and
fornication right there on the daytime television screen. This was less than 5 minutes before we aired
a judgmental story condemning local Johns who were arrested for the heinous crime of paying up
front for sex (rather than paying later in the frivorce court system, or by having the State bless  and
“legalize” the prostitution by calling it a marriage).

Meter’s comment explaining our Masters’ thinking behind this insanity follows:

The Matrix’s use of push-pull is best seen in its treatment of sexuality.

Always The Matrix is pushing sex through media: images, movies, porn, etc. That’s the
push, getting people worked up. Yet at the same time, it creates extreme judgment and
inhibition of sexuality, in the form of puritanical religions, social taboos, controlling laws,
social requirements, etc. That’s the pull. By both pushing and pulling on such an energetic
aspect of humanity, great frustration is created. This creates a buildup of energy. This
energy is then diverted, or sublimated, into slavery or other benefits to The Matrix, or it
builds up until it is released as violence, which creates fear and benefits the control matrix.

In short, heterosexuality now works like this in Anglo-America: Look, but don’t touch. Touch, but
don’t taste. Taste, don’t swallow. The rules are intentionally set in opposition to create sexual
frustration among the masses of Beta males, which the Great Marketing Machine that The Matrix
runs on can then capitalize on by convincing millions of men (often subconciously since modern
advertising appeals to base emotions in the limbic brain) the key to getting pussy is to buy this fancy
car, these designer clothes, this McMansion, and the other trappings of debt slavery we are selling
you.

But sexuality isn’t all the push-pull method is used for:

In censorship, push-pull is also used. Outrage is created through leaks, through open and
obvious abuse and violence, through unending images of violent and unfair treatment.
(You’re actually mistaken to believe they want all this hidden – they actually often shove it
in your face and want you to see what they’re getting away with.) This outrage creates rage.
Yet then censorship forbids speaking about this rage, forbids it being expressed – the pull.
Again this creates frustration, a buildup of energy, which may then be redirected into
compliance and devotion.

This works largely through fear again, by creating the illusion of powerlessness. By all but
advertising the abuse conducted by wealth and power, and then denying expression of the
outrage through fear and denial of grievances, the will is broken. Once that is accomplished,
a surrender to power occurs; one joins what one can’t beat. That is their goal: to have you
willfully join them.
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Don’t let the purveyors of this insidious and nearly invisible form of mind control have their way
with you.

Thus be careful anywhere you see outrage being produced, and be mindful of knee-jerk
reactions to it. In some ways, the alt media contributes to The Matrix by endlessly
complaining about outrageous things. Yet you’ll notice that despite all the leaks and
revelations reported, very little changes. People simply become addicted to their daily
headlines and videos of systemic abuse. Thus a new normal is established.

The Hegelian Dialectic and Pavlovian conditioning, at work once again.

The last passage is why this outpost for men, The New Modern Man takes a different tone than many
men’s blogs. It endeavors to turn frustration into action through encouraging men to Go Galt and
become minimalists who are empowered by their finances rather than controlled by them like debt
slaves, as well as to forge a new sex life for themselves as slayers of poon rather than complainers
who know they’re being had by women and the system but don’t do anything about it.

That’s not to say these abuses shouldn’t be acknowledged and reported. Yet merely
bringing problems to light, then egoically trying to solve the endless puzzles of them, is not
the same as moving forward. It can in fact be a trap, analogous to the ego always
complaining about its problems and mistreatment, yet never releasing these problems and
moving beyond them, sometimes actually rejecting solutions and holding the problems in
place. We can hear this in the alt media in their tone of victimhood, which always reveals
ego feeling sorry for itself.

The mind tends to choose the known over the unknown, and thus people are very reluctant
to try new ways.

We aren’t victims around here. We are “Mad as Hell” like Howard Beale and not going to take this
shit, anymore.

There you have it, folks. As someone with 15 years experience in the mainstream media as one of its
“pretty faces” I can assure you Meter knows what he’s talking about. This is why I believe television
and mainstream media must be avoided at all costs by the truly awakened, Red Pill man.

You know your leaders only see men as human bar codes when they fuck with one of the most
important keys to male happiness – our sex lives – in this manner.

Now we know what they’re really discussing at any council of state or corporate-government
complex tête-à-tête. How to further control and fuck us over. It looks like we are living in a
dictatorship that uses the scientific method against us, a truly scientific dictatorship for the new
millenium.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Weekend Reading | January 6, 2017
January 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of January 6, 2017.

Manosphere

Why I Prefer Escorts/Prostitutes Over a Real Girlfriend or Friends with Benefits

I’ve said this over a dozen times already, yet too many people are too delusional to analyze
this. Guys, for the last time, no woman out there fucks for free, whether you met her at a
club, bar, the mall, in the streets, etc. and you: had to take her out to eat; waste gas on her,
buy her drinks, buy her gifts or just spend anything on her just so she can go to bed with you
then you just PAID for the pussy. Even like this the sex will never be promised in the end.
But with an escort/hooker on the other hand, it’s the total opposite: not only do you get
straight to the point with them but the sex will always be promised in the end.

Alpha-Beta Communication Modes

Since becoming red pill aware and really beginning to actively observe men and women in
the office, I have found that women come to me specifically for career advice, my expertise,
leadership and my help to make things happen. They don’t complain, they don’t dump their
emotions they don’t ask me how I feel other than to make sure I approve. This defer to
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leadership (as I call it) has been happening more and more recently (either from my
continued awaking to RP or my ability to finally notice)

The Education System Does Nothing to Prepare You for Life

Schools went from being places of learning to places that taught students to be reliant on
others and indoctrinated pawns of the state. Free thinking and independence was replaced
by indoctrination and group think. An even greater lie was that college provides you with a
good living and has a good ROI, when the opposite is true. And I’m not just talking about
women’s studies majors but majors across all fields even many STEM majors.

California Law SB-1322 Legalizes Child Prostitution, Criminalizes Being Poor

In actuality, California’s new pedophile-friendly bill does not specifically legalize child
prostitution—it merely takes away virtually all of the criminal penalties that a consenting
minor child under the age of 18, and a consenting adult over the age of 18, might incur for
engaging in the practice. And as the progressive California lawmakers no doubt want you to
believe, that is a very, very great distinction there, my friends—yes indeed.
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News

Delingpole: Rules for Righties

The liberal-left loves to portray us as the bad guys. But that’s just projection. From Mao’s
China to Stalin’s Soviet Union, from Cuba to North Korea, history is littered with the
wreckage of failed left wing schemes to make the world a better, fairer place. As the great,
now sadly-retired Thomas Sowell says, “Socialism in general has a record of failure so
blatant that only an intellectual could ignore or evade it.”

White Man Beaten By Racist Mob, Forced to Say “Fuck White People” and “Fuck
Donald Trump”

A shocking video shows a white man bound, gagged and bloody as a gang of racist black
thugs force him to say “f**k Donald Trump” and “f**k white people”.

Record 95,000,000 Americas Not in Labor Force

Barack Obama’s presidency began with a record number of Americans not in the labor
force, and it’s ending the same way. The final jobs report of the Obama presidency, released
Friday, shows that the number of Americans not in the labor force has increased by
14,573,000 (18.09 percent) since January 2009, when Obama took office, continuing a long-
term trend that began well before Obama was sworn in.

Big List of Leaders Calling for US to Defund UN

In response to the U.N.’s recent resolution condemning Israel, a major effort is under way to
urge the U.S. to withdraw its funding of the global body, with some critics even calling for
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complete withdrawal and the expulsion of U.N. headquarters from American soil. It would
clearly be a major blow to the U.N., as more than 22 percent of its budget comes from the
U.S.

Book of the Week

Written in A to Z format and printed on guaranteed un-recycled paper made
from the pulp of a thousand rare hardwood trees using nothing but the purest cruel-harvested baby
squid ink, ,The Little Green Book of Eco-Fascism is your pocket guide to everything that’s wrong,
funny, and downright crazy about the green movement.

One Amazon Review says: “Funny, informative, irreverent. Keeps bringing up empiricism and that
mysterious “scientific method”. Oh, hockey sticks! you say.

One of the first things that jumped out at me was “B” Big Green. As of 2005 there were 26,000
environmental groups in the U.S. alone. The environmental movement is raking in just under a
trillion worldwide. That makes Environmentalism a big business. Peer reviewed papers? Back in the
last century the editor of Nature warned that institutions would be bullied into agendas like the ozone
hole, etc.

But, a man convinced against his will is of the same opinion still.

What is telling is the fanaticism behind the movement. ‘Deniers’ can laugh and joke, make
convincing arguments and in the end go home happy. I don’t see any ‘deniers’ get bug eyed while
spit-shouting the party line like an Al Gore. True Believers will target guys like James, shout down,
slander, mock and more. Walking into a ‘discussion’ is like walking into a room of poo-throwing
monkeys. It is easy to see that from their point of view animals are superior to mankind. Polar Bears
figure prominently into this mythology and is used with great humor in the chapter introductions.

All in all, if environmentalists weren’t so priggishly self righteous they wouldn’t be so much fun to
tease.”

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Feminists Want Equality, Let’s Give Them Equality: End the
Female Free Ride
January 7, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Anglo female’s life of empty consumerism is statistically unsupportable without the labor and tax dollars of the Beta males she hates

If we are to live in the truly “equal” world feminists and leftists claim will bring about Utopia on
Earth, the time has come to end the Female Free Ride through life.

Women have been protected against failure in life for thousands of generations. It seems not only is a
golden vagina nature’s credit card, it also comes with an insurance policy that protects them from the
consequences of terrible financial and life decisions. The men they’ve discarded who are footing the
bill are tired of picking up the tab.

The time has come for women to finally live up to the YouGoGrrl™, Strong, Independent Woman™
and Don’t Need a Man™ mantras. They’ve been slackers for too long, spending too much while
earning too little and receiving far more government benefits than they pay in. Even in this
Empowered™ Age, women receive an inordinate amount of resources for the amount of work they
put in to society. In fact, according to some estimates over the course of their materialistic lives they
statistically spend some 90% more than they earn!

Of course, forcing women to carry their own weight only means more leisure time poolside for men
since we are natural minimalists. It doesn’t take much for a man to live on.
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Never enough shoes – just one way women are responsible for trillions in wasteful spending and environmental destruction annually

The Free Ride

All things being equal, according to some interesting statistics men could work half the number of
hours they work now and live happier lives of minimalism while letting women pick up the slack to
support their own cult of materialism and exorbitant medical expenditures. There can be no gender
equality if men are doing all the heavy lifting for a consumer economy in which women make up
80% of purchasing decisions. (Those stats come straight from Harvard University.)

Those statistics alone prove Anglo women get a free, coddled ride through life and they never have to
face the harsh realities men do when it comes to resource allocation and the threat of living under a
bridge for irresponsibility. (The vast majority of homeless people are men.) Here’s some excellent
research from Real Sexism to prove just how good women have it. These numbers show the U.S.
government as it exists now is nothing more than an agent of wealth redistribution – forcibly
extracting money from the men women supposedly “don’t need” to buy female favor.

Men pay 3/4 of income taxes
Women consume 2/3 of public spending
There are 3 times the amount of health services for women than men

Larger healthcare expenditures might be understandable in a society in which women actually
reproduced in numbers sufficient to sustain the population, but since more whites are now dying than
being born it seems women’s health care is more about medical entertainment and feeding the beast
(i.e. the infinite growth economy) than it is any actual healthcare issues.

They also receive an overwhelming amount of government largesse paid for by Beta male taxpayers.

Men earn nearly 62% of all income
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Men only account for 20% of domestic spending
Women make 38% of all income
Women control 80% of all domestic spending
Therefore, women spend over 90% more than they earn on average

These numbers present one of the most promising possibilities of male liberation when one realizes
the potential ending the Female Free Ride represents. In the Utopian world of Equality, women need
to spend no more than they contribute to society.

Free men from indentured servitude and let us return to lives of freedom

Stop Male Enslavement

We’ve all heard the story. Girl uses her predatory instincts to get some poor (but well-paid) Beta to
get her pregnant. She has children, kicks the Beta to the curb, calls Mr. Alpha Fucks and her lawyer,
and receives an 18-year annuity from Big Daddy Government.

The hapless Beta then has his child (or children) forcibly taken from him by the State and he is
literally enslaved under threat of imprisonment to pay this annuity (otherwise known as child
support) even though mommy dearest is never held accountable to show the money is actually being
spent on said child.

In many cases, the Beta can now be enslaved even if the kid is demonstrably NOT his after DNA
testing, as in one injustice meted out in the Colorado court system:

Even though a DNA test has revealed the daughter is not his, Atkins is still on the hook. His
child support payment is a whopping $730 a month, and he has to pay or go to jail only
because his name is on the birth certificate. He cannot be taken off the birth certificate
without the real father signing it. Making this story even worse, the genetic father of the
child, a Mr. Lonnquist, refuses to sign the birth certificate for his own daughter so Atkins
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can be released from child support responsibility. And, the man who won’t claim
responsibility for his own daughter is the man mom, Lori, wants to spend her life with.

Outrageous cases like this one are far from unusual in the injustice system. The family court system
legal book, extensively expanded and rewritten by lawyers to make other people’s miseries more
profitable for them needs to be tossed onto a big old fire. A new beginning is desperately needed
when it comes to family law, and Shakespeare’s advice to kill all the lawyers seems wiser now than
ever.

Win every time with the frivorce court lottery, if you’re a female

Stop The Frivorce Court Lottery

Rich men must be the stupidest men when it comes to dealing with women.

That includes rich “Alpha” type CEOs and actors who regularly allow themselves to be filched by
gold diggers. Whether it be worn out, battleaxe women asking for $400,000 a month for the rest of
their lives as in the case of the Cancer Centers of America CEO’s divorce, or a flooze receiving a
multi-million dollar divorce settlement as in the case of Johnny Depp’s divorce, women regularly
receive huge payouts in court for disposing of ex lovers in a manner that would make a Black Widow
spider proud (Female Black Widows kill then eat the male spider after mating with him).

A Strong, Independent Woman™ should not need to rely on laws that were written for times when
women were considered helpless and hopeless after a divorce. Alimony and other forced wealth
transfers must stop. Otherwise, women are being totally hypocritical when they say they Don’t Need
a Man™ then proceed to clean him out in exchange renting him a vagina for a few years. (As I’ve
repeatedly stated on my blog, marriage is most often just legalized prostitution!)
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Along with living a life with cats rather than nasty human children, feminists carrying their own weight will help us reach the socialist
Utopia

Empowered At Last

By stopping government subsidies to women (paid for by men) and forced wealth transfers from
earners to predators (males to females in the legal system) women can finally show us just how great
they are when they carry the weight of their own materialism, costs of their own medical
entertainment, cost of supporting their own offspring when they kick loving fathers out of their lives,
and the costs of their own empty lives returning to the cock carousel after disposing of a provider
male in a divorce.

As an added bonus, there’s a lot of slack to be made up in the workaday world, ladies.

Men spend an average 8.14 hours on the job
Women spend an average 7.75 hours on the job
Men often go for higher pay rather than jobs they enjoy
Women often trade higher pay for jobs they’re happier with
Men take on dangerous and demanding jobs women don’t want that pay well
Women miss work more often than men

Feminists will have to pick themselves up by the bootstraps and change the above statistics. We
especially need to see women going into jobs as truck drivers, construction laborers, electrical
workers, garbage collectors, loggers, and other blue collar work because to leave those jobs to men is
sexist. What…do you think just because we are men we deserve to do grunt work while you ladies
take all the glory?

These changes to our operating agreement will finally balance the scales that were tilted when
feminism shifted women to having all rights and privileges but no responsibilities in society. So, I’ve
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told you how to end the Female Free Ride through life. Now, will the YouGoGrrls step up to the plate
and show us just how manly you really are?

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Eye Candy of the Week | January 8, 2016
January 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Turkish bombshell Natalie Avci makes an appearance on our pages this week, with her exotic looks
and smoldering gaze. Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for January 8, 2016.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Comment of the Week | January 8, 2016
January 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We will slip a $5 in your pocket when you win our Comment of the Week competition

Comment of the Week | $5 Cash Winner

Commenter Corey wins Comment of the Week and gets $5, enough to have a beer on us with with
his take on the coming revolution. In response to The Oppression of Male Sexuality Proves We Are
Seen as Slaves by The Anglo-American Matrix, he commented:

“At this rate, it’s not going to be long before there’s a wage slave and sexless Beta male
uprising if knowledge and truth like this continue to spread.”

Add to the fact that technology is now replacing many jobs and you have a cocktail for a
revolution. Even if just 10% of men wake the fuck up and say enough is enough, they will
number in the millions, enough to defy the system and the elites.

The manosphere is predicated on waking up as many men as possible to their bondage. This blog
takes things a step further and not only endeavors to awaken men, but to help them come up with an
action plan to take their lives back. Only 1/3 of men participated in the American Revolution, but it
was ultimately enough to change the world. Even with 2/3 of the populace either neutral or against
leaving the Crown, once an idea reaches critical mass there is no stopping it. Let’s keep pushing until
we reach critical mass in our effort to liberate men from the Anglobitch plantation.

Comment to Win!

Each week we pick a Comment of the Week winner. You can help support our publishing by using
any of the means linked below.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Why Fathers Are Enemies of the State
January 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Men having roles as stewards of women and family lead to stable societies, but stable societies are not as profitable as broken down ones

As a man, and particularly a father, you are an enemy of the forming world state. Why is that?
Because your loving guidance of a wife and children stand as barriers to the state indoctrinating them
to become gender confused, materialistic pods ripe for the picking by the corporate-government
complex.

In other words, the state says: Fuck your masculine common sense and responsible stewardship of
women and children. I’ll do what I want with the next generation and make you pay for it. And I’ll
even make you look like the cuck I’ve turned you into on TV and in the newspapers.

Under the Old World Order, men were charged with the responsibility of
loving, supporting, and raising responsible members of society. They were also charged with
directing the lives of their often overly emotional (and illogical, short-sighted and fickle) wives in a
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positive direction.

The institution of the welfare state and child support indentured servitude changed all that as the state
cucked men and fathers by using the force of their own tax dollars against them.

Not surprisingly, the state is proving to be an inept leader of human families because the concept and
importance of fatherly love and guidance means much more than simply a bureaucracy providing
Government Check Dads via the Draconian child support system. Since feminism, women have
proven they are not capable of leading responsible lives without male guidance, and our children are
paying the price. Their ideology has led to:

Hostile relations between the sexes, in a society in which men and women compete with and
can’t stand each other rather than getting along.
Demographic suicide for whites via sub-replacement level fertility, i.e. more whites are now
dying than being born.
A sharp rise in childhood delinquency since single mommery became the norm.
A total takeover of the minds of the nation’s youth due to unchecked propaganda from the state
“education” complex and the corrupt media as absentee moms chase the gilded fantasies of the
Career Girl lifestyle, and dads are reduced to gelded check writers.
Women depending on the state to finance their lives rather than a husband, as 2/3 of public
spending benefits women even though men pay 3/4 of income taxes. (The Alpha Fucks, Beta
Bucks concept makes yet another appearance.)
Women spending like drunken sailors in the economy, in which they are responsible for 80% of
spending while duplicitously complaining about environmental destruction – brought on by
their materialistic lives.
A rise in the number of women whose lives have been totally destroyed by drugs, sex, and rock
‘n roll.
A coming bubble of aging spinsters who need will even more government largesse as they age,
for they will have no husbands or children (other than fluffy cats) to assist them in old age.

These problems and others could be solved by giving males a seat at head of the table of the human
family, rather than regressing into a less civilized society we now see unfolding before us – a society
Oxford anthropologist J.D. Unwin warned feminism would bring. If only the narrative that men and
women need each other could gain traction in the minds of the sheeple, entering the all-important
Overton Window perhaps we could begin to reverse the results of the tragedy brought on by 50 years
of man-hating.
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The government functions as a mafia, only a much less efficient one than a real mafia

Big Daddy Government, a Legal Mafia

As alluded to earlier, what should really make the Red Pill man’s blood boil about this situation is
this fact: Big Daddy Government literally uses the equivalent of mafia force to rob men of their
productivity, and uses this stolen productivity to replace male provider roles in society. Make
mistake, the institution of the welfare state is the single biggest act of cuckoldry in the history of
mankind.

Without the welfare state, women would need men again. Women could not simply avail themselves
of the benefits of male utility and productivity without having to give something back to men in
return. The government extracting male utility and productivity by force while legally (figuratively)
castrating men is an abomination.

But, there’s a reason men were cuckolded by their own
government. The good guy’s objectives for society and the objectives of a tyrannical, profit and
revenue obsessed monster (i.e. the corporate-government complex) stand in direct opposition to each
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other. Men want healthy families, loving and productive wives, and peaceful, stable communities for
them to live in. The corporate-government complex wants constant problems it can “fix” by either
selling “solutions” to people or creating government grants to “wage war” on problems. Broken down
families, degenerate women who can’t live without Uncle Sugar, and communities that need lots of
“fixing” are what it desires.

Men and fathers with roles in society beyond sperm donor and wage slave fuck all that up.

It’s the profit motive gone awry. Rather than fixing real problems, the system now creates problems
for itself to solve. But it never really solves anything, it just moves more money around. This insanity
looks good on paper for it drives the GDP higher and higher, but a higher GDP in modern America
really just represents a society that is completely sold out – one that exists with a high level of social
degradation. There is no free lunch.

The corporate-government complex needs to create constant problems with people’s lives in order to
produce profit. We see this time and time again with CEOs turning normal human behaviors into
“illnesses” that need to be treated with endless pills. We see it with the global warming racket
providing a pretext for the government to tax the air we breathe. We see it with the state passing
endless laws and creating bureaucracy to forcefully extract even more money from its slaves through
endless paperwork, fees, and fines.

Having men at the center of the family would put a stop to this racket, because after a generation or
so we would see white picket fence communities growing rather than third world-type slums. We
would see happy and healthy women and children again. There would be no “problems” for the
government to solve. This is why your government hates you. As a man with traditional authority
over women and children, you stand in the way of the government and its corporate paymasters using
them as profit machines.

And these bastards have the audacity to call this progress. But what are we progressing towards?

A situation like this cannot stand indefinitely. All it takes is enough men to realize the government is
cucking them – financing the Alpha Fucks, irresponsible lifestyles of modern women with Beta
Bucks tax dollars – and the playing table will be overturned. Feminists cannot stand men who take a
stand against this system, but the only alternative is to continue to live like slaves.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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See With The Masculine Eyes Of Janus
January 10, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

In ancient Roman religion and myth, Janus is the god of beginnings, gates, transitions, time, doorways, passages, and endings

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

People today think the old gods are dead.  The weakling male prances around and fancies himself so
sophisticated, so progressive.  He panders to women, to children, to every fucking thing.

Why?

Because long ago he lost the ability to think and act for himself.  He bows down
prostrate before the wretched witch Equality and pays his penance while she drains his blood.  On the
altar of tolerance he happily lays down his will to power so that he may virtue signal amidst the
bloated mass of androgynes. In hopes that he too may be accepted among the borg.
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As the filthy whore lady liberty spreads her legs to his enemies, the weakling smiles and keeps his
head low.  He’d better keep that faggot mouth shut.  He would never dare offend his muliebral
masters now.

The modern female whore still serves up her children to the outstretched arms of Moloch.  She burns
away her fertility and her unborn in the Baal fire.

Indeed the gods are not dead.  They devour more blood and more flesh than ever.

They have just changed their masks.  In fact witchcraft is alive and well today.  Feminism is largely a
modern form of witchcraft and every slobbering skank, every unashamed harlot is just a modern
witch cast under a spell.  The dreamy portal showing her infantile mind how pretty and special a
perverse life is.  A life which destroys her family and her womb.  When the portal becomes a mirror
later on she ultimately sees the ghastly horror of an old and bitter hag about to die.

The spell was cast on you my dear.

The worst types are those who say they are atheists.  For these are the most deluded and the most
easily manipulated by the new(old) gods.

The ruins of Ancient Rome still stand as testimony to its once greatness

Masculinity And Dead Gods

Ancient Rome was a grand civilization which straddled the world.  There were many gods worshiped
within their pantheon.  A culture where men were expected to act and behave like men.  Their gods,
likewise reflected that bright light back down and into their hearts.

Janus was one such god.

His worship dates back to Romulus himself even before the founding of that great city.  Janus is
associated with doorways and he was regarded as the god of all beginnings.  Whose name was
spoken before any other gods in liturgies.  It is important for the modern man to understand just who
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this god is.

In fact the beginning of the day, month and year were sacred to him.  The month of January is named
after him.

Janus was depicted as a god with two faces.  He represents the masculine principle.  The beginning of
all things who is both looking to the past and also to the future.  He is the force at the beginning of all
time as the guardian of the gates of heaven.

He presides over all beginnings and even the gods themselves.

Only a solar god can be the god of time and change.  A man who is self actualized is like the god
Janus.

For he is the bright star that all other bodies revolve around.

With his eyes always looking to the past so that he may learn and grow from it.  He does not back and
feel regret or sorrow.  All things happened as they did and he must learn.  So also does his other face
stay looking forward.

To the future and the vast unknown towering at the doorstep.

To the road ahead, the trials that await and the glory……the shining jewels and endless treasure that
come from a man who is constantly moving, changing and evolving.

Resurrect the warrior spirit in your heart

Resurrect Janus In Your Heart

The modern world pretends it has laid to rest all the old gods.  You must never follow the path of the
filthy masses.

What does a god care for ants?

As the profane, cosmopolitan world descends into chaos and destruction, remember the old gods.
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Remember the masculine eyes of Janus and the beginnings of all things. 
It is this beginning which you must come to understand.  For it’s secrets lay hidden in plain sight.

I tell you this.  The beginning of all things, of civilization, of true progress and upward striving is
very simple.

It is a motherfucking MAN.  A man’s vision and will to achieve it.

It was men like Romulus and Remus, raised by a wolf who founded Rome.  It was men who raised up
her forums, her coliseums, her aqueducts and roads from the stones of the earth.  Forming perhaps the
greatest civilization the world has ever seen.

It has always been MEN.  It always will be.

Men whose vivid dreams and otherworldly longings moved them to unfathomable greatness.

Gaze with open disgust and contempt at the decrepit hordes of imbeciles who all live by the
bounty and benevolence of men.

Janus is the god inside your own heart moving you forward to change.  Pushing you out of your
comfort zone and into the great unknown.  He is the wise god who learns from the past and does not
repeat it.  Always moving.  Always changing.

From glory to glory he soars higher and higher. 

Janus is the god welcoming you towards a new life of boundless freedom.  Where terrifying dangers
lurk and a bright solar light calls out from the stars, beaming down into you.  Revitalizing your soul.

Never forget him.

The god to resurrect within you that spirit which strives ever forward and upward.  To be revolted at
the weak and unwilling, turned rotten in stagnation.

See the world with the masculine eyes of Janus.  See everything in life as a test which pushes
you to new beginnings.

Leave the pigs in their fucking pig sty while you ascend to heights undreamed of.  Squash the ants
without a thought.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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That Shit You Own Isn’t Making You Happy
January 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Nothing you can buy will make you happy, except life experiences

Ever bought something only to later realize having it didn’t make you as happy as you thought it
would? Beyond a case of buyer’s remorse, there is a deeper realization to be gleaned from an
experience like this once a man deprograms his mind from its indoctrination into a cult of
materialism and stops chasing materialistic fantasies. Fantasies that what we own makes us better
human beings and will bring us happiness are put into our minds by decades of mainstream media
manipulation and edumacation system indoctrination.

There’s nothing farther from the truth. Psychological research is beginning to prove just what a farce
the consumer economy is when it comes to actually making people happy.

First of all, possessions are a prison of their own. The things we buy are
effectively paid for by lost experiences. Which will you remember most on your deathbed? A $2,000
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flat panel TV or a $2,000 vacation to an exotic island where you banged twenty-something ass the
entire time?

The things we own also own us back as they consume time, energy and even more money as we keep
them up, maintain them, and buy larger homes to fit them inside of. Then there are the endless
“upgrades” that also consume our money and our lives.

One of the best ways to see how much of our lives stuff is consuming is to look at all the things piled
up in our homes. One of the best ways to do this is either to clean out the closet, or even better – to
move. I moved several times during my career in the media (before I fled that industry in disgust to
create this blog) and I can’t tell you what an eye-opener that experience was.

I had closets, boxes, and storage filled with material things. I wondered why I even bought many of
those items as I began going through all that stuff, and I began to think to myself: Man, I would really
like to have all the money I spent on this stuff back! I don’t need these things, but I do need the
money!

I had to give away, sell (at a fraction of the cost I originally paid) or trash
things that cumulatively cost me thousands of dollars when I bought them at retail in order to make
everything fit into the moving truck. I slowly started to realize what a waste of money and effectively
my life buying things really was, and over time realized the ingeniousness of the minimalist
philosophy.

One of the realizations that comes with living the minimalist philosophy is that money buys freedom.
And a man has a lot of freedom if he’s not chasing materialistic fantasies and instead uses his income
as a wealth-building tool (i.e. saving and investing) and as a vehicle to have lots of interesting life
experiences.

Adopting minimalism is one of the most powerful ways men can both take control of their lives and
push back against a system that benefits from exploiting masculine utility. Living minimalistically is
also an extension of the Going Galt philosophy.

Another important realization is for men to learn to make the distinction between intrinsic and
extrinsic goals. Most people chase extrinsic goals by default, without even realizing what they’re
doing.
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Chasing extrinsic goals is like chasing the figurative carrot on a stick

Intrinsic and Extrinsic Goals

We are told, nay commanded to pursue extrinsic goals our entire lives. It’s as if social engineers
know chasing them will drive infinite spending but will never deliver the contentment people seek in
their lives. Buying things only brings fleeting pleasure, unlike setting other goals in life.

The key is realizing the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic happiness. What is the difference
between these two kinds of happiness? Psychologist Tim Kasser, known for his work on materialism
and well-being told interviewers:

We make a distinction between two different kinds of goals or values people might pursue
in life. Intrinsic goals and extrinsic goals. So extrinsic goals are extrinsic in that they’re
goals focused on something external to you. They’re focused on rewards, they’re focused on
praise, and they’re focused on getting stuff.

Kasser’s research focused on extrinsic goals like:

Money – financial and material success
Image – looking good, having the right appearance and a good-looking Fakebook life
Status – social status and popularity

None of the above goals brought the subjects of the study lasting happiness, even though the
consumer culture we are stewed and basted in from birth tells us these things are what matters and are
what will make us happy, competent adults. Myths like these keep men and women toiling away on
the hedonic treadmill while true happiness evades them. Extrinsic goals like these stand in direct
opposition to intrinsic goals. Kasser continues:

Intrinsic goals are inherently satisfying in and of themselves, because they have to do with
intrinsic psychological needs all people have.
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So what are the intrinsic goals Kasser studied? They include:

Personal growth – trying to be who we really are
Relationships – having close and connected relationships with friends and family
Community feeling – a desire to help and make the world a better place

Here’s the conundrum.

We found that extrinsic goals are on the complete opposite side of value systems compared
to intrinsic goals. They’re in opposition with each other. People who were more oriented
towards money, image and status were reporting less satisfaction with their lives. They were
more depressed, more anxious, and we found they felt less vital and less energized in their
day to day life.

So, scientific evidence is mounting that being slaves to consumerism isn’t helping us as men as much
as it is helping the corporate-government complex make fortunes off our backs. The consumer
economy is a textbook example of the carrot and stick analogy. Kasser’s conclusion is that intrinsic
goals are where it’s at when it comes to happiness.

Intrinsically oriented people were more happy. They reported more vitality, less depression
and less anxiety.

The truth couldn’t be plainer than that. And I can testify to the veracity of Kasser’s claims as I have
lived the transformation from consummate Beta male consumer in my 20s to minimalistic, laid back
ZFG Sigma male in my 30s.

The key was realizing nothing I own was making me happy beyond my basic needs. I also realized
some of the wealthiest people I knew were also some of the most miserable and conniving people I
ever met. It may be that men like me will always be in the minority, but I can assure you I’m a happy
motherfucker since throwing off the shackles of materialism.

There’s no doubt this wisdom could also help millions of other men.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Thank You, Miss Anglobitch
January 12, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This fool suffered ungladly decades of treachery, but now I’m onto your game

I’d like to take the time to write a short thank you note to all the Anglobitches out there. The ones
who used and abused me from adolescence through the first half of my life. The ones who treated me
as an expendable meal ticket even while I gave them my best. The ones who cheated on me, dumped
me, and exploited my utility value.

Without you, I would have never been at my current station in life – living on a tropical island and on
the verge of touring, photographing, and writing about life in various parts of the world.

On the verge of realizing what it’s like to enjoy true freedom from you and the web of social control
you’ve spun around most men in Anglo America. You might have taken half my life away from me,
but I’ll be damned if you’ll get the second half.

There was always a terrible feeling gnawing at me in the back of my mind, that somehow there just
wasn’t something right, that somehow life must be better than the terrible deal you gave me.
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And I was right. I’ve found it. All it took was courage and a few plane
tickets to become a truly multicultural man of the world, not the ersatz version liberals and feminists
claim to be.

Learning to speak Spanish fluently was the single most important skill I developed in my entire life.
The events of my life turned towards the better once I polished my language skills and began to delve
into a new cultural experience. Thank God I discovered a place in the world where women are totally
the opposite of what you deem as normal.

You see, I was one of those men you threw away. One of those from the wrong social caste and
without enough Beta Bucks for you to consider me worth a short pump and dump, and unworthy of
children and a family. Until now, once I gained a measure of financial success your blinders opened
and I became visible. But now it’s too late. This dog got kicked around one too many times.

Sure, I had some measure of success bedding Anglo women, but without the misery that resulted
from my dealings with you I would have never had the motivation to learn pick-up artistry and watch
my notch count soar from a respectable 30 in a law of the jungle sexual market to well over 100 in
only a few short years.

I would have never had the motivation to leave the control matrix you’ve imprisoned many millions
of men with via the power of Big Daddy Government.

Thanks to you, I was forced to rearrange my entire life to escape you. But I’ve
done just that, and that decision is reaping incredible rewards. I have a feminine, old-school woman
in Latin America offering me more from life than you ever could. I have financial freedom I never
would have realized had I accepted the high price you command for the subpar companionship you
offer.
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And you know what? I am more motivated than ever to show other men how to escape the plantation
you’ve created for us. I am more motivated than ever to show other men the way out of the dark cage
you’ve placed us in through endless manipulation, dissimulation and victim role-playing.

I was mad, but now I’m glad.

If you had never used and abused so many millions of men just like me you might have gotten away
with the ruse. But now, the word is out and your fortunes are fading fast. Men are running for the
door to get away from the toil required to power your selfish, barren, materialistic fantasies. We are
either Men Going Our Own Way or Going Galt or both.

Either way, the utility value you took for granted is now in jeopardy of disappearing forever. I know
after 15 years in and out of Latin America I will never again see the culture you’ve made men suffer
for so long as normal. The push back has begun, for in nature every action has an equal and opposite
reaction.

So again, thank you for all the misery. I would have never been the happy man I am today without it.
And I have nothing but vinegary truth and inspiring tales from a Happier Abroad life to write about.

The best part of it all? I have absolutely no guilt or remorse for treating you as a recreational activity,
because I spent half a life living the “good guy” way only to be figuratively kicked in the teeth for my
effort. Now I’m living the “bad boy” lifestyle and have never been happier.

In summary, thanks for the memories. Now you can go straight to hell with your cats, and I will stay
here in paradise. By the way, take the bills for your materialistic, exorbitant lifestyle with you when
you go.
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Donald Trump Exposes The Deep State with Sting – and Bitch
Slaps CNN
January 13, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Trump’s first press conference as President-elect contained some fireworks

In a brilliant move proving he is more than adept at running the ship of state while simultaneously
exposing traitorous scum, Donald Trump conducted a sting which revealed multiple leaks from the
national security apparatus.

Reporter Frieda Powers explains:

In a sting operation, Trump set up a secret briefing to trap intelligence officials whom he
felt were behind the leaks that leveled unproven and vulgar allegations against him.

The allegations involved a faux sex scandal involving Russian prostitutes and golden showers, which
Trump later laughed off saying he’s a germophobe. A Trump-hating press readily lapped up and ran
with the false allegations. Even Senator John McShame was snared in the sting. The New York Post
reported:

Sen. John McCain admitted Wednesday that he gave the FBI a dossier detailing claims of a
Russian blackmail plot against President-elect Donald Trump.

The success of his sting operation confirms the government is infested with members of the Deep
State – the globalists who really run the world from behind the scenes. Trump’s move is the first, but
surely not the last to try and flush out some of the poison seeping out from these apparatchiks.

Here’s the textbook definition of the Deep State. These are the people who seek “unwarranted
influence, whether sought or unsought…” that Eisenhower warned about in his 1961 speech about the
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military-industrial complex.

Writers, journalists, political scientists and political activists in the United States have for
decades expressed concerns about the existence of a deep state or state within a state, which
they suspect secretly controls public policy, regardless of which political party controls the
country’s democratic institutions.

In essence, the Deep State is a secret government whose aims are to nullify and subvert the Will of
the People in favor of the corporate-government complex by any means necessary. These are some
dirty sons of bitches, that regularly do everything from routine smear jobs to character assassinations
on public officials if they don’t get what they want.

Trump told reporters at a press conference:

I think it’s pretty sad when intelligence reports get leaked out to the press. First of all, it’s
illegal. These are classified and certified meetings and reports. I’ll tell you what does
happen. I have many meetings with intelligence. And every time I meet, people are reading
about it. Somebody’s leaking them out.

Up until the election of Trump, it seems Ron Paul’s synopsis of the how much influence the Deep
State apparatus has over the remnants of our republic  held water:

The elections don’t matter. This is a ritual that we go through… My belief is that the control
is the Deep State, and people have to realize that.

As The Waking Times recently reported in an astute writeup on the very people Trump is exposing as
the source for “leaks” in service of continuing The Hegelian Dialectic:

For those of us truly seeking positive change in a world where government is completely
unaccountable to the people who fund it, there’s simply no way to ignore the relevance of
exposing the Deep State.

Indeed, it usually matters very little who has the reigns of power. But Trump seems to be challenging
that wisdom.

These are diabolical times we live in. The situation we find ourselves in is a direct result of moneyed
power corrupting and subverting democracy, just as Oswald Spengler predicted would happen in
Decline of the West a century ago. Have things ever been any different? Will Trump be successful in
flushing them out before they get him? Only time will tell.
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The President-elect smacked down the disgraced, Communist news organization CNN at his press conference

CNN Gets Smacked Down

One of the best moments of the press conference came when Trump smacked down CNN’s globalist,
Superior Virtue of the Oppressed mouthpiece Jim Acosta, and turned CNN’s “fake news” narrative
on its ear. As Acosta attempted to interrupt both the President-elect and another reporter, he was
scolded by Trump:

Your organization is terrible.

Bwahaha. Acosta soldiered on like a good little fellow traveler:

You’re attacking us, can you give us a question?

And then Trump dropped the bomb:

Don’t be rude. No, I’m not going to give you a question. You are fake news.

CNN – obviously, firmly in the hands of the globalist elite – is nothing more than a public relations
agency for a maniacal group of Deep State operatives (like the “leakers” revealed above) who will
pull any dirty trick they can to see Trump’s administration fail. The American people be damned,
CNN’s band of presstitutes will commit suicide if it has to playing PR agents for the elite power
structure.

Their actions against Trump come in stark contrast to the slobbering love affair the Marxist media
had with Obama, even as he goes out of office in disgrace, having destroyed the entire Democratic
party. The Democrats have lost more than 1,000 seats in public offices under The Messiah.

Both the press and the Democratic party have lost the hearts and minds of middle America as they
grasp at the levers of totalitarian control.

At least now, Trump is revealing some of the lowlifes in high places.
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Weekend Reading | January 13, 2016
January 13, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of January 13, 2017.

Manosphere

The Elites Have No Idea What’s Coming

You have all felt the change in the air, no doubt. The stuffiness, the tension, the leaden heat
that only comes before a major storm. Birds land and ruffle up their feathers, animals scurry
and hide, and the media amps its  venom-spitting to record volumes. However, if you look
closely, you will notice that it is only the rank-and-file panicking. Their owners continue to
act like nothing is happening. There are reasons for that, and in this article I will try to cover
most of them.

A White Hot Fire Rises

There are signs of volcanic life surfacing in long dormant White America. A White hot fire
rises. Recently, I saw once such sign, a very small sign, but magnificently portentous
because it was an act of pro-White rebellion committed deep in the heart of a decadent anti-
White shitlibopolis; the nature of the act was one that I had not encountered before in the
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wilds of any SWPLville.

Ancient Blood Calls Out With Endless Streams of Tears

Come with me now.  I’ll tell you a story.  Just one because my time is very important. At
any moment the Reaper may come and claim me.  I was along the river you know.  Lost
down deep within a jungle.  In this jungle there were many things.  Lights and people and
civilized things.  I was lost, so lost. All that I could see must have been an illusion.  When I
spoke no one could hear.  Eyes so dead and lifeless.  Yet they walk and live.  So shallow!

The #BLMKidnapping Atrocity

If you’re at all plugged in to social media, by this point you’ve heard all about the Chicago
Four; the hashtag #BLMKidnapping exploded yesterday evening, along with video of this
sadistic event.  If you aren’t, I’ll provide a brief recap – but keep in mind I’m not a
newshound, and this early in the cycle there are likely to be misreported facts and
inconsistencies.  While these do not affect the overall picture, I include this caveat for future
readers, for whom some of the facts may have changed.
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News

Fake News, Fake Media, Fake History, Fake Truth

Much, if not most, of what America’s “mainstream media” report today as news is either
misleading or flat-out false. Yet, ironically, our nation’s elite journalists are up in arms over
an apparently new threat they call “fake news.” And what is “fake news”? That turns out to
be a more profound and revealing question than you might think.

New World Order Pushing Cashless Agenda in India and Around the World

The cashless agenda has taken a giant leap forward worldwide in the last 2 months, mainly
due to Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Modi took the bold, detested and despised
step of banning the 2 highest denomination notes in India (the 500 and 1000 rupee notes,
worth around US$7.50 and $15 respectively). This wiped out around 80% of the value of
circulating cash widely used by many segments of society for trade. His reason was to cut
down on the black money circulating in India upon which tax is not paid. However, from
the broader perspective of the worldwide New World Order (NWO) conspiracy, converting
the entire world economy to solely digital transactions is not just about extracting more tax
revenue from the ruled populations; it’s about knowledge and power.

Assange Proves He’s a True Hero: Will Face Jail in US for Obama to Free Chelsea
Manning

Just hours after NSA Whistleblower Edward Snowden urged President Obama to “save
[Chelsea Manning’s] life by granting her clemency,” Wikileaks’ founder Julian Assange
says he will agree to be extradited to the United States if the president grants clemency to
the former US soldier Chelsea Manning, who is currently serving a 35-year sentence for
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leaking documents.

Mom Becomes Outlaw to Save Daughter’s Life With Cannabis – Now She Can
Walk Again

The remarkable transition toward cannabis freedom is a truly great moment in U.S. history.
As more lawmakers on Capitol Hill join the fight to defeat federal prohibition, more states
are recognizing the benefits of cannabis decriminalization, but there remains wide disparity.

Book of the Week

In the West, politicians and journalists of all stripes have referred to Russian President Vladimir
Putin as a “thug”, a “tyrant”, a “murderer”, a “Communist”, a “Nazi”, the next “Hitler” and more. But
amongst the Russian people, his popularity rating has reached levels as high as 85%. There is even a
very popular hit ‘disco’ song about him – ‘A Man Like Putin’.

So, who’s right? Why such hatred for Vladimir Putin? Is it justified? Or has Putin been targeted
merely for standing up the US-EU Axis of Internationalism? In clear, simple, powerful and concise
language – supported by more than 100 illustrations – ‘The War Against Putin’ takes readers on an
exciting ‘crash course’ journey from Russia’s Medieval founding, through the days of the Czars,
through the Communist Revolution and bloody Civil War, through Stalin & World War II, through
the Cold War, through the Soviet collapse, through the Yeltsin disaster, and finally the Putin-led
rebirth of the Russian nation.

It is one of the “greatest stories never told”, and will shed badly needed light on the new Russia, its
dynamic leader, the dark forces aiming to bring about its demise, and maybe even World War III.
Says Dr. William Carlucci: “I was glued to the edge of my seat with jaw wide open as I read this gem
of a book from start to finish, in a single sitting. The clarity and simplicity with which King’s
masterpiece demystifies current events represents a rare ability to speak to the reader with
entertaining and understandable prose. This piece really needs to go viral, and fast. 5 Huge Stars!”
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Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Feminists Want Beta Males to Pay for the Coming
Spinster Bubble
January 14, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Mainstream media is already attempting to set up a narrative in support of robbing more Beta male tax money, to support the coming Crazy
Cat Lady epidemic created by feminism

Marriage rates have been plummeting since culturally suicidal feminism was unleashed like a plague
on Western society. Women aren’t marrying, because in many cases they’re not worth putting up
with in Anglo America, and in others they’re too busy living the Have It All™ lifestyle. They’re also
not having children, and this is having numerous consequences beyond the demographic extinction of
white people.

As a result of this dearth of marriage, children, and family we can expect to see a spinster bubble
forming in America in the next few decades. Women, who already consume far more government
resources than they pay in, will need even more largesse from Big Daddy Government as they
become old and frail. They will not have a husband or children to look after them in their old age.
Fluffy cats don’t push wheelchairs and drive women to doctor’s appointments.

Women will demand Beta male take dollars to pay for the services they need. Are you willing to foot
the bill?
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Modern women don’t want children, they want lots of pointless material and consumer items

Career Girl Consequences

Establishment media rag U.S. News and World Report recently awakened to this reality, brought on
by 50 years of man-hating and female empowerment. It did a story on career girls who are starting to
realize the repercussions of the barren, Have It All™ lifestyle when their pussy power rating falls to
negative numbers.

When Carol Marak was in her 30s, she asked herself whose life she wanted: her brother’s –
the life of a successful and well-traveled businessman – or his wife’s – the life of a woman
whose career better accommodated raising three children. The answer was a no-brainer:
“My brother was in a position I wanted,” says Marak, now a 64-year-old editor at
SeniorCare.com who lives in Waco, Texas. Although she had been married and divorced
earlier in life, at that point she had no kids and “made a very conscious decision” to keep it
that way, she says.

Modern women don’t want any pesky, meatbag children to get in the way of shopping, eating out,
and empty acquisition. Her barren, boilerplate language continues:

“My career was No. 1 in my life,” says Marak, who worked in the technology industry for
years.

That previous statement along with the following one proves women are consummate users and
abusers of not only male utility value, but the utility value of their own children. She only wants
children now that she needs somebody to take care of her decrepit, old ass.

But today, Marak and her single, childless contemporaries are facing a repercussion of their
decision that never crossed their minds as 30-somethings: “How in the world will we take
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care of ourselves?” she asks.

Indeed, how will they take care of themselves. My answer is: Sounds like
your own fucking problem, feminists. It is supreme irony that women often bitch and moan about
being seen as sex objects, but refuse to acknowledge their objectification of men – and even their
own children – as utility objects!

It would seem that Briffault’s Law, which helps explain why women are consummate users and
abusers of Beta male utility, also extends to women’s wheelings and dealings with their own
offspring. As we’ve seen with the above interview with a genuine Career Girl, women only want
children if they provide a service! Just to recap Briffault’s Law, as defined in his seminal work, The
Mothers: The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the animal family. Where the
female can derive no benefit from association with the male [Ed: or even her children, it would
seem!) no such association takes place.

There is one bright spot in all this. Men, self-reliant utility objects that we
are will not feel the crunch of aging quite like women, who should be left to live lonely lives because
they left men lonely in the prime of our lives.

The question is also begged: Why give women the best 50 years of our lives when they refuse to give
us the best 10 best years of their lives? The cost-benefit analysis is astoundingly skewed in favor of
women. Men are expected to give lifelong, unquestioning investment in a depreciating asset. Today’s
Anglo women have extremely high cost with virtually no return on investment whatsoever. It’s the
ultimate expression of the predatory female lifestyle. But men should know, after the female
expiration date, most women literally have nothing to offer but baggage. (Ladies, we don’t give a
damn about your education. We want good companions and life partners, not good corporate drones.)
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The Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks lifestyle doesn’t pay for itself boys

Pay Up, Beta Males

So who’s going to be left holding the bag, another unnecessary drag on society brought about by
statistically sterile women? Why the Beta males women refused to marry and refused to have sex
with in their youth.

Even the YouGoGrrl dominated PuffHo editorial staff is getting wind that feminism is a bad deal for
women as they age, and has been trying to put out a counter narrative, one that states—you guessed
it—it’s men’s fault for preferring nubile, young women rather than wrinkled old bags who ignored
them and gave their attention and sexuality to bad boys and top tier Alpha males in their youth, while
neglecting, using and abusing the “good guys” they’ll need later in life.

Vintage wine is savored. Vintage cars exclaimed over. Vintage clothes coveted. Yet the
vintage woman remains uncelebrated. From the moment we are born society sets
expectations of us. We are expected to walk and talk by a certain time, predicted to have
mastered literacy and numeracy at a certain age. Our worlds are pre-designed for us and we
fit into the flow as best we can. Youth is a jumble of growth and learning and the space
where dreams and ambition are sparked. Feelings of invincibility abound and we are
frequently told that the world is our oyster. Nobody tells the carefree 25-year-old female
that in another 25 years she’ll be invisible.

What goes around come around, girls. It seems nature is not without a sense of humor, nor is it
without a sense of justice. At age 25, Beta males are invisible to women in their prime. However,
later in life these same men will be sought after by women of all ages to pay for things.

Just as the Spinster Bubble starts to inflate, men need to start dropping out of the economy and
refusing to pay for this insanity with their hard-earned tax dollars. I personally encourage and teach
men how to live lives of minimalism, living well on much less than they’re told they need by society.
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Going Galt is an extension of the minimalist philosophy. As stated by John Galt in Atlas Shrugged:

There is only one kind of men who have never been on strike in human history … the men
who have carried the world on their shoulders, have kept it alive, have endured torture as
sole payment … Well, their turn has come. Let the world discover who they are, what they
do and what happens when they refuse to function. This is the strike of the men of the mind.

Men refusing to support the very women who rejected them is the ultimate retribution for feminism.
Let these aging women take care of themselves.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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Eye Candy of the Week | January 15, 2017
January 15, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

How about some German chocolate? Model Jessyka Janshel really shines with her mocha skin and
sexy gaze. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for January 14, 2017 as we enjoy the female form while
remembering the truth about women.
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Big Pharma Caught Supplying Cartels with Ingredients to
Make Meth
January 16, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A real life Walter White would need to go no farther than big drug companies to secure meth cooking supplies

Proving reality really is stranger than fiction, and the oft-repeated maxim here at The New Modern
Man the corporate-government complex intentionally creates problems to create profit, authorities in
Belgium were charged with knowingly supplying Mexican drug cartels with the raw ingredients to
make meth.

The “fake news” site The Free Thought Project – which incidentally does more true journalism than
any of the fake ass alphabet channels – produced an excellent writeup on the scandal, which not
surprisingly was virtually ignored by Establishment media.

Prosecutors in Belgium have recently announced that executives with pharmaceutical
companies based in the country will be charged with knowingly providing drug cartels with
prescription drugs that were used to manufacture methamphetamine.

So just how much meth cooking ingredients were they supplying?

Prosecutors spokesman Eric Van Der Sypt said that Ezio Figueroa Vazquez received large
shipments of ephedrine from these companies between 2006 and 2011, which cost an
estimated €360 million.

That’s the equivalent of around $383 million. What’s more, it wasn’t just one company, it was three
companies involved in the dirty dealings. This proves corruption inside Big Pharma is widespread, it
is occurring at the highest levels of these corporations, and it suggests more drug companies could be
involved but are smart enough to evade getting caught – so far.

Prosecutors have said that there are seven executives who were charged with crimes, but
they have not named these executives or the companies that they represent. Sterop and
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Andacon are two of the three companies involved in the charges. The companies are
accused of providing the Mexican drug kingpin Ezio Figueroa Vazquez with several tons of
ephedrine, knowing that it would be used in the production of methamphetamine.

The liberal Mother Jones has been following American drug companies using the exact same
playbook.

Cops are waging two battles: one against meth cooks, the other against wealthy, politically
connected drug manufacturers.

Big Pharma frequently lobbies their legislative prositutes (Congressman and Senators) to keep its
pills and powders flowing. While new laws aren’t the answer, as decriminalization of drugs in
Portugal has proven, one can see what those who seek changes to legal code are up against when they
try to convince legislators to act in service of We The People rather their corporate paymasters. Do-
gooder Rod Bovett sought legal reforms on behalf of the Oregon Narcotics Enforcement Association,
and told interviewers:

The legislative response was to stick me in a room with a dozen pharmaceutical lobbyists to
work it out. We got our asses kicked.

Indeed, the common man trying to get anything except trite lip service from politicians during
campaign season and a figurative middle finger during their term in office is wishful thinking.

There is a long history of the United States government being implicated in
creating the drug problem and fanning the flames of the epidemic in order to justify bloated law
enforcement budgets and the promotion of ever more archaic laws over the sheeple. The Bushes and
Clintons are said to have been deeply enmeshed in cocaine smuggling from South America in the
1980s and 1990s, centered around Mena, AR when Billy Jeff was governor. Even the CIA has been
accused of involvement in that scheme.
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Having a drug problem not only produces billions in profit for Big Pharma
as seen in the above bombshell involving three European pharmaceutical companies, it also gives
government bureaucrats something to do and a pretext to fund their offices, fat salaries and pensions.

One neuroscientist even went as far as claiming Big Pharma knowingly sells the equivalent of
methamphetamine to children already. Dr. Carl Hart at Columbia University says the ADHD drug
Adderall is the chemical equivalent of methamphetamine, and even calls it d-amphetamine in his
literature.

Hart conducted a study which found some amazing findings.

Like d-amphetamine, methamphetamine increased our subjects’ energy and enhanced their
ability to focus and concentrate; it also reduced subjective feelings of tiredness and the
cognitive disruptions typically brought about by fatigue and/or sleep deprivation.
Both drugs increased blood pressure and the rate at which the heart beat. No doubt these
are the effects that justify the continued use of d-amphetamine by several nations’
militaries, including our own.

And when offered an opportunity to choose either the drugs or varying amounts of money,
our subjects chose to take d-amphetamine on a similar number of occasions as they chose to
take methamphetamine. These regular methamphetamine users could not distinguish
between the two drugs.

What a world. Drug companies knowingly supplying cartels with the ingredients to cook meth – on
the order of hundreds of billions of dollars worth – and then pushing meth-like drugs on our children.

Stories like these are yet another symptom of a Western society that has completely sold out to power
an economy of gynocentric overconsumption and materialism. This incident also shows us the
corporate-government complex creates problems for itself to solve, so the last thing society needs is
more laws and more regulation. It needs less of both and a return to the Libertarian principles of men
like Jefferson the nation was founded on.

The pendulum needs to swing back the other way, and it needs to swing back now.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Two Skills To Become The Master
January 17, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

Stoicism and the Way Forward will help you become a better man

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

No matter how the weaklings of the west like to dress up their realities with flimsy facades and
rainbow colored draperies. The cold, hard truth is that life is all about survival, competition and
outlasting the rest.

Life is a battle of your will that burns inside you versus the motherfucking world.

The fire that compels you to wake up every day and face an uncertain world. A new day riddled with
possibilities of loss, suffering, and even death are lurking everywhere.  The pampered Fag O Trons of
the west have spared no expense in covering up these nasty truths with as much obfuscation and
cognitive dissonance possible in their malignant brains.

Truthfully all of life is a battle of wills.  Since the west embraced long ago the ideals of lassiez faire
capitalism, a radical individualist ideology has marinated in our minds for generations.  What this
means is that for the white man, he no longer possesses his natural faculties to out compete and
outlast the rest of the world.  We are all atomized individuals.  Compartmentalized within the
“melting pot” of the American dream.

The only things the masses share in common are which corporate brands they like/consume the
most.
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The truth is that dream is a fucking nightmare.  A murky soup of elements
that will never go together until we all have been engineered into the Morlocks of the modern age. 
All of our efforts and labors will go to feed the vampires whom you may call “globalists” and such.

Western civilization is like a black hole imploding for us.  The types of peoples who lived, worked
and died to create what we have are now being replaced.  The whites of the west have had their
natural instincts socially engineered out them.  The level of technology and massive government
bureaucracy have achieved total control of the youth and young adults.

By embracing the radical individualism promoted by so many in the past few centuries the white man
has helped to destroy his nations, his peoples and his families.  By embracing an ideology that
relegates a man to an economic unit he has destroyed his future.  From allowing his daughters to be
unashamed whores and accepting all manner of filth and degeneracy into their gluttonous bodies.  To
marrying road worn skanks that fleece them for all their worth.  We are living within a massive death
cult who embrace their biological demise.

Growing up in suburbia I remember distinctly the idea from my parents and friend’s families as well,
that at 18 years old its time for you to get the fuck out of the house.  Go to college.  Get the steady job
and then go have your own consumer driven lifestyle of abject consumption just like everyone else.

Family?  Ah who cares?  Mom and pop are divorced now and have other spouses.  They want to go
have their own happy time.  Away from those terrible shitbird kids who are so annoying!

So they can eat all their turd sandwiches in peace and watch all their turd tv shows with no
interference!

As the western male cucks himself for his women and every other ethnic group, his females were
busy making sure they don’t EVER have the misfortune of those icky babies to deal with.  Or they
just hired a contract assassin to murder their children for them.  Children who might now lift them up
and be their future.  No.  We are on the demographic eclipse and it is not going to slow down anytime
soon.

You know something else?  Everyone who embraced these things and taught them to their children
fucking deserve it!  It’s absolutely pathetic to see the degeneration of once great peoples devolve to
such caricatures.

Such slimy creatures and spineless invertebrates! 

For those who still have the fire.  The will to power which burns bright inside, there may be hope for
you yet.  A man has to accept the cold winter, the dark night.  The brutal call of horns and wild
enemies at his gates.  To rise above the shit pile of human entropy requires dedicated and constant
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training of mind and body.  Two major methods of achieving these goals is through Stoicism and
Sublimation.

Stoicism

Stoicism was one of the philosophical movements which grew out of the Hellenistic period.  A
defining tenet of it’s philosophy is that emotions, especially strong ones like fear, envy, even strong
sexual attachments are a result of false judgements.  Stoics held that the sage, the stoic who has
achieved intellectual and moral perfection would make no false judgements and even be free from all
misfortune.

I knew very little about this philosophy and never really considered myself
one.  Even though others would describe me often as “stoic”.  Once I learned about the history I
realized that much of the teachings had already been internalized throughout my life.  I was in
agreement on some core principles.  I have spoken of the Master/slave dichotomy before and I was
amused to see that stoics even suggested that only the sage was free(the Master) while everyone else
were slaves.

This parallels exactly with conclusions I have came to.

A man must have no urges that he cannot control.  He must first become a master over himself before
it is possible to dominate others.  Stoicism incorporates something I call pleasure delaying.  I have
withheld various things from myself simply to harden my mind and will.  I have written about a
man’s hunger before.  Today the males of the west no longer have this hunger.  Their fat bellies are
filled with every corporate mass produced turd available.

Since they aren’t hungry they won’t ever strive or compete in anything.

Which means they are fucking losers.

Disgusting dead weight which should be cleansed from the earth and never allowed to propagate
again.  Regardless they will all be replaced within a few generations.

I would fast for a few days at first for religious reasons but later because I had to cut weight for
fights.  Starving myself while getting beat up day in and day out made me so god damn ferocious I
honestly felt that no man could stop me.  I wanted to fucking kill the guy I was fighting because I had
to go through this shit for him.  I was going to make him pay a dreadful price.

That is the kind of hunger I needed to awaken within myself and rise above the complacent hordes.
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The Way Forward

It has been proven that the kind of man who will survive and thrive in this New World is the one who
has a suite of traits.  These are found to encompass what is called the dark triad.  Psychopathy,
Machiavellianism and Narcissism.

It is said that you must be born with the psychopathic trait or suffer severe trauma early in life.  While
those without this trait may have some levels of empathy, through stoicism one can suppress and
ultimately sublimate this energy into something else.

When a man’s logical and thinking faculties utilize the raw energy of his emotional responses
through sublimation, he can become a god damn powerhouse.

If a man says he is logical thinking yet is swayed in the slightest by emotion, that man is a liar.

In the next part I will discuss Sublimation and wrap it all together using Stoicism for becoming The
Beast.  A vicious terror to enemies or provisioning hands of sustenance to whom he chooses.

Brutal honesty with oneself and the fierce drive of a man who hungers for more is the only way you
should be thinking.  Your stupid feelings don’t mean shit to anyone but you.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Ongoing Suicide of America: Leftists and Neocons Move to
Annul the Vote
January 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Land of the Free? Globalists and their media marionettes are moving to annul the vote of tens of millions in service of their agenda

Politics indeed makes for strange bedfellows. Proving they’re hardcore authoritarians to the core,
people who absolutely hate and despise White America and working class people – the Marxist left in
America/Racial Bolshevists – are now teaming up with Neoconservatives in a desperate attempt to
crucify the Whitey, anti-Establishment President they hate so much.

They’re shrieking from their crumbling ivory towers the narrative that Trump’s ascendancy to power
is illegitimate in a desperate attempt to debase him. Both factions are also pushing for a new Cold
War style conflict with Russia, if not a hot war.

Make no mistake, the Marxist/Neocon/globalist faction, often referred to as the corporate-government
complex and the Deep State, are attempting to annul the votes of the “deplorables” who elected
Donald Trump in service of this agenda. In other words, they’re telling Main Street America to shut
the fuck up, sit back and don’t question anything we do and accept your new status as third-class
citizens in your own country. Dummy up while we destroy the President you elected and start a new
war our paymasters can profit from.

Showing how vicious the Left really is when the self-righteous facade they hide behind is revealed,
there are already calls from some corners to impeach Trump before he even gets sworn in. Infowars
recently reported on the continuing “It’s the Russians!” narrative being promulgated by the military-
industrial complex.

A Democratic Congresswoman has called for Donald Trump to be impeached on the
grounds that he coined the term ‘crooked Hillary’ in collusion with the Russian government,
even suggesting that the Kremlin was feeding Trump such lines to use during his campaign.

The decrepit, even treasonous John McCain is also pushing for conflict with Russia. As reported by
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Sputnik News in an astute article entitled The Coup Against Trump:

The Rome of our time is Washington, Russia is Carthage, and today’s Cato the Elder is
none other than US Senator John McCain, whose quest for conflict with Russia is
unbounded. Indeed for Mr. McCain the belief that Russia must be destroyed has been
elevated to the status of a self evident and received truth.

McCain recently leaked a false story about Trump (the one stating Trump had sexual escapades with
Russian hookers) and has been attempting to debase him even before he was elected to office.
McCain has been pushing for conflict with Russia for years, since the nation is one of the only forces
that could stop the globalists’ plans for worldwide domination.

Beyond this collusion of interests singing from the same figurative choir sheet proving both sides of
the political aisle are nothing but whores for globalists and the corporate-government complex,
Neoconservatives have been pushing phantom enemies for generations to allow the military-
industrial complex to continue to gorge itself on the tax money supplied by the very people whose
vote they’re trying to annul.

This agenda kicked into high gear in the 1970s and 1980s with Neocons
turning Russia into much more of a threat than they really were, then as the Berlin Wall fell Neocons
shifted to a strategy of creating a phantom enemy of a worldwide group of terrorists that never really
existed. Neocon and globalist attempts to prop this narrative up with fake videos of ISIS and possible
false-flag terrorist events conducted on their own citizens is failing.

In short, the people who profit from never-ending war are becoming increasingly desperate to
continue the “good vs. evil” narrative. It seems they’re now going back to the tried and true method
of villainizing Russia, a nation which in many ways is more democratic than the USA in 2017.
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What both the Neocons and the Left don’t seem to grasp is Trump is a
man who doesn’t bow to their wailing when they shout racism in service of an agenda of Racial
Bolshevism, and Middle America isn’t listening to their commands anymore for them to commit
ethnic and economic suicide.

The friction created by the Neocon war mongering combined with the Left’s attempts to cut the legs
out from under traditionalists, rural Americans, and conservatives does not bode well for the future of
the country, and the rift between the Establishment and the rest of the nation will only grow wider in
the coming years and decades.

The saggy-faced Al Sharpton poured fuel on the fire of the anti-Trump agenda with an appearance on
MSNBC, in which he echoed John Lewis, civil rights leader turned race racketeer.

There’s no question that the process that elected him was not legitimate.

Sharpton and Co. might as well call Trump a bastard, since shrieking an “illegitimate President”
narrative has obvious overtones echoing that term.

Predictable rabble rouser Michael Moore and two washed up actors, Alec Baldwin and Mark Ruffalo,
will also be out trying to further silence the Silenced Majority as they protest with other fellow
travelers on Inauguration Day.

We are sending a message to Washington that we will fight, at every step, discrimination
and harmful policies, today, tomorrow, and every day.

It’s interesting to point out Trump was never labeled a racist until he opposed the globalist agenda.
The race-obsessed left creates the very racial problems they claim to oppose by labeling everyone
who doesn’t agree with their Marxism a racist.
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The military-industrial complex cannot function and cannot profit without perpetual war

A Nation Destroying Itself from Within

Pollsters with the dying, shameless mainstream media are also putting out more fake polls intended to
convince us Trump is unpopular, except a cursory look at who they polled shows the numbers are
skewed with heavy Democrat sampling biases. Zero Hedge exposed this tactic:

ABC/Washington Post and CNN are out with a pair of polls on Trump’s favorability this
morning that sport some of the most egregious “oversamples” we’ve seen.  The ABC/Wapo
poll showed an 8-point sampling margin for Democrats with only 23% of the results taken
from Republicans.

This is only the beginning of the globalists’ effort to destroy a democratically elected President.
Trump hasn’t even entered the Oval Office yet and everyone from the globalists to race racketeers to
the disgraced media are seething and looking to draw blood.

Pat Buchanan’s prescient book Suicide of a Superpower warned of the implosion of the nation
happening before our very eyes, brought on by the conflict between degenerate leftists, war mongers
and everyone else.

There has been a precipitous decline in the character of our people. We are not the people
our parents were. We are not even the people we used to be. This is not the country we grew
up in. This is a different country. And given where America is headed morally and
culturally, we are not far from a day when traditionalist Catholics will be saying, “This isn’t
my country anymore.”

Indeed, upon having that very realization among others, including learning that Anglo women’s
predatory female tendencies to demonize men, use men as nothing but utilities, then leave them
sexless and alone were indulged by Deep State social engineers pushing feminism and the welfare
state for 50 years – and that I cannot fix these problems alone but I can fix my own life by leaving
this toxic cultural and national stew – pushed me to expatriate.

Other men are going MGTOW and checking out of the economy for lives poolside for the same
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reasons, whether they realize who destroyed their families and sex lives or not. The same factions are
now moving to destroy the president they elected.

History echoes itself once again, and the prescient wisdom stating a nation cannot be conquered from
without until it has destroyed itself from within certainly is representative of the ongoing decline and
disintegration of America.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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My Visit to Moonlite Bunny Ranch | Carson City, NV
January 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

I don’t like to kiss and tell, but I can tell you the girl I spent some time with is featured in this recent Facebook photo from the Moonlite
Bunny Ranch web site

Moonlite Bunny Ranch | Carson City, NV
Relampago’s Rating: 

As regular readers of The New Modern Man know, I spend most of my time in a sunny, libertine
paradise on the island of Hispaniola in the Caribbean. I’m happy here, and try to make return visits to
the nation I ran away from infrequent. However, I do return to The Matrix once in a while, and it’s
long been a goal of mine to visit the Moonlite Bunny Ranch just outside Reno/Carson City, Nevada.

I just got a chance to visit recently, and I must say I think there should be a
whorehouse just like this one in every city in the country. Having these would alleviate a lot of sexual
tension that’s making Beta male provider modules in the sexually repressed Anglosphere miserable,
and it would also reduce the price women can command when they predate men for money and
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resources. In other words, men might not be willing to be enslaved by a bitch when they can go rent a
good time with a willing girl.

If nothing else, visiting the Moonlite Bunny Ranch is also an affirmation of my beliefs that sexual
barter, and by extension, prostitution is the true foundation of all exchange between the sexes. No
matter how many pleasantries we imagine surround relationships and marriage, women don’t fuck
men they can’t get something out of as stated by the oft-quoted Briffault’s Law:

The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the animal family. Where the
female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association takes
place.

So those guys who say they’d never pay for sex are paying for it somehow. Either through supporting
his girl’s materialistic lifestyle, paying for dates, or spending valuable hours of his life gaming her.
There is no free lunch when it comes to sex.

Briffault’s Law proves sexual barter for male money, status, and power is hardwired into the female
psyche, and that paying for it up front rather than “financing” it with relationships and marriage then
suffering a massive “balloon payment” at the end is the best choice for the modern man in America.
This is especially true with the institution of the frivorce rape and child support slavery schemes
currently plaguing the land.

I believe prostitution (already the oldest human profession and one that is never going away)
absolutely should be legal nationwide for two consenting adults in a society that has abandoned
sexual mores that build up a society rather than those that tear it down. Nevada is the only state in
The Matrix to realize criminalizing normal sexual behavior and demonizing Johns isn’t very
productive.

Ok, now that we have the background and rationale aside, how was the experience?

Sex is everywhere in America – the media uses it to sell product while at the same time villainizing those who actually buy it
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Walking In

After passing “Speed Limit 69” signs on the way into the compound and parking, the first thing a
man notices is an inviting exterior and an iron gate surrounding the brothel. There is signage which
says to ring the bell. I rung it 2 or 3 times since it took a moment for someone to respond and it was a
cold, snowy Nevada night. Then out pops a young man who welcomes me to the Ranch and buzzes
me in the gate.

I later learned they have the gate to keep out wives and girlfriends who aren’t sexually satisfying their
husbands or boyfriends. It’s so nice to realize that in Nevada, at least, men have sex available at
anytime and don’t have to tolerate frigid Anglo women.

I walk in, the host rings a bell and instructs all the girls to come down to the
lobby to do a lineup. About a dozen or so women, ranging from SMV 5 to SMV 8 walk down and
introduce themselves to me. Ah, for once in a man’s life he gets to do the choosing. How awesome is
that?

I choose a pretty girl who was beaming with a pretty smile from the moment we made eye contact, let
the other ones go back to their rooms and she proceeds to show me around the premises. I spend
maybe $50 on shots and other drinks as I get to know this girl. Drink prices are actually pretty
reasonable as I drank a lot with her.

Here’s what was most surprising about the evening. She was a genuinely classy and interesting girl to
talk to. It’s amazing that I found this prostitute to be more interesting and engaging to talk to and
spend time with than 90% of American women I meet. She didn’t hate me for having normal sexual
desire. She didn’t judge me. And yes, we talked about several topics other than sex.

Look, I’m no chump and I realize much of the pleasant conversation is an act on her part, but as we
both start getting liquored up I can tell my charm is working on her and she really warms up to me.
I’m having a great time already. We down a few Patron shots and a few Jack Daniels Tennessee
Honey shots and I immediately know this will be a night to remember.
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A good time was had by all on this visit

Our “Party”

The Bunny Ranch calls the hookup a party.

Obviously, I wanted to do this chick since I picked her out from the line-up of girls. After an hour or
so of talking and drinking, I agree to let her show me her room. We enjoy some nice pillow talk and
some cuddling, and she asks me what I want to do. I tell her I want a GFE (girlfriend experience) and
she responds she does anything except anal, to which I responded “No problem!” because I want
pussy. I’ve never been a fan of anal.

I had to do some negotiating to get her down to a $200 fee, which I felt was more than reasonable
because in my Beta days I would spend more money than that on dates with women and get nothing
but a hard time out of them while some other guy came over and fucked them. Nice guys finish last,
never forget that.

I almost never pay for sex but I knew that was the nature of the business I
was entering, and I wanted to patronize a cause I fully support – legalized prostitution. Plus, that
price included a cozy bedroom and by this time it was clear this girl was going to take her time with
me and show me a really good time. She wasn’t just going to take my money and leave me with a
case of blue balls or rush me.

I really enjoyed the interaction with her, a rarity when it comes to the hateful women of Anglo
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America. I will give readers one word of advice: Guys, if you are going to bang a chick in a
whorehouse you still have to do some screening because there are women who will take your money
and leave you sexually frustrated. Most often that won’t be the case, but don’t be a chump.

We head back to her room and she undresses for me. Out come two beautiful breasts, a nice ass, and
a flat stomach. Again, rarities in Anglo America. We make out for a few minutes then she tells me to
get on the bed. Condoms are required by Nevada law, so she puts one on me. She proceeds to give
me an awesome oral delight, and then we enjoy several positions fucking on her noisy bed. All the
while, she’s telling me “Fuck me harder…” so I proceed to do just that. Apparently, she likes it
rough. So do I. I look over the left to see a mirrored wall and can’t help notice how good we look
together, coupled and at that particular moment, in the missionary position.

We finish up, and I am feeling great. She did not rush me, and made my satisfaction her priority. This
girl had a great body, she was good in bed, and her personality really made the “party” worth the
price. After looking at some photos on her cell phone and talking with each other for another half
hour or so, we return to the lobby, smoke a couple of cigarettes, exchange numbers…and I kissed her
good night.

This unique experience, my first time in an American whorehouse was about like every other sexual
relationship I have had, except it was more convenient for me with no baggage to deal with
afterwards. A few questions occur to me.

Why is this normal human interaction so vilified in America? Why are Johns having their lives
destroyed and livelihoods taken away after the police state slaps them with criminal records, making
it hard for them to get a job for simply renting a girl to bust a nut with? Why are Johns being shamed
for wanting sex in a society in which women give them nothing but contempt and loneliness for their
hard work? Is sex really that sacred? Is maintaining women’s power over men an objective of
oppressive sex laws?

My experience with a legal prostitute at Moonlite Bunny Ranch seemed so normal and natural, two
consenting adults enjoying each other for mutual pleasure. I enjoyed the sex and she enjoyed getting
the money. Why is it okay for the media to use sex to sell product but it’s evil for men to pay for
actual sex?

I find it amazing that sex has become such taboo in a society that considers itself to be sexually
liberated, “progressive” and enlightened. At least there’s one place in the States (and about three
dozen other brothels in Nevada) where that Puritanical attitude is not the case. As stated above, there
was no difference in this and the well over 100 other sexual relationships I’ve had except in this case,
a token exchange of money was involved.

In short, a man owes it to himself to experience this place, if nothing else to see the criminalization of
sex in America is absolutely insane. Moonlite Bunny Ranch is highly recommended by Relampago.
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Weekend Reading | January 20, 2017
January 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of January 20, 2017.

Manosphere

How Leftist Indoctrination Tactics Resemble Maoist Brainwashing

There is a document from the BBS days about cult indoctrination tactics, exploring the
similarities to Chinese Communist brainwashing.  This quotes from Chapter 22 of Robert
Jay Lifton’s classic Thought Reform And The Psychology Of Totalism. Let’s explore what
media manipulators and other minions of cultural Marxism have in common with old-
school Maoist brainwashers and cult recruiters. Their heavy-handed tactics are pretty
similar. Coincidence?

The Deportation Army Economic Stimulus Plan

To be an effective president you must lead with an efficiency that produces multiple
winners, minimizes costs, solves multiple problems at the same time, and unites politicians
across the political spectrum.  This results in government policy that is not only most
beneficial to the people, but is also cost effective AND (above all else) realistic in that it
wins the support of both political parties, making such policy a reality.  Luckily, I have such
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an idea/policy that I believe will be of realistic and utmost benefit to the American people:
The Deportation Army Economic Stimulus Plan.

2016 Was the Worst Year of My Life

The title is a bit dramatic, but when I take a look at last year, I can say it was the worst year
I’ve experienced. Here’s a video I made explaining why…

Riding the Viral Whitelash

The election of the Trumpenfuhrer was just the beginning. The Whitelash is rising and the
American melting pot is about to boil over. America has endured eight long years of a
grievance-mongering, professional community organizer as President, and he has certainly
organized our national community like no other President before. We are now organized
into competing factions according to race, religion, gender, sexual orientation, marital
status, N-count, documented citizenship status, public bathroom gender preferences and
political persuasions…
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News

Hail to the Chief! Donald Trump Sworn In as 45th President

Donald Trump didn’t let the threat of Washington, D.C. rain showers spoil his inauguration,
the long-time-coming culmination of an improbable political revolution that shows no sign
of letting up. The brash billionaire capped off a three-day parade of dinners, speeches,
prayers and a concert with pomp and circumstance in front of the U.S. capitol as hundreds
of thousands of Americans who he has said were ‘forgotten’ during the Obama years
cheered him on.

Questions Arise As Second Floating City Seen Above China in Two Years

The world’s militaries have ownership of the sky, which is increasingly being weaponized
to host elaborate surveillance, communication and warfare technologies. The public has
only a very narrow understanding of some of the programs of which information has been
publicly released. For example, we know a little about the space fence, rods from god,
HAARP, the laser development atmospheric lens, experimentation with atmospheric
spraying, geoengineering, and a handful of other endeavors, but we really have no idea of
the full extent of what is being developed and tested in secret.

Media Silent as CIA Quietly Publishes of Damning Government Documents Online
in Searchable Database

The CIA has published online nearly 13 million pages of declassified records, including
papers on the US role in overthrowing foreign governments and the secret ‘Star Gate’
telepathy project. The range of documents, known as the CREST (CIA Records Search
Tool) database, covers an array of materials related to the Vietnam War, Korean War and
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Cold War. One example is data on the Berlin tunnel project (code-named Operation Gold),
which was a joint CIA and British intelligence scheme to carry out surveillance on the
Soviet Army HQ in Berlin during the 1950s.

CNN’s Anti-Trump Reporting Takes Dark Turn

CNN, whose commentator Donna Brazile famously fed failed Democratic candidate Hillary
Clinton questions before the 2016 presidential race debates, on Thursday took a dark turn on
the eve of President-elect Donald Trump’s inauguration, speculating about an assassination
of Trump, incoming Vice President Mike Pence and congressional leaders.

U.S. Debt Soars $86% Under Obama Presidency to Nearly $20 Trillion

The United States national debt will have grown by about $9 trillion to over $19.6 trillion
under President Barack Obama, according to the website USdebtclock.org. The site tracks
how much the US debt grows in real time. It shows that when Obama entered the Oval
office in 2008, the national debt stood at $10.7 trillion. Thus, the increase is 86 percent.

Book of the Week

The wall, taxes, tariffs, deportations, Obamacare, guns, military strength,
schools, abortion, religion – what will the new president do?

The “Godfather of Trumpmania,” Michael Savage, examines the initial appointments, speeches,
tweets and history of Donald Trump and offers his insights and analysis. The man many consider to
be the determining factor in driving Trump over the finish line by motivating millions of undecideds
and the “Deplorables,” who would have otherwise sat out the election, provides a crucial first look at
the early direction of the Trump presidency.

Savage has waged a twenty-five year war on the radio to save America’s borders, language and
culture from a progressive onslaught that is already turning Europe into a socialist, multiculturalist
nightmare, where violent gangs of radical Islamic refugees terrorize defenseless citizens on a daily
basis.

While most in the chattering classes around the world dismissed Trump’s campaign, conservative
radio icon Dr. Michael Savage championed Trump’s platform and helped him galvanize the support
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of disaffected middle Americans left behind by the globalist central planners in their distant capitol.

Savage’s army of listeners on The Savage Nation was instrumental in electing Donald Trump to take
the fight to Washington. But electoral victory was only the beginning. Trump now has an even bigger
challenge in delivering on the promises he made to millions of American voters.

He faces relentless opposition from special interests in both parties who stand to lose trillions if
Trump’s America First policies become the law of the land.

Dr. Michael Savage has been on the front line of this fight for decades and knows what Trump and
his administration are up against. He lays out a path to victory for the new, conservative American
revolutionaries in Trump’s War.
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New Fox Series Promotes Abortion While Shilling For
Planned Parenthood
January 21, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Mainstream TV continues to push the abortion agenda on an increasingly fed up public as the new Fox series The Mick compares
collecting abortions to getting free sub sandwich punch cards

Fox’s new series The Mick is pushing some old leftist ideology. The Mick just debuted as a so-called
“comedy” that’s garnering mixed reviews, but it’s promotion of infanticide in one of the scenes of its
pilot episode, as well as the old “rich people get away with things” gnome makes it yet another
preachy vehicle for the left to promote its failing agenda. The plot of the show involves degenerate
grifter “Mick” being forced to look after her niece and nephew after her sister and her sister’s
husband go to prison. The series’ writers aren’t leaving many people laughing, especially with a
pointless joke that got circulated in conservative circles comparing accumulating notches on a punch
card by killing unborn babies to getting rewards for eating out.

This particular scene from the show reflects just how low the producers will go to push the abortion
agenda down the throats of millions, as Mick has this conversation with her niece Sabrina:

Sabrina: That’s not gonna work for me. Yeah, I’m gonna go to this fund-raiser for Planned
Parenthood. Probably crash at my friend’s place, go to the city tomorrow. So just don’t
expect to see me too much. You know, we probably won’t see each other at all. Hmm. But
hey, let’s catch up again in ten years when you need another loan.

Mick: Listen, Sabrina, I got a lot riding on this gig, so can you do me a favor and not be a
big, giant, pain in the ass, please?

Sabrina: Maybe you don’t know this, but Planned Parenthood provides health care to over
three million women in this country.

Mick: Oh, sweetie, I know all about Planned Parenthood. I should have one of those punch
cards that gets you a free sub every ten visits.
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Sabrina: Gross.

Why the writers of the show felt it necessary to insert PP into the series
beyond promoting the Hollyweird agenda is unknown.

The producers of The Mick probably think they’re being edgy and cutesy by comparing the
accumulation of gruesome infanticides to getting a sub sandwich punch card, but all they’re really
doing is once again spitting in the eyes of and pissing down the backs of conservatives, like so many
“progressives” who are actually regressing civilization.

The lame attempt at humor is obviously an attempt to jam Planned Parenthood into the national
psyche and normalize the killing of unborn children, which makes the organization millions of dollars
annually.

Dr. Robert Siudmack, a former abortion doctor defected from Planned Parenthood, and now
campaigns against the organization which he says is totally money-driven.

I worked at the [Planned Parenthood] Margaret Sanger Center in downtown Manhattan for
about a year before moving to South Florida, and it was all about the money, and how many
abortions we could do in a short period of time. There was a set price, and obviously the
more abortions one did, the more money they would make….

Unsurprisingly, Siudmack also said:

Abortion is big business.

Just how much profiteering is going on from the practice of ripping unborn children out of the womb
is astounding.
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Leftists claim to hate big business, but abortion is just that as it makes hundreds of millions for Planned Parenthood

Profiting from Baby Killing

Indeed, disposing of unwanted children is how an organization like Planned Parenthood pays its bills
and pushes its murderous, demographically suicidal agenda. Live Action News, an anti-abortion
group reports:

According to their own recently released 2009-10 annual report, Planned Parenthood
performed more than 329,000 abortions. Conservatively estimating that each abortion cost
$450, abortion services brought in $148 million of Planned Parenthood’s overall $320
million in clinic revenue, representing 46% of its operating budget.

Killing babies is literally worth hundreds of millions of dollars. Dr. Anthony Levantino, who
produced a series of videos illustrating how gruesome abortion procedures are and how developed the
fetus usually is as it’s destroyed, also talked about how profitable abortion is.

In my practice, we were averaging between $250 and $500 for an abortion, and it was cash.
That’s the only time as a doctor you can say, either pay me up front or I’m not going to take
care of you. It’s totally elective… Either you have the money or you don’t. And they get it.

So, it seems profit motivates leftists too—even though they screech unendingly about “evil”
capitalism from their Apple iDouche keyboards while lapping up their Starbucks lattes. It’s no
wonder conservative radio host Michael Savage coined the phrase “Liberalism is a mental disorder”
over a decade ago.

The Mick’s playing around with the abortion issue only confirms a claim made by Rush Limbaugh
last year:

But when it comes to abortion, Hollywood will do anything and everything it can do to
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normalize it, promote it, make it look normal and healthy and make pregnancy look like the
disease.

Hollyweird and Planned Parenthood are regularly in bed with one another, as both push a degenerate,
feminist agenda in service of a Marxist, globalist agenda aimed at ending viviparous reproduction (as
Huxley called it in Brave New World) once and for all. Life Site wrote:

The large list of actor-supporters of abortion is not surprising to pro-life leaders. The
“Hollywood” establishment, they point out, has aggressively promoted a sexually liberal
lifestyle that is strongly dependent upon abortion as a back up to inevitable failed
contraception resulting from its sexual promiscuity.

This conundrum is yet another of the many failing of feminism. Why not prevent the pregnancy in
the first place rather than killing the inevitable results of irresponsibility? Fewer than 1% of abortions
are due to rape or incest. The overwhelming majority are elective abortions.

Women’s solipsistic nature leads to the deaths of millions of unborn children

A Deathstyle, Not a Lifestyle
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Of course, all of this cultural cancer is a result of 50 years of unchecked
feminism. Feminism is literally a death cult, oddly a new twist on Anglo-American Puritanism and
female superiority that is destroying the West culturally and demographically.

It seems the election of Trump has only made the left double down on its resolve to continue
infanticide. They’re determined to continue to preach the abortion gospel even if it means alienating
millions.

But no matter what spin the whores of the elite put on the practice, the simple fact remains it is a
barbaric way of dealing with irresponsible sexual behavior. Especially when there are myriad
methods of contraception available to prevent pregnancy in the first place.

Dr. Levantino explains why he now is leading the crusade against abortion, in a clear, lucid way that
explains the horror the practice really is, not the joke television writers have turned it into.

I looked, I literally looked at that pile of baby parts on the table, and I didn’t see all the
things that had sustained me all those years. I didn’t see what a wonderful doctor I was
helping her with her problem. I didn’t see her wonderful right to choose, and I didn’t even
see the $800 cash I just made in 15 minutes. All I could see was somebody’s son or
daughter.

Suddenly, this was looking really different to me. For the first time in my life it hit me very
powerfully, that this woman had come to me figuratively and said…here’s $800, kill my
baby. And I was the type of person who would look right back at her very calmly, and say
why sure, I’ll do that.

When you finally figure out…that killing a baby that big for money is wrong, it doesn’t take
you too long to figure out it doesn’t matter if the baby is this big, or this big, or even this
big, it’s all the same.

Abortion is obviously a serious issue, and nothing to be turned into dark humor on mainstream,
primetime television.

So, it would be nice to see TV shows abandoning their preachy, holier-than-thou narratives when it
comes to the issue. Unless they want to continue the destruction of the ivory tower they live in as the
fortunes of a once decadent television empire fade away and fall to dust.
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Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Eye Candy of the Week | January 22, 2017
January 22, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Russian model Irina Shayk heats things up this week with sexy poses in different pieces of lingerie.
Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for January 22, 2017 as we admire the female form while
remembering the truth about women.
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Knowing the Truth About Women Means You’ll Never See
Them the Same Way
January 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Once you take the mask off, women never quite look the same

Swallowing the Red Pill means dispensing with the pedestal syndrome forever. In many ways, this is
a very good thing. First of all, women don’t deserve to be placed on a pedestal because they’re just as
bad as men – if not much worse in many ways. Red Pill knowledge also frees men to make better
decisions when it comes to dealing with women.

But, there is another side to this story. Once the male illusion of finding the
loyal, virgin princess he will spend his whole life with is destroyed, and the harsh realities about the
feral, treacherous, disloyal and predatory nature of females revels itself the new reality can lead to
cynicism and even nihilism.

It can leave a man adrift, since men naturally want to be of service to women even though women
treat men like disposable tampons.
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A man may even find he is no longer as attracted to women as he once was,
knowing the true character of the creature behind the mask she wears. The exterior of women is very
pleasing to the eye as oft stated in TNMM’s Eye Candy of the Week feature, but a man must always
remember the truth about women when dealing with them unless he wants to bear the burden of
financial and emotional exploitation.

A good way to remember the truth about women is to study an important scientific fact revealed by
modern anthropology.

Briffault’s Law, often discussed around here, as defined by social anthropologist Robert Briffault
reveals some of the hard truths that permanently destroy the illusion about finding the “unicorn.” The
unicorn being the female equivalent of the needle in the haystack, the chick that truly “isn’t like other
girls.”

The law should be memorized by the awakened man, and referenced each time he deals with women.
Here’s three of the most important truths revealed by Briffault:

Past benefit provided by the male does not provide for continued or future association.

We all know this to be true. Once a woman has consumed a man’s money, or he loses his power or
status, women will usually monkey branch to a higher status male and leave the “loser” she just
created by extracting what she wanted from him. This is why hopping on the Hedonic Treadmill is a
terrible mistake for the modern Beta.

Any agreement where the male provides a current benefit in return for a promise of future
association is null and void as soon as the male has provided the benefit.

The above statement basically illustrates the current status of the frivorce court system in Anglo
America. A man provides a bitch with a house, car, and a platinum credit card in hopes the female
will continue her association with him. But, she often disposes of him and financially rapes him after
the “benefit” has been provided and there’s nothing more she can extract from him.

A promise of future benefit has limited influence on current/future association, with the
influence inversely proportionate to the length of time until the benefit will be given and
directly proportionate to the degree to which the female trusts the male.

In other words, women will associate with a man they see as a potential meal ticket only as long as
she trusts that her investment, i.e. providing him with sex and companionship will later pay material,
financial, or social status dividends. Women will also stick around a little while for a little benefit,
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and a long time for a bigger benefit.

All of the above corollaries to Briffault’s Law prove women exploit male utility value on a regular
basis. They then hypocritically criticize men for returning the favor, viewing them only as sex
objects.

It’s a battle that can never truly be won for either side. So what does a man do when he realizes either
through study or through the school of hard knocks in life that women only see him as a utility, and
not as a human being worthy of love, respect and devotion?

Male disposability is common in nature, but humans were different – until modern times

Dealing With Male Disposability

None other than Nikolai Tesla, genius of electrical engineering knew the grave truth about woman
and male disposability. His melancholy assessment of the situation perfectly describes the crossroad
we find ourselves at the early 21st Renaissance of traditional masculinity:

Perhaps the male in human society is useless. I am frank to admit that I don’t know. If
women are beginning to feel this way about it – and there is striking evidence at hand that
they do – then we are entering upon the cruelest period of the world’s history.

He, like many other learned men – Spengler, Unwin, and Briffault knew the coming doleful
consequences that we are now living through as a result of a shift to a matriarchal model for society:

Our civilization will sink to a state like that which is found among the bees, ants and other
insects–a state wherein the male is ruthlessly killed off. In this matriarchal empire which
will be established the female rules. As the female predominates, the males are at her
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mercy. The male is considered important only as a factor in the general scheme of the
continuity of life.

This is the world we are entering, a world of social engineering and total disregard for male interests.
It’s as if government planners used knowledge like Tesla’s as a playbook rather than a doleful
warning of the consequences of feminism.

To deal with male disposability, there are two general options.

The man can become a pure player. Realizing he can never win the game of romance, and will
never find a unicorn, the awakened man dedicates himself to playing the game. A man like this often
goes through women like he goes through changes of underwear, as he has become immune to their
dissimulation, deceit, and victim card playing. He pumps and dumps, he womanizes, he enjoys his
life and a sexually fulfilled lifestyle by returning the favor of being seen as a utility object to women
by seeing them as nothing but sex objects.

The man can become a MGTOW. Men Going Their Own Way often abandon women completely
after realizing the terrible fact women never truly love men. These men often go on to create works of
pure genius, as was the case of Tesla.

Tesla leaves us with this sage words:

I had always thought of woman as possessing those delicate qualities of mind and soul that
made her in these respects far superior to man. I had put her on a lofty pedestal, figuratively
speaking, and ranked her in certain important attributes considerably higher than man. I
worshiped at the feet of the creature I had raised to this height, and, like every true
worshiper, I felt myself unworthy of the object of my worship.

Sounds like Tesla was a Beta who later caught on to the ruse, and was also never able to see women
the same way again as the following passage will reveal. Tesla also foresaw what Freud called Penis
Envy becoming a dominant expression of a sexually repressed, frigid Anglo culture, now proven by
half a century of feminism.

Now the soft-voiced gentle woman of my reverent worship has all but vanished. In her
place has come the woman who thinks that her chief success in life lies in making herself as
much as possible like man – in dress, voice and actions, in sports and achievements of every
kind.

These truths, elucidated by brilliant men over a century ago have gone almost completely ignored as
The Anglo-American Matrix aspires to turn human society into one that models the lives of insects
and other lower species in the animal kingdom.

Knowing where we are headed, and knowing women don’t care what happens to men or society as
long as their selfish needs are fulfilled is quite a rude awakening. It’s hard to look at a bitch the same
way after studying the sexes with a masculine eye, as luminaries like Tesla and Briffault both knew a
century ago.
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Relief
January 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Original nonfiction and poetry on The New Modern Man by RF

What a relief
When the deception and dissimulation end
A man puts it all behind him
No more manipulation from a fake friend
The fog of treachery clears
The sunshine of freedom shines, and birds chirping he hears

Why climb mountains
Why swim vast seas
Why carry around her bag of bricks
When she only sees you as a creature with a dick
Why go through pain, emotional torment and stress
When a woman only sees you as a utility to fix her emotional mess

What a relief to realize
There’s nothing more between us
Is a statement of liberation and an end to her disgusting lies
It allows a man to enjoy his prime
After being kicked around so many times
A man embraces his doleful role
And has no fucks left to give about a bitch, or her wet hole
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Two Skills To Become The Master Part 2
January 24, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

A man who faces reality realizes the cold and heartless world before him

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

In last week’s article we discussed two methods to fortify yourself against the poz (cultural
degeneration of the west).  First a philosophical system which is grounded in cold truths about human
nature.  Stoicism.  Second is the art of inner sublimation as a means to channel negative emotions and
experiences into a motivating fire which launches you out of your comfort zone and sends you
hurdling face first into a dark world.

A cold and heartless world unmasked before a man who no longer weakly whimpers and
scurries away tail tucked from the brutal reality a man must face.

There is something you need to know.  Something of grave importance
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which you should never ever forget.  Think of all the things which you like about yourself.  All the
parts of you which is placed the most value.

Think of each piece of your puzzle intently for a moment.  Now understand this and never forget.

You are fucking expendable.

Your value is only in your utility to others.  As soon as you no longer offer any utility you will be
replaced by someone who does.  You are meant to be the nameless cog in a machine which will grind
you to dust.  When a man finally accepts this part of life, he must consistently strive to make
everyone deal with him on his own terms.  To meet HIM on his ground.  I’ve said this before.  He
must become the bright star that all other bodies revolve around.  This is only possible by becoming a
man who is no longer deceived.

The greatest lies are the ones you believe about yourself.

You see my friends, the realization must come that it’s your life and it matters to you the most,
doesn’t it?

If you knew there was a way to give yourself more options in life, more freedom and ultimately more
happiness, wouldn’t you be highly motivated to learn it?

Nature Of Deception

The most crippling kind of deception is self deception.  I would be willing to bet that at this very
moment there are many if not multitudes of lies you believe about yourself.  So follow me here.  You
are the genesis of your reality.  In essence from your eyes, you are the the beginning and the end, the
Alpha and Omega from which all of your thoughts, will and emotion emanate from.  When your idea
of your Self is based on false assumptions, everything that is You (thoughts,will, emotions) will be at
odds with itself.

This causes everything in your life to result in turmoil, unhappiness and failure.  A male at odds with
himself is like someone who has handicapped themselves on purpose.

Why?  For what reason would someone do this?  Just so they can feel special about themselves?

It hardly seems worth it right?

If you are angry about all the lies.  All the constant propaganda in your tv’s and your media devices. 
You should put them down and start wondering about YOU.  Start wondering about all the
propaganda, delusions and fairy tale bullshit you tell yourself.  All the things you serve up to your
tyrannical little ego who keeps that carrot stick dangling in front of those glazed over eyes.

Why Stoicism?

Stoicism is probably more useful to very passionate/emotional types of men since it will be a
grounding force to center yourself amidst the turmoil of unwanted emotional responses.  People think
they need more things to achieve success and happiness.  What they really need is less of them. 
Much less.
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Instead of looking without for external validations and material things you
need to look within and connect the dots of just who and what you are.

What fires burn brightest inside your deepest heart?

Meditation is a key practice here.  Meditation and deep introspection allow you to burrow deep into
the darkest corners where you’ve been hiding all those nasty truths about yourself.  Start with at least
15 minutes a day dedicated to complete concentration while diving into your deepest self.   Find a
quiet place where you are completely relaxed and comfortable.  You must connect with the most
fundamental part of yourself as a living breathing flesh body and a will to power which may grow or
wane depending on your self delusions.

You must train your mind to be starved of whatever it is you feed to your ego.  Whatever is keeping
you on the hamster wheel.  Starving yourself physically by fasting occasionally and purposefully
delaying physical gratifications will start to build a raw energy from within yourself.  With this vast
reservoir of emotional and mental power stored within, you then must learn to sublimate this power
and channel it into your desired direction and outcomes.

This is why Psychopaths are so good at manipulating others.  The lack of empathy allows them to
better assess reality and how to get what they want from others.  Though psychopaths are not free
from self delusion, they are able to use their minds in more efficient ways.  They can more easily
predict what motivates others and what thumbscrews to turn on their prey.

Emotional Responses

A weak, untrained person will react in obnoxious and often comical theatrics when you push their
buttons.  Emotional responses are not “bad” and you should not fear them.  The anxiety you may feel
when cold approaching a hot chick or the trepidation of looming confrontation that seems to frighten
you stiff.
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These are not bad or wrong things to experience and often it happens on no
conscious part of your own.  You must realize that whenever you feel strong emotions there is
immense energy drawing up within yourself.  All this power!  You are about to expend it all
wastefully though.  Wouldn’t you hate for this fire of inner power to dissipate on a useless cause in a
useless scenario?

So then you must embrace your emotional responses.  All of them.  Then as you become fully aware
of what is happening, your mind and emotions can link up in perfect synergy.

People that think in this simplistic, binary pattern of positive and negative have it all wrong.

They say only think positive things!  Think positive thoughts and they will come into being!  While
there may be a kernel of truth there, people then rank everything in their lives and within themselves
as being positive or negative.  The negative is baaaad and should be shunned.

Horseshit.

Emotions that many would call “negative”  are actually massive lodestones of inner power and
motivation.  Hatred is not a bad thing, it’s a beautiful thing.

If you say that you love something and adamantly profess those affectations then you must HATE the
opposite of that thing with just as much zealous fervor.

If you cannot hate then you cannot love either. 

So what is the point of saying you love if you don’t embrace the hatred of it’s antithesis?  Get
rid of your self delusions!

You must be able to look at yourself the way a mortician would examine a vivisected corpse.  Coldly
identifying your weakest spots, vulnerabilities and wasteful urges.  You must become the master over
yourself.  Someone who has subjugated their own ego with the force of an Imperial Conqueror.

Whenever you feel strongly about something.  Don’t run from it.  Don’t hide it away and try to shove
it under the rug.  Stop pretending!

Just embrace it.

Embrace the chaos and the uncertainty. 

With open arms and a vicious smile embrace a dark world.  Don’t be the hero everyone says they
want.

Become the fucking villain they deserve!

The will to live.  Is it in you?
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What lengths would you go to in obtaining all that you desire?  What earthly ends would you scour
and how many rocks would you upturn to find that which is most precious to you?  How ferociously
would you defend what is yours?

If you know the answer to these questions then I will say well met.  For you are a man who is
intimately aware of both his light and dark sides.  A dangerous man.

You have conquered your demons.  You have put shackles on the useless and opportunity in the
hands who do your work.  We see each other eye to eye and gaze down at a beautiful and terrible
earth..   A pantheon of fucking Beast Gods.  The world can only tremble and lay prostrate before the
feet of such creatures!

Tripartite Agreement

The mind, will and emotions are like 3 warring factions within the same tribe.  All vying to be heard,
all poking, prodding and incessantly annoying one another in confusion, strife and disagreement.

You must be the ruthless warlord to unite them all.

Through a stoic mindset which sublimates emotional and mental power into a consuming fire of
motivation.  You may achieve staggering power.  With deep introspection in dedicated meditation
you can achieve the frightening alignment of 3 factions now united.

A warrior tribe corded together as a weapon of pure will.  Limitless fuel to light up the brightest
fires in your heart.  To ignite the flames of explosive arrows.

Ripping loose and singing furiously a song of hellfire into a faggot filled New World.
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Two American Companies Push Makeup for Men as the
Androgyny Agenda Continues
January 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Makeup for men is now being mass marketed as the agenda to blend the sexes into one continues

Anglo America continues to sink deeper and deeper into a sexually confused, androgynous quagmire.
Unfortunately, it wants to take the rest of the world with it as it sinks. Evil elites (the people who
really run the world) seem hell bent on turning every one of us into sexually ambiguous pods who are
only allowed to exist as long as we mindlessly consume, consume, consume and obey their wicked
commands.

What’s the elites’ latest diabolical project? The consumer waste machine is
now pushing makeup for men. That’s right. CEOs want men to wear all the things women wear – eye
shadow, lipstick, foundation, powder, and more!

Introducing mass marketed male makeup and telling millions of young boys to wear it is yet another
sign something is terribly, terribly wrong with men and the sexes in Anglo America.

It’s also a sign the Cultural Marxism agenda is still rolling ahead at full steam behind the scenes. It’s
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going to take more than Brexit and a presidential election to stop them.

Manny Gutierrez (pictured above) is becoming Maybelline’s first male makeup ambassador. It seems
the globalists want to take direct aim at the last remaining vestiges of masculinity in the Americas as
Latinos are now being targeted for assimilation into the sexually confused collective. Gutierrez seems
happy with the gender-bending arrangement:

Honestly I couldn’t be more honored [or] thrilled! Thank you to Maybelline for taking a
chance on me!

What the actual fuck? At face value, one might wonder who really cares if some boy wants to put on
makeup. But the awakened man knows to read between the lines. A large and powerful cosmetics
company putting the weight of its organization behind getting your son to cross dress reveals many
troubling things going on in the centers of power in the West.

But wait, there’s more.

Meet CoverGirl’s new “CoverBoy” James Charles

CoverPods Coming Soon

The Maybelline announcement comes on the heels of CoverGirl’s announcement of a new CoverBoy
to market their wares to a new generation of young men. Proving the elites’ androgyny agenda is
already making inroads into the next generation, their new poster child made this announcement:

Hey guys, my name is James Charles and I’m a 17-year-old makeup artist! Today I am
living out one of my biggest dreams and I’m currently on set for my first-ever TV
commercial with CoverGirl. That’s right, I am a new CoverGirl.

Yep. A young man is now claiming he’s the new CoverGirl. That’s no less than two companies
painting their lipstick on your son.

The party is only getting started with the unveiling of Gutierrez and Charles by the cosmetics
industry. I’ve long known Latin America, my refuge from the insanity of Anglo America with its Old
World masculinity and femininity would someday be targeted by these people.
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Having Gutierrez as the poster child for this new makeup for men agenda
reinforces the fact the aim of assimilating Latinos into The Anglo American Matrix is only one check
mark on the clip board. The end goal at the bottom of the clip board is neutering the entire population
of the world.

Charles only confirms the low level white boys have already fallen to as a result of this agenda.

If the elites/globalists/Satan incarnate realize their goal, forcing the English and Spanish speaking
world under the thumb of the gender benders, there’s not much world left for the social engineers to
conquer.

The push to completely obliterate sexual dimorphism works like this. Social engineers are taking a
two-pronged approach: Penis Envy is pushed by feminists while metrosexual men blur the lines
between male and female even further.

Philosophically, destroying the sexes in the name of profit and power is a terrible and confusing end
for the Faustian longing for the fulfillment of Western Civilization’s Prime Symbol of infinity, in
which the West literally tries to turn human beings into the equivalent of machines to power an
infinite growth economy that benefits the 1% at the expense of everyone else’s humanity.

What remains to be seen is what effect (if any) the awakening of the Silenced Majority will have on
the androgyny push. Men everywhere need to remember just how truly evil the people who are trying
to neuter your son and sew a penis onto your daughter really are. A purge of these people from the
levers of control in society is in order.

Hopefully, the upheaval currently going on in America and Europe led by the deplorables is only the
beginning of a righteous cleansing of the cultural cancer foisted upon us by those who seek to
manage us like human cattle living on a labor and tax farm.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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Interesting Points in Response to My Latest ROK Article
January 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Cats have become stand-ins for human children as a result of feminism. Here’s what some of my readers have to say the cult of Penis Envy

My latest Return of Kings article has prompted some very insightful commentary from readers of the
Red Pill journal. What the Anti-Trump Feminist March on Washington Really Means breaks down
the emotional hamstering from selfish, murderous, abortion-loving feminists and interprets what their
march really means for themselves, their dead babies, and the world in general.

Waldemar Pabst covered the consequences of unbridled profit seeking, the very mentality that led
us to the mass reeducation known as feminism, planted like a radioactive cancer causing agent into
the Western body politic by the CIA and Gloria Steinem 50 years ago.

You have to understand that the animosity between the sexes that we see in the modern
world is intentional and was created deliberately: it is good for the capitalist / corporatist
system. Single people consume a lot more than families: each person needs their own place,
their own fridge, their own car etc etc. Instead of getting a massage from your spouse at the
end of the day, people tune in to ASMR videos on Youtube [insert advertisements]. Having
a functioning family where the mother stays at home with 4+ children and consumption is
minimized to essentials (food and hand me down clothes) isn’t good for Apple or Microsoft
or Uber or Amazon.

Indeed, one of the founding statements of The New Modern Man is the unrestrained pursuit of profit
poses serious threats to the soul of a nation. Pabst’s statement is undeniable evidence of that threat in
action.

Ozymandius touched on what the results of half a century of social engineering are yielding, and
highlights the cognitive dissonance feminist have when they push gelded Western manlets for more
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freebies while collectively ignoring the results of their actions as Europe and America are conquered
demographically by patriarchal societies:

As we always say, feminism simply exists because men allow it to. If mankind came
together, with even half of this number and intent, feminism would collapse like a pack of
cards. Women follow trends like a pack animal, and as soon as that trend is on to a loser
they leave it post haste. The problem we face is that western society is indoctrinated in the
worst way. Remember, that to a lot of young guys to be a red blooded, red pill male goes
against all their cultural programming, The Marxists did an absolutely fantastic stitch up
job.

It’s ironic that the women and men on this march will be the first to have their lifestyle
curtailed when Islam starts to real root in the next 50 years or so. They really have no clue
what is coming to them. I hope the guys on this site won’t be fooled into helping any of
them when they come running to us.

Jane, who is apparently one of ROK’s female readers explains what an abomination Penis Envy is as
feminism assails true femininity, turning women into wannabe men. She has a novel idea to solve the
plight of unhappy, barren Western women:

Everything about woman points to her life-purpose of childbearing. Her hormonal mood
swings, her menstruation, her shapely hips and behind, her full oversized breasts (which are
such a hindrance to her if she attempts masculine work) all point to her prime purpose: to
bear children. That modern woman would scorn her own biology is insanity. It is the one
thing she can do that a man cannot – logically you’d think that this special ability would
give her a special sense of self-worth but it doesn’t, in fact, she rejects it in favor of
pursuing masculine activities.

She believes childbearing to be oppressive but it isn’t. The ability to create life is a profound
and admirable thing. What could woman ever do that could be more important than that?
And of course they are miserable, because they aren’t fulfilling their purpose. They aren’t
using their most important body part. They pretend they don’t even have a womb and take
drugs to stop it from functioning. Like a cooped up horse that doesn’t use its legs, or a bird
that can’t use its wings, or a bull or goat that can’t use its horns, women who don’t use their
womb go insane. Women are meant to live in a perpetual cycle of sex-pregnancy-childbirth-
suckling. It’s their natural life cycle if they don’t take birth control drugs to prevent it.

The solution to the problem of modern woman is continuous pregnancy. That is the solution
to the racial demographic problem also. Even if a woman has one or two kids, she’ll often
start chasing other men or initiate divorce after she has gone too long without a pregnancy.
Cavegirl brain thinks “this man’s seed isn’t resulting in reproduction; I must try a different
man’s seed instead.” This is her subconscious thought, regardless of what her conscious
brain thinks, even if she thinks she doesn’t want any more children.

Women who live the continuously pregnant lifestyle go through life with glowing faces,
warm smiles, singing as they go about their daily work. You see it, and I do too. We all
know that this is the absolute truth. This large family we work so hard for, we are all a
support system for each other, we are a force working hard together to further our mutual
interests.
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Indeed, women who become moms and have lots of babies are always happier, more fulfilled
individuals than shrieking fembots in my personal experience. Scientific studies of happiness, as
elucidated by psychologist Tim Kasser tell us intrinsic life goals like having close and supportive
relationships with people we love – i.e. women having a husband and family – lend themselves to
happier lives than empty extrinsic acquisition, feels-seeking, and virtue signaling.

Robin Nichols commented on the reality many are unwilling or unable to grasp. Western men have
to stand up and start being assholes and shitlords again, or fade away into oblivion.

Men, in every society in this world, get the gov’t and the women they deserve. If white men
can’t abolish the welfare state, they deserve their punishment.

MC227 echoed The New Modern Man’s series of articles on the Anglobitch and what she as well as
White Knight, weakling men collectively destroy when they go against their genetic programming:

When people go against biology and natural human instincts they lose. White people are
insane and most of all white women. What race on earth other than whites are trying to
commit suicide? What race on earth actually feels guilty about being whatever race they are
other than whites? Why are white women so easily fooled into doing things that harm them?
I’m a middle aged white man and I will never understand why white men who have
accomplished so much as a race would allow women to have any say in anything other than
what she is making me for dinner or what color drapes she wants. What kind of pussified
loser would have a woman dictating this crap to them? White men need to inform these
idiotic women that whites comprise less than 10% of the world population. Now honey that
means out of 10 people only one is white and the rest of the world does not have what you
have.

And finally, Squidly us knows the difference between terrible American women, who are
undoubtedly the worst in the world and feminine women who have their insane impulses constrained
by lucid cultures. Once you go abroad for a broad, you never want to come back.

White/Western men are waking up but our women seem to be hopeless f##king causes. I
agree with the author, there is a world of difference between American and foreign women.
Foreign women do not take anything for granted and do not feel entitled to anything. At
least until they are westernized.

All in all, it was very uplifting to watch a thoughtful and rational discussion take place. It has been
said the truth will out, and these comments prove the Wisdom of Crowds is kicking in now that the
feminist cat is out of the bag.

Keep the insights coming, both here and at Return of Kings.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Weekend Reading | January 27, 2017
January 27, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of January 27, 2017.

Manosphere

Control Him with Kids

A video expose by Sandman on women who try to control men through their children. A
personal story illustrates the manipulative nature of women.

Childlessness and Mass Female Hysteria

This is insightful. American White women — and Western White women in general —
have the easy life, all whims catered to, all conceptions thwarted, all egos stroked. Their
abject sexual liberation and child-free lifestyles — and recall the Chateau maxim: “the goal
of feminism is to remove all constraints on female sexuality while maximally restricting
male sexuality” — has made them yearn for submission to a greater dramatic power. Now
that God is gone and the patriarchy is prostrate and supplicating boringly drama-free beta
males orbit them like cosmic dust, to whom do these placated women submit?
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Why Abundance and Ruthlessness are Needed to Get Hot Girls in 2017

I frequently get guys coming to me with questions about girls they are dating, or would like
to date. Sometimes it might be a girl who they met through day or night game—they’ve
managed to get a telephone number but the girl is either not responding to his messages or
she’s being evasive. What they all want to know is—what is the answer? What trick or tip
do you have for me to get this one particular girl? What they fail to realise is that in many
cases there is no answer other than ruthlessness and having a bunch of other options to fall
back on.

3 Foods Men Need to Eat More Of

If you look at the modern male’s diet it’s a wreck. Either it’s tampon flavored tofu and
pesticide free lettuce or it’s beer and carbs. Neither is going to result in anything good.
Health is one part of your life that you don’t want to neglect. You can be wealthy with all
the buxom beautiful babes in the world and one heart attack could end it all. You have to
keep your health in working order. Following these tips would be a good start. Take your
health seriously and you’ll have a higher standard of living than the vast majority.
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News

Donald Trump to March for Life: You Have My Full Support

Trump set big expectations for the March for Life during an interview with ABC’s David
Muir when asked to compare possible crowd size to that of last week’s Women’s March on
Washington: “You will have a large crowd on Friday, too, which is mostly pro-life people,
too, and I didn’t realize this, but I was told. You will have a very large crowd of people–as
large or larger, Trump said. Some people said it will be larger–pro-life people, and they say
the press doesn’t cover them.

Hillary Received 800,000 Votes from Non-Citizens

Hillary Clinton garnered more than 800,000 votes from noncitizens on Nov. 8, an
approximation far short of President Trump’s estimate of up to 5 million illegal voters but
supportive of his charges of fraud. Political scientist Jesse Richman of Old Dominion
University in Norfolk, Virginia, has worked with colleagues to produce groundbreaking
research on noncitizen voting, and this week he posted a blog in response to Mr. Trump’s
assertion.

Medical Fake News is the Mount Everest of Fake News

Deep medical fraud and the destruction of health: this was the subject that prompted me to
exit the news business. As I probed deeper into that swamp, I found editors running away
from my story-pitches. They didn’t want to go there. It was too scary. Too threatening to the
status of their newspapers and magazines. Lesson learned in the late 1980s: if you want to
go deep, go independent. I never looked back.
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Who Are the Controllers?

In the West, we’ve all been spoon fed the idea that we are free citizens of sovereign
countries, where our democratically elected governments rule according to the peoples’
wishes. If that’s not achieved, it’s usually explained as being due to misfortunes such as
crises, security threats or wars, or the stupidity of our governments. The few people that
doubt these explanations, or even suspect hidden hands behind the occurrences of our time
or the official narrative of our history, are easily dismissed as conspiracy nuts.

Isolated Incident? Half of Entire Police Department Fired, Quit Amid Corruption
Probe

 It’s become apparent that there is a systemic problem in policing, yet many Americans
continue to be willfully ignorant of the dark reality transpiring outside of their front doors.
Often people will claim “it’s just a few bad apples,” but the truth is that problem is much
more deeply ingrained. The following example is evidence of the previous claim.

Book of the Week

Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, The 48 Laws of Power is the
definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control.

In the book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost
Elffers have distilled three thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing
from the philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of
figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum.

Some laws teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the value
of confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-
preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has one thing in common:
an interest in total domination. In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power is
ideal whether your aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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What the Anti-Trump Feminist March on Washington
Really Meant
January 28, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A picture is worth a thousand words: Feminists with “pussy hats” lapping up Starbucks lattes like kittens lining up for a milking while they
spew hate for men who made their selfish lives possible

Anxious to show the deplorables they still have balls and still cling to bitter Penis Envy, feminists
were out in force in Washington the weekend after Trump’s crowning with their Starbucks lattes in
hand. Establishment media was all over the event like a fatass, glouring feminist at an all you can eat
buffet. Daily Mail had such a lengthy article about the “Women’s March on Washington” one might
think they were covering a huge story like extraterrestrial life being discovered, when in reality all the
story involved was a regurgitation of the same male-hating, anti-children, anti-family bile feminists
have been spewing for half a century.

Unfortunately for them, feminists haven’t realized playing the victim card
doesn’t work anymore. Anglo women are already the most coddled, pampered, and spoiled
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individuals on this planet, and the best they can do is fight for the right to kill their children in utero?
What the hell? When one sees a spectacle like this, replete with such cultural pirates as Michael
Moore, Cher, Charlize Theron, some washed up actress named Jessica Chastain and an aging Ashley
Judd preaching the matriarchal evangel, it’s easy to see why white America is demographically dead
and disappearing.

Incidentally, this is the insanity I gladly left behind for “fertile” and feminine shores elsewhere.

The red pill man knows never to believe anything women say. One of the most important skills men
can learn in their dealings with dissimulating females is to watch what they do instead. Here’s a
convenient translation guide to understand what the statistically sterile, solipsistic androgynes really
mean when they peer into the camera lenses at the event and seek the attention and sympathy of weak
White Knights and sleeping Beta males. But as we all know, women fuck bad boys and only seek to
clean out good guys’ wallets.

Anyway, on to the list. Here’s what feminists are really saying when we read through the lines.

What does Charlize Theron have to be upset about? Being worth $110 million for playing pretend for a living just isn’t enough?

“I’m a selfish bitch.”

What more do Anglo women possibly want? They already spend 90% more money than they earn in
the economy. They gobble up 66% of public spending from the welfare state while men pay 75% of
the taxes to support this gynocentric system. Women hypocritically make up 80% of all spending
decisions in the materialistic, extremely wasteful and environmentally destructive economy they later
complain about as not being “green” enough.

They then hypocritically say they Don’t Need a Man™ while statistics prove them dead wrong.
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Without men for the government to rob women would be up the creek without a paddle.

What’s most satisfying about the Daily Mail article was reading the “Best rated” comments below the
article. Nobody is buying the propaganda establishment media is crapping out anymore. User Right
Auntie wrote:

I’m not quite sure what they are protesting. Women in America can drive a car, get an
education, get a mortgage and purchase a home. They can be doctors, lawyers, architects,
engineers. They can be ministers or atheists. They can have children without men. They can
speak their minds. I’m positive that they can still do these things now that Trump is
president. This just looks like a giant hissy fit because their candidate lost. Being a sore
loser is never a good thing.

Indeed, what are these women protesting? They live such decadent lives they’re literally killing the
goose that lays the golden egg as the future belongs to those whose children will be in it, and the men
who made their exorbitant, selfish existence possible are either breeding with other ethnic groups or
becoming genetic dead ends.

Ripping unborn children from the womb is more important to feminists than being sexually responsible

“My sexual promiscuity is more important than a dirty little baby’s life.”

How many methods of contraception do women have today? There is a veritable cornucopia of
methods available to women to prevent pregnancy from happening in the first place. But, rather than
taking responsibility and actually using one of the dozen and a half methods below, feminists refuse
to show the world how Strong and Independent™ they really are by preventing conception and
instead opting to fight to the death for the right to kill their unborn children in utero.

Feminists, why not try one of these methods rather than sucking children out of the womb through a
tube as is the case in a first trimester abortion, or dismembering them and crushing their skulls as is
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the case in a second and third trimester abortion?

Abstinence
Birth Control Sponge (Today Sponge)
Birth Control Patch
Birth Control Vaginal Ring (NuvaRing)
Birth Control Pills
Birth Control Shot (Depo-Provera)
Birth Control Implant (Implanon and Nexplanon)
Female Condom
Cervical Cap (FemCap)
Outercourse
Diaphragm
Fertility Awareness-Based Methods (FAMs)
Pull Out Method (Withdrawal)
Morning-After Pill (Emergency Contraception)
Condom
Spermicide
Sterilization for Women (Tubal Sterilization)
IUD

How sadistic are you bitches anyway, to push for abortion rather than personal responsibility, and
valuing life rather than presiding over the death of your culture at the hands of your own selfishness?

Fat slob Michael Moore, who still hasn’t donated his $50 million fortune to the little people, was at the event
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“I am a hypocrite.”

Bill Clinton womanized, fucked half of Arkansas according to state police testimony, got blow jobs
in the White House, regularly cheated on and disrespected his wife Hillary as he chased what he
called his “peaches” and yet we never saw protests of this kind during his presidency or Hillary’s
failed bid for the White House.

Where were the protests for Hillary being an enabler?

There are also rumors Clinton was a regular guest on the island of a convicted pedophile Jeffrey
Epstein, flying down on Epstein’s private jet and doing God knows what while he was there. Even
the lamestream media had to cover that story. Daily Mail wrote:

Bill Clinton’s relationship with a billionaire pedophile will be thrust into the spotlight once
again in a major book by a bestselling author released just weeks before the presidential
election.

The former president will face renewed questions over his ties to Jeffrey Epstein, a
registered sex offender who was jailed for 13 months in 2008 for soliciting girls for
underage prostitution.

Feminists have been silent about that story, while they assail Trump for having normal heterosexual
desires and grabbing pussies, much to the delight of hypergamous women when he does so.

A decrepit Cher was thawed from her crypt and hauled down to the march, and a dried up Madonna made terroristic threats at the event

“Fathers are less than human.”

Feminists, tools of the moneyed elite, continue being useful idiots for the NWO socialist world
domination project. Along with a tyrannical government, they have turned fathers and men into
enemies of the state, as recently revealed at TNMM.
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Make no mistake, the institution of the welfare state is the single biggest act of cuckoldry in
the history of mankind.

Under the Old World Order, men were charged with the responsibility of loving,
supporting, and raising responsible members of society. They were also charged with
directing the lives of their often overly emotional (and illogical, short-sighted and fickle)
wives in a positive direction.

The institution of the welfare state and child support indentured servitude changed all that
as the state cucked men and fathers by using the force of their own tax dollars against them.

Not surprisingly, the state is proving to be an inept leader of human families because the
concept and importance of fatherly love and guidance means much more than simply a
bureaucracy providing Government Check Dads via the Draconian child support system.
Since feminism, women have proven they are not capable of leading responsible lives
without male guidance, and our children are paying the price.

None other than Nikola Tesla knew what was coming as a result of this insanity.

Our civilization will sink to a state like that which is found among the bees, ants and other
insects–a state wherein the male is ruthlessly killed off. In this matriarchal empire which
will be established the female rules. As the female predominates, the males are at her
mercy. The male is considered important only as a factor in the general scheme of the
continuity of life. The tendency of women to push aside man, supplanting the old spirit of
cooperation with him in all the affairs of life, is very disappointing to me.

Woman’s independence and her cleverness in obtaining what she wants in the business
world is breaking down man’s spirit of independence. The old fire he once experienced at
being able to achieve something that would compel and hold a woman’s devotion is turning
to ashes. Women don’t seem to want that sort of thing to-day. They appear to want to
control and govern. They want man to look up to them, instead of their looking up to him.

Indeed, the entire affair in Washington as well as 50 years of rabid feminism both reek of an agenda
to turn men into nothing more than sperm donors and expendable laborers, and for women to live out
their Penis Envy fantasies.
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Pretty Woman no more: Wearing a “pussy hat” Julia Roberts flaunts her hate for the deplorables

STFU

These are only four translations of what feminists really mean when they
throw collective hissy fits like the one in Washington. They don’t deserve to have an audience any
longer as everyone already knows what they have to say, and what they have to say is cultural poison
loaded with anti-male bigotry.

It is an encouraging sign of sea change that we who are members of the new counterculture in
America enjoy seeing when people are not listening to what these preachy, entitled feminists have to
say as evidenced by the overwhelming backlash in the comments section of a mainstream newspaper
article on the event.

Do you think the pendulum is about to swing the other way, away from the cultural and demographic
suicide as well as gynocentric imperialism events like this represent?

Ladies, we realize you have a vagina. We realize it is nature’s credit card in your mind. But you are
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over your victim card credit limit, and your account is about to be closed.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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Have a Drink: PiÃ±a Colada
January 28, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Piña colada has been the official drink of Puerto Rico since 1978

Who doesn’t like a smooth and refreshing piña colada? While not my all-time favorite drink, it
probably in my Top 5. A good piña colada comes down to execution. There are good piña coladas
and so-so piña coladas. To me, they’re a good drink to enjoy while sitting on the beach watching the
pretty girls go by after I’ve already got a good buzz from a Caipirinha or two. There is some
squabbling about who invented it, although the drink definitely traces its origins to the Caribbean:

The name piña colada literally means “strained pineapple”, a reference to the freshly
pressed and strained pineapple juice used in the drink’s preparation. Some say the drink did
not acquire its name until the 1960s. Ramón ‘Monchito’ Marrero Pérez claims to have first
made it at the Caribe Hilton Hotel’s Beachcomber Bar in San Juan in 1954, using the then
newly-available cream of coconut. Ramón Portas Mingot also says he created it in 1963 at
the Barrachina Restaurant in Old San Juan. The restaurant stands by his claim to this day.

Here’s a highly-rated piña colada recipe so you can enjoy a taste of the tropics wherever you may be:

1 1/2 cup ice
1/2 cup frozen pineapple, diced
2 oz. pineapple juice
2 oz. coconut cream
1 1/2 ounces white rum
1 ounce dark rum
Pineapple slices
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Put the ice, frozen pineapple, pineapple juice, coconut cream, and both rums into a blender. Blend
until smooth. Pour the drink a glass and garnish the rim with pineapple slices. Cheers!

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Eye Candy of the Week | January 28, 2017
January 29, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Swiss model Bianca Gubser shows off some sexy poses for us this week, and some of these are so
seductive it might make you want to fly straight to Switzerland and capture your Swiss flag. Here’s
our Eye Candy of the Week for January 28, 2017 as we admire the female form while remembering
the truth about women.
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Men, It’s Okay to Live For Yourselves
January 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s okay to be a self-interested Lone Wolf in a society that doesn’t value men

If there’s one thing the predatory female is good at, it’s making men feel guilty for living lives that
reflect their own self-interest. Since purging the indoctrination I received from the public
edumacation system and mass media brainwashing I’ve realized enormous personal freedom and yes,
happiness since deciding to look out for number one.

Fuck a bitch and her wants. I’m going to commit the ultimate taboo and do ME.

Here’s just a sampling of the things I get to do as a swinging, single man to make myself happy rather
than wasting my money and time on a relationshit:

Travel the world
Live part-time in the Caribbean
Bang women all over the world
Quit my day job to write and pursue other interests
Live a minimalistic life completely debt-free
Visit strip clubs and brothels for fun
Learned how to Bachata and Salsa dance
Drive a 16 year old hot rod (when visiting the States) rather than a SUV or minivan
Embarked on an extensive road trip that I’m still on
Plan on spending extensive time on four continents the second half of 2017
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The result has been a much more rewarding and fulfilling life than dedicating
myself to an ungrateful bitch who, in the end, will never appreciate what I’ve done and how much of
myself I’ve sacrificed to fulfill her materialistic demands and competitive consumption desires.

As she monkey branches to her next meal ticket, I’ll have lost months, years, or decades of my life
that could have been spent doing things I want to do rather than what she wants to do.

I’ve seen what happens to men who attempt to appease the predator. Whether it’s my next door
neighbor or supposedly Alpha male Hollyweird actors, the story is almost always the same with
today’s war of the sexes: relationships that end in financial rape and result in a massive balloon
payment at the end (frivorce) which is literally nothing more than legalized prostitution if critically
analyzed.

Better for pay for that pussy up front, as I frequently recommend.

While I don’t consider myself a MGTOW personally, I understand and wholeheartedly support the
point of view of MGTOWs like John Smith who recently posted this awesome metaphor for the way
females use males in our society:

The woman and the system behave exactly like a pack of wolves. They target an individual
prey animal, separate him from the herd, hound him to exhaustion, and when there is
nothing left to feed upon the woman exits the scene of the kill with her share of the cash and
prizes while the legal pack moves on to the next victim. It is just that simple.

We all know that is exactly how women and the legal system behave towards men. The wolf
metaphor works on so many levels. Since men are the equivalent of prey animals in our society, why
would a man give up the only life he has to be used and abused in this way, left financially bleeding
to death outside the gynocentric court house?

Thought criminals at Breitbart recently highlighted the plight of Western men, who are incentivized
to not give two shits about the current system. They’re treated like laborers on a human farm who
suffer everything from abusive taxes, to hateful women, to marginalization for being heterosexual
and having normal sexual desire. In an article detailing the men who are either embracing MGTOW,
Going Galt, or getting the fuck outta Dodge by expatriating, Milo wrote:

Never before in history have relations between the sexes been so fraught with anxiety,
animosity and misunderstanding. To radical feminists, who have been the driving force
behind many tectonic societal shifts in recent decades, that’s a sign of success: they want to
tear down the institutions and power structures that underpin society, never mind the fall-
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out. Nihilistic destruction is part of their road map.

Of course, when society shits on men and degenerates want to tear down everything we built up,
eventually we shit on it back. Continuing from Breitbart:

But, for the rest of us, the sight of society breaking down, and ordinary men and women
being driven into separate but equal misery, thanks to a small but highly organized group of
agitators, is distressing. Particularly because, as increasing numbers of social observers are
noticing, an entire generation of young people—mostly men—are being left behind in the
wreckage of this social engineering project.

It’s wreckage we are proudly walking away from.

Some of us have a backbone and are not happy about our newfound status as third class citizens that
has formed as a result of the dominance of a small, matriarchal claven of feminists.

Men now realize their sacrifices are not being rewarded

The Villains Society Deserves

Will it take an event like the one foreshadowed in Atlas Shrugged to create change? If men
collectively banded together as in Ayn Rand’s novel Atlas Shrugged, Anglo America would be
forced to realize the value of our labor and our participation in society. Our contribution might no
longer be taken for granted. This dramatic scene illustrates the power the men who support society
have:

He stepped to the window and pointed to the skyscrapers of the city. He said that we had to
extinguish the lights of the world, and when we would see the lights of New York go out,
we would know that our job was done.

Indeed, why wouldn’t we drop out and remove ourself from exploitation by the aforementioned
“wolves” of society, i.e. women and the political/legal class? The feminist social engineering
experiment took half my life and took the entire lives of countless other men, wasting it rather than
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giving me a reliable life partner and posterity to invest in.

Someone has to throw down the gauntlet and be the “evil” one who
refuses to go along and get along with a scheme that has taken both our partners and posterity away.
As Jack Ronin frequently puts it, we must become not the heroes society claims to want, but the
villains it deserves.

I decided some time ago that the things I wanted and make me happy are the equivalent of watching a
good music video. I want lots of bitches, enough money to cover my needs and travel the world
(forget the garish materialism in the videos), freedom, booze, and some occasional recreational drugs.
(Everything in moderation of course. I don’t want to throw it all away on a stupid ass addiction.) So,
I’ve endeavored to design a life that reflects those desires. And it is paying dividends. And I’m going
to teach other men how to do the same thing.

I am the happiest I have ever been in my entire life. And things are only going to get better with time.
This is a life I would have never realized if I had followed the life script we are all given. I will never
give this lifestyle up for a bitch when thanks to the fact the current sexual market forced me to master
Game and learn how to exploit hypergamy, I can have a twenty-something hot piece of tail in my bed
virtually whenever I want.

If that means standing alone as a lone wolf to stand up for what I believe in, so be it.

Why make a woman’s problems my problems when I can worry about my own problems, and just
pump and dump or hire legal call girls to get the sexual satisfaction I need? As much as it pains me to
say it, the vast majority of women have nothing to offer me except sex anyway.

Feel guilty for making myself happy rather than making someone who will never appreciate me
happy? Never! And neither should you. Life is a short dance in the sun, and men need to start living
for themselves.
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Contempt
January 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Original fiction and poetry on The New Modern Man by RF

I used to look at you with eyes of desire
Now I look at you with a burning fire
I wish I didn’t carry this burden
But you always had a way of hurting

Blonde hair and blue eyes
You never fool me with the disguise
I wasn’t good enough to involve in any of your lives
You didn’t want one of the good guys

A lifetime of abuse
But now I have no use for you
Never will realize the simple things I desired
Now I see you as a consummate liar

I have nothing but contempt
For the way you turned a nice guy into an imp
And reduced a proud man
Into an animal who emotionally limps

To think you play the victim
When like a predator you make mafia-like hits on men
Among others in a pack of wolves
You destroy your former loves
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Now even when you play nice
I feel nothing but ice
And contempt
At the way you live your life, this fool you’ll no longer tempt

Expect no mercy for thee
When like a doe in the forest you scream help me
You had no use for me in your prime
I have no use for you now that it’s my time
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The Life Changing Power Of Introspection
January 31, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

“When I let go of what I am, I become what I might be.” -Lao Tzu

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

The ability to look deep within oneself and objectively examine your strengths and weaknesses is
something the modern world is sorely lacking in.  We live in  an advanced technological age.  An age
where communication and gratification is nearly instant.  In such a world those on the extrovert side
of the personality scale are highly favored.

Social status, money and artifice over substance is the candy coated turd which everyone seems to
embody.  There seem to be very little if any rewards for those who dive head first into their deepest
selves.  Uncovering what demons and phantoms torment them.

Know Thyself

Today a man must become an absolute expert of himself if he wishes to soar above the floundering
husks of mediocrity.  Though the modern world seems to offer little if any tangible benefits for self
awareness, the ability to deeply introspect is a quality worth more than any of the dip shit corporate
brands you flaunt or the terrible nutritional content of the big business food you shovel down that pie
hole.

What does it mean to become a master over oneself?

Well it is very simple.  It starts with asking simple but poignant questions about yourself.
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What areas am I most insecure about?

What core desires motivate me to speak and act?

Which things really push my buttons?

In what areas am I ridiculously weak?

These are all questions one cannot find without a fearless jump in their deepest selves.

Indeed without knowledge of self you are the blank slate that corporations and governments wish you
to be. This allows them to give you meaning through their products and services.

If you have ever noticed the highly shallow facade that most people exhibit these days it’s because
they are cruising through life on auto pilot with nearly all of their behavior existing of programmed
and conditioned responses.

Why So Shallow?

Why does the modern fuck boy and the New World Skank seem to have such limited knowledge of
themselves?  Why do people find themselves chasing material carrots that never seem to materialize?

These questions must be asked of yourself and they must be searched deeply
within the confines of your beleaguered souls.  For introverts, they must realize that even though it
would seem they are not rewarded for their natural inclinations to introspect it is a highly valuable
ability to have.

For extroverts they must realize that to spend some time alone and coldly assess themselves is
something that can only give them a great advantage in all areas of their lives.  Neglecting this area
will only target them as the prey for the predators.  Indeed without the knowledge of what truly
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motivates you there might as well be a bulls eye on your chest for every con man and the infrared dot
of your enemies upon your backs.

Stop looking for validation from outside sources and competing with the rest of the fagged out
hivemind.  All in a race to the absolute bottom of human consciousness.

Set Sail Over Dark Waters

Humans are the most complex creatures the earth has ever seen.  Self consciousness is truly a gift and
we must find ourselves by searching long and hard within the ultimate labyrinth, ourselves.  Anyone
familiar with my writing will know that I constantly talk about taking the boat down the river your
own Heart Of Darkness.

I also highly recommend you read the book of the same name by Joseph Conrad.  It is a literary
classic and the story is a beautiful metaphor of a man who travels down this heart of darkness and
uncovers the demons of his own soul and of humanity itself within it.  The terror and the beauty of a
world without the neon draperies of the modern world.  This same beauty.  This same horror lives
within us as well.  We are a microcosm.  A world within a world.  So there is something to be said
about the fact that knowing one of these worlds intimately will give you knowledge of the other.  It’s
time to take that journey.  The only journey that matters.

Never Forget This

A key distinction to be made when you finally say fuck it and dive into yourself is that you are not
judging yourself here.  As an INTJ it is quite natural for me to introspect constantly.  When I was
younger and dumber however I could never utilize it’s power because of my own insecurities.  If I
looked deeply inside all I could manage to see was a failure and a weak person.  This filled me with
fear and loathing about myself.  Why would I want to know myself when I felt so shitty for doing so?

The correct mind set to have is completely different.  Because you are actively deciding to look
inside yourself and deal with your problems that takes a measure of bravery and courage.  So how
can you be weak if that is true?  Indeed not many at all these days have that kind of courage.  So
when you do decide to take that plunge remember you are the brave one.

Judging yourself is not ultimately a bad thing anyway once you understand what it’s for.  People,
especially women are deathly afraid of that word Judgement.  They scurry away in fear at the
mention of such monsters or the icky idea that yes consequences do exist.  The ability to judge
yourself correctly will give you the necessary skill to see all other things and other people through the
right lens.  You will choose relationships with others that benefit you both instead of leeching like a
parasite off one another.  It will give you the right clues whenever making important financial
decisions and effectively alert you to dangers.

Take time out for yourself in a quiet place everyday.  Sit alone and listen to yourself.  Make peace
with who you are and work to improve where you deem it.

No one else is going to do it for you!

Final words from Lao Tzu, who says:

“Knowing others is intelligence; knowing yourself is true wisdom. Mastering others is
strength; mastering yourself is true power. If you realize that you have enough, you are truly
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rich.”
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Model Search: Looking for Sexy, Traditional Minded
Female Models
January 31, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We’re looking for class as we push for reform in the relations between the sexes

Are you a female fan of The New Modern Man? Are you a traditional woman who would like to
model for us? Do you know a traditional woman who would like to model for us?

Do you have a nice face and body?

We are looking for models who believe in the countercultural messages encouraging a return to
traditional sex roles we support here at The New Modern Man and the rest of the manosphere, and
want to show the men who write and read our publication they support us.

We are looking for models to feature monthly. Here’s what we want:

All models must be 18 years of age or older
7 to 10 photos in a bikini or lingerie
Be willing to respond to a quick interview about why you believe traditional sex roles are
important

Each model who is selected will receive:

$50 cash reward
Modeling photos featured on our growing publication, now reaching 100,000 views monthly
Modeling photos archived for free publicity

Pseudonyms (fake names) or stage names are encouraged for those who wish to protect their privacy.
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Send your modeling photos or any questions to the Editor.

Good luck!
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5 Basics of Tight Text Game
February 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An introduction to text game so you can steam things up, then knock out some hot tail

I just had a chick spit some of the nastiest texting of my entire life this evening. It was thoroughly
enjoyable watching her throw herself at me. We’ll be hooking up soon, next time I fly in to her
neighborhood. Some of the highlights follow.

This hot, black Latina in her early 20s, with an incredible body told me she wanted to spend several
days in a hotel room fucking my brains out, even though she knows full well I have a girlfriend. She
even went on to say she wanted me to be the first to fuck her anally (take her anal virginity) even
though I’m normally not into that with chicks. There were many more sordid details I won’t bore you
with.

Admittedly, luck had something to do with that interchange. Not all women will be so wild when you
text them, but better responses from women overall and better chances at scoring are up to you and
how well you learn the game. Remember the old maxim:

A woman simply is, a man must become.

Personally, I was texting with 4 or 5 women on and off throughout the course of my day and that was
obviously the hottest response even though I got a some good leads from another girl. Practicing with
occasional text game (a few times a week) helps to keep a man’s skills on point.

While this will be by no means a comprehensive list of how to spit awesome text game, let me share
some of the basics of text game in hopes that it will help guide other men to success and getting the
sex they want from hot chicks they want to lure into their lairs.

Let’s get started with a good foundation.
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Using modern technology to get the bang

The Rules

5. Keep it simple, stupid. When I coach other guys on text game I notice
most of them have a tendency to over-think things. Remember, this is just a girl you’re talking to and
most women’s mental acuity is literally on par with 6th graders. When I worked in the mainstream
media they actually told us to write copy for 6th grade comprehension knowing full well our news
audience was 75% female. This skill is also important when using text game. Pick out something she
is interested in or something about her to kick off a conversation. Make it so simple you’re almost
rolling your eyes when you send the message.

4. Always be closing. Don’t allow yourself to become a Beta orbiter. Don’t give her ANY
compliments. Even if your PUA skills aren’t honed yet, treat her like another warm body in your
lineup. Move the conversation towards your personal goals rather than listening to her prattling on
about the endless inanities of her life. The sooner and subtler you can work in sexual innuendo, the
better. Just as with PUA, always be closing the deal with text game.
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3. Have a good time, and entertain your prospective sexual
conquest. Some guys equate this with being a “clown” for a woman. I don’t see it that way, as I
always try to entertain myself as well as her. It’s entertaining to me to see what women are
entertained by, because it’s usually something silly. Make stupid jokes. See how many buttons you
can press by making her laugh. If you’ve got a chick laughing, you’re halfway to getting your finger
wet and then another part of your anatomy wet.

2. Don’t be verbose. Betas overexplain themselves. They backpeddle. They use too many words.
They come across as needy and desperate. Don’t let this be you. One of the chief destroyers of many
men’s game is talking too much. Use few words. Reframe or agree and amplify any shit tests she
throws at you in a concise way. If you can’t say it out loud in one short breath, it’s too much to text.

1. Keep multiple plates spinning. Never devote your day to chasing just one woman. This behavior
invites oneitits and keeps you from honing your skills with women of different personality types and
backgrounds. Experience is life’s best teacher, and it pays to get a ton of experience with text game.
Even in the face of failure you’ll be steadily improving your skills. When I’m gaming I usually talk to
at least 4 or 5 women at the same time. Success with any and especially all of them inspires
confidence, and confidence is an intoxicating musk in a society of weak, gelded men.

Using these tips as a starter guide to text game will undoubtedly yield better results, more sexual
trysts in other words, than not following them. Cocky, funny and confident works in real life and it
works on smartphones. These simple steps are the foundation for more advanced texting techniques.
They’ve been successful not only for me but for many of the men I coach.

So, whip out your phone and get to work. I want to see you get that next bang.
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Manosphere Philosophy: Lost in the Vastness of Space
and Time
February 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Looking outward from our tiny world with a Red Pill philosophy

Looking beyond our world for clues as to what the true meaning of life, if any, there actually is, we
awaken to find ourselves lost in the midst of a vast universe on “a mote of dust, suspended in a
sunbeam.” The universe is much older and bigger than anyone ever imagined, and it seems at times
hostile and at times indifferent to human cares and concerns.

Men know this instinctively, while women never realize it. They never have to, for they’re not faced
with the same challenges to survive and procreate that men are. Men must learn how cold and
careless the universe is for there wil be no safety net to save him, but there will be men lining up to
be White Knights saving a damsel in distress.

Focusing on our tiny world for a moment, trying to make sense of a world in which everything is a
myth or a lie, in which women claim to be victims when they’re actually users and abusers of male
utility value, and in which those who claim to have the loftiest aspirations for mankind actually
display the most repulsive human behavior (i.e. the elite and political classes) is not easy.

Many find religion to be a refuge. For others, religions are only palliatives to ease the pain of living
in a world in which survival at any cost has been the prime directive for 4.5 billion years.

For others, only rationality will do. Here’s a look at the hard and inconvenient facts science has
revealed about the universe we have found ourselves fighting to survive.

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/manosphere-philosophy-lost-in-the-vastness-of.25890
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If the entire history of the universe happened over the course of one year, here’s how it would play out (click image to enlarge)

We’re New to the Scene

Humans haven’t been around very long at all. In fact, advanced life hasn’t been around long enough
to be significant in the grand scheme of cosmic time. When one condenses the entire history of earth
down into the equivalent of one year, the briefness of our existence is thus revealed. Carl Sagan
pioneered this method with his concept of the Cosmic Calendar:

The Cosmic Calendar is a method to visualize the chronology of the universe, scaling its
current age of 13.8 billion years to a single year in order to help intuition in for pedagogical
purposes in science education or popular science.

In this visualization, the Big Bang took place at the beginning of January 1 at midnight, and
the current moment maps onto the end of December 31 just before midnight. At this scale,
there are 437.5 years per second, 1.575 million years per hour, and 37.8 million years per
day.

We find ourselves making our brief appearance on the scene in the last minutes of the last day of the
year of the 4.5 billion year Cosmic Calendar. Humans appear on the scene only in the last couple
million years, or the last seconds of the last minute of the last hour of December 31.

A single human life equates to one blink of an eye when cosmic history is condensed down into a
year for illustrative purposes.

We are just now making our brief appearance on the cosmic stage, on a planet in which well over
99% of all species who ever lived are extinct.

https://thenewmodernman.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/cosmiccalendar.png
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Social engineering schemes designed by elites are just one of many ways our species’ time on earth could be limited

Are We a Flash in the Pan

Some call it evolutionary baggage. There is reason to believe our existence in the world could be
abbreviated, thanks to a number of factors. Perhaps the most troubling of these is social engineering,
which has reached a troubling level of manipulation of human behavior in the early 21st century.

We now have a state that seeks to groom worker bees and sexless androgynes from birth, as Cultural
Marxism moves to break up the human family permanently and subjugate men eternally. This will no
doubt weaken the human species, perhaps beyond the point of repair.

None other than Nikola Tesla warned against this troubling possibility, which modern social
engineers working at the behest of the elite are foisting upon the West with rabid fervor.

Our civilization will sink to a state like that which is found among the bees, ants and other
insects – a state wherein the male is ruthlessly killed off. In this matriarchal empire which
will be established the female rules. As the female predominates, the males are at her
mercy. The male is considered important only as a factor in the general scheme of the
continuity of life.

Men indeed have become nothing but sperm donors and laborers rather than stakeholders in society
over the past century. Male incentives and male ingenuity are also being extinguished by this plague
upon humanity. Tesla continues:

Woman’s independence and her cleverness in obtaining what she wants in the business
world is breaking down man’s spirit of independence. The old fire he once experienced at
being able to achieve something that would compel and hold a woman’s devotion is turning
to ashes.

We often hear violence will end the saga of the human species from liberals, but the threat from
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authoritarianism – which abuses science for personal profit and gain rather than using it to advance
the human condition is perhaps an even bigger and more insidious threat to our long-term survival.

“What is your advice to young writers?” Bukowski responds: “Drink, fuck and smoke plenty of cigarettes.”

Best to Enjoy What Time We Have

As we consider these grand ideas, realizing the odds are stacked against us as we strive for long-term
survival, perhaps another way to glean philosophy from science is to realize the fact everything dies.
Even the sun will die someday, as it becomes a Red Giant and fades into White Dwarf status.

The message I get from the cosmos is that it is best to enjoy what limited time we have on this planet,
while trying to make a positive impact on the lives of others. I do this by attempting to tell the truth
about things, rather than promulgating the myths that robbed me of half my life – that women are
perfect angels, men are evil sexual predators, that the government is god and has all solutions to the
ails of humanity.

The West takes life way too seriously, as it reaches out towards an infinity it likely will never reach.
Spengler knew this when he wrote Decline of the West. Author Charles Bukowski sums up a worthy
men’s philosophy when realizing the reality of our circumstances on the cosmic stage:

We are here to unlearn the teachings of the church, state, and our educational system. We
are here to laugh at the odds and live our lives so well that Death will tremble to take us.

More inspiring words I cannot find. Bukowski perfectly summed up the philosophy of the
manosphere a full generation before it came about. Let’s endeavor to live those awesome lives, even
in the face of a world and a universe not made for us.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Men Should Be Living Aggressively
February 2, 2017 | by Snow | Link | Original Link

Living aggressively can lead men to more fulfilling lives

Snow is The New Modern Man’s fitness guru. He designs wellness programs for men and also
helps them become mentally fit with his insights. You can visit him at Snow Training Systems.

When you wish to be aggressive you need to move forward.  You do this by putting one foot in front
of the other and moving forward. It’s not rocket science, it’s simple science. You shut up and you
start working.  This is what works to move forward.

Moving forward doesn’t require you to be a genius.  It requires you to work and take action.  When
you’re busy moving forward you’ll develop an aura about yourself that is hard for people to
understand.  They’ll say that you just have it.  The “it” factor is what they call it in pro wrestling.

The “it” factor means that when you walk in a room people notice.  You have presence, you have
charisma.  Charisma is something that can be taught.  Unlike most people I have learned this.  You’re
charisma doesn’t have to be the greatest.

You just have to learn a few things and start doing things differently.

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/men-should-be-livingaggressively.25889
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Unfortunately, people haven’t learned how important it is to develop
charisma.  When you’re aggressive about pursuing what you want you’ll notice and understand that
people don’t like the present moment.  Most people would rather be at work when they’re on
vacation and they’d rather be on vacation when they’re at work.  Find a way to do the opposite.

Train yourself to want to be exactly where you are.  This along with developing your ability to
concentrate are valuable skills to learn.  If you can’t concentrate you won’t succeed.  People know
this and they still don’t care enough to learn how to concentrate.  Pick up your pieces and make it
happen.

When you learn how to concentrate you’ll be able to shape the world.  This is due to the fact that
concentration is a rare skill.  We all have it, some just concentrate on the wrong areas.  Concentrate
on doing things that will bring you success and keep doing those things.

I will continue.  That phrase will help you with your level of determination.  I’ve been reading the
book the power of concentration and that phrased is used a lot in one chapter.  People don’t
understand that they can’t accomplish anything if they fail to concentrate.  Keep your attention on
what you want to do and don’t stop until you accomplish it.

This single minded focus on a mission can teach you what you need to
know about success.  Treating something as a mission will help with your levels of motivation. 
When you’re learning to concentrate you’ll have numerous distracting thoughts.  It’s important to
focus and then refocus on important and necessary tasks.

Keep moving forward and keep being aggressive.  Being aggressive works.  I don’t care what anyone
says I have witnessed first hand how effective living aggressively is.  When you have the capacity
and the discipline to think about what you want non stop, that is when it will come to you.  Just keep

https://www.amazon.com/Mens-Fitness-Exercise-Bible-Workouts/dp/0989594017/ref=as_li_ss_il?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1485974425&sr=1-10&keywords=fitness&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=2f9ba75072772b88837e4bbd0115ba10
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attacking each day and squeezing whatever you can out of each moment.

Once you stop and think about what you’re doing it will feel awkward.  Just power through and finish
the task at hand.  People are experts at sabotaging themselves.  Instead, do the opposite.  Be your own
coach and force yourself to get success.

Success comes when you’re busy and focused.  Get busy and focus on success.  Busy and success go
hand in hand.  If you want something done give it to the busiest person in the room.  Keep moving
forward is a great life philosophy that I got from Victor Pride’s book New World Ronin. This book is
great.  I’m a Ronin in training right now.  A Ronin is considered to be a slave without a master.  We
all need a purpose and a mission.  When you have a mission you’ll be able to help yourself succeed.

Just focus on taking actions that advance you and avoid actions that keep you stagnant.  Taking daily
action is more important than dwelling and coming up with perfect details.  Over thinking will crush
you.  Think just enough to come up with a good plan and then get to work on executing the plan.

No one has ever accomplished anything without a decent plan.  Life will punch you in the face.  It’s
up to you to punch back and execute your vision/plan.  Plans only work if you do.  A good plan
poorly executed is worse than an average plan violently executed.

That’s why focusing on what you want is the most important skill anyone can develop.  If you don’t
focus on what you want, you’ll live your life focusing on what other people want.  That’s no way for
me to live.  I refuse to do that and I won’t tolerate it.

Keep going forward and keep building your momentum.  The best businessmen in the world are the
busiest.  Keep business first and everything else second.  In business take nothing personally.  This is
easier said than done.

Great things only come to you when you’re busy.  Stay busy and keep attacking each day with force
and fire.  Use your mental will to get things done and direct the will towards important tasks.  If you
can’t get the important tasks done, you will be a failure.  Focus on doing what it takes to be a success.

Being a success requires the same amount of energy as being a failure.  More people should be
successful since they instinctively know this.  Keep your attention on what you need to do and do it. 
When you clutter your mind with useless thoughts or on garbage that has nothing to do with you, you
will forget about what you came to accomplish.  Keep the end in mind and make things happen.

Keeping the end in mind is part of Stephen Covey’s famous book 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People.  If you want to learn how to be productive read that book.  That book is a personal favorite of
many readers.  When you learn how to focus and pick the right activities that will move you forward
great things will begin to happen.  Pick activities that benefit you and increase your value.

This in turn will increase your value as a person.  When you’re busy getting things done and moving
forward you will never want to stop.  This will allow you to become the conqueror you were born to
be.  Stay greedy and stay ruthless.  These two attributes and turn a failure into a success.

When you learn how to focus you’ll be able to attract anything you desire.  I’m in year 3 of this
website and I will do what’s necessary to make it grow.  I want it to be big and have thousands of
readers daily.  To do this I have to write more, produce more and kick more ass.  Sitting on the
sidelines and waiting for things to happen isn’t my style and I refuse to play defense.

I will move this site forward and I don’t care how long it takes.  Like Victor Pride says “It takes as
long as it takes.”  Worrying about the how will only push you further away from your goal.  Keep
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your mindset focused on what you need to do to accomplish your goal.  What, not how.

If you need to do a keto diet to get ripped do it.  The end is more important than the means.  Do
whatever it takes to make it happen.

Recap:

You need to be aggressive and constantly look for opportunities to advance.
Move forward relentlessly.
Think only about what you want.  If it’s something you don’t want or care for, banish it from
your thoughts.
Keep your mind focused and on task.
The end is more important than the means.
Think about the end, not the how.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Are We Witnessing The Downfall Of Scientific
Authoritarianism?
February 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Science and psychology have been shamelessly used by elites to turn women into wannabe men, and to turn the whole of society into
compulsive shoppers and eaters

It seems social engineers have studied human beings well, as a power mad elite attempt to mold us
into androgynous pods (one of the latest pushes is the mass marketing of makeup for men) who
benefit their bottom line rather than free and independent men and women who live in pursuit of their
own happiness. In the past century, they’ve learned how to sell us things we don’t need by
manipulating our base emotions. They’ve learned how to brainwash millions of women into believing
motherhood is oppressive and that being like men is what all women should aspire to.

They’ve taken lessons from psychologists, anthropologists and scientists about the structure of human
societies and used them to aggrandize power rather than to serve the interests of the public.
The knowledge gleaned from science is being used not to advance the human condition, but to
control the masses in a way that benefits the upper crust of society rather than the individual.

This is an introduction to four of the most important thinkers of the past century. As we examine their
ideas, we will see how each of these men’s ideas have been subverted by a small minority to
manipulate and control the masses of humanity.

There is reason to believe the scientific knowledge elucidated below has been systematically used
against men and society in general by a clandestine Deep State, i.e. “men behind the curtain” of
Western governments.
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Cigarettes are symbolic phalluses according to the Penis Envy theory, which was used by Freud’s nephew to design the first successful
smoking campaign for women

Freud

Sigmund Freud’s ideas have been used to turn Americans into a mindless protoplasm that knows how
to do nothing but consume for consumption’s sake.

Many people dismiss Freud’s theories without realizing they became the very foundation of the
modern consumer economy when his nephew Edward Bernays decided to adapt them for use by
corporations and the government in the then newly formed field of “public relations.” The term
public relations is actually a creation of Bernays, who knew “propaganda ministry” wouldn’t sound
so good even though that’s exactly what any public relations office is.

Penis Envy is one of the most controversial of Freud’s theories, even though
it has been used quite successfully in numerous ad campaigns and social engineering schemes. In
fact, the first successful cigarette campaign designed to get women smoking (smoking had always
been taboo for women before) was based on the Penis Envy theory. Bernays designed a campaign in
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which cigarettes became “Torches of Freedom” as he encouraged women to symbolically and
subconsciously sport their own penises by lighting up in a garish public display. The campaign was a
huge success for Philip Morris, as cigarette sales for women skyrocketed after the “Torches of
Freedom” campaign.

One need look no further than feminism to see Freud’s Penis Envy theory in action once again. At its
core feminism is about turning women into wannabe men rather than encouraging them to fulfill their
natural biological and psychological roles as mothers and wives. An ROK commenter recently
offered this excellent assessment as to why women have gone insane as a result of the mass
institution of Freud’s theory by feminism in Anglo America.

She believes childbearing to be oppressive but it isn’t. The ability to create life is a profound
and admirable thing. What could woman ever do that could be more important than that?
And of course they are miserable, because they aren’t fulfilling their purpose. They aren’t
using their most important body part. They pretend they don’t even have a womb and take
drugs to stop it from functioning. Like a cooped up horse that doesn’t use its legs, or a bird
that can’t use its wings, or a bull or goat that can’t use its horns, women who don’t use their
womb go insane. Women are meant to live in a perpetual cycle of sex-pregnancy-childbirth-
suckling. It’s their natural life cycle if they don’t take birth control drugs to prevent it.

There is no surer sign Penis Envy is the basis of feminism than realizing the truth of that statement.
Women have become ashamed of their life-creating capacity and think it’s nobler to slave away for
an uncaring corporate boss rather than taking an active part in creating and nurturing the next
generation of humans.

Freud’s scientific theories have been shamelessly used by elites to turn women into wannabe men,
and corrupted by Bernays to help the corporate-government complex turn the whole of society into
compulsive shoppers and eaters. This benefits the elite at the cost of everyone else in society.

It’s important to realize buying things for women will never fulfill them like keeping them barefoot
and pregnant, to be uncouth about the issue.

In Sex and Culture, Unwin proved societies that unleash female instincts quickly become uncivilized
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Unwin

In 1934, Oxford-educated anthropologist J.D. Unwin published Sex and Culture, a scientific study of
6 civilizations and 80 tribes covering a span of 5,000 years of human history. He warned of the
consequences of completely abandoning restraints on female sexuality.

These societies lived in different geographical environments; they belonged to different
racial stocks; but the history of their marriage customs is the same. In the beginning each
society had the same ideas in regard to sexual regulations. Then the same struggles took
place; the same sentiments were expressed; the same changes were made; the same results
ensued. Each society reduced its sexual opportunity to a minimum and displaying great
social energy, flourished greatly. Then it extended its sexual opportunity; its energy
decreased, and faded away. The one outstanding feature of the whole story is its unrelieved
monotony.

This dire warning came a full 30 years before the CIA funded Gloria Steinem and her Ms. Magazine.
Any policymaker educated in anthropology would have known of Unwin’s groundbreaking
revelation. This knowledge was ripe for the picking for those who wanted to break down Western
society and redesign it as a New World Order collective in which the state was at the center of
family. This of course means men have effectively become enemies of the state.

Aldous Huxley thought highly of Unwin’s ideas. He wrote:

Unwin’s conclusions, which are based upon an enormous wealth of carefully sifted
evidence, may be summed up as follows. All human societies are in one or another of four
cultural conditions: zoistic, manistic, deistic, rationalistic. Of these societies the zoistic
displays the least amount of mental and social energy, the rationalistic the most.
Investigation shows that the societies exhibiting the least amount of energy are those where
pre-nuptial continence is not imposed and where the opportunities for sexual indulgence
after marriage are greatest. The cultural condition of a society rises in exact proportion as it
imposes pre-nuptial and post-nuptial restraints upon sexual opportunity.

In layman’s terms, Huxley warned us human society would regress rather than progress if women
were allowed to become degenerate whores and their uncontrolled hypergamous instincts allowed the
Pareto Principle to return – a world in which 20% of men dominate the sexuality of 80% of women.
The rest of men go without until sex and companionship until they Go Galt and tear the system down.

Again, we see another apparent example of scientific knowledge being used by elites in designing an
authoritarian playbook.
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Robert Briffault proved men are nothing but utility objects to women

Briffault

Social anthropologist Robert Briffault’s erudite work entitled The Mothers, released 90 years ago
also spelled out what would happen once male utility value was supplanted by the welfare state, a full
40 years before Johnson’s Great Society literally became the greatest act of cuckoldry in the history
of mankind. Men have been cucked by the very government they are forced to pay taxes into ever
since.

Social engineers would have to know the consequences of instituting such a system. From Briffault’s
book The Mothers:

The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the animal family. Where the
female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association takes
place.

That simple statement illustrates why a welfare state weakens men’s hand in society. Of course, this
is not surprising to those who know women see men as nothing but utility objects. (Then
hypocritically chastise men who rightly see them as nothing but sex objects. Even though women
literally have nothing else to offer men in the West in modern times.)

There are three important corollaries to Briffault’s Law:

Past benefit provided by the male does not provide for continued or future association.

Any agreement where the male provides a current benefit in return for a promise of future
association is null and void as soon as the male has provided the benefit.

A promise of future benefit has limited influence on current/future association, with the
influence inversely proportionate to the length of time until the benefit will be given and
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directly proportionate to the degree to which the female trusts the male.

In other words, anthropological science has revealed women are consummate users – even predators
– of men. Of course, The Anglo-American Matrix used this knowledge to weaken the roles of men in
society, replacing his provider role with the almighty state.

Tesla’s work on electricity changed the world. If we listened to him about women, his genius might change the world once again

Tesla

None other than engineering genius Nikola Tesla wrote about what was coming as a result of women
trying to compete with and displace men from their roles in society. He wrote:

This struggle of the human female toward sex equality will end in a new sex order, with the
female as superior.

However, while social engineers pushed women out of the home and the kitchen and into roles as
corporate cogs and male wannabees, their innate psychological desires to submit to man, have
children, and nurture have gone unfulfilled. The result is two generations of women who become
increasingly shrill and miserable.

It seems to me that women are not particularly happy in this newly found freedom, in this
new competition which they are waging so persistently against men in business and the
professions and even in sport. The question that naturally arises is, whether the women
themselves are the gainers or the losers.

What else was the feminist march on Washington a week after Trump’s inauguration but a bunch of
malcontents, drunk on their own power pushing anti-family and anti-male bile without realizing the
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cognitive dissonance in the messages they preach. The very reason feminists are so unhappy is they
never fulfilled their biological and evolutionary roles in society, and are destined to die with cats or
other animals for children rather than human children who would love them and care for them in their
old age.

So, feminism definitely makes women losers in society, to answer the question posed by Tesla.

Elites, including IMF manager Christine Lagarde met at Davos, Switzerland to discuss the crumbling facade they’ve constructed

Scientific Dictatorship Crumbling

It’s quite a coincidence that every Western policy instituted in the last century has gone against the
prudent course the above knowledge would have dictated for leaders who care about their citizens.
The good news is the use of the knowledge outlined above to control, deceive and brainwash millions
might be coming to an end.

Thanks to the destruction of the centralized communication model that has
dominated the world since the invention of radio and television, and the advent of free and open
communication on the Internet, the elite-managed democracy we have been living under is now
taking a populist turn. The elites are none too happy about the fact a mass awakening is revealing the
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control matrix they so carefully crafted, one that will be destroyed once a critical mass of awakened
individuals has been reached. Perhaps then, this scientific knowledge can be used to help, rather than
hinder humanity.

From their lofty perches at Davos, Switzerland, right after the crowning of Donald Trump the elite
revealed just how unhappy they are with the turn away from their management of society. Even
Establishment media couldn’t deny what was going on as Bloomberg reported: Davos Elite Seeks
Fixes to Defend the System From Populists.

It helps to define populism, what the elite are “defending” against: populism is support for the
concerns of ordinary people. The importance of that article can’t be overstated: A mainstream
newspaper just came out and said the elite doesn’t give a damn about the concerns of ordinary people
if one reads between the lines. That’s huge for the establishment to make that admission. In the
report, hedge fund billionaire Ray Dalio even went so far as to say:

We may be at a point where globalization is ending, and provincialization and
nationalization is taking hold.

They know the jig is up.

I hope for a peaceful resolution to the coming conflict between the elites and the rest of us, but elite
interests are maniacal. There’s never enough money or power for them, while they foist Socialism on
the rest of us. The elites at Davos, among others, are the people who really run the world. Our
“representatives” in America and Europe only do their bidding.

Expect them to grasp at authoritarian straws to try and force the genie back into the bottle. It seems
they are hell-bent on creating a global, authoritarian, Socialist government without telling anyone
about it. They nearly succeeded by bastardizing the knowledge of the luminaries referenced above,
before the Internet came along and blew a strong wind up their dirty skirts revealing all the treachery
underneath.

May this entire crooked facade of scientifically-based authoritarianism based on the corruption of
knowledge gleaned by great men crash and burn, and go straight to hell where it belongs.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Have a Drink: Long Island Iced Tea
February 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An enjoyable cocktail for the weekend – the classic Long Island Iced Tea

Long Island Iced Tea | Relampago’s Rating: 

This classic cocktail is available in virtually every bar and restaurant with a bar there is. The Long
Island Iced Tea actually has no tea in it at all, but it approximates the look and flavor of tea (with a
kick) using a milieu of liquors, lemon juice, and Coca-Cola. It’s a good starter and mixes well with a
lot of foods, particularly beef and steak. It has a higher alcohol concentration (around 20-25%) than
most cocktails because, obviously, it has 5 different types of liquor in it.

Of course, with a drink that is so popular and so-well known, several men claim to be inventors of it.
The exact timeframe for invention of the Long Island Iced Tea ranges over 50 years, with some
sources claiming it was invented in the 1920s and others saying it was invented in the 1970s. There’s
no denying it is a 20th century concoction.

There is some dispute as to the origin of the Long Island Iced Tea. However, numerous
sources attribute the origin to one or both of two inventors in the 1920s or 1970s. The Long
Island Iced Tea appears in literature as early as 1961. Alternatively, a slightly different
drink is claimed to have been invented in the 1920s during Prohibition in the United States,
by an “Old Man Bishop” in a local community named Long Island in Kingsport, Tennessee.
The drink was then perfected by Ransom Bishop, Old Man Bishop’s son. This drink
included whiskey and maple syrup, and varied quantities of the five liquors, rather than the
modern one with cola and five equal portions of the five liquors. Robert “Rosebud” Butt
claims to have invented the drink as an entry in a contest to create a new mixed drink
including Triple Sec, in 1972 while he worked at the Oak Beach Inn on Long Island, New
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York. Various local New York references echo Butt’s claims. Local rumors also ascribe the
origin to either Butt or another bartender at the Oak Beach Inn, Chris Bendicksen.

Here’s a great recipe for a Long Island Iced Tea.

2 lemon wedges
1/2 cup Coca-Cola
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 ounce white tequila
1 ounce white rum
1 ounce gin
1 ounce vodka
1/2 ounce Triple Sec
ice cubes

Fill a cocktail shaker with ice. Pour the liquors, and lemon juice into the shaker. Shake vigorously.
Pour the cocktail into 2 glasses, then mix in the Coca-Cola. Garnish with lemon wedges. Enjoy!
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Eye Candy of the Week | February 5, 2017
February 5, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Alessica Tee is an Asian dime who would be the delight of any plunderer of poon. Enjoy our Eye
Candy of the Week for February 5, 2017 as we enjoy the female form while remembering the truth
about women.
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Amusing Beta Male Meltdowns
February 5, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Amusing Beta male moments from shitlibs up in arms over Trump

America is a nation that has devolved to hate the very Alpha males who made the country into the
superpower it is today. Whether you love Trump or not, you have to admit is is thoroughly delicious
to watch totally powerless leftists throw tantrums online as their New World Cuck ideology crumbles
like a sandcastle washed over by a tidal wave of Realtalk inspired, ZFG assholery.

I would go so far as to say the Penis Envy that Anglo women are imbued with extends to certain
Beta, Gamma, and Omega males who envy the power Alphas have, while their supplication to
females goes unsexed and unnoticed. Specifically, the type of gelded men who inhabit liberal islands
of insanity amidst the sea of red that makes up Real America.

Check out this Beta male rampage I found on my news feed this week:

If you know me, I never rant, but I just can’t hold it in any longer! How could we make an
egotistical prick like Trump our president? I’m not saying Hillary was the answer, but this is
a bad dream that I can’t seem to wake up from. He could care less about the people that
make up this nation, unless you are benefiting him in some way, and my guess is you are
not. We as a society deserve better than this, and so do our children. If you unfriend me
that’s okay, it will be some time before you here another peep out of me on politics, and I
may have stopped following you during the election because I’m so outraged. I just don’t
get it……and to believe that Fox News is the only media source outlet reporting facts is an
even bigger joke than our current situation. FOX News sux, I said it, open your eyes
America. This isn’t an out cry for debate, and I will not respond to negative responses. I just
need the world to know that I am not okay with this piece of S–t as my President.
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In that status update, I see plenty of virtue signaling, lots of pent up frustration at a resolute leader
who doesn’t follow the globalist, New World Cuck playbook, and too much Clinton News Network
(CNN) and More Snotty Nonsense By Chicks (MSNBC) cable news watching. Rather than try to
challenge him logically, I posted this reply:

Dude, take a Xanax and turn off the cable news channels.

Other liberals had been throwing similar temper tantrums and acting like the perfect little angels
they’re not in the comments following his diatribe, but my comment seemed to throw them off kilter
as nobody responded, and the thread promptly went silent.

Sometimes, it’s best not to debate shitlibs (borrowing a CH term) as it is to ridicule them into further
fits of hair-pulling insanity.
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Defining the Sigma Male
February 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

James Dean defines the Sigma male in many ways

Everybody talks about Alpha and Beta males, but few discuss the enigmatic Sigma male. However,
in many ways, the Sigma male is the most interesting of all male types because he is mysterious, an
outsider, and is yet a successful plunderer of poon. He is the antithesis of Mr. Popularity, the Alpha
male, and yet women are drawn to him.

Since embracing my natural instincts and tossing aside the Anglo-American cultural indoctrination
that grooms men to be soft-spoken utility objects known as Beta males, I have realized I am a natural
Sigma male. And as a man who has shifted way from my Beta past, a role foisted upon me by society
until I saw the shadows on the wall and embraced my natural, Sigma bad boy instincts I feel it’s
important to define what a Sigma male is.

The crucial difference between the two top dogs in the sexual hierarchy is this: Alphas embrace and
move to manipulate and dominate society’s ridiculous games in an extroverted manner, while
introverted (and often more intelligent) Sigmas are repulsed by them.

Here are some more Sigma traits.
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Sigmas prefer to go it alone rather than playing the ridiculous social games the rest of society obsesses over

Sigma Traits

Rebellious. Sigmas are the rebels of society, and as an INTP I am beginning to realize how deep my
rebelliousness runs after shedding the coil of social indoctrination. Sigma males naturally loathe
confining and arbitrary social norms and expectations, seeking instead to live original and authentic
lives of their own design. In addition to a rebellious mindset, statistics show higher intelligence
(which many Sigmas possess) is also correlated with more run-ins with the law. We Sigmas can find
ourselves on the wrong side of the law since we have little regard for rules and regulations intended
to rule the lives of “follower” men with an iron fist.

Original. Sigmas are never plain vanilla or predictable. Unlike the Alpha,
they do not crave social acceptance or lofty social laurels. Many Sigmas prefer to blend into the
background and watch the ridiculousness of society in a bemused manner. (The Great Master artist
Bruegel the Elder comes to mind when discussing this attitude.)

Sigmas do not blindly follow groups or trends. They’re likely to have eccentric behavior and
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tangential interests in a number of academic fields. This leads to their greatest potential source of
friction in a world of fearsome conformists: some people are put off by men with minds so original
they cannot conform to the prejudices and constraints of the society they’re in, but originality is the
very essence of the Sigma.

Drift in and out of social situations. This is both the Sigma’s greatest asset and worst weakness: the
ability to drift in and out of high and low castes in society with ease. But we will never truly belong
to any of them. I have personally walked with “kings” of society and peasants, and I see them as
being more alike than not. When I worked in the mainstream media, I could be on television the first
half of the day then at night partying with whores from the wrong side of town. Sigmas don’t get
themselves caught up in the trappings of fleeting glory and petty social hierarchies. They define
Rudyard Kipling’s statement in one of his most famous poems, If:

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
    Or walk with Kings—nor lose the common touch,

If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
    If all men count with you, but none too much;

If you can fill the unforgiving minute
    With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,

    And—which is more—you’ll be a Man, my son!

Tendency to cause conflict. Nothing scares the average person more than someone who challenges
the trite myths they believe in. Sigmas are the original thought criminals of society. The original
thoughts of Sigmas upset many people, who need to be told what to think and how to behave rather
than determining what are appropriate thoughts and actions for themselves. This will undoubtedly
cause conflict if the Sigma’s true opinions seep out into the gossip mill of the average corporate
“Office Space” inferno. The freethinking Sigma will be ostracized, and Alphas will move to have the
Sigma marginalized so as to try and eliminate competition with lapdog Betas following suit.

Quirky behavior. Sigmas can have quirky personalities, which again
puts them at odds with Alpha males and the masses. Sigmas have an air of unpredictability and can
be quite enigmatic and mysterious to those who do not take the time to try and understand him. They
won’t be men who live the life script given to them by the Great Marketing Machine, that tells them
which car to buy, what house to live in, and how much money to make. They also won’t treat women
with supplicating deference as Beta males do, which incidentally makes women hot.

Lone wolves. Since Sigmas do not “fit in” to most social groups, we often find ourselves journeying
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through life alone. Many Sigmas become bad boys when they realize how innately insane society is
and that there is no saving it from itself. In film, the Sigma would be the motorcycle riding guy in a
leather jacket in the back of the bar. The IDGAF factor is very high in the Sigma, especially once he
reaches maturity and begins to purge the sewer pumped into his mind by decades of public school
and mass media programming.

Subject to social scrutiny and criticism. Nothing bothers conformists more than someone who
totally rejects the sophistry and social game playing they worship. This can make the Sigma a
lightning rod for criticism. As Sigmas age, they can become more adept at being “chameleons” when
in social situations. They can fake being a normal rube well enough that the prejudices of the average
idiot are not aroused, while knowing deep inside they hold the cards. Sigmas can possess Red Pill
knowledge while blending in with the average person. This gives the Sigma great strength in that it
allows mastery of both social situations and himself.

Provoke love or hate attitudes in people. Some people love the rebel. Others are terrified by what
he represents. There is usually little in the middle when it comes to the reactions the Sigma provokes.
People either love or hate him. Alphas often hate Sigmas once they’re identified, perhaps because the
Alpha knows the Sigma sees right through the ridiculous social game playing he is beholden to. Betas
will often go into orbit around the Sigma, that is unless the Sigma’s original mind and IDGAF
attitude become the subject of a social stigma. Then, fair weather friend type Betas will evaporate
into the ether.

Sigmas are non-conformists who drift in and out of different social situations

Further Defining the Sigma

Knowing the Sigma archetype can help other men who find themselves between a rock and hard
place trying to decide whether they’re Alpha or Beta or lower on the totem pole realize they’re
neither. They can also realize it’s okay to be different.

It is my personal belief that those men who possess the INTP and INTJ Kiersey/Myers-Briggs
personality types are often natural Sigma males, in that many of the traits associated with those
personalities are Sigma traits. A look at the descriptions of both types illustrates my point. First, the
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INTP, as defined by 16 Personalities:

The INTP personality type is fairly rare, making up only three percent of the population,
which is definitely a good thing for them, as there’s nothing they’d be more unhappy about
than being “common”. INTPs pride themselves on their inventiveness and creativity, their
unique perspective and vigorous intellect. Usually known as the philosopher, the architect,
or the dreamy professor, INTPs have been responsible for many scientific discoveries
throughout history. INTPs are known for their brilliant theories and unrelenting logic – in
fact, they are considered the most logically precise of all the personality types.

Then, the even rarer INTJ:

It’s lonely at the top, and being one of the rarest and most strategically capable personality
types, INTJs know this all too well. INTJs form just two percent of the population, and
women of this personality type are especially rare, forming just 0.8% of the population – it
is often a challenge for them to find like-minded individuals who are able to keep up with
their relentless intellectualism and chess-like maneuvering.

This does not mean every INTP or INTJ is a Sigma. However, it’s a safe bet to say many Sigmas are
probably INTP or INTJ types.

In essence, the Sigma male is the model of adaptability in a cruel world. He adapts to get what he
wants out of the world without participating in it, and stays true to himself and his beliefs unlike the
courtiers of society. As Darwin knew, it is not the strongest of species that survive, but the most
adaptable. Sigmas are case studies in adaptability, as they bang countless women while never
betraying who they really are.
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Juxtaposition: Why I Left America
February 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Which place would you rather be in? A crumbling, sexless empire in which leftists have become
Racial Bolshevists who regularly burn down cities and campuses to agitate thought criminals, or a
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tropical island that has literally become the fastest growing economy in the Western Hemisphere,
where politics are seldom discussed, libertarian values are the norm and sex flows like water?

I’ll tell you which one I’d rather be in.

The fiery scene, was of course, the University of California at Berkeley as Commie leftists attempted
to shut down the free speech of a gay man named Milo. The beautiful scene is from the North Coast
of the Dominican Republic, a place I’ve called home for a year and a half now.

Nothing against Americans, by the way. It’s not you who are to blame, it’s the evil son of a bitches
who run the corporate-government power structure in the nation. These people have no soul, they
have no love for anything except quarterly profits and their own self-aggrandizement, and they’d sell
their own mother for an extra nickel or bureaucratic appointment.

Today’s corporate-government mentality is reflected in The New Modern Man’s logo. There’s a
deeper meaning to that logo than meets the eye:

The site logo is Artus Quellijn’s sculpture inside the Royal Palace of Amsterdam. It depicts
Justice flanked by Death and Punishment triumphing over Greed and Envy, the gods of the
merchants; the unrestrained pursuit of profit poses serious threats to the soul of a
nation.

There’s nothing wrong with making profit, but when the money changers
and power brokers sell out everything that makes life worth living in order to keep a consumption
economy moving – turning women into men to double the labor force and tax base, destroying the
family so the state can mold the next generation into mindless lackeys and consumers, cuckolding the
masses of men with a gynocentric welfare state, etc. – you’ve got some serious problems.

Not to mention white people are conditioned to hate themselves, their culture, and their lives by
social engineers who seem hell-bent on ethnic cleaning and genocide.

As an added bonus, there’s an ongoing total breakdown of civility as Racial Bolshevists attempt to
repeat the horrors of Communism, this time in America. It can’t happen here? It is happening here.
And it’s only going to get worse. The left will keep agitating until they provoke a violent reaction
from the right. It’s happened before, and it will happen again.

A man has but one life to live, and there’s no reason he should spend it unhappy, being a laborer and
sperm donor in a society that threw him overboard in the 1960s. Especially when that society is
breaking down through no fault of his own.

With that, I’ll get back to my caipirinhas and feminine, chocolate ladies.
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The Mindset Which Always Gets Me Laid
February 7, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

Mind over matter will help you get the bang

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

When I was in my late teens and early twenties.  Much of my actions were centered around
appeasement and trying to “fit in” among social groups. Even though it did not feel natural for me at
all.  Everyone seemed to agree that you needed to fit in to get what you want out of life.  I found there
was an unspoken consensus among my peers that you must fit in even if meant lying to yourself,
lying to others and generally behaving like a weak, supplicating bitch.

It made me sick whenever I attempted to go along with the herd.  Whenever I took their shallow
advice as something to be learned I always felt an overwhelming sense of self betrayal.  This caused a
lot of inner turmoil and self loathing.

When it came to the opposite sex, I never ever experienced success when I took the advice of the
weak and attempted to convince girls I was some great guy who had it all together.  A polite and
eager chump who was ready to listen to her stupid problems or treat her like an intellectual equal. 
Again it absolutely disgusted me to think, this is what it takes to get laid?  To completely abandon the
instincts inside whispering “Fuck this shit”.

Failing Like The Rest

I didn’t realize this at the time but most of the advice I was taking was from people who I would
laugh in their face now should they attempt to counsel me on anything.  While they may have been
able to maintain relationships with the opposite sex to varying degrees.  It was at a cost to their spine
and a payment of their balls which I found utterly appalling.
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Even as a young, confused and lost boy I knew deep inside this was not the way for me.  The hardest
part for me to overcome was finding true belief in my own self, trusting my own instincts and
maintaining a zealous faith in my own abilities.  This however did not come easily.  I first had to
experience the true nature of women without the rosy colored goggles handed out like condoms in
high school.  Also I had to sit in the church pews of some seriously deranged evangelical churches,
filled to the brim with gelded males and slutty women.  Churches whose members behaved as if they
were drunk and spouting gibberish from their mouths like they have fucking turret’s syndrome. 
These same morons would then proclaim with boundless enthusiasm how this was some gift from
God.  Imagine if you will the utter debasement I felt actually believing these idiots!

I was led to believe that all my natural instincts were wrong and not to be trusted.  For this was “the
flesh” and everything from the flesh is abhorrent and not from God.  Yet putting females up on the
podium to instruct the church, lauding single mothers as some great gift for lovelorn men and
otherwise behaving like disgusting fake fucks was to be praised as holy.

Perhaps they just had more faith than me right?

Developing a carefree attitude is key to getting the panties to drop

Countdown To Detonation

Having to suffer through an endless parade of circus clown freaks and incessant preaching about the
beauty and purity of women while chiding males for not being man enough was the ticking time
bomb waiting for the lit fuse to ignite it’s explosive content.  Still a part of me wanted to believe that
I was wrong and could somehow become like the rest.  Having the things they have.  To be happy
like them which they seemed to love flaunting to the world.
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I even had a young “Christian” girl around my age who manipulated me,
telling me she loved me while seeing another guy.  My weak ass fell hard for the emotional blackmail
and allowed her ego to swell by having two males dote over her.  She ended up marrying the guy and
when their relationship started to have trouble she wanted me to move in with her at another place. 
Thankfully I said no to her childish demands and coy remarks that she could make me if she really
wanted to.

I couldn’t believe myself for behaving like such a chump.  I was absolutely disgusted.  When I finally
realized just how low and pathetic I had become.  I fucking snapped.  I realized if anything, none of
this ever felt natural to me and what I really wanted to do was tell them some straight up real talk. 
Then I could finally be free of their claws.  I came to the point that I’d rather be completely alone
than suffer the wiles of these women.

Doorway To Another World

I had seen briefly the antics of guys who didn’t seem to care one iota about women.  Yet they always
seemed to be surrounded by them.  I wrote them off as I was thoroughly indoctrinated.  I completely
wiped any reality based truths from my mind that did not mesh with my fantasy ideals.  Finally when
I said fuck this and just wanted to be left alone. I discovered another world right in front of me.

I’ll never forget one of the defining moments of my personal breakthrough.  It was my birthday and
my good buddy wanted to visit this strip club where we had a friend or two who worked as bouncers. 
I really never cared for strip clubs and I had no desire to get blue balls from some mediocre broad. 
He kept cajoling me and finally I agreed since we had nothing better to do.  I had been to strip clubs
before only this time I didn’t give one fuck about the girls.  Our bouncer friends let us sit in a VIP
booth and we had some beer brought to us for free(I forget how that happened).  I remember
distinctly that because I didn’t give two shits about being there my body language was completely
different.  My arms were spread wide across the booth and I had a look on my face that must have
said I simply don’t care.

This one stripper who was devilishly hot came over and wanted to hang with us.  We talked for a
moment but I really couldn’t be bothered that much.  I was gonna get fucked up, not spend a dime
and enjoy myself regardless.  At some point my buddy leans over and tells me

“She just said you look like fun”.

My boy being a true friend completely pumped my image up to her while I was sitting across the
booth with a devil may care grin.  As the strip club is reaching closing time she tells me she will be
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waiting outside after she changes because a stripper isn’t allowed to leave the place with a patron.

Sure enough she is there when they kick everyone out and follows me home.  Funny thing, she even
said “we can’t have sex” as we are heading to the bedroom.  30 seconds later I had some of the best
sex of my life.  I fucked her all night.  I literally felt like this girl was fucking me like I’m the last
dick on earth.  At one point I’m fucking her from the side and she is leaning off the bed pushing
herself up from the floor onto my dick.  That was impressive.  I released all the pent up sexual energy
I had on her and was absolutely 100% in the moment.  Perhaps the joy I had in fucking her gave her
the impression that I really cared or something.  I fucked her two times and I was done.  I mean hey,
it’s a fucking stripper.  I wasn’t trying to hang out or anything.  Apparently she got really butt hurt
over this and told my bouncer friend how much of a dick I was while he played the nice guy beta and
cuddled her precious tears to sleep.  Never once getting laid.  LOL.

After that experience I morphed into a fucking savage.  All the elements were there for me to become
a Beast, yet I had been running from my destiny all this time.  Remember the manipulative church
girl?  She called me one day to say she wanted me to be the Godfather to her child and how she was
just telling a girlfriend how I am this great guy.

I could only laugh at this point.  The maniacal laughter of a man who has become the Villain.  I told
her hell no I don’t wanna be the Godfather to your children and don’t be telling people I’m such a
great guy because guess what?  I fucked a stripper the other night and it was god damn great!

I stopped talking to her shortly after that and it felt good.  It’s good to just say fuck you sometimes. 
From there I went on to have many many other hilarious stories.

Becoming a savage isn’t easy, but it will take you much farther than being Mr. Nice
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A Savage Reigns

All this shit about being a “good” person is superfluous to me.  Fuck your ideals.  Fuck your beliefs
and infantile opinions.  I’m not a good person and if that matters to you.

Go fuck yourself.

This is the mentality that gets me laid and after all these years I’m still
surprised at times.  I remember another time when I was bouncing at this bar and some random hot
college blond comes up to me with a dumb look on her face and says “I don’t know anyone”.

To this I looked at her and said plainly  “Yea who fuckin cares!” while I  made the motion with my
hand like I was jerking off on her.  She storms away and I’m giggling to myself.  About 3 minutes
later I shit you not.  I see this chick in the crowd and like a laser pointer her eyes are focused intently
on me.  She makes a b-line right to me.  Comes up to me with this look of needful expectation.  Then
she literally collapses into my arms.  So I start making out with her hard, pulling hair, grabbing
handfuls of ass.  Eventually some friends pull her off and seem really surprised claiming they’ve
never seen her act this way before.

I didn’t give one fuck.

As for the modern woman.  I’ll fuck her.  I’ll play with her.  I’ll enjoy the fleeting caress of female
flesh.  Then it matters not to me if I ever see her again.  If she were to get hit by a car and die when
she left.

There would be zero tears shed.

Zero feelings of pain.

ZERO FUCKS GIVEN.

This is the world the modern woman has screamed and shouted for.  I am going to shove it down her
fucking throat with aggression.  Choke on that shit.

Strangely this open disdain and utter satisfaction with myself is the mentality that has never failed to
cause women to notice, to swoon, to have their feeble little hearts melt over a man who no longer
gives a shit about them.  I’d rather sit alone and ponder deep things than listen to her basement level
opinions on issues completely insignificant to me.  I am openly averse to everything she says she
believes in.  Every piss weak ideal she proclaims with baseless fervor.  I take a gigantic peanut filled
shit on everything her fairy princess world is made of.

Fuck her and fuck anyone else who by hook or crook drowns in the stagnant sewers of mediocrity. I
was in the shit once.  Know what?  I rose up out of it with my own hands and my own strength.  I
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won’t lift one finger to save your bitch ass.

I love to make it abundantly clear just how little I think of nearly everyone.  I love the looks of faux
indignation.  The sneers.  The whiny butt hurt.  Yes YES!

Say hello to the motherfucking bad guy.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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I Just Don’t Give a Fuck: Doing the Opposite
February 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Today I openly enjoy threesomes, but in my Beta “nice guy” days I was a One Woman Man

The biggest change of my life occurred when I decided to stop giving a fuck. I have good reasons for
not giving a fuck, and good reasons to be angry. (Incidentally, I vent my anger with my writing. I’m
actually a very happy individual.)

First off, I sold out the first half of my life chasing the myths and fantasies put into my head from
childhood about the wonders of the vaunted college degree and how it would change my life, and
how following the system’s advice would make me healthy, wealthy and wise.

Bullshit.

Society’s myths are sold to credulous simps it seeks to mold into profit-producing slaves, chained by
the fear of losing everything they worked for if and when they ever wake up to the reality of the
nightmare we are all in.

It was a good decade or so after completing all the hoop-jumping the system told me to do before I
realized the exact opposite of their feted commands was what I needed to be doing with my life. The
inner rebel finally appeared. I am now preaching the evangel to men everywhere, in hopes it might
save them from being exploited by the corporate-government complex and bitches everywhere. I’m
preaching male empowerment and personal freedom.

Here’s some background on my journey from nice guy Beta to ZFG Sigma. Maybe it can help you.
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Wearing a business suit making $28,000 a year, my life in the media

Lied to About Work

Rather than partying and fucking everything that walked in my college years, I spent my time being
responsible and “studying” while working at least one and often two jobs to finance myself.  Later,
when I landed the “good job” everyone thought I had, I made shit pay.

Here I was, a local TV star making $28,000 a year with $25,000 in student
loans. Through perseverance, a highly rated news program and an Emmy Award which made us #1 in
a highly competitive market, I had managed to climb to the astonishing salary of $39,000 a year after
“only” 5 years. That’s less than the median salary nationwide. School teachers made more than me.
Truckers made more than me. I felt like such an imposter getting up there on TV and acting like all
was well in my world everyday, when in reality I could barely pay for a meager existence.

Then I committed the cardinal sin. I asked for $50,000 a year after I found out a subordinate was
making that much. My contract was not renewed, the management didn’t tell me until the last minute
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and the next thing I knew my ass was in bankruptcy court. Ironically, I got the $50,000 at the next
station in a larger city, but by then I didn’t care anymore.

Things began to change inside me. After being used and abused I moved to my next stop on the TV
star tour with an eye on escaping this existence. As an added incentive for me to GTFO, the Racial
Bolshevism the media have become famous for incessantly drove home the point that I was an evil
son of a bitch for being white and having a dick, in drive-by news hit piece after hit piece. I spent the
next few years paying off my bankruptcy (I never got anything for free in life) while devising a plan
to extricate myself from the web of lies that had turned me into a farm animal rather than a man.

I was fed up with the cage I was in, and decided to break out at any cost. I did, and the result is this
blog, my sex-filled new life on a tropical island, occasional indulgence in cocaine, frequent
indulgence in wine and cigar, working on my terms rather than theirs, happier than I would have ever
been following the life script we are all told to go by.

Never again will I return to the complete disaster that is the television news industry, an industry in
which there is an epidemic of suicide once other poor bastards like me realize the pulp fiction it
subsists on is nothing but a facade. Here’s a short list of the suicides that have occurred in the past
few years:

Nick Wiltgen, The Weather Channel
John Winter, WLFA meteorologist
Don Harman, Fox 4 Kansas City News
Bob Richards, KDSK-TV
Russel Bird, KTVZ-TV

There are 57 other suicides of journalists here.

I had some realizations along the way as I awakened to realize the cage I had been placed into with
my wonderful college degree and “you’re lucky to have it” job.

The camera needs to be turned around on the mountainous, steaming pile of garbage this industry is.
The social predators who inhabit news rooms love airing out the disgraces and dirty laundry of
others, now it’s time for their dirty laundry to be aired out. And there’s plenty of it, believe me. News
personalities are some of the most duplicitous game players you’ll ever meet, but they carry around a
lot of deep, dark secrets. I would enjoy nothing more than seeing the cruel light of reality turned
around on the vermin in the media, just to show the world what imposters most of them are.

After clawing my way out of this industry and the bankruptcy it foisted on me, I just don’t give a fuck
about playing the career game anymore.
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It’s not your fault you’re no good with women, you’ve been lied to about their nature your entire life

Lied to About Women

I wasn’t always the womanizing asshole I’ve turned into. No, in my younger days I played things
straight, held women up on a pedestal, treated them better than I treated myself. All I wanted was a
good wife and a couple of beautiful kids. Was that really so much to fucking ask of the Anglobitch?

How was I repaid after putting forth my best effort with women? With
loneliness, financial abuse, and emotional torment.

It took a good 10-15 years after high school for me to realize the script men are given about women is
totally screwed up. I often wondered when I was in college why women would just walk over top of
an attractive, good guy like me. I wanted to be good to them! Why wouldn’t they notice me?

Then I noticed attractive young college girls going back to the dorm with guys that looked like thugs
and listening to the sounds of them moaning as they fucked each others brains out. I wasn’t totally
left out, I did manage to bang several cute girls in college but my sex life in my Beta college days
was overall a dry, dry desert.
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Along came the manosphere. It wasn’t long before I realized, yet again, everything I had been told
was a lie.

My own research yielded the following bombshells. I frequently touch on the knowledge of Freud,
Unwin, Briffault, and Tesla, as these men give the wisdom we discuss in the manosphere some
scientific and psychological gravitas. The topics we discuss and the complaints we have about
women aren’t just a bunch of guys sitting around making things up. These men proved women bring
this to the table of any relationshit:

Penis Envy, the basis of feminism
A 5,000 year history of tearing civilization apart when female sexual instincts go uncontrolled
A disposition to predatory behavior towards men when it comes to male finances and resources
The capacity to totally, and cold-heartedly exclude men from their families and to render them
completely useless when women take over the levers of control in society

Once I realized the setup of this cruel game, I started exploiting it to my advantage. Being an asshole
has paid dividends. Since becoming a player in the game, I’ve bedded over 100 women, most of them
under age 30.

I’m happier because I don’t put up with the manipulation, emotional drama, and cheating other men
put up with. I have my freedom, and accept the fact the Anglobitch has turned herself into a sex
object of her own volition. It’s not my fault. I just pump and dump. So should you. Well, that or run
off the Anglobitch’s plantation altogether.

So, I ended saying again, “I just don’t give a fuck” about being the nice guy and the disposable meal
ticket.

Doing the opposite worked for George Costanza, and it’s working for me

Moving On

I just don’t give a fuck as become my new motto, just like Eminem. Meantime, Bukowski’s idea to
“Drink, write, and fuck” has become my new creed.
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I am sick to death with the system that stole half my life. I’m reserving the other half to do what I
want. What do I want to do? Chase skirts, travel the world, live well on nothing, avoid paying as
much money into the system as I can by earning a low income (by American standards, which
incidentally gives me a great life abroad) and write.

I feel like my life is finally coming together in a meaningful and badass way. Like I’m on the verge
of realizing something truly great in the next few years. I’m so glad I abandoned the life script that
would have kept me in someone else’s cage and embraced a life of zero fucks given risk taking,
pushing myself to do new things rather than accepting a subpar existence. All the experiences, the
hard knocks, and of course the sexy ladies will be in my writings, and later a novel. I also want to be
the champion of other men who have been shafted by this setup.

Comically, the wisdom of George Costanza applies, that if I do the very opposite of what the system
tells me to do I’ll be a happier man.

Jerry Seinfeld: If every instinct you have is wrong, then the opposite would have to be right.

George Costanza: Yes, I will do the opposite. I used to sit here and do nothing, and regret it
for the rest of the day, so now I will do the opposite, and I will do something.

George Costanza: [He goes over to the woman] Excuse me, I couldn’t help but notice that
you were looking in my direction.

Victoria: Oh, yes I was. You just ordered the same exact lunch as me.

George Costanza: [Takes a deep breath] My name is George. I’m unemployed and I live
with my parents.

Victoria: I’m Victoria. [In a sexy tone of voice] Hi!

Indeed, doing the opposite has markedly improved my life. I believe it can do the same for millions
of other men. Rather than giving a fuck, we should stop giving a fuck and do whatever makes us
happy. Like having threesomes on a tropical island. That shit makes me happy.

It might make a social justice warrior’s head explode, though. Bonus.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Nature Saves Heredities That Work, Rejects Those
That Donâ€™t
February 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Shielding any organism from reality only makes it weak

If there is one constant on this 4.5 billion year old rock we find ourselves inhabiting, it’s that nature
saves those heredities that work, and rejects those that don’t. The game we are playing is one of
survival. If one is searching for the meaning of life, this is about as real as it gets. Survival is what
our entire lives are about, for life exists to propagate life.

This is why modern liberalism and feminism are a blight and abomination on the human species.
They’re both suicidal. These ideologies push the insane ideals that life isn’t worth living, that certain
ethnic groups are evil while others possess superior virtue, and that babies are nasty stumbling blocks
on the road to living a gluttonous and avaricious lifestyle.

Remember, gluttony and avarice are two of the seven deadlies in Western
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myth and religion for a reason. Together with other so-called “deadly sins” they’re killing the West.
Incidentally, the West also has pride and sloth in spades.

As a result of the total disregard for the importance of family and the continuity of the human species
it represents, the West has devolved into a death cult in that it believes acquisition of useless material
possessions and conspicuous consumption of everything from meals in a restaurant to box cutter
sedans to iPhones is the be-all, end all of human existence.

Meantime, the flower of procreation wilts and dies away, like the eggs in so many Anglobitchs’
wombs. White people are literally fading away, dying off the planet. Let that be a warning to other
ethnic groups who would follow in West’s vaingloriousness.

Feminism is destined to go extinct, and it will take all those who practice it or even tolerate it along
with it. Designed as a population control technique in the 1960s, it has morphed into a metastasizing
cancer.

Only the fittest will survive this latest shit test of nature.

Every animal on the planet has the will to survive, except modern day Westerners who are willingly committing suicide

Survival of the Fittest

Rather than follow the rest of society into destruction, some of us realize the intrinsic happiness
family will bring and the biological imperative reproduction is.

The real reason feminists are marching in the street in the Trump era has more to do with mass
female hysteria brought on by childlessness than it does any grievances that have merit. The
Anglobitch is among the coddled individuals in human history, and her exorbitant,
Empowered™ lifestyle means she now has the power to destroy not only herself but the very family
her mother and grandmother cherished.
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And that is exactly what she is doing, for in no country on the planet where
there is a historical white majority are there enough babies being born to sustain the population.

This is the root of her misery. For women exist to create and nourish the next generation of human
beings, not to mindlessly shuffle bureaucratic paperwork around or labor in vain like a man for
resources. She knows not why she is miserable and unfulfilled with the things the world told her
would make her happy. But this is why. She is missing the glory of motherhood.

That said, rather than try to save them from themselves, we must let the fools’ gene pools die with
them, and be content with the fact we are the men who will survive this latest shit test from nature.
We will find the women who have not succumbed to the sicknesses of the West to be the propagators
of our genes.

The future belongs to those whose children will be in it. The future belongs to us. Herbert Spencer,
who coined the phrase “Survival of the Fittest” knew the game well:

The wise man must remember that while he is a descendant of the past, he is a parent of the
future. The ultimate result of shielding men from the effects of folly, is to fill the world
with fools.

Spencer would no doubt be mortified at mass scale cuckoldry being placed on the backs of literally
millions of would-be fathers, and the propagation of fools and weaklings the ensuing welfare state
causes.

Disturbingly, the mindless blob of protoplasm that makes up most of America, the unthinking and
unquestioning Beta males who are the tax base the slave masters at the apex of the corporate-
government complex depend on, trudge on through mediocre, increasingly sexless, and statistically
sterile lives.

The gynocracy gorges itself on the largesse created by these unwanted men. Spencer knew what this
system really represents.

All socialism involves slavery. That which fundamentally distinguishes the slave is that he
labours under coercion to satisfy another’s desires.

Indeed, the modern Beta male labors to satisfy the demands of a massively bloated government, of
feminists who benefit from his labor and the tax money a gynocentric beast steals from him, and yet
he lives an existence as a loathed individual. He is the subject of contempt of those who exploit him.

For no one respects a slave.
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Throw off the chains that would make you a lesser man than your ancestors

Be Bold, Be Bold, and Everywhere be Bold

Let no one tell you having a family and having continuity is outdated or no longer important. Those
are words sold to slaves.

A man without posterity is a man who lives a dead-end lifestyle, and he betrays the death-defying
survival instincts of better men than him who found a way to survive and thrive in such catastrophes
as wars, plagues, famine, natural disaster, and heartless women of centuries and millenia past.

The modern man is much too coddled, and perhaps that is the problem to begin with. His survival
instincts have been dulled by his success in the battle with nature. He has plenty of eat and a plethora
of comfort maximizing gadgets, but his spirit is empty. He’s lost his mojo. He must realize this is a
battle that never ends. He not only must fight the bitch known as Mother Nature, he must also fight
other men who only see him as a tool to use for their own self-aggrandizement and glory. Being an
obedient slave, although one that is treated decently, is not the life of a real man.

What a shame it truly is that a magnificent 4.5 billion year old epic of genetic survival ends with
weak men and brainwashed women. But the strong amongst us will survive, and even thrive in this
environment.
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The new modern man must never succumb to the wishes of his masters, but remain loyal to his
wishes and to the only constant that ever mattered on planet Earth. That constant is survival.

Men have moved heaven and earth in the past to ensure their genetic legacy does not die with them, a
failure that would be totally disrespectful of his ancestors who survived the worst the universe had to
throw at them with aplomb.

For I can tell you from experience there is nothing that lights a fire inside a man as looking into the
eyes of his son or daughter, a new human being ready to take on all the possibilities and the pitfalls of
existence anew. Knowing that he not only survived the test, but he passed it with flying colors as he
captured a sexy woman of his choosing and she willingly carried his legacy in her womb for nine
months.

That is a heredity that works. The ones that don’t will lay by the wayside of death. Creating beautiful
and strong progeny is the most satisfying thing a mentally and physically healthy man and woman
can ever accomplish in life.

There is nothing quite so beautiful in life, gentlemen, as your own children. Material possessions,
money, and power are empty accolades if you have no posterity to look you in the eye with respect
and love when you fade away into the blackness that pervades this entire universe.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Weekend Reading | February 10, 2017
February 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of February 10, 2017.

Manosphere

When Will Homosexuals Take Personal Responsibility for the Spread of HIV?

What do Elton John and the late George Michael, pictured in the main photo for this article,
have in common? They’ve spent years talking about HIV/AIDS, all without convincing a
great many gay men to take responsibility for not contracting it. In fact, gay men with
HIV/AIDS are routinely—and falsely portrayed—as the victims of discrimination, to the
point of being able to say society itself caused their infection.

Invest 10k in Yourself and See How Your Life Changes

I want to invite you to try an experiment with me. An experiment that could completely
change your life or at the very least improve it tremendously. This experiment involved an
investment, as a matter of fact the best investment and your money. This experiment could
be done in less than year but even if so should be continued for your entire life. So what is
this experiment that could change your life and is changing mine? This experiment is all
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about investing in yourself and spending your money on what matters most.

Declare War on the Modern World

The young males of today need to rediscover a new spirituality.  An upward striving
towards the cosmos.  The burning light inside which screams out to the stars.  The modern
world offers nothing to quench their spiritual longing.  When you seek answers to the
deepest questions of your soul, our cosmopolitan monoculture only stares back the dead
eyes of the New World Faggot.  There is nothing to find among the walking dead.  No great
treasures to lay hold.  No epic journeys to undertake.  Only the mindless frenzy of empty
consumption   When you seek the elixir which rejuvenates your spirit there is only a chubby
hand outside the drive through window handing you a sugar coated shit slurpee.

Days of Rage

I’ve been meaning to link to this great post at Status 451, which is a review of the Bryan
Burrough book “Days of Rage” and a look at the late 60s/early 70s political upheaval and
violence in America. The categorical differences in Left/Right revolutionary fervor are also
examined, with a special consideration for the now largely memory-holed murderous
violence committed by radical black activist groups.
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News

Poll: Trump More Trusted than the Media

President Donald J. Trump’s administration is more trusted among U.S. voters than the
media, according to a new poll.

Soros Plans Endless, Orchestrated Anti-Deportation Protests

Donald Trump, with his attorney general now in place, began following through on another
campaign promise – deport criminal illegal aliens. And the left’s first attempt to block a
deportation has failed. A 36-year-old mother of two, Guadalupe Garcia de Rayos, was
arrested Wednesday during her annual immigration check-in near Phoenix, Arizona.

How to Find Your Way Out of the Matrix

The matrix we live in is designed to rip all hope, power, and special talent from your
conscious awareness. If you realized, no, remembered your true Self, this unfavorable
reality would dissipate in a heartbeat. You’d either find yourself living in another timeline,
in a different Universe, or you’d be living here and now, but under drastically different
circumstances. If we really are living in a simulation, as even people like Elon Musk and
Neil deGrasse Tyson attest, then that means we can change the computer program – our
consciousness, and discover our latent gifts to truly topple the ‘ruling’ regime.

CNN Says Calling them “Fake News” is Same as Using the “N” Word

It appears that CNN has launched a war on those who attempt to call out the mainstream
media’s lies by comparing those who use the term ‘fake news’ with those who use
derogatory and racial slurs like the ‘n-word’. Late last year, as the presidential election was
coming to an end, the Washington Post launched a full on attack against anyone who dared
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question the establishment narrative — the term ‘fake news’ was born.

Book of the Week

Have you ever had trouble understanding the United States Bill of Rights?
Have you ever wondered what was really meant by one or more of the ten amendments? Have you
ever been unsure as to how these rights apply to modern society? Have you even questioned if the
Bill of Rights should still be held as inviolable law, nearly 250 years after its writing?

Here’s the truth: the Bill of Rights is not easy to understand if you just pick it up and give it a read.
The eloquent style in which it’s written can be confusing. The language can cause misunderstandings.
There’s a lot of legal terminology that’s beyond most of us. Without an understanding of the
historical background of certain amendments, it’s impossible to fully understand their importance and
scope. And to top it all off, there are countless politicians and pundits that try to interpret our rights
for us and tell us what the Founders meant.

But are you comfortable letting crooked politicians decide what your rights are? Or would you rather
know and be able to insist on, with certainty, the freedoms our Founders intended for you, your
family, your friends, and your fellow Americans? If you’re like millions of other Americans, you’ll
choose the latter. Thomas Jefferson said, “Educate and inform the whole mass of the people…They
are the only sure reliance for the preservation of our liberty.” He also said, “If a nation expects to be
ignorant and free… it expects what never was and never will be.”

That’s why this book was created, and it would make the Founders proud if they were here today.
This book helps you easily reach a deep understanding of the Bill of Rights by walking you through
each amendment, clarifying the precise definitions of key words; providing the historical context you
need to fully grasp and spirit and importance of the amendments; sharing powerfully insightful
quotes on each amendment, straight from the Founders and their peers; supplying you with an
extensive glossary of terms so you never get lost in a dictionary or encyclopedia trying to understand
what you’re reading; and more.

The Founders fought tirelessly to guarantee you specific rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. Don’t let two-faced politicians and pundits tell you what your rights are. Scroll up and
click the “Buy” button now to learn your rights, and together, we can keep the spirit of freedom alive
in this great nation.
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Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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5 Ways Anglo Women Have Turned Themselves into
Sex Objects
February 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Anglo women complain about being seen as sex objects even though their selfish lifestyles mean they have no other commodity to offer a
man other than a flat behind and well-used anatomy

The more globe hopping I do and the more time I spend in different parts of the world, the worse I
feel for my American brethren, and the more I know it wasn’t me who was to blame for the fiasco
that was my dating life until I deserted the Anglobitch once and for all. American women are truly
the worst in the entire world, and I can now say that with reassurance and confidence after spending
some more time in the States. This isn’t just hyperbole from the manosphere. This disturbing
realization is palpable every time I come back to The Anglo-American Matrix.

Those who read my material may already know I reside in the Caribbean, but I recently embarked on
an extended road trip from coast to coast across the United States (and incidentally, will be hitting
four continents this year while writing about my journeys). Sometimes you just have to spend time
with buddies and I wanted to challenge myself to see if American women really are that bad, as I had
been away from them for a while. Give them a second chance and all that jive.

Was that ever a horrible idea.

The most interesting part of my trip was my visit to the infamous Moonlite Bunny Ranch, a legal
whorehouse in Nevada. I came to the conclusion there needs to be a whorehouse like this one in
every town in America, for feminism and women’s instincts unleashed by liberalism have made them
absolutely worthless for anything else except casual sex.
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Maybe I’m spoiled by living in Latin America, but I just refuse to deal
with American women for very long, refuse to put up with their nonsense, and refuse to put up with
their bitching – even those who show interest in me. I’ll hit it and quit it, but that’s as far as it will go.

It didn’t take long before I was aching to leave the dry and dusty snatch of America once again.
Here’s what I saw.

Obesity. Lord almighty at the obesity. People have transformed themselves into consumption
machines, and a recreational eating obsession is taking its toll on American women. They’re the most
piggish women on the planet.

Bad manners. Talking to women in bars or worse, online, has become an exercise in futility and
sadism directed towards oneself. It was PAINFUL to try and carry on a conversation with a girl in
America.

Trashy appearance. Chalk it up to slut worship as the media tells women how to dress and act, but it
would seem at some point we could have a national conversation explaining to women being covered
in tattoos with blue hair and an unhygienic countenance isn’t desirable.

And these are only appetizers for the all you can eat buffet of disgust!
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With literally nothing else to offer to a man, American women have become self-made sex objects

Self-Made Sex Objects

With nothing to offer men but sex, the truth is modern American women have become self-made sex
objects. They’ve done it to themselves! Let’s delve into the cost-benefit analysis and return on
investment for today’s Anglobitch.

Cost: Astronomical. Whether it be damaged goods working girls with badly painted on
eyebrows asking for up to $1,000 an hour in many cities (that was the quote I got from two
hoes in Vegas who stopped me to talk in Caesar’s Palace) to women who won’t settle for
anything less than the Barbie Fun House and a quarter of a million frivorce settlement,
expected male investment in even Plain Jane women is sky high.
Benefit: Are you kidding me? Other than a vagina that’s been around the block more times
than the UPS man, there’s literally nothing American women have to offer a man other than
sex. What are they good for? Companionship? Fuck no. Good life partners? Fuck no again.
Good mothers? Nope. Entertaining to be around? No. Good conversationalists? Only if you like
endless stories about careerism and vacuous banter. Sweet natured? About as sweet as vinegar.
Their loyalty? Please, stop already.
Return on Investment: Negative numbers here, as men pay through the nose for a substandard
product.

Here are 5 more points that help prove American women, by stripping themselves of anything of
value to a man other than their anatomy, have ironically turned themselves into the very sex objects
they supposedly loathe.
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A recent trip home only reinforced the following talking points

5 Strikes Against The Anglobitch

Can’t Cook Or Clean. It’s well known American women know how to stuff their pie holes quite
well, as they’re literally the fattest women on the planet, but when it comes to actually preparing food
they prefer to leave that to kitchen slaves. Cooking is a lost art, as people settle instead for ersatz
corporate cuisine that got stamped out of a machine rather than something lovingly cooked by a
girlfriend or wife. Would it hurt them to be able to make a decent sandwich, when women from other
cultures can serve up culinary delights most gelded American men dare not dream of?

Many if not most American women live in unkempt, messy, and even dirty living spaces. Rather than
lift a finger to do some light housework, they spend their days watching daytime TV, playing career
girl, and/or drugging themselves with both legal and illegal substances to silence the dying eggs in
their wombs.

Statistically Sterile. With a birth rate below even mere replacement fertility
for more than 40 years, American women’s selfish, ego-driven lifestyles have resulted in a population
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that is literally dying off. More white people are now dying than being born nationwide. Yet, the
Anglobitch still proudly marches around Washington demanding the right to kill her own unborn
offspring rather than demanding that women be responsible and use one of the myriad forms of birth
control available. I recently listed about a dozen and a half forms of birth control right here on ROK
that will prevent pregnancy in the first place, but Anglo women find killing unborn children a sexier
topic than using birth control properly.

No Fun to Be Around. Anglo girl’s personalities are the interpersonal equivalent of wandering into a
dry, dry desert. One realizes just how obtuse the Anglobitch is after he’s spent months or years
abroad. She is in many ways a miserable human being. In fact, many of them will go out of the way
to be boorish and offensive. Beyond those negatives, they have nothing of interest to talk about other
than the trite talking points shoved into their silly putty minds by social engineers in the public school
system pushing careerism and the mediaites pushing hatred for men.

Have Made Themselves Slave Owners. Slavery never ended in the United States, for potential
slaves are exactly what fathers are in modern times. Women can single-handedly turn a free man into
a slave who has 18 years of debt servitude and penury on his hands with one call to a filthy lawyer.
This is one of the most inhuman ways of treating men in human history, a return to the doleful days
of the matriarchy, before society was civilized. We are regressing to a society in which men have no
roles, and will become uncivilized as a result. That fact is based on anthropological science, not
opinion.

Are Empty Souls Attempting To Fill The Void With Material Things. On my trip around the
nation, I noticed just how similar every state and every town is to every other state and town in the
country. Thanks to women, who drive four-fifths of the consumption economy, the nation is literally
a coast to coast shopping mall built on the female predilection for mindless consumption and Keeping
Up With The Joneses. I see women populating these churches of materialism with nothing inside
them except the desire to mindlessly buy more and more and more consumer crap, and to make sure
her crap is better than her neighbor Becky’s crap. This is the be-all, end-all of human existence, and
the great victory for women’s lib? A world of drones lumbering around the mall and local slop joint?
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Pump and dump the predator before she pumps and dumps your wallet

Pump And Dump, My Friends

This recent experience – reinforcing knowledge I already knew – only served to take away any
remaining guilt I had for looking at women as sex objects. By their own volition, that’s the life
they’ve chosen. When they have nothing to offer but sex, they shouldn’t be outraged when that’s all
men want from them. Women did this to themselves, with the assistance of unscrupulous social
engineers.

No man should be expected to make an investment in an empty human being, devoid of any qualities
that makes her worthwhile to a man except the sex she maneuvers to control and even enslave him
with. As many of us know the modern Anglobitch exhibits all the traits of a predator, elucidated by
Lawrence Shannon:

Know your adversary. Know that she IS your adversary. Develop a working understanding
of predatory females. Accept what you’ve learned about predatory females, both
emotionally and intellectually. Forget your past presumptions and values concerning
females. They were sprinkled into your mind by the matriarchal system. You have to break
out. For the risks involved, you’d definitely be better off with a high class prostitute. After
all, there are good reasons, most of them very Darwinian, for prostitution being the oldest
profession. We’re talking survival here. Banned and hunted by the matriarchal society
because they threaten the established marital scam, prostitutes are not only legal in some
jurisdictions, but may be the wisest investment for your dating dollar.

In other words, better to pay for the ass up front rather than suffering a balloon payment after a
frivorce. Don’t let the predator eat your bank account and freedom.

So, next time there’s a pang of guilt inside you for using a woman for your pleasure and a good time,
purge those feelings from your mind. You got to the predator before she got to you. You tapped it
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before she could maneuver to use and abuse your utility value. Make out like a bandit, and never feel
any remorse for the pump and dump.

American women literally have nothing else to offer men other than sex.

P.S. Legalize prostitution in all 50 states, already. Not just Nevada.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Have a Drink: Cono Sur Pinot Noir
February 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Cono Sur Pinot Noir is a quality Chilean wine

Cono Sur Bicicleta Pinot Noir | Relampago’s Rating: 

This week’s entry isn’t coming from a wine snob, but for those who enjoy red wine (and a cigar…
mmmm) there’s a quality entry from Chile available in almost every grocery store that stocks wine.
Cono Sur Bicicleta Pinot Noir is a satisfying casual wine, especially if aerated a little as you pour it
into the glass. (An aerator can be bought for under $5.)

Cono Sur was the first Chilean winery to produce Pinot Noir. Indeed, because of the volcanic soil and
altitudes the grapes grow in, many connoisseurs consider Chilean Pinots to be some of the best you
can buy.It’s worth noting Bicicleta is only the entry-level Pinot from Cono Sur, there are a number of
higher grades available. But, to me, what’s the point of spending a lot of money unless it’s a special
occasion. Especially when a highly drinkable wine can be picked up for under $10 at most stores.
Bicicleta is better than almost all the other under $20 bottles I have purchased.

The winery’s description of the wine does include some PR spin, but the winery’s claim Bicicleta
lacks tannins (bitter tasting organic compounds) is true. This is a smooth bottle.

This variety is said to combine the best of a red and a white wine. Its colour is lighter than
other reds, but nevertheless, it’s a full-bodied wine, aromatically intense and flavourful, yet
not tannic, more on the silky, seductive side.

Known as a sexy wine, it will enhance the flavour of whole grains, all kinds of mushrooms
and herbs, and sushi. In broader terms, this is a wine that will make any white meat look
good, as well as soups, stews and flavourful fish dishes. With cheeses, it’s good next to dry
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and tough ones like Edam.

Red wine is enjoyable to me because 1) it gets a buzz going quickly, 2) pairs well with cigars and 3)
is awesome with some cheese. Cono Sur Bicicleta a great choice to kick off a wild Saturday night.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Eye Candy of the Week | February 12, 2017
February 12, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s model is the imminently fuckable Catalina Oltavaro. All PUAs should aspire to do this
well. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for February 12, 2017 as we enjoy the female form while
remembering the truth about women.
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The Sublime Beauty Of The Housewife
February 14, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

Few things are more beautiful than housewives

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

Much has been said about the sorry state of western women.  Many men are turning off and tuning
out from a system designed to demonize them.  While I support starving the system and otherwise
withdrawing any hands of provision to the western whore.  I also support anything which serves to
uplift women into the best roles for themselves, their families and society as a whole.  As men we
know that female behavior is dependent on the males who are the real culture creators and lawgivers. 
We cannot have an upright and upward striving people if we do not FORCE our women to follow the
roles best suited for them.  For any red pilled man we know beyond any shadow of doubt that female
bad behavior will never rectify itself on it’s own.

In fact said behavior is a direct reflection of the society and the males they grow up around.  So, the
only way to change this malignant strain of inferior specimens is to first cut off all support from
undesirables(weak males and carousel riding career skanks).  Then we must at the same time offer the
right way for them to behave and encourage and guide them into the roles to which biology and God
has created them for.

The Housewife
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I am fortunate that even before I was thoroughly red pilled I still made it a
point to surround myself with the types of men who were similar to me or even further along the
path.  Because of this I have direct observational experience at witnessing the sublime beauty of the
Housewife and her happiness at making home and hearth her dwelling place.  A labor of love she
endures in giving birth to her husband’s children and also making the home an inviting and nurturing
place for her little ones.  While the husband is off to do the work of his calling she keeps herself busy
aiding him in clerical duties and the immense work of  caring for their future.

The housewife is truly a role only fit for women who bear the most regal standard in their hearts.  The
highest calling to which her biology agrees.  Her womb is the future of her and her husband’s genetic
legacy, as well as their people as a whole.  To treat her body and the fruit of her womb with the kind
of disdain we see from women today is only fit for the most retrograde and recalcitrant death cult
mutants.  I have seen with my own eyes the joy of the housewife in preparing dinner for her family. 
We as men must reinforce this role with any suitable women we may find and also aggressively
encourage our friends and family to do the same.

Slut shaming was one of the ways society effectively controlled wild female sexuality in the past
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Bringing Back Shame

One of the largest motivating factors to shape female behavior is societal shame.  As men it is our
duty to bring back the social stigma attached to loose women along with the abusive mockery and
debasement suited for these types of sewer rats.  Yes we must shame them relentlessly!

Before we direct our ire towards these wayward women, we must first target our anger and our
contempt at the weak males who enable this sort of behavior in women.  That means as a man you
must with horrifying aggression attack the white knight faggot wherever you may find him.  I have
written about this recently in my piece about punching a white knight in the face.

Everywhere we look today there seems to be an endless throng of “nasty” women screeching from
their bullhorns their great delight in attaining the status of a wretched harridan.  We must point, laugh
and sneer with open disgust at them.  When the grotesque blob of low t males come to her defense we
must unleash all of our rage and anger upon every last one.  Do not let these punks escape your
wrath!  For the great black hole of terrible female behavior is a direct result of these types of males. 
They must never be allowed to escape judgement.

A Man Brings Judgement

The masculine principle is Order.  That is what we bring to the world.  When said world is
completely out of balance and lacking in order we must bring down fiery judgement on all the
sinners.  We must cast them to the hell of their terrible decisions without remorse.  No one is going to
change our world except for us.  Sitting by hoping and praying that one day women will see the light
and repent of their behavior is the want of the weakling.  If we see that something in our world needs
to change it is on US to make it happen!

If we have seen the orderly and righteous house that belongs to a man and
his loving housewife.  We must with all our strength work tirelessly to bring it to realization in our
own lives and the world around us.  We simply cannot wait for anyone else to do it for us.

For modern women I am sure that many if not all you have witnessed the abject fear and revulsion
that is caused in the modern harlot anytime that word JUDGEMENT is used on her.  The wicked
witches of the west recoil like hideous ghouls to such ego obliterating truths.

We must aim this weapon like Poseidon rising up from the depths, hurling a Trident of Truth
right through their mother fucking skulls.

If you don’t have the balls to smash a white knight’s face in or publicly point and shame a ho then
don’t you ever open that mouth to complain.  You are either the hand of reckoning to bring down
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ruthless judgement on a twisted world full of human insects.  Or you’re just another fuckboy awaiting
your day of annihilation.  Either way.

Judgement is coming!
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CNN Insinuates It’s Okay to Commit Identity Theft – As Long
as You’re Not Whitey
February 15, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Ah, the poor, downtrodden identity thief

Someone needs to cue up “My heart bleeds for thee” on the violin whenever CNN goes into one of
their fact-bending fake news sessions intended to create sympathy for law breakers and stir up more
Racial Bolshevism directed at Whitey.

CNN’s headline read: ‘I did it for love,’ says mother deported in Arizona immigration case. The
headline should have read: Identity fraud criminal living illegally in U.S. for 20 years finally
deported.

They never expect the deplorables to realize the supreme irony when they edit together news stories
sympathetic to a woman using a fake identity, then cut to a commercial break telling the same
audience to get Life Lock to protect against identity theft. I just wonder if I had stolen someone’s
Social Security number, or better yet invented a fake one, used it to get a job, buy things on credit,
and dodge taxes if CNN would have been as sympathetic to me, the Evil White Male as it was a
Mexican woman who – gasp! – was sent back to her home country.

Guadalupe Garcia de Rayos went to Mass and said a prayer before her immigration check-
in Wednesday in Phoenix.

Aww. Have to set her up as an innocent victim of Whitey’s racist immigration system before getting
to the meat of the matter. Notice the media only has a sympathetic view towards religion when it’s
not WASPs who are practicing it.

It was her eighth visit since her 2008 arrest and conviction for using a fake Social Security
number. After each meeting, the married mother of two was released and went back to her
family.
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I find it interesting she wasn’t in prison rather than being allowed to go back to her family, as that’s
exactly what would have happened to me if I started using fake Social Security numbers.

This time was different.

I’ll bet it was different. Since Donald Trump was sworn in, the government has finally started
enforcing immigration laws that have long been on the books.

The undocumented immigrant was detained Wednesday and deported within 24 hours to her
native Mexico, in what her lawyer claims is a direct result of US President Donald Trump’s
crackdown on illegal immigration. US Immigration and Customs Enforcement officials
claim there was nothing special about her case. She committed a crime, was placed under a
deportation order, and her time had come.

Expect a tangential increase in reports like these telling you what to think and how to feel about
illegal aliens as the media moves to defend lawbreakers rather than American taxpayers. Oh, and
speaking of taxpayers, look what they got to pick up the tab on:

Garcia de Rayos has two children who were born in Arizona.

No doubt she availed herself of the gibsmedats of the public welfare system, since dad doesn’t appear
to be in the picture.

She came illegally to the United States in the mid-1990s with her parents when she was 14.
She was arrested in 2008 during a workplace raid and convicted one year later of felony
criminal impersonation.

Of course, the personal responsibility her parents bear and that she bears for not leaving when she
turned 18 never occurs to CNN. You see, identify theft and Social Security fraud laws are for you, the
deplorables. Not those possessing the superior virtue of the “oppressed.”

Immigrant advocacy group Puente Arizona said Garcia de Rayos was a victim of
controversial policies of former Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio. Enforcing identity-
theft laws was one of Arpaio’s most well-known tools to crack down on illegal immigration
in the border state.

CNN loves to insert the word “controversial” into its fake news whenever it is trying to label one of
the subjects in its story an evil oppressor. The far left has long had it out for one of the only cops
doing their fucking job in the nation when it comes to the illegal invasion.

Umm…hey you jack-offs at CNN. Since when is identity theft not important or a serious crime?

The order lays out a series of categories of undocumented immigrants that immigration law
enforcement officials should prioritize for removing from the country, a reaction to what
was criticized by the right as lax enforcement of immigration law by President Barack
Obama.

Lax enforcement is putting it lightly.

If you read the entire report with a critical eye, and read between the lines, it has all the classic
markers of a biased, liberal news report. The framing of the issue is intended to convince the reader
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an identity thief doesn’t deserve to be punished by the same laws everyone else is subject to because
she’s from Mexico. It goes on to set up the good guy vs. bad guy meme by villainizing Joe Arpaio,
and harks back to the glory days of Obama as it takes a parting blow at Donald Trump.

Trump’s order goes far beyond that, using a sweeping definition of “criminal” and giving a
single immigration officer the ability to make judgments on threats to public safety,
regardless of whether the person has been convicted of a crime.

So, CNN is insinuating that it’s fine to invent fake Social Security numbers and steal identities as it
dares market itself as “real” news. The problem is, biased reports like this prove their news is as fake
as Guadalupe Garcia de Rayos’ Social Security number.

There is now no doubt in the minds of millions the news industry has become a propaganda wing of
the corporate-government complex.
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Life is a Brief Dance in the Sun
February 16, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Even stars die – the Crab Nebula contains the remains of a supernova that blew itself up

Our lives are so small. In the West, we take the details much too seriously without seeing the big
picture. We are lost amongst the trees without ever seeing the forest.

We never seem to live in the now, always focusing on delayed gratification rather than cherishing
each moment as it happens. This attitude holds us hostage even as there are metaphors all around us
that nothing lasts forever. Up in the sky, even the universe tells us existence isn’t permanent.
Supernovae are testament that even something as seemingly unending as suns also die.

The universe is 13.6 billion years old. We only recently arrived on the scene. And the way things are
going, we may soon exit stage right as the H. Sapiens knack for challenging our own survival
becomes more worrisome with each passing year when compared and contrasted alongside our
exponentially increasing technological prowess. Astrophysicist Carl Sagan knew the danger well:

We’ve arranged a global civilization in which most crucial elements profoundly depend on
science and technology. We have also arranged things so that almost no one understands
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science and technology. This is a prescription for disaster. We might get away with it for a
while, but sooner or later this combustible mixture of ignorance and power is going to blow
up in our faces.

If it’s not a diabolical elite sucking the life right out of humanity as it seeks
to socially engineer our species into an electronically chipped planet of masters and farm animals, we
may yet blow ourselves up with a massive nuclear weaponry at the hands of a psychopathic
elite. Who knows exactly what will take out humanity permanently, but with well over 99% of all the
species that have ever lived on earth being extinct, we are at best a transitional species that will
morph into something else given evolutionary pressures.

We seem to have lost perspective (if we ever had it to begin with) on what’s really important in life
as we analyze and criticize without ever taking the time to enjoy ourselves. Unlike Rome, we don’t
even seem to enjoy our sexuality anymore in the Anglosphere as latent Puritanism has morphed into
virulent feminism. They sure knew how to live back in those days.

Our more immediate ancestors, who had much more difficult lives than us never forgot the
importance of the human part of the equation of living. But the modern West is becoming bereft of
culture and has lost its passion for being alive. We have made life into a problem to be solved rather
than a thing to be lived. Western culture strives for the infinite, as Spengler knew, but this is an
impossible goal.

Infinity is going to consume us if we don’t pull back and focus on the temporal.
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“I could have missed the pain, but I’d of had to miss…The Dance…”

La Vida es Una

The West seems to think it can live forever.

We don’t seem to grasp the fact everything dies. We die. Cultures die. Even Earth and the sun will
die someday. As the sun continues heating up, the oceans of the planet will boil away in another
billion years, if it takes that long. (That’s real global warming, caused by the sun – not man!) The sun
will later balloon into a massive Red Giant swallowing the remains of our planet before it fades into
old age as a White Dwarf.

We deny our mortality and the life and death cycles on the cosmic stage in a vain search for the
eternal fountain of youth. One sees the longing for the infinite in Western culture today as our entire
lives have become vivisected from the macro scale to the micro scale. The obsession with living a
picture perfect life to sanitizing every last germ pervades the land.

The culture is now focused on problems and solutions rather than experiences and living. Philosopher
Alan Watts knew the price of always worrying about every little detail rather than experiencing each
moment for what it is:

No valid plans for the future can be made by those who have no capacity for living now…
Life exists only at this very moment, and in this moment it is infinite and eternal. For the
present moment is infinitely small; before we can measure it, it has gone, and yet it exists
forever… You may believe yourself out of harmony with life and its eternal Now; but you
cannot be, for you are life and exist Now.

Indeed, a nihilistic mood in the West threatens our long-term prospects.

From childhood we are commanded to focus on the future rather than the here and now. School
children are told to plan for college, adolescents to plan for careers, and adults to plan for retirement.
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Always living for some future moment that never arrives has created a sense of hopelessness and
despair.

This poem reflects the situation in a culture that is always trying to get ahead of itself:

First I was dying to finish high school and start college.
Then I was dying to finish college and start working.
Then I was dying to marry and have children.
Then I was dying for my children to grow old enough for school so I could return to work.
And then I was dying to retire.
And now, I am dying – and suddenly I realize that I forgot to live.

Dale Carnegie also lamented a culture that has forgotten how to achieve balance. Americans dedicate
themselves to work and career obsession without enjoying the fruits of their labor beyond binging on
shopping and eating indulgences. Carnegie wrote:

One of the most tragic things I know about human nature is that all of us tend to put off
living. We are all dreaming of some magical rose garden over the horizon instead of
enjoying the roses that are blooming outside our windows today.

It might seem odd to those who haven’t analyzed their lives using this
microscope when a man decides to abandon the life script everyone else goes by and proceeds to
march to his own drummer, living a life of adventures, experiences, and sexual fulfillment rather than
imprisoning himself in the McMansions and debt slavery everyone else considers to be the pinnacle
of existence.

But if there’s any wisdom to be gained from the study of astronomy and cosmology, it’s that we
aren’t going to be around forever, life comes but once, and we should endeavor to turn our lives into
a self-creating masterpiece of our own unique design.

Life may be painful and difficult in many ways, but in the words of Tony Arata who wrote one of
Garth Brooks’ most poignant hits, we don’t want to miss the dance known as life. In Latin America a
popular saying is “La vida es una” or “You only live once.” Maybe man should start living that way
since the West has taken his past reasons for living – a loving wife and family – away. He now has
only his own pleasure to live for.

For life is a but a brief dance in the sun.
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Weekend Reading | February 17, 2017
February 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of February 17, 2017.

Manosphere

Is Wealth Toxic?

I luckily/unluckily knew a family that lived in one of West Bloomington’s larger mansions
and while on the outside it looked luxurious, rich, and problem-free, on the inside it was
hell.  The wife was cheating around on the husband.  Their finances were always stretched
to the limit.  And I had never seen so much worthless “stuff” packed into one house.  But
the worst was the children.  The husband was a pushover, neither disciplining his children
nor standing up to his wife, and consequently suffered belligerent children, a back-talking
son, and a wife that was just as prone to use the kids in a “King of Thrones” way against
him, as she was him against them.  The husband was certainly spineless, but I couldn’t help
but realize that if he didn’t make $250,000 a year, then the economic realities of poverty
would make it a lot harder for him to spoil them, and a lot easier to tell them “no.”

How the Leftoid Establishment Silences Dissidents

This blog has come perilously close to extermination by Big Brother since the Time of the
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Trumpening dawned over America. In the past few months, Chateau Heartiste and
subsidiaries have been threatened with a WordPress shutdown, a legal injunction, and a
Twatter ban.

Fashion Echoes the r-Selected Reversal of Sexual Dimorphism

As the population goes increasingly r, it is like looking at another species. And yet, it
follows a consistent pattern, all holding to the model of r-selection, and occurring in the face
of a resource glut. In r-selection, these fancy-boys will be more attractive to the manly
women than the real men such feminists try to socially delegitimize.

How to Attract Women by Flashing an Enormous Stack of Cash

We all know that women love money – that’s a given. And they love money more than they
love anything else in this life. And women are constantly on the lookout for guys who have
it. The question is, how do you give women the impression that you have a lot of money
(even if you don’t), without saying a single word, while you are out on the hunt for hot,
willing females?
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News

Police Body Cams Have Real-Time Face Recognition

The police body camera industry is the latest to jump on the artificial intelligence
bandwagon, bringing new powers and privacy concerns to a controversial technology
bolstered by the need to hold police accountable after numerous high-profile killings of
unarmed black citizens. Now, that tech is about to get smarter.

End of the World as We Know It: AI Could Destroy Humanity

TECH billionaire Elon Musk believes artificial intelligence could be catastrophic for
humanity who are set to become a cyborg race which will have to grapple with 15 per cent
of the global work force being without a job. The creative genius added a ‘universal
income’ would have to be introduced for the global population because robots will do
everything.

Medical Kidnapping by the State, Forcing Dangerous Treatments on Children

From the US to Australia, children are being taken away from parents based on intrusive
judgements about the way the parents raise them. For reasons ranging from refusing
vaccination to homeschooling, the state is stealing children in seemingly increasing
frequency.

Power of the People – From Encaged to Outraged

The system is not improving, it is not progressing. It is precarious and faltering, beleaguered
beyond the capacity to fix itself.
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US Admits Using Radioactive Weapons in Syria that Left Thousands of Iraqi
Babies Deformed

One of the least talked about war crimes committed by the United States is the use of
depleted uranium — a highly controversial radioactive waste that’s been dumped into Iraq
by the ton. In spite of multiple international watchdog groups and health organizations
pointing out the dangers of using DU, and in spite of the Pentagon claiming they wouldn’t
use it, the United States just admitted to using it in Syria.

Book of the Week

Why are we here? What does it mean to be a man? What are the implications
of the growing modern society on humans and all life on Earth? These are the questions that are
answered in this book.

This work is both a philosophy and a manifesto for men who struggle to make sense of their
existence; the same men who have been robbed of their identity and purpose. The modern society that
we live in continually seeks to crush our spirits and subjugate us under its technological and money-
based system.

It is high time that we rise up against this artificial force and reclaim our freedom and dignity as a
man.

This is the first step. This is your chance to open your eyes and see the world as it truly is. This is
your time to assert yourself to the world.
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Rel’s Strip Club List: Kittens | Seattle, WA
February 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

There are plenty of black girls looking to have a good time at Kittens

Kittens | Seattle, WA
Relampago’s Rating: 

Regular readers may already know I typically avoid interaction with dull American women unless it’s
at a club where they’ve already taken off all their clothes or at a brothel in Nevada. They’re really
uninteresting, self-absorbed, entitled little things in every city I go to where “normal” people hang
out. So, when in The Anglo-American Matrix I bypass the freakish social scene and go straight for
the red (or is it pink?) meat.

I found myself in Seattle recently and the locals recommended Kittens for a trashy good time. I must
say, I was pleasantly surprised at how much fun there was to be had in such a SWPL city. Almost as
surprised as I was that Seattle was sunny when I went and not the rainy, moldy city it’s marketed as.
(After looking at climate data showing the city is quite dry several months out of the year, I knew the
media had misrepresented facts again. But that’s a story for another time…)

Even though the state of Washington does not allow alcohol in strip clubs, I must say Kittens in
Seattle is a place where there are some good times to be had. And, there’s a bar right next door if you
want to go get your buzz on before coming in. I decided to throw back some Tennessee Honey with a
sexy girl after hanging out in Kittens watching buck naked women prance around on stage for a few
hours. I had enjoy watching my new friend get naked multiple times on stage, showing me her
luscious little black ass.

Don’t let media stereotypes fool you, because this chick was quite intelligent and interesting to talk
to, even though some men would dismiss her offhand because she had several tattoos. But I can tell
you from experience black girls are always going to be more fun than white girls at strip clubs. Trust
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me.

In my case, using just a little charm, attractive sartorial choices, and Game I was able to have some
drinks with this sexy little hood girl right after her shift, and we ended up going back to her place.
She was a delight to hang out with both at the club and after hours. (By the way, I never pay for play
in strip clubs, and neither should you. Just Game these girls hard and once you find one who’s
interested in you, close the deal!)

I had a great time with this girl, and I think several other girls would also have been good options for
a guy looking to have some fun and get to know some new party girls.

There was a decent selection of women to choose from on the night I went. There was about a 50/50
mixture of black and white girls in Kittens. A couple of the white girls seemed a little more lively
than the norm in the club, but as usual the black girls were where the fun was at. One of the
highlights of the evening was a bootylicious girl with a sexy accent from Kampala, a city I hope to
descend on later this year. She was interesting to talk to but hustled for dances like a white chick.

Oddly, two of the strippers at this all nude club had butt plugs. I couldn’t figure that out, as when I
asked them why they put them in they told me it was because the men like them. Hmm. I told her I
didn’t much care for it.

The overall atmosphere in Kittens is not bad, but it certainly isn’t as lively and classy as Deja Vu in
Spokane. But, the strippers are a lot more fun at Kittens than Deja Vu. When in doubt, I go for fun
over class any day.

Kittens gets a recommendation since I think it would be pretty easy for an attractive, well-dressed
guy to use a little PUA here to ease the pain of a lonely evening. It’s certainly a much better idea than
using a dating app or trying to use day Game in the Seattle area.
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Why Foreign Women Are Better Than the Anglobitch
February 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Foreign women are often superior life and sex partners

My recent article criticizing the Anglobitch that first appeared on Return of Kings sparked a lively
debate with its bold but personally well-researched claim that Western women (and especially those
from the English-speaking world) have become the worst in the world, with some men defending
their honor even as they plunge Western nations into sexlessness, fatherlessness, and take beta male
provider roles away through careerism, rendering modern men nothing more than sperm donors and
utility objects.

To some men the demographic destruction of Western nations, dying populations, hateful femcunt
marches demanding the right to kill a father’s progeny without consulting him, demands for more
gibsmedats from the cuckolding welfare state, a dearth of satisfying sex lives for millions of men –
all don’t mean Western women are broken.
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As the society around them crumbles, and Western women either breed with
men conquering America (and Europe) or take cats home rather than bouncing baby boys and girls,
some guys insist nothing is wrong. They take a “Walk away, there’s nothing to see here…” approach
even as some notice the massive (pun intended) Anglobitch trainwreck unfolding.

No, somewhere in the Midwest or another hidden corner of America there’s a fertile damsel in
distress just waiting to save the West if a man “alphas up” and finds her.

This attitude is why Western women suck, and why they’ll never change. There will be 100 white
knights defending them for every one asshole that calls them out on the substandard companionship
they offer and the destruction their wild woman ways are bringing to society.

While there was some reasonable criticism of the article, predictable boilerplate attacks quickly
ensued from white knights and jaded American women who try to defend their sullied reputation with
hot air. White knights and Anglobitches laughably say every man who’s not into them is a basement
dwelling loser rather than someone who has discovered he doesn’t need or want them or their well
used, moist piece of anatomy anymore. It never occurs to these myopics that maybe he’s found a far
better deal in life, and is calling a spade a spade.

But there is an important point to be made when comparing and contrasting American vs. foreign
women. AWALT still applies – All Women Are Like That. All women have wild and base sexual
instincts, and it’s true that foreign women are just as bad as Western women IF their behavior isn’t
modified by the culture they’re in.

The crucial difference is as follows: American women have been allowed to return to their
wild instincts which quickly cause civilization to become unstable, while foreign women in
many countries still have cultural constraints placed upon their sexuality. This crucial
difference averts the return to a sexual Law of the Jungle that has descended upon America (and the
rest of the West!)

Here’s why Western women suck, and how to fix them.

https://www.amazon.com/Social-Cultural-Anthropology-Short-Introduction/dp/0192853465/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1487419763&sr=8-6&keywords=anthropology&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=9cca8e61dfac57d38fe70afd5320e71d
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All societies and tribes in history that have loosened constraints on female sexuality have quickly declined

5,000 Years of Anthropological History

When women are left to return to their true nature with no cultural checks and balances on their
behavior, we see the post-feminist clusterfuck that is quickly killing the West ensue. As I frequently
point out in my writing, 5,000 years of anthropological history has proven this should come as no
surprise, as no society that ever stayed civilized eased inhibitions on female sexuality.

Inhibiting and controlling female sexuality is the price of living in a civilized society. Anglo-America
has forgotten this. Across thousands of years of human history, in J.D. Unwin’s study of 80 tribes and
6 high cultures, 100% of societies that loosened constraints on female sexuality, opening Pandora’s
pussy box quickly degenerated and fell apart. Natural female instincts are destructive to civilization
as the following happens, elucidated by none other than Unwin and Aldous Huxley and simplified
into bullet points by me:

20% of men enjoy 80% of female sexuality as the Pareto Principle returns (this fact also
explains why harems are so prevalent in human societies cross-culturally and throughout
history)
A large population of disgruntled, sexually disenfranchised men forms
Humanity returns to a zoistic level of development as men stop making investments in society
Zoistic societies display the lowest amount of mental and social energy, therefore the
civilization dies

Huxley put it like this:

All human societies are in one or another of four cultural conditions: zoistic, manistic,
deistic, rationalistic. Of these societies the zoistic displays the least amount of mental and
social energy, the rationalistic the most. Investigation shows that the societies exhibiting the
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least amount of energy are those where pre-nuptial continence is not imposed and where the
opportunities for sexual indulgence after marriage are greatest. The cultural condition of a
society rises in exact proportion as it imposes pre-nuptial and post-nuptial restraints
upon sexual opportunity.

Controlling female instincts with the proper cultural restraints is how a civilization is built up. Female
“sexual liberation” is destined to end in disaster as it tears a civilization down. Other cultures still
control female sexuality, and therefore the women in these cultures are superior to the Anglobitch for
commitment and companionship.

Women possess an enormous amount of biological power over men; this power is checked by culture in a sane society

Checks And Balances On Pussy Power

Again, this isn’t because foreign women are innately better. All women are born the same. But
proving that nurture is of utmost importance in the nature vs. nurture debate, foreign women are
better options for sane men for three reasons:

Culture: Women are taught to respect men. Female sexual depravity is constrained by a
patriarchal culture and slut shaming. Women with illegitimate (bastard) children are ostracized
rather than praised as saintly single moms. Fathers are central to the family and not depicted as
sex-hungry oafs and check writers as in the West.
Pussy Power: Women’s enormous biological power over men is checked and balanced by a
patriarchal culture. Women can’t therefore can’t lord this power over men, using nature’s credit
card to get what they want. Enforced monogamy means no beta thirst allowing low quality
women to act like goddesses.
Hypergamy: Women’s instinct to “marry up” in social status means they’ll comport
themselves better with men they see as useful utilities or who are part of a higher caste, i.e.
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Western men abroad or the average working man in the States when there is no welfare state
sugar daddy.

Take these bulwarks against female depravity away and you will destroy foreign women as well. The
reason Western women are so bad is because the West has removed all three of these protections for
men with the institution of feminism, female “empowerment” and the resource cuckoldry provided
by a beta male robbing welfare state.

When it comes to culture, commenter “David” makes my case very well:

Personally, I speak enough Spanish and Italian now to see that foreign women have a
general respect for men that Americans don’t. They look men in the eye when they talk and
they don’t interrupt when he’s speaking. Even with strangers. They love their family and are
respectful of their fathers and brothers. Asia was the same. For that reason, those men don’t
need that weird “clown game” for attention that Roosh refers to. They are given attention as
a man.

…Every American girl I know is estranged from her dad. Probably because her mom
divorce raped him and shit talked him.

Women are all the same sure. But those patriarchal societies are happier because the
women have less power. No woman in Colombia would win a custody battle against the
bread winner, or a rape case against her fucking husband or boyfriend.

A crucial point is made here: Once patriarchy is overthrown, women have almost unlimited power.
And as Lord Acton knew, when it comes to human nature, power corrupts and absolute power
corrupts absolutely.

What’s most unreal about the West’s woman problems is men who defend Western harlots

Patriarchy Vs. Degeneracy

Patriarchy is the only counterbalance to the immense amount of power women enjoy by virtue of
their biology. It is what made the human species different than the lower animals in the animal
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kingdom. If there is one constant in biology, it is that the male is disposable.

The Black Widow kills and consumes the male after the mating act, so does the Preying Mantis. In
countless species, the male exists to do little more than survive and pass his genes on to the next
generation.

Humans were different in that they offered the male a seat at the head of the
table of the human family, a role which he has demonstrated an aptitude for as his guidance of the
human family led us to the abundance we enjoy today. But, no sooner than the Western male
completed his job as a utility object giving the world abundance like it has never seen, are some ready
to throw him overboard and reduce him to his former role in animalistic world of the matriarchy as
sperm donor and laborer.

That’s where the West is headed. It’s not going to take me with it.

So, while it’s true AWALT/All Women Are Like That, there’s no doubt foreign women are superior
to Western women where checks and balances are still applied to their biological power and they’re
shaped and molded by a patriarchal culture rather than a degenerate culture.

This isn’t an illusion, it’s just an inconvenient fact until the wild women of the West either destroy
themselves and their men, or Western culture as a whole grows a set and once again tames the wild
beast known as female sexuality.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Have a Drink: Buttery Nipple
February 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Mmmm…buttery nipples, you know the kind that go in shot glasses

Buttery Nipple shot | Relampago’s Rating: 

Some of my best (and worst) drinking stories come from memories of the times I was taking shots
with a friend of mine who is the lead singer in a rock band. Just as any man likes real life nipples,
most men will enjoy these nipple themed shots. They’re a great way to kick of a Saturday night of
debauchery. This recipe is sure to have you licking the…um…shot glass.

1 (1.5 oz.) jigger Beefeater vodka
1 (1.5 oz.) jigger Bailey’s Irish cream liquor
1 (1.5 oz.) jigger Butterscotch Schnapps
1 (1.5 oz.) jigger Kahlua

Fill a cocktail shaker with ice. Pour in Beefeater, Bailey’s Irish cream, Schnapps and Kahlua. Shake
well. Strain into shot glasses and serve.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Eye Candy of the Week | February 19, 2017
February 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Hawaiian model Mahina Garcia poses for San Lorenzo Bikinis in these boner-inducing shots from
the island chain. She’s a definite hottie, as sweet to look at as the ice cream and donuts she’s
modeling with as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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The 2017 Relampago America and World Tour
February 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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What could be better for the ZFG awakened man than a year of travel, exploration, and debauchery?
Since I defected from the gutless mainstream media, I’ve decided to let it all hang out. This year, I
plan on saying “Fuck the world” with a couple of different meanings behind the phrase.

Living in the Caribbean as an expat and dissident fleeing Cultural Marxism and a growing tyranny in
America was only the beginning. My latest adventures have taken me to Las Vegas and Seattle as I
pump and dump America participating in the economy as the equivalent of a migrant worker, saving
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up enough money to travel the world the second half of this year.

I’m spending the first half of 2017 driving all across America, visiting everything from brothels to
strip clubs to SWPL coffee shops and city parks along the way. Already, I’ve reported first hand from
the field on such eclectic topics as:

The Moonlite Bunny Ranch
Various American strip joints
Seattle’s Bomb Ass Coffee (coming soon)

The second half of the year, my tentative schedule takes me to:

Thailand, Laos and Cambodia
Uganda
Colombia
Back to the Caribbean

That will be a total of 4 continents this year: Asia, Africa, South America, and North America. And
I’m just getting warmed up. Expect to see photos from my adventures (there’s a new Relampago
Furioso Flickr account created just for the occasion) and of course interesting stories.

It’s an adventure I’ve dubbed the 2017 Relampago America and World Tour. If you want to help
contribute to making my journey even better, I’ve opened up a Patreon account where I hope to raise
about $250 monthly to help cover expenses. I am self-financing most of the journey, and may be the
only Emmy-award winning newscaster who holds a valid Class A Commercial Driver’s License
(license to drive a big rig) in America. More on that angle soon.

As always, your comments and support are appreciated. It doesn’t take much for a man to live on,
and a man who is free of the Anglobitch has the ability to live a world-wandering, sexually fulfilled,
awesome life.

Come along for the journey right here at TNMM. Hopefully it will inspire other men to walk off the
plantation.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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CNN’s Fake News Narrative Continues to Backfire
February 21, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The lush Don Lemon, who we’ve reported on in the past here at TNMM couldn’t take the heat so he had to leave CNN’s fake news kitchen

What a gift the mainstream media gave us when it coined the term “fake news” after the election
didn’t go the globalists’ way last fall. We now have a term to beat them over their collective, Marxist
heads with since they are the purveyors of fake news.

There is nothing faker than the fake news on the failing alphabet channels.

Laughably, CBS has even started branding themselves “Real News” in a desperate ad campaign
intended to salvage a modicum of their sullied credibility.

The latest hilarity involving the “fake news” phrase ensued when CNN’s resident lush Don Lemon, a
15-watt bulb at best, the guy who gets drunk and embarrasses himself every New Year’s Eve, got so
upset at a panelist for using the network’s term against him in a debate he had to walk off the set.

Check out this interchange that occurred when the network’s sudden interest in White House travel
expenses – intended to portray Trump as an out of touch elitist after 8 years of the press ignoring the
Obamas’ exorbitance – went over like a lead balloon:

Don Lemon: “Paris, what do you think?”

Paris Dennard: “I think this is fake news. This is not…this is not a news story.”

Don Lemon: “What about it is fake, Paris? Are we going down this road again?”

Paris Dennard: “Yeah we are! The President is not breaking any laws.”

Don Lemon: “…Please stop with that stupid talking point that this is a fake news story!…”

Paris Dennard: “Don this is a fake news story in my opinion….”

This interchange is epic on so many levels. Not only does the drunk Don Lemon get flustered, but it
confirms the mainstream media’s attempt at labeling everything but their propaganda as “fake news”
has severely backfired.
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Of course, the issue of Trump’s expenses as a resident of the White House is obviously a contrived
one, no doubt cooked up at one of CNN’s editorial meetings as they sip Starbucks lattes, invent
“news” stories out of whole cloth, and watch the ratings of their network sink to new lows.

In effect, the modern media has become a parody of itself, as nobody is buying the shit they’re selling
anymore. The talking heads have become a laughingstock, and everyone seems to know it except
them as they put on heirs that they’re still credible and respectable. They think people still believe
their propaganda and that their voices matter. That’s how out of touch people like Don Lemon are.

Note to CNN and Don Lemon: You all are a fucking joke to those of us living out here in the real
world. But by all means, continue to entertain us with your clown show.

There’s nothing that will be worse to media narcissists than someday realizing their trite opinions
don’t matter. Keep giving ’em hell.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Transactional Sex: Every Woman Has Her Price
February 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Whether it’s $100 an hour or a $100,000 divorce settlement, every woman has her price

From the streetwalker to the wife of a Hollywood A-lister, women do not associate with men who
provide no benefit to them. Hoes of all prices and persuasions (marriage is, after all legalized
prostitution) always want money out of their dealings with men, since money is the source of status
and power.

As we will see, this pay for play behavior is not only seen in humans, but throughout the animal
kingdom. It seems a vagina really is nature’s credit card.

It is supreme irony that women claim they’re exploited for sex, when the very basis of human sexual
relationships revolves around the fact women exploit men for material gain on a daily basis. Yet,
modern society’s “protect the pussy and exploit the dick” position makes it verboten to call this
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behavior into question.

Who really has the power here? The female or the male? Why, the female of course even as she
feigns victim status.

The long and short of the human mating game is every woman has her price. No man gets a ride for
free, except those rare cats who successfully and temprorarily short circuit women’s natural predatory
instincts towards men by either being naturals at seduction or by using PUA.

Some women demand more than others. Some are more up front about the human sexual interchange,
which like other primates involves a male “offering” in exchange for sex. Most try to be coy and
pretend a man’s wallet or social status isn’t what interests them using the natural female talent for
what Schopenhauer called dissimulation.

Generally, female relationships with men break down into these four categories:

 The rare and short-lived freebie: A woman develops a temporary infatuation with a new
man, but her lust for him quickly wears off as she returns to her predatory instincts. The male is
disposed of as his novelty value wears off and she gets “bored” with the relationship.
The honest and direct pay for play: A woman straight up sells sex to the male.
The pay as you go: Beta males rely on this tactic to keep women in their lives; women tolerate
men who provide dependable financial resources while often enjoying the company (and
sperm) of Alpha bad boys on the side.
The balloon payment: Female predatory instincts come into play in this type of relationship,
as a woman fakes love for a man until such time as she can “cash in” on him and dispose of
him in the court system. This is the human equivalent of the female “eating” the male as in
Black Widows and Preying Mantises.

In either of the latter three scenarios, the man is paying to play whether he realizes it or not. This
profound statement on human mating rituals tells us all women are whores, they just have different
prices and demands for the “product” they’re selling.

Tellingly, not just human females are prostitutes. Many species practice prostitution, it’s just that the
human female practices sophistry when she sells her ass out to the highest bidding male.

The concept is known as transactional sex in the animal kingdom.
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Human females aren’t the only natural prostitutes in the animal kingdom – female penguins trade sex for rocks

Prostitution Among Animals

To see just how ingrained women expecting material benefit for sex is in the animal kingdom, of
which we are a part, one need look no further than the Adilie Penguin. As reported by BBC, rocks
function as currency in the penguin world. The female penguins trade sex for more rocks:

Prostitution is described as the world’s oldest profession. But Dr. Fiona Hunter is convinced
it is the first time it has been seen in animals. Penguins are turning to prostitution. But
instead of doing it for money, Antarctic dolly-birds are turning tricks to get rocks off their
menfolk.

“Stones are the valuable currency in penguin terms,” said Dr. Hunter, a researcher in the
Zoology Department at Cambridge University, who has spent five years observing the
birds’ mating patterns.

Money and material garbage are the valuable currencies in human terms.

This is an amazing finding, one that has not received the emphasis in the press or the manosphere that
it needs. There is no difference in a hood chick turning tricks down on the corner for Benjamins, or a
predatory Anglo female wifing up an actor then frivorce raping him financially as so frequently
happens in Hollyweird.

What’s even more insightful about this report is the fact Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks also applies in the
penguin world.

All of the female penguins Dr. Hunter observed trading sex for stones already had
partners. Penguins [generally] stick to the same mate, she said, but none of the [cucked]
males figured out what was happening.
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Clueless Beta males are common in our world it seems.

“There was no suspicion on the part of the males. Females quite often go off on their own to
collect stones, so as far as the males are concerned there is no reason to suspect.”

Of course, these lady birds are collecting much more than stones when they venture out solo. The
sperm of the bad boy is always in demand, even among penguins. It seems 5 minutes of Alpha is
worth 5 years of Beta even among flightless birds. Right on up the evolutionary ladder our closest
animal cousins, chimpanzees, also pay for play. The currency they use is meat.

According to Cristina Gomes of the Max Planck Institute, a study “strongly suggests that
wild chimpanzees exchange meat for sex, and do so on a long-term basis.” The data reveals
that chimps enter into communities of hunting and sharing meat with each other over long
periods of time and females within the meat-sharing community tend to copulate with males
of their own meat-sharing community.

These revelations tell us a a lot about whorish behavior that is encoded into the very DNA of human
females. Even though women don’t like to see themselves as hoes, that’s exactly what they all are.

Good time girls rent their anatomy out by the hour, while “wives” expect
McMansions, luxury sedans, and all the other ridiculous trappings of modern life in exchange for
their anatomy. But the transaction is always the same at the core of every human sexual relationship.
It is ALWAYS pay for play. The only difference is how sophisticated and dissimulating women want
to be about it.

Oh, and women only get jobs to raise the price they can demand for their product. If she takes care of
her basic needs on her own, she won’t be forced out of need to give sex to men who don’t provide her
with the hypergamous socioeconomic status she desires. Translation: Having basic needs covered
means women start expecting more financially from men in exchange for sex as the principles of The
Hedonic Treadmill kick in.

An unnatural disruption to the way things have always worked between men and women came when
the government started stealing Beta tax money to appease Anglo women who, quite simply don’t
like men or sex much to begin with. There has always been a latent Puritanism in Anglo culture due
to the fact K-selected Anglo women are not as sexually inclined as their r-selected sisters from other
cultures. Therefore, Anglo culture views sex as dirty rather than a normal part of life.

Conclusions? Men, end the welfare state if you want a sexual bounty to return. One only need venture
out to areas of the world where there is no welfare state to see how readily high quality ass is doled
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out when women see a potential meal ticket walk by. It’s just what women do. That whole
hypergamy thing we always talk about is intimately connected with this phenomenon.

This unflattering truth about our species reinforces the fact we are just more complicated about
transactional sex than our animal cousins. If you’re ever in doubt about the veracity of this claim, cut
off resources from your wife or girlfriend and see how long she sticks around. Unless you short
circuit her maternal instincts with “loser” game, she’s going to drop your ass like a hot potato.

So, every woman is a ho. Some just charge more than others.
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Big Daddy Government and His Cuckolding Welfare State
February 24, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Anglo America and the West have banished men from their kingdoms, but not before stealing male productivity and using it to power a
dysgenic welfare state

One of the worst things that can happen to a man is becoming the victim of an interloper. As the
horrors of the modern West continue to reveal themselves to the thinking man who collaborates with
other awakened men online, an interloper of the worst possible design has revealed himself. He
regularly cuckolds the Western man using his own money and productivity.

This insidious sugar daddy finances and even encourages women’s terrible
life decisions with seemingly bottomless pockets, and worse he expects no sex or responsibility on
the part of the women he steals money from men to finance.

As a result, Western and especially Anglo women become total bitches. Feral, ill-mannered and out
of control as they no longer have to submit to the “evil” demands of men. Demands that they remain
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demure, civil, and non-degenerate. You know, all that stuff the patriarchy demanded of women.

The tragedy is women have figured out a way to benefit from male ingenuity and productivity
without dealing with men themselves. They just have an iron-fisted, Socialist enterprise steal what
women want from men. They then call men who challenge the validity and morality of this theft
sexists. It’s the biggest end-run of all time.

What a wonderfully sickening and duplicitous method of extracting resources women now enjoy. It is
a marvel, the manipulation the predatory female is capable of. Villainizing the very men she steals
resources from to power an empty, vain, child murdering, materialistic deathstyle. Women exploit the
resources of millions of worker bees and offer nothing but contempt in return for the favor.

The interloper is, of course, Big Daddy Government, who runs a welfare
state that cucks men financially. As a result of the welfare state Big Daddy Government provides,
there is no longer a system of checks and balances on female behavior as women still control sex but
men no longer control resources.

Big Daddy Government’s welfare state is an abomination of humanity, and an utter corruption of the
sexual marketplace. Big Daddy also degrades the human condition, as so eloquently stated by
Morgoth’s Review, who provides a rundown of how far culture has fallen since the claven banished
men from the matriarchal kingdom, but hypocritically gorges itself on male tax money.

Predictably, the claven also marginalizes slut shaming so women can enjoy a Sex and the City
lifestyle on Johnny Beta’s dime.

To fall pregnant out of wedlock resulted in the ruination of a woman’s reputation and
financial ruination if the baby was not put up for adoption. All of this changed when the left
seized control of the West in the decades following World War II and implemented what
was claimed to be a safety net to prevent extreme hardship, but ended up being the passport
to life of indolence devoid of personal responsibility for the consequences of one’s actions,
the welfare state.

In the final days of the West, single moms are not shamed for having bastard children. They’re
praised as the new archetype all women should follow. Men are nothing but walking, talking ATM
machines in the New America. Not fathers and husbands and pillars of the community.

Women love free resources without an unnecessary meat bag hanging around wanting affection and
sex. The free Beta Bucks allow them to live an eat, prey, love lifestyle, cock carouseling around with
the Alpha bad boys they truly desire. Morgoth continues:
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Now not being able to provide for a baby was no impediment to having one. Illegitimacy
rates have soared. In 1911 just 4% of the babies born in England and Wales were out of
wedlock. By 2010 this figure had ballooned to 47%. Women do not need to take the
trouble to select a father who can provide for her children when the state will fill that role.

Here’s an interesting footnote to those statistics. Convicted felons have an average of 3.0 children in
our modern day dystopia, while the Beta male masses of society can’t even have enough children to
avoid demographic suicide.

The genes of criminals are literally proliferating society as a result of the end run around male
authority the welfare state represents. My, how far we have fallen. The result will be an Idiocracy.
Literally.

The heritability rate of IQ is 0.75 (on a scale with 0 being not heritable at all and 1 being
100% heritable). If the least intelligent members of a population reproduce the most, the
average intelligence of that population will decrease with each successive generation. Prof.
Richard Lynn predicts that western IQs will fall at a rate of 0.58 to 3.0 points per
generation, excluding immigration, as a result of current fertility patterns.

Social planners had to know the West’s anti-male, cuckolding policies would lead to a mindless mass
of humanity, easier for them to control as New World Order Communism became the end game of
elites last century.

The welfare state and its wicked step sister the child support mafia have collectively rendered good
guys worthless. Both institutions have deballed the male population, and dared men to protest.
They’re both symbols of a culture that hates men and hates the idea of masculinity, designed to steal
male utility value and subvert male authority over the resources he provides.

The welfare state is yet another way the West is devolving in the early 21st century. It is the reason
dads are marginalized and mocked, it is the reason subpar women act like goddesses, and it is the
reason women with all rights and no responsibilities are literally steering the Caucasian population of
the world towards extinction. It’s also the reason Americans and Westerners in general get stupider
with each passing decade.

In order to restore balance to the sexual market and steer the culture upwards rather than downwards,
Big Daddy Government and his gibsmedats programs must be terminated.
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Weekend Reading | February 24, 2017
February 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of February 24, 2017.

Manosphere

Under the Radar: Why Female Personality Disorders are so Prevalent in the
Anglosphere

Psychologists claim that around 2% of the female population suffers from each of these
‘Cluster B’ psychiatric disorders (the third is Histrionic Personality Disorder). However, I
would argue that far more Anglo-American women exhibit characteristics of all three – in
fact, most women under 35 are either Borderline, Narcissistic, or Histrionic. Indeed, many
simultaneously exhibit all three disorders in the cluster. Moreover, Anglo-American culture
acts as an incubator for these personality disorders, which is why they are far more
prevalent in Anglo-American women than women raised outside the Anglosphere.

Female Hypergamy 101

15% of women have slept with their bosses. (37% of those got a promotion out of it.) That
15% is the number of women who admitted to having affairs with their bosses, so we can
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safely double the number to get an accurate picture of the percentage of women banging up.

6 Things White Males Should Be Proud Of

Attention heterosexual white males! Are you tired of being endlessly browbeaten and
derided by universities, human resources, CNN, MSNBC, Buzzfeed, Everyday Feminism,
MIC, Alternet, and Huffington Shitpost among countless other media establishments? Are
you tired of being repeatedly told you are “the oppressor” and the descendant of
imperialists, rapists, thieves, racists, conquerors, and genocidal maniacs by our cultural
Marxist overlords?

The US is the World’s Bitch

Since cognizance, my observation of the US has essentially been a slow motion, 35 year
nightmare where I saw the US triumphantly rise from the malaise of its 1970’s ashes, to the
supreme, undisputed superpower in the 80’s, to the slow, inexorable decay that we
unconsciously realize today.  And while the temperature in the pan has been slowly
increased so American sheeple-frogs do not realize it, I and many of my counterparts are
not so easily duped as we are fully aware of what has been going on.  Slowly, but surely,
people on the left have eroded away the sovereignty of the United States, and have
successfully brainwashed and indoctrinated the majority of the population to forfeit this
precious and vital thing.
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News

Pornography: Weaponized Degeneration of the Population

You wouldn’t think of pornography as part of a social manipulation and mind control
experiment, but when you understand the benefits of degrading our sexual morality and the
cohesiveness of the family unit, it becomes clear that the rampant pedophilia and sexual
sociopathy we see today didn’t happen by accident.

Bill Gates, Admitted Eugenicist Warns Bioterrorism Could Kill 30 Million

It isn’t clear if Bill Gates was veiling a threat to help depopulate the planet by 30 million
people, if he was simply scare-mongering, or warning of a true cataclysmic-level
bioterrorism event, but at the recently held Munich Security Conference the man who has
been kicked out of India said that, “a genetically engineered virus such as small pox could
wipe out up to 30 million people in less than a year.”

Michael Savage: Congress Must Probe Subversive Soros Groups

Talk-radio host Michael Savage is calling on Congress to investigate “subversive,” left-
wing groups he believes are trying to destroy America.

NASA Finds Solar System with 7 Earth-like Planets

Scientists working with telescopes at the European Southern Observatory and NASA
announced a remarkable new discovery: An entire system of Earth-sized planets. If that’s
not enough, the team asserts that the density measurements of the planets indicates that the
six innermost are Earth-like rocky worlds.
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Book of the Week

Written in 1948, 1984 was George Orwell’s chilling prophecy about the future.
And while 1984 has come and gone, his dystopian vision of a government that will do anything to
control the narrative is timelier than ever…

“The Party told you to reject the evidence of your eyes and ears. It was their final, most essential
command.”

Winston Smith toes the Party line, rewriting history to satisfy the demands of the Ministry of Truth.
With each lie he writes, Winston grows to hate the Party that seeks power for its own sake and
persecutes those who dare to commit thoughtcrimes. But as he starts to think for himself, Winston
can’t escape the fact that Big Brother is always watching…

A startling and haunting vision of the world, 1984 is so powerful that it is completely convincing
from start to finish. No one can deny the influence of this novel, its hold on the imaginations of
multiple generations of readers, or the resiliency of its admonitions—a legacy that seems only to
grow with the passage of time.
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Is Genocide on the Elite Agenda?
February 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Racial Bolshevism in the media and from the government continues to target whites

Those blue-eyed devils. The world would be better off without them, right?

One only need subject themselves to mainstream media for a few short minutes to see white people
being labeled racists for everything from looking out for their own self-interest by electing President
Trump, to not supplicating enough when they see a person of color on the street. A narrative has been
established that white people can be nothing but oppressors, while those of any other ethnic group
can only be victims.

The failing but still very powerful mainstream media thrives on sowing
racial discord and division. This not only helps the power structure maintain its chokehold over
Western politics in a classic divide and conquer strategy, it helps set up the narrative for a much
bigger undertaking: making the very existence of white people unacceptable.
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With all the race-baiting and scapegoating of whites for all the past, present,
and future problems of the world, one has to wonder if soft and slow genocide is an agenda item for
diabolical elites. A new Bolshevism based on race has descended on the West in the early 21st
century as leftists and their marionettes in the media target Europeans and Americans of European
descent in a magnificently diabolical design.

One of the dirtiest tricks in politics is to accuse your opposition of your own crimes. The left
incessantly yells “racist” at white people without ever realizing the supreme irony that exists in
stereotyping an entire race of people with a pejorative term. In modern times, whites must take sides
and be either loathful oppressors or supplicating submissives to other ethnic groups. There is no in
between.

The insanity of scapegoating a group of people as villains has precedent, although targeting an entire
race certainly is a new twist on an old game.

In 1918, the masses of useful idiots directed mass killings, torture and systematic oppression at the
Bourgeoisie. In 2017, forces are at work to direct the same evil at those of European descent. Not
since the original Bolsheviks conducted the Red Terror have we seen such a storm gathering, directed
squarely at one group of people.
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Under the guise of an “Open Society” Soros funds far left, Communist groups

Dr. Evil

One of those at the forefront pushing an agenda of racial scapegoating is Dr. Evil himself, George
Soros. Soros has been funding leftist mobs on both sides of the pond in an attempt to spark a new
Socialist revolution that has eerie similarities to the conditions leading up to the Red Terror.

Rather than targeting the middle class in general as was the case in Russia a century ago, the mobs
Soros funds today are largely aimed at targeting white people.

Reports have surfaced far and wide that Soros funded the race-based riots that took place last summer
in cities across America, sending at least $650,000 to the racially motivated group Black Lives
Matter. Now, he is now being investigated for funding Socialist groups in Europe under his Open
Society front. Fox News reported on his latest alleged misdeeds:

George Soros’ alleged meddling in European politics has caught the attention of Congress.
Concerns about Soros’ involvement most recently were raised by the Hungarian prime
minister, who last week lashed out at the Soros “empire” and accused it of deploying “tons
of money and international heavy artillery.”

Among this “international heavy artillery” are so-called “rent-a-mobs” or protestors for hire paid for
by Soros-linked groups, intended to marginalize Trump and push back against the West’s recent
moves against New World Order globalism. According to World Net Daily:

An ABC News producer tweeted a photo of protesters burning a “Make America Great
Again” hat, stolen off the head of a Trump supporter. It turns out [the woman in the photo,]
Maile Hampton was profiled as someone who appears to be professional protester, in a story
published in WND two weeks ago.

Hampton, who goes by the name Kwame Kahlo on Twitter, is a self-described “Marxist
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Leninist.” She has been seen and photographed at protests all over California recently, and
even in Mexico.

In the span of only 10 days, Hampton appeared at multiple protests.

Of course, the press gives these fake protestors center stage on their heavily propagandized
newscasts. The narrative is always the same: black and brown people fighting back against
oppression by evil white people – those carrying the banner of what Bertrand Russell called “The
Fallacy of the Superior Virtue of the Oppressed.” People of color are not to be questioned about their
motives, even when they become violent.

This attitude led to the successful destruction of several inner cities in 2016. Soros is not alone.
Zuckerberg, Bill Gates and other billionaires actively push an agenda of globalism which is
destructive to white communities.

If you think there’s no immediate threat to those of European descent, realize how far the agenda has
already advanced while the media and globalists push the envelope even further.

Ask yourself what would happen if a group called “White Lives Matter” destroyed inner cities across America to see how far down the path
of Racial Bolshevism we’ve already gone

BLM

Imagine if white nationalists burned cities down nationwide. We all know the groups would be
targeted for destruction, in much the same way LaVoy Finicum was mowed down by authorities in
Oregon for protesting a government land grab linked to a Clinton family uranium deal with Russia.

The media continue badgering Trump over Russia while developing collective amnesia when it
comes to that explosive story.

Additionally, the press would be screaming, flopping on the floor, and foaming at the mouth if
billionaires were funding a group called White Lives Matter that called blacks “defects” who should
be wiped off the face of the planet. But they haven’t brought this bombshell that surfaced last week to
the attention of the masses:

The co-founder of Toronto’s Black Lives Matter chapter believes white people are
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“recessive genetic defects” who should be “wiped out.”

“Whiteness is not humaness,” Yusra Khogali wrote in a just-discovered Facebook post from
December 2015, according to the Toronto Sun. “in fact, white skin is sub-human.” From
there, Khogali…made her case against the Caucasian race by arguing that more melanin is
better.

After making several similar statements, Khogali concluded that white people “are recessive
genetic defects.” She said the Caucasian race “need white supremacy as a mechanism to
protect their survival as a people because all they can do is produce themselves.”

This hateful rhetoric predictably likely would never have seen the light of day if it weren’t for the
Internet.

Indeed, the prevailing view among mediaites and government policy makers is that every culture
deserves to preserve itself except European culture, and every race of people can have pride in itself
and its accomplishments except those of European descent.

This is exactly how Cultural Marxism works. Destroy the family, destroy the history of the nation,
then destroy the nation itself. Andrew Jackson being removed from the most common denomination
of American currency is only the first volley in what will surely be many more moves to destroy
Caucasian history and humiliate white people. Look for the Founding Fathers to be targeted soon, as
Communists move to rewrite history and collectively lobotomize Westerners with the goal of making
them forget their history and shun their culture.

But it won’t be enough to shame and debase white people. That’s not how Communism works. The
end goal will be to bring about an end to the very existence of those of European descent, just as the
Bolsheviks once attempted to eliminate the “evil” Kulaks. Bolder moves will come. Perhaps one dark
day we will see the narrative that white people reproducing with each other is racist.

Or, perhaps we will see another bloodbath resulting from the encroaching insanity of leftists.

Trotsky’s chilling words from 1918 echo today
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History Echoes

It’s been said history may not repeat itself, but it does echo.

We have entered a dangerous period in history as the current situation in the West echoes the social
situation leading up to the Red Terror a century ago.

Looking back to 1918, Trotsky spoke of the Bourgeoisie being estranged from the masses of people.
As demographic displacement quickly proceeds as planned in Europe and America with whites going
from 92% of the population in the U.S. to about one-third of the population by mid-century, it won’t
be too many more decades before white people will find themselves estranged in their own lands,
echoing these chilling words written by none other than Leon Trotsky:

The Russian bourgeoisie found itself to such a degree estranged from the masses of the
people, so internally helpless, so compromised by the course and the result of the war, so
demoralized by the regime of Kerensky, that it scarcely dared show any resistance.

Isn’t that the agenda? Demoralize, debase, and dehumanize white people day in and day out until
they don’t show any resistance? This has already happened in liberal cities across the nation as a man
only needs visit these areas to realize how self-loathing most of the white people there have become.

We’ve already seen sparks of revolution with “virtuous” mobs of color
rising up against Whitey nationwide in recent years with the full support of the press and a Socialist
government. Always remember, a Socialist is a Communist who doesn’t have a gun. Yet.

Meanwhile, globalists continue pushing an agenda of racial division and white marginalization in the
West even in the face of populist uprisings on both sides of the pond.

Why are they doing this?

It’s not too much of a stretch of the imagination to wonder if genocide is on the elite agenda. The
power structure surely is not trying to build white people up, but it is actively trying to tear them
down. It would be convenient for social engineers if one group of people who have proven
problematic when it comes to elite plans for world domination in the past just up and disappeared.

An amalgamated humanity is easier to manage for central planners than a truly diverse planet, with
diverse people and cultures. A world monoculture of people with no identity or beliefs, a mass of
compulsive shoppers and eaters is what the elites desire. Is that somewhere you want to be taken?
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Have a Drink: Michelada
February 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Micheladas are a refreshing beer cocktail

Some of my fondest memories have been of my adventures in Latin America. Over a decade ago I
was introduced to this drink in Mexico by a friend of mine. At first, I didn’t think it looked like
something I would be interested in. But, when I visit family in the Southwest part of the U.S. today I
always order one.

Micheladas are a beer-based cocktail and are very popular south of the border. When you taste one,
you’ll know why. Here’s a recipe for an authentic Michelada you can enjoy this weekend.

1 32-oz. bottle chilled Clamato
1 32-oz. bottle or 3 12-oz. bottles chilled beer (personally, I like Negra Modelo)
1/2 cup lime juice
1 1/2 tsp. Worcestershire sauce
1 tsp. Tabasco Sauce
1 tsp. Maggi Seasoning
2 Tbsp. salt
1/2 tsp. chili powder
Lime wedges

Mix all ingredients in a large pitcher. Mix salt and chili powder on a small plate. Rub rims of pint
glasses with lime wedges and dip in salt mixture. Fill glasses with ice, pour in Michelada cocktail.
Optional: garnish with lime wedges. Enjoy!

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Eye Candy of the Week | February 26, 2017
February 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Fierra Cruz could provoke a fuego with these lingerie shots. She’s a good example of why Latin
women are so caliente. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for February 26, 2017 as we enjoy the
female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Get Them While They’re Hot! The New Modern Man’s First
eBook Series
February 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Some new swag for your tablet or phone

Thanks to everyone who supported our first eBook launch. You’ve made this trial run a huge success.
More The New Modern Man eBook originals will be coming in the months and years ahead as “the
little publishing house that could” gains steam.

Meantime, to show our appreciation our special offer continues.

Just in time for the new year are two new eBooks featuring some of the best of The New Modern
Man from 2016. Each book is only $7 on PayPal.

For a limited time, use this link to get both eBooks – 110 pages – for only $10.
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Want to know how to get laid? Want to know some of the darkest truths about women and the mating
game? Want to know how to put women’s hypergamous instincts to work for you?

Want to know why women have historically been in harems through most of human history and why
they hate Beta males? Want to know why the dating scene in the West resembles a jungle?

Get all those answers and more in this short but sweet guide for the Red Pill man, designed to instill a
new level of understanding about human sexuality into those who dare peruse its pages.

You will know the good, bad, and ugly about why women behave the way they do after reading this
succinct collection of some of the best of Relampago’s writings from 2016 as published on The New
Modern Man, neatly organized and upgraded with Eye Candy models throughout.

What’s more, your purchase will help grow the blog even further as we enter expansion mode in
2017. Click here to read a free sample.

The New Modern Man Quick and Dirty Guide to Women

57 page PDF | Only $7.00 on PayPal

Realize the power behind the “Less is More” maxim with seven
selected writings in The New Modern Man’s Quick and Dirty Guide to Money and Minimalism.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8lDChvq51NRdDVKNE8tR1NQTTA
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Finally, there’s sage financial advice customized for the Red Pill man.

This eBook will more than pay for itself with its guide to getting and staying out of debt, investing,
designing a budget, and moving away from a life of empty consumerism towards a life of
minimalism and financial freedom.

Drawing upon the wisdom of such Realtalkers as Dave Ramsey and Larry Wingett, and customized
for the Red Pill man looking to take control of his life and his finances, this eBook features some of
Relampago’s most popular writings on Red Pill money topics from 2016.

What’s more, your purchase will help grow the blog even further as we enter expansion mode in
2017. Click here to read a free sample.

The New Modern Man Quick and Dirty Guide to Money and Minimalism

53 page PDF | Only $7.00 on PayPal
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Transgender Wrestler Wins Girls’ Wrestling Championship
February 27, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Transgenderism is only “fair” when girls can beat up boys, not the other way around, according to leftists

‘Murica.

That’s about all there is to say about this twisted story of a transgender
wrestler who is genetically a girl but transitioning to be a boy winning the girls’ wrestling
championship.

The story is so twisted it’s hard to even figure out. The bottom line is wrestler Mack Beggs is listed
as a girl on its birth certificate, but is undergoing hormone treatments and the like to become a boy.

How is this not child abuse?

Only in a decaying Anglo-American empire would be even be treated to such a story. The fact we are
arguing about it and this issue will receive more air time than other, more important stories in the
coming days is a testament to the power of Marxist agenda setters, who determine what you’ll be
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talking about before you even talk about it. They’re the ones who set up 24/7 rotation of stories like
these to get the public cackling over window dressing issues while they make other moves behind the
scenes.

Hypocritically, Anglo liberals are now up in arms about transgenderism. Why? In short, because
Anglo-Saxon countries are characterized by a culture that hates men and boys. The failing
mainstream media wrote:

Mack Beggs came here to wrestle. And wrestle he did, manhandling four opponents over
two days as he captured a Class 6A girls state championship Saturday.

The 110-pound gold medalist also captured something else: The attention of a nation
increasingly polarized by transgender issues.

Beggs, a 17-year-old transgender boy from Euless Trinity High School, didn’t come to the
state tournament seeking to carry the transgender torch, or to become a lightning rod, or to
be the target of a lawsuit that could end his high school wrestling career.

But those subplots all played out during the two-day UIL Wrestling State Tournament at the
Berry Center in Cypress, where Beggs defeated Chelsea Sanchez of Katy Morton Ranch
12-1 to win the championship.

Note the use of the word “manhandling” in the first sentence. This word is there for a reason, to sway
the reader’s opinion towards protecting the pussy. The press often inserts code words into stories to
sway the narrative towards their point of view.

Even when a girl “gender identifies” as a boy.

The Anglobitch blog proprietor recently and eloquently detailed why boys – even those who assume
the cloak of the “protected” classes in America by being transgender – will always be an easy target
in a misandrist culture.

For normal men, Anglo-Saxon culture is an inherently flawed creation. Everything about it
from the ground up is designed to exalt women and denigrate men. There is nothing male-
friendly in the existing Anglosphere; it has declared war on men politically,
economically, conceptually and legally. There is nothing there of interest to men at all.
The situation has deteriorated beyond tinkering with minutiae or putting the clock back –
only complete rejection of pan-Anglosphere civilization and all its institutions, root and
branch, can now serve the enlightened man effectively.

He’s absolutely right. Men are personas non gratas in Anglo-America. If you were born with a penis
or aspire to have one you automatically become public enemy number one. This is why The New
Modern Man encourages awakened men to Go Galt, leave their figurative plows on the plantation,
and enjoy their lives as they would see fit. To hell with the life script the power structure screams
men have to go by.

This incident checks offseveral agenda items on the Marxist agenda. Inserting gender bending into
the narrative: Check. Marginalizing boys, or girls who want to be boys: Check. Confusing teens
about their forming sexuality: Check. Establishing a martyr for the androgyny narrative and setting a
precedent for others to follow: Check. Setting up school systems for needless lawsuits: Check.
Making a mockery of America internationally: Check. Sticking another shiv in the sides of the
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deplorables: Check.

What a weird crossroads for a society to be in. The fact we are even discussing this issue is testament
to the rapid decline of a once great and mighty society. We are literally a turd, swirling the cultural
toilet bowl in the modern Anglosphere.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Give Your Worst To The Modern Woman
February 28, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

Ameriwhores deserve to be treated like the sluts they are

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

Today’s man who wishes to indulge or parlay with the modern woman should do so by giving her
what she deserves. The absolute worst of you.  By any objective standard of measurement, women
today simply don’t measure up.  Not only are they piss poor examples of potential mates to produce
healthy offspring.  They are actually strong liabilities for men who naturally want to produce Family
and Legacy.

I have written about the horribly damaging effects to children that single mothers gluttonously
provide here.

However I have not been shy in saying that ultimately it falls on us men to change the culture.  We do
this by neglecting to support the cultural norms foisted upon us by a parasitic class of international
elitists.  This means leaving single mothers, skanks, and the variety of worthless women out in the
bitter cold and chilling consequences of their terrible decisions.

This means standing strong and firm beside other unapologetic men who hate the modern zeitgeist
with a furious passion.  This means aggressively punishing weak males who behave as white knights
and enablers of reckless women gone pathetically crude and irredeemably wild.

A New Standard

For men who still have the brazen will to create the vision inside their hearts.  We must establish a
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new standard for acceptable behaviors.  The only way to do this is by forming small communities or
tribes which are patriarchal, detached from the system and opposed to it.

What is patriarchy if not men coming together for the best benefit to
themselves and their families?  If every man goes off by himself and never returns.  All we have done
is become atomized, individualistic and rootless wanderers.  This may be necessary for a time but it is
not the end destination.

The king must return to stake his claim.  We must reconquer our own lands.  There is a natural
evolution which I have seen occur within myself and as well as other men who take the red pill.

I will use Roosh as an example here.  A man who started out just to get laid and pick up skanks has
been transformed in a matter of years into a wiser more future-time oriented man who knows about
the biological power of Family and Legacy.

Abandoning Dead Ideals

Part of the red pill man’s journey is realizing that the notion of post Victorian romantic love is
nothing but a fairy tale illusion to weaken you immeasurably.  This delusion damage has seeped into
our psyche and we must rid ourselves of it’s poison to obtain freedom.

I have written about this before.  Macchiavelli said that while to be both feared and loved is ideal.  If
one had to choose between the two, it is best to be feared.

Love is transient and fickle.  People love their cars, their tv shows, their shoes.  The fuck does it
matter if someone says they love you?  Especially coming from a fickle female.

Why did we ever as men give a rat’s ass about that?

The answer is simple.  We have accepted the lies constantly force fed down our open gullets since
childhood.  You must spit the poison out.  Obnoxiously vomit up all this garbage right onto the faces
of every New World Faggot.

This is what I mean by giving them your worst.

Fear however is not some lofty ideal we wax poetic about.  Not some warm fuzzies we feel with
increased dopamine and seratonin levels in our bodies.  It is the biological reaction to the violent
smash of a pistol butt upside your fucking skull.  The unconscious expulsion of urination in your
pants to immediate and soul shattering realities which threaten your oh so precious life.
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Only a weak man lets his bitch boss him around, don’t be that guy, be this one

Enforcing Your Own Rules

Once you have just a few strong men covering your flanks and your six, you
have a powerful force which can then exert it’s own rules within the immediate surroundings. 
Masculine men instinctively know what must be done and who must be punished when the
immutable laws of Men are transgressed.

When men form these kinds of groups, it is of prime importance that weaker males be excluded or
forced to achieve an acceptable level of personal grit, integrity and machismo.  These can be
established through initiatory forms and rituals designed to kindle the flames of righteous anger in the
initiate.  An anger that will motivate and propel one towards aggressive achievement and rapid self
overcoming.

To build and maintain these tribes is the first essential step towards becoming the Rule.  Women will
gravitate towards strength and force.  Especially when economic or social conditions deteriorate. 
These facts are easily witnessed through a cursory study of history.  That many fail to see or do not
even wish to see the great darkness looming behind their colorful draperies is blind delusion.
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The World They Asked For

The masses, thoroughly manipulated have been clamoring for a dark dark world.  A selfish, atomized,
soulless borg which thinks not for their care bear rainbows and pretty little pony shows.

I for one hope they receive this world.  By all means they deserve it.

Which is why I make sure to do my part in giving to those who’ve asked it, the absolute WORST I
can possibly give to them.  The most selfish me.  The most obnoxiously arrogant, belligerent and
disdainful bastard is what I’m giving back to the dead eyes of these New World Zombies.

It’s all so hilarious isn’t it?

To see people so pathetically domesticated and disgustingly servile.  No will to power in their hearts
whatsoever!

Let the slaves serve I say!

Aristotle said the natural state of man is slavery.

What then is it for such slaves to be your slaves?  Food for thought.
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En Route to Bangkok
March 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

On my way to spend a month in the Land of a Million Smiles

In lieu of a regular article today, I’ll be posting a link to some popular throwback articles from The
New Modern Man archives. I’m en route to Bangkok, and will be working on a travel guide detailing
the opportunities for men for exploration, debauchery, and fun.

Female Behavior, Shit Tests, and the Selfish Gene
The Rationalization Hamster: 10 Ways it Affects Women and Society
Women Will Do Anything for an Alpha, Including Having Sex with Other Women
Why Foreign Women are Better than the Anglobitch
Red Pill Money: Modern Dreams of Retirement are another Ponzi Scheme

I also hope to have a full writeup on my recent experience in Chicago with a stripper I was able to use
pickup artistry on. She was a stunner, and had a mouth like cocaine. It was the best experience I have
had with an American chick in a long, long time.

Stay tuned.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Evolutionary Baggage and Genetic Programming Make the
Liberal Utopia Mere Fantasy
March 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The vison of a liberal Utopia is fraught with scientific and sociological problems

Liberals constantly tout the Utopian vision of a world without any sort of problems, one in which
mankind turns on a dime and greed, hostility to outsiders, and all the other baggage of our species
that led to such tragedies as the Salem Witch Trials, the Spanish Inquisition, and two World Wars
will just magically evaporate.

It’s a nice political selling point. But it’s also rife with hypocrisy. First and
foremost is the myopic view that vocal dissent must be crushed and everyone must behave according
to liberal paradigms or they’re racist, sexist, or some other kind of -ist.

The liberal vision of Utopia is particularly troubling since maniacal billionaires who support it
obviously wish to mold humanity in such a way there will be only two classes – servants and elite –
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in the future, likely with no middle class at all. Bureaucrats and their paymasters are doing this with
the establishment of an electronic tyranny the likes of which the world has never seen.

What a way to end a 4.5 billion year evolutionary heritage, a planet of
masters and slaves.

An electronic dog collar is slowly appearing in fits and starts as social engineers seek to destroy
mankind’s independence and freewill with an electronic bureaucracy that will follow him from cradle
to grave. This electronic tyranny will monitor his every move, every action, and will use man’s
money against him as the elimination of cash (in the minds of elites and other liberals) will create a
world or borg in which there is blind submission to authority or else.

It’s a world of B.F. Skinner’s classical conditioning, using tech to do so. Somehow, impoverishing
mankind and taking away his freewill in service of the collective is supposed to make everything
right.

The Law of the Jungle still applies in the business, financial, and sexual worlds even though humans try to hide it with sophistry
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Evolutionary Baggage

One only need spend a short time around humanity to realize we are all flawed. Even though the
media touts the virtues of the paymasters in the elite class as if they’re some sort of demigods with a
love for humanity rather than the contempt they so often show through their actions, the story of how
they became elite is troublesome. They built their empires on the backs of other men.

The corporation we are all supposed to worship, a bastardization of a true free market economy
displays all the traits of a psychopath. Yet, we’re never supposed to question its motives or its
authority over our lives.

This conundrum is pointed out in the film The Corporation, recommended viewing on The New
Modern Man.

If corporations are indeed “persons,” their mental condition can accurately be described as
pathological. Corporations have no innate moral impulses, and in fact they exist solely for
the purpose of making money. As such, these “persons” are systemically driven to do
whatever is necessary to increase revenues and profits, with no regard for ethical issues that
might nag real people.

This is why America has become a culture of selling out. There is no culture other than slavish
adherence to consumption, especially shopping and eating out, in modern times. Well, maybe football
since you have to appease the “deplorables” with circuses, too, and not just bread.

Continuing from the synopsis of The Corporation:

But, you say, corporations are owned and managed by real people, so surely immoral
corporate actions might be inhibited by them? Well, not really. First of all, the officers and
directors who run corporations are actually duty-bound to act in the corporation’s best
financial interest, and that means they are obliged to do whatever they can within the law to
make money. Thus, this fiduciary duty requires corporate management to set aside ethical
niceties when they get in the way of corporate profits. This is why tobacco companies
market their products to kids when they can – only laws prohibiting such conduct will keep
them from doing so.

In effect, The Corporation and its preisthood – the elite – have become cancers on humanity rather
than capitalist ventures helping mankind as pointed out by John McMurtry.

Of course, there is nothing inherently wrong with capitalism when the playing field is not
manipulated by a servile government in such a way it creates a playing field in which the little guy is
forced out of the game, and corporations control every avenue of the economy and government.

Once this happens, an unelected autocracy assumes control of the economy and society itself as
Spengler warned would happen 100 years ago. He called it “Economic powers permeating the
political forms and authorities.” That’s exactly what has happened as the West enters steep decline.

This is the Cancer Stage of Capitalism, one that could mestastisize and consume the whole of
humanity.
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Genes determine much of human behavior in ways that can’t easily be modified

Genetic Programming

Ever since life arose on this small, humble planet third from the sun, there has been one rule that
stands tall above all other rules: The desire every organism has to survive and thrive. Unfortunately,
our species has been imbued with Machiavellian Intelligence. This is in addition to other genetic
traits that are difficult if not impossible to “train” out of men.

Larceny is in the hearts of all men, and especially in the elite classes since one must forgo humanity it
order to rise to the peak of those institutions. Blogger Dylan Charles explains:

A common thread between many of the world’s great political and social leaders is their
willingness to call out the major banks and bankers for their complicity in establishing and
maintaining economic tension and international conflict in our world.

Again, cancer serves as a good metaphor for what is happening. Charles continues:

Jesus whipped the money changers when he drove them from the Temple for turning his
Father’s house into a den of thieves, and since the days of Christ, history is the story of a
never-ending struggle between houses of finance and public interests.

Make no mistake, we on the public interest side are losing this battle as the 21st century progresses.
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There is no “you” in kleptocracy

A Submissive Humanity

To the freethinking, independent man of will, blindand forced submission to unjust authority is the
worst of all possible nightmares.

As Mahatma Gandhi knew, peaceful resistance is the first line of defense in guarding against the
incursion of the State into the life of the individual.

Gary McGee eluciated this strategy in a recent article on The Waking Times:

So what is a proactive citizen to do? First things first: we should question all laws, even the
ones that we take for granted. We must ask ourselves, is this law valid? Does this man-made
law agree with cosmic law and the natural order of things? Is this law healthy, especially in
regard to progressive human evolution? Is this law just, especially in regard to the balance
of power? Is this law sustainable, especially in regard to environmental health? Above all,
we must ask ourselves if we have the courage it takes to become an outlaw when such laws
aim to outlaw freedom.

As a renegade blog, The New Modern Man has already come under fire from hateful social justice
warriors and most recently was targeted by Pixton, the company we paid to illustrate our Be Like
Dirk comics series. We have been forced to remove the comics even though they were paid for due to
some esoteric legal technicalities.

This obviously points to a censorship agenda.

Much like the Samizdat in Russia, as the censorship agenda intensifies blogs like The New Modern
Man and Return of Kings will increasingly come under fire from authoritarian leftists.

Perhaps the tale of humanity doesn’t end with a bang, but a whimper as it is subjected to servitude in
its final hours. McGee continues:

The gravest threat facing us as a nation is not extremism—delivered by way of sovereign
citizens or radicalized Muslims—but despotism, exercised by a ruling class whose only
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allegiance is to power and money.

Indeed, the love of money and psychopathic greed may be the source of the next population
bottleneck our species will be forced through. It seems that pesky evolutionary baggage and genetic
programing aren’t going anywhere, no matter how much virtue signaling and Machiavellian
deception leftists strangle us with.

Where do we go from peaceful resistance if that tactic does not work?

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Weekend Reading | March 3, 2017
March 3, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of March 3, 2017.

Manosphere

6 Types of People Who Deserve the Cucking Stool

Dating back to the 13th and 14th centuries, “cucking stools” were specially made chairs
used to punish disorderly women and dishonest tradesmen in medieval Britain. Large
crowds would gather to watch and ridicule the recipient, who would be repeatedly plunged
into water for a set number of submersions that were predetermined by the local magistrate.

Study: Men and Women Have Different Regrets

The Chateau was out there early laying realtalk on the stubborn ears of the eunuchracy
about the male enthusiasm for no strings attached sexual release and the opposite female
preference for sex swaddled in the comforting confines of commitment.

False Equivalencies

One of the more persistent questions I get asked about Hypergamy is if there’s a parallel to

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/weekend-reading-march-32017.25854
https://relampagofurioso.com/2017/03/03/weekend-reading-march-3-2017/
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it in men. I’ve answered this in several comment threads both here and in other forums, but
I’ve never really addressed it in a post. When I was considering this I remembered a couple
of comments from manosphere luminaries Deti and Novaseeker who I thought summed up
this (often deliberate) misconception.

Waking from the Fever Dream

Pizzagate will be the Rosetta stone of this era on the world stage of politics. It’s already had
a tremendous effect…were it not for Pizzagate and the subsequent connections of the
Clinton machine to spirit cooking, the Haitian economic development opportunities for
indigenous youth charity work; the emailed queries about pizza related maps and pool
parties with underage kids as the featured entertainment and other such lurid details brought
to the attention of the public…well, in all likelihood, Trump probably would not have won
the best election ever.

http://hawaiianlibertarian.blogspot.com/2017/03/waking-from-fever-dream.html
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News

64 Ways Obama is Sabotaging Trump

It might seem outrageous and unprecedented that a newly departed president would devote
himself to overthrowing his successor, but that is exactly what a mountain of growing
evidence appears to indicate. “Obama’s goal, according to a close family friend, is to oust
Trump from the presidency either by forcing his resignation or through his impeachment,”
the Daily Mail reported Wednesday.

Attacks on Independent Media in Unprecedented Wave of Censorship

In an unprecedented wave of censorship, multiple leading independent media outlets have
been hit with modern-day guerrilla tactics by globalist corporations in collusion with the
deep state. Both Natural News and InfoWars, and even Breitbart Editor Milo Yiannopoulos,
have faced intimidation, harassment, and economic sabotage solely because they publish
content which discredits the mainstream media and the political establishment.

Former CIA Agent Explains How Trump Can Destroy the Deep State

David Robert Steele has a few ideas about how to dissolve the two-party tyranny that has
taken over our country. If you haven’t heard of the ex-CIA activist yet, he once ran for
president on a platform of electoral reform, a balanced budget, an end to all taxes aside from
an automated payment transaction, and full employment for all Americans. Steele also
believes in a “debt jubilee,” or debt reconciliation, and that Wall Street should start paying
for America, instead of America paying for Wall Street.

http://www.wnd.com/2017/03/64-ways-obama-is-sabotaging-trump/
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Megabank Caught Laundering for Terrorists and Drug Cartels and Feds are
Keeping it Secret

When a bank is found guilty of doing business in countries where they’re not supposed to
be, and when the same bank is found guilty of helping drug cartels launder money,
shouldn’t the public have a right to know about the banks’ efforts at correcting such
actions? That’s the question being raised with respect to HSBC’s 1.92 billion dollar
settlement with the U.S. and oral arguments are taking place in federal court this week on
whether or not the compliance report should stay sealed.

Mississippi House Kills Divorce Reform Bill Without Vote

“Given our high divorce rate in this state, the floodgate is already open — we don’t need to
completely tear it down.”

Book of the Week

Every Four years, tempers are tested and marriages fray as Americans head
to the polls to cast their votes. But does anyone really care what we think? Has our vaunted political
system become one big, expensive, painfully scriped reality TV show?

In this cringe-inducing expose of the sins and excesses of Beltwayland, a longtime Republican party
insider argues that we have become an oligarchy in form if not in name.

Hooked on war, genuflecting to big donors, in thrall to discredited economic theories and utterly
bereft of a moral compass, America’s governing classes are selling their souls to entrenched interest
while our bridges collapse, wages, stagnate, and our water is increasingly undrinkable.

Drawing on sinsights gleaned over three decades on Capitol Hill, much of it on the Budget
Committee, Lofgren paints a gripping portrait of the dismal swamp on the Potomac and the
revolution it will take to reclaim our government and set us back on course.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Why I Decided To Become A Big Rig Truck Driver 6 Months
a Year
March 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

In search of work-life balance for the average guy

I may be the only Emmy-award winning newscaster who also holds a Class A Commercial Driver’s
License and speaks Spanish fluently in the United States. Hot off Big Daddy Government’s press, I
just got my CDL.

Earning my CDL was one of the most difficult endeavors I have attempted in my life, far more
intense than the college degree I earned that I now loathe. The three-week courses aimed at finding
fresh meat for the corporate meat grinder aren’t sufficient to train a man to drive a big rig with
authority.

But I held on. I suffered training pay and all the growing pains. And
now I feel like I can manage an 80,000 lb driving machine.

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/why-i-decided-to-become-a-big-rig-truck-driver-6.25853
https://relampagofurioso.com/2017/03/04/why-i-decided-to-become-a-big-rig-truck-driver-6-months-a-year/
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In any case, I’m back in The Matrix until June (other than taking March off to travel internationally)
to investigate the practicality of a new lifestyle design for men that would allow them to work 6
months a year while traveling abroad 6 months, enjoying libertine cultures and women who have not
yet been taught to hate men.

Sure I could stay on my island and enjoy life to the fullest. But there’s a lot of life to be lived and
world to be seen. And this is about much more than just me. It’s about taking a stand and showing
men how to live a life of financial and sexual freedom. Women had their liberation, now it’s time for
ours.

English scholar Rookh Kshatriya eloquently detailed why modern men must learn to live for
themselves and their own pleasure, until the “reset” button is pressed on male-female relations in the
West, and especially Anglo-America – the mother of feminism:

For normal men, Anglo-Saxon culture is an inherently flawed creation. Everything about it
from the ground up is designed to exalt women and denigrate men. There is nothing male-
friendly in the existing Anglosphere; it has declared war on men politically, economically,
conceptually and legally. There is nothing there of interest to men at all. The situation has
deteriorated beyond tinkering with minutiae or putting the clock back – only complete
rejection of pan-Anglosphere civilization and all its institutions, root and branch, can now
serve the enlightened man effectively.

I’ve always been one to put my money where my mouth is. Before recommending this design to
other men who want to escape a hateful Anglo culture but don’t know how, I want to live the life I’m
going to be recommending to other men.

I can use my mental powers for the good of my masters or for my own good. I was so shit on by the
great system everybody is supposed to worship I turned on it. In many ways, I am pumping and
dumping the United States economy, since it no longer serves men’s interests.

https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/08/03/red-pill-money-traveling-on-the-cheap/
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Make fat stacks fast with virtually NO LIVING EXPENSES when you become an OTR trucker

Goal 1: $20,000 A Year, Earned in Only 4-6 Months

By American standards, $20,000 a year may sound like a paltry sum. But I
know from experience living expenses abroad are most often $500 a month or less for a comfortable
lifestyle. I’ve been living abroad in the Caribbean for nearly a year and a half, living a swinging,
sexually fulfilled, dancing, drinking, happy existence with housing, food, Internet, utilities, and phone
all covered by that amount.

Beyond that, anything I have leftover means its party time.

But why just $20,000? Because this is the point at which a man can both avoid paying a lot of income
taxes and if he chooses, get on IBD (income-based deferment) for student loans he got ripped off on
so he doesn’t have to pay them back. Moreover, $20,000 a year is enough that a man could live very
well abroad on $10,000 for 6 months, invest the other $10,000 in growth stock mutual funds, and
come back to The Matrix the following year to earn $20,000 more.

Don’t let anyone convince you a life of sex, drugs, and Salsa music won’t leave you fulfilled.
Contrasted with the life of a run of the mill Beta male slave, it’s a fantastic way to enjoy one’s prime.

https://www.amazon.com/Big-Travel-Small-Budget-Spend/dp/0692531866/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1488582502&sr=8-1&keywords=travel+the+world+cheap&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=efd8a0df8d4116d195e751f967ba626a
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Any money you earn in the U.S. is multiplied 2x or 3x abroad

Goal 2: Travel The World the Other 6 Months

A slave never dreams to be FREE, a slave only dreams to be king of the ant hill most people spend
their lives trying to climb. Stop being a slave and start living the life of a free man.

With $20,000 I will have more than enough money to travel to four continents this year. This is
above and beyond visiting virtually every major American city in my big rig, enjoying everything
from the Bunny Ranch to random (and free!) hookups with strippers that I use PUA techniques on.
(Oh, and before the haters pile on, I dated daughters of executives, daughters of well-connected
families and the like when I was a mainstream media guy back in the day. I was so horrified of the
“good girls” and the slavery they expected of me by virtue of their association with me I defected and
decided to live a life as a free man until the cultural situation changes.)

How does a man live an awesome life on that amount? First off, any money you make in the states
can be multiplied by taking it abroad. Second, once a man purges his mind of the materialism and
consumerism he has been indoctrinated with from childhood and instead chooses to live a life of
minimalism, he will discover the fact his money buys freedom.

Most of the world lives on a fraction of what Americans live on. A little money extracted from here
goes a long way somewhere else. Corporations aren’t the only entities that can outsource. I just
consider this my way of evening the score.

https://relampagofurioso.com/rels-strip-club-list/
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Surveying the cultural Titanic as it sinks is another goal of this venture

Goal 3: Survey The Ship

Captains of sailing vessels in the past used to survey the ship before a hopeless battle. In many ways,
my trek across America is my way of surveying nearly every state and every major city to make sure
I haven’t missed anything when it comes to women and the Anglo cultural obsessions with shopping
and eating out.

So far, in the 40+ states I’ve visited while driving and while working with the media, I’ve seen only
fleeting, exceedingly rare exceptions to the poor relations between the sexes. Most of the time,
women adhere to the feminist script we discuss in the manosphere.

As an example for what passes as a “date” these days, I am in and out of Utah hauling freight and
recently stopped by a SWPL restaurant. I was treated to this episode going on at the table beside me. I
saw one of the “good Mormon girls” thoroughly de-balling her dinner date as she talked to him in a
condescending manner, as if he was a job applicant rather than a potential boyfriend or husband. I felt
bad for the guy, and would have refused to pay for this woman’s dinner as I walked out the door and
left her sitting there. But he paid for it, took the verbal badgering, and walked out with a defeated
look on his face. Why in HELL do men put up with this? This guy is well on his way to frivorce rape
by virtue of his association with this harridan.

When I dated the “high class” girls I always felt like a pawn in their stupid little games. So I learned
to bypass all the ridiculous sophistry and go straight for the red (or is it pink? – heh) meat of the
matter.
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Teaching others to fly the coop of misandry and sexual repression is a worthy aim

Lifestyle Design

Beyond the personal goals of fattening my bank account, traveling the world, and surveying the ship,
the core purpose of this venture is to help design a solid plan for men who want to work part time and
travel part time.

Men often give up and resign to the fact they’ll always be doing someone else’s bidding rather than
living a personally fulfilling lifestyle. I nearly succumbed to this myopia myself in my late 20s,
before I got angry and decided to extricate myself from a system that was abusing me at any cost.
The goal is to allow men to give the finger to a system that hates them and villainizes them in all its
narratives.

Becoming a part-time trucker ticks a number of check marks on the lifestyle design page.

A near perfect lifestyle for the single man who wants to be a roaming nomad instead of a nester
Avoids paying excessive income taxes into the beast
Allows men to dodge student loans if they wish
Provides an excellent income if spent abroad
Allows a man to work half the time and live half the time
CDL drivers are in such demand a driver with a clean record can fall ass backwards into a job
A man doesn’t need to pay rent or other expenses beyond what he eats as he can live in the
sleeper of the truck
A man becomes in effect, a migrant worker who only comes to the U.S. to earn cash

I’ve personally found this move to be much more personally rewarding than being a “TV star” ever
was, as I know I’m doing this for me and I know it keeps me out of the system.

For now, that’s the latest from Relampago on the road. I’ll be in the air the second half of the year

https://relampagofurioso.com/rels-international-travel-guides/
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enjoying myself. This is a cause much greater than oneself. This is a project in creating a Renaissance
of male freedom.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Have a Drink: Old Fashioned
March 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Reaching back to the days of Jefferson, the Old Fashioned is a classic cocktail

Old Fashioned cocktail | Relampago’s Rating: 

In the mood for something different this weekend? Let’s take a journey back to the earliest days of
America, days in which an appropriately named Old Fashioned cocktail was a new invention. You
could down a few Old Fashioned in between mongering with some of the girls at the saloon. Ah, how
a man longs for the days of true freedom and not the false sloganeering about freedom we put up with
today. According to Serious Eats it’s easy to make and it is very tasty:

This one’s hard to screw up. The Old Fashioned is one of the most venerable of cocktails,
predating not only the motor car but the presidency of Abe Lincoln. Properly made, it’s
strong, but not too much, and sweet, but not too much; most important, it’s dead simple to
make, and absolutely delicious.

Here’s a history of the cocktail:

The first documented definition of the word “cocktail” was in response to a reader’s letter
asking to define the word in the May 6, 1806, issue of The Balance and Columbian
Repository in Hudson, New York. In the May 13, 1806, issue, the paper’s editor wrote that
it was a potent concoction of spirits, bitters, water, and sugar; it was also referred to at the
time as a bittered sling. J.E. Alexander describes the cocktail similarly in 1833, as he
encountered it in New York City, as being rum, gin, or brandy, significant water, bitters,
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and sugar, though he includes a nutmeg garnish as well.

By the 1860s, it was common for orange curaçao, absinthe, and other liqueurs to be added
to the cocktail. The original concoction, albeit in different proportions, came back into
vogue, and was referred to as “old-fashioned”. The most popular of the in-vogue “old-
fashioned” cocktails were made with whiskey, according to a Chicago barman, quoted in
the Chicago Daily Tribune in 1882, with rye being more popular than Bourbon. The recipe
he describes is a similar combination of spirits, bitters, water and sugar of seventy-six years
earlier.

The first use of the name “Old Fashioned” for a Bourbon whiskey cocktail was said to have
been at the Pendennis Club, a gentlemen’s club founded in 1881 in Louisville, Kentucky.
The recipe was said to have been invented by a bartender at that club in honor of Colonel
James E. Pepper, a prominent bourbon distiller, who brought it to the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
bar in New York City.

This recipe uses bourbon, sugar, and bitters. Interestingly, while we are
discussing bourbon, this corn derived whiskey derives its name from the French Bourbon dynasty
although there’s a debate over whether it got its name from Bourbon County, KY or the infamous
Bourbon Street in New Orleans. Here’s how to use bourbon to make an Old Fashioned:

2 ounces bourbon
1 teaspoon fine sugar
2-3 dashes of bitters; Fee Brothers’ Whiskey Barrel-Aged Old Fashioned Bitters are
recommended

Place the sugar in a glass and sprinkle in the bitters; add a few drops of water, and stir until dissolved.
Add the whiskey and stir. Ice cubes are optional, as is a cherry garnish. Cheers!

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Eye Candy of the Week | March 5, 2017
March 5, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Front and back this vanilla piece of tail would surely render an unawakened man powerless against
its allure. But in this neck of the woods, men know hitting and quitting it is a much safer bet. Enjoy
our Eye Candy of the Week for March 5, 2017 as we enjoy the female form while remembering the
truth about women.
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Guilty Until Proven Innocent Returns at American Universities
March 5, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Humble college student riding a bike to school, or evil sexual predator? American universities have taken the guilty until proven innocent
approach

The hysteria over a fake rape epidemic at colleges and universities has resulted in a return to some
Draconian practices. Guilty until proven innocent has become de facto policy on unenlightened
campuses as a politically correct, pussy worshiping culture once again throws its men to the wolves.

Thankfully, as reported by the semi-fake news site Los Angeles Times, liberal colleges are getting the
fuck sued out of them by men terrorized with their political correctness – and losing.

After a wave of activism created a frenzy over campus sexual assault, the Obama
administration twice rewrote federal rules governing how allegations must be handled at
colleges and universities. In response to this movement, too many schools have adopted
procedures that force accused students to turn to the courts for any hope of justice.

That’s quite an admission from a mainstream newspaper. Lord and Master of the Universe Obama
was wrong and maybe government policies aren’t the answer? Wow.

In particular, since 2011, when the Department of Education reinterpreted Title IX to
require that sexual assault cases be judged by a “preponderance of the evidence” — a lower
burden of proof than is used in criminal cases — more than 100 accused students have sued
their schools. In most of these recent cases the colleges have lost, as they should have.

Cliff’s notes: Guilty until proven innocent has returned as women now only need accuse men of
sexual assault to destroy them. Shitlib college administration morons take the politically motivated
“safe route” and destroy young, bright men without cause. This, in spite of the rational fact that false
rape accusations are far from an uncommon occurrence, as The New Modern Man has already
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reported. Continuing from the Los Angeles Times:

Our close examination of court records shows how the new mandates and procedures
amount to a de facto presumption of guilt. It also shows that colleges are at best incapable
of adjudicating allegedly criminal conduct, and at worst hopelessly biased.

Is the mainstream press finally starting to do its job? They’re using manosphere talking points now.

The recent cases can be divided into two groups. In the first are colleges that considerably
broadened the definition of sexual assault and, in some instances, applied the new definition
to students who did not violate the rules in place at the time of their alleged misconduct.

The full article goes on to detail cases of students who have successfully litigated colleges and
universities around the country after they suffered because of sexual assault claims that were later
proven to be false. The Los Angeles Times came to this conclusion:

The vast majority of schools we studied now use procedures that stack the deck against
accused students. A system in which accused students get fair outcomes only by bringing
expensive lawsuits — recourse that many cannot afford — is a deeply flawed one.

We couldn’t agree more.

But this is only the tip of the iceberg in a culture that constantly vilifies and crucifies heterosexual
men. There is much more misandry under the surface if one only takes the time to dip under the
cultural currents and see what is really going on rather than following, with religious fervor, the trite
myth that women are perfect and men are devils in all matters sexual.

Expect these new narratives that maybe women aren’t perfect, and colleges don’t know everything,
and government isn’t the answer to our problems to go nowhere, as the pile of shit is already too deep
and the mountain of regulations too high to make significant change in policies that marginalize men.
But it was nice to see a mainstream newspaper doing some actual journalism for a change.

This revelation is another example of why waking on 20 years of debt bondage for a rubber stamp
that is increasingly worthless as time goes on might not be such a good bet for bright, awakened
young men.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Tables Have Turned: My Transition from Beta Bucks to
Alpha Fucks Guy
March 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Just closed out a week which ended as me being the Alpha Fucks guy while another guy pays my hot Thai friend’s bills

For all the scorn heaped upon those of us in the manosphere, the more I live the Red Pill truth the
more I know how right we are when we write The Truth About Women and the World. Few may
know I take no pleasure in writing about the topics I write about, and wish relations between the
sexes weren’t so fucked up in the Anglosphere.

But I gotta call ’em like I see ’em.

Otherwise I’d be as worthless as the “nice” boys and girls in cheap suits with pancake makeup and
egg on their faces who work at CNN down in Atlanta, and other institutions of mythmaking in the
Machiavellian world we live in.

But I’m into truth-telling rather than sophistry so here it is: Chicks dig jerks. And they can’t resist
assholes.

By studying and applying the romantic arts for several years, I have lived an amazing transformation.
I’ve gone from a Beta nice guy in my 20s who constantly got used and abused by women to a guy
who often goes through 4 or 5 different chicks in a week. It’s amazing what a man can pull off once
he discovers what makes women tick.

My latest success has been becoming the Alpha Fucks guy for a hot Asian girl while Beta Bucks guy
pays her bills. Here are two stories illustrating my transformation.
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Don’t be Free Dinner Guy, be Uninhibited Sex guy

A Decade Ago: Free Dinner Guy

Yep, I was that guy. I would work so hard to get a woman to go out on a dinner date with me, and
spend money I didn’t have on nice meals in restaurants and movies and other entertainment.

My goal was to show women what a great guy I was. And I was the textbook definition of a great
guy: attractive, well-studied, liberal (at the time), hard-working, and respectful of women. I was the
type of guy women would go on Oprah and claim they wanted while secretly riding the cock carousel
with bad boys.

I followed the script of what women say they want in a man: a nice guy who treats them like a
princess and caters to their every whim. Opening doors, talking about “safe” topics, not rushing them
for sex or commitment.

https://www.amazon.com/No-More-Mr-Nice-Guy/dp/0762415339/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1488755566&sr=8-1&keywords=no+more+mr+nice+guy&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=994cf0c9344ad3d3cadb9b32cf959b61
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After dropping $50 to $75 of money I didn’t really have as a poor as fuck, first generation college
student with two jobs and a broken down car, I then would have to go home alone and have to rub
one out a good 75% or more of the time.

Meantime, a degenerate would end up tapping for free what I was trying to woo with entertainments I
couldn’t afford. I wasn’t completely incel, but I paid for a lot of dates for women who were frigid
with me, and was the epitome of the AFC (average frustrated chump) in my college years.

Do not be this guy!

I’ve seen it go on my entire life. I know Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks is what women do. It’s just as
natural for the human female to behave this way as it is for the female Black Widow to kill and
consume the male once she’s finished extracting his sperm for the next generation of little baby
spiders.

Don’t question it. Just accept it for what it is, lamentable as it may be.

The tables have turned, now I hit that instead of paying for that

Today: Alpha Fucks Guy

Now, as a man who can’t stand liberals or anything they stand for, a guy who does what he wants
when he wants, I can’t keep women off me.

I started last week off banging a black stripper in Chicago who was enraptured by my zero fucks
given attitude, travel stories from all over America and different parts of the world, and the fact I was
straight up with her from the get go that I wanted nothing but no strings attached fun. She also loved
the fact I only work half the time and spend the rest of my time partying my ass off.
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I was blunt as a spoon, alternating between being and asshole and Mr.
Carefree.

I looked this girl in the eye and told her I’m not like the typical men that come in your strip club,
empty their wallet and get nothing in return. We talked for hours that night as she abandoned the very
Beta acting clients who inhabited the club. I felt bad for these guys as they were reeking of sexual
thirst.

Long story short, we ended up at her place and she started the festivities off by giving me oral
delights most men dare not dream of. For free, I might add. This girl had a mouth that might as well
have been cocaine. It was incredible. We then banged in every position imaginable (her on top first)
before I left her worn out and with a cooch full of seed.

That’s only the warm-up. Since Chicago, I’ve been in Thailand the rest of the week enjoying the
company of two Thai girls: one who was stuck on me like white on rice from the time we met, and a
second party girl who had a boyfriend but let me hit it anyway.

But even that’s not the best I have to offer.

A Thai girl I’ve been friends with for years currently has a man from Australia paying for her every
expense, and is not giving him any sex in return! I know this is a fact, as I am quite familiar with this
girl’s entire sexual history.

This chick knows I bang other girls and that I am “in demand” so to speak. She practically came
running to my door once she knew I was back in town.

I didn’t even have to ask and she started getting naked for me after we talked for a few minutes in my
room. Bear in mind this girl is at least a SMV 8 and can have any farang she wants. And these guys
will pay her for the experience while I will not.

https://www.amazon.com/What-Women-Want-When-They/dp/1515234045/ref=as_li_ss_il?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=1515234045&pd_rd_r=SWPRR2SXKCYKY1R44MRM&pd_rd_w=bGYQX&pd_rd_wg=C0jPz&psc=1&refRID=SWPRR2SXKCYKY1R44MRM&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=443a79b5401c0026ce1f541b478a06dc
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But she chooses me, and is letting me be the Alpha Fucks guy tapping for free what the other guy
can’t get even though he’s paying for it. Best of all, she’s not the typical bar girl as she is a kept
woman, and I know from friends or “spies” she doesn’t go out partying. She stays home and is one of
the more traditional Thai girls.

Which makes the conquest all the better.

Don’t let the haters throw you off your Game

Final Thoughts

So, when detractors, haters, and other sorts of miscreants come into the manosphere and onto The
New Modern Man trying to muddy the waters and negate the inconvenient truths we are writing here,
I can confidently say they’re entirely full of shit.

I have lived the transformation from Beta Bucks to Alpha Fucks guy. And my goal is to make other
men slayers of poon with little life lessons like this one.

Guys, the most important thing you can do is focus completely and entirely on yourself and your
wants. This, more than anything else is an intoxicating musk to the female psyche as I’ve seen with
the small harem I’ve went through just in the past week. It pays to be the opposite of everything
women say they want in a man.

The alternative would be to go back and live life as a Nice Guy. I did that already. Now I’m living
life as the bad guy. And it’s just divine.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Reader Request: How Does a Red Pill Man Find Other
Awakened Men?
March 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Not every man can exit Plato’s Cave

Thanks to our reader Erik for his donation which sponsors this article on The New Modern
Man. Have your own questions answered and help us spread The Truth About Women and the
World by sponsoring an article on our blog.

Erik writes:

How does a red pill man find his own tribe (other men) in this world?

It’s a blue pill world, and by the time you are in your 30s and 40s, you may not have the
same extensive social network you once had in your teens and 20s. Old friends change,
move for work, get married, etc.

I’m a mountaineer, and for several years I worked hard to create and maintain friendships
based upon that hobby. I was the guy putting trips together, helping newcomers to the sport,
etc. But many men are beholden to their LTRs/wives in a way that prevents them from
serving their own interests. Guys get shit tested a lot and they end up choosing activities that
are more domestic.

So, how do you find your own tribe? Are some men better off as a lone wolf?

First off, congratulations to Erik for mastering such a masculine, wellness generating hobby as
mountain climbing.
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This is no doubt a conundrum many men will find themselves in as they become Red Pill aware.

As an awakened man finds himself no longer under the spell of the shadows in Plato’s cave and
begins exiting The Anglo-American Matrix mentally and spiritually, there will no doubt be tension
between him and the men who still seek unicorns for love and marriage, who pedestalize women, and
believe in politicians and the mainstream media.

For those who aren’t already familiar with it, Plato’s Allegory of the Cave shows us there have been a
class of men like us in the manosphere who have searched for the light of truth no matter where it
may lead for thousands of years, rather than living lives in the dark as the masses do. The allegory is
presented in Plato’s Republic:

Plato describes a group of people who have lived chained to the wall of a cave all of their
lives, facing a blank wall. The people watch shadows projected on the wall from objects
passing in front of a fire behind them, and give names to these shadows. The shadows are
the prisoners’ reality. Socrates explains how the philosopher is like a prisoner who is freed
from the cave and comes to understand that the shadows on the wall are not reality at all, for
he can perceive the true form of reality rather than the manufactured reality that is the
shadows seen by the prisoners. The inmates of this place do not even desire to leave their
prison; for they know no better life.

A number of lessons can be gleaned from this allegory when compared and contrasted alongside the
modern life of an awakened man.

As you begin to see beyond the shadows, Blue Pill friends will inevitably drift away from and even
avoid you because they’re still under the illusion of the myths society creates to keep the average man
in line. Scorn will also be heaped upon you by those who cannot see beyond the shadows…those
such as feminists, SJWs, White Knights, etc.

Feminists will also despise you as they see you as a threat to their well-established con game.

In this regard, while becoming a Red Pill man is extremely liberating, it can also be very isolating in
that we will always be a minority amongst men and will never be able to talk openly about what we
know with those still under the spell of the mythmakers. Their power is a strong (or stronger) now
than it was 2,000 years ago as we find ourselves trapped in an Age of Public Relations and
Propaganda.

Thankfully, the Internet provides a meeting place, a refuge for the Red Pill man. We can also choose
to spend our time doing activities and in places where there are men who think like us. I’ve
personally found a large number of expat men are of the same overall mentality as me.

Many of us likely will end up as lone wolves in some way as in my personal life I’ve found I can
only go so far with Red Pill knowledge with most of my friends. Some are tolerant of th unpopular
truths we accept as reality, while others are scared to death by them.

Some men will just never be able to make the leap and be a strong willed man rather than a pushover
Beta male. I’ve personally seen this happen with a close friend of mine, who was frivorce raped but
still allows women he dates to have control over him to this day.
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Many men never stop clinging to “mommy’s” apron and this makes them weak in the eyes of women

Beholden to Women, Clinging to the Apron

Erik goes on to share a personal story about how Blue Pill men often completely lose themselves in a
relationship. This provides a good cautionary tale for other men out there about not letting women
assume control over you.

An acquaintance in Denver approached me and said he thought he’d be interested in
climbing mountains (based upon my reputation).  His LTR said, “Sure, do it.”  The guy is a
highly motivated professional and I helped him select gear, train physically, and learn
backcountry skills such as navigation, camping, rope handling, etc.

I set a goal with my new friend, a mountain we’d climb together after a couple trips of
shorter duration to train and practice working together.  The entire ramp up to the big goal
was about 12 months in duration.  This activity did not take over his life; We did three
weekend trips together in 12 months to train and test equipment, he was generally in charge
of his own progression.

This guy was loving every second of it.  Initially, his wife supported it.  My friend ran,
lifted weights, completed a short course offered by a local organization, and tested gear and
techniques.  But as we got close to the big goal, and she was still overweight by about 20
pounds, she started shit testing him.

“You can’t just leave me alone for a full week . . .”
“I don’t know if you’re in good enough shape for this . . .”
“Don’t you have stuff to do around the house . . .”

I tried to coach him a little, but he failed those shit tests.

There’s an important lesson here.
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A woman will always try to push a man around to see what he’s made of. The best a man can do is to
be firm with his decisions, be self-serving, and make his own decisions rather than succumbing to
fleeting female desires.

In short, it pays dividends to be an asshole.

Women respect assholes. They loathe Beta males who let women make their decisions for them.
Guys should know women don’t know what they want most of the time anyway, and have to be
informed of what their opinion is by a strong willed man. (Unfortunately, the media have assumed
the role of decision maker for women today, taking it away from men who have grown progressively
weaker in the last 50 years.)

Continuing from Erik’s story, his acquaintance got weak in the knees after his wife started badgering
his decison to pursue mountain climbing adventures and self-improvement:

In the end, we managed to do the big trip together, we summited the mountain, but he was a
mental wreck.

No doubt he didn’t know what to do because she intensified the shit tests mentioned above. Beta
males will always default to a position in which they allow women unwarranted influence over their
personal lives.

This woman sounds like a typical Anglobitch, who spins about three or four different narratives at
once. Women like this often stir up controversy just to see where the cards fall.

While she creates self-doubt in her husband and her plan to make him stop mountain climbing
succeeds, deep down inside she begins to loathe him because no woman respects a weak, pussy-
whipped man.

During the end of that year I had a plate who got to know my friend’s wife (very briefly.)
 Oddly enough, the wife told my plate a couple times that my friend was a “nuisance”
around the house, sex with him was boring (“He climbs on top of me missionary!”) and she
wished he would “do something for himself, to be more interesting.” THIS, DURING THE
TIME SHE WAS SHIT TESTING HIM.

Notice, this female shit testing her man – trying to get him to doubt himself and cling to her apron –
while at the same time complaining about him doing exactly what she wants him to do!

What a twisted universe the female mind is.

After first doubting her husband, then complaining because he obviously didn’t pass her shit test, she
then goes on to make a pass at Erik!

I ran into my friend’s wife once downtown.  She walked real close to me and said, “______
just sits on the couch.  I wish he was as devoted to something as you are.”  In that moment I
felt I could have slept with her.  I decided to keep that to myself.  These women, they get
the Beta males they asked for.

The story ends in a predictable way.

In the end, he said he was just too busy at work to climb anymore. He seems happy to be
under her dominion.  I can’t climb with a guy like that.  We have nothing in common.
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This story is a tragedy that plays out countless times. Men, so motivated by a desire for regular sex
and female companionship make way too many concessions to women who enjoy pushing weak Beta
males around. This is not a good position for a man to be in.

His fear of losing his woman will actually make him lose his woman by supplicating to her wishes.

In many ways, there’s just no helping a guy like this as they’ll only get angry at you for challenging
the cultural indoctrination that makes them behave in such a manner.

In short, my answer to Erik is we can lead a horse to water but we can’t make him drink. We can try
to wake men up with daily doses and small, bite size portions of Red Pill knowledge. It’s up to them
to use it to make change in their lives.

In the meantime, taking a live and let live approach has helped me deal with this conundrum. I live
my life the way I see fit, and so should other awakened men. But we have to accept some guys are
just not salvageable, and that we who escape the mind control surrounding us will always be isolated
in some way.

Traveling to locations that have lots of expats has been the best way I’ve found so far to meet other
awakened individuals face to face. Expats seem to intuitively know what lies we are surrounded by,
and many are fleeing feminist dominated nations and sexual repression. And of course, on men’s web
sites like Return of Kings, The Savage Lifestyle and this one offer places to meet and discuss ideas
with other Red Pill guys. That’s about all we have for the time being, unfortunately.

Not every man is capable of exiting the cave, or letting go of the apron. Our decision is to become
another sheepish follower, or a lone wolf who does whatever he wants.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Article Updates and Improvements
March 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Building a better resource for men

March 6, 2017

The 10 Laws of the Mating Game has been updated and revised. The 10 Laws of Hypergamy has
been updated and revised. Several top line pages have been freshened with newer articles.

More updates and revisions to classic TNMM articles are forthcoming during the month of March as
we move to position ourselves as the go-to resource for modern men.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Turn Establishment Media’s Camera Around on Them
March 7, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Anybody can pick up a camera and start doing hit pieces today

Here’s an idea to wipe the smug look off the faces of the talking heads who inhabit decrepit
newsrooms of the great propaganda machine a.k.a. the mainstream media. Turn establishment’s
camera around on them. This isn’t the 1970s, and they don’t own every avenue of mass
communication. We can snoop on them just like they snoop on us and our allies.

Lowlife “journalists” love to dig up dirt on people they report on, as if they have no dirt of their own
that can be dug up. But take it from someone who worked alongside them for well over a decade,
many if not most of the people who work in the media have checkered pasts.

Don Henley knew what a bunch of lowlifes most news people are when he wrote the hit song Dirty
Laundry way back in 1980:

I make my living off the evening news
Just give me something-something I can use
People love it when you lose,
They love dirty laundry

Well, I coulda been an actor, but I wound up here
I just have to look good, I don’t have to be clear
Come and whisper in my ear
Give us dirty laundry

We got the bubble-headed-bleach-blond
Who comes on at five
She can tell you ’bout the plane crash with a gleam in her eye
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It’s interesting when people die

Give us dirty laundry

Can we film the operation?
Is the head dead yet?
You know, the boys in the newsroom got a running bet
Get the widow on the set!

We need dirty laundry

You don’t really need to find out what’s going on
You don’t really want to know just how far it’s gone
Just leave well enough alone
Eat your dirty laundry

How delicious it would be to turn the media’s dirty laundry game around on it!

Beyond TV Spy which functions as the news industry’s gossip rag, there should be a dedicated group
of people dedicated to airing out all the disgraces of the nice boys and girls at CNN, Fox News,
MSNBC and other alphabet channels.

In the past, media figures were powerful gatekeepers who controlled every medium of mass
communication. However, in modern times they’re like circus animals turning tricks to generate likes
and revenue for their failing channels. Anybody can pick up a camera, register a blog account and
directly compete with them. We can also tell tales they don’t want told.

The Internet has become the great equalizer in all matters of mass communication. It is the most
democratic medium imaginable as anyone can publish on it and anyone else can read it. This is
utterly destroying the myths the great beast relied on to generate its fortunes for half a century.

Holding the media accountable and putting them on a level playing field with the people they run hit
pieces on is already becoming common practice, as thanks to independent media the carefully
constructed “Trump is a Russian operative!” narrative is backfiring in the faces of the mediaites and
politicians who constructed it.

But we need to take it further than that. Each time they delve into the personal lives and affairs of
people on our side, we need to delve into their personal lives and affairs with the same vigor. Let’s
destroy what little credibility they have left.

Take it from someone who knows, there’s a lot of dirt to be thrown around if one starts playing inside
the mainstream media’s talking head sandbox.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Why Strippers and Legal Working Girls Are Better Bets in
Anglo America
March 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Most Anglo women today already have high mileage and high cock counts, so why not get a girl who knows what she’s doing

I’ve banged girls of both high and low status on the socioeconomic ladder. I’ve come to the
conclusion I am only dealing with strippers and legal whores when I’m visiting the States. The truth
is, in this day and age there’s nothing beyond sex women in Anglo-America are good for, as the
supreme irony is feminism has actually turned them into nothing more than sex objects.

I detailed that inconvenient truth in a recent article. They don’t know how
to do anything else that is of value to a man other than lay down and spread their legs.

Anglo women can’t cook or clean, they’re statistically sterile as the white population is literally dying
off, they’re no fun to be around on a personal level, they’ve made themselves slave owners of men
legally, and philosophically are empty souls attempting to fill the void with material things. What else
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do they have to offer but sex, since all of the above are true?

Why do I prefer strippers and legal whores in America? It’s really simple. They give me what I need,
occasional sex, and offer no drama or hoop jumping in return. (Yes, sex is a psychological and
physical NEED as revealed by Maslow’s Hierarchy.) That, and I’m tired of dumpster diving on
dating apps and performing Herculean psychological maneuvers using day Game in order to land
another boring ass date with an Americhick.

High status girls are always sizing me up for what kind of living they could get off my back or other
material and financial benefits I could provide. They also are flakier, less fun in the sack, and have
astronomical expectations for the low level companionship they provide. Low status girls are most
often just out for a good time.

Guess which ones give a man less stress on the nerves and wallet?

I don’t just talk the talk, I walk the walk when it comes to the topics discussed here at The New
Modern Man. So, when I am in The Matrix extracting more money from the economy to use to
power my Going Galt lifestyle, I typically only deal with strippers who I can bang for free by using
PUA techniques on them, and professional working girls when I’m lucky enough to be in Nevada
where prostitution is legal at dozens of brothels statewide.

Commenter “John Smith” left this gem of a response to a recent article I wrote for Return of Kings,
explaining the rationale behind why pro girls are often a man’s best bet for sexual satisfaction in a
culture that is already swirling the drain. Here’s the litany of reasons I seek out good times in strip
clubs and brothels:

First of all, most of them are way better looking than the average Corporate-Slave Princess
who looks good with her makeup on, but turns into the Bride of Dracula when you see her
the next morning.

Secondly, strippers look at sex the way guys look at blowing their noses – no big deal.

Thirdly, they are way more open-minded about sex and will basically do anything you want
to do.

Fourthly, they tend to be way more skilled at sex than the average empowered femicunt
who works a day job.

Fifthly, if you are good in bed, they will tell their stripper friends and that gives you access
to even more hot sluts, while opening the door for threesomes (and/or moresomes).

I have “dated” runway models, actresses, single moms, Corporate Princesses, working twats
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– all that shit. That was back in the day, and I much prefer getting my needs met these days
by somebody who is really good-looking, knows what she’s doing, and isn’t sizing me up
for divorce-rape.

I still pick up “normal” women occasionally, but once you get some hot strippers with great
sexual skills in your rotation, you’ll never go back – unless you want a wife.

To each their own.

Boom. No more calls, we have a winner.

Until there is a major cultural shift in a declining Western society, and women are forced back into
biologically and demographically sustainable, traditional female roles the best bet is to limit any
financial and legal risk with them. Hitting it and quitting it is not just fun, it also might just save you
from frivorce rape. Dealing with strippers and whores will also save you a lot of stress and
unnecessary drama.

Banging pros is my preferred modus operandi only in the States. Abroad, I don’t need strippers
because hypergamy and culture both work in my favor. But it’s every man for himself in Anglo-
America these days as the sexual Law of the Jungle has returned post-feminism.

Hence, the reason I keep a Strip Club and Brothel Guide for my brothers in the manosphere. Going
for the goal is the Red Pill man’s best option. Now you know why.

Help us grow by making a purchiase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Americans Having Less Sex, But Not This American
March 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Being a reliable Beta male no longer pays sexual dividends in the insane West

Most Americans aren’t getting laid as much as they used to.

A skewed sexual market (i.e. the return of the Law of the Jungle brought on by feminism) means
fewer men are monopolizing more women. Harems, that have dominated much of human history are
forming anew. And a large rump of Beta males aren’t getting any nookie as a result.

In today’s world, Betas are in the midst of a terrible sex drought while Alphas and Sigmas are
enjoying a bumper crop. It pays to be the bad boy or to have vastly more resources than your
competition, and not old Mr. Reliable these days.

Speaking in generalities, around 80% of female sexuality is now monopolized by 20% of men since
civilization-destroying feminism was unleashed on the West. In business and many other areas of
life, this phenomenon is called the Pareto Principle. Anthropologist J.D. Unwin would not be
surprised by what has happened, as he warned in vain about easing restrictions on female sexuality
based on his epic survey of human societies cross-culturally and throughout history. Every time a
society eased restrictions on female sexuality it degenerated and fell apart.

A large population of sexless men will have destructive consequences for the West. The men doing
the grunt work aren’t getting sexually rewarded anymore. This scenario has never boded well for a
society across recorded human history. Access to porno and pushing everyone to go gay is not going
to cut it forever, and social engineers should familiarize themselves with this fact.

When factoring in the large numbers of sexless Betas with the small numbers of Alphas and Sigmas
who are getting laid on the regular, statistically, Americans are having less sex than ever overall. The
mainstream rag Washington Post details the numbers:
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Using 1989-2014 data from the General Social Survey, the study found that American
adults have sex seven to nine fewer times per year than in the 1990s. Back then, Americans
on average had sex 60 to 62 times a year, but in the early 2000s the frequency began to slip,
and by 2014 it had declined to less than 53 times a year.

Dang. I probably had over 53 different women last year, not including all the times I slept with each
one. But I spent almost the entire year of 2016 outside America in a much more libertine Latin
culture.

Incidentally, marital beds are also growing colder, so marriage isn’t going to save Beta Johnny from
the ongoing sex drought.

When looking only at married people, the drop was even sharper — from around 73 times a
year in 1990 to around 55 in 2014 — bringing their frequency of sexual activity below that
of never-married people. People in that group have sex an average of 59 times a year.

That’s an average of about one lay a week.

Of course, as Groucho Marx knew politics (and journalism for that matter) is the art of looking for
trouble, finding it everywhere, diagnosing it incorrectly and applying the wrong remedies. The Post
goes on to do just that in its nebulous article:

The report did not list causes for the decline. But it cited possible factors including
increased access to entertainment and social media, a decline in happiness among people
age 30 and over, higher incidence of depression, and use of antidepressants associated with
sexual dysfunction.

While those are without a doubt contributing factors, once again mainstream “journalists” keep
missing the target as they lob out politically correct but dead wrong diagnoses as to what’s wrong
with a sexual market in which women have way too much power, Beta males have had their resource
provisioning cucked by a welfare state, and there’s an epidemic of obesity, entitlement and overall
bitchiness nationwide.

Read: Feminism is the root cause of almost every sexual and demographic
problem facing America and Europe today.

Yet, the slave masters expect male worker bees to go along and get along as jobs get shittier and
shittier by the year with longer hours, less pay, and vanishing retirement plans. This is why I gave up
on being a Beta male, quit my corporate slave job and started living the life of a ZFG asshole. What
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good was being responsible doing for me sexually?

Since going rogue, I go through women like I go through underwear. Life as a vagabond is much
more rewarding to me as a male than as a corporate drone in monotone. How long until the masses of
men figure this out and throw their sabots into the machine?

Here’s the bottom line. The sexual market is the granddaddy of all other human economic markets.
Everything else is just sophistry. Leaving millions of men with a case of blue balls does not bode well
for the West.

Now at least we have some numbers backing up what we have been discussing in the manosphere for
a number of years.
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Social Engineers Are Coming for Your Children: Disney Airs
First Gay Kiss
March 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Gayness is now being peddled by Disney; however pay for play between two consenting adults continues to be verboten in the Anglosphere

As if the Red Pill man ever needed another reason to cut the cord, Disney is now pushing the LGBT
bacon cheeseburger agenda on your kids. Some animated series called Star vs. The Forces of Evil just
aired a gay kiss that was predictably lauded by Establishment media.

Entertainment Weekly (still exists?) wrote:

It’s the smooch reverberating far beyond the Magic Kingdom: Disney’s first gay kiss was
featured in an episode of the animated children’s cartoon Star vs. the Forces of Evil.

“Just Friends,” a recent episode of the Disney series, finds characters Star, Marco, and
Jackie attending the concert of their favorite band, Love Sentence. The music inspires most
of the audience to lock lips with their significant others, and a few same-sex couples are
included.

How edgy! Barf.

Before going any further, it needs to be said I am a sexual libertarian on most issues. What two adults
do to pleasure themselves is their own business. (Incidentally, this is why I believe prostitution
should be legalized in the States.)

That view comes with two stipulations. Gays don’t need to shove their sexual preference in my face,
and they don’t need to confuse our children by force-feeding their agenda on a children’s television
network. Gayness always has been and always will be a fringe preference. It does not need to be
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mainstreamed any further.

Interestingly and on a philosophical level, there is a cultural reason why gayness is no prevalent in
Anglo countries among men. As elucidated by Rookh Kshatriya:

What Anglo-American cultural features dispose men to homosexuality? The answer is very
simple: poor relations between the sexes. Interaction between the sexes is so unpleasant and
mercenary in the Anglo-American bloc that many men derive more from relations with their
own sex rather than women. This leads to exceptionally high incidences of homosexuality
among Anglo-Americans.

In a crude sense, homosexuality is the best way to experience plenty of sex in a repressed
society where women are taught to commodify themselves from infancy. For men of low
socio-economic status, whom Anglo women automatically strike off as potential mates,
homosexuality is simply the only way to get bountiful supplies of free sex.

Relations between the sexes are pretty miserable in America. Maybe that’s why social engineers are
pushing gayness with such fervor? Maybe they see it as the easy way out rather than making women
reform their wicked ways, i.e. treating men as more than just utility objects and walking, talking
ATM machines.

Who knows. All I know is I don’t want our kids exposed to this.

Of course, social engineers pushing this agenda will never listen to the requests of peons like us. So,
we need to start hitting them where it hurts: their fucking wallets.

Thinking of taking your kids to Disney World this year? Pass it up. Have cable? Cut it off. Thinking
of seeing a Disney movie? Boycott them. Dollars and cents is the only language the corporate world
speaks. When their agenda starts dragging their bottom lines, they’ll start to notice.
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Weekend Reading | March 10, 2017
March 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of March 10, 2017.

Manosphere

Wikileaks “Vault 7” Revelations Prove We Are Already in Orwell’s 1984

Smart TVs that spy on your every action and word, hijacked vehicles used to assassinate
dissidents, operating systems deliberately altered to track all you do on a computer or
smartphone. Seems like science fiction, right? In fact, these are merely the daily tools of the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), as revealed this month by Wikileaks.

Corporate America is No Place for Men

Corporate America is no place for men. Despite a good portion of men looking for positions
in corporate America it is one of the absolute worst places for a man to work. It was never
designed for men and men will be punished or have their souls crushed when entering it.
When I say corporate America I’m not talking about being a CEO or a higher up working at
a corporation nor am I talking about working on the assembly line for a corporation. Rather
I’m talking about the middle management type jobs. You know not too powerful but enough
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to make a “comfortable” living off of.

How to Save Western Civilization

We must repeal women’s suffrage, starting with the 19th Amendment in the United States.
Once this is accomplished, no other planned or conscious action must be taken to solve
nearly all our societal ills.

International Women’s Day? WTF?

So apparently today is International Women’s Day.  How do I know that you ask?  Well I
saw this bullshit on the news.  Some people, some where, got together and seriously
proclaimed today International Women’s Day. When I saw this all I could think to myself
was “Are these people even serious right now?”  Who in the fuck really gives two shits
about an International Women’s Day.  I’m just…. I’m speechless.
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News

Trump Aftershocks: Debt Falls $68 Billion Since Inauguration

Is it the federal government’s hiring freeze on non-essential employees? Or is it a miracle?
The U.S. debt clock is actually spinning backwards since Donald Trump moved into the
White House Jan. 20.

New York Times Re-Writes History and “Fixes” Headline

The New York Times used the word “wiretapped” in the print headline of a pre-
inauguration story on data being used by the federal government to investigate aides to
President Donald Trump. But not in the online version.

Top 15 Discoveries & Implications of Wikileaks “Vault 7” – So Far

Vault 7 has been the subject of a curious and cryptic set of tweets from Wikileaks over the
course of the past month or so. Now we know why. In bombshell news, in the greatest leak
in Wikileaks history, in the greatest leak in CIA history, a total of 8,761 documents has been
released in a series that has been dubbed Vault 7. Even for seasoned conspiracy researchers,
the documents are fascinating and horrible at the same time. It confirms the suspicions and
knowledge of many investigators. Now we have the proof to substantiate our hunches
and intuition.

Mercury in CFLs is Contaminating Homes and Environment

Compact fluorescent bulbs (CFL’s) are contaminating homes and the environment with
mercury. They contain much higher amounts of mercury than other typical factors in the
poisoning of people, often with many milligrams of mercury, whereas other factors in
mercury poisoning are usually measured in micrograms. Thousands of times more than
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other typical mercury contaminants.

Book of the Week

Is It Worth $15 To Get The Woman Of Your Dreams?

Unveiled at last, a simple proven playbook to go from being a frustrated single man to having the
woman of your dreams.

A proven strategy so effective, that Andrew was scared to unveil this strategy to the world.

“When I discovered this strategy, I was initially scared to share it with the world. I didn’t want to
become a dating coach and the stigma associated with that. However I knew I had to write this. I was
frustrated with all the pain I saw inside men stopping them from getting the women of their dreams.
I’d been there, and I wish I’d known this strategy earlier.”

A strategy that will allow even the shyest of men to find and attract the woman of his dreams.

You’ll learn how to turn the number one barrier stopping men from chasing the women of their
dreams, fear of rejection, into your ally. You’ll completely eradicate approach anxiety from your
psyche forever, and most importantly you’ll acquire the number one trait that women find most
attractive:

A Man of Purpose.

Inside this book you won’t find any fluff, or any filler.

Unlike most other “dating advice” books out there, which are really just empty fluff content used by
dating guru’s to build their coaching business, Andrew packed this book full of actionable content to
help any man get the woman of his dreams.
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4 Interesting Situations I Saw on Walking Street in
Pattaya, Thailand
March 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Sights and sounds from a bustling Walking Street in Pattaya

Relampago on the Road
Reporting from Pattaya, Thailand

I’m on the road for the month of March, and after driving all over the United States since January as a
trucker I decided it was time for some relaxation outside The Matrix. So, I booked a cheap flight to
Thailand, and hooked up with an awesome $15 a night room for a month.

When one visits Thailand, a pilgrimage to Walking Street is a must. Walking Street in Pattaya is like
Bourbon Street in New Orleans, only better. Consider it nightlife without the Anglo cultural and
sexual repression you’ll find in the West.

After some busy days riding all up and down the East Coast of the Gulf of Thailand on a Honda
scooter, I made my way down to this infamous slice of paradise for some well-deserved rest and
relaxation after driving around 3,000 miles a week to build up this year’s cash reserve.

One night as I was people watching I noticed several interesting situations going on which are
pertinent to the themes we discuss here at The New Modern Man and elsewhere in the manosphere.
Here are four alternately interesting and hilarious situations I made mental bookmarks about as I saw
them unfolding, so I could tell you about them.
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4. Man Accompanied By Land Whale

This poor bastard.

I saw the look in his eyes as this dude realized he made a huge (pun intended) mistake bringing along
his hog for an Asian vacation, as he saw countless tight and taut Thai chicks in skimpy clothing
walking by. He looked deeply troubled as the Anglo (or European, didn’t hear which language they
used) hog pulled him around by the arm, perhaps because he wanted to stop and look at different bars
and peruse the sexy ladies inhabiting them.

She wanted nothing of the sort, probably only thinking about her next slice of cake.

The hog looked quite worried about having wound up on Walking Street because she knew she was
way out of her league. There’s fat, and then there’s sloppy fat. This chick was sloppy fat, but her man
seemed to be at least average to fit in build.

This couple illustrates everything wrong with the relations between the sexes in America (or Europe).
Man, works his ass off and finances a fabulous vacation with his Beta Bucks while the land hog lords
over him like a domineering tyrant, steering dollars from his wallet into her mouth while
cockblocking him from upgrading to the female companionship he deserves.

The timer on that relationship no doubt started that night, as along with the pain I also saw an
awakening in that man’s eyes. He now no doubt knows he got a shitty deal and can do better than the
hog.

3. Older Man Being Pulled Around by Worried Wife

This one was hilarious to watch from the sidelines as I sipped Chang beer, and illustrates the fact
older women intuitively know they can’t compete with younger women. It also proved the men age
like wine and women age like milk theory correct once again.

This woman’s milk expired years ago. However, this decent looking older gentlemen would have had
no trouble pulling some quality tail on Walking Street and his woman knew it deep down in her
hamster brain. She was almost as worried as the hog.

It was as if this older couple had accidentally wandered into a parallel universe in which the constant
manipulation and abuse of men Western women profit from was turned upside down, if only for
the time a short walk takes.

The post-expiration date granny knew she was well over her credit line on Nature’s Credit Card and
that her husband might just figured out she’s not the high level of investment and low level of return
she offers.

Owning an expired Golden Vagina meant nothing, the way it once did in her prime. She was totally
powerless on Walking Street. Nature, it seems has a sense of humor about male-female relations after
all.

2. The Gleeful Single Middle-Aged Man

This dude was dancing it up solo at the bar we were in, and didn’t seem to give a fuck who was
watching him. He was shaking hands and glad handing people as if he was a politician up for re-
election. It’s as if his ex-bitch had just died or something, saving him from a round of frivorce rape.
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There’s no doubt this man is getting laid on the regular, unlike the often
miserable men back in the States who aren’t getting laid so often. He was the perfect illustration of
the glee life as a runaway slave from the Anglobitch plantation brings.

One could feel the liberation this man knows, and there’s no doubt life inside the frigid borders of a
sexless, decadent empire is no longer something he will be willing to accept.

The master pickup artist never needs to pay for premium tail, either. I regularly bang SMV 7-9
women with minimum effort. It’s amazing how far a well-dressed man with a cocky, funny attitude
can go in a place that doesn’t hate men as in the West.

That night, I met other expats from Norway, Scotland, and Russia. They also seemed unwilling to
return to life as a Beta male tax slave who is rewarded with scorn rather than occasional sex.

1. The Pursed Lips Anglobitch

Knowing no men were going to be interested in her that night with premium Thai tail everywhere, an
Anglobitch with pursed lips was walking around giving men (including me as I sat with a dime piece)
evil eyes and dirty looks. Similar to the portlier women above, her powers were also useless here as
the cultural tightrope she and her sisters in the feminist claven keep men on sexually was thousands
of miles of away.

She was a fish out of water. And it was delightful to watch.

I imagine her insulting the men from Europe and America who were there having a good time with
the typical boilerplate angry feminists like to throw at men who have discovered a bigger, better deal
than she could ever offer.

“Couldn’t get another woman so he had to come here.”
“Can’t handle a Strong, Independent Woman™.”
“A sexual pervert.” (For having normal male sexual desires, of course.)

As we all know, the truth is none of the above. Anglobitches don’t like runaway slaves from the Beta
male plantation they’ve created. And Walking Street is brimming with runaway male slaves.

All the more reason to smile ear to ear as you look them in the eye, while pulling your exotic hottie
just a little bit closer to you and giving her a big, wet kiss. Revenge is sweet. Your female master no
longer has any power over you.

My adventures in the Land of a Million Smiles are worth every penny. I’ve never felt more whole as
an individual or happier inside since throwing off the chains of a Puritan culture and visiting cultures
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that aren’t so uptight and prudish.

Won’t you join me soon outside The Matrix?
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Have a Drink: Mint Julep
March 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

More than just the traditional cocktail of the Kentucky Derby, the history of the mint julep goes back about 300 years in America

Mint Julep cocktail | Relampago’s Rating: ?

A Southern classic and a staple of the Kentucky Derby is the Mint Julep. Each year 120,000 mint
juleps are served at the Derby in Churchill Downs. This cocktail has a long history, originating in the
1700s in the present day United States. Originally a drink for the elite, i.e. those who could afford ice
back in the day, the drink has become an icon of the American South. A book from 1840 written by
novelist, British Royal Navy officer, and acquaintance of Charles Dickens, Frederick Marryat
describes the perfect mint julep experience.

There are many varieties [of Mint Julep], such as those composed of Claret [and] Madiera,
but the ingredients of the real mint-julep are as follows. I learnt how to make them, and
succeeded pretty well. Put into a tumbler about a dozen sprigs of the tender shoots of mint,
upon them put a spoonful of white sugar, and equal proportions of peach and common
brandy, so as to fill it up one-third, or perhaps a little less. Then take rasped or pounded ice,
and fill up the tumbler. Epicures rub the lips of the tumbler with a piece of fresh pine-apple,
and the tumbler itself is very often incrusted outside with stalactites of ice. As the ice melts,
you drink.

As Marryat alludes to, there are many ways to make a mint julep, and this method reaches back to
1916 in Virginia.

…the famous old barroom, which was approached by a spiral staircase. Here in this dark,
cool room, scented with great masses of fragrant mint that lay upon mountains of crushed
ice, in the olden days were created the White Sulphur mint julep and the Virginia toddy, for
which this place was famous the world over. The mint juleps were not the composite
compounds of the present day. They were made of the purest French brandy, limestone
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water, old-fashioned cut loaf sugar, crushed ice, and young mint the foliage of which
touched your ears…

Most modern recipes use bourbon rather than gin, as the following highly-rated recipe does.
According to Bill Samuels, whose recipe is rated 4.8 out of 5 stars, this is how you make the perfect
mint julep:

4 cups bourbon
2 bunches fresh spearmint
1 cup distilled water
1 cup granulated sugar
Powdered sugar

To prepare mint extract, remove about 40 small mint leaves. Wash and place in a small
bowl. Cover with 3 ounces bourbon. Allow the leaves to soak for 15 minutes. Then gather
the leaves in paper toweling. Thoroughly wring the mint over the bowl of whisky. Dip the
bundle again and repeat the process several times. To prepare simple syrup, mix 1 cup of
granulated sugar and 1 cup of distilled water in a small saucepan. Heat to dissolve sugar.
Stir constantly so the sugar does not burn. Set aside to cool. To prepare mint julep mixture,
pour 3 1/2 cups of bourbon into a large glass bowl or glass pitcher. Add 1 cup of the simple
syrup to the bourbon. Now begin adding the mint extract 1 tablespoon at a time to the julep
mixture. Each batch of mint extract is different, so you must taste and smell after each
tablespoon is added. You are looking for a soft mint aroma and taste-generally about 3
tablespoons. When you think it’s right, pour the whole mixture back into the empty liter
bottle and refrigerate it for at least 24 hours to “marry” the flavors. To serve the julep, fill
each glass (preferably a silver mint julep cup) 1/2 full with shaved ice. Insert a spring of
mint and then pack in more ice to about 1-inch over the top of the cup. Then, insert a straw
that has been cut to 1-inch above the top of the cup so the nose is forced close to the mint
when sipping the julep. When frost forms on the cup, pour the refrigerated julep mixture
over the ice and add a sprinkle of powdered sugar to the top of the ice. Serve immediately.

This is obviously a complicated recipe, so be sure to attempt this when you have a lot of free time on
your hands. Juleps are traditionally served in silver cups, but you often find them in regular old
glasses, too, in modern times. It is a strong drink as it uses a lot of bourbon, but reviewers say it is
delicious. I’ve personally never had one, but the recipe looked so appetizing and mint juleps have
such an extensive history in the States I have to try to make one soon. Enjoy!
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Eye Candy of the Week | March 12, 2017
March 12, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

In honor of Rel’s month long excursion roaming Southeast Asia, here’s petite treat all dressed up in
black leather against a red backdrop. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for March 12, 2017 as we
enjoy the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Eye Candy 6
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Stories from the Road: Sleeping, Drinking, Playing Pool, and
Screwing in Thailand
March 12, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Petite Asian women stand in stark contrast to the entitled land whales back home

The last two weeks here in Thailand have been a blur. My intent was to roam around the country, but
that likely will have to be the case next time I come to the Land of a Million Smiles. I’ve been having
too good a time in Pattaya, and spending very little money while having the time of my life.

My plan to be the equivalent of a migrant worker, only returning to the
States to drive a big rig for 6 months a year while traveling the world and living abroad in the
Caribbean is succeeding. Life outside The Matrix is bliss for this former mainstream media drone.

Time is passing quickly as I’ve gotten into a nice groove. I sleep half the day, then get up and head
down the street for either some Thai, Indian, or Mediterranean food, usually with the girl I spent the
night before with.
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After sending her on her way with a kiss, I take a nice nap.

Just before sunset I wake up and down a few Chang beers, and if I’m feeling like cocktails a
Singapore Sling. It’s then pool playing time as I wander around from bar to bar and pool hall to pool
hall never knowing what each night will bring when it comes to a good time girl.

I always end up using PUA to get for free what other men have to pay for. It’s really not that hard, if
you know the game well and are in a place where sex is commonplace. (My policy is never to pay for
sex except for an occasional visit to a legal brothel in Nevada.) I’ve gone through at least half a dozen
chicks in the last few days. I’m seeing just how true the Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks maxim really is.
It’s really amazing how easy it is to make women submit to a strong, masculine frame of mind.

This is the life I dared not dream of just a few short years ago as a corporate slave.

Oh, but my masters were only too keen to tell me how “lucky” I was to be on television pushing their
agenda of fear and consumption on the masses. How utterly sick of scaring people to death about
normal weather events and creating controversies out of the foibles of humanity I grew before fleeing
that industry. I despise the news industry after realizing what my success in it meant I had to do to
people on a personal level.

What’s your fantasy? A lot of men’s fantasies look like this
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Good Times and Fast Women

The girls I’ve been bedding are of superior aesthetic and interpersonal quality to Anglo chicks back
home. Sure, most have got some miles on them, even the 20-somethings I normally carouse around
with, but so do the cock carouseling career chicks back in the States. You think that manly career girl
hasn’t been around the block more times than the Good Humor man? At least these girls are fun to
hang out with and can make conversation. I couldn’t even get that half the time back in the States.

As I write this, a sexy ass Thai girl with a mouth like cocaine is lying over there in my bed, and the
sun is coming up. I may wing my way down to The Coffee Bean and Tea Leaf for a cup of Joe and a
light breakfast with this girl.

A man really appreciates femininity when he lived 35 years bereft of it in the States.

She really is a sweetie pie. There are times I almost return to my Beta ways, as I develop feelings for
the women I’m with. But I have to remember not to let the predator get close enough to eat my
lifestyle. As any divorced man knows, a woman will gobble your ass up like a Bon Bon in the court
system without a wit to what destruction she is leaving on your life.

I always think of that when I’m developing feelings for a woman, and also recall an incident at
a bank in Latin America last year. Long story short, two Anglobitches were competing with each
other in line for the teller, one trying to outdo the other when it came to how much money they had
frivorce raped out of their ex-husbands. It was a sickening display, made all the worse because they
assumed nobody at the bank spoke English well enough to understand them. That is the true female
nature. After recalling that incident, I’m usually sobered back up and have purged any emotional
attachments I might have had.

By the way, adventures like this continue to show me just how bad women back home are, as I have
more fun with girls I pick up in pool halls and at boxing matches here than career women I had to
have “dinnerviews” with back home. Your intuition is right when it comes to American women. Big
demands and small return on investment is the key phrase here.

My success heightens my resolve to continue my life as a runaway slave from the Anglobitch
corporate plantation. I could never return to my life as a Beta male living a dull life of corporate
slavery and getting toyed around with by subpar women.

Life is good on the outside, my brothers. If I made it out, you can do it, too. Just keep your mind on
your goals, and I’ll be here to help light a candle showing you the way out of the cave.
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Dreamers Dream And Doers Do: Cucks Vs Men
March 14, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

Indoctrination begins at childhood, designed to beat the male out of the boy

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

It’s no secret that males are the more idealistic sex.  As children we are bombarded with numerous
fairy tales which serve to construct a mythos in our minds.  These rainbow colored fantasy fag-outs
fill the impressionable mind with wonder and awe.

The ego becomes invested in the purity of the myth to play out for the naive adolescent.  The boy
thinks his fantasy might come true if only he were to be worthy of it.

Psychology Of The Cuck

This is the cuck mentality.  He places his value at the very bottom as something which must be
dutifully earned through his numerous displays of gentlemanly behavior.  Effusively self deprecating
and pathetically pliant, he attempts to win the favor of his distressed damsel.
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Now this damsel when he chooses her is placed exceedingly high on parapets
of unearned virtue and lustfully elevated praise.  She calls down to him in teasing glances and reaches
out enticingly.  Only to recoil upon his overeager need for her approval.

The dreamer dreams but never does.  He walks among the fantasy and wish-it-were-so.

Reality itself must be not be enough to break the spell which binds the cuck.  His ego must be
shielded and the dream must live on.  Moreover the cuck will even become your enemy should you
attempt to avail him of his shackles.

Of course you should not be the cuck.

Yet just as much you should not deign to even associate with the cuck or enter into any kind of
agreement with him.  Surely calamity will find you should the foundations of the cuck’s fragile fairy
tales begin to wobble.

They will most definitely wobble when the cruel waves of a heartless reality break hard upon the piss
weak skin of a bitch ass cuck boy.

Men get things done while weaklings only daydream
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A Man Is A Doer

Dreams don’t mean a damn thing without the unstoppable will to execute it. 
The cold and calculating mind which only a man who has endured a merciless earth with no illusions
can possess.  If a man has dreams and he finds those hopes shattered.  It is of no consequence to him. 
All the more should he dream larger and nobler.  Placing his hopes on more solid ground if the
dreams of his past don’t find firm footing in the present.

While the cuck seeks to hide from conflict and strife.  The man courageously rushes forward to find
the answers to his deepest fears and seek the prize of his most primal longings.

For the man is not content to lie idle with the fabled fantasies of the weak and ego assuaging feelings
of delusion.  He will stand up and seek out the monsters inside of him and those that dwell on this
earth.  Seek them out and slaughter them all.

Because the stark, undeniable difference between the dreamer and the doer, cuck vs the man is this.

The will to power.

Two Worlds Apart

These two types might as well come from different planets since they are made of such opposing
substance.  The dreamer dreams in hazy pictures and pretty sounds.  All the fairy tale fuckboy
illusions the modern machine can force feed into that mangina mouth.

While the man lives in the dream destroying reality of the here and now.  He is present to the moment
and he will act with force and power to secure or destroy what he wishes.  For the man has no
illusions he deceives himself with.  No fantasy dreams he needs to put himself to sleep within a
vicious world.  He embraces the darkness and the unknown.

With open arms and the curving smile of an absolute mad man.  The man DOES whatever it fucking
takes to win.  To conquer at all costs no matter what the collateral damage might be.  Victory is all
that matters.  For the doer knows all too well that in the game of life and death there is no reward for
2nd place.

Only a shallow and unmarked grave history will soon forget.
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Weakness will get you eaten in this world

Embrace A Cold World

The world is not fair.  The earth is not compassionate, nor merciful nor kind.  Only the strongest,
most savage and resilient can ever survive the cruel claws of this bitch mother earth.  No room for the
weak and  no remembrance for the soft.

Leave the dreaming to the crude and crass.  Leave the fantasies to the feminized masses and their
pathetic pandering.  Shatter those weaknesses inside of you today.

Embrace the hard rain of a cold world.  Let the storm wash away all the soft and the sentimental.  Let
it rain down a constant deluge over the whiny masses.  Hear their cries drown in gargled gulps. 
Smile as the weak and pathetic get the fruits of their fairy tale lies.  Yes yes! Take your medicine. 
Choke on that shit.

Let the dreamers dream and the cucks get cucked.

For you shall profit from the weak and feeble.  Stand atop the lifeless corpses of your foes.  Having
laid to rest all your fairy tales and put to death all the lies.  Stand triumphant over all the slain.

A fucking man.
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Ron Paul Institute Admits Americans Live in a Police and
Surveillance State
March 15, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Big Daddy Government wants to hear what you have to say and monitor everything you do

Those of us who said Americans were living in a police state were once called tin foil hat wearing
conspiracy theorists. We were nutcases, cranks, and crackpots because the man on the TV convinced
John and Jane Q. Public how lucky we are to have soldiers “fighting for our freedoms” and to live
inside a giant orgy of consumerism. How in the hell our freedoms got misplaced in the places we
bomb was never explained.

Funny what names the sheeple call those of us who are ahead of the game.

Now, with the recent CIA data dump known as “Vault 7” as well as other state secrets that have been
leaked to the masses, there is little doubt the Land of the Free is already the Land of the Serf. In case
you haven’t seen some of the more horrifying revelations for the libertarian or freedom minded
individual, check out this detailed writeup on The Waking Times. Here’s a snippet from that
worthwhile read which reveals 15 ways you’re being spied on.

Some will be shocked, but really, let’s remember the true nature and purpose of the CIA: a
rogue agency that overthrows foreign leaders, install puppet regimes, imports drugs, runs
guns and assassinates anyone who gets in the way of its agenda, including US presidents.

Here’s another one for you. The white, heterosexual, Christian male is now directly in the way of the
CIA’s NWO agenda.

Last week, Ron Paul’s Liberty Report became just one mainstream blog worried about the
encroachment of a police and surveillance state revealed by the CIA data dump. It said:
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WikiLeaks and Julian Assange would have gone down in history as the greatest enemies of
government oppression of all kinds in any case, but their latest release – a comprehensive
exposé of the US intelligence community’s cyberwar tools and techniques – is truly the
capstone of their career. And given that this release – dubbed “Vault 7” – amounts to just
one percent of the documents they intend to publish, one can only look forward to the
coming days with a mixture of joyful anticipation and ominous fear.

Fear because the power of the Deep State is even more forbidding – and seemingly
invincible – than anyone knew. Joyful anticipation because, for the first time, it is dawning
on the most unlikely people that we are, for all intents and purposes, living in a police state.

I would further argue that any state that micromanages the sex lives of its sheeple (i.e archaic laws
against prostitution in which Johns are framed as evildoers by the media) and also micromanages
family affairs and enslaves men for 18 years to life (child support and alimony) is illegitimate and
overbearing.

Spying and surveillance only ups the ante of an already corrupt empire.

The police state can get by with oppressing the common man and nobody in the power structure says
a word, but now that power brokers are in the crosshairs of all its surveillance, an age in which there
is no privacy and nowhere to hide from the CIA and its goons and its Utah Data Center we are
hearing some powerful voices speaking out. Saving their own asses, make no mistake.

For people like Hannity, Ingraham, and Newt Gingrich (of all people!) to be talking about
the Surveillance State with fear – and outrage – in their voices says two things about our
current predicament: 1) Due to the heroic efforts of Julian Assange in exposing the power
and ruthlessness of the Deep State, the political landscape in this country is undergoing a
major realignment, with conservatives returning to their historic role as the greatest
defenders of civil liberties, and 2) American “liberalism” – which now champions the Deep
State as the savior of the country –   has become a toxic brew that is fundamentally
totalitarian.

It’s beyond totalitarianism. It’s about getting an RFID chip with all money and all identification and
GPS tracking stuck in everyone’s fucking hand and ruling the lives of common citizens with an iron
fist from cradle to grave. Continuing from the Liberty Report:

We have created a monster, a Deep State with such unchecked power, armed with such
Orwellian technology, that it represents a clear and present danger to our constitutional
republic. This threat is underscored not only by the latest WikiLeaks revelations, but also by
the intelligence community’s intervention in our domestic politics, which has been
documented in the headlines of the nation’s newspapers for the past few months.
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The Deep State – the people who really run the U.S. government and the
world as We The People have not been running it for a long time – is thinking beyond any trite
American constitutional republic and has been doing so for at least 50 years by this author’s estimate.
They’re thinking world domination and a New World Order of electronically enforced Communism,
plain and simple.

Just think of the awesome power of monitoring everything from text messages to having the ability to
snoop on private conversations in households, to creating GPS maps of everywhere one of the
NWO’s subjects has been every minute of every hour of every day of his life.

That’s what the police and surveillance states are about – power over people. Creating force whether
through blackmail or insidious legalities that inspire fear in the hearts of men. And that’s why there
will be those of us pushing back against this evil with the power of the electronic pen.

That is, until they start censoring us en masse, just as the Russians once censored and imprisoned
other “self-publishers” back in the days when publications similar to blogs were printed out on loose
leaf paper.

You angry yet?
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Scenes from Around Pattaya, Thailand
March 16, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

While the haters fling shit from their keyboards, I’ve been having the time of my life chasing tail,
eating Thai barbecue, drinking Singapore Slings, sightseeing, swimming, and playing pool.

Here’s a sampling of my photos…with more to come soon.
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Is the Manosphere Devolving into a Mass of Followers and Do-
Nothing Complainers
March 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s thumbs down no matter what you do for some men

It’s hard to break the mold.

Even a segment of the Internet dedicated to waking men up en masse is now populated by many who
will do just about anything to defend the status quo. It seems complaining and hurling insults online,
putting blind faith in politicians, or putting a man’s testes in a legal vice grip (marry ‘er and
flawlessly game ‘er) and hoping for the best are the only accepted solutions.

Anything else, anything original, any risk-taking is off the table. Once again, Stefan Molyneux’s
Human Farm analogy applies:

If you can get the cows to attack each other whenever anybody brings up the reality of their
situation, then you don’t have to spend nearly as much controlling them directly.

This is exactly what happens whenever outside the box thinking occurs. And it could be the reason
nothing will ever change. Because many men want to keep doing the same thing. Not having a
security blanket – even if that blanket is a mirage – terrifies them.
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Molyneux’s metaphor for human cattle attacking those who are bold and different works quite well

Cows Attacking Each Other

Each time a man steps out of line, there will a small but vocal brigade of screeching, online hooligans
wielding figurative pitchforks to try and force him back into the fold. Witness, a humble write up
encouraging men to seek their own definition of freedom and to develop a passion for living. There
was also a personal story about how the author was forging his own destiny, free of the corporate
plantation. Attacks generally fell into these categories.

You are not “being responsible” so you need to “man up” and settle for whatever the system
gives you.
You are not “being a man” by refusing to put up with the shabby treatment society gives you.
A misplaced sense of “honor” is more important than realizing you’ve been fucked on a deal in
which the terms were part of a bait and switch job, i.e. the vaunted but now worthless education
you sacrificed for, so lube it up and continue bending over the barrel. Do not renege on the
contract using legal loopholes the system itself created because “real men” let themselves be
taken advantage of.
You are not following the prescribed life plan, therefore you are a loser for doing what you
want rather than what the system commands you to do.
I am jealous because you are doing the things I only dream of, so I’m going to try and trip you
up with endless vivisection and criticism.
How dare you not wife up an Anglobitch, pucker your asshole and hope for the best as you
place yourself into a subservient legal and social role.
You are not practicing tight enough game. I am a master of game, and if you were a “real man”
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like me, you’d be doing what I’m doing. (This is a recurring theme.)

The overall message is one that communicates absolute horror that a man has stepped out of line, said
“Fuck you!” to the system, and has formulated a concrete plan to not only live abroad at least half the
time, but to pay for it with his own labor. All while following the rules of the very system he has
eschewed, but using them to his advantage rather than someone else’s.

This reply I posted to one of the commenters also sums up the Beta-tude of a small but vocal
minority:

When you make your own definition of getting ahead you have a thousand trolls telling you
you’re doing it wrong, get back to the grind, wife up an Anglobitch, practice perfect Game
to keep her so you don’t get frivorce raped, and watch her age.

Somehow that’s supposed to save the West.

Fuck that mess.

If all my plans fail, the worst that could happen is going back to a corporate job in the media. An
increasingly unstable one with no real future, one might add.

What are we even doing if are intolerant of men who buck the system and try to break free of a
design to exploit them? Just airing out grievances and hurling insults online? That wasn’t good
enough for this author. It was time to turn the knowledge we’ve gleaned in the manosphere into
action.

“I’ll show that guy, he better start following the program even though we complain about it constantly…”

Cows Attacking Each Other, Part II

Detail 5 ways Anglo women have turned themselves into sex objects through feminism and a
rampage ensues in which ad hominems were prevalent, and the White Knight brigade comes out in
full force to defend the honor of the warpigs they supposedly want to reform. Attacks generally fell
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into these categories:

Go to Wyoming, that’s where the secret stash of quality Anglo women is.
Go to Utah, that’s where the secret stash of “good Mormon girls” are.
It’s your fault you found yourself in the middle of a gynocentric culture, so “man up” and “do
what’s right” by strapping yourself in for 40+ years of corporate bondage, put a ring on it and
hope for the best.
Our women aren’t that bad. (These guys only say this because they’ve never experienced true
femininity.)
Your game isn’t tight enough. Become a 0.01% gamer and you might have a chance at
surviving your subordinate legal and social role in a marriage. (Recurring theme.)

Oh, and never mind this mere sampling of guys who played the marriage game and lost enormous
sums of money:

Mel Gibson’s divorce from Robyn Moore Gibson; cost estimated at $425 million
Michael Jordan’s divorce from Juanita Jordan, cost $168 million
Steven Spielberg’s divorce from Amy Irving; cost estimated at $100 million
Ted Danson’s divorce from Casey Coats; cost estimated at $30 million
Donald Trump’s divorce from Ivana Trump; cost estimated at $25 million

Not to mention all the countless men you no doubt know who were put through the frivorce meat
grinder. I have many personal stories of good men who were frivorce raped by their wives after
marriages ranging in length from only a few years to two or three decades. I’d enjoy nothing more
than for the supposed Alphas to go tell these guys they weren’t manly enough to keep their wives and
didn’t practice game correctly. No doubt, they’d get their lights punched out.

Apparently, there are also some manosphere commentators who are more Alpha than Donald Trump,
Micheal Jordan, and Mel Gibson. They’ll be able to thread the needle and keep their wives while
these lesser men could not. Hmmm.

It doesn’t take a lot of analysis to realize none of this makes any fucking sense. It’s just a bunch of
guys grasping at straws and performing the most incredible mental acrobatics to stay exactly where
they are in life.

Short of a full press of the cultural reset button, nothing is going to change.
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Doing the same thing and expecting different results is the definition of insanity

The ‘Do Nothing and Everything Will Be Fine’ Brigade

Stop with those dangerous thoughts and fall in line!

That sums up the “Do Nothing and Everything Will Be Fine” brigade, who are intolerant of
independent lifestyles lived outside The Matrix.

The general consensus among this vocal group is to keep doing what men have been doing, but to
expect a different result this time. That’s the very definition of insanity. What has the commentary
taught me? That at times, we in the manosphere, the ones who put our asses on the line seem to be
living out this scene from The Matrix:

The Matrix is a system, Neo. That system is our enemy. But when you’re inside, you look
around, what do you see? Businessmen, teachers, lawyers, carpenters. The very minds of
the people we are trying to save. But until we do, these people are still a part of that system
and that makes them our enemy. You have to understand, most of these people are not
ready to be unplugged. And many of them are so inured, so hopelessly dependent on
the system, that they will fight to protect it.

It would seem that’s the case with a certain segment of the manosphere. This is exactly what type of
commentary follows many articles, not just my articles – men fighting to protect the system, no
matter how rotten it might be. Men trying to tear others down for refusing to play along with a system
that consumes a man and doles out little material rewards in exchange for all the hours of his life.

This sacrifice might have been acceptable in a time when a man was guaranteed a loyal wife and
family by society, but we aren’t playing that game anymore. Feminism and liberalism changed all
that. They were collectively Pandora’s Box and there’s no real way to put the genie back in the bottle.
We are just playing out the string until it all comes down.

There are those of us who refuse to keep doing what men have been doing. We will be the lightning
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rods for criticism from the timid, who seek the comfort and security having a subordinate role in
society provides them.

Rather than chasing the carrot on a stick retirement plan, since I was so burned by the carrot on a
stick rubber stamp plan, I will live the words of Errol Flynn: Any man who dies with more than
$10,000 to his name is a failure. I’m going to live while I’m alive. Not pickle myself and hope I’ll
still be crispy at age 65. Or 67. Or 70. Or whatever the retirement age is in the near future.

Let the attacks commence. I’m not going to change my message.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Why Modern Men Need To Develop A Passion For Living
March 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Climb the mountains you choose in life, not the ones society chooses for you

I see them every time I go out. Men who look as though they’ve been defeated by life and who are
just going through the motions. This is the case for men even in their 20s in America. There is anger
and despair in the eyes of these men, who have the countenance of a slave when I look into their
faces. They’re quite common in all the business ventures I’ve pursued in life, from the average Joe
truck driver to the lofty heights of the crumbling mass media ivory tower.

I know the look because I was once one of those men.

You see them online as well. Dripping with sarcasm, contempt, and bitterness as they attack anyone
or anything that doesn’t conform to their myopic ideals.

Stefan Molyneux has accurately described what we’re living on as a human farm, full of human
livestock. From The Handbook of Human Ownership:

The reality of political power is very simple: bad farmers own crops and livestock – good
farmers own human beings.

So how does it work?

Anyhoo, the basic reality of human ownership is this:

1. First, you must first subdue the masses through force

2. Then, you maintain that subjugation through the psychological power of ethics.

People think that ethics were invented to make people good, but that’s like saying that
chastity belts were invented to spread STDs. No, no – ethics were invented to bind the
minds of the slaves, and to create the only true shackles we rulers need: guilt, self-attack and
a fear of the tyranny of ethics. Whoever teaches ethics rules the herd, because everyone is
afraid of bad opinions, mostly from themselves. If you do it right, no judgment will be as
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evil or endless as the one coming from the mirror.

What happens when people are treated like livestock? They get fat, listless, and bitter. Take a look
around America and tell me that’s not the case.

The life is sucked right out of them, because their souls have already been consumed by a vicious
cycle of debt servitude and corporate drudgery. They willingly put themselves into massive amounts
of debt for car payments, giant houses, and tons of things they don’t really need to fill the empty
space.

The human farm is no place for the man who must have autonomy

Mass Brainwashing

Seldom do men ever ask this simple question: Why are we doing what we’re doing?

The truth is a century of mass marketing, propaganda, and thought control have yielded a populace
enslaved by their own materialistic desires. Starting with Freud a century ago, and using principles
refined by his nephew Edward Bernays people are locked in a cycle of competitive consumption but
don’t know why they’re living lives in which they would slit someone’s throat for a new iPhone.

Today, marketing gurus such as Clotaire Rapaille, who works for many Fortune 500 companies know
the American mind set well as men like him push men to give up their lives, sacrificing to power the
female Hedonic Treadmill:

My experience is that most of the time, people have no idea why they’re doing what they’re
doing. They have no idea, so they’re going to try to make up something that makes sense.
Why do you need a Hummer to go shopping? “Well, you see, because in case there is a
snowstorm.” No. Why do you buy four wheel drive? “Well, you know, in case I need to go
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off-road.” Well, you live in Manhattan; why do you need four wheel drive in Manhattan?
“Well, you know, sometimes I go out, and I go—” You don’t need to be a rocket scientist to
understand that this is disconnected. This is nothing to do with what the real reason is for
people to do what they do.

Long story short, marketers learned to exploit people’s subconscious sexual desires, turning them into
an orgy of consumerism a century ago.

Realizing this truth was an absolute horror as I began the process of awakening in my late 20s. I was
at the intersection of what George Carlin called Bullshit Central: the intersection of advertising,
Hollywood, and the news media. Even though I was a media spinmeister, I also had found myself
enslaved by the very messages of fear and consumption we doled out on our airwaves each day.

It was a hell like no other for a man whose personality type demands autonomy and independence.
Money came in and money went out each month, and I was the rat in the wheel making it all spin
around.

What a difference a not giving a fuck anymore makes.

Make the leap, my friends

Feeling Alive

Oscar Wilde, Irish playwright and novelist sums up the transition I made from another animal on the
farm to an “empowered” man, to borrow a phrase from the feminists:

To live is the rarest thing in the world. Most people exist, that is all.

Alive is exactly how I would summarize what has been the happiest period of my entire life, the
period since I quit my job and struck out on my own.
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To be honest, there are times not having the security of a Joe job scares the
living daylights out of me. But that is the impetus to make me accomplish new things in life. It leads
to some of the most breathtaking moments in this man’s life, when he looks back and realizes, “It’s
already been that long since I left it all behind? Damn. I’m not doing so bad after all.”

I’m now closing in on my two-year anniversary since walking away from everything I spent my
entire life building. Not many people would just walk away from a cushy (if cutthroat) job reading
news headlines each day. And I’ve never felt more alive. It is amazing what a man is capable of when
he takes control of his own destiny, rather than living the prescribed plan his masters have laid out for
him.

Without the pressure to find something constructive to do with all the time I had since leaving the
workaday world, I would have never come to write for Return of Kings and started building my blog
and writing career. I would have never been one of only two men out of a class of 15 who earned
their CDL in the barn burner three-week “trucker boot camp” I attended. (Yes, CDL school was that
hard. People were dropping out like flies and failing the school. But I had a fire in my belly because
trucking was so central to my financial plan to travel the world.)

I would have never had the freedom to spend a full year in the Caribbean and now be writing this to
you from my month-long sojourn in Thailand, where I just woke up beside one of the sexiest,
sweetest, and most feminine women I’ve ever met in my life.

There is still beauty in this world if you look for it.

Plus, badass travel stories and risk taking behavior make women moist in their nether regions. The
legs spread easier with my stories about what I’m doing with my life than they ever did when I was
another predictable, reliable Beta male slave.
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I used to pass out at night dreading the next day, consistently exhausted from waking up at 3:30 a.m.
each day, rushing down to the news station to deliver the daily propaganda with a vacuous, forced
smile. Now, I sometimes have trouble sleeping at night because I am daydreaming about all the
possibilities of what I could do with my newfound freedom.

I knew there had to be a way out. Turns out it was simpler than I ever imagined. All it took was
walking away. Making the leap. Stop giving a fuck.

Men, if the corporate-government complex has given you such a shabby deal, why deal with it?
Formulate a plan to get yourself out of debt and free from the other shackles, mental and financial,
that have been placed upon you.

Maybe it’s time to come out and play – or LIVE – a little. This is my message for you. Rediscover a
passion for living. Live life on your terms. It will be the best thing you’ve ever done. It’s okay to live
for yourselves in a day in age in which society has thrown you overboard.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This The New Modern
Man article originally ran on Return of Kings.
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Have a Drink: Whiskey Sour
March 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Whiskey and citrus (lemon juice) – a great combination

Whiskey Sour cocktail | Relampago’s Rating: 

This weekend, here’s how you can whip up a recipe for a nice Whiskey Sour. Some recipes call for
using an egg white or pineapple juice, but this recipe is a little different. It lives up to the “sour”
claim more so than other recipes. (Moreover, an egg white with whiskey just didn’t sound as
appealing to me.)

This is another cocktail that has been around for a long time. Some history of the Whiskey Sour:

The oldest historical mention of a whiskey sour was published in the Wisconsin newspaper,
Waukesha Plain Dealer, in 1870. In 1962, the Universidad del Cuyo published a story,
citing the Peruvian newspaper El Comercio de Iquique, which indicated that Elliott Stubb
created the “whisky sour” in 1872.

Whatever the origins are, here’s the recipe. Not a tough one as far as cocktails go.

1 1/2 oz. whiskey (or bourbon)
1-oz. lemon juice
1-oz. sugar
2 oz. water
1 maraschino cherry
Crushed ice

Combine lemon juice and sugar, then dilute with water and stir to dissolve sugar to make sour mix.
Combine whiskey (or bourbon) and sour mix in a glass with ice. Stir, garnish with cherry, and enjoy!
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Eye Candy of the Week | March 19, 2017
March 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Asia and the South Pacific are filled with hard bodies like her, who love the Western men their own
women despise. All the more reason to take a chance and hop on a plane. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the
Week for March 19, 2017.
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I Love It When a Plan Comes Together: Trump’s Ambush
of MSNBC
March 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Trump’s ambush of MSNBC was brilliantly executed, Col. Hannibal Smith would love it

It seems Team Trump is using the same sort of playbook TNMM recently suggested to combat the
vicious hyenas in the mainstream media: Turn THEM into the story.

An “exclusive” on Trump’s tax returns was touted by the poorly rated MSNBC channel as a hit piece
gold mine, and Rachel Madcow was going to levy the first blow in what was sure to be a huge
scandal. Of course, the scoop turned the sexually ambiguous Madcow into a dupe as it severely
backfired on the talking heads at More Snotty Nonsense By Chicks.

What did Madcow’s exclusive reveal? That Donald Trump paid more than $38 million in income
taxes, a higher rate than Lord and Master of the Universe Obama, the Commie Bernie Sanders (who
incidentally is getting a lot of blowback for buying his THIRD house, ah, those demagogues) and
even MSNBC itself.

There are rumors the recent “tax return” fiasco that blew up in Rachel Madcow’s face was a setup by
Trump. The Telegraph reported:

So what gives? Who decided to mail Mr. Trump’s 1040 form to David Cay Johnston, the
Pulitzer-prize winning investigative reporter who claimed the scoop. He had his own theory.

“Donald is a guy capable of leaking stuff about himself if he believes it’s in his own
interests,” is how he put it.
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Even more delicious, it was revealed in alternative media that no fewer than
9 MSNBC personalities have had tax liens levied against them, including Mr. Noballs, Chris
“Hardball” Matthews and the dishonorable “Reverend” Al Sharpton. It’s yet another case of the pot
calling the kettle black when it comes to holier than thou “journalists.”

The tax return setup is only one volley in what are sure to be many more lobbed at the mainstream
media, as its truly open season on their asses. They’ve been terrorizing the masses with hit pieces and
setup journalism for decades, but now with the Internet we can do the same to them. And a savvy
Donald Trump looks to have declared all out war on them, as their reputation is sinking faster than
bowling ball in a bathtub.

Shining a light on the misdeeds of the talking heads is like shining a bright light into a room filled
with rats, watch them all squeak and scurry away. It won’t be long before the people who love dirty
laundry have their own dirty laundry aired out.

It’s a good time to be alive, if nothing else to witness the downfall of the spinmeisters.
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City Review: Pattaya, Thailand
March 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Pattaya, Thailand

Rel’s International Travel Guides (see more)
Pattaya, Thailand
Relampago’s City Rating: 

Nightlife: Excellent
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Chance to score: Excellent
Beer prices: About 70 baht, or $2
Food prices: Can’t afford NOT to eat out, from $5 for a quality meal
Lodging: From $15/night
Things to do besides chase women: Many options

Las Vegas uses the marketing slogan “Whatever happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas.” That city should
be so lucky as to be Pattaya, Thailand where there is far more to do than piss money away at casinos,
shop, and eat out. “Whatever happens in Pattaya, stays in Pattaya” is a loftier ambition for the single
Red Pill man.

American strip clubs can’t compare to
Thai Go Go clubs

Quite frankly, as someone who has been to Bourbon Street in New Orleans numerous times, that
famous venue also has nothing on Walking Street in Pattaya. Bourbon Street should aspire to be the
balls-out good time that Walking Street is.

Incidentally, if you’re into gambling there are casinos here. But who has time for that nonsense when
this is a city crawling with hot chicks? I’m talking naked Asian women in every GoGo club, plenty of
beer bars with hot chicks hanging around, and plenty of places for men to practice day game. There
are even a few bars where you can meet up with and have a beer with some African chicks if dark
skinned women are your bag. I won’t even detail the infamous “soapy massage parlors” some men
swear by down around Soi 2.

This is sin city central. There are few things that compare to a voyage to Pattaya for the single man.
A PUA will have no problems scoring with top-quality women. Thailand is often called the Land of a
Million Smiles. I guess it’s hard not to smile when so many thin and feminine women are available to
any almost any charming farang who takes the time to get to know them.

Other than the top-notch nightlife, there are many interesting ways to spend your day in and around
Pattaya. My top five would be:

Getting wet at Ramanaya Water Park
Touring The Big Buddha at Big Buddha Mountain
Visiting The Temple of Truth
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Taking a boat trip to Koh Larn
Visiting either Nong Nooch Tropical Gardens or Sriracha Tiger Zoo

Taut Thai women make American land
whales look sick by comparison

Beaches are okay on the mainland, but if you take the boat trip to Koh Larn you’ll find much better
looking water and scenery.

If you’ve never had Asian food in Asia, you’re really missing out. The ersatz food that passes for
“Asian” food back in the States can’t hold a candle to the culinary delights that cost $5 for a meal
here, versus $30 or more at the craptastic American chains like P.F. Chang. One of the best things
about Pattaya is the fact there are also many excellent Indian restaurants (Taste of India is highly
recommended by Rel) and many excellent Turkish Kebab houses.

I can also recommend Thai barbecue. It’s a real treat. Most Thai barbecue places are all you can eat.
The best part is your new Thai girlfriend will cook the barbecue for you (and likely feed it to you) at
the table. That’s an experience that’s hard to forget for men who regularly have to slop the American
hogs on dinnerviews back home.

This place would be a fatty’s dream. (Incidentally, speaking of fatties have you read my article
detailing the hilarities I saw on Walking Street?)

Another must see is the Turkish Ice Cream guy on Walking Street, who has been featured on World’s
Most Amazing videos because of all the tricks he performs as he serves ice cream. The Snowcap
Bingsoo Korean Dessert Cafe is also a worthwhile stop.
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As alluded to above, beers are dirt cheap. Chang, Singha and Tiger beers are the staples, but there are
many bars that carry Heineken and a couple of other Eurocentric brands. Thankfully, there’s no
Budweiser in sight. The Singapore Sling cocktail is also worth a try. Quality of ingredients in this
cocktail varies from bar to bar, but The Windy Inn on Walking Street makes top notch Slings.

Hotels range in price, but I normally stay in quality guest houses that cost me around $15 a night. I’ve
always had excellent service at guest houses in Pattaya with clean rooms, good air conditioning, and
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comfortable beds.

Scooters rent for around $10 a day, but the police like to give tourists a hard time when they’re
driving around town. I personally got pulled over and had my license yanked out of my hand on the
spot. What was my license yanked for? Not having some bullshit AAA International Driving Permit.
What a crock. That was the one dark moment in what was otherwise a very sunny trip. I had to go
pay a 400 baht bullshit fine to get my CDL back. That’s less than $15, but it seems to me the police
could work out a deal with the guys renting these scooters.

At just over an hour south of Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi Airport, a trek to this tropical paradise is a
must for every TNMM reader. I would recommend a bare minimum of 2 weeks here to even begin to
take in all the city has to offer. Best option would be to spend a full 30 days here, budgeting $50 a
day for entertainment and food. Want personalized travel advice from Rel? It’s available through the
RF Life Coaching Service.
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How Fragile Life is and How Important Each Moment Must Be
March 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Lessons in taking chances from Star Trek, before J.J. Abrams ruined it

The whole Q and Picard protagonist/antagonist scheme worked well for Star Trek: The Next
Generation. Patrick Stewart and John de Lancie were two fine actors playing some very philosophical
screenplays together. One of those stands out, and has worn the test of time well. As I prepare to hop
across the world yet again, I must admit the following scene is always in the back of my mind. It
provides a great life lesson for the Red Pill man.

Q, a godlike entity that regularly torments the crew of the Enterprise, gives the good captain a chance
to relive his life, taking fewer chances and being less bold the second time around. Picard’s new life
of safety and security fails miserably, as he ends up the 24th century equivalent of a corporate drone
rather than the captain of the Enterprise.

From that episode, this excerpt serves as food for the adventurous soul. Except rather than making it
about “career” (bleh) New Modern Men need to make it about living a full life.

That Picard never had a brush with death, never came face to face with his own mortality,
never realized how fragile life is or how important each moment must be. So his life never
came into focus. He drifted through much of his career, with no plan or agenda, going from
one assignment to the next, never seizing the opportunities that presented themselves.

Isn’t that what being a Beta male is all about? Drifting through life with no plan, no agenda, never
taking the risk required to have great stories to tell and memories to cherish before you take the big
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dirt nap. Going to work and being a good slave for 40-50 years, saving for a retirement that quite
honestly has a good chance of never coming giving the current financial situation of the USA.

You can watch the full scene on YouTube, or fire up Netflix and watch The Next Generation episode
entitled “Tapestry” to see a valuable life lesson played out on screen.

The man who takes no risks ends up living the life of another sheep. On that note, I might just go
skydiving in a couple of weeks. You got anything exciting planned?
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Peer Into The Great Beyond As Wanderlust Calls
March 21, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

The life of the roaming nomad is one to which many awakened men aspire to

Do you wonder endlessly what lies beyond the dreaming horizon? Are you a wanderer, a drifter, a
rootless nomad traversing foreign lands and living like today is all that matters?

In many ways I envy this man.  His home he finds wherever his feet may land.  Having no ties to
hold him down he must know a great freedom.  We men of the west are all wanderers now. 
Estranged and vilified from our own homelands.  We watch in traumatizing shock and bitter
revulsion the sad state of affairs we find ourselves in.  All of us are simply trying to make sense of it
all.

Where do we belong?

Wanderlust Of The Soul

While I may have not traveled as extensively as the host of the very site as well as many of the
readers.  I have always had a wanderlust of the soul since I was young.  I drifted, drifted into perilous
realms of the mind.  I floated down dark rivers of the heart.  Perhaps one of the most frightening
things you will ever see is to stare.  A long and cold stare into the deepest, darkest parts of yourself
with no illusions.  Most cannot  do this.  Indeed it can be too mind shattering for many.
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You are not the idealistic avatar your ego projects itself to be.  In fact, you
are probably a piece of shit in many if not most ways.

I know I am.

Millions, billions even just like you came and went like dust in the wind.

There are no tales written of them.  No songs sung in heartfelt praise.  Only a merciless earth to greet
them as they kicked and screamed, pulled from a bloody womb.  Through no fault and no choice of
their own that same merciless earth swallowed them whole.  As the ashes of their fleeting memories
burned away and heartless winds did howl.  To wander the earth in search of some deeper longing
always struck me as fascinating.

Why do we men get that pale glint in our eyes beckoning us beyond?  What makes us fail to find
satisfaction right here and right now?

Why is it some of us are not content to stay in one place?

Wanderlust is connected with man’s yearning to find meaning in life

Our Deepest Longings

It is my thought that the wanderlust a man exhibits outwardly is often a physical manifestation of a
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spiritual search for meaning.  Both are perhaps necessary for men to undertake and probably
complimentary when understood in this context.

I’ve written before about how the modern male is now a Ronin.  It was one of the first articles I ever
wrote.  I still feel the words inside resonate deeply.  The difference however is that the samurai of
feudal Japan who became ronin felt immense shame for it.  We could feel shame if we want to be
defeated men.

Or we could immerse ourselves in the powerful freedom that comes when a man no longer serves any
master.

Instead he chooses through the steel of his will and the fire of his heart to become his own Master. 
This does not mean lavishing yourself with undue praise or doting over past victories.  This is a
complete revolution of the mind.  A form of living in defiance to the New World Faggot hivemind. 
This takes much strength of will because you are accepting to live the life of a modern heretic. 
People hate to have their pathetic hopes crushed.  As many red pill men have seen/are seeing.  The
world is going to fucking hate you for challenging their accepted reality.

Slavery: The Natural State Of Man

Slaves love their chains.  In fact religious systems are created for this purpose and psychological
thought structures are produced by the cunning serpents of the world to manipulate your entire view
of self.  Have you ever come to the coldly sobering realization that nearly everything you believed
about yourself and the world prior to that point was a venomous lie?

How fucking furious were you?  How shocked?  What dark thoughts
threatened your precious ego?

For the man who truly wishes to be free  He must face down the great void inside his soul.  He must
see himself with no illusions that couch his fears and no fairy tales to caress his all important feelings.

I think the point in which a man realizes he can no longer be a slave.  The point of no return where he
has seen the darkness with a full heart.  This is when he realizes the ego destroying truth.

That in order for him to be free.  He must live dangerously.

You see, freedom is not the want of the weak.  In fact even the strong have trouble imagining a world
with no boundaries.  A world where there are no confining walls to keep you where they say you
should be.  No voices of authority reproaching him for wandering off the range.

This is the Void you must stare into.  The dark unknown inside yourself which you must confront. 
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Ivan Throne’s Nine Laws would represent this by his 9th law.   The law of no laws.  The Void.

It is there you shall know the savage freedom of the unfettered mind.
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‘Fearless Girl’ Statue Immortalized with Transcendent Meme
March 22, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“So there’s a monument to the suicidal hubris of modern women & their inability to discern their actual abilities vs. their inflated egos.”

Be honest. How many of you have even heard of the “Fearless Girl” statue placed directly in front of
the raging bull on Wall Street? Even though she was placed in 1989, she only came to notoriety this
week as someone put a Make America Great Again cap on Fearless Girl and draped her in an
American flag. The Marxist press predictably called this an act of vandalism.

The irony is the statue itself is nothing more than an act of political vandalism. That irony is lost on
feminists.

Now that we know the statue even exists, witness a hilarious meme circulating the Interwebs
mocking the garish display of YouGoGrrlism. There are memes. There are good memes. There are
awesome memes. And there are memes which transcend, and perfectly encapsulate the suicidal
posture of the modern West.

The above photo, even without the sassy caption sums up the wrath feminism hath wrought on a once
prosperous and dominant society. Fearless Girl is literally standing in the way of a bullish economy.
This priceless shot is symbolically representative of everything wrong with the declining Western
world.

She’s also standing in the way of many other things. Like a fertility rate sufficient enough to keep the
West demographically viable, and she’s standing in the way of a pay raise for a man as she waters the
labor market down by turning herself into a common laborer rather than a lady.

The question is, will the raging bull be able run once again and knock Fearless Girl out of the way?
Or will the feminists, like the matadors in Madrid take down the mighty bull?
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My money is currently on the matadors.
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When Sex Loses Its Mystical Quality
March 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women profit by keeping sex in front of men, but always tantalizingly just out of reach

In the West, women and social engineers profit by keeping sex shrouded in mystery, awe, and
fascination. Sex is everywhere, but there’s none to be had for the average man.

But what happens when a man is getting more ass than a toilet seat? Sex loses its mystical quality,
and female power over him evaporates. Unlike innumerable chumps, he is pussy-whipped no more.
He quickly stops caring what women think, doesn’t listen to anything they say, breaks all the rules
and plays all the fools. What happens? Rather than reducing his prospects, even more women come
his way. (Some guys humorously say women have picked up the scent when this happens.)

It’s really quite like a cascade effect. Women who know he has a main dish, want to be his side dish –
in my case a chick named Rosangela explicitly telling me so as she sent video of herself masturbating
to my instant messaging account. A sexual bounty is truly quite an experience for a man, as women
have to work to keep a man’s attention rather than the other way around.

I’ve already gone through so many women this year I’m having trouble keeping track of them all in
my own personal Little Black Book of statistics, names, and star ratings. Jack Ronin of The Savage
Lifestyle describes own his transition into the world of zero fucks given.

For me getting the f-close was cool and all but the hilarious shit I said and did to get me
there was the juice I began to crave. Every time I did some crazy asshole shit I would tell
myself, “Alright Jack, this time you gotta one up yourself.”

From making out with girls in front of their boyfriends, choking girls within 20 secs of
meeting them and grabbing sluts out of groups of chodes to take them to the dance floor
make out and finger them while the chumps stood by completely bewildered. I was on a
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fucking rampage.

All this resulted as many of us started out as men who originally wanted nothing more than a nice,
humble family and chased that carrot for 30 years or more before realizing there was no way to win
and we embarked on a new Going Galt lifestyle. Unlike eat, pray, love, this lifestyle has a
philosophical foundation. It’s about bringing down the remaining vestiges of a corrupt, gynocentric
system, refusing to play along in a subordinate role, and having fun while doing so.

But wait, there’s more. Here are some findings that resulted in sex losing its mystical quality for me.
I’ve been having so much of it since taking the Red Pill and learning what really makes women tick, I
am able to think more clearly about it.

The long, sordid and cross-cultural history of harems in our species is central to understanding women and how they view men and sex

Troubling Findings: The Holy Trinity of Human Sexual Behavior

My hands-on, fingers in research has yielded quite a number of disturbing findings about human
sexuality. I take no pleasure in writing the things I write at times, but I am dedicated to personal
integrity and telling the truth about all men’s matters. These sage words from astrophysicist Carl
Sagan are my guiding light:

When he found that his long cherished beliefs did not agree with the most precise
observations, he accepted the uncomfortable facts, he preferred the hard truth to his dearest
illusions. That is the heart of science.

Incidentally, preferring the hard truth is also the heart of masculinity. In this case, dumping long-
cherished beliefs that women are damsels and goddesses and better than men.

Give me a fucking break.

Here’s the reality. My sexual bounty has assisted me in formulating several ideas about human
sexuality which are supported by reems of underground research. Ideas like harems being the norm in
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our species rather than the exception.

1. Harems are the norm in our species. Get used to it. From my article The History of Harems,
Women Orbit, Too which details how women also display “Beta” orbiting behavior around dominant
men:

The University of Wisconsin showed the practice of maintaining harems is far from unusual
in history. It surveyed 1,000 historical societies to find out how common polygyny has
been, and the findings are astonishing: Just 18% of historical societies were
monogamous. Half of rest of the 82% had occasional polygyny and the other half had
it all the time. If nothing else, this historical fact helps show why women have such
contempt for Beta males – they are not as valuable for providing material things as high
status men.

2. Every woman has her price. They just have different asking prices and demands for access to
sex. This is based not just on human behavior, but the behavior of females in the animal kingdom
who regularly trade sex for resources. These are some of my preliminary findings detailed in
Transactional Sex: Every Woman Has Her Price.

Generally, female relationships with men break down into these four categories:

The rare and short-lived freebie: A woman develops a temporary infatuation with a
new man, but her lust for him quickly wears off as she returns to her predatory
instincts. The male is disposed of as his novelty value wears off and she gets “bored”
with the relationship.
The honest and direct pay for play: A woman straight up sells sex to the male.
The pay as you go: Beta males rely on this tactic to keep women in their lives;
women tolerate men who provide dependable financial resources while often enjoying
the company (and sperm) of Alpha bad boys on the side.
The balloon payment: Female predatory instincts come into play in this type of
relationship, as a woman fakes love for a man until such time as she can “cash in” on
him and dispose of him in the court system. This is the human equivalent of the
female “eating” the male as in Black Widows and Preying Mantises.

3. Anglo women are so bad they literally drive men to faggotry en masse. Incidentally, related to
sexual bounty, one English scholar (Rookh Kshatriya) believes a stolid culture is why homosexuality
has become so prevalent in Anglo countries across the world. Western women (especially those in
English-speaking countries) are so frigid and so stingy with sex men have resorted to taking care of
each other’s own sexual needs for centuries.

Biological explanations of homosexuality are currently in vogue. While they hold some
truth, they do not really explain why homosexuality is more prevalent in Anglo-American
countries than, for example, the Hispanic world (where it is viewed with horror). After all, if
homosexuality were entirely biological in origin, it should not be culturally specific. The
fact that it is implies that culture plays a decisive role in shaping homosexuality in men.

What Anglo-American cultural features dispose men to homosexuality? The answer is
very simple: poor relations between the sexes. Interaction between the sexes is so
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unpleasant and mercenary in the Anglo-American bloc that many men derive more from
relations with their own sex rather than women. This leads to exceptionally high incidences
of homosexuality among Anglo-Americans.

In a crude sense, homosexuality is the best way to experience plenty of sex in a repressed
society where women are taught to commodify themselves from infancy. For men of low
socio-economic status, whom Anglo women automatically strike off as potential mates,
homosexuality is simply the only way to get bountiful supplies of free sex.

This latent homosexuality has been hidden until the last few decades, until social engineers perhaps
decided mainstreaming it might be a way to ease mounting tension (no pun intended) in a culture that
has shifted to the 80/20 rule since feminism.

A gay acquaintance of mine confirms with his own first hand accounts that many of the men who
have gay sex on the side are indeed upstanding members of the community and “manly men” married
to Anglo wives in sexless marriages. In short, they gotta get their rocks off some way, even if it’s on
the down low. I was stunned by this revelation when he dropped the beans years ago. Today, I’m not
surprised at all.

No matter what people say about these truths, the simple fact is using this knowledge yields results.
Knowing women orbit and even form harems around dominant men while using and abusing good
guys, that relationships broadly fall into one of four groups above, and that women are so bad in
Anglo nations they literally drive men to queerness, a man is able to make decisions that result in
rains falling on a sexual desert.

Keeping sex shrouded in mystery and mysticism makes men do just about anything to “get to the other side” inside a woman

When Sex Isn’t Mystical Anymore

When sex loses its mystical quality for men, women lose their bargaining chip. If women don’t
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control sex, they don’t control anything.

Sexual scarcity in the West is how women (and social engineers) keep men
“under control.” Take it from someone who’s been there and been on both sides of this equation.
Western women literally treat Betas like dogs. Be a good boy and bring me a material reward, and I
might pet you and reward you with sex. Now wag your tail. Off to the grind you go!

In the West, sex is strictly controlled under a “seller’s market.” However, leave the insanity of a
declining civilization and suddenly sex becomes a figurative “buyer’s market.” Women don’t seem to
realize the cultural tightrope they keep men on only works inside specific little geographic areas.
When a man has a surfeit of taut, nubile ass everywhere he turns, he’s less likely to put his entire
life’s labor on the line for a depreciating asset. (As we all know, women are depreciating assets, with
sharp declines in SMV after age 30.)

One might add that Americans only make up 5% of the world population.
Among the 95% of the world’s population outside its borders, Anglo men are cherished and rare
commodities for hypergamous women worldwide. The more men who discover just how badly
they’re getting treated by women and those doing their bidding in the corporate-government
complex, the more men are likely to Go Galt. It’s the metaphor of killing the goose that lays the
golden egg playing out in real life.

All it takes to keep the goose laying the golden egg is for women to treat men like men. It won’t
happen for a few different reasons. What stops the cult of feminism from utterly and completely
collapsing? Men defending the status quo.

Latent Puritanism resurfaces in all kinds of areas of life in Anglo countries, from the gynocentric
legal system to the deification of women and villainization of men in the media, to the White Knight
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effect. We still see a “goddess cult” revealing itself in many areas of life. “Alpha signalers” will come
in and defend the honor of the goddesses, as so cleverly stated by a commenter at TNMM last week:

Saying that you’re done with fat, pussyhat wearing American nightmares is red meat
because they get to shrug and say, “I haven’t had any problems with American women
dude. I must be better than you, I guess. Go motorcycling through North Dakota. Pussy
everywhere. Every truckstop is just filled with ass bro.”

That’s an emotional counterbalance to the stunning and often painful truths elucidated above.

Meantime, it behooves all men to become better PUAs or to let hypergamy work for them by “flying
up out this bitch” and putting their intrinsic male value to work for them somewhere else. Once a man
has the culturally-specific mirage of sexual mysticism lifted from his eyes, he never quite sees the
world the same way again.
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Men Are Going Galt on Their Own
March 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Back in paradise once again – not just me but another gentlemen I met on a recent flight

I just completed a 15,000 mile journey around the globe in which I flew from Southeast Asia back
down to my home base in the Caribbean. I had the fortune of talking to a gentleman on the plane
from Milwaukee who independently confirms Western men are figuring out how badly they’ve been
fucked by the current system.

The topics discussed in this random encounter are not uncommon amongst men I talk to on flights
around the world. I don’t even have to bring them up. They arise organically from something as
simple as, “Where are you headed to?” You can see the gleam in a man’s eyes when he speaks of
leaving the prison we find ourselves in.

The guy I met on this particular flight (we’ll call him Bob) was a used car salesman, and we never got
into a discussion about The Matrix or Red Pills or the manosphere. However, in our short
conversation I learned he is adopting many of the same ideals we discuss here at TNMM: Shifting to
a life of minimalism, not participating in Anglo society beyond extracting money from it, and then
taking his money abroad as often as possible where he can not only double or triple its value but live
a better life while doing so.
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Bob said he used to love to go down to Chicago and go out, but now,
“What’s the point?” Bob told me these days when he goes down to The Windy City (unlike in
America’s better days) he spends large sums of money and doesn’t really get anything out of it. This
realization that America has become nothing more than a sexless, overpriced, coast to coast shopping
and eating out experience obviously dawned on this gentleman just as it dawned on me.

Bob was winging his way down to Costa Rica where he said he has been dozens of times. I could see
his face light up as he talked of many of the same things that motivate me to travel the world. He
spoke of freedom, a decent cost of living, and women that don’t treat men like shit.

This leads me to believe the fiefdom women run in the West has its days numbered. Men are not
stupid, whether they read what we write on the manosphere or not. All it takes is one trip out of The
Matrix and all the illusions spun by women (such as the mysticism they assign to sex to keep men
chasing mirages and spending money) and marketing flacks come tumbling down. Innately, a man
who has been to the other side knows he’s been fucked, and he’s been fucked hard.

What does this all mean? As more and more men scramble for the door expect the U.S. government
to become even more overbearing and invasive in the lives of its subjects as the great beast known as
the corporate-government complex moves to protect itself and its interests in maintaining the current
human farm.

But you can’t imprison people indefinitely for the crime of wanting to be free and to have a decent
way of life. Personally, nothing compares to the life I currently have living abroad half the year. I’m
just working on making it permanent. Details on that angle in the months and years ahead.
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What’s Your Evolutionary Strategy
March 24, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Fight, flight or adaptation: These are the three options for a man who has discovered the toxic cultural stew into which he has been placed

TNMM commenters are ahead of the curve. It’s enjoyable reading the responses from astute
gentlemen who bring the Wisdom of the Crowd to this humble publication. In this case, John Smith
knocks one out of the park with his observations on why men are going MGTOW even if they’ve
never heard of the acronym.

He discusses three evolutionary adaptations men have when it comes to dealing with the Decline of
the West.

In a toxic environment all organisms will find a way to survive by fight (if there is a chance
to win), adaption (if the toxin is not immediately lethal), or flight (when neither of the first
two strategies is feasible). Fighting a winning battle against the toxic gynocracy is
impossible, simply career and social suicide in a doomed cause. The toxic stew of the
gynocracy in the past was slow death (adaption) whereas now it can be immediately lethal
with a Tinder date gone bad, a drunken hook-up morning after regret rape charge, or a
misinterpreted Tweet. Flight from the toxic environment is simply a rational choice
demanded by self preservation, the ultimate life goal. And that is all MGTOW is.

This both an valid scientific and social commentary.

Fighting is what the traditionalists claim to want to do, even though they do little more to encourage
reform other than hurling insults and posting polemics from their cybernetic keyboards.  Adaptation
to a matriarchal society of female masters and male slaves is not surprisingly off the table for any
man with an intact scrotum. That leaves flight, which is exactly the strategy adopted by the editor of
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this publication.

Flight is what freedom-seekers the world over have done since time immemorial. The United States
was founded by those seeking freedom from an unjust political system. Unfortunately, everything
these brave souls ran away from hundreds of years ago has grown back with a vengeance as we once
again find ourselves in the clutches of an unjust government.

Incidentally, getting out while the getting is good – with a practical game plan for the average man is
also going to be the subject of an upcoming book. I recently floated the idea on social media with a
few guy friends and they loved it. The premise is: How to escape a system that has fucked over men
so many times, while pursuing a life of leisure, freedom, and hot bitches abroad.

Whether a man goes his own way, or tries in vain to plug the damaged keel of the Titanic even as it
takes on water by pushing for a Renaissance of traditional values while society’s downward spiral
accelerates, the differences don’t really matter as much as what unites us: knowledge that we are
sacrificial lambs for the assembling New World Order agenda of electronically enforced
Communism.

The day will come the flight mechanism won’t work anymore. The fight option will be all that’s left.
Until then, there are those of us who will be waiting for critical mass while enjoying the limited days
we have on this planet the best way we know how: beachside, away from the insanity and toxic
cultural stew.
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Weekend Reading | March 24, 2017
March 24, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of March 24, 2017.

Manosphere

Why I Just Don’t Care About the London Attack

Before you accuse me of being cold, heartless, evil, or a psychopath, understand the point of
this post is one akin to the Serenity Prayer.  A very important philosophical epiphany many
people never realize, but should as it is vital to their psychological well being and mental
health.  It is one of accepting reality and not getting worked up in the world of theory.  And
the London attacks, like previous and any future terrorist attacks, are/will continue to make
my point until the point in time something is actually done about Islamic terror.  And I
strongly suggest you set aside emotions, politics, and even your own sense of self-survival
to clearly see and hear the point I’m trying to make.

Desire and Getting the Sex Life You Want

There is a direct correlation between your success with women and your desire for them.
Yes, I realize at first glance that’s like saying that water is wet but when you look deeper
there is much to this. Alright so for example many guys especially in our modern Western
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society have problems having the sex life that they want. Now there are literally thousands
of reasons for this (porn being a prime one) but one of the biggest ones is that most males
do not have enough desire for women. They don’t have enough desire to go out and seduce
women.

Unlocking the Man of Action Within

In this series I will be explaining in great detail certain aspects of what it takes to be a true
man of action and how to develop these characteristics that lie dormant within yourself. 
First lets go over what exactly is a man of action.  Being a man of action encompasses many
things.  I use the phrase man of action because it’s more than just being an alpha male or
having a warrior mindset.  Being a true man of action is so much more than that.  Those two
things are just part of being a man of action.

Woman Fakes Sexual Assault Because…Trump

Look, whether you love or hate Trump, this is insanity. This may be the worst excuse for
faking a rape charge I’ve ever heard of. I mean, everyone else in this country who didn’t
support Trump simply woke up the next day, went to work or school, and moved on with
their lives. You’re going to ruin someone else’s life just because you didn’t get your own
way? How does falsely accusing someone of rape help anyone’s situation?

The Myth of the Bitchy Hottie

The Bitchy Hottie is another one of those pervasive sexual market myths that likely has its
origins in the seared and stung egos of striver beta males who received polite rejections
from hotties and later, reeling from the plugged up poison of their blue ball hallucinations,
post hoc rationalized their loss as a victory over a bitch. Genuinely bitchy feminists are also
likely candidates for fueling this myth, given that God’s miscreations have an incentive to
blaspheme the good nature of Nature’s winning hands.
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News

5G and IoT: Total Technological Control of the Grid Being Rolled Out Fast

5G is being rolled out fast right now, with Verizon testing it out in 11 US cities and ATT
also conducting experiments. For those who don’t know, 5G is the latest wireless system
that telecommunications companies are trying to implement to service wireless
communication. It’s designed to allow faster downloads of more data. It uses the 28, 37 and
39 GHz bands, also known as millimetre wave (mmW) spectrum. 5G, which comes from
the term 5th generation, is designed to work in conjunction with what former CIA head
David Petraeus called the Internet of Things or IoT. The agenda is to hook every single
material thing on the planet, as well as humans themselves, onto a vast planet-wide
web where everything and everyone become nodes on the network – connected by
microchips which are nano-size and can be inhaled (like smart dust).

Stealing From the Citizenry: How Government Goons Use Civil Asset Forfeiture to
Rob Us Blind

In jolly old England, Robin Hood stole from the rich to give to the poor. In modern-day
America, greedy government goons steal from the innocent to give to the corrupt under
court- and legislature-sanctioned schemes called civil asset forfeiture. In fact, according to
The Washington Post, “law enforcement took more stuff from people than burglars did.”

NSA Expected to Release “Smoking Gun” Proof Obama Spied on Trump

According to Fox News sources, congressional investigators expect that a potential
“smoking gun” from the NSA establishing that the Obama administration spied on the
Trump transition team, and possibly the president-elect himself, will be produced to the
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House Intelligence Committee as early as tomorrow.

Coulter: Trump Following Ryan’s Priorities

“They seem to be Paul Ryan’s priorities and also just the standard GOP corporatist stuff,”
Coulter said. “What made Donald Trump stand apart from the crowd … was immigration,
trade, infrastructure, building a wall.”

Book of the Week

In recent years, Google’s autonomous cars have logged thousands of miles
on American highways and IBM’s Watson trounced the best human Jeopardy! players. Digital
technologies?with hardware, software, and networks at their core?will in the near future diagnose
diseases more accurately than doctors can, apply enormous data sets to transform retailing, and
accomplish many tasks once considered uniquely human.

In The Second Machine Age MIT’s Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee?two thinkers at the
forefront of their field?reveal the forces driving the reinvention of our lives and our economy. As the
full impact of digital technologies is felt, we will realize immense bounty in the form of dazzling
personal technology, advanced infrastructure, and near-boundless access to the cultural items that
enrich our lives.

Amid this bounty will also be wrenching change. Professions of all kinds?from lawyers to truck
drivers?will be forever upended. Companies will be forced to transform or die. Recent economic
indicators reflect this shift: fewer people are working, and wages are falling even as productivity and
profits soar.

Drawing on years of research and up-to-the-minute trends, Brynjolfsson and McAfee identify the best
strategies for survival and offer a new path to prosperity. These include revamping education so that
it prepares people for the next economy instead of the last one, designing new collaborations that pair
brute processing power with human ingenuity, and embracing policies that make sense in a radically
transformed landscape.

A fundamentally optimistic book, The Second Machine Age alters how we think about issues of
technological, societal, and economic progress.
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5 Music Videos Showcasing the Libertine Latin Lifestyle
March 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Imagine a place in the world where women like men instead of trying to humiliate them

Regular readers may know I have been in Thailand since the 1st of March, and that I will be
descending on several other exotic locales this year. As wrap up a month spent in SE Asia chasing
sexy girls, eating delicious Thai food, and relaxing on the beach my thoughts now turn to Latin
America, a place I love so much.

I just spent what was the best year of my life in the Dominican Republic, and as I soon venture back
across the pond from Asia I will be headed back down to the lush Samaná Peninsula before returning
to The Anglo-American Matrix to finish up my remaining 4 months of work for the year in my big
rig. (I now work 6 months a year to finance my goal of traveling and banging the world.)

As I book my plane ticket and prepare to descend on the Caribbean once again, these hits are never
far from my mind. Here’s a sampling of some of my favorite music videos from that part of the
world. These snapshots of the libertine Latin lifestyle aren’t just PR and fantasy – my life is pretty
much like these videos when I’m there.

5. Plan B – Candy

In Latin America, women don’t mind dressing up like candy and prancing around in skimpy clothing
to please a man. That’s exactly what we’re treated to in this Puerto Rican hit. Rather than rubbing
their sexuality in a man’s face but not sharing any of it with him as is the case in many Western
countries (clearly evident in today’s music videos), Latinas are always seen playing along and having
a good time with men in music videos like Candy.

In short, they don’t pedestalize themselves.

What’s amazing to me is this wild, sexy world has been going on right under our noses, and yet very
few people know about it. I only know about it because I took Spanish in college and my first job in
the television news industry was in a bilingual market. Needless to say, seeing what was going on
south of the border was my ticket to a completely new life.

Cotton candy panties…mmmm.
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4. El Super Nuevo – Cuando Bebo

El Super Nuevo is a Dominican Dembow artist you’re sure to hear in almost every discoteca you visit
on the island. This new hit features his harem of sexy Dominicanas in skimpy clothes getting drunk
with him as he details “When I drink, I always get crazy and step in it…” Yeah, that details my life
when I’m in the DR.

The video is filled with curvy ladies typical of the ones a PUA can find and hook up with virtually
any night he goes out.

Just watching how these women act around a man compared to the way female artists in America rub
their sexuality in men’s faces while telling them “put a ring on it” if you want to have it is enough to
make a man fly away and never come back.

3. Pitbull Ft. Don Miguelo – Como Yo Le Doy

Como Yo Le Doy is oldie but goodie. Literally translated, the lyrics in the song mean “She loves how
I give it to her.” There’s some English mixed in with the Spanish here, so even those who don’t know
the lengua franca can follow the lyrics.

Once again, as is the case with many Dembow and Reggaeton hits we find the Cuban Pitbull and
Dominican Don Miguelo surrounded by a harem of hot Latinas of almost every skin color. Again, for
an attractive American guy who can sling some Spanish around and knows how to carry himself like
a man this isn’t just a music video fantasy, it can easily be reality.

See why I am proud to call this place home and have a house here?

2. Secreto El Famoso Biberon – Mi Vida es Mia

In Anglo America, motorcycles are considered rolling death traps. Abroad, they’re daily
transportation and a good time on the weekends, too boot.

This video from Dominican artist Secreto El Famoso Biberon showcases a typical weekend of
motorcycle and dune buggy riding in one of the many lush locales on Hispaniola. Again, notice how
the women act in this video. They are having fun with men rather than putting themselves up on a
pedestal.

“I do what I want because my life is mine” is the hook in this enjoyable song. I’m so totally with that
message, as I work to design an accessible lifestyle plan for other men to follow who want to see
what the world buffet of women has to offer.

It’s easy to see in Mi Vida es Mia to there are a helluva lot of good times going on in the DR, and
why it was so hard for me to break myself away from the island when I started going there 5 years
ago. I could go anywhere in the world, but yet I chose to keep going to the DR. My passport book is
full of DR stamps, I have a home there, and plan on starting a business here in the next few
years. (P.S. The DR currently has the fastest growing economy in the Western Hemisphere.)

1. De La Ghetto, Arcangel, Ozuna, Anual Aa – La Ocasion

As this hit opens, we see a bunch of guys sitting around, smoking hookah, counting money, and
smacking “mami” on the ass. Could you imagine the fire and brimstone that would result if a white
guy came out with a music video like this back home? Why it would be seeeexist. Around the
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Caribbean, this is just another night out.

This is another video that will make you love Latin women, because beyond being beautiful and
sexy, they’re accessible to the average man.

I also think a lady who is confident in her sexuality is much sexier than a lady who is embarrassed by
her sexuality and tries to be like a man rather than embracing her femininity. Again, take your pick as
there are sexy ladies of every skin color available in this video – and in reality.

Meanwhile, In Anglo America…

Contrast this with mainstream music in the States. A video representative of the YouGoGrrl
matriarchy is “Dear Future Husband” in which plump tart Meghan Trainor, who apparently needs a
personal trainer, makes astronomical expectations of the unfortunate Beta male slave who gets stuck
with her and her food bill.

She brags “I never learned to cook” but she obviously learned to eat. Not surprisingly, she has
nothing else to offer her “Future Husband” other than a laundry list of demands and what’s sure to be
a future of her “getting bored” and ending the marriage with frivorce rape. This is the current state of
women in the West.

Guess which kind of women I’d rather be around? I’ll take the chicks dressed up in cotton candy
panties rather than the chick that looks like she ate all the cotton candy. And the machine.

Hopefully you enjoyed this little glance into what’s going on down in the Caribbean. I will add these
videos revolve around the good time girls. If you want a wife, you can find that, too. But why get
married and miss out on all the good times? Why not enjoy a decade or so of decadence and then
focus on building your legacy? Especially when many men like us were so deprived of good times in
our youth.

I must say learning Spanish was the best life move I ever made. A lot of people think all Latin
countries are like Mexico, and I’m here to tell you that’s just not the case. I’ll add I’ve honestly been
treated better by Latinos than I get treated by most Americans. Don’t let the media’s negative
headlines about this area of the world confuse you.

There is a lot more going on down here than most people realize. Just don’t let too many people in on
my little secret, I don’t want them to destroy this place.
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Have a Drink: Dark ‘N Stormy
March 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A storm is moving in this weekend

Dark ‘n Stormy Cocktail | Relampago’s Rating: 

Popular with sailors, this cocktail gets its name from its appearance, which is similar to a dark storm
cloud overhanging the sea. It uses ginger beer and rum, and is a simple cocktail to throw together
once you’ve located the beer. Ginger beer is similar to ginger ale, but ginger beer is stronger and
spicier than ginger ale.

Jim Sabataso gives us the history of the drink. There are several accounts of how the Dark ‘n Stormy
got its name:

Bermuda, 1860. The Gosling family begins experimenting with rum, as families do. The
result is a dark, distinct, full-bodied “old rum,” which would become Gosling’s Black Seal.
Elsewhere on the island, the British Royal Navy, satisfied with having conquered the known
world, does the next logical thing: they start brewing beer. Ginger beer. It’s unclear why
exactly, but one theory suggests it may have had something to do with ginger’s
effectiveness in combating seasickness. Another posits that is was an effort to wean sailors
off rum.

At around 20 square miles, Bermuda’s not a big place so it wasn’t long before these two
beverages ended up in the same glass. According to a legend, the name Dark ‘n’ Stormy
was coined by a sailor sometime after WWI who, while enjoying the cocktail, commented
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that it was the “colour of a cloud only a fool or a dead man would sail under.”

Here’s what you will need to make a Dark ‘n Stormy cocktail:

2 oz. dark rum
4 oz. ginger beer
A dash of bitters (if you have them)
1/2 cup ice

Once you have all the ingredients, combine them in a old-fashioned glass. Add ice and stir. That’s it!
Ride the storm this weekend with this vintage (and tasty) cocktail.
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Eye Candy of the Week | March 26, 2017
March 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Zhou Weitong completes this month’s tour of Asia as she poses in all sorts of alluring positions. She
is our Eye Candy of the Week as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about
women.
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Predatory Females at Work: Emmanuel Sanders’ Wife Files
for Divorce Just as He is Set to Earn $10 Million Bonus
March 27, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Yet another episode of Frivorce Rape Lotto: Emmanuel Sanders vs. Gabriella

Here’s a case study in why the awakened man should never put himself into the compromised
position of being married these days. This case is still winding its way through the vagina-worshiping
court system, but it sounds a number of alarm bells to the man who would glean knowledge from its
details.

The press is having a field day with the Emmanuel Sanders divorce. We will
look at it from a Red Pill perspective, yet another cautionary tale of what putting your scrotum into a
legal vice grip yields when your bitch gets ready to flush you down the toilet.

Here goes. (This is all just one man’s opinion, of course.)

Their second baby hadn’t even been born yet, and already Denver Broncos Wide Receiver Emmanuel
Sanders’ wife Gabriella was positioning herself for the kill. She was ready to cash in on his ass as her
divorce lawyers had already begun writing up boilerplate legal screeds for the gynocentric, Anglo-
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American kangaroo courts. Gabriella served Sanders with divorce papers even before she squeezed
out her annuity… er… child in the delivery room.

In case you haven’t noticed, children are nothing more than meal tickets to women in modern day
Anglo-America. Fathers and fathers’ rights be damned. If women think they can’t cash in on their
children, they simply go kill them at the abortion clinic. But, being married to an NFL player
obviously ensures a nice, consistent stream of child support cash enforced by legal indentured
servitude. (Pay up or go to jail.) We are living smack dab in the middle of one of the most insane
socioeconomic systems in the history of mankind.

How much does she want? As reported by Meninist:

Gabriella is looking to score big as she is asking the courts for custody of their two children,
a restraining order against Sanders, and she wants a “disproportionate” share of their assets.
Ironically, Sanders is scheduled to make $13.2 million (includes $10 Million dollar signing
bonus) this year from his 3 year $33 million dollar contract.

Disproportionate share, eh? Tell me again how women are not prostitutes and marriage is not
legalized prostitution.

Witness, once again White Knights and fembots, The Predatory Female in action. Gabriella timed the
divorce perfectly. She filed for divorce right before she pushed out her 18-year annuity that Sanders
fathered. But she doesn’t just want a fat child support check. Oh, no. She wants a fat slice of the
bonus he no doubt busts his ass to earn.

Sanders even reportedly said he was “blindsided” by the divorce. Ha. Yep, women will do that. They
always hide their true feelings and emotions from men until they go for the jugular. This should come
as absolutely no surprise to a regular reader of TNMM. Cynical as the truth may be, the truth is the
truth. Women are financial predators of men, and in a society that has gone completely insane and let
them frivorce rape with impunity, they’re cleaning out any men stupid enough to marry them.

Laughably, she is citing his side chicks as a reason she should be able to cash in. (I want money for
the sex I gave you rule applies again!) From celebrity gossip rag TMZ:

The estranged wife of Denver Broncos WR Emmanuel Sanders has declared WAR on the
NFL star — claiming he lied, cheated and spent THOUSANDS on chicks he was banging
on the side.

Umm…THOUSANDS to an NFL player is like dropping a $50 to the average working slob. It seems
Sanders was another fool who soon parted with his money to pay for these girls rather than a PUA. A
player on the field, and another Beta with more money than common sense when it comes to women.
TMZ rages on:

It’s all in ANGRY court docs filed by Gabriella Sanders — who blasts the father of her 2
children with a metaphorical bazooka right from the get go.

“When he’s not playing football on the field, he ‘plays the field’ with numerous women
whom he is or has committed adultery.”

Big shocker. Knowing an NFL player will more often than not have multiple harems because women
will lay down for rich and powerful men on command, nay throw themselves in front of his cock, she
sets herself up as…you guessed it…the victim while she lends him enough rope to hang himself.
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Gabby lays out multiple marital “atrocities” allegedly committed by her husband – and
claims he spent “thousands upon thousands of dollars on girlfriends and wasting the
community estate, even purchasing a vehicle for one of his illicit affairs.”

There is no doubt a personal investigator was used to follow Sanders around in order to gather
information on him while she planned her frivorce rape lotto victory.

Incidents like these remind me of the Incident at the Bank I have written about
numerous times, in which two Anglobitches compared notes about how much money their vaginas
had rewarded them in divorce court as they cashed out at a Latin American teller. My opinion of
women was already pretty low at that point. But I was forced to downgrade my opinion after
witnessing that cackling display.

The long and short of it is only a fool marries an Anglobitch or a woman who has adapted to Anglo
culture in today’s legal and social climate. That humble advice could have saved Sanders millions.
Any other rich guys who I talk out of getting married, feel free to send me a nice contribution. I’ll
take a fraction of what these hos will want out of you for my consulting fee.

The story of the Scorpion and the Frog applies: Men should not be asking why they were frivorce
raped by a creature whose entire nature is built on dissimulation and acting. What they should be
asking is why they were stupid enough to fall for the ruse. Taking advantage of men for material and
economic gain is in women’s nature. And America was insane to let these instincts return,
unchecked. It’s all just a downward spiral from here.

We’ll be on the sidelines keeping you advised of some of the more egregious frivorce rape lotto
cases. These happen every day, it’s not like they’re uncommon.

Ergo, women always want money for sex. All the pleasantries around the exchange and myths of
“love” and “marriage” and “commitment” are just sophistry and dissimulation. Find a divorce case in
which women don’t want monetary remuneration for services performed, even in the YouGoGrrl age,
and you will have found the proverbial needle in the haystack.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This article is the opinion
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RF Life Coaching: Where to Expat Now That Brazil is
Being Assimilated
March 27, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The sun is setting on Brazil as Western cultural assimilation descends on the land, according to this eyewitness account

Thanks to our reader Henrique for his donation which sponsors this RF Life Coaching session
on The New Modern Man. Have your own questions answered and help us spread The Truth
About Women and the World by sponsoring an article on our blog or an RF Life Coaching
session.

Henrique writes The New Modern Man:

I’m a regular reader and like to comment on your articles from time to time. Here’s my
situation: I´m thinking about leaving Brazil to greener pastures and want to check if you can
help me out with your advice.

A brief intro before the question: I’m Brazilian, 35 years old and have a government job
which pays me the equivalent to U$35,000 after taxes (this is considered a good salary in
Brazil). I live a minimalist and debt free, albeit independent, lifestyle on US $1,000 per
month and save and invest the rest, so I’ve got about US $250,000 saved. I have reasonable
good looks and keep myself fit. I’ll be able to work from my laptop in a few months time,
so there’s a real possibility of living outside Brazil.

I’ve been thinking about leaving the country for a while because Brazil is also part of the
same globalist political matrix the Anglosphere belongs to (i.e. feminism, Marxism, LGBT,
anti-Christianity, anti-family etc), so when it comes to women we´re heading in pretty much
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the same situation the US is in presently.

The whole thing has really gotten worse since 2010, when Facebook and other social media
platforms took off: women have become flooded with options so their quality has
plummeted and they are getting pickier by the day, in other words it´s really hard to find,
attract and secure a high quality girl even if you are a quality man. The new normal for
women is to get married in their 30s (as is the case with my sister and female cousins) to
some guy who is clearly in the submissive position in the relationship. I have 2 male
cousins, both in their 30s. One of them is single and the other has turned gay a couple of
years ago.

Even though there are exceptions here and there, most of my male friends in the 30-40 age
range are single and having a hard time with women, and they aren’t losers.
Most of them are upper middle class, financially independent, fit and intelligent, and have at
least moderate game. This is just to make it clear that I’m not the only one facing this
problem. At least to me, it’s obvious that we’re facing the same cultural issues as the US
and Europe because the globalist plan has been implemented in Brazil as well.

Let’s cut to the chase: what would you advise me to do? I think we have a similar taste in
women, since I also like black and caramel chicks with an hourglass figure, big ass and
thighs. I’m thinking of leaving Brazil and going to a country outside the globalist political
matrix, where the culture is on my side.

Picture this: My ideal place would be somewhere where there are plenty of women who fit
my type (curvy Latinas and black chicks with a big ass) where I’m a guy who’s sought after
and respected by women and where I have the choice of either playing the field or starting a
family (with a pretty young girl of good quality and morals) and being a patriarch.

The local culture would keep the women in check so that I could dedicate myself to pursuits
higher than chasing pussy (believe me, as much as I like pussy, I also have interests of a
higher nature that I would like to pursue) and where my money is more than enough and
I’m legally protected from divorce rape (also common in Brazil). To sum it up, I need to
find a place where it feels good to be a man.

The advice I’m seeking refers not only to location, because I also need a plan of action.

Thanks for your support Henrique, and for requesting a Life Coaching question.

This is a difficult question to answer as The Matrix is unfurling its tentacles worldwide. This
“Westernization” of the world’s cultures – destroying true cultural diversity is proceeding at an
alarming rate for anyone paying attention. In my recent travels to Asia and Latin America, I was
disturbed at how ubiquitous Facebook and other social media are. And Henrique is exactly right, this
is causing women to become pickier and even more impossible to satisfy.

I am truly bothered that Brazil has become culturally assimilated into the Borg collective, as this
means my haven from Anglo-American insanity has been infiltrated at least on one front.

This means the best solution for a man is to find a place that hasn’t been quite so infested with the
cultural rot of the West. This is still very doable, and I predict will be a viable plan of action for no
longer than about 10 years. Immediately, SE Asia comes to mind as there are still plenty of girls from
traditional backgrounds available. The ones who come to the city “fresh” from provinces like Isan
behave in a strikingly different manner than other girls in Thailand.
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But, our friend likes darker skin women. So, let’s look at two options.

Scenic Lake Victoria can be found hugging the border of this African country

Option 1

My thoughts immediately turn to Africa as modernization a.k.a Western-style Cultural Marxism has
just begun to infiltrate the culture. There are a number of places that come to mind. First and
foremost would be Kampala, Uganda, a city I’ve done quite a bit of research on. There’s a reason this
will be my first foray into the Dark Continent later this year.

Check out this excerpt from Naughty Nomad on why I think Kampala has a lot of potential for our
friend looking to flee Brazil:

Uganda kicks ass! Kampala is base camp and party central…

So far, so good. But here’s the kicker. An expat wants a place where he is welcome. There’s good
news here, too:

Ugandans are considerably more friendly than the Kenyans next door. White water rafting
and Lake Bunyonyi are an absolutely must. This place offers endless entertainment. If
you’re a man that likes a hip to waist ratio to beat the band, you’re in the right place. They
have tiny waists with big assets that would convert any man. They got it and they know how
to use it. Bootylicous babes stalk the city and are keen to meet foreigners.

In short, it is my opinion that East Africa is wide open for the expat who likes chocolate.
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The Dominican Republic is another appealing choice for the expat who enjoys caramel and chocolate ladies

Option 2

Much closer to his present home and still providing Henrique with the type of women he likes, is my
own expat locale on the island of Hispaniola. Specifically, the Dominican Republic. Western cultural
assimilation is proceeding at a glacial rate here.

Why? The island itself is still mostly rural, outside the largest city in the Caribbean which is of
course, Santo Domingo. This means the cultural rot is infiltrating more slowly here than in other
possible expat locales.

Also, women range from light caramel to dark chocolate in color and they absolutely love light
skinned men.

The locals are friendly, picture postcard beaches are everywhere, there is a modern communications
infrastructure, the cost of living is low, and Latinas are sure to win any man over with their
femininity.

In addition, the small Caribbean nation features one of the most welcoming immigration systems in
the Western world, and the economy has been growing at an incredible rate of 5% to 7% annually in
the last few years. This makes it the fastest growing economy in the Western Hemisphere.
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A plan of action before making the leap

Plan of Action

There’s some good news as Henrique prepares to make his move on one of these two options. He is
good as gold to pursue this adventure because of the following reasons. Take note, those who want to
get out of Anglo-America while the getting is still good. Henrique has:

A nice nest egg saved up ($250,000 which is worth 2x to 3x that amount abroad)
A mobile income (earned from his laptop)

This means his potential risk is relatively low, and his payoff is high. If all fails, he can come back to
his previous government job in Brazil while his nest egg provides a safety net.

But how does he do it? My plan of action includes the following:

Take several trips to the location you’ve chosen to survey what’s on the ground. See if it’s a
good fit for your culturally and otherwise. Watch every penny carefully on each trip, so as not
to let women or other get into your wallet. Don’t be influenced to make bad decisions just
because you are flush with cash.
Stay as long as possible on each trip. Minimum 2 weeks. Optimally a month or more.
Get outside the Westernized tourist traps as often as possible.
Make contacts with the locals and date as many women as possible to get a feel for how they
behave.
Look around to see what types of places are available for rent and if this fits your budget. (My
own research has yielded the fact $500 a month will get you a decent, comfotable life in
most non-Western countries.)
Research Visa requirements. Specifically, Work Visa requirements. The tried and true English
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teaching abroad trope certainly is a possibility, just to get your foot in the door. In many
nations, a “border run” will get you reset with customs officials every 30 to 90 days. Plan to
travel to other nations as often as you need to (whether by ground or by air) while maintaining
your “home base” in your country of choice. As a side note, I will add there are many
Europeans who stay “illegally” in foreign countries abroad. While I don’t recommend it,
penalties for overstaying in some nations are as little as $1,000 for overstaying up to 10 years.
In the Dominican Republic, overstaying a year nets you a $100 fine customs officials laugh at
in the airport as you leave.
Consult an immigration attorney to see what your options are for getting residency in your
country of choice.
Grow, grow, grow your passive income as aggressively as possible before making the leap.
Once a decision has been made as to which location you will choose, make the leap.

Out of the two choices I elucidated above, the Dominican Republic has the most welcoming
immigration policy. An investment in their economy can get you residency fairly quickly, and set you
up to earn money as you start a business. However, Africa is wide open for development right now
and getting your foot in the door in a friendly place on this continent could also pay dividends.

Stay tuned for a full report on Kampala later this year.

Personally, if I had Henrique’s quarter of a million I’d invest it in good growth stock mutual funds
with long track records and live off what the principal earns. With even a modest 5% return annually
he’d have double what he needs to live abroad. With a 10% return annually he could live a great
quality of life. And with 20% returns (doable) he could live like a sultan in any of these two nations.

The mobile income (from the laptop) would just be gravy.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
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Why You Must Think Like An Outlaw
March 28, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

Behaving like an outlaw will give you a stronger position in life

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

The problem with kindness is it should be used like salt.  That is to say, just a pinch here, a dash
there.  No wasteful ejaculations of overeager altruism.  In the realm of power and influence as well as
seduction, too much kindness will mark you as the biggest sucker in the room.

To be fair, none at all surely will cause problems as well.  The answer lies in cultivating the ability to
use calculated kindness.  This can only be found by asserting yourself out there in the world
specifically with this in mind.  To form and utilize scenarios through conversation or what have you
to practice calculated kindness as a means to achieve your own ends by gaining the affections of
others, their trust as well as respect, etc.  But I digress.

The Social Contract And You

First things first.  Every male today living in the west needs to realize one essential earth shaking
truth.  If you haven’t figured this out yet, grab your fucking nuts and listen up.
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The social contract is BROKEN.

Doneso. Toast. Arrividerci.

Tear that thing to shreds and toss it in the snarky face of the closest New World Faggot.  Then spit all
over them both!  Because that’s what the government and society at large has been doing to you for
your entire god damn lives.  Most of you have just dropped trough, taken the govt cock and the
programming like a good little cuck.

Don’t you think it’s time to finally live on your own terms? 

Do you know what that is?

No.  It’s not merely behaving in a reactionary, defensive manner either.  It’s not time to turtle up or
look with soft, dreamy eyes at distant shores.  With that mentality I guarantee you will land on those
far away banks only to have the relentless rain of all your previous problems find your punk ass there
too.

Don’t you think it’s time to start acting with aggression?

You may have heard it farted out the mouths of slobbering cucks to turn the other cheek.  But I tell
you this.  If a man strikes you with his fist, grab a baseball bat and strike him back.

If a man insults you in front of others, blind side him unawares and strip him naked.
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Protect yourself and your livelihood rather than worrying about risk

But Jack I Might Get In Trouble!

If this was your first thought then you need to realize one thing right now.  You desperately need a
paradigm shift in your thought process to ever become a self aware man.  Lemme put it to you this
way.

If someone were to try and break into your home, vandalize your property or steal from you.  What is
the first thing most anyone would think to do?  That’s right.

Call the police!
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Now think about that a second.  Especially for all you guys who know the
score and claim to be doing your own thing.  You know the government is against you.  You know
the system is designed to break you.  Yet you can’t help yourselves from appealing to a higher
authority.  That is to say you, little johnny fuck boy need the real men to come handle your problems
and clean up your messes.

So the same guys who rail against the system with such fervor should never ever be calling on that
system or that authority to solve your bitch ass problems either.  I’m not going to explain why that
would  make you a pathetic hypocrite.

Most every male in the west who works a regular job, pays taxes and has been college educated
thinks along these lines.  They are the perfect little sheep to keep inside their little pens.  If you are
this male you need to with the shock of a fucking lightning bolt snap out of your stupor.

Yes it is daunting.  I have been there.  We all have.  Life is fucking tough and men have always been
expendable.  Get over it and handle your god damn business.

You need to realize this is your future and your freedom here.  Do you need a governing authority to
tell you that you’re free?  Do you need a regulating body to give their stamp of approval for your
every fucking breath?

No.  You fucking don’t.

Freedom Borne In The Mind

Freedom begins in your mind and heart.  First the mind must with courage accept the cold truth of
things.  No matter the immediate pain or the soul crushing bleakness.  The pain is good and
necessary.  For you must be cleansed of the lies.  The candy coated turds that society has force fed
you since birth.

The conscious and willful expression of disgust must form in the mind.  The desire and mental effort
must be exercised in purging these elements from within you.  Learn to recognize the inputs and cut
them all off.

To live free my friends means that you must live dangerously.

Society wants slaves.  They don’t want free men.  Why?  Because a free man is a fucking dangerous
man.

There is no freedom without danger. 

You want to be safe?  Live within the west.  Accept it’s laws, it’s prescriptions, it’s regulations and
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the endless litany of offenses we must answer for.

Live safe and comfortable.  Within the turd vagina of the Matriarch who squeezes out New World
Faggots like the Brood Queen shits out those parasite eggs in Aliens.

New role models are needed to stop the decay of the West

Outlaw’s Freedom

The broken males of the west need to turn their eyes to a new kind of hero.  A better archetype to
aspire to.  Not the dutiful cuck, the responsible and caring man who heaves the weight of the world
over his slowly slouching shoulders.

Now he must look to the Outlaw.  The man who lives by his own rules, has his own ways and can’t
be bothered to save the stupid.  Oh no.  Instead he gazes upon the weak and willfully ignorant with
the eyes of a falcon about to swoop down talons ripping apart a hare.

The system has lied to us, cheated us, belittled us.

You owe NOTHING to that system.

Not even the acknowledgement of it’s power.  For the free man has smashed his shackles and torn
asunder his chains.  He has a wild fire burning bright inside of him this world may not contain.

The punk, the bitch and the weakling fear the unknown.  Who fear to be cast off all alone from the
herd.  They must not be reasoned with.  They must be ruled over. 

Remember this.  In order for the system to own you, there must be it’s tacit consent from you.

In order for you to be a slave you must consent to your slavery.

People do this every day in so many ways.  Just think about it for a second.
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Become The Rule

A man does not need a government to tell him he’s right or wrong.  We know intrinsically what’s
right.

Survival is good and Might is Right.

Our instincts are there for a reason and listening to them, trusting them is the
way you rise to the top of the food chain.

Trust yourself.

People who go against their instincts live defeated lives.  Their unhappiness and painful bitterness
stand out in their nasty faces and crippled body language with muffled speech and terrible posture. 
Some are happy to be slaves and that is fine.  It’s not your job to change anyone.  For most it is a
fools errand.

You must re establish the way you go about your life.  The way you think and act are conditioned
responses that have been programmed within you for decades or more.

Start searching these out within yourself.

Dare to uncover who you really are and what you truly can be. 

In order to do this you must accept your life as outside the bounds of common(tranny,gay,fuck
boy,AIDS) society.  Besides as men, we have already been given this status by our culture.

They’ve already declared us public enemy number fucking one.

You must become the ultimate Rule for your life and your reality.  To do so in today’s world means
that as a man you must unashamedly become the Villain.  The savage Outlaw grown wild and hungry
off the range.  Furiously ready to take umbrage at any attempts to constrain him.  Yes.

Learn to think like the Outlaw and become a little wild again.
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Feminist Stays Being a Stay at Home Mom Should Be Illegal
March 28, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

One radical feminist now wants this to be illegal

Attention, feminists. You’ve been had.

Isn’t it funny how “empowering” women has now morphed into the desire to force them to become
common laborers rather than mothers? Some might say that was the plan all along.

Sarrah Le Marquand, a prominent feminist, has revealed the next “progressive” (i.e. regressive) chess
move social engineers want to make. She wants to make being a stay at home mom illegal in
Australia, the “Down Under” part of the increasingly insane Anglo world. This move would, of
course, metastasize like the other cultural cancers to the rest of the English-speaking world.
Marquand just penned up an authoritarian-themed column entitled: “It should be illegal to be a stay-
at-home mum.” Here’s an excerpt from her screed.

Rather than wail about the supposed liberation in a woman’s right to choose to shun paid
employment, we should make it a legal requirement that all parents of children of school-
age or older are gainfully employed.

This is of course, about much more than lawmakers gone wild and pivoting to separate women even
further from the lifelong rewards of motherhood, it’s about putting children in the hands of the State
birth in order to foster the organizing, electronically enforced world Communist state. The State
needs to brainwash your kids from infancy to go along with its collectivist schemes.

Marquand, no doubt a mouthpiece for power brokers behind the curtain who are pushing for savage
reductions in the quality of life and personal autonomy for the average person, wants to make a
female life as a corporate drone mandatory and legally enforced.
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Only when the tiresome and completely unfounded claim that ‘feminism is about choice’ is
dead and buried (it’s not about choice, it’s about equality) will we consign restrictive gender
stereotypes to history.

That’s some dangerous language – it’s not about choice, anymore.

This latest diabolical plan dovetails with the separate but equally important androgyny agenda
TNMM has reported on. Put succinctly, the elite want the equivalent of human machines rather than
human beings in the dystopian world of the future they’re designing.

This is the fatal flaw of the West. It lost its humanity long ago. It no longer considers its humanity to
be of any importance, only its machines and economic devices. (This is detailed in the Decline of the
West section of this blog.)

If there’s one thing that’s funny about this story, it’s the fact women are now resisting being turned
into men legally, as they’re realizing their all privileges and no responsibilities lifestyle might be in
jeopardy. From Katherine Timpf at National Review:

Marquand insists that the people who believe “feminism is about choice” are wrong, but she
believes that feminism is about forcing women to do things that they do not want to do —
and it should be obvious to anyone with a brain that that backwards interpretation is about
as blatantly wrong as it gets.

Men are constantly forced to do things we don’t want to do. And women are whining about that
becoming the norm for them. That’s why there is one spot of irony and humor in what is otherwise a
dreadful scenario.

Feminism was never about empowering women. It was about reducing them to live the lives of men,
as worker bees rather than mothers and wives. A least the social engineers have now revealed another
card in their hand at the poker table.
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“When I Die, I Want to Remember How This Felt”
March 29, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Scenic vistas like this abound, just off Highway 5

I was driving along yesterday on Highway 5, one of my favorite routes on the Samaná Peninsula and
this thought came to mind.

“When I die, I want to remember how this felt.”

I was not only referencing the drive, flying down a winding country road on a motorcycle, through
some of the most lush and scenic vistas this side of paradise with a cobalt blue sky, a nice sea breeze,
and tropical sun shining down on me. And, a hot girl with perky tits pressed up against me, her firm
thighs with sexy dark skin glistening in the sun as she rides along with me.

I want to remember the freedom I had. I want to remember the cornucopia of
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beautiful, cinnamon tanned and dark skinned women available to me. I want to remember the
magnificent simplicity of life, including the fish meal I just ate. It consisted of a fish I picked out,
grilled to perfection over a wood fire. Surely better than any corporate feedbag I’ve ever visited.

I want to remember the happiness spending over a year on this island in the Caribbean has brought
into my life. My expat adventures have provoked feelings and emotions in me which I didn’t even
know I had.

My mind, carefully conditioned by decades of edumacation system indoctrination, combing me for a
life of pointless work that would benefit my paymasters far more than me, now ruined for life on the
human farm.

What a thought for a man to have, only a few short years after often wishing he was dead as he
shuffled papers and created scandals out of whole cloth for the dirty laundry business, a rat in a wheel
making the wheels of the economy turn as money came in and money went out and he watched grey
hairs slowly appearing in his scalp, and lines in his face getting clearer. Having a moment that he
wants to remember even as he leaves this world. These are thoughts I never had in the “free country”
I left behind.

Moments a man wants to immortalize.

I had just come from spending nearly a month in Southeast Asia, time which flew by all too quickly.
It was a month I enjoyed immensely. But there’s just something about the Samaná Peninsula that
cleanses this man’s soul.

I think it’s the simplicity of my life when I’m here. These are pleasures I never had in the States, as
my focus was hijacked from a tender age and turned towards the agendas of those who would make
their fortunes on my back and enjoy their pleasures profiting from the sweat off my brow.

Even if a moment like this doesn’t last forever, the memory will. I found true happiness once in my
life.
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Cheating Women Are Good, Cheating Men Are Bad in
the Matriarchy
March 29, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“It’s not my fault I cucked you with the football team, blame evolution…”

Ah, Anglo-Saxon culture and its slavish pedestalization of women.

This cultural quirk is evident even in the mainstream newspapers of our day. The latest double
standards of a culture in decline become evident with a recent lamestream media article which
literally defends cheating hussies. It uses hamster rationalizations and manipulation of science
(without telling the whole story) to make women feel good about the affairs they have on Beta
providers.

The narrative is cheating women are good, and cheating men are bad in today’s matriarchy. No
surprise, the following screed was written by an Anglobitch by the name of Rachel Moss. She writes:

If you’re ever been cheated on by a woman, blame evolution. According to a new research
paper, women have genetically evolved to be unfaithful so they end up with the best
possible relationship for themselves.

That’s a bold opener and quite a hamster rationalization. Now, when you find out your girl has
been taking on more sausage than an Oscar Meyer truck, it’s not her fault. It’s evolution. She’s just
looking for the best possible relationship.

That’s what I was doing, too, Rachel, when I installed a turnstile in my bedroom to keep track of all
the women who are in and out of there. Just looking for the best possible relationship.

There is no doubt this article would not have looked so favorably upon infidelity if the tables were
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turned.

Putting that aside, these are scientific findings, even though they’ve been cleverly manipulated by the
press to defend the wanton harlots that skulk about the modern, Western dystopia. The findings really
should come as no surprise to a regular reader of TNMM.

Using data from previous research, scientists and psychologists from the University of
Texas and California State University use the term “mate-switching hypothesis” to describe
their observations.  They say heterosexual women in relationships seek out alternative males
in order to test their current situation and look for better long-term partners. This
“switching” also enables them to have a backup if their relationship fails.

In this paragraph, we see evidence of the following Red Pill concepts embraced by PuffHo (our
colorful colloquialism for Huffington Post). Here they are, conveniently translated for you:

“Mate switching” really means Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks and Monkey Branching
“Seeking out alternative males” really means Cock Carouseling
“Better long term partners” really means a fatter meal ticket to exploit, not a better human
being
Backup guy needs no further translation

These are instincts all women have, but that society wisely constrained until the insanity of feminism
came along and plunged the West into inexorable decline.

Rachel goes on with gusto.

Lifelong monogamy does not characterize the primary mating pattern of humans,” the paper
states, according to The Times. “Breaking up with one partner and re-mating with another
— mate switching — may more accurately characterize the common, perhaps the primary,
mating strategy of humans.

It is absolutely correct that lifelong monogamy is not the norm. It has only been the norm in civilized
societies, which regularly undergo cycles of birth, growth, decline and death. Decline is intimately
linked with relinquishing control of female sexual instinct, as both Unwin and Huxley knew. Let
women follow their whorish instincts if you want to tear society down. Make them chaste and control
the instinct to spread their legs for every random thug that walks by with religious and cultural norms
if you want to build society up.

Additionally, harems have been the norm in our species for a long, long time. But this leads to an
unstable society as men who have no sexual or reproductive access aren’t as keen to go along with
society’s insane schemes which benefit women far more than men.

Rachel did at least throw men a small crumb, even if the bulk of her article was dedicated to
defending whorish Western women.

Of course, it’s not just women who cheat on their partners. While the paper focuses on
women, it acknowledges that men can also be adulterers. It says that when men stray from
home, it is likely to do with the primal instinct to obtain “reproductive success” by mating
with multiple fertile women.

We get a paragraph, and women get the rest of the article.
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What we see here is a feminist press manipulating science to defend cock carouseling women by
telling us about the history of our species and what our natural instincts are. However, PuffHo fails to
follow up by revealing the fact our raw instincts lead to a cultural Law of the Jungle and not a stable
society.

That’s sort of why myth and religion hhace always tried to direct this raw energy in a productive
manner, a lesson atheistic leftists have a hard time understanding.

We are relearning lessons of the Bronze Age in the “advanced” era of today. Someone telegraph that
to the powers that be.
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Sex Workers Confirm Anglo Women Don’t Know How to
Treat Men
March 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Sex workers confirm men are starved for basic human decency from women in the Anglo world

Here’s yet another sad, sad commentary on the mercenary state of relations between the sexes in the
frigid Anglosphere. Some say Australian women are a special kind of crazy, even when compared to
their demented Anglo sisters in America and England. This story published on an Australian news
site would seem to confirm that.

Sex workers are asking Anglo women to treat their men a little better as Australian men pay
exorbitant amounts not to have sex; often they pay just for basic female companionship. These guys
need a hug, dammit!

This is yet another shovel full of female bullshit heaped on a mountain of evidence confirming both
Rookh Kshatriya’s Anglobitch Thesis and the oft-cited claim here at TNMM that Anglo women are
the worst in the world. Just look at what men are paying hundreds of dollars an hour for in Australia.
A working girl named “Ms. Robinson” told reporters what her clients want.

It’s not this wild, crazy, hang-from-the-chandeliers porn star experience they want. They
just want to be with a girlfriend for an hour. Cuddling, being together, talking, having that
intimacy with somebody. I’ve got clients in their 20s who want that. It’s pretty amazing.
I’m still in shock over how many young guys are into me. It’s bizarre.
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These poor bastards just want a little female warmth and
kindness!

How evil the media are for portraying men like this, so-called “Johns” as sexual deviants in the
American media. We’ll say it yet again, prostitution needs to be legalized in all of America, not just
in Nevadan brothels.

This phenomenon, men paying for female intimacy rather than sex, is symptomatic of a sexual
market in which quality men have been rendered worthless by the resource cuckolding of the modern
welfare state, gynocentrism, and a culture that encourages women to shame and heap scorn upon
men. It would seem basic human decency to men is beyond the purview of women in the English-
speaking world. No wonder I saw the streets crawling with Australian men on my recent trip
to Thailand.

It’s just sex, ladies. Stop treating it as something to be kept in a bank vault if you so freely dole it out
for bad boys. Even putting a ring on it and assuming the massive dead weight most women represent
these days is no guarantee of affection for would-be Beta males. Ms. Robinson continues:

I do see a lot of married men and they’re not getting that intimacy at home, at all. Men are
looking to be understood and be heard. They’re looking for that bit of love that they’re
obviously missing. I could open up a school to teach women how to be intimate because
there are so many out there that are not giving intimacy to their husbands.

Ms. Robinson’s comments help explain why a gay acquaintance of mine in the States told me most of
the men he has relations with are married men. Gayness has a long and sordid history in the
Anglosphere, and has been lurking underneath the surface until modern times when women trashed
any pretenses of being feminine and chaste post-feminism.

What’s even more amazing is how much these men pay for these services.

The 58-year-old woman said that 90% of her clients, ranging in age from 20-45, pay
$350 for half an hour to engage in a heightened degree of emotional intimacy. In some
cases, they engage in reciprocal sexual pleasure (girlfriend experiences), but in other cases,
they won’t have sex at all (companionship experiences).

Beta thirst is real, my friends. This is why land whales think they can behave like princesses.

Imagine, a 20 year old man, in the prime of his life, paying $350 for an infertile, well worn piece of
ass. And many of these guys don’t even bang her even after they’ve paid!
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I can’t tell you the number of times a client and I haven’t had sex. We may have just sit
there and talk, we may have dinner. There’s so many times that you will not have sex.
Sometimes… I think… ‘wow’.

Wow, indeed.

This story illustrates just how bad the average man now has it in the English-speaking world.
America is no better, and by many accounts England is even worse with its treatment of men, as hard
as that is to believe. (Recent legal moves have been made to outlaw flirting, calling it “sexual
harassment” in England and Wales.)

Any wonder those of us who left The Matrix will fight tooth and nail to stay gone, not returning to
the insanity of a male-hating culture swirling the toilet bowl?
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Bros Before Hos
March 31, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

When will guys learn? Bros before hos!

It’s happened yet again.

A friend of mine is shunning me as I return home for a short visit before heading back out on the road
again. I want to hang out and he’s gone into radio silence mode, not answering my texts. But why?
He’s come under the influence of an aging Anglobitch, and she’s manipulating him is my educated
guess.  Let’s call my friend Joe for the purposes of this article.

Joe’s ho sees me as a threat to her schemes and her cushy lifestyle living in his house.

Here’s a little background about Joe’s this “catch of the day” that should be thrown back into the
water, in my opinion. She has a couple of kids, and is splatting into The Wall even as we speak.
Interestingly, she does not have custody of her kids. Immediately, alarm bells should be going off in
any man’s head when this fact reveals itself.

She has nowhere else to go. Her options are running out. She’s got the “good girl” act going on but
I’ve been around her enough times to know she would immediately revert back into wanton harlot
mode around any combination of bad boys.

How can I say that?

In short, I just know white chicks all to well. That’s why I won’t have anything to do with them
beyond pump and dumps. Just before I dropped her to run off to the Caribbean, I was fucking a 22
year old white girl (I’m pushing 40) who tried to lasso me into a shotgun marriage with constant talk
about me knocking her up. She took out her IUD. She wanted me to shoot loads in her. She openly
displayed baby rabies by shoving Facebook baby pics in my face 24/7. But I dodged the bullet. She’s
now married to some dumb fuck. Haha. But I digress.
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In short, based on a lifetime of observation and experience of women, my analysis is Joe’s ho has got
herself a nice meal ticket (a place to stay, so she don’t have to live with mommy and daddy at age 35)
and I pose a grave threat to her arrangement as I not only encourage my all friends to live a lifestyle
with prettier, sweeter, thinner women without baggage, I am a walking advertisement for HOW to do
it.

And she has seen my success in action. She’s seen photos of the girls I bang from all over the world. I
must scare this girl to death.

I have no doubt Joe will stop shunning me after this chick monkey branches to another unfortunate
soul she thinks she can get the infamous Bigger, Better Deal out of. But it just sucks that a guy who
has been frivorce raped is allowing a post-expiration date chick to yet again assume unwarranted
influence over his life. He’s supposed to know better!

Bros before hos!
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Weekend Reading | March 31, 2017
March 31, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of March 31, 2017.

Manosphere

Talk Show Radio Host Michael Savage Attacked on Street, Mainstream Media
Says Nothing

Michael Savage, the popular talk radio host of the Michael Savage show, was assaulted by a
man at a San Francisco restaurant this month. According to reports, the tall man knocked
away Savage’s ten pound pet poodle, Teddy, and knocked the 74-year-old Savage to the
ground. A Good Samaritan arrived to help, but was also met with the ground from the
violent attacker. The man fled and police are still investigating.

The Modern Woman is a Witch Under a Spell

In today’s degenerate slime bucket called the west, we have coteries of differing weirdos,
freaks, scumbags and skanks.  The one gender that straddles all of those deranged groups
like the mother whore of Babylon is, you guessed it.  Females.  As the most easily
manipulated and emotionally twisted group of humans.  Their minds were most efficiently
funneled into directed paths which are dysgenic and colossally destructive for society as a
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whole.  As modern technology reached further and further into humanity.  We see through
the use of globalized social media and widespread use of online streaming video that
women now have limitless supplies of thirsty men at their disposal.

Questioning the r/K Theory of American Politics

Agnostic has some biting words for proponents of the theory that (White) conservatives are
K-selected and (White) liberals are r-selected.

Ten Observations from Living in America’s Most Notorious Neighborhood

In late February/early March 2014, I was put in a rather uncomfortable position. My
roommate at the time informed me that he would not be able to sign a year’s lease with me.
He was having difficulty finding steady work, and the situation was heightened by the fact
that the rent for our two bedroom slice of comfort would spike by nearly 20 percent for the
new lease.
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News

Putin Blasts Euro-Western Culture of Pedophilia and Satanism

Recent events have sparked renewed interest in an explosive speech given by Vladimir
Putin at the final plenary meeting of the Valdai International Discussion Club On September
19, 2013, addressing a number of challenges faced by contemporary Russia. In doing so, he
also took aim at the moral degradation creeping through Europe and the West, in a rare – by
normal political standards – display of candour.

Cop Records Himself Ignoring Cries for Help to Flirt

It was only after the department became aware of several videos Fennell made, which
demonstrated he was guilty of “dereliction of duty,” did they start to put two and two
together and launch an investigation.

Hannity Sides with Freedom Caucus Over Trump (So Does TNMM)

President Donald Trump has forced some of his most ardent supporters in conservative
media into an awkward position as he searches for a scapegoat to blame for the Republican-
controlled government’s failure to repeal Obamacare this month.

Army Intel Officer Lays Out Why the Elite Are So Scared of Infowars

Survivalist expert and author James Wesley Rawles explains why the global elite are
threatened by the impact Infowars is having on politics around the world.
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The Ticking Time Bomb that Will Eventually Wipe Out Every Pension Fund in
America

Are millions of Americans about to see the big, juicy pensions that they were counting on to
fund their golden years go up in flames in the biggest financial disaster in U.S. history?

Book of the Week

The attacks of September 11, 2001, were accomplished through an amazing
orchestration of logistics and personnel. Crossing the Rubicon discovers and identifies key
suspects—finding some of them in the highest echelons of American government—by showing how
they acted in concert to guarantee that the attacks produced the desired result.

Crossing the Rubicon is unique not only for its case-breaking examination of 9/11, but for the breadth
and depth of its world picture—an interdisciplinary analysis of petroleum, geopolitics, narcotraffic,
intelligence and militarism—without which 9/11 cannot be understood.

The US manufacturing sector has been mostly replaced by speculation on financial data whose
underlying economic reality is a dark secret. Hundreds of billions of dollars in laundered drug money
flow through Wall Street each year from opium and coca fields maintained by CIA-sponsored
warlords and US-backed covert paramilitary violence. America’s global dominance depends on a
continually turning mill of guns, drugs, oil and money. Oil and natural gas—the fuels that make
economic growth possible—are subsidized by American military force and foreign lending.

In reality, 9/11 and the resulting “war on terror” are parts of a massive authoritarian response to an
emerging economic crisis of unprecedented scale. Peak Oil—the beginning of the end for our
industrial civilization—is driving the élites of American power to implement unthinkably draconian
measures of repression, warfare and population control. Crossing the Rubicon is more than a story. It
is a map of the perilous terrain through which, together and alone, we are all now making our way.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Tyranny Of Technological Control Is Becoming A Reality
April 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Electronic slavery will be the most insidious slavery in the history of mankind

There’s little doubt the ultimate goal of globalists is to roll out a Global Technological Control grid,
in which everything and everybody is connected – and monitored – by a computer network spanning
the entire globe. Essentially, the dream of the elite is to unfurl a system of electronically enforced
Communism via subcutaneous microchips. Of course, the elite and their cronies who possess what
Aaron Russo called the “KMA chip” or the “Kiss My Ass chip” will be exempt from the
micromanagement of daily life everyone else is forced to adhere to.

The elites’ dream and commoners’ nightmare of a “Prison Planet” is
being done in degree. That chip in your new credit card that’s supposed to enhance security? A
rudimentary step towards getting a chip placed into your hand for all purchases as cash is eliminated.
Incidentally, I noticed a fast food restaurant I recently visited inside The Matrix is now scanning all
money because of supposed “fraud” but one can envision a system in which even cash itself is
electronically monitored with paper-size chips in order to track how you’re spending it.
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That Big Brother sensor Progressive insurance has been attaching modest discounts to in order to get
people to start welcoming second by second monitoring of their driving habits? Another piece of the
puzzle.

Incidentally, many trucking companies already have cameras that monitor drivers’ behavior 24 hours
a day. How long before cameras are mandated inside passenger vehicles?

Google and Facebook monitoring and storing every keystroke you ever make online? Yet another
piece of the puzzle. Bolder steps will come when literally everything has a computer chip in it, and
there are cameras literally creating the equivalent of millions or billions of people living their own
personal The Truman Show.

Here’s how a couple more emerging technologies play into the scheme.

Once scoffed at, RFID is already emerging in everything from credit cards to Passports – the next step is putting the chip in your hand

5G, Global WiFi, and RFID

Expected to be online by around 2020, 5G is the next generation of communications that will
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facilitate the coming Internet of Things.

Beyond the terrestrial cell networks which will be able to monitor tens of millions of electronic
“brains” inside everything from our wallets to our cars to the products we buy, there are plans being
hatched by billionaire Elon Musk to make WiFi ubiquitous worldwide via satellite. Newsweek hailed
the announcement as yet another undeniable consequence of the all-important word “progress”
without detailing any of the inherent risks:

Musk announced the scheme to launch a network of geosynchronous satellites, allowing
high-speed internet access all over the globe. Musk told Businessweek: “The long-term
potential is to be the primary means of long-distance internet traffic and to serve people in
sparsely populated areas.” It would not only provide internet for the millions of people
without it in remote or impoverished areas of the world, but, in theory, also make current
connection speeds quicker as light travels faster in space than it does in the fibre optic
cables used now.

Translation: There will soon be no escaping the reach of the central planners and micromanagers in
the corporate-government complex. As everything humans do shifts from physical reality to being
mediated by an electronic “middleman” the potential for abuse of power becomes an enormous
concern.

Nobody listened when Aaron Russo sounded the alarm about the RFID agenda a decade ago:

The ultimate goal that these people have in mind is the goal to create a one-world
government, run by the banking industry. Run by the bankers. And the whole agenda is to
create a one-world government where everybody has an RFID chip implanted in them. All
money is to be in those chips — there’ll be no more cash. And this is given me straight from
Rockefeller himself; this is what they want to accomplish. And all money will be in your
chips. And so, instead of having cash, any time you have money in your chip, they can take
out whatever they want to take out whenever they want to. If they say “you owe us this
much money in taxes,” they just deduct it out of your chip, digitally. And, if you’re like me
or you, and you’re protesting what they’re doing, they can just turn off your chip. And you
have nothing. You can’t buy food. You can’t do anything. It’s total control of the people.

Those who went along with Russo’s frightful vision of the future were called nuts, crackpots, and
cranks. However, even those who once scoffed at these warnings are now being forced to take a
second look as globalist designs become more obvious by the year.
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Progressive car insurance will give you a modest discount if you’ll let them monitor everything you do on the road

Internet Of Things

These emerging communications technologies will be the backbone for what is the truly threatening
risk to the freedom an autonomy of mankind: the Internet of Things.

The Internet of things is the inter-networking of physical devices, vehicles (also referred to
as “connected devices” and “smart devices”), buildings, and other items—embedded with
electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and network connectivity that enable these objects
to collect and exchange data.

It sounds harmless, right? Except when one sees one of the goals is to take human decision making
out of something as benign as driving to work. As revealed by WIRED:

If there’s ice on the bridge, the same sensors in the concrete will detect it and communicate
the information via the wireless internet to your car. Once your car knows there’s a hazard
ahead, it will instruct the driver to slow down, and if the driver doesn’t, then the car will
slow down for him.

But it goes deeper than that. Facebook and Google can already predict consumer behavior by
monitoring your behavior online. Imagine when there are sensors that track everything you purchase,
everywhere you go, and even everything you say with voice recognition technology. The control grid
assumes even more power over our lives. The Waking Times gives us another piece of the puzzle:

The deeper level is really about the construction of a total technological control grid whose
ultimate purpose is to know what you’re thinking and feeling, and then be able to change
what you’re thinking and feeling so as to control your actions. In other words, complete
technological slavery. Like many aspects of the worldwide conspiracy, most people who
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push forward their particular aspect of the overall agenda have no idea of the deeper
ramifications or where the whole thing is headed.

Ultimately, the Internet of Things will be a world-size robot. Bruce Schneier writes for Forbes:

You can think of the sensors as the eyes and ears of the internet. You can think of the
actuators as the hands and feet of the internet. And you can think of the stuff in the middle
as the brain. We are building an internet that senses, thinks, and acts.

This is the classic definition of a robot. We’re building a world-size robot, and we don’t
even realize it.

This world-size robot is actually more than the Internet of Things. It’s a combination of …
mobile computing, cloud computing, always-on computing, huge databases of personal
information, the Internet of Things … autonomy, and artificial intelligence … It’ll get more
powerful and more capable through all the interconnections we’re building.

It’ll also get much more dangerous.

Some would say that’s been the plan all along. To take individual human decision making out of the
equation and let all decisions be made – and electronically enforced – by the collective. We are closer
to realizing this dystopia than most people understand. To the elites, Ayn Rand’s freedom, reason,
and individualism are so passé.
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Eye Candy of the Week | April 2, 2017
April 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s model is Rosie Huntington, who shows us how delicious some vanilla can be. She’s our
Eye Candy of the Week as we enjoy the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Rel’s Strip Club List: Lust | Charlotte, NC
April 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It finally happened. I found a black strip club I didn’t like

Lust | Charlotte, NC
Relampago’s Rating: 

Black strip clubs never fail to give me bang for the buck.

But it finally happened. I found a black strip club I didn’t like. I was dumbfounded as I spent a couple
of hours at Lust in Charlotte, North Carolina over the weekend, and the girls were as distant and self-
absorbed as you’d find a typical white girl strip club. I couldn’t wait to leave.

Don’t get me wrong. Quite a few of the dancers had gorgeous bodies, big but firm asses, nice hips,
nice boobs, and pretty faces. There were others who had too many tattoos and pink hair, but I like
having a few hood chicks thrown into the mix. Some of them can be very fun to know once you break
the ice.

But something was off. The girls didn’t know how to work the room. They just stood around and
watched each other dance. A few girls approached me but only gave me the “Do you want to buy a
dance?” treatment.

What the hell?

Had I stumbled into a parallel universe? There were beautiful chocolate ladies everywhere but they
were either paying more attention to each other or too caught up in a solipsistic daze to realize they
have to do something more than admire themselves to earn some cash. Black strip clubs are never
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like this.

It started when I entered the door and was greeted by a security guard who proceeded to give me the
“wand” treatment that TSA is infamous for, and told me to lose my eyedrops (I had some seasonal
allergies) and that my phone would also have to go back to my car. I almost left after those requests
(after telling him how dumb I thought those policies were) but was just so sure that I’d have a good
time I let it slide.

It ended when I decided to leave after only 3 beers.

As far as atmosphere, this club is nice, with classy choices in decor and furniture. But I’d rather
spend time in a dive and have a good time than in a club that has nothing to offer but superficial
atmosphere.

As a side note, I will say strip clubs in the South do tend to suck. My experiences in Virginia, West
Virginia, North Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, and Florida have all tended to be underwhelming.
The Bible Belt culture and Baptist brand of repressed sexuality in these states really sucks the life out
of the nightlife.

That said, the very best club I’ve found in the entire country is in Louisiana, a wonderful little hole in
the wall called Passion in New Orleans. Other black strip clubs I’ve been to have given me nights to
remember, but this night at Lust was one I’d just as soon forget.
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The Most Valuable Prize A Man Can Ever Possess
April 4, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

Honor has devolved into nothing more than a trite platitude in modern times

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

Today a man’s word means little if anything.  He can lie, cheat and spew hateful rhetoric towards
others with virtually no repercussions.  If you happen to belong to a protected class this goes doubly
so.  Especially when a protected class is haranguing a designated scapegoat class (white males).

In this kind of world where the words out of someone’s mouth carry no weight, it is unmistakably
apparent the lack of moral fiber prevalent in the average human being.  For hundreds and thousands
of years there was a very different system at work which could smash down hard on the type of
inferior person who spoke with little concern for the consequences.

Unearthing Honor

Our great societies of the past which made it possible to organize and expand into the global
technological matrix we see unfolding today had a polar opposite approach to human interactions. 
This was due in part to the hierarchical nature of those societies.
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Indeed those cultures not sufficiently insulated from the lurking phantoms of
toil, strife and hardship more accurately organized themselves around Natural Law.  This means that
in society as well as found in nature,  everyone is NOT equal.

There are differing values for different people.  A blacksmith has a different value from a noble
Lord.  A peasant farmer has a different value than the King of his nation.  In order for these systems
to work there must be a stratifying element to contain and maintain these class values.  Enter the
concept of Honor.

This concept is as old as society itself.  It even has a spiritual context.  Honor comes out of a man’s
desire to bring order into the world and to safeguard his most esteemed prize, the words out of his
mouth and his right to live and breathe unmolested.  This concept formed around the nobility. 
Now since society in these times was based around class stratification, there was a spiritual context to
this organization where at the top you have the nobility and the kings who gained their throne and
lands by a divine mandate.  This mandate in reality means their own will to power and that is
projected down through a royal bloodline.

While many modern historians may state that noble lords of the dark/middle ages behaved in a
manner that more resembled a mob boss.  It is this author’s opinion that such historians are looking
back at the past from their fagged out multikulti globohomo perspective.  They cannot imagine a
world without state sponsored welfare, unlimited immigration, planned parenthood,
LGTBTWTFEVER rights and so on.  In other words they are sick and can only see things through
the bile colored spectacles set astride their gaybaby faces.
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A society on the rise values honor

Ascendant Society

A society or nation that values honor also values the Warrior and martial conquest.  Heroic ideals
were at the heart of every man.  While it may have been extremely difficult for the lower classes to
ever attain noble status.  It was indeed possible for the strongest and stoutest of the lands.  Again the
key to recognize here is that when a society is structured around Natural Law, the will to power of a
man is his most prized asset in life.

Honor is the mechanism by which he defends that asset and enshrines it
as a noble aspiration.

The noble classes were supposed to be elevated above the common folk by their blood or divine
mandate.  Yet they were also charged with the defense of their lands as well as the upkeep and the
safeguarding of all the lower classes.   When wars broke out in the kingdom it was the noble classes
whom did all the fighting and the dying.  The commoners were largely protected in this regard from
ever having to fight themselves.
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Naturally an honor system would develop between the rulers who are actually dying to protect their
lands and the ruled who only must give a portion of their produce towards the liege Lord.  A society
structured like this is physically as well as spiritually ascendant.  We see this reflected in the
architecture of the times.  Medieval kingdoms had their most prized spiritual structure, the church
centered at the highest elevated point in the city.  All visitors coming upon the lands could look in
wonder and amazement at the beautiful city which had its spiritual place of worship at the highest
point in the entire city.  A shining beacon of light calling wayward travelers home.  An obelisk
standing strong and virile reaching up to the stars.  The bright sun shining down which casts it’s rays
of light as divine favor.

This is the time where all fantasy notions hearken back to.  The heroic defenders of their lands, the
virgin princesses, benevolent kings and treacherous tyrants.  Every girl dreams of being a princess. 
Every boy wants to be the knight.  These notions exist in us for a reason.  A painfully distant reason
the modern world can never fulfill.

A Man’s Treasure

Today people are focused solely on the material.  Looking at modern advertising we see the
gluttonous appeal to corporate products as somehow fulfilling a deep need within the individual. 
Words in general don’t mean what they used to as the meaninglessness of life permeates a mentality
where everyone and everything is equal.

People say things like…

______ is my favorite thing ever.   Do _______ for me and I will love you forever.

And…

Omg I hate ______ and hope they die.

The one thing in common with these is that the words themselves are
impotent.  No it’s not your favorite thing ever.  Tomorrow something else will occupy your reptilian
brain.

No you won’t love me forever as your “love” is based on the material assets you gain from the
interaction.

No you don’t really hate them and want them to die because you don’t have the balls to do it yourself.

People place all their value on plastic products and perishing items.  What if a man placed the value
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of gold, diamonds and endless wealth combined on a treasure that is not tangible?  What if he found a
prize of incalculable value on something no one could ever take from him?

The value of honor is incalculable

A Pearl Of Great Price

A man’s honor is his gift to himself.  No man can give it to him.  No man can take it from him.  He
gains it by consistently being a man of his word.  He holds it close to himself as a priceless ruby. 
Whenever a man does not step up to defend his honor he tarnishes himself and pisses on his treasure
as if it were nothing to him.  He says with his actions that, better to be a coward and live than be a
hero and die.

He denies the spiritual value of intangible treasures like Honor and Loyalty.

If a man had a favorite child.  A beautiful son or daughter who shined brightly in every aspect.  What
means would you go to in protecting them?  What expense would you spare in giving them all they
need to become the best possible?  How many would you destroy who threatened their life with
harm?

This is how a man should view his honor.  Worthy of protecting even if it means to the point of
violence.  Men can come and take your gold, your lands and all you own.  They cannot take your
honor.

Only for a man who has trampled over his own honor can the enemies of the world come to
take the rest.
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MGTOW Grows: Marriage Rates Continue Steep Decline
April 5, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Marriage rates are tumbling among adults under age 35

Marriage rates are in steep decline as men go MGTOW and otherwise avoid selling themselves out
for subpar women.

After all, what mind in his right mind would sign up for marriage to an
Anglobitch? Especially considering high divorce rates, plus the added threats brought on by a man-
hating court system and the danger of losing everything for implied (but not guaranteed) use of a
depreciating, moist piece of anatomy.

Nature’s magic credit card, in other words, which today’s women are already over their credit limits
on isn’t quite the honey trap it used to be for luring men into The Marriage Trap.

Whether it’s MGTOWs or et cetera, men are avoiding marriage at ever increasing rates. Bloomberg,
after seeing new statistics revealing the decline in matrimony recently reported Young Americans
Are Killing Marriage. That headline is incorrect. Women and feminism killed marriage. It’s nothing
but a legal, financial, and social albatross for the modern man. Here are some stats revealing the steep
decline in marriage over the last generation and a half. From Bloomberg:
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In 1980, two-thirds of 25- to 34-year-olds were already married. One in eight had already
been married and divorced. In 2015, just two in five millennials were married, and only 7%
had been divorced.

In other words, marriage rates for young adults have tumbled from 66% to 40% in that time period.
There is some good news here: fewer men are being subjected to frivorces now than in the past.
Divorce rates have fallen from 12% to 7% in that same time period, which means men are getting
smarter about who they are choosing to legally tie themselves to.

Here’s why the blame for the decline of marriage can be laid directly at the feet of Anglobitches.
There are some interesting statistics that show the themes we discuss on men’s blogs have validity,
and aren’t just polemics designed to attack Anglo women. They deserve every bit of ire we send their
way.

Want a marriage that will last? Go to Asia or elsewhere abroad as statistics prove foreign women are superior life partners

Marriages to Foreign Women Last

Many American men are choosing to make investments in foreign brides. The U.S. Census Bureau
reveals a foreign bride is a much safer bet than an Anglobitch, as interpreted on City Data:

The divorce rate for American men who marry American women: 57%. But since the
figures from several states (including California) are excluded, the true national divorce rate
is likely closer to 65%. The divorce rate in California is over 70%. The divorce rate for
American men who marry foreign women: approximately 20%.

Put more simply:

You can marry an American woman and have a close to two-thirds (66%) chance of getting
divorced, or you can marry a foreign woman and have at least a 75% chance of success.
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So, it turns out all us guys in the manosphere aren’t just ranting and raving. Anglobitches really are
terrible women.

In addition, as the noose of the corporate-government complex tightens around the necks of those in
The Matrix, more young people are working more today than their parents did. This is due, in part, to
Anglo women deciding to become common laborers rather than moms and housewives.

But, nobody can say young people aren’t working as hard as their parents did.

There’s also no sign that young people today are lazier than three decades ago. In 1980, 74
percent of baby boomers reported that they had worked in the past week, the Census data
show. In 2015, slightly more millennials, 77 percent, said they’d been to work in the past
week.

In spite of the fact more Americans are working, they’re obviously taking home less as many are
forced to forgo purchasing their own homes or renting their own places.

The chance that Americans in their late twenties and early thirties live with parents or
grandparents has more than doubled. In 1980, just 9 percent of 25- to 34-year-olds were
doing so. In 2015, 22 percent lived with parents or grandparents.

It should be noted marriage rates were designed to tumble as a wedge was driven between the sexes
by 50 years of leftism and Cultural Marxism. This has made women and men compete with each
other for scraps off the corporate table rather than cooperating with each other to produce families
and legacies beyond those of empty materialistic consumption.

As has been pointed out previously by TNMM, the ultimate irony of feminism is it has made women
worthless for men when it comes to just about anything but sex. Feminism literally turned women
into nothing but sex objects, since they bring nothing else of value to the table!

And now, men have to go abroad to find a decent spouse.
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Rel’s Strip Club List: Club Onyx | Charlotte, NC
April 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here’s another surprisingly bad big city strip club experience

Club Onyx | Charlotte, NC
Relampago’s Rating: 

I recently posted about a terrible experience at Lust in Charlotte. Well, the ethnic strip club across
town isn’t any better. This makes two consecutive bad experiences at black strip clubs in The Queen
City.

Here’s how this latest Deep South Disaster played out.

I went in at opening time on a Tuesday, since the club is only open 4 days a week. There is a full
scale, TSA-style pat down, complete with the little bins they make you put all your shit in at airports.
Once I got felt up by the guard, I sat around for 2-3 hours before a single dancer appeared, even
though there were men sitting there.
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Once they did appear, the DJ started hustling all the men in the club to start
throwing $1 bills at what were generally overweight and not very friendly women. Nobody listened.
So, his hustling got even more strident as he kept telling guys to open up their wallets and give these
girls money, apparently for being alive with warm bodies and bikinis on.

Then a girl came and sat down next to me. Same sad story. Acne and/or meth related facial scars.
Overweight. Doing nothing but hustling for dances, attempting to siphon as much money as she could
out of me (she didn’t get a dime). I asked her why the atmosphere in the club was so bleak at the DJ
continued hustling hard for $1 bills in the background.

She said this is a show club. So, I showed myself the door.

I figured a city the size of Charlotte would know how to party. But the clubs in town just don’t seem
to get it. You can’t treat men like walking ATM machines and expect to have a successful business or
make tip out that night. That might have worked in the past but men have higher expectations now.

It’s just another sad commentary on the frightful status of relations between the sexes in America and
the way men are viewed in Anglo America. It was sad that a couple of guys were so desperate for a
female touch they were paying just to be danced on by these girls, who never got to know the guys or
spent any time treating them like a human being.

I have to say…avoid Club Onyx if you’re a PUA looking for a good time. There’s simply no time to
talk to or get to know any of the girls on a personal level. Men are treated like dollar bill dispensers
and there’s no “soul” to a place like this.

How disappointed I was to have to write a review like this.
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Misandry On Parade: Men Pushed to Symbolically Geld
Themselves at “Masculinity Confession Booth”
April 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Won’t you join us in our crusade against men?

Anglo-America really has a problem with men and masculinity. Some would say it always has. It
exhalts women and denigrates men at every turn. Here’s a new twist on the same plot, one that has
been plaguing Anglo society since the days of Puritanism. The University of Regina is taking this
insanity a step further for cucked Canucks.

Come and share your sins so we can begin to discuss how to identify and change our ways!

So go in, fess up, and let these girls how tell you how to be a better man! But don’t you dare tell these
girls how to be better women!

Just what sins are they referring to? Why, acting like a traditional man, of course. Remember the
androgyny agenda TNMM has reported on in the past? This story also falls under that banner.

Feminists and other sorts of man-haters are always eager to throw worn-out, boilerplate phrases in
our faces. Like telling guys to “Man up!” whenever they want to use masculinity against men. So
what do they want? Here’s the official pablum:

At the Man Up Against Violence initiative, we challenge mindsets and behaviors with
regard to the social construction of masculinity and its relationship with violence. We work
together to bring light to the causes of all types of violence related to gender, race, socio-
economic status, ability level and beyond.

Here’s the translation. Women say they want men to act like pussies, but never fuck with or breed
with those type of men. Also, they want white men to become pushovers for everyone under the
“some animals are more equal than others” banner on the Animal Farm.
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Shit tests never end.

Tyler Perkins, cucked football player made this contribution to the leftist propaganda on the Man Up
Against Violence web site. He says:

We don’t have to continue to live in a misogynistic society. I think [changing this] falls on
everyone and especially men because quite frankly we are the problem right now.

Speak for yourself, Ty. Some of us think Anglobitches are a pretty big
problem.

The irony of using a defensive line football player, whose competitive lifestyle is based on “toxic”
masculinity and his ability to dominate other players on the field, in a “violent” game of knocking
people down, to talk about the need to save the world from male violence is as lost on the University
of Vagina… er… Regina.

It’s almost as “ironic” (using a progressive code word) as when Hollywood stars whose lives are
based on making pretend in front of a camera with fake guns condemn gun violence.

Or, when Snoop Dogg condemed gun violence on one of his singles a few years back, since his entire
career is founded on the image of being an outlaw brandishing weapons.

Some might tell these femcunts we don’t have to continue to live in a society that pedestalizes
women who don’t deserve to be pedestalized. And that we don’t have to continue to paint men as
scapegoats for all the ills of the world.

One of these days, if this agenda continues, possessing a penis will be a crime. Seriously.
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Weekend Reading | April 7, 2017
April 7, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here are some of the most politically incorrect, incisive, interesting, or original links from around the
web for the weekend of April 7, 2017.

Manosphere

Pepsi Ad Celebrating Social Justice Warriors Backfires Spectacularly

On the third of April 2017, the PepsiCo brand released an ad focused on the core values of
Social Justice, depicting a demonstration of its usual defenders. The video reaches its
climax when ultra-rich SJW Kendall Jenner saves the day and hands a can of Pepsi to an
oppressive-looking White police officer. Everyone cheers.

British DJ Sentenced to Year in Prison for Remixing Muslim Prayer Call

A British DJ has reportedly been sentenced to one year in prison in Tunisia for creating a
dance mix of a Muslim call to prayer. According to The Telegraph, the DJ is a Londoner by
the name of Dax J. He was reportedly performing at the Orbit Festival in north-eastern
Tunisia. Footage from the event shows the moment of his ‘crime.’
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Nonlinear Seduction

Chicks HATE HATE HATE boring men.
Worse than they hate unemployed bums.
Worse than they hate pygmales.
Worse than they hate nümales.
Worse than they hate neomaxizimdweebmales.

Beta or Codependent

During the early days of the Manosphere our objectives were simple and straightforward:
figuring out what sort of behaviour attracts women, and what sort of behaviour repulses
them.  This was the cauldron which gave rise to the terms Alpha and Beta, a simplistic (but
useful) metric where young Lotharios would ask themselves if they were behaving like A) a
simpering dweebo, or B) Like a Boss.

FEED Inc & The Corporate Campaign Dialectic

Seems to me like the “Paleo Diet” bubble on teh Interwebz has popped. Or jumped the
shark…or run its course or whatever other cute term you want to use to refer to a fad that
has passed and now generally viewed with condescending amusement by those who “now
know better.”
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News

Are Toxic Chemicals Turning Boys Into Girls

In the dark warmth of the womb, a miracle unfolds silently and inexorably. An
unrecognizable glom of cells begins to take shape according to a master plan laid down eons
ago. The tiny mass that will soon form a priceless treasure burgeons into human form with
fingers, toes, and a minuscule nose. It is female, and only nature can read the instructions
that determine whether the being remains female or transforms into a male.

5 Signs the Justice System is Hopelessly Corrupt

The entire statist system is beleaguered and reeling from inherent problems and issues that
are grossly out of balance with natural order and cosmic law. The justice system is one
aspect of the statist system that is especially corrupt. From the bottom-up/top-down from
the lowly street cop at the bottom, counting quotas, to the entrenched supreme court judge at
the top wielding absolute power (that tends to corrupt absolutely), the justice system has
never been more oppressive and overreaching. One has to obsequiously walk on eggshells,
staying within rigid lines like a good little statist-pawn/debt-slave/propaganda-puppet, just
to get through the day without getting locked up for a petty crime. And all of this within a
so-called “free” country.

Michael Savage Warns on War with Russia: Who Got to You, Mr. President?

Noting President Woodrow Wilson asked Congress for a declaration of war against
Germany 100 years ago Thursday, plunging the nation into a costly war, talk-radio host
Michael Savage said history seemed to be repeating itself as President Trump considered
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taking military action against Syria, which is allied with Russia and Iran.

Trump Goes to War: Bombs Syria

President Trump ordered a cruise missile strike against a Syrian regime military airbase, in
response to a chemical weapons attack carried out by the regime earlier this week.

Feds Fund “How to Be a Good Muslim” Lessons for Students

A Christian organization has sent a letter to U.S. Department of Education Secretary Betsy
DeVos demanding the department pull its support for what it calls “an Islamic Sunday
School program” for public-school students.

Book of the Week

In The Forty Years War, authors Len Colodny, author of the New York
Times bestseller Silent Coup, and Tom Schactman, offer an eye-opening exposé of the history of the
neoconservative movement—from its little-known role in Richard Nixon’s downfall through its
ultimate expression in the preemptive war in Iraq. Groundbreaking and provocative, The Forty Years
War documents the neocons’ undermining of the Nixon White House, their success at halting détente
during the Ford and Carter years, their uneasy alliance with Ronald Reagan, and their determination
to eventually take the U.S. all the way to Baghdad.

“Absorbing…a must read….illuminating and deeply provocative….The Forty Years War is a book
that deserves to have a much higher public profile as Colodny and Shachtman are marshalling new
evidence to challenge conventional interpretations of late Cold War political history and foreign
policy.” (Zenpundit.com)

“[Colodny and Shachtman] tell the story from Nixon to now, and they do it in meticulous and
interesting detail.” (Chicago Sun-Times)

“A rigorous and critical examination of the neoconservative movement and the bureaucratic,
ideological battles over American foreign policy from 1969 to 2009.…[A] captivating chronicle.
Highly recommended.” (Library Journal)

“A well-reported, fast-paced history lesson on the eternal conflict between ideologues and
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policymakers and the hubris that always accompanies success.” (Kirkus Reviews)
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4 Items On The Elite’s Population Control Wish List
April 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“The world today has 6.8 billion people… that’s headed up to about 9 billion. Now if we do a really great job on new vaccines, health care,
reproductive health services, we could lower that by perhaps 10 or 15 percent.” -Mr. Vaccine, Bill Gates

As the designs of the New World Order become less fuzzy and come into focus with time, a
frightening and utterly anti-human array of agenda items appear. Those who wish to shed some light
on the looming visions of sociopathic madmen glaring down with contempt on the commoners
should look no further than Ecoscience, a sprawling, 1051 page book by radical environmentalists
Paul Ehrlich and John Holdren, the latter of which who served on the White House Council on
Science and Technology in the outgoing, Communist administration of Barack Hussein Obama.

But just because leftist elites and their environmentalist puppets have temporarily taken a back seat
doesn’t mean they’ve gone away. Nor has their agenda. As you well know the enemies of Trump’s
populism are chomping at the bit to regain power and institute such insanity as the agenda items
you’re about to see.

Looking at four agenda items on the leftist elite’s wish list is enough to raise the hair on a man’s
neck, and gives us insight as to what’s really happening when power brokers get together and have
meetings. Meantime, as their bidding is done Western economies are crippled by financiers and
humans are managed like cows by encroaching electronic tyranny.

Here’s four ways they want to impact your life.
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Tax the air we breathe, control how much water we use, and control the soil we grow crops on – even on land we “own” – is the goal of
leftist authoritarians

1. Institute Total Government Control Over Air, Water, And Soil

If you ever felt like you were not a person but a number on a spreadsheet at your corporate office and
in the government’s database, you are correct in that assumption. In the view of elites and leftists,
humans are nothing more than a cancer on the planet. Ehrlich and Holdren detail their dream of
having the government control land, sea, and sky.

Their dream is to have anything involving air, water, or soil under world
government control. Hence, the doubling down on the global warming agenda in media and
elsewhere since Trump’s EPA man started gutting some of the most intrusive policies.

The goals are taxing the air we breathe, carving up water resources and ceding them them out to
corporate-government control, and intrusive measures that keep people from growing their own food
and “living off the land.” The air your breathe, the water you have in your well, and the crops you
grow on your land will all be subject to control.
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This agenda is already in motion.

Carbon, an element on the periodic table of the elements and the basis for all life on earth is being
relentlessly vilified. The EPA is seizing control of water resources nationwide and controlling their
use through unending regulation. The EPA is also devastating farmers who aren’t part of the elite’s
corporate-government complex with unending regulation.

All of the above will be subject to Big Daddy Government’s micromanagement. One can envision a
world in which oxygen is taxed, drinking water is rationed, and it’s illegal to grow your own food.

Government control of science and technology is another agenda item

2. Limit Science And Technology with Science Courts

As detailed in Ecoscience, leftist authoritarians want a science court, which will decide which
inventions will be accepted and which will be banned by a small cabal of elitists who will run the
entire world.

Science and technology will be co-opted to suit their agendas. Elitists want to micromanage
everything from the temperature in your living room, to the amount of food you get to eat, to the kind
of car your drive and how many miles you get to drive it. If this sounds beyond the reach of central
planners in government, bear in mind that’s exactly what 5G, Global WiFi, and RFID are being
designed to do, as last week’s article touched on.

Centralized control of science and technology is intended to reduce world population. The bottom
line is elites and their government employees want less people on Earth and more authoritarian
control over the people that remain. As Holdren says in one of his presentations:

Lower [population] is better for lots of reasons: 8 billion people in 2100 is preferable by far
to 10 billion.

But, as we will see in a moment the ultimate goal is to de-populate the planet even further than that.
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Governments want to manage the lives of people like farmers manages those of livestock

3. Stop World Economic Development

As Africa, China and Latin America imitate Western economic
development, the agenda is to stop them from developing, and in fact reverse development in already
industrialized Western nations. Environmentalists like Erhlich and Holdren are pushing to roll back
progress to bring humans back to a state of living equaling that of pre-industrial civilization.

But that’s only the beginning.

The aforementioned global warming agenda also ties into stopping economic development in other
countries. The agenda is tantamount to telling other nations not to do what America and Europe did
to pull themselves out of poverty and provide a better life for their people. As revealed by Dr.
Webster Tarpley:

While the Malthusians contend that over population and industrial pollution are the biggest
problems, the actual problems are under production, poverty, disease, malnutrition and
GREED. Everyone would have enough to eat if the wars and the greed were stopped. If the
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3rd World was allowed to industrialize their birth rates would stabilize and their living
standards would improve.

Additionally, the authors of Ecoscience says nations like India and Bangladesh need to be placed into
what they call triage – cutting off all food aid and extending no credit to them from the world
government. In essence, the design of the world government will literally be to let hundreds of
millions starve to death. And that’s only the beginning.

The elite know exactly how many people they want on their planet

4. Cull Global Population to 1 Billion

This is where things really get hairy with the assembling planetary regime. Going by “optimum
population” numbers detailed in Ecoscience, around 6 billion people need to die. The effect this
would have on modern economies is unimaginable, as population growth is correlated with economic
prosperity and population decline is correlated with economic decline and depression. The Georgia
Guidestones take this ideology a step further, claiming 500 million people is the “optimum
population.” Is this why World War III seems to draw nigh every time the Neocons speak, as they
constantly court war with Russia and Iran?

What are some other ways the eco nuts – doing the bidding of the elite, make no mistake – want to
accomplish their goal of population decline?

There are plans to draw up “Population Laws.” Effectively, this means people will have to get
licensed to give birth. A couple will literally need government permission to get pregnant. Don’t get
the license and blessing of your rulers? You will face forced adoption and government-mandated
abortions. Abortions, already responsible for 45 million deaths since 1973 will become even more
commonplace. From Ecoscience:

It has been concluded that compulsory population-control laws, even including laws
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requiring compulsory abortion, could be sustained under the existing Constitution if the
population crisis became sufficiently severe to endanger the society.

But why stop there? There are plans to overthrow the “existing Constitution” and replace it with
world government. From there, the NWO can start sterilizing people through drinking water. From
Ecoscience:

Adding a sterilant to drinking water or staple foods is a suggestion that seems to horrify
people more than most proposals for involuntary fertility control. Indeed, this would pose
some very difficult political, legal, and social questions, to say nothing of the technical
problems. No such sterilant exists today, nor does one appear to be under development. To
be acceptable, such a substance would have to meet some rather stiff requirements: it must
be uniformly effective, despite widely varying doses received by individuals, and despite
varying degrees of fertility and sensitivity among individuals; it must be free of dangerous
or unpleasant side effects; and it must have no effect on members of the opposite sex,
children, old people, pets, or livestock.

And of course, it would have to be socially engineered into the silly putty minds of the sheeple who
would be subject to being sterilized by drinking water. Or food.

Micromanagement of human cattle will reach levels of insanity never before seen

Insanity

Predictably, those who wish to institute this Draconian control over human life demand world
government, enforced by a police and surveillance state which will supersede national sovereignty:

If this could be accomplished, security might be provided by an armed international
organization, a global analogue of a police force. Many people have recognized this as a
goal, but the way to reach it remains obscure in a world where factionalism seems, if
anything, to be increasing. The first step necessarily involves partial surrender of
sovereignty to an international organization.

Obviously, this agenda item is already well underway with the dissolution of national sovereignty in
America and Europe. Once the most powerful nations on earth are sufficiently homogenized, weaker
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nations will follow, tumbling like a house of cards into the New World Order.

Many of these policies are rooted in radical 1960s/1970s leftist ideology such as that written in The
Population Bomb by Ehrlich, which predicted overpopulation would ruin many countries, when in
fact the exact opposite has happened. Europe, Japan, Russia and many other nations are experiencing
population decline, and that is ruining them. Not overpopulation. Which means, these goals are as
outdated as other leftist agenda items, and they threaten mankind in incalculable ways.

If instituted, these policies add a new dimension to the already dystopian world unfolding all around
us. George Orwell said it best:

“If you want a vision of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a human face – forever.

Indeed, that is the world currently being foisted upon mankind in the early 21st century.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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“Who Hurt You?”
April 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“You are the problem!” -Feminist

The boilerplate attacks never stop from women, directed against men who don’t subscribe to popular
myths and verbal palliatives intended to keep males in a subservient role in Anglo society. Here’s a
predictable ad hominem that bubbles up from the feminist cesspool once in a while.

What woman hurt you so badly to be so jaded? It is so sad!!!!!

What does she really mean?

This is one of my favorite attacks because it reveals the biases of Puritanical Anglo culture. Firstly,
the attack implies there’s something wrong with the author for calling women out on their sins and
rationally analyzing female behavior from a male perspective. (I enjoy using one of the feminists’
favorite terms – sin – back against them, heh.) A comment like this also implies there’s nothing
wrong with the society he is criticizing, that women set the norms in society and any man that doesn’t
like their behavior is defective.

Second, the comment assumes the author’s entire life is focused on pining for “the one that got away”
(as if any woman is worth eating your heart out over, again, a Puritanical response based on the
assumption women are goddesses and men are utility objects) and not rejecting the entire, rotten
edifice of pussy-pedestalizing Anglo society. The fact the author has slept with well over one
hundred women since figuring out what makes them tick would never occur to someone this obtuse.

And of course, the “It’s sad!” pablum is the parroted response of sheepish followers intended to both
marginalize the person they’re attacking, offer false empathy, and ridicule at the same time.

Now you know what feminists are really thinking and what they mean when they serve up this vapid,
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verbal shit test. It really is one of the most common attacks. The best response is to laugh in their face
and move on.
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Have a Drink: Sangria
April 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Sangria cocktails date back to at least the 1700s

Sangria can make for a sunny weekend diversion for those red wine lovers out there. Clearly Spanish
in origin, and especially popular in Barcelona, the wine and brandy-based cocktail has become a
worldwide hit. Sangria comes from the Spanish word “sangre” for blood, since wine is often
connotated with blood in religious doctrine and in appearance.

Rather than sophistication as many presumptuous wine snobs prefer as they front and preen socially,
this recipe is all about enjoyment and refreshment. and is not for the snooth.

Here’s some broken history on Sangria.

The term sangria dates to the 18th century. Sangria’s origins “cannot be pinpointed exactly,
but early versions were popular in Spain, Greece, and England.” Sangaree, a predecessor
drink to sangria that was served either hot or cold, likely originated in the Caribbean, and
from there was introduced to America, where it was common beginning in the American
colonial era but “largely disappeared in the United States” by the early twentieth
century. Sangria as an iced drink was reintroduced to the U.S. by the late 1940s through
Hispanic Americans and Spanish restaurants, and came to greater popularity with the 1964
World’s Fair in New York.

So, how do you make one of these fruity concoctions? Here’s what you’ll need and how to mix all
the ingredients.

1/2 chopped apple
1/2 sliced orange
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3 tbsp brown sugar
3/4 cup orange juice
1/3 cup Brandy
1 bottle dry Spanish red wine (Tempranillo is a good choice)
Ice cubes (optional)

Add apples, oranges and sugar to a large pitcher and stir. Add orange juice and brandy and stir
again. Add red wine and stir, then taste and adjust flavor to suit you. Serve with or without ice. (I
prefer without ice.) You can garnish with orange slices as in the photo, but I usually prefer not to.

Cheese and crackers make for one of my favorite side dishes when drinking Sangria. As always,
enjoy!
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Eye Candy of the Week | April 9, 2017
April 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Some dark chocolate is always tasty. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for April 9, 2017 as we
admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Beautiful young fit woman and fashion model with natural
curly brunette hair in a grey fringe cut-off top and blue denim
short shorts posing on light green wall background
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A beautiful young fit black woman with big natural curly hair
wearing a brown leather jacket and blue short denim jean shorts
isolated on yellow wall background
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Revolutionary Words from Indian Author as
Censorship Looms
April 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

As censorship looms, important words from an Indian author enlighten us

It seems we in this corner of the manosphere are not the only ones getting fed up with the current
system of corporate masters, their paid for government servants, and citizen serfs. Check out these
words from Indian author Arundhati Roy, words that could have been written by any Traditionalist or
MGTOW. They define Going Galt.

Our strategy should be not only to confront empire, but to lay siege to it. To deprive it of
oxygen. To shame it. To mock it. With our art, our music, our literature, our stubbornness,
our joy, our brilliance, our sheer relentlessness – and our ability to tell our own stories.
Stories that are different from the ones we’re being brainwashed to believe.

The corporate revolution will collapse if we refuse to buy what they are selling – their ideas,
their version of history, their wars, their weapons, their notion of inevitability.

Remember this: We be many and they be few. They need us more than we need them.

Another world is not only possible, she is on her way. On a quiet day, I can hear her
breathing.

Indeed, there is reason for hope as long as we can communicate freely. However, free speech is under
seige online as corporate webmasters (emphasis on masters) scramble to find some way to censor and
shut us up.

In the past week, Google just started posting True and False rankings for news stories at the top of its
search results. Who’s fact checking everyone? Why Snopes, whose proprietors are some shady
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motherfuckers in the opinion of TNMM. Check out this investigative reporting by Chateau
Heartise posted last December that puts The New York Slimes “investigators” to shame.

Our Snopes story took a darkly humorous turn, when news from America’s foremost paper
of record recently surfaced that David Mikkelson divorced his first wife and is accused of
embezzling $100K from his company to spend on prostitutes and on his second wife, a
chubby ho who is (still!) an escort and a former porn star, (“star” being used loosely here…
literally loosely).

Even Daily Mail questioned Snopes legitimacy:

Now a DailyMail.com investigation reveals that Snopes.com’s founders, former husband
and wife David and Barbara Mikkelson, are embroiled in a lengthy and bitter legal dispute
in the wake of their divorce.

He has since remarried, to a former escort and porn actress who is one of the site’s staff
members.

They are accusing each other of financial impropriety, with Barbara claiming her ex-
husband is guilty of ’embezzlement’ and suggesting he is attempting a ‘boondoggle’ to
change tax arrangements, while David claims she took millions from their joint accounts
and bought property in Las Vegas.

But there’s much more than just the character assassination this mainstream newspaper is attempting:

David Mikkelson told the Dailymail.com that Snopes does not have a ‘standardized
procedure’ for fact-checking ‘since the nature of this material can vary widely.’ He said the
process ‘involves multiple stages of editorial oversight, so no output is the result of a single
person’s discretion.’

He also said the company has no set requirements for fact-checkers because the variety of
the work ‘would be difficult to encompass in any single blanket set of standards.’

Bottom line, Snopes are shills for the New World Order. But now they get to “fact check” everything
for the evil empire known as Google. Facebook and Disqus are also taking their own stabs at the
jugular of free speech. Disqus is even going so far as to design software that preemptively censors
thoughtcrimes. In an effort to combat what it calls “toxicity” Disqus revealed it plans to unveil:

Toxic content detection through machine learning. We are working on a feature to help
publishers identify hate speech and other toxic content and then handle this more
effectively.

Ergo, censorship by software. Censoring you as the words get typed.

How does one combat such a beast? By starving it to death. This is a technique well-known in
Congress. Don’t want massive government? Don’t want intrusion into your life? Starve it of its
lifeblood, funding.

Our Congressman and Senators are supposed to do that. But, they stopped listening to us a long time
ago, as anyone who watched Trump cow to the military-industrial complex and Neocons knows after
last week’s Syrian cruise missile incident. (Trump previously Tweeted this type of military
intervention was a bad idea. But that was when he was Candidate Trump and not President Trump
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residing in The Puppet House.)

Increasingly, it appears trying to vote our way to reform is not working.

That said, citizens can starve the beast by refusing to go along and get along at the corporate
plantation. They can downshift to lives of minimalism and live on less. This means less of their
productivity will be available to be used against them. Ms. Roy is right. The system needs us more
than we need them.
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Why Every Male Should Know How To Fight
April 11, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

Men must know how to fight in order to defend themselves

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

I remember my first dose of vibrant multiculturalism.  It was when I started middle school.  I was
sent to a new district which had several inner city projects whose members attended.  As a weak
white kid raised in suburbia.  I had been brought up on a diet of junk food, tv and atomization.

I had no idea what lay in store for me.  The soon to burst bubble of white suburbia sheltered me from
the bloody truth of diversity.  One of the first incidences I witnessed was a passive white kid jumped
seemingly for no reason by a mob of inner city black kids.  Almost as if it were on cue they fell on
that poor little bastard like a pack of wild hyenas.  I watched in shock and paralyzing fear as this all
went down.  For the first time in my life I felt shoved into a dangerous new environment where my
skin color marked me a target for others.

Coming Of Age In The 90’s

This was a time of seeping cultural derangement following the wake of the sexual revolution.  The
music pimped out to us reflected a grungy, listless and apathetic variety which we weak white kids
had endlessly available to glut ourselves upon.  Smells Like Teen Spirit anyone?

This time also saw the explosion of hip hop/gangster rap and it’s influence on the youth in shaping
their thoughts and worldviews.  Most kids that wanted to be strong, tough or “gangster” had only this
type of music to hype themselves.  While I actually appreciate several elements.  Ultimately it was of
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a differing cultural strain than white groups would create.  Always struck me as weak to appropriate
another cultural item for you to feel strong about yourself.

Of course we had Metallica, Pantera etc.  Yet as a cultural force, rap/hip hop had a much greater
impact on the culture at large.  Many of the white kids pranced around pretending to be gangsters
from the “hood” and the black kids were encouraged to behave aggressively towards their
“oppressors”.  I remember in the 7th grade a large angry black kid belligerently in the faces of every
white kid he found, calling them “slave beater”.

Diversity Equals Conflict

I saw this first hand at a young age.  What angered me to no end was that the white kids including
myself were coddled to a large degree.  As a result we were made of much softer stuff than those
enduring a life in poverty and crime.

What good was all this “privilege” if it only made us docile lambs and
sitting ducks?

I saw how city planners would rearrange school districts based on “integration”.  Some schools
coming from middle class predominantly white neighborhoods were forced to accept ghetto residents
and others.  Residents who I’m sure would quickly deduce in this new environment that easy marks
and free prey are ready to get got.

The only white kids who got respect were the ones unafraid to use violence.  Though they were few
and far between, these types quickly rose to the top of the food chain.

By the time I graduated high school I knew this whole experience was simply a microcosm of my
country and the world as a whole.  We cannot have such varying groups living together without
cultural and ethnic differences metastasizing into violence.
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As Rome burns, conflict is inevitable

Embrace The Flames

If you have been bred to be weak and you are just now accepting the truth.  Learning to fight is
probably the single best thing you can do.  Your confidence will skyrocket and your self knowledge
will increase drastically.  Every man should have enough experience to be confident in the use of his
hands to hurt people.

The real kind of confidence I’m speaking of only comes from experience and direct action.  There is
not a single question about it.  You have to fight.

Moreover you need to be tested arduously to discover what you’re capable of.  Which I can guarantee
is much more than you presently think.  If you feel afraid of conflict, paralyzed even.  Do not think
less of yourself.  It’s a natural reaction to instinctually threatening stimuli.  The point is to first
understand that this is a good thing.  Your body is alerting you to danger.  There are genuine times
of danger when you must run for your life.  Likewise there are many other times where it would be
better for you to stand your ground and fight.  Even if it means you are going to take a beating.

You Need To Get Beat On

Bottom Line.  You need to know punishment on your body.  I came to view this sort of thing like
Conan strapped to the wheel of pain, enduring, growing stronger and ultimately overcoming.
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Every man needs to know what it’s like to get beat on. 

Without it you will never know for sure what you’re made of.  You will never see with that eerily
steady gaze.  The man who has been through the heat of hell and came back ice cold.

Pray you never face him then.

Often you see younger guys who may be tough or have a little skill but their confidence is greater
than their ability to back it up.  It’s because they have taken the easy fights and dominated.  Thinking
they are now some world beater.  They get tooled up by a game dude and poof.  There goes the
confidence.

Knowing your limits is just as important as fighting with a savage heart.  You will be better prepared
for any threatening situation.  More likely to make the right decision when it counts.  While
aggression and first-to-strike are essential in combat scenarios.  Mindless rage is self defeating as it
taxes your energy and resources.  You will need a ruthlessly cold and lucidly clear mind to win.

Learn the frame of mind needed to win from combat training
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Pursue Combat Training

Again this for many does not come natural.  But it can be learned.  A skill trained in yourself through
constant experience in the field of action.  I support starting fight clubs and that sort of thing.  Better
though is to actually train and compete in combat sports.  MMA being the pinnacle of mono e mono
combat.  So many skills on display and so many different ways to lose.

Joining a legit gym and training on the fight team is something I would recommend any man
undertake  while he is still young.  Have a few amateur fights at least.  Don’t do it thinking you will
be the next Conor McGregor.  Don’t do it thinking you will get paid to fight.  It will never be enough
for the sacrifices and time you have to make.  As a whole MMA is probably the most underpaid
professional sport in the west.

Do it because you desire to live the warrior lifestyle for a time.  A desire to test yourself through
the fire of combat.

To Gaze With Cold Eyes

What training and competing in full contact combat sports does is teach your mind the will to kill
without actually doing any killing (most likely) or suffering the legal consequences.  When you are in
one of these fights, you are willing to do whatever it takes to win.

It’s training and years of experience in fields involving life threatening combat that men develop a
certain look and demeanor.  Men who possess this instinctively notice it in other men they come
across.  I can look in a man’s eyes and confidently sense his capability and how far he’s willing to
go.  I can see where he’s been.

One clear effect of this look is the cold and eerie calm one has in the face of perceived danger.  It
seems quite strange to the average person and often has a disarming effect.  The body language
would be bold and unconcerned but nothing on display.  None of the obnoxious elements of a
posturing phony.  Those with little awareness could even overlook such things.  The eyes though will
tell the story.  Relentless determination and unflinching resolve, the will to kill.  For most these skills
are only acquired through years of experiences and training.

I’ve worked for over 15 yrs in fields that directly put my ass on the line.  I’ve prevented so many bad
things from happening just because of my demeanor and look.  I’m simply not phased by much of
anything.  Guys twice my size who wanted to fight have calmed down and followed my orders.  The
main reason is because I’m not threatened by them or their antics.  There is no effort by me to prove I
can hurt them very bad.  Getting beat on consistently, training relentlessly in skills to hurt people and
testing them in the field for years has given me an expressionless calm.  I’ve had huge steroid guys
all raging out ready to go ham completely change because I give them nothing they can react to.  Just
cold eyes, disarmingly calm and a finger pointing where I wish them to go.  I’m indifferent to why
they are upset and indifferent towards just about everyone when I work.  This has helped me in
influencing others to do what I want.

Even someone punching me or attacking me no longer causes much if any adrenaline spike.  I simply
don’t “feel” anything in that regard now.  It’s all just actions and consequences to me.

Learn to fight and dedicate yourself to training in skills which crush your enemies.  The greatest thing
in life.
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“Luv Guv” Scandal Another Chapter in Anglo American
Sexual Repression
April 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Betas can’t act like Alphas in a society that hates men

Mr. Burns…er Robert Bentley just resigned as governor of Alabama and could face jail time. Why?
Officially, it’s because he used state resources to hide his side chick. One might argue the nucleus of
the scandal is because he had a side chick to begin with. Especially in a state where having sex
(gasp!) is the third rail of “acceptable” discourse and behavior.

Hell, Alabama is so sexually repressed it outlaws dildos and other sex toys. It’s an offense punishable
by jail time! Beyond the borders of America’s backwoods Yellowhammer State, in a country where
sex has been deeply repressed for hundreds of years, one that is still plagued by latent Puritanism, add
this to the long list of sex scandals that brought down politicians.

So how did someone as homely looking as Bentley get brought down by extramarital dalliances?
Here’s the long and short of this latest obsession of the sex-crazed Anglo media.

On March 22, 2016, Bentley fired Alabama Law Enforcement Agency secretary Spencer
Collier, citing misuse of state funds under Collier. An independent state audit found no
issues with the agency.

Mistake number one. Firing a law enforcement officer for political reasons in this day and age, when
a jury could indict a ham sandwich there are so many laws on the books in Police State USA.

Following his firing, Collier alleged that Bentley had engaged in an extramarital affair with
his senior political adviser, Rebekah Caldwell Mason. Collier stated in a press conference
the following day that he had seen sexually-charged texts between Bentley and Mason and
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heard audio recordings of conversations between the two.

So, the Luv Guv was schtupping a subordinate behind his wife’s back. (Incidentally, Anglo men who
aren’t getting any from frigid Anglo wives often resort to homosexuality in such a sexually starved
society. Maybe he just needed to release some tension, and had someone willing to spread eagle for
him. So…why not?)

Here’s the tepid conversation that led to the scandal, snoothed by intrepid reporters playing their
usual “holier than thou” game.

On March 23, AL.com released an audio recording purportedly created by the Bentley
family in order to determine whether Gov. Bentley was engaged in an inappropriate
relationship. In the recording, Bentley stated to a woman he called “Rebekah” that he
“worried about loving you so much” and that “when I stand behind you, and I put my arms
around you, and I put my hands on your breasts… and just pull you real close. I love that,
too.”

The governor was a tit man it seems. Personally, I’m an ass man. But, I digress.

That convo and a few simple sexts were enough to seal his fate in a society
that is besieged by its shame for all things sexual, and its innate misandry directed towards men since
they’re the initiators of all things sexual. So goes the narrative, anyway.

What a “fucked” up place to live, if you’ll pardon the pun. Making matters worse, Bentley was the
governor of a small, poor state in the Bible Belt which has its own twist on sexual repression –
Baptist style. What this incident boiled down to was another case of gotcha politics in a society
obsessed with style over substance and totally taken aback by the fact people like to fuck.

Why does anybody give a damn if he was banging some chick on the side if he was doing a decent
job as governor? Here’s a hypothesis. It’s because Mr. Bentley committed the ultimate crime: looking
and playing the part of a Beta male while having the power and status of an Alpha male. That’s a
cardinal sin in a society that is totally weirded out when it comes to all things heterosexual.

The irony is Bentley would never have had a side chick if he wasn’t the governor or a wealthy
dermatologist (his previous career). Women want money, status, and power and they want other
women’s successful men. He checked off all those bullet points.

Women want to fuck a winner, no matter what he looks like. Never mind his birdlike countenance.
Women will lay down for any man if he’s got enough cash, or they feel they can glean some sort of
social status from the dalliance. “Girls, I been banging the governor. Keep it on the DL, now.”
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Chalk another one up under “pointless sex scandal.”
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The End of Child Support Annuities? North Dakota Shared
Parenting Bill Passes Senate
April 12, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

North Dakota has been debating whether or not to treat men as equal parents rather than making them legally subordinate to women

Tiny North Dakota (population wise, anyway) almost made a big move when it comes to ending the
18-year child support annuities Anglo women currently enjoy. House Bill 1392, the “shared parenting
bill” just passed the North Dakota Senate. That’s the good news. The bad news is the bill was revised
and doesn’t really do anything of importance.

Don’t get your hopes up yet for real reform. Inforum reports:

Advocates for the shared parenting bill feel the Senate gutted the legislation this week,
while the opposing parties are not entirely satisfied either.

Indeed, men are always fighting an uphill legal battle when it comes to battling the self-proclaimed
eternal victims, women. It’s hard to beat the master of victim card playing in a society that
pedestalizes females from birth. Even when men are saddled with severe legal and financial
disadvantages in a nation that’s supposed to worship “equality” under the law. Arnold Fleck, attorney
and advocate for the bill explains how courts currently walk all over men when they award child
custody to women and award financial slavery to men:

What social scientists tell us is that shared parenting should be in the vast majority, we’re
talking 90-plus percent of the cases, and we’re not even close to that.

The exact opposite occurs, as women are awarded custody 84% of the time. Men also pay the lion’s
share of child support payments, and fall behind on those payments less often than women. That’s
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something you won’t hear from the lamestream media, who love to sound the “deadbeat dad” trumpet
whenever possible.

Fleck went on to tell us the government has once again failed North Dakotans in that the bill received
a tepid “do-pass” recommendation from the judiciary committee but it fails to bring true reform.

I am not quite sure that the language that came out of the Senate is going to create an
atmosphere that isn’t a little bit more confusing for the courts and parents versus what I had
suggested.

In other words, lawmakers want to act like they’re doing something but they’re really not doing
anything as the bill is bogged down in what is essentially a legal swamp. The real takeaway is
attorneys who profit from breaking up families and enslaving men don’t want their livelihoods
messed up, and they have a lot of influence in state capitols.

It’s just a nasty game of politics, and apparently money and political careers are put above
the needs of our children. That’s the way I’m seeing it. It’s just really sad, really sad. The
Legislature just keeps failing us in a big way here.

Indeed, assailing The Predatory Female is tricky politically. The good news is at least the issue is
coming up for a vote, even if sackless lawmakers continue to uphold the misandrist status quo. Fleck
continues:

From what we’re hearing, the public is becoming more and more on our side, so we’ll just
take it to the public again.

Attention Anglobitches: The pendulum is preparing to swing away from feminism.

But, it may be a generation or more before we see true reform, in what remains of the rapidly swirling
the toilet bowl West after that time. Meantime, dads need to keep writing those checks to totally
unaccountable women.
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Author Exposes The Androgyny Agenda
April 13, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Feminism was about much more than turning women into common laborers and office drones; it now aims to completely eliminate
biological sex differences

Kudos to Ashley McGuire, author. She’s a true rarity in this day and age, an American woman
shunning the flocks of indoctrinated sheeple, daring to strike out in a bold new direction using the
power of the pen.

McGuire just penned a fantastic, highly rated book revealing the truth about where the primrose path
of feminism leads. As we in the manosphere know, feminism ultimately leads to misandry,
androgyny and the sexes competing with each other rather than cooperating with each other.

But there’s much more to the issue of where feminism is leading the West than the aforementioned
unholy trinity. McGuire comments on why she wrote Sex Scandal: The Drive to Abolish Male and
Female.

I saw just how unhinged women’s actual lived experience of the sexual revolution was. I am
actually motivated by equality and empowerment for women. But I think that is a futile
enterprise when you are going to start off with the premise that women and men are no
different.
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Ashley McGuire’s 2017 book
details the androgyny agenda

Unhinged is a great word. Because that is exactly what Anglo women are becoming since they
decided to divest themselves of children and a husband so they could become common laborers, and
decided to try and be just like men rather than just like their grandmothers.

Imagine, women fighting so they could become common office drones rather than moms with loving
children and an adoring husband. That’s exactly what feminism has done to women. While feminists
don’t realize they’ve actually been dethroned rather than lifted up, some women are starting to notice
The Grand Canyon between what they were promised and what they actually got for jumping on the
careerism bandwagon.

Feminism, and its stepchild careerism are having disastrous consequences. Here are a few. 70 hour
work weeks. Crushing student loan debt. Empty homes. Dried up wombs. Jaded lives after retiring
from a life riding the cock carousel at age 35. Loving fathers relegated to financial slavery because
mommy “got bored” with the relationship. Rising delinquency with the absence of hard-assed, Red
Foreman style fathers in the house. Rising rates of antidepressant use, especially among women,
when the truth is housewives are happier than career women. A coming spinster bubble of crazy cat
ladies.

All this to power an economy of wasteful consumerism since feminism increased the labor force,
lowered wages, but doubled the tax base for Big Daddy Government and the number of households
for GloboWorldCorp.

McGuire goes on to reveal the elephant in the room, the media blackout of voices like those from the
authors of this humble blog. The current social engineering paradigm goes as far as the verbiage used
by media talking heads and other puppets of those in power who are the “agenda setters” in America.

Whoever controls the language of the debate has a lot of power. Even the fact we are using
the word gender instead of sex is very important, because gender means basically nothing
and sex has a very concrete definition.

Manipulating the language people use includes inserting the Don’t Need a Man™ mantra into the
public psyche. Manipulating language is only the beginning. This agenda ultimately results in the
erasure of women and their vital sex roles in a functioning society.
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Feminists, Ms. McGuire is more of a woman than you ever will be. Why?
Because she is not ashamed of being female, and she doesn’t try to become one of the boys. She
embraces her natural biological strengths. She speaks out against what you’re doing to society rather
than jumping on the politically correct bandwagon.

No man can give life to another human being after nurturing a child in his womb for 9 months.
Studies show both sexes are happier in traditional sex roles, as the sexes have evolved to compliment
one another rather than engage in a corporate survival of the fittest operation.

How did innate female strengths become something to be ashamed of? Who decided women need to
emulate men, taking on roles that are quite frankly beneath them, shuffling pointless bureaucratic
paperwork around and licking the corporate boot for a paycheck when they could be loving on their
own son or daughter rather than petting a cat?

McGuire knows the price of continuing on the suicidal course feminism has charted for the decaying
and declining Western world.

If people think that we are not going to see major ramifications, they are totally wrong.

Indeed, ignoring Bronze Age wisdom about the sexes was the blunder of all time. Pretending the
sexes are not polar opposites is the height of insanity. And it is both biologically and demographically
unsustainable.

Not to mention, where’s the fun if both sexes blend into one gelatinous glob of asexuality? Yuck.
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The Puritan Roots of American Feminism
April 15, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Conservative groups like the Puritans are at the root of feminism and other blights on modern American society

Thanks to our reader Bob for his donation which sponsors this article on The New Modern
Man. Have your own questions answered and help us spread The Truth About Women and the
World by sponsoring an article on our blog or an RF Life Coaching session.

Bob writes The New Modern Man:

I would like to see a deconstruction of American conservatism and conservative feminism.
American liberalism and liberal feminism have been beaten to death on this part of the
Internet. In order for the fight against gynocentrism to proceed further, I think the right-
wing Christian Puritan roots of American feminism need to be explored more and to receive
the same beat down.

Many conservative white-knight men consider themselves to be “real patriarchs” and are the
men who really enforce the anti-male gynocentric status quo. Conservative American
women, with their frigidity and extremely manipulative natures, are far more dangerous
than their liberal counterparts IMO. In short, I think that an analytic beat down of
conservative American feminism would benefit some American men.
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Thanks for your question and your donation, Bob. This is a topic worthy of
serious academic study.

It’s true conservative men can be some of the worst offenders when it comes to pedestalizing women.
Conservative feminism, much like its liberal counterpart also vaunts women while denigrating men.
This group includes the vocal White Knight brigade, who regularly defend the Anglo women that
enslave, sexually disenfranchise, and mock them.

The White Knights are continuing a tradition that dates back hundreds of years, and is deeply
embedded in and interwoven with Anglo culture. Today’s rabid feminism actually has its roots in
Puritanism, the Puritans being those reformed Christians who sought to “purify” the Church of
England of its Catholic practices by resettling on a new continent.

From there Puritan roots grew into the soil and yielded today’s society, one rife with female
manipulation, prudish legal and cultural stances on sexuality, strident declarations that men who
crave sex are evil, and the belief that laboring one’s life away for no other reason than to be a good
worker drone and producer of wealth for female benefit is the best way to live.

Conservatives relentlessly push these cultural norms down the throats of freethinkers and outsiders
who aren’t part of their flock.

Both liberal feminists and conservatives share these views because both came from a culture founded
on Puritanism way back in the days of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. As Bob noted, the liberal side
of this equation has been beat to death. Let’s take a look at the conservative side of sexual repression.
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Conservative women manipulate to get their way in much the same way Puritan women did

Female Manipulation

Conservative women claim to uphold a belief in traditional sex roles and family, although most are
very sheepish about it when in the company of shitlibs. This is nothing but a new twist on a very old
game. Conservative women use traditional sex roles in much the same way Puritan women did.

Back in Puritan days this is how women played it. From Gettysburg College:

Women were considered to be “the weaker vessel in both body and mind” and [promulgated
the belief that] “her husband ought not to expect too much from her.” The second feature
was the way that women manipulated their born roles in order to fulfill their own aspirations
and goals.

Sound familiar? Female empowerment, lauded by conservatives with almost
as much fervor as libs, for all its braggadocio, really means very little beyond women claiming they
want to be Strong and Independent™ but they also want to retain their privileged role in society. This
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is how women get what they want to this da: all the privileges of being female while gaining the right
to force men out of their job because they want to play common laborer, too.

But, even though she’s “strong” she’s also weak, so you can’t criticize her. Modern Anglo women
play it from both sides, just like their Puritan ancestors.

It’s been said Anglo women are trying to be the Alpha males they love so much. Today’s
women want to be powerful but they don’t want society to expect to much of them as they don’t want
to be held accountable for their shortcomings and failures in the same way men are.

They want to play career girl, but only until they get tired of it and something else catches their fancy.
Then men have to come along and clean up the messes chicks left behind as they bail out of work to
have families or just decide to sit around the house and complain as so many do.

Of course, manipulation goes much farther than playing victim to gain advantage. Sex is thoroughly
manipulated in America, and has been for at least 500 years.

Women control sex and men are evil for wanting it outside of marriage is the cultural more descended from Puritanism

Sex is Evil

Modern America has a love/hate relationship with sex. Liberals love degeneracy while conservatives
are scared to death by sexuality and hate its name. Sex is everywhere, but you better not have any of
it! It’s a sin! The devil is tempting you!

Purveyors of media and movies love shoving sex appeal in an audience’s face but then go on to
communicate the message of look, don’t touch. Touch, don’t taste. Taste, don’t swallow. These
contradictions create an enormous amount of sexual friction which is then diverted by marketing
gurus into getting people to purchase products that are supposed to boost their sex appeal.

Lisa Wade, PhD writes about the Puritans’ stolid views on sex, which stand in stark contrast to the
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sunnier, more libertine cultures south of the British Isles. Of course, they brought this prudishness to
a new continent.

When the Puritans landed on the rocky east coast of America in the 1600s, they brought
with them the belief that sex should be restricted to intercourse in marriage.

To this day, sex outside of marriage, and heterosexual sex in general is viewed as “dirty” and
otherwise undesirable because of this cultural more. But it goes farther than that. Anglo America also
frowns upon other types of sexual satisfaction due to is Puritan roots.

All non-marital and non-reproductive sexual activities were forbidden, including pre- and
extra-marital sex, homosexual sex, masturbation, and oral or anal sex – even if married.

Only since the inception of hardcore (pardon the pun) social engineering have we seen homosexuality
shoehorned into acceptance. The bottom line is sex for fun was a no-no back then as much as it is
today.

In other cultures, men having affairs is frowned on, but infidelity isn’t met with the same vitriol it is
in America. Perhaps other cultures understand it is the evolutionary and biological imperative of men
to “spread their seed” and that male infidelity means very little to men emotionally. It almost never
means he doesn’t love his wife. However, when women cheat it almost always means she doesn’t
love her husband.

Of course, selling sex is the horror to end all horrors in deeply sexually repressed Anglo America.
Much in the same way Johns are shamed for renting some tension-relieving sexual activity by the
hour from another willing adult, penalties back then echo those of today.

Violations of the rules were punished by fines, whipping, public shaming (yes, with “scarlet
letters”), ostracism, or even death.

Public shaming is a big part of controlling sexuality to this day. In many ways, very little has changed
about Puritanism and the conservative interpretation of it other than window dressing.

But what about the uniquely American obsession with hard work?
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Men exist to be laborers and produce wealth for women to exploit is another more of this culture

Hard Work for Hard Work’s Sake

The average work week has crept up to 47 hours a week, and is on the rise in America. No matter
how much people work, its never quite enough. The obsession with work has destroyed the culture of
America (there’s nothing going on beyond shopping, eating out, competitive consumption, and
football) and has completely taken over people’s lives as there’s no time for the nuclear family
anymore.

What time is it? It’s ALWAYS time to go to work.

The work obsession in Anglo American stems from Puritanism, and on a deeper level from
Calvinism. Of course, conservatives uphold their work ethic with religious fervor even though it has
dismantled other important areas of life. Here’s the official definition of this work ethic.

The Protestant work ethic, the Calvinist work ethic or the Puritan work ethic is a concept in
theology, sociology, economics and history which emphasizes that hard work, discipline
and frugality are a result of a person’s subscription to the values espoused by the Protestant
faith, particularly Calvinism.

Calvinism emphasizes the doctrine of predestination. In other words, don’t step out of line, obey your
masters and soldier on through a life of labor that benefits others far more than it does you. It is your
destiny to work hard and serve your masters well.

The vaunted status being a wage slave has in Anglo America has its roots in religion, something that
has been thoroughly exploited by the corporate-government complex as it lifts up work and shames
leisure.

The Protestant work ethic was the belief that hard work was an honor to God which would
lead to a prosperous reward. Any deviations from the normal way of Puritan life met with
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strict disapproval and discipline. Since the church elders were also political leaders, any
church infraction was also a social one. There was no margin for error.

People won’t even take their vacations anymore. Last year Americans left 658 million unused paid
vacation days sitting on the table. This is insanity, something one might realize if they spent any time
outside America in different, more human and humane cultures.

Many parts of Latin America offer 2-hour lunch breaks/naps called siestas in the middle of the day.
There’s dancing every night in the discotecas. Sex is freely available day or night. All that would be
considered a “sin” in Anglo America.

Judgments used to be rendered by ministers, now they’re rendered by talking heads in the media

Fire and Brimstone

Of course, the Puritans believed fire and brimstone would be the punishments of those who didn’t
follow their narrow, myopic view of life on earth. From Duke University:

The devil was behind every evil deed. Constant watch needed to be kept in order to stay
away from his clutches. Words of hell fire and brimstone flowed from the mouths of
eloquent ministers as they warned of the persuasiveness of the devil’s power. The sermons
of Jonathan Edwards, a Puritan minister, show that delivery of these sermons became an art
form.

The media deliver sermons of this type every day as they shame those who don’t follow the
prescribed life plan commanded of them from the age of 5 as they start kindergarten. They effectively
label as “un-American” any lifestyles that:

Don’t revolve around shunning sex (tonight we’ll play voyeur as we bring you an undercover
sting operation showing people trying to fuck…for money!)
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Aren’t based on working hard at getting brainwashed and submitting yourself to the control of
your superiors (tell your kids to go to college and get a good job!)
Don’t put women up on a pedestal (here’s how you can “fight back” against “sexual
harassment” and put those evil men in their place!

Much like sermons delivered from up on high, the media tell people what to think, how to act, and
who’s good and bad. This has precedent with Edwards and other preachers:

They were elegant, well formed, exegetical renditions of scriptures… with a healthy dose of
fear woven throughout the fabric of the literary construction.

The media run on selling fear, just as unscrupulous priests always have. So, conservatives are as
much to blame for the sorry state of culture almost as much as shitlibs and other miscreants.

Conservatives regularly wage war on porn and open expression of heterosexuality

Neo-Puritanism

Today, Anglo America is trying to completely divorce itself from sexuality. It’s figuratively
neutering itself as blurs the lines between male and female with everything from confusion over
which bathroom to use, to decrying “toxic” masculinity, to women overtly proving Freud’s Penis
Envy theory on a daily basis as they become YouGoGrrls. Conservatives have de facto accepted each
twisted agenda item as discussing sexual issues terrifies them, and they’d just as soon sexual issues
go away.

Social engineers are now coming after pornography as another way to desexualize people. Just look
at what England is up to. As reported by The Telegraph in an editorial:

And now, David Cameron is at it – with today’s news that he is declaring war on Internet
porn. We’re living in the era of the ‘New Puritans’ and censorship has become a core
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component of their cause. The demands are varied; at one end of the spectrum there’s UK
Feminista and Object, two of Britain’s biggest feminist groups, joining forces to demand
supermarkets stop selling lads’ mags.

Yep. Now they want to take Playboy and Hustler magazines out of the hands of men, and
ultimately censor porn online. This is yet another expression of Puritanism, one conservatives like
Cameron are guilty of. But this mentality goes beyond censoring fap videos.

Prostitution, legal in many parts of the world is viewed with great disdain and shame in America.
Only one state allows its practice, Nevada, and even there its legal only because of a legal quirk and
only at a couple dozen brothels around the state. Try buying sex in other states and you may find
yourself slapped with anything from a misdemeanor to a felony. Then there’s the fallacious “human
trafficking” scare currently being pushed by the media.

Police are even going as far as using cameras in hotel rooms to combat this phantom problem. Even
the mainstream Washington Post called out the chicanery behind “human trafficking” statistics:

Many of those who represent themselves as sex work researchers don’t even try to get good
data. They simply present their opinions as fact, occasionally bolstered by pseudo-studies
designed to produce pre-determined results. Well-known and easily-contacted sex workers
are rarely consulted. There’s no peer review. And when sex workers are consulted at all,
they’re recruited from jails and substance abuse programs, resulting in a sample skewed
heavily toward the desperate, the disadvantaged and the marginalized.

Why deal with all these problems brought on by modern day expressions of Puritanism? This can be
fuel for the fire burning inside many men’s hearts to leave a decadent, and quite honestly insane (in
many ways) society for greener pastures.

As we’ve seen, conservatives are in many ways as bad if not worse than overt, liberal feminists. The
more things change, the more they stay the same.
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Eye Candy of the Week | April 16, 2017
April 16, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s model is Ariana, posing on a beach in sunny, libertine Latin America with sand on her
sexy ass. She shows us why when many men go Latina, they don’t want another gringa. Enjoy our
Eye Candy of the Week for April 16, 2017.
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Free Community College Further Devalues College Degrees
April 16, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

If you want to become a “proud Walmart associate” get an Associate’s Degree

Want an Associate’s Degree so you can become a Walmart associate or secure some other low-
paying corporate job where you’re treated as an expendable line item on the quarterly profit and loss
statement?

One can hear the figurative whip cracking now. Get back to work! Earn that $7.25 an hour!

Move to Tennessee, whose politicians are playing games with public
sentiment. They’re now offering two free years of college education at little “Harvards by the cow
pasture” or community colleges, but devaluing and debasing college degrees at the same time by
doing so. They passed Tennessee Promise a couple of years ago and Tennessee Reconnect just passed
this week. Both programs are designed to make government officials look good, but as always their
true aims are more nefarious.
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Here’s the reality.

Imagine a deal struck in a smoke-filled back room between evil CEOs and their legislative
prostitutes. “You know what, Senator Hikeskirt Up, I’m really sick of paying people extra because
they have a degree. Why don’t we just give everybody a degree so I can start paying everyone poorly,
not just the uneducated?”

“Great idea! We’ll get it passed!”

As reported by a Fox affiliate, the type of lamestream media outlet whose “journalists” always put a
positive spin on college:

Tennessee Promise was initiated to give all high school seniors access to two years free of
community college and technical education. But it only applied to those who graduated high
school after 2015. When Tennessee Reconnect goes into effect in the fall of 2018, everyone
who graduated before 2015 can have those benefits as well.

My, oh my.

This, even though an Associate’s Degree is basically toilet paper in the modern economy, and
community college is a pointless repetition of high school for those going on to turn themselves into
debt slaves for a four year degree. It’s never highlighted that 40% of college grads already can’t find
a decent enough job to pay their non-bankruptable student loan debt back. There are already too
many college degrees out there. The government’s solution? Get even more of them on the market!

Every time government tries to help it makes things worse. Somebody needs to teach supply and
demand economics to legislators. Here’s how it works. When you make degree mills ubiquitous in
society and lower the standards so everyone passes, suddenly a rubber stamp means nothing
beyond being a feel-good palliative. Employers scoff at them. A degree is economically worthless
because the workers who have one are as common as grains of sand on the beach.

I even had an employer bluntly tell everyone in a staff meeting when I was a TV star: “We don’t care
that you all have college degrees. Everybody has a degree these days. You are all replaceable.” In
other words, bend over the barrel, and if you’re lucky we’ll use a little lube.

Lawmakers know supply and demand. Make no mistake about that. They just don’t care about you.
They never have, and they never will. Government servants of corporate capital are just doing what
their masters tell them to do. We The People have not been their masters for at least a century, going
by some historical accounts which we’ll discuss at a future date.
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The Freak Show That is Online Dating in America
April 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Don’t even message me unless you are 6’4? and make six figures!

Entitlement runs deep in Anglo America.

Install a couple of dating apps on your phone and take a look at the dating pool. Half the women on
an app like POF or Badoo are obese. Most (including the fatties) make up stupid rules and throw out
hoops for thirsty Betas to jump through. Almost all of them have an attitude, as if they possess
something truly remarkable to dangle over men’s heads: a vagina. Wow!

Then, peruse the profiles. Get ready for an overdose of pablum like this as women boldly state what
they demand from you inferior males.

No time for BS.
Don’t message me looking for sex.
Here are my rules.
I don’t like most guys, but…
I love to laugh. (Who doesn’t?)

Contrast this with the dating scene in virtually any other country. Women simply don’t act this way.
They have class and charm, even if we all know in the back of our minds it’s only because that
behavior is foisted upon them by their culture.

Culture, or lack thereof, what’s to blame for the abysmal dating scene in Anglo world. We’ve written
about rampant Puritanism morphing into feminism and other social pathologies in modern times.
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Look up my article detailing that for the downlow of how that culture screwed men.

Since the social fabric of the nation has been atomized by everything from feminism to wage slavery
and a work obsession that consumes virtually every moment of life, more people than ever are using
dating apps. One reporter writes:

15% of Americans have used online dating websites or mobile applications, according to
Pew Research Center. Usage by college students, primarily ages 18 to 24, has tripled in the
past three years, and usage by Americans ages 55 to 64 has doubled.

That figure of 15% seems like a low estimate. People have no other way to meet each other in a
culture that does nothing but mindlessly work, eat out, and consume material items. There’s no
dancing at night as there is in the innumerable discotecas in Latin America. There’s the threat of DUI
if one goes out to a bar and drinks. Women, quite frankly, act like total bitches in Anglo America. So,
they’re unapproachable for most men at the supermarket or elsewhere. (That’s just not the case with
women everywhere else I travel.)

But, let’s say you do get a date from one of the dating apps. It’s on to the dinnerview, where your
catch of the day (more like your catfish) puts you through more rigorous testing. The Maverick
Traveler touches on a theme that is quite common in this declining culture: The Competitive
Conversation. Or what he calls The Culture of Endless Discussion and Debate.

Can you imagine sitting across the table at a bar from a sexy Brazilian or Colombian or
Russian girl and having a rather serious and formal conversation about some sexual topic?
Of course not. You’re a man. She’s a woman. It’s been established that you both like each
other. You’re not on some public talk show on primetime TV. So, why keep it politically
correct and continue discussing the pros and cons of some mundane topic?

Ha. That’s very true. I’ve never had to do a dinnerview with a foreign girl, or act like we are
discussing matters on Oprah in Latin America or Asia. The entire premise of dating to relax and
enjoy one another’s company has been lost in America. Much like the competitive conversation, the
object has become not talking to enjoy the discussion, but to see who can dominate the other person.

Dating is much the same way. It’s about who can “win” the relationship.

When a man enters the world of online dating, he can expect even the most homely chicks to throw
an outrageous list of demands at him and offer virtually nothing in return. Why do they act like this?
My personal experience has convinced me its because there are hordes of supplicating men out there
willing to do all those things for female entertainment. They just expect men to be weak and yield to
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their demands.

I met a stripper not long ago who told me of a Beta who was PAYING FOR HER $10,000
SURGERY just because she is fucking the guy. Holy hell. We are in a lot of trouble with these
thirsty, thirsty Betas. I got her number that night and tapped for free what he’s paying for.
LOLOLOLOL.

So, I told you all that to tell you this. Online dating is terrible in America. But if a man comports
himself with enough class yet assholery and knows how to show off “interesting” photos, he will get
some action online. I’ve had women with the laundry lists of demands sending me sexy pics after
only a few minutes of conversation.

But, every time I’m home, I’m reminded of why I wanted to leave so bad every time I swipe left or
right. This isn’t a culture anymore. I don’t know what it is other than a freak show.
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Stories from the Road: Greetings from Ohio
April 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

My adventures in a Freightliner Cascadia

As many regular readers know, it’s truck driving season for me. I’ve decided to spend the warm part
of the year pumping and dumping the American economy as I drive an 18-wheeler coast to coast to
refill my bank account for the year’s international endeavors. When cold weather sets in my happy
ass will return to the tropics, surrounded by sexy black, brown, and Asian chicks.

Speaking of international endeavors, here’s my theme song. This is more than a song and music
video. I live the lyrics of this song when I’m not making money. I especially like the shout out Pitbull
gives to the DR, my adoptive home.

Earning the Money to Live Abroad Part-Time

Here’s an update for those following this trailblazing mission to design a life plan for those who want
to escape the clutches of corporate slavery.

The plan is work hard 6 months a year, save and invest, and spend the other 6 months abroad. Living
in the truck means no living expenses beyond what I eat. So, it’s a way to save nearly 100% of what I
earn since I got myself out of debt years ago. So far, it’s working out great as I spent March in Asia
and the Caribbean. That was just the warm-up.
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I’ve adjusted to living inside the truck, and consider it an extended
camping trip. There’s a bunk bed in the back, I have a fridge and plenty of canned goods and fresh
veggies. (Fuck eating out, it’s a colossal waste of money for bad, ersatz food. I eat breakfast, lunch,
and dinner on $5 a day.) A MiFi box keeps me entertained and informed. I gave up TV nearly 18
months ago after working in the news business 15 years, and I do not miss it.

Trucking is very tough. The biggest asset I’ve found is patience. It’s extremely easy to fuck up
royally when a man is driving a 70-feet long, 80,000 pound monstrosity down the highway, or
making tight turns in the city. But it’s satisfying in a way practicing sophistry, playing the game, and
kissing ass in the everybody is out for themselves media world can never be for a real man.

I spent most of last week in Georgia, and was assigned a load that brought me nearly 600 miles north
to Ohio. In the past few months I’ve been to Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Las Vegas, Denver,
Cheyenne, Phoenix, Dallas, Chicago, New York, Atlanta, Pittsburgh, and almost everywhere in
between.

I am beginning to realize the wisdom behind George Carlin’s statement that the U.S. is  a coast to
coast shopping mall. The one unrelieved feature of the entire country is how bland and monotonously
the same most towns are. Sure, some are prettier than others, and some have landmarks that others
don’t have. But at the core, they’re all filled to the brim with McDonald’s, Fivebucks (what I call
Starbucks), and other bland national brands.

There’s no character, and there’s no culture. Homogenized is a word that comes to mind. Everywhere
I go I see looks of despair and disappointment in usually overweight people’s faces. The reality of the
USA definitely does not fit the glossy image it broadcasts to the world.

I’m also seeing what a police state really is as everywhere I go police are pulling over motorists left
and right for minor infractions. The pigs are truly bearing down on John and Jane Q. Taxpayer. I
become enraged every time I see the pigs filching someone.

That’s it for now. Further updates as this adventure continues. The bottom line is I believe a life of
working a man’s ass off half the time and partying like a demigod the other half of the time is within
reach of many men who are sick to death of Anglo America and its Puritan, sexually repressed and
overworked disposition.

A book is in the works, detailing everything sometime this winter.
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The Single Greatest Factor Holding You Back
April 19, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

The quick fix society wants to eat this while losing weight – not going to happen

People in the west want the quick fix. The lose 30 pounds in 7 days or make six figures in a month.
All are common tropes appealing to those with no patience and no desire to work hard.  In a society
of instant gratification is it any surprise that common civility and politeness have devolved to the
lowest common denominator?

No one wants to put the extra effort into something and everyone “feels” like they deserve more just
for getting squeezed out of their whore of a mother’s womb.

Your Biggest Problem

The greatest factor which holds you back from success and achievement is not some foreign strain of
disease or debilitating mental sickness.

It’s You.

That’s right.  The greatest thing to hold you back from crushing victory and non stop winning is you. 
It’s the fact that you are mentally and spiritually a total weakling.  Your plans fail and your ideas
never come to fruition because you don ‘t have the willpower and the work ethic to see them
through.  You don’t have the broad vision to see beyond the here and now.  Nor do you have the
discipline to do what is necessary to accomplish your goals.

So how do you change this?

Well the first step is to recognize this very alarming truth.  You are the problem.  You are the STOP
sign and the giant red light preventing you from moving further in life.

Everything else is playing second fiddle to this fantasy crumbling real talk.  The first thing you must
do is accept this fact without self deception.  You must face the black hole inside yourself which
swallows all your hopes and dreams.
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Lack of self-discipline makes self-improvement impossible

You Lack Discipline

One of the greatest factors in all of this is the fact that you lack discipline.  The man who is naturally
gifted may not have to work as hard in life because his natural talents seem to offer up the spoils of
the world with little to no effort on his part.

This can actually be the undoing of these types of men because not having to put any real effort into
anything will have the natural beaten by the man who is more disciplined 9 times out of 10.

The man who has little if any natural ability will have to work twice as hard and persevere to the very
end in order to achieve success.  Because of this, the disciplined man will have spent years and years
developing a self determination which cannot be matched by the natural.  A fearless self
determination and relentless work ethic will be the foundation pillars of his temple of achievement.

If you are reading this and realize that you lack discipline, you are probably wondering how to gain it
effectively.  I will offer a few options which you can begin working on today in order to cultivate and
grow your discipline into a well oiled machine of efficiency and purpose.

Practice Meditation

One of the best practices to regain control of your mind and willpower is the practice of meditation. 
What this does is force yourself to focus intently while controlling your breathing.  This is very
important for the individual.  Controlling your breath or life force is essential in regulating your
mental state.
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Consider the many neuroses common in the modern world.  Most people are
beleaguered with anxiety, depression and many other paralyzing mental problems because they are
not in control of their thoughts and their breathing patterns.  Practicing meditation is the key here to
remedy that.  Your breath is your life force or “chi” and it is something you should treat with respect. 
Have you ever noticed someone with high levels of stress suffer from an anxiety attack?  Their
breathing becomes quick and labored as they begin to hyperventilate.  This in turn causes their heart
to beat faster which further induces stress and anxiety.  The downward spiral continues and the
individual loses all control of themselves.

It’s very simple what happens here.  They are not controlling their breath!

I recommend you start with just 15-20 minutes a day to practice meditation.  I prefer to do so seated
in the lotus position on the ground with my back against a wall.  I prefer a room with the least
sensory input which feels the most relaxing.  I breathe in through my nose on a 3 count and push the
oxygen down below my navel into the lower abdomen as it expands.  There is a slight pause before I
exhale through my mouth on a count of 2.  I focus on exhaling the oxygen slowly from the lower
abdomen through my mouth.  Do this for a few minutes and fill your brain with oxygen.  Sometimes
this even gives a feeling of euphoria.

At first you may want to focus only on your breathing until all other distractions are out of your
mind.  Eventually you will want to clear your mind completely and find the serene calm which comes
from a mind unburdened with life’s banalities.  This sharpens the will also.  As you gain control of
your essential life force(breath) you will gain control over your life’s direction.  Mediation is an
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Mean what you say and say what you mean.

essential tool for the individual to Master himself.

The Words Of Your Mouth

Second is the actual words of your mouth or your spoken breath.  How often do your words betray
your deepest thoughts, fears and hopes to total strangers?  How often do you blab away about 
nonsense giving potential enemies the keys to your kingdom?

You must begin to be conscious of these times and work towards saying less. 
Much less to other people until that time you have more control over yourself.  The ego rages, cries
and twists about.  Beckoning us like a child to play it’s game.  You must begin to check yourself
whenever you become aware of your ego taking control of your thoughts and words.

Likewise always be aware when dealing with other people, their desire for the ego to be validated.  It
is this weakness which will reveal treasures of personal information about potential threats or marks
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you have pinpointed for fleecing.

The general rule of thumb is that you should be revealing much much less about yourself when
interacting with other people.  Ideally they should reveal everything while you have managed to
reveal nothing but empty talk or red herrings.

How often has a man’s undoing been the words out of his mouth?

Open The Gates Of Success

Begin today in the diligent practice of meditation(breath control) and the conscious application of the
will in revealing(speaking) less to others.  Many times it is much better to listen than to speak.  It is
much more profitable to ask a question of someone than reveal something about yourself.

The mind is very powerful.  Gaining control of the mind and the breath allows one to open doors
which were previously locked.  You may begin to realize that the padlock wrapped around the gates
of success were your own hands and your own words preventing you from achieving beyond your
imagination.  The ego and it’s desire for validation have been holding you back all this time.  Break
those chains through the methods I have outlined and become the Master of your destiny.
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The Cuckservative Glorification of Corporatism and Oligarchy
April 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Adam Smith would be mortified at how corporations own every important avenue of the economy

Cuckservatives glorify corporatism with almost as much cuckolded deference as they do the womyns
who enslave and mock them. Saiga12boy writes The New Modern Man:

I hate the conservative glorification of capitalism. Which is such a key part of the left-right
dichotemy. Conservatives are supposed to get on the bandwagon of supporting the ultra-
rich, “They’re just good hard-working Americans!” while they’re outsourcing our jobs,
shipping in illegals to steal our jobs here, promoting women in the workplace to destroy our
families, corrupting our food with sugar and GMOs, and many other evil things they do.

He’s absolutely right, and he means corporatism which cuckservatives mislabel capitalism. The
current system is not free market capitalism at all, and the conservatives who defend it as such are
totally clueless. The current economic system is a total corruption of the free market ideal. Once
corporations were created and given the same status as living, breathing people under law, and
monopolies became the norm, with the tentacles of each extending into and dominating virtually
every important avenue of the economy, it was over for the little guy.

Suddenly, people providing for their families by mixing their labor with the product they produce got
replaced by infinitely rich bastards dominating labor through the sheer force of infinitely deep
pockets. They got so powerful they took the government out of the hands of We The People.
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If corporations were people, they’d be utter sociopaths as they only thing the
head of the beast (a CEO) thinks of is how to maximize profit for idle shareholders. This means
lowering wages of workers, and obliterating the competition through everything from takeovers to
bribing government officials to create barriers to entry into the market.

Maximizing profit for men on the board of directors who do nothing except demand more for them
and less for everyone else means ruthlessly pursuing perpetual, infinite growth (Western
civilization’s founding ideal according to Spengler) which eventually metastasizes into an economic
cancer. The beast ultimately kills itself because it can’t continuously cut wages for workers, and
expect them to produce more each year (ignoring the fact workers are human beings with limits and
not profit producing machines) and yet at the same time expect them to lavish money on luxury and
spend more purchasing its products.

Saiga12boy continues, with an apt analysis of how the corporate system (which is diametrically
opposed to true, free market capitalism) is actually morphing into a Communist system as heads of
corporations and government officials are in bed with each other and play a game of musical chairs as
they rotate into and out of the public and private sectors:

We’re supposed to be against the evil commies and be glad we won the Civil War when In
reality our rich overlords decided that we should accept all the social policies of
Communism and instead of using it in an attempt to benefit the people as a whole, should be
used to make them richer than they were before.

Preach on.

Conservatives need to stop kissing wealthy ass.

Indeed, the current American socioeconomic system of oligarchy closely resembles Communism in
that yes, technically there is “private” ownership, but the means of production are in the hands of so
few individuals and there is such collusion with the government what we actually have is
Communism by any other name.

Rather than the State owning the means of production outright, the people who own the politicians
also own the means of production. Here at TNMM, we call it the corporate-government complex.

If you want a level economic playing field, corporations (monopolies by any other name) must go.
Cuckservatives won’t like that one bit.
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Irony
April 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here’s a question for girls like her: What if your lifestyle – which demands the production of the toxic chemicals you bought to bleach and
burn your hair, requires drilling for the oil needed to make the plastic in that necklace, and needs textile mills to produce those hipster rags
you have on are causing the problems on your sign?

Irony. That’s what one might call the most materialistic creature on the planet – whose lifestyle
consists of nothing but conspicuous consumption, shopping for shit she doesn’t need, and eating out –
holding a sign like this. The statistics of who spends money in the economy will back me up on that
statement.

Not pictured: Her Starbucks latte container which she probably just threw in the trash, on its way to
the landfill.

An innate talent of the Anglobitch is virtue signaling. Based on totally false premises, of course.
Schopenhauer would classify it as yet another display of female dissimulation. Showing us how
superior she is, when in fact it is her lifestyle which is creating all the problems on her sign. She
probably never stopped to think that she might be the blame for the problem while someone filled her
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empty head with those messages.

And the gynocentric society in which she lives would never call her out on the carpet to defend her
hypocrisy because women are viewed as such superior creatures in the declining Anglo world. Why,
it’s those evil men who are doing her bidding, trying to provide her with the things she needs and
wants who are to blame.

The Hedonic Treadmill is a pain in the ass. Best to never start running on it.

Somebody please tell these clueless chicks to stop complaining about the environment if their
vacuous lifestyles of consumerism are what’s destroying the world. Stop keeping up with the Joneses
if you truly want to save the world, bitches.
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Saving the World from Global Warming on a 450-Ft Yacht
April 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Barack Insane Obama snaps a photo of Michelle on a yacht that probably runs on dirty fossil fuels and not banana peels

Do as I say, not as I do. That’s the mantra of uber-leftists who hypocritically enjoy spending quality
time on big, polluting yachts but think you need to do more to save the environment like paying taxes
on the air you breathe and downsizing to a smaller, more fuel efficient, shitbox of a car.

No surprise when one mentions hypocrisy they find the thin, smoking man,
the (some say) ambiguously gay Barack Obama and his beard Michelle snapping a photo, no doubt
showing their asses to their frenemies living life in the lap of luxury while claiming to be one with the
poor and downtrodden of ‘Murica.

Don’t you dare think of flying around the world, spewing all that carbon into the air just to have a
once in a lifetime vacation you’ll never forget. Get back to work on that cubicle farm! Let us take the
vacation for you. We are your social betters, dammit!

Did they get called out for being a bunch of hypocrites for bellowing about global warming and
natural resources and dirty fossil fuels while violating all three of their own premises?

Of course not! They’re specialer than you commoners! Just watch the media swoon rather than
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pointing out the blantant hypocrisy of people who crow about the environment, wealth disparity and
equality prancing around on a boat bigger than many people’s homes – and the tract of land their
homes sit on. The lamestream The Mercury News writes:

Hey, isn’t that former president Barack Obama and former FLOTUS Michelle Obama
chilling on a yacht in Tahiti this weekend with an uber-elite pack of pals including Oprah
Winfrey, Tom Hanks and Bruce Springsteen?

Well, golly be jeez I think it is!

The Obamas sure have a good racket going on, though. Hypocrisy pays big in an America filled with
bloated, clueless idiots.

Amid the umbrella-drink-worthy good times, both Obamas are working on books after
securing a reported $65 million joint deal.

Let that sink in: $65 million for pablum that will probably be mostly written by a ghost writer. Books
that will be soon forgotten after they’re published and the money changes hands.

No word on how much carbon was emitted by the yacht, or if it ran on banana peels and flatulence
after cheese burritos were served. Our guess is it ran on diesel fuel, like most yachts. There’s also no
word on how much carbon was emitted by the private jets that flew them all to Tahiti, burning a
gallon of kerosene/jet fuel every few seconds.

To the ass-kissing media, Oprah had this to say:

I can’t talk about it, I can’t talk about it! What happens on the boat, stays on the boat.

Of course, the weight-fluctuating talk show host made a career off being what a former photographer
of mine had a colorful phrase to describe: “She a fake ass!” Don’t think all black people love Oprah.
My friend Pam certainly didn’t.

In this author’s opinion, everybody on that boat is a fake ass. I can’t believe millions of people
believe in any one of them or their global warming polemic. But why didn’t the world authority on
global warming, Leo DeCrapio, join them? Maybe he was out on his own yacht.

Two big, polluting yachts are better than one.
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The Destruction of Masculinity and Family Are
Nearly Complete
April 21, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

More “men” are now living at home with their parents than ever before

A stable marriage and a family were once considered the norm in America. But that has all changed
since social engineers set out to destroy both.

Welcome to the decline. CNS News reports:

Four decades ago, in the mid-1970s, young American adults–in the 18-to-34 age
bracket–were far more likely to be married and living with a spouse than living in their
parents’ home. But that is no longer the case, according to a new study by the U.S. Census
Bureau.

The government agency crows with glee.

There are now more young people living with their parents than in any other arrangement.

Notice the manipulative language. Age 34 is not “young people.”

Make no mistake, this didn’t happen by accident. The middle class “bourgeoisie” family is being
systematically destroyed, along with the masculinity and traditions that brought it about. The ruling
class wants adults living at home with mommy and daddy rather than forging the family they laud so
much in political speeches but work so hard every day to undermine.

The elite don’t want to pay a man enough to support a family. They want both sexes competing with
each other for a limited number of jobs. The ensuing buyer’s market means lower wages for both
sexes but twice the tax base for their government servants to enslave us with the power of our own
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money.

What, you think greedy corporate CEOs are content to pay American workers a decent wage when
they get by with paying slave wages abroad? This is why they’re flooding Western nations with third-
world populations and reducing men to weaklings with one policy and one law and one social
engineering scheme after the other. They don’t want you fighting back.

We are all being groomed to be androgynous, socially isolated serfs on the emerging, global
corporate plantation as one pillar after another underpinning Western Civilization falls and a new
social engineering scheme emerges in each’s place.

Meantime, the wrath of the post-feminism Anglobitch makes her a very unstable investment for any
would-be Beta who wants to wife up one of these pale pieces of tail. Your government says:

What is more almost 9 in 10 young people who were living in their parents’ home a year
ago are still living there today, making it the most stable living arrangement.

That should come as no surprise to regular TNMM readers, American women making for unstable
living arrangements. They’re unstable in many ways, including mentally since they’ve forgone
having families and children to become one of the boys. Penis Envy has gotten so bad they can even
buy their own plastic penises at Walmart to pee out of. No, really. They can.

Let’s put all the pieces together.

It’s been said a great civilization cannot be conquered from without until it has destroyed itself from
within. Liberalism, feminism, and corporate greed destroyed the West. Now Islam is conquering
Europe and Latinos are conquering Anglo America. I say good riddance to it in its present, weakened,
emasculated form.

We are watching the modern day Fall of Rome in slow motion before our very eyes and nobody
seems to get it. It seems the West and the white race will go out with a whimper rather than a bang.
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5 Myths In America That Cry Out For Realtalk
April 22, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

5 realities that do not fit the glossy image America broadcasts to the world

The more wisdom a thinking man gleans as he walks through this cosmic joke known as life, he
begins to see lies everywhere. Lies and myths designed to make men pliable for other men to exploit.
Most men never figure out the mental and literal prison they’ve been placed into as social engineers
and PR flacks tirelessly cheer the mantra of “Freedom!” while the average man knows nothing of
what it is to move through life of his own volition and decision making.

Just as with fashion, people ridicule the myths of other societies while slavishly following the myths
of their own society. It is verboten to call into question common wisdom and worse, negate it with
logic and reason. These are thought crimes beyond measure for most.

But we are men who decided to swallow the Red Pill. So, here are 5 of the most insidious myths of
modern times.
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The humble home, decent wife, and two loving kids are a pipe dream, not The American Dream

5. The American Dream is alive and well

Ah, the white picket fence. An attractive, loyal wife. 2.1 children. You know, the traditional
American Dream that kept men motivated to produce and build up society. Here’s the official
definition of what the dream was in The Golden Age of our nation:

The ideal that everyone should have an equal opportunity to achieve success and prosperity
through hard work, determination, and initiative.

It hasn’t quite worked out that way. George Carlin put what it has become in modern times more
succinctly and accurately:

It’s called the American Dream because you have to be asleep to believe it.

Want some statistics to back this claim up? These numbers come from the Economic Policy Institute.
Before you poo-poo the source, realize the whole left-right paradigm is designed to keep people
fighting amongst each other. Neither side is totally correct or wrong. The left, as wrong as it is on so
many issues, actually makes some good points on labor issues. Such as:

The U.S. middle class had $17,867 less income in 2007 than in 1979, when adjusted for
inflation.
From 1973 to 2013, hourly compensation of a typical (production/nonsupervisory) worker rose
just 9% while productivity increased 74%.
Top 1% wages grew 138%, while wages of the bottom 90% grew just 15%. If the wages of the
bottom 90% had grown at the average pace over this period—meaning that wages grew equally
across-the-board—then the bottom 90%’s wages would have grown by 32%, more than double
the actual growth.
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Over the entire 34-year period between 1979 and 2013, the hourly wages of middle-wage
workers were stagnant, rising just 6%. The wages of middle-wage workers were totally flat or
in decline over the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s, except for the late 1990s. The wages of low-wage
workers fared even worse, falling 5% from 1979 to 2013. In contrast, the hourly wages of high-
wage workers rose 41%
In 2013, inflation-adjusted hourly wages of young college graduates were lower than they were
in the late 1990s, a trend that held for both young male and female college graduates.

Translation, people are working harder than ever, producing more (in stark contrast to the “lazy
American worker” trope promulgated by the media) and yet taking home less. This means fewer
people can buy homes, cars, and live prosperous lives. Not to mention the destruction of all things
feminine brought on by feminism make The American Dream a pipe dream.

American women may be many things, like decadent and solipsistic, but oppressed they are not

4. Women are systematically oppressed

One only need catch an episode of The Real Housewives of Whatever City to see the decadent lives
of totally wasteful materialism and consumerism modern women lead. Half of these worthless bags
of protoplasm don’t just buy plastic merchandise for their homes, they graft it onto their bodies with
face, ass, and boob jobs.

That’s just the upper crust of society. Down here on the bottom, one only need walk into a grocery
store to see women with fatherless children paying for their haul of free food with an EBT card, free
dairy with WIC, on top of collecting child support from daddy who’s now an economic slave with the
lash of the child support system bearing down on him.

The reality is American women are the most spoiled, entitled class of people to ever walk this earth.
They have more power than men ever will. This duality of American women’s behavior – claiming to
be victims while living like queens – dates back to the Puritan foundations of the nation, a topic I
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recently wrote about.

Here’s more proof women aren’t oppressed. Females make 80% of all purchasing decisions in the
economy and they spend 90% more than they earn over the course of a lifetime. That sounds like
royalty, not victimhood.

The war on a plant is really part of the War on You

3. The drug war is about public safety

Bottom line, the drug war is about eliminating economic competition. Drug dealers run on a cash
economy the government has a hard time taxing and are their own bosses. They’re not subjected to
the growing, total micromanagement of their lives corporate drones are. In many ways, as Walter
White showed us, they’re their own men. The government doesn’t want that. It wants subjects to rule
and terrorize. (The Drug War goes hand in hand with the War on Sex.)

The reason there’s violence is not because drug dealers are innately evil. Drugs are readily available
all around me, but because law enforcement is lax, there is very little violence where I live part-time
on the island of Hispaniola. Violence happens every time a Prohibition is passed. When the
Prohibition on alcohol was passed, booze immediately shifted to the black market and we saw
everything from Al Capone to Bonnie and Clyde. From the Ganzel Group:

Because of Prohibition, organized crime increased, especially in major cities. Gangsters got
richer and more violent as they fought over control of liquor sales and other illegal activities
such as prostitution and gambling, which also grew during the 1930s. The public was
fascinated by big-city mob bosses who became the subject of newspaper stories and movies.
Although they were far from urban speakeasies and gangland crime, rural residents also
were fascinated by the underworld activities of mobsters. Gangs and outlaws with names
like “Pretty Boy Floyd,” “Baby Face” Nelson, Ma and Fred Barker, and Bonnie and Clyde
grabbed newspaper headlines. John Dillinger’s armed robberies took place mostly in the
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Midwest, and he was named “Public Enemy Number One.”

H.L. Mencken wrote:

Prohibition has not only failed in its promises but actually created additional serious and
disturbing social problems throughout society. There is not less drunkenness in the Republic
but more. There is not less crime, but more. … The cost of government is not smaller, but
vastly greater. Respect for law has not increased, but diminished.

Sound familiar? It’s because that’s exactly what’s playing out today, except with marijuana and
cocaine. Has the 40-year War on Drugs yielded any results? A trillion dollars has been spent and
rates of drug usage remain constant. There are slight ticks up and down but overall there hasn’t been
any change in the number of recreational users and addicts.

What has changed is America has become the biggest prison state on the planet since the Drug War
started back in the days of Nixon, with more of a percentage of its populace in prison than any other
nation on earth. Most of those in prison are there for drug crimes.

Diseases named after chickens and pigs are supposed to terrify you

2. New diseases threaten your safety

Plague terror is what its opponents refer to it as. The fear mongering over “your safety” covers many
areas of life, but medical issues are one of the most insidious ways the media and government instill
fear in the hearts of men. Here’s an example of some of the things that were supposed to “kill us all”
in the last 15 years:

2002, the media said West Nile will kill us all
2004, SARS will kill us all
2005, Bird Flu will kill us all
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2009, Swine Flu will kill us all
2014, Ebola will kill us all
2016, Zika will kill us all

We’ll see what they dredge up this year.

Incidentally, HIV/AIDS has been one of the most successful campaigns of
plague terror ever foisted on the populace by government overlords. It literally made people scared to
have sex, and even when they did a condom was a must. (Was it all just another population reduction
measure? In other words, scare the masses so bad everybody starts using condoms so as to reduce
pregnancies.)

The bottom line is, you are NOT going to contract HIV from heterosexual, vaginal intercourse. The
Centers for Disease Control’s own statistics state there is a 4 in 10,000 chance for a man to contract
HIV from having sex with a woman, and that’s if she’s infected! Don’t believe me? Here’s the link.
The average person has sex once a week. Let’s say they fuck from age 18 to age 75 once a week.
That’s roughly 3,000 sexual encounters in an entire lifetime. A man would literally have to have sex
for 3 lifetimes in order to be guaranteed to contract the disease through heterosexual intercourse. And
that’s unprotected sex every single time with an infected person!

Some journalists are questioning if the disease called HIV/AIDS even exists in the capacity we have
been led to believe it does. Joan Shenton has been one of the most vocal, and attacked, critics of
plague terror of the last two generations. Brent Leung, who produced the film House of Numbers is
another.

To this day, it remains confined to risk groups (gays and IV drug users) and has never spread to
become the heterosexual epidemic we were scared out of our wits about in the 1980s and 1990s.
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The least personal freedom many have experienced thus far has been right here at home

1. America is a free country

Of all the places this author has been, without a doubt America offers the least freedom. By far. All
the important decisions are already made for a person, and if they step out of line there are police
everywhere ready to arrest you for everything from renting a sexual encounter to smoking a joint to
driving too fast to not tithing your masters enough money each April 15th.

Obey your masters is drilled into the minds of children from kindergarten. A
boy’s decisions are already made for him from age 5 to age 18. Go to school and listen to what we
want you to hear, or your parents will go to jail. After 13 years of brainwashing, he then goes on to
college to chase the promises he was made only to find he is saddled with an average of $30,000 in
debt that isn’t dischargeable even in bankruptcy and is trapped in a job he can’t escape because of
“life debt” i.e. needing food to eat, clothes to wear, and a roof over his head.

The entire society is geared towards turning people into what Herbert Hoover called “Happiness
Machines” or consummate consumers who work themselves to death from cradle to grave so they can
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mindlessly consume. Shopping and eating out are the national religions. There’s never time to stop
and smell the roses, contemplate life, or take a nice, long break from it all.

More, more, more is the mantra.

In truth, while abject slavery was abolished the new model is economic slavery. Try as a man might,
there is almost no escape from this system. Nearly every avenue of escape has been closed off.

Revealing words from the patriarch of a prominent political family reveal the mythmakers’ mentality

The Mythmakers

All this mythmaking does pose some risk for those making the myth. George H.W. Bush or “Pappy”
as he’s known in the Bush circle reportedly made this revealing statement back in 1991:

If the American people knew what we have done, they would string us up from the lamp
posts.

Indeed, if there wasn’t so much propaganda and a totally controlled and compliant corporate media
shoveling manure into the eyes and ears of the masses on a daily basis, there might be a threat to the
power structure. Perhaps those making the myth learned a lesson from a former foe they vanquished
in their game of world domination.

How fortunate for leaders that men do not think… Make the lie big, make it simple, keep
saying it, and eventually they will believe it.

Words spoken by Hitler that still ring true today.
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Eye Candy of the Week | April 23, 2017
April 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Who’s ready to fly to Asia? Come fly the sexy skies. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for April 23,
2017.
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Ah, Those Evil Anglobitch Eyes
April 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The cold, calculating look of the Anglobitch, with ice running through her veins

The eyes can be windows into the soul. Apparently, any hunches one might have that Megyn.. er…
My Gyn Kelly is a man-jawed ice queen would be correct, according to some recently released
political gossip. Kelly, now appropriately at openly Communist NBC News rather than pseudo-
conservative network Fox News is, according to Steve Bannon a classic case study of the archetypal
Anglobitch we discuss so often here at TNMM.

Reports have surfaced that Bannon, Trump’s chief strategist tried to warn Roger Ailes about what
kind of woman she was dealing with in a report just that just dropped on left-learning Politico.

I told him then, I said, “She’s the devil, and she will turn on you!”

Of course, the rotund Ailes didn’t heed those warnings (as so many American men who are in total
denial about the pure malevolence women are capable of) and was soon dismissed from his
leadership role of the “news” organization with trumped up sexual harassment charges. Newsmax
writes:

Bannon described a “massive falling out” he had with Ailes over her treatment, in
particular, of then presidential candidate Donald Trump.

Of course, her setup questions backfired miserably and she now gets to address her nemesis as Mr.
President. Ailes decided Kelly wasn’t the devil and the rest is history.

By the way, sexual harassment cases are the new witch trials in this Puritanical culture.

As someone with over a decade of experience working in the media, I know the My Gyn Kelly type.
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Pretty much every white girl I worked alongside could be described using Bannon’s description of
Kelly. Pure evil hiding behind those blue eyes as women like her will do anything to be the queen
bee.
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Bill O’Reilly Takedown Another Classic Anglo Sexual
Witch Hunt
April 24, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

O’Reilly is out at Fox News because of yet another trumped up, social engineering sex scandal

Quelle surprise! Another sex scandal in severely sexually repressed Anglo America. Right on the
heels of the homely governor of Alabama resigning over some tepid sexts, the news drops that
O’Reilly is out at Fox News.

Someone really needs to start compiling a list of sex scandals that have
taken down powerful men – especially white men – in the last generation. Even NWO apparatchik
Bill Clinton was nearly brought down by hoes. Even after he sold out the nation’s economy with
NAFTA and backroom deals with China. This time, the blood in the water is on the conservative side
of the aisle.

Well, O’Reilly is a pseudo-conservative but be wary, the power structure is cleaning house to set
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themselves up for the next election so there won’t be any unpleasant surprises for the elite from well
informed peons like when Trump got elected. The agenda of silencing voices in the media that aren’t
overtly Communist is proceeding at an alarming rate.

If this keeps up, it will be back to strictly corporate-government propaganda in no time.

As a side note, speaking of the election of Trump, the prez is already breaking campaign promises
left and right. Looks like Hillary won’t go to jail or be punished for her crimes in any way,
Obamacare will stay, NATO will stay, and we’ll still be randomly bombing countries to keep the
military-industrial complex churning along.

After Trump assumed office, it probably took about 5 minutes before the Deep State sat him down in
The Puppet House and said, “Look here, Johnny boy, this is what you’re going to do. You play by
our rules, you get to stay in office. Otherwise…we can do anything from planting a fake sex scandal
in the media to pulling a JFK on you.” (His middle name is John, so I had to use it for effect.)

But getting back to O’Reilly.

Why do women dress like this if their sexuality embarrasses
them?

Sex scandals and sexual harassment claims are part and parcel of the war on straight men in Anglo
America. The Neo-Puritan message is: If we took down these powerful men, we can take you down.
So don’t you dare say anything sexual to the godly women at your office, you low-life man. Those
urges you have are nasty! Hellfire and brimstone!

It seems the powers that be want to totally desexualize Beta office drones. Just as in the days of the
witch trials in Puritan America, this insane culture is once again burning people at the stake –
although figuratively – by mere insinuation that they’re a man with a functioning libido and sufficient
level of testosterone. If the Devil makes you make a pass at a woman, we’ll make sure you pay for
your sins by destroying your career.

Why, a woman would never lie to advance her personal agenda or to profit from it financially.

In this case, O’Reilly allegedly calling someone “hot chocolate” with no substantive proof he said
anything was enough to destroy his career at Fox News. What astounding hypocrisy in the remnants
of this moribund culture. Women damning men for complimenting them, then going out to the night
club dressed as and acting like harlots for all the world to see.

There’s also astounding hypocrisy among the suits at Fox News.

Fox News is a network that gets ratings by having women wear dresses up to their crotch and shake
their legs at the screen. Fox News sexually harasses viewers with a nonstop parade of leggy blondes
who profit from their sexuality by displaying it for the buffoons out there who would rather see long
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legs than substantive news. If Fox News was truly anti-sexuality in the workplace, and its women
wanted to be taken seriously, why would they parade their sexuality in this way? Why would Fox
News let them? Why wouldn’t they wear long dresses down to their ankle and sit behind a desk as in
the olden days?

Because Anglo women have learned to use their sexuality as a weapon.

It all goes back to the two-faced attitude America has towards sex. Sex is everywhere, but men dare
not attempt to taste the forbidden fruit, especially in the workplace. Just as in the days of the French
Revolution, j’accuse is enough to make people’s heads roll.
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The Sigma Male:Become A King Slayer
April 25, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

The pawn becomes the king

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

The proliferation within the manosphere of socio-sexual status markers has been around for awhile. 
There may be slight differences in definitions between what comprises the Alpha male, Beta, etc. 
Yet the general consensus is the same.  You want to be the “Alpha” male and not the “Beta” male or
lower.  Personally I rarely use these terms as it has become a way for morons to status signal behind
their keyboards.

While the Alpha and Beta categories have seen a lot of commentary and dissemination.  There is very
little exegesis on the Sigma male.  Our gracious host Relampago has done a bang up job in further
breaking down what and who this archetype is.  His article here does a splendid job in defining the
Sigma male.  I would like to further add commentary on this topic.

Drifters And Villains

If you don’t know anything about the Sigma.  Please read the linked article first to get some
knowledge on the topic.  I have been saying for awhile now that the modern male needs to out group
himself from the society in which he hails from(if he lives in the west).  He needs to become the
antithesis of all the pozzed Fag-O-Trons holding hands and singing Kumbaya.  This rebellious
shunning of the masses and their drugged out delirium of group think fits perfectly in line with
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becoming the Sigma male.

For introverted types, this way of living comes natural to them.  Never the
less anyone can choose to say “fuck these faggots” and become the maniacal Outlaw set against the
west and her hordes of androgynous mutants.

The Sigma gives zero fucks about fitting in.  Zero fucks about playing ball with a cadre of inferiors. 
Often he lurks in the shadows and picks off his prey without having to make a huge show of it.  For
this reason alone the Sigma male will cause the Alpha types to feel very threatened.  One has to be
careful just how brash and brazen you want to swoop down into enemy territory and pick off the
sheep.  You don’t want to rustle up every Alpha and his lackeys to come against you at once.  It’s
much better as the Sigma to isolate your targets than it is to go in like Rambo.

That being said it can be seriously fun to obliterate social scenes and make enemies.  It is a rockin
good time to cause fear and terror in the hearts of weaklings.  Sometimes you just gotta fuck shit
up.  For the Sigma this comes much easier.  Since he plants no roots in social scenes and has
voluntarily out grouped himself.  It is much easier for him to move between varying social circles and
drop some fuckin bombs.
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The Sigma is beholden to no man

Meet The King Slayer

The Sigma male is the natural Villain to the zeitgeist.  The dangerous man in the shadows who at any
time can strike like lightning on some fuck boy Alpha types.  One of the best and most lethal traits of
the Sigma is his unpredictability.  Because he does not care to be very social, most people are
alarmed whenever he inserts himself in their group.  The brazen Sigma can absolutely destroy social
groups and situations where there is a conformist mind set.

To become the Sigma you must not fear this power but embrace it.  When people come against you it
should cause great joy and eager anticipation to swell inside.  There is most definitely a lot of
entertainment to be had annihilating people’s little circle jerks.  The Sigma HATES to be considered
part of the group.  He stalks outside judging and discerning how he will strike.  Sometimes he has a
specific reason for blowing up the party.  Sometimes he just wants to entertain himself at the
expense of others.

The Alpha’s will always look with concern, anger, threat and even fear at the Sigma.  The Alpha is
established within his group.  He has been resting on his laurels.  Leaning on his social status with no
threats from outsiders.  Then along comes the Sigma and flips his shit upside down.  You have to
expect this and even welcome it.  We hate to be social in the way that most people behave.

Lets face it. 

Most people are extremely weak and passive.  They cave at the plastic displays of machismo from the
cardboard Alpha.  In strolls the Sigma tossing a mother fucking molotov on the whole god damn
thing.

Fuck yo couch!

Calculated Aggression

For Sigma types you need to embrace and harness your aggression.  You will need it in strong
measure if you rile up entire social groups against you.  Do not fear your power but embrace the dark
ability to cause chaos.  The only caveat being that you must cultivate attacking with calculated
aggression.

While the Alpha is swimming in his small pond.  The Sigma rolls up and
drains the whole god damn thing.  While the lone big fish squirms and putters out along with his little
fish groupies.  The Villain Sigma rides off in the sunset for the next score and the next party to
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plunder.  Get fucked.

If you are a natural rebel who hates to be “one of the guys”.  You may find your ideal archetype in
the Sigma male.  He is truly a man apart and a unique individual.  He knows the taste of boundless
freedom and is loathe to relinquish it for anyone or anything.  However you should know that with
this freedom also welcomes the accompanying danger.  Be prepared to deal with aggressive alpha
behaviors from those who feel alarmingly threatened by your very presence.  Be ready to strike in a
moments notice at the whiff of weakness and then vanish back into the shadows.  We don’t need any
pats on the back, faceborg likes or gay boy shout outs.

To all the sycophants, social butterflies and piss weak status whores.  We smile a devious and dark
grin watching your faggot pony show go up in flames.  Now kiss my ass and suck my dick. 

EVERYONE.
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Statistics Prove Anglo Women Are Ravenous Materialists Who
Are Destroying the Environment
April 27, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Ladies, all those trendy Starbucks latte containers end up in a landfill

The media will never call the Anglobitch out on her astounding, breathtaking hypocrisy. Oh, but we
will.

Anglo women claim to be concerned about the environment and “saving the planet” but never admit
they probably should cut back on buying useless garbage in order to make a contribution to the
effort. Some might call that the definition of insanity, wanting to keep doing the same thing over and
over while expecting a different result.

The plain truth is, American women are the most ravenous and wasteful consumers on the planet.

Statistics prove it’s women who are responsible for destroying the environment with their vain,
empty lifestyles of conspicuous consumption and Keeping Up with the Joneses. American women
spend money hand over fist, and as we’ve pointed out before spend 90% more than they earn over the
course of their selfish lives. (So selfish, they have cut men and children out of their lives as whites are
now demographically dead and disappearing. And this cancer is infecting other cultures who come to
America.)

But wait, there’s more. Just take a look at some statistics compiled by minimalist Josh Becker, all
gathered from “official” media outlets and newspapers:

An estimated two-thirds of the U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) comes from retail
consumption.
The average American woman makes 301 trips to the store each year.
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She spends close to 400 hours a year shopping.
She spends nearly 9 years of her life shopping.
The American woman spends 190 hours a year shopping for clothes, shoes, or window
shopping. Women spend 95 hours shopping for food—only half the time of shoe, clothes and
window shopping.
Americans spend more on shoes, jewelry, and watches than on higher education. All those are
consumer items primarily consumed by women.
Shopping malls outnumber high schools in America.
When asked about hobbies, girls (age 13-18) identified shopping as their favorite pastime.
The average American throws away 65 pounds of clothing per year. (Women buy far more
clothes than men.)
Americans now spend more money eating out than they do at the grocery store. (Since
Anglobitches can’t cook anymore.)

As a side note, visit an online dating site and see how many of the catfishes of the day mention
shopping as their hobby. They only want you as a man if you can become a utility object they can use
to get even more junk than they already have.

So, you see, it’s women who are destroying the environment with their greedy, solipsistic natures.
They’re also destroying the culture of America since they’ve abandoned having men and children in
their lives so they can chase the mirage of the Have It All™ lifestyle.

As a result of catering to every female whim, the national pastimes have
become nothing more than shopping and eating out every meal.

This, after its clueless consumers work like a slave to support a treadmill of materialism, but can’t
figure out why they have to put in 70 hours a week keep the machine they’re on spinning.

Of course, the need to produce these items and further feed already obese people high calorie meals
has a detrimental effect on the environment.

America, gynocentric and Puritan-based, is a nation that has completely sold out to the female
imperative. It is not a nation anymore as much as it is a business dedicated to appeasing females with
an infinite, never-ending supply of worthless crap. It sold out its entire culture to support
consumption, and is attempting to socially engineer humans to become more efficient worker drones
so it can produce even more garbage!

Are American women grateful for the lives they lead? No! They want even more!

Rampant consumerism is to blame, more than anything else, for the deleterious effect humans are
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having on the planet. And all fingers point to the Anglobitch when it comes to rampant consumerism.
The numbers don’t lie.

And yet, this pussy-worshipping culture dare not call the goddess out to defend her breathtaking
duplicity even as she destroys the world and the host culture. As long as someone can make a quick
buck off the total corruption of female nature, turning them into figurative asses (both the animal and
the more colorful use of the word) running on a treadmill of consumption chasing a carrot on a stick,
it’s full steam ahead.

That is, until this cancer completely obliterates its host culture. Anglos are already dying off, so the
monster wants to bring in other ethnicities to prop up the machine. But beware all you people coming
into America, the monster just might eat your culture, too. As economist John McMurtry has written,
this female-centered economy (a mixed capitalist and Communist economy at that thanks to the
corporate-government complex) is behaving exactly like a metastasizing cancer.

The air, soil and water cumulatively degrade; species become extinct at a spasm rate across
continents; pollution cycles and volumes increase to endanger life-systems at all levels in
cascade effects; a rising half of the world is destitute as inequality multiplies; the global
food system produces more and more disabling and contaminated junk food without
nutritional value; non-contagious diseases multiply to the world’s biggest killer with only
symptom cures; the vocational future of the next generation collapses across the world
while their bank debts rise; the global financial system has ceased to function for productive
investment in life-goods; collective-interest agencies of governments and unions are
stripped while for-profit state subsidies multiply; police state laws and methods advance
while belligerent wars for corporate resources increase; the media are corporate ad vehicles
and the academy is increasingly reduced to corporate functions; public sectors and services
are non-stop defunded and privatized as tax evasion and transnational corporate funding and
service by governments rise at the same time at every level.

Put simply, this is not an economy I want to live in, just so women can have shiny things to show off
to their petty and equally empty-headed friends, and the corporate-government complex can enslave
me using the force of my own tax dollars.

So, next time a woman starts bitching about the environment, tell her to shut the fuck up because
she’s the one destroying it.
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Keep Calm and Go Ghost
April 27, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An update from the road, just outside The Windy City

Here’s an update from the road as I sit outside Chicago with a load of plastic consumer garbage
destined for a Walmart distribution center.

MGTOW Ghosting has become a common topic of discussion among that community, and I must say
I realize it has a certain appeal. After spending a full year in the Caribbean, then the month of March
in Asia, I feel as if I’ve been dropped into a bucket of ice water coming back to the States. The
women are a fucking freak show! People don’t even know how to say hello to each other! Everyone
walks around in a daze! Nobody has time to do anything except work!

And to think, I once accepted this as the norm!

Even though I can pull ass at strip clubs or game my way into some chick’s love box (if I want to put
time and energy into it) through online dating, I really have no desire to do anything except work my
ass off, save every dime, and get the fuck out of this insane asylum as quickly as possible.

For example, I was going to go out last night and drink some beers while watching some naked ass
and tits jiggling around. But, an Uber was going to cost me a total of $60 just for the roundtrip from
the truck stop to the closest strip club a mere 15 minutes away. A piece of ass in many countries will
run you the equivalent of $30, where prostitution is legal.

And that was just for the trip.

I’d have to spend the entire night selecting then gaming then putting up with some stripper who
would have a personality about as interesting as a bologna sandwich.

Maybe pussy just doesn’t have quite the appeal it once did after sleeping with nearly 150 women and
enjoying the female equivalent of filet mignon abroad. Maybe my time abroad has spoiled me. But
when I’m driving my truck coast to coast, all I can do is look around in horror as to what this culture
has become and what it represents. Vain, empty materialism everywhere and abandoned humanity in
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service of worthless garbage.

Let me just collect my check and leave again. Fuck participating in this freak show beyond cashing in
on it. It’s a good thing I’m working 70 hours a week. I wouldn’t know what to do with myself. I’m
going to request time off on the Mexico border. I need to get out of Anglo World for a few days to
salvage my sanity.

Meantime, I’ll be ghosting along with you MGTOWs.
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Liberal Men More Likely to Be Cucks
April 28, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Liberal men are much more likely to be willing cucks

Weakness and degeneracy. That describes the left, in a nutshell. No surprise then that a study just
found liberal men are more likely to be willing cucks. As reported by Milo:

A new French study has found that left-wingers are more likely to engage in partner
swapping and group sex while right-wingers are typically more dominant in relationships.

Here’s the data from polling organization IFOP.

The number of swingers among leftists (23%) is more than double the number of swingers
in the average population (9%). The survey goes on to state that other sexual activities
popular among leftists include polyamorous relationships and “encounters which lack any
emotional dimension.”

That already high number is likely higher when one considers those are the number of men who
admitted OVER THE PHONE to strangers they lend their wife out to other men. The study also
suggests what many of us innately know, that leftist are emotionally defective and don’t attach any
value to sex beyond getting off.

Sharing your girlfriend or wife with other men is the ultimate act of submission and weakness. The
biological premise around human sexual relations is for a male to dominate his wife’s sexuality, not
encourage other men to leave their seed and the results of their seed, i.e. children, in her womb.

Men who behave this way soon won’t be in the human gene pool, period. Leftism is more than just an
ideology of weakness and degeneracy, however. It’s culturally, and now it appears, biologically
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suicidal.

The leftists I know are nihilists, and hate themselves almost as much as they hate other people who
don’t subscribe to their narrow view of the world. No surprise their lives revolve around trying to not
only wipe their host society off the planet, but also eliminate themselves from the gene pool
completely.

Talk radio host Michael Savage has put it this way for over 20 years: Liberalism is a mental disorder.
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Milquetoast Fox News Moving to the Left
April 29, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Murdoch’s sons want to turn Fox into another CNN as they take the reigns of the network

Fox News, as psuedo-conservative and milquetoast as it is, is prepared to make a bold move to the
left. An obvious effort is being made by the maniacal, elite power structure to disperse what they see
as sheeple electing leaders like Trump, Farage, and possibly Le Pen by striking at shepherds like
O’Reilly.

They think they can make you forget about what they’re doing to you, your freedom, your nation, and
your culture if nobody is there pointing out how you’re losing all of the above.

In other words, the lukewarm shift of the electorates to the right in America and Europe, represented
by recent elections of leaders who talked a good game but are offering little in the way of results
(when’s the first brick in the Border Wall going to be laid?) as the West lies in its death throes is too
much for evil elitists. As reported by Mediaite, the firing of O’Reilly is only the first move Fox will
make to purge conservative voices from the airwaves.

This news… paints a picture of a changing Fox News Network with Murdoch’s sons, James
and Lachlan, CEO and co-chairman of parent company 21st Century Fox, at the helm.

“Changing” means falling in line with the wishes of the New World Order bosses, you know, the men
behind the curtain who really run the show. So what do Murdoch’s manlet sons want to do? To make
Fox more like CNN.

The [moves] struck fear into the minds of some Fox News’ hardcore conservatives with talk
of the sons wanting to rid the company “of the old-guard culture on which their father built
his empire” and bringing “a warmer and fuzzier workplace” that would move away from an
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“anti-politically correct environment.”

Oh, shit.

You know what all that code language means. Fox News, a network that has been nothing more than
symbolic opposition to the dissolution of America and debasement of Americans from their nation is
now disposing of any pretenses and coming out of the closet as another NWO propaganda machine.

Rumor has it Hannity will be the next to be removed from the network, and
his boss, network executive Bill Shine will likely be replaced by a YouGoGrrl.

The Mediaite article says some wealthy conservatives are huddling, and see Fox news betraying its
viewers as an opportunity. The group wants to sign O’Reilly, Hannity, and other conservative voices
excommunicated from Fox to a new, supposedly conservative network that’s in the planning stages.

I won’t hold my breath. Neither should you.

The loss of Fox news to the Communist agenda means you should be worried, very worried if you are
a conservative or libertarian or traditionalist. The power structure is now openly censoring opposition
to their plans for world domination. They’re purging opposition, even milquetoast, middle of the road
opposition from the public dialogue.

These are the exact same moves the Soviet Union made back in the Communist days of Russia.
Silencing the opposition so nobody hears anything except purile corporate-government propaganda
once again, and is scared to speak out with opinions that differ from the “mainstream.”
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In A Broken America, Only The Dishonorable Are Rewarded
April 29, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

When a man supports the system but gets fucked by it rather than rewarded, he either Goes Galt or turns into Walter White

John Edwards, the disgraced, slack-jawed lawyer turned Senator was fond of telling his populist
“Two Americas” story before his life imploded with – you guessed it – another classically Anglo-
American sex scandal. Squeamish about all things sex as this overly repressed culture is (when
people actually have sex rather than looking at it on a screen or advertisement), and as worshipful as
it is of women, how many men have we seen brought down in the last generation by sex scandals?
That’s a story in and of itself, but we’ll discuss that another time.

Edwards’ story did have some merit to it:

During the campaign, I spoke often of the two Americas: the America of the privileged and
the wealthy, and the America of those who lived from paycheck to paycheck. I spoke of the
difference in the schools, the difference in the loan rates, the difference in opportunity.

It needs to be revised, however.

Let’s tell a tale of two Americas. A story that is never told in the lamestream media and by lying
politicians. The story of what happens to a man who makes a solid effort to pull himself up by the
bootstraps and earn himself a slot in the middle class, and the story of a guy who mooches or
government dibsmedat programs, fucks hoes and enjoys recreational drugs. (Not that there’s anything
wrong with that if you can pay for it yourself!)
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Metallica said it best: New blood joins this earth, and quickly he’s subdued, through constant pained disgrace, the young boy learns their
rules

Beta Provider Guy

Meet Contestant #1. He was instilled with a solid work ethic from youth. He’s worked since he was
old enough to be of use to anyone, and started “official” employment at age 16. All while earning top
grades in school and prepping himself for college. Totally ignored by women in his teens, he is
assured that if he “does the right thing” there will be a reward waiting for him at the end of his long
road.

He endures liberalism in the public education system and suppresses all his natural male instincts to
fit into the female-favoring education environment. He spends the best years of his life studying
rather than partying, staying out of trouble rather than enjoying the rowdy lives boys want to live, and
graduates college 4 years later with a rubber stamp and an average of $30,000 in debt. Not to worry,
with his newfound credentials, he’ll be able to pay off his debt and earn his place in the middle class.

Well, not so fast. The industrious, give 100% go-getter WILL BE punished with today’s Socialist
schemes.

The more he earns, the less he gets to keep thanks to a progressive income tax scheme. Even with his
median $43,000 a year salary, he finds himself nothing more than an indebted rat in a wheel, spinning
as fast as he can only to watch money come in and money go out each pay period. Knock, knock.
Who’s there? Your student loan guarantor. It’s time to start making $300 a month student loan
payments. He soon discovers he is trapped by rather than freed by his education and J-O-B.

He still can’t get laid without making Herculean efforts since women find him BORING because he
works 70 hours a week and has no free time on the side to do anything except sleep. Bitches don’t
realize Betas are boring because they have to be to keep the world they enjoy functioning.

It doesn’t take too many years before he has a Walter White moment, realizing the system he
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faithfully supported has fucked him, and at the same time turned him into a villain because of his
“success” in the economy. His job is soon off-shored to India and he finds himself filing bankruptcy.

Who’s smarter? The hard-working Beta who gets taken advantage of by the system, or the layabout who takes advantage of the system

Total Loser Guy

Meet Contestant #2. Total loser guy does whatever the fuck he wants from boyhood through
adolescence into adulthood. Of course, women find this irresistible. Total loser guy spends his teens
in and out of trouble with the law. He can’t keep women off him because every girl loves a bad boy.
He knocks one up. Then another. Then another.

He can’t pay his child support, though. That’s okay, the tax money from the try-hard dupe will cover
his kids’ expenses. And his exes don’t pursue him for back child support in the court system because
he doesn’t have any money for them to take. He’s in and out of different jobs until he “gets injured”
on the job, sues, and then fakes a disability and goes on Social Security Disability.

Even though he does nothing but lay around and smoke weed, he doesn’t go without women because
they come offer and offer themselves to him to get into some of his stash. He scams tax-free money
on the side selling dope, paying no taxes on what he earns.

This guy gets taken care of for life, because he’s “disabled.” It’s not his fault the system failed him.
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This is why we can’t have nice things

More than Hyperbole

This is exactly how our government works in America. People who are industrious, give 110% go-
getters are punished for their industriousness while those who contribute nothing to society are
rewarded with free money. Well, as we all know, nothing is truly free as the government steals tax
dollars from the contributors to society and “redistributes” it to those who are “less fortunate.”

This story might sound like a farce but it’s about half autobiographical. I’ve personally lived and seen
much of what is written here.

It goes without saying women also avail themselves of the industriousness of Contestant #1 as most
government spending benefits women. This system is unsupportable, and an abomination on free
men. Politicians do not care that the oblivious Beta Provider Guy is being screwed over by their
system, because his tax money is how they maintain their power. As long as they can buy Total Loser
Guy’s vote, and Beta Provider Guy stays quiet, politicians and other miscreants can continue to ride
the gravy train.

That is, until a man gets fed up and decides to work only to support himself and his interests, to
starve the beast of the lifeblood it needs – his industriousness and tax dollars. Here’s a revelation: It’s
doesn’t take much for a man to live on. Through the evangel of minimalism, men can turn this system
on its ear. Find yourself enslaved by the economic system? Take a page from the corporate playbook
and downsize what they’re selling out of your life. You don’t need ANY of what they’re selling
beyond food to eat, clothes on your back, and a modest roof over your head.

All it takes is a critical mass of John Galts and Walter Whites to emerge and it’s Game Over for
abusing the productive men in society. Just like the mooches, CEOs, princesses, and government
larcenists, former hard-working, tax-paying, honest men who have been shit on will start to fist fuck
what they want out of this economy. When a critical mass of former worker bees starts behaving like
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everyone else, the best laid plans of mice and men and government officials will go awry.

I’ve already made my fist with my trucking and living abroad half the year plan. Have you?
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Is the Don Betraying His Voters? Trump Now Says He’s
a Globalist
April 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Just as basketball players pivot to shift direction, so do politicians to shift policy positions

Make America Great Again? Or make her into part of an organizing global collective Karl Marx
would be proud of?

If anyone is paying attention with a rational mind rather than mindlessly fawning over Donald
Trump, they have good reason to be getting worried. Really fucking worried. Even Breitbart is
concerned about a statement he made before an important milestone in his Presidency:

On the eve of the 100 days in office milestone, President Donald Trump claims he is both a
nationalist and a globalist — despite campaign promises that his presidency would reject
globalism and put America first.

Nationalism and globalism, it should go without saying, are diametrically opposed. This statement is
what’s known in politics as a “pivot” as Trump apparently makes a step away from the nationalism
he promoted in his campaign and towards the New World Order globalism any rational man should
be worried and angry over.

Hillary did the same thing with gay marriage. She was against it, then indifferent to it, before
wholeheartedly supporting it. Making small pivots is how slimy politicians totally change direction
without the silly-putty minded public noticing.

Here’s the President’s exact quote.

Hey, I’m a nationalist and a globalist. And I’m the only one who makes the decision,
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believe me.

This astonishing reversal in position comes after nationalist Steve Bannon was shuffled to the side at
The White House before the Neocon bombing of Syria proceeded, and news surfaced that Trump’s
liberal kids apparently hold an inordinate amount of influence in the Trump White House. (TNMM
warned you about Ivanka Trump and her feminist, anti-family, anti-male messaging during the
Republican National Convention.)

The remarks also come on the heels of another pivot away from withdrawing the USA from the
horrible NAFTA trade deal instituted by Slick Willy back in the 1990s. It now appears NAFTA will
stay, although Trump wants to “renegotiate” the treaty. What else has The Don changed his mind on
or quietly failed to deliver on? Here’s a listing compiled by Murica Today.

Hmmm…is Trump just playing political chess or will he be yet another elected official who betrays those who elected him?

That’s a lot of policy shifting that apparently nobody has noticed except a few blogs here and there
who keep track of these sorts of things. Goodness knows one can’t depend on “journalists” to do their
fucking jobs.
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It certainly seems the globalists have gotten to the Trump administration, as
he moves away from his base and towards a moderate and even liberal position on important issues.
The shift to supporting globalism should be jaw-dropping and very worrying for the objective minded
individual.

Globalism means continuing to sell out America, and making her into just another entity that’s only a
small part of a New World Order, Communist collective rather than a sovereign nation.

The counterpoint is, Trump has only had 100 days in office and maybe this is just political game
playing on his part. But, he certainly wouldn’t be the first elected official to betray those who elected
him when the real power structure, the Deep State and the corporations who finance the best
government money can buy, send in their devils to tell politicians what they’re going to say and what
they’re going to do.

Still no word on when the first brick will be laid on the border wall from The Puppet House.
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Eye Candy of the Week | April 30, 2017
April 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

There’s just something about Brazilian pop star Anitta. She has a marvelous behind that you can
watch her shake in this video, but it still approachable in the way Anglo chicks never are. Enjoy our
Eye Candy of the Week for April 30, 2017 as we admire the female form while remembering the
truth about women.

P.S. Notice in that video some important cultural differences – rather than rubbing her sexuality in a
man’s face and telling him he can’t have any of it as Anglo chicks do, she flirts with and rubs her
magnificent rear-end all over her crush.
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Stories from the Road: Indianapolis Headed to Mexico
May 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Saddle up

Trucking may be the ultimate career for the roaming nomad.

I’ve seen basically the entire U.S. in just a few short months, banged bitches in different cities, and
since I live in the truck I don’t have any expenses beyond food and entertainment. As Willie Nelson
put it, “Living on the road my friend, is gonna keep you free and clean.”

Let me tell you, the nation doesn’t impress me much. Nothing to do except mindlessly consume and
throw money around for no real reason at all. The nation is obsessed with materialism and novel
restaurant experiences with bad, overpriced, ersatz food.
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I’m days away from women like her

Still, I manage to keep myself entertained.

I went to a black strip club in Indianapolis last night, and came away thinking how everything we say
about American women in the manosphere is so right on. It was another disappointment, leading me
to believe social engineering is now sucking the life out of the black community. Anglos were always
boring.

Foreign women put American women to shame in almost every quantifiable measure. All I could
think was, “I can’t wait to leave this fucking place again.” I knew I could get more, better action for
much less money this weekend. Or no money at all.

It’s almost time. After 23 days straight on the road, I get to take a week off. I requested time off in the
Rio Grande Valley so I can skip this repressed, coast to coast shopping mall and eatery for some good
times in Old Mexico.

I’ll definitely be banging out some sexy Latinas while I’m there. In fact, that was all I could think of,
with a bemused look on my face, as these Ameriwhores rubbed their sexuality in men’s faces,
clueless as to why nobody was spending money on them with tips. Bitch, we don’t want to give away
our hard earned money away just to see your ample frame in a bikini and get rubbed on.

America loves to tease men with sex but give them no satisfaction.

Incidentally, I just reread part of Havok: How Anglo American Feminism Ruined Society in my
spare time. What a relief to discover I’m not alone, many authors, artists, poets, and writers fled this
culture either spiritually, literally, or both. Among them: Christian, Hemingway, Blake, Byron,
Shelley, Rosetti.

Here are a few excerpts from the Chapter detailing how creative and intelligent men fled sexually
repressed Anglo America for a cornucopia of sensual and sexual delights abroad.
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So I’m in good company.

At this point, I only come to America to refill my bank account with cash.
It’s a mercenary relationship. Since I’m cockblocked from participating in other world economies
due to statism, I have no choice for the moment except to lick the boot and save all my pennies for a
better life abroad. Shopping and eating out and latent Puritanism don’t interest me. Good times and
interesting people and freedom do.

As I’ve said before, America offers the least personal freedom and liberty of any place I visit. It is
quite literally the world’s largest outdoor prison.
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That’s why trucking is the perfect plan for the man who wants out…spend 23 days driving, 7 abroad
each month, then take a 6 month sabbatical from the land of conspicuous consumption each year as I
return to the Caribbean and venture out into parts unknown in the rest of the world.

Better men than I did the same thing, except they had resources and I have to work for my resources.
My travel plans this year still include Africa, South America, and of course, my haven in the
Caribbean.

Meantime, I’ll be in Mexico next week. With stories, of course.
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America is Not a Nation Anymore, It’s a Business
May 3, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s the battle of culture vs. consumption. Currently, consumption is winning

There’s no culture anymore. It was sold out in a clearance sale last week.

There’s no fun or wonder about life anymore, either. Sure, people put on pretenses that they’re happy
and having fun. But one only need visit any town in America (I’ve been to nearly every state) and the
illusion is quickly destroyed.

People just grunt when you greet them on the street as they mindlessly
work 40, 50, or 60 hours a week to line the walls of their own personal, materialistic prisons.

Families are breaking down. The government is becoming tyrannical. Politicians betray their voters
every election cycle. Women become faker by the year with everything from Cloroxed hair to ass
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implants to well-practiced personalities. Feminized manlets are almost as into gossip and intrigue as
the women at your local hair salon. The national obsession is the next gadget or overpriced meal.

It seems the Holy Bible was right. Money is the root of all evil. If a culture shifts to worshipping it,
that is. TNMM commenter Tony200 puts it this way: As for America; it is like Seinfeld – a show
about nothing. Except Seinfeld was funny.

What else is there in dystopian America other than consumption? Shopping for shit we don’t need
and eating excessive amounts of food – that’s making us the fattest sons of bitches in the history of
the human race. And yet we are told by the media how lucky we are to be living here on a daily basis.

Huh?

What about those of us who crave culture, female companionship, and personal freedom? Those of us
who don’t want to be job slaves? Those of us who want to live in a community and a nation rather
than a business?

This sellout culture is literally selling out its humanity so it can produce more crap. Never is a
thought given to judging quality of life in non-economic terms. This is due in part to the foundation
of Western society being the Faustian quest for infinity, as explained by Spengler in TNMM’s
Decline of the West series. The West is pursuing an infinity of money and material goods, and that is
killing it.

Nothing matters except the Puritan-derived work ethic, sexlessness, and cyclical consumption. A man
comes to realize America is not so much a nation anymore as it is a 24/7 business. One might say all
nations are businesses at the end of the day, and that opinion has some validity to it.  The problem is
America is making every interaction between humans more and more transactional as each year
passes by.

Want lettuce and tomato on that burger? It will cost you extra. Want to drive on the Interstate your
tax money supposedly pays for? Those are electronic toll roads now. Coming soon…want to have a
child? You have to get a permit for that.

https://theredarchive.com/
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The concept of “enough” money doesn’t exist in an avaricious culture

Avarice

Greed and its cousin materialism are destroying the nation and the Caucasian race. Primarily because
of female lust for material goods and gutless men refusing to tell them to stop acting like children,
stomping their feet on the floor demanding material goods now, now, now!

The New Modern Man logo represents the ongoing battle between Justice and Greed. As described
by Carl Sagan, this sculpture inside the Royal Palace of Amsterdam has a deeper meaning.

It depicts Justice flanked by Death and Punishment triumphing over Greed and Envy, the
gods of the merchants; the unrestrained pursuit of profit poses serious threats to the
soul of a nation.

America has no soul anymore. It is a profit producing machine that’s putting
humanity through the meat grinder. Of course, major problems arise when a nation is unduly
imbalanced on the greed side of the equation.

By the way, when it comes to materialistic women, don’t hold your breath for men to grow a
backbone. If there’s one thing the trucking world has taught me, it’s that white men like to act tough
but most of them are quite weak these days.

The solution for the man who wants out of the madhouse before it takes them to hell along with the
rest of the sheeple? Thoughtful men should shift to the margins of society. When a man shifts from a
life of consumption to a life of minimalism, life transforms from a mind-boggling ordeal to a
fulfilling journey. Happiness and satisfaction with life will increase. Charles Bukowski said it best:

The less I needed, the better I felt.

Thoughtful men should also travel to experience the world untainted by a century of mass
consumerism and get their share of femininity while supplies last. There’s at least a chance the beast
of materialism will take over the world and put the very survival of the human race into doubt as
there’s never enough money or power for the psychopaths who brought us to these dire straits we
now find ourselves in as a nation.

Trashing the illusions society has programmed into men from birth is not a simple thing to do. In fact,
most sheeple will never reach this plateau of existence. However, for those men who do, their lives
will be given back to them. This begins with trashing the illusions the Anglo media gives us about the
fat, bitchy, and materialistic women in our nation.
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TNMM commenter Erik gives us an eyewithness report from the Rockies:

I had to go downtown for business today. Denver area. Ran into you-go-grrrrls, a fattie who
scowled when I said hello, old post-menopausal women cackling amongst themselves, and
one particularly manly woman who whistled nonstop. Dystopian nightmare. Gods…

As has been said before, feminism has made modern women worthless beyond their anatomy. And
greed has consumed the average American’s humanity and dignity.

The modern man should purge the toxicity of both plagues from his life. By cleansing the dead
weight of women (beyond casual sex) and materialism from life, a man regains his dignity. If enough
men do this, we can return to having a nation rather than a coast to coast shopping mall.

Women will never be able to do the heavy lifting of the economy (in male-dominated fields like
mining, etc.) because they only want jobs in which they can wear fancy clothes and have unwarranted
authority. Without men willingly turning themselves into slaves by buying things we don’t need, with
money we don’t have, to impress people we don’t like, the plantation system will fall apart.

And we might just have a nation again.
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Adopt the Corporate Cost-Cutting Strategy in Your Life
May 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Watch fat stacks grow quickly as you adopt a corporate strategy in your personal life

The arrogant fucks that run the American economy think they can keep you enslaved with your own
material desires, and you’ll never realize you don’t need anything they’re selling beyond a humble
meal, a cheap roof over your head, and clothes on your back to wear.

They think they can treat you however they want because you “need” their money. But what if you
didn’t need nearly as much of “their” money anymore?

Beyond the aforementioned basics, everything else can be “cost-cut” out of your life. Just adopt a
corporate strategy. They see you as nothing but an unnecessary “human resource” expense. So, it’s
time the John Galts and MGTOW Ghosts of the world saw the merchandise they’re trying to move as
nothing but an expense.

Start running your life and your bank account like a business. Hey,
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you’re in this to maximize the cash flow in both. I’ve never been happier since adopting this strategy,
that I learned well from 20 years at different GloboWorldCorps including 15 years in the lying,
mainstream (now corporate) media. I can save thousands of dollars very, very quickly since I have no
bills.

As someone who nearly broke by neck, and did break the bank chasing after the luxury apartment,
nice car, and all the decadent accoutrement the great marketing machine programmed into my mind
from childhood, I can safely say minimalism is where it’s at. There is nothing so valuable as freedom.

As John Galt knew: Why work at all? For whom am I working? Am I a slave?

In short, the American man works because he thinks the things he buys will make him happy or more
attractive to women. They don’t. He also works because American women, locked on The Hedonic
Treadmill only want to use him as a utility to make their materialistic lives spin faster.

The American man is a slave to himself and the illusions the things he buys represent to his
psychology. But more so, he is a slave to women and society who do not want him to wake up from
the illusions they’re spinning.

So, how would you run your life if you were the financial officer of You, Inc? If you want a lifestyle
of freedom, travel, and banging hot foreign women, you cut out every expense that stands in the way
of that goal.

You would also attempt to maximize your income. I do it by living in a
truck 23 days out of the month, spending my days off in Mexico the other 7 days, and living like a
monk while I’m in the States 6 months out of the year. (I’ve elected to be here in the warm season, at
that. When winter comes, I’m out.) I’m nothing but business when I’m here. My excellent quality of
life outside the Anglo-American insane asylum motivates me.

Here’s how I live when I’m trucking in the States. I limit meals in restaurants to once a week, on
payday. Even then, I bargain shop and will not spend more than $10 for a plate. Between paydays, I
spend about $1 a meal or less. I never buy soft drinks at truck stops, as I can get unit cost per soda
down to about 25 cents by stopping at Walmart or Family Dollar and buying a 24 pack.

This literally saves hundreds of dollars a month.

Entertainment wise, I occasionally buy beers in a strip club, but I refuse to “buy dances” and pay
exorbitant fees to get rubbed on by Anglobitches (of all colors). If I can game a girl into bed, that’s
great. If not, it’s back into the truck with my cash still in my wallet, and down the road my happy ass
goes.
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My 7 days in Mexico each month gives me all the entertainment I really
need with sexy señoritas rather than hateful Anglobitches. And that’s a free trip to Mexico each
month, since national trucking companies will allow you to take time off anywhere in the U.S. that
they do business. I request time off on the border each month.

I don’t have a car payment. I pay $200 a month for rent for my apartment in Samaná, but otherwise I
don’t have any living expenses. (Note: The savings on food basically means I get a free apartment.
See how minimalism works? Fuck the national obsession with recreational eating.)

This means I can accumulate a fat stack of cash in no time. Living abroad only costs me $5,400 a
YEAR for basics. But I like to live it up in countries that actually treat me like a man should be
treated, so I’m planning on saving up about $20,000 this year. That keeps me below the threshold to
have to pay on my student loans (corporate strategy, cost cut wherever possible!) and yet furnishes
me with an awesome quality of life.

In short, this is my plan. You need to design your own. But hopefully this will provide some
inspiration for the men with the mental horsepower to realize they’re being fucked hard by the
Anglo-American gynocentric system, and the will to escape it any way they can.

Hey, I’m only doing what corporations do.
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What Line Must Be Crossed?
May 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants.” -Thomas Jefferson

Talk radio host Dr. Michael Savage, who helped launch President Trump’s campaign, worked
tirelessly 3 years to get him elected, and is one of his most ardent supporters is worried. Anguished
was the word he used this week.

The Republicrat budget is out this week, and as Savage says, “When the Demicans and Republicrats
agree on something, you can be sure of one thing. The American people are being screwed.” Pelosi
and Schumer love the new budget.

So it would seem.

The budget includes more funding for Planned Parenthood, not less. It includes more funding for
sanctuary cities, not less. It does not include a cent towards the purchase of even one bag of cement
for the border wall. In other words, Trump is approving a RINO budget that Hillary Clinton would be
proud of. Which brings me to my next point. Commenter James Williams asks:

What line must be crossed before violent revolution is necessary?

To which River Heraclities replies:

The line was crossed years ago – you’ve already been taken over in your sleep – now it is
just wait and see how our masters treat us.

I’m not holding out much hope for Trump to reform Washington or to drain the swamp in
Washington. I offered only tepid support for him last year, and didn’t vote in the 2016 election
because I had a hunch he would be more of the same. Just like Obama, huge promises and low return
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on emotional, political investment.

What do you think?
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5 Ways We Are Foolishly Trading Our Freedom For “Safety”
May 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Trading liberty for the illusion of security has become an art form in American politics

Ben Franklin said it best.

Those who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve
neither Liberty nor Safety.

But socially engineered Americans have no idea the safety-obsessed culture they live in is not only
depriving them of living a full life, it’s also making them evermore beholden to a nanny and police
state.

The corporate-government complex and their marionettes in the media constantly create nebulous
security and safety issues so that a legislature which no longer represents you can pass law after law
to “protect” you when it’s actually putting you in a legal cage.

Here are 5 ways the corporate-government complex uses concerns over safety to take advantage of
the people.
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Carbon taxes will end bad weather, say government propagandists

5. Weather

Bad weather has been with mankind since the beginning. It’s never going away.

But, the media now makes out totally normal, if devastating, weather events
as though they’re something unusual. That tornado that struck the Midwest was spun up by the
tailpipe of your car. Never mind that the tornado count has been at record lows in recent years and
that we are in the midst of a hurricane drought.

Every year the headlines grow more strident that everything from wind, to fire, to drought is caused
by you. Be afraid, because Mother Nature is angry.

How do you appease her? By giving up your car and paying taxes on the air you breathe to your
omnipotent overlords in government who will use them to end tornadoes, floods, and hailstorms.

Well, not quite. Al Gore was just out in recent weeks calling for $15 trillion of your money. Once
they steal it from you, the power structure will use global carbon taxes to institute global governance
since a body that has the power to tax the world is by default a world government.
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Fear over sex allows government control of this “commodity” as well

4. Sex

Government propagandists have taken the child’s game of cooties to a new level. As I’ve pointed out
before, using the government’s own statistics, it is next to impossible to contract HIV/AIDS by
heterosexual, vaginal intercourse and blowjobs. Its critics have called this plague terror, as the
government regularly terrorizes its citizens with fear campaigns like this one.

That’s not enough. Your masters want sex to terrify you in new and creative ways.

How? New ways of creating problems that don’t exist to create profit are being devised. Now, a
vague human trafficking line has been invented by the spinmeisters as a way of eliminating
prostitution worldwide. The program is in its infancy, but make no mistake that’s what its aims are.
Even law enforcement officers admit, this is a phantom enemy in many ways.

We’ve got to protect sex by letting the government control every avenue of it. We’ve got to protect
the womyns since they’re Strong and Independent but are so weak they can’t make decisions about
whether they want to screw after a beer.
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As you submit to molestation and being treated like a prisoner to catch your flight, remember it’s to protect your “freedom”

3. TSA

People are naturally scared of flying. The government takes advantage of this fear by manipulating a
terror threat, that many think it is the root cause of in the first place, and turns you into the equivalent
someone entering prison rather than someone getting ready to fly the friendly skies at your local
airport.

TSA has never caught a terrorist. That’s because it was never intended to. It
was intended to rule over citizens with an iron fist and show them the government is large and in
charge over their lives. This agency regularly sexually assaults people at airports, feeling up your
Irish aunt’s breasts while whisking someone in a burqa right through the security gate, no questions
asked.

Two legs good, four legs bad on the Animal Farm.

There’s also psychological manipulation, as the government now has scanners that make citizens
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stand with their hands up like a criminal each time they pass through them. White hot rage runs
through me each time I have to pose like a felon and be X-rayed (the spinmeisters now call this
millimeter wave scanning – did you notice that turn of phrase at the airport?) just to get my seat on
the next outbound flight.

TSA is a prime example of the government fucking with people.

Illegal immigration is the gift that keeps on giving as one freedom after another is attacked while the problem is never solved

2. Illegal Immigration

The government loves the illegal immigration problem. They don’t want it to go away.

“Solving the illegal immigration problem” line of malarkey is a prime example of how the
government has stripped Americans of fundamental liberties while letting the hordes continue to
stream across the border.

Examples? There are many. Just a few short years ago, Americans used to be able to walk or drive
across the border and return to America with a driver’s license. Now, you have to send bureaucrats
about $150 and multiple documents to secure a passport. Then you get asked “What were you doing
in Mexico?” like it’s any of the government’s fucking business what you were doing.

Marco Rubio, former Presidential candidate, revealed another piece of the elite’s plan to milk the
immigration problem, and strip more of your fundamental liberties away. Here’s what TNMM wrote
during the campaign:

Rubio once again said we need an Orwellian visa tracking system to make sure people don’t
overstay when they come to America. This will be in addition to other Draconian Police
State measures at the border which always end up punishing people who follow the law
more than people who break it. But, a database that tracks every entry and when someone’s
“time runs out” we take Draconian measures to expel them or fine them? I realize
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conservatives probably love this idea as they continue to wall themselves into the police
state, but my concern is what happens when this measure spreads all over the world? We
then won’t be able to escape our human farm any longer.

This visa tracking system would be the first step to turning off your cash and other resources if you
overstayed in another country, or were outside the United States longer than your masters felt was
appropriate.

It seems the only people who aren’t required to have excessive amounts of identification are the
illegals themselves.

The Second Amendment will be nullified by default, not by direct repeal

1. Guns

Without the Second Amendment, the United States would already be under abject tyranny rather than
the soft and fuzzy tyranny we now have. Even though Toyota Prius kills people at a higher rate per
100,000 than guns do, the government is using the “death by 1,000 slashes” method to gut the Second
Amendment.

They don’t have to repeal it. All they have to do is create fear about guns, and then they’re illegal in
so many places it becomes totally impractical to own them.

Sure, you can still buy and own guns and Americans are thankfully armed to the teeth. But each year,
another straw is added to the camel’s back with this law, and that ordinance, and that policy. The
ultimate goal is nullifying the Second Amendment by default, without ever actually repealing it.

The Amendment will still be written on parchment, but it will be so impractical to purchase and own
guns most won’t bother.
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What freedoms do we have left other than deciding where to shop and what high calorie meal to eat at a restaurant?

Dangerous Freedom

Once the government gives Americans a completely “safe” world to live in, by not only invading
people’s lives through all of the above means but micromanaging their driving with front and rear
dash cams (already being considered for legislation in the trucking industry, then in your car – a
camera watching you every time your drive) we will all be living in our own The Truman Show.

As Dwight Eisenhower put it:

If you want total security, go to prison. There you’re fed, clothed, given medical care and so
on. The only thing lacking… is freedom.

Remember that next time some government bureaucrat wants to “protect” you. Meantime, Americans
continue to eat cake while their public servants turn the public into servants rather than themselves.
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Eye Candy of the Week | May 7, 2017
May 7, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A stunning maiden in the forest definitely arouses primitive emotions in the male of the species.
Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for May 7, 2017 as we enjoy the female form while remembering
the truth about women.
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It’s Over for the West
May 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Hail Mary, last-minute nationalist surge has ended in the West with the election of this weakling

France just decided to commit suicide. Not that the rest of the Western world isn’t contesting the
once upon a time home of liberté, égalité, fraternité for the honor of which nation can die the fastest.

By electing NWO globalist Macron rather than Le Pen to the French Presidency, the last-minute,
weak-willed nationalist surge which resulted in Brexit and the election of turncoat Trump has crested.
There will be soaring political rhetoric from nationalists in the coming years, and vows to not go
down without a fight, and blah, blah, blah.

Nothing is going to change.

The fat, bloated blimps in America don’t care their nation is being dissolved and turned into a
socialist hellhole as long as they can get to the next barbecue or buy a new iPhone. Europe is cucked
beyond all repair by self-loathing white people.

It’s hard to beat the worldwide propaganda machine. For a while, it looked as though survival
instincts were awakening in a Western world bleeding to death from half a century of liberalism,
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feminism, and corporate greed.

We have failed.

The loss of Le Pen has confirmed the citizens of the West would rather continue to shop for shit they
don’t need and continue to enjoy the genetically manipulated bread and lowest common denominator
circuses their masters shove into their mouths and eyes, as electronic chains are slowly slipped
around their ankles. It’s amazing to watch the world as we know it dying, a wordwide tyranny
arising, and realize nobody seems to give a fuck.

Meantime, as Macron assumes the reigns of power in a France that will be dominated by Muslims in
a couple of generations, the Trump administration has obviously been infiltrated as he is doing the
unthinkable, everything from cheering the passing of Obamacare Lite by the Republicrats, to not
funding the border wall, to the President himself declaring that he’s a globalist. Oh yeah, and he’s
still a nationalist. WTF kind of double speak was that?

Brexit still remains a wild card, but the cynical bet is it will end up being nothing more than
symbolic, last-minute opposition meant to serve as a palliative to those Western men who would
rather try and vote their way to change rather than forcing it.

The surveillance state ups the ante along the U.S. border,
which remains wide open

Are you ready for your NWO bar code and chip implant yet?

Speaking of blimps, and not just human blimps, the U.S. is now flying airships 24 hours a day along
the Rio Grande to “protect the border” that they’ve left wide open for two generations and where
illegals continue to stream across unchecked.

How long before these airships are flying over your house watching everything you do? You know,
for your own safety. That line of malarkey.

From here on out, it’s just waiting to see how our new masters treat us. Our elected officials, even
those who supposedly represent national interests, are ineffective and limp-wristed at best, and
traitorous at worst.

As Aaron Clarey says, enjoy the decline. It seems we won’t be reversing it anytime soon. We are
reaching the bottom of this roller coaster ride to the New World Order with increasing speed and
efficiency, not decreasing. The drain circles faster and faster as Western culture is drained and a
murky, socially engineered world replaces it. How am I dealing with a globalist-dominated world
that’s becoming more tyrannical by the year?

The only way to deal with an unfree world is to become so absolutely free that your very
existence is an act of rebellion.
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I like the Albert Camus philosophy quite a bit.
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Eye Candy of the Week | May 14, 2017
May 14, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Who would’t mind being stranded with this beauty on an island? This photo series of an exotic,
scantily clad model almost makes a man want to get shipwrecked on purpose. Enjoy our Eye Candy
of the Week for May 14, 2017.
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Stories from the Road: Back from Playa del Carmen, Mexico
May 15, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Another escape from hell to paradise

After taking a week long sojourn in Mexico to cleanse myself of the cultural toxicity of America, I’m
back.

Luckily, I can request time off anywhere in the U.S. my trucking company does business, so naturally
I request time off on the border every 3 weeks to escape the mean-faced, Cloroxed hair women and
the spiritual emptiness of a nation that worships the shopping mall and the slow death of bad, ersatz
food.

Here’s how it went.

I arrived at the international bridge around 10:00 p.m. after dropping my last load. I decided to walk
across into a border city tormented by ongoing battles between Prohibitionist Mexican police and
drug cartels. (Prohibition never works, it just leads to violence.) After having my sanity questioned
by everyone who knew I was a white boy walking alone into Mexico, I can tell you I had absolutely
no problems other than having to dick around with cab drivers who wanted to rip me off. You gotta
be a man in Mexico. You can’t be a bitch. Weakness will be pounced on. Just so you know.

I immediately made my way down to the zona de tolerancia to search out some $40-$50 legal
whores. Oh yes, renting sex isn’t illegal in Mexico.

The brothel inside the zona was dead, no chicas in sight, but there were still a few working girls in
the cuartos or rooms around the compound. I ended up banging a 30ish chick from the capital of
Mexico City and remember thinking as we finished up, “Holy fuck, this $40 prostitute just treated me
better and made me feel like more of a man than any of the American women I spent large sums of
money on dating when I still tried to be the Beta nice guy.”

She was light skinned, could have passed for white, and treated me with utmost respect. I remember
thinking as we put our clothes back on that I come here to the zonas from time to time to experience
women treating me like a human being and not a utility object, not just for the sex. (Which is hit and
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miss in terms of quality.)

Anyway, after that it was on to coastal Mexico.

Wisely avoiding the tourist areas, I ended up in Playa del Carmen. Initially disappointed by the
Eurotrash and Americanized clubs and shops, I decided to take a walk to the bad part of town. Ended
up having an awesome time with a couple of chicas.

And then, it happened.

I met a Mexican girl, about my age, who pressed all the right buttons. She reminded me of the first
Latina I ever dated way back at the tender age of 24. The rest of my trip was magical. Transcendent,
even. I remember why having the Latina experience changed the course of my entire life and I’m still
chasing adventures in Latin America over a decade later.

Latinas are the antithesis of manly Anglo women, but only in
their home culture

This chick was hot. I mean really hot. Beautiful face, flowing dark hair, sumptuous curves, full booty,
perky tits, luscious lips, and haunting eyes. She was so charming and treated me so well I was in a
trance. I spent maybe $100 on the both of us for food and dancing the ENTIRE WEEK. Obviously,
she was not after my money. Nor a green card. No, this was a real woman. She was everything I ran
away from Anglo America to find.

A couple of times I fought back tears at the rush of emotion and happiness, having been starved of
tender, female affection like this back home.

She would nibble on my ear and we would make out in public like teenagers. She would lay in my
lap at the park. She would grab my hand as we walked around town and focus her attention on me.
She cooked for me. She talked to me like she was interested in what I had to say.

Of course, the sex was incredible. It was real. More than just physical, it was emotional. There’s just
nothing like the experience of a real, Old World woman. It can be a life changing experience,
realizing there are places where women treat you like a man and not a dog. This is a big reason I
travel.

But, my Savage Pilgrimages are about much more than empty sex and good times. I travel to have
beautiful experiences like these in my life, in which I get to feel what it’s like to be with a woman
who knows how to treat me like a man, rather than biding my time with a chick trying to be a man
herself, like Anglobitches.

I am still high on this experience, walking around with a spring in my step and stars in my eyes as I
wander back in to a nation of hateful, spiritually dead materialists. The memories and the happy daze
make the transition back to living the life of a monk easier while I work and save for 6 months of
living abroad. Memories like these motivate me. There are places where women aren’t taught to hate
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men.

While everyone else snarls their nose when someone mentions Mexico, I know the truth. This is a
place where a man can still be a man and live a full life, one denied him by a gynocentric death cult.

All you gotta do is speak the language.
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How To Put A Bitch In Her Place (With Grizzly Wintergreen!)
May 16, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

How to handle the foul temptresses of the West

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

Today it is no secret that women in the west are out of control.  As men we are exposed to a constant
deluge of female bad behavior.  With no social or legal stops in place to prevent their tyrannical
tirades, we as men are expected to “man up” and take all of their incredulous bullshit.  You see that is
the problem right there.  Males are still operating within the thought control systems which are
designed to hold them down and uplift women.  This must be stopped by any and all means.

The first step is to realize and accept the fact that the system is designed to keep you a little bitch boy
who is subservient to women throughout your entire lives.  The modern male must throw away
anything which holds him down.  Even if that means becoming the Villain in the eyes of modern
society.
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I’m better than you because I have a vag

The Chaos Of Female Privilege

Chateau Heartiste recently put out a very informative article here detailing the very numerous ways in
which women and minorities are hoisted above the dying host populations (white males).  If you are
an Anglo male living in the West, you are quite literally getting bent over and FUCKED in any
number of ways so that your lessors can feel eeeeekwal to you.

With this lavish defecation of gibsmedats and handouts to those who did
absolutely nothing to deserve it, we see obnoxiously terrible and ungrateful behaviors now
metastasizing from those who have been handed a golden goose shitting out golden eggs.  While we
evil males get turds to munch on if anything at all.

Indeed it is human nature to place a low or negative value on shit which is given to you for free.  If
there has been some commitment on your end whether emotional, financial or time, you are invested
in the rewards you receive.  Therefore the items and monies you gain from said investment are
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actually appreciated by your hind brain.

Now handing this golden goose (our own money and productivity) specifically to lifelong children
like females has opened a Pandora’s Box of total chaos and bad behavior.  I am sure that many if not
all of the male readers here have experienced the fallout from such disastrous decisions.

Do you have enough hate in your heart yet?

If not it is pointless for you to continue reading further.

Schopenhauer’s timeless wisdom assists the Red Pill man again

Children Must Be Disciplined

Schopenhauer’s On Women puts it more eloquently than I ever could. Here’s what the German
philosopher had to say about men and hos.

The nobler and more perfect a thing is, the later and slower is it in reaching maturity. Man
reaches the maturity of his reasoning and mental faculties scarcely before he is eight-and-
twenty; woman when she is eighteen; but hers is reason of very narrow limitations. This is
why women remain children all their lives, for they always see only what is near at hand,
cling to the present, take the appearance of a thing for reality, and prefer trifling matters to
the most important. It is by virtue of man’s reasoning powers that he does not live in the
present only, like the brute, but observes and ponders over the past and future; and from this
spring discretion, care, and that anxiety which we so frequently notice in people. The
advantages, as well as the disadvantages, that this entails, make woman, in consequence of
her weaker reasoning powers, less of a partaker in them. Moreover, she is intellectually
short-sighted, for although her intuitive understanding quickly perceives what is near to her,
on the other hand her circle of vision is limited and does not embrace anything that is
remote; hence everything that is absent or past, or in the future, affects women in a less
degree than men. This is why they have greater inclination for extravagance, which
sometimes borders on madness. Women in their hearts think that men are intended to earn
money so that they may spend it, if possible during their husband’s lifetime, but at any rate
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after his death.

A woman matures emotionally faster than a man to a degree.  Yet the zenith of her maturity is
eclipsed by the men upon their ascent to the fullness of manhood.  In fact it is such an eclipse that
comparatively women are like children to us their entire lives.  For this reason alone men in times
past who actually had their wits about them had no qualms in disciplining their children.  It was
expected rather by society that when an obnoxious female goes a ranting or stomping about, a swift
and abrupt slap across her face would be sufficient to quell the rising storm of infantile muliebrity.

Look how far we have fallen!  Today a man can face fines, penalties and even jail time simply for
talking truth to a ho.

Working in nightclubs shows a man what spoiled brats women have become

Put A Skank In Her Place

Working as security at nightclubs for many years has given me a direct view of just how awful
women can behave towards you.  Especially when alcohol is involved you will see the worst come
out in people.  I remember this one very popular bar where I was working the main door.  During my
time working at this establishment it was common to hear about male employees getting punched or
slapped by females for no other reason than they were told “No.” regarding something.

This entitled “Anglobitch” attitude as Relampago calls it, is prevalent in a society of piss weak
cucks for men.  Without a real man to smack these whores around, they become utterly intolerable. 
While the vast majority of men are extremely weary to do anything whatsoever to defend themselves
against an empowered brigade of yammering cunts. I on the other hand do not give a single fuck.

If a bitch puts her hands on me I have no problems defending myself and knocking her fucking teeth
out.  I have zero remorse about any pain I inflict on other people when they step out of line.  Every
man should think this way.  Have some fucking self respect and stop letting some Anglocunt run
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roughshod over your manhood.

That is to say, if you have any left.

So back to this bar.  I am working the main door and it’s late maybe around 1:30am.  Another
security guard escorts a drunk kid out and his girlfriend(I’m assuming) is right behind him coming
out of the door.  The guard informs the young man that he is inebriated and that is why he was
escorted out.  The kid had  no problems with this and was fine to leave.

However his girlfriend decides he had been unfairly treated and now it was time to flex her
GrrrllPowa muscles.  Physically she stood only about 5’4 with heels on and weighed no more than
105 pds.  She asks me why her dude was thrown out of the bar and I told her the very obvious reason.

“Nah.  Fuck that.”  She yells.

“You’re gonna let him back in this bar and you’re gonna do it right fuckin now!”

I was somewhat surprised at the audacity of this stupid bitch.  She was staring up at me with a look of
pure defiance and contempt.  How dare I impose rules and standards on this perfect princess!

I simply told her very calmly that no, I wouldn’t be letting her boyfriend back in the bar but they
were welcome to come back when he was sober.  Once she realized that she was not going to muscle
her way back in the bar, a look of pure hatred emerged on her anglocunt face.

Having no other options and being too stupid and obnoxious to attempt the use of charm she
spitefully looks at me and says, “You’re a piece of shit.”

As she sprayed out her little temper tantrum, she slaps me across the face.  In an instant I considered
kicking her thigh with my shin.  Like a really really hard charlie horse.  She was so small though that
it probably would have broken her.  Well it just so happens that I had a huge wad of chewing tobacco
in my mouth.  Grizzly Wintergreen long cut to be exact.  As she stood there defiantly smirking I
joyously spew all of my chewing tobacco out onto her face in a dark and nasty blast of spit.  As the
dip spit facial plastered her Anglobitch face, my partner on the side door couldn’t help but call out
“BOSS” as he watched a real man put a skank in her place.

I see tears start to well up in the tiny cunt’s eyes and she starts blabbing about how she hopes I have a
daughter one day who gets a dip spit facial too.  A sly grin curves around my face as I tell her

“I’m sorry what did you say?  You have something on your face hun.”

She is trying to fight off the tears.  Standing there like a petulant child looking stupid as fuck and me
laughing in her face.  Get shit on you fuckin skank.
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As the Anglobitch cleans herself up, here’s the moral of our story

In Conclusion

Gentlemen the only way to stop female bad behavior is to put them in their place where they belong. 
If you are afraid of the law coming down on you or white knights or anything really, you simply need
to become smarter, stronger and more powerful.

You need to realize that a woman SHOULD fear a man.  If the women in your life do not have this
fear then I must tell you that any bad shit a female does is most definitely YOUR fault.  Men must
become dangerous again.  Women behave terribly because there are no men punishing them for their
actions.

Isn’t punishment what they are all childishly lusting for?  How many terrible female authors must
make up characters like Christian Grey and write libraries of other fem porn novels where the men
are domineering and selfish?  How many more women must admit that their number one sexual
fantasy is rape?

These hos are chomping at the bit for the pimp hand to break hard on that ass.  Why don’t you give it
to them?
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Your Options as a Man in Anglo America
May 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s a woman’s world, not a man’s world in contrast to every cultural message you’ve been given

Driving around the decadent and decaying USA gives me a lot of time to think. This is yet another
reason I enjoy being a truck driver, beyond not having a boss and being able to stash all my cash into
savings. (As my best friend says, being a trucker is as close to a pirate you can legally be in today’s
world.)

Here’s my latest idea. This came across my mind yesterday as I made my way out of a black strip
club and into my truck to head west again. Male options are very limited in modern day Anglo
America. Here’s a brief synopsis of the options each boy has as he grows into a man.

1. Follow the system and wife up an Anglobitch. If you’re a top earner or
have 1% game, you have slightly better than even odds of keeping your woman and not getting
frivorce raped. However, slip up on your earning potential or game or both, and there’s a high risk
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you’ll lose everything you ever worked for. This option amounts to becoming a total slave to both the
system and your wife. It is literally selling yourself out.

2. Follow the system and become a despised Beta male. The sad truth is, most men who follow
today’s system will become nothing more than disposable utility objects in today’s sexual jungle
unleashed by feminism. There is nothing that makes women more frigid than a man who has his shit
together, shows up at work on time every day, and pulls down a decent living. Especially since male
the provisioning strategy has been cucked by the welfare state. You’ll get a steady income, food on
the table, and a fairly nice McMansion or McApartment to live in, but you’ll be totally beholden to
your employer and chasing a mirage of “someday” retiring and enjoying the good life just as you’re
ready to kick into the grave. Expect to masturbate a lot.

3. Drop out and go MGTOW. Some men decide to swear off women and drop out once they learn
about the realities of women and the world and not the cotton candy fantasies shoved into their brains
from childhood. This is another option for today’s man. Going MGTOW is much easier in societies
that have legalized prostitution, since men can get their sexual needs fulfilled without taking on all
the risk and baggage that comes with having a female in their lives.

4. Drop out and Go Galt. I’d also like to add going rogue to this option, since I’d say this option is
closest to what I’m doing. I designed my life so that I can do pretty much whatever I want. I
participate in the grotesque, materialistic economy and society in a mercenary manner – only so I can
extract a living from it. The trick was finding the right balance between making my cash and not
paying what I earn back into the system. Hence, trucking was the perfect option. Live in the truck,
save everything I earn, and live abroad half of each year. I’m also a ruthless player of women since
learning about their natures and what really makes them tick. And I feel absolutely no remorse for
playing the game. As the old maxim goes: Don’t hate the player, hate the game. This option eqates to
doing whatever the fuck you want.

Of course, if I knew this at the start I could have lived a much better life from the beginning, as I’m
sure thousands if not millions of other men could have if only we had known these were our options.
But we all had to be deceived so we could sacrifice our lives for someone else’s benefit.

I had half my life robbed by the system. How much of yours was taken away?

That said, those of us who were initially taken in by the ruse can say this: We didn’t fail at life. We
got deceived by being given the wrong instruction booklet and being told big lies our entire lives.
And now, there are those of us who figuratively burned that motherfucking booklet and are writing
our own.

It is essential we educate the younger generations of men about their options. I know I’ll be educating
my sons and purging as much of the socialist indoctrination as I can from their minds.
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The Crucifixion of a White Nationalist
May 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Just as Jesus was once crucified in the Christian Bible, the elite want to crucify Trump and end the nationalist uprising

How do the elite disperse what they see as nationalist sheeple? By striking at the shepherd.

What is happening to Donald Trump with nonstop Russia and impeachment talk on the media’s 24/7
news cycle isn’t by mistake. You are witnessing the purposeful crucifixion of a white nationalist
happening before your very eyes at the diabolical hands of the Deep State. These are the devils who
really run the world and control the political whores most people know as Senators and
Representatives and Governors.

The media have become blatant propagandists in a manner that would rival Pravda since Trump’s
ascension to the Oval Office, and more strident in their New World Order narratives than ever before.

Totally ignoring a bombshell story that just dropped about the mysterious “robbery” and death of
DNC staffer Seth Rich – the fact Rich was about to spill the beans to Wikileaks about Hillary’s
misdeeds then just up and died, which would be a solid motive in any court of law – the media sound
like Jan from The Brady Bunch. Except, instead of yelling Marsha, Marsha, Marsha, they’re
screaming, flopping on the floor and foaming at the mouth over a hill of beans about Russia, Russia,
Russia.

You should be worried if you’re paying attention to what’s happening. And pissed off.

The ongoing impeachment talk from treasonous RINOs, the Democrat Socialists, and the empty
heads in the media is nothing more than the orchestrated crucifixion of a white man, a white
nationalist as an added bonus, meant to demoralize all those who are anti-globalist and those whites
who don’t want to drink the hemlock of feminism, liberalism, and globalism.

Breitbart reports how the political machinations are already in motion to shaft Trump.

Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein installed George W. Bush-appointed ex-FBI
Director Robert Mueller as special counsel Wednesday to oversee the FBI’s investigation of
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Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election.

The corrupt Bush family hates Trump. After all, he knocked heir apparent “Jeb!” out of contention
during the campaign.

The entire Russia meddling in the election narrative is an utter farce. Trump was not elected because
of the Russians. He was elected because The Silent Majority are tired of being sold out and silenced.

Continuing from Breitbart:

Because Attorney General Jeff Sessions previously recused himself from the investigation,
Rosenstein is acting Attorney General, with all the powers that entails, for purposes of the
Russia probe. As such, Rosenstein has full authority to unilaterally pass responsibility off to
Mueller, who will continue the already months-long investigation without reporting through
the normal FBI and DOJ chain-of-command.

This is all political rhetoric meant to cloud your judgment and fog the mind. Make no mistake, a
witch trial is being organized.

Rosenstein’s decision came after Washington exploded into speculation Tuesday over the
New York Times report that a “Comey Memo” showed that President Donald Trump had
suggested in a private conversation that now-ex-FBI Director James Comey “let it go” with
regard to now-fired National Security Advisor Michael Flynn.

Long story short, this witch trial is being concocted so Trump can eventually be removed “for the
good of the country” and RINO team player Mike Pence can be installed in his place. It seems Trump
really pissed off the globalists with his campaign rhetoric, and even though he’s been either playing
along with them or coerced into going along with their plans in recent weeks, such as the passing of
Obamacare Lite, the vanishing of the border wall from the dialogue, and a Democrat-approved $1
trillion spending bill, they still want him out of office.

This is meant to teach a lesson to those of you who voted for him. It is a display that your voice
means nothing, and we who own your government lock, stock, and barrel will not tolerate dissent.

The globalists are going to do what they want, and we nationalists are nothing but a goddamned
inconvenience for them, at least in their minds.
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Motive Emerges for Clinton Crime Syndicate to Whack
Seth Rich
May 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Just how many people have been Arkancided?

Remember Seth Rich? He was the DNC staffer who the media say was “robbed” and then shot twice
in the back, execution style. The robbery story never made any sense, especially when none of his
valuables (including his wallet) were taken from the scene. In fact, Rich’s death was only one of a
trio of mysterious deaths that happened during the Hillary campaign.

Seth Rich was about to leak sensitive information on Hillary,
then wound up dead of a mysterious robbery that didn’t take
his money
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The incident reeks of Arkancide. His parents, no doubt fearing for their own lives have urged stories
about the incident to stop.

But something stinks about the whole story and real journalists should be digging deeper.
Unfortunately, journalism has been dead in America for a long time. The media continue to focus on
the laughable “Russia meddling in our election” narrative and ignoring this bombshell about the Seth
Rich case that dropped this week.

It was revealed Rich was about to bust Hillary Rotten Clinton by leaking more of her rotten emails to
Wikileaks detailing how the wannabe Madame President illegally shafted Comrade Bernie during the
primaries. Then he just up and died one night in the middle of the vortex of evil, Washington, D.C.

That’s a motive in any court of law.

Expect absolutely nothing to happen as the Clinton Crime Syndicate has the blessing of the globalists
who really run the world. In the opinions of millions, the Clintons have had carte blanche to rape,
rob, and kill during the entire arc of their rise and fall from political grace.

Of course, one has to have an understanding of Realpolitik and not be deceived by the baby talk in
the mainstream media to understand how far things have gone. How many other people have the
Clintons whacked? How many other politicians deal with meddlers this way? How corrupt is this
entire system?

My guess is, most people don’t want to know just how rotten the political parasites that rob them then
shit in their face really are.
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Desexualizing Humans Will Lead to Extinction
May 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Sex is what makes the world go around

The elite are making every effort to desexualize human beings. TNMM has reported extensively on
the ongoing androgyny agenda in Anglo America, an agenda that has already destroyed its host
culture and now is going global. It is an agenda that will put the very survival of human species in
some doubt.

Here’s how humans are being de-sexualized with social engineering
schemes. Blurring the lines between male and female with feminism. Confusing the elites’ imperial
subjects about which bathroom to use. Encouraging children to become cross dressers and
transgenders. Putting male lives and livelihoods on the line for pursuing women or having sex with
them. (Draconian sexual “harassment” and rape laws such as the “Josie was drunk, Jake was drunk”
campaign.) Literally making it illegal for men to flirt with women in some jurisdictions in England
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and Wales. Promoting homosexuality and casting down heterosexuals in media narratives.

Why? So so the corporate-government complex can use the energy of human sexuality without
letting human beings actually get off with each other. That’s where we are today. However, it’s never
enough for the psychopaths who run the world. They want to totally dominate human sexuality to the
point humans are bred only under their supervision.

This will destroy the human species.

Sex is the granddaddy of all human markets, economic and otherwise. Human beings do what they do
so they can be attractive to the opposite sex. (Except in the 1-3% of our species that represents the
statistical aberrance of homosexuality, bisexuality, etc.) Men want to spread their genes around with
feminine, nurturing women and women want males to compete with each other so she can select the
top dog.

In short, people do everything they do in service of a sexual agenda.

Take this life force out of human beings and it’s not long before the species goes extinct, because the
shepherds will only be able to manage reproduction of their human livestock for so long. It will be
the blunder of all time. Continuing with the current agenda of desexualizing humans will be the
beginning of the end of the species. Meddling with primal, biological forces that drive every species
for the benefit of the self-appointed masters of mankind is begging for disaster.
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Why White People Are Dying Off
May 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

White people are in steep demographic decline

White people are declining around the world. They’re watching their nations demographically
transform before their very eyes and their political power evaporate. More white people are now
dying than being born in 17 states, and as demographic trends progress that statistic will soon include
all 50 states.

This is without even mentioning the utterly suicidal birth rates (far below the mere replacement level
of 2.1 children per family) in Europe. Birth rates on both sides of the pond have been below
replacement level for at least two generations among white people. These are long-term trends that
are just now making their impact felt in Europe and Anglo America.

Whites just don’t know what is causing them to lose everything. Scapegoats abound. Them
Messicans. Them Muslims. But did white people ever think of looking in the mirror and questioning
what their masters have made them into?

Unfortunately, the truth is a very bitter pill to swallow and whites have already wandered too far
down the primrose path of social engineering hell to make a painless escape or to vote their way to
change. What brought about the ongoing decline and possible genocide of the white race?
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Behold, the hairy armpit, Cloroxed hair, and deranged look that is feminism

Feminism

Feminism rendered the wombs of white women statistically sterile, and is literally attempting to turn
them into bad copies of men. It ruined male/female relations in Anglo America. It made women and
men compete for scraps off the corporate table rather than cooperate. It transformed women into
common laborers rather than moms. It’s creating a massive spinster bubble that will descend upon the
land and break the already bankrupt state even further in the coming generations as old women need
government care that in the past a family would have provided.

Still, due to 50 years of media propaganda, it is verboten to criticize this hateful ideology. Dresden
James, writer, sums up what has happened with this timeless quotation:

When a well-packaged web of lies has been sold gradually to the masses over generations,
the truth will seem utterly preposterous and its speaker a raving lunatic.

Indeed, social engineers attempt to label truth tellers in the manosphere as raving lunatics. Or slander
them with accusations that our brigade is composed of everything from rapists to terrorists. And most
whites still have no clue the Trojan Horse that is feminism.

That’s just how well government propaganda has worked. Yet, there are those on the libertarian side
who think the government is ineffectual. Nothing could be farther from the truth. Corporate-
government complex social engineering schemes have succeeded beyond the elite’s wildest dreams.
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The slow, spiritual death of materialism has a firm grip on the West

Materialism

Materialism killed white culture. Caucasian activity in modern times can be summed up succinctly in
the West. It goes like this: White people mindlessly work and consume like zombies. There no room
for cultural or spiritual pursuits in nations that only measure the whole of the human condition in
terms of dollars and cents.

Here’s how selling out your culture and society works.

There is no monetary benefit to solving any of society’s problems, only in
creating more of them. Two maxims rule in the female-driven materialistic economy of today: You
have to create problems to create profit, and you have to pass endless laws to create new businesses.

Examples? The government manipulated the nation’s diet in the 1970s, substituting carbohydrate for
fat. An obesity epidemic resulted, which made gross national product go up as more people became
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diabetic. Ironically, heart disease also went up, even though that’s what government meddling with
the human diet was supposed to prevent. Anyone who has studied the matter knows humans have
been eating fat since we lived on the savannas of Africa, but have never eaten carbohydrate in the
quantities we are now eating.

It was quite a sleight of hand, worsening human health in order to make more money flow into the
economy. Yet, all whites ever talk about is more money and selling out more of their lives.

An example of passing endless laws is the government passing laws to strip
rights from you, and then sell them back in the form of licensing. But that’s not enough. The more the
government micromanages (and fines or charges fees for) the lives of the sheeple, the more money
can be made to buy more useless crap.

Ironically, the more money a nation produces the worse condition it is culturally in as one can argue
materialism and culture are inversely proportional. As one goes up, the other must come down. Or,
put more simply: There’s a lot of poverty in the rich neighborhood and a lot of richness in the poor
neighborhood.

All of these schemes are hatched so that more money can be generated out of the ether, so people can
buy things they don’t need with money they don’t have to impress people they don’t like.
Unfortunately, when people dedicate their lives to extrinsic goals like materialism rather than
intrinsic goals like raising a family, nations die. What we are seeing today is not without precedent.

Greek historian Polybius wrote this during the Hellenistic period:

In our own time the whole of Greece has been subject to a low birth rate and a general
decrease of the population, owing to which cities have become deserted and the land has
ceased to yield fruit, although there have neither been continuous wars nor epidemics…For
as men had fallen into such a state of pretentiousness, avarice, and indolence that they did
not wish to marry, or if they married to rear the children born to them, or at most as a rule
but one or two of them, so as to leave these in affluence and bring them up to waste their
substance, the evil rapidly and insensibly grew.

It seems greed really is one of the seven deadly sins.
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Once a subject of SNL sketches featuring Julia Sweeney, androgyny is becoming the norm in traditionally white countries

Liberalism

Put succinctly, liberalism made white people hate themselves, their culture, and their very existence.

Liberalism also made whites weak and apologetic, to the point where some of them are now utterly
suicidal. Go to any major city in America and look on in horror at how browbeaten and pathetic many
white men have become as a result of liberal indoctrination in the education system and the media.

Not to mention the success the elite have had at using liberalism to confuse men and women about
sex roles and biology, rendering them both increasingly androgynous. The result? A barren ethnic
group, rendered that way by a doxy pumped into at least two generations’ minds by presstitutes,
Hollywood marionettes, and pliable public school teachers.

Oscar Wilde knew human nature quite well.

Most people are other people. Their thoughts are someone else’s opinions, their lives a
mimicry, their passions a quotation.

It seems the elite know this troubling wisdom quite well, and use it to manipulate the masses.

Most people attempt to make their lives look just like the illusionary confections from media and
Hollyweird. The illusion sold to the masses on most mainstream sitcoms and movies is of characters
who live easy lives in which one would need to earn $100,000 a year to maintain the standard of
living on the screen. The median income in America is now $43,000 a year, and stagnant. They also
try to mimic the freak show they see on TV.

More than anything, liberalism is debasing all the foundations of European culture on both sides of
the pond. This will prove fatal to both the culture and its founding ethnic group.

This is all without even mentioning how liberalism destroyed Christianity, which for better or worse
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was the bedrock of European and American culture.

George Carlin offers two solutions to the ongoing decline of the white race, which incidentally, he spoke of just before his death

The Carlin Approach

One can become upset at what’s happening, or can separate themselves from this death cult and
watch it implode of its own volition. This is what one might call the George Carlin approach:

When you’re born you get a ticket to the freak show. When you’re born in America, you get
a front row seat.

Carlin knew the freak show—which this author believes is made worse by feminism, materialism,
and liberalism—was going to consume a once mighty ethnic group. When speaking of what material
he was working on just before his death, Carlin told interviewers he was writing about:

The rise of Russia, the rise of China, the Islamization of Europe, the decline of the white
race. It’s going to be an amazing story as it develops and I just wish I could see it all. I’m 70
now. I’ll probably live between 90 and 100 I think and I’ll get to see some of it but it is an
interesting, exciting thing to watch if you can detach yourself emotionally. And that’s the
end of that.

Unfortunately, he died before we could hear his prognostications on the ongoing demise of white
people.

Adopting the Carlin philosophy basically means standing by, watching the tragicomedy unfold, and
documenting the demise while trying to turn your own life to the fullest. In my case, it was
abandoning a sinking ship for a more fulfilling life abroad.

In case that doesn’t satisfy you, Carlin also serves up the only alternative, more pertinent now than
ever before now that Trump has apparently abandoned his base as he lauded the passing of
Obamacare Lite and the border wall remains in limbo with the newly passed $1 trillion Republican
budget.
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If I had to say to you what is the answer I would say massive bloodshed. I really would. I
don’t really, honestly, deep down believe in political action. I think the system contracts and
expands as it wants to. It accommodates these changes. I think the civil rights movement
was an accommodation on the part of those who own the country. I think they see where
their self interest lies, they see a certain amount of freedom seems good. An illusion of
liberty, give these people a voting day every year so that they’ll have the illusion of
meaningless choice. Meaningless choice that we go like slaves and say: “Joe I voted!”

The limits of debate in this country are established before the debate even begins. And
everyone else is marginalized and made to seem to be either communist or some sort of
disloyal person…a kook…there’s a word. And now it’s conspiracy… see? They’ve made
that something that should not be entertained for even a minute. That powerful people might
get together and have a plan… Doesn’t happen! You’re a kook! You’re a conspiracy buff!
So… the only way you cure that… death, bloodshed… I don’t advocate it… but I see that
it’s really the only answer.

What do you think the answer is?
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“I’m Not Interested in Sex”
May 21, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Let the light shine on you by totally ignoring shit tests like this one

“I’m not interested in sex.”

I love hearing that line from women who are talking to me. Because it usually means I’m about to get
laid.

Just last week, when I was in Playa del Carmen, Mexico enjoying myself, I met a hot ass Mexican
girl (light skinned Castiza, SMV 8 or 9, seriously this girl was put together) who immediately
dropped that line as soon as we started talking. I just looked her right in the eye and smiled. Didn’t
say a word.

I knew sex was on her mind.

It wasn’t long, after a couple of excellent margaritas on Quinta Avenue and my well-rehearsed
cocky/funny act I moved her seat closer to me. Told her I wanted to sit closer to her. Didn’t ASK her.
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TOLD her.

Remember guys, so much of attracting a female depends on your frame.

Next thing I knew she was telling me how much she loved my blue eyes. Then she said she wanted to
kiss me. Less than five minutes later we were sucking face. Then she was kissing my neck and ear. I
push/pulled her for a little while. We walked around.

Of course, when I invited her back to the apartment I had rented for the week it wasn’t long before
was was on top of me riding me like a vaquero (cowboy). We had an encore the next night, and the
second time I made sure I bred that pussy good. It’s my signature move. I enjoy dropping a load of
vanilla cream in a bitch.

I know, I know about the risks and all that. You do what excites you. I’ll do what excites me.

I told you all that to tell you this. If we’ve said it once in the manosphere, we’ve said it a thousand
times. Never listen to what a girl says, watch what she does. Have frame. Be strong. Be bold. Be
daring. Be an asshole.

And watch those panties drop.

I really outdid myself on this mini-vacation of a week in Mexico. I mean this chick was top notch,
and that’s not including the other 3 or 4 girls I banged that week. The more women you go through,
the better you’ll get with them.

But the less you’ll like them once you see what their psychology is made of. Just so you know.
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Eye Candy of the Week | May 21, 2017
May 21, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s Eye Candy model illustrates the maxim some men swear by, including the editor of
TNMM: “Once you go Latina, you’ll never want another gringa.” Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week
for May 21, 2017.
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Where Did All the Good Men Go?
May 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

These boots were made for walking, baby

Where did all the good men go? This is one of my favorite questions from today’s Anglobitches. In
short, they went AWAY from your fucking asses. I know this one did, but not before he became
corrupted from half a lifetime of abuse by predatory American females.

The cleansing process has begun.

I’m so happy some days I can’t contain myself. Even when I’m in Anglo America extracting money
from the economy by living on the road driving my Freightliner – to power my lifestyle abroad, of
course – a simple chat just screams cultural differences.

Especially the juxtaposition of a foreign girl or girls telling me how much they like my company,
how good our sex was, how good our sex will be, how good I make her feel, what she’s going to do
for me and cook for me when I come back, alongside looking at the mean-faced, clipped haired
women everywhere I travel here in The Matrix.

And I travel all over the nation, so believe me I get a good look at what’s going on socially. I have a
keen sense of observation.

Speaking of juxtaposition, I have to work hard to catch a SMV 6 or 7’s short attention span if she’s
an American female. But her personality is so predictable and so boring it’s almost cliché in my
mind. Most of the time, I know she’s only looking for how much money she can extract from me or
what kind of social status she can glean from our association. I know any relationship we have will be
a dead end road, and mercenary at that just so I can get some sex which she feels is bestowing some
great blessing on me.

And all safeguards must be taken so I don’t knock her up, or it’s 18 years of slavery as women today
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take the kids and run.

While I chat her up, I also have several foreign woman alongside her (SMV 7+) in my tablet. They’re
thinner, fun to talk to, like being female, and bring joy into my life. They view sex as a normal part of
life, something men and women both enjoy doing.  If I were to enter a relationship with them, and
she became pregnant, I know there’s an excellent chance she’d want me in her and the baby’s life and
wouldn’t dispose of me like yesterday’s trash. They want me and not my wallet in their life. See the
difference?

What has this done for me psychologically?

Experiences like these make me realize I do have value as a man and that I was treated like a dog by
American women for half a lifetime. No mas. I’ve realized it was never me that was the problem. My
adventures outside the feminazi plantation (aka the USA) have shown me it was the women who
were to blame for my loneliness and growing resentment of women, not me.

Wherever I go, whether it be Asia or Latin America, male/female relations are not nearly as
mercenary as they are in America. The vibe feels natural. When I talk to a chick, I like being a man
and she likes being a woman, we aren’t trying to reinvent the wheel when it comes to how the sexes
relate to one another, and things just flow so smoothly.

That said, this isn’t because of the women themselves but the culture they’re acclimated to. The
culture in Anglo America stinks to high heaven. For some reason, white women seem predisposed to
misandry and have a higher dose of Penis Envy than women from other cultures. Perhaps that’s why
feminism took root in this culture first.

The importance of culture cannot be emphasized enough. Traditional cultures work, and those that
constantly try to pit men and women against each other are doomed to failure. That’s sort of why
whites are dying off and their nations are being conquered around the world. They became so effete
and so “advanced” they forgot their biology and their humanity.

What can I do but abandon the insanity?

I know one man who won’t be slaving away anymore in a society that hates him, chastises him, and
treats him like an expendable utility object. No, I’m going somewhere I’m treated with respect and
dignity. And I’m taking the money I earn while I’m here with me.

Have fun at those JOBS, ladies. You won’t have this man or his labor to kick around anymore.
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Whites are Spiritually Dead
May 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Why Anglo women and girls do this to themselves, I’ll never know

When an observant man travels to all 50 states certain observations tend to leap out at him. One of
those moments just came my way as I pulled into a small truck stop near Lake Champlain in
Vermont.

This is a stunningly beautiful area of the country. It looks pristine from the
outside. But scratch the surface and you’ll find the familiar Anglo American death cult that’s wiping
out an ethnic group lurking underneath.

I go inside to take a piss and buy an ice cream, when I notice a dead-eyed white girl running the store.
She has that listless look so many white girls have today in America, as if nothing impresses her. I
put my Reese’s ice cream on the counter, and she acts like it bothers her to even check me out. I look
her in the eye and it’s almost as if she can’t stand to look at me, that my presence bothers her.

I notice she has multiple piercings and purple streaks in her hair before giving her the $1.99 and
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leaving.

I like to read about states I visit, and remember these lines from a demographic description of the
state I just read before walking in the store:

94.3% of the population identified as white not of Hispanic or Latino origin in a 2013 US
Census estimate. As of the 2010 census, Vermont was the second-whitest state in the Union
after Maine.

In fact, after traveling around the nation that’s one of the things that struck me upon my arrival here.
Wow, there’s nothing but white people around.

And here it comes…why am I not surprised one of the whitest states also has dead-eyed gals, one of
the highest divorce rates in the nation (feminism has utterly obliterated white women and made them
almost totally worthless to any family-minded man) and it also has an aging (dying) population.

In 2009, 12.6% of people over 15 were divorced. This was the fifth highest percentage in
the nation. As of 2008 the median age of Vermonters was 40.6 and that of the work force
was 43.7, compared with the national average of 41.1 years.

Economic growth is forecast to be stagnant because immigrants are not replacing dying whites here.
Related to the breakdown of the relations between the sexes, Vermont also has skyrocketing drug
abuse rates.

Following national trends for opioid use which has roughly tripled, addicts seeking
treatment in Vermont have increased from 650 in 2011 to 7,500 in 2016.

In short, white men and women can’t stand each other, they can’t stay married, they can’t form
families, they’re dying off and they’re trying to fill the void in their lives with drugs.

I know this scenario well because I grew up in one of the whitest areas of the country. What, you
think it gives me pleasure to write the things I write? It’s like writing a fucking obituary.

An ethnic group has to be spiritually dead before it literally dies. I have to call ’em like I see ’em.
Whites are the most spiritually dead people I’ve met in all my travels. Whether filling the emptiness
with shopping, eating out, or drugs, why can’t they understand their lifestyles of conspicuous
consumption, fear, and anti-family attitudes are killing them?

Feminism, materialism, and liberalism kill. Combine all three to watch the Anglo American freak
show we have going on today. Once upon a time this girl would have been a happy mom making a
happy home with a proud papa. Not in today’s dystopia.

If there’s one thing being in the States has shown me, it’s that leaving this behind was a wise
decision.
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Why You Should Never Help Women
May 26, 2017 | by Jack Ronin | Link | Original Link

A bitch in need is no friend indeed

Jack Ronin is a Politically Incorrect Correspondent for The New Modern Man. He also runs
The Savage Lifestyle.

Unless you are a rapacious refugee just plopped down on the shores of the cucked west looking to
score some easy snatch, a man should never do a fucking thing towards helping the women around
him.  As men it is a very natural instinct to want to help those you feel are weaker than yourself. 
Indeed it is only our biology which kicks in at the sight of a helpless tart fumbling about in vain.  But,
as a white man living in the West it is extremely important that you understand.  You must face the
hard reality and accept the cold truth of your existence.

Here’s the truth.
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Women hate weak men

Your Women Hate You

Ever since those STUPID FUCKS at the turn of the 20th century gave a bunch of ugly crones the
right to vote, men have been losing big time at the game of life and civilization.  Now, why would
any person in their right mind grant an equal legal status to grown up children?

Would you allow a 5-year old to have an equal say as you in the matters of your country?  You
wouldn’t even allow that in your homes would you?  I sure hope not!

Some have said that feminism and all the rancid garbage that came along
with it was simply a giant “shit test” which men fabulously failed at.  Our great grandfathers must
have been stark raving mad!  Have you ever wished that you could time travel back to the pinnacle of
women’s suffrage and beat the dog shit out of every fucking bitch male who disenfranchised
themselves and EVERY generation of their own sons afterwards?

Just give me a bat and a time machine.

Yes, helping women usually means doing so at your own detriment and the defilement of everyone’s
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future.  All these “Christian” men talking about doing the right thing and making everyone an
equalized Fag-O-Tron.  Apparently, our great grandfathers did not read the book they so fervently
claimed to believe in.  You know, that book called the Holy Bible.  The book that says women need
to shut their fucking mouths?  The book that says a woman is never ever to teach a man anything. 
Yea, that book!

The one where it says there is not a SINGLE wise woman on this entire goddamn earth!

Any man with half a brain knows women are solipsistic children and empowering them was at the
cost of everyone’s future and even millions of innocent lives murdered at the fickle whims of dish rag
whores who loathe the fruit of their own blackened wombs.

Yes, weak males of the West, your women do fucking hate you and I don’t blame them!

“When I think about you, I touch myself,” says the woman who is thinking about an asshole of a man

Get Angry, Get Violent

Most men who have swallowed the Red Pill know some heart crushing truths about women.  They
know that women get Slip ‘n Slide wet at the thought of serial killers littering their homes with heads
on pikes while tying them up and fucking their brains out.

Anders Breivik was probably not looked at twice by the women of his own country.  Not until he ran
out of ammunition splattering the brains of drooling Marxist children across an entire island did the
women begin to take notice.  Ever since he indulged in a massive orgy of murder, slaughtering poor
and pathetic  “innocent” children, women can’t get enough of this guy!  His prison cell is flooded
with letters from young women pleading and confessing their undying love for a COLD BLOODED
KILLER.

Wake the fuck up guys.  Stop helping women!

Not only do they hate you for it, they will only keep asking demanding for more.
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It will never be enough! 

Not until that little wee wee is chopped off and a swarthy bull stud from a 3rd world monster dump is
cuckolding you on camera for an amateur porn site.

Never do nice things for women you want to keep

Doh!

Realize today that males, even yourselves, your parents, grand parents and nearly every dude around
you is a weak bitch.  Accept the cold truth my friends. 

Then get really furiously angry at the deception you have taken as truth.  Stop
this very instant being a passive observer in the direction of your life.  It takes aggression to get
what you want.  It takes balls and no remorse or apologies.

The wolf devours the sheep.  Can you blame him?  He’s hungry and the stupid sheep just sit there
waiting to be ripped apart.  When you help a woman today, you personally ram the butt plug
inside your own bitch boy butt. 

You say to the world “Rape me”.   Just like Kurt Cobain.  Smells like Teen Spirit ya’ll.

Realize that everything about the society you live in, the pop culture you suck down like a fat lipped
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knob slobber exists to humiliate and destroy you.  A woman is going to take everything you give to
her and excessively demand more.  She’s got Big Daddy State Corp, Mr. White Knight himself
watching her six at all times.  You don’t wanna play ball?  Better get that asshole ready for
penetration.

Let’s face it.

You’ve been taking it your entire lives.  Just getting absolutely ram rodded.  Unless you truly desire
upheaval within your mind, body and spirit I want you to say “Thank you!”  every time women, the
government or anyone viciously hate rapes your punk ass.  It’s just not polite to take a furious
pounding without the enthusiastic thanks of an ass freshly fucked.
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Montana Congressional Candidate Body Slams
Mangina Reporter
May 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Montana Congressional candidate Gianforte should never have apologized for this incident

Attention, Marxist New World Order marionettes posing as journalists in the media: Being a
corporate slave with a microphone in your hand does not give you the right to trespass into a private
meeting, shove your mic stick in someone’s face, then grab him by the wrist (according to some
accounts) when he doesn’t answer your setup questions.

The shitlib reporter who whined, “You broke my glasses” as
he was taken down by Gianforte

Doing so might result in a body slam when you encounter a real man, not another of the manginas
you’re accustomed to dealing with in your daily Office Space tedium.

That’s what happened to a low wage presstitute for the Guardian who tried to push one too many
false narratives down Greg Gianforte’s mouth.
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Expect to see more incidents like this one in the coming years as the media continue assailing
traditional Americans with daily propaganda telling them what to believe and how to live. Some folks
are getting quite pissed. When talking doesn’t work, situations often get escalated.

Apparently, the weakling reporter from the Guardian, Ben Jacobs has been attempting to set up
Congressional candidate Greg Gianforte by connecting him to the fake news Russia, Russia, Russia
narrative for some time.

According to this story in the Amazon Post (formerly known as the Washington Post until Jeff Bezos
bought it) Gianforte took it relatively easy on the pushy pipsqueak. It could have been worse. Faux
News reporter Alicia Acuna wrote for the Amazon Post:

As the crew was setting up, Gianforte was approached by the Guardian’s Ben Jacobs, who
put a voice recorder “to Gianforte’s face and began asking if he had a response to the newly
released Congressional Budget Office report on the American Health Care Act,” the
Republican replacement for the Affordable Care Act.

According to eyewitness accounts, the candidate was in the middle of a private interview which
Jacobs barged in on, unwelcomed. I know from over a decade of media experience working
alongside lowlifes in high places that reporters swarm like flies on a pile of shit to try and scoop one
another over a story, so this isn’t surprising. However, what gives Jacobs the right to trespass?

Anyway, Acuna’s story continues:

“Gianforte told him he would get back to him later. Jacobs persisted with his question.
Gianforte told him to talk to his press guy, Shane Scanlon.”

Of course, the badgering reporter didn’t listen. Jacobs is said to have proceeded to grab the
Republican’s wrist when the Congressional candidate pushed the recording device away.

“At that point,” she wrote, “Gianforte grabbed Jacobs by the neck with both hands and
slammed him into the ground behind him.”

Hahaha. Awesome.

I guess the mangina Jacobs didn’t expect that one. I would pay serious money to have seen the look
on his face when he was taken down.

Gianforte was later cited for misdemeanor assault. The sheriff’s department said the
incident did not meet the state’s statutory definition of felony assault.

In a sane world, there would be no charges and this incident would be laughed off. But since Jacobs
whined “You broke my glasses!” into the microphone (there was no video of the incident) and we
live in a weak, feminized, litigious society, Gianforte was charged.

Typical media boilerplate continues:

Acuna and her crew “watched in disbelief as Gianforte then began punching the reporter. As
Gianforte moved on top of Jacobs, he began yelling something to the effect of, ‘I’m sick
and tired of this!’”

“Disbelief.” Oh, heavens! A man acting masculine and taking down a bothersome turd. The horrors!

Indeed, many of us are getting sick and tired of this when it comes to the media thinking they have
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carte blanche to run over those whose ideology they don’t agree with. The pretenses of objectivity
have long passed.

We know which side the media is on. And it’s not on our side. I don’t advocate others doing what
Gianforte did. However, I would bet we haven’t seen the last of this as the dam of outrage at the
Marxist press begins to break. People have been taking a lot of shit from the left and the media for a
long time.

You can only kick a dog so many times before he bites back. Or body slams your ass.
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Eye Candy of the Week | May 28, 2017
May 28, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

That’s right. Assume the position. Mmmm. Nice. Ah, if only Western women weren’t so crazy in
modern times it might be fun to try and keep one around. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week as we
admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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American Woman Want What’s in Your Wallet Without
Giving Anything Back
May 28, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Transactional sex has become totally one-sided in a gynocentric culture

Let’s cut the bullshit and the pretenses.

Just like other animals, human sexual bartering basically amounts to a sophisticated form of
prostitution. Women exchange sex for resources or social status. It’s just that simple.

Nature’s credit card

As detailed in TNMM’s transactional sex article, every woman has her price. And human females are
not the only females to exchange sex for resources, the animal kingdom is full of examples of
prostitution from penguin females exchanging sex for rocks to chimp females exchanging sex for
meat. Females use their sexuality to get what they want. That’s just the way it is. Except, in Anglo
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culture and especially in modern times women just want the resources without actually giving men
sex.

Strip clubs are a perfect example of this. Unless you know how to game strippers, and most Betas
who populate these clubs don’t, the entire business model is based on cheating men out of their hard-
earned money. The poor bastards walk away with an erection and blue balls as some chick rubs on
them for the length of a song, and she walks away with $20 to $50 or more for 3 minutes of work.

What kind of culture would support a business model like that? Men giving women money to be
rubbed on? What?

Only in a sexually repressed, female-worshipping culture would an injustice
like this be permitted. I don’t play that game. When I walk in a strip club and they start asking for
dances I tell the “dancers” straight up, “No. What do dances do for me? Nothing. I want to find a fuck
buddy.” They’re usually stunned that a man will even say a thing like that in this day and age. That
line has served me well, as the ones who don’t walk away often end up taking me home with them.

Beyond strip clubs, notice the profiles women make on dating apps. Almost every site features
women who say, “I’m not looking for sex.” Then what are you looking for? You’re looking to spend
a dumb Beta’s money without giving him anything back, aren’t you?

In short, women financially exploit men in this culture. What’s amazing is that men line up for the
privilege of being abused this way.

“Oh, I got close to her that time.” Idiot.

But the real bother is this: What is sex, after all? Why is it such a big deal in this culture for a man
and woman to have intercourse, yet it’s not a big deal for gay men to go through a dozen partners in a
coke-filled escapade?

Why is sex considered a blessing from up on high women bestow only on “worthy” men rather than
something everybody likes to do?

Women control men through sex, or even the promise of sex. Our overlords in the corporate-
government complex know this which is why women get such vaunted status in the media and
education system. It’s also why men who expect sex are labeled miscreants, deviants and predators.
Sexually satisfied men are less likely to spend money like water running through a siv than those who
are desperate to get off.

That is, until men wise up to how they’re being exploited.

The only way to beat the game is not to play it. Refuse to become a walking wallet for a women. Tell
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them with a stone cold attitude that if they can’t give you sex they’re worthless to you. Ghost and
refuse to participate in the orgy of materialism and consumerism women have created with their
vacuous lives of overspending.

Take the candy away from the baby and watch these women scream.
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Trucking Offers the Ultimate Minimalist Lifestyle
May 29, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Many regular readers may know I embarked on a new goal to become a professional truck driver half
the year to finance my exciting adventures abroad and my residence in the Caribbean. I’m happy to
report the new venture is going well, and especially happy to report it offers a fantastic lifestyle for
the minimalist.

I live in the sleeper of my semi 3 weeks, travel the entire United States, then get a week off each
month to make a trek out of The Matrix all while saving money for living abroad 6 months to a year
or more with each stroke. As long as I keep a clean driving record there will always be a job waiting
for me, as this industry has serious shortages of experienced drivers.

When I get pissed off and pissed on by society, I come up with a plan.

I abandoned the talking head industry in 2015 because an industry that hates white males is no place
for a white male to be. In their madness, the propaganda ministers are destroying a nation, an
economy, and are complicit in genocide.

After leaving that filthy business that has such an unjustified high opinion of itself, I spent what was
undoubtedly the best year of my entire life on the lush Samaná Peninsula. I built the foundation for
this blog and a writing career that’s in progress while I was there.
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This area of the world is the exactly opposite of greedy, materialistic, hateful
Anglo culture. Warm, welcoming people, a laid back lifestyle, and beautiful, feminine women
everywhere. I am truly happy when I’m there. In fact, I can become quite emotional thinking about
how it gave me the life I was denied for half a lifetime.

But it must remembered a rolling stone gathers no moss. I love my life in the Caribbean, but I wanted
to push myself to explore more of the world. New boundaries. New adventures. Helping lead other
men out of the hell they’ve been socially engineered into.

Taking my minimalist philosophy on the road was to be my next adventure. Similar to my minimalist
lifestyle abroad, I’m riding up and down the Interstates, highways, and biways of America with
nothing more than a WiFi box, a laptop, a tablet, and a carry on bag of clothes.

I don’t eat out the way many truckers do. I pass right by the bread and
circuses that lure so many in order to strip them of their cash. My motivation to skip out on these
petty entertainments is partly the happiness and freedom I feel abroad and partly my utter contempt
for the way I was treated by Anglo society the first half of my life.

All my money is stashed so it can be used to live a much better life outside The Matrix, with an eye
on making a permanent exit as quickly as I can. In fact, I live pretty much like a monk when I’m in
the States. The MGTOWs definitely have a point when they tell men to ghost. I have no desire to
participate in this “culture” in any way except to visit landmarks, pick up the occasional stripper, and
go mountain climbing once in a while.

I told you all that to tell you this.

This trucking adventure is a lifestyle many men can adopt to maximize their satisfaction with life.
But first, a man must be out of debt before he can do anything outside the sleep-work-spend
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paradigm that keeps the masses chained to their jobs and their bankers. The evil that is consumer debt
must be purged.

The next step is getting rid of all that crap that is tying you down. Throw away, sell, or give away all
that junk that keeps you from living the adventures you want to live. Possessions are a prison unto
themselves – remember that. They’re selling you chains with credit cards and all the junk you charge
on them.

After purging the materialism and consumerism and Anglobitches from your life, you’re then a free
man. With the chains off, you are free to do whatever the fuck you want to do with your life. As the
minimalists say, why not live a life that’s your own with some occasional work involved rather than
running like a rat in a wheel – a slave to things.

And, a slave to the world’s worst women. Trust me on that, as someone who has visited nearly every
state and every major city in America.
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Penis Envy on Parade: Establishment Media Lauds
Hairy Women
May 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Some chick named Morgan Mikena is making it her crusade to be a hairy bitch

The West really is becoming a grotesque parody of itself. The Socialist code word “progress” now
literally means progressing towards total androgyny. The latest symbol of this so-called progress?
Hairy women. Yes, you read that right. Somebody, please make this nightmare stop.

Um, paging Dr. Freud once again. Here are the stats as reported by The Telegraph. Read them and
weep.

Almost one in four young  women have stopped shaving their underarms, figures show.
 Research shows that there has been a steady decline in millennial women removing hair
from their legs and underarms. In 2013 95% of women aged 16 to 24 said they removed
hair from their underarms. In 2016, this had dropped to just 77%.

We all know women are über herd animals. So, even though these statistics may well be fudged, by
virtue of the media running this story more female sheeple will follow the “Let it all hang out, girl!”
trend. Think of the media as telling women what to do rather than reporting on reality, and you’ll
have a better idea of how things work in that abominable industry.

But it doesn’t stop with hairy armpits.

Leg-shaving is also falling out of fashion – in 2013 92% said they shaved their legs, a
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proportion which had fallen to 85% in 2016.

Some chick named Morgan Mikena has become a symbol for the new hairy women movement, as her
fitness profile has been featured in several left-wing rags. Her language is the typical, brainwashed
boilerplate of lobotomized feminists who believe by that by aping men they’re making a difference
and fighting back against the evil patriarchy, when in fact all they’re doing is turning themselves into
useful idiots of the androgyny agenda. Here’s what she had to say:

By showing my body hair I hope to make an impact. Stop listening to the voices that told us
our whole life that we need to look a certain way to be valued, respected, attractive or
healthy. It’s up to every person to decide what makes them feel most comfortable within
themselves.

Just when you think things can’t possibly get worse in the West when it
comes to quality of women, relations between the sexes, and the transmogrification of women into
wannabe men, you’re forced to downgrade your opinion.

Here’s how the presstitutes, forever servants of the power structure, are manipulating women. Never
is the fact brought up that women, and especially white women, are eat up with Penis Envy. That’s
the only plausible psychological explanation for women trying to not only copy men by turning
themselves into common laborers rather than moms and wives, but going so far as to emulate male
anatomy by becoming hairier. The elite know well this psychological quirk or weakness that women
possess and use it to destroy femininity.

And of course, the evil bastards indulge them in their Penis Envy longings, telling them to become
even more masculine. They’ve even provided them with their own plastic peewees at Walmart, as
TNMM has reported. It would appear women are being preyed upon by a vicious elite hellbent on
sterilizing the human species.

The Brave New World must first make people stop reproducing with each other through old-
fashioned sex, and eliminating sexual dimorphism is part of that agenda, before it can take total
control of human reproduction. Huxley warned us:

“In brief,” the Director summed up, “the parents were the father and the mother.” The smut
that was really science fell with a crash into the boys’ eye-avoiding silence. “Mother,” he
repeated loudly rubbing in the science; and, leaning back in his chair, “These,” he said
gravely, “are unpleasant facts; I know it. But then most historical facts are unpleasant.” He
returned to Little Reuben–to Little Reuben, in whose room, one evening, by an oversight,
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his father and mother (crash, crash!) happened to leave the radio turned on.

For you must remember that in those days of gross viviparous reproduction, children were
always brought up by their parents and not in State Conditioning Centres.

Does this insanity end with a bounce or a splat? Or a slow fade to black? You decide.
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The Wrong Instruction Book to Life
June 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

You are told what your masters think you need to know in the education system

One of the most painful and enraging realizations a man can have when he swallows the Red Pill is
learning he was given the wrong instruction book to life. An instruction book intended to make him
less than a man. An instruction book designed to turn him into another human sheeple grazing on the
corporate-government tax farm, living a life that benefits his masters far more than himself.

He then gets asked why he failed at life, and wonders why he’s worked until he’s broken down and
has little to show for it, and is mocked by women who spend their lives polishing the boners of
assholes.

It’s because he believed the lies and myths spun by his controllers.

The reality is the world is a darker, and meaner place than many men will ever be able to wrap their
minds around. A world where Machiavellian Intelligence rules, and there are literally, lies, myths,
and deception all around. The lies and myths are so pervasive they’re institutionalized by the power
structure in an attempt to subjugate the masses of Beta schlubs out there. For the easiest way to
maintain power and control others is by telling them lies, hoping they’ll never realize the line of
bullshit they’ve been fed.

This evil seems to work for the majority of the population. But what about us? The ones who realize
we’ve been fed a tissue of lies our entire lives? That we’ve been given the wrong “instruction book”
to life? Are we the damned?
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The “education” a man receives in the public education system isn’t
designed to enlighten him, it’s designed to turn him into a docile worker bee who hates himself, his
people, and his history. The next chapter in the instruction book comes from the media, an industry
that is so full of shit it is almost literally exploding with verbal diarrhea. They tell him what to think,
who to listen to, and how to live. The next chapter comes from politicians who create plebeian myths
of “the common good” and “the working man” and “Murica” as a force for good in the world.

Between education system lackeys indoctrinating and conditioning him from the tender age of 5 all
the way through early adulthood, to the media feeding him bullshit in his spare time, to politicians
expounding on the myths spun by the education system and the media, a man finds himself neck deep
in a pile of cultural bullshit. He then moves on to the corporate world.

He is buried in yet more myths and lies that tell him the corporation cares for his well-being, when in
fact he is nothing more than an expendable line item on a spreadsheet to them. The corporate world
tells him women are better than him, and deserve special treatment. Suppress those nasty sexual urges
you have.

They work him like a slave.

In what little time he has to think and read information outside the myopic view of the world
presented to him by his masters, he begins to notice discrepancies. Problems with the view of the
world presented to him by educators, mediaites, and political parasites. Something just doesn’t add
up.

Thanks to the Internet, the last true bastion of freedom in a world that is offended by free men who
don’t follow rules, he’s able to openly read and share ideas with others who also notice the real world
doesn’t match the cotton candy view of it they’ve been fed. It doesn’t take long before the Wisdom of
Crowds phenomenon takes over and a class of men realize they have been totally sold out by their
controllers, and sold into a life of bondage.

White hot rage begins to build inside the man who made an honest effort to abide by the instruction
book he was given to life, only to discover the instruction book wasn’t meant to empower him, it was
meant to put him to sleep and take advantage of him. Some men go into denial upon having this
painful, life-altering realization. Others check out of the system. And others try to fight back and
wake other men up.

For you see, if you are here reading this, realize my friend, you haven’t failed at life. You’ve been
given the wrong set of instructions when it comes to dealing with women and the world. Realizing
you’ve been totally fucked by your masters is the path to building new wisdom.
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Betrayal: The Essence of Being Female
June 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women betray. Men in biblical times knew this well which is why they wrote the story of Samson and Delilah

If there’s a one word description to use when summing up the essence of being female, betrayal is
one that immediately springs to mind. Women are loyal only to themselves, even though they fool
many Betas into believing they “love” them. Whether it takes 20 minutes, 20 hours, 20 days, 20
weeks, or 20 years, the awakened man knows to expect betrayal from any woman stewed and basted
in hateful Anglo culture.

Modern, feminized Anglo culture has set free destructive female nature to
ravage the cultural landscape and lives of men everywhere in the society. They’re destroying once
powerful nations from the inside out with their reckless, self-destructive lives of vanity, materialism,
and hedonism.

As Durant and Toynbee knew, a nation cannot be conquered from without until it has destroyed itself
from within. Western nations crumble one by one as women have hollowed them out from the inside.

Men in biblical times knew of the tendency of women to behave in this destructive manner, and
successfully restrained destructive female impulses for millenia with their teachings. These teachings
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have been culturally lobotomized by generations of institutionalized Christophobia brought on by
liberalism and feminism.

Biblical scholars at Zondervan give us an apt description of the cautionary tale of Delilah, well-
known when churches ruled men’s lives rather than today’s media.

The record of Delilah, the heartless wrecker of a mighty man, is given in eighteen verses;
and the description of Samson’s betrayal, fall, bondage and death is one of the most graphic
in the Bible. We cannot, of course, write of Delilah without mentioning Samson. What a
contrast they present, and how symbolic they are of characters in the world today! Samson
was physically strong but morally weak. Although able to rend a lion, he could not fight his
lusts. He could break his bonds, but not his habits. He could conquer Philistines but not his
passions. Delilah was a woman who used her personal charm to lure a man to his spiritual
and physical destruction, and she stands out as one of the lowest, meanest women of the
Bible—the female Judas of the Old Testament.

This Philistine courtesan was a woman of unholy persistence and devilish deceit, who had
personal charm, mental ability, self-command, and nerve, but who used all her qualities for
one purpose and money. She and womanly honor and love had never met, for behind her
beautiful face was a heart as dark as hell, and full of viperous treachery. “Her supreme
wickedness lay not in betraying Samson to his enemies but in causing him to break faith
with his ideals.” Shakespeare might well have had Delilah in mind when he wrote—

O Nature! What hadst thou to do in Hell, When thou didst bower the spirit of a fiend…In
mortal Paradise of such sweet flesh.

Deluding Samson into believing she really loved him, Delilah sold him to blindness,
bondage and death. The ease with which she betrayed her husband revealed that she
belonged to the enemies of God’s people, the people of whom Samson was the recognized
leader at that time. The Philistines did not like Samson around because he was the champion
of Israel and as such interfered with their practices. Therefore he must be got rid of, and in
Delilah, the Philistine prostitute, the Philistines had one who was willing to be bribed to act
as their agent. She had one purpose and that was to secure money, and had no qualms of
conscience to trifle with love for the sake of wealth. Thus, as Kuyper expresses it, “All the
while she kept a police force quartered in her rooms and awaited the moment in which she
could surrender her lover into his enemies’ hands.”

Samson became a traitor to himself because he could not resist a woman’s charm. First one
woman and then another took advantage of this deep-seated weakness and basic sin of his,
and Delilah was the most effective in destroying him.

The lesson to glean from the story of Samson and Delilah follows:

She remains as a warning to all men to beware of the charm and wiles of a wicked,
scheming woman.

As any enlightened Western man knows well, all women are wicked and scheming. They will betray
a man at the drop of a hat.
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Women are loyal only to those men who provide an immediate socioeconomic benefit to them, or to men whose strength will allow their
own offspring to survive

Female Nature

The tendency to betray springs from innate female selfishness and solipsism, which is of course,
something we regularly observe in women. A man is only a disposable utility the the female mind.
Why is this?

It has to do with supply and demand. An attractive woman (or in these desperate times in the West, a
female with a pulse) has myriad options of men to choose from. Subconsciously, in the female
hindbrain there will be an infinite supply of suitors at her disposal, so one individual suitor, no matter
how many sacrifices he might have made for her in the past, never matters much to her in the present.

With women, it’s never what have you done for me. It’s what have you done for me lately?

Thus, the predatory female chooses only to associate with the male she sees as the best meal ticket to
raise her socioeconomic status, and who will give her offspring the best chance of surviving a
Machiavellian world. This decision making happens mostly subconsciously. She will play along with
the man she is predating for resources and/or feels, following his lead as long as there is direct benefit
for her to do so.
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Of course, with no cultural restraints to stop her, as soon as male
socioeconomic benefits cease, or decrease beyond what her personal Hedonic Treadmill demands,
betrayal usually follows. One can observe this on both a personal and societal level.

Women are not only not stopped from behaving this way in totally insane Anglo culture, they’re now
encouraged to do so! Naturally, having no checks and balances on women is leading to a catastrophe
for Western civilization.

As only one example of the nature of women to betray, white women were loyal to white men when
white men ruled the world. Now that a couple of generations of weak white men have allowed their
nations to be conquered by foreigners and themselves to be subjugated by their masters and
transformed into supplicating, doughy office drones, white women are betraying them en masse and
welcoming in conquerors with both open arms and open legs.  This betrayal of white women with
their wombs by either not having children or bearing the children of those they see as conquerers is
an integral part of the ongoing demographic decline of Caucasians who are dying off en masse.

Betrayal is so core to what a woman is, women often betray each other. This is why women don’t like
other women, they know what each is capable of.

It can be added that among those Western women that bother to continue to the species by
reproducing they are often, but not always loyal to their children. Even in this circumstance women
are loyal primarily to the survival of their own DNA, possessed by their offspring. This is the only
reason women don’t betray their own children.

Never be surprised when a woman betrays you. Expect it! Betrayal is the true essence of femininity.
They have betrayed the weak men of the West just as any woman would betray what she sees as a
worthless or compromised man, and civilization is crumbling as a result.
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The New World Order Will Go On as Scheduled: Global
Warming Flap is Another Distraction
June 3, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Don’t celebrate yet, the global warming agenda is still chugging along despite the sideshow in the media

Political parasites are exquisitely good at deception. Beware those who appear to be on a mission to
perform a last minute, Hail Mary salvation of nationalism and the Old World Order version of
America that was once the Land of the Free, Home of the Brave rather than the Land of the Fee,
Home of the Slave.

The headlines are now screaming about Trump pulling the U.S. out of the Paris Accords, which are
of course all about the global warming scam and the transference of trillions of dollars out of the
American economy and into the grand New World Order, Socialist schemes of an organizing
imperial government spanning the planet.

Don’t fall for the ruse as minions on both sides of the political aisle cluelessly go for the other’s
jugular over what amounts to a show about nothing.

Just as Trump recently pivoted on his America First position by saying he’s both a nationalist AND a
globalist, the administration is now pivoting on global warming. Neither the President or his VP will
now admit to interviewers the entire global warming narrative is a giant con job. When asked a direct
question, “Does the President still believe it’s a hoax?” (as Trump famously Tweeted) Sean Spicer,
who has deep ties to the Bush family cleverly crafted this statement:

It hurt us economically.  He made the decision to reject the Paris deal.
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Oh, shit. Those few short words give away the entire dirty deal. Only the
Paris deal is being rejected and only because it hurt the U.S. economically.

This is typical, slimy Washington double speak. This statement leaves the door open to renegotiation,
and crucially, no longer challenges the legitimacy of the global warming narrative.

In a short interview with Vice President Mike Pence on The Savage Nation with Michael Savage
Friday, Pence also 1) would not confirm the climate deal is dead; quite the contrary he said in
political innuendo the deal will be renegotiated and 2) would not confirm Savage’s claims the entire
global warming narrative is a hoax.

My stomach turned as I heard Pence go on with the same old Republican platitudes about ‘Murica
and the working man and the families which this government has destroyed, and I was reminded of
this quote from Cicero:

For the traitor appears not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his victims, and he
wears their face and their arguments, he appeals to the baseness that lies deep in the hearts
of all men. He rots the soul of a nation, he works secretly and unknown in the night to
undermine the pillars of the city, he infects the body politic so that it can no longer resist. A
murderer is less to fear.

Pence truly makes my skin crawl.

The flap about Trump removing the U.S. from the globalist agenda in Paris is just political theater.
Just as Trump legitimized Obamacare by calling it a new name and changing some window
dressing, but ultimately left the disastrous legislation intact, Pence revealed the administration’s hand
and confirmed this is the model for manipulating the American voter. The climate con job will follow
the same political playbook Obamacare did.
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The entire climate flap amounts to much ado about nothing.

Following past patterns, there will be years of false protestation from Republicans only to see them
betray their voters and ultimately legitimize the deal. This is quite a sleight of hand, as the media
divert your attention to another sideshow and the two sides of the political aisle yell and scream at a
fever pitch over nothing.

Trump temporarily pulling the U.S. out of the global warming accords might sound resolute and
wonderful to those not paying attention. Bush II performed a similar sleight of hand by pulling out of
Kyoto, as clueless Republicans celebrated only to have their “representatives” in government later
renegotiate a new international deal on so-called “greenhouse” gases.

Since the global warming agenda has never been about saving the world but about transferring
sovereignty – beginning with the power of global taxation – to a supranational entity this devil in the
details means the New World Order will proceed as scheduled. The Republicrats are doing what they
do best, creating another diversion for what they see as the “deplorables” in order to let some steam
out of the pressure cooker which they know is pretty hot right now as both parties betray the nation.

This entire system is completely fucked. Trump is not your savior. He’s playing 3D chess when it
comes to the designs of the globalists. Cicero’s wisdom plays out before our eyes.

A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot survive treason from
within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is known and carries his banner
openly. But the traitor moves amongst those within the gate freely, his sly whispers rustling
through all the alleys, heard in the very halls of government itself.

So, by all means, just as clueless American conservatives have accepted socialized medicine because
Trump legitimized it, they will soon accept the transference of American sovereignty to Brussels or
wherever the headquarters of the Socialist world government will be as the left plays bad cop, then
the right plays good cop.

We have, at most, another 20 years or so of steadily decreasing freedom in the world. Are you ready
for your RFID chip yet? Political spinmeisters will sell that to you the same way they sold you
Obamacare and now global taxation via global warming. Democrats will say the government needs to
chip everyone, Republicans will put on a show and kick and scream for a while, only to ultimately
cow to the agenda.

If the people who really run the world even bother putting on this type of political theater for us by
that time.
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Eye Candy of the Week | June 4, 2017
June 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s stunning to contrast true femininity alongside what passes for being female in America today. No
pink hair, tattoos, or other defects mar this Russian model who is as classy as she is sexy. Enjoy our
Eye Candy of the Week for June 4, 2017.
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It’s Like He Had a Crystal Ball
June 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Cameras like these are appearing even on remote Interstate highways…for your own safety, of course. Or is it something else?

We are living in an amalgam of Brave New World, 1984, and Fahrenheit 451 in the West. All three
novels are coming to fruition, from the manipulation of reproduction, sexuality, and psychology in
Brave New World, to the surveillance state watching every move of its citizens in 1984, to the
coming censorship of books and blogs that don’t support the regime’s interests in Fahrenheit 451.

Take this quote from Huxley, author of Brave New World, speaking with Mike Wallace on 60
Minutes. It’s almost as if the man had a crystal ball, peering into the dystopia of today’s world.

I think this kind of dictatorship of the future will be very unlike the dictatorships which
we’ve been familiar with in the immediate past. I mean, take another book prophesying the
future, which was a very remarkable book, George Orwell’s “1984.”

Well, this book was written at the height of the Stalinist regime, and just after the Hitler
regime, and there he foresaw a dictatorship using entirely the methods of terror, the methods
of physical violence. Now, I think what is going to happen in the future is that dictators will
find, as the old saying goes, that you can do everything with bayonets except sit on them!

But, if you want to preserve your power indefinitely, you have to get the consent of the
ruled, and this they will do partly by drugs as I foresaw in “Brave New World,” partly by
these new techniques of propaganda.

They will do it by bypassing the sort of rational side of man and appealing to his
subconscious and his deeper emotions, and his physiology even, and so, making him
actually love his slavery.

I mean, I think, this is the danger that actually people may be, in some ways, happy under
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the new regime, but that they will be happy in situations where they oughtn’t to be happy.

As the tyranny men crossed an ocean to run away from grows back with a vengeance, most
Americans (especially conservatives) are able to delude themselves into thinking “It can’t happen
here.” It is happening here, fools.

Indeed, the flag-wavers who love their freedom as long as it isn’t breaking the countless laws that
have been passed to control them (what a contradiction!) actually love their slavery. Someone might
ask these men what freedoms do they have that aren’t taxed, regulated, or straight up illegal?

Which leaves us here, with yet more sage wisdom from the prophetic author.

That men do not learn very much from the lessons of history is the most important of all the
lessons that history has to teach.

Huxley knew that men never collectively learn from history despite all their posturing. Only a small
minority of men will ever be able to see what history has to teach, and know what might happen in
the future by learning from the past. These men will always be vilified and mocked by the masses,
until the truth they’re trying to elucidate becomes self-evident.

It’s as if the learned man can do nothing except watch himself being dragged into hell with the
masses, as the world descends into tyranny once again.
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American Women Need to Lose 50 Lbs of Weight, and 100 Lbs
of Attitude
June 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Obesity is pandemic in the American dating pool. Jabba the Hutt has a better body than some of the Catfishes of the Day posing as
goddesses

Sometimes I peruse online dating sites just to see if there’s any deviation from the normal, bitchy
fatties and technicolor haired, female drones with boyish countenances I come across in my coast to
coast travels when it comes to the American dating pool men have to wade through like so much
murky swamp water.

There isn’t. I’m face down in a pile of shit until my next junket out of The Matrix for either a week
long vacation or my 6-month plus sojourns out of cultural hell.

Jesus Christ, what a freak show. And in the rare circumstances there’s a
moderately presentable girl online or on the street, her ego is so galactically huge and she’s such a
PITA to deal with any attraction I might have for her evaporates. What? I’m going to become her
clown, entertain her, and listen to her parrot the trite platitudes she gathers from the media and her
vacuous friends for hours on end just to have to chance of scoring some lame sex? Or, becoming her
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Beta male slave?

Hell no.

Big bodies and big egos summarize the bulk (pun intended) of the experience of mate hunting in our
modern dystopia. The thought struck me this morning that American women need to lose 50 lbs of
weight, and 100 lbs of attitude. Seriously. What a gaggle of self-righteous fat wads. They’re
physically and mentally repellent.

And worse, the mainstream media is not only condoning this behavior, but encouraging women to
become even fatter, sluttier, and louder with books like Anne Helen Peterson’s work lauding the
unruly woman. It’s as if behaving as anything other than a wild animal is somehow beyond the
pervue of innate female desire. Check out this synopsis of what Cosmopolitan named one of the best
books of the summer:

You know the type: the woman who won’t shut up, who’s too brazen, too opinionated—too
much. She’s the unruly woman, and she embodies one of the most provocative and
powerful forms of womanhood today. In Too Fat, Too Slutty, Too Loud, Anne Helen
Petersen uses the lens of “unruliness” to explore the ascension of pop culture powerhouses
like Lena Dunham, Nicki Minaj, and Kim Kardashian, exploring why the public loves to
love (and hate) these controversial figures.

The hatred for masculinity in this dying culture has never been more plain than it is today. Maybe
that’s why Americunts enjoy being offensive to the eye and all the other senses of the discriminating
gentleman?

Taking selfies with the most slimming angle on their smartphones, they still
come out looking like they made about a dozen too many trips to the all-you-can-eat, ersatz buffet.
Lay off the biscuits, honey. And then the attitudes…their profiles read as if lowly men are nothing
but pawns in the typical Americhick game of using sexuality to get ahead in the banal world of
materialism and acquisition. It’s as if most of these women think men are pets that need to be broken
before they can be blessed to see their ample frames in the buff and become their personal success
objects and financial slaves.

I am astonished that men put up with this, and treat it as normal.

Goddesses that these abominations of true femininity think they are in the gynocentric milieu that is
the strange world of Anglo Americana, their flaws can never be pointed out nor can they be asked to
pop open a can of Slim Fast and to please bring something more than flabby arms, a well-worn piece
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of anatomy and a hateful, entitled attitude to the table.

This the product of a culture in which even modest criticism of women is verboten. With no restraints
on female behavior, and what few restraints this culture once had on base female nature now
removed, we are seeing the Anglo American female’s innate insanity reaching a shriking crescendo.
She’s fat, she’s slutty, she’s loud, and she’s proud. Could hell really be much worse?

The time for criticism is here.

English scholar Rookh Kshatriya made an astonishingly insightful indictment of this pussy-
worshipping culture years ago, more relevant now than ever with the recent success of Wonder
Woman at the box office:

Indeed, this latent homosexual, unthinking liberal defence of Anglo women has recently
reached absurd proportions, with women being portrayed in Anglo-American popular
culture as superhuman beings endowed with awesome strength and superhuman
intelligence. Frank Miller’s Sin City would be a perfect example: women are not only set on
pedestals as semi-divine, they are also endowed with matchless martial prowess out of all
kilter with biological reality. This absurd Anglo liberal tendency to claim women are
simultaneously angelic and fearful can best be explained by the elite Anglo male’s latent
homosexuality and dysfunctional educational experience.

Kshatriya goes on to explain this defect of Anglo-American culture is why homosexuality is the
uniquely Anglo-American cultural obsession. Homosexuality is now sanctified by the media while
heterosexuality is suppressed at every turn. It is literally no big issue for gay men to change sexual
partners more often than they change underwear, but it is an unspeakable sin for straight men to
change female sex partners, or to even desire sex with women!

What a sick culture. No wonder it’s dying off.

The bottom line is there has to be some way to figuratively stick a needle into the balloon-shaped
heads of Anglo women, and allow this pinprick to deflate some of the cultural programming foisted
upon both them and the men they assume exist only to serve them.

Continuing to let this go without throwing down the gauntlet only means the women will become
even fatter and sluttier and louder in the years and decades ahead.

By the way, when’s the next flight out of this cultural inferno?
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Eye Candy of the Week | June 11, 2017
June 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

We’ve had vanilla eye candy for the past two weeks, so let’s shift gears into the delicious mocha
realm this week. This lady has not only a sweet smile and what appears to be a sweet attitude, she
also has a behind that must have been made on a Saturday because even the Lord would want to take
a day off to admire it. All jokes aside, enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week as we enjoy the female form
while remembering the truth about women.
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The Simple Pleasure of a Good Cigar and a Stiff Drink
June 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Just add a beach and a sexual escapade, and a man has heaven on earth, in my opinion

While it gives me no pleasure to document the ongoing decline and disintegration of the West and the
waist-deep bullshit the average man has to wade through from the propaganda ministry on a daily
basis, I must admit I’m happier now than I’ve ever been.

I learned to let things go.

Writing is my catharsis, where I let it all out. After that, I return to my daily life trying to make it as
pleasurable and worthwhile as I can now that I’ve freed myself from both the prison of the mind and
debt slavery.

One of the simplest and most satisfying pleasures is heading down to the
beach when I’m in the Caribbean, or a scenic overlook when I’m stateside, with a bottle of red wine
and a quality cigar in tow. In the Caribbean, naturally I avail myself of the hand-rolled Cuban cigars
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available on nearly every street corner. I also enjoy a nice, stiff Caipirinha if I don’t take the bottle of
wine with me. This is an experience that costs maybe a few bucks and brings me great pleasure.

Stateside, a $20 bottle of wine and a $10 cigar will do. It’s the pleasure only a dedicated minimalist
can appreciate.

I was never too interested in the vivisecting world of cigar, wine, and liquor snobbery that pervades
the materialistic West. The simple pleasure of doing something for the fun of it seems lost on the
poseurs, constantly trying to one-up each other with their competitive conversations and conspicuous
consumption. The real talent comes from being able to enjoy both the high and the low experiences in
life, something these guys will never know.

I have more fun spending $5 abroad than they can have spending $500…never realizing it’s not about
how much money a man spends but his state of mind.

Sitting under the cove palms, listening to the crackle of motorcycles in the distance, watching the
waves crest then splash ashore, enjoying watching children play at the beach, and appreciating my
newfound freedom away from the corporate plantation are some of the happiest experiences a Red
Pill man can have.

And, unlike my life as a citizen turned migrant worker in the States when I’m accumulating money
for my next set of adventures abroad, when I’m truly “home” on the lush Samaná peninsula, most
days I can wander around and find a chica who’s ready and willing to have some adult fun with me.

What could be better? Feeling good after smoking some rich, unfiltered tobacco, a nice buzz, and a
satisfying sexual release with a dark-skinned hottie? The stress melts, and I cherish the simplicity of
being able to do this more than I ever did the Gilded Cage of materialism I found myself in during
my 20s.

What’s your pleasure?
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Too Good for Guys: Thoughts on the Sexual Trades
Union Thesis
June 12, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

Anglo women, and society in general, view females as goddesses who are “too good” for sex

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

An interesting strand of thought in the Manosphere maintains that feminist antagonism to mass
sexual freedom arises from the need of old/ugly/obese women to maintain their SMV (sexual market
value). There is much truth in this; indeed, the puritanical and repressive nature of the Anglosphere is
largely maintained by a loose coalition of feminists and neo-Christian conservatives, albeit for
different reasons.

However, the feminist desire to suppress all manifestations of sexual freedom transcends mere self-
interest. After all, most feminists profess sexual indifference or outright antagonism towards men.
Male sexual freedom hardly troubles the likes of Katherine MacKinnon and Germaine Greer,
femihag spinsters who consider all heterosexual sex a form of rape. Men using prostitutes, watching
porn or marrying foreign women has no direct impact on the SMV of these prominent feminists; they
are way past breeding age, anyway. And as celebrated members of the upper-middle class cultural
establishment, they derive status from their socio-economic prestige rather than their sexuality.
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No, in most cases the feminist antagonism to sexual choice and liberation
arises from a simple puritanical revulsion at sex itself. Indeed, many Anglo-American women seem
to hate both men and sex at a deep, intrinsic level which transcends any kind of biological self-
interest. I have written elsewhere about Anglo-Saxon homosexuality, the way women in Anglo
countries shun male contact and prefer the company of their own sex whenever possible. At a deeper
historical level, homosociality and sexual phobia spring from the Anglosphere’s puritanical religious
heritage, a force which still exerts enormous influence at a subliminal level (consider the perennial
appeal of ‘sexless’ Disney movies featuring princesses, fairies and so on).

Indeed, the real roots of modern Anglo feminism lie in the temperance movements of the nineteenth
century; modern feminists are typically white, middle-class and Protestant, exactly like their
forebears in the temperance movement. In sum, Anglo feminism is not ‘revolutionary’ at all; to the
contrary, it springs directly from Anglo-Saxon culture and is really a reactionary, traditionalist
movement. This explains not only why feminism remains so linked to distinctive Anglo-Saxon
institutions like class and race, but also why right-of-centre political parties in the Anglosphere
typically lend unstinting support to feminist agendas.

Besides the cultural and historical factors, there are probably biological factors underlying the Anglo
female’s antagonism to sex. Selection theory posits that organisms evolve one of two reproductive
strategies that trade off between quantity and quality of offspring, r and K: r sacrifices quality for
quantity, while K does the opposite. The minimalist blogger Relampago Furioso has suggested Anglo
women evolved a high-K mating strategy specific to the racist, stratified and imperialist Anglo-Saxon
world: a form of hyper-hypergamy which views almost all sex with horror. While viable in the
imperialist nineteenth century, this mating strategy became acutely dysfunctional when women
gained access to education and employment: since virtually no men could meet their impossible
standards. The British economist Steve Clarke augments this case for Anglo sexual exceptionalism –
he claims that English people are disproportionately descended from socio-economic elites with
distinctive high-K values, explaining the conservatism and sexual repression that define the Anglo-
American matrix.

A young American once said to me: ‘I’m just waiting for these snotty American girls to jump the
fence; they all think they’re too good for guys – any guys.’ But in the last analysis, too many women
thinking they are simply too good for men – any men, however rich or handsome – leads to genetic
extinction, the ultimate biological failure. Perhaps Anglo hyper-hypergamy should be redefined as an
example of evolutionary over-specialization rather than a cogent mating strategy. Like salmon dying
en route to their spawning grounds, Anglo-American women cling to a Victorian sexual morality that
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leads them to spinsterhood, loneliness and self-loathing in the modern world. Left-liberal attempts to
unshackle female sexuality in the 60s and 70s were a resounding failure, largely because Anglo
women are socially and biologically impervious to such agendas for the reasons outlined above.

So, while there is some truth in the Sexual Trades Union thesis, the sheer sterility of Anglo-American
feminism implies it is not the sole explanation for the movement’s puritanical obsessions. The STU
thesis exaggerates the role of rational thought in framing feminist perspectives, while ignoring the
cultural and biological factors in play. In truth, rational self-interest interplays with culture and
biology to produce the well-attested feminist loathing to sex in all its forms. A high proportion of
Anglo feminists (indeed, Anglo women in general) don’t want to raise their SMV relative to other
women: they want sex abolished, period.
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The “What I Had to Put Up With” Memory Trap
June 13, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

That time you didn’t pull her chair out in 1994 still festers underneath her dissimulating smiley face

If there’s one feature of today’s women in Anglo culture I genuinely can’t stand, it’s the “What I had
to put up with” memory trap. It is truly astonishing to witness this purge of pent up hatred surge forth
from the mouth of a woman who, like a black widow, is going in for the metaphorical kill of a male
who is no longer a worthy utility object or meal ticket in her mind and must be disposed of.

Here’s a personal anecdote about the memory trap.

I was dating the daughter of an executive back in my “hollow man” television newscaster days, and
the relationship seemed to be going swimmingly. Or, at least that’s what I thought. She was talking
about marriage and such, and almost had me lulled into a sense of false security.
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Then, it happened.

The day after Christmas, a holiday in which we enjoyed what I thought was a wonderful time, she
suddenly decided to break up with me because I wore a pair of jeans that didn’t fit the way she
thought they should fit to her parents’ house. I “embarrassed” her. Her friends and family were there.
Why didn’t I wear another pair? Why did I have to exercise so much? Blah, blah, blah.

Indeed, the jeans were slightly too big on me, because I had lost a few pounds from bicycling around
100 miles a week. Mind you, they weren’t sagging off my ass and I didn’t look like a thug. They just
fit loosely. I had never been dumped because of misfit jeans before.

But, as we all know, in America if the woman in the relationship isn’t happy it’s fine for her do
whatever it takes to make herself happy, even if that means destroying lives and livelihoods. But if a
man isn’t happy with his goddess… er… lady he’s supposed to suck it up, buckle down, and take
whatever she’s dishing out. That’s the insanity of this Puritan-based culture.

When I didn’t beg her back (I immediately drove out of town, into Mexico
and started spreading my seed with other women as life experience has taught me to never let a bitch
get you down) she finally let go of the pent up hate she had been saving up, and out of her mouth
came the recounting of all the perceived slights she “had to put up with” since we started dating. I
had no idea what vitriol she had sublimated under her cheery exterior until that moment.

The things she ranted about were so insignificant I forgot what most of it was about. Seriously. I just
remember as it happened the distinct feeling her beefs were things I would have never thought a
woman would get so upset about and harbor such feelings of resentment over.

But then, I realized this is something I had seen women do since I was a youngster. The playbook
went like this. Women would play along with men who they perceived had value, until the men no
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longer provided said value. These bitches would then let loose the hounds of hell of female
psychology, spitting the most foul vitriol one could imagine when the time came for the poor bastard
to be cut loose from his provider or sexual entertainer role.

I’ve heard women recount slights from years, or even decades or generations ago that amount to
nothing more than a passel of minutiae. He didn’t buy some bauble she wanted. He didn’t offer her
dessert at restaurant. He didn’t prostrate himself before her when she was in a bad mood or PMSing
or some other bullshit.

It never mattered what sacrifices he made and how much he had put up with from her. It was typical,
nauseating female solipsism taken to the Nth degree each and every time. This reinforces the TNMM
idea that men are nothing more than utility and success objects in the female mind.

What sins have you committed in your girl’s mind? You’ll find out when she wants to dispose of you

The Dark World Inside the Female Mind

If it’s been said once, it needs to be said a thousand times, the more you know about female
psychology the less you will like women. I’ve gone through nearly 150 women myself and I’ve
learned what works, what doesn’t work, what they like, what they don’t like, what they think, and
what they don’t think.

It’s a strange and dark world inside the female brain. Once you know women well, you will NEVER
see them the same way again. They’re definitely NOT sugar, spice, and everything nice. You are
dealing with a creature that sees you as nothing more than something it can consume. This culture has
a way of amplifying negative female traits, on top of it all.

Make no mistake, if you have a woman in your life she has your slights and foibles catalogued in her
nuerons, often with time and date stamps. They’re ammo, ready to character assassinate you at her
will.

Making matters worse, when it comes to the “What I had to put up with” memory trap is a man never
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actually knows he’s “stepped in it” until either the relationship ends or his woman wants to throw a
nuclear shit test his way. Actual, or most often, perceived slights fester and boil, hidden under the
surface like toxins in a witch’s cauldron. Then one day, they boil over and burn the man
psychologically, and financially if he’s made the unfortunate mistake of attaching himself to her
legally.

Women enjoy telling men how we can do better. Ladies, here’s a way you can do better. Let shit go.
Especially insignificant shit. Get over yourselves, and stop filling your memories with the
victimization inherent in the “What I had to put up with” mentality.
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Reader Mailbag: The Female Kiss of Death
June 14, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A TNMM reader provides insight into the Female Kiss of Death

As women move to discard unwanted men from their lives, how many times have we seen this scene
play out in front of our eyes, whether we are on the receiving end or it is a brother of ours?

It is a behavioral pattern that could be referred to as The Female Kiss of Death, a process broken
down into three simple steps by TNMM reader Doc J. He writes:

If a woman decides to get rid of a man that she no longer wants to have around, there is a
process for that:

Manufacture an “offense” – it doesn’t matter if the “offense” is real, only she has to1.
think it is real. (All her girlfriends will agree with her reasons anyway.)
Accuse him of that “offense”.2.
Punish him for that offense and viola – she has easily eliminated a man that has done3.
her no harm and made herself a victim in the process…an added plus!

I have seen it work over and over.

Indeed, Doc J provides a keen insight into the female psyche with this succinct writeup. This three
step process is yet another illustration of female dissimulation Schopenhauer so eloquently detailed a
century ago.

The Female Kiss of Death is related to the usual female record-keeping of “What I had to put up
with” of actual and perceived slights, but in this case a bitch just makes something up and tags the
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hapless Beta male with a fake offense. The aim is to make it socially acceptable for her to dispose of
him, and to make him the scapegoat so she can hide her ulterior motives. Like monkey branching or
whatever the flavor of the day might be.

It is also another example of the sage wisdom to never listen to what women say, to watch what they
do.
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Vox Populi: Anglo Culture Has Literally Become Deadlier than
the Vietnam War and Terrorism
June 14, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Listening to what you have to say

My latest Return of Kings expose on America’s tremendous drug overdose problem, in which I link it
to a spiritually dead culture that worships at the altar of garish materialism and novel eatin’ out
experiences has sparked a lively conversation. More people are now dying of drug overdoses each
year, trying to chemically escape today’s dystopia, than Americans who died during the entirety of
the Vietnam War or who die from terrorism.

Here are some of the best comments, and for amusement, a jab someone made followed by a sizzling
comeback from an ROK reader.

Michael Ryan ties the problem to liberalism, which certainly is related to the cultural nihilism that
permeates modern America and encourages increasing numbers of people to escape the sleep-work-
spend cycle through substance abuse.

Modern liberalism offers no future to the young, the modern liberal does not create a happy
home for children nor seek a better life for himself, modern liberals just rot on the vine and
do their best to make everybody else around them as miserable and pathetic as they are.

This is a good insight, as liberalism has indeed become something of a suicide cult in modern times.
It is a creed centered on weakness, self-loathing, and jealousy.

Jolly Joker agreed with Ryan.

It is void and empty. The American way of life for most people is 45 years of work and then
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die off. There isn’t any American culture. There are no ballroom dances or partying or
anything that remotely resembles a traditional or even functional [such as a] we are in it
together, fun society.

We all live in a dog eat dog world where libs pile more deadbeats on us. We have our one
thanksgiving meal and one Christmas day interrupted by the god of consumerism. We all
work 52 weeks a year and if you take a week off your employer looks at you like you don’t
have enough work to do. No – society is a complete pile of shit with fat woman on every
corner. Religion is gynocentric- and hates the male while making sure females have zero
responsibility in any relationship.

What do you have?

-The average marriage lasts 8 years. 50% divorce. 50% are unmarried.
-35% of females are overweight- which means no normal man will want to fuck with a bowl
of fat-rolled goo.
-66% of females would rather read a book than fuck their husband.. .

So marriage is basically – 1 x .50 x.35 x.66 … = a 1 in 10 chance of success… thats before
you add the bitchy woman or the woman who thinks she can spend you into oblivion.

So, you end up single and do your own thing. MGTOW for life with occasionally fucking
women, knowing full well that society is royally fucked and you go down if you don’t take
care of yourself.

Sonoran also agrees on the the sad state of cultural affairs in modern America:

The current Anglo culture is truly toxic. I’ve lived in the third world and I noticed the
tranquility within me there. Less worries about materialism and about the future. People live
for the day and actually know who their neighbors are. Its a joy to see everyone sitting
outside in the evening time talking with each other and kids playing.

There is an aspect of loneliness which has led me to certain drugs. I do them VERY
infrequently but I use alcohol, psychedelics and will soon be starting testosterone.

Not your typical drugs to get high, but drugs to make you feel more alive in a a dead world.

Of course, not everyone agrees. Chicken Hawk posted a typical, critical response that’s so cliché I’m
sure every Red Pill man has been slammed with something like it before:

It’s because they’re a bunch of fucked ass losers like you who can’t get a girlfriend : )

MCGOO posted this delicious comeback:

Whoop whoop! That’s the sound of a White Knight vet firefighter with a fat wife.

Indeed, the “loser who can’t get a girlfriend” ad hominem attack is used so reflexively and so often
it’s lost all meaning. It’s a mental version of a spasm. As always, nothing matters to me but searching
for the truth. Thanks to all those who contribute to a lively conversation both here and at ROK.
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Still Better than Being an Office Drone
June 14, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

As close to the life of a pirate as you can legally get today

It’s time to wake up when I want to wake up. It’s time to have lunch when I want to have lunch. It’s
quitting time when I say it’s quitting time. I’m saving around 90% of my take home pay.

And then, I have the best office view around.

I enjoy watching people wink up their nose when I say I am a truck driver. I
enjoy hearing them criticize my choice to leave the noose news business. I enjoy watching them fling
whatever shit they can fling at me.

For I know if corporate drones who are helplessly dependent on the myths and the debt slavery the
system subsists on are attacking me, that I’m on the right path.
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Down the road I go.

It’s not long until I’ll be leaving The Matrix again. And they’ll be fighting rush hour traffic to go
back to their cushy prison cell, riding their new car in a circuit between their Office Space and back
to the clutches of their fatass wives in between feeding her penchant for wasting money on
materialism and recreational eating.

And I’ll be sliding inside of some 21-year old in between writing, sunning my white ass on the beach,
drinking wine and smoking cigars.

A free man.
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The Only Way to Win is Not to Play
June 15, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Why play a game in which the house always wins?

The MGTOWs are fond of the sage wisdom that states the only way to win is not to play. This good
advice for the modern man, as The Anglo-American Matrix is designed to consume him from the
time he’s old enough to carry a bookbag and begin his indoctrination in the edumacation system.

By the time he’s an old man, the meat grinder most often leaves him a bitter husk of a human being,
as the cost of being society’s and women’s utility repeatedly kicks him in the shins and gives him one
figurative anal raping after another.

Just as touching a hot stove teaches a child to stop playing with fire,
getting burned by enough times eventually teaches men to stop playing along with women and the
system that gives women their power. Without the system, both women and the political parasites
who buy their support with John Q. Public’s tax money won’t be able to extort men any longer.
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Let’s examine how this system exploits the average man.

It tells men to follow the rules, while only rule breakers win. It tells men to get an education, then
saddles them with an average of $30,000 in non-bankruptable debt, effectively turning them into debt
slaves.

It tells them to get married, then sets up the rules so women can walk out anytime they want with
frivorce court lottery winnings which leave men both financially and emotionally devastated. It tells
men to save for retirement, when we all know job security for what the elite call the “precariat” class
– i.e. you and me – has disappeared like a fart in the wind as have any hopes of having a portfolio
that will cover a man’s Golden Years.

(As an aside, precariat is an important term to remember, as the modern economy is designed to make
men members of this new class. Precariat means a social class formed by people suffering from
precarity, which is a condition of existence without predictability or security, affecting material or
psychological welfare. It is a moniker globalists know well.)

The list goes on and on.

Since the life plan foisted upon men in modern times is a marvel of H. Sapiens’ innate talents of
Machiavellian Intelligence, it is naturally corrupt from top to bottom and only the unawakened and
fools play the game. The people who profit most are the most talented deceivers. Those who do the
labor get to subsist on crumbs, while the wealth they produce is shifted up the pyramid and super-
concentrated in the hands of a few ultra rich families and corporations. The irony is men’s own
productivity is thereby used to further oppress them.

This is not free market capitalism by any means. The modern day alliance between corporations and
the government is creating de facto Communism, as TNMM has pointed out before.
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To win, fold and start your own poker game

Walking Away from the Table

Yours truly played the games for 35 years. No more. The second half of my life is mine, and I will
protect my freedom and autonomy at any cost.

I’m not alone.

The encouraging news is men don’t even have to discover any of the
counter cultural messaging in our burgeoning manosphere communities to do exactly what we’re
doing – refusing to play along with a system designed to exploit our labor and productivity for the
benefit of the elite and idle, thankless women who destroy the environment almost as efficiently as
they destroy men’s lives. This is underscored by the fact Anglo females are responsible for 80% of
the eco-destructive materialism in the economy.

Additionally, Anglo women consume far more in public largesse than they pay in during the course
of their lives.

Therefore, there is enormous power in living on less and cutting ties with the system. If one million
men realized the only way to win is not to play it would make an impact. If ten million realized the
only way to win is not to play we might get noticed by the power structure and see the media descend
upon us to do their infamous hit pieces and character assassinations. If tens of millions realized the
only way to win is not to play, and followed through on that wisdom the system would be powerless
to stop us.

The beauty of this message is we don’t have to preach the evangel, as men are awakening on their
own. They will find their own way out, we don’t have to find them.

Now, the only game I play is one designed to make me the winner. I work half the year to avoid
paying into a system that exploits me. That fact also makes it possible for me to avoid paying on
predatory student loans until they’re “forgiven” in another decade. (I already paid on them a decade
for an education which my last employer told me was now worthless. If the system wants to get down
and dirty with its workers, we need to return the favor. I’m not doing anything immoral or illegal –
I’m playing by the system’s own dumbass rules.) I refuse to give an Anglobitch the frivorce lottery
winnings and child support annuity she craves as I will have children abroad, in a society that doesn’t
culturally and legally encourage females to exploit males for financial gain.

In other words, I learned a lot from the system and exploitation the first half of my life. Taking a page
from the American female’s own playbook – the second half of my life is ALL ABOUT ME. Every
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man that realizes this for himself can free himself from bondage.

Stop playing a game in which the table is tilted, the cards are counted, and the house always wins.
Creat a new game using your own House Rules.
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Reader Mailbag: Secular, Modern Feminism Has Puritan,
Religious Roots
June 16, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Modern, secular feminism is a new twist on an old religious doxy

There’s a common misconception when we discuss latent Puritanism in a spiritually dead, modern
Anglo-America. Jonathan Castle writes The New Modern Man with an astute question:

Love the site and your writing. But there seems to be a central contradiction:

1 – America is spiritually dead
2 – America has ‘puritan’ sexual repression

I probably don’t understand what you’re saying, or what you mean by spiritual, but if you
want America to not be spiritually dead, shouldn’t you embrace some form of traditional
faith – which necessarily puts boundaries on sexual expression?

Have you set up a catch-22, a no-win situation?

Rookh Kshatriya, creator of the Anglobitch blog and the Anglobitch Thesis, provides Jonathan with a
succinct reply, describing how feminism and Puritanism are intimately linked to one another.

Jonathan, there is no contradiction. The puritanical repression persists as a residual legacy
of Anglo-American religion, albeit shorn of its religious roots. Its modern strongholds can
be found in secular mass culture, for example Disney movies about perfect princesses or
horror films in which all men are villains and women are all saints. Now, these cultural
artefacts are not religious in any way, but the old religious puritanism persists in them,
albeit in secular form. Similarly, feminism is not an explicitly religious movement, but
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Anglo feminism has exactly the same anti-sex, anti-pleasure stance as the temperance
movements of the 19th century which it claims to despise. The Anglobitch Thesis teaches
that Anglo feminism (and much Anglo culture in general) is essentially Victorian
puritanism in secular guise. This explains the intellectually vapid and contradictory nature
of Anglo feminism; it embodies what it claims to oppose.

Spending a good amount of time outside this culture makes one appreciate the utter brilliance of that
analysis. Modern, secular feminism has directly resulted in an echo of the religious days of Puritan
America, and is an embodiment of an anti-sex, anti-pleasure world view.

When I’m in Latin America, sex is everywhere, it is not viewed
with shame and scorn as it is in Anglo America, and the culture is one of living one’s life to the
fullest, interspersed with periods of work – not the other way around – work at the expense of
everything else that makes life worth living.

As TNMM detailed in The Puritan Roots of American Feminism, feminism has foisted upon
Americans the same doxy the Puritans once held sacred: Sex is evil, hard work for the benefit of
women is sacred, and indulgence in sex or refusing to work hard is a sin punishable by fire and
brimstone.

Only in modern times, the fire and brimstone of the legal system and judgments from talking heads in
the media rain down on those men who indulge in sex with willing whores or who pursue women for
sex or who are “deadbeats” because they don’t adhere to the “work until you drop over dead” mantra.

It’s helpful to think of the nightly newscasters on your local station as self-appointed “priests” up on
high dishing out condemnations and judgments on the populace as actual priests once did on their
flocks. Also, think of how culturally taboo it is becoming for men to approach women and the legal
noose a man can have wrapped around his neck via sexual harassment code and public shaming for
something as innocent as an off-color remark.

This is, of course, the case because Anglo-America has embedded within it the core belief that sex is
evil, and that sexuality is a “blessing” bestowed upon women (who are “better” than men) only they
can choose to share with men who are “blessed” to receive it.

The legal system also forces males into financial servitude via frivorce lotteries/alimony and child
support annuities, a new spin on the Puritanical, sacred value of hard work for the explicit benefit of
women.

Lifelong hard work being forced on men for the material benefit of women is a claim supported by
statistics of who benefits the most under the current paradigm. The current government spends far
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more revenue on women than it does on men, around 66% by some estimates, and the economy is
80% driven by female purchasing decisions according to Harvard University.

Feminism was supposed to be about liberation, but it has turned into a goddess cult, as one would
expect in a sexually repressed, gynocentric, female-worshipping culture. Only the religious aspect of
the belief system has been dropped.
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Anglo Culture Has Now Become Deadlier than the Vietnam
War and Terrorism
June 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

You have to look tough and resolute if you want to take even more money from the serfs to fight a Drug War that has colossally failed

You know you’re living in a suicidal culture when more Americans now die annually from drug
overdoses than died during the entirety of the Vietnam War. What’s more, another grim side of this
statistic is more people under age 50 now die of drug overdoses than any other cause of death in
America.

But why?

One might argue it’s because the nation has long been spiritually dead and
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the country runs on people trying to fill the void in their lives with novel shopping and eating out
experiences. But nothing they can buy or eat ever quite does it the way having basic human
relationships and close knit families once did.

Living in a deeply sexually repressed culture also takes its toll on the human psyche, in which Anglo
America has deemed it okay for gays and lesbians (1-3% of the population) to have fulfilling sex
lives but frowns upon straight men pursuing sexual satisfaction with straight women both culturally
and legally.

As a result of a culture that literally sold out its intrinsic happiness for extrinsic life goals like more
consumer junk and McMansions and shinier boxes on wheels, and in which no man is “good enough”
for a screw from today’s obese, wannabe goddesses, more people are dying annually by trying to
chemically escape today’s modern dystopia than ever before. Anywhere from 59,000 to 65,000
people died of drug overdoses just last year.

Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein detailed the grim statistics last week, which prove modern
Anglo culture is also deadlier than terrorism. Breitbart reports:

To grasp the enormity of the epidemic he claimed that if three mass-shootings as deadly as
the Pulse Nightclub Attack occurred three times every day for 365 days, then the death toll
would roughly reach that of drug overdoses in 2015.

Once again, clueless leaders address the problem of people being so miserable from Anglo culture
they are literally dropping like flies – seeking an escape through drugs until they overdose – by
incorrectly diagnosing the problem and applying the wrong remedies, as Groucho Marx famously
stated politicians always do. They see it as a law enforcement problem. It’s not a law enforcement
problem, it’s a cultural problem.

It’s called working people like slaves, taking their youth, families and free time away, treating them
like children on the job and in daily life, creating a materialistic society bereft of culture, and making
it the metaphorical equivalent of a moon shot for the masses of Beta male laborers to fulfill their
physical and psychological sexual needs. Drugs have become a way to ease the pain caused by the
spiritual deadness in modern America and of course, the loneliness brought on by a society that has
molded its citizens (and men and women) into each other’s enemy and competitor rather than each
other’s neighbor and lover.

Of course, this new drug abuse narrative will be used to impose even more Draconian government
intervention into the lives of the average person rather than to give people some of their lives back
and let them return to intrinsically fulfilling life goals.
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Whatever happened to Protect and Serve? Not Oppress and Subjugate

Even More Power For Law Enforcement

At last week’s press conference, Rosenstein set up his agency and its oppressive DEA, which have
both colossally failed in their 40-year old Drug War, to aggrandize more power.

Some people say we should be more permissive, more tolerant, more understanding about
drug use. I say we should be more honest and forthcoming with the American people on the
clear and present danger that we know face.

In other words, more Prohibition, not less, and more jack-booted thugs, not fewer are coming our
way. And more importantly, don’t expect a government and its masters in the corporate world to
lessen human suffering by breaking some of the chains they’ve placed around their peons’ legs,
because both sides of the coin are profiting enormously from the status quo.

People being so miserable that they’re offing themselves with drugs in astonishing numbers is
profitable. They buy material things like palliatives to ease their existential suffering and eat until
they’re obese, trying to buy their way to happiness. The corporate-government complex makes a lot
of money by turning people into consumption machines this way.

When that doesn’t work and the shop-and-eat lifestyle fails to bring a sense of fulfillment into the
lives of the serfs, increasing numbers move on to drugs to try and find an escape from the daily hell
of the sleep-work-spend cycle. Oppressive law enforcement then lobbies for even more power and
more money for themselves to “fight” a problem that can’t be won through force.
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The one constant, and the important question to ask is: Who is profiting
from this situation? Why, the Establishment is profiting, of course. That’s why the DOJ and DEA
want even more power. This is a defining moment for them to profit even more off what is a cultural
and spiritual problem, not a drug problem.

This is America in the early 21st century. A truly frightening place for those with the mental
horsepower to see what’s going on. How many more deaths and ruined lives will it take before the
masses realize clinging to the “leadership” of the Establishment and their goons in law enforcement
isn’t working? You’re asking for help from the very people tasked with turning you into what Herbert
Hoover called another “happiness machine.” As it turns out, selling out human lives, turning people
into profit-producing “machines” for dollars and cents is having disastrous results for humanity but it
provides cushy lives for those in power.

We have reached a crescendo of this insanity in modern Anglo society, in which people want to go on
doing what they’ve been doing, living vain, materialistic lives while hoping to get different results
each time they swipe out at the local strip mall. That’s the root of the drug problem – it has nothing to
do with law enforcement not having the citizens even more firmly under its thumb.

I don’t know about you, but I’m not following the masses into destruction. When will we stop
listening to those whose lives and finances are based on continuing, and worsening, the current
corporate-government (and law enforcement goon) paradigm?

To end the drug addiction/mass drug abuse death issue, treat the root causes rather than the
symptoms. That won’t be as profitable, though. So it will never happen.
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The Androgyny Agenda: U.S. Army Issues Guidelines for
Pregnant Men
June 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Marxist gender confusion and elimination agenda is proceeding – now men can be pregnant too

The Anglo world has long had issues with sexuality, from unhealthy Puritan repression morphing into
modern, secular feminism to an ethnic group of women who have the most acute case of Freudian
Penis Envy in the world. After all, feminism and women trying to be just like men rather than just
like their grandmothers originated here, it didn’t originate anywhere else. On top of all these issues,
the corporate-government complex sees eliminating sexual differences as the wave of the future. As
these problems spiral out of control, sexuality becomes stranger and stranger in this society.

For example, the U.S. military is now issuing mandatory transgender sensitivity training and
guidelines for pregnant men. You read that right. Now “men” (i.e. gender confused women) can be
pregnant, too, in this gender-bending society. Mind you, this is happening under President Trump.
Obama got the ball rolling, and turncoat Trump isn’t stopping it.

Lt. Colonel Jennifer Johnson of the U.S. Army told the press YouGoGrrls like her will be distributing
the new propaganda and enforcing the new, Marxist dictates.

This training is mandatory for all uniformed members, as well as Department of the Army
civilians.

The gender-bending insanity is further detailed by Fox News:

Female soldiers must also come to terms with taking a shower alongside men who identify
as women – even if the transgender soldier did not undergo sex-reassignment surgery.
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This means a man can now claim to be a woman and then go take a hot shower with naked women in
the Army, or vice versa. The U.S. Army training further details just how embedded gender confusion
has become in the military.

Accommodations cannot isolate or stigmatize the TG soldier. As these training materials
proclaim, there will be ‘mixed genitalia’ in military showers and sleeping quarters. Moms
and dads in America need to know this before they send their sons and daughters to military
service.

“Mixed genitalia” is another phrase to add to the insane liberal lexicon. What about when “men”
become pregnant?

Transgender Soldiers with a medical condition, including pregnancy, will be treated the
same as any other Soldier with that condition.

Of course, the ultimate aim of agenda items like this one in the playbook of global Communism is to
eliminate ALL differences in humanity, right down to genitalia. This is the biggest reason, beyond its
innate issues with sexuality since the days of Puritanism, that modern American society is merging
male and female into one androgynous glob – one baby step at a time.

Ron Crews, director of Chaplain Alliance for Religious Liberty took the typical, conservative
approach to “fighting back” against the new guidelines. Conservatives typically offer up symbolic
resistance to new, insane government policy before kowtowing to new legal and social paradigms
created by leftists.

That pregnancy scenario is beyond words. This is an example of how this social policy can
be used simply to promote personal agendas at the expense of taxpayers with no regard for
being what the military is all about. Millions of dollars and training hours have been
consumed with lectures on how to deploy transgender personnel in a war zone that has laws
against that behavior. Military commanders should be focused on fighting wars, not on how
to deal with transgender personnel.

Words, and nothing more from the right once again.

It surely is a strange, Brave New World in America. Perhaps what is even more amazing is how
passive the sheeple are about these social engineering schemes wrecking the military and eventually,
humanity. Bread and circuses have worked for thousands of years. It seems they’re still doing quite
an effective job at subduing resistance to the destruction of both masculinity and sexuality in Anglo
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America.

Say, let’s head down to the mall and have a big plate at the all you can eat buffet and forget all about
this while watching a foosball game. Maybe willful ignorance really is bliss.

One wonders if the populace will lie down and take chemical castration of boys as silently as they’ve
taken all the bathroom confusion and gender bending. You know, make them more docile and open
to suggestion, like girls.

That is the next logical step (already being discussed in some circles) for the self-appointed shepherds
of humanity to take, beyond drugging “defective” boys with Ritalin and confusing the next
generation about their sexuality in the media and edumacation system.

They’ll have to kill me first.
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Eye Candy of the Week | June 18, 2017
June 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s model looks sexy lying in bed in her black lingerie, contrasted against crisp, white
sheets. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for June 18, 2017 as we admire the female form while
remembering the truth about women.
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Happy Father’s Day, Not Happy Single Mom’s Day
June 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Nothing is more hated in the zoo that is a gynocentric society than civilizing fathers

A reminder to feminists and other tyrannical females out there: It’s Happy Father’s Day, not Happy
Single Mom’s Day. Not happy Child Support Check Day. And not Happy Take the Kids and Run
Day.

One of the most pressing issues springing from Anglo America’s hatred of all things male is the
relegation of fathers to serf status legally and culturally. It seems this culture can never punish,
denigrate, and disrespect men quite enough. It mocks them in the media. It vaunts females as some
sort of divine creatures while males are viewed with nothing but devilish contempt. It gives men
almost no legal rights with their own children.

Let’s stop the it’s always the man’s fault malarkey right here and right
now.
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Here’s how things usually happen. A relationship doesn’t work out because “mom” isn’t happy for
one of an infinity of petty reasons, so naturally a gynocentric legal system accommodates her
flightiness with laws crafted so she can continue to cash in on dad’s labor, while estranging him from
his children and turning him into a financial slave who is then unable to spend quality time with his
children because the fucker is broke.

However, while mom profits from having an 18-year annuity, dad loses everything and society as a
whole loses as it begins to resemble a zoo. Children with child support checks instead of dads don’t
turn out as well as those who have dads, and society begins to de-civilize. We are witnessing this
happen in the West before our very eyes.

One of the biggest tragedies that came with the return to pre-civilization status brought on by
feminism and the divorce-industrial complex is the negative effect unchecked female power is having
on the next generation. The sexual and social zoo we are now witnessing unfold in the West
descended like darkness upon the land because feminism is returning humanity to an animalistic
state, to use Huxley’s term.

The insanity of disenfranchising fathers continues unabated, despite the fact that a mountain of
evidence has piled up confirming traditionalists’ claims that children do better with a father in their
life. This benefits society more in the long run than daddy being turned into a financial slave of both
mommy dearest and a lawyer/rat in a black robe, i.e. a judge. However, since the 1960s
Anglo society has been moving towards, and is now close to reaching its goal of turning fathers into
little more than sperm donors and check writers.

Check out these bullet points from The Father’s Rights Movement, which spell out why children
need BOTH their parents. Children with fathers:

Are LESS likely to drop out of school;
Are LESS likely to run away from home;
Are LESS likely to become Pregnant or have an abortion;
Are LESS likely to commit suicide;
Are LESS likely to seek, or create an abusive relationship;
Are LESS likely to commit crimes;
Are LESS likely to turn to drugs or alcohol;
ADJUST better to separation than children with one custodian;
Are MORE likely to have successful relationships;
Are MORE likely to have healthy sleep patterns and general health.

Perhaps that was the reason fathers were banished from the family in the first place by feminists,
operating as useful idiots for social engineers. A society that sees all of the above problems arise as
the result of banishing dads, and makes it convenient for already Predatory Females to dispose of
fathers while profiting from it, is, at least temporarily a more lucrative society.
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Men have to work harder than ever before to pay exorbitant child
support slavery payments, running like a rat in a wheel while women are never held accountable for
how the money is spent. This creates a tremendous amount of waste. Men being forced to fork over
20% to 50% of their incomes, above and beyond what the state already takes in sky high income
taxes get turned into paupers, but their extracted productivity creates more mindless spending and
consumption than if dad had 50/50 time with his children.

More money flows into the economy than if dad wasn’t under duress to pay a supposedly “equal”
woman like the queen she isn’t. Put simply, women are consummate materialists who spend more
money in the economy on their children than dads would, because men look for other, more intrinsic
means of being happy outside the world of materialism and gathering things as female gatherers do.

The above bullet points also make money move in other ways.

Dropouts create state-funded “help groups” designed at stemming the crisis. A runaway crisis means
more “help groups” can be formed. Teen pregnancies keep abortion mills like Planned Parenthood
running. Suicides create even more “help groups” in dad’s absence.  Abusive relationships help the
state pass more laws to “protect” women and intrude into family affairs. Crimes help the growing
Police State and lawyers stay busy.

Of course, people with unhealthy relationships are more susceptible to propaganda from the media
and to manipulation by advertisers. Unhappy and unhealthy people, just sick enough to be medicated
but just healthy enough to go to work are profitable for the medical-pharmaceutical complex.

So, in the end getting rid of dad is initially quite profitable for a society that seeks to create as many
problems as it can with citizens’ lives to produce new revenue streams. Not to mention, one of the
stated goals of world Communism (the corporate-government complex is de facto Communism) is
breaking up the family so the state can mold children into passive adults who know how to do
nothing but follow instructions and consume.

But, the gravy train doesn’t last forever.

Men, when welcomed to the supper table of the human family are the most powerful civilizing force
there is. Getting rid of dad eventually means the entire society loses, as it degenerates and eventually
crumbles in his absence. It should come as no surprise to any person who has studied the rise and fall
of high cultures that treating dads the way Anglo America does will lead society to a more primitive
state.

Perhaps that was the goal of social engineers all along. Bring it all down, and shape the ensuing chaos
into a New World Order reflecting their dreams, not ours.
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Dads Don’t Count: Men Share Their Experiences as their
Unborn Children Were Killed By Mom
June 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Moms continue to hold unilateral power over all issues pertaining to children, leaving dads to twiddle their thumbs as their son or daughter
is killed at an abortion clinic

“I’m pregnant.”

Naturally, many men would be filled with joy to learn they were fathers in the making. At least, in a
traditional, sane society. But today, that joy often turns to sorrow and even suicide when mom
unilaterally decides the child must die, and be sucked out of her womb into a tube at an abortion
clinic.

Feminists think men should have no agency in deciding if
this is how their son or daughter ends up

In a gynocentric society, men have no say whatsoever over offspring that is genetically half theirs.  It
seems, after conception, the only thing that matters is how many checks dad the sperm donor can
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write, and not much else.

In life and death decisions, his opinions don’t matter and his role as father doesn’t matter, it’s all
about what women think and what they want to do.

It’s time to listen to what fathers have to say about having no control over whether their children are
aborted by mom, despite men being held on the hook legally if women decide to keep their children.
This courtesy is usually verboten in a culture that is virulently misandrist.

A daring BBC program just broached the issue, and introduced one man who has suffered through
three different women who all aborted this children against his will.

I’ve not spoken to anybody about this ever. I did bring it up once recently but people just
seem to want to sweep it under the carpet with me. They were embarrassed that I brought it
up. It’s a taboo. You can’t really talk about it.

Ain’t that the truth. You can’t even talk about it in a society that vaunts women and denigrates men.
The shabby logic of my body, my choice rules, while women never realize the hypocrisy of not
extending that same courtesy to an unborn child.

Surprisingly, one women’s organization, the Abortion Recovery Care and Helpline, offers some
sympathy, albeit tepid, for fathers who had to watch helplessly as their offspring were ripped from
the womb.

Abortion is widely construed as a woman’s issue but there is no denying that men may also
be negatively affected by an abortion decision. We know abortion hurts men too and it
probably affects more than we know of since some men often find it difficult to open up
about emotionally sensitive subjects.

In other words, “man up” about the issue. We know it hurts, but we can’t
deny women godlike powers over helpless fetuses.

While there is truth to the fact women bear the brunt of the burden of pregnancy and childbirth, the
question remains. Why do they allow themselves to become pregnant in the first place? Especially,
with myriad contraceptive and birth control options available to them.

Only in a culture that absolves women of all responsibility and all agency over their own lives,
blaming men for everything that goes wrong, including unwanted pregnancies, do we witness the
spectacle of disposable fetuses occurring. In more traditional societies, the focus isn’t so much on
whether the unborn child lives or dies as much as it is celebrating the circle of life and preparing to
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welcome another member to the family.

It seems expectant dads will just have to continue to stand by helplessly as mommy dearest decides
whether his child lives or dies. Mother Jones was up in arms when Oklahama dared to try to give
fathers agency over their own children in utero, treating them as 50/50 partners in parenthood rather
than supplicants who exist only to feather mom’s nest.

In Oklahoma, abortion rights advocates breathed a big sigh of relief when a particularly
Draconian measure, requiring a woman seeking an abortion to get written approval from the
man who impregnated her, was tabled last week. That sigh may have come too soon: The
state’s House Public Health Committee is set to reconsider HB 1441 today. The
proposal would require a woman to get written permission for an abortion from the
biological father, identify him to her doctor in writing, and allow him to demand a paternity
test.

Notice the language, seething at the prospect of giving fathers an equal shot in life and death
decisions: “The man who impregnated her.” If that doesn’t sum up the Anglo world’s solipsistic view
of women, nothing will. It’s all about ME, and you’re just the bastard that impregnated me. Get ready
to pay up, asshole.

At least, it’s that way in sickly and declining Anglo culture. There are places in the world where
moms to be don’t completely shut dads out of the picture when it comes to deciding whether junior
lives or dies.
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Modern Liberalism: A Creed Based on Intolerance, Weakness,
and Degeneracy
June 21, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Liberals are paper tigers

Liberals like to prance around like they’re large and in charge of modern American society. Since
long before the long, hot summer of 2016 when they burned down cities, to the early days of the
Trump presidency in which they’ve been doing their best to create a modern witch trial with the
Much Ado About Russia narrative, shitlibs have been figuratively poking a tiger in the eye with a
stick and getting away with it. They’ve had incredible luck so far.

But could that luck be about to run out?

Radical libs instigating the populace who live outside major cities never take the time to look in the
mirror and realize they aren’t ready for a duel, as they are not the tigers they consider themselves to
be. They’re nothing more than paper tigers playing with gasoline and fire. Let’s analyze modern
liberalism as we size up our hammer and sickle wielding enemies.
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Ironically, Tim Allen had his popular ABC series canceled after discussing liberal tolerance. CMT could soon revive it

Intolerance

Modern shitlibs are a case study in psychological projection. Liberals project onto conservatives
everything they hate but have become, only in reverse. They’re intolerant Christophobes. They’re
anti-male. They’re anti-white. They’re anti-family. In other words, they’re little more than a hate
group for American and European men and tradition.

They’re the inverse of everything they see wrong with the world, but every
bit as intolerant as the boogeymen they scorn. Liberals are no longer live and let live, they’re live and
try to kill anyone that doesn’t want to live like us.

What’s particularly hilarious about the mental illness known as liberalism is watching their hypocrisy
in action. For example, I passed through a New York restaurant over the weekend. I watched a white
girl with technicolor hair bend over backwards to kiss the behind of a female Muslim wearing a head
scarf as if she was a sacred cow. What? Doesn’t this “oppressed” woman represent everything the
pink-haired freak is supposed to hate? Aren’t white girls like her supposed to be against patriarchy?
Oh, that’s right. It’s only bad if the evil white boogeyman does it. Brown people can still be
patriarchal.

Beyond liberals failing to realize the duplicity of their own narratives, Tim Allen spoke out about
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what it’s like living in “tolerant” Hollyweird and later, appropriately enough, had his popular comedy
series unexpectedly cancelled by ABC. He told court jester Jimmy Kimmel:

You’ve gotta be real careful around here. You get beat up if you don’t believe what
everybody believes. This is like ’30s Germany. I don’t know what happened. If you’re not
part of the group, you know, “What we believe is right…”

Allen followed with:

I go, well I go I might have a problem with that.

Allen was shit-canned soon after for not adhering to the doxy of uber-liberal, politically correct ABC.

Liberals use political correctness to put conservatives into a straitjacket, one the right is increasingly
refusing to be forced into as Tim Allen illustrates. Liberal fascists believe their worldview is the only
correct worldview, and are becoming increasingly hostile to those who refuse to go along with their
Utopian, Socialist fantasies.

They are the fascists they accuse the right of being, as elucidated by Jonah Goldberg in his book
Liberal Fascism. Since they have no God to worship, they worship the state. Goldberg gives us
insight into leftist myopia:

Fascism is a religion of the state. It assumes the organic unity of the body politic and longs
for a national leader attuned to the will of the people. It is totalitarian in that it views
everything as political and holds that any action by the state is justified to achieve the
common good. It takes responsibility for all aspects of life, including our health and well-
being, and seeks to impose uniformity of thought and action, whether by force or through
regulation and social pressure.

Everything, including the economy and religion, must be aligned with its objectives. Any
rival identity is part of the “problem” and therefore defined as the enemy. Contemporary
American liberalism embodies all of these aspects of fascism.

Intolerant liberals want to use the power of the state to crush every ideal they don’t agree with. They
also want to turn the state into the legislative and executive equivalent of mommy and daddy.

Degenerate and weak liberals love the androgynous look – this is what they want all men and women to look like
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Weakness and Degeneracy

Make no mistake, modern liberalism is a creed based almost entirely on weakness. Biologically
speaking, it derives from an r-selected environment, one created by K-selected conservatives.

The r/K selection process morphing into the modern political process is detailed in the book The
Evolutionary Psychology Behind Politics. Liberalism grows out of control, like a cancer during
periods of prosperity.

The r-strategy is designed to exploit an environment where resources are freely available,
everywhere.

Of course, a clusterfuck ensues once resources become available to unfit members of society who can
obtain them from the producers by using the force of the state. The society trends downward.

In r-selection, [the fittest members of society] will be out-reproduced by pacifists, who
simply focus upon eating, and reproducing… This environment will favor a tendency
towards conflict avoidance, and tend to cull the aggressive and competitive. It will also
evolve tendencies towards mating as early as possible, as often as possible, with as many
mates as possible, while investing as little effort as possible rearing offspring. Here, there
are unlimited resources just waiting to be utilized, and even the most unfit can acquire them.

Now we know why there are fat slobs, cock-carouseling women, single moms, and sorry asses
everywhere in modern America. Humans in an r-selected environment are taking advantage of a free
ride as they swipe out with their EBT card and take their haul home to Section 8 housing.

Of course, when resources are freely available, the weakest members of society begin to overpopulate
and crowd out the stronger members of society. We can witness this with the current maker vs. taker
paradigm in the American economy, in which makers are worked up to 70 hours a week in
increasingly shittier jobs with lower pay and vanishing benefits (often sacrificing forming their own
families) to support the welfare class and women with five kids by five different dads.

It doesn’t end there.

In the r-strategy, we see the origins of the Liberal’s tendencies towards conflict avoidance,
from oppositions to free-market capitalism, to pacifism, to demands that all citizens disarm
so as to avoid any chance of conflict and competition. Even the newer tendencies to support
the ”everyone gets a trophy” movement are outgrowths of this competition-averse urge, and
desire for free resource availability. Similarly, Liberals are supportive of promiscuity,
supportive of efforts to expose children to ever earlier sexual education, and low-investment
single parenting.
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Ergo, weakness and degeneracy arises.

One might ask: How does America still have negative population growth if r-selection leads to people
breeding like rabbits? The answer is sickeningly simple. Abortion. Today, and every day, roughly the
same number of deaths that occurred in the World Trade Center on 9/11 will happen in abortion
clinics. Over 43 million children have been aborted since Roe v. Wade in 1973, which is the
equivalent to the population of Spain, South Korea, or Colombia disappearing from the face of the
earth in just two generations. Abortion deaths also eclipse the 1.1 million war deaths of all American
soldiers since the nation was founded in 1776. So, while liberals are indeed breeding like rabbits,
they’re killing their offspring just as quickly thanks to the deft and bloody hand of social engineers
who saw this juggernaut coming.

The biologically-based r/K selection theory also explains why women are becoming manlier and
bitchier, playing into the hands of social engineers who are endeavoring to blend male and female
into one androgynous glob.

As you see a more r-strategy emerge, females of the species will need to become
increasingly aggressive and masculine, since due to [having no fathers around to assist with
childrearing] they must provision and protect their offspring alone. Since r-selected males
are solely concerned with mating (before abandoning their mate), and fleeing from conflict,
they become more diminutive, and more cowardly. The end result is the r-strategy has,
inherent within it, a model of aggressive, manly females who raise children alone, and
diminutive, effete males who are solely concerned with superficial, mate-attracting flash,
and conflict avoidance.

In other words, we’ve just seen the YouGoGrrl and the metrosexual described in scientific terms.
And, as we’ve seen with the liberal creed of weakness and degeneracy, the circle closes with a return
to the intolerance we previously discussed.

Liberals show diminished loyalty to in-group, similar to how r-selected organisms do not
fully understand the reason for even perceiving an in-group in nature.

In short, this is why liberals are overtly hostile to their own ethnic group and culture.
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A shitlib protester receiving a wedgie on the Berkeley campus is only the beginning of what’s to come if libs continue riling conservatives

Cleaning House

They’ve had a nice run. But there are signals the liberal reign of terror will be coming to an end.
Conservatives are increasingly taking a “don’t give a fuck” stance when it comes to liberal labeling,
name-calling, and other games they play to try and keep the right in line. The election of Donald
Trump to office (as much of a disappointment he is turning out to be to many) was the first sign that
liberal narratives and media manlets have lost their influence.

Another, amusing sign the tables are beginning to turn happened on the campus of the University of
California at Berkeley, where the scarf-wearing Antifa group was humiliated by a group of Trump
supporters. Heatstreet wrote:

In Berkeley a pro-Trump “free speech” protest was also held by members of various
factions like Proud Boys and the alt-right. The two rallies quickly converged and turned into
a bloody street brawl between anti fascist leftists and Trump supporters, which resulted in
23 arrests.

The Trump supporters are declaring victory after they managed to push the Antifas back
and bust some heads in.

When the time comes, the leftists who think they have run of the place are in for some more
unpleasant surprises. It takes a long time to rile the true, K-selected tigers on the right. But when the
claws finally reach out at them, the paper tigers will quickly realize it wasn’t such a good idea to
provoke the men who are the backbone of society.
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The Tough-Talking, ‘Murica Loving President: The Acting
Role of a Lifetime
June 22, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Best buddies, then suddenly, worst enemies – a storyline befitting a soap opera

Trump is full of hot air.

That’s the conclusion many are coming to after observing, with an unjaundiced eye, what he’s been
doing while in office. Trump has either been compromised by the military-industrial complex and
Deep State, or he’s playing the role of a lifetime as scripted for him by the power structure from the
beginning.

My hunch is on the latter.

The NBC television star turned President has gone from playing the badass boss on The Apprentice
to playing the badass boss of America. Trump’s role is to play the deplorables’ tough-talking,
‘Murica-loving President, appeasing the gelatinous blob of shopping and eating machines known as
average voters while the globalist agenda chugs along unnoticed by them – but happening right in
front of their myopic eyes. The Don is tasked with keeping them distracted with MAGA, flag-
waving, tough-talking homilies while continuing the agenda of the globalists behind the scenes.
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Evidence is mounting this New York liberal suddenly turned conservative is
doing to the right what Obama did to the left – fool them, cruelly and with stunning sophistry. Just as
liberals thought Obama walked on water as he earned Nobel Peace Prizes while dropping bombs,
gave them “free” healthcare that in reality cost them the farm, and preached about unity while
pursuing policies of racial divide and conquer, conservatives also think Trump walks on water.

His signature campaign promise – the border wall – is, at best, in limbo. Notice Trump doesn’t talk
about it anymore. He promised to “repeal and replace” Obamacare, then did a victory lap when a
RINO Congress only polished the turd known as Obamacare. He said he was a globalist (and a
nationalist – huh?) in late April. He convinced conservatives they won by pulling out of the Paris
global warming accords but the hidden truth is he’s only renegotiating the deal on global taxation and
wealth redistribution. He’s going to be rewarding Silicon Valley with more H1B visas, lowering
wages for the American worker and bringing in even more immigrants. The techies, who bashed The
Don relentlessly during the campaign just came out of George Soros-linked Jared Kushner’s office
singing his praises. Trump’s military just shot down a Syrian aircraft fighting ISIS, riling Russia and
making it even more obvious than it already was the US is playing the War on Terror from both
sides.

Yet, you talk to the average Trump supporter and they’re oblivious about any of this. They only see
the shadows on the wall in Plato’s cave, never the puppet masters. They cling to the cult of
personality around Trump with Jesus-like fervor.

All I know is, there’s a gnawing feeling in the pit of my stomach about this
character. I didn’t vote in 2016 for either candidate. I am prouder of that decision now than ever
before. Something just seemed “too good to be true” about Trump falling out of the sky to give a last
minute, Hail Mary touchdown victory to the average American wanting to see their country maintain
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its sovereignty and stop its further slide into  becoming the modern day polyglot boarding house
Teddy Roosevelt warned about.

Let’s do a thought experiment. Remember, just weeks before Trump announced his candidacy he had
a hush-hush, closed door, secret meeting with Bill Clinton. One could imagine their discussion going
something like this.

Bill: “The power structure has seen you like acting, Don. You’ve had a successful series on NBC
playing the tough-talking boss. But now, you have the opportunity to land the acting role of a
lifetime.”

Don: “Beautiful, it’s just beautiful. The show The Apprentice was beautiful, and what I think you’re
getting ready to tell me is beautiful.”

Bill: “How would you like to play the tough-talking President? The plan for the next election is to
reword Hope and Change into something like Make America Great Again. Those phrases poll well
with the rabble out there. And you get to be the actor. Best of all, you get to play the villain in the
campaign.”

Don: “That’s tremendous. Just tremendous. I think I could step into that tremendous role.”

Bill: “I envy you, Don. I always wanted to play the bad guy. My globalist friends want you to steam
up the deplorables out there, stoking their wildest fantasies. They’ll be so enamored of your tough-
talking image and devil-may-care attitude, they’ll never realize what you’re actually doing when it
comes to policy.”

And voila, a couple of years later he’s in office and nothing of substance has changed or appears it
will change. The Trumpbots are just as clueless as the Obamabots were. As we would say in the news
and public relations business, Trump is a master of branding.

People are emotional creatures, not rational ones.

How else does one explain the fact that no matter who we elect, no matter what they say, the same
things happen, and nothing changes except window dressing? Don’t expect Trump to Make America
Great Again, when in reality, he will do so only in the minds of those who can’t see reality.
Meanwhile, the country continues it inexorable decline.

Memo to the clueless American voter: You’ve been had, once again.
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How Does She Benefit Me?
June 24, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s time for men to start asking a question females always have on their minds

It’s a well-established fact women only see men as meal tickets, disposable utility and success
objects, and entertainers. Hypergamy – the fact women only look upward in status when dating and
marrying –  results from this aforementioned aspect of female psychology.

Women always ask themselves, whether consciously or unconsciously: How does this man benefit
me? Unfortunately, most men are all too willing to be used and objectified in this manner. Weak or
unawakened men try to bend themselves into a pretzel to make themselves beneficial to women then
act surprised when they wind up used.

Beta males/White Knights, and those lower in the Socio-Sexual Hierarchy
are always willing to appease women, turning themselves into the human equivalent of an overeager
Chihuahua puppy wagging its tail, barking, and staring because his master has a fresh piece of red
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meat in his hand. Women dangle the figurative red meat known as their sexuality in front of hungry
eyes to get what they want, then never give the poor bastard the reward. Or, only let him taste it while
cruelly removing the treat from his mouth at a later date.

The awakened, reformed man (or a natural Sigma/Alpha) doesn’t behave like the Chihuahua. For
those still going through the painful initial stages of reform after swallowing the Red Pill, here’s
some advice.

Always ask yourself the same question women ask themselves: How does she benefit me? This is
really the only way to look at women, as lots of experience with them will teach a man they’re more
base, animalistic, and less evolved than he is. In many ways, they’re prototype humans, and men are
the finished product.

Hardly the goddesses this culture proclaims them to be, underneath the well-practiced exterior façade
you’ll find a creature that thinks only of itself, its pleasure and its material well-being. Male traits like
ingenuity, loyalty, self-sacrifice and searching for intrinsic happiness (the opposite of materialism)
are not a language it speaks.

The problem, when men ask themselves “How does she benefit me?” is modern Anglo women
provide very few benefits and a whole lotta baggage. Mountains of cellulite, emotional manipulation,
financial exploitation, and other baggage. Let’s go over some of their benefits:

Sex (Except when she’s “not in the mood”)
Subpar companionship

Now let’s go over some of their baggage:

Frivorce
Child support penury
Alimony (All The Money as Robin Williams called it)
High divorce rate
Statistically sterile i.e. doesn’t want or like children
Solipsism
Victim mentality
Gossip
Predatory nature (Women hunt men, men hunt resources)
Uninteresting personalities
Bitchy
Glib
Superficial/shallow personalities
Materialistic (Madonna’s smash hit Material Girl nailed female nature)
Flighty
Disloyal
Legally superior to men in the court system
Doesn’t know how to cook
Often has manly personality characteristics
Doesn’t like being a woman
Bleached/technicolor hair
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2/3 are overweight or obese
Has had more wieners than the Oscar Meyer truck
Doesn’t date/marry across or down in status, only up

Frankly, this is why bills legalizing prostitution need to be passed yesterday in Anglo American
legislatures. That’s way too much bullshit for the average man to put up with for a few minutes of
sexual pleasure every few days. Renting consensual sex between two willing adults lets men get
subpar companionship and sex without taking on all the baggage that comes with today’s female.
Nevada is apparently the only state in the union that realizes this.

What is sex doing on the black market anyway? Why must this culture hide
the world’s oldest profession and oppress heterosexual men?

Beyond legalizing the sex trade, the awakened man will begin to look at women differently when he
sees there’s much more than meets the eye that comes with the Anglo female package – that may be
pleasing to the eye and the penis – but detrimental to every other aspect of his life. He begins to
realize what horrible deals most men accept and what horrible treatment they accept from women to
temporarily be entertainers and success objects in their lives.

The short answer to the question “How does she benefit me?” or “What does she have to offer?” is:
Not much, brother. Since the sexual devolution, women are free to roam the landscape as predators of
men with impunity. There are no longer cultural or legal consequences for women completely
exploiting men in this day and age.

Each instance is met with a vapid “YouGoGrrl!”

Sure, Game might get you inside the love box, but you had better know what you’re dealing with. A
man that practices Game must never allow himself to fall in love or become deluded with the fantasy
he can practice Game well enough to keep her around. Because, sooner or later he will slip up or
grow tired of constantly putting her in her place and dealing with her drama. It’s at that point he’ll be
put through the emotional, legal, and financial meat grinder.

As has been said before at TNMM, the true irony of feminism and the sexual devolution is it turned
women into the sex objects they purportedly can’t stand being. All without women even realizing it.
What a paradox!

Since their “magical” wet hole is all modern Anglo women are good for after feminism wrecked any
other value they might provide, men need to ask themselves questions like: Would she give good
head? Would she ride me good when she’s on top? Could I stand being around her longer than a
couple of hours? If she’s drinking, does her bitch shield get turned down to DEFCON 3? Do not ask:
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What could I do to benefit her?

If you want a woman that brings a little more than a vagina and a list of demands to the table, better
look somewhere else. Or, reform this insane culture. Good luck with that.
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Eye Candy of the Week | June 25, 2017
June 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

What a cutie! This week’s model knows how to pose seductively, too. More Western women could
have a body like this if they would stop their recreational eating addiction. Enjoy our Eye Candy of
the Week for June 25, 2017 as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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The Digital Vagabond Series: Banging Nikki the Hood Chick
June 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Hood chicks can be incredible fun

Hi, my name is Johnny Roadmaster. I am a fictional character, Rel’s “alter ego” of sorts and I roam
America as a digital vagabond in the early 21st century. I’ll be sharing some of my stories of
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adventure and sexual conquest with you. My first installment is one of my favorite memories from
the past year.

Here goes…

So, I find myself in Portland, stuck there because I’ve run out of DOT hours in my big rig. I decide to
spend the night on the bad side of town, parked beside a series of bars. I specifically picked out this
area, since I’ve had extensive experience running around on the so-called “bad side of town” in cities
nationwide.

Let me tell you, the bad side of town is where all the fun is.

I pick the second bar in the row of bars. It was run-down looking from the outside. Aged bricks that
had seen better days, industrial plants nearby, broken streets, dingy windows. Perfect.

It wasn’t long, about an hour into the night, after I had talked to a couple of other chicks already I
saw the girl who I would later know as “Nikki” walk in the door. I had a good-looking, if plump
black girl already sitting with me, but Nikki caught my attention. I like slim black girls, and Nikki fit
the bill in that and many other ways. Hood chicks are always up for some fun, and I knew she was the
girl I was looking for from the moment I saw her.

I politely dismiss the plump girl, and make a beeline to Nikki. A man has got to move aggressively,
not sit around and wait to be noticed.

She was dressed seductively. Short, dark skin, nicely groomed, with perky little B-cup titties and a
taut ass. I knew this chick was trouble, but in a fun-loving, warm-hearted way. Exactly the kind of
chick that turns me on the most. I have been fooling around with chicks like her since my early 20s.

Immediately, I knew what she was looking for. She had a tattoo across her chest, just above her tits
written in cursive that said, “Love.”

Our eyes met. There’s just an energy that can’t be described when a white man and a black woman
meet and are sexually interested in each other from the moment they meet. Maybe it’s the taboo
aspect. Maybe it’s hypergamy. Maybe it’s just raw sexual emotion. Who knows. But it sure feels
good inside.

She knew what I wanted and I knew what she wanted. I wanted to tap that ass and she wanted my
money. Nothing new, as that’s how the sexes have been bartering with each other since the
beginning.

So, we exchanged the usual pleasantries.

“What’s your name?”

“Nikki.”

“Where are you from?”

“Originally from Houston but I relocated to Portland recently.”

“You look like you like to party, Nikki.”

“Oh, I do, boo.”

“I guess you saw I dropped the other girl to come and talk to you.”

“Yes, I was watching to see what you all were doing together.”

It wasn’t long after a couple of Tennessee Honey shots I had my arm around her and she had her arm
on my leg. We bullshitted, and enjoyed each other’s company, the liquor dulling any inhibitions we
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might have had.

I asked, “I know what you’re doing here. So how much will it be?”

She didn’t waste any time. She paused for a minute, then looked into my blue eyes with her sexy dark
eyes.

“$200.”

“That’s too much…I work hard for my money. I’ll give you $100.”

After hesitating for a moment, she said, “Ok, boo. I like you. You make me laugh. Let’s go.”

So, we find a dark corner of the club, where we can be secluded. We start kissing, and I begin
embracing and hugging her taut little body with my masculine hands. It is such an adventure to
explore a new girl, especially when you’ve just met and there’s mutual interest, beyond the sexual
barter.

I pull a pretty little chocolate nipple out of a red bra and start sucking on it. She moans and obviously
enjoys it. After a few minutes on the right nipple, I move to the left. Before I know it her breasts are
out and her panties are off. I move quickly. I slip my finger inside, it feels good in there. Best of all, a
few minutes later a hidden motion reveals to me her vagina smells clean. Clean enough to eat.

She then takes my underwear off and gives me some oral stimulation, and I’m already rock hard
before she pulls it out. After a few minutes watching her head bob up and down while I grab her hair,
I pull her little body up and tell her to stand up on the chair we’re making out on. She’s a little
confused. I tell her not to worry.

“Come here, let me taste you.”

I give her coochie another hidden sniff first, and all seemed well. A man’s gotta know before he puts
his mouth on something. I wanted to taste her. I stick my tongue out to sample that pretty little
chocolate box. It tasted good. I proceed to eat her for a good 5 minutes, and I can tell my technique is
turning her on.

“Do you have a condom?” she asks.

“No. This is your line of work, I figured you’d have one,” I respond.

“We really need to have one. I can go get one.”

“Are you clean?”

She fires back, “Hell yeah I’m clean!”

“Well, fuck it. Just stick it in. I won’t shoot in you.”

She hesitates for a moment. So do I. What had we just discussed? What were we about to do? I didn’t
know this girl. Then next thing I know, I feel her hand grabbing my manhood and sliding it inside
that tight chocolate box, Nikki still on top of me and the taste of her sexuality lingering in my mouth.

Damn it felt good. Not only being inside this sexy little hood chick but the risk of what we were
doing. Doing it bareback in a dark corner of the club, some chick I just met less than half an hour
ago.

The intensity builds. I wrap my arms around her, as our pumping each other reaches a manic frenzy.
I’ve had lots of sex, but this moment was especially, incredibly hot. I didn’t want it to end. A few
minutes into the session, I feel myself about to finish. I suddenly stop our rhythmic sexual dance.

“What’s wrong, boo?”
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“I’m about to finish.”

“Oh.”

After I feel I’ve regained control, we start up again. We go on a good 10 minutes, never tiring of this
single position. Finally, I feel her contracting inside and she lets out a moan. About the time she gets
off, so do I. I hesitate, as I enjoy nothing more than putting cream into coffee, but think about the
consquences if I knock her up…then push her up and off of me just as I explode.

Treating me with more respect than many girls I’ve dated and invested much more of my time and
money into, she helps clean up. She then tells me she doesn’t even want my money. But she does
want my friendship.

As we continue talking after our romp, I still notice something sweet about her, something most men
will never see in a chick like this. Something that draws me to her, a decency and realness I seldom
see in women. We end up drinking together for several more hours, exchanging numbers, before I
vanish back into the ether of the night.
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Stop Letting Your Masters in Politics and the Media Talk to
You Like You’re in 6th Grade
June 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Stop letting your masters treat you like a child, and start enjoying life like a man – doing what you want to do, not what they want you to do

You might have scoffed as you read that headline. But nothing could be more painfully true. The
elite, and their political prostitutes as well as the marketing/media marionettes on their payroll
consider you nothing more than a simple-minded dupe who will impulsively and automatically
consume their lies and wares. And, they assume, you’ll do stay locked in this cycle with machine-like
precision.

They literally talk to you like you’re in the 6th grade.

I now recoil in disgust each time I see an ad and realize what a low opinion of consumers
corporations have. The canned humor. The farcical nature of it all. The glibness. The push to make
people competitively consume. I was force-fed an ad last week on YouTube that told people they
needed to “Win breakfast” at their office, as if eating yet more high calorie, trash food was some sort
of victory. WTF?
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I also recoil in disgust when I hear politicians go into homilies about
‘Murica and better days ahead and how they’re going to fix everything. Better not hold your breath.
Start fixing your own life because these fucks aren’t going to do anything but enrich themselves at
your expense.

When I worked in the mainstream media I was regularly told to write script for 6th grade
comprehension. In other words, cater to the lowest common denominator and never try to raise the
bar. Naturally, I didn’t fit in well with that mentality and regularly had my scripts for news reports
heavily revised by soggy looking editors who were usually overweight, and almost always
duplicitous motherfuckers you couldn’t trust as far as you could throw them.

Stepping outside the narrative was, of course, verboten even though the management always told us
to be creative and original as we repackaged the same pile of shit for mass consumption on the
airwaves. Perhaps more importantly, we always distracted viewers with sideshows about nothing
rather than telling them the really important things that are going on in society. Like the West being
conquered by invaders, men and women merging into one sexless glob and bankers turning the entire
world into slaves of their financial schemes.

The point is, why do people let politicians and mediaites talk down to them
in this manner? Do they even realize they’re adults who are being treated like children by
McDonald’s, Microsoft, Ford, Walmart, and their Congressman?

The deal is, most of the time, the people who formulate dreck like this – then shovel it into our eyes
and ears like so much manure – are right. Men like us are anomalies. This garbage is exactly what
pacifies John and Jane Q. Public.

The problem is, this low mentality is dragging men like us down with the idiots who passively accept
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this ersatz reality. The system is designed around operating to serve and take advantage of people
with low intelligence, low ambition, and low comprehension. I see them every day as I drive around
America, weighing a deuce fifty on average, lumbering around like zombies pushing out carts of crap
from the big box stores and cramming the slow death of fast food into their pie holes.

I can definitely see the temptation the power structure has to treat people like this, even if it disgusts
me. The system plans the average person’s life out for them, tells them what to think and how to live
and what to buy as if they were children, and they obey even as their rights, freedoms, and range of
movement is curtailed one straw on the camel’s back at a time.

This happens every day on TV, in movies, and on the radio. These business models do not run on the
people operating them being sterling human beings with a concern about the little man. They operate
on convincing millions to buy things they don’t need, with money they don’t have, to impress people
they don’t like, in between deluding them to spend a third of their lives at work trying to buy things
to make themselves forget they’re spending a third of their life at work. Oh, and don’t forget,
kiddos…go press “D” or “R” at the voting booth.

What happens to those of us who don’t want to be dragged into that hell? Tough luck.

But, there are things men like us can do to cleanse the filth of media
manipulation from our lives. I’m going on two years TV-free and I’d recommend all other Red Pill
men do the same. Minimize contact with the alternate reality that is media and advertising and watch
your life cleanse itself. One doesn’t realize how insidious the illusions of the power structure are until
they stop watching and listening.

The true zombie apocalypse is happening right in front of your eyes, not on The Walking Dead. Stop
letting these people treat you like a child.

I’d never be riding motorcycles, fucking with cute, skinny girls, going to naked bars, dating women
half my age, drinking Caipirinhas, going to rock concerts, living abroad in a simple apartment by the
sea, driving a nearly 20-year old “classic” hot rod, driving a truck coast to coast once every year or
two and living on the road while I pump and dump the economy – watching money pile up in my
bank account – if I still had the influence of what the system wants out of me in my life.

You, dear reader, can do the same. All it takes is turning their messages off.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Women Hunt Men, Men Hunt Resources
June 27, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here’s a new way of looking at a woman who’s interested in you – proceed with caution

To maintain frame and rationality in the mating game, visualize a woman who is interested in you
just as you would visualize a large cat staring down a prey item. Be careful you don’t wind up her
lunch, your finances and freedom shredded to ribbons by her claws.

Any man who has succumbed to a predatory female will know well the discussion we are about to
have. A discussion about how women hunt men like prey items since the Law of the Jungle has
returned to the West post-sexual devolution. Worse, they now do so with total cultural and legal
impunity. Like jaguars in the jungle, women are in search of the tastiest prey item to whet their
appetite. A gynocentric culture and misandrist legal system only sharpens their resolve, and weakens
men’s hand as they scurry about.

Women, unless constrained by patriarchal culture, behave as financial and resource predators of men.
This unfortunate reality of human relationships is alluded to in the classic men’s book The Predatory
Female.

When you begin to fraternize with a woman, you are taking the first steps in a ritual mating
dance that, if allowed to progress, will result in your moving about the floor in a semi-
comatose state until you are fleeced of your money, property, and peace of mind.

The simplest way to put it is: Women hunt men, and men hunt resources for women to consume.
The totality of human sexual relationships revolves around this fact.

The hunt begins.

A predatory female will study you. She learns to know what you are thinking. She begins
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the strongest primeval death grip known to man.

Of course, sex is one of the most powerful instincts human beings have. Being
the gatekeeper of sex is her trump card, one she will play ruthlessly at the poker table as she places
you into the “death grip” alluded to above. If you are a willing prey item, she will soon have total
control over your sexual, financial, and legal life as well as your freedom.

How does she select her prey?

If a woman in interested in you, know that you have been identified as a prey item. You are
something she thinks she can consume. In her eyes, you are either a tasty meal ticket or a success
object to show off to her friends, or both. Your humanity matters very little to her. As a man, you will
never be nothing more to a woman other than an object she can exploit using nature’s credit card to
“pay” you, even though she is so adept at manipulation most Betas never realize the nature of the
beast they’re in bed with literally, financially, and emotionally.

Know that once your resources have been consumed, or you are not able to keep up with her pace on
The Hedonic Treadmill, or she finds a more appealing prey item (i.e. a new man) to monkey branch
to, you will cease to exist and be left like roadkill smeared on the pavement along the highway of life.

If you’re invisible to her, it’s because you are not seen as a potential meal
ticket she can use to raise her status or better her quality of life.

These are the facts Red Pill men must face if they want to have an advantage on the sexual playing
field. Manipulate the predator using this wisdom. Become a more difficult prey item to mesmerize
her, but never let her get close enough to take a bite out of you.

As jaded as this knowledge might seem to the uninitiated, there is really no other way to explain the
behavior of women and female adherence to the Law of Hypergamy, which is right up there with the
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Law of Gravity when it comes to female nature. Hypergamy, is of course, the female predilection to
only date and marry men who are above them in socioeconomic status.

Women, the predators, are upwardly mobile when it comes to the mating game. Men, the prey, are
almost always downwardly mobile when dealing with women. The cost of her sexuality is his
lifeblood, a lifetime of labor and sacrifice. This is doubly true when dealing with an Anglobitch, more
cunning and difficult to appease than other women. (With less reward, too.)

Of course, bad boys are an exception to the Law of Hypergamy, but in the vast majority of
relationships you’ll find a woman with a man who provides material benefit to her. (Even if she
enjoys seeks out and enjoys bad boy seed on the side – somebody has to pay for her lifestyle. But
Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks is a topic for another time.)

The predatory nature of women is something of a secret in modern society, but the cold reality of this
revelation was well-known when men were stronger and better educated than the gelded simpletons
skulking about the landscape today. Rudyard Kipling wraps up our cautionary tale about women
hunting men with his classic poem The Female of the Species:

WHEN the Himalayan peasant meets the he-bear in his pride,
    He shouts to scare the monster, who will often turn aside.

    But the she-bear thus accosted rends the peasant tooth and nail.
    For the female of the species is more deadly than the male.

    When Nag the basking cobra hears the careless foot of man,
    He will sometimes wriggle sideways and avoid it if he can.

    But his mate makes no such motion where she camps beside the trail.
    For the female of the species is more deadly than the male.

    When the early Jesuit fathers preached to Hurons and Choctaws,
    They prayed to be delivered from the vengeance of the squaws.

    ‘Twas the women, not the warriors, turned those stark enthusiasts pale.
    For the female of the species is more deadly than the male.

    Man’s timid heart is bursting with the things he must not say,
    For the Woman that God gave him isn’t his to give away;

    But when hunter meets with husbands, each confirms the other’s tale—
    The female of the species is more deadly than the male.

    Man, a bear in most relations—worm and savage otherwise,—
    Man propounds negotiations, Man accepts the compromise.

    Very rarely will he squarely push the logic of a fact
    To its ultimate conclusion in unmitigated act.

    Fear, or foolishness, impels him, ere he lay the wicked low,
    To concede some form of trial even to his fiercest foe.

    Mirth obscene diverts his anger—Doubt and Pity oft perplex
    Him in dealing with an issue—to the scandal of The Sex!

    But the Woman that God gave him, every fibre of her frame
    Proves her launched for one sole issue, armed and engined for the same;

    And to serve that single issue, lest the generations fail,
    The female of the species must be deadlier than the male.
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    She who faces Death by torture for each life beneath her breast
    May not deal in doubt or pity—must not swerve for fact or jest.

    These be purely male diversions—not in these her honour dwells—
    She the Other Law we live by, is that Law and nothing else.

    She can bring no more to living than the powers that make her great
    As the Mother of the Infant and the Mistress of the Mate.

    And when Babe and Man are lacking and she strides unclaimed to claim
    Her right as femme (and baron), her equipment is the same.

    She is wedded to convictions—in default of grosser ties;
    Her contentions are her children, Heaven help him who denies!—
    He will meet no suave discussion, but the instant, white-hot, wild,
    Wakened female of the species warring as for spouse and child.

    Unprovoked and awful charges—even so the she-bear fights,
    Speech that drips, corrodes, and poisons—even so the cobra bites,

    Scientific vivisection of one nerve till it is raw
    And the victim writhes in anguish—like the Jesuit with the squaw!

    So it comes that Man, the coward, when he gathers to confer
    With his fellow-braves in council, dare not leave a place for her

    Where, at war with Life and Conscience, he uplifts his erring hands
    To some God of Abstract Justice—which no woman understands.

    And Man knows it! Knows, moreover, that the Woman that God gave him
    Must command but may not govern—shall enthral but not enslave him.
    And She knows, because She warns him, and Her instincts never fail,

    That the Female of Her Species is more deadly than the Male.

Indeed, let the wisdom of that poem and this short lesson on the predatory nature of women flow
through you. It is one of the most important lessons a playa or a MGTOW can have when it comes to
dealing with the opposite sex.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Estranged: Ghosting on the Road
June 27, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An update from The Big Apple

You haven’t lived on the wild side until you’ve taken a 70-ft long, 40 ton vehicle into the heart of the
concrete jungle known as New York City. It is a wild ride. Don’t make a wrong turn is the advice.
There’s a thought that’s occurred to me while I’m here, enjoying some awesome food at the Truck
Stop Diner just across from Manhattan in eastern New Jersey.

I am hopelessly estranged from America.

I’ve returned to ghosting while I’m on the road, as strip clubs don’t really do
anything for me, brothels are too expensive and only offered in Nevada, and online dating is a tragic
comedy unless you’re into fat and sassy land whales. There’s really nothing for me to do except work
and save my money because everything in the States is becoming too expensive for the average
person to enjoy.
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An example: a crappy Big Mac meal now runs a man almost $12 at the travel centers along the toll
roads we cruise up and down. The same meal was $2.99 when I worked at McDonald’s as a poor
teenager 20 years ago. The price of the meal has gone up, but wages for the average worker haven’t
kept pace.

I’ve traveled to nearly all 50 states in my 18-wheeler in the past 6 months, and yet there’s nothing
here for me. Really. I’d be gone already except I need to meet my financial goals in order to enjoy
life abroad, outside The Anglo-American Matrix. I feel the emptiness that drove me away from
America slowly returning as I realize there is nothing to do but feed machines and live a solitary life
in a place that pretends to be social on the outside but in reality is one of the most anti-social places
on the planet.

I’ve come to realize, I’ve been estranged from this culture from quite a while.

It never intended to offer a man like me a seat at the table, as creative and intelligent men are
ostracized from Anglo culture from the time they’re boys in school. Personally, I was identified in
third grade as an anomaly, probably because I talked about amplitude and frequency modulation
when other kids were talking about G.I. Joe and Barbie. I was placed into the “Gifted” program only
to see nothing happen except being able to study at my own pace through third and fourth grade.

Then, I was lumped back into class with the rest of the students and tried to follow the prescriptions
the masses are given (go to college and get the magic piece of paper) until I couldn’t stand living like
that anymore in my early 30s. It’s nothing but a trap designed to saddle men with debt peonage.

Now, I’m flying by the seat of my pants on a totally new, self-directed adventure, much of which I
write about here at TNMM.

But, it isn’t just the mental aspect that estranges me, nor the fact this
culture actively marginalizes those who think and reason for themselves rather than following the
herd. It’s living in a culture that’s actively trying to de-ball men and boys. There’s no room for
masculinity in a toxic, feminized culture. There’s no room for originality or risk-taking in a culture
that’s become afraid of its own shadow at the behest of the controllers in the media and politics.
Whereas the nation once had role models like James Dean, we now have to look at creatures like
Rachel Madcow on MSNBC, held up as some great androgynous figure for everyone to aspire to.

There’s nothing to do except worship at the altar of the sleep-work-spend cycle. That’s for the people
who are unfortunate enough to have to work. The welfare class just sleeps and spends. What kind of
empty ass existence is that?

What’s more, people here disgust me in a lot of ways. Big, lumbering slobs that have no survival
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instincts, don’t know how to do anything except shop for garbage they don’t need, shove bad fast
food in their face, and talk about their stupid careers like the slaves they are.

All I want is out of the insanity, to leave for a secluded, untouched corner of
paradise to be left alone from the dystopia this once great society has become, and live out my days a
free man, not a serf on the corporate plantation. To enjoy the simpler pleasures of life like a son and
daughter and my choice to do whatever I want with my time each day. Not out of control and
exploited in the insane sleep-work-spend cycle everybody else accepts as normal.

The worst part is how hard it is to escape this “free” country. You haven’t realized how anchored you
are until you’ve tugged on your tether a bit. The system is set up to make it so you can never leave,
just like the lyrics in the Eagles’ Hotel California. It is a system designed to run you into debt,
credential you to death, tax you to death, and fine/fee you to death in addition to spending what it can
of your paycheck after you get it, i.e. forcing you to either pay into the health care mafia or get fined
by the IRS.

It requires supreme self-discipline to stay out of the many, many financial traps it lays for men in
their daily lives.

I seldom leave my truck these days, knowing I can’t passively accept life in The Anglo-American
Matrix, spending my hard-earned money here knowing there’s something better for me out there in
virtually every direction a man might go. I don’t want to participate in this social engineering
experiment any longer. I’ll just be a citizen turned migrant worker, as this society took my place at
the table away a long time ago.

I’ve decided to tough it out through the end of summer. Then, I’ll be leaving again for at least six
months, if not one to two years if things go well.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Androgyny Agenda Reaches Star Trek
June 28, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Meet “Michael Bernham” – the protagonist on a new Star Trek series

If the transgender narrative wasn’t already ground into your eyes and ears like so much visual and
verbal glass by the mainstream media, here comes a new Star Trek series to serve as a vehicle to
mainstream the androgyny agenda. It further confirms the long-running franchise will continue to
boldly go off the rails, a process started by J.J. Abrams when he turned the esoteric enterprise into a
big budget farce directed at low-IQ moviegoers.

A new CBS series entitled Star Trek: Discovery will be the first new television series in the franchise
since the failed Enterprise left the airwaves a decade ago. Predictably, Hollyweird execs want to piss
down the backs of longtime fans and into the face of the people who inhabit “flyover country” they
hate so much.

The series will be led by the delicious Sonequa Martin-Green, but she will be playing a character
named Michael Bernham. Rumors vary widely on why the execs chose the odd name for a female
character. Some say Berhham will be – you guessed it – a transgender lead for the series. Another
unofficial web site says the series is only trying to make names androgynous, and not the character
himself…er…herself…er…itself.

The TrekMovie staff would like to point out that Michael is a female first name, and we
have confirmed with CBS that Michael Burnham is, and always has been, the name of
Martin-Green’s character.

Another web site called Fansided seemed excited at the prospect of gender ambiguity.

If the writers are indeed creating our first transgender Trek character, they need to do so
with caution. Put too much light on her sexuality and it becomes a SJW issue; alienating
your baby-boomer crowd. Not enough light will seem like they perhaps missed a chance for
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social commentary.

Either way, why can’t Martin-Green have a female’s name and the audience allowed to enjoy her in
all her sexy, womanly glory without muddying the waters, you fucks?

But we all know the media and Hollyweird run on mainstreaming fringe
elements of society, and what better way to further insult the 99.7% of the population that isn’t
transgender than shoving such a character in their face.

PR flacks and marketing morons think they’re being “edgy” when they make decisions like this. But
the further they push the boundaries, the more they lose normal people. There’s no limit to the depths
of hell once the race to the bottom begins. But can the people who love this lifestyle just crater all by
themselves and leave the rest of us out of their lust to desexualize human beings?

Of course, all it takes for this perversion to stop is for audiences to stop
paying attention. This isn’t “progress” anymore unless one considers it progress towards the edge of a
cliff. It’s just more sickly, Anglo American sexual ambiguity and Cultural Marxism packaged as
something cutting edge. Don’t watch it. We just discussed getting messages from the media out of
your home and out of your life earlier this week. Perhaps now, more than ever is the time to take
action. If we all collectively stop paying attention, pushing perversion will cease to work as a
business model for the industry of illusion.

One might previously have though the demise of Anglo America on the world stage was a bad omen.
But with the nation now trying to cut penises off men and sew them onto women, some of us are
beginning to think the end of this society in decline can’t come soon enough.

After all, the end game of Cultural Marxism is to eliminate all sex differences. Are you ready to
embrace the Rachel Maddow future? Well, here’s one motherfucker who won’t go down without a
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fight.
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We Need an “I Love Pussy” Month
July 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Gays say heterosexuals aren’t oppressed – I beg to differ

The month of June just closed out, a month in which gays in Anglo America get to rub their sexuality
in everyone’s face and celebrate lifestyles that turn them into genetic dead ends. That’s great, and I’m
glad they enjoy getting together to have a good time, but they go from a gay mood to a grouchy one
when heterosexuals decide we want to celebrate our sexuality.

Why shouldn’t we celebrate? For ours is the only sexuality that ends in creation and not extinction.
However, Anglo legislatures are working overtime to make our sex lives cumbersome and bereft of
any pleasure. But, bringing up heterosexual repression and oppression is a taboo topic in an America
that has long despised the very men who made its success possible.

Despite the left’s “love everyone” facade, Brad Reed at Raw Story saw it fit to take to his keyboard
and lash out at those who dared plan a Heterosexual Pride Day.

Many people both inside and outside the gay community found this hashtag to be laughable,
of course, since straight people have never faced the threat of violence or imprisonment for
their sexuality, as many LGBT people do around the world.

There were other screeds and attacks lobbed at straight people from such fine journalistic institutions
as PuffHo, home of the “diverse” all-white girl editorial staff where nobody looks to be over age 30,
and – speaking from personal experience in the media world – all make chump change. Noah
Michelson of PuffHo wrote:

Not only is June recognized as Pride Month in many places around the world, it’s also when
some straight folks decide to whine about the fact that there’s no such thing as Heterosexual
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Pride Month or Day.

The “diverse” PuffHo staff thinks you heteros need to shut up
and quietly accept Second Class Citizen status as they lap
Starbucks lattes and play on their iMacs like braindead
consumers

Of course, Reed couldn’t be more wrong and Michelson more derisive as heterosexual men are
imprisoned and have their lives destroyed on a daily basis by the American police state for renting
some nookie from another willing, so-called “empowered” adult known as a woman. As we know,
Anglo women are “empowered” to take jobs from men but not empowered to decide if they want to
fuck a dude and let him leave a $100 bill on the nightstand.

Just go through the police blotter in your hometown next time there’s a prostitution sting, and notice
what kind of men are being arrested. The vast majority of these men aren’t sexual deviants and
perverts, but hard-working men who support a system that loathes them with their tax money. As any
playa or pick-up artist knows, hard-working men who play by the rules in their day to day life are just
the kind of guys the Anglobitch can’t stand. (I should know, I did the “nice guy” thing for half a
lifetime only to be used and abused financially and emotionally by women. Then, I turned into an
asshole and went through over 100 women in just a few short years.)

So, to ease their loneliness and sexual frustration they rent affection or a sexual release in a hateful,
gynocentric society, only to be held up as some great Satans by the local newspaper, news channel,
and fatass police with donuts falling out of their pockets.

But the crime isn’t that the Johns wanted to rent sex from another willing adult. The real crime is the
way this insane asylum treats lonely men. Many times, as one prostitute put it, they just want to be
“loved” and can’t find satisfaction in an Anglosphere that increasingly marginalizes and spits hate
and vitriol at heterosexual men. One middle-aged Ms. Robinson told interviewers:

It’s not this wild, crazy, hang-from-the-chandeliers porn star experience they want. They
just want to be with a girlfriend for an hour. Cuddling, being together, talking, having that
intimacy with somebody. I’ve got clients in their 20s who want that. It’s pretty amazing.
I’m still in shock over how many young guys are into me. It’s bizarre.

It is, indeed bizarre these men are so starved for attention they’re willing to pay hundreds of dollars
an hour for it with an older woman. This speaks volumes about the low quality and the frigid natures
of Anglo women. In fact, TNMM published a telling story that confirms Anglo women don’t know
how to treat men as anything other than utility and success objects where you can read more from
Ms. Robinson.
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This is the very definition of oppression.

For trying to have their emotional and sexual needs filled, and being ignored by women when they
don’t have money in hand, thousands of straight men are thrown in jail and shamed each year for for
the crime of wanting human intimacy in a heterosexual way. Of course, in America prostitution is
legal only in Nevada, and there only in brothels. In much of Europe, nearly all of Latin America, and
other parts of the world heterosexual men and women are not oppressed by laws governing their
sexuality in this way.

But it’s much more than the world’s oldest profession being stigmatized in an America that still
hasn’t escaped 16th century Puritan sexual mores.

Pheromone cologne, available at Amazon

Thanks to a nebulous legal system, even making a pass at a woman has become fraught with
difficulty, as penalties for so-called sexual harassment include imprisonment, fines and shaming. The
very fact this law exists screams the legal system does not believe women have agency over their
own lives and must be “protected” from “evil” men by it – a stark contrast to the constant YouGoGrrl
propaganda. In many states the intent of the accused/persecuted male matters not in the court system,
only how his “victim” felt about it.

States are also passing affirmative consent laws in which a man has stop in the middle of making out
to ask a woman “Can I fuck you now?” and get an enthusiastic “Yes!” before the tryst can proceed or
he can face imprisonment. He also has to be careful that princess doesn’t have too much to drink, as
apparently women are not adults who can decide when to say when in America, or once again he can
face imprisonment for “rape” because she got soused the night before.

Some jurisdictions in England and Wales have gone so far as to make flirting a crime – but only
when it comes to men flirting with women.

As Charles Dickens knew, the law is an ass. So, contrary to what the LGBT bacon cheeseburger folks
say, maybe it is time to have a Heterosexual Pride say. If nothing else, a movement to get the totally
insane Anglo American legislature out of our bedrooms and our sex lives. But I’d prefer taking it one
step further. Let’s just have an “I Love Pussy” month each July so some lesbians from your
movement can join us.

Because that’s the only way heterosexuality is going to get any attention – that isn’t negative – in a
deeply repressed Anglo America.
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Eye Candy of the Week | July 2, 2017
July 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week we head across the Pacific to Korea, where we find a stunning example of womanhood.
Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for July 2, 2017 as we enjoy the female form while remembering
the truth about women.
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Western Cities Continue to Fall to Demographic Conquest
July 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s curtain call for the West

If only Europe didn’t have all those damned Europeans in it. Such is the attitude of suicidal feminists
and leftists. Feminism, which originated in Anglo societies but spread to all of Europe like a
metastisizing cancer, is having apocalyptic effects on the native population. Namely, the
demographic conquest of Western nations.

Nations are falling without even one shot being fired. Seldom in human history have nations changed
their constitution so rapidly without having first lost a war. Take this report from Breitbart:

For the first time, more than half of Frankfurt residents now have a migrant background,
according to official data from the city’s Office of Statistics and Elections. Presenting the
figures, which show that 51.2% of people living in Frankfurt have a migrant background,
the city’s secretary of integration Sylvia Weber said: “We have minorities with relatively
large numbers in Frankfurt but no group with a clear majority.”

In other words, as current demographic trends accelerate out of control, in a few generations there
will be no Germans in Germany, no Frenchmen in France, and no Englishmen in England. Of course,
leftists celebrate a world in which there is less whitey, even in whitey’s native countries, and cloak
their hatred for all things European with clever word jumbles. Continuing from Breitbart:
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A book published last year which predicted native Germans would soon be reduced to a
minority in Frankfurt, Augsburg, and Stuttgart — joining other “majority minority” cities in
Europe which include Amsterdam, London, Brussels, and Geneva  — celebrates the
demographic transformations as providing greater opportunities for social justice.

Ah, yes. The old “social justice” gnome. However, one knows leftists would be up in arms if the
English were about to displace Afghans as the majority in Afghanistan or Kenyans in Kenya. Shitlibs
are oblivious when it comes to their astounding hypocrisy.

Of course, TNMM stands out from the rest of the blogosphere by echoing historian Will Durant: The
invaders are only coming because a society is not conquered from without until is has destroyed itself
from within. In other words, tragic as it may be to see Europeans losing their culture, cities and
countries the truth of the matter is they brought this on themselves with half a century of toxic
feminism and liberalism. Worshiping at the altar of materialism and consumerism has not helped the
matter.

America has destroyed itself from within in the same fashion, only with its own, sick twist on the
very cultural cancer that originated in the States. Unhealthy Puritan sexual repression turned secular
feminism is now encouraging the populace to figuratively, and literally cut penises off men and sew
them onto women.

So, how did this happen? How did the West become this demographically moribund? At the root of
the matter.

My personal thesis is as follows. White women pushed their men the conquer the world with their
frigid, demanding, solipsistic natures as white men moved mountains and crossed oceans and
conquered tribes to appease them with ever-increasing material wealth. Now that there’s no more
world to conquer, and no more peoples to exploit, white women – in their madness – are destroying
their race as they won’t have anything to do with men who can’t keep them running faster and faster
on The Hedonic Treadmill.

In other words, we’ve reached the point of diminishing returns and these girls can’t stand men who
can no longer be more than just good, but the best utility and success objects. They’re now casting
these “worthless” male souls down into the inferno. So, naturally, true to female nature they open
their legs and the borders of their nations to invaders in a supreme act of betrayal. For the “weak”
men must be punished, and vanquished for their failure to turn every woman into a goddess on a
golden throne. A goal that once seemed within reach when Europeans dominated every continent.

And thus, Rome burns.
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The Anglosphere Cancer: Feminism, Faith and the Rise of
Secular Puritanism
July 3, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

Feminism is more cancer-causing for society than cigarettes are for the lungs

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

An objection often raised against my Anglobitch Thesis is this: if Anglo-American Puritanism is the
source of all the iniquities we discuss, why have things seemingly gotten so much worse for men
since the rise of populist Anglo feminism in the 1970s? If puritanical Anglo culture were the sole
culprit, surely institutionalized misandry would have always been with us?

It seems a valid objection. On closer inspection, however, there is ample evidence that
institutionalized misandry existed decades before the advent of feminism. For example, George
Orwell’s Down and Out in Paris and London (1933) or Keep the Aspidistra Flying (1936) are full of
bleak references to female hypergamy and its intimate association with English repression. Similarly,
the disastrous and failed policy of  Prohibition in the Twenties demonstrates the long-standing
political power of puritan opinion in the United States. In addition, the US has some of the most
punitive laws against prostitution and drugs in the western world. Given these facts, it is baffling
when commentators continue to argue the Anglosphere is not puritanical and repressive to its very
core.
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Get Rookh’s book, Havok: How
Anglo American Feminism Ruined
Society, on Amazon

However, it is difficult to deny that things have got much worse for men in recent years; especially
white, working class men. Of course, this is not solely the result of feminism; the decline of unskilled
industrial jobs has also played a part. However, I would argue that the real culprit is a distinct shift
from religious Puritanism to secular Puritanism that occurred in most Anglosphere countries during
the late twentieth century. And the secular Puritanism that now prevails is far worse for men than its
old, religious counterpart, while retaining many of its worst themes. This is because women have
dethroned divinity as the presiding ideal of Anglo society; in sum, they are worshipped as deities in
the absence of God. Impressing women to gain their sexual favours, once seen as a biological
necessity, is now paraded as the loftiest goal men can aspire to; yet the puritanical heritage of the
Anglo countries ensures sex remains a scarce commodity. Little wonder, then, that female arrogance
and entitlement have reached radioactive levels. Meanwhile, men across the Anglosphere have been
reduced to beasts of burden fit only to serve and honour women as disposable serfs.

In sum, the dramatic online explosion of MRAs, MGTOWs and Gamers represents a masculine
backlash against this state of affairs. In their respective ways, all these movements are trying to
remove the pedestals on which Anglo women now stand (MRAs and Gamers), simply avoid them
(MGTOWs) or pursue non-Anglo women (pan-Anglosphere Dissidents). Under genuine religious
Puritanism, men still enjoyed several benefits implicit in the Judeo-Christian religion: male
employment was still valued and protected as a basic human right, men were still fashioned in God’s
image and men retained a strong voice over reproductive issues directly affecting them. With the rise
of feminism and the emergence of secular Puritanism, those vital male benefits were instantly swept
aside and a wave of masculine resistance was the inevitable result.
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The pan-Anglosphere shift towards secular Puritanism has wrought
deleterious effects beyond the narrow field of gender relations, however. Once, other Anglo-Saxon
institutions were also infused with religious belief – commerce and temperance both arose from an
implicitly spiritual consciousness, albeit puritanical and repressive. However, in the modern era these
institutions persist only as hollow, secular shells bereft of spiritual purpose. Commerce has lapsed
into mindless consumerism, the family into gynocentric dysfunction and temperance into a witch-
hunt against sensual pleasure. In other words, the Anglosphere’s key institutions persist only as
malefic shells of their former selves.

This brings me to another important point. Part of the mass alienation which grips the Anglosphere
nations, an alienation expressed as a widening gulf between the elites and the masses, is the
insincerity underpinning elite discourse and governance. Although Anglo-American society is now
effectively secular, the elite still persist in pretending we live in a pre-secular society. I call this ‘The
1958 Thesis’: a tendency among Anglo elites to exaggerate mass attachment to tradcon values when
not one person in a hundred actually believes in them. Because of this, the Anglo-American world is
now ruled by puritanical reflexes rather than meaningful ideals, creating an oppressive and alienating
civilization. Above all, the Anglo-Saxon spirit of temperance has devolved into mindless hostility to
freedom, pleasure and experiment – consider America’s costly and pointless ‘war’ on drugs, resulting
in the needless criminalization of millions of young people. Successive Governments give no rational
explanation for pursuing this ridiculous policy, because none exists; habit, not reason is their guiding
principle. The reader can doubtless think of many more examples, not least the American state’s
inane hostility to prostitution. For some vague and inchoate reason, the US authorities outside
Nevada still see fit to stigmatize and criminalize a reasonable transaction between two consenting
adults: crazy but true.
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The foregoing discussion not only describes the contemporary Anglosphere,
it illuminates it. The present condition of the Anglo-American world is secular Puritanism, a cultic
ideology that worships women as the pinnacle and meaning of existence. Sometime during the
mid-20th century, gynocentric woman-worship began to supplant religion as the primary motive force
in Anglo-Saxon culture. This rapid secularisation process retained a puritanical ethos while
transforming key Anglosphere institutions into grotesque, feminised caricatures maintained by sheer
force of habit. Even Anglo-American foreign policy now follows the same gynocentric and
puritanical trajectory, attempting to impose its warped misandrist values on unwilling nations and
peoples around the world (see ‘The Hillary Doctrine’ by Hudson and Leidl, 2017).

The only positive thing to arise from these appalling developments is the Manosphere, the online
resistance movement that opposes them. In some ways, the Manosphere resembles the Black Atlantic
and it has similar political potential. In simple terms, Black Atlantic theorists argue that black
European people have more in common with black Americans than they do with the European whites
among whom they live. Similarly, the Manosphere describes a common pattern of male experience
that transcends national boundaries and binds disenfranchised Anglo-American men in a common
culture of dissent.
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I Am a Runaway Slave
July 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

I cannot live a life bereft of passion, imagination, control, creativity and joy – no matter how many chains corporate America attaches to
me

I knew something was wrong my entire life. Through a process of painful awakenings in my late 20s
and early 30s after swallowing a jagged little Red Pill, I realized I was a slave. A slave living in a
Gilded Cage. Living in a culture of death as so brilliantly described by Rookh Kshatriya:

The true Anglo-American ontological ‘self’ seems to have a very pronounced alignment to
Thanatos – in some respects, it seems hostile to life itself. And maybe religious puritanism
did mask this for a time. Consider the Anglosphere’s unstinting support for sexual deviance
of all kinds – the LGBTXYZ brigade are worshipped in this culture – yet prostitution, PUA
culture, sex tourism and other forms of heterosexual activity are viewed as evils to be
prohibited. Is this tendency somehow linked to the fact that only heterosexual activity can
beget life, which Anglo culture subconsciously detests? The Anglo female’s unholy appetite
for abortion also seems to reflect this ‘culture of death’ that increasingly defines the Anglo-
American world.

However, how and why did such a dysfunctional and self-destructive mindset ever evolve,
either culturally or biologically? Perhaps patriarchal religious puritanism was the limiting
factor, as you suggest: and when feminist secular puritanism supplanted religion, it
unleashed this self-destructive love of death in all its forms. I recall the Pope suggesting that
the United States was presently gripped by a culture of death. However, it is difficult to
determine how and why such a barren, nihilistic instinct ever arose on such a mass scale in
the first place.
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Indeed, it is a hateful place to the freethinking man. His entire life script already planned out for him
by social engineers tainted with their worship of this culture of death, and devising various, new
means and ways to make their prison of the mind an invisible, vivisecting prison of the body and
soul, as well.

I had been cast into debt peonage by America’s great system – the same system it tries to sell, nay
force upon the world as some sort of shining light on a hill. I was told buying things was my ticket to
happiness. But endless consumption of material goods and ersatz food left me financially and
physically obese. (I’ve since lost the financial and physical fat after abandoning Anglo culture for a
culture that celebrates life – Latin culture.)

I had everything I ever wanted materially, everything I was supposed to
have. From the outside, I looked like a huge success. The Up By the Bootstraps guy, who clawed his
way out of poverty to become an Emmy-award winning “TV star” on the news. But only I knew the
emptiness of it all, as I had to see my life from the inside and everyone else only saw it from the
outside.

Having been in the throes of financial bondage caused by this system my entire life, from my
impoverished upbringing to clawing my way into a middle class existence across 20+ years of labor
only to wind up with nothing to show for it except half a lifetime of exploitation, I now see this
system as nothing more than a rigged game. The only way to win is not to play. I’ve done the math.
There’s simply no way to win. It’s a system designed to catch men in the cogs of cyclical
consumption, and never let them out of the gears. To have them spend half a century spending money
they don’t have, on things they don’t need, to impress people they don’t like.

“You win the consumption award! Yay!”

What the fuck? The insanity of dehumanizing a man in this manner is not acceptable for a free spirit,
and someone who can’t blindly follow orders just to meet a mandate. Everyone benefited from this
existence except me. Some days, I literally wanted to die. I thought, “Seriously, is this the best it
gets? It can’t be. I’m so miserable.” I couldn’t take having all the hours of my life controlled and
exploited by it any longer as it doled out little material rewards and endless “upgrades” for my
participation. Two to three weeks a year to do what I wanted to do was just not enough, as they told
me how “lucky” I was to have paid vacation. What?

Making matters worse, women in Anglo America are terrible. There’s just no other way to describe
it. Having been to nearly all 50 states, every major city, and having walked among the high and low
castes of society I can assure you they’re terrible everywhere. Fat as horses. Entitled. Demanding.
Bitchy. Arrogant. Condescending. Women who consider themselves the holders of the sacred pink
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anatomy. Tattoos on their bodies and their souls. Whether or not they have tats, as a man, in their
eyes you are nothing but an expendable creature that thinks with its cock.

“Better entertain me and let me financially exploit you if you want to even have a chance of winning
the sexual lottery and convincing me to let you sample this pale tail.” That’s their attitude towards
men.

All this had to change. And it did. But not without a total lifestyle redesign.

How did I escape a life on the plantation?

First, I clawed my way out of debt, since my thirst for their money to make endless payments was
what was enslaving me in the first place. Second, I saved money like mad. Third, I finally got the
balls to figuratively tell my employer to go fuck himself after my workweek increased to 50-60 hours
as “the new norm” (says who motherfuckers?) and they trotted in a big titty bitch as my replacement
in waiting, just waiting until the end of my contract to replace me On The Air.

I wasn’t going to be treated like this by this system anymore. Played games with. Dealt impossible
hands at the poker table. Treated like a villain for being a man. Left to pick up the pieces and clean up
the ashes when spreadsheet man decided this human resource was costing too much money. I became
a runaway slave from the corporate plantation.

And I’m running as hard as I can, like a gazelle trying to escape a predator as I take in experiences in
life I was never supposed to have, all my days planned out for me from the time I entered
kindergarten to the time I finished college to the time the system figures I’d no longer be profitable
for it, and discards me with a joke of a 401k just before I die.

I am not wasting time. I am nourishing my soul for the first time in my entire life. I am running my
ass off to live as much life as I can. Sweet freedom! I had a lot of pent-up energy when I decided to
become a runaway slave. Besides teaching myself how to drive a motorcycle, and loving it, in the
past 18 months since I left the corporate plantation I have:

Lived abroad for a full year, without a doubt the best year of my entire life
Learned how to drive a big rig
Been to 47 states and counting
Visited every major city in the United States
Spent a full month in SE Asia
Drank and smoked cigars
Tried cocaine (and didn’t get addicted)
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Smoked marijuana (and didn’t get addicted)
Repeatedly banged one of my favorite dark-skinned women while high on coke – this ranks as
one of the top experiences in my entire life
Been to the Bunny Ranch in Nevada
Been to Boystown in Mexico
Been to Walking Street in Thailand
Banged dozens of non-pro chicks – Latina, Asian, and black (it’s a personal preference, but
white chicks just don’t do anything for me anymore…it’s their arrogance, frigidity, and bland
features)
Started this blog, which has now reached 1 million hits
Published two eBooks featuring compilations of my articles as a trial…have now decided to
write some originals
Polished my Spanish skills even further
Started working on a third language
Written daily
Lived minimalistically, having designed a rich lifestyle in which the average man can live like
a rock star for less than $20,000 a year (will be detailed in coming blog articles and a book)
Am anxiously awaiting to run off the plantation this fall and live another exciting, personally
fulfilling 6 months, year, or two years abroad

And I’m just getting started. Believe me, the more mountains I climb, the more confidence I have in
myself and my message. The more risks I take, the more exciting my life becomes. I was numb and
in misery my entire life up until I decided to walk away from everything I knew…life as another
college-educated farm animal lost in endless hierarchies in corporate America.

I’m not just doing this for myself. I’m doing it for all you guys out there who know you’re getting
fucked but don’t know what to do about it. I’m running as hard as I can, for there’s nothing I fear
more than being captured, and forced to return to the plantation. I literally have nightmares about it
sometimes. I know I’m not doing anything wrong, but I know men like me are not supposed to be
living this well and a culture that hates men will stop at nothing to take it all away from me. I think
I’d rather be executed than live that servile existence again, bereft of passion, imagination, control,
creativity, and joy.

I feel alive for the first time in my entire life. I’m running towards the symphonies in life and away
from the darkness of the mainstream media that sucked the life out of my soul for so many years.

More to come. I’m going skydiving soon.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Delusional Americans Falsely Believe They’re Free
July 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Celebrate your freedom with some fireworks this Independence Day…oh wait, fireworks could get you thrown in jail in Massachusetts

One of the most parroted and annoying fantasies a freethinking man gets subjected to each
Independence Day in America is delusional Americans going on and on as they talk about their
imagined “freedom.” As if they have a monopoly on freedom and the rest of the world is living under
the thumb of King George III.

They apparently believe giving those lucky enough to even get the day off a little time to shove
burgers and hot dogs in their face, and get drunk is the definition of freedom. But it’s back to the
corporate plantation tomorrow. Better be on time and ready to shine, cupcake.

Ignorance must really be bliss.

But it’s really quite maddening to hear the self-congratulatory tone about freedumb and ‘Murica, as
the lack of freedom is what spurred me to expatriate from the United States, and it is one of the
principle reasons this blog and movement were started. Avoiding servitude to women and the
oligarchical, gynocentric state that enables them to be predators of male utility is also why I am
scrambling to make my exit from ‘Murica permanent and not just part-time.

I want to ask these people: Freedom to do what, baby? Go to get indoctrinated from childhood in
state “education” camps or have your parents arrested, then go to work, pay half your income in
taxes, follow endless rules and regulations, shop and eat out, or else? The men’s blog Happier Abroad
brought this issue to light before.

In actuality, America is one of the least free countries in the world, compared to most other
countries. Yet, Americans are brainwashed to believe that they live in “the land of the free”
without reason or basis. Since the media and everyone else around them repeat this
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programmed mantra, they assume it must be true so they repeat it to go along.

It’s like a religion. But it’s based on the faulty premise that all other countries are unfree
and all under some kind of dictatorship, while America is the only country that remains free,
which is totally UNTRUE. It’s just a form of mind control designed to pacify the sheeple
and human cattle with false ideas to keep them motivated to go to work and be productive.

However, with the US government and elite taking away more of America’s freedoms since
9/11, and undermining the US Constitution, I don’t think most Americans believe anymore
that America is a free country. So nowadays, on the 4th of July, they just use it as a holiday
to have fun and light fireworks.

Not so fast. Lighting fireworks will now get you fines and/or jail time in some states and
jurisdictions. The state of Massachusetts, once home to the Boston Tea Party now has signs
prominently posted around the state threatening people who even possess fireworks with fines and
jail time. Now Americans can’t even pretend to be free with fireworks in that state.

Paul Joseph Watson of Info Wars went into detail with some of the more egregious examples of how
America is now the Land of the Fee, Home of the Slave.

– After an 11-year battle with the state of Oregon, landowner Gary Harrington was found
guilty under a 1925 law and sentenced to spend 30 days in jail for collecting rainwater in
three “illegal reservoirs” despite the fact that they are on his property.

– Last year, Oak Park, Michigan resident Julie Bass faced jail time for the crime of growing
a “vegetable garden in front yard space.”

– Americans are being harassed by utility workers who are trespassing on private property
and forcibly trying to install “smart” energy meters which spy on homeowners.

– Cities are passing ordinances that makes recycling compulsory from, with those who fail
to comply under threat of fines up to $2500 dollars. In Cleveland, people who fail to recycle
are flagged by the RFID chip embedded in their trash can, added to a database and then
targeted by green cops who are dispatched to intimidate homeowners.

– The Eleventh Circuit US Court of Appeals has ruled that private contractors operating toll
roads on behalf of the state have the power to detain and store records on motorists who pay
by cash at toll booths – another example of how using cash is increasingly being treated as a
suspicious activity.

– Earlier this year we reported on how the FBI was telling businesses to treat people who
use cash to pay for a cup of coffee as potential terrorists.

– We also recently highlighted the case of Texas resident Julia Garcia, who was falsely
imprisoned and harassed by Wal-Mart employees for attempting to buy goods with a $100
dollar bill the Wal-Mart cashiers erroneously claimed was fake.

– Earlier this year a Tennessee man was charged and jailed by police after using an old $50
bill to pay for goods at a Quik Mart store which turned out to be genuine.

– A DOJ-funded police training manual tells cops to treat people who have a political
opinion that “represents a fairly popular point of view” or those who display a political
bumper sticker supporting the bill of rights as terrorists.

– The Obama administration successfully reinstated the indefinite detention provisions of
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the National Defense Authorization Act, which allow American citizens to be kidnapped
and held without charge.

– The TSA has expanded its grope-down checkpoints beyond the airports to highways,
political events and even school prom nights.

– The TSA is kicking Americans off flights for having a “bad attitude” and refusing to obey
bizarre orders quickly enough.

– A teenager was recently visited by FBI special agents who grilled him over the content of
a political You Tube video.

– Americans are being harassed and having their Fourth Amendment rights violated at so-
called “border checkpoints” which are actually hundreds of miles within the border.

– The EPA is using spy drones to monitor farms as police use Predator drones to hunt down
Americans for the crime of allowing cows to wander onto their land.

– Parents are being harassed and investigated by Child Protective Services and police for
feeding his daughters organic food, refusing to make them drink fluoride-poisoned tap water
and not having them injected with mercury-laden vaccines.

– Police arrested Napa Creek resident Amy Larson for writing “9/11 truth now” in chalk on
a sidewalk.

– A Texas police officer shot 45-year-old double amputee Brian Claunch dead after he
threatened officers with what turned out to be a ballpoint pen.

– While the government stockpiles ammo in the billions, Americans like Brian Loftus are
being questioned by police for buying a couple of boxes of bullets at their local gun store.

– Americans like James Ian Tyson are being put on terror watchlists in response to traffic
violations in order to prevent them from attending protests.

– Students in schools across the country are being indoctrinated to accept their treatment as
prisoners on parole by being forced to wear RFID tracking chips.

– Police departments are attempting to secure approval to spy on Americans with drones as
well as surveillance blimps that hover 400 feet above a city and report on “suspicious
activity.”

– The Californian city of Lancaster will be the first to experience a “new era in law
enforcement surveillance” with residents set to be watched by a permanent eye in the sky
which will beam constant video footage back to police headquarters including crimes in
progress as well as “scenes of mundane day-to-day life.”

– The National Security Agency is storing all electronic communications and analyzing
them in real time in complete violation of the Fourth Amendment.

– Facebook is spying on people’s private conversations for “suspicious behavior” and
reporting them to police.

– Former Marine Brandon Raub was kidnapped from his home by police, FBI and Secret
Service agents and forcibly incarcerated in a psychiatric ward by authorities in Virginia in
response to political Facebook posts.

– Veterans across the country are being declared “mentally defective” on a whim by the
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state and having their firearms seized.

Even the much ballyhooed American economy is not a free market economy. Through countless
barriers to entry and corporate manipulation of the legislature, the country has become a de facto
oligarchy. It’s not every day one agrees with Noam Chomsky, but a new film featuring his ideas is,
by our estimate, about 75% accurate when it comes to corporations using capital to totally control
legislation and the lives of the American sheeple.

They also use American taxpayers’ money as a personal bank. Chomsky calls the problem
neoliberalism in Requiem for the American Dream, a TNMM recommended film.

One of the things that expanded enormously in the 1970s as the business world moved
sharply to try to control legislation is lobbying. There was a huge effort with lobbyists to try
even to write legislation. The business world was pretty upset by the advances in public
welfare in the ’60s, in particular by Richard Nixon — it’s not too well understood, but he
was the last New Deal president, and they regarded that as class treachery.

Remember, there were no financial crashes in the ’50s and the ’60s, because the regulatory
apparatus of the New Deal was still in place. As it began to be dismantled under business
pressure and political pressure, you get more and more crashes, and it goes on right through
the years — the ’70s is where deregulation starts, and the ’80s is where crashes really take
off.

Each time, the taxpayer is called on to bail out those who created the crisis, increasingly the
major financial institutions. In a capitalist economy, you wouldn’t do that. In a capitalist
system, that would wipe out the investors who made risky investments. But the rich and
powerful, they don’t want a capitalist system. They want to be able to run to the “nanny
state” as soon as they’re in trouble, and get bailed out by the taxpayer. They’re given a
government insurance policy, which means that no matter how often you risk everything, if
you get in trouble, the public will bail you out because you’re too big to fail — and it’s just
repeating over and over again.

That’s essentially neoliberalism. It has this dual character, which goes right back in
economic history. One set of rules for the rich. Opposite set of rules for the poor.

A man can’t even fuck a bitch anymore without risking false rape charges and having his life
destroyed by the metastasizing police state. Not to mention the failed, Puritanical prohibitions on
recreational drugs and recreational sex for hire. You’ll only take the drugs our medical establishment
forces down your throat and you’ll only get fucked when you put yourself into a position of being
financially and emotionally exploited by women in America.

The list goes on and on.

So, please spare us the nonsense each July 4th about how you Americans are the only people who
have freedom in this world. For some of us know the cold, hard truth. Slavery works best when you
don’t tell people they’re slaves.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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I Ain’t Even Mad About It
July 5, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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This blog and movement is Realtalk about women

Ah, hoes.

What are you going to do about women? Nothing, except learn to play their petty little games better
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than they do.

At no time should the Realtalk messages about women here at TNMM be taken as angry or frustrated
or denigrating. They’re just Realtalk. Reality is what it is. However, discussing reality is often
dangerous in a world of mythmaking and thought control. We will keep on keeping on here at this
humble outpost.

Education is very important. Real education, not that fake ass stuff they teach in school that men then
have to spend decades unlearning once they throw their cap into the air.

And thus, our dual mission: Educating men about the harsh realities of women and the world. Saving
men’s lives, one article and book, and eventually, one presentation at a time.

Women just are what they are. And it’s about time men started discussing what they’re doing to us
personally and to the society we’ve created. As one rapper famously said, “Bitches ain’t shit to me.”
Thus are my sentiments after having gone through countless women.

I ain’t even mad about it.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Trump Tweet Takes Orwellian Turn
July 5, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Make a funny Tweet criticizing the puppets of your masters and have your personal safety threatened by CNN

In case you’ve been asleep in a cave for the past couple of decades, the American media now
disseminates nothing more than overt propaganda. They don’t even try to hide it, anymore. When
Project Veritas calls the Alphabet Channels and scandal sheets known as newspapers American
Pravda, they aren’t kidding.

CNN has been up in arms over a comical logo of President Trump’s head and CNN’s logo
superimposed on a WWE wrestling match in which Trump appears to body slam the red and white
marquee. The President retweeted it, and the rest as they say, is history.

Despite the fact CNN’s parent company vocally supported “free speech” when degenerate actors on
Broadway made a play depicting the bloody assassination of President Trump, events took a
hypocritical turn when the logo of their damaged news brand was superimposed on a fake wrestling
match. It’s World Wrestling Entertainment, you whiny bitches! Fake wrestling! Just like the fake
news on your network!

But CNN has been screaming, flopping in the floor, and foaming at the mouth since Trump shared
the video.

CNN is up in arms over this comical Twitter video, featuring
Trump taking down their corporate logo

What a sorry state of affairs the American media is in. I saw this coming years ago, when the Internet
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began exposing a little lying here, a little lying there, and then eventually a whole lot of lying from
the purveyors of fake news. I moved to exit this travesty of an industry as soon as I could pay off my
consumer debt and come up with a new plan.

As TNMM has pointed out before, Americans are waking up from a 50+ year slumber to find our
they’re now living in oligarchical tyranny thanks to the implosion of the propaganda model the
mainstream media buttered its bread with during that time. The ins and outs of the Internet destroying
the MSM propaganda model are detailed in The Wisdom of Crowds has Replaced Gatekeeper-Ruled
Communication.

But free expression threatens the power structure. Now, make a comical tweet and anonymously post
it to Twitter, and you may have your livelihood and personal safety threatened by the butthurt
buffoons at CNN and other institutions of American Pravda.

The white bread Anglobitch Alisyn Camerota gleefully told the audience of simpletons who watch
CNN’s New Day:

Something remarkable I thought happened yesterday, I thought it was remarkable that CNN
found the Reddit user who created the gif of Donald Trump and the wrestling video and
where he punches CNN, so the investigative team went back and found the guy who first
created this he took credit for it, and then here comes the remarkable part, he apologized. He
apologized for having done this.

Here comes the kicker.

This is a very full-throated I think genuine honest apology. He has also asked we not reveal
his name or whereabouts and we at CNN are honoring that.

The Daily Caller writes:

CNN sparked a backlash Tuesday night after threatening to identify the Reddit user who
claimed to have created a meme of Donald Trump body-slamming the CNN logo that the
president later shared on Twitter.

CNN targeted Reddit user HanAssholeSolo because he took credit for the video and
apparently had a history of making racist and anti-Semitic remarks online.

No word on the veracity of that CNN claim. A typical tactic of leftist institutions is to hurl “racist” or
“sexist” or some other form of “ist” claims at their opponents to try and debase them. This ad
hominem strategy of attacking the messenger rather than his message is one of the oldest tricks in the
public relations handbook and has been effective for decades, but people are slowly wising up to the
game.

Continuing from The Daily Caller:

CNN reporter Andrew Kaczynski opted not to identify the user “because he is a private
citizen who has issued an extensive statement of apology, showed his remorse by saying he
has taken down all his offending posts, and because he said he is not going to repeat this
ugly behavior on social media again.”
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In other words, in the opinion of any rational man, CNN blackmailed the bastard
into an apology so blondie and her metrosexual co-host Chris Cuomo could crow about it behind
their cheap news desk.

What an Orwellian turn of events. Don’t criticize us, or we’ll sic Antifa and other thugs on you by
revealing personal information about you, and destroy your personal life and possibly your career.
Over a joke posted to social media.

We aren’t living in America anymore, folks.

I would have told them, “Out me, bitches.” Then I would have sought the best legal counsel money
can buy and retired on CNN’s dime.

Men, this is only the beginning. It’s all downhill from here. We are living in the last days of free
expression and personal choice if the insanity of the corporate-government complex micromanaging
every detail of everyone’s lives doesn’t end soon. And it isn’t going to end by us asking nicely. It will
end when we demand it.

The game is afoot. Don’t expect the power structure to yield easily. The scientific authoritarianism
they’ve flourished on is now in jeopardy, all because we commoners can now talk amongst ourselves
without them controlling and manipulating our discussions.

Tweet on.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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White Guys Need to Stop Acting Tough Until They Actually
Are Tough Again
July 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

American men: This isn’t 1776, you’ve already lost everything. So, why not stop acting tough and start being tough

I always get a kick out of white guys trying to act tough. I see it every day in the trucking industry,
and just stare into weak eyes in disbelief. Rationality belongs to the cool observer, so I just look on
and enjoy their little circus act. It’s akin to seeing a peacock display its feathers.

All a man has to do is push back a little bit and watch them quickly back down.

Women must see through it as effectively as I do, which is why white guys are regularly told how to
behave by women to even get a sniff of their little wet spot and spend their lives enslaved trying to
financially appease women only to end up broke and alone.

No doubt, there are some tough guys out there. Masculinity isn’t completely extinct in America, but
masculine guys definitely are an endangered species. Even though the majority of men like to prance
around and act macho, here’s what I see when I look at the average white guy: You got nothing but
bluster, dude. Your women swing you around by your balls, your countries are being conquered, your
government has turned you into a whiny, fat farm animal and slave. That job you cling to is using the
fuck out of you and giving you a pittance in return. You got nothing, man. Except a clown act.

You are running on the fumes of what greater men than you created.

I imagine that’s what the conquerers see as they take over Anglo countries and Europe, and you do
nothing except cling to Donald Trump’s nutsack as if he will save you from impending demise and
not sell you out like everyone else you voted for. So please, do us all a favor and shut the fuck up.
You are the ultimate paper tiger, and you’ve already lost everything that makes a man a man.
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Go eat a hamburger and jack off to some porn, idiot. And tell us how free you are – as long as you
aren’t breaking any laws or getting out of line at work, right?

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Living for the Day
July 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

After seeing what’s really going on in the world, a new philosophy is born in which those who can see start living for the day as it all
comes tumbling down

Humanity is in decline. Possibly, its final decline. Unless Anglo cultural assimilation of the world’s
peoples is stopped.

It’s all too easy to see the world heading in the wrong direction for those not caught up in the noise
and confusion of the world. Those men who endeavor to see beyond the illusions of society, those
who do not think being able to make consumer purchases is the pinnacle of existence.

The truth of a society in decline is self-evident for anyone living in Anglo
America. Women and men – natural partners – can’t stand each other. The almost total domination of
the human mind by propaganda machines. The increasing vivisection of human behavior and activity
by electronic tyranny. The genesis of a new world order of human beings molded into shopping and
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eating machines from birth, rather than human beings with souls and higher aspirations.

Anglo America is leading the way into the abyss with its imperial tentacles spanning the globe. Based
on a decade of research, freethinking, and thought experiments, I have formulated a plausible
hypothesis which makes a number of illusion-shattering claims about the present state of the world.
Where we’ve been, we’re at, and where we’re headed.

Unfortunately, it’s all too easy to fool the Kool-Aid drinkers (i.e. sheeple) of society. They’ve been
fooled for thousands of years by merchants, politicians, and priests. So, naturally they’ll attack these
ideas with a vengeance to protect the illusion they have about their lives, even as in reality their entire
lives are taken away from them by the shepherds they defend. The ad hominem brigade will be quick
to rush in and start throwing out their petty, cheap “You’re crazy!” attacks without rationally
analyzing the claims. But we must not let them stop our fearless search for the truth.

After I return to my haven abroad this fall, I will begin to detail what my research into the matter has
revealed. The crust of the theory is banking institutions have thirsted for total power and control for
centuries, and are on the cusp of totally dominating every aspect of human existence. Some key
points follow:

The U.S. won its independence – but did it lose the war? European banking interests continued
to manipulate the nation right on through the 1800s and into the present day. Those who control
the money supply influence society far more than government officials.
Evidence mounts control for the fledgling United States in the days of Washington, Jefferson,
Monroe and Madison was very much a struggle between the new government and insidious
financial interests. The struggle climaxes with Jackson destroying the central bank only to find
himself staring down an assassin’s gun (which misfires). But, the central bank arises again at a
later date.
Did both Lincoln and JFK lose their lives for going up against the bankers? There is evidence
the Rothschilds funded both sides of the Civil War, and when Lincoln started printing
greenbacks rather than using central bank currency, some say he signed his own death warrant.
JFK similarly was targeted for going up against the Federal Reserve.
Spengler reinforces the idea of democracy as a struggle for power between the people’s
government and moneyed interests.
Financial interests are also implicated in the destruction of women and family via feminism, as
the testimony of Academy Award winning filmmaker and candidate for governor of Nevada,
the late Aaron Russo reveals the Rockefeller family funded women’s liberation as an assault on
women and family. It also cut labor costs as it doubled the supply of labor while doubling the
number of people governments could tax.
Was 9/11 a fait accompli organized by the banking cartels and dropped into President Bush’s
lap on 9/11? Were they able to conceal the attack using compartmentalization of information
(previously detailed by TNMM) which has been used by governments since Greek times as a
technique to carry out so-called conspiracy theories in broad daylight? Of course, 9/11 is the
linchpin in the current paradigm of citizens exchanging freedom for the illusion of security.
How soon will RFID impants become mandatory and cash eliminated, giving the banking
industry and government total control over human life?
What does the situation look like to a man comparing and contrasting the tattered social fabric
of Anglo society with societies in the rest of the world, especially those least influenced by the
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West?
Is society being socially engineered so there are only classes of owners and sexless, powerless
worker drones in the future? Will this lead to human extinction?

These are some of the biggest, boldest, most novel ideas behind our search for The Truth About the
World mission of TNMM.

Incidentally, these questions and the answers I pose provide a philosophical
foundation for living for the day and unapologetically enjoying the last days of freedom in the world.
For once the entire world becomes the dystopia modern America is, any man who wishes to live with
passion, imagination, and freedom will find himself a lost cause.

Far from ascending to a shining city on a hill, those who know the difference, i.e. rational, worldly
men will find themselves sliding into a dark abyss as globalization proceeds and sterilizes true
diversity of thought, behavior, and culture on this planet.

Meantime, knowing it’s all falling apart for the individual, the free man, I’ll continue living for the
day in those places not yet afflicted by the myopia of Anglo culture and writing about my adventures
right here. Fighting to control my own destiny and make my own choices in life rather than living out
the tired, oppressive live scripts everyone else worships.

Stay tuned.
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Real World Examples from the Dating Jungle
July 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Analyzing the shallow American dating pool from a male perspective

It’s a jungle out there.

If you doubt the sexual devolution has seriously damaged male-female relations, femininity, civility,
and society itself, log on to any dating app and be treated to profiles like these. These aren’t the worst
examples one can find, and some profiles don’t seem that bad on the surface, until you drill down and
use real-world, real-life experience with women to infer what they really mean behind the sugar-
coated language. This is the mess men have to deal with post-feminism.

God help us.

Here are some excerpts from real world profiles inside the Anglo-American dating jungle. We’ll help
interpret what each profile means. Here goes…let’s wade out into the murky waters of a mainstream
dating app.

1. A black girl with a cherry red weave. She’s obese, with a messy apartment behind her as the
backdrop. She’s full of…attitude. She starts off by talking about how sweet she is, only to destroy her
own façade in the very next sentence. This profile helps illustrate most women are emotionally
unstable and their thought processes turn on a dime. Her grammatical skills are low, but her
expectations are high. This is becoming the norm in a thirsty, r-selected culture. Best advice: Avoid.
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2. A 30-something white girl who appears to have been around the block a few times. She’s
about a SMV 6 or 7, which means in her mind she’s a 15 on a scale of 1 to 10. Like Capital One, she
wants what’s in your wallet, and makes no bones about hiding that fact. Chivalry (which she, of
course, misspells) may not be dead in her mind, but femininity certainly is, and has been buried for a
long time. She proves that fact with her profile. Best advice: Make her laugh with a come-on, hope
for a pump and dump, and drop her before she can get her tentacles into you.

3. A somewhat attractive black girl, who has several tattoos and uninteresting profile pics. One
seriously wants to ask her what she brings to the table, since she makes about a half dozen demands
in the profile but doesn’t bring up anything of value about herself other than the same cliches men see
on all dating profiles. Of course, all American women are obsessed with food, since 2/3 of them are
fatties. This one isn’t fat, however, she’s just working on getting fat. Apparently, she’s of the
mentality that men are her court jesters, entertainers, and walking wallets, like so many females.
There’s also an air of superiority in her tone, typical of Anglo America. Best advice: Message her
with a role reversal and imbibe lots of alcohol if you meet her so it will dull your perception of her
arrogance. Proceed to pump and dump.

4. A Latina (Spanish women turn rotten once they’ve been assimilated into Anglo culture) who
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paradoxically is “sweet” and has a “terrible attitude” at the same time. Women are famous for
mixed messages, and this chick doesn’t disappoint. Typical of Anglo culture, she speaks as if sex is
something to be loathed rather than enjoyed. This “no sex” demand of hers also speaks to the fact
women in this culture get on dating apps looking for Beta chumps with more money than brains they
can exploit to fuel their addiction to materialism and recreational eating. They aren’t looking for love.
She also appears to have her bitch shield set at maximum, a female trait that appears when the sexual
market has shifted from K-selected to r-selected. (An r-selected market is bad as it means manly,
hateful women and weak White Knight Beta bitches come to dominate.) Best advice: Avoid. Dis
bitch crazy.

5. “Expendable Beta provider module wanted” should be the title of our last foray into the
tragicomedy that is the American dating scene. White women aren’t ashamed, anymore to have
fatherless children in a society that hates men and family. After all, it’s always his fault, right? Brave
single mom battles on after she dumps heartless creature with a dick. She might instead say in her
profile, “I got my Alpha Fucks and child support annuity, already, all that’s missing are your Beta
Bucks and investment of time in another man’s seed and I can live the life of my dreams. You get
occasional sex until you’re broke or I get tired of you.”

It’s also interesting how she expects to eat at novel restaurants on your dime, and goes through a
laundry list of demands about what she expects from you, and of course, offers little in return other
than supposed low-maintenance. (Don’t you believe it.) All in all, this is sadly about as good as it
gets with modern Anglo women. Best advice: You’re playing with fire, here. Unscrupulous guys can
play the Beta provider act for a while, but be advised she’s looking for a commitment and has a
history of popping out kids at some poor bastard’s expense.
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So, what do we find by perusing some examples from the land of
“empowered” women who want to emotionally and financially exploit men without being held
accountable? A big ole pile of shit, that’s what we find. We are waist deep in it. Hip boots aren’t
enough to wade through this mess.

A man can waste a lot of time and find nothing of substance on today’s dating apps. The dating pool
is very shallow, about half an inch deep in Anglo America. It’s no wonder Beta thirst is rampant,
MGTOWs are running away from bitches like these, and others are expatriating to greener pastures.

Sadly, it appears men are continuing to feed female egos, clamoring for attention, and willing to put
up with a lot of crap from women in order for these “ladies” to be able to behave this way. Male thirst
also makes women think they can get by with such arrogant demands, expecting nothing short of
prince charming with the financial resources of a $100,000 salary to waltz into her life when she
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offers virtually nothing in return except the miracle of possessing a wet hole.

Ya ain’t worth it, honey. This is why men learning to play the game better than women is essential in
today’s dating market.

These are some mild examples for our first foray into the dating jungle. Things do get much, much
worse at times, as we will see in coming installments. What are some of your own examples and
stories from dating in America?
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Eye Candy of the Week | July 9, 2017
July 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This series reminds me of my trip to the Bunny Ranch earlier this year. I think it’s when the model
bends over in the little chair. In any case, this chick isn’t the average fatty that grazes on the
American landscape. If the average woman returns to a form like this, a great victory will have been
won. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for July 9, 2017 as we admire the female form while
remembering the truth about women.
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This is Why I Left Corporate America
July 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Lying, cheating, stealing – the reality of corporate America

Ah, that old familiar feeling. Like tasting raw steel with a wet tongue.

I hate corporate America. With every fiber of my soul, I hate it. I’ve already discussed in previous
articles how it sold me illusions half a lifetime and only left me a used up pawn in its quarterly profit
game in my mid-30s. (Bringing in the big titty bitch to replace me at my job because my meager
living cost them too much money.)

When I came back to America to be a citizen turned migrant worker, I never expected my
employment in the trucking industry to be anything but a means to an end. But through constant
idiocy they’ve got on my last nerve. That said, when I get mad, I don’t quit or go crazy. I get even.
After a series of recent events I feel even more justified for what I’m doing, playing mercenary with
the current economic paradigm in America. Pumping and dumping the economy. Only coming back
to the States to extract more money to take abroad with me. Avoiding getting caught up in the system
by living in a truck until I can leave this country again.
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I enjoy working at a job that provides some benefit in my life a great deal.
But I don’t enjoy the corporate mentality at all, nor the way they constantly try to fuck their
employees. Just this week, I’ve had the company I work for try to cheat me out of $1,000. Part of my
signing bonus came due, and I’m getting the typical corporate runaround trying to collect on it after I
noticed it was missing from my check …call this department, now call that one. Oh, she’s not in
today. We’ll have to try again next week. Are you sure you need to talk to her? Oh, drivers can’t call
that department, only managers can. Email this department. Sit on your hands and wait.

There’s no doubt they owe it to me, I have it in writing. But that matters little to the cheats in cheap
suits.

But don’t you dare question us or make us wait when we need to use you as a bank to pay for
miscellaneous items that should be included with the cost of business, like weighing our trailer to
make sure it’s street legal.

There’s more. They won’t reimburse me for an $11 scale ticket I had to pay out of pocket because
their corporate credit card maxes out at one scale ticket pet day. I filled out the usual expense reports,
and of course, didn’t get reimbursed for hauling their freight with their equipment. They’re also
trying to cheat me out of another $150 they owe me for being held up for 12 hours at a shipper. The
company also requests 5 days notice in order to get “home” time. I gave them 7 days notice, and
won’t be getting home on time.

How tragically familiar all this is. Before you tell me to change companies, they’re all liars and
cheats. Trust me, I know, I’ve been working most of my life, even as a teenager.

This isn’t a complaint as much as it is a statement of how ridiculous dealing with corporate greed and
sloth has become. Who wants to deal with incompetence like this on a daily basis in addition to
dealing with an already demanding job, with government regulations and revenue seeking law
enforcement ready to rob you at every turn. I’ve been putting in 70 hour weeks and staying out on the
road for nearly a month a time with no time off, and how do they repay me? With repeated kicks in
the shins. Hence, my mercenary attitude.
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But, why would I have expected anything different. I’ve dealt with
corporations for over 20 years. In the food industry. In the retail industry. In the entertainment
industry. In the broadcasting industry. And now, the trucking industry. The one common thread
between all the jobs I’ve had is as follows: The bigger the corporation, the more they don’t give a
fuck about you as a human being.

I’ve already contacted a lawyer, and will sue for unpaid wages, but I’ll make sure I continue to
extract what I need from their payroll by working my ass off for a couple more months before I drop
the lawsuit bomb. Then I’ll go after what they owe me and then some, because I am documenting
everything I mentioned above. If there’s anything I learned, it’s how to play the corporate game.

Is it any wonder that after half a lifetime of dealing with lying, cheating, and stealing in the business
world I formulated a plan to fuck this system – although doing everything legally – as hard as I can?
I’m not your pawn, I’m not your slave, I’m not your profit machine. You can’t piss down my back
and tell me it’s raining.

After being caught up in the all-too-familiar cogs of corporate America for this tour of duty, my
hatred for this system is rising again. I remember why I was so desperate to get out of this system in
the first place. Luckily, I’ve reduced my dealings with it to nothing but mercenary labor to get the
cash I need to lube the gears of my life.

It doesn’t have to be this way. But, it is.

Corporate America needs to realize the corporate mentality is suicidal for the economy. Their idea is:
Sell everything at sky high prices, but pay people slave wages, and turn every job into a revolving
door meat grinder. Then expect people to consume more and more of your product at ever-increasing
prices and frequency. Am I the only one who realizes the math eventually doesn’t work out on that?

In any case, I feel totally vindicated for working only enough to take what I need out of the hell for
the average worker they’ve created, then spending the rest of my time doing whatever I want. That’s
exactly the way corporations deal with their employees. Use us for what they need, then discard us
like used husks of humanity. I’m just evening the score when I skip out on my student loans (i.e. debt
slavery and indentured servitude agreement) and figure out how to live a great life on only $20,000 a
year.

And I’m going to show more men how to do the same, bitches.
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Schadenfreude: Watching White Women Who Aren’t Getting
Their Way
July 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

White girls still haven’t realized they lost more with feminism than they gained

Here’s a short story from the road as I suffer through my last couple of months in America before
leaving to go abroad again this fall. There were two moments of schadenfreude, or pleasure derived
from another person’s misfortune, I had today. Both scenarios involved white girls who didn’t get
their way, and their reactions as I observed them.

It was really a delight to witness their disgust and powerlessness. There are
other, more entertaining moments I witness white girls who are upset by their new roles as soulless
worker drones in society, but for some reason these two stood out in my mind as they happened.

Just to let readers know, I don’t like white chicks. I haven’t liked them for a long time. My most
recent experience with one was when I banged a 23-year old white girl off and on for a year or so just
before I dumped her to run off to Latin America, but typically I don’t have anything to do with them.
(True story: She faked a pregnancy to try and keep me from leaving. She also tried to get knocked up
by secretly removing her IUD. I’m not your child support slave, bitch.) I’ve had experience sexually
and otherwise with every major ethnicity of women, and trust me, white chicks are the worst of the
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worst. They are, after all, the progenitors of rotten Anglo culture we discuss so often here at TNMM
and Anglobitch.

Anyway, neither instance of schadenfreude is anything major. They just tickled me as they happened.

In the first case, I was pulling out from a truck stop and a white girl wanted to pull into the Burger
King beside me. Of course, I could have let her in as there were two trucks in front of me at the
intersection, but I have such a mental block against any act of chivalry towards Anglo females since
they constantly tell men how terrible we are, that they don’t need us, and that the world would be
better off without us and our awful sexual needs around. I can’t play nice anymore.

She looked up at me from her little toy box SUV and put on the nice face, with the puppy dog eyes.
She’s obviously a regular user of the pussy pass. So, I looked her right in the face and moved my
semi into a position to block her. Emotionless. Cold. Stone faced. She immediately shifted to a
posture of disgust and amazement that I wouldn’t let her in. As traffic finally started to move and I
moved forward, I made note of her expression and enjoyed her look of outrage after I did the
unthinkable and made her wait an extra minute to pull in for her next recreational eating session.

I laughed and laughed about that as I pulled onto the Interstate.

In the second instance, I don’t normally like to eat out but I was in the mood
for a sloppy fast food burger this evening. I haven’t had one in weeks, and decided to stop by a
national chain to pick up some trash food. As soon as I walked in, I saw one rather plump white
woman weeping, another trashy one consoling her from the front of the counter, and several other
white girls behind the counter toiling away. All were fast food workers who obviously hated their
new roles as corporate slaves. A couple were cute, but cuteness does nothing for me. I’m still an
asshole when it comes to dealing with chicks.

I thought, “Isn’t female empowerment wonderful, ladies?! Now you can slave away at menial jobs
just like men rather than having a nasty family to take care of!”

All the white girls behind the counter had bleached hair, and the look of disbelief on their faces they
they had to do manual labor to earn some money. They all seemed to have the attitude, “Where is my
male meal ticket to exploit and berate? I’m too good to be doing a job like this. I have the precious,
pink anatomy!”

So, I look one of the fake blondies in the eyes and make my order. I talk to her as though she’s my
subordinate, which in this case she is, and you can tell it just kills her that a man is telling her what to
do and how to make his sandwich. Ah, the sumptuous irony that even after feminism these white girls
still end up making sandwiches for men. Gotta love it!
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Of course, she fucks up my order.

I notice when I get to the truck the burger is plain with cheese, when all I wanted to do is add cheese
to it. I plainly told her this. She undoubtedly did it as a shit test to see if I would come back.
Naturally, I go back in with a mischievous spirit. This time, blondie hides from me and fatty comes
up to assist me. I tell her no less than 3 times in a very polite but stern way, I wanted this normal, not
plain, add cheese. She’s baffled by my request. The third time I tell her, she cops an attitude.

She takes the burger, hands it to the only guy in the place, and tells him, “I
don’t know what he wants.” Dude comes up, I tell him the exact same thing I told fatty, laugh in a
cocky manner about it, and he immediately fixes my order in a cool, calm, professional manner rather
than the estrogen-filled flailing around I witnessed from the YouGoGrrl brigade on this visit.

Yet another irony appears. If I want something done right, I have to get a man to do it. Meantime, the
blondies continued twirling their hair and complaining about their jobs in the background.

To close, I have no mercy on white girls or their fucking problems, anymore. I played nice guy for
half a lifetime only to be used and abused by them. They wanted their so-called empowerment, now
they have it. Enjoy those burger-flipping jobs, babies. You won’t have a man like me or millions of
other once “good men” to kick around anymore. Now you can pay for your own conspicuous
consumption with your meager wages.

Here’s the sad truth you girls haven’t figured out yet. Feminism burned you, it dethroned you, and it
turned you into a worker bee rather than queens of the castle. Enjoy the bed you made, because a
motherfucker like me is going to enjoy watching you lie in it. I’ll be doing everything I can to make
life a little bit harder for you. And encouraging millions of other men to do the same.

And getting a kick out of it, too.
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Red Pill Men Need Our Own Educational Institution
July 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Life is a chess game, unfortunately the vast majority of men are taught to play checkers

Here’s a novel idea.

Blogging is great, podcasts are great, books are great, and online discussion is great, but for Red Pill
men to become truly successful with women and in the real world we need an educational institution
to unlearn the ersatz education we receive from the edumacation system and the media. We can take
the truths we elucidate in the manosphere and turn them into an “elite” form of education for men in
the know.

This will be nothing short of an educational revolution.

We Red Pill men do not do well being shoehorned into the same passive
grazer roles the rest of the sheeple are assimilated into by Anglo society. The truth is, the
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edumacation system and media are geared towards turning people into mindless, compulsive
consumers who follow orders well and don’t ask inconvenient questions. It can take half a lifetime or
more for men to realize they’ve been betrayed by institutions they’ve been asked to place so much
trust in. By then, it’s usually to late to do anything about it beyond bowing your head and licking the
boot at the office every day.

This isn’t acceptable.

For those men who have the capacity to understand and the mental fortitude to not have a breakdown
when the truly evil, Machiavellian nature of this world is thus revealed, the proper instruction can
prove priceless. It can truly save a man from being turned into a chump by women and a slave by the
current socioeconomic paradigm. It can, borrowing a word from the feminists, “empower” men to
make better decisions about women, their careers, the way they live their lives, and their future.

It ultimately can reform the world and make it a better place to live. This was the original intent of
education to begin with. But it, like so many other institutions, proper education has instead been
dumbed down, sold out, and corrupted by the influence of economic and political interests. It’s
guiding principles abandoned, and men left to pick up the pieces of lives destroyed by a lifetime of
misdirection, half-truths, and hidden agendas.

Many of us know the unexamined life, uncritical of our masters in business
and government, is not worth living. Of course, there will be resistance to a “school” of this sort
being formed. We can expect to be called every name under the sun, with vitriolic attacks and
roadblocks all along the way. But as author Elbert Hubbard wrote, if you want to avoid criticism, do
nothing, say nothing, and be nothing. Just follow the herd into slaughter.

Living this way nearly consumed many of us before we awakened to the fact everything we had been
told was a lie. We have been misdirected our entire lives. As pointed out in previous articles, we
didn’t fail out of lack of talent, or intelligence, or ambition. We failed because we were given the
wrong instruction book to life and placed into a system in which the only way to win is not to play by
the rules, or at all. Educating men on the grim, harsh realities of a Machiavellian world is a noble
aim.

Men of consciousness cannot abide as their brothers are exploited, their lives, freedom, and
possibilities taken away from them by a system that hates them. Something must be done.
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Strip Clubs Are Perfect Examples of Twisted Sexuality
in America
July 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Anglo American women expect to tease you with sexuality, take your money, and give you no satisfaction in return

Want to know the truth about strip clubs? They’re perfect examples of Anglo culture’s unhealthy
attitude towards men and sexuality.

Here’s the unwritten cultural rule when it comes to sex: Look, don’t touch. Touch, don’t taste. Taste,
don’t swallow. Anything else, especially when money is involved, including getting sexually satisfied
rather than teased and taken advantage of by the “goddesses” in strip clubs and Anglo culture at large
is, of course, taboo.

Not letting women rape your wallet and insisting on sexual satisfaction for
giving a female the fruit of your labor is verboten. It could get you thrown in jail with your face
plastered on the evening noose news like public enemy number one. Why, look at that sexually
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desperate man who dared taste the forbidden fruit! Sinner! Off with his head! Fire and brimstone!

Such is the insanity of living in modern America. This is the Puritanical paradox turned secular
senselessness in the Anglosphere when it comes to sexuality. To keep men jumping from one hoop to
the next in search of a sexual carrot they never quite reach while women keep going to the bank.

Here’s why strip clubs are the perfect example of this repressed culture’s mentality towards women,
men, and sex. The very setup of the club and the way it conducts business revolve around pussy
pedestalization and the ongoing financial support of clueless Beta Bucks providers who are all too
willing to be financially exploited.

Women are literally set above the men on pedestals in the club with innumerable Betas orbiting the
stage, hoping for a fleeting glance of attention, a whiff of a vagina, or seeing titties in the wild. If
you’re really lucky, a select few clubs will actually let you see the anatomy of the goddesses with her
panties off. The holy of holies. Wow!

But that’s where it ends. Pay up. Don’t you think about sticking your nasty man parts inside there,
much less for cash. As long as you are spending on being teased and toyed with, all is well. Expect
something more, there’s a problem.

The entire strip club experience is a marvel of twisted, anti-male nature of Anglo culture. A man
enters the club, gets teased by women who are “better than him” and therefore deserve his money for
doing nothing except moving in a sensual way and having a pulse. He’s expected to quickly
and efficiently empty his wallet, then walk out with blue balls and a raging, unrelieved erection.

Tough luck, dude. You spent your paycheck in search of some attention, but
you still find yourself going home alone to rub one out. Only now, you’re not just alone, you’re broke
and alone.

This is why the strip club business model is the perfect metaphor for Anglo society. The way it
operates directly reflects how the culture and women look at men. Men are nothing but walking
wallets to be exploited by using the mirage of sexuality, but when they reach out to taste the oasis in
an effort to quench their sexual thirst they find nothing there. Women, whether strippers or not, tease,
then whisk themselves away with the poor bastard’s money in tow. This happens not inly in strip
clubs, but in relationshits, and in frivorce courts. (The only difference being a brief visit to the sexual
amusement park.)

Women and this culture see nothing wrong with taking advantage of men in this manner. In fact, it
laughs in their faces, just as women laugh in the faces of Beta providers who are no longer of use to
them. I should know, I’ve banged quite a few strippers and even helped a few of them spend the Beta
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Bucks of their customers. The big spenders are seen as desperate dupes by women, nothing more.

Realizing this, a man can easily game strippers by refusing to play along with their game. Word to
the wise is: Don’t be a chump. Banging strippers is actually quite easy after some practice. Just don’t
go in throwing money at them. Since most men are clueless idiots who prematurely blow their
financial load and get nothing in return, refusing to dole out money demonstrates to girls in the club
you are not a run of the mill Beta who has more $1 bills than common sense.

Some strippers will resent you for this. You don’t need them. Others will be intrigued. These are the
ones you want.

Using the principles of Game and Hypergamy, a well-dressed, silver tongued pickup artist can enjoy
a virtual buffet of easy women if he learns to play the strip club game right. Just play the regular PUA
game after making it clear you’re not there to blow your money like the other guys who get their
wallets emptied by vicious, financially predatory women.

Just keep in mind the next time you visit a strip club, women are only there to financially exploit you.
Are you going to give your cash away that easily? When millions of men start demanding sexual
satisfaction in return, maybe then we can finally destroy the Puritanical prohibition on sex for hire in
America.

Until then, game on.
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Eye Candy of the Week | July 16, 2017
July 16, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s mocha cutie really stokes the imagination and the libido. She has a lovely figure, flowing
hair, sexy eyes, and a pretty face. No purple hair, tattoos, or hateful and entitled countenance to be
found. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for July 16, 2017.
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Don’t Let an Anglobitch Strangle the Life Out of You
July 16, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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I just pulled off this awesome mini-vacation for around $500. That much money wouldn’t be enough
to get started on if I had an Anglobitch tying me down. As I make my way through my last two
months in America before returning to greener pastures abroad, I decided to head out West for my
usual week off, after 3 weeks on the road earning “freedom money” in my semi.

I will say, on this trip and as a social observer, in Las Vegas and elsewhere I enjoyed watching guys
who had one of these Anglobitch parasites attached to them suffering through their trips while I
enjoyed mine, because I did whatever the fuck I wanted without the huge overhead expense that
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comes with having a snarky chick in tow. I’m convinced cutting these girls out of your life (except
having a few friends with benefits) is the best thing a man can do for himself.

They just ain’t worth it.

YouGoGrrls and feminists enjoy parroting the line “I don’t need a man!” as they scurry off to jobs
that exploit them on the corporate plantation. We hear it day in and day out, as women try so hard to
put men in our place. But really, men need to start realizing the wisdom in the maxim “I don’t need a
woman!” That simple statement is life changing. Why try to keep one around as a pet?

Become a “Naughty Nomad” as Mark Zolo and I have both done.

Learning the truth about females means realizing abundance mentality is where it’s at. Anglo women,
unfortunately, aren’t worth much investment beyond the time it takes to get their clothes off. Women
in America have become nothing but an albatross for today’s man. All risk, all demands, and no
rewards.

Why get one-itis for someone who costs so much and gives so little back in return? The truth of the
matter is there are just too many women and too many options and too many ways to get their candy
without sacrificing one’s life and wallet and freedom for it. Don’t get emotionally invested in women.
It’s a trap.

As I made my latest sojourn across the Desert Southwest the past few days, I realized I wouldn’t be
doing anything I’ve done this year  – like visiting a brothel, banging non-pro chicks left and right,
spending a month in Asia, spending a week in Playa del Carmen, spending a week in Las Vegas, and
coming soon, spending a week in Curaçao, a month in Colombia, and returning to the Caribbean to
live for anywhere between 6 months to 2 years if I had an Anglobitch weighing me down with her
incessant need to consume.

What would be happening instead? Let’s just analyze this recent trip without going into detail about
the rest of my swinging, free-wheeling lifestyle.

She would be complaining about the fact I have constantly been in motion since parking my big rig
last week. When I go, I go at my own pace as a man, which is about 100 miles per hour. I love to
explore and “aprovechar el tiempo” as my Spanish friends say. She would be complaining about the
cheap (but clean) motels I stay in. She would be pushing me to consume crappy, overpriced corporate
food (like the ersatz Bubba Gump or Señor Frog’s at $70 for 2 people, i.e. something with a stupid
brand name on it) rather than eating simpler meals. She would be complaining about me spending
time in the natural world rather than the churches of consumerism she worships. She would be
pushing to go shopping for worthless crap to waste money that could instead be spent on experiences.
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If I didn’t supplicate to her demands, she would buzz off like a vulture and find another provider
module to exploit. Or, I’d have to expend mental energy putting her in her place. What man has got
time for that nonsense?! Until women can provide more value than just sex in a relationship, that’s all
women in America will ever be to me. Sexual entertainment. And aggravating, pricey, demanding
sexual entertainment at that.

Perhaps it’s the vantage point of having half a lifetime of experience with
hoes that allows a man to adopt this attitude. Realizing women have done little more than strangle the
life out of him as each one attempts to pull her pussy lips over his head and suffocate him by cutting
him off from his interests, his need to explore and seek novelty in life, his friends, and spending his
money rather than him spending it, a man is freed from his innate desire to keep a woman around.

The Anglobitch only oppresses masculinity, because in this culture the belief is she “deserves” every
ounce of a man’s productivity for herself because she’s endowed with magic anatomy. That’s really
pretty fucked up. And a product of Anglo culture more than any other culture I’ve experienced.

As time wears on, I am growing confident that an income of $20,000 a year is enough for the
enlightened man to live a fantastic life on if he decides to live part time abroad, adopts minimalism,
and rejects the life plan commanded of him by women and consumer culture. The typical Anglobitch
would waste more than that on recreational eating, clothes, and other assorted materialism.

But, as TNMM has pointed out before, it doesn’t take much for a man to live on. There are two ways
to be rich: One is by acquiring much, and the other is by desiring little. Desiring little is where it’s at.
Which is why the Anglobitch must be avoided like the plague she is. Don’t let the financial predator
into your life.

The entire world will literally be your reward.
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Your Most Powerful Financial Asset
July 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Just Say No to a system that expects you to spend like a drunken sailor even as it worsens the conditions of employment

The exploitative Anglo American Matrix routinely and shamelessly profits off locking men into state
and corporate-approved ways of thinking and behaving, using them like batteries to power quarterly
profits which chiefly benefit women. It’s well established 80% of wasteful consumerism and at least
66% of government spending is by and for women. They can’t live without “beating” their friends in
a reckless game of shopping and eating out. Then of course, there’s the endless parade of female
medical entertainment and demands for government gibsmedats.

How does a man escape life as a farm animal on this corporate-government plantation? Put simply,
men don’t need all the junk women think they need to be happy. Take it from someone who knows.
Charles Bukowski said it best: The less I needed, the better I felt.

Through minimalism, many men are realizing we have more agency over
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our lives than we once realized. Our most powerful financial asset is simply saying, “No!” to rampant
materialism, consumerism, and the illusion of home “ownership” that locks us into 15 to 30 years of
debt slavery for a McMansion we really don’t need to be happy. We can say “no” to debt slavery for
a box on wheels. We can say no to credit card debt and looking to consumer purchases to make us
happy. (They never do.)

By saying no to all those things we can then say “No!” to an employer who uses and abuses us at a
soul-sucking job that robs us of all of the hours of our lives to power this bleak existence.

Indeed, the Achilles heel of the current sleep-work-spend paradigm is men realizing en masse they
don’t need anything the system is selling beyond basic food, clothing, and shelter. We can make our
own meals for a fraction of the cost of eating from the corporate restaurant trough, we can buy well-
made clothing and keep fewer items that blend well with each other in our wardrobes, and we can cut
housing costs by living in anything from a tiny house to a semi tractor-trailer (like yours truly) to
renting an apartment abroad for a fraction of the cost (also yours truly).

The current system runs on pushing labor costs down to exploitative levels while asking exorbitant
prices for its wares. It then expects its subjects to spin ever faster in the hamster wheel to keep
purchasing what its selling at an ever-increasing rate. But what if men don’t want to be treated like
lab animals? We can free up our lives and our livelihoods by refusing what it tries to shove down our
throats. Blissful happiness is usually the end result.

The transition from mindless consumer to empowered man and the
happiness that results is detailed in the documentary Minimalism: A Documentary About the
Important Things available on Netflix.

In it, Ryan Nicodemus asks his friend Joshua Fields Millburn, “Why the hell are you so happy?” as
both are locked in the throes of corporate groupthink, wasting their 20s climbing the imaginary
ladder. Millburn then proceeds to explain to his best friend over Subway sandwiches the happiness
that comes from minimalism. They later escape their lives as corporate serfs, where they were forced
to perform such noble deeds as figuring out ways to sell cell phones to 5-year olds.

What an unbelievable breath of fresh air when a man extricates himself from the cogs of this machine
by downsizing his life and freeing himself from debt bondage. Suddenly, instead of living in the
Gilded Cage filled with posh material things that all place chains around his ankle and his soul, a man
finds he has agency over his choices and his life again when he balances his home budget to discover
he is operating at a profit himself rather than a loss. (This is a similar concept to adopting a corporate
philosophy in your own life to win, previously detailed at TNMM.)
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Escaping the paycheck to paycheck paradigm instantly places a man at an advantage over 70% of the
populace who think buying things makes them happy and thus live on the razor’s edge. But why stop
there? Run with your new freedom and chase things that really make you happy!

Sadly, the obsession with cyclical consumption and turning citizens into debt slaves under the
religious creed “economic growth is everything” has led to the death of Anglo-American culture (if it
ever really had one). It has led to Western nations selling out the lives of its people, selling out their
futures, and now selling out everything from their sexuality to their freedom in order to power this
vicious economic machine, in which the gears turn on creating problems out of peoples’ lives to
create profit.

The economic machine that has become a cancer upon the very people it purports to enrich arose
from the Faustian longing for perpetual motion. It will ultimately kill its host nations and peoples in
its quest for the unattainable unless the machine is stopped, or some balance brought into the
equation. It’s already beginning to break down as it literally attempts to turn human beings into
profit-producing machines bereft of humanity, sexuality, agency, and choice.

We can refuse to be treated like less than men by realizing that as men we don’t need any of what the
system is foisting upon us. The most amazing aspect of the entire economic facade that robs men of
their lives is the fact it remains quite easy to escape.

All a man has to do is start saying, “No!” to exchanging all of the hours of his life for endless gadgets
and upgrades, and lifestyles he can’t really afford. His freedom, passion, imagination and control
over his destiny are then returned to him. And all it takes is boldly saying, “No!”
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Trading Sexual Satisfaction for Materialism
July 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A crash course on sublimating sexual desire and turning it into consumer purchases, Freudian style

A century ago, Sigmund Freud laid down his theories about the human mind using psychoanalysis.
Even today, his findings are controversial in Western culture, perhaps because they tell people things
about themselves they’d rather not know. It’s psychological knowledge that doesn’t conveniently fit
into the Overton Window of what people are willing to accept as a topic of discussion.

Little do people know, Freud’s theories work. And they work damn
well. His sexual and psychological discoveries are used daily by corporations and governments to
manipulate and control consumers and oligarchical subjects alike. Freud’s findings have been used to
develop a method of social control that has been successful for a century.

Let’s jump back to the 1920s. Using Uncle Siggy’s discoveries gleaned through psychoanalysis,
Freud’s American nephew Edward Bernays started the manipulation of the emotion driven,
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subconcious mass mind with a totally new approach to marketing and public relations. Bernays
created what would become a wildly successful campaign – totally based on Freud’s Penis Envy
theory – that got women to start smoking in large numbers.

As the campaign became a success, Bernays knew how his campaign really worked even though he
had put a pretty face on it through the use of sophistry and flowery pleasantries. It worked because
Anglo women (who seem to have a higher dose of Penis Envy than any other ethnic group of women)
were subconciously displaying their own penises when they lit up. This satsified an emotional need
they had to be just like men. Working for Philip Morris, Bernays twisted what he knew was the
subconscious display of women holding their own penises in their hand into a more palatable phrase.
These wannabe men were lighting up “Torches of Freedom.”

Marketers and manipulators of the mass mind were then off to the races to
get what they wanted out of people by manipulating their subconscious emotions rather than
appealing to their intellect. It was the first time an endeavor like this had been attempted on a wide
scale using the then-new Freudian school of psychology.

Manipulating the more primitive human brain rather than the cortex created billions in profits for
corporations and gave government bureaucrats power they never thought possible, even in their
wildest dreams.

Decades later secular feminism arose, a product of both a Puritanical culture and of course, Penis
Envy. Feminism, guided by social engineers, morphed into today’s androgyny agenda, in which
women try to be just like men rather than just like women used to be. Every narrative we hear from
feminists focuses on berating men even though women try to be just like them, all the way down to
emulating male dress, behavior, social roles, and distancing themselves from nurturing and
childrearing. This is obviously envious behavior. (Feminine qualities like following the male lead,
being good caregivers, and staying at home with children embarass the modern woman, encouraged
to indulge her innate, largely subconscious Penis Envy desires by popular culture!)

Of course, today’s banal consumer orgy also ensued as a result of Freud’s school of psychology
becoming so successful. Creator of the Anglobitch theory and blog Rookh Kshatriya touched on the
Freudian aspect of the consumer orgy yesterday.

It occurs to me that the Anglo-American fixation on consuming manufactured goods arises
from their lack of a healthy sex life. Wilhelm Reich suggested that the Nazis exploited the
sexual repression of petit-bourgeois Germans when building their political cult (for
example, he argued that rhythmic marching allowed ‘sinful’ sexual tensions to be
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expressed). Being less militaristic, the Anglo nations have instead displaced their sexual
urges into a pointless consumption of food and electronic toys. Indeed, the US in particular
seems firmly stuck at the ‘oral’ stage of psycho-sexual development (consider the
popularity of TV shows like Adam Richman’s Man Versus Food).

Those who have studied Freud and how successful his nephew became using his theories to create
empires for corporations and government know just how right Rookh is. And indeed, everywhere you
go in America people are orally fixated on food and recreational eating. It’s all you hear about in
most circles, especially politically correct office spaces in which the only politically correct topic
people can enjoy stroking their ids with is constant restaurant and food talk.

Let’s delve into oral fixation a little deeper to see what’s really motivating the current food-obsessed
culture. Oral fixation is the first in Freud’s 5 stages of psychosexual development. From the health
and fitness site Verywell:

Freud believed that personality developed through a series of childhood stages in which the
pleasure-seeking energies of the id become focused on certain erogenous areas. This
psychosexual energy, or libido, was described as the driving force behind behavior.

The idea of libido motivating people is so apparent it rises to the level of a self-evident truth. It means
that the sexual market is the preeminent one over all other human markets. Everything humans do is
about getting sex (nubile females for men, Alpha males for women) at a subconscious level. No
surprise there. Continuing from Verywell:

If certain issues are not resolved at the appropriate stage, fixations can occur. A fixation is a
persistent focus on an earlier psychosexual stage. Until this conflict is resolved, the
individual will remain “stuck” in this stage. For example, a person who is fixated at the oral
stage may be over-dependent on others and may seek oral stimulation through smoking,
drinking, or eating.

Reading that gives us a true “Eureka!” moment. Thanks to manipulation of the mass mind through
constant marketing and social engineering, Americans have been reduced to the oral fixation stage,
and haven’t psychologically progressed to the higher levels. This adds a new dimension to the obesity
epidemic and the restaurant obsession. Trust me, I’ve been all over the country and everywhere I go
Americans are fat, overworked, and miserable. The one pleasure they derive is through eating like
horses. Could it be because they are stuck in the oral fixation stage?

During the oral stage, the infant’s primary source of interaction occurs through the mouth,
so the rooting and sucking reflex is especially important. The mouth is vital for eating, and
the infant derives pleasure from oral stimulation through gratifying activities such as tasting
and sucking.

Indeed, travel to any city in America to find nothing but activities geared towards tasting novel new
dishes and sucking on newfangled smoothies and shakes, and of course sublimating those awful
sexual desires and turning them into a consumer purchase.

Here’s a little more info on Freud and how his ideas on sexuality, emotions, and the subconscious are
used to turn people into pliable consumers, as I replied to Rookh:

So much of marketing is based on harvesting the pent up energy stolid Anglo American
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sexual repression creates. Two quick examples: Men buying pickups represents males
trying to display their sexual prowess on a subconscious level; women spending billions on
clothes and cosmetics represent their effort to attract Alpha males.

I’ve written a couple of articles on now Freud’s nephew Bernays used his uncle’s ideas
about human sexuality and psychology to create today’s consumer orgy. It’s a devious
masterpiece. Only it’s progressed to the point people can’t even get off anymore, and
everyone is miserable, trying to buy their way to that sexual fulfillment they’ll never find in
a store or with consumer purchases.

In short, if people want to be happier they need to stop shopping and start fucking.

Sublimating sexual desires and turning them into consumer purchases powers the economy up to a
certain point. But problems arise when the masses become so manipulated by Freud’s theories they
morph into sexually dissatisfied land whales. This is where we find ourselves in modern Anglo
America.

There you have it, a crash course in how that Austrian guy you might have heard of in school is
influencing your life in ways you never even imagined. Knowing how marketers and PR flacks use
this information to manipulate millions provides a new, and disturbing perspective into the world’s
biggest consumer economies.

In short, the money men discovered a way to get humans to sell out their sexuality for material goods.
And they were successful beyond anyone’s wildest dreams.
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Eye Candy of the Week | July 23, 2017
July 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s a day at the beach with model Jenna Pietersen. She looks lovely in either bathing suit, a testament
to what femininity can be. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for July 23, 2017.
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Male Dominance: Most Women Like Rough Sex
July 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women like dominant men, in more ways than one

If there’s one commonality among the nearly 150 women I’ve bedded so far, among all nationalities
and ethnicities, it’s that the vast majority of them got off on rough sex. They were most excited when
being manhandled and ridden hard. They got off more intensely when I treated them like a dirty
whore in bed.

When I treated them like a lady in bed, eh…not so much as far as these girls
enjoying intense pleasure and throbbing orgasms. It was never whips and chains and other BDSM
nonsense that turned them on. It was just spanking, pushing them around, manhandling them, a little
biting, and hard pumping that excited them the most. Ravaging the girls I was with is the best way to
put it.

So, if you’re a guy who tries to make love slowly and delicately, you might just be placing yourself at
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a disadvantage. Most women crave something dirtier and more intense than the flowery lovemaking
scenes we see in media and Hollyweird movies. The desire women have to be dominated in bed is
true now more than ever in cock-carouseling Anglo America and the current mating jungle unleashed
by the sexual devolution. Women have more experience with more men than ever before, and the
guys who are the biggest assholes and who fuck them the hardest are the ones who make lasting
impressions inside the female limbic brain.

I can say from personal experience the desire women have to be ridden hard is also true in Latin
America, where a topic of conversation among women (especially when they think men aren’t
listening) is “me gusta cuando me da duro” or “I like it when my man gives it to me hard.” In Asia,
not as much. At least, based on my experience with Asian women. But I do hear stories about Asian
women that like it rough, too.

This fact about female sexuality is yet another reason to believe feminism is a colossal societal shit
test men have miserably failed. Even Cosmopolitan magazine broached the subject recently:

In the era of fourth-wave feminism, equal rights, and Leaning In, it can be tricky for some
women to admit that when the lights go off, they want to be dominated and pushed around a
little, even in the context of consensual play.

What? Women like to be dominated? Quelle surprise! The key is realizing they like to be dominated
in both bed and in their relationships, no matter how much hamstering they do to try and act like they
don’t. If only we didn’t have toxic latent Puritanism sending mixed messages about women.
Continuing from Cosmo:

Many women (as many as 57% according to a University of North Texas study) are turned
on by the idea of forceful sex, as un-PC as it might be. “This is not a fringe desire,” says sex
researcher Zhana Vrangalova, Ph.D., an adjunct professor of psychology at New York
University and founder of the Casual Sex Project blog. “This is much more common.”

This study seems conservative with the numbers. Based on my experience, I’d say it’s more like 75%
to 80% of women like rough sex, even though most of them will never tell a man they like to be
ridden like a bucking bronco.

Like so many aspects of male-female relations, it’s something men are
“just supposed to know” as if we are all born with ESP and a laser beam into the convoluted
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machinations of the female soul. The banishing of fathers and the shaming of masculinity, which has
reached new heights in the misandrist Anglo-American kingdom over the last couple of generations
has no doubt helped to starve a couple of generations of boys of this critical wisdom about women.
It’s something a man experienced with women would know.

If you didn’t know before, now you do. A bit of a disclaimer of sorts: This conversation is obviously
about consensual sex. Moving on…

Cosmo then goes on to touch on the Fifty Shades of Grey phenomenon, in which a central plot device
was rough sex, which made it the first book to reach a million copies sold on Amazon Kindle. The
long-running woman’s magazine then trots out “Nicole” who confesses to her desire to be treated like
a rag doll, rode hard and put up wet:

I had a partner who choked me a little bit, and I liked it. We talked about it afterward, and
things progressed from there — slapping, spanking, degrading sex talk. Since then, it’s been
a part of my sex life.

Spanking is number one on the list of what turns women on, in my experience. Some like to be
spanked hard, others like gentle spanking. Depends on the girl.

Also, the plainer the girl acts, the more of a freak she often is.

So why do women like to mix pleasure and pain? It’s all about male power, say psychologists.
Which, as any man who has a lot of sexual experience will tell you, is what turns women on more
than anything else. Any PUA knows women hate boring and weak men. They love powerful,
brooding assholes on the street and in bed.

“Most women who are into rough sex are into it for a very simple reason: It turns them on,”
explains sex and relationship therapist Stephen Snyder, M.D., associate clinical professor of
psychiatry at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, in NYC.

It all goes back to the limbic brain, as Freud knew and TNMM has pointed out on countless
occasions. The limbic brain and its libininal desires are the dominant force behind human sexuality.
This is doubly true for females, who are more emotional and less rational than men.

As evolved as we’ve become, some aspects of sexual attraction are, well, primal. “Physical
size and strength and muscularity are essential differences between men and women,” says
Dr. Snyder, “and those kinds of differences are going to be erotic.”

So, effeminate men aren’t going to be partaking in the cornucopia of vagina anytime soon. Leave that
to the guys who look and act the part of a domineering tyrant when it comes to dealing with women.
If you want to keep your woman around, here’s some sage advice from a SMV 9 I screwed around
with for a while in Latin America. She told me, “Me gusta ser una dama en la calle, y una puta en la
cama.” Translated, that means, “I like to be a lady in the street and a whore in bed.”

Knowing this raw truth about female sexuality can help the shameless playa slay more ass than he
ever dreamed possible. Because when a man knows how to dominate a woman in bed, word gets
around. And your main dish will be reluctant to ever let you go.

So, smack dat ass, my friends. Smack it hard.
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Feminists Are Useful Idiots of the Power Structure
July 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Feminism has reduced women to common laborer status

A half century after burning their bras and telling hungry men to go to hell, Anglo women
everywhere are still making sammiches for men. Of course, we’re talking about “empowered”
YouGoGrrls working in fast food restaurants, corporate feedbags disguised as family restaurants, and
at other menial jobs any TNMM reader can enjoy watching them trudge through on a daily basis. Just
take a look around, as women enjoy their new enslavement on the corporate plantation, without a wit
as to what they’ve given up to become a soulless worker bee.

Although, they’re getting a meager, survival paycheck for
performing this degrading labor (which is frankly beneath a real woman, a mother and a devoted
wife) while avoiding those nasty husbands and nasty little babies they think will oppress and ruin
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their unfulfilled, ersatz existence riding the cock carousel.

What progress! Just look at all the useless crap they can buy!

What did feminism win the ladies? The social acceptance to go to soul-sucking jobs and pay taxes.
To indulge their Freudian Penis Envy longings, trying to be just like men while insulting men and
distancing themselves from anything associated with femininity or motherhood. The need to abandon
their children when they need them most, pawning them off on nannies and the state edumacation
system so they can show up on time at those jobs.

It cost them their legacies, their dignity, and their happiness. Just look at any throng of feminists.
Happy is not the watch word with this group of people.

The fact chicks are still clueless to the fact they’ve been played by the power structure, dethroned as
queens of the castle and turned into laboring peasants was pointed out in a recent article about my
travels and observations through the Land of Make Believe™ a.k.a. America. I wandered into a
restaurant run by white girls and in between complaining about their jobs, looking flustered and
upset, and twirling their hair they managed to fuck up my order.

Yeah, I had to get a man to fix it. Sad, stereotypical, but 100% true.

So why are some women strutting at their jobs like they’re large and in charge (while most don’t
know what the hell they’re doing but following the herd) even though they’ve been left demonstrably
angry and alone in their personal lives? The fact is feminists and women who follow the norms of
behavior and narratives they lay out are useful idiots of the power structure. Anglo women still
haven’t a clue as to how feminism has degraded them rather than upgraded them. Feminism has been
a horrible deal for women, and yet we hear women parroting YouGoGrrlism on a daily basis.

For entertainment, let’s compare and contrast feminists and non-feminists. We’ll start off with non-
feminists:

Happy inside
Smiles and feels good when someone compliments her
Lives a normal life
Values morals and fidelity (culture bounds female behavior)
Has a boyfriend or husband
Will raise a family
Has the most important job in the world, being a full-time mom working with a husband and
for a family that loves and supports her
Won’t become a genetic dead end
Will die surrounded by loving family and posterity

Now, let’s look at feminists.

Angry inside
Thinks she is being raped when someone compliments her
Always on the look out for oppression and microaggression
Proud to be a slut
Won’t raise a family
Has a menial job (with an impressive title but empty reality!) in endless layers of bureaucracy,
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often working up to 70 hours a week for a thankless, soulless corporation
Will become a genetic dead end
Will die alone, a ward of the welfare state once corporate America leaves her a used husk of a
human being with a laughable 401k plan

I’ve personally witnessed non-feminists in places unaffected by the plague of social engineering, so I
know what I’m talking about. These bullet points appear on a meme that’s being circulated around
the Internets as we speak, spreading the gospel that Anglo women have been had by social engineers.
It’s so…right on.

Women who haven’t had their minds reprogrammed and destroyed by the religion of feminism are
happier, more fulfilled, and empowered than Anglo American fembots will ever be. Go to non-Anglo
countries or communities in America that don’t consume mass media and you’ll see what I mean.
The difference is truly night and day.

This, of course, means mass media is the vector by which the cultural cancer concocted by the elite is
passed on to the pliable minds of women. You are what you watch and are exposed to on a daily
basis. This is doubly true for women, who demonstrably aren’t as rational as men. (This isn’t
necessarily a deficit when a woman’s natural talents are employed rather than suppressed and
shamed.)

Eliminate the cancer in your home by purging it of the influence of Hollyweird movies and talking
heads on TV. Moreover, if enough men start telling the truths elucidated above, we might just avert
total catastrophre in the coming generations. I don’t want to live in an androgynous world devoid of
nubile, friendly females who provide enormous value to men and society, and children to carry on a
family legacy.

Do you?
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Now You Can Get a DUI for Eating a Bag of Chips or Drinking
a Coke
July 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Guess what crime the police state has decided is on the same level as being drunk behind the wheel? Using your phone or eating a bag of
potato chips

“Sir, can you step out of the car? You have potato chips on your breath.”

I seriously don’t know whether to laugh, or slap someone on the back of the head whenever they start
talking about America being a free country. It clearly isn’t anymore, if it ever was. A tyranny the
likes of which the world has never seen is emerging, bit by bit, sand grain by sand grain,
micromanaging every aspect of Americans’ lives.

Here’s the latest straw on the camel’s back from the emerging, totalitarian police state. Now, in the
state of Washington (and no doubt in other states, soon) you can get an E-DUI for texting, smoking,
or eating behind the wheel. Yep, they created a new acronym out of one of their favorite old
acronyms. The Daily News fills us in:

Starting today, drivers caught holding a cellphone or any other electronic device while
stopped at a red light or intersection will be subject to a $136 fine under Washington’s strict
new “E-DUI” law. The fine for repeat offenses within five years is $234.

Drivers who are pulled over and found carrying out other types of “dangerously distracted”
behavior such as grooming, smoking, eating or reading can also receive a secondary fine of
$99.

The revenue-generating fines are the least of the issue. Drivers caught texting, smoking, or heaven
forbid, eating behind the wheel will be forced to pay higher insurance rates, likely on par with
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someone caught careening down the highway after drinking a fifth of vodka. Fox News writes:

Tickets issued for driving while using hand-held electronics will go on a motorist’s record
and reported to their insurance provider, according to a website set up by the
state explaining the new law.

It won’t matter if the hapless motorist is stopped at a light, either, and informs his family he’s running
late because of traffic.

The E-DUI prevents drivers from using their phone at nearly any time while they are behind
the wheel—even if they are stopped in traffic or waiting for a red light.

But, take solace. Lawmakers didn’t go too far. Wait, of course they did…

The new law does allow “minimal use of a finger” to activate an app or device, so a single
touch or swipe is still permitted.

I’ve certainly got a finger for today’s pigs in blue.

The insurance lobby loves the new law, and sheepish worshipers of the state will go along and get
along while they bend over the barrel and pray their government overlords use some lube this time, as
they always do.

At most, this deserves a minor fine, and this latest “crime” certainly doesn’t rise to the level of a
damned DUI.

But what about the freedom loving man who doesn’t think the nanny state needs to be telling him
what to do inside his personal vehicle, and branding him with a ridiculously over the top charge for
something as minor as slipping a potato chip out of a bag or smoking a cigarette?

When will the encroachment of abject tyranny stop? How many more senseless laws do our self-
appointed masters have to pass to protect us from ourselves before well tell them to shove it? As Ben
Franklin knew, those who trade a little liberty for a little security deserve neither, and will lose both.
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Pariahs: Creative and Intelligent Men in America
July 28, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Take pride in being the black sheep, even when this culture heaps nothing but scorn upon you

They always make it seem like you’re the one that has the problem. Whether it’s family, or sheeple at
work, or especially women, a man is marked for elimination from social circles and mating rituals if
he thinks and acts in different ways from the herd.

You aren’t good enough for a fuck or a friend if you don’t pass what I term the “committee test.”

The herd only respects the herd. Even if the herd is figuratively wandering off a cliff and an astute
observer tells them all there’s a canyon up ahead, the hapless individual who notices impending
demise will be cast out of the social circle before the sheeple change course. Walter Lippman wrote
of the herd instinct in the masses:

Where all think alike, no one thinks very much.

Indeed, studies have shown rationals, i.e. thinking people make up a minute 10% of the human
population. The great masses are made up primarily of SJs and SPs according to psychologist Carl
Jung’s work, later refined into the Myers-Briggs personality instrument. These are people who
literally have to be told what to do, and are wired to groupthink everything they do.
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Hence, the ongoing destruction of individuality in a socially engineered, 21st
century America in which the power structure has realized this quirk of human sociology gives them
almost unlimited power.

The elite have realized (for thousands of years, but with more clarity now than ever) the herd thinks
in dualities: God vs. The Devil; good vs. evil, us vs. them, Republican vs. Democrat, right vs. wrong.
There are no gray areas for irrational people. They want to attack something, and those who pull the
strings in society tell them what to attack and what not to attack.

Nothing is more frightening in a culture that views men as beasts of burden and meal tickets than a
man who thinks and acts in his own interest, and who eschews the life script commanded of him from
childhood – one that tells him to unquestioningly prostrate himself before women and society and let
them take full advantage of his productivity. A life script designed to exploit his body and his
goodwill with nothing in return.

An intelligent and creative man will suffer enormously for his abilities in
this culture. A murderer is, in some ways, less to fear.

I know this scenario well because I lived it. Identified in elementary school as a kid with high
intelligence, and set aside from the rest of the class to learn at my own pace since testing revealed I
was so far ahead of the other students, my “different” status initially earned me a lot of interest and
intrigue. It was hip to be the smart kid.

I later learned to hide my intelligence to fit in, and did a damn good job of it as I became quite
popular through about 7th grade.

Things were going well, that is, until adolescence and beyond. I don’t know what it is about Anglo
culture, but it absolutely despises boys, and later, men who possess gifts of high intelligence and/or
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creativity. Encouraged to take the “safe” path by counselors and other school officials sold on the
magic pill known as college, I basically ostracized myself and became a pariah for no longer hiding
my intelligence and my tangential interests in middle school and high school. It was 4 of the most
miserable years of my life.

Richard Wright’s Native Son summarizes my experience:

They hate because they fear, and they fear because they feel that the deepest feelings of
their lives are being assaulted and outraged. And they do not know why; they are powerless
pawns in a blind play of social forces.

Since everyone at my school knew I was “tainted” with the curse of being both creative and
intelligent, I had to date girls from other schools in order to have any experience with the opposite
sex. With them, I could pretend I was another average idiot. As college came and went, of course, it
was high school all over again, as was the case with much of my media career. I did fairly well with
women through my early 30s, with a notch count of around 30 women and some definite hotties in
that time frame.

But sublimated underneath the social ostracization was the person I really was. The adventurer,
traveler, the daredevil, risk-taker, smooth talker. I could never reveal those parts of myself in this
culture because as soon as my mouth opened and I had interests outside pop culture, football, and the
banality the masses obsess over, nobody ever took the time to get to know me.

That is, until I started leaving Anglo culture.

Something about being outside the anti-life and anti-living myopia I suffered through most of my life
finally drew out my best qualities. And even though I am literally doing better now than I ever have
in my entire life, pulling off things even I didn’t think was possible, nobody from Anglo culture even
acknowledges my accomplishments or my love of life on social media. I am still the black sheep of
the family and all the people I grew up with.

All the likes and comments I get when I share my experiences and adventures are primarily from
black, Spanish, and Asian people. Literally. It’s astounding to me to witness Anglos still try to
marginalize me when so many others encourage me and tell me they live vicariously through me.
Machiavelli wrote of this unfortunate reality:

He who innovates will have for his enemies all those who are well off under the existing
order of things, and only lukewarm supporters in those who might be better off under the
new… partly from the incredulity of mankind, who will never admit the merit of anything
new, until they have seen it proved by the event.

There is one humorous caveat to my ongoing exclusion from Anglo social groups. Since the more
colorful parts of myself have been drawn out by exposure to more open-minded and libertine
cultures, I have girls I went to school with who never paid me any attention now seeking me out on
social media. It’s entertaining to witness. But, I don’t need them as any regular reader knows I’ve
gone through 150 women and counting since becoming the devil may care asshole, rather than living
the well-practiced façade Anglo culture foisted upon me for so long. (They still criticize me even
though they’re drawn to me like a moth to a flame…ah, female psychology.)

I now know there was nothing wrong with me from the beginning. It was this damn culture I grew up
in that nearly suffocated the life out of me. George Carlin touches on this pressure to conform in the
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Anglosphere:

The larger the group, the more toxic, the more of your beauty as an individual you have to
surrender for the sake of group thought. And when you suspend your individual beauty you
also give up a lot of your humanity. You will do things in the name of a group that you
would never do on your own. Injuring, hurting, killing, drinking are all part of it, because
you’ve lost your identity, because you now owe your allegiance to this thing that’s bigger
than you are and that controls you.

I told you all that to tell you this. This isn’t an article about victimization. We are not simpering
leftists. It is about realizing fitting in is not a lofty goal. Make use of your gifts, and fuck what other
people think. If you find yourself a pariah in this culture, pat yourself on the back because you are
probably doing the right things for yourself as a man and a human being.

Everyone else focuses on the asshole in front of them rather than getting out from behind the other
sheep in the flock for a different perspective.
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The Humorous Side of Feminism
July 28, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women remain comically unaware of their exploitation by corporate capital and government revenuers

Believe it or not, there’s a humorous side to strident feminism.

Women just haven’t realized how bad feminism has been for them. They’re comically clueless that
their so-called “empowerment” has done little else for them than turn them into the freshest batch of
red meat, meant to be consumed by the tigers of industry who have chained them to the daily grind.
And made them love their newfound serfdom!

It used to be just men getting their labor taken advantage of and work/life balance tangentially thrown
off in the direction of all work and no play. But now, women get to be little slaves, too.
Congratulations, YouGoGrrls!

TNMM has repeatedly detailed how women lost far more than they gained
through feminism, as they now toil at life-consuming jobs with little reward other than a meager
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paycheck and a never-ending ride on the cock carousel. Sure, there are a few economic winners, but
the simple truth is the economy is based on creating more losers than winners, i.e. creating more
people who toil their entire lives and never get ahead.

Female covetousness, Penis Envy, and social engineering (aka Cultural Marxism) proved to be
kryptonite for the dead-eyed, barren, mean-faced women of today, shadows of the greatness of their
grandmothers and ancestors.

The average white girl (or brown or black…but white girls started feminism and it has become a de
facto religion for them, so they get most of the credit) thinks she’s getting ahead and “showing those
lousy men who’s boss” by working, but she has turned herself into nothing but a pawn of the
corporate capital and government revenuers.

What makes it humorous is the fact women rushed into mind-numbing, soul-crushing jobs I spent
half a lifetime trying to figure out a way to escape from. It literally took me half a lifetime to come up
with a way to escape the corporate plantation, and in the nearly two years since I boldly walked away
from a career in the corrupt media I’m happy to report my plan is going swimmingly.

I won’t blow smoke up your ass, there are days I’m stressed out and almost every day I’m back here
in the States earning freedom money to take abroad I’d rather be somewhere else than Anglo
America. But, I’m making progress towards realizing total expatriation rather than the blissful part-
time expatriation I now enjoy. (And cherish!)

The life of leisure we men of MGTOW and/or PUA For Life can now enjoy wouldn’t have been
possible without women taking men’s places at the plowshares. YouGoGrrls can have the toil and the
bureaucracy and the 70 hour work weeks, the lying son of a bitch boss, the vanishing retirement plan,
and the micromanagement of employee time and behavior.

Attention YouGoGrrls: The fact you’ve turned yourself into common
laborers means men who realize what’s going on in the grand scheme of things can escape the
corporate plantation for more fulfilling lives on less resources. We no longer have to support your
wasteful lives. It’s possible for a smart, self-disciplined, determined man to live a fantastic life on
$20,000 a year. This will be detailed in a book coming this winter from TNMM.

Isn’t it hilarious that women are still unaware of just how exploited they became once they
swallowed the jagged little pill of feminism? They gave up fulfilling lives at home to work for bosses
that don’t give a damn about them rather than working for a families who love them. It was the goof
of all time.

How long will it be before they realize their error, if ever? One thing is for sure, they probably won’t
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realize it before the remains of the rotting carcass of West civilization blow away like dust in the
wind, and/or everybody has a chip forcefully implanted into their hand by the NWO.

While we’re discussing the political fate of nations, libertarians are right on many issues, but here’s
one area where they’re totally wrong. The government isn’t ineffectual and incompetent as they
imagine. No, it’s frighteningly good at accomplishing the goals of the moneyed elite. Just look at how
amazingly well they’ve been able to pull off goals like getting women out of the home and into the
workforce to break up the family. All while convincing millions American leadership is filled with
arguing buffoons who don’t know what they’re doing. It’s a master stroke of Machiavellian
Intelligence.

One thing is for sure, when there’s bipartisan agreement on anything, you can be sure the American
people are about to be bent over the barrel.

That’s the not so humorous side to an otherwise funny conundrum women have gotten themselves
into, one they remain totally unaware of. This is why women haven’t been allowed to lead societies
for thousands of years. Their gullibility is stunningly apparent with the ongoing feminism
experiment. Perhaps we shouldn’t be mad at feminists as much as we should be laughing at them.
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Bolivia’s President Declares His Nation Free of IMF and
World Bank
July 28, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The strangest things happen when leaders resist the influence of international banking cartels

Don’t be surprised if something fishy happens to Bolivian President Evo Morales. The banksters
don’t tolerate well dissension and resistance to their economic control of basically the entire planet.
Two of the biggest tools the banking cartels employ to keep world governments walking their
tightrope are the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. Morales just told both to
go toss off.

As an example of what happens when leaders refuse to jump when bankers
tell them to jump, just look what happened to JFK when moved to give power back to the people. His
short time in office was marked by his moves to take power away from the bankers and their minions,
threatening to “splinter the CIA into a thousand pieces” and to start doing something only
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government is supposed to do in the first place, print its own money. (Google Executive Order 11110
and read any descriptions of it with a critical eye.)

Soon after these and other bold moves pissed off everyone from oil tycoons to the military-industrial
complex, a “lone nut” gunned him down, and somebody gunned the “lone nut” down before he had a
chance to tell his side of the story. Truly, a power structure alibi that’s a cliché worthy of bad film
noir.

It should come as no surprise to those well versed in Realpolitik, and not the pro-American, cotton
candy fantasies that brainwash the masses, that banking cartels are meddlesome sons of bitches. Zero
Hedge writes:

Morales has said Bolivia’s past dependence on the agencies was so great that the
International Monetary Fund had an office in government headquarters and even
participated in their meetings.

It seems Morales wants to spend money on his people rather than paying interest to banking
gangsters and depending on their whims for prosperity.

Some of Bolivia’s largest resistance struggles in the last 60 years have targeted the
economic policies carried out by the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.

Most of the protests focused on opposing privatization policies and austerity measures,
including cuts to public services, privatization decrees, wage reductions, as well the
weakening of labor rights.

Since 2006, a year after Morales came to power, social spending on health, education, and
poverty programs has increased by over 45 percent.

What typically happens when a country resists the influence of banking institutions, which Thomas
Jefferson famously wrote are more dangerous than standing armies, is a three phase process. A
former CIA employee and author of Confessions of an Economic Hitman, John Perkins, says the
game is played like this. This is how a “rogue” leader like Morales, who wants to better his people
rather than play the banking game, is dealt with.

He is bought off by the international banking cartel; if he refuses to be bought off the next
phase of the process ensues
Leaders who won’t be bought off suffer untimely “accidents” like when President Omar
Torrijos of Panama died in a strange plane crash (Jesse Ventura, former governor of Minnesota
refuses to fly because of this M.O. of the elite), or lose power from coup d’etat overthrows that
arise out of nowhere (usually funded by outside interests)
Those who can’t be assassinated or overthrown are eliminated by the American Empire’s
military, by so-called “operations” or all-out war, using its bases in 130 countries around the
globe

Perkins goes into detail about how the process works in an interview. This is what Perkins says really
happened in the death of Torrijos and other Latin American leaders.

I particularly became close to Torrijos. He was a very charismatic guy. I liked him a lot, and
he liked me for some reason, and we became fairly close. At least I thought we were close.
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And it was a huge dilemma for me, I’ll tell you, because my job was to corrupt him, to bring
him around. That was my job. And I wasn’t succeeding at it. He was very stalwart. He had a
lot of integrity. He used to say to me, “Look, you know, John” — Juanito he called me. This
was all in Spanish.

He said, “You know, Juanito, I’ve got plenty of money.  I’ve got a good house.  I’ve got
everything I need. I don’t need your bribes. I don’t need your loans. We don’t need that
here. What I need is freedom for my people. I don’t want to buy into this.”

And, you know, I couldn’t bring him around. And I realized that if I was not able to bring
him around, something dire was likely to happen to him, as I’ve seen happen to Arbenz in
Guatemala and to Allende in Chile and Lumumba in the Congo and Diem in Vietnam and
many others. We’ve seen this happen.

So I was really torn because I respected the man for his integrity. Tremendously, I respected
him. And yet, I wasn’t able to do my job and I feared that something would happen to him.
And, of course, it did. He was assassinated.

If, indeed, this is the cold, harsh reality of world politics, governments the
world over are nothing but fronts for economic institutions.

Spengler predicted Western democracy would be permeated, and destroyed by the “unwarranted
influence, whether sought or unsought” of money as Eisenhower tried to warn the oblivious
American public about in his farewell speech in 1961, just before Kennedy took office.

It’s horrifying to even entertain the idea this is how the world operates. But, it seems that’s the way
things are. Morales may be just another corrupt leader, but he’s no worse than the leaders of the
American Empire if indeed, this is how they operate. It seems increasingly likely our leaders are
nothing more than minions of the elite who have no loyalty to country or citizen, only to fattening
themselves at the bankers’ trough.

And having spent extensive time in Latin America, I know our leaders in Anglo America constantly
misrepresent that area of the world. It’s so bad, I don’t believe anything they say, anymore. This is
coming from a 15-year veteran of the corrupt media.

Stay tuned. And keep an eye on President Morales. Don’t be surprised if American leaders suddenly
come up with an issue that puts Bolivia on the map, one that tranforms Morales into another of its
targets. That is, if he can’t be dealt with in more clandestine ways on the political chessboard. As
always, in the game of politics and power, follow the money and not the lies.
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Eating on $5 a Day
July 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Sandwiches save big money if you make them yourself

Most people think getting a meal for $5 is a bargain. It ain’t. I figured that out a while back, and came
up with what I thought at the time was a radical plan to make that much money cover an entire day. It
worked wonderfully, and I enjoyed everything from steaks to eggs, bacon and homemade pancakes
while at home. Every TNMM reader already knows Anglobitches won’t raise a finger to cook, so we
have to “man up” (heh) and learn how make our own food.

Since adopting minimalism, and realizing I can buy experiences that will last a lifetime with my
money rather than meals that will soon become excrement, I’ve slashed my food costs to $5 a day.
And I have been quite happy with my arrangement. But trucking presented a new set of problems.
Mainly, not having a full kitchen to take advantage of.

As I mentioned before, I’ve literally been eating on a budget like this for
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years. I’ve lost weight by planning meals. I’ve cut down on waste and aggravation by streamlining
and simplifying. I’ve saved tons of cash. And I’ve adapted this plan to hyper-save while I’m in the
throes of The Matrix, driving 3,000 miles a week earning that precious freedom money to power my
mini-adventures here in the USA and my major adventures abroad.

In an orally fixated, obese culture, some will no doubt find the way I handle my food budget
horrifying. I look at it this way. If you want to spend your paycheck on over-processed, over-
seasoned food at Uncle Moe’s Family Feedbag (yes, that’s a Simpsons reference) then be my guest.
Your wallet and your waistline will take a beating. Enjoy yourself.

But here’s how I eat on $5 a day while on the road, and fatten my bank account.

Bologna, ham, and other cold cuts are part of the agenda. Sandwiches made with wheat bread are a
staple, and cold cuts can be stored in the mini-fridge I bought for my sleeper. A spice rack help keeps
things interesting when preparing tuna salad or chicken salad. There’s even some potted meat that
actually goes will with mayo and mustard mixed together. Then there’s potato chips (always the store
brand) alongside cans of chili, Chef Boyardee, and other canned goods.

Since I don’t have a stove, or a lot of time, everything I do on the road is pretty much ready to eat
food. Some will say I should install a stove and a microwave and all this, but to me it’s not
minimalism if I’m spending money unnecessarily. I’m only planning on being in the U.S. for 6
months or so at a time. Things have to work, and they have to work without needlessly spending
money on comfort-maximizing accessories.

Bottled water and Walmart store brand sodas are my daily beverages, along
with instant Kool-Aid and iced tea packets to keep things interesting. It’s Walmart brand Pop Tarts
for breakfast. Celery sticks, carrots, cherry tomatoes and a big tub of ranch dressing for snacktime.

This all comes out to $3 to $5 a day for 2,000 calories. To me, the whole idea is cheap calories that
are there whenever I need them. While food snobs will be aghast, I know I’m not missing anything
by skipping the drive-thru and the sit down restaurants they worship. (I eat a fast food burger once or
twice a a week to remind myself how bad they are, and reward myself with a proper meal at a nicer
restaurant once a week.)

The good news is, I’m literally gaining $400-500 extra a month in my budget vs. other truck drivers
(and GloboWorldCorp employees) who eat out every meal. Just the savings on food is enough to pay
for a monthly excursion when I finish my 23 days on the road and take my week off.

And as a result of cost-cutting like this, I’m currently saving around 95% of my income to take with
me abroad, where I’ll have hot Latinas and Asian women cooking up delicacies right in front of me
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that make ersatz American food taste like the crap it is. You know, to make up for the sacrifice I
made eating on the cheap in my truck.

See, it’s not so bad after all.

Do you know how much you’re spending on food each day? How do you do things at home? Or, if
you’re on the road how do you eat decently while saving?
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Eye Candy of the Week | July 30, 2017
July 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

These photos make a man want to capture his Indian flag – and fast. This woman is stunning as she
mixes lingerie with traditional dress. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for July 30, 2017.
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Never Trust a Woman
July 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

No matter how well a man thinks he’s tamed the female flame, at some point he will be burned

What skilled liars and deceivers.

When a man makes the mistake of letting a bitch get too close, his mind is fogged and his judgment
altered. Deception is her innate, truest talent, and a man will never truly know her mind until it is
suddenly and inexplicably revealed. The revelations always come after she has consumed him and is
ready to monkey branch to a more exciting ticket.

Not all men have the ability to see through women. Four and a half billion
years of evolutionary drive tricks most men. But if you are here, chances are you do.

And what you’ve witnessed nobody can cleanse from your mind. Except maybe a more skilled
female liar, who, if she sees something in you she thinks she can profit from or take advantage of,
will do her Cobra dance before moving in for the kill.
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A man can go through hundreds of women and not find an exception. That is, if he pays attention and
doesn’t allow the predator to put his mind into a trance. Only moments when his biology betrays his
mind and he allows the predator to get too close does he find himself at risk of losing his freedom,
money, and property.

Never trust a woman, for that trust will always be betrayed.

As she spends your money and secretly slides under other men, she will have no remorse for having
used Beta Bucks guy. Her infidelities and crimes will always be distorted so the man is to blame.
Lies, treachery, and deceit are her province.

You are playing with fire, and no matter how well you think you’ve tamed the flame, at some point in
time you’re going to get burned.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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Eisbrecher Boldly Asks a Question on the Mind of Many
Expats and Awake Citizens
July 31, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“What’s going on here?”

Let’s just say America’s shift away from free market, free citizen principles and toward corporate-
government oligarchy and authoritarianism isn’t going unnoticed by those who have the capacity to
see beyond the shadows in Plato’s cave.

The above image in which the stars in the American flag have
been replaced with a hammer and sickle tells the story. It also begs the question: Is America
becoming overtly Socialist and/or Communist now that it has eliminated global competitors who
might have vied for the title of control of the entire world?

It certainly seems an unholy alliance between “too big to fail” corporations and government is
resulting in de facto Socialism/Communism in the once-free States, as corporations ruthlessly merger
into ever-larger units and eliminate competition from lesser companies, while the government
invades the privacy and vivisects the day to day behavior of its citizens in new and terrifying ways.
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What freedoms the government doesn’t take away, corporate “policy” does. Complete, electronic
control and surveillance of the populace is arising. And workers are being forced to conform with
military-like command structures and endless bureaucracy on the job. Um, wasn’t American
supposed to stand against this crap?

Neue Deutsche Harte band Eisbrecher has broached the
question on a lot of Red Pill men’s minds for their latest single. They simply ask: Was ist hier los?
What’s going on here? Indeed, what the fuck is going on here? (You can watch the lyrical video here
on YouTube.)

By the way, this isn’t a new concept for this genre. TNMM has detailed how Eisbrecher and other
German bands have been promoting Red Pill themes for literally decades.

Meantime, all we get from the corporate-controlled music industry in America is whiny chick music
with Girl Power™ themes spraying us like so many cans of Raid. A man has to tolerate this junk
music everywhere he goes. In stores, in restaurants, in popular culture. It’s music designed to act as
yet another wrecking ball to the already damaged minds of Anglo women and traditional culture.
Anything with testosterone has been excised from the music scene, a testament to just how extensive
social engineering is becoming.

TNMM has also detailed how America is already arguably meeting 8 of the 10 tenets of the
Communist Manifesto with current government policy and central banking practices. It’s as if we’ve
been building towards a Communist crescendo for decades, if not generations. Something is rotten in
modern America, and it certainly seems it’s representatives who don’t represent the people and
corporations who buy legislation as easy as they buy commodities.

The lyrics of the new, kickass single which is masterfully orchestrated tell the story. Here’s the new
single, translated from German.

We establish
And then break down,
We begin
And then stop,
We want a lot,
We can’t do anything,
First comes truth,
And then dare,
First nothing begins,
Then doesn’t start,
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And if not today,
Then someday,
Nothing goes in,
Then nothing comes out,
Only hot air,
In this honorable house,
What’s going on here – what?
What has happened – what?
How can it be
That nobody’s interested here,
What’s going on here – what?
What has happened – what?
Should it be so
That here nothing works at all,
What’s going on here?
What’s happening here?
What has happened?
The gut thinks,
The heart obeys,
What’s going on here?
Is that normal?
First comes feeding,
Then comes morale,
What’s going on here – what?
What has happened – what?
How can it be
That nobody’s interested here
What’s going on here – what?
What has happened – what?
Should it be so
That here nothing works at all,
Who doesn’t win
But loses,
Has learned much,
And understood nothing,
It never begins, it never ends,
What’s going on here?
What’s going on here – what?
What has happened – what?
How can it be
That nobody here is interested,
What’s going on here – what?
What has happened – what?
Should it be so
That here nothing works at all
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The lyrical video to the song certainly draws the connection between what is happening and a
Socialist revolution, occurring right before the very eyes of a largely oblivious and incredulous
public. When the official video drops, we’ll let you know. Should be interesting to see what
Eisbrecher has come up with.
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Abundance Mentality: Turning Down Free Sex
August 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women aren’t as alluring once you know their psychology

I am turning down some 20-year old pussy.

I can’t believe I just said that. But it’s true. I have a girl in St. Louis sending me nude photos of
herself, and the offer for a NSA tryst is on the table if only I swing by and hit it. She’s not even
asking for dinner. She has awesome tits. She has a pretty puss. What’s more strange about this
situation is my route takes me through St. Louis, and I have extra time on my hands. It’s very nearly
the perfect setup.

But, it’s a tricky situation. First off, this chick still lives with her parents.
Second, she has a great body butterface knocks her down to about a SMV 6½ or so. Third, I know
from talking to her she’s been around the block a couple of times. Fourth, I’m spoiled with frankly
superior women abroad. American chicks just don’t do it for me anymore. I know they’re an inferior
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product that typically comes at a very high price. They’re aggravating, unfeminine, and awkward
compared to the primo cuts I enjoy abroad. (They’re also usually fat, but this chick isn’t fat.)

One of the main issues is, once a man knows the twisted psychology of women, sex becomes
something of a novelty because you know what the ass you’re banging is attached to. A predator and
a dissimulator. And as all PUA For Life guys know the more success a man has with women, the less
impressive getting laid is. It’s abundance mentality.

I also know I will more than make up for it once I finish earning my freedom money, and flee the
states to live abroad again in just two short months. So, I’ll let this one slide. But at least I know I’ve
still got it. I’m pushing 40 and can get pussy half my age pretty much anytime I want it. What a
difference the manosphere can make in a dude’s life.

Have you turned down some free ass recently? Did it put your mind into a pickle…asking yourself, at
least for a minute, “What the hell am I doing, turning down sex?”

What a change, from being sexually needy to having more sex and more women than a man cares to
handle. That’s about all the personal satisfaction a man can ask for. Perhaps there is something to
Maslow’s Hierarchy, after all. With a man’s sexual desires filled, he’s able to move on to nobler
pursuits rather than focusing on hedonism all the time. (Although, there’s nothing wrong with some
regular hedonism!)

As as side note, for those interested in my trucking adventures…I just grossed over $1,000 this week.
I’m fattening up that freedom fund quite nicely. I’ll be delving into some good old-fashioned
womanizing, hellraising fun soon enough. I think I just want out of America and this cultural
cesspool at this point. I’ve been here long enough, and need a breather in saner, happier places.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
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Muslim Leader Declares Whites Are Dying Off, and Anglo
Women Need Muslims to “Fertilize” Them
August 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Mohamed Elmouelhy is correct that whites are dying off and childless women are unhappy, but his solution is one Western men should
know about

This is what happens when women take power over nations. Family dies, ethnic groups die,
conquerers move in, nations dissolve, and then civilizations die. But, there’s lots of shopping and
eating out to go around. Just look at all the cheap Made in China crap littering shelves of big box
stores and high calorie meals!

The West is a woman’s paradise, and a man’s hell. Women should be happy. But there are
psychological voids consumerism and careerism can never fill.

Meantime, those who are demographically conquering the West, as effeminate men willingly yield
territory to invaders, become bolder in their proclamations. Mohamed Elmouelhy, a Muslim leader in
Australia just made this astonishing statement to the press.

According to the Hebrew University, Australian men sperm count has declined by 52% over
the last 40 years so your men are a dying breed, Australian women need us to fertilize them
and keep them surrounded by Muslim babies while beer swilling, cigarette smoking, drug
injecting [white men] can only dream of what Muslim men are capable of.

Before you get mad, realize that in a lot of ways Elmouelhy is exactly right. Whites have been below
replacement fertility for two generations. Women with tramp stamps and pink hair and YouGoGrrl
narratives poisoning their minds wander about the landscape spitting hate and fury at men, with dying
eggs in their wombs. The absence of posterity and the leadership of strong assholes drives them
insane.
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Adding insult to injury, TNMM regularly covers the Anglosphere
Androgyny Agenda which has blurred the lines between male and female for a half century, starting
as feminism and progressing to today’s LGBT bacon cheeseburger narrative and the mediaites’
transgender worship. The Anglosphere now tries to feminize men and masculinize women on a daily
basis as a matter of normal business.

Why, just chop that dick off a man and sew it on a woman, and everything will be perfect. That’s
literally how insane the Anglosphere has become.

But, there’s more. Just take a look at the average putz in America. Beer swilling, cigarette smoking,
and drug injecting is exactly what many would-be fathers are doing in the wake of latent Puritanism
turned secular feminism. A man’s reason for living (investing himself in a woman and family) has
been taken away, as women either refuse to breed with weak, effeminate men or frivorce rape them
after copulation and conception has occurred. So, the excommunicated male fills the void in his life
with vices.

Childless and rudderless women (or women with bastard children) then proceed to run society right
off the rails. Without strong men to control their emotional flailing and poor judgment, or children to
give them the drama they innately crave, women cause civilization to crumble and society to devolve
into a more primitive state. This process has been detailed by intellectuals for well over a century,
including J.D. Unwin, Aldous Huxley, and even Sigmund Freud in Civilization and Its Discontents.

The insanity progresses. In the absence of babies, women start anthropomorphizing animals (literally
putting dogs into baby carriages) to feed their starving maternal instincts, and shit tests reach a
tangential crescendo as something deep inside the female mind cries out for male leadership. But,
there’s none there. Eventually, women try to turn themselves into men as r-selection pressures take
the place of the K-selection inherent in patriarchy.

Elmouelhy touches on the obvious, glaring unhappiness of manless, childless Anglo women in
Australia and the rest of the Anglosphere, and offers a solution:

[Muslims] have a duty to make your [Australian] women happy.

Indeed, with children and the stability of a patriarch to invest their lives in, rather than a faceless,
nameless GloboWorldCorp, a lot of the cultural insanity emanating from Anglobitches would be
curtailed. As things stand, women aren’t happy, and men aren’t happy. But Western men might be
wise to realize they should be doing the breeding rather than the conquerers of their nations.

Elmouelhy also says the whorishness of Western women will be curbed by a patriarchal culture, once
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the Islamic conquest of the West is complete.

It will be mandatory for all women to wear hijab or burka if they prefer, bikinis will be
displayed in Museums but not on nubile bodies anymore.

And ironically, deranged Anglobitches celebrate the same type of “oppression” they decry from
weakened Western men. The hijab is “multicultural” after all. Let’s try one on for size!

For those who know what’s happening in the grand scheme of things, a shit
storm has descended on the West. And here’s why. Hard times create strong men, strong men create
good times, good times create weak men, and weak men create hard times. We are currently at phase
four of that four-step process.

When will strong men return to the West? Probably not before it’s too late. The white men of today
are not the same men who conquered the world. I know this from looking around America as I drive
coast to coast. We are in deep trouble. The only thing that can save us is a Renaissance of
masculinity, not President Donald Trump and his cratering administration.

And of course, the latent Puritanism in Anglo society must be excised. Probably not going to happen,
which is why Anglo America will soon be annexed by Latin America and Europe will see churches
converted into mosques. Tamper with the patriarchal template that has governed the West for
millenia and watch chaos ensue.

Undoubtedly, one of the most colossal mistakes in human history.
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Do Americans Fuck Food Rather than Each Other?
August 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Does repressing the human sexual appetite mean people double their pleasure with food?

Before we get started, the headline is a bit of a joke. But, all good humor contains at least a grain of
truth at its nucleus. We all know Americans don’t literally have sex with food. But, do they glean
some sort of subconscious sexual fulfillment from it? Are we witnessing transference of sublimated
sexual desire emerging as a raging lust for food?

After all, in America food flows like water and there’s no shame in being a fatass. But the sexual
landscape is a dry, dry desert for many men, and there’s plenty of shame for being a horny, lonely
man.

Have you listened to how Americans talk about and experience food? The passion they have for
eating is disturbing to those who aren’t obsessed with figuratively fucking their next meal. This is,
after all, already the fattest and most-food obsessed nation on the planet. Despite people being fat as
horses, “excess” doesn’t seem to enter the American lexicon when it comes to food cravings.

One of the only reliable, “safe” conversation topics across diverse crowds centers around comparing
and contrasting cheeseburgers, ribs, steaks, pancakes, and other eats as if eating is the sole source of
sensual pleasure in otherwise bleak lives spent toiling on the corporate plantation. The obesity
epidemic and health crisis brought on by excessive eating doesn’t deter or even slow Americans
down at the lunch counter or dinner table.

Food advertising is everywhere, tempting people to whet their appetite with new and novel (and
mostly crappy) creations. There are fast food restaurants on every corner, but nowhere to find a
quickie since prostitution is illegal. For those looking for non-pros, prudish women turn sex into a
hidden, hush-hush commodity, a cultural taboo for most men (the infamous 80/20 rule applies) rather
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than a psychological need and recreational activity that’s considered a normal part of life.

People don’t eat to live, they live to eat in America. Food delights them. It satisfies a “craving” deep
inside. Comedian George Carlin famously told audiences:

If you were selling sautéed raccon’s assholes on a stick, Americans would buy them, and eat
them. They’ll eat anything! Anything! Anything!

There are 620,000 restaurants in the U.S. alone, but only a few dozen brothels in Nevada. “Johns” are
treated like subhuman animals by the police state for wanting a screw, and yet fat acceptance has
made it politically incorrect to criticize Bertha for weighing 350 lbs even as she crams lemon creme
pies into her mouth. Poorly made hamburgers and fries are cultural icons. But, why do Americans get
so turned on by food?

One can at least propose the idea that decadent meals have become a
means of gratifying the Freudian id, the pleasure-seeking compenent of human psychology that no
longer has its sexual needs satisfied in an anti-sex culture. Worse, could social engineers have
manipulated American psychology in such a way the masses stay trapped in Freud’s lower stages of
psychosexual development?

How? Seeking sex and having sex has become a cultural taboo, especially for heterosexuals, while
eating has been transformed into a pseudo-sexual experience.

Americans use sensual language in food descriptions and in food advertising, and even go so far as to
mix sexual and culinary terms in common parlance. Such words and phrases are used to describe
food, but contain erotic overtones. “Foodgasm” and “food porn” are only two such examples. Ooooh,
mmmm, aaaah. The classic NBC series Seinfeld even touched on the sexual nature of food in an
episodes entitled The Mango. Elaine, while on a date with Jerry appears to have an orgasm as she
finishes dessert. (Of course, Jerry wonders if she’s faking it or not.)

Ironically, columnist Mallory Frayn brought up this very topic – oral fixation – on a foodie web site.
She focuses on Freudian psychology in her article exploring the uniquely American obsession with
food:

Take our fascination with food porn, for example. How does eating – or even simply
looking at food – become such an intimate activity? Maybe we are all stuck in the first —
the oral — stage, causing food to be the primary focus.

She then admits to obsessing over food, as was the norm for pretty much every office drone I ever
worked with in corporate America. One only need bring up the topic of food in a crowd of
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Americans, and stand back in disbelief at the pleasure people would take talking about fulfilling their
deepest, darkest desires by fucking…er…eating a high calorie meal. Frayn writes:

I am always thinking about food, whether it be making it or eating it.

After initially lending credence to Freud’s theories, Frayn then attempts to marginalize Freud in
typical white girl fashion. (Anglo women typically heap scorn upon intellectuals and creative men).
Frayn is either willfully ignorant or oblivious to the fact his school of psychology is used to
manipulate and control hundreds of millions, if not billions of people the world over.

Since it’s far easier to eat to excess than it is to get laid in Anglo culture, could it be that Americans
have developed a collective oral neurosis? It can be argued that living in a sexually repressive culture
causes millions of fatties to get stuck in the oral stage of Freudian psychosexual development.

Lending credence to this idea, America is near the bottom of the list of nations in the percentage of
people who have sex at least once a week. Only around half of Americans get laid once a week,
which means their sublimated sexual desires are either disappearing (not likely) or coming out in
other ways – like at the buffet.

Let’s look at some interesting data from a Harris Interactive study done for Durex brand condoms.
Not surprisingly, people aren’t going without in Latin America and the Mediterranean. They are
going without in the U.S. and Western Europe. (But even the U.S. isn’t doing as poorly as Japan
when it comes to the horizontal mambo.)

Percentages of people getting laid at least once a week:

Greece 87%
Brazil 82%
Russia 80%
China 78%
Italy 76%
Poland 76%
Malaysia 74%
Switzerland 72%
Spain 72%
Mexico 71%
South Africa 71%
France 70%
Austria 70%
Germany 68%
India 68%
Thailand 65%
New Zealand 63%
Netherlands 63%
Hong Kong 62%
Singapore 62%
Australia 60%
Canada 59%
United Kingdom 55%
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Nigeria 53%
United States 53%
Japan 34%

Those are some bleak statistics for the Anglosphere. Australia, Canada, the UK, and the US are all
near the bottom of the list when it comes to getting some regular nookie. But, Americans manage to
eat out an average of 4.5 times per week with an average tab of $36, according to Zagat. What’s
more, 69% of Americans are overweight and 36% are obese, but that doesn’t slow them down when
it comes to getting off at dinner.

The blurry lines between culinary delights and sexual pleasure can be found virtually anywhere one
looks in America. As an example, food critic Trevor M. on Yelp! touched on the sexual component
of food as he compiled a list, not of his favorite bangs but the most “satisfying” places to have a
meal.

Food and Sex have been linked into our sub-conscious since the dawn of time. When we eat
we are immediately gratifying the pleasure center of our brain. This list is my favorite
places not to be sexy, but to explore how food can be sexy and how it should heighten your
culinary pleasure center in your brain, soul and body. Food is more than just nutrition: It
should awaken your senses. It should make you want to rub, to engorge, to saute…yes, even
saute.

Cooking terms as sexual references. Kinsey would be so proud of me.

Here’s the list…The only other thing I can state is that these can all be finger foods. They
should be finger foods. Now eat and get your mind into the gutter…this time it’s
appropriate. Just remember to practice safe food.

Yikes. I like a good meal as much as the next guy, but eating doesn’t rise to the level of sex in my
mind. Yet another reason to believe sexual repression, especially the unusual, severe sexual
repression one finds in Anglo America is disruptive to human psychology.

The Freudian theory about the role of oral fixation in human sexual development certainly seems
plausible when explaining high rates of obesity in a deeply sexually repressed culture.

Suppress human sexuality to the Nth degree and voila! The fattest nation in the history of the planet.

Deny the id gratification of one of the most powerful human instincts, and watch people do strange
things. Like eat until they literally develop morbid obesity, diabetes and heart disease.
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A sex negative, misandrist culture has backed men into a corner

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.
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If we consider the contemporary manosphere, it must be said that the United States is the Anglo-
American nation most receptive to the ‘male dissidence’ message. This is not merely due to its size or
ethnic diversity, but rather because America’s distinctive puritanical history coupled with sex-
negative feminism have created a society uniquely hostile to men.

America was founded by religious fanatics – people who fled England in the Seventeenth Century
because it wasn’t repressed enough.  It was said that English puritans wanted to ban bear baiting not
because it gave pain to the bear, but because it gave too much pleasure to the spectators. Even today,
the United States is the only Anglosphere nation with mass religious belief, high levels of church
attendance, and so on. Although new cultural currents have arisen, these are still defined by sexual
repression and institutionalized misandry (liberalism and feminism being good examples).

Because of its secular puritanism and a ‘mythical’ media which sets women
on pedestals, the gap between male expectations and reality is greater in the United States than any
equivalent nation. American men are conditioned by movies, rock music and TV shows to believe all
women are slim, beautiful, articulate goddesses offering free sex to everybody. As children, they are
led to think they will be sleeping with models and actresses the minute they hit sixteen. This makes
the reality – obese, ugly, selfish, man-hating harridans exclusively obsessed by billionaires and mass
murderers – all the harder to take. Instead of enjoying free sex with models every night, American
men find themselves paying their hard-earned bucks to watch the few slim, attractive American
women cavort in sordid strip clubs: so much for the ‘sexual revolution’.

Society works because its members are prepared to ‘take hits for the team’. For the past 50 years,
men have been expected to take all the hits while women take none. Men do all the most dangerous
jobs, get shafted in no-fault divorce settlements, are arbitrarily imprisoned in pseudo-correctional
rape factories, have little control over their reproductive labour, live shorter and less healthy lives, are
far more prone to suicide and homelessness – yet Anglo-American society still expects them to ‘man
up’ and take all the hits while giving nothing back in return.

Well fuck that, Mr Han Man…

Relampago Furioso deftly describes the situation in words fit for the ages:

Traditionally, for our peaceful participation in society and going along with its schemes,
men have been awarded control and decision-making status over women, family and
society. This has been loosely defined as a social contract in civilized societies from Greece
and Rome to present day Western society. The crucial part of this “social contract” that
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statists are so fond of referring to, was that for participating in society, being subjected to its
legal demands, and supporting it, men received certain incentives. These incentives include:

Culturally and legally enforced female monogamy
Guaranteed paternity
Decision making authority as the head of the household
Exclusive sexual access to a wife, i.e. a virgin bride
As house-band (husband) culturally and legally enforced obligation for wives to
remain in the relationship (i.e. no flightiness or “finding herself”)
Culturally and legally enforced responsibility for women to be good mothers
As defined in the Christian bible, the responsibility of a woman to respect and obey
her husband

In exchange for these accommodations, men were expected to give their lives and their
labor for the protection and benefit of their wives, families, and communities. However,
since feminism the incentives for men to go along with the deal have been removed, while
the demands for men to sacrifice their lives and their labor for the benefit of society have
increased.

There it is, in a nutsack. And the key difference between the old social
contract and the new is the presence/absence of religious belief. While the old religious Puritanism
granted men a certain intrinsic status for being fashioned in God’s image, they have no standing at all
in the new secular Puritanism. Anglo feminists expect men to accept their traditional obligations,
even while they practice witchcraft, lust over criminal thugs and murder their own babies. Disney is
the darkest embodiment of this new ideology – an endless celebration of asexual, pedestalized
princesses in a homosocial, lesbian world of boundless ‘empowerment’. Similarly, the Roe-Wade
case granted women omnipotent reproductive power while reducing men to ephemeral sperm doners
and disposable ATM machines. Then there is America’s ongoing war against prostitution –
transsexuals can ‘transition’ on the public purse but consenting adults exchanging sex for money are
hunted like sick pariahs. But aside from secular Puritanism and its manifold evils, can any other
factors explain America’s emerging ‘gender crisis’?

Over the past forty years, it seems that America has fallen into line with other industrial countries in
terms of social inequality, intergenerational mobility and so on. Somehow, the American Dream has
come undone and America now resembles ‘old’ countries like France or Britain, not the energetic
America of the twenties, fifties or eighties. A socialist like Bernie Sanders would have been arrested
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for Un-American Activities a few generations ago; now he is hailed as a serious presidential
candidate. Similarly, the plight of ‘the White Working Class’ is now a topic of mainstream political
discussion – unthinkable in the Reagan era. Films like ‘Manchester by the Sea’ could have been shot
in class-bound Britain – indeed, the film’s very title invokes the British working class and their lives
of cheerless toil. In sum, American Exceptionalism has ground to a halt and Americans are behaving
more like other peoples as a result.

This ‘Brazilification’ of American society during the 1980s granted a cartel of narcissistic oligarchs
ever more wealth, status and power, while systematically shrinking the middle class. The halcyon
post-War days when a factory worker could buy a house, run a car and send two kids to college are
long gone. It is no surprise that feminism has waxed since Brazilification began, while male fortunes
have waned. In simple terms, any elite has to keep women ‘onside’ in order for society to reproduce
itself; but no such tender mercies are afforded low-status men, whom the elite see as dangerous
fodder. And since Anglo-American Brazilification began in earnest, ordinary American males
predictably find themselves enslaved by the divorce courts and the prison-industrial complex in
unprecedented numbers. Of course, MGTOW and other forms of male dissidence represent the
inevitable ‘fight-back’ against this gendercidal programme.

Another anti-male factor specific to the Anglosphere nations in general (and America in particular) is
a dysfunctional, non-selective state education system. Most European countries have selective
secondary education, which reduces the psychological and emotional damage done to clever children
by jail-bound morons. In America, intelligent males typically emerge deeply alienated from the social
order because of their school experiences – just consider Klebold and Harris, not to mention a host of
other school shooters.

The foregoing discussion explains why the United States is ready for male revolt above all equivalent
nations. Puritanical repression and male alienation are like nitric acid and glycerol – a lethal mix of
discordant elements ready to explode.

Amidst all this woe, can we extract anything positive from America’s burgeoning male dissidence?
Of course: America’s unique tradition of liberty gives American men greater psychological autonomy
than men in other nations. Together with its rich entrepreneurial heritage, this thirst for freedom has
already created an online resistance movement which the authorities hate and fear. In sum, the
American male will never be wholly subdued by the Anglo-Feminist Matrix – many of the Founding
Fathers were genuine radicals, and the ‘freedom memes’ they planted in their young nation will never
perish. Similarly, American cultural pluralism presents an insurmountable problem for the Matrix:
although the original Anglo-Puritan elite tried to define America in its own joyless, workaholic
image, the alternative cultural traditions introduced by later migrants remain strong and resilient.
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TNMM Review: Minimalism, A Documentary About The
Important Things
August 5, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

American men are figuring out “stuff” isn’t making them happy

Minimalism, A Documentary About The Important Things
Relampago’s Rating: 

Minimalism is a frequent topic here at TNMM. In fact, as we shout our countercultural messages
from figurative rooftops, the minimalist philosophy is one of the foundational building blocks of this
humble abode. It goes hand in hand with the revolution in male thinking and behavior we are helping
to bring about.

How convenient for those interested in financial and lifestyle freedom that a film about two corporate
drones turned minimalists has been released. And, it doesn’t suck. The film is actually quite good.
87% of Google users liked it, it has a 4/5 star rating on Amazon, and a 6.7 out of 10 rating on IMDB.

Minimalism: A Documentary About the Important Things introduces us to
Ryan Nicodemus and Joshua Fields Millburn. Fed up with empty and unhappy lives spent working
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and consuming, they chart a new course in life. Their goal: Make more of their lives by living with
less. After deciding their new lives are more fulfilling than their old lives of consumerism, the newly
minted minimalists leave their jobs, create a blog, get rid of most of their stuff, and embark on a coast
to coast tour spreading the evangel of minimalism.

The two decide (just like your host here at TNMM) there are more important things in life than
making money and spinning like a rat in a wheel trapped in the insidious sleep-work-spend cycle.
Naturally, a film documenting their journey arises out of the venture.

So, does the film both entertain and inform? In short, yes, it does. It does drag in a few places.
Perhaps a “road trip” plot device would have been more fun. The “rags to riches” plot device of the
duo, no doubt contrived by consultants and producers to sex up the film, does work but falls
somewhat flat in that the Minimalists’ eventual, lukewarm embrace by those who inhabit the swampy
vortex of consumerism, the mainstream media, is an odd, shotgun marriage.

The irony is we have two very smart guys preaching minimalism to vacuous talking heads at various
local television stations, and the pseudo-glamorous but brain-dead harridans at the Today show. At
least old media helped spread their message to the masses. Other than that odd juxtaposition, and
some formulaic, emotional tugging at the heartstrings as Ryan tells a story of how his mom became a
typical “empowered” Anglobitch who destroyed her family and her life after she left his father (no
surprise to TNMM readers she behaved this way), and Josh tells us about his mom being abused by
his dad, the expose on minimalism actually works quite well.

Naturally, it took two men to come up with a film about minimalism. Women, who make or directly
influence 4 out of 5 purchasing decisions, will largely be alienated by such a film. The film is
especially refreshing in that the gynocentric, extravagant culture in which we live squelches most
questioning, or dissent of the religion of consumerism in America. Yet, in this film we have two 30-
something men finally taking charge of their lives and their own happiness after boldly walking off
the corporate plantation, saying to hell with the shopping mall, and setting off to try something new.
It’s a film that challenges conventional wisdom.

Rolling the dice is the most effective part of their message, because that’s
really what it takes to change a man’s life. When a man finally throws up his hands and cries out,
“I’m not living like this, ANYMORE!” only then will he change his life. Although Nicodemus and
Millburn are much more milquetoast about their message than anything you’ll find on TNMM, the
spirit is the same.

They’re likable guys.
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Nicodemus says he had his fed-up moment when the company he worked for pushed him to devise
new ways to sell smartphones to 5-year olds. He’s right that it sucks living in a sellout culture. My
fed-up moment was when the pencil-neck geek of a boss at the television station I worked for boldly
proclaimed our college degrees and experience didn’t matter to the suits in the boardroom, anymore. I
later ended up here writing for you guys rather than selling myself out on the idiot box.

Nicodemus and Millburn finally get their message out, sell some books, and realize some success
saving people from the cesspool of consumerism in their noble and worthwhile pursuit. The film
wraps up with timeless wisdom “Love people, and use things. Because the opposite never works.”
Indeed, that is a message that’s so against the mainstream of this sick and decadent culture it will fall
on deaf ears when it comes to most of the indoctrinated American populace. But for those of us who
get it, regaining control of our lives, our time, and our freedom will be our reward.

Best of all, sentiment like this is arising naturally as men tire of being expected to service the bottom
line at any cost. Hopefully, The Minimalists film and blog are only the beginning of the resistance to
living lives as useful idiots for the corporate-government complex and its moneymaking schemes.

The film is recommended by TNMM.
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This dirty blonde chick reminds us of what American women look like when they aren’t overweight.
Other than an unfortunate duck face pose in her sexiest pic, she’s head and shoulders above most of
the dating market in the new Babylon. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for August 6, 2017.
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Realizing You Have Nothing in America
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Thoughts on the bleakness of modern America, as seen through expat eyes

What a bleak realization for a man to have, that there’s literally nothing left for him except endless,
pointless labor in the New America. It is such a bleak and depressing place for the man who
possesses expat eyes, knowing things don’t have to be this way. If only immigrants knew what they
were really getting themselves into when they chase the stucco, hollow fantasies American media
puts in their minds.

Everything has been ruined by a pervasive, sellout culture. First and
foremost to the man with functioning testes and a healthy libido, women have been destroyed and
sold out. Sure, a keen-minded man can find a woman to enjoy some sex with. But that’s all she’s
good for, because feminism has ruined her for anything else besides slavishly serving The Man at the
corporation, blindly chasing that carrot like the ass she is.
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Oh, and better be damn careful, because if he knocks the bitch up that’s a nearly 20-year sentence of
hard labor on the corporate plantation once she cashes him in at the child support lottery office. Not
to mention, odds are she’ll be fat, have a dreadful attitude, and he’ll have to wait in line with 10 other
men to see which one is awarded the tryst.

He can chase The American Dream of home ownership, but the truth is he’ll never really own that
home. He’ll be renting it from the government with ever-higher property taxes and vivisecting
regulation of what he does in and outside of his home by homeowners’ associations. The interest
alone will steal most of the fruit of his labor right out of his hands. He can try to amass a fortune, but
the truth is 50 to 70 hour weeks for crappy salaries are the new norm. If he’s straight and even worse,
white, he’ll be vilified by Human Resources and last in line for promotion. So, home ownership and
those “jobs” Americans worship have also been sold out.

To do any better than just getting by he’ll be forced into figurative Hunger
Games with other employees, trying to outpace each other to see who can win raises, at jobs where
“sudden death” comes in the form of being fired, laid off, or left in a dead-end position. In all
likelihood, he’ll end up a used, wrinkled man looking back on an entire lifetime of labor with little to
show for it other than a home and some material possessions that don’t really bring him happiness.

Children? Aborted or state-owned. Food? Genetically modified. The media? Full of nonstop
propaganda. Politicians? Liars and thieves. Education? Indoctrination, and not enlightenment.
Medicine? Endless pills and no cures. Culture? Ersatz and appealing to the lowest common
denominator. Time? Every activity is already preplanned and controlled. Conversation? Competitive
and limited by political correctness. Freedom? Reduced to sloganeering. Hope? Didn’t you learn
anything from 2008.

What is there, except the choice to spin like a rat in the wheel?

The exposure of hopeful narratives in modern American culture as frauds has been touched on in
literature in the past, even in the supposed “good old days.” Perhaps these lines from Nathaniel
West’s The Day of the Locust sum up the situation in modern America best.

They realize that they’ve been tricked and burn with resentment. They have been cheated
and betrayed. They have slaved and saved for nothing.

That literary reference is for those of us who are wise to the game. Mention these themes to your
typical, plump, clueless ‘Murican and watch them perform the most amazing mental gymnastics to
defend the very people and system that enslave them, as an angry vein pops out in their forehead. “At
least we’re not like those other countries!” What buffoons. They’ve obviously never been off their
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plantation for very long, or lack the imagination to see outside the myopic doxy their masters have
placed in front of their eyes like blinders.

Intrinsically fulfilling aspects of life have been purposely divorced from this culture. All that’s left is
extrinsic consumption, trying to buy one’s way to happiness.

The bleak feeling of having nothing is what this man feels after he’s been back inside The Matrix for
a while. And the feeling of utter desperation to get back out of this hellish paradigm as quickly as
possible. He must not get sucked back into the throes of this system again. Everything he ran away
from is now refreshed in his mind, and the terror of being saddled with debt slavery again, forced to
toil anew motivates him to run like a gazelle, away from the predators in corporations and
government who would consume his life again.

It’s time to leave. And soon. The expat’s sanity demands it.
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A Wisconsin company is already chipping employees

How appropriate. A doughy, gelded white boy signs up to be among the first electronic serfs. Here he
is, with the hipster tattoo artist (purposely placed there by cleverly amoral PR flacks to make the
whole procedure look “cool” in front of the camera) grimacing as the poster boy for The New World
Order. What a bitch. This is the kind of idiot that will get us all enslaved.

They’ll have to kill me before they get one of these chips in my fucking
hand. Before you hit “back” or “x” on your browser, realize this isn’t an overreaction. The line to
acquiescence to the demands of elites who don’t give a fuck about men like you and I must be drawn
somewhere. I happen to draw the line on being chipped.

Mainstream news rag articles say the chips don’t even have GPS installed in them. (Yet.) That
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negative reaction to chipping humanity comes from Luddites who are opposed to the code word
“progress.” That everything is going to be alright once the corporate-government complex has control
of the totality of life on this planet, with all money and all identity locked up inside their chips.

Why, just look at how honest and egalitarian they’ve been so far!

Don’t like what they’re doing? Don’t like it when they take money out of your chip automatically?
Want to become a dissident of their decision-making? As Academy Award winning filmmaker Aaron
Russo warned a decade ago, once they have electronic control of your entire life and you voice
concern about what they’re doing, they’ll just turn your chip off. Then, you have nothing. No money.
No identity. No food. No recourse. Nothing. The chip represents total control over the populace as a
clandestine Socialist revolution proceeds through America.

The chip is the linchpin to implementing totalitarian control over America,
and then, the globalists dream, the entire planet. Now that America has eliminated other contenders
for the contest of becoming the first Socialist (and then Communist) society,  the arrogant, power-
mad son of a bitches in power feel they can proceed with gusto, assimilating the whole of humanity
into a new, American, Red Matrix.

The chip is the capstone in a long process of imploding free market capitalism and replacing it with
government-micromanaged corporatism. The hated, and now dying middle class, or “Bourgeoisie” is
always the first class to be targeted in a Socialist revolution, which is exactly what we’ve been
witnessing unfold in America since the 1970s and 1980s. (I posit the current NWO agenda began in
earnest with the murder of JFK by the elite power structure in 1963. This will be detailed in a future
article.)

The goal of unfurling the hammer and sickle in place of the stars on the American flag is also the
only plausible explanation for the constant class, race, and gender warfare we now have to wade
through with hip boots in the United States on a daily basis, the corporate controlled media turning
white men into the new Kulaks, the marginalization of Christianity, the gender confusion and
androgyny agendas, and the breakup of the family brought on by feminism and child support
jackpots.
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Meantime, clueless, fat white people (like the pudgy guy in the photo above)
float around like blimps bumping into each other on their way to Walmart and McDonald’s as a
Socialist Revolution turns their nation into the USSA, totally oblivious to what’s being done to them.
They get angry if you question the motives of ‘Murica, clinging to their beloved fantasy of what
‘Murica is rather than admitting the reality of their emerging serfdom.

All the while, corporations merge into ever-larger units, seizing total control of the means of
production and the levers of finance, in cooperation with a United States government that now
insulates itself from influence from its citizens. As TNMM has pointed out in the past, the collusion
of corporate and government interests acting in their own interest and against the will of the people
results in de facto Communism. Some have called it corporate Communism. Whatever you call it, it’s
not a system you will want to live under once it is fully deployed.

What matters is realizing it means you have no control over what is being done to you, anymore.
What isn’t covered by vivisecting government legislation will be covered by corporate policy in the
new, centrally planned, computer-controlled economy.

Want a job? You’ll have to follow both the rules of your government and your corporate paymasters.
The government doesn’t “require” you to get a chip, but it’s a term of your “voluntary” employment
at our firm. But since you “voluntarily” got the chip, we’ll just put your paycheck on there and the
IRS can take out taxes, healthcare costs, and other government fees and fines as it sees fit. See how it
works? The chip just makes the power of the two systems concrete and extends their influence into
every possible avenue of human life.

What’s more, in case you haven’t noticed we are seeing the intentional implosion of traditional
American government with the orchestrated takedown of Donald Trump by the power structure. (My
only question is, has The Don been in on the ruse the entire time?) Attacking the authority of the
Office of the President is the power structure’s way of demoralizing the people who thought they
could throw a wrench into the cogs of globalism by voting. The Russian vote-tampering witch trial
proceeds…

In essence, it’s the elite’s way of saying “Fuck you!” to all the deplorables. Voting ain’t gonna work
against these devils, guys.

I don’t know what this country is anymore, but it’s not my home. You can go get your chip, but as I
mentioned before they’ll have to kill me before they stick one in my fucking hand.

Can I become a refugee running from the Socialist Revolution in America? I got dibs on the first
plane out before the rest of the sheeple wake up. They’re still trapped in the “denial” phase brought
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on by the grief of watching their country transform before their very eyes. Some of us have
progressed to the “anger” phase already. And for us, there won’t be any “bargaining” or “depression”
or especially, “acceptance” phases.
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YouGoGrrl Squads Don’t Measure Up in Marine
Combat Tests
August 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Male Marines were pitted against female Marines in combat. Guess who came out on top?

The Anglosphere’s hatred of masculinity continues to produce oddities the likes of which the world
has never seen. Even the military is not immune to the gender-bending, role-reversing, sex-confusing
agendas of Neo-Puritan feminists and their ilk.

Under Comrade Barack Insane Obama, ‘Murica lifted its ban on women
serving in combat. It was hailed as a watershed moment in women’s rights by raving lunatics who
want to go back to the drawing board and reverse millions of years of evolution that have created
unique talents meant to reinforce and strengthen the sexes when they cooperate, not compete, with
each other.

But, The Anglo American Matrix will hear none of that. Leftists screech that women need to be on
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the battlefield, too. So, in response to the cultural insanity of a society that’s imploding, the military
was forced to waste time and resources on another Utopian social experiment that tested the
effectiveness of women in combat. The hilarious, and predictable results follow. The U.S. Marines
pitted two combat teams – one all male combat team and a second populated with men and
YouGoGrrls – against each other in simulated life and death situations and guess which one came out
on top? The Federalist Papers writes:

The Corps’ summary of the experiment concludes that combat teams were less effective
when they included women.

Yeah, the all male team creamed the team populated with women. Here’s how the test was set up.

[The test] took the form of a year-long experiment called the Ground Combat Element
Integrated Task Force, in which 400 Marines — 100 of them female — trained for combat
together and then undertook a simulated deployment, with every aspect of their experience
measured and scrutinized.

Not surprisingly, men, who have evolved to work as a team and put drama aside when on the
battlefield did better than women, who have in the last half-century let their Penis Envy get the best
of them. The competition wasn’t even close.

Overall, the report says, all-male teams and crews outperformed mixed-gender ones on 69%
of tasks evaluated (93 out of 134). All-male teams were universally faster “in each tactical
movement.”

Women are also demonstrably more delicate and not as robust as men on the battefield, proving to be
a liability to any fighting force.

The report also says that female Marines had higher rates of injury throughout the
experiment.

Personally, I say let’s give the YouGoGrrls all the dangerous and dirty jobs men have done for
millennia if they really want so-called gender equality, but let’s put that sentiment aside for one
moment.

How long is this insanity going to go on? Why must Anglo America
constantly try to reinvent the wheel when it comes to men and women and sex roles? Sex roles that
have come about for a reason, because they play to the innate strengths of both man and woman.

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2394531-marine-corps-force-integration-plan-summary.html
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What the hell is wrong with this nation? Why is it trying to foist this insanity upon its citizens while
comically labeling gender-bending “progress” even as the nation itself demographically, culturally,
and socially crumbles?

Ladies, why on earth does having a family and taking care of children and making a house into a
home repulse you so? Are social engineering and the confections you see in media (that have nothing
to do with reality) really dominating your mind to such an extent that you won’t be happy until
you’ve completely disgraced the legacies your ancestors (better women than you) left behind?

At this point, there’s really nothing a man can do but sit back and watch the toilet bowl swirl, as the
diarrhea known as social engineering fills up the commode. The androgyny agenda is one of the
myriad gateways to hell thrown open by liberalism, and the lava is already flowing like rivers of fire
through Rome as it burns.
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Some Inconvenient Truths About the News Industry
August 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Personal observations about the travesty of an industry known as TV news

I aspired to be on the news growing up. It seemed like such a noble career back in the 1980s and
1990s, when the industry effectively had the wool pulled over a credulous public’s eye. I was a true
believer. Only the “best and the brightest” must ever get a job like that. I was willing to do whatever
it took to join these fine folks on the little screen, keeping the public informed as part of the vaunted
Fourth Estate.

I wanted to fight the good fight for the little guy. What a hellish surprise I
was in for. I entered the news industry around 2000, and survived to 2015. In those 15 years, I
watched as conditions became worse and worse each year, and the quality of what we put on the air
cratered. The business now caters to the lowest common denominator, as do many American
institutions since sellout culture became firmly entrenched in Anglo society.
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The modern news industry offers nothing but palliatives, propaganda, and drama. The people who
populate newsrooms are self-serving, scandal-loving, and unscrupulous. They’ll backstab you in a
heartbeat, while foxily putting on a believable “I’m innocent!” act without remorse. Local news does
little more than serve a local gossip function, in between regurgitating leftist talking points from
higher up the network food chain. It is social engineering ad nauseum. Fear and consumption are its
foundations. This was not the ride I signed up for.

Here are 5 inconvenient truths about that industry I gleaned through my decade and a half putting up
with the travesty it devolved into.

Low pay. Television newscasters/entertainers like to put on heirs that they’re God Almighty as they
talk into their HD camera and big microphone with booming voices. Nothing could be farther from
the truth. Wages have plummeted in the past 20 years, and most entry level news reporters (notice
how quickly they’re in and out the door at your local news station these days) start off at anywhere
from $18,000 to $28,000 a year. I had a station in Michigan offer me $16,500 back around 2000 for a
full-time job! At some stations, employee pay is low enough many off-camera employees qualify for
food stamps. This makes the garish juxtaposition of the lifestyles of the rich and famous advertisers
try to sell on TV all the more sickening to those who know what a complete and total fraud the
business is, and must live on miserly paychecks. Even top talent makes a fraction of what they did in
the days when America only had 3 channels to choose from.

High turnover. Today, the industry is a revolving door meat grinder. Far from the “glamorous”
career it portrays itself as, the truth is local newscasters have gone from being fixtures in the
community to saying “Hi!” and “Bye!” to local audiences within 2 to 3 years. If backstabbing
coworkers don’t do you in, your own raises will. Raises are built into most employment contracts.
Once you reach “X” amount on the corporate spreadsheet, your livelihood WILL become a target for
cost-cutting. What’s more, on-air “personalities” have lost all prestige they might have once had. I
witnessed a boss telling a nightly news anchor to go change clothes like he was a school kid one day.

Cookie cutter mentality. As with most of corporate America, you need hip
boots to wade through the stunning bullshit managers feed their employees. They like to create
facades that they want news stories to be cutting edge, insightful, and delving into issues that matter.
Nothing could be further from the truth. “If it bleeds, it leads, and if it burns it earns” are still the
modis operandi. All the better if there’s a spurious, classically Anglo American “dirty sex” scandal
involved. Of course, only heteros are persecuted. But, it’s become even worse than that in modern
times. News reporters are told, in carefully worded language, they must find a scoop everywhere they
go. The reality for those who “get it” is they must create a story, even when there is no story to feed
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the need for drama mostly female (75%+) TV news audiences crave. Stories don’t run long enough (1
minute to 1.5 minutes is the average for a story) to tell you anything about an issue other than
superficialities.

Evil coworkers. The most evil people I met in my entire life worked in TV news. The trick is,
they’re usually sociopathic, so they’re able to empathize with people to get them to start talking.
Those people who open their mouths are the damned. News reporters have the “trusted friend” act
down to a science, but know well these people (with rare exception, there are handful of good apples)
are wolves in sheep’s clothing. They’d throw their own mothers under the bus if it meant they’d get
to enjoy a fleeting flash in the pan in front of the lime light. One quickly learns to be plain vanilla,
and to keep his mouth closed about anything that’s not 110% politically correct around gossipy news
people. They live to pass judgment and punish those who don’t follow the herd and dictates of the
police state with hellfire and brimstone proclamations disguised as jaunty, snarky writing and reading
out loud.

Lowest common denominator mentality. One of the first lessons you learn when entering a TV
news room is that copy is written for sixth grade comprehension. At least, that’s how it was for a long
time. Judging by what one can see on local news these days, the editorial expectation for copy writing
may now have slid to fourth grade comprehension. The truth of the matter is news personalities and
advertisers look down on the public. They think the public is stupid, and any handsomely packaged
line of bullshit will be gobbled up by them. For the most part, they’re right. This is the sad truth of
mass audiences. Try to raise the bar, and talk to an audience like they’re adults, or challenge deeply
held prejudices and biases of mostly liberal sheeple that watch the news, and you’ll find yourself out
on your ass quickly.

So…needless to say, once learning how this travesty of an industry operates I was determined to find
some way, any way out of its clutches. It is such a shame to have wasted a college education and 15
years on such a classless, pretensive, faux enterprise. But, the career one aspires to as a boy may not
suit him as a man.

I ran away from the fakeness there to pursue a new life writing truths for men here. Or at least,
searching for universal truths that men can benefit from, rather than spouting Marxist pap designed to
debase and destroy the institutions of Western society one by one. Fifty to seventy hours a week of
that for a decade or two more and I would have literally ended up in an institution. The good news is,
I know how the evil enterprise operates so when the day comes I’ll be able to deconstruct them right
in front of their telephoto lens.

On a lighter note, I heard most of the people I worked with at my last three stations have either quit,
been fired, or moved into different careers. They must know the news industry is a steaming pile of
crap, even if they’d never admit it like I just did.
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Fake Rape Claim + Female Privilege Nearly Destroy Another
Man’s Life
August 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Only surveillance video saved Arman Premjee from an Anglobitch’s fake rape claim

Fake rape claims are becoming an epidemic in a YouGoGrrl America. They’ve become a cheap and
effective way to gain social notoriety and attention for unscrupulous women, and a revenge tactic par
excellence. Still, other women may destroy what they see as Beta males just to feed the female need
for drama. Motives aren’t always clear.

But, the simple fact is, women in Anglo America remain free to destroy a man’s life with impunity
just by yelling the sexual equivalent of “Fire!” in a theater. There’s little recourse, as men are
immediately outed, their identities drug through the mud as suspect sex offenders while women –
even when they make up lies – enjoy the cloak a pussy-worshiping culture provides.

One such case is at least receiving a passing glance from the moronic
American media, namely the news/gossip magazine Inside Edition, but only because it pits two
protected classes against each other: “perfect” women and “perfect” minorities. If it had been a white
guy falsely accused of rape, make no mistake this case would never have gotten the national attention
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it now has. That bit of wisdom comes from from Yours Truly, someone who worked in news for 15
years, and knows how it operates. In any case, let’s examine the following story to find out what it
teaches us about both women and this sick culture.

Before delving into the details of this story involving the dangerous duo of fake rape stories plus
female privilege, it needs to be said that making up a fake rape story is all it takes to provoke a
gynocentric Police State USA to come down hard on men these days. Why women would never make
up a false rape charge, goddesses that they are! At least, that’s the totally insane cultural narrative in
Anglo America. That’s literally the way the law is written and enforced in this society.

Statistics, however, show that many rape claims turn out to be false. Let’s chalk another one up under
the “fake rape claim” column. This time, on the receiving end of the fury of a woman’s scorn is an
Indian-American college student. Milo reports:

Arman Premjee, 20, was accused of sexually assaulting a 19-year-old fellow student in her
dorm room after meeting her at a nightclub in Los Angeles on April 1. Security footage,
however, showed the girl kissing Premjee, leading him out of the nightclub and making
sexual gestures towards him.

It seems the unnamed Anglobitch started acting sexual around Premjee almost as soon as she saw
him.

Security footage shows the girl pulling Premjee outside the nightclub before making a
sexual gesture to a friend, poking a finger through a circle made with her hand, behind his
back.

Yeah, we used to do that “fucking” gesture even back in grade school when I was growing up. So, we
know what was on the girl’s mind. Premjee told interviewers:

She put her arms around my neck, she started kissing me.

Sluts gonna be sluts. Unfortunately, this one had the kiss of death in mind.

This case is at least one example of a positive outcome spontaneously arising from the negative
position of living in a surveillance state. The injustice system could only verify his claims because
Premjee and the ho were both caught on video surveillance.

After sexually assaulting Premjee with impunity, she then lured him into her trap, as predatory
females tend to do. Milo writes:

Security footage from the college dorm shows the girl signing Premjee in.

So, she dragged him into her lair. He didn’t force his way into her room, or her eager beaver.

(By the way, making the assertion that the ho sexually assaulted Premjee is important, because this
narrative turns the tables to expose yet another cultural bias – if Premjee did to the ho what she did to
him…grabbing him, kissing him, making obscene gestures, etc. this is how the story would have
played out with the altering eye that alters all in American media.)

The anonymous skank then sprung the trap, lying her ass off as women are famous for. Adding fuel
to her newly created fire, she plays The Female Victim Card as part of her crooked hand at the poker
table.
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The girl told detectives that she had no memory of what happened that night but Premjee
disagreed that she couldn’t consent.

Premjee fired back.

She knew what she was doing. She was able to stand on her own two feet. She led the way.

Only surveillance video and the girl’s brazenness saved Premjee’s ass. Also, the previous plot twist
lets us know there’s yet another double standard when it comes to sex in Anglo America – a woman
can be too drunk to consent to sex, but a man cannot!

The good news is a judge saw through the treachery of this girl after seeing the way she acted in
public and on video. The judge in the case said:

I believe there was consent. There is a very strong indication that the alleged victim in this
case was the initiator.

The case was dismissed. Still, Premjee could be thrown out of college over
the incident.

And the malicious Miss still walks free. Interestingly, and not surprisingly, Inside Edition blotted out
the girl’s face in their news report to “protect” the identity of a woman who nearly destroyed a man’s
life, reputation, future, and freedom based on a tissue of lies. This is how deep female pedestalization
runs in Anglo America.

The stunning act of making a premeditated false rape claim, and lying about it from start to finish
proves many of the narratives we discuss in the manosphere about women to be absolutely correct,
especially Schopenhauer’s postulations on female dissimulation.

Fake rape claims are far from unusual. There’s also the tragic case of NFL player Brian Banks, who’s
life was nearly destroyed by some bitch screaming rape, with her accusations landing him in prison
for 5 years before she finally admitted – on Facebook of all places – she made the whole thing up.
That’s just one example. There are many others.

What will be done about women being exposed for the lying, deceitful, malevolent individuals many
of them are? Nothing. This dying culture still has blinders on. It offers no end to the scorn heaped
upon men, sex, and masculinity, but when women are doing dirty deeds, the legal system and the
mass public look the other way.
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This is the Latin America I Love
August 13, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Check out this fun music video about getting high on the weekend. You’re liable to see a scene just
like this on any random street in parts of Latin America on Saturday night. Or any other night of the
week. The great thing about this video by Dominican artist Mozart La Para is that it’s not fake.

Notice what you see that you won’t see in Anglo America. Women who are happy and smiling and
not acting superior to men. Everybody getting along. Camaraderie. No social climbing or comparing
clothes or plotting to climb the corporate pyramid or careerism. Young people (under age 21 in some
cases since the legal drinking age is 18 in saner nations) tossing around bottles of champagne. An
electric party scene. Guys clowning around. Thin, pretty women with sweet attitudes. Living for the
moment. No YouGoGrrls or feminist posturing.

This is a culture that still functions.

Are people poor in Latin America? Hell yes, some are very poor. But it isn’t the scary, sinister,
miserable place Anglo media makes it out to be. Oh, and if you haven’t noticed, most Americans are
just getting by, there are poor neighborhoods aplenty in every city and every state in this “rich”
country, the middle class is being squeezed out of existence, and almost no American’s life matches
the glossy image Hollywood broadcasts to the world in which a $100,000 a year income and plenty
of leisure time is the “norm.”

The reality is most Americans work long hours and barely get by. So compare the fantasy of what
America is to the reality, and you’ll see quite a different picture from the one you see on TV or in a
movie. (Are you paying attention, potential immigrants? You’re being sold a false bill of goods!)

This video summarizes so much of what I love about Latin America and why I break my back saving
95% of my income from trucking in America to take abroad with me. Once you’ve been enveloped in
the warmth, functionality, and normalcy of an Old World culture, The New World Order Anglo-
American Matrix starts to look like a pile of shit by comparison.

I can’t wait to go home. Videos like this keep me motivated and my eye on the ball of what I’m
working for.
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Eye Candy of the Week | August 13, 2017
August 13, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Who wouldn’t enjoy finding this caramel-complected cutie in their bedroom, posing as she does with
hot red lipstick and black lingerie? Many men feel women are sexiest when they’re “A lady in the
street and a whore in the bedroom” to use a common expression from Latin America.
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Revisiting Challenger: How Long Have Psyops Been
Going On?
August 14, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Doppelgangers for all but one of the Challenger crew exist – many of them with the same names or variations of the same names as the
astronauts, now occupying top positions in U.S. business and government

All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely players. They have their exits
and their entrances, and one man in his time plays many parts.

Thus said William Shakespeare, as he wrote of Machiavellian Intelligence half a millenia before the
term was even coined. But how long has the American government been spinning propaganda and
putting actors on the stage? How deep does the rabbit hole go? Must we begin what was one thought
to be preposterous questioning of its agenda, and the information the ministers of government and
pro-Establishment American media spin to the world?

Case in point: the Challenger “disaster.” Do a Google search and you’ll quickly find that Snopes says
anyone who questions the official story has lost their mind. The “official” accounts are always to be
trusted is the subtext. But Snopes was founded by two shady characters, as previously reported by
Chateau Heartiste:

Our Snopes story took a darkly humorous turn, when news from America’s foremost paper
of record recently surfaced that David Mikkelson divorced his first wife and is accused of
embezzling $100K from his company to spend on prostitutes and on his second wife, a
chubby ho who is (still!) an escort and a former porn star, (“star” being used loosely here…
literally loosely).

It seems Snopes is nothing but yet another front for the Establishment, founded by a fatty and her
manlet who tell you not to believe your own eyes or the fact backgrounds can be easily forged.
(Google David Mikkelson of Snopes and get a load of that guy.) Undeterred by the Snopes stumbling
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block, let’s boldly ask the question: Did the Challenger disaster happen as the American government
said it did? If so, why do all the “deceased” astronauts have twins who are still alive, and easily
locatable using a Google search?

Before getting started, the Internet has been home to so-called “conspiracy theories” (a term coined
by the CIA in 1967 to deflect from further introspection into the JFK assassination) since its
inception. While it’s true many conspiracy theories are devised by total nuts, and don’t enter the
realm of possibility to the rational mind, the fact remains mixing fact with outlandish fiction is a
well-known tactic of propagandists and PR flacks to divert would-be truth seekers from their mission.
Thus, anyone who questions official stories can be grouped in with the nutcases. It’s a brilliant
strategy.

However, what is one to do when there’s concrete evidence to the contrary of “official” government
accounts? Claims like these, even with credible evidence, are so far outside the Overton Window to
even bring up the possibility of a psyop of this scale immediately places one at risk of being labeled a
kook or crazy. But we must not let childish name-calling and irrationality deter us from seeking the
truth.

Come along as we venture down the rabbit hole once again with Alice. We shall not be afraid to seek
the truth, wherever it may lead, and how many ad hominems may be hurled our way.

The aftermath of the Challenger explosion

Why Do Such a Thing?

The Space Shuttle Challenger exploded January 28, 1986. What a horrifying spectacle it was.
Especially when one realized there were 7 people on that ship! And a schoolteacher was among them,
creating psychological trauma for the millions of schoolchildren who were rooting for her.

There’s little doubt the shuttle blew up, as the scene played out in front of millions on live television.
But was the crew, including the much-ballyhooed schoolteacher Christa McAuliffe (the last name is
important) on board the shuttle when it blew up? Or was it all a psyop to bring about the end of the
Space Shuttle program once it had served its purpose? Let’s play Devil’s Advocate and say the
American power structure did pull such a stunt on an admittedly low-IQ public. Why would they do
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it?

Leading up to the ill-fated day, American media had been playing up the shuttle launch, mainly
because a civilian had been chosen to go into space with professional astronauts. Planners of such a
psyop, sociopaths as many in the top echelons of politics and business no doubt are, knew the public
would be paying close attention. As would millions of American schoolkids.

Having the shuttle blow up in front of millions, with an innocent schoolteacher on board would
illustrate that space exploration is much too risky a venture for long-term investment. But, in the
meantime dollars could be diverted – and dare we say – laundered by NASA for more nefarious
purposes for a generation. Namely, research and development on today’s electronic dog collars
slowly choking the mass public’s privacy and freedom of movement. (Note the Space Shuttle
program ended after yet another “disaster” in 2003, when the kids in class January 28, 1986 were all
grown up, and shortly after the global “War on Terror” had been launched and the usurpation of
American sovereignty and freedoms had begun.)

That’s just one plausible motive. A place to start looking for the “why” in this twisted web. Another,
simpler motive was for the power brokers in society to curb man’s higher ambitions, turning his focus
downward to only the here and now. (Think Maslow’s Hierarchy, and debasing the human mind.)
Space exploration captured the hearts and minds of the American public for half a century – just think
Star Trek, Star Wars, etc. But now, the world’s richest nation doesn’t even have a manned space
program anymore.

We can speculate about motive all day and get nowhere without exhaustive research. But let’s move
on to the concrete evidence.

What’s all the more chilling about the Challenger explosion being a hoax is the fact 6 out of the 7 ill-
fated astronauts have astonishing lookalikes that are thriving in the highest levels of our society
today. In all cases, they have the same or very similar names. They’re the same ages. Have they been
hidden in plain sight all along? Let’s examine the purported Challenger doppelgangers to see if the
psyop theory makes any sense.
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At least one of the “astronauts” has a sense of humor about the incident, as he used this logo for his business

The Doppelgangers

The two Richard Scobees, as discovered by Fellowship of the
Minds

We’ll start at the top of the Challenger command structure. It is indeed odd that “deceased” Flight
Commander Richard Scobee has a lookalike – with the same name, no less – who runs a PR venture
called Cows in Trees. Both Richards have the same high forehead, the crooked and slightly larger left
eye, the same ears, and the same nose and chin.

Even more perplexing, the web site of the advertising agency once featured a cow zooming high in
the sky, with a rocket attached to its back as it spins out of control. Is the logo of the business a
tongue-in-check reference to the Challenger psyop? Maybe it’s a way for Scobee to tell his clients,
“If I sold this load of crap (i.e. the Challenger psyop) to a credulous public I can sell ice to an
Eskimo! Use my experience in manipulating public perception!” Moreover, how convenient if
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Scobee segued back into public relations after the incident, a.k.a. manufacturing propaganda! His
Linked In profile says he has been working in PR since 1982.

The two Ms. McAuliffes

Up next, Sharon “Christa” McAuliffe, the schoolteacher turned astronaut who seems to have dropped
the “Christa” and added an initial as her middle name. How odd that she also has a lookalike! Her
“twin” is teaching at Syracuse Law as a professor. A cushy, tenured position. The resemblance is
uncanny.

We also find through public domain genealogy research that Sharon “A.” McAuliffe has cozy
connections to the American power structure. According to Fellowship of the Minds, law professor
Sharon is cousin to governor of Virginia and former DNC chairman Terry McAuliffe. We all know
how trustworthy the DNC is.

What are the odds of finding another Ms. Sharon McAuliffe, who not only has the same name, age
and appearance as the dead astronaut but also works in a teaching profession?

The two Michael J. Smiths

Then there’s Michael J. Smith, who, like Richard Scobee didn’t even bother to change his name! The
Challenger pilot looks remarkably similar to the University of Wisconsin engineering professor!
There’s the same smile, the same hair parting, the same color eyes, the same chiseled features. Both
Michaels also have large ears and a smile featuring two big front teeth. What’s more, a public records
search indicates both Michael J. Smiths are roughly the same age.

Up next we have Judith Resnick, who also has a doppelganger named Professor Judith Resnick at
Yale Law school – home of the infamous secret society Skull and Bones. At Yale, we find a woman
who sounds like and even closely resembles the astronaut Judith Resnick, but bearing the
countenance of an older lady after 30 years of sand has passed through the hourglass. Watch and
listen to this YouTube video sleuthed by those questioning the Challenger narrative. The tone and
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cadence of the voices of the supposedly two different women are remarkably alike!

Ronald (now Carl) McNair and Ellison Onizuka also have unbelievably similar “twins” still walking
the earth. Onizuka works for alcoholic beverage control as a bureaucrat in Hawaii. Both astronauts
are still alive and well, it seems. Only Gregory Jarvis is missing in action. Perhaps he decided to stay
a little more low-profile than his fellow Challenger astronauts after “retiring” with their one-way
rocket ticket to climb the stairway to heaven.

The statistical odds of stunning lookalikes of 6 of the 7 Challenger astronauts all “accidentally”
having the same names and all occupying high laurels in society are well…astronomical. Imagine
yourself and several of your friends. Imagine there are people out there who have the exact same
name and age as you and your friends, who also look like you and your friends. What are the odds of
that happening? Even in a nation of 300 million, it’s not bloody likely.

What do you think? Do you think people who discuss this conspiracy theory are nuts? Or do you
think there’s solid evidence the American power structure has been playing the public for a mass of
fools for at least 30 years? As Mark Twain once famously said:

A lie can travel halfway around the world while the truth is still putting on its shoes.

It does seem the power of lies, told over and over again is well beyond the power of truth telling in
our society. Goebbels knew that, which is why the German propaganda machine was the best in the
world. Until the American propaganda machine defeated it, and surpassed it.

One thing is certain…trust and government are oxymorons. But if they pulled this off, this means the
Deep State, the power structure, whatever you want to call it, knows no depth to which it won’t
plunge to manipulate the mass public in shocking and terrifying ways. This was 30 years ago.
Imagine what they’ve pulled off since then. When did mass psyops on the public begin? It’s hard to
tell. But certainly the art and science of psyops had been perfected by the time of the Challenger
incident.

That’s a Red Pill that’s hard to swallow.
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The Skies Darken, A Storm Brews as Socialism Descends
on America
August 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A storm is brewing, a storm I knew was coming for years – hence the name Relampago Furioso or “Raging Lightning”

I have tried to run from what’s coming, to run from encroaching tyranny, but the day may come soon
when a man will have to take a stand. To come out from behind the curtain writing mere Samizdats,
and to start yelling in the faces of tyrants. For if Socialism descends on America, it will infest the
totality of this world turning it into a true prison planet.

I know full well what’s happening. I hope you do, too. There is a Socialist
Revolution unfolding before our very eyes in America. It is the culmination of The Long March
through the institutions and decades of social engineering. It’s like being in the middle of an awful
dream. I literally got sick to my stomach tonight watching the carefully crafted propaganda being
disseminated from the tarnished world of local TV news, catching the show by pure accident, no less.
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Watching it gives a man insights into the aims of those spinning narratives for simpletons to read out
loud.

We are in deep, deep, deep trouble. And intentionally marginalized as men before the deed is done.

We’ve stood idly by as our nation’s history is taken apart piece by piece. As race is divided against
race, gender against gender, class against class, sexual preference against sexual preference,
Republican against Democrat. But before the dust has settled from one affront to the body politic,
here comes the next volley doled out from the plexiglass perches of the nation’s media, the whores of
the Establishment. From CBS Chicago:

A Chicago pastor has asked the Emanuel administration to remove the names of two
presidents who owned slaves from parks on the South Side, saying the city should not honor
slave owners in black communities.

A bronze statue of George Washington on horseback stands at the corner of 51st and King
Drive, at the northwest entrance to Washington Park.

The pastor also said President Andrew Jackson’s name should be removed from nearby
Jackson Park, because he also was a slave owner.

Socialists always scrub history before a revolution – the
Khmer Rouge famously set the calendar to the year zero

As a former functionary of the mainstream media, I knew when the Confederate statue narrative
started what the real aim was. Tearing down the Founding Fathers and therefore the foundation of
this constitutional republic. You pick the low-hanging fruit first, before going for the big apples.
Make no mistake this is what the Confederate statue narrative is intended to lead to.

Those who think they will benefit from destroying the foundation of this republic are fools. They
condemn slavery but are destined to be slaves once again once Socialism descends on the land. It’s
total idiocy.

The Founding Fathers were far from perfect, but I ask you – what man is perfect? The reality is the
gifts they bestowed on the people of this once free country were unrivaled in human history. And we
have almost squandered all of them, lulled into complacency, and put to sleep by generations of
institutional brainwashing. To throw those gifts away because of sins of imperfect men will be one of
the most colossal blunders of all time.
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The media have also been masterful in marginalizing white men as who
don’t want their nation’s history scrubbed “raaaaaaaacist” and every other name under the sun. This
is ALWAYS what happens before a Socialist revolution. History is destroyed, scapegoats made, and
and division ramped up.

We are in so much trouble I almost don’t know where to begin. Except with what I have diligently
documented here at TNMM as a watchdog, someone who loves humanity and doesn’t want to see it
become nothing more than pawns in profit-making schemes of sociopaths in ivory towers. I knew in
my heart of hearts this was coming years ago which is why I became so disgusted by the media and
clawed my way out of parroting narratives of Racial Bolshevism and globalism. I will die before I get
turned into a slave of the New World Order.

Whereas the Bolshevists of Russia blamed the Kulaks for all the ills of the time, today’s Racial
Bolshevists blame whitey.

The jig is up. And I’m not going to be silent very much longer. (This is why I started writing under a
pen name. But I may have to come out and start yelling truths soon.) I’ve been pushed about as far as
I’m going to be pushed. Our biggest enemy right now is dividing and subdividing ourselves into so
many different groups. We all – black, brown, white, yellow, purple, green, gay, straight, bi, fat,
skinny, American and non-American alike – all have a common enemy. And that’s the elite and too
much power in too few hands, and global totalitarianism via a so-called planned economy.

Thunder rumbles on the horizon, the sky flashes with light, and the wind picks up. It seems a helluva
storm is on the way soon.
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Eisbrecher’s New Album Sturmfahrt Doesn’t Disappoint
August 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Eisbrecher continues to chart new territory with their excellent new rock album Sturmfahrt

Rock may be dead in America, but it’s alive and well and even seeing a bit of a Renaissance in
Germany. The Neue Deutsche Härte genre formed in the 1990s and has taken the art of making hard
rock to new heights.  The genre has spawned Rammstein, Oomph!, Unheilig (who recently enjoyed a
string of #1 albums) and of course, Eisbrecher, among many others.

Buy Sturmfahrt on Amazon

As we all know, most Classical composers hailed from Germany and Austria, including Bach,
Beethoven, and Mozart, and their rich musical traditions continue to influence this genre. It seems
musical excellence is part and parcel of German culture. It’s easy to hear the rich, rising, symphonic
influence of Classical music in many Neue Deutsche Harte pieces.

And its not just the “angry” sound of German language that makes Neue Deutsche Härte so
appealing. While that certainly lends itself to making aggressive, rock-themed symphonies, German
also turns out to be very versatile, one of the most tender, emotive languages in the world. Even non-
speakers of the language will be moved when artists like Unheilig put pen to paper and voices in
chorus. This duality lends itself to the stunning highs and lows German rock frequently offers its
listeners.

The latest – and excellent – entry comes from Eisbrecher. Their new album Sturmfarhrt (Going into
the Storm) dropped in Europe today. Upon giving it a thorough listen-through, I can assure you if you
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enjoy their past works you’ll enjoy this one. The album starts off with the excellent track “Was ist
hier los?” which challenges elite narratives about the world and questions to morality of global
American hegemony, and the intensity doesn’t let up as the topic changes to subjects other than valid
sociopolitical commentary for the next 50 minutes.

Strap yourself in for the ride, and enjoy the rebirth and afterlife of rock and roll with albums like
Sturmfahrt. What’s even better for those who love aggressive, masculine music rather than whiny
chick tunes that dominate American radio, is the fact this genre is growing in Europe.

At least the art of making awesome tunes will live on somewhere. If you want to try before you by,
bootlegged copies abound. I found one on YouTube. Check it out.
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The Purge of Dissidents Has Begun: We Need 1,000,000
New Blogs
August 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

America is in the midst of a Socialist Revolution, and a purge of dissident voices has begun

Share the fuck out of this. And start writing. Start talking. Start dissenting.

The corporate oligarchy, known at TNMM as the corporate-government complex, has begun its purge
of dissenting voices who oppose the ongoing Socialist revolution in America and the possible
genocide of an entire ethnic group if this situation gets out of hand.

If you are a minority, you should not celebrate nor be happy about the coordinated attacks being
launched on white people. Because once white people have been debased, their history destroyed, and
the government they were instrumental in creating replaced, the Sword of Damocles of the elite will
be dangling over your head next. You will be targeted for subjugation assimilation into the same
tyranny.

This is not the time for division. All races and all genders must unite against this common foe. The
media is spinning this into a war of everybody vs. whitey. Don’t fall for it.

If you have even one iota of concern for the coming loss of freedom and dignity in this world once
the American constitutional republic is destroyed and replaced by New World Order tyranny, you
need to start a blog. You need to start writing. You need to start speaking out. Do it now. Time is of
the essence. We desperately need mass dissent from 1,000,000 or more voices coming from
1,000,000 or more blogs. We need to challenge every narrative foisted upon the populace by the
corporate-controlled media.

We need to get louder. Much louder. The Establishment may silence 100 or 1,000 or even 10,000
voices, but it will be impossible to stop millions of dissenting voices.

We’ve already seen several thoughtcrime “right-wing” blogs taken down, or the sites crippled by
financial censorship. Sites like Google and its subsidiary Blogger, PayPal and others are de-listing
and silencing opposition to corporate media narratives and their shameless, elite-funded agitprop. In
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some cases, entire blogs are being taken down. This is only the beginning of a Socialist purge.

The Russia narrative didn’t work when it came to hanging President Trump (who TNMM has
repeatedly criticized as a possible pawn or complicit in the NWO agenda) so now the left – useful
idiots of the globalists – are trying to foment a race war in the United States. We must not let it
happen. Once a war starts, every freedom we have will be usurped and the Establishment will have
the pretext it needs to topple the remains of the Constitution and impose mandatory RFID-chipping or
other nefarious aims on the public.

We’ve seen the virulent propaganda from cheap whores in the mainstream media condemning the
“boogermen” who don’t want history destroyed, nor to be called names like racist or xenophobe
being ramped up. The media intentionally targets fringe groups like Nazis so it can place entire
movements under the same banner.  It is setting up the narrative if one opposes what they’re doing,
they’re automatically a racist. Don’t fall for it, and don’t be intimidated by it.

Anyone who reads TNMM regularly knows this is not a white supremacist blog. In fact, we roundly
criticize Anglos and other whites, but the criticism here is intended to be constructive. The daily
media propaganda seeks to turn every white person into a racist.

This is a photo proving the alt-left came to Charlottesville
with violence in mind

The hypocrisy of media narratives is stunning in that it leaves the alt-left completely totally blameless
for violence of the type we saw in Thomas Jefferson’s hometown of Charlottesville (did you notice
that’s where elite-funded groups were sent to wreak havoc?!) even though the left were armed with
flamethrowers and other weapons, and the assembly was designed to create a clash as it forced right
and left wing protesters together in a classic pincer movement. Expect more “designer” riots and
conflicts like this, carefully crafted and engineered by social engineers, then exploited for propaganda
purposes by the ministers of propaganda at the alphabet channels and other networks.

The dangers of corporate controlled media thus told, we will leave you with the poignant words of
fictional newscaster Howard Beale. This 1976 speech is more relevant now than ever when it comes
to combating carefully crafted mainstream media agitprop.

We deal in Illusions man, none of it is true! But you people sit there day after day and night
after night; all ages, colors, creeds: We’re all you know! You’re beginning to believe the
illusions we’re spinning here! You’re beginning to think that the tube is reality- and that
your own lives are unreal! You DO whatever the tube tells you, you dress like the tube you
eat like the tube, you raise your children like the tube, you even think like the tube!

This is mass madness you maniacs! In God’s name you people are the real thing-We are the
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illusion! So turn off you television sets, turn it off now, turn them off right now!

Turn off your televisions if you haven’t already. Abandon the propaganda of the corporate media.
Everything you need to know is online. What the world needs from you are your reports, your
eyewitness accounts, your opinions, and your dissent. But not just yours, everyone with a concern for
living in a free and open society must start raising hell using their Freedom of Speech before it’s too
late.
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Successful Slayers of Poon Will Have Scorn Heaped Upon
Them in an Anti-Life Culture
August 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Become successful with women and have scorn heaped upon you by men stuck with sagging wives, and masturbating Betas

There’s nothing that grinds the gears of emasculated Beta male and/or White Knight office drones
than a man who says what he wants, does what he wants, and fucks who he wants. One of the most
hilarious ad hominems lobbed against a PUA that gets more ass than a toilet seat is the old “You’ve
got cooties!” gnome, intended to shame him into submission to gynocentric Anglo culture.

Case in point: A few recent hit and runs lobbed at me by former
acquaintances of mine who have undoubtedly noticed my change from office bitch to renegade
enjoyer of a free-wheeling, free-spinning lifestyle. One of the recent hit and run, or more accurately,
insult and disappear attacks came via instant messaging just as I made my way across the border into
Mexico to enjoy some 21-year old flesh. Her name was Dayana, and she was sumptuous. But the
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tryst is neither her nor there. It was from a guy who is a willing cuck to his Anglobitch wife.

In any case, the insult insinuated I have STDs because I sleep around so much. Hahaha. What a
jealous bitch.

The long and short of this life lesson is it makes these men feel uncomfortable when a man who has
learned the crimson arts well could practically install a turnstile in his bedroom, travels America and
the world, and has financial freedom they’ll never enjoy, while they have to go home to sagging,
nagging wives and live on sagging salaries on their corporate tax farm while simultaneously
attempting to power her lust for materialism.

When a fellow sheeple finds his way off the farm, hate and spite is heaped upon him rather than love
and praise. This further prove’s Rookh Kshatriya’s thesis that modern Anglo culture is virulently
anti-life. (I would also add anti-personal freedom.) These boys want you to suffer the same miserable
lives they do.

So, we have yet another complication a man encounters after taking the Red Pill. But fuck ’em. I got
to live my life. Not them. And I’m gonna do what makes me happy.

Beta office drones may be weak men, but make no mistake they are just a vicious as the infamous
females alluded to in the “hell hath no fury like a woman scorned” maxim. Hell also hath no fury like
a Beta cuck scorned. It’s as if they want to destroy any man who’s figured out the ruse foisted upon
them by Anglo society, and found a way not only to enjoy financial and lifestyle freedom but lots and
lots of pussy.
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Mankind Has a Common Enemy: The Global Elite and
Their Media
August 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The face of evil, George Soros. But he’s only one of many in the elite cabal moving to seize the reigns power from We The People

Many people are only knee-jerk responding to each shock to the body politic as it occurs, and not
thinking about who is responsible for each affront to freedom unfolding in America today. The time
has come for us to start putting a face on who is stirring the pot – nay, also putting the ingredients in
the pot before stirring it – so the public knows who they are.

Make no mistake, if the elite and their propaganda ministry (mainstream media) suddenly
disappeared from the face of the earth, abducted by aliens perhaps, we would see an almost instant
end to the mainstream media agitprop and throngs of alt-left thugs inciting violence in American
cities.

The American Republic is in jeopardy because of these two forces.

Carefully designed agitprop, dreamed up by the Establishment and doled out in neat little doses by
the echo chamber media is damned effective when it comes to creating division and inciting violence.
Here’s how the evil genius behind the toppling of American institutions one by one, as well as the
carefully crafted marginalization of all things traditional, common sensical, male, and Caucasian
works. It’s a six step process:

An incident designed to create a “newsworthy” event is crafted to bring the most radical1.
members of the left and right together (such as the pincer tactic which brought the alt-left and
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alt-right together in Charlottesville, VA – a state where Terry McAuliffe is governor)
Violence inevitably ensues2.
The right is scapegoated by the whores in the media as culpable for the violence3.
This narrative is repeated ad-nauseum, and amplified by focusing only on extremists4.
The shockwave the violence creates is allowed to dissipate5.
The next attack on American history, the right, or narrative to smear white people as racists is6.
planned out

One of the primary financial backers of the alt-left Socialist revolutionaries who brought
flamethrowers to Charlottesville, burned down cities across America last summer, and will no doubt
be inciting violence in the future – as documented by countless blogs and other non-Establishment
outposts – is George Soros.

But he’s not the only devil. There are many others. In fact, someone has been keeping a running tally
of some of the major players in the economic domination of American government and the
subjugation of ordinary Americans to oligarchy. According to The Global Elite blog, here are some
of those making moves to topple democracy and replace it with worldwide Communism. Not
surprisingly, most are bankers.

1: Lord Jacob de Rothschild. 2: His son Nathaniel. 3: Baron David de Rothschild 4: Sir
Evelyn de Rothschild 5: David Rockefeller Jr. 6: Henry Kissinger 7:George Soros 8: Lloyd
Blankfein

We’ve all heard those names before.

But, those men are only the top of the food chain. The Global Elite blog goes into much more detail
about the real power structure in the world, and it names names. These people are our common
enemy. Strip them of their fortunes, and the power of their megaphone by boycotting mainstream
media, and these people have no power to oppress mankind and shape us into human machines
powering their bottom line. They will have no power to further divide and conquer us.

They will have no power to turn this planet into the living embodiment of Orwell’s Animal Farm.
Let’s start by refusing to listen to mainstream media except as a tactic to know what moves the elite
are intending to make on us. Once their narratives no longer carry any weight, we will have won a
major battle as the resistance to coming global tyranny.
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Eye Candy of the Week | August 20, 2017
August 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s specimen of femininity has an everywoman quality about her, at least facially. Long
legs, a nice hip-bust ratio, and long flowing hair all combine to push her SMV up a couple of points
over what it would be otherwise. I’d hit it. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for August 20, 2017.
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Stories from the Road: The $40 Pay for Play Girl Treated Me
Better Than American Women I’ve Had Relationships With
August 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Zona de Tolerancia in Reynosa, Tamaulipas. It costs roughly $2 to enter the compound. Part of the strip club Lipstick is visible on the
left

It’s no secret American women treat men like garbage. I’ve had a few pretty good American
girlfriends here and there, but by and large I knew I was nothing more than a disposable utility or a
passing infatuation with almost all of them. I knew any LTRs would risk my finances, freedom, and
sanity.

As a social observer who watches single mommery become the norm on social media and in cities
nationwide (i.e. once the sperm is extracted from the father and he’s disposed of and cast into state
slavery, mom hops back on the cock carousel) I know my experience with predatory females is far
from unusual. American women use men financially, then kick them to the curb.

Putting that background aside, about how frankly, shitty American woman
are, prancing around as if they’re god almighty, any sex appeal they might have had concealed under
layers of blubber, hair dye, and bitchiness, let’s move to a recent experience I had at one of the Zonas
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de Tolerancia in Mexico. These are areas of legal prostitution in many Mexican cities, representing
the polar opposite of the shame sex creates in Anglo America.

I found myself on the Mexico border recently, with a trailer dropoff at a border town. Of course,
crossing over for some tacos (in more ways than one) naturally was on my mind. So, I rent a car,
drive to the Puente Internacional (International Bridge) and walk across. One of the nice things about
crossing into Mexico is there’s no police state badgering a man when crossing Mexican customs.
Sure, they’re there, but 9 times out of 10 a man just walks on through with narry a question about his
activities. Someone with a libertarian bent, like me, loves that experience.

I walk out of customs, wave for a taxi, and negotiate a price of $20 for the cabby to take me to the
Zona, drive me by the rooms where scantily clad girls stand outside, let me pick out one, and wait on
me while I bang her. (Sometimes I get the taxi drivers to drop me off, but I decided just to do a hit
and run this particular day.) As we pull out, I move to put on my seatbelt and the driver asks me what
I’m doing. Suddenly, it occurs to me I don’t have to put on a seatbelt here. “Fuck it. I’ll leave it off,”
I think.

We arrive, I pay the $2 to the police to enter the compound. (Yes, you pay police to enter a zone
replete with brothels, strip clubs, dive bars, and freelance whores. Pay for play, is of course, illegal in
the Land of Prohibitions, America.) We drive around the entire compound. It’s about 7 p.m. so even
though it’s Friday night there are only a handful of putas on duty. In our first circle, none of them
really caught my eye.

Thinking I’m another weak American, the taxi driver starts instructing me on what to do, in Spanish.
“Stop and get a beer.” Of course, he invites himself to a beer with me. I flat out tell him no. Not
because I don’t want to buy him a beer, I know he’s just testing to see if he can push me around. So, I
tell him to drive around the compound again, and suddenly, a flaquita morena catches my eye. (She
was a thin, tan skinned girl.) She had beautiful, flowing black hair, a very nice body with perky tits,
and was wearing a revealing but classy black dress. She stood out over the other girls. Indeed, a man
can truly find some diamonds in the rough in the zonas once in a while.

We negotiate a price, she asks for $40 for complete service. We go in her
room, she closes the door, and we start talking. After bullshitting for a few minutes, I find out she’s
21 and lives nearby. She gives me the look that she’s ready, so I take off my clothes and she takes off
hers. The light bulb in her room was out, but since it was daytime there were still some rays of light
peeking into the room. Once my eyes adjusted I gazed upon a chick that looked stunning naked.
Especially compared to the fatties I see in my trips around America, and what they must look like
with their clothes off.
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She had it all. Perky tits. Tan and supple nipples. Nice legs. Nice hips. Nice, taut little behind. After
drinking that scene in, we proceed do the deed. She didn’t rush me. This flaquita morena actually
made love to me rather than just fucking me. The whole experience actually got quite intense as I
started pumping her pretty hard. I could tell she loved that. I knew afterwards I would remember this
girl long after this day. For there’s nothing quite like being treated like a man when you come from a
culture that hates men and hates sex.

We talk a few more minutes in Spanish, and I learn this girl is actually studying. They all say they
are, but she has books in her room with her. I pay her more than what she was asking for, and get her
number before I leave. This girl might be selling it, but she made me feel better inside than most
American women I’ve dated because she respected me.

That’s why I monger in the zonas once in a while. Not only is sex a human psychological need as
detailed in Maslow’s hierarchy, but it’s nice to be treated like a human being by a woman and not a
walking, talking cash machine. I gotta tell you, mutual respect is where it’s at. Life is stranger than
fiction sometimes, in that a $40 whore can make a man feel more complete than a woman he’s
invested thousands or even hundreds of thousands of dollars in.
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Agenda 21: The Elite Plan for Global Tyranny
August 22, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The UN is intended to supersede the US

If you’ve found your way to this humble outpost of truth, you might have noticed the world around
you is beginning to not make any sense. Up is down, left is right, black is white. Part of the reason for
the chaos is the fact George Soros and other elites are organizing camera-ready protests, then
bringing two sides of extremists together to clash while pinning the blame on one side.

This agenda has been going on for years. (Ferguson, San Jose, Charlotte, et
al.) So, it’s worse than what happened in Charlottesville. What’s more, almost every “news” item one
sees in the mainstream media is a farce, a marvel of the Hegelian dialectic intended to accomplish
goals of elites paying talking heads to read propaganda that presents “problems” created out of whole
cloth before they swoop in like vultures with pre-planned “solutions.”

These false flags and psyops are designed to create division and to implode the remnants of the
American republic. We are entering the advanced stages of a long-term elite plan for a so-called post-
democratic, post-industrial world. It is to be a world constrained by a tightly controlled, planned
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economy. In essence, global Communism is its aim.

The irony that the U.S. and Russia have so dramatically switched roles in the world since 1991 is all
the more astounding, in that the U.S. is now making concrete steps to enforce its brand of
totalitarianism on the world and Russia is making strides towards democracy, nationalism, and
national identity once prized by America.

It now seems the Cold War was a fight over who would get to take over
the world first, not the trite freedom vs. tyranny narrative American statesmen sold us for half a
century. The U.S. used the power of the free market to take advantage of the economic weaknesses of
Socialism, only to make a stunning about-face once the Soviet threat died and the world lay before
the American elite as spoil.

The bleak future of American-style global Socialism (and later, Communism) is what many have
dubbed The New World Order. One of the key ways global tyranny is being implemented is through
Agenda 21. Not enough people know the truth of what Agenda 21 really is, adopted by the United
Nations in 1992 as a “voluntary” (it’s not) agreement to create a world run by the elite in which each
citizen is as interchangeable as a piston rod (to paraphrase Howard Beale) and every bit as
expendable.

Most think Agenda 21 is just another crazy conspiracy theory, although in modern times, conspiracy
theories are beginning to make more sense than the unending stream of lies from corporate media.

Looking back, the transition from a free society to a society run by tyrants began 100 years ago with
the creation of the Federal Reserve, effectively handing over the power to create money to a private
bank. As the Rothschild family knows, and Nathan Rothschild once said:

Let me issue and control a nation’s money and I care not who writes the laws.

The Barbary Slave trade culminated in 1 to 1.25 million white
Christians being enslaved by black Muslims between
1500-1800
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Indeed, those who control the purse strings make the rules. But, the ball really got rolling on the
agenda to topple American democracy and replace it with worldwide tyranny after the assassination
of John F. Kennedy, the institution of mass feminism, and the scapegoating of whites for the crime of
slavery (which all races participated in – the first American slave owner was a black man, and there
was the Barbary slave trade in which Africans enslaved millions of Europeans between 1500-1800)
as an offshoot of the Civil Rights movement. It’s no coincidence all this happened in the 1960s.

The current obsession with the slavery narrative in the brainwashed world of the corporate media is
intended to start small, strategic fires around the foundation of the American republic with the
removal of Confederate statues, then progress into a big, roaring flame culminating in the burning of
modern Rome. The slavery narrative is the perfect Trojan Horse, since the Founding Fathers were
slave owners when they formed the American republic.

The slavery narrative is intended to ultimately debase and destroy the United States Constitution.

No matter how noble the aims of the authors of the founding documents were, how they inspired the
world and how rare the gifts they bestowed on the masses have been in the course of human history,
the lobotomized narrative is the fruit of their labor must be discarded because it is “tainted” by their
participation in an economic system that dominated the entire world at the time. Slavery, as horrible
as it was, and is, was the entire world’s economic system for thousands of years. (Interestingly, only
5% of the African slave trade came to the U.S. and the rest went to Latin America! Yet another fact
the Anglo-American media cartel refuse to acknowledge!)

The elite intend to enslave mankind by decrying slavery. This is just how diabolical the plan the
American elites have for the world really is.

One of the NWO blueprints, in which a central planning agency decides where people can and cannot live
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Agenda 21

The supreme hypocrisy of media narratives is the fact talking heads condemn a world run by white
men, but the New World Order will result in world run by rich white men once again – a 1% which is
ostensibly the same 1% that owned slaves in the first place (99% of whites never owned slaves). If
there plans are realized and the U.S. Constitution is dissolved, thus begins a downward slide into hell
on earth. Here are key bullet points that are part of Agenda 21. It’s aims are anti-life and anti-
humanity:

Ending national sovereignty
Constant surveillance of all activity
State planning of all land resources
Ensuring global equity (equal slavery)
Elites only defining the role of business and finance
Abolishing private property
Restructuring the family unit (i.e. destroying it)
The State raising children rather than moms and dads
The State choosing jobs for citizens
Restricting movement (Think TSA on steroids)
Creating “Human Settlement Zones”
Beginning mass resettlement and forced eviction
Dumbing down (even further) education
Mass global depopulation (killing billions)

All these goals are being worked on piecemeal, as the economy is inflated and then crashed in
concentric rings with the noose slowly tightening around the West’s throat as living and working
conditions worsen with each generation. The above goals are the antithesis of what America is
supposed to stand for, and each legislator who has supported them in the past and supports them
today are treasonous scum.
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We must be this generation’s Paul Reveres, alerting the masses to the danger the American government is placing them in

We Are The Resistance

If Agenda 21 realized, we will live in a world in which the individual is finished. Man nor woman
will have any control over their own lives, as electronic slavery is unleashed on the world via RFID
chips. The State and the henchmen who finance it in the corporate world will have total control over
the populace. Indeed, Agenda 21 realized could lead to the end of the human species itself.

How do we resist? We went searching for answers. Interestingly, the Jeremiah Project proposes one
of the most viable short-term solutions. It offers a three-pronged course of action for those awakened
men who see what’s coming. It says the awakened man must:

First, he must defend himself by protest, i.e., legal action.1.
Second, he must flee if at all possible,2.
Third, he may use force if necessary to defend himself.3.

The full treatise of the plan of action to resist the NWO is available here. As TNMM has repeatedly
written, we must not let ourselves be divided any longer on matters of race, gender, sexuality, and
other wedge issues designed by the planners of Agenda 21 and The New World Order to keep us
fighting amongst ourselves while they dissolve any remaining freedom we enjoy. From the Jeremiah
Project:

We must reject the collectivist idea of “divide and conquer” and instead accept ALL
men as equals. We need to consider the words of Martin Luther King and reject the racist
labels put on humanity by those who want to control and dominate us. There is no black, no
white, no Hispanic, or whatever when it comes to humanity. Sure, there are those ethnic
differences, but those differences are only descriptors of our heritage, not differences in
human value. We are all brothers and sisters on this planet and we should live our lives that
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demonstrate that solidarity.

We should encourage whatever talents each person has and allow them the opportunity to
express those talents in a way of each person’s choosing.

The controllers of the world know that in order to dominate and control the masses, the
easiest way to accomplish this goal is to keep the people divided amongst themselves.
Rather than expending valuable resources to conquer a society, the controllers instead pit
one another against their neighbors and let them fight amongst themselves, thus destroying
their unity.

Unity is strength, always remember that. Here is more sage advice to resist the NWO as the world
descends a world electronically controlled darkness, unlike any mankind has ever known:

Disconnect from all Establishment media and other sources of Marxist propaganda
Seek out like-minded men and help build each other up
Self-educate and think critically
Learn to recognize the Hegelian Dialectic: Most “problems” are created so the masters can
impose preconceived solutions on the masses, stealing their liberty and autonomy
Learn to recognize false flags, which have been perpetrated on the public for literally thousands
of years
Patronize small business rather than multinationals and chains
Get your money out of the banks – fractional reserve banking means the bank only has 10% of
the sum of all customer deposits available at any one time
Reduce the amount of taxes you pay into the system as much as possible by any legal means
necessary – this usually means learning to live on less
Eat non-GMO food and organics when possible

Of course, these bullet points are only a start when it comes to planning a peaceful resistance
movement. The bad news is, we absolutely cannot expect our representatives to do anything except
blow hot air as we’ve seen with the Establishment’s moves to maroon Trump on a political island.
(Whether he is part of the ruse remains to be seen.)
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Mighty Mouse and The Gobbler aren’t going to save you – Ryan and McConnell are traitors to the American people

Republicans Are Complicit

If the election of Trump has proven anything, it’s the the Republicans are malware. They refuse to
move on any of his agenda items despite having an overwhelming mandate as they control more of
the United States government than the party has at any time since 1929. It is obvious they are
complicit in impaling the heart of the American Republic as Democrat Socialists lead the way.
Laurence Vance of the Lew Rockwell blog details how bad Republicans really are:

Republicans are worse than Democrats because they use libertarian rhetoric to deceive
conservatives and libertarians into thinking that they actually believe their mantra of the
Constitution, limited government, federalism, fiscal conservatism, personal freedom, private
property, and the free market.

Just take one issue: the war on drugs. Republicans support it lock, stock, and barrel even
though it is not authorized by the Constitution, it increases the size and power of
government, it violates the principle of federalism, it wastes billions of dollars a year, it
negates personal freedom, it infringes upon property rights, and it is contrary to the free
market.

How bad are the Republicans in Congress? The few that are good are very, very good. The
many that are bad are horrid.

The only thing Americans could possibly do to drain the swamp at this point is to elect an entirely
new Congress, throwing every Republican and Democrat currently in office out on their asses. That
simply won’t happen. Re-election rates for incumbents are high, despite the fact their approval
ratings are low. The shuck and jive still works for those holding the levers of power.
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Leaving America may just buy you some time

Go Minimalist Now, Expat if Possible

The best advice for those planning for the worst is to go minimalist now if you haven’t already.
Destroy your debt. Stay out of debt. Live on less. Downsize from a McMansion to a smaller home.
Don’t buy new cars. Stockpile money and diversify your investments. Plan for the worst, because the
current economic bubble we are in will be imploded just as all the rest were imploded since the
advent of the Federal Reserve, by design.

Future articles will expound on what men can do to safeguard their own lives and those of their loved
ones.

If you haven’t made strides to expat and take the fruit of your labor with you, now might be a good
time to speed up that agenda. At least it will give one breathing room and a buffer zone when the
inevitable conflagration begins in the United States. I don’t know about you, but I don’t want to be
here when Martial Law is declared and mass chipping of the public begins.
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Falling back at least gives men time to regroup and come up with a new plan, since we are painfully
behind the 8-ball as earnest efforts to de-legitimize the U.S. government begin. As we either try to
weather the storm or fall back and regroup, when making our plans we must always remember one
sage piece of wisdom. As the Founding Fathers knew: Resistance to tyrants is obedience to God.
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City Review: SamanÃ¡ and Surrounding Areas
August 24, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Truly a slice of paradise

Rel’s International Travel Guides (see more)
Samaná Peninsula (Samaná, Las Terrenas, Las Galeras)
Relampago’s City Rating: 

Nightlife: Excellent
Chance to score: Excellent
Beer prices: 100 pesos, or $2
Food prices: Pica pollo for $3-5
Lodging: From $20/night
Things to do besides chase women: Many options

If mocha and chocolate women are you bag, you will find yourself in paradise pretty much anywhere
on the island of the Dominican Republic. They’re keen to meet Americans and Europeans, and are
some of the best overall women I’ve found in all my travels. Many make great LTR prospects, but
beware the actresses that only go for gringo money and have a papi chulo banging them when Beta
Bucks guy isn’t around.

Come for the women, but stay for the culture and music. Bachata, Merengue and Salsa dancing
abound, and you’ll hear those melodical musical forms wherever you may roam. Usually, eminating
from cozy discotecas serving Presidente beer, Caipirinhas, and Santo Libres. Take the time to learn at
least one form of dancing, because it will be worth it. This is a very social culture and dancing puts
you in the middle of all the action.

One of the most secluded, but most unspoiled and beautiful areas on the entire island of Hispaniola is
the Samaná Peninsula. About a 3 hour bus ride from El Capital, it’s off the beaten path. The town of
Samaná (technically Santa Barbara de Samaná) is a quiet, picturesque bayside town that reminds you
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of the Good Old Days. A quick boat ride will take you to the barrier island of Cayo Levantado in the
middle of Samaná Bay. The world-reknowned Playa Rincon is a short motoconcho ride away.

In many ways, this entire peninsula is paradise, defined. Palms line its lush, scenic mountains. There
are no big box stores or Americanization to be found. Women are, for the most part, thin and very
friendly. Whales inhabit Samaná Bay part of the year, and this is one of the best whale watching
locations on the planet. Water is turqouise blue and crystal clear, and beaches are pristine.

Day trips can take you to slightly more cosmopolitan Las Terrenas, where French and Italian expats
have become so numerous they’ve practically established a colony there. Then, there’s tiny Las
Galeras which offers some of the most scenic beaches and ocean views anywhere. El Limon is about
midway between Las Terrenas and Samana, and the waterfall – accessible only on horseback or mule
– is a treat.

Be sure to try some pica pollo y tostones to eat while you’re here, and if you get really lucky you
might find a girl who knows how to make you chuleta con ñame. You’ll need to brush up on your
Spanish skills, because almost nobody speaks English here. That’s a very good thing, as it has
insulated this part of Latin America from degenerate and materialistic Anglo American cultural
influence.

If you prefer a pretty, promiscuous girlfriend, Puerto Plata, Sosua, and Cabarete should be your
destination. Those locations are a 3 hour guagua ride from the capital or Samaná. You’ll be
approached by numerous, sexy girls and will have your pick of hot dates, especially in Sosua. More
of them will speak at least a little broken English there.

Overall, few places I’ve visited in this world bring me the pleasure and peace of mind Samaná does.
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Thoughts After Another Boystown Run
August 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Foreign pro chicks are more emotionally satisfying than LTRs with domestic chicks

When a man is on the border with time to burn, can throw Spanish lingo around, and likes living
dangerously, he has to take advantage of the Zonas de Tolerancia that are open in many Mexican
cities. I rarely miss a chance to go to this oasis, since sex has become such a taboo in a florid modern
America. It also saves my energy to focus on more productive activities than constantly chasing after
and gaming women. Frankly, it’s exhausting and there’s not much return on investment on this side
of the border. The dating pool is about an inch deep, and the waters are murky at that. Fatties, freaks,
and flops are what women have become. It’s a dating dystopia, that’s for sure.

I jumped over the border again, this time in a different city (before being
sent north because of Hurricane Harvey) and my mind was reassured of the accuracy of the claim I
made in a recent article about $40 pay for play girls being better than the average American woman.
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(I always test my own claims again and again to make sure what I write is accurate.)

My findings after another rented rendezvous? It’s true. So painfully true. Anytime I go, I will have
better memories and feel more natural with the Mexican rent-a-chick than any experience I would
have had with an Anglobitch I try to woo with PUA. Ms. P4P will treat me better, and will talk to me
like I’m on her level, not as if she’s looking down upon me. She’ll literally probably have a lower
cock count than many chicks who ride the carousel on this side of the border. She’ll be thinner, and
prettier. She’ll be proud to be a women, instead of embarrassed by her femininity. Of course, once I
come back, all I see is sloth, bitchiness, and “my shit doesn’t stink” attitudes when observing Anglo
women.

What an age for men to live in, in which foreign prostitutes are more fulfilling than LTRs with the
women of his culture. My, oh, my, how they’ve fallen. How long can this vacuum last? The truth is,
Anglo chicks have been in a bubble for quite some time. They’ve effectively created their own
alternate reality, where, supported by endless Beta Bucks tax dollars and a gynocentric state they
have the best of all possible worlds while Anglo men have the worst of all possible worlds.

Something has got to give. Are we reaching a turning point in the War on Men? Or will things get
worse? If they stay worse, the extinction of at least one genome is likely. What we are witnessing in
America today with the extremely poor nature of relations between the sexes is utterly culturally and
demographically suicidal. This culture has to either correct itself or face oblivion.

One thing is for sure, much as microbes develop resistance to antibiotics when they get hit with them
enough, it seems men in this culture are developing resistance to being sprayed with cultural Raid on
a daily basis. Take a look on social media at what young guys are saying about feminists and
feminism and the culture wars. Perhaps things are darkest just before dawn.

We can only hope.
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Why Men Cheat
August 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women are unreliable partners, and they demonstrably have no qualms about having Beta Bucks guy raise Alpha Fucks guy’s seed

It always amuses me when today’s road-worn women expect 110% fidelity from their Beta meal
tickets. They just can’t put on the faux-disgusted face quickly enough at even the mere insinuation
their man is flirting with another woman or sliding up inside a strange coochie. They’re (supposedly)
miffed at why men cheat. “They’re all dogs!” Well, not quite. There are two simple explanations,
ladies.

Women are notoriously flighty and unreliable in relationships (this is why culturally enforced1.
monogamy was written into the Bronze Age texts that are the foundation of the world’s Big
Three religions)
Genetic and other biological evidence points to a high rate (10% by some estimates) of Beta2.
cucks unknowingly raising children that aren’t their own

That’s the nice way of saying it. Here’s the non-PC way of saying it.

These hoes ain’t loyal1.
Women cheat as much (or more) than men, but are better at hiding it, plus in Anglo culture2.
women always frame any breakups as his (the Beta cuckee’s) fault, and since feminism females
have cultural impunity to do so
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Biologically speaking, males of all species (not just H. Sapiens) have
evolved strategies to spread their seed far and wide. Call it the buckshot strategy, when the Law of
the Jungle rules as it currently does in a post-feminist, increasingly degenerate and r-selected culture.
In other words, men have instincts to cheat that evolved in a world where females aren’t culturally
and/or religiously expected to stay with males. That’s most of human history, and it seems we are
regressing to that lower standard of living.  Just like most of the animal kingdom!

Thus, in a world where women do what they want, by cheating the male ensures his evolutionary
Prime Directive is achieved. In a world of here today, gone tomorrow women who keep only men
around until the money or social laurels run out, a man wagering the farm (i.e. his genetic survival)
on one woman is a pretty risky bet. She has a mood swing, and it’s back to square one. Mr. Wiggly is
back on bread and water, and Mr. One Woman Man has his confidence shot, to boot. So, it’s simply
good biological game playing to have a main dish, and a couple of side dishes when – not if – the
main dish splits.

Additionally, evolution proves human females are so…um…slutty that
the majority of male sperm in each ejaculation has evolved to destroy other sperm that somehow
finds its way into the vaginal receptacle. That’s right, most of the billions of male sperm are there for
combat and not to fertilize anything. (You know how women just trip and fall on other men’s dicks
by accident. Happens all the time.) Female infidelity is a given, so no man can be sure of the
paternity of what is supposedly “his” child. As a result of women who 1) don’t give a damn about
men personally, and 2) are demonstrably not loyal, the male thirst for sexual variety is a deeply
rooted biological instinct.

It’s quite a conundrum that women aren’t shamed for their biological instincts, like shameless
hypergamy and wiping her ass on dad at the child support slave court so she can hop back on the
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cock carousel, but men are scorned for pursing their biological instincts. That alone speaks volumes
about Anglo culture.

The takeaway lesson is never to let yourself be guilted into getting one-itis. Not only will you become
less attractive to your main dish, but you’ll be a sitting duck when she decides to launch torpedoes of
celibacy at you as she whisks herself away into the arms of another guy. That will happen in today’s
culture that openly encourages women to be hoes.

When it happens to me, I just move one of my backups into the #1 slot. It’s amazing how fast a man
can forget a woman when he’s got some fresh juice to squeeze.
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Eye Candy of the Week | August 27, 2017
August 27, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week we feature a model from South Africa. Here’s our Eye Candy of the Week for August 27,
2017 as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Dad of the Week: Scenes of Degeneracy from a
Dystopian Society
August 28, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women have no shame as they rip kids out of the arms of dad, hop on the carousel and try to make them into responsibility of Dad of the
Week

So, I’m making my travels across the nation as I Roll On Eighteen Wheeler (like the song) when I
happen upon a small town in the Deep South. My route takes me down a US Highway off the beaten
path, so I jump at the opportunity to stop at a grocery store and pick up some supplies. Eating out is
not only a huge waste of money, but the food at America’s chain restaurants is quite simply over-
processed, over-seasoned, overpriced ersatz crap. For the most part.

In any case, I hop out of the truck and naturally pay attention to what’s
going on, as social observing is part and parcel of what I do here as a service for men.

Here’s something interesting, and quite frankly, sad that I saw. I walked into a store to see a 19 or 20
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year old white girl with a blonde son ordering some food from the deli. Except, she wasn’t holding
the kid, who was less than a year old. Her black boyfriend was holding the kid, and obviously
expected by her to take care of the little tyke. Leaving race aside, I was quite frankly shocked that this
good looking young guy let himself be taken advantage of like this by a thin but average-looking girl,
becoming the Beta Bucks guy (while she no doubt double dips from both his bank account and
biological dad’s child support slavery/forced wealth transfers…he was paying for dinner, after
all.) He had a disturbed look on his face.

What was sad about it to me was the fact she obviously ditched dad after she popped out her annuity,
hopped back on the cock carousel quicker than a bolt of lightning, and faces no shame or
repercussions for doing so. Feminists can spare me the cliche that it was somehow dad’s fault. This
almost never turns out to be the case.

This scene repeats itself again and again across America. Women, of all
races, disposing of men after the mating act and enslavement process is completed. I couldn’t help
but think what blinders, and suicidal ones at that, Anglo culture has towards women who do this day
in and day out with impunity. Any criticism of them is forbidden. Any mercy towards biological dad
is shamed and mocked. Every incident is met with a “YouGoGrrl” and “Men are scum” response
from a thoroughly misandrist culture.

Obviously, I don’t see this relationship working out. The guy deserves better than this chick (the look
on his face told me he realizes that) and she needs to stop shopping her kid around to different men
while biological dad foots the bill. What’s even more screwed up about this scene is that is has
become the norm, rather than an oddity in today’s dystopian America.

I even had a white chick try to do the very same thing to me a couple of years ago. They are truly
predatory in their behavior. She tried her best to get me to knock her up, and even lied about being
pregnant just before I skipped the country to try and lock me into the relationship. But I knew all
along the truth of the matter: she didn’t want to work, and was looking to cash in on me before
wiping her ass on me at child support court.

And yet, all we hear in the media is how downtrodden women are and how evil men are. But, the evil
I see today isn’t coming from men. It’s coming from wanton female sluttery and women who have no
shame fucking up their kids’ psyche with Dad of the Week rather than biological dad. How in the hell
does a justice system let this go on?

This is what’s out there, men. Older guys, who have been around the block a few times and those
who are quick on the uptake already know it. Better make sure your younger friends know it, too,
before they get chains wrapped around their ankle by the pussy-worshiping United States of Vagina
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and its blue thugs that comprise Police State USA and the Child Support Slavery Court.

In saner times, girls like this would have had their asses kicked by their fathers. But we aren’t living
in sane times. Dad is too busy trying to survive being submerged under murky financial waters,
trying not to drown so he can send mom a check every month.
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Watch: CNN Needs Sensitivity Training – Houston Woman
Blows Up About Shameless Exploitation of Flooding Tragedy
August 29, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Maybe CNN needs some sensitivity training. In their mad pursuit of a scoop, they just provoked a
black Hurricane Harvey victim into having an emotional breakdown live on camera. But hey, it’s
good for ratings and their brand! She “told her story” to use MSM jargon.

It’s becoming clearer by the day the public is onto the fact the
American media is corrupt and vicious as hell. We all know they swoop in like vultures to feed on
every new tragedy like its fresh carrion, each “journalist” trying to outdo the other with the most
sensational scoop. Case in point: The CNN vulture in this clip, a Ms. Diaz, isn’t sensitive or caring
towards the shaken lady she plucks from the crowd of devastated Harvey flooding survivors to
exploit for her tears and suffering.

No, she is hoping to exploit this mother’s personal tragedy for a lead. Diaz wants fresh meat for the
CNN grinder. For that offense, Diaz should be the first CNN talking head sent to sensitivity training.
Anderson Blooper, Blinky the Owl (Wolf Blitzer) and The Lush (Don Lemon) can follow, along with
the remaining gaggle of glib assclowns.

Of course, the liberal network only feigns sensitivity and concern because it’s good PR. The reality,
as we see here, is sociopathic TV news people are almost universally wolves in sheep’s clothing.
What should CNN be doing rather than playing musical chairs with flooding victims, doing rotating
interviews? Here’s a hint, assholes: These are real people facing a real tragedy. Maybe you should
put that fucking mic down and get this lady some dry clothing and buy her a hot meal with CNN’s
credit card before putting her in front of a live audience of millions of people. (Incidentally, this
incident lends itself to my theory that Anglo culture has totally lost its humanity in the reckless
pursuit of profit and power. Corporations fake sympathy very well, but offer very little actual
sympathy towards the cares and concerns of average people.)
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Rather than doing something to actually help this flooding victim and her
young girls, Diaz exploits her to fill airtime with raw emotion, feeding the monster a 24/7
sensationalist news cycle has bred. Her plan for a quick and easy hit of emotion that looks good on
camera and bolsters her resume reel backfires. She picks the wrong lady to exploit. And the lady lets
her fucking know it.

Remember this maxim as you watch the reporter offer faux sympathy: If it bleeds, it leads, and if it
burns it earns. That cliché is well-known in every news room. And it is how the beast known as
mainstream media operates. If there isn’t any real drama happening, these reporters will create drama.
This lady’s life was burning down, and of course CNN only saw it as a chance to do an extreme close
up.

The Houston resident being interviewed to polish CNN’s brand (and to add a log to the fire of the
fake global warming problem) loses it during the interview and Realtalk – the very type of talk the
media and Silicon Valley are trying to render extinct – surges forth. Her exasperation with the talking
heads is relatable, because she expresses what so many of us who have been marginalized and
slandered by the mainstream media feel every single day. Get out of our faces and out of our lives
with your fake and exploitative news!

Someone give that poor Hurricane Harvey survivor a hug, make sure her and her girls are taken care
of, and (figuratively) slap the shit out of the CNN vultures. But, there’s good news arising from this
scene. An outburst like this on live TV lets us know the public is growing weary of every tragedy
being exploited by those well-versed in faux sympathy.  Here you have a network actively trying to
incite race riots for both ratings and a globalist agenda acting like they’re down with the people.

This lady ain’t buying the fakeness. And neither is an increasing segment of the once asleep
American populace.
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PUA Man of the Hour: Man Arrested for Banging Hot Blonde
on Golf Course
August 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A man truly hit a hole in one at a South Carolina golf course

There are still signs of life left in the American male. Just when you think the next generation is filled
with nothing but weak, metrosexual losers, a 19-year old man pulls off this impressive stunt. He nails
a hot blonde right on the putting green of a South Carolina golf course! While this typically isn’t
something to be recommended, if the mood strikes and she’s asking for it, why not? It’s not like there
were a lot of people around.

News reports state distant voyeurs thought the amorous couple were deer before busting out
binoculars then phoning the local pigs in blue. Unfortunately, MSM headlines state the young
(straight!) couple were arrested for doing the nasty on the golf course. Too bad we live in a police
state.
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A nice catch for the golfer

I’d personally like to buy this guy a beer, and if I had the cash hire him a good lawyer. If the judge in
this case is reading this, dismiss this case immediately. Heterosexuals have been persecuted enough
by the media and court system.

Who wouldn’t want to lick and then bend this chick over doggy style, as press reports state the South
Carolina golfer did? While my forays into sex in public places have been limited, I would have done
the exact same thing this guy did if the opportunity arose when I was his age. That said, I banged a
chick on a public beach behind some sand dunes during the middle of the afternoon one time, and
banged another in a public park at night. We didn’t get caught. Would I do it again? Damn straight.
Those are two moments of passion I’ll never forget as long as I live.

Dude must have some tight game to have pulled
off this caper

But getting back to the issue at hand, Police State USA recently brought 19-year old Dakota Payne,
our man of the hour, and 24-year old Kiernan Hennessey, a hot blonde in on indecent exposure
charges for getting it on in public view. If it had been a gay couple getting it on, they’d probably be
praised by today’s injustice system and LGBTQ-worshiping media. But, they now face misdemeanor
charges.
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Really, this is such a non-issue legally it doesn’t deserve to be prosecuted. If Anglo culture wasn’t so
squeamish about sex and worshipful of legalism, this incident would have been laughed off by any
cop with a functioning brain and set of testicles.

“Don’t do it again, guys.” See how simple that was?

We should be patting this guy on the back for having what it takes to get this chick’s clothes off in
the middle of a public venue. Even more stunning, she actually looks quite wholesome in this pic
released to the press. Dakota should get a double pat on the back for finding a chick in modern Anglo
America that’s not tatted up and either fat or sickly looking. He must have some pretty tight game to
bend a hottie like this to his will, getting her to bend over and let him slide on in right in the middle
of a golf course.

Hell, let’s give him a third pat on the back for banging a chick that’s 5 years older than him. (Harder
to do when you’re young.) It’s stories like these that give me hope that maybe, just maybe we’ll see a
culture shift before the ship of state completely sinks under murky waters of social engineering and
The Anglo-American Androgyny Agenda.

Could it be that boys are being boys and men are being men in some places again? It does this man’s
heart good to see a guy capable of pulling off this caper in this day and age.
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Jack-o-Lantern at Vogue Magazine Criticizes Melania
Trump’s Fashion Sense
September 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Behold, Vogue magazine’s fashion guru

Our apologies if anyone just lost their lunch. But, this is the fashion editor at Vogue magazine.
Her/his/its name is Lynn Yaeger. As Vogue’s resident fashion guru, she/he/it just typed up a saucy
screed that went viral chastising Melania Trump for her choice to wear high heels to Texas as the
First Lady surveyed hurricane damage with The Don.

Here’s an excerpt from the Vogue article:

Oh, Melania.

In the words of the late, great Lou Reed, you “couldn’t hit it sideways.”
First the now–First Lady (perhaps unwittingly) plagiarizes Michelle Obama in her
convention speech, then she takes as her platform a crusade against bullying—when she is
married to unquestionably the greatest cyber bully in political history—and now this!

This morning, Mrs. Trump boarded Air Force One wearing a pair of towering pointy-toed
snakeskin heels better suited to a shopping afternoon on Madison Avenue or a girls’
luncheon at La Grenouille.

First of all, Ronald McDonald’s grandmother shouldn’t be offering condescending fashion tips to the
immaculately dressed Ms. Trump. Secondly, the backlash Yaeger’s hit piece (disguised as humor)
created only serves to highlight how insular and disconnected the mainstream media is from the
average American. This is great fashion writing from a luminary in the field in the minds of deranged
leftists.

What’s more, the hit piece is based on a false premise, typical of mainstream media. Ms. Trump
might have boarded the big bird in heels, but by the time she landed in Corpus Christi she wasn’t
wearing heels at all. She was in sneakers, ready to hit the ground running. But that didn’t halt the
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improvised narratives. Reason and rationality are the first things to go out the window when writing
up MSM hit pieces.

It’s almost hard to believe this woman/man/thing is considered a fashion expert. A background check
reveals she has been writing for Vogue and The Village Voice for quite some time. Check out the
praise heaped upon pumpkin head by delusional institutions of “journalism” in America. From
Wikipedia:

Yaeger is also a regular contributor to The New York Times, Style Magazine, American
Vogue, Travel & Leisure, and countless antiques & collectibles dealers. Lynn is also a
fashion columnist for Full Frontal Fashion, a style website in association with Sundance
Channel. She is known for her eccentric personal style, powdered face and dark, cupid’s-
bow lipstick as well as cutting her own hair.

Eccentric isn’t a good word. Best to put it “vomit-inducing” personal style. In any case, MSM
bootlickers love to give each other awards and slobber on each other’s knobs at news industry trade
shows.

In 2008 Lynn won first place in the National Society of Newspaper Columnists’ category of
humor writing for newspapers with more than 100,000 circulation.

AP Awards and all the other awards “journalists” like to give each other are also nothing but trade
show promotions from industry insiders to other industry insiders, by the way. Remember that next
time you see a local news station bragging on all the wonderful “awards” they’ve won. When I
worked in the news business, I saw a young man who could barely put a sentence together win an
Edward R. Murrow award. Seriously, I did.

While the jury is still out on whether Trump is for us or against us, the relentless attacks from the left
on the First Family are getting old. Especially when they come from creatures from the black lagoon
or other sorts of miscreants. How much deeper will the MSM’s credibility crater before they realize
they’re only talking to themselves rather than a credulous audience?
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Humans Being
September 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Thoughts on the true nature of people

TNMM reader Dogotek recently posted this insight in response to our article about CNN provoking a
mother who survived Hurricane Harvey into having an emotional breakdown on camera. His thought-
provoking comment has been on my mind for several days.

People only feel comfortable scratching the surface negative human behavior. When you go
deeper. Very deep. You will find that is what humans are. That’s what humans do. Played
out trillions of times since the beginning of humanity.

Dogotek is chillingly correct. Virtually everything we see when it comes to the “face” people put on
is a facade. Think the appropriately named Facebook, how fake it is, then realize it is only a mirror
being held up to humanity. People are narcissistic, self-centered, egotistical, self-righteous, and
mean-spirited, something we see playing out time and time again in Zuck’s digital ghetto. TNMM
has also written about Machiavellian Intelligence, which dovetails with this discussion since it
explains well why everything we hear from those in positions of power is nothing but a lie.

Religion tried for thousands of years to constrain the innate evil in man, only to become an evil
unto itself at times. Today, religion finds itself the target of modern social engineers. They envision a
society that lets it all hang out being more profitable than the “old” world order, in which leaders told
the masses fables to keep them under control. (You’ve got to create problems to create profit is the
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motto of the globalists.) We are now leaving the world of religious fables behind, and rather than
people imagining they’re being watched all the time, they actually will be watched all the time thanks
to the emerging electronic surveillance hell coming to an America near you.

But, the old religious teachings like “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you” will not
be part of the avaricious society of the future. The world of the future will be totally self-centered.
Just a man, his wants, and the watchful eye of the surveillance state making sure he behaves as his
masters want him to. Gone will be family, friendship, and goodwill.

Christianity is being attacked and destroyed first in this post-religious, Marxist world, and make no
mistake other religions will also be targeted once we’ve wandered far enough down the path to
Socialist hell. Delusional, lobotomized Socialists (now taking over America) believe man is innately
good, while history proves man is a often a ferocious, gruesome, sadistic creature. Elites love
Socialism because it puts the levers of control of the economy into their hands while they feign
sympathy for the little guy.

We are seeing the innate evil of men with too much money and too much power putting the freedom
and well-being of the masses in jeopardy. Giving an elite the power of God through science and
fiduciary control will not bode well for our species. Could the end of the H. Sapiens experiment be
drawing near on this planet? Once man is under total electronic control of his masters, one might
imagine humanity will quickly derail as man is molded into two classes: A 0.1% of masters, and a
99.9% of slaves.  As Charles Bukowski knew, slavery never ended. It was only extended to include
all races. We are the first generation to witness the fruition of that frightful idea. The elite’s greed and
lust for power will know no end, until the human genome and its ability to survive has been so
completely compromised it will be destroyed.

But, as Dogotek knows, perhaps that’s just what humans are. Perhaps to envision a world where
things aren’t like that was the height of delusion. We lived inside that bubble of optimism for a long
time. But, all bubbles eventually burst. Just a thought.
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Police State USA: Utah Nurse Arrested for Refusing Pig’s
Illegal Blood Draw Request
September 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

In recent years, we’ve witnessed a strong-armed Police State USA kill a man for selling cigarettes
without the blessing of the crown, we’ve witnessed them shooting unarmed citizens without cause,
and now we get to see them taking down a frightened, screaming Utah nurse who refused an illegal
blood draw.

The case stinks to high heaven as yet another shameless abuse of police power in America, from top
to bottom. Reuters reports:

Video of the incident from Salt Lake City police officers’ body-worn cameras showed Alex
Wubbels, dressed in blue medical scrubs, consulting with colleagues before showing the
waiting officers a printout of the University of Utah Hospital’s policy on providing blood
samples to test for alcohol or drugs.

The patient was a truck driver who was comatose when he was brought to the hospital burns
unit after a crash with a vehicle being driven by someone fleeing police, the Deseret News
reported.

Wubbels explained to the officers that under the policy, which she said was agreed to by the
police department, she would need a warrant, the patient’s consent or the patient would
need to be under arrest.

“I‘m just trying to do what I‘m supposed to do, that’s all,” Wubbels told the officers, noting
that they did not meet any of those criteria.

Wubbels was right to stand her ground and refuse to violate the 4th Amendment rights of the patient
even if the pig, Detective Alex Payne told her to. Payne had no legal grounds to request the blood
draw. As she informs the pig in the video:

The patient was not under arrest1.
The patient had no warrants2.
The patient could not consent3.

Worse, this accident would have never happened if the police had not been
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engaged in one of their infamous high-speed chases, endangering the motoring public. In all
likelihood, the trucker who Detective Payne was trying to steal blood from was totally innocent and
only put into the ICU because of the irresponsibility of the wild American police force. Were they
trying to cover their asses?

What’s more, when the American police force are not oppressing commoners by requesting illegal
blood draws from patients who are near death, they’re acting as road pirates stealing money from
motorists for minor infractions to engorge the already gargantuan US government.

I personally witnessed a ticket-writing blitz covering 4 states Friday, in which sections of I-95 and
I-70 had motorists pulled over every few miles. Driving some sections of major American roads have
become the equivalent of trying to navigate minefields, because ticket-happy cops are out in force
generating revenue for the oppressive American government. What’s worse, thanks to Move Over
(and cause a pileup) laws, motorists are forced to swerve into the passing lane to dodge the crown’s
thugs in blue. This creates hazards for motorists, especially when someone is pulled over every few
miles.

And President Trump just made moves to militarize this already oppressive police force last week.

There’s is mostly bad news in the outcome of this case. Wubbels doesn’t want to press charges in the
incident (I’d fry the pig if it were me) and local politicians are doing what they do best, playing
politics with the issue since it has created a firestorm online. Metro UK reports:

The local District Attorney Sim Gill has launched a criminal investigation and put the Salt
Lake City police officer on paid leave.

Paid leave. WTF? What investigation? The video says it all. The Detective broke countless laws and
infringed on the 4th Amendment rights of a truck driver the police put into the ICU with their chase.
Prosecute Payne just as mercilessly as you prosecute Johns who are renting some love from willing
women. When the DA sees video of a man handing a woman cash for sex, do they launch a long
investigation? Or do they take him to jail and shame him on the nightly news? This “investigation”
line of crap from the District Attorney is a stall tactic, meant to protect the oppressive cop (as he still
gets paid with your tax money) while the storm from this public relations incident blows over.

Next time someone starts talking about Land of the Free, remember this video and countless others
that have surfaced only because of vigilant citizens refusing to bow to the unjust power of the badge.
As George Carlin knew, “You have owners in this country. They own you.” Freedom, my ass.
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Video: Webster Tarpley Analyzes Bush’s Behavior on 9/11
September 3, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Historian and author Webster Tarpley may be onto something. As the official account of 9/11 seems
more and more unlikely in the increasingly tyrannical world the events of that fateful day helped
create, the Red Pill man searches for answers. We already know the U.S. government lies about
everything to the common man. Proponents of this ideology of mass deception call it “Managed
Democracy” or a world in which the elite manage public perception just as they manage any other ad
campaign for a new car or cell phone.

The biggest question of our age that lingers in the air is this: Did the U.S.
government or agents within the CIA/Deep State/secret government create the events of that day,
then drop them into the lap of a puppet president to manage? Did they threaten him with being
liquidated if he did not comply with their wishes to begin a global War on Terror, which has really
amounted to nothing more than a quest to feed the military-industrial complex with fresh blood and
push the expansion of American Empire into far-reaching corners of the globe? (Like the opium-
generating poppy fields of Afghanistan, where Trump is now re-engaging the U.S. military.)

In this video, Tarpley delivers a bombshell revelation about George W. “My Pet Goat” Bush,
carefully observing his actions in the Florida classroom as the tragic events unfolded the morning of
September 11, 2001. He then blends them with research gleaned for his highly-rated book, 9/11
Synthetic Terror. Tarpley says Bush looks like he’s about to shit himself because he simply doesn’t
know what to do once the events of that day are dropped into his lap by those who really run the U.S.
government. That’s why he sat there rather than taking charge that morning.
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Bush then flew all over America that day as cryptic messages like “Angel is
next” were delivered to Air Force One. (Angel was the code name for Air Force One.) When Bush
finally appeared to make a statement, terror, terror, terror, and Bin Laden, Bin Laden, Bin Laden
were the words that continuously spewed from his administration. Once the “bad guy” narrative had
run its course, Bin Laden would later be “killed” and mysteriously buried at sea with no photographic
evidence by Navy Seal Team Six operating under direct orders from the Obama administration. Seal
Team Six would later mysteriously die themselves after taking on enemy fire in a ridiculously slow-
moving Chinook helicopter in Afghanistan. Fishy as hell, all of it.

Of course, Tarpley’s rational, plausible explanation of the events of 9/11 which led to the War on
Terror reign of terror is just one man’s opinion. But, keep in mind Tarpley wrote a bombshell
biography about NWO accomplice George H.W. Bush back in the 1990s, a book the Clinton
campaign obviously held in high regard because DNC operatives Stephanopoulous and Carville were
filmed reading it in the war room.

Tarpley’s arguments carry weight since he is a Princeton graduate, has an encyclopedic mind, speaks
several languages fluently, and is one of the reddest of Red Pill historians one can find anywhere.
Tarpley’s version of events sounds so much more plausible to these ears than the pablum the U.S.
government expects the sheeple to swallow. What are your thoughts after hearing him out?
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Eye Candy of the Week | September 3, 2017
September 3, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Some men (including yours truly) don’t really like tatted (read: trashy) women. But, they’re good for
an occasional pump and dump. In fact, TNMM did a whole article on the quick hits of fun trashy
women offer. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for September 3, 2017 as we admire the female form
while remembering the truth about women.
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Enlightened Men Donâ€™t Owe Everyone the Truth
September 4, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

Not every man has the ability to be enlightened by Red Pill wisdom

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

If you had a hot share tip for the NYSE or FTSE, would you wander the streets offering it to
everyone? If you were a scientist and had just discovered some Nobel Prize winning law, would you
start telling the local bums in the subway about it? If you were a freelance engineer, would you give
your latest invention to someone who might patent it? If you discovered a secret island full of comely
women offering free sex, would you share its location with anyone but trusted friends?  Of course
not; important knowledge should only be shared with those who can appreciate it – and, more
important, people who will not compromise it. Similarly, we enlightened men are not obliged to share
our truths about Anglo-American women, minimalist living (or anything else) with the broad masses
of humanity.
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If we consider powerful people like the Rothschilds, it becomes immediately
apparent that they possess knowledge of finance that most people do not possess; and more, that this
esoteric knowledge is the source of their power. While there is a deeply-ingrained Western instinct to
resent those who hoard knowledge, it must be conceded that secrecy can be a highly effective life-
strategy. In ancient Greece, for example, the various Pankration moves were jealously guarded by
clans and families: in a fight, why risk being killed by one’s own techniques?  Similarly, duelling
masters in Renaissance Europe only imparted their lethal fencing moves to the wealthiest clients. In
Maritime England, sailors would only reveal the secret of an obscure knot if their students first swore
never to share it without permission. In feudal Japan, the secrets of Ninjutsu were never divulged to
anyone outside a tiny circle of adepts. Even today lawyers only dispense their expertise in exchange
for lucrative fees, never for free. Above all, the story of Jesus shows the danger of freely imparting
esoteric knowledge to the broad masses – betrayal by a fickle mob, followed by torture and
execution.

The last example is the most powerful of all. Whatever the objective ‘truth’ of Christianity, it is a
forest of instruction for the enlightened man. The Average Frustrated Chump is an AFC because that
is his natural state, more often than not; the condition he deserves. Like the mob which betrayed
Jesus, he will not thank the man who attempts to alleviate his misery and ignorance. Ultimately, such
a poltroon has no wish to be shown his true condition and no desire to change it; he prefers to wallow
unchallenged in his Never-Never Land of self-delusion and sexual false consciousness. In short, he is
beyond redemption.

The astute reader can sense where this is going. There is a certain current in the Anglo-American
Manosphere which tries to rouse ‘all men’ to resist their benighted state: a kind of gendered
communism, if you will. For the reasons outlined above, I despise this tendency. The average Anglo-
American male is a deluded White Knight chump who wants to be ‘saved’ by an Anglobitch; he truly
believes that the ‘sacrament’ of poor-quality sex with an ugly, overweight woman will redeem all his
misfortunes and transform his life. Why should such an oaf be ‘rescued’ from himself? Why offer
him options, therapy or counselling? Why not let him simply pay the price for his own stupidity?

W B Yeats’s poem ‘To a wealthy man who promised a second subscription to the Dublin Municipal
Gallery if it were proved the people wanted pictures’, shows the scathing attitude of Renaissance
gentlemen to mass opinion:

What cared Duke Ercole, that bid
His mummers to the market place,
What th’ onion-sellers thought or did
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So that his Plautus set the pace
For the Italian comedies?
And Guidobaldo, when he made
That grammar school of courtesies
Where wit and beauty learned their trade
Upon Urbino’s windy hill,
Had sent no runners to and fro
That he might learn the shepherds’ will.
And when they drove out Cosimo,
Indifferent how the rancour ran,
He gave the hours they had set free
To Michelozzo’s latest plan
For the San Marco Library,
Whence turbulent Italy should draw
Delight in Art whose end is peace,
In logic and in natural law
By sucking at the dugs of Greece.

Similarly, we enlightened men should remain resolutely indifferent to the
plight of divorced White Knights, AFCs and other Blue-Pilled Anglo-American males. They are
weak-minded onion-sellers, nothing more. Indeed, we should take a certain perverse pleasure in their
various predicaments – a man should pay for the choices he makes. By extension, we should
deliberately keep our valuable knowledge from them – for that knowledge gives us a decisive edge.
Besides, courting the average Anglo male will only sully our riches: as Nietzsche said, ‘Life is a well
of delight; but where the rabble also drink, there all fountains are poisoned’.

For example, the fact that women outside the Anglosphere are generally thinner, more pleasant and
attractive than their Anglo-American counterparts should only be shared with enlightened men on
fora like this: men self-selected for self-awareness and intelligence. Proclaiming these facts from the
rooftops will only lead to an exodus of frustrated White Knights and ugly incels to our chosen lands,
poisoning their wells of pleasure. The Caribbean, Latin America, Eastern and Southern Europe: these
are erotic playgrounds for men who truly deserve them, not drooling neckbeards seeking ‘traditional’
wives to take back to Idaho. At its worse, drawing public attention to our message might lead to legal
persecution for ‘hate speech’ or some other absurd charge. It is far wiser to keep ‘this thing of ours’
an elusive sanctum for men who can truly profit by it.
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The Savage Pilgrimage, Pan-Anglosphere Dissidence, The Savage Lifestyle – call it what you will –
has more in common with some eastern philosophies than contemporary western thought. Properly
pursued, it presumes a certain disinterest in the ‘plight’ of the unenlightened even as it shuns
commitment to people, possessions and institutions. The existential chains of Anglo-American
civilization – marriage, children, careers, houses and material goods – are consciously discarded for a
life of maximized experience. The journey becomes the goal, not arrival; the present moment is all;
and personal knowledge supplants received opinion as the touchstone of decision. By definition, only
an elite minority of self-aware and intelligent males can understand such concepts; while saving (or
trying to save) the sheeple is fraught with thankless peril.

You owe them nothing, least of all truth. Be water, my friends.
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Random Thoughts
September 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Random thoughts as I make my way across New England

One of my favorite aspects of being a part-time long haul trucker, part-time expat is the fact this
moneymaking scheme lends itself well to the thinking man. There’s nothing but you, the hum of the
diesel engine, the highway, and if you’re lucky, lots of scenery. There aren’t many distractions other
than the sometimes maddening Qualcomm barking commands at you.

The driver’s seat is a great place to cleanse the programming of social engineers, the media, and the
edumacation system from one’s mind. Here are some random thoughts I had while driving through
New England today.

Men should make personal policies that are just as anal retentive as corporate policies. For
example, at a TA truck stop I made a $500 fillup in my truck today. So I figured that, like at
Pilot, I could get a discount on two hot dogs from the points I earned buying more fuel than I’ll
be getting paid for the day. Suffice it to say they wouldn’t discount me without sending me to a
remote part of the building to print a coupon. What it amounted to was hoop jumping over
$0.35 of ingredients, two wieners and two stale buns. Fuck that shit. So, I left the hot dogs
sitting there and told them I don’t have time for games. My policy is I don’t jump through silly
hoops for crappy roller grill items.
A TV station (my old connections in the media still thinking I’d play their games, perhaps)
wanted to use me for an interview. I told them to fuck off. I need to do a full article about this,
but the public needs to get wise to the fact their tragedies are being exploited by the media to
generate revenue. Since corporations don’t do anything for free for the public, or even treat
people with a modicum of respect rather than as expendable line items on a spreadsheet, neither
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should the public do anything free for corporations. People need to start demanding to be paid
to fill airtime, since nothing goes out on a TV broadcast that isn’t making money for the station.
They’re adamant about every second being used to generate revenue in some way. Trust me, as
someone who has been there, done that with the talking heads. In other words, the media use
the fuck out of people to generate billions of dollars a year, and they need to start giving some
of that back to the people they interview for stories. No more free revenue on the public’s back,
bitches.
I often wonder if the Drudge Report isn’t controlled opposition. It seems to be just as drama-
centric as the rest of the MSM. Drudge seems to specialize in apocalyptic headlines, like the
ones he’s been running about hurricanes recently. It’s as if he’s trying to create the narrative
that the world as we know it is coming to an end. The apocalyptic narratives also permeate
other news topics, not just natural disasters. Why would he do this? Is it a subconscious way of
manipulating the public into accepting the implosion of freedom and American democracy as
the country lurches towards Socialism? One might imagine John Q. Public saying, “Ah, Martha
it doesn’t matter that the CIA has a wiretap in our living room and a camera in our bedroom.
The world’s gonna end soon, anyway.” Meantime, the world doesn’t end, it just gets shittier to
live in.
Pussy no longer has the power over me it once did. I think that is partly due to the fact I have
gone through so many women in my life, looking for the unicorn that didn’t exist. The irony is
now that I don’t give a fuck about women I have a veritable pussy buffet laid out before me.
But I’m just not interested in it like I was when I was younger. Now that I know “how they
work” (women) they’re not that interesting to me. In fact, they’re pretty sad creatures. It’s
amazing what a man can accomplish when he makes women nothing more than occasional
entertainment in his life rather than a goal unto themselves. Don’t try to be a snake charmer and
keep one around.
Family centers us. The lack of family and friendship has made for a very isolating Anglo-
American culture. This country is perhaps the saddest place I visit in all my travels. The lack of
family has made us more susceptible to manipulation and control from those who want to make
money off our backs. Unhappy, lonely people will spend more money than a society full of
contented citizens. The media’s image of America as a happy, prosperous place is a mirage. I
don’t see happy people when I travel around the country. I see a nation of sad, overworked
slaves.

These topics may well be fodder for future articles. In any case, writing helps me get my angst out, as
I suffer through the last weeks of working in the U.S. before fleeing this dystopia again soon. Your
thoughts on these topics and others are always welcome. And with that, I’m headed back to the
sleeper to crash.
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The Androgyny Agenda Strikes Again: Skirts Banned,
Schoolgirls Must Wear Pants
September 7, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Social engineers are hard at work using Freud’s Penis Envy theories to turn schoolgirls into schoolboys

TNMM has repeatedly alerted men to the grotesque androgyny agenda now being foisted upon the
Anglosphere by social engineers tasked with figuratively, and later, literally de-sexing the human
race. This spay and neuter humanity ideal or androgyny agenda is being rolled out in a number of
different ways.

One of the first major pushes to introduce the androgyny agenda to the masses (as a proxy to
manipulate humanity) was the transgenders and toilets fiasco which, by design, gained worldwide
MSM attention. Of course, transgenders and toilets was a Trojan Horse designed to move the needle
on the Overton Window, opening the doorway to the nefarious aims of the androgyny agenda by
creating a narrative/fable about yet more “oppressed” people who need the iron fist of government to
step in and set everyone else straight. In other words, the 99.7% of people who aren’t transgender
must change their way of living to accommodate the 0.3% of people who are.

We are now seeing the androgyny agenda being deployed on middle school girls in England and
America. Once again, the Hegelian Dialectic is at work as the velvet glove concealing the iron fist.
Here’s how it works:

Elites agree upon a social engineering outcome (de-sexing humanity)
Their media introduce a “problem” that must be solved
The media and others who influence what people think shape the narrative so all preconceived
solutions to the problem revolve around eliminating gender differences

Pay close attention to the quotations below to see these bullet points in action. Priory School in East
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Sussex, England is the first to experiment with turning girls into wannabe boys in this manner.
(Predictably, we see Freud’s Penis Envy theory being used by Anglo social engineers who move to
make girls dress like boys.) Here’s how The Telegraph, an establishment news rag framed the
story. The manipulation of mass mind begins in the first paragraph.

A secondary school has banned girls from wearing skirts to accommodate the growing
number of transgender pupils, and to deal with complaints over the “decency” of short
skirts.

We now have the “problem” which is invented out of whole cloth. The school’s headmaster, Tony
Smith, then told this whopper to the press:

Pupils have been saying why do boys have to where ties and girls don’t, and girls have
different uniform to boys. So we decided to have the same uniform for everybody.

We now have the preconceived solution being sprung, like the trap it is. Smith is either knowingly a
spokesmouth for the androgyny agenda or a useful idiot. Either way, it’s not good. Smith continued:

Another issue was that we have a small but increasing number of transgender students and
therefore having the same uniform is important for them.

Notice how the narrative is being manipulated here. It’s very clever. Framing the issue this way helps
set a crucial, social precedent that tiny minorities of the population can force everyone else to dance
to their tune. We now have girls dressing like boys, as social engineers wanted.

There will be no end to the tyranny that can be unleashed on normal people once the masses are used
to accommodating every deviant group and subgroup invented by social engineers and media
propagandists. You heard it here first, this is exactly how the normalization of bestiality and
pedophilia will be unleashed on the masses. Turning boys into girls and girls into boys is only the
beginning.

Protests from parents, like this anonymous one, were of course ignored:

My daughter said she has got a gender and it’s female, so being gender neutral when she has
got a gender is a big deal for her, as she proud to be a girl. I feel girls should be allowed to
wear skirts if they want to.

Trying to blend male and female into one is one of the worst neuroses of Anglo culture. Human
sexuality is literally being sold out, just like everything else in this money-worshiping culture.

England and America are truly, deeply sick nations. The aims of the androgyny agenda aren’t
protecting rights or shaping society in a positive direction. The true aims are creating docile, sexless
worker drones who don’t breed with each other or spend their time and energy creating families.
Sexless humans that only go to work, sleep, then empty any money they’ve earned into pockets of the
elite via preconceived profit-making schemes is the goal.

This is a dangerous agenda. It literally could lead to the extinction of H. Sapiens given enough
time. Will humanity allow itself to be sterilized by the elite?
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Things Feminists Say: Revealing Quotes About This Uniquely
Anglo-American Ideology
September 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Giving males a role in society was what made humans different than other animals, but now feminism aims to reduce us to animal status
once again

It’s already well-established Anglo-American feminism is a truly hateful and destructive philosophy.
Feminism has deep roots in this misandrist culture, going all the way back to its Puritan foundations
some 500 years ago. As a result of feminism run rampant since the 1960s (when it became a tool of
the CIA and social engineers at the behest of the moneyed powers that really run the world – you
didn’t think governments actually ran anything did you?) Anglo culture is now in self-destruct mode
as white people are dying off en masse around the planet. We are also seeing men becoming pariahs
in English-speaking countries. This is by design, not accident.

Whether it’s America, England, Australia, or Canada, post-feminist Anglo
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nations now have some of the worst relations between the sexes in the history of the planet, and
therefore, suicidal fertility rates. While there are conflating factors that go along with the death of
Western culture on both sides of the pond and down under, feminism, this direct product of the minds
of white women is undeniably linked to the death of family and therefore, these nations.

It behooves those trying to combat misandry, the end of the nuclear family, and the enslavement of
men – reducing them to nothing more than laborers for society to support the largesse women crave –
to take a look at the things feminists say to each other about men.

What’s most frightening about reading feminist quotations is realizing how much influence they’ve
had on government policy in America for the past 50 years. Many of their desires have already been
foisted upon society legally and culturally. Feminists are useful idiots, perhaps, of power mad elites
hellbent on world domination. World domination is much easier if you weaken men’s role in society.

Let’s start with our examination of the feminist mindset with Sally Miller Gearheart. She calls for
nothing less than genocide of the male sex.

The proportion of men must be reduced to 10% of the human race.

Unfortunately, Gearheart is not a lone voice in the wilderness. Mary Daly, a Professor at Boston
College wrongly lays the destruction of the planet at the feet of men:

If life is to survive on this planet, there must be a decontamination of the Earth. I think this
will be accompanied by an evolutionary process that will result in a drastic reduction of the
population of males.

No, sweetie. The fact is women are an ecological cancer upon planet earth, since they consume more
than they produce and are responsible for 80% of wasteful American consumerism and materialism.
Men have been doing women’s bidding since time immemorial, which is why we are so easy to
blame for the “contamination” of earth. It’s high time this fact was made known: Men are naturally
minimalists. Women are naturally materialists.

But, at least Daly doesn’t go as far as Julie Bindel.

All men are rapists and should be put in prison then shot.

Imagine a man writing that about women. The uproar would be heard on the moon. Of course, anti-
family diatribes go hand in hand with feminist narratives calling for the death and/or subjugation of
men. Linda Gordon writes:

The nuclear family must be destroyed… Whatever its ultimate meaning, the break-up of
families now is an objectively revolutionary process.

Robin Morgan agrees:

We can’t destroy the inequities between men and women until we destroy marriage.

These sick women have, unfortunately, lived to see the fruition of their fantasies of destroying
marriage, as Anglo culture has accommodated their destructive impulse with misandrist
manipulations of the law, from frivorce lottery laws to child support slavery for men. But Morgan
hates more than just family, she apparently hates herself:

My white skin disgusts me. My passport disgusts me. They are the marks of an insufferable
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privilege bought at the price of others’ agony.

Morgan should just off herself and put everyone out of her misery. However, reading her quote,
realize how the media has manipulated millions of white people to hate themselves with the
ideologies of progressivism and liberalism.

Ti-Grace Atkinson at least admits feminism is deeply enmeshed with an unhealthy hatred of the male
of the species, and anti-life sexual practices:

Feminism is the theory, lesbianism is the practice.

It’s not rape, it seems, only if women fuck one another.

And at last, Catharine A. MacKinnon puts all this insanity together for us, revealing a startling fact
about the true aims of feminism. It is a philosophy designed to turn men into nothing more than
slaves, and this is the true reason why Anglo societies are moving towards central planning and
collectivism:

Feminism, Socialism, and Communism are one in the same, and Socialist/Communist
government is the goal of feminism.

All three philosophies are indeed one in the same. The goal of all three is
reducing men to the status of being nothing more than pack mules of society, who must labor
endlessly but get no seat at the table of the human family.

Most of these quotations can already be found either codified into law, in social engineering schemes,
or in the direction a soulless elite are taking us with modern policy proposals and media/political
narratives. Hillary even quipped after losing the 2016 election: The future is female. It’s as if Clinton
knew something most don’t, taking solace in her It Takes a Village ambitions.

The transformation to the feminist ideal of Socialism is well underway in America, since men have
already been stripped of their families and their traditional roles in society but are still expected to
provide endless labor to a centrally planned corporate-government complex that spits upon them.
Women currently have absolute power over the lives of unborn children, the institution of marriage,
and the fruit of the labor of millions of men since most government spending benefits females.

But that’s only the beginning. The Socialist “Utopia” fully realized will be a world in which women
run everything via the State, and men are forced into sexless, powerless lives as laborers.

These quotations and explanations of their intent help illustrate why the ideology of feminism must
be destroyed. It is a sickness that will turn the human race into nothing more than an insect colony,
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with male drones toiling thanklessly to support the whims of fat, ugly, lesbian “queens” everywhere.

Fuck that shit.
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Eye Candy of the Week | September 10, 2017
September 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s model is a blonde and ivory number dressed in red lace. She’s not a 10, but her innocent
look and a body unmarred by tattoos helps make up for her small chest. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the
Week for September 10, 2017 as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about
women.
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American Stasi: A Nation That Doesn’t Trust Its Citizens Is
Not Free
September 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Surveillance cameras are appearing even along rural stretches of Interstate

If you’ve cruised America’s Interstates recently, you might have noticed surveillance cameras are
going up everywhere – even in remote stretches of states like Wyoming. The proliferation of mass
surveillance in the United States and England, making the Stasi of Nazi times look like child’s play,
is already of epic proportions. Things will only get worse in the years ahead as the people who really
run the world (hint: it’s not our so-called representatives) press to micromanage every detail of
people’s lives.

It goes without saying, nations that don’t trust their citizens aren’t free
nations. Nations that don’t trust their citizens also have nefarious aims, as history repeatedly shows.

While the corporate controlled media keeps the sheeple distracted with bread, circuses, scandals, and
faux apocalyptic headlines, the noose is being tightened around the throat of a once free nation. The
stated purpose of the nationwide surveillance cameras, at least for now, is they’re for for “watching
traffic flow” and “alerting emergency personnel to accidents” and other flowery PR pleasantries. But
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the reality is the long-term goals of these cameras will be to ticket drivers electronically and to
monitor everything everyone does from the time they wake up, until the time they drive to work, until
the time they go to bed.

What do advocates of personal freedom say? Let’s look to one long-standing institution for an
answer. Even a stopped watch is right twice a day. The ACLU is often a stopped watch, but they
definitely know the time of day on this issue. Mass surveillance could easily become a tool of
institutional abuse of civil rights and an assault on personal liberty:

Sometimes, bad policies are set at the top, and an entire law enforcement agency is turned
toward abusive ends. That is especially prone to happen in periods of social turmoil and
intense conflict over government policies.

Already, there’s been debate about red light cameras. But throwing up cameras along every mile of
American Interstate shows us the American government seeks to strip its citizens of what’s left of
their privacy, freedom of movement, and personal liberty. You’re free, as long as you do everything
the State tells you to do, exactly how they say to do it. The Watchdog blog has already reported on
the dangers of surveillance cameras invading every sector of public space:

It’s a slippery slope, American Civil Liberties Union of Washington spokesman Doug
Honig said. The idea was these cameras should not become general surveillance systems for
law enforcement, and now that’s the general direction they’re moving in. It’s known as
mission creep.

This was, of course, planned since the days of George Orwell. He tried to warn us with his prophetic
novel 1984. While he didn’t get the year exactly right, he got just about everything else right about
the modern dystopia enveloping us today.

Ronald Reagan once famously said, “Mr. Gorbechev, tear down this wall.” We would demand of to
our oppressive government, “Those of you in the American Stasi, tear down these cameras.”
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The Wild Man: Women Love Men They Can’t Control
September 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women are drawn to the man they can’t control

An Alpha or Sigma never lets himself be totally manipulated and controlled by pussycat. The men
that really stir women’s juices are the ones they can’t control. Women are not only drawn to men who
flout society’s conventions, they will make it their mission in life to get to know such a man. And of
course, try to tame him by putting those vagina lips over his head, suffocating this critical thinking
capability and using his productivity for their own ends.

The Wild Man phenomenon is, in part, why criminals now average 3.0
children per lifetime in a suicidal culture in which the birth rate among whites is about 1.7 children
per lifetime. (Blacks and Asians don’t fare much better in Anglo culture, as they’re also below the
replacement level of 2.1 children.) Women love assholes who don’t cow before other men, and who
aren’t scared to take risks. These are the men they breed with.
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Case in point: The remarkable turn in my own affairs since I took off my business suit, quit my soul-
sucking GloboWorldCorp job and became a digital vagabond and road warrior. Women I literally
haven’t talked to in 20 years, that paid me no attention whatsoever in high school, have started
looking me up out of the blue to see what I’m into. Of course, I don’t want their expired goods as I
regularly date women almost half my age, but it’s something remarkable to witness. I was totally
invisible to these women when I studied hard and followed the rules in my youth.

The don’t give a fuck is, indeed, strong in me since I wasted half a lifetime
playing the system’s game only to ultimately figure out the only way to win is not to play. But these
chicks just can’t get enough of the trips I take, the pictures I post of me on social media with a
different woman every time I turn around, and the fact I only work half the time then spend the rest of
the time smoking cigars drinking wine, carousing around with Latinas and Asians, and lounging on
beautiful beaches.

And that’s what women are most attracted to. A man who says and does what he wants. An
increasingly difficult feat to pull off in this era of micromanagement of male behavior, debasement of
male earning capability by a Socialist state, and downright assaults on male biology with estrogen
laced food. (Is that the real reason soy is in everything?)

So, the key to both being personally happy and plundering an endless supply
of poon is to developing a life that is based on your wants and your dreams as a man. Following the
prescriptions of the system will only lead to disaster, as one of my former colleagues illustrated the
other day when he let his wife throw out a recliner he had since our college days. He was emotional
about losing it, and it did look like a big, comfy recliner in the photos he posted on social media. But,
like most men he cowed to the power of pussy and let her do what she wanted. I would have told that
cunt where to get off. His testicles are now locked safely in her purse.
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Women don’t respect nor do they get all hot and bothered about men who follow orders and become
regular old Beta drones in black and white monotone. No, they crave the men who live life in
brilliant, eye-popping color. The rulebreakers. The vagabonds. The layabouts. The men who give the
finger to the entire ruse, the tissue of lies, lies, lies, foisted upon them by society since their youth.
Perhaps that is the ultimate test of a man. Will he dedicate his entire life to being exploited by others,
and be thankful for the opportunity? Or will he go create his own sandbox to play in?

The irony is the more a man sees what women are all about, the less he cares about them. I used to
pedestalize women and go months (or in one case, years) between relationshits and lays. Now, I
pedestalize myself and women can’t get enough of me.

Use my experience to enhance your own life, and your own chances with women. The rulebreaking
asshole always goes farther, and has more legs ready to spread for him than an office bitch following
orders and trying to swim the murky waters of debt slavery, McMansion payments, and all the other
accoutrement of modern life designed to tame men.

Don’t fall for it. Be the wild man. Not the tame man.
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Never Forget: Rumsfeld Said $2.3 Trillion Was Missing the
Day Before 9/11
September 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Donald Rumsfeld announced $2.3 trillion was missing from the Defense Department the day before 9/11

The day before the generation-long march to abject tyranny began in earnest in America,
Neoconservative Donald Rumsfeld, who specialized in deceiving the American public for over 30
years in administrations spanning Ford to Bush (his lies and fantasies revealed in Adam Curtis’
documentary The Power of Nightmares) dropped a bombshell. The American government had
“misplaced” $2.3 trillion dollars.

Whoops!

You can watch the lamestream media story about the incident, filed by CBS News no less, here. Not
long after Rummy’s announcement, World Trade Center towers 1 and 2 came crumbling down in
New York, as did WTC 7 which was never hit by an aircraft and had minor fires burning inside it. No
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steel skyscraper has ever collapsed from fire before or since, even after such buildings have been
consumed by flames from top to bottom. Moreover, engineers designed WTC 1 and 2 to withstand
impacts from aircraft larger than the 757s that impacted them. But that day, history was made three
times as all three fell.

Even worse, the accounting offices at the Pentagon were destroyed by a 757 that (initially) left a
curiously tiny hole in the side of the building, with pilot Hani Hanjour (described by his instructors as
a terrible pilot who couldn’t fly a Cessna) performing acrobatics veteran pilots can’t perform with
this type of aircraft. Evidence of where the money went disappeared, and the story was forgotten as
the Osama Bin Laden narrative began its long arc before the world’s worst enemy died under
mysterious circumstances, then was quickly buried at sea. A body or even credible photographic
evidence of Bin Laden’s death was never produced, and the Navy Seal team that killed Bin Laden
soon wound up dead themselves. Victims of an unfortunate “accident” flying over the poppy fields of
Afghanistan.

At least, that’s what your government expects you to believe. They’re self-described angels among
us, as honest as truth itself and as pure as the snows in winter, and that $2.3 trillion was spent on
noble causes. But aww shucks, they just can’t account for it. To illustrate the government’s stunning
hypocrisy, if you short the government $50 on your tax return the IRS will be all over you like stink
on shit. However, they can lose trillions and sweep the incident under the rug.

Here’s an alternative view.

Dropping a bombshell like this, the announcement that trillions were missing from the defense budget
is what’s known in the PR business as a “news dump” or a clever, calculated, Machiavellian
revelation of a potentially devastating news story just before an even bigger event comes along to
eclipse coverage of the first story. In this case, 9/11 eclipsed the story of the American government
“losing” such an enormous sum of money. It’s almost as if Rumsfeld knew an even bigger story was
on the way the next day, as he made the announcement to the press September 10, 2001. Maybe he’s
got ESP.

Surely, it’s all just one big coincidence. We know how honest the
American government is. And the unending assault on the Bill of Rights, privacy, and personal
liberty that picked up steam based on the pretext of 9/11 and the terr, terr, terr, (terror, terror, terror)
narrative was also just a big coincidence. They have to turn us into slaves to protect us. And if you’ll
buy that, I’ve got some ocean front property in Arizona. Cheap!

This is what we need to remember every September 11th. That our government could have attacked
its own citizens that day in order to bring about the changes necessary to roll out the New World
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Order currently engulfing this once free society.

Could the truth of the matter be the U.S. fought the Cold War just so it could be the first to institute
worldwide Socialism rather than its former rival the USSR? It sure seems that way from this vantage
point. One main problems of Soviet-era Socialism was the fact no bureaucracy could plan production
well enough to keep the economy of the nation running efficiently. But, in the computer age, that
hurdle is now arguably surpassed. And thus, the USA re-brands itself the USSA, and institutes
worldwide Socialism in sections. Freedom dies of a thousand tiny cuts.

Looking back, 9/11 was the crucial event that enabled the American government to make the power
grabs it has, stripping personal freedom, liberty, and choice, as it shifts to a collectivist model. That
model is now being rolled out month by month and year by year.

What’s most amazing is that the public never figured this alternative version of events out on their
own. Truly, the Christian metaphor of the public being comprised of sheep plays out before our eyes
once again. Unfortunately, in this day and age the wolves are not only cunning and evil, they’re
virtually omnipotent thanks to the power of the atom and the computer chip.
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Today’s Unhappy Women Still Haven’t Figured Out Feminism
Exploits Them
September 12, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“Empowered” women still don’t see the storm cloud of feminism pissing on their parades

The bitchy, bloated, bags of fat known as American women skulking about the landscape still haven’t
figured out what the true cause is of their collective malaise. But their unhappiness in their new roles
as wannabe men post-feminism is palpable. You can see it virtually everywhere you go.
Establishment news outlet The Guardian brought up the very interesting topic of increasing
unhappiness in “empowered” women in a recent article.

Since the 1970s, women in the US and Europe have reported feeling less satisfied with their
lives.

Quelle surprise! Women are unhappy denying their feminine and maternal instincts despite now
having both female privilege and rights. Speaking of female privilege…

Women are outliving men in every country in the world, despite facing higher levels of
poverty than men, greater odds of encountering sexual violence and many additional,
diverse forms of discrimination.
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Note the spin. Women are always the victims, and men always the oppressors
is the tired old narrative from Anglo media. Never mind the fact men don’t live as long as women do
because males are expected to work in often dangerous and stressful jobs, and are considered
expendable drones for the military-industrial complex while women take jobs that let them wear nice
clothes.

No, women are the true victims. Not the men who have to cut the trees to build the McMansions
women crave and the soldiers who have to go into combat and risk having their heads blown off.

Another hole in this “poor, pitiful women” scribe is this: women are poorer than men because they
don’t spend as much of their lives working as men do, and statistically go into professions that make
them feeeeeeel good rather than ones that actually make money. Oh, and spare us the tired
“discrimination” narrative in a culture that is rife with misandry.

In any case, the establishment press is miffed as to why their magic plan to completely reinvent the
sexes and traditional sex roles isn’t working out:

But while women are living longer, it’s unclear whether their wellbeing is showing
comparable strides. As women gain political, economic and social freedoms, one would
expect that they should feel even more contented relative to men. But this isn’t so.

Women were happier when they were barefoot and pregnant, and not empowered. This claim is not
hyperbole. It’s a statistical fact. Here come the eggheads to prove our point:

Economists Betsy Stevenson and Justin Wolfers discovered that American women rated
their overall life satisfaction higher than men in the 1970s. Thereafter, women’s happiness
scores decreased while men’s scores stayed roughly stable. By the 1990s, women were less
happy than men. This relative unhappiness softened after the turn of the century, but men
continue to enjoy a higher sense of subjective wellbeing that is at least as high — if not
higher — than women’s.
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Perhaps men are happier because the smart ones haven’t been carrying
around bitches’ baggage since women shafted themselves and decided being a slave to a boss was
better than having a “nasty” family to take care of.

As a side note, I recently gave an eyewitness account of watching white girls miserable at their jobs. I
thoroughly enjoyed watching them trudge through their menial jobs in total ignorance of the fact
women got shafted big by feminism. They think they’ve accomplished something by spending the
best years of their lives slaving for the mirage corporate media has shoehorned into their minds. They
haven’t.

The truth of the matter is feminism didn’t “empower” them as much as it turned them into additional
slaves to help grow fiduciary crops on the corporate-government tax farm. Of course, The Guardian
performs astonishing mental gymnastics to once again blame men for women’s unhappiness. Here
comes the boilerplate narrative:

Evidence supports the idea that women’s rights and roles in the home in the US and Europe
have not moved in step with changes in the workplace. Therefore, because women with jobs
often do most of the chores and childcare, they shoulder a dual burden that cuts into their
sleep and fun.

What hilarity! Who would have ever thought women turning themselves into wannabe men (i.e.
laborers who have to answer to an asshole of a boss day in and day out) would cut into their sleep and
fun? Furthermore, today’s women do most of the chores and childcare because they dispose of men
as quickly as they dispose of used tampons on the modern merry-go-round relationship ride. Daddy is
too busy slaving to earn child support money to come over and do laundry and cook dinner for the
bitch that kicked him to the curb.

The takeaway message from The Guardian’s article is the fact Anglo culture still has those damned
blinders on when it comes to women. At least the issue of feminism not making women happy is
getting brought up. It’s the explanation for why they’re unhappy that fogs the mind.

The elephant in the room that none of them see is feminism, in reality, exploits women rather than
empowers them. Will women ever figure it out?
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Two Easy Ways to Raise Your Notch Count Using Social Media
September 12, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Cultivate an aura of intrigue and excitement to lure women online

Most guys are totally invisible to women. This is especially true on social media, as women quickly
become desensitized to digitized male preening for female attention. It doesn’t help that the average
American guys today are boring corporate drones who have invested their entire lives into
GloboWorldCorp jobs and cultivated personas as PC nice guys.

Knowing this, there are two simple ways to raise your profile (and your notch count) whether you
wish to network your way into some snatch using Zuckerberg’s Ghetto or a dating app. To see what
direction to head in, let’s take a look at two quotes from the timeless classic The Predatory Female by
Rev. Lawrence Shannon. First up, the cobra metaphor:

Q. Beyond herself and her status with other women, does anything else pique her interest?

A. Yes, any combination of money, romance, and excitement. The scent of these
accommodations will have her rising like a cobra in a wicker basket. The provider of such
diversions occupies center stage in her life, but his identity is unimportant to her, and it’s a
temporary position. Nobody can amuse her forever. All pied pipers eventually fade into the
past.

And second, the “heroes aren’t Beta Bucks guys” lesson:

How would Superman, The Lone Ranger, James Bond, or even Jesus Christ have come off
as a married man? The answer is: terrible. Married men are hard to sell as heroes. A picture
of James Bond trying to placate a shrieking wife while she threatens to have his wages
garnished doesn’t fit the hero image. A married man is a cornered man. He is a man who
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has lost something, and this makes it hard for him to be the classic, free thinking, and
independent hero.

Good stuff, eh?

So, using this knowledge, here’s how you can garner some almost immediate attention online and
some panty dropping offline.

First, as an enlightened man, you should be traveling often and having adventures because it suits
you, not some bitch. New and novel destinations and experiences that are photogenic work best.
Personally, I enjoy posting photos of me with landmarks (like the Space Needle or the Big Buddha)
on social media. After about half a dozen such photos women literally start coming to me. They want
to “get to know me” or “catch up on old times” whereas before I posted such photos I could have
been on fire in the street and they wouldn’t have noticed. I am most often approached by women who
have never spoken to me in the past or who have ignored me for 10 or 20 years.

Showcase your own exciting lifestyle. The Cobra will indeed rise from the
wicker basket, and will dance to your tune as long as she senses excitement, risk, and/or danger. Just
don’t let her get close enough to you emotionally or financially to sink her fangs into you.

Second, cultivate an image as an independent, freethinking, freewheeling man. Post memes and jokes
that push PC boundaries and transform you into a likeable asshole. Don’t get bogged down with
relationshits. I personally like echoing Jerry Seinfeld on his eponymous sitcom, in which he quipped
about having a different girlfriend every week. I post pictures of me with different hotties (usually
ones that I’ve banged) ever so often just to keep the intrigue flowing. Women love a man who’s in
demand and who gets a lot of ass, no matter what they say. (Always remember – watch what women
do, never listen to what they say!)
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If you master both these methods well enough, getting lays will become as easy as shooting fish in a
barrel. Yes, women really are that superficial and shallow. Rather than complaining about that fact,
the PUA can exploit it to his advantage.

Pump and dump, my friends. Pump and dump.
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Marilyn Manson’s New Single: Another Sign The Sleeping
Giant is Awakening
September 15, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Just when you thought autotune crap had taken over the American music industry as the populace is
sprayed with unending whiny chick tunes everywhere they turn, here comes Marilyn Manson with a
new and fantastic lyrical middle finger. This bird is aimed at the ruling class. It is his most aggressive
single since at least 1996. Here’s the hook:

So what’s a nice place like this
Doing ’round people like us?
So what’s a nice place like this
Doing ’round people like us

And the chorus:

We know where you fucking live
We know where you fucking live
We’ll burn it down, burn it down
They won’t even recognize your corpse

Indeed, what is your formerly nice place doing around a
sociopathic elite who can monitor your every move and rule you like slaves? Manson has three
messages for the bastards running the world off the rails. We know what you’re doing to us. We
know the threat you pose to our collective wellbeing. And beware the reaction you could provoke.

There are two ways to look at the lyrics. First, it could be a synopsis of the surveillance state taking
on godlike powers for sociopathic “leaders” to kill people in their homes. Second, as with all good
art, the lyrics could also be a way of letting us know the elite are only 1% and we are the 99%. Could
these lines simultaneously be a way of painting a mental picture of angry mobs outside billionaires’
homes demanding change?

The anti-elite, anti-ruling class vibe definitely comes at a crucial time as the American populace
continues to awaken from its long slumber to the nightmare world they have been clandestinely
surrounded by. Indeed, the corrupt American government now has the power to act out the chorus to
the song any day of the week for thoughtcriminals and those who don’t obey their feted commands.

It is encouraging to hear some good, old-fashioned hellraising music being put out in this era of
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recycled pop garbage fronted by trashy white girls.

We are the new counterculture, those of us who have figured out the ruse of the American media, the
social engineers, and the globalists. A single from a longtime artist like Marilyn Manson is a sign we
are about to hit critical mass to bring about some real change. Pride cometh before the fall. And the
ruling class is mighty fucking prideful these days.

They may know where we live. But we can also say to them: We know where you fucking live, too.
The new album Heaven Upside down drops October 6.
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Trading Places: Noble Masculinity and Predatory Femininity
September 15, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Feminism liberated men more than it liberated women. Living life on beaches in paradise is now within reach of the common man. But, not
every man will realize it

Men get a raw deal in life. Especially in Anglo America.

Since the beginning of civilization, men have sacrificed their bodies, their time, their labor and their
lives as offerings to appease the female. How do avaricious, solipsistic women respond? By seizing
the first opportunity to take their covetous nature to tangential new lows in the mistaken belief getting
a J-O-B will allow them to live life in the lap of luxury without a pesky man and nasty little children
hanging around wanting attention. (And occasional sex.)

Every woman a princess! YouGoGrrl! Well, that’s the illusion sold to women by evil social
engineers. And they bought it hook, line, and sinker. They lost their families, male protection, and
most of their time to become laborers rather than nurturers.
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Historically, in return for their sacrifice men only wanted
families and loyal wives they could invest themselves in, and yet this is too much to ask in today’s
culture. Women won’t even fuck Beta males anymore, much less have kids with them.

However, as one Twitter user recently brought to the world’s attention, women can, however, have
sex with the invaders of Europe on top of a pile of trash. By the way, at least from a distance this
chick looks too clean to be a working girl, despite the boots. Besides, how could he afford her if he’s
fucking her on a trash pile? The depravity of white women never ceases to amaze. This photo is a
perfect example of how women destroy civilization.

Females, left unchecked, will quickly destroy everything it takes males centuries or millenia to build
up. Cucking Western men is how women (who ALWAYS betray – remember that fact about them)
repay men who built the most advanced, luxurious civilization the world has ever known. By
breeding with masculine men after they emasculated their own men through feminism and legalism.

How can this be fixed? Could it even be fixed?

In essence, what we have is a very noble masculinity and an overtly predatory female nature. Women
have refused the noble offerings of masculinity because their predatory instincts have led them astray.
They think they can get more by doing the work themselves, when in fact they are getting much less.

It seems the only viable solution is to sit back and watch it all burn
down. Trying to stop the juggernaut known as the Decline of the West is the equivalent of jumping
out in front of a train and expecting to survive. Not gonna happen.

But, there is a way to balance the books in the never-ending war between the sexes. Since women
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displaced men in the workplace, and manipulated the state into robbing us of the fruit of our labor
while simultaneously taking everything that made us men away, we should enjoy our reprieve from
the plantation. Let women do all the work, and let’s sit back and enjoy lives of leisure.

What’s most astonishing to me is, after leaving the system and the fantasy of the “American Dream”
behind, I’m now living a happier life on $20,000 a year than I waas when I made $50,000. (And, after
paying off the bankruptcy brought on by being used by my former employers in mainstream media,
my credit is better than ever. I just got approved for a high limit American Express this week.) As
TNMM has stated before, men are natural minimalists and women are natural materialists. Getting
rid of all the clutter allows a man to focus on what’s important. In my case, traveling, riding
motorcycles, driving fast cars, drinking, sitting on the beach in paradise, and banging hot ethnic tail
have brought me delights in life that credentialism and careerism never could.

And to think, I once wanted to be tied down with an Anglobitch, nobly working to placate her
materialistic cravings while sacrificing my own life. And they collectively refused that deal to do the
work themselves. (The fact women jumped on the chance to eliminate men from their lives when
feminism came about lends credence to the claim women only see men as walking cash machines,
utility objects, and sperm donors.) It was the blunder of all time. But women made their bed. Now,
let’s let them lay in it.

We men can now be happier living lives of freedom, sexual variety, and financial independence than
living inside The Gilded Cage women’s nesting instincts spur them to trap their bodies and minds
inside of. In short, let women do all the work since they wanted to work so bad. We can now live the
“oppressing” lives of rest and relaxation they desperately wanted to leave behind.

Men can cast off the burden of being noble, let women take on that role as they carry the weight of
society, and we John Galts/MGTOWs/PUAs can start living the predatory lives women enjoyed for
so long. Let’s call it Trading Places. Until a full collapse hits the reset button.
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Reader Mailbag: Comments and an Email
September 16, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Responding to TNMM readers

It’s time to do a Reader Mailbag segment. Some recent comments and an email have prompted some
interesting thought, and I feel at least one clarification needs to be made as to why I enjoy traveling
so much. We’ll start with some criticism of my recent Trading Places article. TNMM reader
colddeadhandsdays left this comment:

It’s going to be interesting when you hit your mid 40’s and start to get bored of chasing
pussy. These cunts you spend time fucking around with Down in DR and Asia aren’t worth
anything more, same as the Anglo cunts up here. Think about what you might accomplish
when you no longer need to waste time on the biggest empty time wasters on earth. Women.

Well, colddeadhandsdays I’m already tired of chasing pussy in many ways
as I’ve previously elucidated. In fact, sexual encounters with young and nubile women have become
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so commonplace for me that I consider women to be nothing more than recreation. Enjoyable
recreation, but not the focus of my life.

However, that said I derive much more pleasure from my socialization and sexy times with foreign
women than I do Anglobitches. American women just don’t compare. They literally disgust me to the
point I try to avoid them whenever possible. The juxtaposition of the two types of women is jarring,
especially when a man uproots himself from a society where women still act like women then comes
“home” to loudmouthed, tatted up, bleached hair travesties that think their anatomy is worth all the
gold in Fort Knox.

As usual, Rookh Kshatriya clarifies the situation in eloquent terms:

While female character remains essential base in all regions and eras, only in the modern
Anglosphere does the mainstream culture actually applaud and support their degenerate
tendencies. Women are pliant creatures, like dogs – guided the right way they can become a
little less monstrous.

He’s right. Once you’ve been around women who are indeed a little less monstrous due to a mixture
of about 60% hypergamy and 40% patriarchal culture, there’s no going back to pale tail.

But, my adventures around the world are about much more than pussy. I would die wasting away
every day of my life in a cubicle farm, chasing after “new and improved” consumer items the way
everyday sheeple do. They competitively consume their entire lives away. And can’t figure out why
they’re miserable.

Never in human history have people worked so many hours so much of the year. Even in agricultural
societies there is down time during the winter months to enjoy family and friends, and develop other
interests. But not in the Anglosphere and its more, more, more obsession as it pursues the Faustian
illusion of infinite economic growth in vain, killing the very people who created the machine that’s
now consuming them.

That kind of life is not for me. My adventures abroad are about escaping the utter insanity of this
materialistic, work-obsessed society as much as they’re about escaping its frigid adversity to all
things sexual. And, I plan on writing two books once I leave. The surfeit of casual sex will clear my
mind up to pursue other, more noble causes.

So, in my case having readily available sex with hot chicks not only is a boon to my happiness, it
allows me to be more productive.
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Trucking is a tough gig, but it offers the chance to stay out of the teeth of the system

Trucking Question

TNMM reader Philip writes in with some curiousity about the specifics of my trucking plan for
financial and lifestyle freedom:

Greetings brother. I have really enjoyed your articles, and surely relate to your views and
opinions. I began trucking back in April, and am presently between companies about to go
back to the grind. I wanted out of the matrix after having worked in various cubicles for a
decade. Went to college like I was told and have a degree in finance with a huge price tag
that sometimes feels insurmountable.

My plan somewhat falls in line with what you are doing, but I’m more or less using trucking
to get out of this student debt. I was wondering if you could shed some light either in an
article or in response to this, about how long you’ve been in trucking, and perhaps what
your setup is presently.

Well, Philip, first of all thanks for the email and the support. And I totally sympathize with you when
it comes to wanting to escape the human farm.

When it comes to student loans, I paid on my loans religiously for 10 years only to watch the balance
never come down. Sure, I only made minimum payments, but that’s all I could afford on the meager
salary I made as a television newscaster. Once the business I aspired to kicked me to the curb and
replaced me with a female, I found myself in the middle of a Chapter 13 bankruptcy.
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I paid off every last dime of the Chapter 13 bankruptcy, but student
loans never die. (That was the plan of our masters in the corporate-government complex. Student
loans are the new indentured servitude.) I was totally free of consumer debt for the first time in my
adult life. I was determined not to waste that opportunity. I resolved to never get sucked into the teeth
of the system again.

The simple fact is, there’s no way to win. As I frequently say, the only way to win is not to play.

So, I found a way around the debt bondage disguised as “edumacation.” I got on income-based
deferment. I have to re-certify annually, but as long as I make less than about $18,000 a year I don’t
have to pay a dime. If I make $20,000 to $25,000 its only a percentage of my income above and
beyond $18,000 a year. So, I’m using a 100% legal, ethical way to get out of paying my loans
because they’ll go dead in another decade or so. (Student loans are “forgiven” after 20-25 years.)
Remember, I didn’t create these rules, the system did. And corporate America exploits every legal
avenue it can to exploit employees to the fullest. I figure turnabout is fair play.

The system may control many aspects of my life, but they can’t tell me
how much money I have to make and what I have to spend it on. (Yet. They’re working on that for all
of us, rest assured.)

Adopting a life of minimalism and ditching the carrot on a stick known as the “American Dream”
(that you have to be asleep to believe) combined with lower living costs abroad mean I can come
back to the States, work like a dog, live in a truck, save every dime (I eat sandwiches and canned
spaghetti/chili/other cheap eats most days – only eat out once a week, if that…blasphemy in a food-
obsessed culture, I know) and wait for the day my bank balance reaches “X” dollars to pick up and
get the fuck outta dodge once again.
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In the meantime, my credit has totally bounced back since my Chapter 13 discharged, and credit card
companies are falling over themselves to extend me credit again. I now have about $10,000 in credit
available to me on plastic (including an Amex – yes, a man can fully recover after bankruptcy) that I
consider to be nothing more than deals with the devil. I’ll only use that credit if I need to transition
into another plan. It’s a backup for my main emergency fund.

Meantime, trucking is very challenging and demanding, I won’t lie. I’ve only been doing it a year.
It’s stressful. It’s sudden death, as it only takes a second to ruin your safety record. But if a man has
enough grit and determination, he can succeed at it. Here’s why trucking is so valuable to me. It:

Allows me to ghost when I’m in the States1.
Allows me to stay out of the teeth of the system by not paying rent, utilities, and other costs that2.
would eat up my savings
Allows me to save large sums of money in a short period of time3.
Lets me see the entire U.S. and parts of Canada and Mexico for free4.
Allows me to avoid paying on student loans intended to do nothing but sell me into debt5.
bondage
Affords me a quality lifestyle when I take my money abroad6.
Keeps me out of estrogen-filled offices full of Penis-Envying women7.

I hope that answers your question, Philip. I’ll be detailing much more about this “living well on
$20,000 or less a year” idea in a forthcoming book due out sometime this winter.
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Eye Candy of the Week | September 17, 2017
September 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Nothing like giving men the “skinny” on all the things they are missing out on in Anglo America.
This Asian cutie sure looks good in her white bikini, even if she is a big long in the tooth. I wouldn’t
kick her out of bed.
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Anglo Culture is Deadly for Both Sexes, But Media Only Focus
on Female Suicide
September 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

MSM was stunned to learn how high suicide rates are among men

It seems Anglo culture doesn’t just drive people to drug addiction, it also drives them to off
themselves at ever-increasing rates. While the male suicide rate is some 4 times higher than the
female suicide rate, as one would expect in a gynocentric culture news headlines only focus on
protecting the pussy.

Only after the suicide death of Soundgarden musician Chris Cornell did NBC News broach the
subject of male suicide in America. Unsurprisingly, white male suicide is rising, since white males
are being made into pariahs in their own culture. Their families, females, respect, and roles totally
stripped from them while backbreaking labor and debt slavery are increased.

NBC News was shocked to learn men comprise the vast majority of suicide deaths. We here at
TNMM aren’t surprised. From the NBC News report on Chris Cornell’s death:

Perhaps even more shocking is the fact that Cornell was one of scores of middle-aged
American men who took their own lives on Wednesday: 121 Americans die by suicide each
day, according to the Centers for Disease Control — and 93 of them are men.

Yep, 76% of all suicides are male. A similar number are white.

In fact, American men make up the bulk of suicides nationwide. Victims of death by suicide
are overwhelmingly white (7 out of 10), male and — just like Cornell — between the ages
of 45 and 65.
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Of course, NBC News quickly went off the rails after publishing these statistics, making the
astonishing claim that once men empty their wallets at the quack’s office, letting the medical-
pharmaceutical establishment make money off their suffering by giving them dangerous SSRIs, the
problem will magically resolve itself.

“Men notoriously don’t seek help,” said Julie Cerel, president of the American Association
of Suicidology and a professor at the University of Kentucky School of Social Work. “And
as people are aging and at a place in their lives where the world isn’t looking the way they
want, men especially don’t know how to reach out and get help or express that they’re
feeling pain.”

Translation: White men need to come to us for powerful psychoactive drugs and accept their new
roles as personas non grata in Anglo America.

Oh, by the way, women “fake” more suicide attempts than men to get attention. When men make the
move to commit suicide, more often than not its for real.

While women make more suicide attempts, using less-lethal methods like overdosing on
medication, men are more likely to use a deadly firearm. And they are less likely to tell
anyone that they are struggling, before taking actions that are often seen as sudden and
unexpected.

The problem will only get worse as time goes on. In its insanity
and its death throes, Faustian culture (referencing Decline of the West, a founding philosophy here at
TNMM) is literally trying to turn people into machines. Profit-making machines. Their biology, their
humanity, their mind, their possibilities all pushed aside so they can become profit-producing cash
cows for a power-mad elite. Humanity will be expected to dedicate the entire course of its citizens’
lives to the almighty system in exchange for a pittance.
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There are two possibilities if the horrifying world envisioned by the Anglo-
American Matrix takes over:

1) Humanity will go extinct as absolute power corrupts absolutely. Moves are already being made to
control men and women from cradle to grave, domesticating them into subjects of an evil cabal of 1%
of the human population. Social engineering and the marginalization of sexuality and the human
family are only the beginning.

2) Life as we have known it throughout human history is over and won’t be worth living. We will be
assimilated into the “Borg” corporate collective with the masses never realizing what was taken from
them.

Men who can see some aspects (if not the total picture) of this nightmare existence already impacting
their lives and possibilities sometimes choose to off themselves rather than fighting back, since the
situation seems so hopeless.

Meantime, the media continue to focus on the “what can we do about female suicide” narrative and
completely ignore their best and brightest men disappearing in droves.
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Hurricane Hysteria Feeds the Global Warming Agenda
September 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

More predictions of apocalypse as the media hypes every weather event imaginable

The United States has had two major hurricane strikes in 2017. Our hearts go out to those affected by
the tragedies. But what The Corrupt Media didn’t tell you was the nation just went through the
longest period since the Civil War without a major hurricane strike. Before 2017, the last major
hurricane (Category 3 or higher) to hit the country was Wilma way back in 2005.

If people live along the coastline in Hurricane Alley, should they really be surprised when one of
these storms comes around? It’s the equivalent of building a nice home at the foot of Kilauea in
Hawaii and then acting surprised and upset when there’s lava in the living room.

Watching the talking heads on the alphabet channels, you’d think the end of humanity was here and
it’s all caused by your Honda’s unbaptized tailpipe. (As an important side note, carbon is the
foundation of all life on earth and carbon dioxide is a very weak greenhouse gas.) Once again, the
dishonest US media are going into overdrive with their apocalyptic headlines as Hurricane Maria
bears down on Puerto Rico, and spinning narratives as though humans are to blame for storms that
have existed as long as there’s been a planet for them to form on.
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Yes, these storms are terrible. Yes, we hate to see the
human tragedy (often falsely magnified by a sensation-hungry media as one can see with Anderson
Blooper’s lies thus revealed in the meme left) playing out before our eyes.

Maria, like Harvey and Irma, is a dangerous storm. But, here’s something the drama queens in the
lamestream media won’t tell you. Hurricane force winds only extend out 30 miles from the center!
The 160 mph winds are in a smaller area than that…only a few miles from the center! The storm
looks ominous and foreboding on computer graphic depictions of it, but the area of danger is actually
confined to a very small area of the overall storm.

My Latin friends I talked to on Hispaniola are closely watching Maria, but Dominicans and Puerto
Ricans have more common sense about weather than the US media, constantly trying to scare people
for ratings and the global warming agenda. They will prepare, and if necessary get out of the way.
But all the drama from ratings hungry empty heads in cheap suits really isn’t necessary. What ever
happened to science and reason? Should people who live in areas where hurricanes have formed since
time immemorial not expect them to come around for a visit once in a while?

Also, as an interesting and somewhat disturbing footnote…the question has been raised in some
circles: Is the U.S. making these storms worse by beaming trillion watt lasers into them? It sounds far
out. Crazy, even. But a noted physicist, Michio Kaku says it is possible to increase rainfall inside
existing storms (and possibly even create rain under favorable circumstances) using existing
technology. By firing trillion watt lasers into storm systems, the processes which make rainfall are
intensified. Could it also intensify winds? He says the experiments have “so far” been limited to the
lab. But, if the Establishment is admitting it’s possible to modify weather in the lab, does that mean
they’re already doing it in reality?

There is reason to think weather modification would be high on the list of priorities for the American
power structure. And while intensifying storms with laser beams sounds far-fetched, realize cosmic
rays emanating from supernovae explosions are deeply tied in with the cycle of cloud production and
temperature regulation on our planet. As Nikola Tesla famously quoted:

If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and
vibration.

Does the U.S. have technology that’s far more advanced than the public knows? Are they using it to
advance an agenda? Or all they just continuing to cry wolf every time there’s a storm?
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Three Important Lessons The Edumacation System Never
Teaches Men
September 21, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Fight Club foreshadowed the pissed off world of today

Ah, the publick edumacation system. Forced into it like so many young slaves from age 5 to age 18 in
America. Then brainwashed into spending another 4 to 6 years at university accruing massive debt
(student loans are the new indentured servitude) while the best years of your life pass you by.

But, it’s for a good cause. Learning “valuable” skills that will enable young people to become
valuable assets and earn their place in America’s vaunted middle class. Well, that’s the narrative. Yet
another shameless lie among a sea of shameless lies that prop up this declining nation.

H.L. Mencken illuminates us with some Red Pill truth on what the true purpose of America’s
edumacation system actually is:

The most erroneous assumption is to the effect that the aim of public education is to fill the
young of the species with knowledge and awaken their intelligence, and so make them fit to
discharge the duties of citizenship in an enlightened and independent manner.

Nothing could be further from the truth. The aim of public education is not to spread
enlightenment at all; it is simply to reduce as many individuals as possible to the same safe
level, to breed and train a standardized citizenry, to put down dissent and originality. That is
its aim in the United States, whatever the pretensions of politicians, pedagogues and other
such mountebanks, and that is its aim everywhere else.
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Unfortunately, as many men are discovering after having been there,
done that with the “studying hard” and the “college degree” and not stepping out of line, following
the system’s instructions only earns one a place at the corporate trough right alongside the other
human cattle being milked of their productivity. Men will be used and abused to the max for a
meager paycheck and a bleak existence.

Your teachers and counselors at school lied to you. They wanted you to finish school so their
graduation stats would look good to the state. The “Real World” everyone speaks of is a world in
which Machiavellian Intelligence is the rule.

As less productive citizens blow dope and pop out kids on your dime, you’ll be expected to be Mr.
Perfect at your dehumanizing, demoralizing GloboWorldCorp job. You’ll be expected to keep pace
on a 40 50 60 70 hour a week treadmill, and if you miss a step your masters will notice. Most of the
income you make will already be spent on “life debt” (food, house, car, student loan payment,
government-mandated health insurance) before you even get the direct deposit. Careful not to
develop burnout syndrome, which will only compound the little mistakes at work you’re already
making.

Not to mention, being worked to to point of burnout syndrome will
negatively affect your health, but at least the medical-pharmaceutical complex can make a living off
your suffering: Research indicates that burnout is associated with reduced job performance,
coronary heart disease, and mental health problems. Chronic burnout is also associated with
cognitive impairments such as memory and attention. Occupational burnout is also associated with

absences, time missed from work, and thoughts of quitting. [Ed: And suicide].

It’s as if the system already has the events of your life planned out for you, and dares you to step out
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of line.

As you’re subjected to random drug testing to earn The Man’s money, the State will take half your
pay to give to those people we just mentioned who are smoking pot, snorting cocaine, living in
Section 8 housing, and popping out 3 kids while you can’t afford 1 nor the child support slavery and
alimony that a marriage + frivorce to an Anglobitch would cost you.

Here are three of the most vital lessons they didn’t teach you in school, while they programmed leftist
groupthink into your malleable, young mind:

After graduation, and college, most of you are going to be used and abused corporate drones1.
working in menial, tedious, and unreliable “here today, gone tomorrow” jobs
College degrees are becoming as valuable as toilet paper in “The New Economy”2.
The world is a dog eat dog place, and modern employers treat their employees like they’re3.
contestants in The Hunger Games.

After a few short years in your new “career” you might find your life is a living hell. Bukowski put it
this way:

How in the hell could a man enjoy being awakened at 6:30 a.m. by an alarm clock, leap out
of bed, dress, force-feed, shit, piss, brush teeth and hair, and fight traffic to get to a place
where essentially you made lots of money for somebody else and were asked to be grateful
for the opportunity to do so?

Add to that, you’ll be expected to smile and always have a positive attitude or the HR department will
be all too happy to put another warm body into your position.

At some point, you’ll probably get pissed off and develop a sense of anger and rage for a system that
exploited you from childhood. Fight Club’s Tyler Durden states this feeling best:

I see in the fight club the strongest and smartest men who’ve ever lived. I see all this
potential and I see squandering. Goddamn it, an entire generation pumping gas, waiting
tables, slaves with white collars. Advertising has us chasing cars and clothes, working jobs
we hate so we can buy shit we don’t need. We’re the middle children of the history man, no
purpose or place, we have no Great war, no Great depression, our great war is a spiritual
war, our great depression is our lives, we’ve been all raised by television to believe that one
day we’d all be millionaires and movie gods and rock stars, but we won’t and we’re slowly
learning that fact. and we’re very very pissed off.

The edumacation system helps feed this fantasy that Durden speaks of, the fantasy that one day, all
men will all be successful career men living fanciful lives. Is it any wonder that anger is becoming
the trademark of modern life?

No, most will be debt slaves, wage slaves, and obese, demoralized husks of humanity waiting on
death to take them away from The Human Farm Stefan Molyneaux so vividly details. As has been
said before, perhaps the most crucial realization the newly awakened man can have is this: The only
way to win, is not to play.

Go Galt. Let this con game implode of its own volition.
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Be the Man Who Strives for Greatness
September 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Be the man who endeavours to fullfill his dreams, whether they be of bedding women all over the world, escaping the corporate plantation,
or finding financial freedom

This quote from President Theodore Roosevelt encompasses the often tragic, sometimes heroic
striving of those souls determined to live a life worth living. A self-directed life that leaves the flock
of sheeple behind, striving to turn our lives into a self-creating masterpiece rather than another carbon
copy, dime bin facsimile.

We awakened men might fail in our effort to escape the bondage of The Anglo-American Matrix, but
it’s far better to be the man who strives for greatness rather than another defeated, bitter corporate
Beta male drone living vicariously through the confections of Hollyweird film, boilerplate sitcoms,
and online porn.

Those pandering to less than feminine Anglobitches for some attention and a dispassionate roll in the
hay. Those forever driving their $40,000 sports car or pickup truck (that they’re in debt for) in a
continuous circuit from home to work without ever seizing the possibilities for adventure and
discovery that await the imaginative, bold, creative man. Those forever waiting on Friday and the
weekend as they enrich someone else’s life at the expense of not living their own. Those forever
waiting on two weeks of vacation each year while the other 50 are spent in chains.

These people relish attacking men who step outside the lines. It seems the weak and envious were
common even a century ago. Indeed, America has become a Culture of Critique, a culture that
discourages originality and encourages groupthink. From Roosevelt’s speech The Man in the Arena:

It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, or
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where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is
actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives
valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and again, because there is no effort without
error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows great
enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the best
knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least
fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold and timid souls
who neither know victory nor defeat.

Failure is always a possibility, but so is success. The takeaway lesson is most men never even try to
live their own lives. They follow the herd, take orders from their master, follow the preordained life
script foisted upon them, then look back on lives of nothing but wasted time and potential after it’s
too late to do anything about it.

I was one of those people, before I broke away and started running as hard as I can. I haven’t tripped
and fallen yet. I may face-plant tomorrow, but at least I can shut my eyes for the last time someday
knowing I gave it hell. I tried. I didn’t accept having my life and potential stolen from me lying
down.
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Eye Candy of the Week | September 24, 2017
September 24, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Red lingerie on this hot blonde accentuates this boudoir series. She’s got dangerous curves. Imagine,
most Western women having bodies like this concealed under layers of blubber. Yes, both men and
women were better off when men were in charge. Feminism inevitably destroys stunning examples of
femininity like this for the masses of Beta males.
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National Anthem and Flag Flap Confirm Trump is Saboteur
Working for Shadow Government
September 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The masses almost always fall for the Hegelian Dialectic, which is being used by America’s power structure to debase each of its
institutions

The issue of NFL players deciding to kneel during the national anthem and refusing to salute the flag
has blossomed into a firestorm. But why?

Here’s why. President Donald Trump has strangely interjected himself into what was once a
sideshow surrounding a half-assed 49ers player named Colin Kaepernik and America’s obsessions
with foosball and patriotism. As reported by the Old York Slimes:

President Trump on Sunday called for football fans to boycott N.F.L. games unless the
league fires or suspends players who refuse to stand for the national anthem, saying that
players must “stop disrespecting our flag and country.”

“If NFL fans refuse to go to games until players stop disrespecting our country, you will see
change take place fast,” Mr. Trump wrote, on the second weekend morning in a row in
which he vented over the issue on social media. “Fire or suspend!”

The battle is now on. The American public is once again dividing themselves up into factions over
this latest, contrived issue. Ignorant (or more likely, complicit) agenda-setting lackeys in the
mainstream media will be working overtime this week to fan flames of division brought on NFL
players kneeling during the national anthem.

Sadly, the masses just can’t seem to resist fresh bait thrown out like chum to keep them fighting
amongst themselves.
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The prestige of the presidency is now tied up in an unwinnable argument – tarnishing it

The Hegelian Dialectic

On the surface, the story of Donald Trump “defending” the honor of the nation seems positive to
those who don’t want to see America continue to circle the drain, her national anthem disrespected,
and overpaid oafs on a playing field kneeling like the pompous asses most of them are. But, the sad
truth of the matter is Trump introduced this narrative into the national dialogue for one reason and
one reason only: To undermine the legitimacy of traditional American institutions. Namely, to debase
the national anthem and the flag. (The cachet of the office of presidency is also tarnished as an added
bonus.)

This latest national argument is a master stroke of Machiavellian
Intelligence. You are witnessing the Hegelian Dialectic at work. (Americans almost ALWAYS fall
for the old HD treatment, never asking why they’re arguing about what they’re arguing about!)

Here’s how the Hegelian Dialectic works. A wedge issue is introduced, both sides battle it out,
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unending posts on social media and arguments at the water cooler ensue until people wear themselves
out over the matter, and ultimately, neither side wins the debate. But, here’s the kicker: The prestige
of another pillar of the American republic is damaged by the argument. Suddenly, people are
questioning things they never questioned before. Like saluting the flag during the national anthem.
And the legitimacy of the bully pulpit.

Conservatives will ultimately fall back once again, losing yet another battle in their culture war,
demoralized as their country continues to slip from their grasp, and liberals (useful idiots that most of
them are) will go on kneeling during the national anthem. Meantime, the nation lurches towards
Socialism and the sheeple never figure it out as electronic chains are clandestinely slipped around
their ankles because they’re  too busy trying to win a pointless argument to notice other, more
important changes going on in their nation.

And without missing a beat, as soon as the shock from this issue wears off, another shock to the body
politic will be delivered.

One must hand it to those who plan such schemes. With this particular
narrative, the national anthem/American flag flap, we have witnessed brilliant execution of both a
classic divide and conquer and Hegelian Dialectic strategy. All introduced by the supposed tough-
talking, ‘Murica-loving president who is, in reality, America’s Brutus who will help deliver the final
stab wound to the beating heart of the republic.

It is now almost certain that devious, traitorous scum now run the USA from behind the scenes
(probably a joint venture of the CIA and NSA obeying the commands of the moneyed elite) and the
presidency is no more than a puppet position. Consider the presidency the PR branch of the corporate
oligarchy that really runs the United States. Sadly, they’ve got the public’s number. They know the
public better than the public knows themselves.

It’s now becoming painfully obvious that President Donald Trump, the self-proclaimed savior of
America is instead a saboteur who has been in on the New World Order game from the beginning.
(Remember Trump’s secret meeting with NWO apparatchik Bill Clinton weeks before he threw his
hat into the ring? And his cozy relationship with the Clintons before the campaign? TNMM
remembers.)

My gut feeling is the USA will unleash an evil on this world that will make Nazi Germany looks like
child’s play within a decade, if not within a few years. The groundwork for a stirring devolution to
tyranny has carefully been laid for half a century at least, if not more. (The ball really got rolling after
the death of JFK, who threatened to “splinter the CIA into a thousand pieces” before being brought
down in Dallas.) The rotten fruit of the Long March is now starting to flower. The warnings of
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Orwell, Huxley, Bradbury and other luminaries ignored.

If you haven’t already, it might be time to start making plans to get out while the getting is good. At
least it might buy you some breathing room once the switch is flipped and the transition to full scale
Socialism goes live. Hopefully, there will be some resistance to America’s global power grab.

Otherwise, the picture looks even darker.
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Stories from the Road: Best Indian Food on the Highway
September 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Indian dishes that rival gourmet restaurants can be found at a humble truck stop in rural Nebraska

The last thing a man expects to find when in the middle of BFE Nebraska is some of the best Indian
food in the nation. But that’s just what a man will be treated to if he makes a stop in tiny Overton,
NE. The Indian food I’ve had in New York was not as good as the dishes at this humble abode in the
middle of America, scoffingly referred to as “flyover country” in certain circles. (Proving the
ignorance of our self-appointed social betters.)

In fact, when I ran teams earlier this year, each time we traveled I-80 coast to coast this place became
a “must stop” along the way.

It seems an Indian family bought out a mom and pop truck stop and
decided to start serving traditional Indian dishes in the restaurant. They have not cut any corners.
While the food is a bit pricey, the quality is unmatched. From the lamb kourma to the saag paneer to
the garlic naan to the basmati rice, the food at this humble truck stop would rival, if not surpass what
you can find in the big city. Those menu items are just my personal preferences. Other tasty options
are there.
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Truly, Jay Brothers Truck Stop on Exit 248 is one of those “diamonds in the rough” we truck drivers
discuss. It doesn’t look like much on the outside. And it’s seen better days on the inside. But here’s
the way I look at things: There’s a lot of richness in the poor house and a lot of poverty in the rich
house. I’d rather be amongst real people rather than poseurs and social climbing jackasses. Typical
Americans look for the fancy, material things in life (many wouldn’t be caught dead here) but I’ve
learned to start looking for humanity and people. It’s very rewarding.

It’s experiences like these that make me glad I bailed on the failing news media when I did, and
decided to drive a truck when I need money. (While living abroad as an expat the rest of the time.)
There is so much to know about this country, and so much to know about the world beyond the
myopia most people spend their entire lives in. A myopia that is at least, in part, foisted upon them by
a media that only knows how to create fear and division and push conspicuous consumption as the be
all, end all of human existence.

As for me, finding oases of real people and real food made by real hands and having random, once in
a lifetime experiences in new places and with new people will never be matched by anything I could
own. What’s more, I enjoy interacting and supporting small business owners rather than faceless,
nameless, exploitative GloboWorldCorp and its subsidiaries.

A gentlemanly Indian grandfather usually brings my order out when I stop here. Just seeing the
humble man at work and watching him waiting to see if I like his cooking is an experience the chain
truck stops can’t match. I like people, not things. Why is this so hard for Anglo culture to understand?

This is why I roam. This is why I’m a minimalist. This is why I cannot bear the human farm
corporate America herds all the sheeple into. I’d never have had this simple pleasure among a
constellation of other simple pleasures like this if I had stayed on the plantation waiting for the
“someday” of retirement that never comes. (And by then I’d be too old and worn out to enjoy it,
anyway.)

Life is better out here as a free man. Let me tell you.
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5 Reasons Why Men Are Still Opting Out of Marriage
and Relationshits
September 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Marriage rates are down once again, and men are wisely avoiding romantic entanglements with Anglobitches

Both marriage and long term relationshits continue a steep decline in a moribund Anglo culture. New
statistics from the Census Bureau and Pew Research Center illustrate marriage hasn’t just died, it is a
rotting corpse. This unfortunate reality reflects the ultimate success feminism was at achieving the
Marxist goals of breaking up the family:

Last year, only 9% of 18-to-24 year olds in the U.S. were married, compared to 45% in 1960.
Only 45% of all households include a married couple.
57% of adults got married ten years ago, but only 51% are getting married now.

But men aren’t just shunning marriage, they’re starting to shun relationshits altogether. It seems even
the lure of the moist, pink anatomy is starting to lose its appeal. It could be because men know the
average relationship isn’t going to last, anyway. From the Daily Mail:

A study looking into the impact of modern society on romantic lives has revealed that
couples today are unlikely to last the distance that love birds in previous generations
enjoyed.

New research reveals that couples are now most likely to end their relationships after just
two years and nine months.

That’s the average. A man wouldn’t be wise to be in a relationshit that is statistically proven to be a
passing fancy of overtly predatory women in today’s culture.
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But why, on a deeper level, are both marriage and LTRs in decline as cock carouseling becomes the
new, de-civilizing norm? We posit it is the unfathomably low quality of modern Western women.
Men are getting wise to the game and the risks of the Divorce Industrial Complex. And they’re
getting tired of taking shit from r-selected women. (Women in an r-selected environment become less
feminine and less civilized with each passing generation.)

There are some very good reasons to avoid entanglements with fat, entitled, flighty, worthless
American women. Here are 5 reasons men are wisely avoiding Anglobitches.

1. Anglobitches are total sluts. Women in modern culture aren’t just sluts,
they’re proud sluts. This is, of course, a reversion to a primitive state of affairs in human mating
rituals. Women are sluts and males are expendable ONLY in uncivilized societies. When women
sleep around and a permanent pairbond isn’t the norm, men have no incentive to invest in either
women or society. Ultimately, this will bankrupt the society as women are statistically proven to
spend more than they can ever produce. It will also lead to problems with delinquency since single
moms are proven to raise more criminals and deadbeats, as well as slutty daughters. (Carousel riders,
just like mama.)

2. Anglobitch entitlement mentality and Princess Syndrome. Women who bring nothing but a
laundry list of demands and a condescending attitude to the table expect to land Prince Charming
who owns a McMansion and a Ferrari, giving her access to a large disposable income for her to waste
on her flights of fancy and materialism. Tatted up, short-haired, damaged goods women don’t want to
build a life with a “good” man, they want life in the lap of luxury to be handed to them by Richie
Rich with no obligations. Until such time they get tired of him and want to monkey branch to one of
his rich friends. Ergo, men are seen by women as nothing but expendable provider modules. She
“deserves” it. Well, in her own mind she does.

3. Women have total power over men in today’s Anglo culture. The legal system in America is a
complete joke. With nothing more than a passing whim, a woman can destroy a man legally and/or
financially. Take your pick of risks: She can destroy him with fake rape claims. She can destroy him
with a frivorce and endless all-the-money payments. She can enslave him with child support. Best not
to become legally entangled with a proven predator of male utility value.
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4. Men are pariahs in Anglo culture. The vitriol Anglo culture spits at
men is astonishing to witness to those who have spent time in other cultures. Men are viewed as
everything from rapists to sex fiends to simple-minded beasts by the altering eye that alters all in
Anglo culture. It has even been said men are like dogs. To which the best response is, yes, we (like
dogs) are loyal as fuck when someone treats us good. Unfortunately, the arrogant demeanor of Anglo
women today makes them unapproachable to many men. Those men considered “unworthy” of a
sniff of the golden vagina.

Here’s a personal anecdote about this oddity of Anglo culture: I was recently traveling through the
South and found myself in the middle of a social gathering on a Saturday in Nashville, TN. As a pack
of 20-ish females walked by, I got the sense of utter arrogance and contempt from these girls. They
looked down at me and other men as pawns in their game of acquisition. No, I didn’t want to break
through their bitch shields or pass any of their inevitable shit tests for a pale, flat piece of tail. I just
wanted to get the fuck away from them.

5. Women aren’t worth it. As a man ages and acquires wisdom and experience with chicks, he
begins to realize they simply aren’t worth it. Sex ends up costing him more than its worth. It took me
going through 150+ women to realize they’re all pretty much the same, only with different packaging
of the same lies they tell me. There is no magic unicorn. Women are always a losing investment. At
some point, the risk will begin to outweigh the reward. What’s more, trying to appease women with
materialism and consumerism is a surefire ticket to slavery. A minimalistic man can live an awesome
life on $18,000 to $25,000 a year. This modest income affords plenty of travel, booze, and
rendezvous with fast women if he manages his finances well and learns the trade of PUA. Why work
double to play a losing game of “Keep the Anglobitch Up” when a man can work half and invest in
himself and his own interests rather than some ungrateful hag?

Fuck ’em.

Women are drunk on their power for the time being. But, the day will come when the pied piper must
be paid. Society will collapse because the current state of affairs is not culturally, socially, or
financially sustainable.

J.D. Unwin showed us all past societies that loosened restraints on female sexuality eventually fell
and crumbled to dust. Bedlam ensued afterwards, as civilization ended. What’s more, each
Anglobitch currently runs a $100,000+ deficit on society over the course of her vain, narcissistic life.
This deficit has traditionally been balanced by taxing Beta males. Once these men stop working
themselves like dogs to pay abusively high taxes to support a system that robs them to make up for
the deficit Anglobitches create, the entire house of cards will collapse. Bring it on.
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Be Desireless, Be Excellent, Be Gone
September 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Learn these secrets to have women pursuing you

Most men are totally invisible to women. What most incels don’t know is women are extraordinarily
simple creatures. They have short attention spans and are desensitized to men trying to put on heirs of
being daring and original while, in reality, bowing down to their master, jumping in their Toyota and
winging their way down to Office Space to lick the corporate boot 70 hours a week.

Guys like that are all hat, and no cattle. Chicks see right through these
preening Beta males. In fact, they see so far through them they become totally invisible. Don’t be
those guys.

Women don’t actually “see” a man unless there’s something they feel they can gain by association
with him. There’s nothing women can gain by association with a hardworking Beta male in these
days of Big Daddy Government looking after them. But, she can gain social status and feels by
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association with a vagabond, daredevil, or world-roaming charmer.

All women really want is a man who will be the envy of her frenemies, like a showpiece of
jewelry.

That line is the heart of pick-up artistry. Once a man learns the art of PUA, it’s amazing to take this
skill off the shelf once in a while, then stand back in bewilderment as he goes from being the
invisible man to the man of the hour. It’s like permeating a membrane an entering a parallel universe.

It’s simpler than most men realize to charm the cobra

Charming the Cobra

If you are a regular reader of the humble outpost of sanity in an insane world, you know women
behave like predators of male utility value.

How does a man charm the cobra long enough to get her out on a date or to invite him over for a
NSA bang? It’s really quite simple to catch The Predatory Female‘s attention. Think of seducing
women as being the equivalent of playing a figurative flute to raise the cobra from her wicker basket.
Take this line from The Tao of Steve, a cult classic film about a fat slob named Dex who manages to
bag primo pussy after learning the crimson arts. Here’s how the flute is played:

You have to do something excellent in her presence thus demonstrating your sexual
worthiness.

Yes, it really is that simple. However, there are important corollaries when developing this skill, so
one doesn’t come off looking emotionally needy. Dex also says:

Be desireless. Be excellent. Be gone.

Ergo, don’t have any ulterior motives in mind. Be excellent because that’s just who you are as a man
since learning the lessons of masculinity and PUA here at TNMM. And then, do a disappearing act.

http://amzn.to/2fG9u5B
http://amzn.to/2fFRVm7
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As Dex knows:

We pursue that which retreats from us.

Then, create scarcity value.

Act like a woman can’t join your club and she’ll do almost anything to get in.

Master these simple steps and you’ll go from chasing women to women
chasing you. Women will be relentless in chasing you if you pull this act off well.

There are many ways of following these general guidelines. In my case, I’ve noticed something
simple that gets me instant female attention: Posting photos of me on social media from exotic
locations, whether they be on an island, in a bar in Asia, or in a National Park stateside.

Immediately afterwards, I can expect at least half a dozen unsolicited messages on social media from
women I already know who never paid me any mind before I posted the photos, and/or I’ll have
strangers sending me friend requests and instant messages under the guise of “getting to know me.”
Women can’t help themselves. They really are that superficial.

It’s amazing (and disappointing) to witness them going from totally ignoring me to practically
throwing themselves me, like a predator in search of its next meal all because I did something they
see as excellent. They don’t see me as a human being, they see me as something to consume. Dex
continues:

Look chicks are like hunters, man. They want to bag a lion or a bear, something really hard
to catch. And along comes Dave, you know, and you’re like this affectionate little puppy.
You’re cute, but you’re way too easy to catch and that bores them and with chicks, boredom
equals death, man. You can’t bore them.

Puppy dogs are an allusion to Beta males. Among the legions of boring Betas, catching a daring
Alpha or Sigma is indeed like catching a lion or bear. You want to be the lion or bear – the
challenging asshole. Not the puppy dog nice guy.

By merely accommodating these general guidelines into your behavioral repertoire, and practicing
them until they become rote knowledge, you can vastly improve your notch count and potential with
all kinds of chicks, from average-looking, flat-ass Anglo girls to hourglass ethnic hotties. But, be
warned. To know women well is, in many ways a disappointment unto itself.

Once you know what makes the female psyche tick, you can never look at such a vain, shallow,

https://www.amazon.com/Vagabonding-Uncommon-Guide-Long-Term-Travel/dp/0812992180/ref=as_li_ss_il?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1506779403&sr=1-1&keywords=vagabonding&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=784421334eb9370c2ee00568157b2a58
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solipsistic, if physically beautiful creature the same way ever again.
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Travel Eye Candy: Grand Teton National Park
September 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A peaceful scene from the majestic Grand Tetons – shot by the Relampago himself

Welcome to a new series of Travel Eye Candy from Relampago Furioso, intended to stir and inspire
the masculine traditions of exploration and the great outdoors! Random installments of original
scenic photography from Rel’s adventures (all images shot by RF himself) will be posted. High
quality 24? x 36? poster prints are available for purchase.

Plans are to expand Travel Eye Candy into photos of hot women Rel encounters during his travels in
the months and years ahead. In the meantime, enjoy our first installment from Grand Teton National
Park in Wyoming.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Eye Candy of the Week | October 1, 2017
October 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s model reminds me of my South of the Border adventures in my 20s. I spent a lot of
happy nights on top of a Mexicana I was dating at the time. As she would say, she was good in the
kitchen and in bed! These ladies are often imbued with passion and sensuality güeras back in the
States dare not dream of.

Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for October 1, 2017 as we admire the female form while
remembering the truth about women. Click here to buy a 24? x 36? poster print of this week’s Eye
Candy model, or other Eye Candy models.
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Brainwashed, Manly Anglobitches Hate Feminine Women
October 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A Russian woman comments on the hatred she receives for not being part of the Feminazi claven

An eyewitness account from the fires of modern Rome reveals what many of us who have abandoned
aging, well worn, manly Anglobitches for superior foreign women already know. The comment came
in response to a pithy writeup about the portrayal of white men by the lamestream media as bumbling
idiots, weaklings and “racists” who need to be re-educated by shitlibs.

Here’s what one Russian woman had to say.

Anglo women (originators and purveyors of the cultural cancer of feminism) HATE, HATE, HATE
women who still have intact feminine instincts, i.e. those who don’t subscribe to their creed of Penis
Envy, YouGoGrrlism, the Church of Cock Carouseling, and civilizational destruction. These foreign
women are the svelte, sweet hotties Anglobitches’ own men (including Yours Truly) have thrown
them over for. PlutoKitten, hailing from traditional Eastern Europe, confirms the hatefulness and
craziness of modern Western women:

Guys, this all much worse in here n Australia. I am a married Russian woman (32) and most
Australian women over 30 hate-hate-hate the very fact I even exist. It’s like a subconsious
thing. I am very attractive but also very bookish (rarely wear make-up/love science fiction)
and I never let a Western woman to be my friend or even get close to me. They are
dangerous, sick and deranged people, I am always stunned why Oz men can’t slap that shit
down.

So much for the bland, feminist PR pleasantries about cultural diversity. The mere existence of this
traditional woman perturbs crazy, power mad Anglo women who actually crave cultural uniformity.
It seems that in Australia (like America) feminists have a “for us, or against us” attitude when it

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/brainwashed-manly-anglobitches-hate-femininewomen.25626
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comes to supporting the evil feminist ideology. Diversity is actually a code word for anything that’s
an affront to tradition and common sense.

This Russian babe knows well what many of us in the manosphere discuss amongst ourselves
regularly: Western women are indeed dangerous, sick, and deranged. Is there anything that can be
done this late in the game? An Australian man replied, explaining why Oz men haven’t slapped that
shit down:

We’ve walked. Not allowed to fight. The state actively hates us. So we’ve walked.

He’s got a point. At this point, the Marxist state is so entrenched in Western nations becoming a
MGTOW or PUA or Going Galt are the best options. I wouldn’t trade my freedom nor my time and
experience with foreign women for any Anglobitch I’ve ever met. They made their man-hating bed,
now they can lie in it.

Simple mathematics prove the gynocentric system will implode of its own volition once critical mass
is reached, and Beta males stop allowing themselves to be fleeced by Big Daddy Government and
predatory, frivorce happy women. Women will bankrupt the system without “x” number of Beta male
dollars flowing into the coffers of revenuers working for Big Daddy Government to redistribute male
productivity to hoes who spit upon the very hardworking men enabling their Eat, Pray, Love
deathstyles.

In fact, the hatred for superior foreign women in English-speaking countries is so fervent TNMM was
viciously attacked by feminists back in August 2016 for a simple comic portraying a lovelorn Anglo
man winging his way over to Asia and finding true love. The vitriol was astounding.

But, it was truly, deeply satisfying to watch feminists writhe in pain over a comic about their men
abandoning them for greener pastures of younger, tighter, hotter, sweeter poon. Feminist anger can be
likened to a pet who shits up its cage, then expects someone it bit to now come clean up after it while
it’s still growling.

Do you want to get your hands dirty doing a shitty job?

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Lessons from Genghis Khan and Subedei: Tech-Nomadism,
Minimalism and The New Modern Man
October 2, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

Genghis Khan conquered much of the world, in part through the power of minimalism

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

Relampago Furioso’s blog focuses on improving men’s lives in a practical way. The minimalist
lifestyle is one of the most interesting concepts explored here – reducing living expenses to a bare
minimum opens up enormous opportunities for men dissatisfied with Anglo-American life. From a
recreational standpoint, the money saved by minimalist living can fund stimulating jaunts to man-
friendly societies. And with persistence the enlightened man can ultimately relocate for good, as so
many of us wish to do. There to taste soft, laughing lips and loving smiles on golden foreign shores…

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/lessons-from-genghis-khan-and-subedei-tech.25625
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While there are some interesting minimalist books and videos available, it
must be said that far more inspiring models of applied minimalism can be found in the pages of
history. For example, Genghis Khan conquered the largest land empire ever known. His army
achieved this using extreme minimalism augmented by mobility and firepower. Each Mongol warrior
was a one man army: he carried sixty arrows, a sword, his bow and even a needle and thread. He
could live off mare’s milk and horse blood if no food was available, obviating the need for a costly
supply train. And anything else he required could be acquired on the march by raid and rapine.
Genghis Khan himself despised the hoarding of wealth or possessions, finding pleasure in only sex
and conquest: one in every two hundred men alive today is his descendant, an astonishing genetic
achievement.

The legendary General Subedei, one of Genghis Khan’s Four Dogs of War, was the ultimate
embodiment of nomadic minimalism. His final campaign against Europe in 1241 involved marching
thousands of miles before outwitting and destroying Europe’s finest warriors in a brilliant sequence
of battles using rockets, creeping barrages and smoke screens – none of which the West had seen
before. Subedei had been commanding troops since his teens and most of his officers had
campaigned with him in many lands. The renowned Hungarian cavalry were crushed at Mohi on the
Sajo River after decisive European defeats at Legnica and Transylvania. Only the death of the Great
Khan Ogedei prevented the total subjugation of Europe at Subedei’s hands. Like his master Genghis
Khan, the great general was buried in an unmarked grave now lost to history. For what mattered to
these men was a glorious life, not raising futile monuments over rotting bones. Although derided as
unlettered and barbaric, the Mongols had a tragic self-awareness far beyond that of their
‘sophisticated’ neighbours; for ultimately, everything is pointless in the face of eternity.

Yes, the modern world is corrupt and insipid; but if he chooses, a man can

https://www.amazon.com/Genghis-Khan-Conquests-Empire-Legacy/dp/0306825171/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1506880821&sr=8-1&keywords=genghis+khan+frank+mclynn&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=f4f8301d06418ad8725fa944171afd38
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walk in the footsteps of ancient heroes. And since the rise of the Internet, nomadic minimalism has
become a perfect lifestyle for the enlightened man. Today, all anyone needs for survival is a
phone/tablet/laptop linked to the Internet, an online bank account, a place to crash (any motel will do)
and a motor vehicle. Whores and food can be ordered as necessity requires. Thus equipped, the
modern tech-nomad has all the far-ranging mobility of his Mongol forebears. Liberated from place
and circumstance, he spits on the sheeple and their sedentary lifestyle as the Mongols despised their
‘civilized’ neighbours. And having no ties or responsibilities makes him impossible to coerce or
corral, as modern authorities are finding to their cost. The instantaneous nature of the Internet allows
him to move money, search out opportunities and communicate with the flick of a finger. He is the
supreme minimalist, completely impervious to marketing, advertising and other consumerist
brainwashing.

No wonder the Matrix trembles before us.

However, the Mongols offer lessons beyond radical minimalism. Their empire incorporated nations
from the eastern Mediterranean to the Pacific, yet ruled them all effectively. This short-lived ‘Pax
Mongolica’ linked east and west for the first time ever; some even call it the world’s first global
civilization. And it was largely achieved by developing a flexible, internationalist outlook. Learning
to think beyond one’s birth country and indeed, the Anglosphere itself, is vitally important for the
Enlightened Man. The Anglo-American Matrix insinuates that nothing of note exists beyond its
confines – or worse, that only Anglosphere countries have legal protections for their citizens (when
the US locks up a huge percentage of its male population). Foreign travel quickly breaks down these
lame assumptions; and bilingualism allows one to think outside the Matrix and build a lifestyle
beyond it.

Beyond that, clear similarities between Thirteenth Century Asia and the contemporary Anglosphere
make the Mongol revolution a valid lifestyle model for enlightened men. Both regions were/are ruled
by weary, discredited elites ripe for overthrow. Both cultures were/are brittle, defined by alienated
citizens, exalted women and low trust relationships. Both regions were/are living on past glories, folk
memories of a lost golden age which can never return. These weaknesses make the contemporary
Anglosphere ideal for exploitation using nomadism, minimalism and other Mongol methods. Like the
vast Khwaresmian Empire shattered by Genghis Khan and Subedei, it is a lumbering giant easy to
outwit.

Be about it.
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Manufactured Terrorism: Is Las Vegas Another Chapter in
State Sponsored Terror?
October 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Are Western powers manufacturing terror events to strip civil liberties and keep sheeple in a state of panic?

It seems Western shadow governments, often referred to as the Deep State are ramping up the
frequency and intensity of their psyop assaults on the Western populace. The latest mass shooting
tragedy comes out of Las Vegas, and it happened during a country music concert. This crisis comes
right on the heels of government-paid thugs in blue attacking Catalonians in Spain for having a
referendum that would give them independence from globalist, EU-linked Spain. From The Daily
Mail:

Police say 64-year-old Stephen Craig Paddock used automatic weapons to rain down
gunfire on a crowd of 22,000 people attending the Route 91 Harvest Festival Sunday night,
from his room across the street in the Mandalay Bay hotel.

How did Paddock get automatic weapons into a casino in the first place? And, did the weapons have
the range to inflict the death and injury reported by American media? Infowars brings up this
interesting point:

What weapon was he using? That is important in deciding whether Paddock could, from a
significant distance, inflict the reported destruction of life. Or whether, as earlier
reports/rumors suggested, there was more than one shooter.

The “lone nut gunman who committed suicide or was killed” narrative is a well-worn plot device of
The Corrupt Media and the power mad U.S. government going all the way back to the days of Lee
Harvey Oswald, used to explain away nearly every mass shooting of recent years. Continuing from
the Daily Mail:
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[Police] used explosives to blow the door off his room, but by then it was too late – Paddock
had shot himself dead. Inside the room they found an ‘arsenal’ including 10 rifles.

No motive has surfaced. By some accounts, Paddock just liked to gamble and waste time at the slots
in Vegas with his Asian wife. Infowars reports:

In an interview, Paddock’s brother said he was absolutely shocked, and his brother,
Stephen, was “just a guy.” No motive, no reason to go on a rampage.

Then, the New York Post reveals – perhaps unsurprisingly to those acquainted with false flag terror
models – Paddock is indirectly linked to the FBI since his father was on the agency’s most wanted
list, which according to Global Research is connected to every major terror event going back to 2001:

Lurking behind the shadowy armies of would-be jihadis in the popular imagination is the
sober reality that every single major terror bust in the U.S. since 9/11 has been sourced back
to the same group. A single entity that is in every single case, funded, equipped, and even
incited the would-be terrorists into action: the FBI.

Webster Tarpley’s State Sponsored False Flag Terrorism
model (click to enlarge)

Enter Webster Tarpley’s insightful model of State Sponsored False Flag terrorism. Tarpley uses it to
convincingly show how the events of 9/11 were in all probability conducted by shadow elements
within the U.S. government.

Other research shows Tim Osman, later known as Osama bin Laden, was trained and equipped by the
CIA, and labeled a “freedom fighter” before the U.S. government decided it wanted to destroy one of
the last patriarchal societies on the planet and hung Osman out to dry. In essence, Tim Osman/Osama
bin Laden was a patsy blamed for the crimes of 9/11 who actually died in 2001.

TNMM has previously revealed how the official story of how Osama bin Laden was killed a decade
later by Seal Team Six, his body mysteriously buried at sea without any evidence, and then Seal
Team Six themselves later dying in a helicopter crash a short time after is so farcical it is beyond
belief. Yet another stunning account of events the government expects the public to chew on like so
much cud.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fySYxvV4rZA
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Why are two windows blown out at the Mandalay Bay if the shooter was a lone gunman?

Was Paddock a Patsy?

Paddock, the purported mass
shooter, pictured with his wife

Could Paddock, like Osman, also have been a Patsy in yet another state-sponsored false flag terror
event? It’s easy to imagine the CIA or FBI feeling out, then setting up Paddock to scapegoat him as a
patsy, moving in with surgical precision to murder him with the very professional killers, technicians,
and special forces (from Tarpley’s model) who then proceed to conduct a mass shooting from not one
but two windows of the Mandalay Bay casino. The deed done, the professional killers then pin the
crime on him.

A married, hard-drinking, gambling 64-year old retiree with no criminal record seems an unlikely
terrorist mastermind. Of course, the above photo of not one but two blown out windows at Mandalay
Bay lends credence to the idea there were at least two guns being used at the time of the mass
shooting. How did a big oaf like this manage to shoot thousands of rounds out of two windows of the
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casino? Moreover, how did he even get access to military weapons, which are illegal for the public to
buy?

There is precedent for this hypothesis. Judge Napolitano revealed on
national television that in the case of the Orlando mass shooting nobody actually died at the Pulse
nightclub until SWAT teams started entering at 5:13 a.m.! This astonishing revelation is not a matter
of conjecture, but of the official police record! It is, of course, a strong insinuation that SWAT teams
were responsible for the deaths at the nightclub, not the incompetent “lone nut” gunman blamed for
the incident.

Then, there’s the bad acting from supposed eyewitnesses in the mainstream media that add another
layer of fishiness to the “official” accounts of the events in Las Vegas. Check out possible Crisis
Actor #1 and Crisis Actor #2. The women they picked for these interviews are terrible actresses.

In any case, George Carlin said it best when listening to “official” accounts of anything issued by the
U.S. government and its puppets in the mainstream media:

I have certain rules I live by. My first rule I don’t believe anything the government tells me.
And I don’t take very seriously the media, or the press, in this country. Most of the time
their function is kind of an unofficial public relations agency for the United States
government, so I don’t listen to them.

Indeed, in the Orwellian world we now find ourselves living in all “official” sources seem to be
playing both sides for the One World Government, globalist cabal. Both right and left leaning news
sources are not to be trusted. As Bernie Suarez for The Waking Times put it:

Anyone can step back and see that the only beneficiary of ALL of these shooting events is
… government. More than ever in the history of humankind there is an urgent need for you
the individual to think on your own; and not doing so means you will die or be permanently
enslaved.

The sheeple may just drag all of us down with them with their inability to see the cold, hard truth of
reality. The U.S. government has gone rogue.

No matter what happened in Las Vegas, the takeaway message is we should all be questioning our
masters, their motives, and what they hope to accomplish after this tragedy, i.e. what liberties they
want to strip away from us after this and every coming crisis looming on the horizon.

We live in interesting, and dangerous times.
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Talent Search: Looking for The New Modern
Man Contributors
October 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Searching for talented writers

Want to write about MGTOW, PUA, men’s issues, travel, minimalism, the corrupt American
government, the abusive system, or any other host of important topics? Whether your interests are in
The Anglo-American Matrix, women, or both, The New Modern Man is looking to bring two writers
on board this fall. Contributors will be compensated for their work.

Here’s what we are looking for: Men with a keen interest in advancing masculine narratives and
pressing our issues in a public forum, who can contribute one high quality article per week of at least
750 words in length, while meeting his own preset deadline.

Email Rel, the editor for more information. Please include a sample article with your submission.
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The Most Important Realization of Minimalism: The
Awakened Man Doesn’t Need or Want Anything The System
is Selling
October 3, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

One of the most life-changing realizations of minimalism is this: They’re selling you chains with consumer debt and every consumer
purchase; leaving the illusions of the Matrix behind gives a man his life and freedom back

The corporate-government complex has become arrogant. It believes it can work men like slaves,
treat them like machines, and expect them to keep spending money hand over fist. It thinks it can
plan men’s lives better than they can, sticking them on a financial treadmill of competitive, cyclical
consumption they can never get off of once they step on it. It expects there will always be legions of
mindless consumers lining up to:

 Suffer abusive hours, low pay, and sacrifice ties with family and friends, just so they can…1.
Buy all the junk the corporate-government complex pushes on them, waiting in line outside of2.
Worst Buy or Hellmart like kittens lining up for a milking.

Thus revealed is the modus operandi of the American system of consumerism, so eloquently stated
by Will Rogers half a century ago:

Too many people spend money they haven’t earned, to buy things they don’t want, to
impress people they don’t like.

Who wants to spend their entire lives like that? What a revelation when a man discovers he doesn’t
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need or want anything these smug bastards are peddling from their Madison Avenue enclaves,
anymore. The awakened minimalist instead says:

I don’t want your ersatz, processed food in restaurants that echo Uncle Moe’s Family Feedbag.
I don’t want your consumer debt slavery, I’d rather get a Visa to visit foreign lands, not have a
Master owning me with a Card, I’d rather Discover freedom, and catch an Express flight out of
the American dystopia.
I don’t want your oversized, overpriced, homeowner’s association-ruled McMansion that I’ll
spend 30 years paying for 3 times (interest) only to end up paying endless “rent” payments (i.e.
property taxes) on to revenue seeking overlords dunning me from their perches inside Big
Daddy Government.
I don’t want an over-the-hill, IVF-needing, 30-something ex-cock carousel rider to frivorce
rape me using the feted, misandrist laws of your lawyer-loving, family-hating court system
while disrespecting me and hating me every step of the way for the crime of being a man. I
want young, fresh, nubile, unbrainwashed pussy.
I don’t want your cheap tin can on wheels pulling around a massive payment book that robs me
of my most important wealth-building tool – my income.
I don’t want to work 50-70 hours a week to have half my income stripped from my hands and
gifted to people who won’t work at all, including women and minorities who have been taught
to hate me by your propaganda.
I don’t want to be an indentured servant of the predatory student loan system.
I don’t want to live my life as a farm animal stuck inside the cages of school and work when
there’s more to life than careerism, getting, and spending.
I don’t want to live in the cultural and social cesspool you’ve created through 50 years of
Marxist social engineering.
I don’t want to live in a nation where the police are deadlier than terrorists who enforce laws
that micromanage every aspect of a man’s life, even down to who he can fuck.
I don’t want any of it!

However, I do want:

A life of exploration, adventure, and creativity, while sampling every different flavor of poon
imaginable.
A life full of colorful experiences rather than mass-produced, throwaway gadgets and other
possessions saddled with endless upgrades.
Freedom from being controlled by GloboWorldCorp for a check that’s already spent before I
get it.
Freedom from paying abusively high taxes to support a gynocentric state that spits upon me.
The ability to live an awesome life on $18,000 to $25,000 a year by keeping the State and
Anglobitches out of my wallet.

It all sounds so revolutionary. And, in many ways, it is. But the Dalai Lama laid down this alternative
path to true and lasting happiness long ago:

If one’s life is simple, contentment has to come. Simplicity is extremely important for
happiness. Having few desires, feeling satisfied with what you have, is very vital:
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satisfaction with just enough food, clothing, and shelter to protect yourself from the
elements.

Bertrand Russel also know acquisition ultimately becomes a prison.

It is preoccupation with possession, more than anything else, that prevents men from living
freely and nobly.

And 500 years ago, the great Leonardo da Vinci wrote:

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.

So, we must make our Declaration of Independence from the world of
careerism and consumerism. Fuck this shit! I’m leaving! This is the battle cry for men who have had
it with a system that thinks it can keep pissing down their backs, and if it lies good enough, the guys
will still believe its raining.

The solution to so much of what ails the modern man is to check out of this system at a his earliest
convenience, thereby making him the new modern man.

You don’t need anything they’re selling! Really, beyond basics you don’t. Surprisingly, it’s not that
hard to abandon the system completely (except for mercenary dealings to extract money from it).
Then, a man can enjoy a superior lifestyle on less money if he adapts to the minimalist philosophy
and has a good measure of self-discipline. I’ve been outside of the system for nearly two years, and
these past two years have been the best of my life. As Rookh Kshatriya put it in a stirring writeup for
The New Modern Man:

Today, all anyone needs for survival is a phone/tablet/laptop linked to the Internet, an online
bank account, a place to crash (any motel will do) and a motor vehicle. Whores and food
can be ordered as necessity requires. Thus equipped, the modern tech-nomad has all the far-
ranging mobility of his Mongol forebears. Liberated from place and circumstance, he spits
on the sheeple and their sedentary lifestyle as the Mongols despised their ‘civilized’
neighbours. And having no ties or responsibilities makes him impossible to coerce or corral,
as modern authorities are finding to their cost.

How right Rookh is! It seems going back to nomadic lifestyles is not only possible, but infinitely
more fulfilling than continuing life on the corporate plantation, existing as half a man being milked of
his productivity, creativity, and passion while starved of sex, respect, and freewill.
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Since abandoning the GloboWorldCorp dystopia, I’ve done things I never
thought imaginable, like spending a full year in the Caribbean in 2015-2016, then visiting 47 states,
visiting the Grand Canyon, Yellowstone and Grand Teton National parks, climbing Mount
Washington, banging bitches in Mexico, Thailand, and Canada, and going whoremongering at the
Bunny Ranch in Nevada – all in 2017. And the year’s not over yet! There’s still my return home to
the Caribbean and a jaunt down to Colombia still on the agenda.

What’s more, you’ll be infinitely more interesting to women as a devil-may-care, world wandering,
rootless vagabond than any of those guys with the shiny sedans they’re in debt up to their eyeballs for
will ever be. You should see the way women’s eyes and faces light up when I tell them of how I’m
living my life nowadays.

The system never expected men would start awakening to the fact they still have more control over
their lives than they were led to believe, and then to start cutting ties with a system that uses them like
farm animals, catching them up in the hamster wheel of an endless sleep-work-spend cycle.

But if you’re here, chances here you’re woke as fuck, like me. And ready to throw off the chains your
masters have so skillfully placed upon you.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Quackery in The Medical-Pharmaceutical Complex is #1 Cause
of Death – Not Heart Disease or Cancer
October 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Profit-driven Medical-Pharmaceutical Complex quackery kills more people than heart disease, cancer, or gun violence

Much to the chagrin of the “ask your doctor” pill-pushing prostitutes with medical degrees populating
Anglo-America’s medical-pharmaceutical complex, medical quackery has been revealed to be the #1
cause of death in the nation. Not heart disease. Not cancer. And definitely not gun violence.

In fact, America’s profit-seeking, prescription pad loving medical system is downright dangerous.
Doctors don’t get to live inside luxury homes and buy expensive cars unless they make regular
customers out of their patients, playing the roles of legal drug dealers. The results are nothing short of
deadly.

From the alternative medicine blog Dr. Axe, referencing research from a trio of MDs and PhDs led
by Gary Null and published in the highly rated book Death By Medicine:

The researchers found that America’s leading cause of death isn’t heart disease or cancer:
it’s conventional medicine. They found that the iatrogenic death rate in the US (death
caused by doctors and/or medical treatments) is 783,936 a year. That’s 84,059 more deaths
than those caused by heart disease in 2001 and 230,865 more deaths than those caused by
cancer.

Even more shocking, those lofty numbers are likely underreported so quacks wearing stethoscopes
and the druglords of Big Pharma won’t get sued.

They also believe the numbers are actually much higher because most iatrogenic deaths
aren’t reported as such: only 5 to 20% of iatrogenic deaths are reported for fear of lawsuits
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and because codes for reporting deaths due to drug side effects and other medical errors
don’t even exist in many cases. The number of deaths due to conventional medicine may be
20 times higher than the numbers depicted here.

Worse, beaming radiation into the human body to conduct endless “tests” and “exams” is
contributing to an even bigger problem than Dr. Null’s shocking statistics show.

Dr. John Goffman believes that x-rays, CT scans, mammography and fluoroscopy
contribute to 75% of the new cancers diagnosed every year and increases in heart
disease. He believes that ionizing radiation will cause 100 million premature deaths [over a
decade].

In short, in much the same way big business and big government have corrupted virtually every other
avenue of modern life, the lust for maximizing the bottom line (and the government getting its cut out
of the deal) is resulting in doctor’s offices becoming little more than dangerous, prescription writing
pill factories. Continuing from Dr. Axe’s blog:

Former editor of the New England Journal of Medicine Dr. Marcia Angell has written that
pharmaceutical stock and other financial incentives for scientists are twisting medical
research and science altogether to suit business goals.

The profit motivation will always corrupt genuine science. It’s impossible to introduce large sums of
money into any system then expect the scientific method to be upheld, and researchers to remain
faithful to the Hippocratic Oath after the infusion of cash.

Dr. Null, lead author of Death by Medicine believes the American medical establishment, like so
many other establishments, is irretrievably broken.

Null believes the medical field is in serious need of repair; big corporations and the deep-
pocketed pharmaceutical industry have effectively hamstrung government agencies and
subjugated much of the medical community through threats and financial incentives. The
end result? Not only are people not getting the proper care they deserve, they are dying.

As Natural News writes, the number of deaths resulting from American medicine is equivalent to a
Sandy Hook mass shooting occurring every single day.

Hundreds of people are killed every single day across U.S. hospitals from pharmaceutical
side effects alone. On top of that, hospitals are killing people with superbug infections,
fouled up surgeries, and failed heart stents, among other deadly problems.
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It seems the older generations of men who avoided doctors whenever
possible were pretty wise, after all. These astounding statistics reveal the corrupt American medical
establishment creates just as many (or more) problems than it solves. You are literally taking your life
into your own hands when you visit a doctor’s office, or heaven forbid, are admitted to the hospital.

If you’re not already half dead, the medical establishment, much like a dishonest mechanic finding
“problems” with your car will find “problems” with you then move to play god with all sorts of Big
Pharma snake oils, treatments, and devices, all of them sold to you at sky-high prices.

The medical-pharmaceutical complex thrives on treating symptoms rather than root causes of medical
ailments. A prime example: prescribing drugs for obesity-related problems rather than putting people
on rigid diets and telling them to stop shoving food into their mouths. The establishment has been
playing the obesity game from both sides for a long time. First, creating health problems by mass
marketing trash food and pushing unhealthy diets on the populace as with the low-fat myth. (A low-
fat diet is a high carb diet.) Then, the system profits again when it sells sugar bills, blood pressure
pills, and statins to solve the problems brought on by unhealthy diets.

The book Death by Medicine and a skeptical eye at the doctor’s office just
might save your life. As always, buyer beware. Doctors and drug dealers in Big Pharma try to put on
heirs of authority,  but a man must always remember doctors and pharmacists are sellers and he is the
consumer. And medicine is a for-profit business. Doctors and pharmacists don’t make any money
unless they can sell you something.

As an interesting footnote, could this be the real reason elites via the political establishment they own
want control over the American medical system? So they can use American citizens as profit-
creating, pin cushion “voodoo” dolls? By totally controlling medicine financially (through the
implementation of Socialist medicine) rather than only regulating it they can realize so much more
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profit and control than by merely playing the game from both sides.

Do you want the poisons they’re concocting to become an expensive and debilitating, or even deadly
part of your life? That said, the point of this expose is not to tell men to completely avoid
doctors…but that all Red Pill men should know the risks involved when visiting them. The medical-
pharmaceutical complex is a truly dangerous institution.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Reader Mailbag: Female Betrayal and Male Reversion to
Caveman Instincts
October 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

There’s no incentive for men to create without sexual and social rewards

TNMM reader Tim brought us an insightful comment in response to Rookh Kshatriya’s excellent
expose on Genghis Khan and the art of minimalism. If you haven’t read Rookh’s piece already, it’s a
real gem, and helps lay down new pavement on the road we are building towards enlightenment of
those hearty souls who would avail themselves of the truths laid down at this humble outpost.

Tim’s take on minimalism is an interesting one. Women think they’ve empowered themselves with
feminism, thereby disposing of those pesky men, but in reality they and the rest of humanity will
suffer now that they’ve damned males – the innovators, laborers, and thinkers of society –  to
caveman status again.

Delusional Western women must think a magic wand was waved to create the iPhone they swipe
their way through Tinder with, looking to hop on their next ride on the cock carousel. But nothing
could be further from the truth. Men imagined and built the entire world around them, and betrayal is
our thanks. Not just betrayal, but bitter, in-your-face, “Fuck you guys!” betrayal. Women, in their all-
consuming lust for materialism and consumerism, have forgotten that incentives matter, and that men
aren’t just labor objects, we need a little love, too.

You’ve got to pet a dog once in a while and feed him if you want him to be a good boy, not kick him
in the guts every time he wags his tail at you. As Tim puts it:
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It’s why men have consistently built, maintained and improved all upon the Earth. It was all
for women. It was all to pay women for the privilege of access to the poon. Once you
realize why you’re a builder, maintainer and war fighter, and how women have used your
astonishing achievements and sacrifices only to label you a misogynist and oppressor and to
force your wealth and power to themselves (stab you in the back/play you like a fool) you
become a minimalist.

When one realizes the incredible truth of what Tim just said, it makes a man with an already low
opinion of women downgrade his opinion of them further. They are the ultimate users and abusers of
male utility value, shameless manipulators, and in many ways the ultimate predators. Naturally, when
women find a way to do an end run around the very men doing their bidding, they take it.

Why put up with the man when you can use the state to steal what he produces? This thievery works
out for a while, before it doesn’t. Tim continues:

There’s no longer an incentive to build, fight and maintain, so you revert to your minimalist
(caveman) instincts. It is there you’ll find sovereignty and freedom from the only real
oppression; indentured slavery to women & their true husband, the state.

And thus, MGTOW and/or minimalism are an inevitable result. Society is irrevocably damaged by
the female being set loose to do what she does best: betraying. Men stop innovating, stop caring, and
withdraw from a society that throws them overboard.

Men don’t need big homes, new shiny cars, expensive clothes, thousands in expensive
furniture, etc, if they’re not preening like peacocks to be selected worthy of the poon or
when the juice becomes unworthy of the squeeze; hence MGTOW. MGTOW isn’t the
cancer. Feminists, male disposability, gynocentrism and Tradcons are the cancer. All came
on the scene long before MGTOW came to the fore. MGTOW is what happens when men
get woke.

Tim is right. MGTOW is what happens when men wake up to the reality of a world that still wants to
use their productivity, but wants to treat them like pariahs in return for their hard work and good
conduct. Becoming a minimalist is true to male nature when women have decided they can shit on
him while times are good.

Predictably, women will come crawling back when tough times surface again, and they need a “real
man” to take care of them or protect them from the very hordes they let in as another shit test of the
men in their tribe. (See how males are nothing but utilities in the eyes of the female?) Fuck ’em.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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CIA Whistleblower Kevin Shipp Reveals Treason Inside
Secretive Agency
October 7, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

CIA whistleblower Kevin Shipp, one of the highest ranking officers to defect and spill the beans on
the secretive, and often treasonous agency just spilled the beans in an earth-shattering presentation.
As a former insider, Shipp confirms the CIA works hand in hand with the shadowy figures of the
New World Order (yes, he uses that term) to destroy America and establish global tyranny.

Actually, Shipp drops additional several bombshells during the course of
an hour long discourse on how the CIA / NSA / Deep State / Shadow Government manipulate our
elected government in such ways as to render We The People voiceless and without representation in
Washington. If you’ve ever wondered why our government acts against us on a regular basis, and
why The Anglo-American Matrix has become a twisted web of lies, lies, lies, Shipp’s presentation is
for you.

This video is like finding the answer key to everything wrong with the nation today. Shipp even
touches on why the American media is nothing more than a tissue of lies – because they’re the
propaganda wing of the CIA, and have been since its inception as an unconstitutional agency during
President Truman’s administration. Truman’s biographer Merle Miller documented how President
Truman later deeply regretted establishing the agency.

Merle Miller: Mr. President, I know that you were responsible as President for setting up the
CIA. How do you feel about it now?

Truman: I think it was a mistake. And if I’d know what was going to happen, I never would
have done it.

Truman continues:

Now, as nearly as I can make out, those fellows in the CIA don’t just report on wars and the
like, they go out and make their own, and there’s nobody to keep track of what they’re up
to. They spend billions of dollars on stirring up trouble so they’ll have something to report
on. They’ve become … it’s become a government all of its own and all secret. They don’t
have to account to anybody.

That’s a very dangerous thing in a democratic society, and it’s got to be put a stop to. The
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people have got a right to know what those birds are up to. And if I was back in the White
House, people would know. You see, the way a free government works, there’s got to be a
housecleaning every now and again, and I don’t care what branch of the government is
involved. Somebody has to keep an eye on things.

And when you can’t do any housecleaning because everything that goes on is a damn secret,
why, then we’re on our way to something the Founding Fathers didn’t have in mind.
Secrecy and a free, democratic government don’t mix. And if what happened at the Bay of
Pigs doesn’t prove that, I don’t know what does. You have got to keep an eye on the
military at all times, and it doesn’t matter whether it’s the birds in the Pentagon or the birds
in the CIA.

The bottom line is the agency is accountable to no one, as Truman knew and
Shipp explains in this whistleblowing video and his book, From The Company of Shadows.

There’s strong insinuation from Shipp the agency was indeed responsible for the death of JFK, in part
because he fired the then-chief of the CIA Alan Dulles for conducting covert operations behind his
back. It was an epic battle for power. Was the duly elected President the commander in chief? Or was
the CIA able to do whatever it wanted whenever it wanted, including starting wars? We all know how
that turned out. America has never been the same since JFK was brought down in Dallas. Dulles was
later placed in charge of investigating the assassination of President Kennedy, in a real case of the fox
watching over the hen house.

Of course, JFK threatening to “splinter the agency into a thousand pieces and scatter it to the winds”
didn’t help once it had taken root. And thus, we’ve had 50 years of shadow government and puppet
presidents, and even a puppet Congress as an elite cabal inside the agency really run the United States
via fear and intimidation. They’ve conducted a litany of treasonous actions, including (according to
Shipp):

Control of Congressional hearings/withholding important documents and testimony
Blocking Congress from covert programs
Classifying/concealing illegal operations
Establishing covert funding from illegal activity
Surveillance of Congress/Senate
Surveillance of American citizens
Control of judiciary
Secret use of American tax dollars
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Officals lying under oath

Worse, those bullet points are only the tip of the iceberg. As TNMM has revealed in the past, Shipp’s
presentation confirms the agency was indeed working hand in hand with the Clinton and Bush I
regimes to fly in cocaine from Colombia so it could play the Drug War from both sides – first
supplying the cocaine then fighting its sale with an increasingly leviathan police state. That’s only the
beginning. Here’s another one: Hitlery supplied arms to ISIS and other groups in the Middle East we
were supposed to be fighting against. (Playing games from both sides is the classic Anglo-American
Matrix tactic, used in arenas from the Drug War to the War on Terror.)

Shipp’s revelations are truly the story of the century, as his claims confirm our worst suspicions: A
government agency conducting treason and collusion against not only other governments, but the
American people as well.

Where’s the mainstream media in all this? Why, running cover for the wrong damn side! President
Trump’s mere presence has so terrified the shadow government they’ve been trying to destroy him
throughout his entire presidency using false narratives in the media, and have now resorted to making
open threats that they’re going to assassinate him soon. Charles Schumer, Senate minority leader and
obvious Deep Stater famously threatened an elected president of the United States with these chilling
words:

Let me tell you: You take on the intelligence community — they have six ways from
Sunday at getting back at you.

Other establishment hacks like would-be president and global warming preacher Al Gore are also
saying Trump “will be gone” within months.

It seems life truly is stranger than fiction. Now that the light of truth has been turned on, the
cockroaches conducting the New World Order coup against the United States are scared, they’re
desperate, and they’re scattering. Shipp recently insinuated in an Infowars interview the questionable
events of the recent Las Vegas mass shooting reek of CIA covert operations.

This rotten agency, the CIA has huge, rotten, stinking skeletons in its closet, and they’re scared to
death of Donald Trump as Shipp lets us know in the video. We must keep the heat on, because the
righteous rage of the American people will encourage other whistleblowers to come out, and will
protect those who are revealing the treason from within that’s been happening under our noses for
half a century. The heat will also push Trump to drain the swamp largely created by this totally out of
control agency.

May the traitors swing high when judgment day comes.
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Reader Mailbag: You’re Just a Bitter, Rejected Man
October 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

TNMM reader Kimberly continues the same, tired old attacks chicks always use against Red Pill men

Is there a rubber stamp from which bitches ink and clunk out their boilerplate attacks? The vitriol
spewed against men who have decided there’s more to life than enslaving themselves for a
depreciating ASSet never rises beyond the level of trite cliché. Witness this saucy screed from
TNMM reader Kimberly:

Misogynist garbage obviously written by a rejected, bitter man.

A man who has slept with 150+ women from virtually all races and backgrounds, and who has at
least half a dozen hoes on call around the world is hardly a rejected, bitter man. I’ve had more ass
than I care to think about. In fact, I’ve had so much ass women have become nothing but a novelty to
me, and any mystical powers they had over my mind in the past have evaporated because I know
exactly what kind of creature I’m dealing with.

Maybe this “rejected, bitter man” just knows the female game better than y’all do and decided to
write about it so other men could learn to extract from women what guys want before you’re able to
stick your stingers into them, like the proverbial scorpion killing the very frog carrying it across the
stream. In this case, getting “stung” is being cheated on while at work, frivorce raped, placed into
child support penury, etc, etc, etc.

It’s cruel to blame women for staying single when you men have done the same thing! And
what about those of us who just weren’t ready for marriage?

Women stay single these days because a) The Anglo-American Matrix has brainwashed them into
believing they can live the Have It All™ lifestyle without a pesky man around to provide anything.
However, post-feminism the vast majority of women have become serfs on the corporate plantation
and welfare state dependents who use Big Daddy Government to extract goodies (i.e. gibsmedats)
from Beta males by force; and b) women want to spend their sexual and reproductive prime riding the
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cock carousel chasing after Alpha/Sigma badboys and layabouts because hardworking, decent Beta
males repulse them deep down.

This mating strategy is adopted pre- or post-civilization so women can chase
after bad boy seed, extracting it to father the children they want. After copulation and delivery, they
can then (chicks hope) drop the little bastards into Beta Bucks guy’s lap because the unstable
relationship with asshole guy has ended. It’s evolutionary baggage (selecting for the baddest, most
cunning males to ensure genetic survival) that’s arguably no longer useful in civilized societies.
Around here, it’s known as Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks.

Men aren’t getting married because women now represent all risk and no reward thanks to the “not
ready for marriage” pablum you just spouted. Marriages that last the longest are those that begin
when the female is in her prime and hasn’t been jaded by a decade+ on the cock carousel. Men don’t
want chicks who can only offer up anatomy with the equivalent of 250,000 miles on the odometer
and some dried up eggs in exchange for the huge risks (think misandrist Anglo court system and
bankruptcy) they bring to the table.

Our grandparents married young and stayed together a lifetime. This isn’t a coincidence. This is why
marriage and female sexuality have been tightly controlled for thousands of years, in virtually all
cultures. The sad truth is women don’t want good guys, because good guys don’t give them tingles
the way guys who are going to use and abuse them do. Societies evolved to guide young women into
making wiser decisions about who they spread their legs for. Feminism destroyed all this, and
therefore destroyed civilization. It’s why everything is falling apart in the West.

Does the fact that I am 35 mean I don’t deserve a good man? And before you say I’m fat or
ugly or something, I assure you I am NOT. Most people guess me to be in my 20s. I’m glad
that men like you aren’t going for me, I’m better off without someone like that. So it’s a
win-win in my books.
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You may not be fat or ugly (which is doubtable if you have to say it) but
you have reached your expiration date and your email reeks of imminent Wall impact coming your
way. Your eggs are drying up, and the decade or so you were actually of use to a man for producing
productive members of society to move civilization forward were wasted. Now, you’re nothing but a
big, expensive liability to any man foolish enough to have anything to do with you.

The truth of the matter is, all those good guys who weren’t good enough for you in your prime have
moved on to younger, more nubile and fecund flesh or have said to hell with women altogether. Now,
you have the rest of your life to be a bitter bitch pining for the “one that got away” and hating on men
who have figured out how women operate and want nothing to do with you, your manipulation, mind
games, materialism, consumerism, solipsism, financial and medical baggage, nor the high
expense/low return investment you represent.

At least, that’s my take on the matter. I’m sure the comments section will be able to bring up even
more points than I have. Have a nice life, Kim.
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The Screeching Sound of Women Crashing into The Wall at
100 mph
October 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Nature gifts women with special privileges, but the enormous power they wield over men has an expiration date

An interesting discussion has arisen, brought on by an aging chick who was taken aback by our wine
and milk article about how men and women age.

As women age in this post-feminist world, they start noticing – to their
horror – the pussy pass they enjoy flaunting in front of “worthless” and/or “not good enough” and/or
“not exciting enough” guys, tormenting and teasing them, is regularly downgraded from Platinum
card to Gold card to Silver status as the years roll by. Once they hit 35 or so that pass quickly
downgrades even further to the equivalent of a starter Secured credit card.

They start to panic, realizing they’ve wasted the only decade or so of their lives that they’ll actually
be an ASSet to a man, and are facing an imminent stock market crash brought on by sagging vagina
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futures. They grasp for a well-heeled Beta male, and those poor souls not versed in Red Pill arts are at
risk of financial predation by these women. But, luckily, men are catching on like TNMM reader JD
who left this insight about a woman who was incensed that no man wanted to take on her baggage
now that she is forced to settle:

35 is way, way, way too late for her to be looking for a ‘good man’. Doesn’t matter if she’s
hot-Cougar-MILF material, the decent men are gone. If she looks as good as she says she’s
got ten guys in her smartphone, probably two who would wife her up within the year if
she’d let them move the ball down the field. She hasn’t done that because her choices
horrify her now.

Yep. Living the fantasy of the Sex In The City mainstream media mindfuck has its price. There’s
more sand in the bottom of the SMV hourglass than in the top by the time women wake up from their
whirlwind ride on the cock carousel. Panic ensues once chicks realize their privilege is running out,
grain by grain. Questions like these pop up:

Why don’t men find me as attractive as they used to?
Will I ever have children?
Who’s going to take care of me?
Who’s going to pay for all this debt I’ve run up?
What will I do now that I realize the YouGoGrrl/careerism narrative is a farce?
Will I be destitute?
Will I die alone?

JD answers all these questions for us, as women in Anglo culture careen out of control, screeching
towards imminent Wall impact at 100 miles per hour.

The window is what it always was, 18 to 28 (absolute max). Mother Nature – and its other
species of human, namely Men – don’t give a rat’s ass about cupcake’s political views,
career goals or thirst for ‘adventure’. Who she gives her best decade to is WHO SHE IS.

All of the above is what men need to realize, but especially this point: If she doesn’t give you the best
decade of her life, why should you give her the remaining 2 or 3 generations of yours?

She’s had her Fun, now she wants Comfort. And Comfort guys have figured out that she’s
going to be absolutely No. Fucking. Fun.

Yep. How the tables turn when women realize they can’t run roughshod over men their entire lives
on the basis of having been gifted with the magical meat cave.

Without men or children to take care of them, women have placed themselves into quite a pickle. Of
course, they expect Big Daddy Government will keep writing checks. But, as we have pointed out in
the past, men should absolutely refuse to fund the coming spinster bubble that could very well
bankrupt the West even further. Why should the men women refused to have anything to do with in
their prime work harder and longer so their tax dollars can be taken by force to fund former
YouGoGrrls’ spinster lives?

Feminism’s chickens are coming home to roost. Stand back and enjoy the show, preferably poolside.
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Misandry on Parade: International Day of the Girl
October 12, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Feminism, the unholy creation of a culture that has deep anti-male roots going all the way back to
Puritan days, has destroyed relations between the sexes, families, and the nations of the West. It is
also making career women less happy than housewives.

What’s the Anglo American solution to heal a deeply divided society in which the sexes are turned
into each others’ competitors rather than members of a community, and are so miserable that living
inside the culture itself is now deadlier annually than the entirety of the Vietnam War and terrorism
combined? A society in which the ethnic group that founded America is literally dying off because it
can’t reproduce itself in numbers sufficient to replace itself? A society in which females are coddled
and males are turned into pariahs in droves such that an entire movement of MGTOWs, PUAs, and
John Galts has arisen?

Why, more misandry. Of course! That should fix everything.

Happy International Day of the Girl, brought to you by the Marxists at the vortex of
hell…er…globalism known as the United Nations. Women have it rough, don’t you know. Here’s
what this special day is supposed to commemorate:

The observation supports more opportunity for girls and increases awareness of gender
inequality faced by girls worldwide based upon their gender. This inequality includes areas
such as access to education, nutrition, legal rights, medical care, and protection from
discrimination, violence against women and unfree child marriage.

Once reading that twisting of reality, it becomes painfully apparent that Anglo American culture is
suicidally insane. Here are just a few short reasons why, when taking a critical look at celebrating this
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day in America:

In education, women already obtain more rubber stamps (college degrees) than men. Further,
the education system is geared towards females and not males, as diligently documented by
Helen Smith, Ph.D.
In nutrition, Anglo-American women have access to government largesse through programs
like WIC, TANF, SNAP, and every other made-up acronym imaginable while men aren’t so
lucky. A stunning 85% of TANF welfare recipients are single “moms.” Oh, and we men are
still the vast majority of homeless. If you’re starving but you have a penis, tough shit. Better
“man up” and find a job. The benefits men pay for with their tax dollars are only for women,
says Big Daddy Government.
With regard to legal rights, women can buy and sell men like slaves at auction in the Anglo-
American family court system. They regularly frivorce rape men of hundreds of thousands, or
in the case of actors, millions of dollars. They can also take custody of children and run fathers
into financial ruin or even have them sentenced to debtor’s prison through the child support
system. Women have also created a false rape accusation epidemic, and remain free of the
consequences of their lies.
In medicine, “per capita lifetime expenditure is a third higher for females ($361,200) than
males ($268,700)” according to NIH.
With regards to discrimination, only males can do the discriminating in the American legal
system. Specifically, white males. Which, incidentally makes them the target of discrimination
of every other group with permanent “scapegoat” status.
With regards to violence: Violence against women is discussed ad nauseum, but violence
against men never is. As an example of this cultural bias, when Lorena Bobbit sliced off her
husband’s penis back in the 1990s, it became a big joke in mainstream media. Imagine a
husband slicing his wife’s breast off and if that would become a running joke amongst late
night comedians.
What the hell is unfree child marriage? Is this part of the new “human trafficking” narrative
being spun by social engineers working for the real pedos occupying the highest social strata?
And just a reminder, women already spend over $100,000 more than they earn during the
course of their lives, and men pay 200% of the taxes chicks do.

There are many more points to be made about how ridiculous the basis of this
day is. But, let’s cut to the chase. This farcical “holiday” is business as usual in a country in which
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social engineers are working overtime to destroy men and boys.

It absolutely loathes them, since it villainizes the masculine and pedestalizes the feminine day in and
day out. This “holiday” is just more spit in the eyes of American men. It is nothing short of Cultural
Marxism designed to buy women off with the money it robs from men, thereby dropping a bomb on
the nuclear family.

As philosophers in Greek society knew, a society that was apparently far wiser than ours because it
gave women low social status, once a woman is made “equal” to a man she becomes his superior.

That is the true intention of this agenda. To reduce men to serf status,
creating a world in which only a select few ever get sexual access or to reproduce. The family ceasing
to exist, the Almighty God State will control the entirety of human affairs from cradle to grave. And
of course, as the government micromanages the lives of citizens, in the future children may someday
never know a mother and father if this insanity is allowed to reach a crescendo. That statement is not
hyperbole. Aldous Huxley tried to warn us in Brave New World. We didn’t listen.

In the interest of fairness, there is no International Day of the Boy, as one might expect. But there is
an International Men’s Day. Where was it inaugurated? In Zimbabwe. One might guess The Anglo-
American Matrix is not going to create a day that goes against its agenda to turn men into outcasts.

P.S. In other news, the androgyny agenda is also proceeding as the Boy Scouts will now admit girls
into the fold.

P.P.S. Would a meteor just come and destroy the globalist social engineers in one of their juntas
down in the underworld already?
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Sexualized Frigidity: Anglo Women Paint their Faces for
a Reason
October 12, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

Just as clowns, women also paint their faces – and now, their eyes

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

The Anglo-American Manosphere routinely exaggerates women’s cognitive prowess. It sees
feminism as some complex, multi-level plan designed to strip men of status and influence. In reality,
the average woman could not organize a trip to the toilet. It is easy to confuse society defending
women in every circumstance with female strategic intelligence – after all, the outcomes are
identical. In reality, they are totally different things. Although female feminists adopt ‘revolutionary’
postures, their rhetoric is ultimately sanctioned by the Anglo-American cultural Establishment.
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Of course, this is because Anglo-American countries retain a Puritanical
world-view and exalt women as sexless angels while demonizing men for possessing sexual
impulses. In real terms, ‘revolutionary’ Anglo-American feminism could only exist with the backing
of their nominal ‘Tradcon’ opponents in politics, law and the media. Once this is understood,
feminism is seen for what it truly is: unchallenged female infantilism condoned by a misandrist,
gynocentric culture convinced that women are essentially perfect whatever they do or say.

Anglo feminism has advanced to its present state not because women are especially smart, but
because the prevailing culture has accommodated and nurtured their whimsical delusions and
ingrained tendencies to social atavism.

A Canadian “model” has blinded herself by
trying to tattoo her eye

Consider how men dominate the various distractions post-feminist women waste their money on. For
example, the sexualized ‘Bad Girl’ persona so powerful in the Anglo media – as exemplified by Sex
and the City, nymphomaniac pop music and the entire fashion industry – are largely created and
realized by gay men. Females are just spokespeople, clothes horses and figureheads in these lucrative
enterprises because they lack the intelligence, organizational prowess and creative talent that gay men
bring to the show.

In sum, frigid Anglo women dress in a sexualized manner because their ‘culture’ is a creation of
highly creative and intelligent gay men; who mistakenly project their sexual desires onto Anglo
women, explaining the ‘sexualised frigidity’ paradox that disfigures all females in the Anglosphere.

A key part of male enlightenment involves men hardening their views of women and seeing them for
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what they really are. They are not cunning cultural strategists or tacticians; they are boring, entitled
clowns living on marble pedestals provided by the misandrist Anglo-American Establishment.
Squandering time, thought or money on them is unworthy of the enlightened man. To drive the point
home, consider the fate of this imbecile, as reported by the Daily Mail:

A model from Canada has lost the sight in her right eye after an eye tattoo procedure went
horribly wrong. Catt Gallinger from Ottawa is recovering slowly but steadily over the past
month following her decision to get a sclera tattoo, which colors in the whites of the eye.

Calling the decision a ‘massive mistake,’ Gallinger shared the horrifying results of the
procedure on social media, according to The Sun.  The images, posted to her Facebook
wall, shows the 24-year-old former pet nutritionist in various stages of recovery following a
visit to the hospital last month when she complained of purple discharge oozing from her
eye.

Medical professionals administered antibiotics drops to the affected area and sent Gallinger
home.

But shortly after receiving the treatment, her eye became swollen shut. Doctors then
gave Gallinger steroid drops to alleviate her symptoms, but after three weeks the purple
tattoo began to congeal around her cornea, blurring her vision and causing intense
discomfort.

Gallinger told The Sun newspaper that she has had to spend hundreds of dollars on
prescriptions so far and says that her modeling career is on hold for the time being.

In speaking with the publication, she cautioned others to first ‘look into not just the artist
and their portfolio, but to talk to some of their clients, talk to other artists about them and
get experiences beforehand’.

Asked why she wanted a sclera tattoo to begin with, Gallinger said the modification would
help ‘make me feel more at home in my body’.

Physicians told Gallenger that her eye has sustained permanent damage and will either have
to ‘go completely or stay a blurry mess’.

All is not lost – she will be able to model eye-patches for many years to come, while feeling ‘at
home’ in her body (whatever that means). What a clown – Stephen King’s Pennywise must be
looking to his laurels.

Still, Gallinger serves as a stellar example of unadulterated female idiocy.
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She reminds us that feminism has advanced due to patronization by Anglo-American elite males, not
the strategic intelligence of its female adherents.  And if we are honest, the post-feminist chaos
engulfing the Anglosphere is in large part the result of female stupidity. Their idiocy has two
principal components: solipsism and the herd instinct.

Solipsism is the keystone of the female mind: an inability to test theory against reality or think
empathetically, especially with regard to men. This solipsism finds expression in a crushing, all-
pervasive lack of self-awareness: which is why many a post-Wall woman with sagging tits and a
flabby ass still acts like she’s ‘one helluva gorgeous chick’. The second root of female stupidity is the
herd instinct – something that feminism has been quick to capitalise on.

Solipsism is stupid because it prevents individuals learning from others’ mistakes; even animals such
as chimps, crows or parrots are capable of this. Solipsism makes women blunder through the same
poor lifestyle choices over and over again: overlooking stable men for sociopathic thugs, wallowing
in hyper-hypergamy during their prime years, pursuing unrealistic career choices and, above all,
exaggerating their own abilities at the insistence of their beta toadies.

Witness, the less than stellar results of an eye
tattoo

The follies of female solipsism are well-described in psychology and literature, not just the
Manosphere. Ultimately, allowing the gender incapable of objectivity to monopolize 70% of college
places will overturn the long-standing Anglo-American status in STEM, together with the
Anglosphere’s military and economic standing.

Meanwhile, the herd instinct makes a virtue of sheer stupidity. Virtually all Western women have
jumped on the feminist bandwagon – women of every race, class and age unthinkingly label
themselves ‘feminist’, a potent example of the female herd instinct. However, social psychology has
shown that ‘herd-think’ leads to individuals taking needless risks and reaching erroneous conclusions
from limited premises – two traits we see over and over again among Anglo-American women.

These females are lost in a swirl of ‘you go girl!’ delusions which lead only to misery, singleness and
childlessness, merely because ‘everyone else’ is pursuing them. Indeed, highly educated women are
particularly prone to feminist ‘herd-think’ – a curious paradox given all the rhetoric about the
‘transformative’ power of education bandied around the Anglosphere.

In sum, women are idiots. Don’t be fooled by Manosphere writers who talk about their rapacious
intelligence and strategic cunning. Anglo-American women aren’t Mongol warlords, just overgrown
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children with indulgent minders. Even their ‘culture’ is not their own but largely the creation of gay
men.

Women wear all that make-up for a reason. Clowns wear make-up, too.
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Even Women Are Now Saying Feminism Has Gone Too Far
October 14, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Even women are beginning to question the motives of feminism on American college campuses

There are early signs the tide seems to be turning against feminism. At least, in some circles. More
than ever, thoughtful women are beginning to see it as the cultural cancer + misandry movement that
it is. And they’re speaking out.

But, as always, women have ulterior motives for opposing feminism. It’s not about truth and justice
as much as it is keeping men from leaving women holding the bag. Sensing, perhaps that men are
ready to walk off the plantation permanently, leaving women to handle the crushing weight of their
own material and financial demands, even college women are now telling rabid feminists to calm
down as they lob spittle-laced attacks at modern males.

As we were questioning the legitimacy of the aims of the International Day of the Girl right here at
TNMM, so were some (worried?) women at George Washington University, as reported by IWF:

On the International Day of the Girl, the Network of enlightened Women (NeW) chapter at
George Washington University hosted a panel discussion on why Modern Feminism and the
Third Wave Feminist movement do not speak for all women.  Panelists included Karin
Agness Lips, the founder of NeW and Senior Fellow at IWF, Emily Jashinsky, graduate of
George Washington University and current commentary writer for the Washington
Examiner, and IWF’s very own Julie Gunlock, the Director of the Culture of Alarmism
Project.

Hmm. One immediately wonders what motive women have to break from the herd. Why, it’s self-
interest, of course.

In any case, women telling feminists to keep their bile to themselves is a nice sentiment, but it’s a
whisper in a very loud Anglo-American echo chamber. The fact is, feminists do all the talking in
CIA-manipulated mainstream media and in the Hollyweird “play pretend in front of a camera”
bubble. Of course, most women sheepishly follow along with the narratives extolled from their so-
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called social betters. Still, it’s nice to see women pointing out the follies of their own kind.

The toxicity of the Third Wave Feminist movement is easily seen on college campuses,
making organizations like NeW and events like last night all the more important. Often
times a conservative voice is lacking in the curriculum, let alone a female conservative
voice. However, Gunlock and Lips agree that relations between the feminist movement and
the majority of women who don’t consider themselves feminists didn’t used to be so
vicious.

What an astonishing change in tone. For a half century, women have been
happy to jump on the feminist bandwagon to take whatever they could get from men, and the system
men support with their labor and tax dollars.

But now, they’re marginalizing feminism because the well of clueless chumps and hard workers the
plantation needs is drying up. Men are going their own way, ready to abandon women completely
beyond pump and dumps, and Anglobitches are changing their tune.

Analyzing women’s own claims about how mean-spirited feminists are, the viciousness of modern
feminists makes it obvious that cultural brainwashing has been very effective on humanity’s ultimate
followers: Anglobitches. Just as these unstable drama-seekers once had “witches” burned at the stake,
they’re now figuratively burning nonbelievers in the feminist doxy at the stake.

Ergo, women are dangerous without proper male and cultural guidance. They don’t ever seem to
know WHY they’re what they’re doing, really, but once they’ve drank the Kool-Aid served by their
masters they forbid critical thinking outside the myopic world of what they’ve been told to believe.
Perhaps that’s why the Christian bible has called for men to be the heads of family and community
for two thousand years.

This is why all religion AND social engineering schemes AND advertising primarily focus on
manipulating women. Because it’s so easy to manipulate them. The vast majority of women don’t
think for themselves, so manipulators have been doing it for them for thousands of years. In today’s
bizarro world of imposed feminist zealotry, if a woman decides she doesn’t subscribe to the ideals of
the claven, she’s a heretic:

And the attacks are just that, vicious. Many conservative women face harsh criticism online,
and in the classroom if they speak up about their political beliefs. While Jashinsky stressed
the importance of reading the defining literature on both sides of the argument, Lips
suggests that when dealing with the name calling that often comes with taking a stand
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against the traditional leftist feminist voice, to “talk about what the real secondary
consequences are for their policies.” By turning the conversation into an intellectual debate,
all of the panelists agreed that conservative women would have the upper hand.

This is how feminism will be destroyed. It is a doctrine based completely on irrational, emotional
groupthink spurred on by social engineers working from lofty perches inside the Anglo-American
thought control matrix. Once the cleansing truth of Realtalk reaches a critical mass, feminism will die
from the massive doses of truth-based chemotherapy.

Like just about everything The Anglo-American Matrix is based on, feminism is a house of cards
built upon a mountain of lies. Even the girls at GWU are asking questions about the origins of
feminist narratives. Here’s what the girls had to say:

Where are all of these radical feminist ideologies coming from? And what makes them
seem so prevalent in the feminist movement?

Hint: These narratives originated from the CIA, the treasonous organization that funded Gloria
Steinem’s Ms. magazine at the behest of the Rockefeller family back in the 1960s, as revealed by
Hollywood filmmaker Aaron Russo. The CIA also has tentacles extending into the anal sphincters of
the agenda-setters who run mainstream media, as revealed by whistleblower Kevin Shipp. Even the
college girls see how they’re being manipulated:

Gunlock and her work at IWF focuses on conservative women in pop culture, and how they
are never portrayed in a flattering light and almost always fall into the tropes that the Third
Wave Feminists use against us. Gunlock argued that it is because “popular culture is not
conservative” further calling it “overwhelmingly liberal”.

The tactic of freezing and polarizing your “enemy” (in this case traditional women and families) is
known as Cultural Marxism. Here comes another blow to its aims:

Because the left “can’t comprehend being pro-women and also a conservative” Lips
continues to push NeW on campuses across the country in order to give women without a
voice, a platform to speak openly about their beliefs.

It seems women will used the tried and true oppression card (“women without a voice”) to once again
get their way. Except now, they’ll use it to “speak openly” against feminism rather than in support of
it.

In short, women are beginning to realize the fantasies they’ve been sold
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about having a “career” and being “empowered” and being a “YouGoGrrl” are mirages. As they’re
sold into lives of corporate bondage under duress of neverending student loan payments by following
the directives of the system, a few women are beginning to take note that they’ve been had. The
Strong, Independent Woman™  fantasy is the same as the mirage of a vanishing oasis in a dry, dry
desert.

The few women capable of critical thought are starting to maybe, just maybe realize they were fooled
by feminism and the lies of The Anglo-American Matrix. These chicks then put on the cloak of being
“conservative” women, when in fact they only realized they have it better with man slaves in their
lives than without.

Make no mistake, this movement of women against feminism has nothing to do with chicks giving a
damn about men. It’s just that some women are realizing they sold themselves out to become
common laborers, and will have nobody but the bankrupt state to look after them once they’ve passed
their prime. In other words, nature’s master manipulators (women) are moving to save their own
asses because their plan to usurp men isn’t quite working out the way they had hoped.

How’s that for supreme irony? Women tried to show they weren’t weak and gullible by subscribing
to feminism, a movement that preyed upon their weakness and gullibility. Wow.
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Eye Candy of the Week | October 15, 2017
October 15, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

How about a tropical chica to brighten up your day? This Caribbean lovely shows well in her bright –
if unusual – makeup. She also has a luscious body. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for October 15,
2017 as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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The “Sex Tourism” Case of Cuba Dave: Exposing the Tentacles
of The Anglo-American Matrix
October 16, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Cuba Dave appears alongside his attorney, Luis Diego Chacón in a Costa Rican court

The following story is another stunning revelation of how manipulative and dangerous the shadow
government of the United States really is. This is certainly a story you won’t be hearing on the
Nightly Noose News.

The malevolent Anglo-American Matrix is grasping to keep its men – now fleeing the soulless coast
to coast shopping mall and eatery for happier, more sexually fulfilled lives abroad – permanently
enslaved on the sexless, joyless corporate plantation it profits from. Witness the case of Cuba Dave, a
witch trial involving an American man who posted pictures and videos of himself on social media
alongside working girls at LEGAL and LICENSED brothels in Costa Rica.

Latin American minions of The Anglo-American Matrix tried to turn Cuba Dave into a poster boy for
a fake crime (promoting sex tourism) and a made-up narrative about sex trafficking. From Free Cuba
Dave, a blog dedicated to Dave Strecker’s legal defense:

Dave was imprisoned in Costa Rica for a total of 433 days, without formal charges or trial.
A public defender took over the case, and encouraged Dave to plead guilty and accept a 12
year prison term.

Dave didn’t plead guilty because he didn’t do anything wrong and his “crime” was, at best,
spuriously defined. Enter the man who saved the day, and provided important legal defense in a
precedent-setting case:

Having heard about the case through social media, Lic. Diego Chacón contacted Dave while
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in prison, and offered his legal services without payment. He convinced Dave that the
evidence against him was faulty and recommended going to trial. Although the first trial
court returned a guilty verdict, Diego wrote an appeal that overturned the conviction and got
Dave a second trial.

The plan for a show trial backfired, as many globalist schemes are now backfiring since the cleansing
truth of Realtalk has been unleashed on the Internet. Here’s what is all the more ridiculous about this
case, as explained by Cuba Dave’s legal counsel:

The collective resources of a nation of 4.8 million people have been invested in tracking
down, arresting and imprisoning a 65-year old man from Florida who uploaded some videos
on Facebook about his vacation in Costa Rica.

Think about it. The Costa Rican government (manipulated by the U.S. government) tried to send a
retiree up the river for 12 years for exercising his right to free speech. However, thanks to Chacón
coming to the rescue, the Costa Rican government ended up making a complete ass of itself.

The acquittal, if it sticks, is a major embarrassment for Costa Rica’s judiciary. The law,
passed in February 2013, violated most international standards on free speech.

Here’s the bombshell that reveals the Anglo-American “cat’s paw” strategy: The organization that
tried to make an example out of a runaway slave from the Anglo-American gynocentric plantation is
connected to (and arguably funded by) the U.S. government. Specifically, the globalist Clinton
family.

The Poder Judicial has confirmed that the Fundación Rahab was the organization that
initiated the criminal case. Fundación Rahab has been the recipient of a number of federal
grants for work with prostitutes in San José and Jacó.

Killary Clinton, pictured alongside Mariliana Morales,
frontwoman for an organization to “empower” women in
Central America

A quick Google search of the YouGoGrrl organization responsible for organizing the witch trial
(Fundación Rahab) reveals a telling photo. Standing alongside Marialiana Morales, the frontwoman
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for Fundación Rahab, an organization designed to brainwash Latin women with the same feminist
lies and fantasies that have destroyed Anglo families and the culture at large, is none other than then
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton grinning like the Cheshire cat.

Killary is gifting Morales with a “Heroine Against Human Trafficking” plaque, as part of the Anglo-
American war on yet another imaginary narrative it’s long been trying to get the ball rolling on.
TNMM has reported on the Human Trafficking farce in the past, as the American shadow
government seeks to foist its prudish cultural views on sex and morality on the entire planet via yet
another “enemy” invented out of whole cloth.

Make no mistake, the “human trafficking” narrative is only getting started. The ultimate victory of
Cuba Dave is a huge win for freedom and free speech – and against feminism, globalism, and yet
another Anglo American house of cards being carefully assembled atop a mountain of lies. But, it’s
ultimately a small battle in a much wider war on the lie factory coming from deep inside the
corporate-government complex. Here’s the good news:

On Friday, Dave Strecker walked out of a prison in Costa Rica, a free man, acquitted by a
trial court in San Jose. When Dave was originally arrested in September of 2015, Judicial
authorities issued a press release with photos of his computer and cell phone as alleged
evidence. Authorities also made a video of his arrest at the Juan Santamaría airport.
However, since the acquittal the Ministerio Público has remained silent.

We must celebrate the fact Dave was not burned at the stake for using fully legal sexual services
provided by willing adult women, then sharing his exploits online. Here’s what Free Cuba Dave had
to say about the win:

When asked about his feelings on the case, Dave thanked the supporters who donated
money to help with legal fees. He regrets missing his mother’s funeral, who passed away
while he was in prison. He regretted that his friend Dennis Eaton also died of cancer.
Dennis collected the donations via Paypal and brought food to Dave while he was
imprisoned at the San Sebestian prison.

There are many takeaway lessons from the case. First of all, social engineers deep inside the
American government are trying to make sex itself taboo across the entire planet – especially pay for
play. Legal prostitution destroys the stranglehold prudish women have on men, and the motivation
men have to work like dogs to make themselves appealing meal tickets in hopes of getting a little
nookie before being frivorce raped.

What’s more, the cabal organizing witch trials like this (most likely inside the CIA) also wants to ruin
another European-derived, patriarchal culture, transforming it into the gynocentric malaise modern
Anglo culture has become. They want to continue to demonize men for having functioning libidos.
Worse, they’re well-funded, and well organized, as the system uses tax dollars from the very Beta
males it’s trying to debase to all but neuter them.

Now that you have another revelation of the evil your government is conducting behind your back,
are you ready to show up with pitchforks outside its offices yet?
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Travel Eye Candy: Vigilant Elk at Yellowstone National Park
October 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A vigilant elk walks alongside a stream inside Yellowstone National Park

Here’s a new entry into the Travel Eye Candy series from Relampago Furioso, intended to stir and
inspire the masculine traditions of exploration and the great outdoors! By the way, high quality 24? x
36? poster prints are available for purchase and help support the blog.

Rel’s latest entry is an elk vigilantly watching our host as she walked along a stream inside
Yellowstone National Park just before sunrise. There was a male nearby, no doubt looking to score
some tail. But, he was a bit skittish and shied away before a close-up shot could be framed and
focused. There’s always next time.
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Women Aren’t Women, Anymore
October 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The line that sums up the current state of affairs in Anglo culture: “Women aren’t women, anymore.”

Feminism and social engineering (a.k.a. Cultural Marxism) have turned marriage and even
relationships into shitty prospects for men. This was by design, but the situation has left women in
quite a pickle. They don’t know quite what to make of their newfound “empowerment” now that the
egress from the path of feminism has led them straight into a thorny brier patch (not the rosy field of
flowers they were promised) featuring a lifetime of loneliness, corporate bondage, and spinster
bitterness.

Life Site dug up some interesting statistics about changing attitudes towards marriage among women:

Fewer young men in the US want to get married than ever, while the desire for marriage is
rising among young women, according to the Pew Research Center.

Yes, the ensuing disaster seems to be working in an inversely proportional manner for each sex when
it comes to the desire to get married.

Pew recently found that the number of women 18-34 saying that having a successful
marriage is one of the most important things rose from 28 percent to 37 percent since 1997.
The number of young adult men saying the same thing dropped from 35 percent to 29
percent in the same time.

As suitable suitors abandon Anglobitches in droves, ticking biological clocks and worries about
“Who’s going to take care of me now that I’m aging and my pussy pass is expiring?” are skewing
those statistics for women. Meantime, men have found that life is better without the baggage of an
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Anglobitch to carry around.

Pew’s findings have caught the attention of one US writer who maintains that feminism,
deeply entrenched in every segment of the culture, has created an environment in which
young men find it more beneficial to simply opt out of couple-dom entirely.

Could the male exodus from marriage (and relationshits) also be happening because modern Anglo
women literally bring nothing to the table except a long list of demands, an entitled attitude, cellulite,
hair bleach, too much makeup, too many tattoos, and a vagina that has been the cock holster for too
many men? Of course, that’s a rhetorical question. Those are certainly reasons why men are
abandoning modern women.

Ultimately, feminism has been just as bad of a deal for women as it has been for men. Women have
just been too foolish and short-sighted to realize the consequences of their actions. Consequences like
being economically pumped and dumped by corporate America, like so many of the bad boys they
lust after. The much ballyhooed fact is:

For the first time in US history, the number of women in the workforce has surpassed the
number of men, while more women than men are acquiring university degrees.

With regards to their newfound roles as common laborers rather than
mommies, we have just one thing to say: Enjoy those jobs, ladies! And the lifetime of non-
bankruptable debt bondage incurred by your “education” at lefty colleges and universities.

Your hard work and interest payments will let us men take it easy for a while, banging younger,
hotter, tighter bitches poolside. After all, turnabout is fair play. We worked hard to build a glorious
civilization for you, and betrayal was our thanks.

Now that women have displaced men in their traditional role as provider and pushed them out of their
jobs, let’s let Anglobitches bask in their glory. Men now have a chance to live better lives than we
ever have before, freed of the bridle that once had us carrying our own weight plus the carriage
weight of the sickeningly materialistic lives most women want to lead.
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Here’s a game changing fact. Today’s male minimalist can live a world-
roaming, pussy-slaying lifestyle on less money than indoctrinated corporate drones ever dream of.
Yours truly has calculated that cost to be about $18,000 to $25,000 a year for the astute, travel-savvy
shitlord. (A motivated minimalist living abroad can swing it on as little as $5,000 to $7,500 a year.)
I’m not just making that claim, I’ve been doing it for two years and am writing a book showing other
men how to do it. I want to turn a trickle into an avalanche when it comes to males freeing
themselves of a system that simultaneously exploits and berates them.

Suzanne Venker, author a book entitled The War on Men, urges women who are drunk on their own
pussy power to back down from the height of feminist insanity before its too late. (But, it’s already
too late. Still, it’s nice to watch smarmy Anglobitches start to backpeddle.)

“The problem? This new phenomenon has changed the dance between men and women,”
Venker wrote. With feminism pushing them out of their traditional role of breadwinner,
protector and provider – and divorce laws increasingly creating a dangerously precarious
financial prospect for the men cut loose from marriage – men are simply no longer finding
any benefit in it.

What a shock that no man wants to take on a lifetime of hard work for a depreciating asset that
disrepects, hates, and cheats on him every step of the way!
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Modern men have their own thoughts on societal role reversals brought on by feminism

Men Act Rationally to a Lack of Incentive

Venker also stumbled upon our segment of the new counterculture as she wrote her book. Our
messages are at last bubbling into mainstream dialogue.

As a writer and researcher into the trends of marriage and relationships, Venker said, she
has “accidentally stumbled upon a subculture” of men who say “in no uncertain terms, that
they’re never getting married.”

Damn straight. We’ve figured out the ruse, and aren’t too keen on being placed back into bondage for
women who demonstrably don’t give a fuck about us. These are women who are, for all intents and
purposes, have become wannabe men indulging Freudian Penis Envy fantasies. And on that note,
here’s the best line from the entire book:

“When I ask them why, the answer is always the same: women aren’t women anymore.”

No, they’re not. They’re predatory creatures living eat-prey-love lifestyles at the expense of any man
too stupid to realize he’s being fleeced.

Feminism, which teaches women to think of men as the enemy, has made women “angry”
and “defensive, though often unknowingly.”

Of course, a misandrist Anglo culture always finds men to blame for well, everything.

“Now the men have nowhere to go. It is precisely this dynamic – women good/men bad –
that has destroyed the relationship between the sexes. Yet somehow, men are still to blame
when love goes awry.”

Now that Anglobitches are starting realize they’ve killed the goose that lays the golden egg, i.e. the
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Beta male they’ve relentlessly shit upon and belittled for a couple of generations now, they want to
nurse him back to health only so they can continue to ride the Gravy Train. And perhaps, leave those
miserable lives in Office Space hell behind – the very lives they lusted after for so long. Good luck
getting that genie back into the bottle, ladies.

The bottom line: When cultures work, men and women compliment each other. When cultures self-
destruct, men and women compete with each other.

What’s your response to the women who betrayed you and tried to usurp and subjugate you using the
power of the state when given the first opportunity to do so, and now want you to come back and do
their bidding?
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Scorched Earth Tactics: Forcing the Matrix to Battle
October 19, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

The Matrix attempted to turn one retiree’s dalliances with legal hookers into the crime of the century – but it backfired

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

The outrageous mistreatment of American tourist ‘Cuba Dave’ Strecker for the ‘crime’ of posting a
few pictures of his sexual escapades with Costa Rican hookers online (‘promoting sex tourism’,
apparently), is not just a scandal; it also represents an opportunity.

Strecker enjoyed sex with thousands of warm, willing prostitutes across
Latin America, far from the repressive plantation that is the United States. After posting a few
pictures of his adventures on his Facebook account, a new and controversial Costa Rican law was
brought into play. Found guilty of promoting sex tourism and tarnishing the country’s image (say
what?), Strecker was soon serving a five-year term in a Costa Rican prison. Happily, his conviction
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was recently overturned and our hero is once more a free man. Predictably, prize Anglobitch Hillary
Clinton and her feminist cronies were ultimately behind the ludicrous ‘anti-trafficking’ laws leading
to Strecker’s illegal incarceration. But that should come as no surprise.

Although Cuba Dave’s treatment was disgraceful, many important lessons can be drawn from the
case. First, it demonstrates that our message is hitting home. The Anglo-Feminist Matrix is
desperately worried that RF’s nomadic lifestyle – fleecing the Anglospere economy to fund exotic
furloughs in warmer climes – will take off in a big way among North American men. It must stop this
nomadic hedonism proliferating by any means necessary, simply because true male liberation
threatens its very existence. Poor Strecker was just a cog in the vast culture war the Anglo-Feminist
Matrix is waging against Pan-Anglosphere Dissidence and men in general.

Secondly, and even more important, the case of Cuba Dave suggests the Matrix is being provoked
into making serious mistakes. From a tactical standpoint, it was suckered into fighting a battle in less
than auspicious circumstances. This lumbering, vindictive (and ultimately unsuccessful) attack on a
working class, middle aged white dude reminded me of a famous battle: Hastings. Readers might
wonder what modern men can learn from the great conflicts of history. I would answer, much: we are
in the midst of a culture war between awakened men and the Anglo-Feminist Matrix; therefore,
understanding the warrior archetype is of vital importance to our cause.

In September 1066, Duke William of Normandy landed on the south coast of
England with a large army to wrest the crown from the Anglo-Saxon usurper, Harold. Although
William’s Army had more advanced tactics and equipment, he was faced with a serious dilemma.
Maintaining a large army in Medieval England was impossible over the long, hard winter months. All
Harold had to do was wait him out and the Norman army would melt away before the spring. Simply
put, William had to provoke a decisive battle before winter came.

He did this by becoming more energetic and destructive. He knew that raiding the countryside for
more food and supplies, burning towns and generally harrying the civilian population would force
Harold to intervene. And it did. William guessed that Harold’s proud dynamism would never let him
rest while part of his kingdom was burning. In sum, William provoked his enemy into a fatal mistake
by upping the ante and forcing him to fight, a course fraught with fatal risk.

Harold quickly gathered his army and marched south to Hastings to give battle. There, as everyone
knows, he perished. William’s plan had worked perfectly and he was crowned King in Westminster
Abbey a few months later.

In exactly the same way, the punitive and disproportionate measures against Cuba Dave suggest our
Red Pill subculture is provoking the Matrix into rash decisions. Our energetic dissidence, rejection of
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Plantation existence (note how I do not dignify it with the word ‘life’) and economic/reproductive
withdrawal are having exactly the same effect as William’s ruthless scorched earth policy. And the
system is hurting. Like William, we are luring our foe into the open where it is more vulnerable, like
a worm on a motorway. Yes, the Matrix has great power but it will be noted that in this case, like
Harold, it was soundly defeated. As Cuba Dave’s website says:

‘On Friday, Dave Strecker walked out of a prison in Costa Rica, a free
man, acquitted by a trial court in San Jose. When Dave was originally arrested in September of 2015,
Judicial authorities issued a press release with photos of his computer and cell phone as alleged
evidence. Authorities also made a video of his arrest at the Juan Santamaría airport. However, since
the acquittal the Ministerio Público has remained silent.’

Outside the Anglosphere, the Anglo-Feminist Matrix is a relatively toothless force. Yet it chose to
fight in a Latin country where misandrist legalism holds far less sway (a local lawyer took up
Strecker’s case for free). Its lumbering intervention was not only rebutted, but tens of thousands of
men have now been alerted to its hostile intentions towards their sexual freedom. Like King Harold,
the Matrix played into its enemy’s hands and lost.

Our scorched earth tactics are clearly working. The Anglo-Feminist Matrix is like a stricken giant
lashing this way and that, desperate to quell our Red Pill resistance, frantic to crush our visions of
boundless freedom. Since our methods are bearing fruit, we must pursue them with redoubled passion
and intensity. Like William’s beleaguered army, we must become even more provocative and
energetic. So let us push our minimalism to superhuman levels; let us shun all contact with Anglo-
American women; let us buy nothing inessential to our basic survival needs; let us refuse all political
and cultural participation in the Matrix; above all, let us seek the delights of foreign shores like
heroes mad for life.

Eventually, the Matrix will be forced to give us the battle we crave. Provoked beyond endurance, its
blundering fist will strike. And we must be ready.
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Reader Mailbag: Only Men Can Know Honor
October 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A story of honor from Iwo Jima

Some of our best ideas come from you guys, those hearty Red Pill souls who make up our loyal
readership. Here’s a particularly interesting commentary from a MGTOW reader of TNMM. As you
read it, remember that only men can know honor. Women are incapable of the altruism that men are
capable of, except in the case of their own children. (And as a direct result, their own genetic
survival!)

Here’s what he had to say:

On Iwo Jima, 22 Marines and four Navy Corpsman who went in with the Marines were
awarded (it is not won) the Medal of Honor, 14 posthumously. Many were awarded to
Marines who jumped on Japanese grenades to smother the blast and absorb the lethal
shrapnel, willingly sacrificing their bodies and their lives for their fellow Marines.

Seventeen year old Jacklyn H. Lucas jumped on not one but two grenades thrown into the
trench he and three others were fighting in. One exploded, the other didn’t. His body was so
mangled he was left for dead. Miraculously, he was later discovered alive and survived. He
left this world on September 18, 2016.

The son of one of the three flag raisers to survive the battle interviewed Lucas for the book
Flags of Our Fathers. When asked why he did it his reply was simple; “I did it to save my
buddies.” Even 17 year old men (boys?) understand it.

Such love and devotion men can have for one another, in one case the game of golf and
another the bloodiest battle in the history the United States Marine Corps, is unknown to
women. Such higher plane character does not even enter their consciousness for the simple
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reason it can’t. Her DNA programmed instincts do not allow such love, devotion, and
selflessness.

Her ideal of love is self-love. Her only devotion is to herself. For her, there is no such thing
as selflessness. She can’t help any of this. It is what her DNA tells her to do.

Women don’t know what love is. Only men do. Women prove their DNA instinct every day
in family court. Men prove their DNA instinct every day with love, devotion, and
provisioning often forgoing their own needs and dreams, until the hammer is dropped in
betrayal.

Sad, but true. The evidence is everywhere, hiding in plain sight. Third wave feminism
proudly displayed innate female instinct and successfully demanded it get its way. A man
must either react or be consumed, and the only reaction that makes sense is MGTOW.
Think about it.

What a tale, laced with Red Pill truth about women and men from start to finish. Any MGTOW,
PUA, or man who is experienced with females knows they only love themselves. TNMM even
postulated women can never truly love men (even men they spend their entire lives with) in an article
covering the 5,000 year history of marriage.

The masculine sense of honor is an interesting development in our species’ history. Many men indeed
behave just as Shakespeare wrote:

I love the name of honor more than I fear death.

How loudly those words ring true when looking at a stunning sacrifice like the on that played out in
battle on a tiny island in the Pacific. But, as our reader points out, it often puts men at a disadvantage
in a world ruled by more primitive reptilian instincts.

Indeed, feminism and the predatory female instinct have exploited the male
sense of honor, duty, and loyalty for a half century. The Western female has shown no love, sense of
respect, or sense of honor to her men during that time. It’s been a shit show featuring a “take what
you can get off them” mentality once the hounds of hell were let loose by the cultural imposition of
feminism.

And finally, men have had enough. Things are changing. You can feel it in the air. Women know it,
and are starting to backpeddle  to try and keep men laboring away on the tax farm they benefit from.
Women who are In The Know are diluting their venom and bile more and more. Our narratives are
dripping into mainstream dialogue, trickle by trickle.
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Here’s the catch: In addition to a sense of altruism and honor, men also have a sense of justice. Many
men are ready to see women sleep in the bed they’ve made for themselves, rather than exploiting by
coming to the rescue for aging damsels in distress once again. Why? Because women deserve it. You
can only kick a dog so many times before he turns on you.

And off the plantation we run.
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Eye Candy of the Week | October 22, 2017
October 22, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week we feature a foxy femme who’s hanging around at a scenic beach in a black bikini. Our
beach bish has a toned, sexy body and pretty smile. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for October
22, 2017 as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Can a MGTOW or John Galt Build a Tiny House for $10,000?
October 22, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

In this age of awakened men returning to our nomadic roots since society decided to throw us
overboard, an important question comes up. What kind of pad does a man need in The Matrix while
he cyclically works long enough to save up enough geld to go live the expat life? Or to be a
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MGTOW? Paying sky high prices for rent doesn’t cut it. Neither does buying a McMansion in a
subdivision and enduring 15-30 years of debt slavery.

How does the part-time expat secure a Walt Whitman-style, minimalist
residence here in the States, without getting sucked into the trap endless monthly payments? How
does the MGTOW who decides to stay in Anglo America afford a place to stay while participating
mercenarily in the pyramid scheme economy?

There’s a novel and viable solution for the minimalist man. Enter tiny houses. McMansions are for
Anglobitches. Tiny houses are for men who want to go from working and slaving all throughout their
lives to enjoying a life with some work interspersed here and there.

TNMM has discussed the virtues of tiny houses before. But Yours Truly has taken a new fascination
with building a tiny house for those times I’m not either on the road or living abroad. Especially, a
ready-made solution for those men who aren’t carpenters, plumbers, or interested in doing all the
footwork necessary to make tiny house living a reality. I’d also like to undertake this challenge to
make a point for those men who might want to follow in my footsteps, but find that the trucking
lifestyle just isn’t for them.

Could a modern and very livable tiny house be built for say $10,000? Or at the very least, no more
than $20,000? And could it be an off the grid house? Could it be easy to assemble? Could it be a bona
fide residence? The idea is complete freedom from the system.

My experience living abroad (first in Mexico for 6 months on a trial basis, then a year in the
Dominican Republic – a place I’m returning to soon) as well as my experience living on the road (in
the sleeper of a semi) has given me a unique perspective on tackling this task. Here’s how I believe it
could be done:

Find a tract of land in a rural area free of the overregulation that plagues most of America; or,
alternatively build the tiny house on a travel trailer and find a used pickup to haul it around.
(This option negates the possibility of purchasing a prefab shed. But, books have been written
on the subject.)
Purchase an well-made shed (like the one pictured above) for around $5,000 to $6,000. This is
the shell of the house – and far from being poorly made these sheds are designed to withstand
winds of 90 mph to 140 mph depending on the model. They’re also attractive on the outside.
The Riverside model above comes in sizes up to 12? x 24? or around 288 square feet.
Build the inside to suit the needs and desires of the minimalistic man.
Customize the exterior to taste.
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Here’s where my experience on the road and abroad comes into play. Here are a few quick thoughts:

Install solar panels and an APU so the home is off the grid. I’ve been living on a semi-tractor
trailer APU unit for a year and have found I need much less electricity than I ever imagined.
Utilize a thermoelectric refrigerator to cut down on energy consumption.
Install a propane-fed cooking stove. (Commonly used throughout Latin America.)
Use kerosene or propane heat in cold climates.
Use fans in hot climates. (In a few years, solar-powered air conditioning units will a viable
option.) Another option is to find a salvage (or even new) ParkSmart unit from an 18-wheeler
and design the “bedroom” area of the home to be small enough to take advantage of this
battery-powered A/C unit.
Utilize a composting toilet and self contained shower unit (RV-type) to eliminate the need for
plumbing OR install minimal plumbing.
Make the interior very livable and modern (like the above photo).
Buy a MiFi box for those times when communication is necessary.

This idea isn’t a pie in the sky fantasy, countless people are already living in tiny homes all around
the United States. In fact, the documentary Minimalism: A Documentary About The Important
Things features tiny housers discussing the hows and whys of their homes. There are scores of people
who have made their tiny house dream a reality for much less than $10,000. But, I figure $10,000 to
$20,000 is a nice range for men who want to live in a very nice, modern place with a minimum
investment.

The determined minimalist could easily save up that chunk of change in
only a year or year and a half of full-time trucking. Or working at many other Joe jobs while living
frugally.

Voila – a residence. Debt-free. Minimalist. The newly minted homeowner is now free to pursue
whatever adventures might come his way. A MGTOW or John Galt could put the cherry on top by
purchasing a sport motorcycle for basic transportation. The rest of his time could be spent pursuing
his own interests when he’s not working a few months a year to support his lifestyle.

Who needs a chick around running up the cost of living? Domestically, a man can polish his PUA
skills, and internationally he only needs utilize the incredible power of hypergamy to be swimming in
bishes. Trust me as someone who knows, a Red Pill man can quickly be up to his knees in ass, so
much so that women begin to bore him. What’s more, chicks dig IDGAF rebels. What’s more
rebellious than living a debt-free life of adventures completely off the grid?
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Making my idea a reality is an idea that’s in the pipeline. But it will take a few years for me to get to
that point. For now, I’m focused on fine-tuning and polishing my cyclical work-enjoy life abroad
lifestyle. But, these ideas, once realized could be a revolution in the making for modern men and our
relationship with the exploitative matrix.

For that reason alone, it’s worth dreaming about.
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The Retail Collapse: Without Beta Bucks, Predatory Females
Can’t Spend Hand Over Fist
October 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

American retailers are cratering post-feminism because women don’t have Beta Bucks guys to foot the bill for their sickening orgy of
materialism

MGTOWs, John Galts, and minimalists are having a devastating impact on the obscene behemoth
known as the cyclical consumption consumer economy. Take note of the ongoing demise of major
retailers around America. As reported by MSM outlet The Atlantic:

From rural strip-malls to Manhattan’s avenues, it has been a disastrous two years for retail.
There have been nine retail bankruptcies in 2017—as many as all of 2016. J.C. Penney,
RadioShack, Macy’s, and Sears have each announced more than 100 store closures. Sports
Authority has liquidated, and Payless has filed for bankruptcy.

The perceptive man immediately notices that most of those strapped for cash stores are retailers
Anglobitches (of all ethnicities assimilated into the culture at large) patronize. Except for possibly
Radio Shack. But wait, it gets even better.

Last week, several apparel companies’ stocks hit new multi-year lows, including
Lululemon, Urban Outfitters, and American Eagle, and Ralph Lauren announced that it is
closing its flagship Polo store on Fifth Avenue, one of several brands to abandon that iconic
thoroughfare.

There’s an important statistic to keep in mind while analyzing the death of retail – women make or
influence 80% of all retail purchasing decisions in the U.S. economy. The vast majority of these
stores thrived in the past because women had Beta Bucks to lavish on wasteful purchases.
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Men don’t shop at these stores. And increasingly, men are moving away from the shopping and
eating out lifestyles that women get off on altogether. Since men started awakening to their
exploitation by The Predatory Female, et al. and her enablers in the corporate-government complex,
the well of chumps with cash and credit cards in hand is drying up. Men are no longer throwing
money at ungrateful, frigid, sex-hoarding women.

Women, sensing the Gravy Train is about to come to a grinding halt are already showing signs
they’re going to make moves to keep American men on the Anglobitch plantation. They’re having
huddles about easing up on some of the bile they regularly spit at men, saying feminism has gone too
far. Not because they give a damn about you or me, but because they want to continue to live on the
largesse provided to them in the past by hardworking men they spat upon.

The death of retail can’t simply be blamed on a bad economy. Continuing from The Atlantic:

A deep recession might explain an extinction-level event for large retailers. But GDP has
been growing for eight straight years, gas prices are low, unemployment is under 5 percent,
and the last 18 months have been quietly excellent years for wage growth, particularly for
middle- and lower-income Americans.

That’s another interesting piece of the puzzle. Wages have been growing even though the U.S.
economy is based almost completely on rampant consumerism. What gives? Along comes TNMM
reader John Smith to clarify what is actually happening.

There is now a rash of mall closings all across America. The MSM is blaming it on Amazon
and online shopping. That is certainly a component, but I believe the reason goes even
deeper.

Historically, women love to shop with their friends for social reasons, buying worthless
crap, having a long lunch with wine of course, and gossiping the hours away. Teenage girls
also love hanging out at the mall, the mall rats. The mall closings are caused by a huge
decrease in sales, but this doesn’t explain the “why” given the historical social context.

My hypothesis is that so many men (MGTOW and those that don’t know they are) have
denied the female collective so many billions of dollars that they are running out of money
and credit. With no men to bail them out or sponge off (the strategy of their mothers) they
are broke and can’t shop like they historically have. It is better not to go mall shopping with
your friends, not being able to buy anything or having the credit card denied in front of you.
I believe this is the true social answer for the closings and the plunging stocks of merchants.

Females have not changed their social needs. So, why the change in behavior? Getting their
validation and gossip from their smart phones doesn’t explain it all. So, what does? The
only answer I can come up with is that they are broke. This could also explain the ever
rising stock market – men aren’t pissing away money on women anymore and investing
instead.

Another telling indicator is the wedding chapel business in Vegas. The bottom fell out of it
a few years ago and it continues to shrink.
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John hit it out of the park with this one. The Anglobitch no can’t sustain her
eat-prey-love orgy of consumerism without Beta Bucks chumps to finance her. It is a mathematical
certainty that “empowering” women and disenfranchising men will lead to a cratering of the
economy. It will be proven once again, as it has been throughout history, that putting women in
charge of society and culture is tantamount to societal/cultural/economic suicide.

Because women spend more than they earn, men pay twice the amount of tax revenue into the system
as women do, and the YouGoGrrl narrative has resulted in most women taking menial, low-paying
jobs they hate rather than becoming the CEOs and titans of industry they dreamed of, women simply
don’t have the spending power they had when men footed their bills. (Incidentally, the editor of this
humble outpost thoroughly enjoys watching white chicks toiling miserably at those crappy jobs that
were “supposed” to mean the end of men!)

As men start dropping out of the economy altogether, becoming Naughty Nomads and minimalists
who live in minimal houses, the investment economy will continue to grow while the consumer side
of the economy will continue to decline.  Why? Men are natural savers and builders of wealth, and
women are natural spenders and destroyers of wealth.

The long and short of it all is, the great Marxist social experiment is ending
in disaster and tragedy for the West. Men and women went from being natural allies to becoming
modern day enemies, and men will be much better off post-feminism than women will be. In fact, the
Anglobitch is on her way to utter destitution without nice guys to “bail her out” of the fiduciary
disasters she creates by spending, on average, $100,000 or more than she earns over the course of her
lifetime.

Anglo media is, predictably, turning a blind eye to the fact the War of the Sexes they helped foment
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is resulting in women becoming poorer and men becoming richer.

I say, let women reap what they’ve sewn. I’m enjoying my new lifestyle, free from the dead weight
toting an Anglobitch around represents. I’m not ready to strap one on my back just yet, especially
considering the superior quality of poon (not to mention behavior) I can pick up abroad.

Put that in your eye, feminists and globalists.
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5 Hopeful Signs Pointing Towards Imminent Swamp Drainage
in Washington, D.C.
October 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Hollywood actor and producer James Woods said it best: “When #Democrats start wheeling out clowns dressed as saloon hookers, they are
trying desperately to swerve away from the news. #UraniumOne.”

It’s a very interesting and entertaining time to be keeping an eye on politics. Big happenings are
transpiring and forthcoming. Could the swamp (a.k.a. Washington, D.C.) be facing imminent
drainage?

There are signs of the drain finally being pulled coming from alternative media sources. As usual, the
mainstream media is completely out to lunch on what is actually happening. Here are 5 early signs
from our side that Deep State, Inc. and its subsidiaries in the CIA/FBI could be facing possible
ruination of their plans for world domination at the hands of Donald Trump and Co.

The mainstream media is ramping up airplay of emotional, racially-charged and totally baseless
claims on Donald Trump. They’re desperate to turn the public against him, but they remain
totally discredited. The American public has known they’re liars for a long time. Hilariously,
the Democrats are wheeling out race baiters like Frederica Wilson, who dresses like a saloon
hooker to level totally baseless attacks against POTUS on nightly news broadcasts.
Senators Flake and Corker have announced they won’t seek reelection “in protest” of Donald
Trump. At least, that’s the word from the corrupt media. The truth is, Flake wouldn’t have been
reelected anyway, and Corker is up the creek without a paddle for his part in an insider trading
scandal.
The Clintons could be thrown to the wolves by the elite. As Infowars is reporting: The CIA-
controlled “MSM setting up downfall of Clintons to make persecution of Trump not seem
political.” The House is also opening a probe into the Obama-era Uranium One deal. Here’s the
inside scoop: Remember the Oregon ranchers who were standing up against the federal
government’s land grab, then one of the ranchers (Lavoy Finicum) being mowed down
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ambush-style by the FBI? The land grab happened because the ranchers have uranium ore on
their land. Land the Clintons wanted to sell to the Russians.
Presidents George W. Bush and Obama, who supposedly couldn’t stand one another are now
best buddies, appearing on stage together, laughing, embracing, and have suddenly decided to
gang up on Donald Trump, with talk of not believing “conspiracy theories” the day Trump
announced the release of files that could implicate Bush I in the death of an American
president. Could it be they both answer to the same globalist bosses?
3,000 secret documents on the JFK assassination are set to be released. Here’s what Roger
Stone, well-connected to the Trump administration says is in this bombshell release: 1) a full
CIA psychological profile of Lee Harvey Oswald; 2) Detailed information about his mysterious
trip to Mexico City that happened just before the shooting; 3) The full diaries of E. Howard
Hunt, contracted CIA serial killer. These documents could be the “smoking gun” proving at
long last the Deep State/CIA/FBI killed a sitting President to get the ball started rolling towards
the New World Order.

In short, the wheels are coming off the globalist wagon. Even better, Trump
has inspired anti-establishment candidates to run for office and be elected worldwide. While the
learned man still watches any political machinations with a jaundiced eye, as we have repeatedly
questioned Trump’s motives and intentions as any political realist should, these are encouraging
signs.

If nothing else, it’s entertaining to watch 4 out of 5 former presidents scrambling as though they’re
vampires trying to escape the coming light of day now that political nukes are sitting under each of
their asses and Trump has his finger on the trigger. Events seem to be building towards a coming
climax as the behemoth Deep State and its underlings (i.e. puppet Presidents and their minions) face
judgment day. (All presidents except Jimmy Carter appear desperate to get out in front of these
coming narratives before they drop. Incidentally, Jimmy the Peanut finally came out and said the
much-ballyhooed Trump-Russia election tampering narrative was horseshit over the weekend –
further evidence the elite are ready to throw Billy Jeff and Killary overboard.)

If Trump is an imposter, he’s putting on a helluva show. If he isn’t an imposter, and has the goods,
this could be a watershed moment for a renaissance to the principles many of us have hoped and
worked for so long.
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Double Standards: George H.W. Bush Accused of Grab-Assing
As Establishment Tells Men to Never Make Passes at Women
October 25, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Where is Bush’s left hand in this photo?

The crumbling Anglo-American Establishment continues their reign of breathtaking hypocrisy. It
seems their mantra is “Do as I say, not as I do.”

As laws have been passed and narratives have been set reinforcing Anglo cultural biases about the
(supposed) superiority of women, and heavy-handed sexual harassment legislation makes it a crime
for men to even hint at sexuality in front of Anglo-American “goddesses”, here comes a report of a
very rich and powerful dirty old man grab-assing a pretty young actress. It’s a clear-cut case of sexual
harassment under current law.

This dirty old man just happens to be the patriarch of the Bush crime family. From The Daily Mail:

Former President George HW Bush has apologized after an actress claimed he ‘sexually
assaulted’ her while he was in his wheelchair. Heather Lind, 34, who starred in AMC’s
series ‘Turn: Washington’s Spies’, made the allegations against the 93-year-old former
president on Instagram in a lengthy post with accompanying photos.

Here’s what Lind posted online, posting it alongside the interestingly timed photo op of 5 former
presidents appearing together last week:

When I got the chance to meet George H. W. Bush four years ago to promote a historical
television show I was working on, he sexually assaulted me while I was posing for a similar
photo. He didn’t shake my hand. He touched me from behind from his wheelchair with his
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wife Barbara Bush by his side. He told me a dirty joke.

It didn’t stop there. Looks like Poppy went in for seconds.

And then, all the while being photographed, touched me again. Barbara rolled her eyes as if
to say ”not again”. His security guard told me I shouldn’t have stood next to him for the
photo.

What’s most interesting is Poppy Bush doesn’t deny the actress’ claim:

In a statement to DailyMail.com the former president responded: “President Bush would
never – under any circumstance – intentionally cause anyone distress, and he most sincerely
apologizes if his attempt at humor offended Ms. Lind.”

How interesting that his sexual harassment charge was brushed off so easily as an “attempt at
humor.” I wonder if male corporate drones grab-assing at the office can brush off their charges just as
easily when claims of sexual harassment are brought against them? How is it anyway that baudy male
behavior that would have been laughed off in the past has risen to the level of heinous crime in a
prudish, anti-sex Anglo culture? (The answer: Decades of social engineering.)

Is it any wonder the American people are sick to death with the über-corrupt
political Establishment, their hypocrisy, double standards, and Holier Than Thou attitudes towards
the very people they’re supposed to represent?

As TNMM regularly reports, the Anglo-American establishment has made serious moves towards
rendering both sexes androgynous in and out of the workplace, and it continues to attack
heterosexuality with prudish laws banning everything from prostitution to flirting with women. While
the power structure attempts to geld American men, castigating them for “toxic masculinity” and
threatening them with “sexual harassment” it seems those in power enjoy acting out the very behavior
they’re trying to ban amongst the “commoners” in society.

Incidentally, there’s also faux-outrage regularly generated about May-December romance in Anglo
society. Which, is astonishingly ironic given the age difference between Poppy and the actress he
doesn’t deny grab-assing.

It’s high time for the reign of terror of this power structure to be brought down and the entire system
overhauled. America, under the leadership it has had for the past half century is likely the most
corrupt nation on earth. The hypocrisy about sex only further proves this point.
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Convict Game: Women Love Criminals
October 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Want to get laid more? Imitate criminals

Proving there’s no aphrodisiac to wanton female nature as powerful as the thought of sex with
wanton thugs and criminals, here’s an anecdote from my life blended with some scientific research.

My best friend and I are reformed “good guys” who got walked all over by
women in our younger years. He spent his 20s in a marriage that ended with his wife sliding up under
his boss after he got her a job where he worked, and I spent my 20s bouncing from one bad
relationship to another in between intentionally hooking up with sluts to ease my thirst for sex. I kept
trying to find the unicorn until I got down and dirty, faced reality, and starting studying female
nature. I realized there is no unicorn.

Even though my friend and I are both stable, attractive, and somewhat successful men, our prospects
in the mating market in Anglo America are generally average at best to fair at worst unless we slather
on loads of PUA that we’ve both learned from life’s hard knocks with women.  Even then, the
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resulting lays are unsatisfying as domestic women are predictable, portly, and about as entertaining as
watching paint dry – which is why I chase foreign flesh.

While we must make do with our situation, we have a mutual friend who just
got out of prison after serving part of a 10-year sentence. Within days of leaving prison, he’s already
got a hot, young girl who has attached herself to him. The guy has nothing, has nothing going for
him, can’t even (economically) feed himself, and yet he falls ass backward into prime pussy while
my best friend and I have to put on a clown show for it.

Sad as it is, this scenario is not surprising to me, as a student of the crimson arts, practicer of PUA
and exploiter of hypergamy that I am. Women get off on bad boys. We see it time and time again in
our lives. But, why? Let’s delve in and take a look.

First off, we find that even in prison, the women charged with reforming criminals would rather fuck
them instead. French researchers studied this topic and found shocking statistics showing prison
guards love spreading their legs for murderers and other violent men. As reported by The Daily Mail:

The study found women were more affected than men, with over 70% of cases of sexual
misconduct in US correctional system involving female staff, despite them making up less
than half of the prison workforce.

There’s even a term for women who get off on fucking criminals and thugs:

Hybristophiliacs are sexually excited by violent outrages performed on others. These
women often send pornographic pictures of themselves to prisoners.

When’s the last time you got unsolicited sexy pics from a chick? Then there’s this tale from The
Guardian, driving home our point about the fire women have for bad boys:

Three years ago a German waitress called Dagmar Polzin fell in love with a murderer while
waiting at a Hamburg bus stop. She saw his photo on a Benetton anti-death penalty poster.
Bobby Lee Harris, a North Carolina man with an IQ of 75, was on death row for stabbing
his boss to death during a robbery on a shrimp boat. Polzin was overwhelmed by the
picture.

Here comes the rationalization hamster, spinning its wheel.

“It was something in his eyes,” she later said. “There was this remorse, sadness. I was
attracted. I knew he was the one.”
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Think about that quote for a moment. Do women have an innate drive within them that presses them
to select for depraved men, the kind who other men would have feared in the earlier days of our
species when being a murderous asshole meant you could procure more resources and keep them
secure from would-be thieves just by dint of your reputation as a killer? It’s a question that definitely
bears more research.

But, getting back to our sordid tale of women sexing criminals while acting frigid towards good guys,
the German waitress made moves to make the murderer her one and only:

Within the year Polzin and Harris were engaged and she had moved to America to live with
his family. This story seems a little surprising, but if you see the picture that Dagmar fell in
love with it is, frankly, astonishing.

As we awakened men know, female instinct selects for de-civilizing traits in the males they choose to
breed with:

Polzin’s romance is not an isolated incident: no matter how extreme or appalling the crime
with which they are associated, it seems there is always a woman keen to stand by the man.
It was recently reported that Ian Huntley, the Soham man charged with the murders of
schoolgirls Jessica Chapman and Holly Wells, receives bundles of fan mail from women
every week – many containing photographs of themselves.

Same deal in the States:

Both [Richard] Ramirez and Ted Bundy, a rapist-murderer who was suspected of murdering
35 young women, attracted gangs of admiring groupies who sat patiently through their court
cases. Even John Wayne Gacy – not the most eligible man, with a history of drugging,
raping and murdering 30 young men in Chicago – ended up marrying a woman he met
while awaiting the death penalty.

In short, these studies and stories illustrate that women get off on male
power and maniacs who don’t follow society’s conventions, but their own base instincts. Women
love men who dominate and control other men. Our hypothesis at TNMM about why this is, is
because historically those men have been the best for women to manipulate with sex to get a foot in
the door exploiting the resources they provide.

Which brings us to this point about Game for those who want to become practitioners of the crimson
arts: If you can learn to come off as a criminal, your horizontal-mambo dance card will be fuller than
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any of the Betas who work themselves into a premature coronary trying to pay for status symbols,
that quite frankly, most women don’t care about anymore since Big Daddy Government takes care of
their material needs.

Cultures that don’t rigidly control female sexuality are doomed to devolve over time into an
uncivilized state, for many reasons, not least among them the fact that criminals reproduce more than
good guys do in the absence of proper female guidance. Ergo, chicks dig jerks. And they breed like
wanton whores with criminals.

P.S. That final claim isn’t hyperbole. Criminals currently have an average of 3.0 children per lifetime
in Anglo America, while the birth rate among whites is a suicidal 1.7 children per lifetime. It takes
2.1 children to sustain a culture. How long before this fact is realized and women are domesticated
once again?
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Women, Unsecured Debt and the Woes of the Anglosphere
October 27, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

Feminism and the financial chaos left in its wake has proven women cannot remain solvent without men in their lives

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

RF recently posted an interesting article (The Retail Collapse) on the decline of retail stores and
shopping malls in the US. Let me point out that exactly the same phenomenon has beset Britain in
recent years: C&A, Woolworths, BHS, Comet, Blockbuster and Phones4U have all ‘gone West’ since
the Millennium. And other retailers have had to write-off hundreds of stores just to survive. RF’s
plausible argument is that women – society’s inveterate shoppers – now lack the disposable wealth to
indulge their dubious passion. The jobs they hold are generally not very remunerative; and men are
no longer prepared to support their profligate ways.

This incisive analysis is also supported by the figures on female debt. Most Anglo-American debtors
are women, by a considerable margin; and much of their debt arises from paying expensive college
fees for worthless qualifications in the arts and humanities. From Fortune magazine:

Women are now the majority on college campuses across the United States—representing
56% of all students enrolled as of fall 2016. And according to a new report, they’re also
shouldering the lion’s share of the nation’s student debt problem.

A report by the American Association of University Women (AAUW) found that on
average, women hold $833 billion—or almost two-thirds—of the country’s $1.3-trillion
student debt, compared to the $477 billion that men hold.
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Overall, after completing a bachelor’s degree, women’s average accrued student debt is
about $1,500 greater than men’s. African American women take on more student debt than
any other group of women, with an average of $30,000.

In the UK, most college loans are never repaid and most graduates get jobs they could have had after
leaving high school. In sum, the majority of students pursue higher education out of snobbery (it is
still mistakenly considered ‘middle class’), outmoded parental expectations and the (largely false)
promise of hedonistic excess.

Reality soon bites, however. Newly armed with irrelevant qualifications, the
average college graduate quickly learns that a line of computer code outweighs a million lines of
poetry. Now, culture is a wonderful thing and yes, it should be studied and transmitted to succeeding
generations. But do we really need half the population studying it? Besides, times were when the
humanities were hardcore disciplines requiring mastery of ancient languages and intimate knowledge
of the great canonical works of western civilization. Since the Sixties counter-culture infiltrated
academia, those rigorous days are long gone; any clown can do Cultural Studies.

In many ways, the problem of student debt arises from a long-standing mismatch between reality and
expectation. The western worldview is still rooted in the post-War era, an age of unprecedented
prosperity and opportunity. In those days, going to college automatically made someone ‘middle
class’ for life. Although that era ended in 1974, it continues to define the West’s general outlook – a
legacy worldview, if you will. Even today, most middle aged people still assume that a college degree
in any subject from any institution will confer privileged status on their offspring. Indeed, the whole
‘happy families’ narrative to which Tradcon politicians cling is also a legacy of those times. These
mistaken beliefs are incredibly stubborn and persistent, something only fully apparent to someone
from a non-western cultural heritage.
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And in many ways the misty-eyed nostalgia for those golden years is
understandable: they were times of unprecedented opportunity for ordinary Brits and Americans.
However, this nostalgia has become problematic now the West faces tough competition from regions
armed with higher IQs and the Confucian work ethic.

Anglosphere nations are so maladjusted to existing conditions that young people can no longer expect
rational guidance from their elders. This is especially true for young men, whose parents told them
‘the right girl’ would happen along if they conformed to societal expectations; or that girls prefer
‘nice guys’ to criminal thugs. Indeed, the Manosphere in all its glory arose to fill this ‘advice gap’
that yawns like a crevasse in the lives of younger men.

But the post-War legacy hobbles women, too. Armed with pointless degrees in finger painting and
Womyn’s Studies, they waste their prime years riding the thug carousel (or snarled in sterile hyper-
hypergamy) and shuffling papers in a ‘beauty sinecure’ (most companies keep a few babes around as
morale boosters, even today). When their Wall approaches, most ‘educated’ women hastily revert to
the post-War Tradcon narrative: surely Prince Beta will ride up on his white charger, write off her
debts and save her ageing ass with a wave of his credit card?

Sadly, it ain’t happening. Thanks to the Manosphere, Prince Beta knows the score. Besides, with sex
tourism booming in South America, Slavic Europe and the Far East, he needs dusty Anglo tail like he
needs a kick in the nuts. And so our crusty Anglobitch stumbles towards middle age, accruing ever
more debt, her SMV sinking with each passing year. We know where this ends: a broken-down cat
lady abusing opiates on Welfare, renting her rancid ass out to gammas for the price of her next fix.
The economic repercussions will be seismic in the decades to come.

I don’t claim to be an economist but even I can see that if a huge
proportion of women take out massive loans they can never repay, someone somewhere must be
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getting shafted. Limiting college access would probably go some way to fixing things, as would
expanding intermediate technical education. However, that would greatly reduce female enrolment
rates – complete anathema in the gynocentric Anglosphere. In any case, American women must
believe they are ‘middle class’ – a superior caste – for the post-feminist narrative to work. Even if
this ‘status’ is illusionary, the illusion has to be sustained to keep females ‘onside’; an absolute
imperative in our gynocentric civilization.

Ultimately, it is hard not to link the rise of Anglo-American feminism to the Anglosphere’s economic
woes. Permitting trillions of dollars of unsecured debt so that mediocre Anglo princesses can feel
successful, superior and ‘middle class’ is totally irrational in the competitive twenty-first century.
This mass pandering to women first began in the prosperous post-War era, and doubtless hastened its
end.

Essentially, women are clowns; and building societies around their infantile whims is a recipe for
disaster. By nature, women are not productive; they cannot create, build or innovate. Though many of
them study the arts and humanities, their contributions to these fields amount to zero. Jurisprudence,
the only ‘serious’ field where they outnumber men, predictably requires no imagination. However,
law does allow women to indulge their atavistic yearnings for social destruction and systemized
misandry, abetted by the Pharisaic Anglo-American obsession with punitive legalism.
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Eye Candy of the Week | October 29, 2017
October 29, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s sunset at the beach with a sexy lady. Who wouldn’t mind spending the night at the beach with
her? A man could start a big old fire with this chick. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for October
29, 2017.

Click here to buy a 24? x 36? poster print of this week’s Eye Candy model, or other Eye Candy
models.
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More Proof Feminism Left American Women Broke: They’re
Selling Sex on Dating Apps
October 29, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The realities of the Anglo-American dating and mating markets continue to defy the culture’s Hallmark card mental imagery it foists upon
millions

In the past week we’ve already established the retail collapse and the education bubble are directly
tied to feminism. This morally bankrupt ideology is also financially bankrupting American women,
who remain powerless against the powers of feminist persuasion.

Even as their lives turn to shit as a result of the feted fantasies of feminism, they adhere to its doxy
like mindless lemmings. Modern American women are hostile, degenerate, government dependents
or wage slaves of the corporate establishment, alone, broke, and statistically sterile, yet they think
they’re “empowered” in ways their grandmothers never dreamed of.

The delusion is almost beyond belief. But wait, there’s more.

Witness, mainstream dating apps in major cities filled with women who have dispensed with the
guise of “Looking for Mr. Right” altogether. (Which any man experienced with women knows is a
ruse, anyway.) Now, Anglo-American females are going directly for the red meat: trading sex for
money. Money they “need” since Big Daddy Government only doles out gibsmedats in paltry
amounts, the corporate life only yields women a basic existence, and men are wising up to the child
support annuity and frivorce lottery games hoes play.
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Incidentally, sex for resources is the foundation of the human sexual
market. TNMM has reported in the past that all marriages (and relationshits) are at their core, buried
under layers of sophistry, sex for resources. (If not cash, the promise of present or future male utility.)
We’ve also shown how even females in the animal kingdom trade sex for resources.

That’s just how it works. Every woman has her price. It is what it is. This state of affairs has been the
norm since time immemorial, but in dystopian modern times the state has rendered men useless to
women as it cucks them by providing women with resources it steals from Beta males. This is the
chief reason the dating and mating markets have become completely dysfunctional in Anglo
America.

Now, we have another confirmation of this idea as I did some poking around on POF, OkCupid, and
Badoo dating apps, investigating the new depths our society has sunk to. It seems the dating market
in America has reached an interesting new low. I didn’t go in looking for the conclusions I’m about
to draw; rather these findings came up organically as I searched for eligible ladies while traveling
around America.

I sent out a flurry of messages to women in several major American cities the past few weeks: New
York City, Atlanta, and Chicago. At least 50% of the time, women would respond back with either
innuendo the street savvy man knows meant they were looking to trade sex for money, or would send
back unmistakable replies like these:

“$$$$”
“60/100/150” meaning the cost in dollars of different intervals of time for sexual encounters
with her. $60 for 15 minutes, $100 for 30 minutes, $150 for 60 minutes, etc.
“I’m looking for a sugar daddy.”

So, once again we find feminism has not empowered women but weakened them. It’s turning them
into hoes.

But, why dating apps? Because the American Police State leviathan regularly terrorizes its sex-
hungry populace with constant “stings” on victimless crimes like when Beta males (loathed and
turned into pariahs in modern Anglo America) find a willing ho on Backpage. A conviction for
soliciting for prostitution could render a hapless corporate worker drone destitute in this age of
credentialism.

Read: You dumbfuck police, useful idiots of the power structure that you are, some things aren’t
going away. Like the world’s oldest profession. Your ham-fisted stings just push this normal female
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behavior underground onto the black market.

Personally, I believe prostitution should be legalized. The ban on sex for hire needs to end along with
other pseudo-moral prohibitions foisted upon the populace by a totally immoral American
government. I see nothing wrong with it, especially since it dispenses with the ridiculous façade
dating has become in a post-feminist world. Feminism has exposed the reality of women and the
sexual market, as a direct “sex for resources” transaction is the default setting in an uncivilized
society.

Meaning, modern women just want a man around long enough to extract
sufficient cash from him to power their next fix of materialism or recreational drugs.

The fact women are now selling themselves on mainstream dating apps – of their own volition –
proves the matrix is beyond delusional when it purports to “protect” women from evil sexual
predators by rounding up “Johns” in prostitution stings around the U.S. In reality, the men they’re
rounding up are timid and/or lonesome Beta males left out in the cold, masturbating ad nauseum post-
feminism.

The reality is, women make the rules for sex in any society. Men only follow them. The rules used to
be sex for marriage or commitment. But now, the rules have returned to their default setting of overt
sex for cash. (Rather than clandestine sex for cash via marriage/commitment.)

This isn’t new knowledge. Our society has just become dysfunctional and insane as a result of social
engineering and Cultural Marxism. The lessons about women and sexuality we are learning anew –
the hard way – were written down in Bronze Age texts long ago.

If a woman bothers to respond to you at all these days on dating apps, there’s at least a decent shot
she’s finally stopped pretending she’s interested in you as a human being, and like Capital One, is
interested in “What’s in your wallet?” Have you noticed this latest social trend in your city?
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Female Privilege: “Mom” Who Viciously Beat Her Daughter
Gets a Slap on the Wrist
October 31, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An Anglo mother who beat her little girl with a spoon got a slap on the wrist in court

Proving modern Anglobitches are far from the oppressed victims of evil white men the corrupt
American media makes them out to be – and that women actually have all rights and privileges, and
no responsibilities or accountability in an insanely gynocentric culture, here’s the story of a woman
who beat her daughter with a spoon, leaving the child with massive bruising and psychological
trauma.

What did Lorien Norman get for the vicious attack on her daughter Evie? A slap on the wrist. From
Daily Mail:

Evie’s mother walked free from court last week with a good behaviour bond after a judge
found the baby’s injuries were ‘likely to resolve’. Despite the [fact her] offence carries a
maximum sentence of 13 years Norman did not spend a day behind bars, instead given bond
and ordered to pay $500.

The injustice system strikes again. Of course, if a man had beat his daughter like Lorien did, he
wouldn’t have got off with such a light penalty. But men don’t get a pussy pass in Anglo culture.

Of course, mommy dearest tried to lie her way out of the crime. (TNMM has repeatedly quoted
Schopenhauer when it comes to the innate female talent for lying and deception.)

Initially her mother attempted to claim the youngster had become bruised following a fall in
a playground, before later pleading guilty aggravated assault causing harm.
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White girls are a special kind of evil. A man doesn’t need much more proof
than this.

There’s a reason I typically avoid white girls, and break my back trying to save enough money to
make my way off the Anglobitch plantation as often as I can.

I won’t even go into the full story of how the last time I dated a white girl she spent 6 months trying
to get me to knock her up and then faked a pregnancy, saying she was carrying my child to try to tie
me down on the Anglo-American plantation. She continued with the ruse even after I had left the
country to live abroad, just out of spite. It’s scary to think of what she had planned once I had become
her child support slave, forced to pay up or go to debtor’s prison.

Gentlemen, there’s ice running though those veins behind cold, calculating blue eyes. Want proof?

Gloating about her escape in the hours after facing the District Court, Norman sent a series
of messages to her former partner.

“So I’m not going to jail. What’s your next move?”

“I’ll send you photos in October. Cute family photos of myself, Indi, Evie, my sister, her
partner and my nephew, Hudson.”

Of course, dad was treated like garbage. Nothing new here.

Speaking to Daily Mail Australia on Thursday, Mr McMahon said he was “speechless” at
the soft sentence handed down.

“I’m disgusted – I’m truly speechless. Where is Evie’s justice?’ he told Daily Mail
Australia. I’ve raised both these girls [Evie and India, the second child he had with Norman]
single handedly, and she gets 10 months of a sentence that carries a maximum of 13 years!”

Thanks to gyncentrism in modern courts, women know they can behave however they want with
impunity. Lorien told Evie’s sperm donor father:

“Even with everyone on social media against me, I still made it. And I’ll be having part
custody within a year.”

If you want to know why white people are dying off en masse, look no further than white women.
What man wants to have kids that will be taken away from him with evil like this skulking around
society, enjoying nearly total privilege?

The end can’t come soon enough for this culture’s dominance on the world stage. The world is ready
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for something new. Something with less estrogen, gynocentrism, and overt female malice.
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Tiny House Options Expand: Shipping Container Homes Now
Selling on eBay
October 31, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Container homes are a new, innovative option for the minimalist

Death to the McMansion, debt bondage, and the Anglobitch dream of a real-life Barbie Fun House!
We minimalists are tired of paying for all that shit. Runaway slaves from the Anglo-American
plantation are ready for lifestyle and financial freedom.

There’s good news. Women throwing men overboard has freed us up to do our own thing. The
market is slowly coming around to fulfilling masculine desires for economical, sensible housing after
the female-driven housing market led to dizzying, bankrupting new heights.

Just last week, TNMM reported on the emerging possibility of
constructing a well-built tiny home for as little as $10,000 using pre-fabricated materials. There’s
now a new, albeit slightly pricer option emerging for those men looking to escape being taken
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advantage of by modern Anglo society.

Still, at around $16,000 to $18,00 the “Infinite Threads” shipping container homes selling on eBay
make an interesting alternative. Best of all, the company has mostly positive feedback about their
product from buyers according to eBay reviews. At least, thus far.

As an example of what is now becoming available, an 20? x 8? feet container home/office listed on
eBay (and pictured above) for $16,000 features timber laminate flooring, full insulation, patio doors,
electrical connections, and a 70 amp power panel. It can be customized to suit the tastes of its buyer.

Personally, I prefer the idea I floated last week of building a tiny home using a well-constructed shed
as the shell. But some guys may decide shipping container homes are their favorite option.

What’s it like living a downsized, streamlined lifestyle? As someone who has lived alternating
between a small, tiny house-style home in the Caribbean and the sleeper of a semi-tractor trailer for
nearly two years now, I can report that this simpler, smaller lifestyle is very liberating. I don’t worry
about bills. I can actually save money. I don’t have useless space to fill. I have time to focus on other
things besides maintaining and cleaning a big place. I’d never go back to the “luxurious” apartments
filled with useless crap I had when I worked in mainstream media.

Charles Bukowski knew: “The less I needed, the better I felt.” That’s what the tiny house movement
is all about. Women have set the pace with obscenely sized, decorated, and priced homes for far too
long. It’s high time we men had our say in housing choices. Best of all, without a crushing mortgage
payment, asshole bosses lose a lot of their dictatorial powers over men’s lives.

There will be expanding options coming along as this movement takes root. Stay tuned.
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Maslow’s Hierarchy and The Marginalization of Sex in
Anglo America
November 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Matrix takes sex away from men, then sells sex appeal proxies back to them in its place

Without a doubt, sex itself has become taboo in Anglo America. Sex scandals are everywhere. False
narratives about the dangers of sex, whether it be the mass HIV/AIDS scare in the 1980s and 1990s,
or dropping straws on the camel’s back with endless legislation that makes every male interaction
with a female a viable sexual harassment or rape case are designed to marginalize heterosexuals. All
are intended to scare men away from getting their rocks off.

Men are conditioned not to ask for it, and not to expect it unless they “get
lucky” and a goddess descends from her pedestal to gift him with a sprinkle of pixie dust, i.e. a roll in
the hay. This is, of course, just one of many neuroses of a gynocentric culture in decline.

Making matters worse, social engineers are doing everything they can to further separate men from
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women. Case in point: The women’s pay gap myth is another link in the chain they’re forging,
invisibly tying each gender to opposite sides of the prison wall. Why? Because hypergamy is the
foundation of the human sexual market. If women make more than men, there’s going to be a lot less
fucking going on, because women mate and marry up, not down.

Social engineers know this.

Here’s how the game is played. They take sex away, then fraudulently sell “sex appeal” back to men
in small doses. Want to score? You need this cologne. This teeth whitener. This soda can on
wheels/car. This McMansion. This debt slavery. Of course, the skilled PUA sees through this
charade. But, the great masses of men do not. And thus, the consumer economy trudges on.

What do increasing numbers of good, honest, taxpaying men face as a result of this social
engineering? Lonely, sexless lives, leaving them stuck at the base of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. If
they dare try to have their sexual needs fulfilled with a rent-a-hole from another willing adult, here
comes Johnny Law to throw them onto the floor and cuff them, often treating lonely guys worse than
hardened criminals.

The sad truth of the matter is – and prostitutes confirm this – most men arrested for buying sex just
want some human affection from a female. They’re not the evil predators Anglo media and the police
state make them out to be.

TNMM reader JD had some thoughts to share on Police State USA rounding up lonely men in
endless prostitution stings, interjecting themselves as legal cockblocks in the sex lives of willing
adults as they so often do.

I just had to comment on this. The notion that a non-AlphaChadBadBoi has a dick and
wants to use it is VERBOTEN discussion. Any society that would let its most honest, loyal
and productive men be treated like this deserves to perish.

The MGTOW & ‘Marriage Strike’ revolts (not necessarily overlapping phenomena) are the
first actual resistance to the feminist onslaught since the Sexual Revolution began.

Average Joe can’t get laid? The very idea warrants only scoffing and contempt? Not
permitted sexual release and loving touch from a loyal partner because that’s icky?

Fine, he can close his wallet. Say No to the Dress. Let Divorce Inc. get real jobs. Cut up the
credit cards. Let Baby Daddy and Sam Sportfuck fix the flat tires, unclog the toilets and
make the McMansion payments.

Oh, they won’t do that? They don’t actually give a rat’s ass what Cupcake wants?

Noted, baby. Noted.

The awakened man must agree with JD’s assessment of the matter. This is the fallout from rendering
men sexless and, in the eyes of modern women, worthless. Men dropping out from a society that
hates them. Indeed, what’s the point?
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Without basic human sexual needs met, men never reach the capstone of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

Maslow’s Hierarchy

What makes the present modus operandi in Anglo America so cruel is the fact sex is both a
physiological need, and a love/belonging need on Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. Some psychologists
say it only occupies one position in the pyramid, but the fact is it occupies two.

What are the consequences of not having base human needs fulfilled? Men
never progress to the higher levels of the pyramid. This keeps men’s minds and bodies nice and
malleable so they can be used in profit-making schemes. Their sexuality stripped from them, they can
“earn it back” by buying stuff to attract women. This provides men with a nice illusion for a while,
but ultimately guys discover they can never buy a woman’s love.

Without satisfying sex lives, men never develop a full sense of self-esteem and definitely don’t reach
the capstone of the pyramid – self-actualization. I’ve lived this transformation. Since enjoying
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abundant sex, I find I think about it less often, and I’m able to pursue higher ambitions in life than
getting a quick screw.

The problem? Self-actualized men with self esteem go on to
question why they need leaders and why they need to be manipulated by women and society at all.
Taking a basic human need, like sex, away from men allows profit-seeking corporations and their
accomplices in the revenue departments of government to drive men like animals in pursuit of
endless “things” that are supposed to give them sex appeal. And, most importantly – keep them
trapped in the lower levels of the pyramid.

The issue for the ruling class and The Matrix at large is, once they start selling out sex there’s never
an end to schemes to trade a little sex for a little profit until the entire system eventually breaks down.
Meantime, a small proportion of men endowed with innate Game (criminals, sociopaths, naturals,
Dark Triad men, etc.) or who are clever enough to learn the rules of PUA and hypergamy threaten the
entire house of cards if they get together and spread this information to the masses of men. Pretty
soon, you have a Beta male tax slave revolt on your hands.

Those are the consequences of social engineering, taking men’s sex lives away from them and selling
proxies back to them in its place. The ruse can only go on for so long. Incidentally, this is the
Achilles Heel of The Anglo-American Matrix. It can’t function if men figure out how badly they’re
being “screwed” by this system rather than a hot chick.

Are we about to hit this critical mass of awareness?
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RFID Chip Implant Propaganda Kicks Into High Gear
November 1, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This little chip, linked to mega mainframes by the Internet, will have the power to determine the totality of human existence on earth.
Making this the planet of the damned.

The corrupt corporate-government complex is working overtime to crank out propaganda to make
you think getting a chip implant is “cool” and “harmless” and that these chips are “simple.” Even
Edward Bernays, the father of public relations (i.e. the lies, lies, lies the media and politicians sell to
the public) would be impressed at the level of sophistry and deception in an article from The
Guardian.

First comes the “cool” propaganda.

The microchip is about the size of a grain of rice and usually inserted in the webbing
between the thumb and forefinger using a needle the same thickness as used in body
piercing.

It feels, says insertable technology expert Kayla Heffernan, like getting a drip.

Once the needle is removed the incision heals in a few days and the microchip remains,
allowing the wearer to open doors with the brush of a hand – provided they only wish to
access one particular place.

Wow! I can open a door with a chip rather than with a key? How amazing! Sign me up to be tracked
like a farm animal by the leviathan state 24 hours a day. *sarcasm*

But, we have one taker. Of course, it’s an Anglobitch:

“If I want I can just walk out without any keys, my key is in my hand so I can’t forget it,
which is handy because I have locked myself out before,” Heffernan says.

Well golly be jeez. Then there’s the “harmless” propaganda:
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Commercially available insertable microchips are only large enough to hold one access
code and a small amount of other information, so the days of replacing an entire wallet and
keychain with a tiny computer under the skin are not yet upon us.

This is utter bullshit. Have these people seen how much information you can
fit onto microchips these days? The answer is of course they have. This narrative that they’re “too
simple to pose a risk” is a line of malarkey intended to lull to sleep the simpletons who might protest.

“No sweetie. Don’t worry. They can’t control all your bank accounts, credit cards, and know your life
history. The chip doesn’t have enough memory.”

The truth: They can control all your bank accounts, credit cards, and know your life history by
linking these feted chips up to a little thing called the Internet. An entire wallet could be replaced by
simply encoding the chip with a Social Security number and a keychain could be replaced by the
same type of chips found in most car keys.

And then there’s the “simple” propaganda, all in one stunning piece of yellow journalism.

The future is coming, but it’s not in a rush.

They even attempt to cite precedent of chips already in use on sheeple:

Insertable microchips made global headlines earlier this year when Stockholm firm
Epicentre gave its staff the option of having an insertable chip in lieu of a swipe card. Three
Square Market, a tech company in Wisconsin, followed suit.

The public relations flacks are hard at work trying to sell this crock to a wary populace, who have
grown mistrustful of corrupt Western governments and the abusive corporate power structure.

Ten volunteers received a microchip at the Australian Centre for the Moving Image
in Melbourne on Wednesday to mark the launch of Pause Fest, a technology and culture
festival now in its eighth year.

Their chips were preloaded with a three-day pass to the festival and will be programmed to
unlock the door to their home, gym, or workplace, or potentially to function as their public
transport pass. When the festival is held in four months time, the volunteers will take part in
a panel with Heffernan to talk about whether they found the chips useful.

The reality? This is a trade show aimed at selling chips to John and Jane Q. Public.

So, we know what establishment journo-whores think about the chip. It’s the greatest thing since
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sliced bread! Everything is just coming up roses! But what do readers of The Guardian think?
Moonsphere replies:

The Guardian dreams of a locked-down state where human mammals are transported from
place to place in self-driving metal cages to be scanned, chipped and injected in a spirit
crushing existence.

There are many who will resist, but they too will be sold into slavery by unpaid gatekeepers
and transhumanist fanatics. Those who still have spiritual beliefs will hold out longest, but
many of these have already have succumbed to the Darwinistic world-view and might wake
up atheist any given morning.

But a small group will take a stand and they will constitute the only hope when the Earth
has been darkened and memories of human freedom have long faded away.

Followed by Mrs. Doom:

Abolish cash, instigate payment by microchip. Anyone who doesn’t want this doesn’t get
the job. There you have it, a perfectly docile workforce and government control of the
economy.

And STI Team:

Anyone who thinks this is a good idea… should just be shipped to an island ruled by
sadistic wardens, and taken out of the general human population.

Insanity… but the evolution of smart phones and technology have been the perfect path to
normalize turning every element of life towards living in a dynamic Panopticon.

Numapapi is on to the shitlib angle:

How many people who only eat organic, protest every factory opening and refuse to use
antiperspirant because it has aluminum… will go for these? I bet more than you might
think.

Vernon Masser also isn’t drinking the Kool Aid, as he echoes our own warnings:

“Under the skin: how insertable microchips could unlock the future.” I would add this
phrase to the article’s title by-line….” of Government tracking of people’s personal
movements and personal habits.” You think you have problems now? Wait until the
government and the thousands of hackers are involved.
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TNMM has repeatedly reported on the dangers of the ongoing War on Cash
and coming RFID chipping of the populace. (Both part of the same plan.) This dream of the globalists
– one of total electronic control of the people – is a nightmare for the other 99% of the population
subjugated to being implanted with these things like cattle.

If you think the police state, tax man, your asshole of a boss, and the micromanagers in corporate-
government bureaucracy are bold and bad now, just wait until they control your entire life with these
handy little chips. They’ll know everything you’ve ever said, everywhere you’ve ever gone, every
penny you’ve ever spent and what you spent it on soon enough.

Without privacy, there is no freedom. Microchipping the population is part and parcel of The
American Socialist Revolution, make no mistake about it. It seems America has gone rogue, abusing
its role as the sole superpower left now that there is now balance of powers since the fall of the
Russian attempt at Socialism/Communism. Now it’s our turn to try to implement this failed ideology
electronically, only this time America is trying to sneak it in on the world.

The obvious takeaway from The Guardian’s propaganda puff piece is the agenda to sneak all this in,
bit by bit, piece by piece. Here’s one outpost that’s telling you to wake the fuck up before it’s too
late. This is dangerous territory, and electronic tyranny/slavery is a danger unlike the human race has
ever seen before.
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Moon Over Rural Vermont
November 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The moon as seen from Fair Haven, VT. ISO 100, f/8, 1/60?.

Here’s an update from the road as I roam across America, saving up cash at the rate of 37 cents per
mile for my part-time expat lifestyle.

I’ve decided to push trucking season out just a few more weeks until Thanksgiving. I want to leave
with a nice nest egg so I can extend the length of time until I come back to The Matrix. What’s more,
I never spent a major holiday with my family in the 15 years I worked in broadcasting. I lament
having lost so many missed years and experiences with people I care about. That career was not
worth it. You live and learn.

In any case, after that I’m outta here. You’ll be seeing pictures of tropical landscapes and tropical
chicas soon after I fly the coop.

Since I’ve extended my sentence in The Matrix (and earnings, working 70 hours a week as I prepare
for exciting adventures abroad) I find myself in New England once again. Specifically, rural Vermont
where I got some practice with my new photography equipment taking shots of the Halloween moon,
so I can polish my photography skills before taking photos of a different kind of moon. Heh.

Enjoying vistas like this while camping in the sleeper of a semi, living a minimalistic lifestyle sure
beats the corporate farm animal lifestyle I had before. I’d never go back to that existence again. Enjoy
my latest work.

-Rel
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Hookers and The Illusion of Love
November 2, 2017 | by Titanium Vulture | Link | Original Link

Women are women, whether they’re girlfriends or good time girls

Please welcome author and filmmaker Titanium Vulture to The New Modern Man.

I always liked the idea of having a steady girlfriend.  Being from the Caribbean, my family valued
affection and feeling wanted.  With going out on my own as a man, I always felt that was the reason
you got into a relationship.  Sex is good, of course, however I always became attached to my
girlfriends too fast and too strong.  Along with the physical benefits, I yearned to feel wanted. 
Affection and intimacy translated to self-actualization for me.

What a recipe for misery.

When the relationship(s) ended, in many instances, I fell to pieces.  Like a house of cards in the wind.
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Ugh.

I felt starved for affection for many periods of my life….well, that is until I learned to endure the pain
of a relationship loss.  One thing that will happen when you see (and bed) a lot of women is you gain
some perspective on their true value.

Outside of reproduction and bustin’ a nut…..what value do they really provide?  I’m sure you can
answer for yourself.

Although I’m stronger now, I must admit the desire for affection and intimacy is prevalent. 
However, I’m abso-F’n-lutely done with the dating scene here in the United Corporate Cults of
Degeneracy.

Shit is jacked up, man.  The readers of this blog are well aware of the toxic femininity that is eroding
our opportunities of living an honorable, masculine existence.  Dating is especially problematic as
women are trying to wear the pants, and the skirts, at the same damn time.

This was bearable in my twenties, but I’ve had quite enough!

When I got sick of dating, I had a problem.  I still wanted to feel the embrace of a lovely woman. 
And I don’t dig the psychological warfare of auditioning to an average-ass American chick for the
honor of riding her hole.

A friend told me to pay for it.  Plain and simple.

I never considered seeing an escort as a real option, but I went for it.

Titanium Vulture drinks a White Russian!

My first date in this new world was a lovely hunny bunny from The Former Soviet Union.  I’ll never
forget her.  What happened was just about the same thing I have experienced with women over
dozens of sexual experiences.

The scent of her body, the smoothness of her skin, the feel of her lips on
my ear.  All that good stuff that is such a great part of intimacy.  And the poon was pretty damn good
too.  I left the session genuinely satisfied.  On all fronts!

Then I saw a couple of other working girls.  And I began to notice something.  These were not
mechanical, wham bam thank-you-ma’am encounters.  Many advertise the GFE (Girl Friend
Experience) and in all the cases it felt like a date with a long time main-squeeze.

I knew it was an illusion.  These women were not in love with me.  They loved my wallet.  And it did
not matter to me.

The fantasy of intimacy these ladies presented to me was just as fun as the real thing.
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Yeah, they’re faking it.  But they work very hard to please me.  And I’m truly grateful for it.  I feel
lucky that I had the opportunity to explore this misunderstood facet of society.  There are stigmas and
laws in this country that interfere with this hobby.  That’s one of the reasons why we promote
exploring your horizons in other countries.

There are many parts of the world where prostitution is legal and accepted. (Ed: Even many European
countries have legalized this transaction between consenting adults.) If you can’t find what you want
here, or are concerned about the legal issues, you can schedule some time overseas to have some real
fun!  And it feels just as good as an IRL relationship.  Although now I question wether any
relationship with a woman is truly the genuine love we were raised to believe in!

Now, a word of warning:  DO NOT FALL IN LOVE WITH THESE PRO’S.  I’ve known quite a few
ladies of the night who have had issues with stalkers and wanna-be-boyfriends.  Don’t be a white
knight.  “Don’t save her, she don’t want to be saved.”

These women are professionals and shall be respected as such.  Pay them well, treat them right and
you’ll have the time of your life.  AND you don’t have to deal with a relationship going good or bad. 
I’ll take it!

Please understand, that this is all a game anyway.  So why not play the odds in your favor?  If you
find yourself desiring intimacy and are too busy, uninterested or plain sick from the dating wasteland
here in the U.S., consider seeing an escort for that feeling of being wanted once again!

Peace, and stay focused gents.
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New Wine in Old Skins: Is the Manosphereâ€™s Red Pill a
Return to Traditional Elitism?
November 3, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

The manosphere has much in common with traditional Western thinking

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

One of my favourite pastimes is putting historical meat on the bare bones of Manosphere theory.
Although much Red Pill thought focuses on twenty-first century concerns (educational devaluation,
student debt, minimalism, Game), the perspectives underlying it have a long and illustrious pedigree.
Indeed, our outlook has much in common with a rich vein of elitist western thought that is centuries
old.

German thinkers like Stirner, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche and Spengler, Italians like Vilfredo Pareto
and Julius Evola as well as Britons like Hillaire Belloc and D.H. Lawrence were all united in
contempt for mass society and its deluded assumptions. Due to American egalitarianism and
legalistic puritanism, American elitists such as Ezra Pound and Henry Miller have long sought
freedom in more enlightened societies.

Professor John Carey’s excellent study The Intellectuals and the Masses rounds up some of the core
beliefs of the western creative intelligentsia:
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Voting is a waste of time; electoral fanfare is a smokescreen to delude the masses into thinking
they have a voice when all important decisions are really made by unelected elites
The mass media cannot be trusted; having to dumb down to the masses’ primitive levels of
knowledge and understanding, it is inherently dishonest (Ezra Pound called the press ‘Liars for
Hire’)
Elite rule is inevitable, even desirable; Pareto’s Iron Law of Oligarchy claimed that all social
systems inevitably produce an elite, usually the most able people in any social group
Anglo-American culture is inferior; it has no roots in tradition and its egalitarian obsessions
lead inevitably to the lowest common denominator in all things (this view is especially strong
among English elitists such as D.H. Lawrence)
Women are defective herd creatures; allowing women to rule or pandering to their whims
inevitably leads to societal collapse
History moves in cycles of growth and decay; the West is presently in its Autumn/Winter
period, on the verge of complete collapse (also known as the Kali Yuga in Indian scripture)
Women want to be possessed by strong, dominant men; feminism is a smokescreen to deny this
fact
The mass mind is inherently female; hence the mass desire to be dominated by hyper-masculine
leaders who embody virility and strength (Hitler, Stalin, Mussolini, Kennedy, Trump)
Eastern spiritual culture is superior in most respects; while Western Christianity is weak,
feminine and egalitarian, Hinduism and Buddhism are strong, manly and elitist. This view is
especially strong among German elitists, who saw ‘feminine’ Protestant Christianity as central
to Western decline (Schopenhauer, Spengler)
Solitude is desirable; the elite should live in lonely mountain areas, far from the masses
dwelling in the valleys below. As Nietzsche put it, ‘Establish distances!’
Minimalism is desirable; indeed, a solitary life demands it. The philosopher Martin Heidegger
spent most of his free time in a cabin in the Black Forest, chopping his own wood and scorning
the trappings of civilization
Experiencing sensualist ‘Dionysian’ cultures is desirable; it liberates one from repressive
Anglo-American culture, women and consumerism (D.H. Lawrence, Miller, Hemingway and
many others followed this path, which Lawrence called the ‘The Savage Pilgrimage’)

It does not take Sherlock Holmes to see obvious links between these ideas
and many of our own values. In fact, RF has combined such elitist concepts with American
individualism to craft an exciting, vigorous lifestyle of great interest to enlightened American men.
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Minimalism, separatism, travel and social detachment are central to this lifestyle and all these values
are associated with elitist thought.

Not only did these thinkers argue that modern democracy was a smokescreen concealing elite rule
(the hypothetical ‘Deep State’), they also considered elitism the best social system. This belief is less
common in the manosphere, and it is unlikely that Anglo-American Red Pillers will ever accede to it.
However, is there anything they can learn from the traditional power elites in their own quest for
autonomy, enlightenment and self-actualization?

Although many New Media celebrities like Alex Jones rail against the elite,
the Anglosphere elites are themselves extremely Red Pilled. For one thing, they educate their
children at private schools which stress individualism and self-reliance, not herd conformity. Mass
culture never infects these schools which repel it with strict discipline, a classical curriculum and age
old traditions.

The elites live in urban and rural enclaves, inoculated from the masses by high walls and hedges.
While elite media moguls such as Rupert Murdoch disseminate prolefeed to the sheeple, the
standards they expect from their own families are very high: ‘Charades’ in the Murdoch household
made reference to plays by Aeschylus.

In sum, elites ARE elites because they shun the dysfunctional Blue Pill behaviours of the masses. In a
couple of decades, the Rothschilds escaped from ghettos in central Europe to become the world’s
bankers. Similarly, the Kennedys began life in America as despised Irish Catholics. Rather than
hating on them, enlightened men should strive to learn from their example.

Only in one field is elite example irrelevant: mating. Simply put, elite tradition and family precedent
generally deter their women from feeding the frivorce anarchy that has effectively killed marriage
among other social strata. For men outside the elite, exotic foreign shores are the only answer.
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Fall Foliage in New England
November 3, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Colorful fall foliage can still be found in New England, even in November

I have been making my way through scenic New England with different loads of consumer crap in
recent days, and happened upon some scenic fall foliage at a rest area near New London, New
Hampshire. There were still some vibrant colors despite a recent frontal passage that brought gusty
winds to the area.

Though past peak, some a nice color show can be found in spots. I used my polarizer to enhance the
foliage’s “wet look” and make the colors pop.

Being up north has made me remember how much I dislike cold weather and cold Anglo women. I
yearn for some extended time in tropical climes, among the company of warm, welcoming foreign
women. It’s my motivation to work 7 days a week, eat PB&J sandwiches, and stay in my truck
reading, writing, and chatting with girls I know outside The Matrix rather than wasting my money on
bread and circuses in The Matrix. I know there will be an exciting escape at the end of my sacrifice of
time and labor.

-Rel
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Is Train’s One Hit Wonder “Drops of Jupiter” a Song About
Being a Willing Cuckold?
November 3, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

I sometimes find myself in Anglo-American churches of consumption (GloboWorldCorp restaurants,
shopping centers, etc.) where normally, whiny chick music is on the sound system. It makes my ears
bleed. You know? Estrogen-rich pop music that touts the virtues of being a career girl/corporate
slave, encourages women to ride the cock carousel as long as possible, and to avoid getting married
or having any dirty little babies.

It’s overt social engineering by any other name.

But today, there was a male voice that somehow made it into the rotation,
albeit emitting from a very mangina-esque singer. Train’s one hit wonder Drops of Jupiter was being
beamed into the ears of passing sheeple. This song has somehow managed to survive for nearly 20
years when other one hit wonders come and go like changing fashion.

Musically, it’s composed better than the dreck that has made up most of the American pop music
scene for the last 20 years. But, that can’t be the only reason it has survived. Chicks seem to love the
song.

To Red Pill ears, the lyrics are troubling. It subtly encourages eat, prey, love
lifestyles and for men to willingly emasculate themselves. We all know social engineering runs deep
in Anglo America. Lyrically, Drops of Jupiter promotes the ideal of a man being a willing cuckold,
staying at home, masturbating alone and pining for the “one that got away” while princess has fun on
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the cock carousel “finding herself” somewhere “out there.”

Of course, that’s the ideal “real man” in the eyes of today’s Predatory Female. Maybe that’s why
chicks have such an affinity for the song. It glamorizes the invisible man who suddenly, magically
becomes visible when princess realizes he can pick up the tab for all the excesses of her youth, long
after her fertility has dried to a cinder and he simps for anatomical leftovers she once so freely gave
away to bad boys.

Let’s have a little fun with this song as we critique its message. We begin by learning princess is
back, in much the same way Jenny came back to Forrest Gump only after she had contracted AIDS:

Now that she’s back in the atmosphere
With drops of Jupiter in her hair, hey, hey
She acts like summer and walks like rain
Reminds me that there’s time to change, hey, hey
Since the return of her stay on the moon
She listens like spring and she talks like June, hey, hey
Hey, hey

Drops of semen in her hair would be more accurate than drops of Jupiter. Notice the imagery of an
Anglo-American “goddess” descending “back in the atmosphere” from her romp up in the heavens to
bless this worshipful cuck with her disheveled presence. Pussy pedestalization and deification of
women run very deep in this culture.

But, Beta Bucks guy wants to know if she had fun and if being a ho was everything she dreamed it
would be.

But tell me did you sail across the sun
Did you make it to the Milky Way to see the lights all faded
And that heaven is overrated?

That last line sounds like an allusion to the cock carousel/YouGoGrrl lifestyle being overrated. And
here comes the kicker. Beta Bucks guy is patiently waiting with a raging, unrelieved boner and now
thinks he has a chance to score some worn out puss.

All for the low, low price of supporting the baggage of two or three bastard kids fathered by Alpha
Fucks guy, paying her unpaid student loans, and taking on the credit card bondage created by a
decade (or more) of female consumerism:

Tell me, did you fall from a shooting star
One without a permanent scar
And did you miss me while you were looking for yourself out there?

Really, this entire song seems like it was written to unabashedly support the Sex in the City lifestyle:

Now that she’s back from that soul vacation
Tracing her way through the constellation, hey, hey
She checks out Mozart while she does tae-bo
Reminds me that there’s room to grow, hey, hey, yeah

Oh, now she’s a sophisticated ho. But, even given her compromised status as a woman who has
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reached her expiration date, Beta Bucks guy is only concerned he might not be able to satisfy her
since she’s been ravaged by the equivalent of several football teams:

Now that she’s back in the atmosphere
I’m afraid that she might think of me as
Plain ol’ Jane, told a story about a man who is too afraid to fly so he never did land

The next lines about Venus blowing her mind could be taken as an allusion to experimentation with
lesbianism:

And tell me, did Venus blow your mind
Was it everything you wanted to find
And did you miss me while you were looking for yourself out there

And in true White Knight fashion, here comes the songwriter to defend her dalliances. Seems he’s a
true, blue (balled) Captain Save-a-Ho:

Can you imagine no love, pride, deep-fried chicken
Your best friend always sticking up for you
Even when I know you’re wrong
Can you imagine no first dance, freeze-dried romance
Five-hour phone conversation
The best soy latte that you ever had, and me

Ah, now he’s buttering her up as she’s now “ready for a real man” and “done with one night stands”
and all the other jingoistic language middle-aged women use when they need to be bailed out from
the consequences of their irresponsibility. Rounding out his simping, we all know well the
Anglobitch obsession with lattes and other coffee-themed milkshakes. Of course, he’ll pick up the tab
at Fivebucks.

What’s more, what kind of dude has five hour phone conversations with a girl who’s taking sluttery
to “astronomical” new heights? A White Knight, that’s who.

Now, he closes out his little love letter with some prose worthy of only the most dedicated, oneitis-
infected cuckold:

But tell me did the wind sweep you off your feet
Did you finally get the chance to dance along the light of day
And head back toward the Milky Way?

Wild oats sewn, youth wasted, Wall impact imminent.

And tell me did you sail across the sun
Did you make it to the milky way to see the lights all faded
And that heaven is overrated?

Seems this dude is willing to let someone run a Train on his chick while he patiently waits for sloppy
seconds.

And tell me, did you fall from a shooting star
One without a permanent scar
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And did you miss me while you were looking for yourself

“Looking for myself.” Classic line of the modern feminist.

And did you finally get the chance to dance along the light of day?
And did you fall from a shooting star, fall from a shooting star?
And are you lonely looking for yourself out there?

This release seems to be a masterpiece of neuro-linguistic programming. Of course, art is always
open to interpretation. But, given what we know about the matrix and its endless social engineering
schemes it sprays the public with like Raid, mass marketing a song encouraging women to be wild,
hell-bent for leather feminists and men to be willing cuckolds isn’t really a big surprise.

The rabbit hole runs quite deep, I’m afraid.
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Eye Candy of the Week | November 4, 2017
November 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Asian beauty never fails to disappoint. Especially Asian cuties with taut figures like Jariah Mariano,
Victoria’s Secret model. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for November 4, 2017.
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Towards A Greater Purpose
November 5, 2017 | by toxicmasculinityweb | Link | Original Link

Was it women who first brought you to the manosphere? Now that you’re here, let’s set our sights on higher ambitions

Please welcome Paracelsus to The New Modern Man.

What attracted you to the concepts of the Manosphere, or more precisely, why? Think about it while I
tell you my motivations, because I can only speak for mine.

As Nicolo Machiavelli stated in his Discourses, men from whatever age tend
to look on earlier times more fondly than those of their present age. Seeing history as more dignified
and illustrious than the moment they live in. To be perfectly honest I can’t help but feel those feelings
of nostalgia myself from time to time. Even as I sit here with an excellent edition of The Bhagavad
Gita in one hand and a smartphone in the other, I can’t help but feel that something is missing. The
vague sense that something indefinable and profound is absent, but what is it?
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My first introduction to the Manosphere came as an article posted on Facebook years ago when I still
participated in it. I don’t exactly recall the article, but I do remember that it was on Return of Kings
and that it deeply resonated with me. The article wasn’t about pickup directly, but all articles dealing
with human nature, and all that deal with male and female interactions do, in an indirect way. For
better or worse pickup and game are necessary. It changes you and makes you better in ways that
extend far beyond the ability to score pussy.

For those with a philosophical bent I assume that you already have a generally higher awareness than
those around you, and certainly a greater intellect. But, this doesn’t always equate to a greater effect
on the world. Quite often introspection and philosophical rumination is merely cognitive
masturbation. Pickup and game, though often maligned by the MGTOW community as a shallow,
meaningless pursuit for mere physical gratification can be much much more. Game/pickup is actually
a mirror through which the world views you. Game is how you influence those around you, both male
and female. A suave and charismatic man who can pickup women can easily lead other men. Game
extends beyond carnal gratification and teaches you truths about the world. Often, such truths are
uncomfortable, some are even downright painful.

Since time immemorial men have pursued women, built monuments, fought wars, killed, and
certainly died in the pursuit of women. In fact this modern world has become a monument in and of
itself for the gratification of women. Sitting here at Starbucks I look around and estimate that at least
seventy percent of the people at this location are women. Some are attractive, a few are unfortunately
un-attractive, but most are plain. Yet, all of them are women, and as such some man will come along
at some point to provide for them. Not a single woman here today will have to go down to the river
and wash clothes by hand. I highly doubt any of them will have to kill a chicken, pluck its’ feathers
and then butcher it tonight. But I digress, the average Western womans’ life is defined by ease,
comfort, luxury, and especially consumption.

However, the world being as it is is such a highly malleable and reactive
environment, nothing happens in a vacuum. All of these feminine traits (which have been corrupted)
are starting to infect modern men to some degree or another. The easy, decadent life is starting to
crop up in male character. A life of austere and Spartan values has been supplanted by a life of
conspicuous consumption and unbridled avarice. Eventually though, the life of luxury begins to wear
thin, a soft bed leads towards a soft body, and a soft body leads towards a soft spirit.

This is where I found myself returning to when I found the Manosphere. Reading an article that was
fortuitously stumbled upon when I was searching for something greater, for my purpose. As a man
you instinctively know when you aren’t moving towards your purpose. However enticing, things,
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awards, accolades, and especially women are merely a byproduct of that purpose. That vague sense
of searching for something is the tradition that “modern man” is severely lacking. It is why we are
lost, and it is the void we fill with useless possessions and trivial pursuits.

Today it came as no coincidence that I picked up my copy of The Bhagavad Gita to read through
earlier. The reason was, today I had a battle to fight, and I needed to seek counsel with God before I
did so. Yet, I’m not so special or unique, all men woke up today to do the same exact thing. As a man
your battle is your life, and you wage bitter ceaseless war against it until the day you die. All sages,
mystics, and philosophers have attested to this inalienable fact in their own verve since the dawn of
recorded history. They have recognized the great tendencies of human beings and exposed them for
what they were. Even the least of them have noticed the very obvious differences between males and
females and the motivations arising from them.

Generally, women seek comfort and men seek challenge, the more time you spend around people the
more you can corroborate this assertion. Learning such truths about human nature can often lead to
the state of “red pill rage.” You can find yourself enraged that people only dealt in platitudes, that
you had been deceived your entire life. But eventually the rage subsides when you learn that no-one
lied to you, and no-one intentionally deceived you. As with most things you were only deceiving
yourself. You believe only that which you chose to believe from the level of awareness you have at
any given moment.

What use is it convincing a woman that feminism is a decadent philosophy
designed to corrupt feminine value and virtue? Or telling a SJW that true Justice is an intrinsic value
gained from hard earned wisdom? The meaning people who deceive themselves gain from life is the
sanctimonious feeling that they are right. For those with greater wisdom however, the meaning of life
is work. A life lived in service of a purpose, an ideal, an aspiration to create. It is the polar opposite to
consumption, which is – at its best- a passive action. History shows a record of the greatest men in
the world to be producers, inventors, and artists. Those who left an immortal record and legacy of
their brief time here. Their greatness extending far beyond their corporeal vessel in spirit and in form.

As a man you inherit the spirit of THE Creator, never lament the state of the world. You are a man,
and you have within yourself the the power to change it. In my research of the “great conspiracies” I
have often felt impotent to change the world until I came to an even greater epiphany. It is that
throughout time there have been men like Nikola Tesla, Viktor Schauberger, and John Ernst Worrell
Keely. And there have been those vast un-named and unknown cowards to oppose them. This vast
conspiracy of cowards was required to mount any resistance against genius. They knew that a single
great man possessed of great vision can conquer the world. Countless men have done so, and
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countless men stand poised to do so again.

Amongst great men there is the tradition to change the world they don’t agree with, that doesn’t suit
their vision. Personally I can’t work a 9 to 5 because I have more to offer than simple interchangeable
tasks that anyone can be trained to do. I have unique and original works of art to contribute. I have to
tell the world that the Giza Pyramid complex was actually an ancient powerplant. That this ancient
powerplant complex used a form of physics and mathematics unknown to modern science and that it
was hidden in the very architecture of the structure. And this is just one of the many areas of
investigation I hold dear to my heart. There is thousands of years of clumsily suppressed history and
knowledge that stands waiting to be unveiled!

So, when you read articles in the Manosphere and the around the internet in general, don’t give in to
pessimism. Have faith that to those with stolid and unwavering resolve the world eventually does
relent. The new modern man and the archaic man of distant antiquity are exactly the same. Both are
men, and both seek to conquer the world and bend it to their will.
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Michelle Obama Projects Feminism onto Men: Calls Us
“Entitled” and “Self-Righteous”
November 5, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Former First Lady Mooch Obama says men are “self-righteous” and “entitled” in a stunning display of psychological projection

The Femocrat party just can’t help itself. It’s hatred of all things male continues to seep out at every
public relations event it schedules.

As the left has gone completely off the deep end of late, their permanent
victim status in jeopardy thanks to the light of day shining upon the false narratives Progressives and
Cultural Marxists once thrived upon, it is struggling to find narratives that appeal to those outside its
oversized, retro glasses-wearing base. Since Crooked Hillary is going down in flames, what little
credibility she had left destroyed with everyone from Jimmy Carter to Pocahontas to Donna Brazile
throwing lighter fluid onto the Clinton bonfire, Dems need to a new spokeswoman to stay relevant.

So, they wheel out former First Lady Michelle Obama, who immediately sticks her foot in her mouth
shoveling out anti-male narratives like so much manure, a story that has received a lot of press
coverage – and the response has been universally negative. From Daily Mail:
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Former First Lady Michelle Obama said men feel they are entitled and women protect them
too much. She told the first Obama Foundation international summit men are raised to be
babies while women are brought up to be strong.

What the fuck? A woman who lived like an empress on the public dime for eight years, whose
husband pals around with billionaires isn’t acting entitled when she attacks working class men?
Aging, barren feminists wearing pussyhats, throwing temper tantrums, and marching on Washington
because The Cunt lost aren’t acting like babies? Feminists blaming their miserable lives on men
aren’t acting like babies? Leftists demanding “safe spaces” aren’t acting like babies? This is Ms.
Obama’s definition of strong?

Mooch’s narrative sounds like another yet another case of psychological projection. Oh, by the way,
Rule One in the political playbook of underhanded, dirty tricks is to blame your own problems on the
other side. Here’s the truth of the matter.

Women wouldn’t be “strong” if they weren’t propped up with tax dollars robbed from millions of
hardworking Beta males “redistributed” to them by their virtual husband, Big Daddy Government.
No, without the “babies” you just mentioned slaving away, showing up at those J-O-Bs every day the
U.S. would be even more bankrupt than it already is post-feminism, since women spend more than
they earn.

How do Mooch and other feminists she represents thank the millions of men they’ve left sexless,
lonely, and in many cases, financially enslaved who get up and go to work at jobs they hate only to
have half their income taken away by a gynocentric welfare state? Why, they stomp their feet
demanding more, more, more!

The Anglo-American political power structure loves to serve men shit sandwiches just like the one
Ms. Obama handed out, then expect our full support and cooperation with their kooky social
engineering schemes. But wait, there’s more backstabbing of the legions of men who made
Michelle’s lavish lifestyle as First Lady possible:

Are we protecting our men too much so they feel a little entitled and self-righteous
sometimes? But, that’s kind of on us too as women and mothers, as we nurture men and
push girls to be perfect.

Slut moms with five baby daddies, women who cock carousel until they’re
35, and career girls that burn out after a quick turn on the corporate merry-go-round are perfect?
Women who expect to run the whole of society – a society that men created – while reducing us to
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second-class citizen status while offering endless proclamations on how to “fix” men aren’t entitled
and self-righteous? Hmm.

I don’t know about you, but I never felt too nurtured by Anglo American culture. I’ve felt like a
pariah my entire life. I spent the best years of my life pulling myself out of abject poverty, staying out
of trouble, and earning a college degree only to see it rendered worthless by the corporate-
government complex Mooch helps spearhead. Then, I got forced out of my seat at the table because
they wanted to get rid of me and hire women in my place. All along the way, I got told how evil I am
for having a penis and wanting to use it once in a while.

This story is confirmation that once again, we see the Anglo-American Matrix taking male labor for
granted, then snubbing us when we ask for a decent wife, an intact family, and a wholesome culture
in return.

So, how do we fix “broken” men? Here’s Mooch’s solution.

The former First Lady told men “y’all should get you some friends” to develop a support
network in the same way women do. “Talk to each other, because that’s the other thing
[women] do – we straighten each other out on some things, our girlfriends,” she said.

Yeah, we’ve seen women straightening each other out, Michelle. Like that time I saw two
Anglobitches straightening each other out laughing all the way to the bank about two guys they had
just frivorce raped. This literally happened in Latin America, as they cackled on, thinking nobody in
the bank understood English.

Is it any wonder men don’t want to do the work anymore? We are getting nothing out of our
cooperation beyond being vilified, disenfranchised, and asked to give up even more of our lives and
labor for the great feminist machine. Then you call us “entitled” when we expect a little humanity in
return for our support of your empire? Maybe it’s time to withdraw our support and see how well you
do without us.
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The Proliferation of Sex Scandals: A Product of a
Bipolar Culture
November 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Anglo culture has a bipolar view of sexuality

There’s nothing that’s quite as taboo in sickly, prudish, demographically moribund Anglo culture as
sex. It is a culture that  seems to think there’s nothing so outrageous as people fucking and wanting to
fuck, even though that’s what everybody secretly wants to do. The Anglosphere truly has a love/hate,
good/evil, bipolar relationship with sexuality. The reality is, women are just as horny as men. But,
culturally sex is only good and to be loved when women have absolute control it. Otherwise, it is as
evil as the disposable men inhabiting this crumbling kingdom.

Enforcers of this strange mileau, the corrupt media (run by a plurality or even majority of
homosexuals – take it from someone who was on the inside) and Anglo women love to assume the
role of cockblockers, siccing their police state on amorous men. They are so rabid about their anti-sex
views they have figuratively (and literally with prostitution stings) barged into people’s bedrooms
and started knocking men and women off each other in recent years. When it comes to sexuality,
Anglo culture is voyeuristic and nothing excites it more than acting on its innate sexual jealousy.

However, sex is everywhere in film, advertising, and episodic TV. What seems to be the forbidden
fruit is actually doing it. The totally insane injustice system has put the onus on men to prove they
aren’t rapists and miscreants in a culture in which guilty until proven innocent is the modus
operandi. Sex scandals have proliferated the Anglo-American media over the last couple of
generations and predictably, it’s always MEN who are to blame. As if women are innately sexless,
perfect creatures.

Conservative media are just as guilty as liberal media (if not more so) when it comes to giving
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women carte blanche to make whatever accusations they want against heterosexual men with
impunity. It’s a cultural bias. In fact, conservative media have been running the equivalent of digital
witch trials as a flurry of sex abuse accusations have followed the breaking story of Harvey
Weinstein. (We are not defending Weinstein. In fact, that scandal is good for one reason only – it’s
great to see Hollyweird’s hypocrisy exposed.) But, high profile sex scandals have been going on for
well over 20 years, as many can remember how a blowjob in the Oval Office nearly brought down
Bill Clinton.

Having witch trials of rich, powerful Anglo-American men seems to be the latest cottage industry.
Sometimes, the claims have foundations. Often, they do not. Frequently, they’re just cockblocks for
normal human sexuality activity, with Anglo culture figuratively screaming at men: “You have
sinned, evil man! And you will atone!”

They’re an easy way for Predatory Females to “cash in” with out of court settlements. Almost
always, scandals are based on castigating men who did little more than have sex with another willing
adult.

Women are subconsciously viewed as perfect, sexless goddesses in this culture

The Goddess Cult

As we mentioned, Anglo culture is obsessed with sex…and more importantly, the fact it doesn’t want
men to actually have any sex. Sex is for the plump and pasty Anglo American goddesses to control
from their lofty perches up in heaven. This bipolar culture especially doesn’t want men to ask for sex
or make advances on “perfect” Anglo angels. This passage from Rookh Kshatriya’s erudite article on
“The Goddess Cult” rings particularly true in the strange times we find ourselves in.

Anglo culture not only loathes and despises men, it sets women atop pedestals and deifies
them. While men are the perpetual target of the trash media, vilified as animals, rapists and
morons, women’s travails are the subject of a near continual violin concerto from all Anglo
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media outlets.

What’s to blame?

Above all, the latent homosexual Anglo culture deifies women in a cloud of candy-floss. In
recent years, this deranged tendency has reached psychotic proportions.

Indeed, as Kshatriya points out in his article we saw the full flowering of this psychotic, bipolar
tendency of Anglo culture with the goddess cult surrounding Lady Di. Could it be this culture is, at
its core, latently homosexual? Does this not describe perfectly what is happening before our very
eyes? Every time one turns around there’s another sex scandal. And the aim is always the same –
knocking men off their lofty social perches, and putting women atop them. This is a dangerous place
for society to be.

It’s easy to find religious terms being used in a secular context when
discussing sex scandals. Time magazine even ran a recent series on Sinful Statesmen, listing the Top
10 sex scandals of modern times. The wording of that headline – “Sinful Statesmen” – screams latent
Puritanism, which has morphed into modern feminism. The hidden cultural message? You keep your
pants zipped, buster. That sex is the devil! Don’t you dare act sinful with one of our precious
goddesses!

In supreme irony and proving American politicians play this bipolar sexual game from both sides of
the fence, New York governor Eliot Spitzer made his name enforcing “morality” by busting Johns in
prostitution rings as attorney general. Hilariously, Spitzer was then was caught up in a prostitution
ring himself after taking office as governor! The screaming hypocrisy of a man passing moral
judgment on men for renting a wet hole for an hour or two, then doing the same thing was of course,
lost on the mainstream media who only focused on the fact he got caught having sex. This case is yet
another example of why prostitution needs to be legalized and destigmatized.

Then, there’s John Edwards, Anthony Weiner, Barney Frank, Mark Sanford, and of course, Bill
Clinton. Plus David Letterman, Ben Affleck, Bill O’Reilly, and countless other celebs. All Anglo-
American men accused of “defiling” perfect American women by either copping a feel, having side
chicks, sexting, or hiring a pro. (Or in the case of Frank, hiring a male prostitute.)

The rational mind must take a step back from all the hysteria about sex, and ask – what is so
scandalous about people fucking? Why is this culture so anti-pleasure? Why is this culture so
prudish? Why is it so anti-sex? Why does it believe women to be “above” men in all matters
regarding sex?  Where are social engineers taking us with the ever-increasing frequency of sex
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scandals aimed at destroying men?

What’s so bad about sex?
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Limp Sex Lives for Millennials: Least Sexed Generation in
60 Years
November 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Millennials are in a sex drought not seen in 60 years

Social engineering, as evil as it is, unfortunately works. And driving the sexes apart has been one of
the chief goals of Anglo American social engineers since the Pandora’s Box of feminism was opened
in the 1960s. It seems they’ve hit another milestone of diabolical success, as millennials are the least
sexed generation in 60 years. As reported by the Amazon Post Washington Post:

Recent research also shows that, overall, millennials — people born between the early
1980s and 2000 — have fewer sexual partners than baby boomers and those in Generation
X, the group immediately preceding them.

Granted, the vast majority of young adults are still having sex, but an increasing number of
them appear to be standing on the sidelines.

The guys standing on the sidelines with chafed hands are primarily the Beta “good guys” women
shun. Of course, Gammas and Omegas are also left on the sidelines. It’s a bumper crop for Alphas,
Sigmas, “bad boys” and PUAs with tight game, though. The Pareto Principle (80/20 rule) definitely
applies.

But why are so many being denied such an important part of their lives? From the Los Angeles
Times:

The proffered reasons for millennial abstinence? [Ed: The term incel or involuntary
celibacy is a better term than abstinence.] A culture of overwork and an obsession with
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career status, a fear of becoming emotionally involved and losing control, an online-dating
milieu that privileges physical appearance above all, anxieties surrounding consent, and an
uptick in the use of libido-busting antidepressants.

A culture of overwork (latent Puritanism) certainly contributes to this problem. As do the matrix’s
YouGoGrrl careerism, “men are icky” and “your job defines who you are as a person” narratives.

Let’s translate the rest of the liberal media speak in that snippet for you. “Privileges physical
appearance above all” means guys don’t want to screw pasty land whales with purple hair, thick
glasses, and bad attitudes. “Anxieties surrounding consent” means the elite-controlled American
government has been successful at scaring men off from women with increasingly ambiguous
legislation that turns sex itself into a potential crime. (Case in point: California legislation that says a
man has to get permission every 10 minutes during intercourse to continue fucking a woman, or it’s
rape. Yes, California is that insane.) And of course, “an uptick in the use of libido-busting
antidepressants” means the medical-pharmaceutical establishment has been successful in drugging
the populace in the very ways Aldous Huxley warned us about.

Not to mention, if a guy slips one past the goalie and knocks up an Anglobitch in this day and age, he
could find himself financially enslaved a la child support. Making matters worse, the brainwashed
women of today are unapproachable with bitch shields set to maximum and glibness set to stun.
Americhicks are quite frankly libido-killing.

It seems millennials have become such putty in the hands of Marxist social engineers they aren’t even
interested in rubbing one out on their own. Vice explains:

While this decline in sexual activity was linked to porn use, the results probably weren’t
what you were expecting. Specifically, rather than being linked to less sex, watching porn
was actually linked to having more sex.

Unfortunately, millennials are just the harbingers of a major cultural trend spanning multiple
demographic cohorts:

It turns out that Americans across the board—not just millennials—were having less sex
today than they were in the past.

This is one important reason, TNMM postulates, why people are unhappy in America. Sex is an
important part of adult lives, and American social engineers are trying to take it away bit by bit, piece
by piece. (Pun intended.) People are increasingly going without thanks to Cultural Marxism, the
Androgyny Agenda, and Police State USA. The driving force behind human sexuality, female
hypergamy, has also been severely diminished by the welfare state and the debasement of traditional
male roles in Anglo society.

Columbia University did a study on happiness and found these results:

America’s happiness dropped from number three in 2007 to number 19 in 2016. That’s a
pretty big drop. Overall, the report explains that though there’s a big focus on boosting
economic growth in the U.S., the data collected reveals the real problem lies in social issues.

I would imagine America is actually much lower in overall happiness than that report – no doubt
carefully manicured and biased – indicates. In my travels to all 48 contiguous states, the mood is
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bleak wherever I go.

The Columbia University report is right that America is definitely a screwed up country socially.
Community relationships is an interesting topic, because there are no community relationships in
America anymore. By design, people are becoming nameless and faceless automatons.

And sexless automatons, to boot.
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Thoughts on The Sex Drought
November 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Important corollaries when discussing the intensifying Anglo American sex drought

Previously, TNMM reported on data now coming onto the radar of the lamestream press showing that
Americans are having less sex. Specifically, millennials are bearing the brunt of a sex drought that is
spreading across Anglo America. While most adults born in that generation (early 1980s to 2000) are
having sex, the sex isn’t as frequent and the number of incels is up. And, in other age groups sex
frequency and number of partners is also trending down. Multiple studies bear this out.

We touched on the “why” this is happening in the article. But, there are other considerations when
analyzing this data. Fuzziewuzziebear posted this important corollary:

If this is male led, this is big news. That boys and men are avoiding women to the extent
that overall numbers are being affected has to be a first in human history. Women are going
to go crazy when the significance of this hits. Sex was the last card they had to play.

Who’s avoiding who is indeed important. My suspicion is both sexes are increasingly avoiding each
other. But, the fact men are avoiding women is indeed huge. We already know men are avoiding
women in increasing numbers because of one important movement. MGTOWs and men who don’t
yet know they’re MGTOWs are having an effect on the sexual market as they decide loud, fat,
arrogant Anglobitches just aren’t worth wasting the time or energy.
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If this trend of men avoiding romantic/sexual (and therefore, financial)
entanglements with women continues, gynocentric governments could be forced into passing punitive
taxes directly aimed at men since wealth transfers via frivorce theft and child support slavery will
decline with the end result being Anglo women rendered even more broke than they already are.
(Since women spend more than they earn, the retail collapse is the first sign of this coming tsunami of
female insolvency. We have also touched on the coming Spinster Bubble.)

Think a “dick tax” or something like it. Feminists will spin up a narrative creating a twisted version
of reparations to make up for all the “evil” men have done to women. You know, typical leftist
malarkey.

Women increasingly avoiding men is easier to explain. With the advent of Big Daddy Government
and his cucking of Betas, Omegas, and Gammas with endless “programs” (i.e. free resources) for
women while he simultaneously debases male roles in society with hiring quotas and the like,
hypergamy has been rendered moot.

Since women only want to fuck and marry upward in social status, state-enforced “equality” which is
created by pushing men out of jobs and putting women in them (stripping male social status) destroys
the chances good men with a solid work ethic once had with women. It also destroys the need for
women to have stable men in their lives, as the state assumes the role of provider by robbing Betas to
pay Susies. The result? Women jump on the Don’t Need a Man™ bandwagon.

Additionally, Sebastian Hawks reveals an important bias the MSM constantly insert into the data:

When the idiots (both social conservatives and liberals) doing all these statistical analysis
talk about people not having sex, they make the wrong assumption that this is the result of
some moral choice. That these young guys are “choosing” to be celibate rather than angry
sexually frustrated dudes just like the guys in “Revenge of the Nerds” who don’t get the
happy ending the guys in the movie got.

Indeed, data are always manipulated to suit the biases of Puritanical Anglo culture and narratives the
matrix prefers. The narrative is people aren’t lonely and sexless because of social engineering. Oh no,
they’re making “moral choices” not to have sex. See how that works?
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TSA and The Illusion of Security
November 9, 2017 | by Titanium Vulture | Link | Original Link

TSA provides the illusion of security from a phantom enemy

Titanium Vulture is an author, filmmaker, and contributor to The New Modern Man.

We are not safe.

Repeat after me:  WE ARE NOT SAFE.  We never were.  Not completely safe anyway. I’d prefer to
say “safer than we were a century ago.”  I think that’s better.

When I got out of the military I needed a job to tide me over while I was in film school.  Being that I
was military police during my enlistment, homeland security would be a good choice.  I have
experience in that sort of thing so it would be a good fit right?

I raised my right hand when I got hired to work as a part time transportation security screener for the
Transportation Security Administration (TSA).  I was reminded of the day I volunteered to serve my
country as an enlisted man.  It felt good.
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I was put in training for a few days and began my stint at a South Florida
airport.  Like any fresh out of school recruit, I was eager to help keep the flying public safe.  “This
was merely an extension of my time in the military,” I thought.

Boy, the honeymoon sure ended quick!

Here’s the thing.  The TSA was slapped together as a response to the terrorist attacks on September
11th, 2001.  It’s not like it evolved over a period of time like the FBI or the CIA.  The government
wanted the flying public to feel safe despite the dangers of these terrorist factions.  They did not train
specialists in an academy over a long length of time.  I was hired and on the line working within two
weeks at the most!

My coworkers were not the kind of specialists I was used to in the military.  Hell, a lot of them were
former baggage handlers, flight attendants and flight line workers that lost work after the attacks on
9/11.  Many people did not want to fly in the immediate weeks after the attacks.

Many TSA workers, at the time I was there, were phoning it in.  Some screeners did not care too
much for finding contraband or weapons.  If things got busy they pushed all the bags through as fast
as possible.  Many times we were evaluated on the basis of “speed” instead of whether we actually
caught a weapon in the X-ray machine.

I tried my best to do my job but sometimes it’s tough when the folks around you really don’t care.  I
wonder if the gov overlords actually did legit background checks on some of these individuals.  Even
the concourse managers and supervisors were merely doing the minimum to keep the flying public
quiet.  What the fuck, over?

What was the point of me working hard if the rest of the crew didn’t give two shytes?  Eventually my
brain clicked and I started to understand the truth.
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TSA agents provide security theater to the masses

The Illusion of Security

It didn’t matter what the screeners did, the flying public was no safer with them than if it was still
private security like before.

We were not there to keep a bomb from getting on a plane.  If someone really wants to take down an
airliner they’re going to find a way to do it.  We were there to appease the masses.  

The airports and air carriers needed business.  They needed customers to fill
those seats.  And those folks need to be comfortable.  It is impossible to absolutely assure safety in
any situation.  The only truly safe people are prisoners!

In order to ensure a weapon would not be brought on the aircraft, every individual, man, woman or
child, would need a freakin’ cavity search before getting past security.  Think about the thousands-
upon-thousands of people who fly at major airports everyday.  Sorry, if someone wants to kill people
with an airplane there’s not much a scanner or X-ray can do to stop it.

Thus, I propose the TSA was merely an instrument of calming the sheep.  Like the fence that
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“protects” your flock.  A wolf can still get in if it really wants too.  How safe are your live
stock REALLY?

I soon left the TSA after only a couple of months of participating in the masquerade.  The pay sucked
anyway so why give your soul for the kind of wage a server can make in a restaurant?  No thank you.

We are not safe.

Looking back, I’m glad I got to peer behind the curtain of our government on several occasions in my
life.  With that experience and my time working as a TV news camera man, I’ve realised that security
is not an absolute.  Things like traffic cameras, drones and security guards are merely instruments of
deterrence.

If an armed guard stands in front of a bank, yes, an amateur/wanna-be-thug
would not want to try robbing said bank.  But a professional crew?  Yeah, that dude is toast.

Whenever a crime spree occurs, you see more police presence after the fact.  But if more patrols were
in the area from the beginning would we even be talking about the crime in the first place?

Now I’m not saying there should not be law enforcement or a military force.  I propose to our
readership that it is not good to put the idea of safety over the idea of freedom.

The freedom to have a business of your own.  The freedom to carry a firearm for your security  The
freedom to live your life how you want.

Providing you are not bringing harm to other people intentionally, party on!  Go to a third world
country and travel by yourself.  Greet your neighbors even if you live in a tough part of town. 
Fucking live life, man!

There are so many ways to die that you dodge every day.  Although the United States is not perfect,
compared to other parts of the world there is not wide spread danger and mass-murder.  Despite what
our friends in the media might say!

There’s no way to know whether you’ll survive the day or not.  So what’s the point of hiding behind
a police force, security guard, white picket fence or whatever holds you back?

We’re not safe anyway.  So you might as well have fun.  Peace and stay focused, gents.
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Exporting Frustration â€“ War and Repression in
Anglo America
November 9, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

The military-industrial complex is powered by men it views only as Matrix-style batteries

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

RF’s recent essay, ‘Maslow’s Hierarchy and the Marginalization of Sex in Anglo America’, was one
of the most interesting pieces of manosphere writing I have read in many a year. His thesis cleverly
linked Anglo-American sexual repression to our culture’s fatal obsession with consumerism and debt
slavery. And yes, it is obvious that blue-pilled males slave their pointless lives away for branded
commodities assembled in Third World sweat shops to ‘win’ (or try to win) some frosty Anglobitch
tail.  Of course, both women and the Matrix have vested interests in maintaining this situation.
Women get raised onto marble pedestals by their beta lackeys and the system at large; and by selling
debt and dross to pussy-starved betas, the Matrix secures its existence for the foreseeable future. A
win-win situation for both parties.
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However, sexual repression in the Anglosphere serves an additional purpose:
it creates a ready supply of frustrated cannon fodder useful for imposing Anglo matriarchy of other
parts of the world. As well as making these deluded Gammas more reckless, prolonged sexual
deprivation makes them exalt women as goddesses worth fighting and dying for. In sum, withholding
sex from Anglo-American males not only serves the Matrix within the nation state; it helps the
Matrix expand its gynocentric agenda beyond the Anglosphere.

The economic inequality fostered by every Anglo-Saxon nation produces a large, alienated
underclass defined by low intelligence, limited horizons and cynical conformity. In the UK for
example, one third of the population cannot divided 65 by 5 with pencil and paper and almost 20%
are functionally illiterate. RF continually shows how clueless most Americans are about the wider
world; only 1 in 3 Americans can find Great Britain on a map, for instance. With illiterate mobs
coexisting alongside privileged elites, the major Anglosphere nations are more like Third World
countries than progressive states such as Norway, Germany or Japan. However, this retarded Anglo
underclass does serve one useful purpose: as willing fodder for the military-industrial complex.

For these bone-headed clowns join the military in droves – what other career,
apart from criminality, is available to them? And this is where good ol’ Anglo sexual repression kicks
in. Sexually disenfranchised males are far more likely to risk life or limb than males with a
reproductive stake in the future. Widespread sexual repression not only makes the rabble take risks; it
transforms women into semi-divine beings worthy of worship and self-sacrifice. Together, these
factors create the perfect background noise to Anglo-American campaigns in ‘patriarchal’ regions.

And these ugly clowns are perfect cannon fodder, if nothing else. Blue collar males in the
Anglosphere are deeply damaged by institutional misandry and gynocentric discrimination; they
commit suicide in droves; almost 40% die single and childless; their lives are holes of self-loathing
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concealed by sexual false consciousness and infantile bluster. Largely deprived of the basic human
need for sex, they constitute a reserve army of lemmings desperate to escape their tortuous celibacy;
even a sniper’s bullet is preferable to that walking death.

Keeping these gammas in a constant state of sexual thirst thus serves the Matrix not only in economic
terms (as RF so ably described) but in military terms, too. Being rabbit-brained shills and incapable
of rational thought, Anglo women effortlessly conflate their own role in the military-industrial
complex with the trendy liberal pacifism they picked up in college (perhaps it should be renamed the
military-industrial-sexual complex – an interesting concept indeed).

MSM talking heads foist Anglosphere narratives onto the world

Enter The Talking Heads

Meanwhile, the lamestream media skews all international news with explicit feminist and misandrist
narratives, further exciting our incel White Knights with chivalrous indignation. A good example
would be Boko Haram, the African Islamist outfit whose massacres of boys are conveniently omitted
in most western reportage. Instead we are treated to endless ‘Find Our Girls’ headlines calculated to
stir the average Anglochump’s ‘protective’ instincts towards stainless damsels. And so we are left
with an ignorant, sexually frustrated horde of unemployable dolts fired up by feminist propaganda to
support whatever illegal invasion the Matrix dreams up next.
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Truly, the Anglosphere sets all standards of economic, educational and social
progress.

I am well-known for my cynicism about Men’s Right’s Activism. Not that their views are wrong –
they are not – I just don’t think they can change anything. The reason is not wholly biological,
although gender biology plays a role; it is rather that the Anglo-American Matrix is too resilient and
well-organized, too integrated and efficient a system to be easily overthrown by AVfM and ‘gender
justice’ groups of that ilk.

The Matrix can be compared to an organism which has successfully weathered centuries of
evolutionary and environmental pressure and has developed countless defensive mechanisms to
secure its own existence. It utilizes gender biology, mass psychology, media, technology, education,
money and language to defend itself in ways that are beyond any individual human consciousness
(including mine) to completely unravel.

So we in the manosphere need to transcend outmoded narratives of ‘justice’ and ‘fairness’, or the
notion that being intellectually ‘right’ makes victory inevitable. We can be proven ‘right’ a thousand
times but if nothing ever changes – and it never does – none of it matters. A more effective course for
the enlightened man surely lies in self-development (separatism, minimalism, personal growth) and
building a new life outside the Anglo-American Matrix.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Noble Spirit
November 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Out of the depths of Anglo American matriarchal, materialistic hell a noble spirit can arise. But first,
you’ve got to get mad. Then, you’ve got to get busy. Next, you’ve got to start taking risks.

From the Oswald Spengler channel on YouTube comes a philosophy of how to live a life worth
living, not exist as a human farm animal. (Regular readers of TNMM may know Spengler’s Decline
of the West is a founding philosophy of this blog and The New Modern Man movement. There will
be much more coming on Spengler and the guidance his philosophy brings men, soon.)

Watch The Noble Spirit and awaken the masculinity inside you with such pearls of wisdom taken
from the philosophy of Nietzsche such as:

Build your cities on the walls of Vesuvius. Send your ships out into uncharted seas. Explore
new worlds!

Indeed, risk-taking and exploration allow a man to see beyond his time, his continent, his country,
and the narrow circle of his own activities – to paraphrase Spengler. There is no reward without risk.
But, even if you fail, know this:

A great life is a hard life. Hardship brings out the best in men. Pain and pleasure are sisters,
one elevates the other.

Psychological research confirms this. There can be no pleasure without pain. The human psyche
thrives on the sine wave of life’s ups and downs. Embrace your life for what it is, then aspire to make
yourself more than what you are:

The purpose of life is life itself, and the purpose of living is to embrace that life, whether it
be joyous or tragic.

Personally, much of my life has been tragic. From the death of my father when I was 12, to clawing
my way out of poverty then ascending the ladder of the news industry only to find out what a farce it
is, an industry filled with glib sociopaths, then being raked across the hot coals of bankruptcy as I
was forced out of my position (fired) by social engineers and political correctness, before taking
another job with the MSM and painstakingly paying my Chapter 13 off, then finally breaking with
Corporate America permanently, I’ve had my share of disappointment and suffering.

There’s much more than that. Those are just Cliff’s Notes. I won’t even go into the abortions I had to
endure and the pain I felt as my offspring were killed and I was helpless to do anything about it.

But all that just lit a fire inside me. I didn’t let it extinguish me as many men do and that flame burns
to this day, as I let those lessons be my motivation to be daring and to design a life around my desires
rather than chasing after material fantasies. I no longer want any of the chains Corporate America is
selling. The “comfortable” life on the human farm.

The religion of the herd is comfort and safety. They avoid suffering, but at the loss of
greater pleasure and fulfillment. It is a kind of dull, boring, “living dead” existence.

Time is of the essence.
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Better a life of action, full of deeds. Raise your head above the herd, and you will find
excitement in life.

Don’t be afraid to try new things.

A noble spirit invites new challenges, as a way to test their own strength and character.

Indeed, these talking points are weaved into the fabric of TNMM whenever possible. A philosophy
like this will take a man much farther than any of the pablum force fed to him by the edumacation
system and the corrupt media.

Learn lessons like these well. Then use them to change your life.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Witch Trials Continue – Louis C.K. Latest Man to Be
Accused of Having a Libido
November 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Louis C.K. should know – women are perfect, sexless creatures in Anglo America

Comedians get more tail than rock stars. Seriously, they do. Laughter is key to a woman’s heart, and
to getting her clothes off. Just ask any PUA. If a woman is laughing, your eyes are as good as rolled
back.

But in culturally insane, sexually repressed Anglo America, the fact women want to be with a man
who makes them laugh still makes men some sort of demons or “perverts” for making sexual
advances on women. Even if HE ASKS THEM FIRST AND THEY SAY YES. What a “fucked up”
society.

Enter another trumped up sexual harassment witch trial coming on the heels of numerous sexual
harassment witch trials being conducted of late on the pages and screens of the corrupt media.
Women – pack animals they are – are coming in for the financial kill now they they sense there’s
blood in the water.

Comedian Louis C.K. – who at times drops some Red Pill into his routine – at least took a different
turn than most sad sacks who get accused of defiling “perfect” Anglo American “goddesses”. He
asked them if they wanted him to take his cock out, they said yes, and yet he’s still accused of sexual
harassment. Unbelievable. Here’s C.K.’s statement to the vultures in the press:

These stories are true. At the time, I said to myself that what I did was okay because I never
showed a woman my d–k without asking first, which is also true.

What ever happened to yes means yes? The story gets even more bizarre once we find out his only
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crime was being looked up to.

But what I learned later in life, too late, is that when you have power over another person,
asking them to look at your d–k isn’t a question. It’s a predicament for them. The power I
had over these women is that they admired me. And I wielded that power irresponsibly.

Women don’t want to fuck a man they don’t admire. In fact, a man they
don’t admire is completely invisible to them on the sexual radar. Could it be Louis C.K. has subtly
trolled the hos who are accusing him of a “crime” that turns out to be a big nothingburger?

He’s putting a clever spin on his apology. It’s about time somebody at least partially turned the
narrative around on women. Do these Strong, Independent Women™ we hear so much about have no
agency over their sexual choices whatsoever? Are they destined to be eternal victims every time a
man makes a sexual pass at them? But, what about when chicks make a sexual pass at a man? Is that
harassment? What if he “admires” her when she asks him if he wants her to take her meat curtains
out? Apply the same standard to both sexes and pretty soon everybody in America is even more
sexually frustrated than they already are. Seriously, this country needs chill the fuck out with its
prudishness already.

Of course, the most likely scenario is Predatory Females are now looking for “hush money” from rich
and powerful men they screwed around with when they make sexual harassment claims often years or
even decades after the alleged transgressions. Could this be the next step in the Predatory Female
playbook? Extracting forced wealth transfers from men to women via blackmail, civil courts and the
court of public opinion since men are closing their wallets to women en masse – refusing to date,
marry, and father children with frigid Anglobitches? (Men thus avoiding the expense of legalized
prostitution i.e. relationshits and marriage, and/or frivorce rape via alimony, child support ransom and
other wealth transfer schemes.)

Frankly, men everywhere should be aghast the definition of “sexual harassment” in Anglo America
has been so expanded by this gynocentric culture that even when a woman tells you she wants to see
your dick you shouldn’t take it out because she might admire you. What a place.
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Eye Candy of the Week | November 12, 2017
November 12, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here’s a chick with blonde hair and blue eyes for you guys that like that sort of thing. She’s svelte,
and proffers a smoldering gaze. Just be careful to be the hunter and not the hunted. Enjoy our Eye
Candy of the Week for November 12, 2017.
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The War of Art
November 12, 2017 | by toxicmasculinityweb | Link | Original Link

The Great Masters like Rembrandt were at their creative peak in the Summer of Spengler’s model of Western culture – can the West
summon more works of greatness in its Winter?

Paracelsus is a contributor to The New Modern Man.

I’ve just sat down to write, “The Muse” has just struck me. Personally, I’m not much for a set
schedule as Steven Pressfield describes in his book – The War of Art – which this article is named
after. I’ve always been more manic, if a good idea comes along get it out however I can type. Right
now “it” happens to take the form of writing, but in the past it has been everything from painting to
playing numerous musical instruments. In my mind I was going to become the next Trent Reznor, but
I just ended up being a fucking stellar dilettante. But, as I sit here listening to The War of Art, I
reluctantly admit Pressfield makes a damn good case for staying on a single pursuit until it finally
pays off.
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Chances are if you’ve ever met me in person you have endured one of my
famous tirades about what I’m currently researching. For years my modus operandi has been to
obsessively dig into whatever topic has caught my attention – only to abruptly stop once I find my
new raison d’être. In fact there are really only two things I’ve ever stuck with for the long haul. Those
two things are weight lifting and reading. Although I don’t lift every single day I still think about
lifting every single day. But reading, I can’t not do it every single day, every single day I have to
learn something. It would be painful not to discover insight I’ve never possessed and potentially
revelatory. However, there is a catch.

Throughout history voracious readers have often been praised as the very reincarnation of Thoth
himself, but this praise isn’t always justly due. The voracious reader and devotee of Pythagoras isn’t
Pythagoras. While you can be deeply moved by a philosopher or writer, you still lack their unique
style. For a while I got onto a serious fiction reading kick and consumed as much as I possibly could
from these writers:

H.P. Lovecraft, J.R.R. Tolkien, Jim Thompson, Cormac McCarthy, Bret Easton Ellis, Chuck
Palahniuk, and last but not least – my favorite author- Carlos Castaneda.

The last author on this list is shrouded in intense controversy about what column his work should
actually go in. I don’t personally care which, because to me that rascal Dõn Carlos was one hell of a
writer and his books are the greatest literary influence on my life. Yet as a writer I’ll never be able to
write like Castaneda or Lovecraft, or any other writer named on that list. God knows I’ve tried
writing fiction, just none of it has been any good. My point is, reading alone just gives you better
ideas, you are responsible for applying them.

This is the heart of The War of Art, the fact that creativity is first and foremost a labor. Although it is
a labor of love, it is a laborious process that tests you and your ability to persist in the face of intense
resistance. Now that I’m regularly putting pen to paper I can attest to the fact that I am engaging in
intense mental labor. And labor though this may be, I fucking love it.
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Writing is awesome, the process of converting ephemeral and fleeting
thoughts into an indelible visual record. How often is that abstraction ever given the rightful praise it
is due?

As for my “process,” I am and always will be a pen and paper kind of guy, every single word you
read has been written in cursive and typed up. It is an arduous process, but it is one that doesn’t lead
to the litany of distractions typing on a computer lends itself to. On my blog I’ve written at length
about the seductive nature of internet porn, but, I never addressed the internet itself. One minute you
have the resolve to sit down and type 50 pages, the next minute you are watching the new GT2 RS set
a Nordschleife record on YouTube. This is why I am a proponent of the highly atavistic pen and
paper. You are faced with a blank piece of paper and the call to create something compelling worth
reading.

This war of art is a war worth fighting. Creating something unique is a exceptional talent, and it
doesn’t matter the form or the inherent reason why you are doing it. You can strike up a conversation
with any stranger and the de rigueur question will always be asked at a certain point – “what do you
do?”  Deep down you know that it is merely a perfunctory gesture because most people hate their
jobs. But the minute you commit to a creative profession you find a sense of joy with your answer to
that question.

I’m a writer, and I’ve had to work alot of shitty jobs to get here, and I fucking love it. I don’t have to
pretend I work at a prestigious company or that I have prestigious credentials and letters from an
equally prestigious institution. Sometimes I write pure drivel and un-adulterated bullshit and my
internal editor throws it in the trash. But that judgment rests with me on what goes to print.

I’ll leave you with this, if you’ve got something unique to contribute, put it out there. You’ve already
got plenty of skin in the game. Tomorrow isn’t promised, and today isn’t over just yet. I once had a
painting instructor shit all over a piece that I was working on and happened to love. Turns out he was
going through a nasty divorce and was spending most of the time out in the hallway arguing on the
phone with his soon to be ex-wife. He was an arrogant East Coast artist type teaching beginning
painting at a community college and his opinion meant fuck all to me. There are always going to be
critics.

You only need to meet your standards, so beat your internal critic every single day. Beat you
resistance to create and get to fucking work!
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Nullification – Precognition Software May Render 2nd
Amendment Useless
November 12, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

As new precognition software is combined with just announced legislation, TNMM has prepared a
hypothesis on how the Second Amendment could be virtually nullified, giving the government the
power to take guns away without repealing it.

Of course, the Second Amendment will likely never be repealed, because a
Civil War would break out. But it might be gutted using new techniques of the growing American
Police State and the elite-managed democracy now plaguing the one-time bastion of freedom. Here’s
how.

First off, in case you’ve been asleep, the U.S. government has, for all intents and purposes, gone
rogue. It no longer answers to its constituents, but rather to wealthy cliques who buy the legislation
they want to tighten their grip on the lives of the populace. Forget the illusion of democracy. Forget
Congressman and Senators, those “humble public servants” who in reality only feather their nests
with corporate money at the expense of the liberties of the taxpayer. The days of even the pretense of
“freedom” are waning in America.

Case in point: The Department of Homeland Security has been partnering with Silicon Valley firms –
specifically Palantir – to develop what they call “precognition” software. Or, software the
government will use to predict the future. Of course, the Police State USA leviathan claims this latest
technological demon is being unleashed because it needs to stop terrorism. The problem is, this
software will literally make thought crimes a reality. (Incidentally, historian Webster Tarpley calls
terrorism the myth of the 21st century, and makes a strong case for state-sponsored false flag
terrorism in books and presentations.)

Reason TV just filed a frankly, frightening report on this matter this weekend. You can view the
entirety of the report above. Here’s the gist of the report:

Silicon Valley firms are building surveillance and profiling tools to help government agents
make sense of the massive amount of information available on social media and in publicly
accessible data sets.

Yes, Big Brother is acutely interested in your online activities, including every move you make on
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Facebook and Twitter. Every “Like” or laugh or sad or angry emoticon you feed into the matrix is
being used to design a computer model to predict your future activities. But, why? Continuing from
Reason:

Are they using cutting-edge technologies to keep Americans safe, or laying the groundwork
for a police state?

“Keeping Americans safe” is fallacious reasoning, since there is reason to believe the CIA and FBI
are behind many, if not most, of the mass shootings in recent years. The sloppy Las Vegas false flag
helped blow the lid off such possible Deep State operations. But, there’s profit to be had from
creating constant security threats for the establishment to “solve”. The old rule is, you have to create
“problems” to create profit.

So, to answer the question posed by Reason, it’s the groundwork for a police state.

The Palo-Alto based Palantir is one of the biggest so-called threat intelligence firms, and it’s
primary backer is Peter Thiel, the PayPal founder, Facebook board member, and Trump
supporter.

Thiel is clever. He claims to be an ardent libertarian. He might be, but his involvement in the
design of software that could easily be used to strip civil liberties makes the skeptical man wonder if
his “libertarian” politics are just a convenient cover story. Think wolf in sheep’s clothing.

TNMM has also been cautiously skeptical of the last minute, Hail Mary pass Donald Trump’s
ascendancy into the presidency represents. It seems there’s good reason for our skepticism. Trump
has supported the use of precognition software in “extreme vetting” schemes of potential immigrants
to the U.S. On the surface, this sounds good to knee-jerk conservatives until one learns this software
can easily be deployed on the populace.

Now, let’s add a little Hegelian Dialectic into this witch’s brew, a tactic regularly used to justify the
stripping of civil liberties each time the U.S. power structure discusses terrorism:

[Thiel] believes Palantir’s technology will prove crucial in stopping future terrorist attacks.
Some insiders credit Palantir for enabling the government to find Osama bin Laden’s
hideout in 2011.

Incidentally, the “We got Osama!” narrative followed by his quick, mysterious burial at sea is likely
yet another clever manipulation among countless others in a government of web of lies that runs from
from top to bottom.
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(Here’s some background so readers know that last paragraph isn’t a
baseless claim. The Power of Nightmares, a three-hour long TNMM recommended documentary by
the BBC’s Adam Curtis helps explain how the Neoconservative theory of creating phantom enemies
to spur change the elite power structure wants gained a foothold in the American government in the
1960s and 1970s, was deployed against the USSR in the 1980s and then adapted to the “terrorism”
narrative circa 2001. We’ve been living under it ever since.)

Regular readers of TNMM might remember Osama’s death was never truly confirmed. Some
researchers claim Osama bin Laden, a former CIA-asset might have already been dead for years
when the PR move was made by the Obama administration to announce his death. Additionally, Seal
Team Six, credited with taking Osama out all mysteriously died in a Chinook helicopter crash a short
time after.

All this mystery surrounding the death of Osama reeks of a sloppy Deep State cover-up operation. It
is indeed interesting that shaky foundation is now brought up to justify freedom-destroying
“precognition” software.

Of course, proponents of the software and the legislation never talk about the risks to the American
public. Continuing from Reason:

Edward Hasbrouck of the nonprofit Identity Project says that the technology enables the
government to violate civil liberties without necessary checks on its power. He compares it
to the Berlin Wall. “By building checkpoints—by building the control mechanisms,”
Hasbrouck says, “we’re already putting into place the infrastructure for those who will
abuse them in the future.”

Here’s how precognition software will be deployed to destroy the Second Amendment. A report from
Breitbart just released today confirms Police State USA is making moves to put this nefarious
software into use by knocking people’s doors down before they’ve committed a crime, and seizing
their weapons:

Senate Democrats pushed nine different gun controls during the past six weeks, and ABC
News has now emerged with a tenth gun law which they suggest may be the ringer.

That law would legalize firearm confiscation orders like those in Washington state. Such
orders allow a judge to issue an ex parte order for the confiscation of an American’s
firearms.

Now comes the kicker:
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This means the order can be issued without the firearm owner even being present for the
process. His or her first knowledge of the order would come when police knocked on their
door to sweep the house for firearms.

That last paragraph should make the hair stand up on the back of your neck. Senators are pushing this
civil liberties-destroying legislation even though law experts say there’s no real basis behind it or
need for it.

[UCLA Law] Professor [Adam] Winkler put it this way: “The truth is that it is very rare to
know in advance when someone is going to be dangerous with a firearm. This is not going
to make a huge dent in our gun violence statistics.”

It bears repeating: Legislation now being proposed in the U.S. government allows people to be
arrested and their arms seized BEFORE THEY’VE EVEN COMMITTED A CRIME.

Synthesizing all this information, a number of glaring conclusions can be drawn. First off,
precognition software is verifiably in development and likely already deployed in ways the public
doesn’t yet know about. All our online activities are being tracked by Silicon Valley and the U.S.
government to predict our future actions. And, the Senate wants to pass legislation allowing police to
come busting citizens’ doors down, seizing guns before based on a computer model that says a person
is about to commit a “crime” against a tyrannical state.

It doesn’t take a genius to realize that entire process is a conduit meant to totally gut the remnants of
the Second Amendment. Soon, if not already, every word we say will be monitored, recorded, and
analyzed in facilities like the Utah Data Center by Big Brother. Say something against your
“benevolent” overlords in government in the privacy of your home, your Amazon Echo transmits it to
them, and boom – next thing you know police are throwing you on the floor taking your weapons
away.

Now we know why the power structure has been monitoring our online activities, pushing to monitor
what we say in our homes with speech recognition software, tracking our every move from Facebook
to Twitter and then some. They’re creating a model to predict human activity. Basically we’ve all
become subjects in a giant lab rat experiment in which we are the lab rats.

And they’re pushing the buttons.
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Man Develops App to Show What Women Look Like
Without Makeup
November 15, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The before and after images of Madison using the MakeApp app

A glib Anglobitch, appropriately named Madison who writes for NY Magazine is taken aback that a
man who is apparently tired of false advertising from women has developed an app to show what
women look like without their numerous layers of paint on.

She posted her disgust with the “truth in advertising” app in a recent writeup.

Please look closely at the photo on the left. That, reader, is me, the writer, wearing a full
face of makeup. Clearly, my gelled brows and tinted lips were intended to con some
schmuck of the opposite sex into thinking I am extremely good-looking and then make him
buy me six iPhone X’s.

Well, at least Madison alluded to the truth of the matter when it comes to what women expect from
men. Every relationshit basically boils down to a sex for resources transaction buried under layers of
clever female sophistry.

Called MakeApp, the app lets you un-makeup five photos for free before asking you to pay
$0.99 to continue editing images and videos. Now look at the photo on the right. That’s me
after MakeApp edited my face to let everybody know how grotesque I look when you
digitally peel off the highlighter and mascara. Horrifying, I know.

Blaming Russia for pretty much every problem the world faces is popular among increasingly
unhinged leftists these days.

MakeApp is the brainchild of once-Kremlin-linked, Russian founder Ashot Gabrelyanov.
For what it’s worth, I thought the AI itself worked pretty well on my face.

Next thing you know, feminists will be blaming Russia instead of the patriarchy each time they walk
around bleeding once a month. Madison’s disgust with the MakeApp app is all the more reason for
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men to download it today.

When I worked in the news industry, the fugly to presentable transformations women went through
were remarkable. The few times I saw chicks who read out loud in front of a camera (reporters and
anchors) without their makeup were memorable experiences. They looked like completely different
people. In many cases, their skin damaged by years of sitting under a chemical bath.

In each and every case, reality knocked them down a good 2-4 SMV points over the Maybelline
illusions they displayed to the world. Now, thanks to the power of technology, men can see what
women are hiding before waking up horrified one morning after a pump and dump.

Now, if we just had an app to reveal the fat rolls chicks are hiding underneath billowy clothing or
slimming camera angles.
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America Has Been Compromised: How Democracy Will End
November 15, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Even Steve Bannon, Trump’s former strategist is now talking about the same historical cycles that led to the fall of Rome now plaguing the
American Empire

It doesn’t take a genius to figure out the American government has been compromised. The current
situation is clearly Elites vs. The People. The People are losing. We have become pawns for the
corporate-government complex to move around on an oligarchical chess board. Spengler called this
corruption of democracy “economic interests permeating the political forms and authorities” in his
epic civilization model that predicted today’s malaise with stunning accuracy a full century ago –
way back in 1918.

Even Steve Bannon, President Trump’s former strategist is now referencing such historical cycles in
his new book, Always the Rebel:

America has “an underlying culture, that has been passed down from Jerusalem, to Athens,
to Rome, to London. It’s the belief in self-reliance, it’s the belief in the self-determination
of the individual. It’s freedom to be the traditional family. The culture that is our way of
life. I think it’s absolutely vital and important. And we have an obligation to those that came
before us as much as we have an obligation to the people in the future to pass that down.

Bannon’s thesis is expounded upon by Breitbart:

The Roman Senate “was bought and paid for by the elites. … The exact thing we face
today!” he exclaimed. “What the Roman Empire faced is exactly what we face, that you
lose the citizenship — and the power of citizenship — of the Roman Republic, you become
an Empire, and that empire becomes a massive concentration of power and wealth, which is
detached from the people.

And then eventually, you’re having people who don’t want to serve in the legions, you have
to go for foreign soldiers. Everybody is a mercenary. And therefore, no one really stood up
or was prepared to die, really, in service to the country. And then what happened? Wave,
after wave, after wave of migrations from the Goths, the Visigoths, the Huns. Coming into
the empire and changing the culture and destroying the civic society they had in Rome. The
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empire could not withstand it.”

Incidentally, I’ve already become a mercenary in my dealings with the American Empire and I
encourage other men to do the same. I see this nation – which turned its back on me and mine long
ago – as nothing more than a source of money. Any life worth living that I now enjoy happens
exclusively outside its borders.

By studying cycles that befell all high cultures Spengler accurately foresaw today’s elite-run sham
that is Democracy, Inc. or managed democracy as author Sheldon Wolin calls it. The Founding
Fathers were too optimistic about humanity’s prospects, it seems. As Freud later knew, man is a
ferocious, gruesome creature who will never be restrained by some scribblings on parchment, no
matter how eloquent or noble their intentions might be.

An interesting discussion about how the next phases of Spengler’s predictions will unfold was posted
on a forum by and for history buffs. This excerpt is particularly interesting:

Possible sequence of events:

People become increasingly aware that their ‘democracy’ is not that at all and is in fact a
sort of plutocracy where the strings are being pulled by the richest behind a facade of
cynical self aggrandizing opportunists posing as statesmen, whose real purpose is the
accumulation of power for power itself and treating politics as a sort of game to be indulged
in for the pleasure of it.

The parties on the ballot paper are mirror images of each other, peopled as they are by the
cynical game players who can be bought by the money men, be they socialist or
conservative the ‘policy differences’ are mere window dressings and the true policies are in
essence the same for both sides, the continuation of the status quo and victory for the
personal financial and power gains and ‘jobs for the boys’.

The masses, aware of their powerlessness resort to a purely passive role as spectators of the
suffering of others on TV so long as it doesn’t affect them directly. They are supplied with a
reasonable standard of living and shallow entertainments ‘bread and circuses’ (also supplied
by the money men e.g. Murdoch and Sky Sports) in return for keeping their heads down and
their mouths shut and for going along with the status quo at election time or abstaining as
more and more do.

In any case the ‘free media’ which goes along with democracy is essentially in the power of
money also and increasingly resorts to a sloganeering form of ranting whether either right
leaning or left leaning almost another form of entertainment to titillate the viewers without
any real substance.

Slowly the cynicism builds and builds until one day, sick to the teeth of the corrupt, bogus
and empty institutions of state and the utter meaninglessness of a isolated and empty
existence, the people cry out for a savior in the form of a great and heroic leader who will
smash the rotten edifice of democracy and purify the world.

Hail Caesar!

That excerpt was posted way back in 2009. It rings even truer now, almost a decade later than it did
back then. It has been said history repeats itself. It may not repeat itself, but it sure seems to echo,
with astonishing predictability.
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We can already see foreshadowing of “the people cry out for a savior in the form of a great and
heroic leader who will smash the rotten edifice of democracy and purify the world” with the
ascension of Trump to the presidency. There are further signs of a clearly anti-Establishment attitude
in the fact a plurality of voters say the Washington Post’s bought and paid for hit piece on Roy
Moore (yet another classically Anglo-American sex scandal) makes them more likely to vote for
Moore in the Alabama senate race.

(Moore’s continuing 8-point lead is also a clear sign character assassination does not operate the way
it did in the past now that the Wisdom of Crowds phenomenon on the Internet gobbles up fake news
narratives like Bon Bons.)

Expect the anti-Establishment sentiment to become even more pronounced in the years and decades
ahead. When the public cries out for a strongman to bring order to the chaos created by a thoroughly
corrupted democracy, do not be surprised. It will happen within our lifetime.
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MSM Lauds Woman With Stinky Vagina, Blames Boyfriend
for Breakup (Seriously)
November 15, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Telling a woman she needs to clean her rearend is crossing the line in modern Anglo culture

How many petty reasons do women come up with for dumping boyfriends? What’s the most petty
reason an ex gave you before performing the old “It’s not you, it’s me” maneuver? Breakups which
are always accompanied by a YouGoGrrl from the rest of the Predatory Females in the pack of
wolves afterwards.

What if you stink? What if your penis smelled bad? Do you think a woman
would break up with you? Of course she would. But now, men are being criticized for telling women
to clean up their act a little.

In one case that has hit the gynocentric mainstream press with a predictable round of female applause
afterwards, an Anglobitch had her vaginal hygiene questioned by a “disposable” male. In other
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words, she had a stinky hole, and her boyfriend called her out on it.

How did she react? She promptly dumped him then went on to publicly blame him for the breakup.
Classic female maneuvers all around. Any man experienced with the dissimulating female knows of
their innate talent to rewrite history so it conforms to their emotional flights of fancy. From the New
York Post:

A doctor has urged other women to break up with any partners who criticize their vaginas
— after sharing her own personal experience with a nasty fella. Dr. Jen Gunter spoke out
after commenting on recent reports that women have been using Vicks VapoRub to cleanse
their vaginas.

Oh, he’s “nasty” and not her.

Notice how women conflate separate issues in their emotional overreactions. Jen’s boyfriend
probably just didn’t like being around a chick that smells like tuna all the time. No man is telling
women to use Vicks to clean themselves. That sounds like female stupidity developing all on its own
via urban myths. (Vicks will clean you out good, guh.) In any case, Jen writes:

For what I am sure is the 100th time the vagina needs no cleaning and the vulva needs very
little. Gunter then shared a very personal story about the time she ditched a man who made
disparaging comments about her vagina.

Remember men. Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks. Nice guys finish last. And assholes finish first. Read
between the lines and apply the teachings you’ve learned here at TNMM and elsewhere in the
manosphere as you analyze this relationshit:

I once dated a guy who insinuated my vagina did not smell right. He was an ass in other
ways too, but I just didn’t see it until he impugned my vagina. For example, he [thought]
my hair would be better if it were straight. Sadly I took the bait, it wasn’t.

No doubt, her ex preying on her insecurities is what drew her to him. Dark Triad men are often very
successful plunderers of poon.

He thought I would look better if I dressed a certain way. Again I took the bait. I just felt
worse.

Telling her to practice some basic hygiene was the final straw. What an outrage! A man not wanting
to stuff his male parts inside something that smelled toxic.

When it came around to telling me how my vagina could be better it finally clicked that this
is a form of control that men often use. Fortunately I am an appropriately confident vagina
expert and I had a light bulb moment and dumped his sorry ass.

Applying the same standards to women, when a guy’s ass crack smells because he doesn’t wipe well
enough or his armpits stink because he doesn’t apply enough deodorant, and a woman tells him he
stinks – is that a form of control women often use? Telling men they stink?

Does this mean stinky cunts are the new norm in the race to the bottom of the barrel in feminized
Anglo culture?
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Is MGTOW the Ultimate Destination for Successful PUAs?
November 16, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Is PUA a stepping stone to becoming a MGTOW?

Regular visitors to TNMM will know I’ve gone through a lot of women in the past few years since
learning female nature, writing about it, and becoming a successful PUA. I really should have a
turnstile installed in my bedroom to keep track of all the tail that’s in and out of there.

Before learning the crimson arts, I managed to get about 30 women into bed
by the time I was 30 years old. But in the last few years, I’ve been getting more ass than a toilet seat.
I got to a notch count of around 150 women before I stopped counting and writing them in on my list.

The latest development is I have become bored with women and the Game. Sex is still fun, and
appealing, but I need less of it. Once a man has climbed the mountain, realized a cornucopia of
sensual delights and how to make females feign attention in him, he realizes success can often be a
stale finale.
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My success with women – and staring into the toxic abyss that is female nature with each successful
pick-up – has caused me to lean more towards living a MGTOW lifestyle lately.  I won’t reach the
level of a MGTOW monk and I’ll still go through about a dozen women a year by my estimation
(about one a month), but my interest in women continues to wane after gaining extensive experience
with them. Women are empty souls. The writings of Schopenhauer first clued me in on female nature,
and later I found the writings of J.D. Unwin as well as Briffault’s Law:

The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the animal family. Where the
female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association takes
place.

Past benefit provided by the male does not provide for continued or future association.
Any agreement where the male provides a current benefit in return for a promise of
future association is null and void as soon as the male has provided the benefit.
A promise of future benefit has limited influence on current/future association, with
the influence inversely proportionate to the length of time until the benefit will be
given and directly proportionate to the degree to which the female trusts the male.

From Briffault’s Law and the fact bad boys have higher notch counts than good guys, a man can
glean that the essence of Game is this: If women don’t want to use men for resources (Betas) they
want to try and tame them (Alphas and Sigmas). In short, Game is based on using innate female
desire to manipulate and control men against them.

Once you realize women don’t see you as anything except something they
can consume, try to tame, or exploit, the allure of sexual encounters with them starts to slip and the
scales tip in favor of just avoiding them. The only thing most of them have to offer is sex. (And of
course, children. But who wants to have children with Anglobitches dangling the Sword of Damocles
i.e. state enslavement over a man’s head?) A man who is thoroughly experienced with women begins
to see through every dissimulation, every trick, every game they play before they even make the
attempt to move you like a pawn on the chessboard.

He knows how to short circuit the hamster. He even develops a sense of whether a chick is going to
be a hot mamacita or a cold fish in bed before the encounter takes place. This man has even
developed a sense of resentment towards women…but at the same time realizes he shouldn’t get mad
at a predator for being a predator. Why would he get mad at a jaguar for being a jaguar?

But, he might be better off to just avoid the jaguar most of the time. (It’s always good to keep those
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PUA instincts honed, however, hence the most of the time reference.)

So, this conundrum does pose an interesting question. Do many, if not most successful PUAs
eventually become MGTOWs once they’ve realized enormous success with women, and seen chicks
for what they really are? I know I don’t want them in my life beyond occasional hook-ups. I’d much
rather focus on activities and pursuits that make move me towards self-actualization on Maslow’s
pyramid.

Sex is an important part of a man’s lifestyle. But sex and women should never be his final
destination. Chicks are merely hedonistic, passing pleasures along the way.
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The Four Pillars of Anglosphere Dysfunction: Social Isolation,
Materialism, Class Distinction and Puritanism
November 17, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

Materialism is a big contributor to Anglo American social isolation and breakdown

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

Having read all the articles and insightful commentary on this excellent site, it occurs to me that the
Anglosphere’s misandrist agenda can be reduced to four broad conceptual fields or ‘pillars’. These
interact in various ways and all are present in the Anglosphere nations, to a greater or lesser degree.

The first pillar is social isolation. In the Anglosphere, the individual develops in relative isolation
and is expected to be self-motivated, socially combative and emotionally repressed from early
childhood. Heartless schools and educational institutions take on many of the socialization duties
normally provided by the (now defunct) nuclear family, which is why so many Anglo-Americans are
damaged and enraged. Because they grow up in relative isolation, they are far more reliant on the
mainstream media for identity formation than children in comparable societies. This explains why a
massive proportion of Anglo-Americans suffer symptoms of Borderline Personality Disorder,
harbouring fantastical expectations culled from movies and TV shows.

Cultural dissidents like Winston Wu and Steve Hoca talk at length about the friendlier, more sociable
attitudes that prevail outside the United States, even in countries with relatively low standards of
living. They also talk about the obsessive focus on work that mars American social life (work does
not have to eclipse everything else, as prosperous Scandinavian societies demonstrate).

Anglo-American culture is defined above all by its rapacious materialism – the second pillar of
dysfunction. According to the French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, human personality is essentially
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a void ‘created’ by external associations in early childhood. Because of dysfunctional child rearing by
narcissistic, self-absorbed parents, Anglo-American self-identity tends to be shaped by material
objects rather than human interaction. This explains the voidlike sterility of Anglo culture, and its
overriding fixation on material goods as ‘food’ for the needful self.

In fact, the Borderline Personality Disorder so rampant among Anglo-
American women is perfectly adapted (some would say designed) to feed the rapacious Matrix and its
consumerist hamster wheel. In particular, the United States is a gynocentric brothel wherein men
acquire material junk to get sex from empty, frigid women in a culture which deliberately raises the
scarcity value of sex to inhuman levels. The demerits of such a society for men are self-evident, and
explain the existential disaffection so common among Anglo-American males.

The third pillar of Anglo-American dysfunction is the class system. Britain and the United States
both have relatively low rates of social mobility compared to other industrialized democracies. Both
countries are run by impermeable, self-contained socio-economic elites who attend private schools
and frankly know little about mainstream experience or opinion. This is why Anglosphere
populations are increasingly alienated from politics and think they have no control over their own
lives. We have moved beyond a situation where people vote for competing parties to one where they
are voting against the political class itself.

Of course, people are free to enjoy the fruits of their own labour and pass these advantages on to their
families (or whoever they see fit). However, in the Anglosphere this has led to the formation of
political dynasties and an inflexible Deep State which are essentially undemocratic and do not serve
the interests of the majority. Weird trends in Anglo-American foreign policy (for example Britain
giving foreign aid to countries with space programmes or hopeless American attempts to democratize
Islamic nations) originate in the detached and eccentric nature of the Anglo-American elite. Not all
Anglosphere countries are thus defined; Canada and Australia are among the most classless countries
in the world. However, these countries are increasingly ruled by idiomatic elites and will soon
resemble their older cousins.
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Religious Puritanism has morphed into secular feminism in Anglo culture

Latent Puritanism Suffocates Anglo-America

The fourth factor is, of course, residual Puritanism. Although religion is not the force it once was, the
distinctive Puritanism of the Anglo-Saxon countries persists as secular Puritanism or repressive
political correctness. This is the definitive core of Anglo-American feminism and explains the
institutional misandry which dominates the modern Anglosphere. The Sixties Sexual Revolution was
a brief anomaly and misandrist feminism has largely restored Victorian morality to every public
arena: a man risks imprisonment for even talking to a woman in many places.

Prostitution remains illegal in Britain and North America, and men who pay
for sex are still morally and legally criminalized. Most males outside the top 20% in terms of looks,
money and status will experience long periods of celibacy if they do not marry young (and even if
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they do). The lamestream media still tries to peddle the myth of the sexualized Anglo-American
woman; however, this narrative is created and maintained by sex-obsessed gay men and bears little
resemblance to reality.

In sum, Anglo feminism is now the major issue confronting males across the Anglosphere. Originally
created to defend women’s ‘rights’, Anglo feminism has morphed into a puritanical Gorgon obsessed
with stigmatizing heterosexual sex, excluding fathers from their children, pathologizing masculinity,
promoting transexuality, driving men from higher education and… well, you know the score by now.

Together, these four factors cohere to make romantic life extremely difficult for most Anglo-
American males. For example, class is closely linked to both materialism and sexual repression in the
Anglo countries. The hyper-hypergamy of Anglo-American women – the assumption that they are
divine angels too good for any man – obviously springs from this warped association. Opponents of
the Manosphere ridicule its denizens as marginalised eccentrics – keyboard warriors and alienated
deplorables. However, the Manosphere draws inspiration from lived experience in the Anglosphere
and its four pillars of dysfunction. And its message has spread because of ‘truth marketing’: the
experience of daily life in this culture simply supports its general arguments.
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“Fat Acceptance” Dolls Torpedo the Barbie Brand
November 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Time magazine loved a fat Barbie – the American public did not

Corporate America’s obsession with social engineering, a.k.a. shoving Cultural Marxism down the
throats of an unwilling public is backfiring in spectacular ways. Case in point: The recently released
“fat acceptance” Barbie line, lauded by the Establishment has caused sales of the iconic doll to
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tumble.

In short, the giving Barbie a fat ass and a gut helped torpedo the brand. Predictably, the doll was
launched amidst acclaim from the out of touch, totally corrupt American media. Witness this screed
from the NY Daily News:

Barbie’s got back.

Mattel finally broke its 57-year-old mold Thursday by introducing three new doll shapes —
tall, petite, and, yes, curvy — in hopes of appeasing parents frustrated with the iconic doll’s
unrealistic supermodel silhouette.

Witness feminist cognitive dissonance on
display when juxtaposing an obese dog
alongside an obese Anglobitch (click to enlarge)

Let’s make a correction to that newspeak from low-paid mediaites. Parents weren’t frustrated with
the supermodel figure – fatass feminists were. Rather than improving their health with diet and
exercise, deranged Americhicks want to reinvent the definition of health and beauty.

That is, when it comes to making men and society accept grotesque, out of shape women. But, even
feminists hypocritically snap out of their doughnut-induced delusions when it comes to the issue of
animal obesity. Witness, this amazing display of cognitive dissonance recently posted on Thot
Police’s Facebook page. It’s hilariously sad.

An overweight dog prompts instant attacks on the owner of the pup – with women saying things like:
This is animal abuse. Or: You don’t let him get fat then do nothing to cure him. And here’s a gem: It
makes me angry. How can you fatten your animal like that? However, the disgustingly large woman
with so much back fat it looks like she has breasts on her back prompts this reaction: Keep up the
good work you are an inspiration for women including myself. And: You make my pride in being a
curvy girl STRONG.

More proof this culture has gone totally insane. What’s really unrealistic, you marionettes in the press
is women shoving Ho-Hos in their mouths, then expecting men to be attracted to their larded behinds
and to pay for the increased healthcare costs associated with morbid obesity. But, let’s continue with
the flight of fancy from the NY Daily News:

Curvy Barbie boasts some extra junk in the trunk and even a little paunch in the front,
similar to real women. Her arms and legs may not be as thick as many voluptuous women,
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but they’re a big improvement over the original doll’s unrealistic toothpicks.

Actually, if you people in the press were truly as “diverse” as you say you are, you’d see that outside
America women aren’t fat, entitled land whales. Svelte figures abound outside of the Anglosphere.
That said, the propaganda wing of New World Order, Inc. went into a frenzy over their fat acceptance
agenda being mainstreamed. Witness more emotional hamstering from this Time magazine
columnist:

As a woman of mixed heritage who has struggled with body image issues all her life, I was
excited when I first learned that Barbie was getting a body makeover, a racial makeover. I
was scared, too. I often play a game with myself where I go back to my childhood when my
body image issues were just emerging, and I imagine being presented with a female icon of
another shape or shade—either on TV or a doll in my own hands.

Would it have changed me? Would it have changed the stories I told through Barbie and
thus to myself? Would I have valued the things I valued, worshipped blonde women as a
child, become obsessed with dresses, Olivia Newton-John and Christie Brinkley? Would it
have changed my own story? Would it have saved me from a lifetime of struggle with my
own form, with feeling like an outsider?

A fatter Barbie is going to solve this chick’s psychological problems. Riiiiiiiight. So, how did the doll
fare after being released to a press that was falling over itself to welcome the end of healthy, svelte
Barbie? The Daily Mail provides us with insight:

It seems Barbie’s image overhaul has failed to prove a hit – with sales tumbling by 15%.

What does corporate America do? What it always does best. Deflect and deny. Here’s Mattel’s
flowery public relations crap, mixed in with Daily Mail statistics:

The firm said it had a ‘responsibility to reflect a broader view of beauty’ – even though
most of the £9.99 toys still wear short skirts and high heels. But the revamp has not helped
to reverse a long-term decline in sales of the doll – which dropped by 20% from 2012 to
2014.

It seems the experiment flopped even worse than a preliminary perusal of those numbers indicate:

The latest gloomy figures represent the second consecutive quarter of falling revenues – and
the biggest slide since 2009. Mattel was also forced to slash prices to sell stock that was
unsold over the Christmas period.
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There’s a deeper story here, beyond the backfiring of this corporate social
engineering experiment. These numbers reflect the latest snapshot of what is a long-term decline of
Barbie, beyond the self-inflicted damage SJWs (that always lie) admit. TNMM has long lamented the
fact that in the Anglosphere, women aren’t women anymore. It seems girls aren’t girls, either.

The decline of Barbie bears out the fact that little girls are not playing with dolls because these days
girls are taught to be masculine and boys are taught to be feminine as sexual dimorphism is
relentlessly attacked by the frankly, sick and degenerate Anglo-American androgyny agenda.
Eliminate male and female, and we’ll have a perfect world. That’s what these sick fucks actually
believe!

The devolution of the iconic Barbie doll from a slim hottie to a matronly mountain of a woman – and
girls no longer playing with dolls altogether – are only the latest chapters in the novel of a society
that’s coming apart at the seams. When the obituary of Western civilization and particularly Anglo
culture is written, let it be known to future historians the depth and breadth of social engineering that
was going on in the Winter phase of Faustian culture. Social engineering is one of the main
carcinogens poisoning this cancer-infested culture. And it will definitely contribute to its death.
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Eye Candy of the Week | November 19, 2017
November 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An olive-skinned Latina adorns our clubhouse this week. Her gold bikini alludes to the fact that
Spanish women are often considered the gold standard by many expats – as long as they’re not
assimilated into Anglo culture. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for November 19, 2017.
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Faustian Civilization Reaches for Infinity with “Godhead”
Robot
November 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Faustian machine culture and its most eccentric offshoot – Anglo society – are moving to permanently strip man of his biology

Faustian culture, i.e. Western culture in terms used by German philosopher and historian Oswald
Spengler, and its most eccentric, “civilized” and therefore detached from nature, wayward offshoot –
Anglo society – is moving towards a life-threatening realization of its prime symbol of infinity.

If you aren’t yet familiar with Spengler’s epic work in Decline of the West,
let’s catch you up. A century ago, German historian and philosopher Oswald Spengler designed a
cyclical model of history based on a thorough study of six civilizations that showed high cultures
become civilizations. Each culture goes through a cycle of birth, growth, decline and death. Western
culture is said to be on its way to death. His predictions have turned out to be astonishingly accurate,
because the cycles now afflicting the West have played out in all past civilizations.
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TNMM considers Spengler’s work so key to diagnosing the cultural cancers that plague the modern
Western world, we have written extensively on the topic and it is a founding philosophy of this blog.
(For those who are interested, John David Ebert has published a fantastic series of videos on
YouTube which detail the intricacies of Spengler’s Decline of the West.)

Based on Spengler’s theory, cultures are natural and organic but civilizations are artificial and
superficial, detached from the culture from which they sprang. This is why high civilization
eventually crumbles, because it becomes detached from its life-giving culture. Faustian culture, as
Spengler predicted has shifted from a world of tradition and ideals to a world governed by politics
and economics. It has become utterly critical of every aspect of life, unable to see outside its
collective myopia. In its dementia, Faustian (and especially Anglo) culture has sterilized every ideal
that made life worth living through constant vivisection – it has even sterilized itself
demographically.

It is at this point our civilization should be falling apart, and there are clear indications it is doing just
that. However, before primitive conditions thrust up into the highly civilized mode of living as
Spengler phrased it, computing technology has propped up this declining civilization while at the
same time it has become quite frankly, stifling and overwhelming to those wishing to enjoy lives
governed by biology rather than technology. The lifespan of the highly civilized mode of living has
been extended up by Faustian machines. The natural cycle of rise and decline disrupted by computer
chips and those who worship them.

America clearly seeks to impose worldwide electronic tyranny with computer chip sentinels looming
over each individual’s behavior and controlling what decisions they make. The worship of Deus Ex
Machina, or “God from the machine” has become a virtual cult already in Western culture, and
especially in anti-human, anti-biology Anglo society. Now in its Winter, as this culture reaches out
towards fulfillment of its ultimate goal of infinite economic growth and perpetual motion promised
by machines, it is beginning to destroy the biological side of man in the process.

This is the philosophical reason Cultural Marxism and social engineering
have become endemic cancers in modern times. The West, in its final insanity is attempting to create
a Utopia by replacing mankind’s biology – and the essential human play in work and decision
making – with the precision and soullessness of the machine. This madness is now giving birth to a
new religion that seeks to turn the entire world into a machine run by a computer program, totally
stripping H. Sapiens of our biology.

This is why sexuality, culture, identity, religion, etc. are slowly being peeled away from our species
in English-speaking countries. (With aims to foist this malaise upon the entire world.) Anglo society
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never really had culture to begin with (existing only in civilization mode) according to the ideas of
Spengler, and now it seeks to end culture permanently in a strange merging with its technology.

As proof, a renowned Silicon Valley executive, Anthony Levandowski has openly declared he seeks
to create a “Godhead” and turn it into humanity’s god. What does that mean? Levandowski expects
man to worship machine. Specifically, AI or artificial intelligence. Wired magazine writes:

The new religion of artificial intelligence is called Way of the Future. It represents an
unlikely next act for the Silicon Valley robotics wunderkind. Papers filed with the Internal
Revenue Service in May name Levandowski as the leader (or “Dean”) of the new religion,
as well as CEO of the nonprofit corporation formed to run it.

If that doesn’t send chills up your spine, this will:

The documents state that WOTF’s activities will focus on “the realization, acceptance, and
worship of a Godhead based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) developed through computer
hardware and software.”

That includes funding research to help create the divine AI itself.

The religion will seek to build working relationships with AI industry leaders and create a
membership through community outreach, initially targeting AI professionals and
“laypersons who are interested in the worship of a Godhead based on AI.”

The filings also say that the church “plans to conduct workshops and educational programs
throughout the San Francisco/Bay Area beginning this year.”

How appropriate that the perigee of Western culture – known by some as San Fransicko – or
the irreligious megalopolis (Spenglerian term for cities in a culture that mark the end phase of a
civilization) will be the testing ground for this new technology.

“What is going to be created will effectively be a god,” he said. “It’s not a god in the sense
that it makes lightning or causes hurricanes. But if there is something a billion times smarter
than the smartest human, what else are you going to call it?”

He added, “I would love for the machine to see us as its beloved elders that it respects and
takes care of. We would want this intelligence to say, ‘Humans should still have rights, even
though I’m in charge.”

Yes, Anglo society is attempting to surpass biology and put a machine in
charge of man. It is lusting after creating an electronic “god” without thinking of the ramifications or
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consequences of doing so, or even if it should do such a thing. Totally divorced from biology, this
culture thinks a machine, gadget, or computer program will make a perfect world. It won’t. It will
destroy the biological world. Even more worrying, these eggheads ultimately want to merge
humanity with machine to achieve a world of Socialism that Spengler said would be Faustian
culture’s final world sentiment on its way out.

Here’s what this news means to me. I want out of this insane asylum. I want out now. I am an
unwilling participant in this moribund culture. A little technology is good. However, making
technology the master of mankind is insanity.

In fact, I’d say Faustian culture and Anglo society in particular have already traded too much biology
for their technological, Utopian fantasies. The line was crossed with me with the advent of electronic
behavior modification (coming soon to, or already in your smartphone and your workplace as
everything is computerized) and eavesdropping devices like the Amazon Echo which are intended to
listen to everything people say – even in the “privacy” of their own homes. No doubt, the ultimate
aims of this junk are to later modify human behavior using the psychology of B.F. Skinner’s operant
conditioning and electronic “dog collaring” for lack of a better term.

Americans have already been put through a test run of operant conditioning
as we have seen with the rise and then fall of the mainstream media propaganda machine, in which
millions were turned into unwitting subjects of a giant science experiment first devised by Edward
Bernays using the psychology of Uncle Siggy, or his uncle Sigmund Freud.

This alternate reality crated by the “wizards” of Bernays’ public relations field (Bernays coined the
term public relations) conditioned people to be mindless consumers and was a huge success – turning
people into what Herbert Hoover called happiness machines – until it shattered with the advent of
Realtalk on the Internet. In other words, there is a break in the storm of the onslaught of thought
control against humanity. We must never give that kind of power to elites again.

There are two outcomes of this lust to create Deus Ex Machina, if it becomes reality. One, life won’t
be worth living anymore, or two, this weird experiment will cause mankind to go extinct. That is, if
this death cult isn’t stopped in its tracks. The technology worship in this culture must come to an end.
Even if “Godhead” is never realized, some degree of electronically enforced tyranny is likely to
emerge. Soon, there will be nowhere to run to, nowhere to hide.

With that said, who can blame a man for living for the day, before we all become part of a grotesque
technological “singularity” as its known in the tech world. Or, in more concise terms, Faustian
culture leads us all to become one with the Borg. Carl Sagan said it best:
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We’ve arranged a global civilization in which most crucial elements profoundly depend on
science and technology. We have also arranged things so that almost no one understands
science and technology. This is a prescription for disaster. We might get away with it for a
while, but sooner or later this combustible mixture of ignorance and power is going to blow
up in our faces.

Sagan knew well the threat posed by technology a quarter of a century ago. We have not heeded
those warnings. And we are indeed getting to the point that Deux Ex Machina is going to blow up in
our faces. With that, I’m on my way to one of the remaining bastions of true humanity – escaping the
Anglo-American machine culture for some time abroad. A man only lives once. This man doesn’t
want to live life worshipping a machine “Godhead” inside a mechanical, anti-biology, anti-life
culture.
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America Continues Assailing Men and Heterosexuality,
Quinnipiac University Pours On More Hegelian Dialectic
November 22, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The “look but don’t touch” view of sexuality is reaching insane new heights

The flurry of sex scandals now engulfing MSM in Anglo America is so obviously and sickeningly
aimed at criminalizing any non-platonic communication men have with women in the workplace that
it rises to a self-evident truth. (Later, criminalizing non-platonic communication will be legally
pushed beyond the workplace as has already happened in some jurisdictions of England and Wales.)
You are witnessing social engineering, Cultural Marxism, latent Puritanism, and misandry in action
right before your eyes with each sex scandal that comes to light.

The lesson as rich and powerful men are raked over the hot coals? We (the
corrupt American power structure) burned this big fish with trumped up sex charges. We sure as hell
can burn you small fries out there. That’s the hidden message behind the heavy rotation of sex
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scandals.

The presumption of “innocent until proven guilty” was abandoned long ago amongst talking heads
wearing pancake makeup, who now conduct modern day witch trials in front of HD cameras rather
than kangaroo court rooms. “Sexual harassment” narratives have become the new “racism” – and any
heterosexual man is presumed guilty of being a “harasser” by virtue of his existence. This is the same
type of bias often seen leftist circles, in which white people are presumed racist by default.

Quinnipiac University chipped in to this latest agenda item with a poll that looks more like the thesis
in the Hegelian Dialectic than a statement of truth:

Sixty percent of US women voters say they have experienced sexual harassment and more
than two-thirds of them said it happened at work, a nationwide poll revealed Tuesday.

Read between the lines. This poll is intended to be a call to action so the government can step in and
screw up relations between the sex even worse. The playbook works like this: bring in a biased
shockpoll that legislators in the pocket of moneyed interests can point to with feigned disgust and cry,
“We have to do something!” To add fuel to the fire:

The findings come as the United States grapples with sexual assault and harassment
scandals that have rocked the world of entertainment, business and politics.

Again, most of these so-called scandals are baseless. It’s looking more and more like Roy Moore’s
sexual harassment charges were yet another setup by the scandal sheet known as the Washington
Post. Polls indicate Alabama voters have not fallen for the ruse, however, as Moore is still up by 5
points in the latest polling for the senate race in the Yellowhammer State.

Unfortunately, sheep have drank the Kool-Aid when discussing generalities and not specific sex
scandals:

Eighty-nine percent of respondents classified sexual harassment of women as a “serious
problem” and 55 percent said media coverage of the flood of recent allegations had led to a
better understanding of sexual harassment, the poll found.

It’s sad that the plasticity of the human mind is such that large swaths of the
public are like silly putty in the hands of diabolical social engineers molding man into a grotesque
parody of himself.

Anglo America is becoming virtually unlivable to any rational and awakened man, and moreso for
any guy with a healthy sex drive. The hounds of hell have been let loose as yet another false narrative
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is spun up by those calling the shots in positions of influence. Look for legislators to demand
“tougher” laws, sentences, and ever-tightening definitions of what sexual harassment is as the anti-
thesis in the Hegelian Dialectic is sprang like a trap on an unwitting public. All to “protect” women
from evil, damaged men.

If you’re paying attention, this is starting to become quite a frightening country. The few of us who
can see the reality of the situation – that the public are being led like sheep to the slaughter – are
outnumbered and marginalized outside the Overton Window for the time being. Our narratives are
oozing into the public dialogue, but the spinners of agitprop seem more determined than ever to
desexualize men, castrating us legally if not later literally.

The good news, if there is any? It seems there is a growing segment of the populace who are wising
up to these games. But how bad do things have to get before there is a backlash?
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Minimalism: Because Experiences Are Better Than Things
November 24, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Cliffs on a remote part of the Samana peninsula

La Playita, Las Galeras

Nice road for a motorcycle ride
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Monte Azul

Las Talanqueras

Manhattan as seen from a truck
stop diner in New Jersey

La Playita
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Habichuelas con arroz

Grand Tetons

Colorado in autumn
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Vigilant elk in Yellowstone

Near Breckenridge, CO

Cancun
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Colorado in autumn

Pattaya, Thailand
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Nevada desert
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Ryman auditorium

Vail Pass, CO
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Colorado in autumn

Empire State Building as seen from a
truck stop in New Jersey

Cancun

Yellowstone
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Meteor Crater

Live Salsa music – fun!
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Big Buddha

Yellowstone elk

Hot spot in Yellowstone
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Yellowstone

Mount Ranier and Seattle from the Space
Needle

Horseshoe falls

Vegas just before sunset
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Old Faithful

Colombia River on the Washington-Oregon state line
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Space Needle on a cold winter day

Nevada means “snowy” in Spanish
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40 miles of downgrades begins here

American Falls

Utah in winter

Grand Canyon
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Grand Canyon
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Grand Canyon

Just off Route 66

Vegas
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Vegas

Vegas

Dominican Republic

Want to be a happier, more fulfilled man? Start chasing experiences rather than consumer purchases.
I’ve lived this transformation, and I’m here to preach the evangel. It may well be most important
thing a man ever does. The manosphere saved my life, and now I want to save the lives of my fellow
awakened brothers by showing them there is a better way. I know because I’ve been living it.

The past two years have been the most exciting of my life. And I can’t wait to begin the third year of
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my new lifestyle. Why? Because I have chosen to chase experiences rather than things. That photo
mosaic is only the sampler platter from all the exciting experiences I’ve lived since leaving the noose
news industry. Rather than finding myself buried under and trapped by the sum total of the consumer
purchases I could have made, I’ve been living out of a couple of small suitcases and a laptop bag.

I will remember my trip to Moonlite Bunny Ranch even when
I’m an old man (I banged the black girl in this photo)

If you’re new here, let’s get you up to speed. Regular readers may already know I sold, threw away,
or gave away most of my possessions in 2015 before beginning a new chapter, designing my own
post-corporate lifestyle away from the news industry I grew to loathe. People thought I was crazy to
leave a “good” job as a newscaster to chase my dreams.

Did I regret such making drastic changes, walking off the GloboWorldCorp plantation? Fuck no! I
feel more alive than I ever have before. In that short time I have had incredible experiences. Life has
become exciting and fulfilling rather than dull and boring. It doesn’t feel like I’m a rat trapped in a
wheel any longer.

I’ve lived more in two years than many people live in a lifetime. I feel “empowered” (heh) and
emboldened. To illustrate the change, here’s an interesting juxtaposition of what I actually did in
2016 and 2017 vs. what I could have done. We’ll start with what I actually did:

Spent an entire year on a tropical island in the Caribbean
Lived a lifestyle in which I would “Drink, write and fuck” as Bukowski recommended
Learned how to dance Bachata, Salsa, and Merengue
Trained to drive a semi tractor-trailer and got my CDL
Visited 47 states and virtually every major city in America
Drove 100,000 miles in repeated coast to coast trips in a semi
Went up the Space Needle
Visited Yellowstone, Grand Teton, and Grand Canyon National Parks
Visited Moonlite Bunny Ranch, a legal brothel in Nevada
Roamed in and out of strip clubs
Spent a month in Asia
Made multiple trips to Mexico, from border towns to Cancun and Playa del Carmen
Banged hot (and fun and fit) Asian, Latina, and black women abroad using PUA
Recently upgraded my sport bike motorcycle
Made plans to build a tiny house (which I will pay for in cash) for when I’m stateside
conducting business

If I didn’t adopt minimalism, instead staying on the human farm as so many people do I could have:

https://relampagofurioso.com/2016/04/11/caribbean-life/
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Gone to work and stared at the wall of a cubicle all day long
Suffered office drama, gossip, and being under the lash of the HR department
Gone to Walmart to buy “things” that are supposed to make me happy but don’t
Gone to Target to buy “things” that are supposed to make me happy but don’t
Gone to Best Buy to buy “things” that are supposed to make me happy but don’t
Eaten crappy, overpriced corporate food from big box restaurants
Prostrated myself in vulnerable ways to hit some frosty Anglobitch tail

My only question is why did I ever live that way? What’s interesting is academia is slowly coming
around to acknowledge this new template I’m helping create will result in lasting happiness.

I don’t know about you, but an ample supply of svelte, friendly women makes me happy

Happiness Research

Scientific research into psychology, specifically the emerging science of happiness study explains
why so many of us are happier as minimalists, and why adopting a lifestyle as a a world-roaming
nomad is more fulfilling than life as a cubicle farm serf. Dr. Thomas Gilovich of Cornell University
says:

We buy things to make us happy, and we succeed. But only for a while. New things are
exciting to us at first, but then we adapt to them.

There’s more. From Fast Company:

Rather than buying the latest iPhone or a new BMW, Gilovich suggests you’ll get more
happiness spending money on experiences like going to art exhibits, doing outdoor
activities, learning a new skill, or traveling.

Here’s why. In fact, this research came to some profound conclusions. We are the sum total of our
experiences.
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“Our experiences are a bigger part of ourselves than our material goods,” says Gilovich.
“You can really like your material stuff. You can even think that part of your identity is
connected to those things, but nonetheless they remain separate from you. In contrast, your
experiences really are part of you. We are the sum total of our experiences.”

Experiences also bring us far more social value than so-called social media:

Shared experiences connect us more to other people than shared consumption. You’re much
more likely to feel connected to someone you took a vacation with in Bogotá than someone
who also happens to have bought a 4K TV.

It turns out money only buys happiness when it buys us out of starvation and gives us a sense of
security. More things don’t equal more happiness, a fact totally lost in the religion of consumerism
America has adopted:

Gilovich’s findings are the synthesis of psychological studies conducted by him and others
into the Easterlin paradox, which found that money buys happiness, but only up to a point.
How adaptation affects happiness, for instance, was measured in a study that asked people
to self-report their happiness with major material and experiential purchases. Initially, their
happiness with those purchases was ranked about the same. But over time, people’s
satisfaction with the things they bought went down, whereas their satisfaction with
experiences they spent money on went up.

The lesson from all this is men will actually be far better off post-feminism than women will be.
Minimalists and adventurous spirits will fare best, freed from the bondage than a relationshit (or
heaven forbid, a marriage) with most any Anglobitch represents.

While women have been left strapped for cash by feminism, men can use their innate creativity and
innovation to live exciting lives most dare not dream of. And we can do it on a shoestring budget.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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The Riddle of Female Sexual False Consciousness
November 25, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

Anglo women think they’re sexually liberated, when in fact they’re as frigid and repressed as their grandmothers

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

Male Sexual False Consciousness is a well-described phenomenon in our branch of the manosphere.
Blue collar males in the midst of decade-long sexless ‘dry-spells’ talk and act as if they were bedding
models every night. Nor is this mere bluster and persiflage; many celibate males really believe they
are having sex with teenage pop singers and actresses, women who would not spit on them if they
were burning. Male SFC is a product of Anglo-American reality avoidance, lamestream media
manipulation, simple self-delusion and (concealed) shame. In any case, most males in the
Anglosphere are so psychologically damaged by institutionalised misandry that they cannot think
rationally about their sexual situation.

https://theredarchive.com/blog/The-New-Modern-Man/the-riddle-of-female-sexual-falseconsciousness.25566
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What about female SFC?

Women’s magazines, TV shows and books are full of sexual tips and spine-tingling accounts of
multiple orgasms with alpha paragons. However, this priapic narrative contrasts hugely with serious
research into female sexuality, most of which finds that a huge minority (around 40%) of Anglo-
American women have little or no libido. At a practical level, the average Anglo-American woman
presents as a classic ‘Anglobitch’ – frigid, arrogant, misandrist, entitled, snotty and generally a cunt.
This holds as true for the ugly, obese and post-Wall variety as it does for young and attractive ones.

So much for the boundless ‘liberation’ endlessly extolled by the lamestream Anglo-American media.

Most Anglo women dress like ten-dollar whores, read and talk about sex all day, even consider
themselves intensely sexualized – yet are, in truth, as frigid and repressed as their grandmothers.
Young males are rightly baffled when young girls dress provocatively yet resent all expressions of
sexual interest: they seem to inhabit a state of ‘sexualized frigidity’, flaunting sex yet hating it too.
What are the best explanations for this glaring contradiction? Why do so many Anglo women strive
to talk, dress and look ‘sexy’ while being volcel or even actively hostile to sex?

The answer is complex. Unlike male SFC, the female form of this condition derives from the specific
vagaries of female psychology – namely solipsism, the herd instinct and greater psycho-sexual
plasticity. However, the fact that priapic gay men design female ‘culture’ in their own image is also
highly significant.

https://www.amazon.com/Havok-American-Feminism-Ruined-Society/dp/1468577816/ref=as_li_ss_il?ie=UTF8&qid=1511625100&sr=8-1&keywords=havok+rookh&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=e98f905449eabdcb8e0950ed9dce59b4
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Anglo culture is rife with latent homosexuality

Latent Homosexuality in Anglo Culture

Many gay men adopt homosexual lifestyles in the repressive Anglosphere to gain easy access to sex –
as a group, they are disproportionately self-selected for hyper-sexuality. In short, gays are the kind of
males who will project sex onto everything they see. Since such men are largely responsible for
female fashion, television, music and ‘culture’ in general, they inject these things with their own
sexual obsessions. Lacking the merest shred of creative originality, women have yielded control of all
these activities to infinitely more creative and intelligent gay men. And gay culture is suffused with –
indeed, defined by – sex. Assuming women to be female versions of themselves, these men have
plastered the bare wall of female sexuality with their own erotic obsessions – obsessions Anglo
women almost completely lack. In this view, frigid women do not dress provocatively to attract
elusive ‘alphas’ – they dress that way because hyper-sexualized gay men told them to. After all, the
average Anglo woman derives no more pleasure from the concept of ‘man’ than she does from a dose
of hives.
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In many ways, this gay domination of female culture is at the root of female
SFC. It surely explains the massive gulf between sexualized female rhetoric and the frigid, uptight
and misandrist reality. Female sexuality seems to be a provocative simulation of gay male sexuality, a
frigid caricature. However, there are deeper issues in play. The female herd instinct is also
implicated, as is female solipsism. If some trendy magazine or television show tells its female
audience that the moon is made of cream cheese, their default compliance to authority makes them
automatically believe it. Moreover, their infantile solipsism impedes women’s ability to check such
claims against reality; to a solipsist, reality is what one feels on any given day.

Solipsism distorts women’s views in another way. Because most women can get sex relatively easily,
they assume the same must be true of most men. This is utterly bizarre when one considers the
contempt Anglo-American women typically harbour towards most males; but being entirely self-
absorbed, they never link their own sexual elitism to the reality of male experience. Hence, women
quite readily assume both genders have equal access to sex, even as they mentally excise the vast
majority of males as potential sexual partners.

So, while male SFC is largely a product of shame and insecurity, low self-awareness plays a much
greater role in female SFC. As for the minority of sexualized Anglo-American women (yes, they do
exist) – typically damaged, addicted, working class and Dark Triad (narcissistic, borderline and
histrionic) – they are just as confused as their frigid sisters. Their SFC typically involves confusing
abuse for love – something pimps, thugs and other male sociopaths are adept at exploiting.
Essentially, sexualized Anglo women are so fucked in the head that true sexual false consciousness
eludes them; they have no ‘real’ sexual identity to compromise. Their SFC concerns not sex itself,
but a deluded interpretation of human relationships.

Female sexuality is a juggernaut that carries all before it, and even disabled women can still attract
male attention. This is especially true in the repressive Anglosphere, where sex is a culturally
restricted commodity. Consequently, while male SFC conceals sexual ‘inadequacy’ or inceldom,
female SFC takes a more complex form. Unlike male SFC, it originates in female solipsism coupled
with mental malleability, hyper-hypergamy and sheer hypocritical stupidity. Yet it has immense
impact on men, since women regulate all sexual access in the post-feminist Anglosphere.

The only effective and rational responsive is planned departure to liberated, man-friendly shores.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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Eye Candy of the Week | November 26, 2017
November 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

How svelte. This exotic cutie looks hot as a firecracker as she models some sexy lingerie in seductive
positions. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for November 26, 2017 as we admire the female form
while remembering the truth about women.
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Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.
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True Ice Queens: Why High Numbers of Anglo Women Have
No Libido
November 26, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A hypothesis about why Anglo women are such ice queens

An interesting point was brought up by Rookh Kshatriya’s recent article about the cognitive
dissonance Anglo women have when it comes to sex. Research is now emerging that shows women
in America possess weak libidos. Any man subjected to the hell that is the modern dating scene
knows Anglo chicks indeed dress and act like $10 whores. But, they’re cold as ice with most men. As
cold, remote, and inaccessible as the highest, most frigid peaks.

A look at the sexual market in America quickly reveals any modicum of libido they might possess is
rapidly satiated by repeated rides on the cock carousel, with thirsty men only too willing to provide
sex on demand. Americhicks regularly spread eagle for bad boys i.e. men they want to tame, or men
they want to exploit for resources. But, in doing so they leave the other 80% of men (those who
actually contribute to society) damned to lives trapped in the dry, dry desert of involuntary celibacy.

So, we find an interesting conundrum in the Anglosphere. Women dress like hos and believe they’re
sexually liberated because they sheepishly follow fashion and cultural trends set by homosexual men
populating the American media/public relations landscape. But the reality is, Anglo women are some
of the most frigid souls out there when it comes to their relations with the majority of men. Of course,
they remain totally oblivious to the hypocrisy this duality represents, pumped full of emotional “feel
good” propaganda by the same “gaystream” media. In their minds, they’re wild, crazy, and free!

But, how many Anglo chicks have low sex drives to begin with? Along comes science to help give us
another insight into this curious “Ice Queen” nature of Anglo women. From WebMD:
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Loss of sexual desire, known in medical terms as hypoactive sexual desire disorder
(HSDD), is the most common form of sexual dysfunction among women of all ages. A
recent study showed that nearly one-third of women aged 18 to 59 suffer from a lost interest
in sex.

That’s actually a conservative estimate. NIH puts the figure at 40% of
women suffering from low sex drives. Due to the gynocentric nature of academia, the figure could
even be higher than that as many American men can no doubt testify to by virtue of personal
experience. Due to the blight known as political correctness we can’t see how the statistics break
down by ethnic group. However, any man experienced with women knows Anglobitches are the most
frigid.

So, we know Anglo women have low sex drives. But why? Let’s look to evolutionary biology for
some ideas. There’s another interesting component one can glean through the power of observation.

Anglo women arguably have the least amount of sexual dimorphism of any ethnic group. When
speaking in generalities, this manifests itself in their features, i.e. flatter (instead of fuller and
rounder) behinds, smaller cleavage (unless surgically altered), the common occurence of manjaws,
and instincts which obviously push them to try to behave like men rather than women. How else does
one explain feminism arising organically in the Anglosphere and becoming such a threat to the
culture and its demographics at large as women in this culture naturally gravitate towards this
philosophy – which implores women to suppress anything feminine about themselves?

One hypothesis is that Anglo women by virtue of heredity passed down from their ancestors who
evolved in northern Europe’s cold, harsh climates (remember – the last Ice Age only ended recently
on evolutionary timescales) became more exploitative, less sexually interested, and less sexually
dimorphic than other groups. They became more like men in this harsh environment except when it
comes to the male libido – since they lack the testosterone that coarses through men’s veins.
Additionally, the predatory female instinct sharpened in climates in which they had to be more cold
and calculating to survive.
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So, sex became less a social aspect of this ethnic group, and more a
bargaining chip so Ice Age women could get what they wanted out of men. This selection pressure
pushed European men to conquer the world after Faustian culture came onto the scene circa 1000
A.D. (according to Spengler) because European women are ravenous materialists. Men either had to
feed the monster or run away from it.

This evolutionary strategy worked well as long as men could keep icy women running ever faster on
the Hedonic Treadmill with a steadily improving material quality of life. But, now that there’s no
more world to conquer, the welfare state cucks modern men’s resource provisioning strategies, and
Faustian culture has reached the point of diminishing returns with its creative and engineering genius,
European (and especially, Anglo) women have thrown their men overboard.

Their frigid natures have always been there. What’s changed is that men are no longer of any “use” to
them. Men have been abandoned because of the imperatives of Briffault’s Law, which states women
only want men around, and will only give sex to men when we are of use to them as utilities. In short,
the evolutionary strategy that led the Anglosphere to conquer the world is also leading to its
destruction now that environmental conditions have changed.

Other ethnic groups aren’t burdened with the same deficits when it comes to sexuality. Low female
sex drives and a cold, calculating Anglobitch posture were beneficial to Anglo culture, and especially
women at one time. Men would clamor to bring them favors in exchange for sexual access. (As all
males do, even in the animal kingdom. Even penguins practice prostitution, as TNMM has elucidated
in the past.) But now, these qualities have become a deficit rather than a boon.

It’s an interesting hypothesis as the Anglosphere self-destructs. I say turn the page. The world is
ready for something new.
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College is the New Indentured Servitude: 20 States Now
Suspend Driver’s Licenses for Student Loan Defaults
November 27, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A college degree has gone from being an asset to being an instrument of debt slavery

Having trouble paying your student loans? Job market keeping you from finding a job since
everybody and their brother has a college degree these days? Here’s another kick in the gut from
America, Inc. A growing number of states can now revoke your driver’s license if you miss your
monthly installment when repaying your master…er…the Department of Education. This latest move
comes despite a job market in which college degrees are worth slightly more than the equivalent
amount of toilet paper.

Take note if you live in these states. You’d better keep showing up at those jobs, no matter what.
These jurisdictions will now make it illegal for you to drive if you haven’t paid the bankers their
ransom on your rubber stamp:

Alaska
Arkansas
California
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Illinois
Iowa
Kentucky
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Minnesota
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Mississippi
New Mexico
North Dakota
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
Washington

Want even more bad news? America, Inc. is also revoking professional licenses in many states for
those who default on student loans. Penny Hoarder recently reported on this disturbing development.

The New York Times found at least 8,700 cases where professionals — including nurses,
teachers, lawyers and psychologists — have had their licenses taken away or threatened
with suspensions in recent years because of failure to pay back student loans. The
publication described the tactic of taking away professional licenses as being “especially
punitive.”

Ya think? Especially punitive doesn’t begin to describe the insanity behind
pushing everyone – even those without the aptitude or interest – to get college degrees because a
rubber stamp will supposedly get young men and women the much-ballyhooed but seldom realized
“good job” demagogues like to promise the sheeple that comprise their voter base.

Then, as large numbers predictably can’t repay their loans (law of supply and demand) legislators
pass laws to make those drowning – as they swim waters infested by loan sharks – even more
destitute by taking their wheels and credentials away. The hidden message: You better not step out of
line at work. Sounds pretty punitive, alright. And part of a larger plan. Tell us again how this is
supposedly the greatest country in the world?

The reality is college has been intentionally oversold for generations, there is a trillion dollar student
loan bubble waiting to pop as a result, and there are manpower shortages in blue collar trades because
everyone has been sold on college education being the “magic wand” that will solve all life’s
problems.

Considering the boundless malevolence of the corporate-controlled, totally corrupt American
government, our feeling is college was oversold so millions could be turned into debt slaves. College
went from being an asset to a deficit as the cost of an education skyrocketed because taxpayer-
guaranteed money borrowed from the banksters was dumped into the market. This, of course, made it
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impossible to pay for college by working your way through as the cost for a degree skyrocketed.

The end result?  Conditions which strangely resemble indentured servitude –
you have to have a rubber stamp to get a job, but you have to work a certain amount of time for your
master to pay him for training you. (The average time the holder of a Bachelor’s degree takes to pay
off a student loan? 21 years! That’s from U.S. News and World Report.) The objective of the
corporate-government complex was thus achieved: People don’t get as sassy at shitty
GloboWorldCorp jobs when they’re barely treading water, bogged down by student loan payments.
College boy is thereby turned into an obedient worker by his fancy education. A bitch, in street terms.

That is, unless men see the ruse for what it is and press the escape hatch, abandoning the mirage
known as The American Dream for a life of minimalism. The system has become so rigged, so
hopeless, only a few (if any) will ever get ahead in life playing by the rules. The vast majority of
“smart” college grads will subsist on stagnant wages, adrift in a sea of debts of different kinds with
no hope of ever escaping the sleep-work-spend cycle. In other words, with an average of $30,000 in
non-bankruptable debt, the system has you by the balls when you don that cap and gown.

Slavery works best when you don’t tell people they’re slaves. The student loan debt bondage
operation is a classic bait and switch trick. Sell kids a high priced education, make the debt from the
high priced education non-bankruptable, then lower wages and stifle upward mobility to create a de
facto a nation of wage slaves. The corporate-government complex thinks that’s a great way to
manage America, Inc. Some of us think that idea fucking sucks and is destined to fail.
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The “Gender Pay Gap” Myth is Actually About the Deficit
Women’s Reckless Lives Create
November 28, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women make crappy career and life choices – the essence of the “Gender Pay Gap” myth

The infamous “Gender Pay Gap” myth is a recurring theme on both sides of the corrupt American
political aisle. Even Ivanka Trump touted this leftist narrative during her dad’s coronation at the RNC
convention in 2016. Why do we keep hearing about the pay gap, and why are political game players
so interested in it? Let’s gobble up another of the Establishment’s false narratives like a Bon Bon
with the cleansing truth of Realtalk. (Are you noticing America is an empire built atop a mountain of
lies, yet?)

It starts with this fact. Since the nuclear family was destroyed by The
Anglo-American Matrix and its feminist “turn women into corporate drones” schemes, Western
women have started to run deficits of $100,000 to $250,000 over the course of their lives due to their
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financial recklessness, spendy ways, and general irresponsibility.

How does The Anglo-American Matrix intend to balance the books, forcibly transferring money from
hardworking, sexless Beta males to fat, frigid, sassy, demographically sterile, insolvent women? In
much the same way it steals resources for any of its Big Daddy Government campaigns: using the
Hegelian Dialectic to create a false narrative with the preconceived solution (robbing men to make up
for the deficit created by women) hidden behind the Big Lie. In other words, by promoting the
“Gender Pay Gap” myth.

The pay gap myth is a nefarious, clandestine solution to an actual problem
created by feminism and women in the workplace: America will literally go bankrupt post-feminism
without legions of man slaves ready and willing to be cucked even more than they already are by
their government. We are already seeing foreshadowing of national financial ruin directly tied to the
fallout from feminism with the ongoing retail apocalypse. Retailers are collapsing because
YouGoGrrl, career women don’t have the money nor the time they once did to waste inside these
churches of consumerism. They’re too busy enjoying their “liberation” as wage slaves on the
corporate plantation while barely making ends meet.

As TNMM recently reported, the retail collapse in America and Britain – the two sides of the
gynocentric Anglo cultural coin – has been brought on by the fact women have screwed themselves
financially (and temporally – they don’t have free time, anymore) by working 70 hours a week while
barely getting by. They were better off (and happier) when they were stay at home moms.

Women will bankrupt more and more institutions unless money is stolen from men to make up for the
deficit women create. It all goes back to the fundamental difference between the sexes elucidated by
TNMM: Men are natural minimalists, and women are natural materialists. Once again, biology
refuses to bow to fantasies of equality spun by Socialist social engineers. The Gender Pay Gap myth
is all about paying men less for the same work to make up for the fact women are wasteful with
money. Meninist recently destroyed this false narrative by examining the statistics:

By now, you’ve probably heard the statistic that women earn between 77-78 cents on the
dollar compared to what men earn. However, with just a little bit of research and some
logic, it can easily be proven that the statistics are misguiding.

Quelle surprise! More lies from the matrix. Let’s delve into the stats:

One large factor is that women statistically choose lower-paying fields of work. Citing two
lists, [Glen] Kessler [of the Washington Post] shows that nine of the 10 highest-paying
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fields are dominated by men, and that nine of the 10 lowest-paying fields are dominated by
women.

The long and short of the matter is women want jobs where they get to wear fancy clothes, and men
want jobs that pay well.

Contrary to the beliefs that patriarchy forces women to choose lower-paying jobs, the
numbers support that women, in fact, choose the careers they prefer, they just happen to not
be as lucrative as the ones chosen by men.

Even the Establishment can’t prove the validity of its own false narrative.

Lisa Maatz, a spokeswoman for the American Association of University Women, has
confirmed that there is indeed no evidence that actually supports discrimination as the
reason women earn less than men. When asked about how the wage gap is due to
discrimination, she responded, “We’re still trying to figure that out.”

Well, we’re not trying to figure it out around here, Lisa. We know you are your minions are trying to
cook the books in a way that will further disenfranchise men. Big Daddy Government already stole
men’s families away with the welfare state, now he intends to steal all of the productivity of male
labor and give it to women so his Socialist schemes don’t bankrupt the nation.

If realized, the “Gender Pay Gap” wealth redistribution scheme could turn men into abject slaves.
Women will be happy, as they’ll be able to continue spending free money. The state will be happy,
because its main enemy – the family – will be hopelessly lost as women won’t have anything to do
with men who can’t provide them utility. Men, however, will be left to miserable lives of loneliness,
drudgery, and poverty. (Except for those of us who Go Galt, adopt minimalism or become
MGTOWs.) Orwell’s famous quote comes to mind:

If you want a picture of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a human face — forever.

It seems that face will be male if the matrix has its way. Is it any wonder the U.S. government is so
worried about its own security? Turning itself into a grotesque parody of democracy with
surveillance and police state forces popping up all around us? It’s taking a massive dump on men
everywhere, on top of all the other misdeeds and wrongdoings it spearheads throughout the nation
and the world. As Gore Vidal put it:

You can’t have a war on terrorism because there’s no actual enemy. It’s an abstract. It’s like
having a war on dandruff. That war will be eternal and pointless. It’s idiotic. That’s not a
war. It’s a slogan. It’s a lie. It’s advertising. Which is the only art form we ever invented in
America. And we use it to sell soap, wars, and presidential candidates in the same fashion.

And the matrix also uses public relations techniques to sell college debt slavery, a War on Drugs in
which the CIA allows drug producers to bring drugs in while the same government kills and
incarcerates people it sells drugs to, and of course, the latest lie, a pay gap myth. Wouldn’t you be
worried, too, if you were king of the hill of this mountain of deceit and treachery with Internet truth
tellers nipping at your heels?
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Matt Lauer Taken Down as The Sexual Witch Trials Continue
November 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Leftists burn another of their own at the stake

The Salem Sexual Witch Trials are reaching a fever pitch in culturally insane Anglo America.
Playground bullies and sycophants to the elite in the mainstream media continue to be hellbent on
stigmatizing heterosexuality and masculinity at any cost. It matters not whether the hyenas take down
one of their own in their mad pursuit of a scoop. Social engineering is priority one to these fellow
travelers.

Matt Lauer of Today show fame is the latest victim of this mass hysteria. In
researching the matter, Lauer’s “offenses” include asking (not telling) a woman to take off her blouse
in his office. She accepted. He took his junk out. They fucked. She kept quiet until sex scandals
became the topic du jour, and an easy way for predatory females to extract money from wealthy men
like Lauer and his employer. Other “offenses” include brushing up against women in elevators and
asking if they ever fooled around on their husbands. He also sent some dirty texts. You can bet these
hussies enjoyed every minute of it, being seduced by a wealthy, high profile man.

Never is the question asked: Who gives a fuck? It’s just sex! Get a hold of yourself people. Dammit.

But, in the frightful world we are entering, all women have to do is make a claim that they felt
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“uncomfortable” by the wave of tingles a man’s pass brought on. Worse, women can make this claim
at any point in the future. The precedent has already been set. A man admits they had a sexual
encounter. And boom, his funeral pyre is lit.

Make no mistake, as delicious as it is to watch leftists hoisted by their own
petard, conservatives should be cautious before celebrating. Feminists are winning in that all it takes
for a man to have his life, name, and finances destroyed is a harassment claim. No evidence. Just a
claim.

The main issue with all these scandals? There’s no due process. It’s just one witch trial after another.
Lauer may be an asshole, but are his accusers truly the sexless goddesses they make themselves out
to be? Pure as the winter snow and as innocent as nuns? Probably not. We know how Anglo women
use their sexuality as a weapon. It’s more likely his accusers are opportunists, protected by the cloak
of so-called victimhood.

What happens if we continue down this path of sexual witch trials? It won’t be too long before it’s
too dangerous for men to deal with women at all. That seems to be the true intent of all these high
profile scandals. To make men part of a lower caste in the corporate world, and lift women to perfect
goddess status. To create a world of masters and slaves in which women are the masters.

Interestingly, Geraldo is one of the only voices of reason
about MSM witch trials

Men already have no reproductive rights or access to their own children because of corrupt family
courts. They can be enslaved for 18+ years on a woman’s whim. Now, simply making a pass at a
woman or having consensual sex with her (as in the case of Lauer) is grounds for a man’s life to be
destroyed if, at anytime in the future she decides to call in to the HR department at GloboWorldCorp.

Notice, there are no criminal charges against Lauer. The accusations against him are for incidents
which happened several years ago. For all we know, the women making the accusation wanted to
jump his bones. There’s no context provided, except the predictable “evil man” and “holy woman”
narratives Anglo media are rotten with.
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Who will be the next man to be burned at the stake?

P.S. Have you noticed, all the men being burned at the stake are white men? Racial Bolshevism at
work. Obviously, gelding men in the workplace also jives with the Androgyny Agenda.
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Escape!
December 2, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

How sweet it is

I’ve once again escaped The Anglo-American Matrix for warmer climes, warmer women, and a saner
cultural/social landscape. I feel like I pass through a membrane into an alternate universe where life
and my instincts still make sense each time I take an international flight out of the matrix.

I’m happy to report my experiment in designing a personalized lifestyle of mercenary, financial only
relations with the matrix to power a part-time expat lifestyle was a success. I’m now settling in
abroad for a long stay, during which I will unwind from the  monotony of 70 hour weeks on the road
(driving hundreds of miles per day) I endured, finish my upcoming book Escape, work on my
photography, and live a little rather than run in a financial hamster wheel.

There have been some heart stopping moments along the way. Like being among only 2 out of a class
of 15 to actually “graduate” from trucking school with a CDL while everyone else either failed or
dropped out. Then surviving my trial by fire on the road with my trainer and then going solo. I drove
100,000 miles without any tickets or accidents. Then, having to put in my 2 weeks notice for a job I
worked so hard for.

But, now have a “Golden Ticket” that allows me to come and make money while not getting stuck
like a fly in honey with the matrix’s financial games. Trucking happened to be the perfect solution to
funding a part-time expat lifestyle. As I waited at the airport for my flight to the Caribbean, I was
overcome by a strong series of emotions. The first wave was how frankly, frightening my country is
becoming. I was “triggered” (heh) by CNN as it blared on the screen. In my journal, I wrote:

I didn’t know how bad CNN had become until I got subjected to it at the airport. Jeez,
they’re worse than Pravda these days. The narratives they’re pushing are laughable. Chris
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Cuomo foaming at the mouth trying to say Trump is crazy. What a frightful world we’ve
entered. What happened to my country? This is NOT the nation I grew up in. This place
literally scares me these days.

I also made some remarks regarding the latest sexual witch trial, as it seems to me the powers that be
want to make sex itself illegal someday:

Anglo America has major cultural issues with sexual repression. First issue I have with all
these scandals? No due process. One witch trial after another. What an insane culture. Lauer
may be an asshole, but are women truly the sexless goddesses they make themselves out to
be? Pure as the winter snow and as innocent as nuns? Probably not.

The power structure wants to either make people scared to fuck or make it illegal to fuck. I can’t
figure out which one.

My next flood of emotions were happy ones. I felt like I was getting out of jail. Escaping a cage that
had been built for me. Happy to be returning to a culture that is centered around people and not the
worship of machines and gadgets.

In any case, how sweet it is to be outside the compound! Daily updates, periodic photo journals,
updates on the cultural insanity of the matrix as I watch it from the outside, and of course, a book
detailing not only how I did it but how you can too, are all coming soon. In the meantime, I’m headed
to the beach to have a big fatty i.e. a nice Cuban cigar, drink too many Caipirinhas, and watch the
sexy (and friendly) señoritas walk by.

-Rel
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Paper Chase: Exploring the Links Between Feminism and Law
December 2, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

Sexuality is being warped and other assorted cultural insanity is now being unleashed by endless legalism

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

Despite the State’s unstinting legal support for false sexual abuse claims and misandrist divorce
settlements, very few manosphere writers discuss the strong links between law and Anglo-American
feminism. This is a startling omission, when one considers how many prominent feminists are
lawyers, legal academics or politicians with legal backgrounds.

In fact, it must be said that law contains the intellectual ‘cream’ of the
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Anglo-feminist movement. Of course, the subaltern wing of academic feminism resides in the social
‘sciences’, with its non-patriarchal mathematics and other nonsense. The manosphere expends much
(digital) ink discussing these poltroons, largely ignoring the legal wing of academic feminism. This is
a pity, because the legal profession contains the best feminist minds; it is also the strongest feminist
link to official institutions, the conduit through which feminism is imposed on the wider society.

Men always enquire, ‘How did this come about?’ whenever some misandrist agenda is arbitrarily
applied to schools, public washrooms or sentencing procedures. More often than not, the answer is
feminist legalism acting directly on ‘official’ institutions without reference to electoral processes.

Manosphere scholars seldom address feminist legalism for several reasons. First and most important,
law is an obscure field full of specialist jargon. Second, manopshere scholars prefer easy conceptual
victories against the (much weaker) arts-humanities wing of academic feminism. Third, the anti-
Marxist fixation of the traditionalist manosphere blinds it to the intimate links between Anglo-
American feminism and ‘traditional’ Anglo-Saxon culture. In this case the link is obvious, since ‘rule
of law’ defines Anglo civilization. Indeed, law ‘rules’ Anglo-American society in a very literal way:
think how many prominent Anglosphere politicians have a legal education or worked in the legal
profession. In Continental Europe, a far higher proportion of politicians are scientists and economists
(Angela Merkel is a scientist, for example).

Feminist legalism should therefore not surprise us, since the Anglosphere is
defined by its legalism. The US is legalistic above all other nations; it has countless branches of law,
all ever-growing like a vast tree. To pursue a biological analogy, if Anglo-American societies are the
phenotype, law is their genotype; that is, they are regulated by pharisaic legalism above any other
structural principle. Indeed, it might be said that the Anglosphere is law, in essence. Not only does
Anglo-American feminism derive its legalistic character from this fact, it also derives much of its
power from it. Curious, then, that the manosphere remains blind to feminist legalism and its power to
engineer dramatic social change.

Some admiration is called for: dissident males in the Anglosphere raise a lot of rhetorical dust, while
their feminist counterparts infiltrate the cultural genotype – namely, the legal system – and proceed to
systematically fashion society in their own image. Equally important is their domination of legal
education, since it will shape the next generation of lawyers, judges and judgements. Unlike the
social ‘sciences’, law is one of the oldest and most prestigious of the university subjects: all elite
universities have law departments and these attract high-status students who will become active
members of the future ruling elite.

Hillary Clinton, Elizabeth Warren and a host of other political feminists all trained at elite law
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schools. In sum, feminism has been wise to infiltrate Anglo-American jurisprudence, for whoever
controls law has the true keys to power. Feminist sociology might be the yeast, but feminist
jurisprudence is the finished loaf.

Law is the “teeth” of social engineering schemes, making entrenched feminists puppeteers

Legalism Begets Social Engineering

My research for this article unveiled a veritable hornet’s nest of feminist jurisprudence. Nearly every
major law school in the Anglosphere has powerful feminist representatives, as we can see from the
following website:

http://www.feministlawprofessors.com/

It is no surprise that the site unambiguously links law to social engineering. Since no one really
understands law except for specialist experts, it is perfect for the underhand manipulation of society
in this way. Even more disturbing is the close link between law and politics, a seamless association in
the Anglosphere. RF and other American dissidents talk a lot about America’s lapse into a police
state: Feminist Law Professors is where that process really begins. The following passage gives some
idea of the kind of articles posted there:

The U.S. Feminist Judgments Project seeks contributors of judicial opinions rewritten to
reflect a feminist perspective, and commentaries on the cases and rewritten opinions, for an
edited book collection tentatively titled Feminist Judgments: Rewritten Torts Opinions. 
This edited volume is part of a collaborative project among law professors and others to
rewrite, from a feminist perspective, key judicial decisions in the United States.  The initial
volume, Feminist Judgments: Rewritten Opinions of the United States Supreme Court,
edited by Kathryn M. Stanchi, Linda L. Berger, and Bridget J. Crawford, was published in
2016 by Cambridge University Press.  Subsequent volumes in the series will focus on
different areas of law and will be under review by Cambridge.
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It is easy to see what these legal activists are doing: rewriting legal precedents in order to create a
corpus of pseudo-precedent for future judgements. In so doing, the future will be theirs (for as long as
this dysfunctional civilization lasts).

The Anglo-feminist domination of the legal profession is of seismic significance, when one considers
the vast power of jurisprudence in the Anglosphere (not to mention its deep historical links to politics
and social administration). Conversely, masculinist activism in the English-speaking world lacks any
legal wing, let alone an organized one. Instead, it assumes being ‘right’ will automatically confer
‘victory’ over feminist lawyers and politicians; sublimely missing the point that law, not truth, is the
key to the Anglosphere.

Perhaps the fact that most male rights activists are engineers and tradesmen explains their political
impotence; after all, engineers and tradesmen do not create/interpret laws or become politicians. To
be blunt, Anglo-feminists are winning all the battles because they fight on the right battlefield,
namely the legal one. Unless the Anglo men’s movement adjust to this reality, they will always be
marginalised and powerless.

Unless they leave the Anglo-American Matrix, of course.
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Eye Candy of the Week | December 3, 2017
December 3, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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This week’s Eye Candy whisks us away to a tropical beach, where she seduces us with her
smoldering eyes, long black hair, and sexy skin tone. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for
December 3, 2017 as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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“Men Are Not Toxic” Strip Club Sign Causes Controversy,
Proving America is Rife with Misandry
December 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This sign was all it took for the mainstream media to start attacking men all over again

The Establishment hate fest directed at men continues to roar like a prairie fire across the cultural
landscape of Anglo America. Fresh on the heels of sexual witch trials of major media figures, a
Colorado strip club has become the latest to receive the tried and true, drive-by hit piece treatment
from the mainstream media for posting a humorous billboard that says: Toxic masculinity welcome
here.

Yes, a strip club welcoming so-called “toxic” men is now making national
headlines. And of course, with this fake news story making the rounds on major media outlets, male
behavior is once again in the crosshairs of the gaystream media. This is the low level of public
discourse in the nation today. That straight men are even considered toxic to begin with illustrates the
embedded misandry that runs deep in this culture.

In yet another contrived issue created out of whole cloth, the misandrist American press saw fit to
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further assail masculinity because of a fucking billboard. Proving this story has no logical reason to
be receiving the attention it is now getting, a masturbating woman posting a reaction to the sign was
all it took to stir up dander among presstitutes. Check out the justification for the story posted by The
Guardian:

A photo of the sign was taken by Bonnie AD, a Denver activist for “conscious sexuality”
who posted the image on her Instagram account, @eroticselflove. It duly made the rounds
on social media.

Erotic self love. Hmm. Why wasn’t the sex-hating press upset about that? The masturbating feminist
who posted her “outrage” said:

“I had a visceral reaction of disgust when I saw the sign, because toxic masculinity is not a
joke. I wanted to share the image because I think that community accountability is vital for
social change. Largely, the response on social media has been one of disgust.”

Well Bonnie, I had a visceral reaction of disgust over your Instagram account. Some of us want to
make love to another human being and not ourselves.

It’s important to read between the lines. Masturbating, self-loving feminists are upset. Normal people
are not. Yet, the media frame the issue as though Main Street, USA is in an uproar. (See why I grew
to absolutely despise this business before abandoning it?)

Deborah Dunafon, owner of Shotgun Willie’s strip club in Glendale, CO where the sign was posted
came out swinging when vultures from the press swooped down on her establishment. She told low-
paid microphone holders:

“I think it’s horrible to accuse men of being toxic, because they’re not. Our business is men,
and men are not toxic.”

Dunafon continued. She alludes to the truth of the matter and narratives we discuss regularly in the
manosphere.

“I didn’t put that up because of marketing. I put it up because I’ve been watching what’s
going on in our country as far as men are concerned and it’s infuriating. I have a son, I have
four grandsons, and I feel sorry for my grandsons because they’re all teenagers and I’m
afraid for them. I’m wondering if they’re gonna have to make girls sign a contract before
they can even go on a date.”

Indeed, it is becoming obvious the objective of feminists and social engineers is to totally neuter men
legally, socially, and culturally. (If not later, literally via the medical-pharmaceutical establishment).
Dating and especially any sexual interaction with women is indeed becoming a frightening prospect.
As we have seen with media witch trials, only the mere accusation of sexual impropriety is enough to
destroy a man years or even decades after the supposed event took place. We are never to question
female motives, you see. (Even though a high percentage of rape claims turn out to be false.)

Dunafon has obviously awakened to the ongoing wussification of America via the Androgyny
Agenda:

“How many men are we gonna pick on until finally there’s no men standing? How would
you like a society with men meekly running around with little bonnets on their head?”
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Dunafon also knows its Beta males who are suffering the most these days.

“We believe that men in society today are totally being picked on. Shotgun has a lot of
different guys come in – blue-collar guys, white-collar guys –and I’d say 98.99% of them
are good guys. And they don’t want to be accused of being monsters, because really they’re
not. They come in for fun.”

These are the same lonely, sexless men Police State USA regularly picks on
for renting a good time with another willing adult with its endless prostitution stings. Women are now
so drunk on their power and emboldened they’re marginalizing a business model that screws men out
of their money, while offering nothing but lap dances and a case of blue balls in return.

How did America ever come to these crossroads? A place where it wants to extinguish the very men
who provide it with its prosperity? A place in which sex itself – a normal human desire – has become
the ultimate taboo? Would you fight and die for this country in a war? I know I wouldn’t.

My relations with America, Inc. have become strictly mercenary. I work for money which I save to
take to places that don’t hate me and make me feel like a pariah because I have a penis and a
functioning libido. Once I have dual citizenship and a foothold in another nation, I don’t even want
its fucking money, anymore. I just want out.

How long before millions more come to the same conclusion? Or go MGTOW whether they’ve ever
heard of that acronym or not?
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Travel Eye Candy: Postcards from Paradise
December 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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The “Official” Motorcycle of The New Modern Man: 2012
Kawasaki Ninja 650
December 4, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Speed, durability, economy: The trifecta that makes a Kawasaki Ninja 650 such a great choice

Motorcycles are perfect for minimalists.

Before getting started, I constantly hear about how dangerous motorcycles are. I know they’re
dangerous. I guess I’m just a dangerous motherfucker then. Still, I enjoy riding them. In fact, I’d go
as far as saying I prefer riding a bike over riding in a car. I’ve been riding for 4 years, and wish I
started riding long before that. I don’t drive like a maniac, so I’ve been safe thus far. May I continue
to have the same luck in the future.
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Motorcycles are a fantastic way for the minimalist to save on
transportation costs. My first bike, a $2,000 Ninja 250 – was a great investment and a hoot to drive. I
sold it for what I paid for it: $2,000. So, it was like a got a free ride for two years and saved not only
on wear and tear on my hot rod but also fuel costs.

Japanese bikes are especially good choices, because they’re practically bulletproof, parts are
everywhere, and they’re super affordable. Proving my point, I just purchased this black and silver
“The New Modern Man” themed 2012 Kawasaki Ninja at a local dealer in the States for $3,999 plus
taxes, tags, and fees. I was out the door for less than $5,000 for a high quality, zippy, and very fun
albeit practical bike with a scant 7,000 miles on the odometer.

About the only problem I encountered with the bike was needing to clean grease off the cogs and
chain, as the previous owner thought greasing them was a good idea. It wasn’t. It created a huge mess
and the grease was attracting dust and road grime, which would have prematurely worn these fast-
moving parts out. Fortunately, a silicone-based lubricant melted off most of the grease while
simultaneously lubing the O-rings in the chain.

Operating costs of a modern bike are negligible. Insurance costs me roughly $9 a month. Fuel costs
are negligible. It costs me $7 to fill up my ride. I no longer fret short trips the way I used to in my car.

The riding position is comfortable, the Ninja has plenty enough power for my needs, as it does 0-60
in about 3.5 seconds, and has been getting around 52 mpg according to the digital dash. It also
handles great on the curvy country roads near where I will be building a tiny house in a couple of
years.

Of course, there are faster, fancier, and bigger bikes. But, this one meets my needs perfectly and is a
blast to drive. Sport bikes are a great choice for minimalists who like to have some fun. That’s why it
this gently used, low cost Ninja is the official bike of The New Modern Man. It’s a great bike, it’s
affordable, it’s a good choice for the minimalist, and it offers free surges of testosterone with each
flick of the throttle. Check out this video of a test ride of a Ninja 650 like mine if you’re interested in
purchasing a bike yourself.

I plan on taking a road trip on the Ninja next time I’m in the States. Do you ride? Are you
considering riding? Have you been using a motorcycle as part of your minimalist strategy?
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Pink Promotes Androgyny Agenda by Raising “Gender
Neutral” Daughter
December 5, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Trashy pop star “Pink” is raising her daughter to be gender neutral

The powers that be in The Anglo-American Matrix never stop with their evil schemes to mold
humanity into sexless, mechanical, consumer automatons. Social engineering, their favorite tool to
brainwash and control millions (if not billions) is becoming evermore bizarre with each passing
assault on the populace.

There have long been rumors that actors, actresses, as well as pop stars and
starlets have to basically sell their souls to executives in order to become rich and famous. In fact,
there is mounting evidence Hollyweird has long used strange rituals and sexual blackmail to keep its
troupe of marionettes in line. Rumors are Will Smith has offered up his own son Jayden as a
sacrifice, which is the real reason Jayden cross dresses so often.

Keep that in mind when reading the latest out of the trashy pop music industry. Also keep in mind the
fact that millions of mindless single mommies blindly follow social trends set by these tools fools of
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the elite.

Consider this bizarre story that just emerged on Breitbart, a true list item on the Androgyny Agenda if
there ever was one:

Pop star Pink says she is raising her children to be gender-neutral because her family lives
in a “label-less household.” The singer, who is 38 and married to motorcycle racer Carey
Hart, 42, told the U.K.’s The People she does not want her children defined by their gender.
Pink said she is delighted her 6-year-old daughter Willow told her she wants to marry an
African woman when she grows up.

So we get a twofer out of this story. Gender bending and gay marriage. These days, the destruction of
the next generation of women is beginning at the tender age of 6 years old.

If you thought feminist propaganda was bad as the full court press begins on brainwashing young
women with that doxy in their tweens and teens, wait until an entire generation doesn’t even know
what sex they are. Continuing from Breitbart:

The performer of international hit “Get the Party Started,” Pink is a champion of the new
gender ideology that does not acknowledge the science of two biological sexes – male and
female.

What a sellout piece of crap you are, Pink.

“I was in a school and the bathroom outside the kindergarten said: ‘Gender Neutral –
anybody’, and it was a drawing of many different shapes,” she said. “I took a picture of it
and I wrote: ‘Progress’. I thought that was awesome. I love that kids are having this
conversation.”

Notice the Marxist codeword “progress” mangled into Pink’s statement, and how cleverly crafted
these subliminal cultural messages are. Cultural and psychological sickness is presented in such as
way, and with such a deft, lying tongue Pink believes her own madness.

The Grammy-winner says though she enjoys motherhood, she considers herself to be a
“pre-teen boy,” according to The People’s report. “I do bake sales and lemonade stands,”
she explains. “I take my kid to school and try to get there on time. I’m a f**king grown up
now, it’s so weird. I’m still a 12-year-old boy.”

Yeah, well you can take that nonsense and cram it, Pink. This should be called what it is, child abuse.
Pink should lose her kids over this idiocy. Boys have a penis, girls have a vagina. That’s where it
begins and ends.

The great evil of the 20th century the world had to defend itself from came out of Nazi Germany. The
great evil of the 21st century looks to be emerging out of the United States of America, with insidious
Cultural Marxism, social engineering, and globalism/world domination as the three heads of the
Hydra the world will have to defend itself from.

It seems dark days lie ahead.
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Netflix Fires Danny Masterson in Latest Wave of Sexual
Witch Trials
December 5, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Danny Masterson has just been burned at the stake in today’s sexual witch trials

Sexual witch trials of prominent actors are seemingly endless this year in Anglo America. They’re
obviously witch trials for this reason: once men have been removed from their jobs, the charges
disappear like farts in the wind. We never get to see the accusers because “victims” must be
protected. Pretty neat how that works, right? A man’s life can be destroyed by an invisible assailant
in Anglo America, who then slithers back into the darkness.

In another bow to Racial Bolshevism, yet another white man has been fired over sexual assault
allegations that are more than a decade old – allegations that were dismissed by authorities when they
first arose. Danny Masterson, star of “The Ranch” and “That 70s Show” told vultures in the press as
they swooped in to see why he had been fired from the Netflix series:

From day one, I have denied the outrageous allegations against me. Law enforcement
investigated these claims more than 15 years ago and determined them to be without merit.

As ironic as it is to watch liberal actors becoming the victims of their own hysteria, these crossroads
are a dangerous place for America to be. Masterson continues:

I have never been charged with a crime, let alone convicted of one. In this country you are
presumed innocent until proven guilty. However, in the current climate, it seems as if you
are presumed guilty the moment you are accused.

Guilty until proven innocent has, without a doubt, been the modus operandi in this latest propaganda
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war directed with blunt force on the populace. The real reason these baseless claims are receiving so
much attention is so it will become dangerous for heterosexual men – average Joes – to even
approach women without risking fines or prison time. If powerful men aren’t immune to baseless
charges, nobody is.

Netflix just announced the axe had fallen on Masterson in this tepid statement:

As a result of ongoing discussions, Netflix and the producers have written Danny Masterson
out of The Ranch. Yesterday was his last day on the show, and production will resume in
early 2018 without him.

The war on men and heterosexuality is reaching a crescendo. What’s so odd is that meek, weak-
willed men are not fighting back against their own marginalization. We are culturally lodged firmly
in Step Four of this historical process, elucidated by Turning Point USA:
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Postcards from Paradise: December 5, 2017
December 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Sneaky Coup D’Etats, Totalitarianism Vs. Authoritarianism,
and Private Armies
December 6, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Why the Deep State lusts to charge President Trump for a process crime, checkmating his populist movement and what it means for the
future

CH just posted an excellent synopsis of the current political situation in Washington as the Deep
State (specifically, the FBI and Clinton/DNC/Establishment lackeys in that agency) move to execute
a coup d’etat of the Trump administration with “trumped” up charges on a process crime. In case you
missed it, here’s the link. In short, it’s been proven the FBI harbors an ocean of anti-Trump sentiment
by virtue of leaked texts and emails. They want to break the back of a movement that’s larger than
Trump himself to cleanse Washington of decades of accumulated political filth.

Dark forces in the American government, when possible, don’t directly
execute presidents who won’t play ball with the globalist/world domination agenda (with the
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probable exceptions of JFK and the attempt by the Bush/Hinckley families on Reagan) because
killing sitting heads of state is risky business. A botched coup d’etat could destroy any remaining
pretenses of legitimacy the American government has as a pseudo-democracy.

Moreso, in the Internet Age the “rabble” can talk back and don’t have to take the word of mediaites
as the gospel like in days gone by. This makes planting false narratives in the public mind harder to
pull off, as we saw with the PR disaster that ensued after the botched Deep State operation in Las
Vegas.

Better, the Deep State apparatchiks no doubt think, to remove Trump with a velvet glove (i.e.
charging him with nonsensical so-called crimes leading to impeachment) concealing their iron fist.
The alternative being the much riskier proposition of letting the iron fist go on display as bullets fly
in today’s jaded nation that no longer places 100% faith in convenient cover-ups orchestrated by the
corrupt media.

The problem the Trump administration has is as follows. The FBI could indict a ham sandwich if it
wanted to, and our nation’s premier law enforcement agency is populated by anything but sterling
men of character these days. The power brokers are loyal to the their corporate paymasters, not the
people. Therefore, CH says the U.S. now resembles a banana republic politically, and it does. If we
can no longer trust the FBI, who can we trust?

But, there’s an important clarification to make when labeling the U.S. a banana republic. This
comment, left by a reader of this long-time publisher points out the difference between totalitarianism
and authoritarianism. The specter of a totalitarian, electronically enforced state apparatus (truly
turning this world into a de facto prison planet if the nightmare vision of globalists in the corporate-
government complex is realized) is precisely why TNMM has been so strident in its warnings of
what’s to come unless something is done to curtail the growing administrative state. Read on to
realize why were are in such dire straits:

RE: The US has become a banana republic.

It’s way worse than that. the leaders of a banana republic are merely authoritarian; they
don’t really give a shit what the peasants do as long as the mordidas keep getting paid and
there’s no one threatening the power structure. Think of a bunch of Boss Hoggs, only not
nearly as incompetent.

Our leaders, OTOH, are totalitarian. They’re deranged control freaks who want complete
and total control over every one of us every second of every day. We even have undercover
police hiding in the bushes outside convenience stores now trying to get people to buy beer
for underage decoys so they can jump out and sanctimoniously arrest them. That doesn’t
sound like a banana republic to me; it sounds like a government which has gone totally
insane.

These people are not Boss Hogg; they’re fucking Mao-Tse Tung.
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This is the threat America and the world faces. Make no mistake, this is why
electronics are being deployed into every crack and crevice of the landscape. Electronics extend the
eyes, ears, and authority of the totalitarian state into every avenue of ordinary citizens’ lives.

As TNMM alluded to yesterday, the battle between electronic tyranny and freedom will be the big
battle of the 21st century, and America appears to be positioning itself as the enemy of freedom in the
world. Stopping the state and those who buy its authority (the elite) from dominating every aspect of
human existence through remote sensing, surveillance, and electronic authority will indeed
mushroom into an issue at least as big as the battle for world domination launched by the Nazis
unless these schemes are nipped in the bud right now. It’s not overly dramatic to say this could spark
World War III if critical mass is reached with worldwide comprehension of what’s at stake.

We might only dream of a Boss Hogg, banana republic-style, authoritarian state once One World
Communism a.k.a totalitarianism has been fully deployed. There is some potential good news. The
Anti-Media has reported Trump is preparing to fight back against the Deep State with his own,
private spy network.

The Trump administration is considering a set of proposals developed by Blackwater
founder Erik Prince and a retired CIA officer — with assistance from Oliver North, a key
figure in the Iran-Contra scandal — to provide CIA Director Mike Pompeo and the White
House with a global, private spy network that would circumvent official U.S. intelligence
agencies, according to several current and former U.S. intelligence officials and others
familiar with the proposals. The sources say the plans have been pitched to the White House
as a means of countering “deep state” enemies in the intelligence community seeking to
undermine Donald Trump’s presidency.

As if one needed further proof the CIA has morphed into a powerful arm of private sector globalists
bent on instituting totalitarianism rather than an agency safeguarding the American republic:

“Pompeo can’t trust the CIA bureaucracy, so we need to create this thing that reports just
directly to him,” said a former senior U.S. intelligence official with firsthand knowledge of
the proposals, in describing White House discussions. “It is a direct-action arm, totally off
the books,” this person said, meaning the intelligence collected would not be shared with
the rest of the CIA or the larger intelligence community. “The whole point is this is
supposed to report to the president and Pompeo directly.”

Interestingly, this scenario is playing out exactly as Spengler predicted it would, as a rift opens
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between the corrupt government (dominated by moneyed interests) and a “strong man” like Trump.
The old, rotted out American democracy falls for good when private armies (like Blackwater) shift
their allegiance from the corrupt U.S. government itself to the leadership of one man.

Yes, we are that close to seeing democracy end. (Some might say, that’s a good thing since We The
People have not been running the nation for at least half a century – corporate money has. But, that’s
only if we get a good Caesar and not a bad one.)

Trump may not end up being the “Caesar” predicted by Spengler, but fault lines are already forming
between the executive branch and the rest of the government. Blackwater surveilling the corrupt
Deep State is a major, major development for those who are familiar with the historical cycles
outlined in Decline of the West. That this intelligence gathering unit will be totally under the control
of the President speaks to the fact the government is at war with itself, and we the people as it vies for
total power.

We live in interesting, and dangerous times.
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Visiting a Foreign Country Without Actually Visiting It
December 8, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Bachata/Salsa musicians at Altos de Chavon, Dominican Republic – A traveler runs away from the islands of Americanism that comprise
the “tourist” areas in many countries

As I unwind from America, Inc. and settle back into a culture and a landscape I love so much, in
comes this email from a TNMM reader that I couldn’t agree with more. One of the best things about
traveling abroad is escaping the corporate plantation – free of the crap, ersatz food it doles out in
cardboard pods, free of the micromanagement of daily life by Police State USA, free of the insanity
of the hamster wheel of 70 hour work weeks that leave no personal time, free of the frigid Anglobitch
and those poor female souls she has assimilated into her misandric malaise.

However, it seems few are able to imagine a world that exists outside the myopia foisted upon them
by their cultural shepherds. Imagine: There are so many ways of living life outside the box The
Anglo American Matrix has crafted – the “prison for your mind” that so many are too timid to
imagine life outside of. With regards to this topic, TNMM reader “Rick” sent me this email, which
sums up my view of being Happier Abroad so well. Once a man sees The American Way is not the
best way, his possibilities for creativity and happiness immensely increase:

“There are American compounds all over the world. Big American communities with high
rise condos, stores, schools. It’s the American way, it seems, to import their entire lifestyle
to a country and live in relative isolation from the local populace, terrified of interaction it
seems.

I’m exactly the opposite. Living smack in the middle of the people. I actually avoid most
Americans here, finding them to have little respect for the local people [and] a superiority
complex regarding the country they live in. I want nothing to do with most of the foreigners
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here.

In my village the majority of the population carries water from the village well, has no
plumbing, many have no electricity or so limited power that all they have is a small light
bulb. No refrigeration. Bamboo/nepa huts, dirt floors, no glass in windows, open doors.
Little private transportation, many not even a bicycle. Many “streets” no more than dirt
paths many only wide enough for foot traffic or motorcycles.

Yet they are good people, living their lives as best they can. Cell phones are everywhere.
Sat TV dishes mounted on little huts. Festivals are always going on somewhere. Tolerance
for personal differences is high. Life is simple, and in my opinion, good. But my opinion
about life in the cities is much like my opinion about life in the US, it sucks. So, it’s boonies
and the poor people for me.”

This is how I travel. I roam as far away as I possibly can from the islands of
soulless, American-style consumption full of poseurs, malcontents, and plain vanilla, politically
correct personalities.

It’s true that most people are tourists and not travelers. Tourists “visit” a foreign country without ever
actually visiting it because they stay ensconced in their “comfort zone” bubbles of American-style
shopping, eating out, and other preplanned corporate activities. These well-trained, professional
consumers also maintain their cultural biases rather than being open minded enough to accept other
ways of thinking and living life.

When I travel, the last thing I want to see is a McDonald’s, a Walmart, a Starbucks, an American-
style resort – anything corporate and sanitized of vitality and originality. I want to live real life. Like
Rick, nothing repels me more than the islands of Americanism on my current island and in other
nations I visit. That’s everything I’m trying to escape. I live diversity while others only preach it.
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Is Marriage Legalized Prostitution? This Case Certainly Makes
It Seem That Way
December 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Pay now, or pay later illustrated once again

TNMM has revealed in past articles that marriage in its current form in Anglo society certainly could
be considered legalized prostitution. Women in this dying culture always want to be paid for being
alive and rendering infrequent sexual services, since there’s little else they contribute to a modern
marriage. They “cash in” when they ring up the divorce lawyer. (Which, incidentally is why “paying
up front” rather than paying after the fact should be an option for men…i.e. prostitution should be
legalized.)

The transactional nature of sex in female psychology runs deep. All females
are ultimately looking for resources in exchange for sex – even in the animal kingdom where female
penguins exchange sex for rocks, which are the currency of penguin society.
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Proving our point about women wanting resources for sex one way or the other is this case out of
Australia. $15 million just wasn’t enough in frivorce court lottery winnings for an Australian wife.
(P.S. Maybe this is why SE Asia is covered with Australian blokes fleeing frigid, calculating
Australian women. P.P.S. I’d be happy with $1 million, which would be enough to power my
minimalist lifestyle until I take the big dirt nap.)

But this chick now wants to break the bank of her ex-husband again after the IPO listing for his
company netted him $93 million dollars. Odd, how even after the ink has long since dried on the
divorce papers post-expiration date Anglo women have the audacity to come back and demand even
more money for their crusty behinds. Here’s the woman’s shoddy logic:

The wife now alleges there has been a miscarriage of justice by reason of her former hubby
failed to “disclose relevant information relating to the public listing of a company in which
the first respondent held a substantial interest and which resulted in the first respondent
reaping a substantial financial reward in the vicinity of $93 million.”

I’d like to be the judge in this case. I’d tell this harradin she was Strong and Independent™ now and
that the decision – which she signed – was final. Tough titty, said the kitty.

In other words, her ex didn’t disclose to this money-hungry goddess (who likely had been living a
decadent life before her frivorce) he had the possibility of making money after she financially
pumped and dumped him in the courtroom.

The court document states that the hubby resists the claim on the basis that “any information
that was not disclosed was not relevant to the case” or, if it were, no further disclosure was
required.

One has to agree with the husband. Why should he have to disclose a windfall that had not yet
occcurred? Even after divorce it seems men can’t be rid of The Predatory Female. The injustice for
the defendant (the man) in this case is another shining example of why divorce reform is needed so
badly in the nations that comprise the Anglosphere.
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Puritan Prudishness + Police State = Hate Crime for Whistling
at a Woman
December 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Once a staple of Tex Avery cartoons, wolf whistling could become a hate crime

Would the Brits have been better off if they had just surrendered in World War II? One wonders if
the totalitarian state back then could have kept pace with the totalitarian state emerging today.
England and America – the two main sides of the Puritan cultural coin – are now repressing sex in
ways tinpot dictators dare not dream of.

Here comes the next assault on heterosexuality and masculinity in support of the Androgyny Agenda
and the Goddess Cult. From the Evening Standard:

Wolf whistling or making sexist remarks on London’s streets could become a hate crime.
The Metropolitan Police revealed it is speaking with other UK forces to assess whether it is
worth cracking down on gender-based hate crimes after a pilot scheme was launched in the
East Midlands last year.

It seems Merry Old England is constructing a police state to rival the emerging regime in America.
Insert some Hegelian Dialectic:

Dozens of women reported misogynistic crimes to Nottingham Police in the first few
months of the pilot scheme, the force said. Sexist offences were reported at a similar rate to
other hate crimes.
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Voila! “The police have to do something.” Like stripping away yet more
personal liberty and pedestalizing women to the point of insanity. Anglo women are truly becoming
radioactive to deal with, and worse, are doing so of their own volition.

One can envision a world in the not so distant future in which men have to look away or look down
like little bitches when women are around in order to not risk being burned at the stake for a “hate
crime” (just as major media figures are now having their careers ruined for sexual assault charges that
are decades old, baseless, and in Danny Masterson’s case – dismissed by police) for ogling breasts or
behinds that women often audaciously display in an attempt to garner male attention.

Links in the chain of totalitarianism are being forged one by one by the Anglo American power
structure. The analogy of a frog in a pot of boiling water certainly comes to mind. A wise man might
flee now or soon while the getting is good. Things look to be only getting worse from here.
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Embracing Male Disposability
December 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

See ya later, snitchy bitches. I’ve decided to embrace the male disposability you enjoy shoving in men’s faces at every turn

It’s clear to any man who has suffered the injustice of living in English-speaking countries these
declining nations don’t give a flying fuck about men. It loathes us, persecutes us when possible, and
yet it expects our full and unquestioning cooperation when it comes time to make money off our
labor. Unlike women, however, we don’t cry victim and run to the administrative state expecting it to
behave like a mommy or daddy and “spank” bitches for not doing what we want them to.

Helen smith discussed this fundamental difference in male and female psychology in her book Men
on Strike:

Women’s groups follow a double standard: When women lag behind men, that is an
injustice that must be aggressively targeted. But when men are lagging behind women, that
is a triumph of equity to be celebrated.
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Hypocrisy strikes again. But the crucial behavioral difference (one men can
use to their advantage) is women whine until they get their way and men take action. We don’t wait
on someone else to do our bidding like women do. We can do it silently. Or stridently if you prefer.
But, incentives matter. We have none. So we proceed to dispense with that which is bringing us
down.

Once I discovered I had no incentives, I began to see my life quite differently from the way the
matrix told me to see it. It is for that reason that New Modern Men should embrace male
disposability. Society doesn’t give a damn about us, so why should we give a damn about it? We now
face the looming possibility of sexual assault witch trials for “incidents” with no proof that happened
decades ago. Some Anglo nations are literally making flirting a crime. Women have all the power in
the court system. What’s in it for us to deal with women or society at large? A meager paycheck and
a meager, often lonely existence. Exiled even though we are surrounded by women.

MGTOW and Going Galt have both been discussed at some length on this blog. But embracing male
disposability beyond those entry-level philosophies is actually empowering for a man. It allows him
to start taking chances he would have otherwise not dreamed of when behaving in the “civilized” or
cucked manner a gynocentric society expects him to.

Otherwise, I would have never left the corporate plantation – wildcat starting a couple of businesses
including this blog, taken a chance on driving a big rig, and jumped into the raging (and exciting)
torrent of world exploration on the cheap without embracing my disposability. One might say, there
comes a point when a man stops caring what happens to him – up to a point.

I’m not insane. In fact, I feel more sane and alive inside than I ever have
before. But I am at a point in my life that I’m taking risks, and enjoying every minute of it. The
alternative would be to “pickle” myself as the system suggests, saving for the “oasis” of retirement
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when the system already showed me it will fill my mind with obscene lies, spurring me on to chase
fantasies like the college degree that turned into an albatross around my neck rather than an asset. I
don’t trust the motherfuckers who spin these lies anymore is what it boils down to.

Let’s call it the male version of Mahatma Ghandi’s civil disobedience. Society expects us to work
long hours and give up our entire lives to support a wealth redistributing state that heavily favors
women, since Anglobitches rack up a whopping $100,000 to $250,000 deficit over the course of their
vainglorious, sanctimonious lives? We adopt minimalism and skate by, happier than we ever would
have been living lives of materialism trapped inside the sleep-work-spend cycle. Society expects us to
contribute to 401k plans, Social Security, and other ponzi schemes that will leave most men chasing a
carrot they’ll never capture? We become self-sufficient. So self sufficient we can work a few months
a year and live the rest of the year doing what we want. That we can support ourselves in our old age
with or without bankrupt Social Security and the bubble-prone stock market.

Think it can’t be done? Watch this YouTube video! We adapt by refusing a crappy deal. Here are a
few ideas about how:

Purchase affordable housing (like the $10,000 tiny house plan, or a plan of your own) that
doesn’t leave us neck deep in debt with a mortgage.
Start riding motorcycles (I personally own a 2012 Kawasaki Ninja 650 which costs practically
nothing to operate, gets 52 mpg, and costs $9 a month for insurance).
For those who have issues with bikes, start riding used cars (I personally own a 2001 Pontiac
Firebird that I purchased in 2009 and have maintained immaculately – not only is it turning into
a classic it’s saving me a boatload of money on transportation since the only time I ride it is due
to inclement weather – when it’s too rainy to ride my bike).
Cook your own meals for better health and to save several hundred dollars a month over what it
would cost to eat poorly prepared slop from the corporate trough.
Adopt hobbies that cost little to no money. Like mountain climbing, hiking, motorcycle road
trips (or in a beat up pickup if you’re averse to bikes).
Refuse any long-term, legal commitments to women (including common law marriage) since
paying later (i.e. after a frivorce) results in yet another wealth redistribution con game.
Start taking risks by doing things you want to do rather than by doing things the system says
you “should” do or that women say you “should” do.
Travel extensively to see for yourself what a raw deal the Anglobitch and her enablers in the
state have given you.

And on embracing male disposability, here are a few tentative ideas I have in mind for the next
couple of years:

Climbing a major mountain peak (or peaks)
Skydiving
Spending time in India and Africa backpacking
Driving a big rig when I need money
Learning to hunt and fish
Becoming proficient with firearms
Learning survivalist strategies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-CMhIrrQis
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In case you haven’t seen what I’ve accomplished already, I’ve done all this in just the past two years
since telling the fake news industry to go fuck itself.

The long and short of the matter is men build up society for women’s benefit, but women have
become so solipsistic in modern times they refuse to treat us like human beings. They only want the
golden egg, while strangling the goose that lays it. This goose has decided to fly the coop rather than
laying golden eggs. Women wanted the Have It All™ lifestyle. Now, they can truly have it all. All
the responsibility, work, and sacrifice that goes along with running a well-functioning society.

I’ll be enjoying my life without the crushing weight of a woman and her problems and wastefulness
tying me down.
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Living on the Edge
December 9, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Sunset near Playa Las Ballenas

Sunset near Playa Rincon

Palm tree-lined hills near Samana
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Samana is known for excellent whale
watching tours

The main town center in Samana

Scene from the highway between Las
Terrenas and Samana

Cliffs on a very remote part of the island
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Cruise ship in Samana Bay

I have taken a lot of chances the past couple of years. But it has been so worth it. These are scenes
from this weekend’s tour on a 4×4 dune buggy on the serene Samaná Peninsula. The alternative
would be staying in an office looking at gray walls and cubicles all day long, listening to gossipy
coworkers, and of course, hearing them talk about the latest sexual gratification they experienced
with food.

I’ve truly reached the point of no return. I could never go back to that lifestyle again. Meantime,
won’t you buy one of my eBooks to help me continue trailblazing a path off the corporate plantation?
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Eye Candy of the Week | December 10, 2017
December 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Ah, sexy dark-skinned Latinas abound in my present location – the Caribbean. America and its tatted-
up, fat, bossy women (as well as fake news and constant social engineering) now seem like they’re in
an alternate universe. My mind has already had time to heal itself. I’m surrounded by friendly, and
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very seductive women like this. How sweet it is. I appreciate every minute of it.

Scientists say a man has to experience pain to fully appreciate pleasure. That pain magnifies the
intensity of pleasure once a man realizes success. That’s the only way I can explain being overcome
with waves of emotion when I’m here. How sweet it is. Escaping the land of hateful, feminist women
for chicas with Old World class, charm, and magnificent bodies.

Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for December 10, 2017 as we admire the female form while
remembering the truth about women.
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Thirsty, Weak Men and The Downward Spiral of
American Women
December 10, 2017 | by Titanium Vulture | Link | Original Link

Stop massaging the egos of blimpy women

Titanium Vulture is an author, filmmaker, and contributor to The New Modern Man.

Men.  We need to talk.

We new modern men are aware of the downward spiral that American women are participating in. 
And while feminism, the court system, and the overall march towards communism is a factor, I have
to, at the very least, hold some of us fellas accountable.
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Thirsty…ass…lame…simpin’ men.

I have seen, time and time again, men willing to put their bazooka in just about anything with a heart
beat.  Dudes chasing land-whales like they really have something special.

No wonder these girls out here are fucking gassed, man!

And by gassed, I mean so many of these chicks are ignorant, thinking they are just fine, when in truth
they would not have a chance in hell if dudes actually held some kind of standard for themselves.

When men become weak, women get out of line.  If you, as a man, allow any woman to walk all over
you, degeneracy is the result. I’m in a Facebook group for Puerto Ricans, and someone posted the
above pic saying “thick ladies are gorgeous.” Okay, so perhaps the first two from the left are worth a
shot. But the rest??? Check out some of these comments below:

Yes they are they are the most lovely sexy oh my God I love I love I love a real woman ?
? ? ? ?? ?? ?? ? ? ? ?.

Followed by:

Beautiful ladies God Bless.

And:

Wow ? love them just like that.

Damn, son.  So men are actually thirsting over these land-whales?  REALLY? Gentlemen, it is time
to account for ourselves.  We can critique the ladies all day long, but there are a bunch of White
Knight Manginas ready to smash these chicks anyway. Why would a woman take care of herself
when men have no standards anyway?

I propose a challenge for everyone in this man-o-sphere:  Hold yourself to a higher standard.  You are
worth something in this fucked-up world.  You are the descendant of KINGS.  Always remember,
modern society is wreaking havoc on our natural, masculine instincts.  It is up to you to don your
armor, raise your shield and DEFEND yourself from all this degenerate fuckery.

Though we may not win our world back, at the very least we can set the example for the next
generation of men to come up, be strong and demand more from these dames.

Peace, and stay focused!
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Feminist Logic on Display
December 10, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Hmm. Could this be why women can’t be Strong and Independent™ without Big Daddy Government robbing Beta male tax money and
giving it to them in myriad handouts?

This juxtaposition works on so many levels. It illustrates hamster logic so well. Inside the female
mind, where causality is reversed, this feminist with a buzzcut can’t afford a 20¢ pack of noodles, but
she can spend over $100 on some ugly ass boots. (That works out to over 500 packs of noodles she
gave up for the ugly ass boots).

It’s like when women say they Don’t Need a Man™ but they do need Beta male tax money forcibly
redistributed to them from the men they snub by an increasingly totalitarian government, or they’ll go
broke. One study posted the lifetime deficit the average Anglo woman runs up over the course of her
life to ring up to the tune of $100,000 to $250,000. Women, on average, spend over 90% more than
they earn over the course of their lives.

In fact, women are so bad with money in many cities in America a man only need log on to dating
apps to find Empowered™ women now offering sexual favors for cash. This, despite the fact 70% of
all government revenue is extracted from men – and the vast majority of it is spent on women and
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their reckless lives.

Stop the government from robbing men to pay women and watch in awe as wannabe, sexually
ambiguous feminazi bullies transform into kind and cuddly ladies within a generation’s time. If you
want to know why relations between the sexes are so screwed in Anglo America and other nations
which have instituted soft Socialism, it’s because forced wealth transfers have negated Briffault’s
Law:

The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the animal family. Where the
female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association takes
place.

Without Big Daddy Government paying for their temper tantrum-laced insanity, women will have to
return to deriving benefit from the male rather than the state.
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Feminist CEO Accused of Sexual Harassment – Crickets from
the Misandrist Media
December 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A feminist CEO quietly settled serious sexual misconduct allegations, while the story went largely unnoticed by mainstream media

While the misandrist mainstream media have been foaming at the mouth as they conduct one sexual
misconduct witch trial after another from behind their benches in plexiglass studios, they’ve
remained oddly mute about a feminist CEO doing some very un-feminist things at her company. One
has to do some sleuthing to even find this article on CNBC:

Miki Agrawal, the founder, former CEO and now “SHE-eo” of THINX who aimed to take
on the feminine hygiene industry, finds herself awash in allegations that she touched
employees inappropriately and created a hostile work environment.

Oh, but her crimes are well beyond inappropriate touching. The listing of the feminist CEO’s
transgressions is quite extensive. Imagine the screaming, flopping on the floor, and foaming at the
mouth talking heads would descend into if a man did these things.

Inappropriate touching – fondling breasts of female employees
Workplace nudity – employees would be treated to views of Agrawal in the buff at her office,
or she would “pee” while conducting video teleconferences
Raises were rare and reserved for men – the only two staffers who got raises were male (well,
we do earn raises rather than considering ourselves entitled to them)
Agrawal expressed sexual interest in employees – at one point telling a lesbian how “hot” she
found her
The company used “culture queens” rather than human resources

Of course, according to the way the geniuses in the media treat men, we have to believe all these
allegations without questioning the motives of the chicks making them, because why would a woman
lie?
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What does this luminary in the fashion industry manufacture?

THINX makes “period underwear” and is known for its cheeky New York City subway
advertising campaigns.

How innovative! Finally, women don’t have to wear tampons or maxi pads anymore! Agrawal
responded to the allegations with a predictable denial in New York Magazine:

We spoke on the phone about the sexual-harassment allegations, which she called
“baseless” and with “absolutely no merit.” Agrawal said her legal team has contacted third-
party employment counsel. She noted that she was speaking for herself, not the company,
and recorded the call.

It seems the “pussy pass” worked again, as Agrawal was spared the “raked across the hot coals”
treatment high-level men in the business and media world have suffered. The allegations were
“quietly settled” meaning she bought her way out of the mess.

What are we knuckle-dragging men supposed to think of the whole ordeal? “Andrew” on the
Meninist web site offered his shocked commentary on the story:

This has to be a joke! How can a woman be behind sexual misconduct? The media told me
that only men are monsters. What’s the deal here?!

Heh. Andrew is a shitlord if there ever was one.

So, we are left with several recurring themes in this story. Feminists think they can pursue sex at
work while men cannot. Women think they own sex, and have turned it into a commodity that they
offer only to men they think they can exploit for resources or social status. Media misandry is at an
all-time high. Puritan sexual mores have morphed into secular feminism. And, there’s hypocrisy all
around.

Anglo culture has gone insane.
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Anglo Chicks Have Officially Lost It: English Woman to
Marry Chandelier
December 11, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An English woman plans to marry a chandelier

How deep can the smoldering crater once known as Anglo culture go? We’re finding out as the hole
plunges deeper each day. Check out this latest dropped shoe from Breitbart. An English woman is
hopelessly in love with a chandelier she calls Lumiere:

A woman has become “engaged” to her favorite chandelier. 33-year-old Amanda Liberty
from Leeds, England, reportedly proposed to the chandelier on Valentine’s Day, however
she will be “continuing an open relationship with the rest of her collection of 25
chandeliers,” according to Inside Edition.

Granted, Amanda is a homely and porcine individual. And Anglo women are conssumate
materialists. But maybe with a gym membership, a makeover, some counseling, and a purging of
feminist doctrine from her mind she could land a real, flesh and blood man.

But, wait. Amanda doesn’t swing that way. It seems this will be a lesbian engagement:

“I couldn’t stop thinking about her and how beautiful she was — she has such a beautiful
shape, and I could feel really amazing energy coming from her,” she proclaimed. “Although
I knew it would be tricky to get her home, I knew I needed to find a way to make her mine.”

Wow.
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Breitbart reader Vail Bilby offered up this criticism of the engagement in the comments section:

That’s not right — Lumiere could not consent and therefore cannot be “married.” Free
Lumiere! And get this individual to a psychiatrist — pronto.

Make no mistake, the reason this story came out in on Inside Edition was to continue the agenda of
making a mockery out of marriage. Learn to read between the lines and don’t take stories that come
out in the media at face value. There’s an agenda behind every story you see.

Women, unless kept under strict control by men and society, inevitably are destroyers of worlds. And
their own lives. What further illustration does one need of their insanity?
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Meantime, in Latin America
December 12, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

While Anglo America focuses on trying to scare people away from having sex with constant scandals
and witch trials, this Farruko joint is getting regular rotation down in the Caribbean. “She’s a
devil…she turns into one in bed.” This sensual slow jam is about making love to a woman that knows
what she’s doing in bed and enjoys sex as much as a man does. The video is complete with two lusty
women – one light skinned, one dark skinned chick.

That’s the crucial cultural difference between the Americas – women are considered asexual
“goddesses” in Anglo America while “dirty” men try to defile these perfect princesses with their
sinful urges. In Latin America, women enjoy sensuality as much as men do.

Latin America is the future as far as this author is concerned. Anglo America is dying of its own
arrogance, prudishness, and apprehensive approach to living life: sleep-work-spend consumerism,
extreme sexual repression and the “pickle yourself” or “wait until retirement to live a little” plan. As
if the totality of human existence can be condensed down to a consumer purchase of some cheap,
Made In China crap. Culturally, Anglo America really believes that shit.

Who wants to live like that? I don’t when there are other options.
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In the Female Mind, Everything is Someone Else’s Fault
December 12, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Another adventure into the dark and dangerous forest known as the female mind

If you keep a woman around long enough, you’ll begin to notice that every problem she has ever had
or currently has in her life is someone else’s fault. Women literally believe they are blameless for
their own decisions and should be rendered free of any consequences their shit-poor decisions might
cause.

This conundrum is yet another unfortunate reality created by the rationalization hamster. Here are just
a few examples of how the causality loop gets reversed when it comes to taking blame:

Woman leaves iPhone on the bed where her child can easily get it. The child then proceeds to
break the iPhone. She says to her Beta Bucks boyfriend: “Why didn’t you stop the baby from
destroying my phone?!” Predictably, she remains totally oblivious to the fact it’s not wise to
leave her iPhone where a baby can get his or her hands on it. Of course, Beta Bucks guy will be
expected to quickly “fix” the problem by buying her a new iPhone, being sure to not criticize
her poor decision-making skills.
Woman refuses to put gas in the tank of her car, then gets upset when it won’t start. She calls
utility object/boyfriend/husband in for assistance, who quickly discovers the gas tank is drier
than the Sahara Desert. “This thing uses too much gas!” is her excuse. It’s the car’s fault she
didn’t put gas in it.
Woman chooses the YouGoGrrl path in life, only to discover it leaves her bankrupt, barren, and
caring for cats in her old age. Why, that must be the patriarchy’s fault her life turned into a
mess, rather than the consequence of allowing herself to be led around like a kitten chasing a
laser pointer by Marxist social engineers.
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Women can’t get dates because they blindly start following the #MeToo bandwagon. Why, it’s
men’s fault for not “manning up” rather than their own fault for being willing sheep led to
slaughter by feminist shepherds, and men are “wrong” for making a rational decision not to
tango with hos that can destroy their lives, even decades later, with a single made-up sex
charge.

The topic of women rendering themselves blameless isn’t discussed as often as it should be in the
manosphere, so inexperienced men can be forewarned of one of the many consequences of dealing
with them. However, a bodybuilding forum did broach the subject:

Never in my life have I ever heard a girl even be open to the possibility that they did
something wrong. If it ever seems like something was their fault it was because reason x
and y MADE them do it.

Yeah, neither have I. It’s always someone else’s fault, or “someone made me do it” type nonsense.
Here’s an interesting reply to this thread, proving solipsism runs deep in the female:

My ex told me after an argument once that she would argue with me even though she knew
she was wrong just so she wouldn’t have to admit fault. Very childish behavior. This seems
to be how a lot of woman act. Even my mother acted like this when i was growing up. It’s a
very frustrating and confusing thing to deal with.

And of course, where would any discussion about women be without the “victim mentality” they
harbor:

There’s a reason why its called “being a MAN” when u take responsibility for your actions.

We are the natural born leaders of both genders, which means we make the major decisions
– and thus if we make mistakes, we are held accountable, not the woman. This is evident
anywhere from caveman times to today. Look at the marriages that have lasted over 40+
years…the man is the major decision maker.

I do dislike the overall “victim” mentality, as we are talking about girls who will make
themselves feel sorry and others feel sorry for them when they don’t deserve it. This is
different from taking responsibility.

It goes without saying it’s very easy for unscrupulous business and G-men to
take advantage of women by sympathizing with their perceived “victim” status, then selling them
either products or Socialist legislation as a result of this quirk of female psychology. A woman and a
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television or a woman and a smartphone and a voting booth are a dangerous combination for that
reason.

Women’s preference to label themselves eternal victims is so obvious it rises to a self-evident truth.
How else does one explain feminism’s effectiveness at turning every woman in Anglo America into a
“victim” of the patriarchy, which in reality was a social construct that provided for them, protected
them, and created the most prosperous civilization ever seen on planet earth for their benefit?

Incidentally, women are especially evasive with blame when it comes to the
topic of infidelity, or providing reasons why their past relationships failed during dinnerviews, when
they’re interviewing a potential man slave. Of course, a breakup or infidelity is always her ex’s fault.

Inside the mind of a creature that thinks it is perfect, jumping on another man’s erect penis happened
not because she’s a cheating whore, but because one time 2 years ago her loyal boyfriend made some
slight against her. (Related: Make no mistake, women keep a running tab of every slip-up or slight
you’ve ever made against them running in their mind, usually with time and date stamps to go along
with the story.)

So, just know going into any relationshit anything that ever happens will become your fault once your
new master twists causality to fit her preconceptions. Or, it will be someone else’s fault, or an
inanimate object’s fault. Your “perfect” (in her own mind) girlfriend is incapable of admitting fault,
proving Schopenhauer’s thesis right: women represent an intermediate stage between child and man
in the human species.

Aristotle also had something to say about this subject: The male, unless constituted in some respect
contrary to nature, is by nature more expert at leading than the female. Putting women in charge is a
surefire recipe for total disaster.
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Americans Can’t Vote Their Way to Greatness
December 13, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Roy Moore goes down in defeat, as globalists win again

By now, you’ve heard that the reddest state in the nation has turned blue, as Democrat Doug Jones
defeated MAGA Republican Roy Moore in this year’s special senate election to fill Attorney General
Jeff Sessions’ seat. While this author loathes Republicrats almost as much as liberals, this loss is a yet
another sign the corrupt American political Establishment is re-consolidating its power. Moore’s loss
was a dissappointment.

Mooreover, the loss is damning for those who hope to vote their way to
greatness rather than acknowledging the deep, festering cultural rot that has allowed America to
decline to this point as the root cause of all the problems that lie before them. You can’t vote your
way out of a culture. Liberals have been very methodical in reprogramming the mindset of
Americans, taking the long approach rather than the short one. Hoping for a steady string of election
miracles in the face of this goliath just won’t cut it when there are so many other forces pushing the
nation leftward like a raging torrent.

Worse, expect the already vociferous pace of witch trials against heterosexual men to accelerate in
the coming months, as this election illustrated Anglo America continues to display Puritan
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prudishness when it comes to sexuality. The sex allegations ultimately worked against Roy Moore.

The election marks a string of losses for strategist Steve Bannon, mounting losses
that threaten to knock the Trump train off its rails. That is, if The Don isn’t a Trojan Horse/controlled
opposition to begin with. Yours truly is very jaded when it comes to political machinations in über-
corrupt American politics – lessons learned from over a decade inside the belly of the beast known as
the MSM. You quickly learn the wisdom of FDR well in this world of smoke and mirrors: that
nothing in politics – including the election of a supposed firebrand saviour of the American republic
– happens by accident.

Make no mistake, this election was as much about defeating the entrenched GOP Uniparty
Establishment (The Gobbler, Mitch McConnell, et. al.) as much as it was about beating an abortion-
supporting, California-style liberal in the bastion of conservatism. The election shouldn’t have even
been close.

Those hoping for a last minute, Hail Mary play to save Western Civilization over the course of 4 to 8
years apparently had no idea what they were up against. What we have, effectively, and assuming
Trump really is the good guy, is one billionaire against a league of billionaires, who buy and sell the
American political establishment like the cheap legislative sluts in business suits most of them are.

Here are additional factors that signal stormy skies ahead for those not interested in the grim specter
of totalitarian globalism:

Demographics are changing: more white people are dying than are being born. This means
states are going to trend bluer and bluer with each election. When Texas flips to blue, and it
will as Anglos now comprise only 25% or so of the population being born in Texan maternity
wards…it’s over at the ballot box as TNMM has reported in the past.
Latinos are demographically conquering the nation, including the state of Alabama.
(Personally, I say God bless them, as Anglos have been spiritually dead for quite some time.
But, this group does vote for globalist candidates.)
Weak turnout among lazy, plump white people probably cost Moore the election. Black turnout
was very high for this election. Like it or not, politics of racial division work. And Racial
Bolshevism has made “whitey” (i.e. non self-loathing whites) the target. Moreover, if whites
can’t even bother themselves to go vote, how are they supposed to stop the country from going
totally Socialist?
The GOP is now declaring all out war on the MAGA movement, as they smell blood in the
water because both Bannon and Trump have major egg on their faces, and a string of
embarrassing losses of candidates they supported.
Sex scandals are still king in a prudish, extremely sexually repressed culture.

Those who orchestrated the destruction of the American republic, population replacement agenda,
and the brainwashing of the populace with 50 years of Cultural Marxism are masters at what they do.
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This is the fundamental problem most Libertarians have: We assume government is ineffectual and
isn’t doing what it’s designed to do. Oh, but it is doing exactly what those who want to bring The
Great Experiment to a crashing halt want it to do.

This election loss is just another link in the chain towards the globalists’ successful conquest of
America, Inc. and the world. I gave up on finding an electoral solution to what ails the nation a long
time ago, once I realized what was destroying it was much more than the battle of red states and blue
states. I have but one life to live, and I don’t want to waste it fighting a losing battle for a nation that
excommunicated me and men like me a long time ago. As Aaron Clarey knows, it’s best at this point
in time to Enjoy the Decline.

Meantime, I’ll expect the keyboard warriors to do what they do best, spit piss and vinegar in the
virtual world, while in the real world they remain too fucking lazy to go to the ballot box to actually
support the screeds they extol on digital screens. As a result of their laziness, incompetence, and
complacency, the reddest state in the nation now has a blue senator going to join the other globalists
on Capitol Hill.
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Want to Be a Minimalist? Do It Your Damn Self!
December 13, 2017 | by Titanium Vulture | Link | Original Link

You’re not a real man until you get rust under your fingernails!

Titanium Vulture is an author, filmmaker, and contributor to The New Modern Man.

What’s good gents! I hope you’re not scared of getting your hands dirty.  I’m not! I’m a big fan of
finding ways to save money on things that most people complain about overpaying for.  A great
example of this is the repair of your car.

I don’t like other men touching my women. I don’t like them touching my
car either. There seems to be this air of mystery surrounding automobiles and how they are repaired. 
 Look, that’s a bunch of hype to separate you from your money.   Here’s what happens whenever I fix
my car.

I open shit up….take out the thing that’s broken….grab the new thing…put it in….rinse and repeat.
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Although there are more complex tasks that should be delegated to a professional, I am confident that
with some research and a delicate hand, you…yes YOU…can accomplish most, if not all, the tasks
required to keep your vehicle in good operating condition.

Here in the matrix, it feels as if no one wants to work any more. And when we discuss the importance
of minimalism to combat the bullshit of our society, we absolutely must take control of our lives and
become more self sustaining.

You have your two hands.

Mow your own lawn.  Build your new pool deck.  Swap out that old ass 5200
rpm hard drive for a super fast SSD.  It’s possible if you do your research.

I think the reason so many people are strapped for cash is that we just don’t do things for
ourselves.  It’s like we’re a nation of lords….who refuse to lift a goddamn finger for menial tasks like
changing our oil.

If we’re going to take back our lives as men, live a minimalist lifestyle and have the financial
prosperity to truly enjoy the good things in life, then we need to roll up our sleeves and put this work
in.  It is time for us, as the leaders of the new modern men, to demonstrate that we have the skills and
guts to do anything our heart desires.

The next time you’re on the hook for an expense, such as a home repair, car or even your PC. 
Consider the option of foregoing the tech support and just popping the hood.  I guarantee, with
utmost certainty, you will find you have more talent than you think.

Peace, and stay focused!
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How Many Sexual Witch Trials are Fake?
December 14, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Anglo culture is still having witch trials over 300 years after the tragedy in Salem, Massachusetts

Day in and day out we are treated to sexual assault witch trials of mostly heterosexual, white men in
the headlines of the corrupt American media, mouthpieces of the globalist establishment. But how
many of these accusations are false? How many men unjustly lost jobs or had their reputations
destroyed by female lies?

Roy Moore’s senate candidacy ultimately failed because of made-up
allegations first floated by despicable, feminist attorney Gloria Allred even though the primary
accuser admitted she forged Moore’s signature in her yearbook. Worse, since the allegations worked,
and his accuser suffered no consequences for her actions, we’re likely to see even more made-up sex
charges. Trump will be targeted by the mob, make no mistake.

It seems sexual assault witch trials are the latest ploy to totally neutralize men in Anglo America. Did
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the MSM turn their cameras around at Beverly Nelson and look at her story with a skeptical eye after
she admitted she “added notes” to her yearbook? Of course not. Due to rampant gynocentrism in
Anglo media, a woman can admit to making false accusations that could destroy a man and still get
off scot free.

Unfortunately, this sort of rampant hysteria that destroys innocent people is nothing new to Anglo
culture. It has a long history going back to Puritan days. Think of the Salem Witch Trials in rural
Massachusetts way back then. Only today, men are the “sorcerers” that have to be “purified” of their
evil sexual urges. American Thinker took note of this narrative both TNMM and Anglobitch have
long been discussing in an interesting article entitled #MeToo: From Salem to Now. Does this sound
familiar?

Salem Village, 1692. Young girls, caught up in the frenzied hysteria of rampant devilry and
witchcraft as explanations for the problems plaguing Salem Village, led to the accusation of
more than 200 men and women of witchery, leading to the execution of 20 innocent people.

Feminists haven’t literally executed anyone yet, but they have executed quite a few men’s good
names and bank accounts. The more things change, the more they stay the same:

Today, it is generally believed that these young women and the later accusers voiced their
accusations for attention, personal gain, or to capture a moment of relevance in a popular
wave of accusations that were then-thought “brave” by local religious leaders, who were
both the media criers and political leaders of their day.

How many women are now “riding the wave” of false sexual assault charges today? Worse, the
media are judge, jury and executioner in the current climate. And we all know how trustworthy
talking heads in cheap suits scrambling for a sensational scoop are.

Here’s some hard data to consider with the accelerating pace of sexual witch trials in the media: 41%
of rape accusations are fake, according to the government’s own National Institutes for Health. But
why do women lie? Well, beyond what Schopenhauer knew was the innate talent women have for
deception and treachery, NIH says:

These false allegations appear to serve three major functions for the complainants:
providing an alibi, seeking revenge, and obtaining sympathy and attention.

Well, well. False sexual allegations result from the same female motivations that led to the Salem
Witch Trials. I’m not surprised. Are you?

Here are other studies that serve as a testament to how baseless claims, usually made decades after
the supposed “assaults” should be viewed with a skeptical eye. From the comments section of a
popular men’s blog:

Other researchers have come up with similar numbers for false rape accusations: Gregory
and Lees, 1996: 45%. Jordan, 2004: 41%. Chambers and Millar, 1983: 22.4%, Grace et al.,
1992: 24%. McDowell and Hibler, 1985: 27%. Buckley, 1992: 25%. Washington Post,
Virginia and Maryland, 1991: 25%. Even the lowest number is TEN TIMES the number of
false rape allegations that feminists will admit to.

American Thinker rightly suggests rationality rather than media sensationalism and Puritanism reborn
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as secular feminism should rule the day. Revisiting the Salem Witch Trials:

Myriad lessons were learned from this horrific event. Chief among these is the realization
that there is a distinct problem in weaponizing random accusations of wrongdoing amidst
mass hysteria about the rampancy of a peculiar moral evil.  That is, innocent men and
women are invariably punished when accusations grow from the passions of a frenzied
mob.

Frankly, Anglo culture is entering dangerous territory as Socialist social engineers bring down load-
bearing cultural walls, legal precedent, and pillars of cultural wisdom gleaned through centuries of
experience, one by one. American Thinker’s conclusion should be one of the culture at large, but it
isn’t:

Facts should still be stubborn things, and a dearth of convincing facts should still stubbornly
presume innocence.  Accused men or women should still be presumed innocent unless it is
proven otherwise.  If we lose our grasp on those simple principles because we excitedly get
caught up in the zephyr of popular outrage against leftist targets of similar accusations, we
cede centuries’ worth of costly-to-win ideological ground.

The longer feminists get by with destroying men on a whim, the harder it will be to reverse this
cultural precedent. Soon, if a woman wants a man’s job all she’ll have to do is get in a room alone
with them, then cry wolf. Presto! The dude is tossed out on his ass by HR.

P.S. Note to Anglo men: Get those crazy Anglobitches under control before they burn the totality of
your civilization down and turn you into literal geldings.
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Statistical Proof Anglo Culture is Deadly
December 14, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Census data prove Anglo culture (the most extreme offshoot of Faustian machine culture) is killing its hosts. Red-shaded areas indicate
counties where whites are rapidly dying off

If there’s one fact that rings clear since beginning my adventures abroad several years ago, it’s that
my instincts telling me something was wrong were correct. Anglo culture is deeply troubled. It is
sick. And, it’s statistically deadly. This could be the reason I’ve been thinking, “Please don’t send me
back!” since beginning my latest series of adventures abroad.

Anglo culture has become so mechanical and myopic it is literally killing its founding population.
This is why legislators and the corporate-government complex have to bring in wave after wave of
immigrants to keep machines running and money flowing. Anglos are dying off due to their anti-life,
anti-living, anti-sex, technology-obsessed, shopping and eating out-worshiping way of life.

Of course, the fact white women have shunned family since feminism is also a factor as to why
whites are vanishing at an ever-increasing rate. But, it goes deeper than that. As TNMM has reported
in the past, another symptom of the deadliness of the culture is the fact drug addiction – chemical
escape from the madness –  is killing more people annually than the Vietnam War and terrorism
combined.

Even the mainstream Daily Mail has picked up on these trends:

While Latino, black and Asian populations continue to grow, soaring death rates among
white middle-aged Americans – combined with the fact that white families are having less
children – mean certain states are seeing falling Caucasian populations. 
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White Americans are also reportedly dying faster thanks to a silent ‘epidemic’ of deaths
from suicides, drug and alcohol poisoning.

Faustian machine culture is killing its creators. German historian and philosopher Oswald Spengler
predicted this strange world we find ourselves in nearly a century ago:

All things organic are dying in the grip of organization. An artificial world is permeating
and poisoning the natural. Civilization has itself become a machine that does, or tries to do,
everything in a mechanical fashion.

The corrupt media and Hollyweird have tricked the world into believing this lifestyle is the most
effete, wonderful way of living life ever devised by humanity. When in fact, turning people into rats
running in an endless financial wheel, chained to machines and a 70-hour clock – and in which the
only outlet for the Freudian id is through consumption –  is killing foreign cultures the Faustian
machine ingests almost as fast as it’s killing the host population. Those cultures that are assimilated
into the American way of life are doomed to become just as nihilistic, demographically moribund,
obese, and spiritually dead as Anglos have become.

Now, that’s a jagged little Red Pill if there ever was one. That said, America (and Western Europe
and Australia) enjoy a marvelous quality of life if judging by material standards. But, this materialism
comes at the cost of culture and the non-material quality of life. These societies are becoming bereft
of culture and spirituality making their sleep-work-spend habits literally deadly.

Enter this crumbling kingdom at your own risk, immigrants.
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Santo Domingo: Best Seen at Night
December 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Christmas lights in El Capital

Open air eating

Pizzas are pretty good in SD
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Statues aren’t being torn down
here

Have a hand-rolled Dominican
cigar

Near El Catedral

A night on the town for this
couple
Rel’s International Travel Guides (see more)
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Relampago’s City Rating: 

Nightlife: Very good
Chance to score: Very good
Beer prices: 100 pesos, or $2
Food prices: Pica pollo for $3-5, pizza for $7-8
Lodging: From $25/night
Things to do besides chase women: Historical tours and Boca Chica beach, just to name two

If you decide to wing your way down to the Dominican Republic, there’s at least a chance you’ll end
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up flying into the capital city if you aren’t instead headed to overly-Americanized Punta Cana.
(Puerto Plata is the other big tourist destination on the island.) Your destination, the modern Las
Americas airport is just outside the main hub in Santo Domingo. Taxistas are rather expensive in this
town, so word to the wise is learn to use a guagua or take a bus when possible.

Known by the locals as “El Capital” it is a 500-year old colonial city. Santo Domingo was the first
European city to be founded in the Americas after Columbus landed on Hispaniola (near Puerto
Plata) in 1492. The Zona Colonial is the heart of the history of this Latin American city, and is replete
with colonial architecture. A taxi will take you there for the ripoff rate of $40 or so. Catch a ride on a
guagua or “minibus” as it’s known by the locals to save your pesos.

Santo Domingo is a city of stark contrasts, contrasts that echo lines such as “It was the best of times,
it was the worst of times” from Charles Dickens’ novel A Tale of Two Cities. Indeed, in many says
Santo Domingo seems to be two cities for the price of one. There’s the affluent side of town, and the
struggling side of town. There are 500 year old buildings in the Zona Colonial, and soaring modern
offices only miles away. There are street vendors selling clothes, food, and even electronics in the
barrios and modern shopping malls. A visitor will often see these stunning contrasts side by side.

A similar contrast is how the city looks during the day versus how it looks at night. Most locals will
tell you Santo Domingo is prettier by night, and this author would have to agree with that assessment.

 

Nightlife

As is the case with the rest of the island, if you find yourself in the right neighborhood, nightlife in
the capital is a treat.

Without a doubt, pass by some bars and you’ll hear Bachata and/or Salsa music playing. You’re also
likely to see Dominicans (and foreigners who know how to hang) actually dancing rather than
standing around looking at each other while making glib, sarcastic comments like in Anglo America.
This is a very social culture, which is part of the reason I have fallen in love with this small, island
nation. Notice in the video above how much fun the dancers seem to be having, while gringos stand
around and watch. (Yours truly gets in on the action. Especially if there’s a pretty morena like her to
dance with!)

Part of the charm of El Capital is the fact you’ll see people from all walks of life here. You’re just as
likely to see wealthy Dominicans out for a night on the town as you are to see streetwalkers…though
few foreigners will know these working girls when they see them. After spending some time in the
country, a man learns the difference. As in much of the world outside sexually repressed and shamed
Anglo America, ladies of the night are not prohibited from practicing their trade here – nor should
they be in a free society.

As someone who is experienced traveling in Latin America, I can have a fabulous night in El Capital
on only $50-75. That price of entry includes drinks, dinner, and and other amusement I might come
across. Of course, as a well-experienced traveler who is repelled by the prospect of being fleeced by
American-style shoppin’ and eatin’ out, I enjoy hanging in places that would make most of my faint
of heart countrymen jittery. Those types of travelers will spend more and have less fun so they can
feel “safe” when they’re in a place like this. My advice: If you’re going to come here learn the culture
and enjoy it. Don’t bring America here and expect everyone to adapt to you.
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A word to the wise. Even though Santo Domingo is relatively safe, as is the case in any metro area
my advice is don’t be an idiot. You can be robbed or have your valuables snatched if you don’t know
what the hell you’re doing. That said, I’ve been to El Capital many times and never had any issues.

Overall, Santo Domingo can be a blast as it offers plenty of nightlife, lovely, friendly chicas to
socialize with, and affordable prices. Lodging only costs me around 1500 pesos or a little over $30
for a nice room. (Though, I have stayed in rooms for as little as $10-15 a night!) But, my Spanish and
negotiating skills get me much more mileage than English-only gringos.

Don’t miss out on El Capital if you’re here!
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Eye Candy of the Week | December 17, 2017
December 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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This week’s pinup model takes us to an exotic locale where she seductively displays her svelte figure.
She has magnificent hips, and is already half nude…so there’s not much more work to be done.
Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for December 17, 2017 as we admire the female form while
remembering the truth about women.
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TNMM Archives: Ozone Layer “Hole” Big as Ever – Revealing
Yet Another Myth from The Matrix
December 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It seems Mother Nature will be alright without crushing government interventions

Remember the infamous ozone “hole” that was supposed to fry the planet with lethal doses of UV
radiation all because of human-produced CFCs? Nearly 30 years after the banning of CFCs by the
Montreal Protocol the hole is bigger than ever.

The fourth largest hole on record just occurred just last October, right after a
particularly frigid Antarctic winter. Well, hole is actually a misnomer as the “hole in the ozone layer”
is really a slight seasonal thinning of the protective layer over Antarctica. Most troubling about the
narrative is the fact the appearance of the ozone hole out of nowhere in 1978 directly coincided with
the expiration of an important big business CFC patent – even though this organic compound had
been in use since the 1930s!

In any case, sophists who write dumbed-down, factually twisted articles for mass consumption at
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least went so far as to give us a half truth about how the ozone hole forms. This revelation interferes
with not just one, but two major scares being pushed by corrupt government officials and adherents to
the environmental religion. The Weather Network writes:

Why did the ozone hole grow so large this year? It was a combination of just how persistent
ozone-depleting chemicals are in the atmosphere, and just how cold the atmosphere got
over Antarctic during the past month.

The ozone hole peaks during the frigid darkness of the
Antarctic winter (June-September in the Southern
Hemisphere)

What? The ozone hole is dependent on cold temperatures? Yes. It is also a function of the lack of
sunlight for 6 months over Antarctica. Why? Ozone is an unstable molecule that disintegrates and
becomes regular old oxygen in the frigid darkness of the Antarctic winter. Ozone regenerates from
atmospheric oxygen only in sunlight and only in certain temperatures.

Some atmospheric scientists now say the ozone hole has likely always been there, and always will be.
Indeed, the thinning of the ozone layer over Antarctica does show a correlation with changing
seasons, suggesting it is connected to natural processes on earth.

Incidentally, there is a much smaller hole that forms over the North Pole each year…but it is smaller
because temperatures aren’t as cold as at the South Pole and there’s much more atmospheric mixing
in the Northern Hemisphere to counteract the lack of sunlight.

The Antarctic ozone hole we all heard about ad nauseum in the 1980s and 1990s is a result of
temperatures that are much, much colder over the South Pole than the North Pole and the result of a
continent that is cut off from much of the rest of the earth’s atmosphere by regular patterns of
circulation. (The fact the atmosphere got so cold as to help destroy ozone also goes against the
“hottest planet ever” global warming polemic!)

So, there are major problems with yet another leftist doom and gloom narrative brought on by
the ozone-destroying extreme cold over Antarctica. It turns out, we have 4 major issues with the
ozone polemic:

The hole magically “appeared” out of nowhere as DuPont’s patent on Freon expired in 1978 –1.
what a coincidence!
The ozone hole isn’t actually a hole but a slight thinning of this layer of gas that changes2.
seasonally depending on temperatures and sunlight. (More on that in a second.)
The ozone hole has stabilized in size, and has not shrunk as those pushing the ozone hole3.
narrative said it would. (In truth, it’s probably always been there and always will be. See #4 for
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the reason why.)
Ozone is an unstable compound that disintegrates in extremely cold temperatures and in the4.
absence of sunlight. (Temperatures over Antarctica are the coldest in the world and the
continent endures 6 months of darkness per year.)
Big business stood to lose billions, if not trillions of dollars as the patent on an important5.
refrigerant was expiring. DuPont needed a new refrigerant it could patent, while rendering the
old refrigerant obsolete – and illegal – even though the old refrigerant was superior in many
ways.

Clyde Spencer from Watts Up With That, a blog that questions the narratives of the current
anthropogenic global warming religion explains how the ozone generation-destruction cycle is deeply
connected to sunlight, seasonally changing temperatures, and the seasonal presence or absence of the
Antarctic polar vortex.

Additionally, Spencer tells us the Antarctic polar vortex is much stronger and more persistent than
the Arctic polar vortex – meaning the often Antarctic is “cut off” from areas of the atmosphere where
ozone is being generated.

From my reading on the subject, the bulk of Earth’s ozone is created in the equatorial
stratosphere. It moves polewards both because of a lesser partial pressure of ozone at higher
latitudes, and also because of equatorial heating and cooling at the poles. In any event,
ozone has a relatively short half-life, and in the absence of sunlight, there is no new ozone
created at the poles in the Winter to replenish what naturally decays.

As I remarked in a previous post, anomalously high concentrations are routinely recorded
outside the Antarctic circumpolar vortex. I’m not sure of the exact mechanism that stalls the
migration, but the evidence is visible. As to the photolysis and catalytic destruction when
the sun first comes up over the horizon, I’m pretty sure it happens, but the effect is probably
overemphasized.

The Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer was unable to measure Winter ozone levels
because it required sunlight, something in short supply over the South Pole in the Winter.
So, what we see is during the earliest possible measurements, there is low ozone which
continues to decrease in concentration until the vortex breaks up and the ozone sitting
outside the vortex can mix with the depleted air.

Once the sun gets high enough in the sky, it is capable of actually producing some ozone
over the pole, although it is by then also supplemented by ozone from lower latitudes as it is
free to migrate into that area in the absence of the vortex.

Tl;dr version: The ozone hole is a naturally occurring phenomenon. Spencer’s explanation came as
part of an erudite discussion that ensued after publication of an excellent article on the subject by Dr.
Tim Ball, retired professor from the Universty of Winnipeg. In the article entitled The Ozone Scare
Was A Dry Run For The Global Warming Scare Dr. Ball explains:

There is not now and never was a “hole in the ozone.” The phrase was a public relations
construct to mislead and exploit fear as the basis for a political agenda. The procedure used
in the exploitation of environmental and climate for a political agenda is to take normal
patterns and events and present them as, or imply, they are abnormal. It works because most
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people don’t know what is normal.

Global warming became the largest exploitation of this practice, but it was based on the
knowledge gained from reported ozone depletions over Antarctica. The ozone deception
served as a forerunner, a practice run, for the global warming deception to follow.

The global warming deception (of which the ozone scare was a practice session for) is one of the
linchpins to global government, as revealed by Lord Christopher Monkton in his reporting of what is
actually being discussed at the annual global warming conferences.

Contrary to propaganda telling us what a success global governments’ ozone layer intervention was
that’s being put out this summer, the hole has not been fixed by eliminating a cheaper, more effective
and easier to use refrigerant called Freon. And as we will see, its replacement Puron is anything but
pure.

One of the biggest ozone holes ever recorded just happened over Antarctica, contradicting the old narrative that it would be in the process
of disappearing by now

Examining the Record Ozone Hole After Last Winter

Despite the fact the ozone hole expanded to the 4th largest on record at an extent of 28.2 million
square kilometers just last winter, propagandists and sycophants adhere to the MSM narrative that the
ozone hole is slowly healing.

Those few times questions have been posed to “officials” about why the ozone hole is till there even
after the consumption of ozone depleting substances has plummeted since 1987 are answered with
unsatisfactory explanations. Now, we are supposed to believe the chemicals are “long-lived” even
though the people pushing the ozone hole polemic said the hole would fade away by 2030 to 2050.
We are only 13.5 years away from 2030, and if anything the size of the hole has stabilized.
Illustrating the media echo chamber in full effect, and the predilection of media to take the “official”
word as the gospel, the National Geographic says the ozone hole healing process is right on pace with
the expected timeline, in the face of contradictory evidence.
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The size of the ozone hole has stabilized around an average of
20-25 million km for 25 years

Vox (another MSM echo chamber blog) reported just this month the ozone hole is healing despite the
size hole stabilizing around a large mean over the past 20 years, and the fact we just had one of the
largest holes on record. This graph using data from NASA and the European Environment Agency
proves the hole has stabilized around a mean of 20-25 million square kilometers since 1992.

The data pre-1992 is highly suspect because CFCs have been used worldwide and released into the
atmosphere since the 1930s – so why did the hole just magically appear in 1978 out of nowhere?
Perhaps because a major chemical company needed a crisis? The critical DuPont manufacturing
patent for Freon (“Process for Fluorinating Halohydrocarbons”, U.S. Patent #3258500) expired in
1979, right as the ozone hole scare got underway. That is quite an interesting coincidence!
Nonetheless, leftists are doubling down on their narrative that humans are bad and a gigantic,
crushing, oppressive government is needed to save the world. So, a magical new compound called
Puron as created.

The new government-approved and “environmentally friendly” Puron
refrigerant actually turns out to be a potent greenhouse gas that was developed as a replacement in an
age in which we are supposed to be worried sick about global warming. (Notice how PR flacks
mangle words like “pure” into a product that is anything but pure!) The MSM never brings the fact
up we are mass producing a greenhouse gas far stronger than CO2 as an “environmentally friendly”
replacement. The duplicity and hypocrisy is astounding.

The important concept to take away from all this is there are a lot of questions that need to be raised
about the ozone hole scare, as well as the seemingly unending list of scares that could have been
invented out of whole cloth by a corporate-government complex that lives and dies by the adage you
have to create problems to create profit.
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Scaring the shit out of the population also helps a corrupt government
legitimize itself as legislators convince the public to trade away freedom for the illusion of safety.
(This way of doing business is beginning to break down, however, as 75% of the population of the
United States now realizes its government is corrupt in the latest Gallup polling data.)

So, what to make of the ozone hole scare and the fact the hole it’s as big as it ever was? As Mark
Twain said, It’s easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled. The
corporate-government complex a.k.a. Deep State now running the U.S. government turns out to be
exceptional at deception, as it pulled off the ozone hole scare without a hitch – not to mention the
vanishing ice age and acid rain environmental scares of the 1970s and 1980s. Global warming has
been a much harder sell, though.

It looks like we have been had yet again in the age of propaganda. But, since the Internet has replaced
alphabet channels as the public’s go-to source for information, people are beginning to wake up from
the mass delusion created by the centralization of communication during the Television Age. The
creation of problems like this for the fun and profit of psychopathic government officials and their
CEO masters begs the question: How deep does this ozone… er… rabbit hole go in The Anglo
American Matrix, Alice?
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Weakness Invites Predation
December 17, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Cultural weakness invites predation by sociopathic elites

In response to a disheartening map (for those who respect the right to prosper for all races) that shows
white people fading from existence in America (Europe and Australia are also seeing the same
trends) a TNMM regular left this hopeful commentary that maybe, just maybe, mass migration could
explain all that bleeding red on a map of white population loss under age 20 over a 4 year period. It’s
a map in which most counties in the nation ended up with massive 5% plus losses of the Caucasian
population. The Angry Outernationalist writes:

I don’t have the raw data for this map, but I can readily see five separate flows of “college-
aged people”, which is what you’d have with the “population under age 20” as the map
indicates:

1. Movements from suburban counties and outlying rural areas to cities with colleges and
universities;
2. Migration to major cities for work;
3. Migration to resource-rich areas for work;
4. Migration to coastal areas and other comfortable spots as lifestyle moves;
5. Economic migration outward, possibly including the influence of immigration
programmes inward.

These are all good points made by our friend who knows how to read between the lines of statistics.
Unfortunately,  migration doesn’t account for all the losses. This is an important clarification to
make. TNMM replied:
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Migration doesn’t account for all the bleeding red on that map. These are important factors
you listed, but the map is red because the overall or “absolute” number of white youths is
declining. In fact, 46 states saw sharp declines in white youth, simply because they aren’t
being born in sufficient numbers to sustain the population. (2.1 births per woman per
lifetime is the “magic” statistical fertility rate to merely sustain a population…whites have
been at or below 1.6 for a long time. Anything below 2.1 is a dying population.)

In fact, mainstream media outlet The Atlantic predictably wrote this with glee as they examined the
statistics:

“Overall, from 2000 to 2014, the nation added 8.2 million non-white kids younger than 20-
and lost nearly 6.6 million whites in that age group.”

Those are huge numbers for such a short period of time. So, the losses aren’t just due to whites
moving out of rural areas and into metro areas, suburbs, and places with job prospects. Continuing
from TNMM’s reply:

The simple fact is whites have been below replacement fertility for a good 40 years or more
(since feminism). Because of this, and other cultural factors (increasing numbers of deaths
among whites from suicides, drug and alcohol overdoses, etc…especially among middle-
aged men who have become pariahs in their own nation and wage cucks to Big Daddy
Government) whites are indeed dying off.

As TNMM often reports, Anglo culture – which exists inside the larger scheme of Faustian
machine culture – is much to blame. Whites bring a lot of their demographic problems on themselves
with a culture that has abandoned its biology in a lust to become one with its machines. This is a
massive problem to which there is no easy solution.

Additionally, feminism has gelded white men and they’ve acquiesced to all of its demands, putting
them in a weak and compromised position. Their footing is only going to slip even further with each
new agenda item that gets rolled out. For example, #MeToo threatens to make the prospect of even
approaching women a legal land mine. If an ex or a girl you were courting gets pissed off at you at
any point in the future, she can claim sexual assault and destroy you. The fact there has been little to
no resistance to this dangerous cultural precedent by clueless white chumps (who represent the
majority of the accused) confirms their willingness to accept weaker and weaker positions in society.
(P.S. Women don’t mate with weak, pliable soy boys.)

Weakness invites predation. TNMM sees the decline of white people in their own lands as a two-
pronged problem. First, we have Anglo culture which has become anti-life, anti-sex, and anti-living
as religious Puritanism has morphed into secular feminism. Worse, we have unscrupulous,
sociopathic 1% billionares taking advantage of this problem by throwing salt into cultural wounds to
further their own agendas. White countries have, for a millennia, been much more difficult for elites
to control than other countries because of the pesky, persistent ideas of freedom, self-determination,
and individuality that date back to the Magna Carta and even Rome. Their solution increasingly
seems to be putting “whitey” to sleep and destroying true diversity on the planet as elites merge
humanity into one race. RooshV came out with a bold, and accurate article on this very issue
recently:

For many years, I have been at the forefront of teaching men how to embrace their
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masculinity, maximize their potential, and sleep with beautiful women. During this time, I
have come to believe that liberals have an explicit goal to crush men, primarily through the
meme of feminism, but I now realize that that was only an intermediary step for a more
comprehensive agenda: kill whitey. What I thought was a war against men is really a battle
within a bigger war against white people.

He’s right. TNMM defined this as Racial Bolshevism when the blog was founded. Here’s how it
works:

Contemporary Progressivism should really be called Racial Bolshevism.  The psycho-
political profile is identical: whereas the original Bolsheviks believed that the Communist
utopia could not be achieved without the elimination of the bourgeois class, the
contemporary Racial Bolsheviks believe that the multicultural utopia cannot be achieved
without the elimination of white people–especially white men.

That doesn’t mean that they’re *planning* to kill you. That’s not how mind control works.
They think they’re just “seeking justice” for non-whites. But of course they will never
define in concrete terms what “racial justice” actually is. It’s all kept tantalizingly abstract
for a reason–namely, so that there is no end game, ever. That means that they can never
stop. Every defeated injustice yields a new racial injustice on the horizon, which must then
be defeated. Finally, the unacceptable injustice will be the very existence of white people.

After all, the only way to truly “stop white men” is to kill them. Right? Because if you don’t
kill them, then they can always keep right on acting white, and doing white things, in that
white way that you hate so much. But if you just kill them, then the problem of whiteness is
permanently solved. And then the world will be saved! See how that works?

Start paying attention, and you will notice this thread of Racial Bolshevism being woven into almost
every narrative the MSM weaves. In short, the left, the Deep State, and the corrupt media are now –
either knowingly (most likely) or unknowingly (not as likely) – predating a certain demographic. And
this predation couldn’t come at a worse time because the culture itself is compromised.

Whites would be prudent to get wise to the ongoing program of racial marginalization and
scapegoating the matrix is foisting upon them. And other races would be wise not to let the megarich
target white people this way, because who’s to say they won’t become a target themselves of
sociopathic billionaires someday.
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The System is Rigged
December 18, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Which shell will your success and retirement be under? Play silly games and win silly prizes

As someone who has been there, done that with both the great “system” we are all supposed to
believe in and chasing The American Dream (you have to be asleep to believe) I’ve come to the
conclusion there’s simply no way to win playing by the rules of the game, anymore.

That already compromised promise evaporated in the new, corporate
controlled world we find ourselves in. The last vestiges of it disappeared circa 2008 as a shakedown
of the American populace by the banking cartels occurred when our masters informed us “life as
most Americans know it is about to change” to quote former talking head Charles Gibson of ABC
News reading the propaganda of the day.

In days gone by, loyal, good men were modestly rewarded for their hard work and sacrifices. Not
anymore. Now we are castigated, loathed, and blamed by women and society. I endured so many
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broken promises before turning on both. The promise of a “good job” that paid well that never came
to be, even after I studied and “did the right thing” by sacrificing my youth at the altar of culturally
coerced Betatude. The promise of a “good wife” who was loyal and wouldn’t sink her fangs into the
lifeblood of my emotions and finances. (I used to lament the fact I never married, but now I see what
a path of destruction my exes left in the lives of the men they did marry and have kids with – and I’m
glad I dodged them).

In short, the rules are intended to produce:

Indentured servants saddled with non-bankruptable college debt
Supplicating soy boys eating GMO food and begging for attention and sexual favors from
women
Debt slaves who spend their lives paying 25% interest on credit cards to buy things they don’t
need with money they don’t have to impress people they don’t like
Broken men, both financially and spiritually after women frivorce rape them and take the kids;
or female-dominated serfs of the consumerism machine
Men without agency over their own choices and their own lives due to constant rule and
policymaking by the corporate-government complex – if one set of rules doesn’t get you,
another will

As a recovering “good guy” who turned not only on women but on society at large after repeated
kicks in the teeth by both, I now rage inside my mind when I think back on what bowing my head
down, gritting my teeth, and licking the boot got me. I am angry for being lied to about women and
the world. In many ways, my mentality echoes Walter White:

I have spent my whole life scared, frightened of things that could happen, might happen,
might not happen, 50-years I spent like that. Finding myself awake at three in the morning.
But you know what? Ever since my diagnosis, I sleep just fine.

Yeah, ever since my Red Pill awakening I sleep just fine. I’ve transformed from a meek man reading
the daily propaganda in front of an HD camera to a ZFG Sigma whose new motto is “My way, or the
highway.”

My anger from being used half a lifetime motivates me to get up everyday and find new ways of
telling other men the truth about women and the world, so someone, somewhere might be spared the
sense of loss and mourning I often feel about a life in which I was given the wrong instruction
manual by the edumacation system and the corrupt media – both institutions I once had the utmost
respect for that I now loathe.

Men, the system is rigged. I’ve said it before that the only way to win is not to play. Play by the rules,
follow instructions, hope for the best and watch as your life evaporates into the ether and all you end
up with are memories of punching in on time at the same hell each day and a litany of broken
promises. That, and a life of loneliness as the state has cucked you with women by exploiting male
weaknesses defined by Briffault’s Law. This is a dog eat dog world. And this dog isn’t going to let
himself be kicked around anymore.

If there’s one thing being off the corporate plantation for two years has shown me, it’s that there’s no
going back to the life of a slave, anymore.
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Women Are Always Losing Investments for Men
December 19, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Have you ever stopped to think about a long-term strategy when it comes to the high cost/high risk/very low return investment known as
women?

Imagine putting huge sums of money into a briefcase. Then, giving the only keys to that briefcase to
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a woman, her lawyer, and a state bureaucrat while hoping for the best. They’d never screw you over,
right?

Wait a second. Hold that thought. Maybe that wouldn’t be such a prudent idea. Why? Women are
always losing investments for men – an obvious fact in these dark cultural days of disposable
marriages and cell phone calls to scuzzy frivorce lawyers. But, even during the days of patriarchy,
women were a losing investment for men.

Today’s status quo between the sexes is so bad it reads like an episode of
The Twilight Zone. Imagine, if you will a world in which men can be arrested for approaching
women the wrong way. In which women can use the cloak of invisibility to rain devastation onto the
careers of 100+ prominent (mostly white) men with unproven, and often decades-old sexual assault
charges. A world in which women provide absolutely no benefit to men whatsoever in relationshits
and marriage, insult and castigate men for their biological urges, and push men to the margins of
society yet demand to be treated like princesses. One can easily imagine the voice of Rod Serling
narrating the play by play in this black and white dystopia.

Today’s batch of post-feminist women bring absolutely of value to a man’s life other than pink, moist
anatomy. As proof, if you find you’re broke all the time, get rid of your girlfriend and watch your
finances miraculously turn around. (I’ve done it. And it works.) This will illustrate just what her
presence is costing you. By the way, the anatomy can be replaced by learning effective pick-up
artistry or availing oneself of legal prostitution where it’s available. (Nevada, ho!)

Here are just 5 important ways women have become burdens rather than ASSets in todays’ Twilight
Zone, thereby downgrading their status from bad investment grade to junk bond status. Women offer:

No security in relationships. “Until death do us part” has degenerated to nothing more than
symbolic hot air – men are expected to invest huge sums of money into women with no
guarantee the enormous investment will be worth it.
Huge financial risk, as one day of “I’m not happy” can snowball into financial devastation for a
hapless hubby.
No cooking skills. The irony of entitled Anglo women pawning food preparation off on the
working poor and/or immigrants is completely lost on feminists who consider food preparation
to be the equivalent of torture. (Didn’t seem to kill my mother or grandmother.)
No virginity and declining fertility (making a white wedding gown laughable) as Anglo women
now come off the cock carousel ride ready to “settle” for marriage dizzy and broken. By the
time women marry, their fertility is on the decline as the average age of first marriage is now
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pushing 30.
No fidelity, as female infidelity is always blamed on men. Remember that mistake you made
when you forgot her birthday 10 years ago she was supposed to have forgiven you for but
didn’t?

You don’t have to read The Art of the Deal to realize that’s a shitty bargain
for men. TNMM has worked out the math on what this crop of half-assed Anglobitches cost men
over the course of a lifetime, with figures ranging from $200,000 to $1,000,000 or more. All for the
“privilege” of some occasional sex. Or a family she can take away at anytime. Hmmm.

In the past, at least women provided 10-15 years of prime, nubile beauty and fertility to men, along
with a healthy dose of homemaking skills, and culturally enforced monogamy. Most importantly,
“until death do us part” actually meant what it promised. That short window of prime puss and
fertility came in exchange for handing men the bill for 40-50 years or more of consumerism and
materialism.

This is no longer the case. Even though women have reneged on their end of the contract, they expect
to be maintained with the latest and greatest of everything – placing an enormous burden on the backs
of their disposable Beta boyfriends and husbands.

Not gonna do it. Wouldn’t be prudent at this juncture, to paraphrase Dana Carvey and his classic
Bush 41 impression back when SNL didn’t suck.

Imagine if men started calculating how much relationshits cost them, looked at this investment in
women as a monthly payment to princess – and invested the cash instead. We’d rapidly have a
bumper crop of millionaire MGTOWs and John Galts. And women would become even more
destitute than many of them already are post-feminism.
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Stories from the Road: “Strange” Can Be Intoxicating
December 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A man never forgets the rare woman who treats him like a man

I had an awesome, memorable experience yesterday, and had to share it with my brothers to illustrate
how relations between men and women and sexuality should be. If anything, an experience like the
one I just had makes me realize all my instincts were right when those echoes in my mind
collectively told me I was being shit on by women in Anglo America.

Suffice it to say, I have a semi-regular chick. Well, as regular as I’ll ever let a chick be in my life
after half a lifetime of abuse by them. I’m never going to be 100% loyal to a woman again as long as
I feel like I’m ultimately nothing but a utility in their lives, a utility that can be disposed of at any
time. I’m supposed to invest all of myself and my money into a woman who is certain to leave me if I
ever stop providing “benefit” to her as illustrated by Briffault’s Law? Nah.

In any case, I was out doing some business yesterday. I stopped to have some beers at a hole in the
wall bar that was playing Bachata music. After a couple of tall, cold Presidentes I noticed a morena
(dark skinned chick) with a sexy mane of black hair, an incredible ass, and a friendly disposition
making flirty eyes at me. It’s always nice when a woman has an inviting posture, especially when a
man hails from the land of mean-faced, clipped hair, oversize retro glasses girls. So, I motioned for
her to come over and join me at the bar. Long story short, we soon ended up at her place.

As we made our way into her apartment, making out along the way, we stripped each other’s clothes
off one another and made our way to her shower. I kissed her neck, then she kissed mine. Seeing her
taut, dark sinned body from behind in the rays of sunlight filtering through her window, the
magnificence of her athletic behind glistening in the water, something primitive and wonderful began
awakening inside me. I began to feel like a wild animal as there’s nothing quite as intoxicating to a
straight man as a sexual conquest with a hot chick he’s never got to experience before. I could tell she
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was getting into it to, whispering nasty things in my ear in Spanish as we petted each other in the
shower.

All of the sudden she bent over and took me into her mouth. I stood there in the shower, nearly
paralyzed by how good she was. The passion with which she massaged me with her mouth was
incredible. I don’t often offer the compliment “a mouth like cocaine” to chicks, but this chica
definitely had a mouth like cocaine. I knew right then and there this was an encounter for the ages.
One I would remember for years or decades to come.

Incidentally, all by best encounters have been with black, Latina or
Asian women. (The chica in this story was both black and Latina.) Anglo chicks just seem frigid and
distant by comparison, as if they’re already fast-forwarding to the “payoff” from doing this sexual
favor for you. At least, that’s my impression most of the time I’m with one. Ethnic women seem to be
“in the moment” when I’m with them. I’ve discussed before how the $40 (LEGAL) pay for play girl
in Mexico made me feel better than most of the American women I’ve had relationshits with simply
because she treated me like a man and didn’t act like sex was dirty. (It isn’t!)

Getting back to the story, we then proceeded to the bed, where she continued her mouth hugs for a
few minutes. The wildness and craziness of the whole experience – here I was in bed with a chick I
had just met an hour ago – giving me a euphoric high.

Then, she climbed up on top, and proceeded to ride like a cowgirl. There’s something amazing and
rare about really good sex. Many of you may know what I’m talking about. Being with a woman who
knows what she’s doing, who likes men, and who likes sex is akin to a religious experience. An
experience like this makes a man realize all the bad women and bad sex he’s had in his life.
Especially if he’s had 150+ women as Yours Truly. There’s a deep well of experience to draw on for
comparing and contrasting.

We both got wilder and wilder with the thrusting becoming more intense. We changed positions.
Then changed positions again. I remember being on top and looking to the side to see her leg
stretched straight out, and up into the air pointed skyward with her toes stretched out, thinking this is
living. This is what it’s all about. The human experience doesn’t get much better than this.
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This is the life. Why does the matrix try to take experience like this
away from men and women offering sorry substitutes – proxies – for this ancient, primal experience?
How evil the matrix is for doing that.

It wasn’t long after that, a good 15 minutes or so that I just couldn’t take it anymore and exploded.
She wanted to keep going, and so did I, but the high I got from being with a strange woman who
acted like she wanted me from start to finish was just too much. Not to worry, I have her number so
we can go for a longer session next time.

As I age, I find myself less enamored of women. My ability to be seduced by them waning because I
know what The Predatory Female really is inside, behind the curtain of all that well-practiced
sophistry. That said, an experience like this can make a man feel like a teenager again. Like life is
worth living. That all women aren’t that bad. (As delusional as that thought might be – it was nice to
have it in passing!)

As I’ve said before, easy women like the one highlighted in this story have their place in a
functioning society. Every woman making themselves as inaccessible as Everest (as has happened in
America) really makes for a miserable society.

I got all that from a dose of some “strange” as some men call it. This lay has been on my mind ever
since, and I’m sure even in the future I’ll recall this day fondly. It’s amazing how a little female
attention with a woman who makes a guy feel like a man rather than an employee or slave can change
a man’s disposition and outlook on life, if only temporarily. It’s just unreal to me sex has social
stigma and shame attached to it  in Anglo America. I’ll be happy because of this roll in the hay for
days, if not weeks or years. Why aren’t I allowed this kind of happiness back home?
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MSM Lists Reasons Women Get Divorced, But We Tell You
The Real Reason
December 20, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Everything is just fine and dandy in a relationshit or marriage – as long as you’re literally paying your dues to the female

The MSM loves to come up with clever, psuedo-explanations for just about everything. It’s an
industry that runs on pretty lies.

Low-paid, gynocentric propagandists recently compiled a nice and tidy,
hamster-wheel inspired listing of why women divorce men, and published the results in Business
Insider. TNMM decided to peruse the claims and come up with our own, Red Pill conclusions rather
than trusting those who have turned deception into an art form to tell us why divorces happen.

Right away, we can glean bias in the article by merely scratching the surface. The first mistake the
story makes is assuming “couples” get divorced, when the plain truth is women initiate or are directly
responsible for three-quarters or more of divorces. The report about why “couples” get divorced (as if
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men have any say in the matter) was driven by research conducted by Psychology Today:

When it comes to studying divorce, social scientists have two options. They can observe
different couples and try to figure out on their own what predicts the end of a marriage, or
they can simply ask people why their marriage ended.

Enter Hamster Rationalizations to taint the results. Asking women why they got divorced isn’t
scientific, as females can effortlessly come up with a pocket full of excuses to hide their ulterior
motives. Further, henpecked, Blue Pill men often go along with what women say was the cause of
divorce without sticking up for their own interests. In any case, here’s the study’s methodology:

Researchers either ask participants to choose from a list of potential reasons for divorce, or
they ask participants to answer an open-ended question about why they divorced.

Here are the reasons listed by this non-scientific study of divorce, based on research from
psychologist Scott M. Stanley:

Infidelity: Predictably, this is blamed on men. The study highlighted this response: “He
cheated on me … Then I met somebody else and did the same thing. And when he found out
about it we both essentially agreed that it wasn’t worth trying to make it work anymore because
it just hurt too bad.” Maybe he started cheating because she sucked in bed. (I just wrote an
article discussing good sex vs. bad sex.) Maybe she could have used some pointers on how to
be better in bed. (Women always enjoy giving men pointers on how we can do… everything…
better. Why not return the favor?) Maybe she, like most women, turned into an ice cube when
she didn’t get something she wanted (like $$$) out of him.
Substance Abuse: Also, blamed on men. From the study: “I said ‘absolutely no more bars’ and
as soon as I found out he was back in them, I asked for [a divorce].” Never is the idea that
maybe a bitch who is hell on wheels drives a man to drink. In my Beta days, I had several
Anglobitches that made me want to drown my problems with tequila.
Lack of commitment: You guessed it. The man’s fault. Do you see a trend emerging from the
gynocentric media? “It became insurmountable. It got to a point where it seemed like he was no
longer really willing to work [on the relationship]. All of the stresses together and then what
seemed to be to be an unwillingness to work through it any longer was the last straw for me.”
Too much conflict and arguing: I’m sure the belligerant tone we’ve already seen from women
who chimed in on this study has nothing to do with conflict. Hell, I can barely stand to be in the
same room as two loud-mouthed, entitled Anglobitches clucking around like hens laying an
egg. Moreover, lock me in a room with a woman who treats me like I’m her man slave, and
there will be arguments.
Growing apart: A female favorite. We’ll translate this hamster rationalization for you – Beta
bucks guy isn’t thrilling her with the emotional ups and downs she grew accustomed to while
riding Alphas on the cock carousel. So, cupcake feels herself growing apart. Never to women
seem to grasp the fact Betas are boring because they have to be.
Getting married too young: Actually, getting married young is how our grandparents
managed to stay together 50+ years. What man wants to marry scratch and dent merchandise at
age 35? But, here comes another neat rationalization spun off the hamster wheel: “The main
reason [we divorced] was because of our age. I think that being 19 at the time we got married, it
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just didn’t take. I think that we didn’t take anything as seriously as we should have.”
Financial problems: This excuse means wifey has pushed her Beta Bucks husband to the very
edge of a financial cliff with her wasteful, spendthrift lifestyle. Now that she can no longer
extract any value from him, Briffault’s Law kicks in and she doesn’t want anything to do with
the used-up bastard. She pushes him into the chasm.

Of course, all of the above are divorce excuses that sound good on the surface, but any man who has
been through the frivorce meat grinder knows any and all of these rationalizations really come down
to money. Financial problems are the real cause of divorce. But how many? It’s hard to put a figure
on the number that are caused by money because the conflating factors provide convenient cover
storys. In any case, from CNBC:

Finances are the leading cause of stress in a relationship, according to a survey of people in
a relationship or partnership released by SunTrust Bank. Some 35% of all respondents
experiencing relationship stress said money was the primary cause of friction. Among
respondents with relationship stress aged 44 to 54, 44% said money was the primary cause.

The numbers are likely much higher than one-third and one-half, since money is clandestinely
connected to the other listed problems as we will later explain.

If you haven’t figured it out, marriage is legalized prostitution

Saving Face

The New York Times confirms money fights and money problems accurately predict divorce rates.
An important study helps us go beyond the divorce factors listed above:

A new study, by Jeffrey Dew at Utah State University, attempts to quantify that risk. His
finding: Couples who reported disagreeing about finance once a week were over 30 percent
more likely to get divorced than couples who reported disagreeing about finances a few
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times a month.

Professor Dew looked at responses from about 2,800 couples surveyed by the National
Survey of Families and Households. In this survey, both husbands and wives were asked,
separately, about how often they disagreed with their spouse over chores, in-laws, spending
time together, sex and money.  These same respondents were then contacted again several
years later, and asked if they were still married.

Of all these common things couples fight about, money disputes were the best harbingers of
divorce. For wives, disagreements over finances and sex were good predictors of divorce,
but finance disputes were much stronger predictors. For husbands, financial disagreements
were the only type of common disagreement that predicted whether they would get a
divorce.

Here’s the takeaway from that study. No matter how many neat excuses women and their enablers in
the media make up, the simple fact is women only see men as walking wallets. Women make up
other excuses for divorce so they don’t come out “looking bad” when all is said and done. Face is
very important to a predatory female – she doesn’t want to look like the savage solipsist she is.

Once a woman has extracted the valuable marrow from one man’s bones,
just as any predator move she moves on to the next kill. In our species, that means a call to the
frivorce lawyer. Indeed, family courts have ballooned into a $50 billion a year industry in Anglo
America as lawyers have turned innate female behavior into big business.

Here’s how divorces ultimately come down to money. A woman who feels she can no longer get
money out of her boyfriend or husband, or feels she can monkey branch to a more profitable man,
will often cut off sex and become quarrelsome and emotionally detach herself from the relationship –
leading to the aforementioned infidelity, substance abuse, lack of commitment, conflict and arguing,
and growing apart problems. An otherwise loyal, well-behaved hubby is going to screw around, get
drunk, not be committed, argue with, and grow apart from a mean ass woman. How neat for this
woman that by turning into a frigid cunt, thereby estranging her husband she now has ready-made
excuses to ditch him in a court of law. She’s saved face, and she’s conveniently attached the blame
for the divorce to her ex – even though she spurred his bad behavior with her own. How’s that for
female manipulation?

It all comes back to Briffault’s Law: The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the
animal family. Where the female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such
association takes place. Benefit = money and resources.
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It hurts to know women don’t see you as a human being worthy of love and respect unless they feel
you can bring some benefit to them in the form of financial or other types of resources. But, it’s far
better to know the truth about women than to persist living inside the candy-coated cultural delusions
that create the suffering of so many millions of well-intentioned men.
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Balls Voyage: A New Social Media Trend in a
Misandrist Society
December 21, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s the latest craze – destroying your fertility for likes on Facebook
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The self-imposed, willing cuckoldry of the modern Anglo American man continues to shock and
disgust. Illustrating the ongoing decline of masculinity, a new social media trend is making the
rounds called “Balls Voyage” that features gleeful Anglobitches crowing as they force their partners
to self-immolate their fertility in front of the world.

This domineering wife cheered, “Nobody is more excited about this than me!” The symbolism –
women de-balling their partners for the entertainment of other ball-busting cunts – illustrates how far
gone Anglo America is.

The way Anglobitches totally dominate weakling men like tyrants is truly a
sight to behold, literally ordering them around like gelded servants. These are men whose ancestors
conquered the entire world, now allowing themselves to be humiliated for female amusement on
social media. (As society becomes more r-selected, women will become even more brazen and bold
in the decades ahead.)

At least this guy got two kids out of his enslavement, which is more than most white men get these
days as the white race has literally been dying off since the Pandora’s Box of feminism was opened.
But he will have no more kids, even if his cocksure wife decides to leave him and he finds himself
abroad in the company of superior women someday. The biological male strategy of having a lifetime
to go forth and multiply cucked by ever-crazier women.

No doubt, the poor bastard had no options as men have no power in marriages, anymore. The rules
for Beta males basically boil down to this: “I have the vagina. I make the rules! Do what I say, when I
say it and I might stay around. Snip that vas deferens now! Or I’ll call the lawyers! Disobey me, and
I’ll take everything you have including our kids.” Apparently, that ultimatum now includes men
figuratively chopping their own balls off with women forcing men into sterilization procedures.

Still see no problem with this? Ask yourself would women be offering the same praise if a man
planned a “Spaying Party” for his wife? ” Then made a cake that said “No more eggs will be laid.”
Or, “Time to retire the incubator.” Yeah, probably not. Worse, where does this trend end? Sure, now
it’s a Beta male that already has two kids, but you know how things go. Soon, women will be
demanding young guys who don’t have kids start doing it for their amusement.

I feel bad for this guy. I’d never let a bitch do this to me.
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Postcards from Paradise: December 21, 2017
December 21, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Facebook Stops Calling Stories “Fake News” Because It Makes
Them More Believable
December 22, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Facebook is working overtime to control what you think

There’s a glitch in the matrix. Facebook’s thought control project has run into problems. From The
Telgraph:

Facebook is getting rid of its fake news red flags because they were making fabricated
media reports appear more believable to its users.

That’s right. When Facebook, intended to be the propaganda arm of new media calls stories “fake
news” we peons have learned to trust those stories even more than we would have before. Especially,
the “official word” from American Pravda outlets.

The social network began showing “disputed” warnings next to articles in December to alert
people that third party fact-checking websites deemed them misleading.
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A year later, this effort to keep the public immersed in a brainwashed world
of “approved” corporate-government gospel has failed.

By the way, these third party, so-called fact-checking websites are run by people like this: a fattie, her
cat, and her Omega male husband. We’ve touched on this odd couple before. Just to show you how
trustworthy they are, Omega male reportedly embezzled $100k from his fact-checking company, and
the fattie is a BBW escort. These are the people providing the “truth” to the Google and Facebook
duopoly.

Facebook has changed tactics, though. Since the masses have lost faith in corporations and
government officials that treat them like mushrooms – feeding people shit and keeping them in the
dark, Cuck Zuck and Company are attempting to muddy the pure waters of truth as much as
possibile. Facebook is now putting “official” stories alongside “fake” stories. (Always remember:
Fake stories are true and true stories are fake in the matrix.)

It will now show a selection of “related articles” next to offending stories instead.  These
will give more context and could help people learn the facts surrounding a situation through
reputable media publications.

“Reputable publications” means CNN, The Bezos Post, The New York Times, the alphabet channels,
and other institutions charged with squelching independent thought. And of course, Facefuck will
continue demonetizing sites that don’t march lockstep with the totalitarian, globalist agenda.
Spokesmouth Tessa Lyons told The Telegraph:

Overall, we’re making progress. Demoting false news (as identified by fact-checkers) is one
of our best weapons because demoted articles typically lose 80 percent of their traffic. This
destroys the economic incentives spammers and troll farms have to generate these articles in
the first place.

Coming soon: A ministry of truth. Expect it. Or worse, an invisible truth ministry that disappears real
news before you even get to see it. The matrix wants to control everything you think and are exposed
to.

The US is becoming a truly frightening country if you read between the lines of what’s really going
on. Thinking men need to start looking beyond the entertainment division of the matrix, i.e. American
politics, stop worshiping Trump as the deity he isn’t, and instead peer into what’s really going on.
The chains of Socialism are being forged one by one. Bottlenecking free speech will be a major win
for the corporate-government complex and its propagandists.
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Unless free speech flows unabated, I think the evil we will see from the USSA will ultimately eclipse
the evil we saw from past Socialist regimes. What’s so frightening about The American Socialist
Revolution is that it’s largely clandestine, not out in the open like past revolutions. Call it a sneaky
usurpation of the republic rather than an overt one.
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Lack of Trust Between The Sexes is Dangerous Crossroads for
a Free Society
December 22, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Destroying the most foundational relationship of a free society marks a dangerous crossroads for America

The long-time beacon of freedom, the United States of America, continues to sink into cultural
quicksand. The light of liberty growing ever-dimmer with each new Socialist social engineering
scheme unleashed like locusts onto the populace by the ruling class.

As TNMM has been warning would happen, #MeToo has dealt a major blow to already mercenary
relations between men and women in America, and this breakdown of trust will have major
implications on society at large. It’s time to look beyond the myopic left-right paradigm that keeps
citizens squabbling like school children to see the larger implications of burning men at the stake.
Sure, it might be fun to see liberal men getting their just comeuppance for utter hypocrisy as in the
case of genuflecting, faux-feminist Matt Lauer running a harem at NBC, but that fun comes at the
expense of further weakening men in the society at large.

Social engineering schemes like #MeToo are almost always unleashed on an unwitting populace in a
simple, but largely invisible two-step process:

The mainstream media introduces a “problem” into the public consciousness.
The Hegelian Dialectic is then deployed to offer a preconceived, elite-devised solution to the
so-called problem.
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First, MSM marionettes act as a national megaphone to get everyone talking
about a topic of their choice, which plays right into the hands of social engineers who are ready to
spring a trap. Step two includes springing the trap by deploying the Hegelian Dialectic: a “solution”
must be imposed to solve the “problem” the MSM has created. Pretty neat how that works, right?

The agenda setters use these techniques time and time again to get what they want…and the public
almost always takes the bait. TNMM urges awakened, modern men to examine each news narrative
that drops – especially those that linger for months or years – with a skeptical eye. News stories don’t
appear in the headlines and stay there for weeks, months, or years by accident. They’re all part of an
agenda to make people behave how the ruling class wants us to behave.

At least one woman realizes the #MeToo movement, consisting of sexual witch trials of prominent
Anglo-American men fits the mold of this social engineering scheme. #MeToo represents a
dangerous crossroads for Anglo culture, and America at large. In an article entitled The #MeToo
Movement Is Destroying Trust Between Men And Women, D.C. McAllister of The Federalist writes:

Like a disease, distrust is infecting our most foundational relationship as a people, the
building block of a free, civil society—the relationship between men and women.

Making men and women – natural allies – into enemies falls right into the hands of those who are
pushing The Androgyny Agenda, The War on Masculinity, and The (totalitarian and clandestine)
American Socialist Revolution. McAllister continues:

Freedom and community flourish in a culture of trust, and we’re losing it. This has been
happening for some time. We see it across the American landscape in varying degrees. The
poor don’t trust the rich. Blacks don’t trust whites. Populists don’t trust the elites. Voters
don’t trust politicians. Teachers don’t trust parents. Citizens don’t trust the media.
Democrats don’t trust Republicans—and vice versa.

Division is our enemy. The corporate-government complex is sewing division amongst the sexes –
and everyone else, for that matter – because mistrust creates the need for more top-down intervention
and control. A society where nobody trusts anybody is ripe for the imposition of totalitarianism.

This is why each message of division from the corrupt media needs to be turned on its ear.
Especially, when it comes to the bedrock of a free society: male-female relations. Attention, red-
blooded men with normal libidos. You are being made into enemies of the state and of women by
allowing yourself to be marginalized:

The breakdown of trust between the sexes is the tragic legacy of the modern feminist
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movement, but it has taken on a new fervor with the #MeToo campaign and the growing
accusation that masculinity is vile, toxic, and inherently predatorial. Fear of men is
legitimized, as accusation is treated as fact. Men are seen as “the enemy,” an embodied
deviance that must be remolded into the image of a woman. Their sexuality is assumed to be
naturally brutal, a threat to be controlled and reduced for the individual man to be
considered “safe.”

As male sexuality becomes a “disease” to be treated with massive doses of
emasculation, men and women begin to despise each other. Trust breaks down. In comes the
totalitarian state to solve the “problems” created by mistrust with evermore Draconian measures. This
is a process that never ends until both sexes are merged into one, and men are turned into women.

On a related note, a sexually frustrated society is more profitable for the corporate-government
complex. At least, that’s what social engineers believe. They’re right up to a certain point, but greed
blinds them. Indeed, the level of a society rises and falls with sexual continence as anthropologist
J.D. Unwin proved, but the matrix is endeavoring to permanently separate men and women –
profiting from the tension of blue-balled men and horny women who have sex less and less
frequently – rather than shaping human sexuality in a positive way. The Anglo-American Matrix
literally seeks to corrupt the energy of human sexuality by transforming it into never-ending
consumer purchases.

Those responsible for creating this cultural milieu know men make easy targets in a deeply sexually
repressed, gynocentric Anglo culture. This is why men are being humiliated day in day out on the
front pages of the nation’s scandal sheets and in plexiglass pseudo-courtrooms of public opinion on
TV. Social engineers know exactly how to punch men in the balls, turning every male with a normal
sex drive into a potential target:

While women’s willingness to hold men accountable for criminal sexual behavior is to be
applauded, the scorched-earth approach we are seeing today is destructive because it
undermines trust. When anything from a naive touch during a photo shoot to an innocent
attempt at a kiss is compared to rape and sexual abuse, we are not healing society but
infecting relationships with the poison of distrust.

This is the first stage in a long term goal of completely outlawing male courtship of women. One
might imagine a world of the future in which women come in to a labor camp, select a male slave to
have sex with, then discard him afterward. These will be male slaves that never know their own
children, let alone be heads of household and families.
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Strange as that sounds, males are disposable in most of nature. Several species of females kill males
after the mating act. In others, males exist only for copulation. Only humanity is unique in that it has
offered men a seat at the table of the human family.

Indeed, one wonders why Anglo America is so terrified of sex, and of men pursuing sex in the first
place. You would think people hate having sex and women are scared to death of sexuality if you
listen to the media. But, those narratives derive from latent Puritanism reemerging as secular
feminism in Anglo culture. It seems the only thing women really have to fear is fear itself.

When we become socialized into fear, we communicate with suspicion, inauthenticity, and
insincerity. These simply cannot exist in healthy relationships or a free society. This is why
totalitarianism thrives on distrust. The only mechanism that can maintain order in a culture
of distrust and fear is the all-powerful state. It is the state alone that can be trusted.
Individuals cannot.

Realizing the truth of the above statement should strike terror in your heart, because as the nation
morphs into the USSA it is implanting the idea into the public mind the only thing women can trust is
state intervention into our lives. Men can’t be trusted because we are “defective” humans. McAllister
adds:

We must have faith in one another if we want to be free and happy. Faith means we don’t
always know everything about the other person. Faith means we might be fooled, hurt, or
abused. Faith is beyond reason, though not unreasonable. It is the essence of trust, as our
knowledge of others is limited. We have to live by faith in our fellow man, or we will be
isolated from one another.

The #MeToo movement doesn’t represent a victory for women, nor does it represent a victory for the
right over the left. It represents utter destruction of the bedrock of society for all parties involved.
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#MeToo is a Socialist Purge of (Mostly) White Men from
Prominent Positions
December 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Mandatory Credit: Photo by Richard
Shotwell/REX/Shutterstock (8618784eh)
Sylvester Stallone ‘Guardians of the Galaxy Vol.
2’ film premiere, Arrivals, Los Angeles, USA –
19 Apr 2017

NEW YORK, NY – MAY 31: Al Franken visits
the SiriusXM Studios on May 31, 2017 in New
York City. (Photo by Ilya S. Savenok/Getty
Images)

Mandatory Credit: Photo by ROBERT
GHEMENT/EPA-EFE/REX/Shutterstock
(9052124i) Charles Dutoit George Enescu
International Festival in Bucharest, Romania – 12
Sep 2017 Swiss conductor Charles Dutoit directs
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra while
performing George Enescu’s Romanian
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Rhapsody no. 1 in A major op. 11 no.1 the at
Grand Palace Concert Hall during the George
Enescu International Festival in Bucharest,
Romania, late 12 September 2017. The festival,
held since 1958 every two years, is the biggest
classical music festival held in Romania, in honor
of famous Romanian composer and violinist
George Enescu.

The fact Americans remain fast asleep while a silent Socialist revolution reshapes the nation in
profound ways continues to amaze. It seems the election of Donald Trump has been an effective
distraction for those whose dander was being stirred by the fast pace of change in America as the
nation pivots away from freedom and towards totalitarian, electronic control.

Previously, the TNMM reported on how the #MeToo feminist-inspired fiasco plays right into the
hands of those who want to impose totalitarianism in a once free society, by creating division among
men and women – natural allies – who are increasingly estranged from one another in the strange
world of neo-Puritan Anglo culture. But, there’s another important angle to this story. #MeToo is
Racial Bolshevism at work.

#MeToo’s “body count” ultimately represents a highly visible, Socialist purge of white men from
prominent positions in society, as even a hasty count of the 40 or so men above who have been
accused of sex crimes reveals a few token black guys and a few Hispanic guys, while 80-90% of the
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damned are white men. (Including a few minorities in the witch hunt gives the corrupt media
plausible deniability.)

Worse, there has been no due process for any of these men, no evidence beyond women making
claims and expecting us to trust them has been offered in the vast majority of the cases, and the pace
of this prairie wildfire of sexual witch trials continues to accelerate.

It seems the ultimate goal is not only rendering men (especially white men) pariahs in American
society, but rendering them easy targets for both women and minorities if and when they do earn
prominent positions in society. A dangerous precedent has been set, one that will be hard to erase:
One baseless sexual or racial bias claim, and a man’s career can be destroyed. Soon, it may be
pointless for men to have aspirations beyond becoming common laborers, because no prominent
position will ever be secure for them.

In effect, white men are being turned into puerile cucks by one corrupt
media campaign after another. Lampooned in film and advertising. Turned into a caricatures of
sexual deviance in news stories. Labeled purveyors of “toxic masculinity” again and again.
Increasingly overlooked and held back for promotions and advancement so others can be advanced
ahead of them. Labeled “defective” for not being like women. Made into easy targets for removal
from their careers by American legislatures.

As a result, more men will increasingly lead incel lives. Women only want men who possess money,
status, and power, as proven by Briffault’s Law. #MeToo is the first step at erasing all three for white
men.

This sort of Racial Bolshevism – or scapegoating of whites (especially white men) for all the issues
other ethnic groups face – is only going to intensify as both social engineers and their 1% paymasters
become emboldened with the success of each propaganda campaign. #MeToo has turned out to be an
out of the park home run for Socialism in America. Expect more assaults in the future.
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Being Successful Makes Men Lose Friends
December 23, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Become successful with women and at life at your own risk – your Blue Pill friends will abandon you

There’s another dark side to taking the Red Pill beyond having a man’s sugar-coated illusions and
fantasies about life destroyed. After a man awakens to the real life horrors of women and the world,
adapting to these realities as a successful PUA, MGTOW, and/or minimalistic nomad there comes
another blow.

Becoming a self-made success story will almost always cause a man’s Blue Pill friends to abandon
him. My own experience makes me think of this quote from Morpheus in The Matrix:

You have to understand. Most people are not ready to be unplugged. And many of them are
so inured and so hopelessly dependent on the system that they will fight to protect it.

Indeed, most men aren’t ready to be unplugged from the saccharine
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delusions force fed to them by the matrix from youth. I have been shunned by most of my friends the
past two years since leaving the corporate plantation, bedding hot foreign women around the globe,
and working only when I need to. One even called me a “drifter” among other insults, even though I
have a fat bank account, 750ish credit score, a paid for classic hot rod and motorcycle, regularly rent
apartments by the sea when I’m abroad, a “Golden Ticket” CDL that allows me to work when I want,
and sleep with women who are both thin and pretty on a regular basis.

I guess my former friends can’t handle the fact I’ve abandoned everything they delude themselves
with and am happier doing so. I’ve just resigned to the fact most men can’t handle the truth about
women and the world, and are comfortable on the human farm subsisting off whatever pittance their
masters give them. Always trying to satiate themselves with materialism in ways that will never curb
the hunger in their souls. These men have also bowed their heads and accepted the third-class citizen
status Anglobitches have foisted upon them. Not me.

You’d think learning to live a better life abroad – and on a shoestring budget at that –  while seeing
the entire United States in less than a year (well, 47 states) would turn me into a role model for them.
A folk hero. A success story. “Hey, look. Rel made it out of the miserable existence we complain
about every day. And he’s got a few bucks in the bank, to boot. And he gets more hot, nubile ass than
a toilet seat.” But, you’d be wrong. Once again, being ahead of the curve gets me the gift of being a
social pariah among “normal” people. (Luckily, I’m used to it. I’ve been a social pariah for much of
my life among normopaths as I’ll detail in my upcoming book.)

I noticed a wedge forming between early on, right after I quit my regular
GloboWorldCorp media job. There were a lot of curiosity seekers who thought I was destined to fail.
I didn’t, though. As soon as I didn’t fail, I these fair weather friends (and men who I thought were my
real friends) started distancing themselves from me. I shared photos of my early poon hunting
exploits with close friends when I began my adventures. But now, I just keep those pics to myself.
My success with women only seems to create friction between me and my Blue Pill buddies. (This,
even though I have repeatedly invited my friends to come with me and share in the bounty. They
won’t budge.)

I told my friends about how I had figured out a way to live debt-free and work only when I needed to
at a job I enjoyed, driving a semi. Their posture became even colder towards me. It got to the point
many of them won’t return my phone calls or text messages anymore, or infrequently if they do, even
though I always try to balance talking about things that interest them along with things that interest
me. I never tried to show off, just share my enthusiasm for my newfound lifestyle freedom. Are men
really that shallow? Jealous, even? It would seem that they are.
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A couple of these guys were friends I held in close confidence for over 20 years. It stings a bit that
they’ve abandoned me. But, ultimately I have to live my life the way I see fit, not the way others
think I should live it. Just be aware that if you follow the Red Pill path, it matters not you try to show
your friends the way out. The vast majority of men who are Blue Pill won’t be ready to be unplugged
from The Matrix. And they will cut ties with you.
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Merry Christmas and Happy New Year from The New
Modern Man
December 24, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Don’t know about you guys, but this makes me happy, as long as it’s no strings attached. Heh. Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year from The New Modern Man. Thanks for your support in 2017.
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Don’t Save Her – She Does Not Want to Be Saved
December 27, 2017 | by Titanium Vulture | Link | Original Link

The “Damsel in Distress” is a powerful cultural myth

Titanium Vulture is an author, filmmaker, and contributor to The New Modern Man.

Gents, here’s something to think about if you haven’t figured it out already. The Disney fantasy of
the female protagonist being rescued by her dashing prince charming is, for the most part, just
fiction.  Although many of these tales where inspired by folklore from the history of man, I can’t help
but feel there was some kind of agenda to place the women of these stories front and center.

The damsel in distress.

How many times have you or someone you know gotten pressured into helping some dame move her
shit up several flights of stairs?  Or maybe she wants a shoulder to cry on.  The princess DEMANDS
she be served.
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During the days of chivalry, being kind and courteous to a lady was seen as an aspect of the
honorable knight.  It was the knight’s responsibility to come to her rescue should danger, be it man or
beast, were to transpire against the fair maiden.

Fast forward to today…many males have fallen far from grace.

I say males instead of men because, in my opinion, eager-beaver-dudes ready to save a random chick
from a rational thought, the truth, or “the patriarchy” are nothing more than White-Knight
Manginas.  They are not men.

The damsel will not respect a mangina.  A nice summary of the mangina definition is quoted below
from Urban Dictionary:

Someone who espouses feminism but is really being suckered into a form of chivalry in
which women’s interests take precedence over men’s. Unaware that they are merely “useful
idiots”, doing what women want in the vain hope of getting laid. When his usefulness is
over she tosses him out with the rest of the rubbish.

Yep, we’ve talked about male disposability before.  But its even more insulting when we demean
ourselves by willfully going through the trouble of “rescuing” the object of our desire.  The idea that
the woman is just waiting for you to ride in on your horse and save her from, well just life really,
sounds absurd to me.

Here’s the secret:  she does not want to be saved!

I’m a life-long fan of hip hop music.  One of my favorite artists in recent years is J. Cole.  He’s
producer and rapper that talks about the damsel in the song “No Role Modelz.”  The lead-in to the
chorus has some interesting insight:

One time for my LA sisters
One time for my LA hoes
Lame (dudes) can’t tell the difference
One time for a (fellow) who knows
Don’t save her, she don’t wanna be saved

Women want the “fantasy” of being rescued by their knight in shining armor. 
But in real life it’s actually the barbarian that gets the girl.  While the knight’s armor is rusting in the
rain along with wilted flowers, the real man is nailing the damsel upstairs in the tower.

The barbarian does not do shit for the damsel.  Not even a rescue.  He just comes in and fucks her.
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I’ve been the white knight.  I’ve been the barbarian.  Having played both of these roles, I’ve come to
the realization that chivalry, by and large, is not rewarded in our current society.  I believe in being
kind for the sake of being kind.  But if someone fucks with me I don’t take their shit.  That goes for
both males and females.

I’ve taken my oath and will now aspire to be a dark knight.  One whose armor, while a little dirty and
scuffed, still protects the heart of a king.  I will be kind to people.  I will serve.   But men and women
will be treated with the same value.  No more of that Disney bullshit.

Gents, I urge you to do the same.  Peace, and stay focused!
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Cultural Static: The Anglo-Feminist Cult of
Foreign Interference
December 28, 2017 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

The Anglo-American goddess cult regularly interjects itself into the affairs of other cultures

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

Anglosphere countries have a persistent habit of interfering in the affairs of foreign lands. This is not
just in the military sphere, but also in the fields of culture, economics and even law. Not a day goes
by without the Anglosphere threatening sanctions or military action against some sovereign state and
its people. Where does this cultural arrogance originate?

The assumption that corrupt, repressive, divided, racist countries like the
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US, UK and Australia occupy some lofty plane of moral perfection goes largely unchallenged in the
world.  The elitist Anglosphere media are primarily responsible for maintaining these delusions; by
focusing on the rosy lives of unrepresentative economic elites, they hide inequality, injustice and
repression behind a cloak of dreams. This is why visitors to Anglo-American nations are invariably
astonished by the vast gulf dividing real life from the media’s carefully-crafted illusions: divided
lands, with the Blue Pill simulation completely at odds with the Red Pill reality.

While the Anglosphere nations continually excoriate foreign cultures, it never occurs to them that
Anglo culture is in itself riddled with dysfunction. Aside from a few private schools and elite
universities, most Anglo-Americans remain resolutely anti-intellectual, lost in narcissistic fantasies of
self-aggrandisement and largely unfit to make any socio-economic contribution. As is also well
known, the Anglosphere contains a large, uneducable underclass prone to crime, Welfare dependency
and drug addiction; a costly burden in social, legal and economic terms.

However, it is in the area of gender-relations where Anglo-American self-delusion reigns almost
totally supreme. We could immediately point out the massive rates of singleness, childlessness and
divorce that define the Anglo world (certainly the white majority within that world). Instead of
blonde, lissom cheerleaders giving free sex to everybody, foreigners find the frosty Anglobitch in all
her borderline, entitled glory; a misandrist legal system; high levels of male school failure,
homelessness and suicide; and an endless torrent of false abuse allegations directed at men for the
‘crime’ of having a sex drive. In some ways, seeing the real Anglosphere is like Neo awakening from
the Matrix to find his real body immersed in a vat of chemicals.

Despite this grim reality, the Anglosphere countries unthinkingly assume they have a right to
‘correct’ other nations and show them the way on every issue. Quite how the Anglo-American elite
feel they have a right to impose their toxic values around the world only becomes clear when we
examine the underlying pillars of Anglo-Saxon civilization. The most important of these is the
extreme class distinction that characterizes the Anglo-American world, which has comparatively
limited social mobility despite endlessly bleating about ‘equality’, ‘rights’ and ‘justice’. Simply put,
Anglo social elites never encounter the uneducable underclass, falsely-imprisoned men and fatherless
children their repressive culture creates, and consequently believe that culture must be perfect. The
British sociologist Anthony Giddens calls this Anglo tendency ‘structuration’, a kind of social
apartheid that cuts across every area of social life. Briefly put, if the Anglosphere elite had even the
most rudimentary knowledge of their own societies, they would never assume an attitude of cultural
superiority.

Another factor in play is the dominance of the empirical tradition in Anglo-
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Saxon intellectual life. While the concise rationality of philosophical movements such as American
pragmatism or British logical positivism is intellectually admirable, the dominance of such empirical
movements indicates a certain lack of self-awareness among the Anglo-American intelligentsia – and
by extension, Anglo-American civilization in general. When analysis is one’s sole intellectual and
cultural recourse, it inevitably leads a culture away from healthy self-awareness. For example,
contrast the deep German shame over the Holocaust with the glib glossing of Britain’s pivotal role in
the slave trade – whole cities like Liverpool and Bristol grew fat on this vile trade, yet Britain’s guilt
about its complicity remains disturbingly negligible. In modern times, the same lack of Anglo self-
awareness characterizes not only politicians and thought-leaders but Angloskanks themselves – how
can men not be attracted to their borderline personalities, overbearing sense of entitlement and
landwhale dimensions? No, guys that flee (or want to flee) the Plantation must be mad, blind or gay.

As a former newsman, RF talks a lot about the mainstream media’s abuse of Hegelian dialectic in the
cultural war that engulfs us. Create a false flag threat of some kind – then concoct repressive
measures to ‘counter’ and ‘protect’ the masses from it. By this means, the masses gleefully accept the
terms of their own coercion; a good example being the recent ‘sex abuse’ hysteria. However, the
same method can be deployed strategically: for example, the Anglosphere has used the Holocaust to
deflect criticism of its own historical misdeeds for many decades now.  Yes, the Holocaust happened
and it was wrong; but the Anglosphere nations have gleefully seized on it as the ‘greatest evil’ in
history to hide their own crimes against blacks, Indians, Scots, Native Americans and other
indigenous peoples. A whole conceptual climate has been cleverly built on Anglo-Saxon opposition
to Nazi Germany, which gives underhand legitimacy to modern Anglo-American imperialism and its
warped mission to impose repressive Anglo-feminism across the globe.
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Saludos from Cartagena: I Feel Alive Inside
December 30, 2017 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

First impressions of Cartagena are very positive

I’ve begun my first foray on the continent of South America. Ever since I landed in Cartagena I feel
as though I’ve been transported into an alternate universe compared to staid life in Anglo America.

The first night went like this. A random taxi driver picked me up at the airport shortly after midnight
(minimalists always take the cheapest flights) then charged me a very reasonable $5 to take me to my
hotel. Right off the bat, being a gringo that speaks Spanish and who doesn’t look down on people
flipped the magic switch and thus began my latest trip down the rabbit hole. (A good rabbit hole.)

As I write this, this is the first breather I’ve taken as it’s been go, go, go
from the minute I got here. My driver invited me to the historic district the night I arrived. Of course,
I accepted because he told me there’s “mucho movimiento” (a lot of movement) there and that’s
definitely a good thing to a man who understands the lingua franca. We got there shortly after 2:00
a.m. since the tourist-heavy historic district is only minutes from my hotel. I’ve never seen so many
beautiful women lined up and ready to party if you’ve got the time and the dime. It was astonishing.

Colombian women are known around the world for their beauty, and I must say I was not
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disappointed as my eyes first gazed upon them in person. After hanging out with several of them the
past few days, I must say Colombianas are everything Anglo women are NOT. Their humanity
impressed me right away, as is usual in Latin America. Easy to talk to, easygoing, non judgmental,
svelte, beautiful, and feminine are adjectives that quickly come to mind.

Somehow, after driving by the Juan Valdez Torre de Reloj in the historic district several times and
admiring the hot chicas I ended up in a night club. Since I was peacocking a bit (dressed up…fedora
and all) I had no shortage of female attention. I felt like a parched soul ready to thirst to death in the
dry desert who had found a mythical poon oasis.

I ended up dancing and drinking with a real stunner. Long, black hair.
Fantastic ass. B-cup but perky breasts. Tight cutoff jeans. Loose fitting top. Light caramel
complexion. She was a total babe. Think of a South American model and you’ll have an idea of what
Sofia looked like. Little did I know we’d end up at my room hours later, as the sun was coming up
carrying a bottle of Jägermeister and some other intoxicants with us partying in my room. We partied
and talked for hours. It was so nice to share that intimacy with someone. Oddly, when sex is in
abundance a man tends to think about it less and enjoy the person he’s with more.

Needless to say, when we finally enjoyed the pleasures of the flesh it was real and rich experience.
Most men from my country never get to realize women like this even exist.

Final notes on this first installment. Taxi drivers often give out free samples of Colombia’s most
famous export if that’s your bag. A founding philosophy of this blog is that many (if not all) drugs
should be decriminalized, following the successful model of Portugal. While I don’t encourage
sampling the merchandise, I don’t judge those who do. Another taxi driver I met told me these very
Libertarian words which sum up my experience thus far: “Aqui en Colombia es fiesta libre.” Roughly
meaning, “We do whatever the fuck we want when it’s party time.”

Indeed, true freedom of this kind is rare and so precious. I feel alive inside. This is why I travel. This
is why I work so hard and have such self-discipline. So I can escape the matrix and experience real
life. I already know this is going to be one of my great travel experiences, and this adventure is only
beginning. In short, Cartegena nightlife and overall quality of life is world class for the Red Pill man.
It doesn’t get much better than this. More soon.
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Let’s close out 2017 with an exotic bang. Here’s a sexy model who’s representative of the local
chicas as I write to you from South America. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for December 31,
2017 as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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7 Photos That Will Make You Want to Visit Playa Blanca on
Isla BarÃº, Colombia
January 1, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Hot, friendly babes? Check. Cheap beers? Check. Jetskis for around $30 an hour? Check. Beautiful
water? Check. 85 degrees in late December? Check. About the only issue with Playa Blanca,
Colombia is peddlers who will constantly be trying to get you to buy things. A firm, practiced “no”
handles this problem.

Personally, as I sipped Aguila beers and Caipirinhas I had a hot Colombian
chick on one side and a hot Argentinean chick on the other side – entertaining both – I thought to
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myself this is why I worked so hard in the past year. Life doesn’t get much better than this. The ladies
and I decided to share a beach umbrella as the sun is very strong this close to the equator.

So, I had pleasant company all day long.

An added bonus: Colombia is virtually free of fat, lazy, stupid American tourists and prudish, stuck-
up Anglobitches. Excellent news for those of us fleeing that culture. Both my new South American
friends were impressed I had the balls to come to Colombia alone, as most gringos are terrified of the
place.

I told them I’m not your average gringo.
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Traveling the World Makes a Man Realize There is Very Little
Freedom in America
January 2, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Modern American propaganda makes the nation resemble a scene from They Live (1988)

America might have been founded on the principles of freedom and personal liberty, but there’s very
little of those ideals left in the nation since the clandestine corporate takeover of the Land of the Fee
slipped the attention of a credulous, sheeplike population. Those are tough conclusions most any
awakened man will come to when he starts spending extensive amounts of time abroad.

There is much more freedom abroad than in America, particularly in Latin America for the
Libertarian-minded individual. So much freedom, in fact, it makes this author realize just how much
of it we have lost back home. Notions of “freedom” and “liberty” proclaimed by politicians and
businessmen make a man who knows scoff at those who falsely promote them.

Here are two important examples of how the Puritan-derived prohibitions on drugs and sex in Anglo
America have needlessly curbed personal liberty and contributed to the development of a leviathan
police state breathing down our necks.
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Leaving America is in many ways, like leaving a jail cell

Drugs

Marijuana is the rage right now in Anglo America as state after state plays with convoluted
legalization schemes. But I’m way past that. The entire Nixon-era Drug War needs to be ended
permanently. Personally, I’d like to see cocaine legalized. I’m living proof a high-functioning adult
can dabble in it without becoming a hopeless, basket case drug addict.

For instance, since arriving I’ve realized cocaine is everywhere in
Colombia. Taxi drivers have been offering me free samples, virtually everywhere I go others are
offering me free samples. Of course, I don’t turn them down. The men and women offering me these
samples often do so in public areas with police presence. It doesn’t take a genius to reach the
conclusion that police in Colombia obviously have decided lax enforcement of drug policy is better
than ruling your citizens with an iron fist, pushing the drug trade into the underground and making it
violent.

Has this destroyed the society creating a nation of drug addicts? Absolutely not. People in Colombia
are healthier looking and healthier acting than the avaricious, slovenly slobs and welfare queens back
home.

In fact, as Portugal has proven decriminalizing most drugs actually makes rates of use and abuse go
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down. From The Independent:

Portugal decriminalised the use of all drugs in 2001. Weed, cocaine, heroin, you name it —
Portugal decided to treat possession and use of small quantities of these drugs as a public
health issue, not a criminal one. The drugs were still illegal, of course. But now getting
caught with them meant a small fine and maybe a referral to a treatment program — not jail
time and a criminal record.

The result? The lowest drug overdose rate in Europe.

Among Portuguese adults, there are 3 drug overdose deaths for every 1,000,000 citizens.
Comparable numbers in other countries range from 10.2 per million in the Netherlands to
44.6 per million in the UK, all the way up to 126.8 per million in Estonia. The EU average
is 17.3 per million.

Once again, it seems to me the propaganda machine that runs America has been successful in making
people terrified of recreational drugs – when in fact there’s nothing to be afraid of but a police state
meddling in everyone’s lives, and ruining people’s lives with criminal records.

The Drug War demonstrably makes the drug “problem” worse, as any prohibition does. Anglo
America apparently did not learn from its wildly unsuccessful prohibition on alcohol. Who’s winning
the Drug War in America? The drugs.

Sex isn’t banned abroad

Sex

Each night, shortly before midnight prostitutes line up to ply their trade in front of the clock tower in
the walled city of Cartagena. Johns select the lady of the night they want to spend their night with, in
full view of police who are there to keep the peace – not arrest lonely guys for hiring a willing adult
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to enjoy some pleasures of the flesh with.

Of course, prostitution is legal here as it is in many countries.

And the whores here are some of the most stunning, beautiful women anywhere. They aren’t strung
out on drugs (even though most of them WILL have powder in their purse, use of it is commonplace
and modest in a tolerant society), they aren’t being taken advantage of as most of them earn more
money than they would at an exploitative GloboWorldCorp job, and they don’t look down on men as
the “perfect” princesses in Anglo America do.

Just imagine – the juxtaposition of militarized police throwing Johns to the ground in Anglo America
(often teachers, blue collar workers, and professionals who just need to get laid) alongside the image
of prostitutes working in full view of the national police in Colombia. If that doesn’t strike you as
worrisome when it comes to the loss of freedom and liberty in America, nothing will.

Then imagine a society in which getting caught with drugs will get you in trouble, but at the same
time possession of drugs is tolerated up to a certain point. That’s Colombia. Then you’ll see another
loss of freedom and liberty.

It doesn’t take too many experiences like this to make a runaway slave want to stay gone. America
can shove its fake promises of freedom. I want real freedom, not the corporate trademarked, fake
kind: the freedom to consume. I do know this. When those founding fathers cried, “Give me liberty,
or give me death!” they weren’t kidding. A little liberty, when given to a former corporate slave is
indeed a life-changing experience. There is, quite simply no other way to live.
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Fox News Host Jesse Watters Eats Steak as He Debates
Feminist Vegan
January 3, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Jesse Watters eats a thick steak in front of a self-righteous, feminist vegan

Ever notice that like feminists, their sickly cohorts – vegans – enjoy loudly passing judgment on
supposedly inferior, knuckle-dragging men who not only like sex, but (gasp!) also enjoy eating meat?

Our latest foray into the land of deranged women comes from the normally irrelevant, plain vanilla
MSM. A feminist vegan (who looked pale, sickly, and yellow, in her Fox News interview like most
vegans) recently descended from her perch inside the moldering halls of an institution of higher
learning institution of lower living to blame – you guessed it – meat eaters for fostering the evil, evil
patriarchy. From Meninist:

Over the weekend, Fox News host Jesse Watters decided to troll a Penn State University
doctoral candidate who he invited on his show. This specific young woman was arguing the
point that her studies in Argentina showed that the presence of meat reinforces gender
stereotypes.

Let’s examine some of Anne DeLessio-Parson’s academic gobbledygook she espoused during the
interview.

In patriarchal societies where hegemonic masculinity implies an imperative to eat meat,
vegetarianism disrupts food culture, raising questions about how vegetarians do, re-do, and
rework gender. Analyzing 23 interviews in La Plata, Argentina, I find that the narratives of
conversion and social pushback reported by women and men expose gender enactment and
social reinforcement of the binary. At times, vegetarians compensate by drawing on scripts
of femininities and masculinities that uphold difference, e.g. women cook meat and reassure
meat-eaters; men make rationality-based claims and demonstrate strength.
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What? Eating meat is associated with masculinity? Hmm. Sounds pretty sexist to me, Anne. I know a
lot of women who enjoy eating meat, too. If this doesn’t illustrate how far Western academia has
fallen, nothing will. Also, notice the important subtext: Anglo feminists are doing their best to infect
Latin America with their cultural degeneracy and misandry. She did her research in Argentina for a
reason.

Anne goes on. Grab some Excedrin before trying to untwist this hamster-wheeling, logical pretzel she
twists:

Yet in other moments, vegetarians defy attempts to hold them accountable to gendered
social expectations. Women, for example, assert authority over their diets; men
embody rejection of the meat-masculinity nexus by adopting a worldview that also rejects
sexism and racism. I contend that in such a context, we cannot separate the ways people ‘do
vegetarianism’ from how they ‘do gender.’ Doing vegetarianism in interactions drives
social change, contributing to the de-linking of meat from gender hegemony and revealing
the resisting and reworking of gender in food spaces.

Gender stereotypes evolved for reasons that have little to do with meat. Women are better at some
things than men; and vice versa. Feminists never realize that trying to turn themselves into the very
men they hate rather than embracing their female qualities is the height of irony. Feminism is, at its
core about women trying to be men rather than trying to be women. How’s that for a gender study?

So, where does feminism and veganism lead? If the priests of these
liberal creeds have their way, we’ll all be reduced to herbivores. Those who know biology know men
are meat-eaters, and we always have been meat eaters. Our anatomy helps prove the fact man and
meat are inseparable because top-level predators have forward-facing eyes rather than side-facing
eyes. Forward-facing eyes give men the depth perception necessary to hunt and kill animals for food.
(Cows and other herbivores have eyes on the sides of their heads to help them see all around –
scanning the landscape for predators.) Meat-eating gave us the nutrition we needed to become a
successful species.

It seems women marinated (pun intended) in toxic, man-hating Anglo culture want to drag the entire
human species down to prey status. Deranged feminists want us to become cud-chewers rather than
meat eaters. Their lack of understanding of biology is also plain to see in other ways, as it confuses
them about penises, vaginas, and gender.
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Luckily, Fox News host Jesse Watters had producers bring out a nice,
thick steak laid that he proceeded to enjoy in front of the haggard-looking harradin. The interview
ends with Anne calling for universal healthcare for animals (mind you – this is a doctoral candidate at
a once-respected American university) and Watters asking how America can afford it now that the
nation is $20 trillion in debt and sinking faster than the Titanic after hitting ice in the North Atlantic.

Ultimately, the interview makes for a cutesy challenge to feminist doxy, but TNMM would have
liked to see Watters getting in Anne’s face a little bit more. He did do a nice job making a mockery
out of her. At least feminists are now getting some pushback from mainstream media outlets.

In a related story, millions of college graduates like Anne can’t repay their student loans because they
can’t find real jobs after creating nonsensical narratives like “meat-eating fosters the evil patriarchy”.
The implosion of the education bubble looms.
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Why Does Anglo Culture Harbor Visceral Hatred for High-
Achieving Men?
January 4, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Being a high achiever is a one-way ticket to social isolation in Anglo America

I’m not perfect. I’ll be the first to admit I’ve made colossal mistakes in my life, and have regretted
them. However, I’ve never quite understood the static high-achieving men like me get in the Anglo
world. In many ways, being a creative, intelligent man is worse than being a wanton criminal in this
culture. Want proof? Criminals average more bangs and more children than college graduates in
Anglo America.

The crowd dislikes excellence. (Except in sports, which is – as astrophysicist Carl Sagan pointed out
with football – a thinly disguised simulation of hunting.) The crowd dislikes opinions and views
which differ from their preconceived myopia. The crowd dislikes men who think and act outside the
box. The crowd dislikes men who figure a way out of the sorrowful existence they endure.

They’ll excommunicate you.

When my intelligence was noticed way back in third grade by my teacher, who promptly placed me
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into the gifted program, being smart was the “cool” thing to be. But, that didn’t last too long. It soon
got me pariah status in middle school and high school. The more I focused on academics, the worse
the situation became. College was the same story. I had to be serious because I thought college was
my ticket out of my impoverished upbringing. But, being serious and focused led to more social
ostracization in college. All the friends I had at university I developed outside of school. (Notice a
pattern?)

I still managed to get laid as I learned to hide my abilities outside of school, and was an above
average looking guy who knew then and knows now how to hang. But, I wasn’t invited to parties my
peers had when I was a young man. Luckily, all I had to do was get a job in another town and I made
new friends, who then invited me to hang out with them. In each case I hid my abilities and my
intellect, though.

There is one caveat, though. Not every group of people treated me this way. While my own ethnic
group (whites) shunned me to no end and continues to do so, even family members treating me as a
persona non grata most of the time (outside of fake pleasantries) other ethnic groups celebrate my
achievements and seem to enjoy my company.

I rarely talk about them, but my tangential interests and wide breadth of
knowledge seep out of me. Often I think, “Uh oh. Shouldn’t have said that. Now they’ll know I don’t
think like them.” Isn’t that crazy? There comes a point in life when a man is tired of hiding his mind
so others don’t feel uncomfortable. So, I guess I just have to accept being shunned by very herdlike
Anglos.

But, why should a smart, well-intentioned person catch so much flack? I would go so far as to say
this: As my light shines brighter and brighter in my post-corporate, world-roaming, free-wheeling
lifestyle, the more “average” people shun me and even attack me. I would even go so far as to say it
feels like a visceral hatred for my success, which has come at huge personal cost and as a result of a
mountain of self-discipline. (It’s not easy to drive a semi 100,000 miles accident free, stay debt free,
and save 90% of a man’s income along the way to enjoy extensive amounts of time abroad.)

As an example of the toxicity simmering underneath, even a tepid Facebook comment I made today
about leaving tourist areas to find “real life” and $5 meals that taste as good or better than $50 meals
at white tablecloth restaurants provoked an attack. (The typical, tried and true “Don’t want them dirty
foreigners preparing my food” Anglo stupidity.)

I’d be lying if I said that being excluded and attacked by people who I thought were my friends didn’t
sting some. I recently wrote an article about “friends” abandoning me since I became successful with
women and found a way off the corporate plantation.) But why does Anglo culture (and law) seem
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bent on extinguishing its best and brightest? This isn’t something that’s just happened to me. Ask
other high achievers and I’m sure they’ll tell a similar story.

Is there any reason I crave escape so thirstily and so often? In other news, fuck these people. I used to
let it make me feel bad. But I don’t anymore. These jerkoffs have the problem. Not me.
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On Sale: Rearview Retrospective, The Best of 2017
from TNMM
January 5, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

eBook cover above, Table of Contents below
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Now available…a compendium of our best articles from The New Modern Man for 2017! Included
are 20 articles and 125 pages in total in this new eBook. Download a free sample of the eBook here.
Here’s what you’ll find inside:

The Top 10 Most Popular Articles of the year
The Top 5 Most Commented On Articles of the year
An additional 5 Editor’s Pick Articles – Hand selected by Rel

Here’s the TNMM reading material the eBook has to offer:

The Rationalization Hamster: 10 Ways It Affects Women and Society
My Visit to Moonlite Bunny Ranch, Carson City, NV
Wine and Milk: Male and Female Sexual Market Values
Women Will Do Anything for an Alpha – Including Having Sex with Other Women
Female Expiration Dates: Women Only Offer Baggage After Age 35
Women and Monkey Branching
Feminists Want Beta Males to Pay for the Upcoming Spinster Bubble
Defining the Sigma Male
Why You Should Ignore Women
Even Women Are Now Saying Feminism Has Gone Too Far
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True Ice Queens: Why High Numbers of Anglo Women Have No Libidos
How Does She Benefit Me?
Matt Lauer Taken Down as Sexual Witch Trials Continue
Is MGTOW the Ultimate Destination for Successful PUAs?
Sleeping, Drinking, Playing Pool, and Screwing in Thailand
4 Interesting Situations I Saw on Walking Street in Pattaya, Thailand
When I Die, I Want to Remember How This Felt
Can a MGTOW or John Galt Build a Tiny House for $10,000?
The Gender Tax Gap: Men Pay 200% of the Taxes Women Do

All available for a lucky $7, and ready for immediate download. These top shelf articles will be good
reading for years to come. As always, your support helps us continue writing and raising hell! (Rel’s
first original book, ESCAPE, is also coming soon.)

Rearview Retrospective, The Best of 2017 from The New Modern Man
125 page PDF eBook | 20 of Our Best Articles | $7 
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5 Tips to Maximize Savings for the Minimalist Traveler
January 5, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Spend more time outside the matrix with these common sense travel tips

You’ve worked hard and saved money using TNMM articles on minimalism to use for world travel
and exploration. But, what to do now? Blow your wad all at once, or try to stay gone as long as
possible from the matrix? You should already know what we recommend. Don’t know about you, but
when GloboWorldCorp treats people like crap in order for them to enjoy the “privilege” of earning
some of the master’s money – the awakened man makes these bastards work just as hard to get it
back.

Here are 5 easy ways you can save money and maximize your travel investment now that you’re
ready to go live some “real life” off the GloboWorldCorp plantation. All these methods are
Relampago tested and approved ways to save some bucks on international travel.

5. Fidelity Debit Card. The Fidelity Gold Visa Check Card/Debit Card is
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a fantastic way to keep from being needled with incessant ATM fees when you’re abroad. While the
Fidelity web site touts the virtues of having ATM fees automatically reimbursed stateside, Rel has
been using the card to get international ATM fees reimbursed. ATM fees are automatically
reimbursed at machines with the Visa, Star, and Plus logos – which means virtually anywhere.
Depending on how often you decide to withdraw cash, this could amount to big savings. Signing up
for a Fidelity account is easy, and funding the account is also easy on the Fidelity web site.

4. Get a Cashback Rewards Credit Card. Rel uses Capital One’s Quicksilver cash back card (1.5%
cash back) and a Discover “it” cash back card (2% cash back). Book your flight with the card that
suits you best. Most importantly, pay off the card before the grace period expires to avoid losing any
money you saved. On $1,500 worth of travel, that’s $30 in savings – which amounts to a couple of
“free” nights at a low-end, minimalist style hotel abroad.

3. Book Flights on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday. Flying on off-peak days is the only way to go.
Mondays and Fridays are obviously busy, as are fly dates around holidays. By being smarter about
choosing fly dates when prices are low, the minimalist man can literally save hundreds of dollars on
airfare with each trip, and potentially thousands of dollars per year. Additionally, if time allows, try
bidding on airfare on Priceline. Rel has saved an average of $150-200 per trip by doing smart bidding
on Priceline vs. paying retail.

2. Catch a Bus to Major Airport Hubs. Yeah, everybody hates the bus. But what’s more important?
Saving money or coddling yourself? When every dollar counts, the minimalist man chooses saving
money. As an example, Rel recently caught a bus from DC to Miami for $79. During his travel dates,
an equivalent flight would have cost $400. The sum of $321 in savings might not sound like much to
some, but once a man realizes how much freedom, amusement, and food that will purchase him
abroad he’ll no longer quibble with sacrificing to maximize his travel funds. As another example, Rel
also caught a bus to Chicago for $79 and flew to Asia for $660 by choosing his bookings the smart
way.

1. Eat and Sleep Cheaply. Don’t be like the American tourists who go
into Señor Frogs and pay $70 for some watered down drinks and a soggy, bad taco salad. Do yourself
the favor of leaving the tourist areas and getting out to where real life happens. Some of the best
meals a man can ever have cost $5 or so at street vendors. Often, better than $50 meals at white
tablecloth restaurants. In addition, when taking a break from street food and eating at restaurants
choose wisely. Don’t waste money on food when there are so many good meals to be had for
incredibly low prices.

Additionally, there are many good hotels that are harder to find than the well-promoted corporate
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chains. But, there are web sites to help you find these mom and pop establishments. Booking.com
and Hotels.com are two sites Rel frequents. If you’re looking for a basic bed, WiFi, and A/C, you can
find reputable hotels for $15-20 a night in many destinations. The difference between a $19 a night
hotel and $35 a night hotel might not sound like much until a man looks at the total cost of his stay.
Over a month’s time, staying in the $19 a night room saves $500 – enough for another flight to and
from many world destinations.

These considerations will help ease the burden travel places on a man’s wallet. The wisdom of Ben
Franklin stating “A penny saved is a penny earned” goes double when the minimalist knows his
penny will go twice or three times as far outside the matrix as in it. Be safe, and have fun.
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Sex Robots the Rage as Feminist Writer Suggests They Can
Replace Men
January 5, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Bloomberg columnist Cathy O’Neil just made a sexual proposal of gargantuan proportions

This is becoming a big topic in Anglo America now: Fucking robots. Literally, fucking them. And
who’s going to get diddled better by them. Meantime, it’s becoming a legal land mine for men to
even look sideways at a real woman. How can a rational person not say this culture has lost its mind?
(TNMM has detailed the existential dangers of Western machine culture in the past.)

Cathy O’Neil, the porcine, blue-haired tech columnist at MSM rag Bloomberg just unleashed a
screed proclaiming sexbots are the future. This latest entry on having sex with machines rather than
people appeared on Drudge, meaning it was widely circulated. The feminist writer says men should
be worried about sex robots, and not women.

Advances in robotics and artificial intelligence have raised a dystopian concern for women:
What if female robots become so realistic — and so adept at sex — that they render men
incapable of engaging in real human relationships? Actually, I think it’s the men who
should be worried. It’s entirely possible that robots can outperform them.

Notice the inherent sexism in the article. The cultural bias “sexism is only okay when women practice
it” becomes apparent with her next segment:

Perhaps it’s time for a Big Think. Are women not as capable as men of crude
objectification? There’s room here for everyone’s impure thoughts and desires. Robots
don’t discriminate, and they can probably give good massages.

Don’t get me wrong, I have a good husband. I doubt I would trade in. But if I had a
daughter, I might consider giving her a robot as a college graduation present. Preferably one
who can do the dishes and guard the door.
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Hmmm…men are only utility objects. How’s that for crude objectification, Cathy? The blue-haired
abomination then goes on to suggest men and women permanently separate from one another – an
obvious long-term goal of the elite power structure as women become too dangerous and toxic for
men to deal with.

Just to be clear: I’m not saying we should want to live in a militant feminist world without
men. Far from it, I am suggesting that women and men can coexist, but possibly not
cohabitate. Men will likely have trouble with things like household chores and remembering
to go to the doctor regularly, but they’ll manage. Maybe Siri can make their appointments.

And finally she pulls her last feminist punch, the true point of her screed. Women can have their
sexual urges satisfied by robots.

Who knows? If our sexual needs can be met by intimate automated helpers, maybe we’ll
end up stronger as a community. We’ll come together, online or in person, and be more
respectful, more relaxed, less edgy. It’s worth a try. So bring on the sex robots.

There were a few noteworthy replies to this feminist screed the MSM unleashed. Including this
insight from Dicaeopolis:

Men have invented pretty much everything on the planet and women have been allowed to
use it all. Women are an extremely privileged group in this country, and enjoy a standard of
living like nowhere else due to the fact their men were the smartest and conquered the most
territory. Pretty funny this one doesn’t want to cohabitate. Good riddance.

Another commenter brings up the obvious contradictions:

This author seems to forget the only evolutionary value and control women have over men
is the sexual. Women are NOT stronger than men, women are NOT more ambitious and
innovative than men, and compared to men do NOT have the same amount of high IQ
geniuses, women are more average IQ. So if Fembots take away the sexual and the
homemaking from women, they will [have nothing to offer].

And Homebound1968 says:

Cathy is having a feminist wet dream. Sorry lady, but you’re not getting the slave race, anti-
man, metrosexual, automaton, ball-less, wet noodles, posing as “men” like you feminazis
crave. Maybe guys wouldn’t be going for these sick stand-in robots, if women, such as
yourself, weren’t so insane.

When looking into the dimly lit corridor leading to an overly mechanized future, one honestly begins
to wonder if the computer chip will be the cause of extinction for H. Sapiens.

It was like opening Pandora’s Box. Not only will chips soon be micromanaging every detail of our
lives, from our financial transactions to our driving behaviors (coming soon – a backseat computer
chip driver monitoring your behavior behind the wheel) to our life histories, it seems the tech world
won’t be content until we’re fucking robots with chips in them rather than flesh and blood human
beings.

Somebody stop the Anglo world, I want off of this ride. Let me get back to more “primitive” life
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somewhere outside this insane asylum.
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Two Ways the Welfare State Screws the Dating and
Mating Market
January 6, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Why don’t more men enjoy moments like these? The welfare state is one of the biggest cockblocks in the history of humanity

The advent of the welfare state has assaulted the sex lives and personal lives of Beta male laborers
like few forces in the history of humanity. It has skewed the dating and mating markets so severely
that millions of men have been rendered lonely and involuntarily celibate due to its existence.
MGTOW is at least in part, a revolt against the exploitation of men brought on by the welfare state.

Comparing societies that do and don’t have behemoth welfare states, two inescapable conclusions
arise to the keen social observer.

1. The welfare state renders most males worthless to women because of Briffault’s Law.
Briffault’s Law is actually a very nice way of saying all women are hoes, and additionally, every
woman has her price. But, it’s worded more tactfully in the official definition: The female, not the
male, determines all the conditions of the animal family. Where the female can derive no benefit from
association with the male, no such association takes place.
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Here’s what that means. Women don’t associate (i.e. date and mate) with
men who can’t provide material and/or resource benefits at a higher level than they’re already
accustomed to. (Reading between the lines, one can glean hypergamy is the most powerful sexual
force in the universe.) In a society where men do not have higher status than women socially and
economically, legs close and figurative chastity belts cockblock Betas, Gammas, and Omegas from
sexual access.

When women are taken care of by the state with money stolen from Beta males, and there’s a
government “safety net” that keeps chicks from facing the realities of making bad decisions and
consequences of mistreating of men who come into their lives, you end up with a society full of fat,
sassy, land whales who think their wet spot is worth more than Gold Pressed Latinum. This is the
clusterfuck we currently witness every day in Anglo America.

What will make this already dire situation even worse are Socialist “equal pay” schemes now
appearing in Anglo societies, which actually seek to give women pay advantages over men in every
industry. (Always remember: Equality is code language for female superiority.) This will render men
even more worthless in the eyes of women. Call it a Draconian method of birth control and of
atomizing the social environment so men and women become enemies and competitors for corporate
crumbs rather than cooperating friends. (A society of socially isolated competitors is also more
susceptible to outside control and manipulation.)

Take away the welfare state, and suddenly millions of men will become
visible in the eyes of women again. Not because women see them as human beings, but because they
will see men as a resource to exploit in the absence of Big Daddy Government and his magic
Treasury pen.

2. The welfare state drains the market of low women. When women don’t get free access to the
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fruits of Beta male labor stolen for them by a welfare state, economic and social reality sets in.
Women have to find a way to earn money rather than waiting for a welfare check to direct deposit on
the 3rd of the month and the food stamp card to be reloaded a week later. They have two basic
choices: Take the high road and become loyal wives and loving mothers, or to take the low road and
rent sexual favors by the hour.

Since many women have nothing to offer men other than sex, this is naturally what they revert to
using to make money in the absence of a Beta-cuckolding welfare state. However, this class of
women is actually important in a functioning society.

TNMM posits “low women” or prostitutes, sluts, etc. actually act as a social safety valve in human
societies. Good men who aren’t “good enough” for whatever reason to most women (too nice, too
hardworking, too smart, too boring, etc.) are still able to find basic human companionship and
importantly – a Maslow’s Hierarchy mandated sexual release with low women. Men are happy
because they get laid and get a dopamine high via some basic female affection, and women are happy
because they get paid a decent sum of money for an easy line of work. Contrary to Anglo media bias
and cultural brainwashing, prostitutes often enjoy their work and often make better wages than they
would have slaving away at mindless GloboWorldCorp jobs.

The welfare state destroys this social safety valve. Women who would have been making money by
keeping Beta males emotionally and sexually gratified are now inaccessible to needy guys.

Important conclusions can be drawn from this duality. Two roads lie
before us. The welfare state can either become even more exploitative of men or it can be destroyed.
We advocate for it to be destroyed. It is an unnatural creation imposed on our species and it creates
permanent classes of makers and takers, with Beta males being the makers and fat, idle women being
the takers. (In addition to other making and taking classes.)

In societies that don’t have welfare states, people are forced to earn a living rather than waiting on
free checks funded with money stolen from contributing members of society. Women are forced from
their pedestals, and into participating in society with men rather than “snatching” a free and/or
subsidized living because of the benefits of possessing certain anatomy while spitting vitriol at the
very men who enable their privileged existence.

Importantly, MGTOWs and minimalists can “starve the beast” of its lifeblood by downsizing their
lives and refusing to participate in career and tax schemes that exploit male labor. As the amount of
money going into the mouth of the beast decreases, the amount it gives to idle women will also have
to decrease.
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The welfare state must die. Siphoning its lifeblood is a start.
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Eye Candy of the Week | January 7, 2017
January 7, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s been a pleasure being surrounded by exotic South American women for the past couple of weeks.
Makes a man appreciate beautiful, feminine women even more when they’ve become a vanishing
commodity back home. This hottie is representative of the Eye Candy I enjoy in reality every day
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walking around the streets of Colombia. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for January 7, 2018 as we
admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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The Sexual Market is an Economic Market
January 7, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The laws of economics are intimately linked with the human sexual market

The mysteries of the sexual market aren’t mysteries at all once logic is applied and a few lessons
from economics gleaned. The sexual market, as with all markets of man is an economic one. It’s just
that the sexual market is the supreme economic market of mankind, reigning over all the others. Get
left out, i.e. live life as a “broke” low-SMV male and become a masturbating incel and/or genetic
dead end.

On the topic of sexual and economic markets, Days of Game typed up this succinct description of
how the human sexual market operates, and how it conforms to the rules of other economic markets:

I don’t understand the manosphere’s interest in “hypergamy.” It’s the most obvious thing…
girls are looking for the best opportunity. That’s not girls… that’s everyone.

And then: Eggs are expensive, sperm are cheap. Got it.

So… girls have more bargaining power, and thus… a lot of guys lose (due to low SMV)…
and girls hop around (because they can)… as that egg is in demand (until it isn’t).

Why does this need a billion hours of analysis?

This particular research continues the pattern of underwhelm: A seller with a high-demand
product (her pussy), that can find more and more markets (online)… can charge a higher
price, and/or burn more potential buyers (for fun or profit).

Econ 101.

Indeed, there’s a lot of overlap between financial and sexual economics. And it is simpler than
most men realize.
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Women are “sellers” of sex and men are “buyers” of sex. Men pay for it whether or not they realize
it. Some guys leave a $100 on the nightstand after a ONS with a pro with a mouth like cocaine.
Others have their entire life savings siphoned off and end up living under a bridge for a frigid piece of
Anglo ass. The price of entry into the tunnel of love is dependent on numerous factors: supply and
demand of sex. Supply = Number of women willing to spread her legs for the average guy. Demand
= Male thirst.

There’s one looming conclusion that the awakened man must come to when he realizes the sexual
market is an economic one. As TNMM has revealed countless times in the past: Marriage (and
relationshits) become sophisticated forms of prostitution when seen through this new set of glasses.
Every woman has her price. And sex is never free. Even in the animal kingdom, females trade sexual
favors for resources and/or good (bad boy) genes. Even if you think you’re getting it for free, you’re
paying in ways you haven’t yet realized.

About the only quibble with the above statement from Days of Game one
can find is his diminishing the importance of hypergamy. Hypergamy is an important concept to
know because many men are oblivious to the fact women are keenly aware of socioeconomic status
while to men such status in a potential poon conquest is largely unimportant. In layman’s terms, men
will fuck a hot bitch regardless of if she comes from a poor background or not. How often do we see
men marrying hotties who happen be broke, and how often do we see women marrying broke guys?
Answer that question and you’ll have an idea of how things work with hypergamy.

That said, we must not always conflate sexual economics with money. In sexual economics, social
dominance is more important than economic dominance because social dominance often leads to
economic dominance, while idiots with more money than brains end up getting used by women and
the world. (The reptilian brains lurking inside all women subconsciously know this, which is why you
want to be Alpha Fucks guy and not Beta Bucks guy.)

The takeaway lesson is, study economics and you will understand the human sexual market far better
than those who cling to notions of love.
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Obscenely High Sugar Taxes Hit Seattle
January 8, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A refreshing Coca-Cola will now cost you big in Seattle

Sugar taxes are slowly being rolled out on the docile, sheeplike American populace. Worse, Seattle’s
experiment in taxing sugar has birthed an obscene, bastard child that effectively represents a 75% tax
on beverages like Dr. Pepper and Gatorade. Now, that nice, refreshing soft drink will cost you big.

How bad is it? From The Blaze:

Pricing labels at a Seattle Costco have garnered much attention because they show just how
much soda and other sugary drinks now cost Seattle residents. A CBS News manager
tweeted pictures showing the price increase of two drinks.

In the first case, the price of a case of Dr. Pepper (36 cans) nearly doubled. According to the
picture, Costco sells the soda for $9.99. But with an added tax of $7.56, the soda now costs
customers $17.55. In the second case, Costco sells a case of Gatorade for $15.99. But the
tax adds $10.34 to the price, which brings the total cost to $26.33.

Think it’s just Seattle’s problem? These taxes will fizz outwards to other jurisdictions, soon. The
increasingly totalitarian American government will keep going, taking everything you like away or
taxing it to death until you’re eating Soylent Green. Meat taxes are next, after the shock to the system
from sugar taxes wears off.

How did this latest assault on the working class wallet come about?

Last June, the Seattle city council passed a 1.75 cents per ounce tax on sugary drinks. The
tax affects sodas, energy drinks, sports drinks, juice and other non-milk based products.
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Non-milk based drinks include many of those sold at Starbucks and other coffee shops. Diet
drinks and those from small distributors are exempt from the tax.

Boom. Just like that another freedom lost – the freedom to enjoy a Coca-Cola. Well, maybe not lost
but negatively sanctioned.

The purpose of the tax, Seattle’s progressive leaders allege, is to help thwart people from
purchasing the drinks. Much of the tax will be used to fund programs designed to educate
young people on making healthy choices.

Bullshit. That money will be used as a slush fund, as is the case with so
many other government revenue streams.

You’re now living in ‘Murica, Land of the Fee. It’s amazing to me how the nation has become
everything the founders ran away from during colonial times, while people still (laughably) talk about
their freedumbs in that police state. In America, you have the freedom to work and consume, and
that’s about it. But now, even the freedom to consume is being curtailed as the nanny state decides
what’s “appropriate” for you to consume and what isn’t.

Never thought I’d live to see the day there was a black market for Dr. Pepper and Gatorade, but that’s
what’s happened in Seattle. Craigslist ads have popped up selling sugar tax-free beverages from other
localities. Now, to save $10 a man has to resort to buying sodas out of the trunk of a dealer’s car.

It seems the purveyors of Puritan prohibitions will never learn.
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China Prepares to Dump Debt-Laden U.S. – Will Slow or Stop
Buying Treasuries
January 10, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The world’s largest holder of U.S. treasuries – China – is signaling its days of buying American debt are winding down

It doesn’t really come as a surprise to see a declining America with few friends in the world these
days. For so long, it used its power to impose its will on the world. But these days, things have gotten
so bad – the sociopaths who run the shadow government of the U.S. in a totalitarian mood of late –
the imperial machinery has also been turned against its citizens.

Billionaires think projecting power onto the world stage as well as using it to oppress citizens and
micromanage their lives is a good strategy. But, reality proves otherwise in a civilization built upon
the foundations of freedom and personal liberty:

Senior government officials in Beijing reviewing the nation’s foreign-exchange holdings
have recommended slowing or halting purchases of U.S. Treasuries, according to people
familiar with the matter. The news comes as global debt markets were already selling off
amid signs that central banks are starting to step back after years of bond-buying stimulus.
Yields on 10-year Treasuries rose for a fifth day, touching the highest since March.

China is the single largest holder of U.S. debt, holding one-fifth of all foreign-held U.S. Treasury
securities. Meaning, as everyone knows, the U.S. is heavily indebted to China. This move, China
signaling it will soon refuse to bankroll the decadent U.S. will be the financial equivalent of the
Titanic hitting an iceberg. China dumping American treasuries will only inspire other nations to do
the same:

The market for U.S. government bonds is becoming less attractive relative to other assets,
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and trade tensions with the U.S. may provide a reason to slow or stop buying American
debt.

Surely, the U.S. constantly trying to reinvent the wheel on gender and family
structure while simultaneously debasing and marginalizing millions of hardworking, productive men
with toxic feminism, a Leviathan government stripping away what few civil liberties and freedoms
that remain, the jingoistic American MSM spreading hate whitey vitriol round the clock, and
legislators creating a massive welfare state replete with increasingly polarized makers and takers in
which the makers have to work like slaves and the takers get equivalent lifestyles without lifting a
finger has nothing to do with this bombshell news. *sarcasm*

Memo to social engineers: You can’t turn the men who create your economic might into third-class
citizens and expect to stay dominant in the world.

The truth is, many of us in this sector of the Internet saw the end of this corrupt empire coming at
least a decade ago. Decay is a slow process, but the U.S. has cultural cancer. The oncologist’s
prognostication isn’t good for the future.  As historian Ariel Durant put it: A great civilization is not
conquered from without until it has destroyed itself from within.

Liberalism and feminism destroyed the U.S. from within. It’s all over but the crying. And the
dumping of U.S. debt.
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If a Man Ever Claims He’s Never Paid for Sex, Here’s What to
Tell Him
January 12, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Self-delusion is big when it comes to men thinking they have women under control or choosing to
believe women actually give a shit about their boyfriends or husbands beyond what benefits they can
extract from their association with them. Female association with the male is all about the purchasing
power of nature’s credit card. She holds the credit card and you hold the bag. Forget that fact at your
own peril.

Some guys like to strut around bragging they’ve never paid for it…but upon further inspection that
front falls apart.

Poon is never free.

Whether it’s leaving a $100 bill on the nightstand, leasing fleecing a Lexus for Christmas to shut her
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up, or a man losing his life savings in a frivorce with a frosty-assed Anglobitch, the bill for services
rendered comes due one way or the other.

For guys who are married or in relationshits who think they don’t pay for sex, tell them to quit
their job or to quit paying for things for their girlfriend or spouse and see how long princess
stays around. This should illustrate the point quite well – that men are subservient to women
economically in each association they have with the bearer of the fish taco. We all know it won’t be
long after wealth transfers are cut off until she’s “accidentally” fucking some other dude. (Unless
he’s a bad boy with frame, but even then once he becomes an economic disincentive long enough
she’ll move on to more lucrative male prey.)

Men paying for things and striving for social status to attract women is so ingrained in society it’s
almost invisible. But, there lurking beneath all the sophistry are the basic biological economics that
are the basis of every association women have with men. Many men will perform the most incredible
mental acrobatics to try and get around this fact, but there it is – unchanged – even after they’ve tried
to deny it.

Even PUAs pay for it with countless hours of “hunting” and practice and psychological manipulation
that twists their own psyches as much as those of the women they’re pursuing. Not to mention the
investment in clothing (peacocking) and the aggravation of constantly putting on a clown show.

Some guys say the juice is never worth the squeeze. In many ways, it isn’t. But it boggles the mind
why living in a society in which paying for pussy with a rock, a McMansion and mortgage is
perfectly okay, but paying for it outright and up front is shamed, ridiculed, and met with kidnapping
and extortion from America’s thugs in blue.
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Why Young Men are Lucky to have the Manosphere
January 12, 2018 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

The manosphere helps educate young men on the dangers of dealing with The Predatory Female

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

When Gen X males were growing up, we had only Baby Boomer myths from the post-War era to
guide us in our relations with women. These myths invariably presented women as semi-divine
creatures endowed with boundless intellects, progressive attitudes and warm, giving hearts in slim,
comely bodies. Oh, and let’s not forget they also wanted sex with everyone.

The reality of course bore no relation whatsoever to this ideal. The women we
actually met were intolerant, moronic landwhales with loud mouths, basilisk eyes and the social
graces of a warthog. The very few not comically obese and ugly were invariably toxic, entitled
harridans spayed with the female Dark Triad: malignant narcissism, plus the borderline and histrionic
personality disorders. The most sexually attractive were often psychopathic as well.

This led us into a haze of cognitive dissonance and internal doubt. At first, we were certain something
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was wrong with us. Were we crazy? Were we emotional cripples? Why couldn’t we find one of these
flawless angels to redeem us? Because the Anglo-American media routinely represents women as
goddesses on pedestals, this response was entirely natural. We might have harboured a few doubts
about these false representations, but usually wrote them off as lame self-justification exercises.

In sum, awakened Anglo-American males growing up prior to the Internet had to struggle with their
relationship disappointments alone and unaided. Although fulfilled in other ways, their romantic lives
were a yawning void. As each loveless decade came and went, nothing changed. Many toyed with
thoughts of self-harm or even suicide.

And then the Internet came. The old media narratives that once ruled our lives were blasted apart. We
were crouching in darkened rooms: then someone yanked open the shuttered windows, kicked in the
doors and let the sunshine in. Everything changed. No, I mean really changed – it wasn’t like the 60’s
white suburban pseudo-revolution: this was the real deal. And nowhere was our conceptual
revolution greater than in the sphere of gender relations. Anti-feminists appeared, pointing out that
feminists only want equality on their own terms, not true gender equality. PUAs appeared, revealing
that the whole ‘beta provider’ persona extolled by the traditional media was fit only for stooges.

Neo-Masculinists like Roosh arose, striving to reclaim the manhood that had been stolen from them.
And of course cultural dissidents like myself arose, who linked the worst excesses of post-feminist
Anglo-American society to pre-existing Anglo values like Puritanism and sexual repression. The next
manosphere wave is already in formation, re-forging the best ‘first wave’ ideas into weapons of
conceptual war for use in the ongoing Kulturkampf.

When the Internet came, Generation X men who had been ‘put through the wringer’ of militant
Anglo-American feminism began to lay our insight and experience on the table. It wasn’t always
pretty. Truth seldom is. And we did not always agree: hence the emergence of different ‘schools’ of
manosphere thought. But the point was, our views matched the real-world experiences of millennial
males in the Anglosphere far more accurately than the stale Baby Boomer narratives they received
from the legacy media, schools, parents and other authorities. And so they flocked to us in droves.

Online demographic studies reveal the bulk of manosphere readers are
males under thirty, not embittered divorcees in trailer parks. This makes a lot of sense: as well as
being severely oppressed by modern feminism, millennial males have grown up relatively free of the
pro-feminist bullshit laid on Generation X by the post-War authorities.

But the manosphere gives men far more than knowledge and insight. It may also provide men with
better long term physical and mental health. Robert Sapolsky, who studies the physical effects of
stress in baboons and humans, suggests that the negative effects of social stress – premature ageing,
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depression and physical illness – can be greatly reduced by strong communal associations.

That is, if we are experiencing a problem it is better to face it as part of a community rather than
alone. Sapolsky has shown that poor countries with a strong sense of community such as Greece have
better health demographics than wealthier Anglo-American countries where people are more isolated.
This set me thinking. Could the explosive rise of the manosphere in Anglo-American countries have
been partly driven by an untapped need for honest male communalism?

My guess is yes. When Generation X was growing up, all we had were unsecured myths about Anglo
women being perfect saints and sex goddesses to guide us. Pop music, TV shows and films rammed
these fictions down our throats with Stalinist zeal, permitting no dissident perspective. Indeed,
anyone who did not pay lip service to these absurd narratives was ridiculed and denied a voice. Now,
an online community of truth exists where any man can share his experiences of women, however
negative these might be.

And such freedom is healthy, not just liberating. For it is obvious that manosphere involvement has
an addictive quality. This is not the lame, dutiful communalism extolled by Marxism or organized
religion but rather a sense of finding long-lost brothers and long concealed truths. If Sapolsky is right,
men sharing the problem of toxic Anglo-American women in this way can only enhance their lives
both mentally and physically. And millennial males will reap these benefits much earlier, in their
prime years.

What’s not to like?

Perhaps if mainstream Anglo-American institutions had been more honest about women this eruption
of online male communalism might never have occurred. But then, if the socio-cultural mainstream
had been more honest, men would never have needed a vibrant manosphere in the first place.
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Finding Lost Humanity
January 12, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A lot of life happens in the plaza by Torre de Reloj

Cartagena, Colombia | Ah, that familiar feeling. After having gone through three exciting, ready and
willing women in one night, I feel that old, familiar feeling again – I’m alive inside. I guess I had a
lot of pent up sexual thirst from my work sentence in Anglo America extracting the money I needed
to leave again. What a contrast – leaving the cold, ineffectual, Faustian machine culture of Anglo
America for a place with Old World sensuality, humanity, and charm.

But, feeling alive inside is about much more than fulfilling sexual needs
prescribed by Maslow’s Hierarchy.

After having endured some hard time inside world’s largest outdoor prison, i.e. Anglo America, it’s
nice to return to a culture that is brimming with humanity. And a place that actually has true freedom
and personal liberty. Latin America is perhaps the most human place on earth. Everything my soul
has been missing in work obsessed, machine-worshipping, sex-shamed Puritanland found on my
latest sojourn to a new continent.

Even eating in fine restaurants like Cuzco Cocina Peruana and Quebracho Parilla Argentina have
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made me realize just how much of the human touch we’ve lost back home. Rather than processed
food that contains more marketing than flavor, I’ve enjoyed some of the best meals of my entire life
here in Cartagena. What a difference the human touch makes.

As I sipped Cabernet and bit into a thick steak, I remember savoring and appreciating that moment so
much, perhaps because I never really got to experience anything like it back home. My trip to
Quebracho eclipsed any of the corporate feedbag “steakhouse” experiences I’ve had in the States.

Related: Rel on the Road Video Clip

I’ve enjoyed seeing the full flowering of humanity, with all its highs and lows, effetes and common
people, poseurs at the top and real people at the bottom, rather than the neat and tidy, homogenized,
Socialized, coerced dulling of our instincts and behavior so common in the matrix.

In the plaza by Torre de Reloj, nightly I watch high class folks (Castiza) share territory with
prostitutes around the Pedro de Heredia statue. Families walk within feet of ladies of the night and
neither bats an eye. Only a miniskirt and purse gives away the fact these are working girls in the
plaza. This is something one would never witness in prudish Anglo America. A man is amazed a
place like this even exists after having spent half a lifetime in the matrix, where sex is shamed and
prostitution is the cultural equivalent of murder. Perhaps even more shamed than murder.

Each night, the clubs are full with people dancing and enjoying each other’s company rather than
standing around, estranged, looking at each other. People are everywhere. You never know who you
might run into. Characters abound.

I can walk around the plaza with a beer in hand without fear of reprisal by
police. Recreational drugs are cheap and everywhere to be found. Women actually smile at me rather
than grimacing at me like I’m a miscreant. I can talk to women and not be treated like malware by
them. I can actually have a Realtalk conversation with the majority of people in the plaza rather than
having to tiptoe around every word and every topic, being careful not to say the “wrong thing” as was
so often the case in the world of the news media I grew to hate.

What a place. A place that lets people be. What a concept.

I’m becoming addicted to the risk that comes with traveling around the world, perhaps because it’s so
rewarding. It’s exciting to step foot in a country or city I’ve never been in before, then adapt to its
culture. The old addage “When in Rome, do as the Romans do” comes to mind. Rather than “When
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in Rome, make everyone do what Americans do.” The problem is, I realize how much Anglo culture
has ripped me off.

How very few freedoms I actually have. How most of my decisions are made for me. How I almost
sacrificed my whole life to the gods of consumption, materialism, celibacy, and loneliness until my
awakening by writers pushing the envelope here in the new counterculture known as the manosphere.

If nothing else, trips like these will be something I look back upon fondly when I’m an old, decrepit
man on his deathbed. At least I’ll have the satisfaction of knowing, that for once in my life I actually
lived a little.
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On Shitholes
January 13, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

What’s so great about a nation that grooms its citizens to be nothing more than efficient, professional, mindless consumers?

President Trump just sent the vivisecting MSM into hysterics with a supposed – but unproven and
unverified comment about not bringing in immigrants from supposed “shitholes” around the world.
The Bezos Post went into a tizzy:

President Trump grew frustrated with lawmakers Thursday in the Oval Office when they
discussed protecting immigrants from Haiti, El Salvador and African countries as part of a
bipartisan immigration deal, according to several people briefed on the meeting.

“Why are we having all these people from shithole countries come here?” Trump said,
according to these people, referring to countries mentioned by the lawmakers.

Trump then suggested that the United States should instead bring more people from
countries such as Norway, whose prime minister he met with Wednesday. The president,
according to a White House official, also suggested he would be open to more immigrants
from Asian countries because he felt that they help the United States economically.

It’s nothing we haven’t heard from the MSM before. Race baiting, The Fallacy of the Superior Virtue
of the Oppressed, that whitey President is mean, etc.

Whatever your views on Trump’s comments, let’s discuss shitholes. Here’s my view. The U.S. is
kind of a shithole to me. And I’ve been to nearly every state and major city in The Land of Make
Believe. I spent half my life there before beginning a mission to run away from the never-ending
hamster wheel of consumption it foists on its populace.

What does America, Inc. have to offer? Work-obsessed Puritanism, bitter political fighting around
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the clock, no real culture to speak of other than the culture of critiquing and vivisecting everything to
death, race baiting, debt slavery, broken promises like Social Security and the “rewards” of getting an
edumacation and a college degree, increasing micromanagement of every detail of daily life by the
government and its electronic as well as flesh and blood sentinels, women and men who are
increasingly estranged from each other thanks to social engineering, broken families and child
support slavery for “dads” who have been reduced to little more than check writers and sperm donors
by the $50 billion a year industry known as family courts, imperialist meddling and oppression of the
entire planet, and little freedom left except the freedom to consume i.e. to try and buy happiness by
shopping and eating out in ersatz, coast to coast shopping malls. Not my idea of paradise.

But by all means, continue with the outdated superiority complex.
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Feminists Continue Expanding the Definition of Rape
to Absurdity
January 13, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Now even thinking of a scantily clad woman you know while rubbing one out is “rape” in the minds of feminists

Feminists are putting the word out that there are two new forms of rape we deplorable men need to be
aware of. These stunning new (and totally illogical) definitions of rape have arisen as a result of
overvalued pussies and massive female egos in the Western sexual market. Anglobitches think mere
possession of their fish taco is the anatomical equivalent of a no limits American Express Centurion
card. But, the “golden” pussy enterprise is an economic bubble that’s getting ready to pop as men
stop investing in sagging vagina futures.

As men continue to abandon women in droves feminists continue pushing the
boundaries of what does and does not constitute rape in a mad attempt at totally controlling male
sexuality, which is slipping from their frigid grasp as men don’t want anything to do with crazy.

In any case, here are the two new definitions of rape feminists have spun up, hot off the hamster
wheel press and now making their way around social media:
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Reverse rape is the refusal to sexually engage with women of the wrong body type and is just as
horrific as rape. Say no to the sexual advances of Big Bertha? You’ve just committed reverse rape.
To illustrate how insane this is, it’s the equivalent of telling men they have no right to refuse sex with
women – which is the very definition of rape. But, it’s the men who are being raped, while
manipulative women (their most innate talent is manipulation) twist the definition around 180
degrees to their favor.

Portly feminist Anne Gus even went so far as to say this when she created this new definition of
rape: No means no unless you are a man; then you are disempowering me when I want sex.

How’s that for objectification? And a total negation of men’s rights as human beings who don’t want
to fuck every warthog that comes along? What happens if you get pregnant, Anne? Ever thought of
that in between eating Ho-Hos?

Telepathic rape happens when a man masturbates to a woman he knows in real life without her
consent. Attend a pool party full of hot chicks, let the views of their scantily clad asses and tits get
you hot while (of course) Anglobitches at the shindig friendzone you, then get caught rubbing one out
and you’ve just committed telepathic rape.

Believe it or not, a Utah Omega male did the bidding of a human sloth who commanded him to shoot
a neighbor who was telepathically raping her. From the NY Daily News:

A Utah woman ordered her husband to shoot their trailer park neighbor because she said he
was “telepathically raping her” and “using crack cocaine to control her mind.”

Meloney Selleneit, 55, allegedly bought a gun for spouse Michael, 53, who then gunned
down Tony Pierce, 41, as he worked outside his home.

Pierce survived the October 2011 shooting, being hit in the back and leg, and was taken to a
hospital for treatment, according to the Salt Lake Tribune.

Michael Selleneit was found competent to stand trial, and pleaded guilty to attempted
manslaughter and use of a firearm by a restricted person.

What can the awakened man make of these new definitions of so-called rape?

Feminists continue marginalizing men in what can only be seen as a colossal societal shit test which
weak, effeminate men are failing colossally. The definition of rape is becoming so broad it threatens
to debase its original definition. Worse, women lie about rape and sexual harassment so often (20% –
50% or more of rape cases are fake according to numerous crime statistics) it’s becoming dangerous
to even be caught in a room alone with a female.

There’s one caveat to this crazy. This is only happening in the Anglosphere. The rest of the world
still reserves a modicum of decency and sanity when it comes to its dealings with men.

How long before any male sexual desire is classified as rape?
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Eye Candy of the Week | January 14, 2018
January 14, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

How sweet it is to have hotties like this at a man’s disposal. Flowing, dark hair and svelte curves
accentuate this model’s ample bosom. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for January 14, 2018 as we
admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Legacy Media and Liam Neeson Now Say #MeToo Sexual
Witch Trials Went Too Far
January 14, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Liam Neeson joins the chorus in the pushback against #MeToo witch trials

As TNMM has been stridently proclaiming ever since the #MeToo sexual witch trial insanity began,
Anglo America is quick to lose all reason when it comes to the topic that terrifies it most culturally –
sex and sensuality. And, its baked-in cultural biases against men (being the deeply misandrist culture
it is) in favor of women only helped add to the raving lunacy whenever the “he touched my behind”
train left the station.

Women started castigating men for supposed sexual advances and favors that
often happened decades ago, and almost always without any proof except a woman’s word. We the
public were expected to believe women – unquestioningly – throughout the entire event. For Anglo
culture subconsciously believes women are perfect goddesses and men are nothing more than
heathens and beasts of burden.
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The latest batch of Neo-Puritan witch trials has gone so far it’s now provoking a backlash against
feminism and the culture that fosters a fear of men, sex and sensuality. Narratives that first appeared
here are now making their way into the Overton Window and therefore the mainstream
consciousness. Andrew Sullivan, columnist for mainstream legacy New York Magazine put it this
way:

The early exposure of Roger Ailes, Bill O’Reilly, and Harvey Weinstein — achieved by
meticulous, scrupulous journalists and smart, determined women — quickly extended to
more ambiguous and trivial cases.

Indeed, the vast majority of the sexual witch trials we witnessed were ambiguous and trivial as you
would expect in a culture that has a history of irrational witch trials based on totally baseless female
claims going back some 400 years. (Not to mention a prudish, grasping female attitude toward sex!)

Ailes, O’Reilly, and Weinstein may be assholes – but were the women who made the claims sterling
individuals, as pure as the driven snow? Any man who knows female nature well knows how
ridiculous it is to make that assumption.

Anglo culture remains blind to the fact that women, too, often use sex to get their way.  Not just men.
They know men want it. And if it comes out an aspiring starlet laid down for one of these guys, who
automatically comes out looking bad? Why, it’s the man in a culture that thinks women are above sex
and sensuality. Who seduced who? Why didn’t she say no? As Dave Chapelle put it:

Sexual abuse is real and evil, but if you’re talking to someone on the phone who appears to
be masturbating, you can always, you know, hang up.

Returning to the original story, we find New York Magazine echoing TNMM narratives:

Distinctions among many different types of offenses — from bad behavior at private parties
to brutal assault and rape of employees and co-workers — were being instantly lost in the
fervor. Punishment was almost always the same — social ostracism and career destruction.

Insert some militant feminism and it isn’t long before you have a clusterfuck on your hands. A wild
prairie fire, running out of control with women able to totally destroy men’s lives with just the claim
an ass was groped in 1975.

Within a few weeks, the righteous exposure of hideous abuse of power had morphed into a
more generalized revolution against the patriarchy.

This kind of mania will always at some point exhaust itself and this kind of zeal will always
overstep. In a free society, a pushback was inevitable, and healthy. The extraordinary
journalist Masha Gessen led the way, with ruminations on sex panics.

The reality is “extraordinary” journalist Mesha Gessen was predictability plain vanilla as he
discussed Anglo sex panics:

Of course, the balance of power favors men so much that it’s more likely that the guilty will
get away with it than that the innocent will suffer. Still, we would do well to be aware of the
risks to our perception of sex, and to this culture, as it grows ever more divided.

Notice, Gessen still blames men rather than the wanton, manipulative, and often predatory nature of
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female sexuality. In fact, his entire article reads like controlled opposition to #MeToo.

But Gessen wasn’t alone in questioning the motives of #MeToo. Even veteran actor Liam Neeson has
been challenging the Neo-Puritan feminist brigade. The AP writes:

Actor Liam Neeson says the Hollywood sexual harassment scandal has sparked “a bit of a
witch hunt.”

Neeson uses precisely the term TNMM used before the term was cool. Continuing from AP:

Asked about the issue on the Irish broadcaster RTE, Neeson said: “There’s some people,
famous people, being suddenly accused of touching some girl’s knee or something and
suddenly they’re being dropped from their program.”

He referred to U.S. radio presenter and writer Garrison Keillor, who was dropped by
Minnesota Public Radio last year over an allegation of “inappropriate behavior.” Neeson
said that wasn’t the same as the “other Harvey Weinstein stuff.” Neeson also said he was
“on the fence” regarding sexual misconduct allegations against Dustin Hoffman.

Of course, Neeson couched his commentary with some brown nosing to perhaps avoid becoming a
target himself.

But the 65-year-old “Taken” star also said in Friday’s Late Late Show that the “#MeToo”
movement taking place “across every industry (is) healthy.”

As usual, the pushback against wanton female abuse of power is tepid and muted at best in a society
that loves berating and castigating men with normal sexual urges and desires. But, at least these
things are being said.

We only wish a complete firebombing of feminist narratives was coming out and getting the big titty
headline treatment the #MeToo fiasco did.
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Being Too Hard on America
January 14, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

America is decaying, and becoming a shadow of its former greatness

My recent writeup on President Trump’s shithole comments and how America is a shithole received
some criticism from one of TNMM’s readers. Judge Shredd writes:

I have a problem with all the things you listed as well and they suck but it’s all taken out of
context. Our roads are paved, the electricity, internet, law enforcement, basic services,
garbage is picked up, stores are stocked with food, we grow food, hospitals are everywhere,
etc etc..we are an advanced first world society with first world problems. There are
criminals, lowlives, Anglo cunts etc..you the Matrix sucks but they push that in the Western
world but at least you have the opportunity to break out of it or build a business to advance
here. Clue: why the fuck are people from almost everywhere else trying to come here?

Dude, I get where you’re coming from but the US is NOT a shithole taken as a whole
compared to other countries. You just don’t like they General way of life here.

I understand his concern with what I wrote. But I wouldn’t have written it if I didn’t believe it to be
the unvarnished truth. All I can think of when I’m in America is how I can get back out of it again. I
distinctly remember saying “I hate this place” at least a couple of times a week during my time
trucking as I kept myself motivated to stay financially on track with memories of life outside the
matrix.

My views are harsh in part because working in the media then seeing America from coast to coast in
a truck presented quite the juxtaposition for me. The candy coated lies I saw broadcast to the world
on a daily basis vs. the bitter, workaday wage slavery reality I saw as I drove through countless
towns, nearly every major city, and nearly every state in the nation. I realized the entire premise of
America is built upon fantasy and deceit. I typed up this thoughtful rebuttal to his comment, and felt
it important to share with everyone.

“Our roads are paved, the electricity, internet, law enforcement, basic services, garbage is
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picked up, stores are stocked with food, we grow food, hospitals are everywhere, etc etc..”

If you travel around you’ll see most of the world has all that, too. The rest of the world is
not filled with heathens living in the Stone Age longing to get into America (the media puts
that notion in the mass mind) as much as it’s filled with people brainwashed by the idea of
America just as many of us were until we found the truth.

Once people actually come to America and see life doesn’t match what they see in
Hollywood films and in the American media, many become disillusioned. I’ll never forget
the looks on recent immigrants’ faces when they get stuck in shitty jobs at warehouses or
processing plants (I meet them all over the nation when I’m trucking) after everything they
had to go through to get into the U.S. They expected a land of milk and honey, and what
they got was subsistence wage slavery sucking up all the hours of their lives and the same
carrot on a stick we’re all told to chase until we die. They’re confused, but a part of them
knows they got burned. Reality just hasn’t set in yet.

America is more about marketing than reality. There are 8.7 million Americans living
abroad, and the number is growing as more and more people flee the dystopia it is turning
into. I’d bet many millions more want to leave but don’t know how, or are cockblocked
from leaving by voluminous immigration and customs laws intended to keep people in their
respective cages. These numbers are never discussed because they’re not good for business.

The only way we can fix the problems of the nation is to admit they’re there, and not try to wallpaper
over them. America was once a great nation, but I feel it’s not so great anymore.

If I’ve created an entire lifestyle out of my motivation to leave America, have become happier as a
result, and help lead a growing movement of men who either want to go MGTOW, John Galt, or
become expats, shouldn’t that tell us there’s something deeply wrong in The Land of the Fee and
Home of the Slave?
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Bukowski on Women
January 16, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Charles Bukowski knew the inconvenient truths now discussed in the manosphere

Known for his gritty realism, Charles Bukowski told the truth about women before telling the truth
about them was cool. An excellent illustration of his grasp on the behavior of women came in this
famous video clip of an argument he had with a whorish Anglobitch he was dating and then later
married. (Unfortunately. My guess is she manipulated him into marriage so she could extract his
fortune after his death.)

The Buck had this interchange with the skank in front of cameras interviewing him for Italian
television. He was pissed about her staying out whoring around every night, and the simmering
tension eventually boiled over. It ends with him kicking her off the couch. It’s a golden moment
illustrating the reality of male/female relations in that we get to see both a Realtalk author giving us
the play by play of Anglobitch behavior while watching her maneuver to manipulate the argument to
her advantage.

It resonates with me because as a former good guy turned ZFG world roaming naughty nomad, I feel
Bukoswki is absolutely right with everything he says. The truth comes flowing from Bukowski in the
first paragraph out of his mouth:

BUKOWSKI: I’ve always been used because I’m a good guy. Women when they meet me, they
say, “I can use this son of a bitch. I can push him around, he’s an easy going guy.” So they do it.
But you know finally I get to resent it a bit.

This is exactly how women behave towards nice guys. It rises to a self-evident truth. As soon as he
drops a truth bomb in her face, immediately her attempt at manipulation begins:
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ANGLOBITCH: What do you resent?

BUKOWSKI: Just being pushed.

ANGLOBITCH: Pushed?

BUKOWSKI: Yeah. Just being pushed.

ANGLOBITCH: Why do you let yourself be pushed by this kind of shit, you idiot? Why do you
allow yourself to be pushed by this sort of thing?

Notice the dissimulation here. She’s both denying she’s pushing him around (when that’s exactly
what she’s doing) and conducting a shit test at the same time.

BUKOWSKI: I’ve told you a thousand times to leave, you won’t leave. I told you I’m going to
get an attorney to get you to leave.

Women constantly change the subject to play cat and mouse during arguments. Consider it the
equivalent of a squid squirting ink into the water to confuse its prey.

ANGLOBITCH: Now wait, that doesn’t have anything to do with it. Why do you continually
allow yourself to be pushed?

BUKOWSKI: Because I’m kind hearted. I give the other person another chance.

Women love manipulating nice guys who have a fat wallet. They’re easy marks for The Predatory
Female. But Bukowski was onto her game.

ANGLOBITCH: You do?

BUKOWSKI: Mmm hmm. I’ve given you dozens of chances, but you keep pushing and pushing.
And you keep laughing at me. That’s why I’m gonna tell you, I’m getting an attorney and I’m
getting your ass moved out of here. She thinks I don’t have the guts, she thinks I can’t live
without her. I can have your ass out of here so bright and so fast with a Jewish attorney, you’re
going to feel like your ass is skinned, baby. You think you’re the last women on earth that I can
get?

Apparently her behavior, carousing around with different men and staying out until 3 a.m. each
morning was something Bukowski was supposed to accept. After all, he was a big Beta Bucks prize
after becoming a successful author, but she was still craving her Alpha Fucks. She goes on
dissimulating:

ANGLOBITCH: I guess I’ve never thought about it.

BUKOWSKI: Yeah, well, you better start thinking. I’m turning you over to the next.

ANGLOBITCH: The next what?

When women start playing dumb they’re trying to slow down the momentum of the conversation and
take control.

BUKOWSKI: The next guy. He can have you. I won’t be the least bit jealous. With your bullshit,
all your goddamn staying out every night bullshit. I don’t need the kind of woman you are.

Indeed, women are, to average kind-hearted good guy opportunistic, parasitic infections. They want
your resources but nothing else about you. Bukowski knew it, and he wrote in his book Women:

The male, for all his bravado and exploration, is the loyal one, the one who generally feels
love. The female is skilled at betrayal and torture and damnation.
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I of course, realized this too late in life to be redeemed. The nearly four decades of abuse from
literally hundreds of relationships (me ending most of them) has made caring about women that way I
used to irredeemable to me.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. This article was
originally published March 16, 2016 and updated January 16, 2018.
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Looking for Love
January 16, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Women fake love to get what they want from men

As I sit around my hotel room and reminisce about my notch count which now sits somewhere
between 150 and 200 women, and having gone through a dozen or so hotties (and a couple of ugly
but fuckables) in the past few weeks I’ve come to realize much of the reason I become a cad was the
fact I wanted one, just one woman to love me. I have yet to find that.

Being nice doesn’t help, it makes it worse. In fact, the more of a jerk I am the more women want to
stay around until they solve the mystery of what makes me a jerk.

But, knowing what I now know about women I just don’t think it’s possible for them to love men
the way we love them. Many if not most are adept at faking emotion, and faking love, but by virtue of
having been through so many of them my senses have become keen. I can now see through each and
every female facade that used to trick me.

Women can love what a man represents, his social status, finances, and power, but never the man
himself because if he loses those things he ceases to exist in a woman’s eyes.

This is precisely what makes the equal pay myth, female “empowerment” and the diminishment of
men in Anglo America so evil. Without holding something for women to reach upwards to, men
cease to exist in the eyes of women. For they will never reach down to lift us up the way we have
done for them since time immemorial. Men built the entire world for women, and our thanks will be
repaid with women taking over the levers of control of the world we built and casting men into lives
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of abject bondage once feminism and its evil stepsister Socialism become the de facto social order.

Women have never loved men. And they never will. They only feign love to get what they want until
the Hedonic Treadmill can’t spin any faster. Then, they treat men as the slaves and utility objects
they’ve always seen us as.

Only a fool expects love from a woman.
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Dresses for Men: Coming Soon to an Androgynous
Anglo America
January 21, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Men in dresses, the next “trend” promoted by fake news

A culture in rapid decline due to the effects of feminism and its wicked stepsister Socialism is doing
its best to blur the lines between and eventually eliminate both of the genders. After all, what could
be better for the corporate-government complex than bringing about its ultimate goal of producing
interchangeable, sexless worker drones?

Witness this fake news report making the rounds on Yahoo. It reads as if it was written by a bunch of
Yahoos:

Why should women get to wear all the pretty dresses? Why can’t men also flounce about in
the feathers, lace or fine embroidery if they fancy? These are the questions being posed by
the daring young Spanish label, Palomo Spain, whose flamboyant show kicked off the Paris
men’s fashion week late Tuesday.

And….here it comes. More top-down Androgyny Agenda dressed up as grass roots social change:

Designer Alejandro Gomez Palomo told AFP he wants nothing less than to “liberate” men
from the straitjacket of convention. The 25-year-old is one of a new wave of young
designers for whom gender fluidity is not just a fashion statement but a way of being.

Get used to hearing that term. The freshly coined Newspeak phrase “gender fluidity” is the next
nefarious term that will be foisted upon the populace by elites with nothing but contempt for those
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they rule over. Of course, “gender fluidity” is a but a stepping stone along the primrose path to
completely eliminating the concept of gender.

Again, we find Rookh Kshatriya’s thesis that culture in Anglo America is driven by gay men
fulfilling itself:

Palomo is, nevertheless, the most theatrical and extravagant of a growing wave of designers
who are blowing away gender boundaries.

The Androgyny Agenda presses on

The so-called “growing wave of designers” is boilerplate language used to fill space by low-paid,
interchangeable “journalists” at fake news organizations.

The term is meant to make it sound as if the wave of feminine menswear in fashion is inevitable,
when in fact this “trend” is being manufactured out of whole cloth by social engineers working for
the Deep State and other nefarious forces in the U.S. socioeconomic hierarchy.

The evil Anglo-American power structure wants to either turn men into homosexuals or limp-wristed,
metrosexual soy boys. Putting men into dresses is an idea that once would have sounded beyond the
pale, but now it seems disgustingly plausible to those of us who don’t want to lose an important part
of our biology and humanity – our gender identity.

Notice how Palomo tries to make cross dressing sound perfectly legitimate for the masses, no doubt
at the behest of his masters who gave him center stage to do their bidding:

“It is just a way of giving guys who might want to, the possibility to wear really
sophisticated materials, and certain shapes and silhouettes that used to be associated with
women’s wardrobes,” he told AFP before making his Paris debut.

Well, Palomo and fake news, it will be a frigid day in hell before you subject some men to your
newly imposed cultural norms. The only dress I want to see is a skimpy one on a hot bitch with a big
ass and big tits.
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The Need For The Mentorship of Young Men
January 21, 2018 | by Titanium Vulture | Link | Original Link

Disposable dads are the new norm in today’s dystopia

Titanium Vulture is an author, filmmaker, and contributor to The New Modern Man.

Sons need their dads.  Despite what many single “independent woman that don’t need no
man” moms might say.

I was real lucky.  When my mom left my biological dad we moved to the Bronx from New Jersey. 
Around that time I had several “father” figures in my life.

Starting with my step-dad.  He hooked up with my mom after we left NJ and they made my beautiful
baby sister.  The princess of princesses!  Although the parents had a rocky relationship, at least HE
was around, unlike my biological dad who did not put up much of a fight to be in my life.
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Aside from step-pops, I also had two of my uncles living close by…and I
spent a lot of time with these younger brothers of mama-eagle.  She would plop me in their laps and
put them on baby sitting duty.

So many positive childhood memories involved being around these men and learning things like how
to shave, work on a car, and the proper way to hold a New York slice of pizza.  I never thought much
of it as a child….I just was hanging out with pop and Tio’s (Spanish for “uncle”).

To this day I still look to these men as mentors and advisors.  As far as I am concerned, I won the
damn lottery.

Growing in NYC in the 80’s and 90’s, there were thousands of kids running around the streets
without ANY adult supervision.  Many instances I observed the mom leaving the apartment to go
work because dad left them, then the older brother or sister had to play parent and watch over the
younger siblings.

These were kids raising kids….before that term became synonymous with teen pregnancy.

When kids are unsupervised and BORED they do dumb shit.  Running from roof top to roof top. 
Fighting.  Stealing.  Making babies.

In today’s age fathers are repeatedly bullied by the media and population at large.  It has come to my
attention that the idea of being a dad is now a bumbling fool who must be rescued by the all knowing
super mom.

Meanwhile, young men are going through childhood without positive male figures.  Certainly there
are dead beat dads, but a lot of good men are being ripped from their son’s lives by the pro-mom
court systems.

I have countless acquaintances that are not allowed to spend time with their sons.  This shit is fucking
barbaric!  

I’ve resigned to opt out of marriage already.  And given the state of affairs here in the Matrix, I
probably won’t have kids either.  However I still feel a responsibility to pass on my knowledge to the
next generation.

Last year, I volunteered with Big Brothers and Big Sisters of America.  It was fun.  I mentored this
young man whose dad split up with the mom.  I took him to the movies, fishing and we played video
games in my apartment.

He was only 11 at the time, but I managed to nudge a couple of red-pill traits into his mind.  It’s
never too early to learn a fundamental truth.
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If you’re like me and don’t have hell-spawn of your own….perhaps consider bringing a young man
under your wing.  We are fortunate to have survived this long in life and we can take the lessons
we’ve learned the hard way and help someone avoid the BS in the first place.

The job of the new generation is to surpass the previous generation…but these young men won’t
make it if they don’t get help.  Even if you’re just making youtube videos and sharing it with the
world you’re doing more than so many shit-bags in this country can account for!

Consider being a mentor.  Peace and stay focused!
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Eye Candy of the Week | January 21, 2018
January 21, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Thin is in, even if it means some women don’t have as much to offer in the cleavage department. This
week’s brunette has an exotic countenance, and is dressed for success in her black lingerie. Enjoy our
Eye Candy of the Week for January 21, 2018 as we admire the female form while remembering the
truth about women.
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#Hypocrisy
January 22, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Modern American women are drunk on their own power, as men are crushed under their high heels.
Not only do they want to flaunt their sexuality, but they only want to share it with men at the very top
of the socioeconomic pyramid. Other men are not even to look at it, let alone make sexual advances
towards them. Additionally, Anglobitches want to be able to destroy the few men they do fuck and
suck on a whim once they have shared the Golden Vagina with them, in true Predatory Female
fashion.

#MeToo was an illustration of this predatory disposition.

This is why women have been known as destroyers of civilization since the Bronze Age (and
probably before that – but that’s when their propensities were codified in the foundation of the
world’s three major religions).

Above is a photo collage that illustrates the odd “look but don’t touch” nature
of sexuality in Anglo culture. The same Hollywood that denounces sexual advances also dresses like
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this, with legs, thighs, breasts, and buttocks exposed, and in one case, a chick’s vagina literally
flapping in the breeze. Rihanna’s nipples and crack are exposed in her dress. Of course, this makes
the #Hypocrisy of the #MeToo movement all the more astounding. Why would women dress like this
if they’re so averse to sexuality?

It’s as if women want to rub their sex in men’s faces in a sadistic fashion, then deny them the sexual
release they both crave and need biologically and psychologically. Only a society that has allowed
women carte blanche and totally gelded men will see them behaving in this fashion.

We know sex sells, but why must this culture always tempt with sexuality then stolidly refuse to whet
the appetite created by its displays? Quite frankly, it’s just cruel.

And, it won’t be long before a society like this implodes, as the vast majority of men realize they’re
to be given no incentives for their participation in society other than a tempting whiff of the Golden
Vagina, but never a taste. Women’s natural propensities lead to a society of male slaves for 80% (or
more) of the populace, and brief sexual dalliances with the top 20% (or less) of men.

This is where we’re headed. Fasten your seatbelts, it’s going to be a bumpy ride.
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3 Dining Experiences Not to Miss in Cartagena, Colombia
January 22, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Some of the best steaks you’ll ever find, cooking on the grill at Quebracho Parilla Argentina

Colombia has been a real adventure. In fact, one of the best travel experiences I’ve had yet. In
addition to world class nightlife, and personal freedom that makes America look like the police state
it is (small amounts of cocaine and marijuana have been decriminalized here) Cartagena offers some
unforgettable culinary experiences.

From the street vendors who offer tasty meals (like delicious skewers and corn on the cob) for the
humble sum of $5 or less, to four and five star restaurants, Cartagena delivers the goods. Rel spent a
lot of time exploring the walled city, and tasting the different delights cooking at various
establishments.

Here are 3 of Rel’s recommendations for those about to embark on an adventure to the Queen of the
Caribbean Coast.
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Look for the cow out front at Quebracho

1. Quebracho Parilla Argentina. Quebracho is an Argentinean steakhouse that’s not far from Plaza
Santo Domingo inside the walled city. My steak dinner at Quebracho ended up being one of the best
meals I’ve had in my life.

I started the evening off with a glass of Cabernet Sauvignon and some water. Then, came an
Entrada/Appetizer that consisted of some delicious chorizo and sauces I could spoon onto the
fabulously prepared sausage.

Up next, was my Argentenian steak and mashed potatoes. The steak was prepared right before my
eyes on a fiery grill located by the bar. When it came out, it made me realize all the flavor I’ve been
missing from corporate chain steakhouses back in the States. From the marinade to the gentle, smoky
notes from the grill, the tender and juicy steak made me want to savor every last bite. Similarly, the
mashed potatoes were packed with flavor.

I ended up having a tres leches cake (my favorite) for dessert. Quebracho made the cake with
passionfruit inside, and to compliment it the pastry came with a complimentary orange flavored
liquor shot. Very tasty.

The bill came out to around $60. Reasonable for such a carefully prepared, enjoyable meal. Quite
simply, it doesn’t get much better than Quebracho.

Rel’s Rating: 
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Cuzco is a worthwhile stop in Cartagena

2. Cuzco Cocina Peruana. Another good place to visit inside the walled city is Cuzco Cocina
Peruana, featuring cuisine of Peru. While known for its seafood, I opted for steak once again. My
plate was the Lomo Saltado. It came with yellow bell peppers, onion, cilantro, and tomato, poured
over top seasoned potatoes. And of course, some white rice. Another unforgettable meal. While it
was fresh, it wasn’t as hot as I would have expected for a gourmet restaurant. The bill? About $40,
including an ample amount of vino.

Rel’s Rating: 

Those ladies aren’t Anglobitches – they’re light skinned Latinas

3. El Bistro. I first wandered into El Bistro looking for Caipirinhas. While the Caipirinhas are good
but not the best you’ll find in Cartagena, the food in El Bistro is what really makes this establishment
stand out.

I ended up taking a sexy Venezuelan chica on a date to El Bistro one night. (She was amazing in bed.
More on that in another article.) Our salad came with an obviously homemade dressing, and
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importantly the lettuce was green and fresh. (As were the other ingredients.) It was the first salad I’ve
had that included beets – and to my surprise – the beets really made the salad pop.

We both ordered steak, the Lomo fino Cordobés to be exact. Once again I was surprised at how
flavorful and delicious it was. I’ve spent far more money at establishments like Ruth’s Chris in the
States and enjoyed the meal less. El Bistro also offers paellas and other popular dishes, which I didn’t
try. But considering how excellent the salad and steak I had were, no doubt their other dishes will
knock a man’s socks off, too.

The bill for 2 at El Bistro came out to about $50.

Rel’s Rating: 
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New Oppression, Old Values: The True Origins of Modern
North American Misandry, Repression and Usury
January 23, 2018 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

Puritan sexual and cultural repression has 400 year old roots in Anglo America

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

The dysfunctional state of modern North America seemingly embodies all the worst qualities of
sterile Anglo-Saxon culture: usury, legalism, hypocrisy, misandry, socialism, repression and rampant
gynocentricism. While Canadian and American men consider their downtrodden situation unique and
unprecedented, their benighted region is extremely reminiscent of the English Commonwealth
(1649-60), which was in many respects a template for the future United States. This period in English
history saw puritans under Oliver Cromwell take full charge of government and impose savage
repression on the British people for over a decade.

All objects of beauty were systematically smashed, free speech punished,
taverns and innocent pastimes outlawed while dour cruelty came to dominate law and punishment.  In
sum, the Commonwealth embodied all the cold, frigid inhumanity of the Anglo-Saxon soul. As I
have written elsewhere, this period left a permanent mark on the English national character – and by
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extension, the whole Anglo-American world.

Although the terrible state of modern North America is unendurable for men, it does serve a positive
instructional purpose. Because it is so close to the English Commonwealth in values and outcomes, it
allows us to trace the true origins of modern Anglo feminism, misandry and usury to their true
source.

To begin with, modern North America’s ongoing sexual witch hunt is really a puritanical war against
physical pleasure itself: it is not ‘revolutionary’ at all, just a feminized restatement of traditional
Anglo values. The real motivation behind such ‘abuse’ claims is reflexive hatred of male virility and
indeed, sex itself; in short, the erotophobia of Cromwell’s Commonwealth. As Matt Damon opined,
the accusations lack any notion of moral proportion; a slap on the ass or an unwanted verbal
proposition is arbitrarily conflated with full-on rape, as though they were legally or morally
commensurate misdemeanours. All sexual manifestations are equally heinous to the modern Anglo-
feminist mind, just as they were to the Commonwealth puritans.

Closely allied to this systematic war on pleasure is a deep Anglo tendency to hysterical herd
conformity. This moral socialism tries to drag everyone down to the lowest common psycho-sexual
denominator: a hypocritical, repressed, embittered Anglo shit-heel. In sum, North America’s cultural
Marxism is really the same old ‘Commonwealth’ moral equalism in modern guise.

Because of it, the Anglo masses will follow whatever they believe to be the ‘dominant ideology’ like
a horse with blinders – even if that ideology works against them and their own interests. For example,
some of the most fanatical modern sexual witch hunters are men who work in the entertainment
industries. On course, this lemming-like hysteria is linked to and fed by sexual repression: hystericus
means ‘womb’ in Latin, and the repressive Anglosphere is uniquely renowned for its frequent ‘moral
crusades’.

The Puritan witch trials in 17th century England and North America are eerily similar in tone to
their modern sexual counterparts: teenage girls making wild accusations are lionized by the
authorities; the accused are duly removed and punished without a shred of evidence; and in a few
years people will be scratching their heads and wondering what it was all about. But forever fixated
on reflexive repression, the Anglo nations never, ever learn… Go figure.

As Lord Protector of England, Cromwell restored usury for the first time in centuries; he was the true
architect of modern North American debt slavery. In truth, the definitive Anglo-Saxon obsession with
material wealth while neglecting all else begins at this time in English history. And now, trans-
generational social dysfunction is so rampant across the Anglosphere that its criminally-acquired
wealth is largely wasted on costly public crime and welfare programmes. Moreover, trillions of
dollars in unsecured debt generated by women pursuing useless college degrees have permanently
wrecked the North American economies. Again, go figure.

As the English Commonwealth had no real ruler, just a Lord Protector (the tyrant Cromwell), so
America lacks any coherent leadership. Despite his dynamic rhetoric and intentions, Trump is a
toothless force who has been completely nullified by the Marxist Deep State. Whatever the expressed
wishes of the American people, they might as well have Killary for President. A rudderless nation
with no confident pilot is a ship adrift on stormy seas, at risk from every peril. Without a properly-
defined psycho-social template emanating from a tried and trusted leader, no nation can hope to
thrive.
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Both the English Commonwealth and modern Anglo-America are defined by
a futile hatred of reality itself. The Commonwealth was obsessed by banning pleasure in all its forms,
whether visual, physical or sexual. Unfortunately for them, pleasure has too deep a root in the human
genotype to ever be arbitrarily abolished in this manner. Meanwhile, the ‘progressive’ wing in
modern Anglo America tries to deny the brute fact of human gender differences while promoting the
LBGTXYZ fiction that anyone can self-identify as anything – even inanimate objects.

Aside from being obviously insane, these attitudes repudiate the classical Greek roots of western
civilization. Just imagine applying such absolute semiotic relativism to activities beyond politics and
society. What if scientists or engineers decided tin was iron, and iron was mercury? In a few days,
half the population would be buried under rubble. Yet the Anglo ‘progressive’ brigade demand that
such arbitrary values prevail in social and sexual affairs.

Although pleasure-repression and gender denial seem very different, their underlying motivation
remains identical: deluded puritanical rage against reality itself. In sum, Anglo-American
‘progressives’ embody the same puritanical values they claim to challenge; and the same can be said
for Anglo feminists.

Of course, there is one important difference between the Cromwell’s English Commonwealth and
modern North America. The Commonwealth was a true patriarchy, not a gynocracy like modern
Anglo-America. But if we replace Cromwell’s dusty Old Testament God with Anglo women –
America’s new deities – the two regimes are essentially identical in their goals, aims and methods.
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Postcards from Paradise: January 24, 2018
January 25, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Fleecing Beta Males: The Feminist/Socialist State Will Fail
Without Totalitarianism
January 26, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Social engineers continue working to make men useless in the eyes of women – but their schemes will ultimately fail without
totalitarianism

In my journeys around the world, comparing and contrasting different cultures and societies, sleeping
with countless women to see what I could learn about the female mindset and feminine behavior, as
well as picking up a good deal of street smarts along the way, the realization that modern American
men are the biggest chumps of all time has dawned on me. They’re literally allowing themselves to
be walked all over by women and a government that serves the female imperative.

Here’s the play by play as America, Inc. descends into feminist and Socialist
totalitarianism, designed to turn women into deities and men into serfs.

Modern American men are on the razor’s edge of letting women totally drive them out of providing
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the only value the Beta male masses ever had to the offer the female, which is the ability to provide
tangible socioeconomic benefits to women – especially the ability for females to improve their lives –
through association with with the male. Without utility value, men are as good as dead to women.

Almost every major social policy since the dawn of the feminist era has been aimed at totally
debasing men and making them as repellent as Raid to women. Examples: Women in the workforce?
Stripping Beta provisioning strategies, weakening men’s hand in family and marriage. The Great
Society that turned into The Great Dystopia? Forced state wealth redistribution to finance women’s
de-civilizing mating habits – bastard children, disposable dads, Beta male masses left with chafed
hands and blue balls, etc. The Equal Pay Myth? Aimed at completely destroying what’s left of the
now-metrosexual’s appeal to women. No woman is going to want to fuck a guy who earns less than
them. (Hypergamy might as well  be a law of the universe.)

Take male utility away, and soon you’ll have a society in which men are
disposable meat bags in the eyes of broads and women clamor to orbit – and fuck – a few dominant
Alpha males who rule over all the other males like slaves. It’s a brutish return to the world as it was
pre-civilization. Of course, the elites are ready assume the role of the dominant class while the rest of
humanity is turned into pawns in their game of world domination.

What’s so genuinely terrifying about the way the world is being reshaped is the fact the cuckolded
Beta male masses, cucked by Big Daddy Government and his welfare state, remain clueless at just
how badly a government that was supposed to serve them has betrayed them. Cloak and dagger style.
Smile in the front, knife in the back. Of course, the women of their society have also betrayed them,
but as a matter of genetically encoded behavior. (Never trust a woman. And never trust a
government.)

On a related note, going through countless bitches I now know foreign women wouldn’t be so
anxious to jump up under me and spread their legs if I didn’t represent the opportunity for them to
improve their socioeconomic status. I now know that’s the real reason I can live a swinging lifestyle
abroad: Because of hypergamy and Briffault’s Law. If I didn’t represent the opportunity for foreign
women to improve their lives or social status (I’m fucking an American, she says to her friends) I’d
be just as invisible abroad and detested as I am in Anglo society, in which my value as a man has
been destroyed by the welfare state and social engineering via the evil American media.
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If men really want to stop the slide into a totalitarian, feminist state, that
filches their wallet, spits upon them, and leaves them lonely, bereft of both sex and family, the
government must be stripped of its wealth redistributing capacity and women must be returned to
traditional roles in society. A society in which women behave themselves or are reduced to the life of
a prostitute. No gibsmedats, no handouts, no free rides at Beta male expense.

Our lives don’t mean shit to government overlords and women who can enjoy the fruits of male labor
without providing anything in return.

A feminist/Socialist totalitarian state cannot survive without fleecing Beta males, robbing them of
their productivity and giving it to women who do not deserve it or appreciate it. This is the real
reason the race is on to build an electronically enforced totalitarian world before the ongoing Great
Awakening reaches critical mass. If Beta males suddenly woke up and realize how badly they’re
being fucked by a system that threw them overboard 50 years ago, there would be a revolution
tomorrow morning.

Of course, MGTOW, Going Galt, and becoming an expat who works just enough to get by become
even more appealing options than they already are upon gleaning knoweldge of just how badly men
are being abused. Why work hard to support a system and women who have nothing but contempt for
you? Men need to realize we still have the power of the purse, and resolutely refuse to stop financing
those who would walk on us while spitting in our eye.

A feminist/Socialist state cannot stand without the implied or coerced consent of the Beta male
masses. Women spend more than they earn over the course of their lives, and men are expected to
make up the deficit and keep the trains, planes, and buses running on time without so much as some
thank you affection (a fuck once in a while) nor any gratitude. The machine is still humming along
now because most men are content with living the life of a mushroom, being fed shit and kept in the
dark. But the time will come when even shit-covered mushrooms will see the light of day.

It’s that day, when the Beta males throw their sabots into the machine we’ll see the feminist, Socialist
imperium brought to its knees – and the value of pussy will drop from the price of a palace to the cost
of a woman’s next meal. Doubt me? Take a look around the rest of the world to see what happens
when men refuse to be fleeced the way American chumps are.
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CNN Now Openly Promotes Cuckoldry
January 26, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Cuckoldry is the topic du jour at CNN

It’s already been well-established by scholar Rookh Kshatriya and TNMM that Anglo America
contains at its nucleus a 400-year old, deeply embedded cultural misandry that has been unleashed by
feminism. As “I am woman, hear me roar” becomes the battle cry of predatory females everywhere,
their brothers and sons are turned into pariahs – personas non gratas in a culture that worships at the
altar of the labia.

The latest chapter in the mainstream mierda’s ongoing attacks on men and masculinity is a Cuckold
News Network (CNN) piece that encourages men to let their wives sleep with other men. The latest
attack is levied directly at us, the inhabitants of the manosphere or what the geldings in ivory towers
like to call the alt-right:

In our current political climate, the term “cuck” — short for “cuckservative” — has become
an insult of the so-called alt-right, aimed at men they view as spineless and emasculated.
The slur has its roots in the concept of cuckolding, or having an adulterous partner.

Oh, my. Show us the “progressive” way, you luminaries in cheap suits. CNN now brings in three
rent-an-experts to give them “sound bites” for their hit piece:

But, according to a recent study by David Ley, Justin Lehmiller and the writer Dan Savage,
acting on cuckolding fantasies can be a largely positive experience for many couples, and
hardly a sign of weakness.

Actually, letting a man fuck your woman while you beat off is the very definition of weakness. The
entire premise of relationshits is about who garners paternity of any offspring his partner produces.
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When women have the sperm of several men in her cooch at once, who knows which one fertilized
the egg?

Let’s just call this what it is, another piece of propaganda aimed at reducing men from fathers to
sperm donors – just as Anglo courts have already done legally. Social engineers want a world in
which trashy Maury or Jerry Springer-esque “Who’s Your Daddy?” type talk shows become painful
reality for the majority of men.

However, there is a grain of truth to the CNN agitprop piece:

“This fantasy has been around as long as marriage and sexuality,” said Ley, whose book
“Insatiable Wives” addresses cuckolding in heterosexual couples. “But we’re hearing more
and more about it these days, and more people are rejecting the social stigma against this
fantasy.”

As Ann Coulter famously said, liberals at networks like CNN are all about bringing down the load-
bearing walls of Western civilization in an effort at totally atomizing it. Making what was once taboo
behavior (for a reason) accepted mainstream practice is part and parcel of this nefarious agenda.

Of course, the above reference confirms what we “deplorables” of the alt-right already know. Women
crave Alpha Fucks and Beta Bucks. Unfortunately for men, Beta Bucks are now forcibly robbed by
the welfare state in those instances in which women can’t seduce their way into a man’s wallet.

But cucking men with the power of the state just isn’t enough. Men must literally be conditioned to
be willing cucks. Here comes another Cultural Marxism trope, as CNN assails its host culture:

Part of what makes cuckolding arousing for heterosexual men is that they tend to view it as
a taboo act. “In a society or culture that idealizes monogamy, the cuckold fantasy is a
current narrative that is available to people to conceptualize their sexual fantasies,” said
Ley.

CNN closes with a grain of sanity, as it tells readers in the very last paragraph of the screed that
maybe it’s better to leave cuckoldry to fantasy rather than making it reality.

For couples who do decide to move forward, it’s important to take things slow. “The reality
of watching your spouse have sex with someone else — or knowing they’re doing it, if
you’re not there — is often very different than the fantasy.

The closing thought actually cancels out what was said in the rest of the
article, in typical mainstream mierda fashion. Circular logic is typical of an industry that really has
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nothing to say. Take it from someone who was on the inside for over a decade.

This is the state of journalism in America, today. Forced emasculation, YouGoGrrl narratives, and
encouraged cuckoldry are considered legitimate topics while men who have a difference of opinion
are relentlessly mocked and marginalized.

The way to end the insanity is for the masses of men to realize they hold the cards. This beast, the
gynocentric system now plaguing the West cannot survive without the labor of millions of men. The
way to end the constant attacks on men, family, and tradition is to stop feeding the beast. Go on
strike. Become a minimalist. Become a MGTOW. Become an expat who earns just enough to live
abroad half of the time.

Let these bastards see where their bread and butter come from.
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A Week of Hookers and Drugs
January 26, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Results from a week-long experiment in personal pleasure

Recently, I decided to take a walk on the wild side with some hookers and drugs to see what the
undercurrent of that subculture is really like. I experimented with both in a location in which
prostitution is legal, and where small amounts of cocaine and marijuana have been decriminalized.
Night after night, for a week, I went out in search of female company. I was nothing short of
surprised at what I found.

I never purchased drugs. But if I was offered free use of them, I didn’t
refuse. The women I met (many of them very attractive and clean) destroyed popular myths about
ladies of the night. There were some honest to goodness 7s, 8s, and 9s in my bedroom each night.
Popular culture paints them as nothing more than rancid skanks who fuck anything that walks.

Here’s the truth. Many of them just like to party. Many of them just like to fuck. Many of them don’t
want to work at GloboWorldCorp jobs with shit pay and the torture that is endless office courtiership.
Many of them turn down potential Johns. I saw it happen right in front of me where they work. Most
of them are not helplessly addicted to drugs. (Though most will have some in their possession.) None
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of them were forced into the trade by pimps, or blackmailed into being “sex slaves”, destroying the
“human trafficking” narrative Anglo America is spinning. None of them felt victimized by men, nor
did they make me feel like what we were doing was “oppressing” them.

I must say, dealing with whores is perhaps the best way for the inexperienced man to learn about
female nature. The unvarnished truth about women comes out when you deal with hookers on a
regular basis.

Women want money, period. All women. Including that one you think you have locked down in a
relationshit or sham of a marriage right now. (Reference my article on the topic of all men paying for
sex – not just those who rent a whore.) But that’s the nature of the beast. The good thing about
hookers is they don’t hide female nature from you. Money for sex is the transaction, up front, and
when it’s over both parties go their separate ways. You don’t have to lose your life savings in a
frivorce to learn female nature. Just rent a whore once in a while, observe, and you’ll get the gist of
what women are inside.

Most women try to hide their true intentions behind layers of well-practiced sophistry, but a man who
is well-experienced with women of both high and low socioeconomic status knows that deep down
he’s nothing but a meal ticket to the predatory female. I actually appreciated the honesty of most of
the hookers, and the fact they fucked better than the “high-class” women I had to deal with when I
wore a suit and a tie in my previous career.

The recreational drugs were an added bonus. Far from destroying my life and
turning me into an instant addict, they only enhanced my experience as I took a walk on the wild side.
The sex and drugs were good, in soul-satisfying way. I remember becoming very pissed off that
Anglo culture robs men of the experience of recreational drugs and recreational sex, instead telling
them a career in a corporate job will satisfy every desire they have.

After I had my fill of pussy, blow, and grass, I remember walking away totally satisfied, and not at all
remorseful for having conducted my experiment.  I came away with a new appreciation for hookers
and occasional use of recreational drugs. The key is balance. Being starved of both is probably why
most guys go completely crazy and destroy their lives when they encounter cheap pussy and cheap
drugs.

One important footnote: Dealing with ladies like this isn’t risk-free. Far from being “victims” some
women let their predatory nature roam wild and free when they work as whores. One night during my
experiment, I came across two hookers who wanted to drug me into passing out and then rob me. One
of the two kept dropping massive amounts of blow into my nose with a straw she had. I caught on to
their game fast, and got the fuck out of there. Yes, that’s a risk of dealing with this subculture. If you
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want to be completely safe, stay at home beating off is my view.

All in all, I never felt more alive inside than I did during my week-long experiment. I certainly felt
happier than I ever did in my decade toiling in the fake news business, trawling the bottom of the
pond to see what kind of “date” I could find. Why these passing pleasures are made “immoral” and
taboo in a deeply sexually repressed culture is still beyond my comprehension. Why men put up with
having their basest desires shamed is amazing to me.
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Tinder Game Tip: Wusses Need Not Apply
January 28, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Some “good news” from Tinder, if you can believe that

Have we reached high tide with the cancers of feminism and liberalism? There are subtle signs
popping up around the landscape pointing to both philosophies ebbing in the public consciousness.
Importantly, the Realtalk phenomenon is now manifesting itself with a small but vocal minority of
chicks actually coming out and saying what they really mean.
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Much to the
chagrin of White Knights and other Beta orbiters who think that by paying lip service to women’s
feigned “ideal world” of weak, effeminate, liberal men, one SMV 7 hottie (she would be a 7.5
without the tattoo) reveals the ingrained reproductive motivation inside the mind of every chick (i.e.
what makes women hot) that so many other women won’t on her Tinder profile. She seems to have
had her fill with men who are toeing the line of the dictates issued by emasculating feminist doctrine
as she drops this bomb: “I prefer my men non liberal. I’ve already got a pussy, I don’t need another
one.”

At least this chick disposes with the Beta Bait so many women effortlessly dispense thanks to their
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Schopenhauer-defined innate talents of dissimulation. One can envision the tears of hopeful orbiters
of this chick welling up in their eyes. While men who are uninitiated in the crimson arts jump through
every hoop women throw out, they simultaneously sit at home wondering why a tub of Jergens and
some toilet paper provide them more stimulation than any of the women they deify ever have or ever
will.

The truth is, women love having an army of Beta orbiters figuratively kissing their asses and doing
their bidding for the attention if nothing else. But men who are willfully friendzoned, their tails
figuratively wagging like a small puppy dog for a pat on the head never seem to figure out men who
follow female instructions are not the kind of men that women want to breed with.

Women prefer assholes, vagabonds, and basically the exact opposite behavior of that they profess to
be “attractive” in men. As always, watch what women do and never listen to what they say. Except,
in this case, in which Leanna gives you a rare glimpse directly into the female soul… er… hindbrain
with her short but sweet profile. Her stunning Tinder sentence is about as real as it gets. All women
think like Leann, but very few come out and say it.

Lesson: Being a pussy won’t get you pussy.
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Eye Candy of the Week | January 28, 2018
January 28, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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This week’s model is whimsically called Pink Chocolate. What a beautiful smile and beautiful figure
she has. I’d whisk this lady away for a romantic interlude any day. Would you? Enjoy our Eye Candy
of the Week for January 28, 2018 as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about
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women.
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Isolating the Male Prey: Jealous Woman Nearly Kills Her
Boyfriend’s Best Friend
January 28, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An Anglobitch nearly killed a man by slicing his neck with a knife because he wanted to party with his best friend; Anglo courts say it was
an “accident”

Predatory females are well-known to quardon off men from male friends once they “take control” of
any male prey item, i.e. once they lock a boyfriend in a relationshit. By isolating a man from potential
female competition, his friends, and even his family, women can then practice their most innate
talent: their talent for manipulation. A man is much easier to control and extract resources from
without pesky voices of reason telling him not to spend his last dime or mortgage his future for a
bitch.

Sometimes, this instinct to isolate male prey items gets taken too far. Such was the case in England,
when a predatory female went so far as to try to kill her boyfriend’s best friend. From Yahoo News:

A mum has been jailed after she slashed her boyfriend’s best mate’s neck with a knife –
because she was jealous of their bromance.

Notice, even though a man almost died the Anglo press feels it necessary to insult her boyfriend,
calling it a “bromance” rather than his “best friend.” Misandry runs deep in this culture. It should
come as no surprise it was an Anglobitch who launched the attack.

Jodie Goodwin, 20, narrowly missed vital blood vessels and arteries in Anthony Milburn’s
neck when she lunged at his throat with a knife, it was claimed. The UK mum-of-one was
furious with then-partner Andrew, who said he and his friend were going to a house party
after a night in the pub. She armed herself with a 14 cm-long kitchen knife and lunged at
Anthony, 27, inflicting a 4 cm-deep wound circling his neck, which needed 16 stitches, he
said.

Notice the corrupt media using language in the report to humanize the vicious woman as much as
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possible, i.e. calling her “the mum-of-one”. (Women are always treated with kid gloves in a
gynocentric society.) Interestingly, but not surprisingly the judge who heard the case went light on
Jodie even though she nearly killed someone. The pussy pass strikes again.

Goodwin admitted to wounding without intent and was told she was lucky to avoid facing a
murder charge by a judge who jailed her for 27 months.

How lunging at someone’s neck with a knife is “wounding without intent” one may never
understand. Her predatory attack left her boyfriend’s best friend with a massive scar.

Anthony, a roofer and father-of-two, who has revealed the scar, said: “My best mate’s
girlfriend could have killed me – all because she was jealous.”

Predatory females won’t let male prey go easily until they’ve finished extracting the marrow from his
bones, i.e. all the money in his accounts, all the value he’s likely to produce in his life, etc. Anthony
told reporters:

Me and Andrew were having a good laugh so when I found out a friend was having a house
party nearby I said ‘Let’s go’. Jodie had a face like thunder and hissed ‘You’re not going
with him!'”

Again, how this was construed as an “accident” in court is baffling.

This massive scar happened as a result of an “accident” according to Anglo courts

Then, it happened. The attempted murder which Anglo courts reduced to an almost laughable charge:

“She stormed into the kitchen and returned seconds later with the knife. After waving the
blade towards Andrew she waved it towards me. Then she pounced – it all happened so fast.
Her face went pale – my blood was gushing everywhere.”

It seems she didn’t want her walking ATM machine to party without her. After all, he might pick up
another bitch and let her into his wallet first.

Newcastle Crown Court heard all three had been out drinking in February 2016 before they
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returned to Goodwin’s house in Cambois, Northumberland. The court heard she was
“jealous of the close friendship he had with her boyfriend” and had openly voiced her
dislike for him in the past. Speaking after the case, Anthony said she had been jealous of his
friendship with her then-partner, and became angry when he suggested they go to a party.

Once again, anyone familiar with females (especially Anglobitches) knows well their propensity to
cut men off from the outside world. From the get go, Jodie Goodwin had her maniacal gaze focused
on her boyfriend’s best friend:

“While me and Andrew played pool, she’d complain that he was ignoring her. He said ‘I
think she’s jealous of our friendship – she’ll soon chill out.'”

Of course, she didn’t chill out. She became increasingly enraged that her boyfriend’s attention wasn’t
solely focused on her and her manipulations. However, it’s interesting to hear her lawyer rationalize
Jodie’s vicious behavior. Once again, we must suffer the pussy pass:

Ian Hudson, mitigating, said it was a “drunken, spontaneous act” and Goodwin, had
matured since having a baby.

Oh, it’s alright she nearly killed a man and left him with a life-altering scar because she had a baby
since the incident. What kind of fucked up logic is that? It’s simply stunning this passes muster in
Anglo society. No doubt, with her child support annuity now in hand Jodie will be less possessive of
her male prey item.

It seems Rudyard Kipling’s sage wisdom “The female of the species is deadlier than the male” rings
true in this case. And throughout the world. The problem is, there’s no counterbalance to stop female
temper tantrums and resultant murderous behavior in the gynocentric Anglo world. Women are free
to pillage and destroy male lives at will, and suffer few consequences.
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Video: The War on Men
January 28, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The War on Men has now become an acceptable topic in right-leaning news outlets. In fact, Paul
Joseph Watson just featured it on his podcast. Let’s keep pushing the envelope in that Overton
Window until the truth about women reaches the public conciousness.

What are your thoughts on PJW’s video?
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Studies Show YouGoGrrl Careerism Harms Kids
January 29, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The pink-haired career girl – a photo representative of the strange times we live in

Why do women insist on having careers, often at huge personal and familial costs? There are three
probable answers.

First, women are very susceptible to suggestion, and believe having a career
is the “right” thing to do thanks to cultural indoctrination from grade school to college. They’re also
bombarded with messages promoting careerism 24/7 from the corrupt corporate media. Women think
they’ll enjoy a world much like the fantasy world “career girls” on TV enjoy – a lot of sitting around
talking, gossiping, and spending money without actually doing much work. The truth is, most women
end up wage slaves after entering the GloboWorldCorp matrix.

Second, women believe covering their basic needs on their own (Don’t Need a Man™ syndrome)
will raise the asking price for pussy when it comes time to select a mate. Unfortunately, the men they
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took jobs away from can’t improve women’s lives if both sexes are sharing crumbs from the
corporate table. Women end up alone due to their hypergamous instincts (instincts to date and marry
up in social status, not across or down) and the fact they waste the decade or so they can actually
provide value to men with their youth and fertility instead riding the cock carousel.

Third, women think they can bypass men and go directly to the source of
male resources by taking men’s jobs. After all, women have been programmed to think men are
mainly useless beasts of burden by feminism, who have the “baggage” of all their emotional and
“dirty” sexual needs (as Puritanism would put it). Women think they can have more material things,
fuck Alpha male leaders in business, and crap on the Beta males they loathe if they do the work
themselves. However, women have actually bankrupted themselves by attempting this end-run
around Beta males as the ongoing retail collapse shows.

Worse, seldom do women think about the effects their choices are having on children. In addition to
the grave error post-feminist societies commit by banishing fathers from the gynocentric kingdom
thereby damaging traditional family structure, mommies who dump their kids on nannies or in
daycare to chase corporate paychecks are raising compromised members of society.

There is a large body of research confirming that moms are desperately needed in the home, not
shuffling paperwork in endless corporate hierarchies for subsistence wages and/or the materialistic
shopping and eating out binges women crave. Check out this writeup from Daily Mail:

Twenty years ago, distinguished teacher and psychotherapist Doreen Goodman started What
About The Children? in response to the horrific murder of Jamie Bulger. She expressed the
view that the little boy’s young killers were victims, too, because children who have their
emotional needs met early in life are unlikely to become murderers.

She argued strongly that children should be cared for primarily by a consistent mother
figure for the first three years.

Indeed, consistent research shows that children raised by absentee moms are more likely to become
delinquents and do poorly in school. Then, there’s this research. Of course, shunned by gynocentric,
myopic, Anglo society.

The great psychologist and psychiatrist John Bowlby was saying the same thing in the
Fifties.

His vast experience and fieldwork led him to develop attachment theory: the idea that
infants need to experience a warm and continuous relationship with their mother (or
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permanent mother substitute) in order to thrive.

He was attacked by feminists and ostracised by psychoanalysts for saying what now seems
obvious: that the formation of an ongoing relationship with a child is a vital part of
parenting. His work is underpinned by a vast amount of research.

Need even more research stating moms need to care for their children rather than climbing the
corporate ladder? How about this.

I learned much about babies’ separation anxiety and stress at the What About The Children?
conference – and wish Elizabeth Truss had been there, too.

She’d have heard Professor Sir Denis Pereira Grey (former president of the Royal College
of Practitioners), early years expert Dr Carole Ulanowsky, consultant child psychotherapist
Robin Balbernie and professor of social work and psychology David Howe talk about how
growing problems in society, such as depression, can be due to poor child/career
relationships and stress in the first three years.

Anglo society does specialize in creating broken individuals, who look to materialism and
consumerism to satisfy their emotional needs rather than other human beings. Such is the dubious
outcome of a century of social engineering aimed at pushing women out of the home and into the
workforce – dubbed The Century of the Self by BBC filmmaker Adam Curtis.

The studies highlighted above only focus on the first three years. But the need for consistent, loving
mothers in kids’ lives goes well beyond three years of age. Not to mention, the need for consistent,
loving fathers and not Child Support Check Dads.

Some might call into question the need to have children at all, but to those souls one might remind
them of the fact demographics is destiny. Those cultures which shun children and the responsibility
that comes with them are moribund societies, much like the demographically declining Anglo world
of today – a world in which whites are dying off at record pace.

In sum, women need to abandon the corporate world and embrace the hearth of the home if Anglo
society is ever to function properly again – or even survive. The dereliction of feminine duty to
society is having disastrous consequences to both the next generation and the fabric of English-
speaking nations, while these gynocentric societies refuse (as if under a gag order not to challenge the
“goddesses” of Anglo culture) to take women to task even as they face their own destruction.

http://amzn.to/2FpIi26
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Anglo America Continues Pushing Largely Fictitious, Anti-Sex
“Human Trafficking” Narratives
January 30, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

America works lustily towards forming an all-out War on Sex

The Anglo-American Matrix is anxious to eliminate all forms of economic competition, and prevent
people from existing outside the clutches of the matrix. One of the main ways people who don’t lick
the corporate boot make good money (tax-free money, too – something government revenuers hate)
is through the drug and sex trades.

Alongside the lust to eliminate other avenues for people to make a living outside the corporate-
government complex, we find a dovetailing of a similar nefarious agenda in the fact the matrix is
hard at work trying to screw up human sexual behavior in any way it possibly can. Ostensibly, social
engineers want to get the birth rate down. But beyond that, broken human beings with shattered sex
lives make excellent consumers to “sell” sex appeal back to.

For over a decade, the matrix has been trying to legally and socially conflate prostitution between two
willing, consenting adults with a largely fictitious “human trafficking” narrative. Rent a whore, and
you’ve just “trafficked” a woman. Even if she was willing, even if she didn’t have a pimp, and even
if she likes fucking. Of course, penalties for this newly created “offense” will be blown completely
out of proportion (taking it well beyond the scope of a misdemeanor, which it is in most states) just as
penalties were with the Drug War. Senator Rand Paul speaks to to the related insanity of the Anglo-
American Drug War:

We went crazy on the War on Drugs. We have people in jail for life for nonviolent
drug crimes. I think this is a crime in and itself.
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The latest push at getting the human trafficking campaign (i.e. War on Sex agenda) rolling comes out
of Texas. The official line from government operatives in the Lone Star State is that “human
trafficking” affects men, too. Krista Leeburg Melton with the Texas State Attorney General’s Office
(the same office that enforces child support slavery and estrangement upon fathers) says:

“Human trafficking is modern day slavery. It is the exploitation of men, women, and
children by third-parties for their own profit or gain.”

That line sounds good on the surface, but make no mistake a gynocentric society doesn’t give a
fuck about so-called trafficking of men. The true aim is foisting another Puritan Prohibition on the
populace, centered on “protecting” perfect, asexual Anglo goddesses.

This is quite simply another infamously Anglo-American moral crusade to crush the sex trade
altogether, forcing men who have figured out the scam that is modern marriage and moved to save
their live savings by opting for P4P back onto the gynocentric plantation. Call it a clandestine War on
Sex, one that will be just as Draconian as the War on Drugs.

The matrix has to give The War on Sex an air of legitimacy before it moves in for the kill – seeking
worldwide bans on prostitution. We find the oft-used Hegelian Dialectic being employed again –
creating a “problem” that largely doesn’t exist (certainly not to the extent those pushing the human
trafficking narrative claim) so the government can have a pretext to step in and strip yet more
personal freedom away from its subjects, while simultaneously extending the financial tentacles of
the matrix.

Just as Puritans were sure the devil was going to tempt the flock with “obscene” sexual satisfaction,
Neo-Puritans (secular nutcases this time around) or those creating this social hysteria out of whole
cloth are conjuring up all kinds of participants in the charade, including a “reformed sinner” or
former pimp Joshua Jones. No doubt eager to reduce his prison sentence by playing along with
authorities, Joshua says:

“Sit your daughter down and let her know. There’s people out there really ready to
manipulate her.”

While there’s chilling truth to his statement, the Hegelian Dialectic is served best when the actual
danger to your daughter is blown completely out of proportion.

Here comes more typical Anglo-Americn social hysteria from another participant in this money-
making, freedom stealing scheme:

Human trafficking is modern day slavery. Kevin Bales of Free the Slaves defines it as “a
relationship in which one person is controlled by violence through violence, the threat of
violence, or psychological coercion, has lost free will and free movement, is exploited
economically, and paid nothing beyond subsistence.
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The rehabilitation business is no doubt expected to be huge. In similar
fashion to modern drug rehab houses that don’t really rehab anything, prostitutes will be “rehabbed”
and Johns will be persecuted at an even more extreme level than they already are in America if the
human trafficking campaign reaches full steam.

Importantly, if the above statement from Kevin Bales doesn’t perfectly describe every
GloboWorldCorp job I’ve ever had, nothing will. Corporate drones don’t have free will and free
movement (if the government’s regulations don’t get you, corporate policy will), are exploited
economically, and paid nothing beyond subsistence. Sure, they can “quit” their jobs but they’ll soon
have another master, just at a different company.

Hidden in the details are the campaign’s true intentions. Now, we finally get a taste of the truth
behind all these machinations:

Human trafficking is a media buzz word that often conjures images of brothels in Thailand
or confusion with the ongoing immigration debate. This innovative digital training tool cuts
through the confusion, arms the viewer with an understanding of what human trafficking is
and is not, and helps them recognize that this is a Texas problem with Texas buyers, sellers,
and victims.

The goal is to muddy the definition of “human trafficking” so much that it turns into whatever the
state says it is.

It refocuses our attention on adults and children who are regularly exploited but are unlikely
to self-identify as victims or seek help. This video walks the audience through actual cases
prosecuted in the state of Texas, identifies the tools of traffickers and how they are typically
utilized to obtain and maintain victims, and equips viewers with red flags and a reporting
protocol. Most of all, it challenges Texans to change the culture in which we live from one
that identifies with and honors perpetrators to one that provides safety, security, and genuine
reintegration for the survivors of trafficking.

It bears repeating that the truth behind all this hot air is the human trafficking facade is just another
attempt by the government to whip up a social hysteria so legislators and lying politicians will have
the pretext to seek bans on prostitution worldwide. Just as with the War on Drugs, the corporate-
government complex wants to eliminate all forms of economic competition and all ways out
(including men choosing to pay up front for sex rather than mortgaging their entire lives for wives
who can dispose of them with one phone call) so every person on earth is dependent on their system.
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The faux human trafficking scare is yet another expression of the ingrained Puritanism Anglo
societies are rife with. Sex and drugs, nay any form of personal pleasure are verboten in a deeply
repressed society.
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Michael Moore, Privileged White Male Decries White
Male Privilege
January 30, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Michael Moore, privileged white male, decried white male privilege at a recent rally

Racial Bolshevism, or the scapegoating of whites (especially white men) for everything wrong with
the world is becoming a nastier by the year. As an integral part of The American Socialist
Revolution, white men are targeted in an increasingly racist fashion by those claiming to decry
racism.

Case in point: The fatso who produced Sicko and other far-left films, Michael Moore, recently
lambasted white men in a tirade given at the so-called People’s State of the Union address. Moore
called for nothing short of white genocide. He told the crowd:

The angry white guy is dying out, and the Census Bureau has already told us that by 2050,
white people are going to be the minority, and I’m not sad to say I can’t wait for that day to
happen. I hope I live long enough to see it because it will be a better country.

In addition to Moore’s self-stated bigotry and self-hatred, Infowars reports:

Far-left film maker Michael Moore called for America to be “cleansed” of its “white male
privilege” during a speech in New York last night.

Make no mistake, this is a rallying cry for ethnic cleansing.

Asserting that the removal of Donald Trump and Mike Pence from office, “Still won’t be
enough,” Moore said, “We must remove and replace the system and the culture that gave us
Trump in the first place.”

These are dangerous words. Moore is calling for the destruction of the American republic and its
replacement with a totalitarian, Socialist system. Fatso went on to lambast President Trump:

“He did not just fall out of the sky and land in Queens,” Moore continued.” He is a
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result….of us never correcting the three original sins of America – a nation founded on
genocide, built on the backs of slaves and maintained through the subjugation of women to
second class citizenship and economic disempowerment.”

As liberal narratives are hollowed out by the cleansing truth of Realtalk and
logic unleashed by men like us on the Internet and in the society at large, leftists become even more
desperate, shrill and strident in their tones. Moore is evidence of leftists losing their grasp on the
minds of the American populace, a privilege they enjoyed for 50 years until the destruction of the
centralized mass communication model, i.e. the exposure of the mainstream mierda and Hollyweird
as agents of far-left politics.

Of course, the washed-up filmmaker never acknowledges he lives like the 1% he condemns, is
reportedly worth $50 million, and recently sold a house he owned but lost in frivorce proceedings for
a cool $5 million. (Of course, being forced to sell his house to pay off an Anglobitch in divorce court
makes Moore’s “women are second-class citizens” claim all the more laughable). His “second class
citizen” wife banned him from living there after she cleaned him out in divorce court. (We won’t
even go into the fact Moore’s frivorce once again proves both our claims about the predatory nature
of women and that marriage is indeed legalized prostitution.)

Breitbart reported the hypocritical Moore (gravy) owns 8 additional residences. This is hardly a man
who’s “Down with the People” as Moore portrays himself.

Let he who is without sin cast the first stone, Mike. In this case, you are the privileged white male
you claim to hate. Why not begin by stoning yourself to death rather than casting stones at the rest of
us?
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“Human Trafficking” Sex Sting on Bourbon Street Predictably
Nets ZERO Human Trafficking Cases
January 31, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

American cops apparently have nothing better to do than meddle in the sex lives of the citizenry in a so-called “party town” like New
Orleans

Only days ago, The New Modern Man carved up a recent Texas “human trafficking” campaign like a
roast, exposing it as another attempt by an immoral government at fostering an anti-sex moral
crusade. A uniquely Anglo-American, neo-Puritan crusade intended to destroy sexual options for
lonely men by blowing the supposed harm done by prostitution (and recreational drugs) completely
out of proportion.

On the heels of the Texas story, we find the Big Easy not taking it so easy on people looking for a
good time in what is supposed to be a party town. This week, Puritan-minded New Orleans police
went door to door busting strip clubs and bars for “lewd activity” and women offering customers
sexual satisfaction rather than the normal case of blue balls they receive at American strip clubs. New
Orleans Police Department Supervisor Michael Harrison boldly told the press:

“The reason for this was to end human trafficking in New Orleans, and this is our first
step. If anyone chooses to create victims because of the profit they make because of human
trafficking, we’re coming for them.”

There’s only one problem with this bold statement. The “human trafficking” operation on Bourbon
Street predictably netted ZERO cases of human trafficking. Probably because the entire operation is a
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front so Police State USA can micromanage its subjects’ sex lives and make fucking for money
sound much more sinister than it actually is. The human trafficking narrative is shoddy at best, and
intended to oppress the citizenry (especially men who want to avoid the scam that is modern
marriage) at worst. Even mainstream mierda outlet WGNO contradicted law enforcement moral
crusaders’ claims:

Although the press conference was billed as an announcement about human trafficking at
the eight clubs, no human trafficking arrests were announced.

But, prudish police were still able to pull the liquor licenses of eight establishments and claim around
30 girls were offering sex for hire. (What ever happened to My Body, My Choice? Is that campaign
only valid for killing the unborn?) Police even went so far as to say strippers offering customers a
sexual release were endangering the public. How they twisted logic into that pretzel remains a
mystery.

Police say arrests for soliciting for prostitution are forthcoming, as any type of sexual deviancy is
apparently permissible in modern America (mutilating one’s genitals with transgenderism, gay men
swapping out partners until 3 a.m., etc.) EXCEPT heterosexual sex for hire. As The Advocate writes:

New Orleans Police Department and the state Office of Alcohol and Tobacco Control said
Monday that this month’s raids uncovered multiple instances of prostitution, drug use and
“lewd acts” at the clubs.

So, which clubs were busted?

Eight strip clubs on or near Bourbon Street had their liquor licenses pulled over the past two
weeks: Scores, Dixie Divas, Stilettos, Rick’s Sporting Saloon, Temptations, Larry Flynt’s
Hustler Barely Legal, Hunk Oasis and Rick’s Cabaret.

The widespread nature of sex for hire exposed by this half-assed operation basically means women
are going to offer to fuck for money no matter how much meddling the police force does in people’s
personal lives.

Interestingly, only heterosexual clubs featuring female dancers clubs were busted for prostitution.
(Probably because women don’t fuck for free. Reference Briffault’s Law.) No gay clubs were busted,
which of course hints at bias from law enforcement. (Gays are also lionized in a latent homosexual
Anglo culture, as scholar Rookh Kshatriya has pointed out.) Continuing from The Advocate:

All of those clubs are accused of allowing prostitution on their property except for Hunk
Oasis, whose dancers are men, according to the violation notices served on the clubs. Three
of the clubs — Hunk Oasis, Stilettos and Dixie Divas — were cited after undercover
officers were offered marijuana, and Rick’s Cabaret was cited after an undercover officer
was offered cocaine, authorities said.

Those familiar with the prudishness of Anglo culture know well its myopic views on recreational
drugs and recreational heterosexual sex, i.e. both are verboten and are tools of the devil.

A 2016 story from ABC 13 reveals New Orleans city leaders’ ultimate goal is to destroy adult
entertainment once and for all on the famous venue:

There are currently 14 adult clubs on Bourbon Street and city commissioners propose
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halving that number through attrition and revoking clubs’ licenses.

The War on Sex is a curious one in Anglo America. And it’s becoming stranger with each passing
year as the culture lunges backwards in time to the Victorian Era legally while simultaneously trying
to make women as slutty as possible.

Of course, the raids are unpopular as anyone can see for themselves by reading comments sections
following mainstream news reporting on the matter. WWL-TV in New Orleans even featured an
adult entertainer in their reporting who blasted the sting operation.

“I am close to my family, I’m a dog owner, I’m an aerialist, and I also have a full-time job
in public health,” Alison Huddleston said.

“For me dancing is a really important side hustle.”

Huddleston also contradicted the standard “females are being victimized” racket Police State USA
regularly likes to throw out at press conferences.

“We’re here to provide entertainment, and that’s what we do it’s not seedy, we’re not doing
this out of desperation. These raids don’t make us feel safe. Having law enforcement come
into your work place makes you feel like a criminal.”

Indeed, having American cops meddle in your sex life, cockblocking you
before a girl willingly spreads her legs for you, or barging into your hotel room/bedroom and prying
you off another willing adult you’re having sex with certainly has a way of making one feel like a
criminal. And, that American law enforcement is out of control.

Worse, these moral crusade raids disguised as “human trafficking” Captain America saves the day
type operations come as the city ramps up for Mardi Gras, a weeks-long party centered around
Bourbon Street. Women famously flash their tits at these parties. How long before moral crusaders
start rounding women up for that?

On a personal note, I just came from Colombia where prostitution and recreational drugs are either
fully legal or decriminalized. Seeing this shabby attempt at creating another prohibition in Anglo
America out of the largely fake menace posed by human trafficking only further estranges me from
Anglo culture. Seriously, fuck this place.
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New Sexual Consent App Emerges as the Anglo-American War
on Sex Continues
February 1, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Before you stick it in, a new Orwellian sex app wants you to document her consent

In a strange combination of The Truman Show and Orwell’s novel 1984, an app called LegalFling
has been developed that is supposedly designed to protect men from false rape charges in a #MeToo
world. (Hegelian Dialectic at work yet again, brothers. Create a problem that largely doesn’t exist,
like #MeToo which even actress Brigitte Bardot is denouncing as overblown. Then introduce
tyrannical “solutions” like this app.) There’s just one catch: By using it you are letting both
GlobalWorldCorp and Big Brother know notch by notch, fling by fling, detailed information about
your sex life. Including whether or not you used a condom or are into BDSM.
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A new app wants to know who you
fuck and how you fucked her – and
for you to upload photos of you
and your fling!

The scary part is, once Pandora’s Box is opened and apps like this are mandated by government
policy (no doubt this is the ultimate goal of social engineers working for elite tyrants behind the
curtains of democracy) one can envision a future in which the entirety of every sex act will be
recorded to make sure princess doesn’t “withdraw consent” during the sexual escapade. You know,
we have to “protect” those perfect Anglo goddesses from “evil” men out to do them wrong.

On a related note, when political hacks like Hillary say “The future is female” what they really mean
is women will have almost complete legal control over male lives in the dystopian world Western
machine culture is at work designing. The emerging electronic world will put government
bureaucrats enforcing the dictates of feminism in our bedrooms like never before.

The sinister nature of apps like this are not stopping companies from trying to make a buck and Big
Daddy Government from intruding into people’s sex lives in a truly nauseating collaboration. (Anglo
America has already been stopping heterosexual P4P encounters for nearly a century with Puritanical
anti-prostitution legislation. This is the next level of that intrusion.)

Now, you can (and someday, will likely be legally required to) whip out your phone before
intercourse, snap a photo of you and your partner, then click which types of sex she is consenting to.
Marketing flacks pushing the app put it this way:

During a fun night you meet your fling. Now it’s time to get consent. Does your fling really
want to take it further? Simply open the LegalFling app, scroll to your contacts and send a
request.

Of course, the app claims it offers services beyond creating a legally binding contract.

Your sexual preferences, including your dos and don’ts are automatically communicated.
Are you into BDSM but your fling isn’t? LegalFling matches sexual preferences
automatically, so you’re immediately aware what your fling doesn’t appreciate and will not
consent to.

What a bargain! Instead of asking her if she likes it raw, now an app can tell you and a host of other
people about her sexual preferences! How long before a government alert window tells people they
can’t do this or that kind of sexual activity? Or better yet, a government lackey supervises the entire
encounter remotely?

Interestingly, mainstream mierda news outlets say lawyers are reported to hate the app. Probably
because they weren’t on the take when designing it.

Shine Lawyers solicitor Peter Coggins told news.com.au the app is “possibly one of the
most offensive things [he has] come across”.

Coggins goes on to add:

“Consent can be withdrawn at any time, which would render any prior consent given,
however documented, meaningless. This is a very bad attempt to regulate potential criminal
matters with mechanisms of civil law.”
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Note the femcentric nature of his commentary. Coggins’ statement points to the
fact lawyers would really like to have cameras watching the entire tryst and getting kickbacks before
signing off on the app.

Truly, we are entering that Brave New World set in 1984 that Huxley, Orwell, Bradbury and others
tried to warn us was coming. With micromanagement of human behavior made possible by an overly
litigious, paranoid society, unscrupulous social engineers and marketing flacks, combined with
electronic surveillance popping up all around us one wonders how long it will be before a real
catastrophe is created.

The American government has been shown to destroy everything it touches time and time again.
Give a government totalitarian control of the human species, and how long before it wrecks us,
sending us into extinction by meddling with primal forces of nature like sex?
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Alpha and Beta Behavior + Greek Mythology = Great Piece
February 1, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Greek mythology gives men valuable lessons on male/female behavior

Gregor Wayne, author for Return of Kings just posted one of the more interesting and original pieces
of writing I’ve seen from the manosphere in some time. In it, he compares and contrasts Alpha and
Beta male behavior by telling stories of how two of his friends acted with women on a recent trip to
Greece, and likens them to the wisdom awakened men can glean from Greek mythology.

Here’s an excerpt from the article.

Some guy friends accompanied me during my trip, and they also fancied the women. Two,
however, stood out for their vastly different foreign dating outcomes.

I jokingly referred to one as the sink of the group. He drank like a motherfucker, and his
experimentation with drugs bordered on rehab levels. He enjoyed acting like an asshole at
times, but hanging out with him always amounted to a good time. That guy, not
surprisingly, acquired a harem. He led one girl on, fucked another, and had the other girl
literally show him texts the first girl had sent to her about wanting to fuck him, all the while
his girlfriend waited patiently back in the states.

My other friend wasn’t so lucky. The nice and faithful Christian man that he was, he fell
hard for one girl. She was a seven at best, but he did everything for her, hoping to one day
marry her and have a family. I recall him excusing himself from a week-long drive around
Greece that we had planned out because of “stomach flu” when in fact he used the week to
hang out with her.

She enjoyed dating other guys on the side while always appreciating him as a “great friend.”
By the time we left, my friend could spill only bitter words on how he was so done with her
and the other women who turned him down (there were a lot). He never did shut up about
them, though.
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Indeed, some men can just never cross the line from being a faithful, lapdog
Beta male and transform themselves into devil may care Alphas (or Sigmas) who never truly commit
to women. (I have a close friend who has descended into religious piety as a way to avoid dealing
with the truth about women, while I embraced how rotten they are and have been running harems in
multiple countries, for better or worse.) It seems this was the case even thousands of years ago, as the
mythological story of the willing, forgiving cuckold Hephaestus, his wife Aphrodite, and her lover
Ares shows us.

Ares, the temperamental lover of Aphrodite (who she had multiple affairs with) went on to father
multiple children with Hephaestus’ wife, while Hephaestus died a genetic dead end. It’s a classic tale
of Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks. Predictably, Hephaestus built his princess a castle while she spent her
life getting her womb filled with the seed of another god.

As is the case with all religion and mythology, the lessons men can glean from them are far more
important than the gods and myths themselves. Abandoning patriarchal Western traditions goes hand
in hand with the secularization of Western culture. It’s as if liberalism brought us a cultural
lobotomy, and we are rediscovering lessons about men and women, and male and female behavior
the hard way.

A culture familiar with the lessons gleaned from the story of Ares and Hephaestus perhaps would not
be suffering the cancer of feminism as the West is. You can read the full piece here.
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Planned Parenthood Pushes Sex Change Drugs to
Transgender Children
February 3, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Planned Parenthood moves to drug children with powerful sex hormones

TNMM regularly documents the twisted (and often, downright strange) nature of sexuality in Anglo
America. Now, an organization that made its name killing the unborn is moving to offer drugs to
children confused by so-called gender dysphoria. Which is, of course, a product of the brainwashing
of children in schools and the media by social engineers bent on eliminating sex differences from
humanity. From Life Site News:

As the U.S. abortion rate continues to decline and regulations tighten, Planned Parenthood
is looking toward a new source of revenue – hormone ‘sex-change’ treatment for minors at
Medicaid expense.

That’s right. They want the Beta male dupes who pay the majority of taxes in the United States to
fund a new attack upon civilization via the welfare state. (Often referred to around here as Big Daddy
Government.) To its credit, Planned Parenthood has already got one sex change revenue stream
going.

The abortion giant has been dispensing ‘hormone therapy’ drugs to gender-confused adults
since 2016 – giving out transgender hormones to 250 gender dysphorics in the Sarasota area
alone last year. The Guardian reports that “Planned Parenthood is one of the largest sources
in the U.S. of transgender healthcare.”

Treating adults is one thing. But bringing children into the fold is quite another. How this push to
drug minors – in ways that can damage their undeveloped bodies – isn’t considered child abuse is a
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testament to the manipulative power of such leftist organizations like Planned Parenthood, and a
compliant, corporate media that focuses on headlines that really don’t matter while other issues like
giving powerful, sex and life-altering drugs to children are swept under the rug.

But, hey. There’s profit to be had in the world’s preeminent sellout culture.

The nation’s largest and most lucrative abortion conglomerate has now “decided it was time
for us to expand the care that we were providing to minors,” Vice President of Medical
Affairs Suzie Prabhakaran told the Sun Coast.

Insert some typical, liberal hamster rationalizing.

Reasoning that gender confused youth may have difficulty getting sex “change” hormones
because “a lot of doctors can be judgmental,” Prabhakaran says it’s important to give
children “medications that affect the changes they’re looking for.”

You’ll need boots to wade the rest of this statement.

Planned Parenthood’s website explains that some youth feel their gender “doesn’t
match…the gender that they feel they are inside.” Contrary to many mental health
professionals, the abortion-and-sex hormone business teaches that “the mismatch between a
person’s body and gender identity isn’t in itself a mental illness.”

The devil is always in the details. Giving sex-altering hormones to children
is part and parcel of the ongoing Androgyny Agenda, which ultimately seeks to eliminate sexual
dimorphism in America and the world. Meaning, social engineers want to eliminate male and female
and turn humanity into unisexual pods. (Perhaps this is the real reason the related, and mostly bogus
“Human Trafficking” narrative has been spawned as a way of tormenting lonely heterosexual men?)
Those who run the world truly hate the human species, it would seem.

This is why men are being feminized and women are being masculinized. But now, why wait until
adulthood to confuse people about gender?

Mission creep (which happens every time government funding is dumped into an organization like
Planned Parenthood) will eventually mean “gender confused” or “dysphoric” minors will be able to
elect to be sterilized at a young age. This is no doubt one of the desired outcomes.

Meantime, Planned Parenthood continues the rest of its bloody mission:

The report shows Planned Parenthoods committed 321,384 abortions last year alone, and
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received $543.7 million in tax dollars.

A total of 58,220 mostly men died in the Vietnam War. Planned Parenthood is responsible for 5
Vietnams in its killing centers each year. And now, they want to eliminate male and female in their
latest science experiment.
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The Mainstream Media Project: Social Engineering and the
Subjugation of Humanity
February 3, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Rocket launches aren’t the only thing that have been engineered by Faustian (Western) machine culture – your mind has been socially
engineered for at least 50 years by Big Media

As the cloistered, mental myopia created by a half century of the dominance of mainstream mierda
that controlled the hearts and minds of America gets shattered by the light of day emanating from
Realtalk on the Internet, it’s becoming more obvious that television, radio, and film “programming”
were intended to do just that. Program the populace, to behave just as the self-appointed masters of
humanity want them to.

But, like a break in the storm comparable to the passing of the eye of a Category 5 hurricane, we’ve
caught a break in the propaganda onslaught and our masters have been sent scrambling to find new
ways of thought control. A replacement for the centralized communication model. Some few see the
entirety of the facade for what it is. And our duty is to alert those who can see but don’t to the danger
they face.

There are some very smart men in the manosphere. Like this gentleman, who whimsically calls
himself “Vagina Dominator”. He gives perhaps the most succinct description of social engineering
via mainstream media one can find anywhere.

My point is that these things have *not* been enabled simply by faceless and historically
neutral “forces” such as “science” or “technology” or “economics” or “changes in values”.

On the contrary, very great resources have been directed to obtaining exactly these
outcomes.
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By outcomes, he means single mommery becoming worshiped rather than reviled by society due to
social engineering. Men becoming outcasts. Women being told the way to be “good” is to emulate
the behavior of men. Men being told the way to be “good” is by transforming themselves into weak
bitches. Speaking of outcomes, YouGoGrrl career chicks were unleashed to finish destroying male
spaces and male roles in society while destroying themselves at the same time (winding up barren
and alone). Gender is to be reduced from a genetic fact to a “social construct” allowing it to be
manipulated by propagandists in all sorts of creative ways.

These massive social changes are all part of the Anglo American Androgyny Agenda, and War on
Sex, etc. that TNMM so often laments. In the past, we’ve explained how these dystopian effects
aren’t happening as a result of “conspiracy” as much as oligarchy, psychopathy, and greed. Vagina
Dominator agrees:

The garden variety normie always responds with the phrase “conspiracy theory” when it is
suggested that there has been some kind of centrally-directed program of social engineering.
This is not just because normies are dumb but because they don’t understand in how many
areas they are dumb.

I am not a maths and technology guy, but I do understand that some people are, and they far
outstrip me in those areas. They are so good at maths and engineering that they have put
satellites circling the earth and so on. Amazing feats of engineering that were achieved
because the right people and the right resources were aimed to get those results.

In the same way – and this is something no normie can ever accept – there are people who
are very clever at language and storytelling, at under-standing human psychology and at
generally framing and re-framing ideas. These clever people have now captured and control
Mr. Normie’s (and Ms. Normie’s especially) mind.

If you have a television in your house, you are being manipulated in ways you can’t even fathom.
(Women, due to their childlike nature, even more so.) Take it from someone who used to sit behind a
camera.

Worse, the insidiousness of the mind-programming is such that it is largely invisible, even though the
effects are nothing short of the achievements of the space program – except aimed at domesticating
man in such a way he can be subjugated by the elite. And, as Huxley warned, the transformation
pulled off with such a deft hand man would ultimately love his servitude.

Here’s how they accomplished this feat.

Just like for the space program, these very clever word-people were brought together with
masses of resources behind them – in the media and in politics and the institutions of all
kinds (and coincidentally (?) in the same timeline as the space programs) and were assigned
their own full-effort “Apollo” program, to entirely change the minds and values of nations.

And they have done it.

And just as there are satellites up there above the earth, put there by an incredible, planned
and centralized assignment of talent and expense of wealth, so too what we are seeing now
*socially* is the apotheosis of the same kind of an incredible, expensive, and un-natural
project.

But this is a secret project that no normie can get his mind around, because he is too stupid
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to know that he is as stupid at language and psychology as he is at maths and engineering.

As someone with over a decade of experience in the mainstream media before jumping ship because I
saw the evil the box was foisting onto the populace, I can attest to the fact this essay is right on the
money.

We are in dire straits as a society. Hell, humanity itself is in dire straits if the Anglo American
propaganda model comes to dominate the entire world. Worse, the attacks being leveled upon
masculinity, femininity, and ultimately humanity have been largely invisible and will remain
invisible because they’ve been engineered so well. (One method: Heavy use of the Hegelian
Dialectic. You’ll find it EVERYWHERE in modern American politics and media.)

In the meantime, until there’s some sort of upheaval (if ever, considering how passive and docile the
American public has become) the best thing those who know they’re being manipulated can do is to
follow the wisdom of Howard Beale: Turn off your television sets! Turn them off right now! Turn
them off in the middle of the sentence I’m speaking to you now! Turn them off!

Stop the medium of mind control in its tracks.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5Gf0VKXk5Q
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Eye Candy of the Week | February 4, 2018
February 4, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s model has a girl next door quality about her. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week as we
admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Downward Mobility: Retirees Are Also Becoming Nomads
February 4, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A “precariat” class is the new norm in America as the middle class is squeezed out of existence; seniors are now adopting nomadic
lifestyles – often living in campers

Downward mobility has become part and parcel of life in 21st century America. While life in general
has become more uncertain for everyone in the so-called “new” economy, a misandrist Anglo culture
is particularly targeting its men for economic disenfranchisement. Racial Bolshevists are targeting the
white middle class in this era of the dissolution of the American Dream. And now, senior citizens are
feeling the pinch.

In fact, a term has been coined by the elite classes to describe the new underclasses they’re creating:
the precariat. What is the precariat? According to Wikipedia:

In sociology and economics, the precariat is a social class formed by people suffering from
precarity, which is a condition of existence without predictability or security, affecting
material or psychological welfare.

Reading between the lines, we can glean the moneyed classes are endeavoring to make the former
middle classes live hand to mouth lives. People are easier to control when they don’t know where
their next dollar or next meal is coming from.

This is why jobs are no longer reliable, even for college graduates. Predictably, the term precariat
carries socialist overtones…fitting for a nation conducting a clandestine socialist revolution.

The term is a portmanteau obtained by merging precarious with proletariat. Unlike the
proletariat class of industrial workers in the 20th century who lacked their own means of
production and hence sold their labor to live, members of the precariat are only partially
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involved in labor and must undertake extensive “unremunerated activities that are essential
if they are to retain access to jobs and to decent earnings”.

Here’s the real thrust of what the elite want to do to the public by combining precarious with the
Soviet-era term proletariat:

Specifically, [the term precariat describes the] condition of lack of job security, including
intermittent employment or underemployment and the resultant precarious existence. The
emergence of this class has been ascribed to the entrenchment of neoliberal capitalism.

Actually, the economy we are in is not capitalism at all. More like corporatism, since 16 corporations
control virtually everything we consume and all the images we get to see in the media.

As a result of the elite squeezing the economic life out of average Americans, senior citizens who
either had their retirement blown out by the manufactered 2008 economic crisis, or who didn’t make
enough money to save properly for retirement (once pensions were dropped for dubious 401k plans in
the 1980s) are now adopting nomadic lifestyles, similar to the nomadic lifestyles displaced men have
adopted.

A mainstreamer has caught on to this trend. From MarketWatch:

In her powerful new book, “Nomadland,” award-winning journalist Jessica Bruder reveals
the dark, depressing and sometimes physically painful life of a tribe of men and women in
their 50s and 60s who are — as the subtitle says — “surviving America in the twenty-first
century.” Not quite homeless, they are “houseless,” living in secondhand RVs, trailers and
vans and driving from one location to another to pick up seasonal low-wage jobs, if they can
get them, with little or no benefits.

Bruder’s expose jives with what I saw while trucking, as I drove across 47
states and into virtually every major city.

The one impression I got from driving all over the nation after I left the ivory tower of lies (a career
in mainstream media) to drive a truck was the fact the “image” America broadcasts of itself to the
world certainly does not match the reality. The carefully constructed, public relations image of
America is nothing short of full-on deceit and propaganda intended to convince Americans, and the
world, that becoming a subject on the corporate plantation is the only way to live happily and
prosperously when nothing could be farther from the truth.

The real-life image of America’s elders living precarious, nomadic lives in a camper is a far cry from
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the much-ballyhooed fantasy of every American owning their own home and retiring comfortably.
(Much as the “college will get you a good job” fantasy is now crumbling.) Those who do own homes
are often debt slaves mired in 30-year mortgages for them. Student loans have become tickets to debt
slavery. And not many Americans are optimistic about the future, anymore. Retirement will be the
next plank of American life to be swiped by the kleptomaniac elite, it seems.

Here’s some reality for you rather than the glossy image of retirement Americans are force-fed. Wage
slavery well into retirement at companies like Amazon is becoming commonplace for gray-haired
Americans:

The “workamper” jobs range from helping harvest sugar beets to flipping burgers at
baseball spring training games to Amazon’s “CamperForce,” seasonal employees who can
walk the equivalent of 15 miles a day during Christmas season pulling items off warehouse
shelves and then returning to frigid campgrounds at night.

The numbers certainly paint a precarious existence:

Living on less than $1,000 a month, in certain cases, some have no hot showers. As Bruder
writes, these are “people who never imagined being nomads.” Many saw their savings
wiped out during the Great Recession or were foreclosure victims and, writes Bruder, “felt
they’d spent too long losing a rigged game.” Some were laid off from high-paying
professional jobs. Few have chosen this life. Few think they can find a way out of it.
They’re downwardly mobile older Americans in mobile homes.

The only conclusion the rational man can draw from this juxtaposition of fact vs. fantasy is that
America is completely full of shit country, just as George Carlin was telling us a generation ago:

Every time you’re exposed to advertising in America you’re reminded that this country’s
most profitable business is still the manufacture, packaging, distribution, and marketing of
bullshit. High-quality, grade-A, prime-cut, pure American bullshit.

And the sad part is that most people seem to believe bullshit only comes from certain
predictable sources: advertising, politics, salesmen, and lawyers. Not true. Bullshit is
everywhere. Bullshit is rampant. Parents are full of shit, teachers are full of shit, clergymen
are full of shit, and law enforcement is full of shit. This entire country is completely full of
shit—and always has been.

America has now thrown both its men and its elders overboard in mad pursuit of the Socialist fantasy
of women ruling the nation – lording pussy and power over men in some sort of sick, twisted
dystopian vision of the future. All while selling the fantasy of “progress” to the dim, 15-watt bulb
masses.

It doesn’t take a genius to figure out a system like this is doomed to fail. And once again, we find
feminism and liberalism as the root causes of the malaise. Feminism chose to destroy men and
liberalism chose to destroy the productive classes to pacify the unproductive classes. All that’s left is
playing out the string. Enjoy the decline.
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Police State USA Takes “Human Trafficking” Farce to the
Super Bowl
February 4, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Police State USA is out in force at the Super Bowl to stop as many heterosexual hookups as possible

After a recent New Orleans “human trafficking” sting went door to door at Bourbon Street strip clubs
right before Mardi Gras season trying to snare horny patrons in Police State USA’s anti-sexual
gratification net – yet failed to net a single human trafficking case – American police forces are
taking their circus on the road. In fact, they’re taking it to the Super Bowl. Reason magazine reports
on the sexual prohibitionists and myth makers’ activities:

Dan Conboy, a police lieutenant in the Minneapolis suburb of Edina, said cops from all over
the area would be focused on sex trafficking this weekend, with help from federal
authorities. Their focus “won’t just be hotels, but also the airport, clubs and bars–any area
where large groups will congregate,” reported the Minneapolis Sun Current.

First off, it’s amazing that this many resources are being deployed to try and stop heterosexual
women from selling sexual services to lonely men. This is where we’re at in America, folks. The
immoral government is on another classically neo-Puritan moral crusade, turning itself into the
biggest cockblock possible. Continuing from Reason:

“This year’s Super Bowl will have the greatest deployment of federal resources yet, due to
the city’s relatively small police department,” reported KTSA Minneapolis. Around 1,700
federal agents are expected in town, along with state and local police, the Minnesota
National Guard, and officers from more than 60 police departments around Minnesota. In
addition, “a 10,000-strong volunteer force has been trained to spot suspicious activity”
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around town.

You read that right. The latest angle from those planning a totalitarian, socialist state is getting
citizens to spy on and tattle tale on each other.

“Hello, I saw some guy with what looked like a slut!”

“We’re on it. We’ll throw his ass to the ground, humiliate him, and give him a criminal record for
having those disgusting urges!”

All these public resources and public relations bravado have been directed at a human trafficking
problem that largely doesn’t exist, as the matrix lunges at the victimless crime of prostitution. (This is
also the case with many other invented “problems” created out of whole cloth by The Anglo-
American Matrix and its love affair with the Hegelian Dialectic, i.e. creating problems that don’t
exist to create social hysteria and profit. Ultimately, the goal is to make the populace enslave
themselves with constant, invented security threats like these.)

Even Reuters accidentally admitted the “human trafficking” campaign is largely a farce in one of
their reports on the Super Bowl sex stings:

Although the attorney general of Texas dubbed the Super Bowl the “single largest human
trafficking incident” in the United States in 2011, this is largely a myth, academics and anti-
trafficking campaigners said.

The commercial sex market grows modestly during Super Bowls, but also during other
large events, from the Las Vegas consumer electronics show to Memorial Day weekend,
said Lauren Martin, a trafficking expert at the University of Minnesota.

Meaning, willing whores come to the Super Bowl and other big events to sell their “product” to
willing men. It’s plain to see P4P (pay for play) is what the matrix wants to wipe out, not human
trafficking.

Troublingly, operations like this illustrate the fact the American police state now likes to insert itself
into every area of its citizens’ lives as possible. Including their private lives. And there’s nothing as
private as sex. Our overlords are quite serious about the War on Sex. From Reason:

In other words, “sex trafficking” gives federal and local authorities an excuse for posting
police anywhere and everywhere people are gathering—and for enlisting citizens as spies,
too.

Just as TNMM has been reporting, the matrix is making a push to conflate “human trafficking” with
regular old prostitution, in an effort to completely take sex away from heterosexual men who don’t
agree to subjugate themselves under the gynocentric terms of marriage in feminist-dominated Anglo
culture:

Even police willing to admit there’s no evidence for a surge in sex trafficking around the
Super Bowl are still planning on using the game as an excuse to conduct prostitution stings.
Minneapolis Police Department (MPD) Sgt. Grant Snyder explained the theory: More men
than usual may be looking to pay for sex this weekend, and even though most of the people
they’ll approach will be consenting adult sex workers, someone getting paid for sex could
be a trafficking victim.
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Note the typical logic pretzel Clancy Wiggins and Co. twists with the above statement. How long
before the remnants of the Fourth Amendment (protections against illegal search and seizure) go out
the window? After all, someone in your house might be a terrorist concealing a sizzling bomb.
Probably not. But “you never know” in these days of government-fostered paranoia.

Reason magazine injects some reality into what the police will really be doing. Contrast this with the
heroic language at officials’ self-congratulatory press conferences:

Therefore—rather than rescuing victims, or finding the people exploiting them—the police
are going to arrest a tiny fraction of potential prostitution customers and publicly shame
them. (It’s the thought that counts, right?)

In a misandrist culture, shaming men for having sexual desires is what the “human trafficking”
campaign is all about. In fact, American police are daring people to sexually satisfy themselves:

For the 10 days leading up to the Super Bowl, MPD has been working with other agencies
to conduct “Operation Guardian Angel,” in which police post online ads posing as adult sex
workers and arrest those they lure to meet them.

It’s classic entrapment by the minions of Big Daddy Government.

“People who are coming to Minneapolis and are thinking about illegally buying sex know
there’s a really good chance they’re talking to law enforcement, that we’ve infiltrated and
embedded ourselves in the networks that are trying to sell sex,” Minneapolis City Council
Member Steve Fletcher said.

Michelle Guelbart, of ECPAT, an organization that claims to have a mission to end the sexual
exploitation of children (why this is being conflated with regular prostitution, nobody knows) gives
us a hint at the truth behind all this bullshit in another mainstream media propaganda puff piece from
mainstream mierda affiliate WTOP:

“The conversation is moving in the direction that we want it to,” she said.

The conversation is indeed going in the direction social engineers and tyrannical feminists want it to.
Assailing the sex lives of Beta males in America.

Where does that leave us? French economist Frédéric Bastiat tried to warn us of the dangers of giving
police too much power over the lives of citizens well over a century ago. The human trafficking farce
is stark evidence we have descended into the type of society he wrote about:

To create crime, create laws. When there aren’t enough criminals, one makes them. One
declares so many things to be a crime that it becomes impossible for men to live without
breaking laws.

When plunder becomes a way of life for a group of men in a society, over the course of time
they create for themselves a legal system that authorizes it and a moral code that glorifies it.

Indeed, Police State USA glorifies itself in human trafficking narratives, while plundering and
recklessly destroying the lives of men who dare leave a Benjamin on the nightstand after having sex
with a willing woman.

The greatest tyranny ever known to mankind continues to take root, while a largely oblivious and
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passive American populace sit on their fat asses munching Cheetos and watching men throw a ball
around. Bread and circuses, it seems, work every time.
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Keanu Reeves Discusses The Anglo-American Matrix
February 5, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Keanu Reeves draws parallels between The Matrix and the NWO with recent statements

Keanu Reeves, star of The Matrix (1999) recently said he believes the plot of the blockbusting film is
“real.” Indeed, the film’s socioeconomic commentary is a foundational part of TNMM as well as a
frequent meme in the manosphere. Of course, Reeves doesn’t believe we are literally living inside a
computer program controlled by aliens. But he does touch on what the plot of the film represents. As
he filmed an advertisement for Squarespace in the Mojave Desert, Reeves said:

The human race has been enslaved for thousands of years. We have been kept in a mental
prison by shadowy elites and secret societies that have done all they can to suppress us and
stop us reaching our potential.

Any thorough study of history is likely to yield this fact. That we are all human “sheep” living on a
series of human farms. Religious, political, economic, and cultural.

Unfortunately, a nation of sheep often begets a government of wolves as is happening in the United
States. As this dark reality was slowly exposed by Realtalk on the Internet, and the mainstream
mierda propaganda model that controlled the minds of the world began to lose sway, the elite began
to lose control of the very sheeple they hoped to lead to slaughter with the culmination of the New
World Order. Reeves continues:

I think people were really scared the world was ending until, you know, very recently. It just
felt like things had gotten out of control. We’d lost any hope of being able to save ourselves
from the dark forces in the world.

Reeves even praises President Trump for exposing the Deep State and other secret societies working
to undermine freedom around the world:
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But just open your eyes for a minute and look around at what’s happening. It’s astonishing.
People like Trump are lifting the veil on an astonishing web of interconnected manipulation.

Reeves even used a term previously relegated to the realm of “conspiracy theory” but one that is
proving to be more apt with each passing year – the New World Order:

Love him or loathe him, he is allowing humanity to wake from its slumber and see that the
same few people, the same secret societies, the f*cking New World Order, are actively
controlling our lives and suppressing our true ability.

A “prison planet” is the ultimate aim of this cabal of totalitarians as electronic tyranny is foisted upon
the world in ways never before possible. Reeves believe there’s hope, however.

But people are slowly waking up. It’s time to take back our infinite power and fling open
the doors of the mental prison we have been encouraged to build for ourselves. It’s not an
easy thing to do, but it’s time to walk into the light of freedom.

As always, TNMM works daily at freeing the minds of men. At waking up the flock. It’s nice to see
that even in a town as twisted and corrupt as Hollyweird, there are a few like-minded souls who work
towards the destruction of the matrix.
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The Face of Sex Offenders in America’s Public Schools
February 5, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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These are mug shots from some of the most well-known cases of predatory females sexually
assaulting young male students while entrusted with educating them in public schools. Notice
anything about all the teachers arrested for sexual misconduct in America’s schools?

All of those arrested in some of the most prominent sexual assault and/or rape cases (except for three
by our admittedly hasty count) are Anglobitches i.e. white females, the supposedly asexual, sacred
cows who comprise part of the “protected class” mainstream mierda, academia, and law enforcement
regularly go to bat for. The very women #MeToo purports need saving from that awful, awful sex.

What to make of this? This thought crime fact, that women have sexual urges and can be just as
rotten as men when it comes to gratifying themselves – with adolescents, no less – goes against the
carefully constructed, feminist narrative that only men can be evil sexual predators. Statistics only
further complicate the picture. A Department of Education research paper on educator sexual
misconduct found some interesting facts:

42.8% of sex offenders are female (American Association of University Women analysis)
44% of victims are male
Average age of sex offenders is 28
Black and Latino children are more likely to be targeted
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Interestingly, race/ethnicity of the offenders was not included in the
Department of Education report. (But, we can glean from press reports many if not most of them are
white females.)

What makes this deconstruction of the “only men can be evil sexual deviants” narrative all the more
interesting is the fact culturally sanctified women are conducting sexual assaults on par with
culturally villainized men. But, as always, Anglo culture turns a blind eye to sexual misdeeds
conducted by women, since they have been the cultural “owners of sex” since Puritan days.

As one men’s rights organization puts it: “We are stuck in a generation where glorifying women and
denigrating men is what people consider equality.” Even mainstream mierda rag USA Today reported
on the hypocrisy of Anglo culture a few years back:

It’s a double standard brought by society, experts say, to female sex offenders — one that
not only minimizes the victimization of young boys, who are left with lifelong emotional
scars, but contributes to lighter sentences for the women involved.

Yep. The good old pussy pass means women only serve a fraction of the time men do when they have
sex with minors. Even USA Today’s cherry-picked statistics say women commit 1 out of 5 sexual
assaults, a whopping 20% of all cases. But, only men are serving hard time:

According to the Center for Sex Offender Management, a Department of Justice project,
less than 1% of incarcerated rape and sexual assault offenders were females, or fewer than
800. By 2006, however, the FBI reported that females accounted for nearly 10% of sex
crimes. And studies indicate that women commit approximately 20% of sex offenses against
children.

There are a number of conclusions to be drawn. First, if your child is molested at school there’s a
good chance the offender is a white female. Next, contrary to Anglo cultural narratives women are
just as sexualized (and horny) as men are. They’re also quite capable of sexual deviancy and
predatory behavior. And finally, we live in a culture that almost always turns a blind eye to the real
sufferings of men to placate the imagined sufferings of women.

Worse, the corrupt media will often go to bat for women convicted of sexually assaulting young
boys, as in the case of Mary Kay Letourneau. When is the last time we saw the media defending a
male coach who diddled one of his female students?

Where’s a #HeToo movement directed at saving our boys? Don’t expect it in a misandrist culture.
Where’s the “equality” in that?
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Slavery Never Ended in America: It Still Exists in
Family Courts
February 7, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

After the sex act, men have absolutely no reproductive rights and few legal rights

American politicians love to self-righteously pat themselves on the back, play the race card, and
genuflect before audiences about the horrors of slavery. Oh, what backwards times those were.
Surely, lessons have been learned after slavery died as the de facto labor system worldwide, and we
will never again subject another human being to work under threat of imprisonment or other
indignities.

Well…not so fast. Husbands and fathers that are dumped by
Anglobitches in that misandrist nation are once again subject to enslavement.
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As is the case with almost anything politicians say, the harsh truth shows just the opposite. Indeed,
slavery was legally abolished in 1865, but it has been resurrected in the family court system. Men are
being forced, by the vicious teeth of the Anglo legal system to make wealth transfer payments to
women despite the fact that in the 21st century every female claims to be a Strong, Independent
Woman™ who Don’t Need a Man™.

Evidence shows quite the opposite of these bold feminist claims. Women do need a man. At least, a
man slave. And they especially need his child support and/or alimony check to clear every month.
Meantime, the male prey item (referencing the apt term found in the classic book The Predatory
Female) is reduced from father to sperm donor by the legal system if a relationshit or marriage
doesn’t work out.

This predatory system has become big business in the world’s preeminent sellout culture. A National
Fatherhood Initiative report exposes the big business child support has become in the U.S.:

From 2001-2012, the federal Office of Child Support Enforcement reports a whopping
increase of 50 percent in child support collections from $21 billion to $31.6 billion.

That’s 50% growth over the course of a decade of the child support gravy train – outstripping the
growth of most businesses. As we will see, men are being literally turned into financial slaves of ex-
wives or ex-girlfriends. Worse, women initiate or cause 4 out of 5 divorces, so they hold the cards
when it comes to male liberty and slavery.

Feminists and the misandrist Anglo legal system have succeeded in usurping male rights by
implanting this toxic mentality into the minds of several generations of women in the Anglosphere:
What woman needs the inconvenience a man represents (with his needs for food, love, and sex) when
the fruits of his labor can be forcibly extracted and delivered by Big Daddy Government?

The family court system frequently turns men into servants
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What is Slavery?

Let’s look at some definitions of slavery to see if forced child support and alimony payments fit the
definition.

How much are men forced to pay into the system? Child support alone averages $500 a month per
child, and alimony for a man who makes $5,000 a month would be an additional $1,600 a month
payment in most states. These are payments that must be made whether or not the newly minted slave
of the government gynocracy can afford them, whether or not he has a job, and with no regards to his
personal health or well-being.

American men are being forced to make a wealth transfers to women under threat of imprisonment
and/or having both professional and driver’s licenses revoked, with no accountability on the part of
the mother to show that the funds are being spent exclusively for the benefit of the child, or if she
even needs the alimony in this age of career girls. It would appear this scheme fits the textbook
definition of slavery well:

The state or condition of being a slave; a civil relationship whereby one person has1.
absolute power over another and controls his life, liberty, and fortune
the subjection of a person to another person, esp. in being forced into work2.
work done in harsh conditions for low pay3.

The current child support and alimony system in the U.S. fits textbook slavery definitions #1 and #2
very well. When men lose driver’s and professional licenses after falling behind on court mandated
wealth transfers to women, slavery definition #3 comes into play.

In fact, a recent expose by a prison guard turned expat on Rookh Kshatriya’s excellent blog illustrates
how men who contribute to society are being betrayed by both women and their government. He tells
the story of a surgeon whose life was destroyed by a predatory Anglobitch, a man who went from
saving lives to doing work in harsh conditions for low pay:

The very worst case I saw as a prison guard was a surgeon, yes an American surgeon who
was one of the most respectable guys I ever met, hard working, worked until 2 a.m. 6 days a
week to save people’s lives. With all the work hours, his wife got “lonely” and started
sleeping around, eventually having 2 kids that weren’t even his as he found out later. And
then she filed for divorce so she could take the surgeon’s money, blow it on cocaine and
stupid luxuries for herself without doing any work herself (that’s the real destination where
the “child support” money goes) and sleep around with her favorite Chad of the week, all on
her hard working surgeon ex-husband’s money. She won an insanely high judgment in a US
family court, millions of dollars in child support and “alimony” that the poor surgeon would
have to pay. Since by the court’s judgment, “she should be entitled to maintain the same
standard of living after the divorce”, even though this greedy gold-digging Anglobitch is the
one who filed for the divorce to steal from her hard-working husband who was actually
saving people’s lives.

After a few years of doing this, and losing his house and his nice car, the poor surgeon
threw out his back while helping a patient onto an operating table. He had to cut down his
hours as a surgeon, and went to the divorce court asking for a reduction in the support
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demands, and ask that his lazy, spoiled brat bitch ex-wife get a damn job herself. But the
court refused using the same delusion filled imputation bullshit they pull on other ex-
husbands, claiming he could somehow make millions of extra dollars using his surgical
wizard skills somehow. Which he couldn’t do in reality with his injured back, something the
family court judge couldn’t or wouldn’t even try to understand. So then now the alimony
and child support were demanding 120% of his income. You see, the family court system
will never let you off the treadmill once they target you, especially if you earn a lot of
money. Eventually he drained his savings and retirement, couldn’t make the payments at
all—and he wound up in the prison where I was a corrections officer.

The corrupt American family court-media-feminist-academia cultural Marxist-big business-
prison industrial complex had worked perfectly to ruin this poor man, and what a prize they
had. A dedicated, hard working US surgeon, saving lives every day, drained of his money
and reduced to poverty by a gold-digging, spoiled greedy bimbo who divorced him due to
his very dedication, had kids with other men to force him to pay bullshit “child support” in
addition to never-stopping alimony, his assets taken by his gold-digging ex wife and the
state to grease their own corruption, the “child support” in actuality supporting the ex wife’s
corrupt, hedonistic lifestyle after divorce. And then the poor surgeon himself made a literal
slave in a US prison, stripped of his license and made a perpetual debtor, worked to the
bone but never allowed to profit from his own efforts or hard work. That really is how it
works in the US family court and prison system. That poor surgeon was the worst case we
ever saw, made us so mad we were talking about how we were going to “free the Bastille”
and start a revolution ourselves to stop all the corruption, Robespierre style. And free all the
innocent men, and even some women, who were imprisoned this way, to feed more slaves
to the machine.

As this case shows, women have absolute power over men in the court system. A man’s life, liberty
and finances are subject to forfeiture by an oppressive, legalistic system simply because he had a
failed relationship with an Anglobitch.

Let’s look at another definition of slavery.

Slavery is a legal or economic system in which principles of property law are applied to
humans allowing them to be classified as property, to be owned, bought and sold
accordingly, and they cannot withdraw unilaterally from the arrangement. While a person is
enslaved, the owner is entitled to the productivity of the slave’s labor, without any
remuneration.

Being forced to pay a woman in order to stay out of jail means men have become property owned by
the state, as men are bought by the court system and sold by women into their bondage – and of
course men cannot withdraw from the arrangement. A man’s owner, the state, entitles itself as well as
his ex to the productivity of the newly minted slave’s labor for 18 years or even for a lifetime in the
case of alimony, forcing payments to be made to a totally unaccountable “mother” or ex.
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Women have the right to choose, therefore men must be given the right to choose in the interest of equality

Legal Abortion: Men’s Right to “Choose”

How do we remedy this situation in the interest of men’s rights? A start would be giving men the
right to a legal abortion.

One of the conditions of slavery is the fact a party to the “agreement” cannot withdraw unilaterally
from the arrangement. It’s is an interesting condition to elaborate on. Men in the United States have
no legal rights to withdraw from being fathers after conception, even though women can physically
abort their child anytime they choose. This means women have all the power over men and their
children’s lives, and men have none. In effect, all a woman has to do is find an idiot who makes a
good salary to impregnate her, then she gets a guaranteed income for 18 years. (If he marries her,
potentially an income for life!)

At the very least, to give men the rights granted to slaves in 1865 – to unilaterally withdraw from the
arrangement – American lawmakers need to follow the model recently proposed by the Swedish,
reported by the Daily Mail. Interestingly,  the idea of “legal abortions” came from European liberals:

Expectant fathers in Sweden should have the right to ‘legally abort’ their unborn child up
until the 18th week of pregnancy, the youth wing of the country’s Liberal Party has
proposed. Swedish Liberal Youth argues that men should be given an equal say in whether
or not they wish to become a parent, and be granted the option to cut any lawful
responsibilities. The suggested ‘legal abortion’ would be irreversible and would see the man
renounce all parental duties and rights to see the child once it has been born.

Men are currently given no say in whether or not they wish to become a parent after the sex act. Once
again we see bias against men in society, while women play the victim card to their benefit.
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Statistically, women are more likely to become deadbeats than men

Deadbeat Moms

To illustrate one of the many hypocrisies of Anglo culture, let’s examine a term of scorn heaped upon
men who can’t make the expected wealth transfers. The phrase Deadbeat Dads is a popular one on
the left and in the media. But we never hear the term Deadbeat Moms, even though women have a
higher percentage of child support defaults (i.e. falling behind or not paying) than men. Deadbeat
moms occur at 1.2 times the rate of deadbeat dads in Anglo America:

32% of custodial fathers did not receive child support payments from “mom”
25% of custodial mothers did not receive child support payments from “dad”

Delving into the numbers, child support statistics get even more interesting. Mothers default more
often even though they are not forced to pay as much as fathers by the court system.

The average due to custodial mothers is $4,800 annually
The average due to custodial fathers is $4,100 annually

So, even though women do not have to pay as much child support as men do, they become deadbeats
more often. The media never discuss this, nor do lawmakers. Also, thanks to a gynocentric court
system that displays the opposite of “equality” leftists and feminists claim to hold so dear:

84% of the time women get custody
16% of the time men get custody

If equality was truly a desired outcome, rather than women continuing to enjoy all legal rights and
privileges men would get custody 50% of the time, or both parties would co-parent (as is done in
Iceland) and neither would be forced by the legal system to make payments to the other.
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Men need to be more than sperm donors in the eyes of the law

A Rising Tide of Men Speaking Out

There is good news. Men are now throwing off the culturally-imposed prohibitions on speaking out
against a system that abuses them.

Male utility is often cited as the only use women have for men in the modern age. In the long
darkness before humanity became civilized, men were not given roles in society. After giving men
roles in society, civilization flourished. By banishing fathers from the matriarchal kingdom, we have
regressed, not progressed as a society.

As alluded to earlier, there has been some kickback to this model of female privilege and superiority,
however. Daniela Carrigo posted this comment on the National Fatherhood Initiave’s page:

As a woman it infuriates me that dads’ sites always start with ‘respect the child’s mom’ and
mom’s sites never mention dad. Dad sites say ‘pay child support’ or ‘be fiscally responsible
for your child’ and mom sites, not so much – like – never.

You want to protect marriage? Make giving dads custody and making moms pay child
support the NORM. All studies show moms start divorce proceedings or, in the majority of
births today, never marry dad – why, alimony is on its way out but child support is tax free
and GUARANTEED.

Cut off the free cow and women (as one I know) will stop raising kids dad free with free
money. Get a damn job and stop expecting money from the man you keep the child from!
You should be able to earn enough to not need child support OR you don’t DESERVE THE
CHILD!!!!

Indeed, there is rarely if ever any question of accountability on the part of the mother. Men are
blamed from the moment the sex act occurs, while women are not blamed for spreading their legs.
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Women receive government benefits for children they can’t afford, while men are sent to prison for
children they can’t afford.

Men at Yahoo! Answers also give us a taste of the dirty underbelly of the Anglo American family
court system:

Think about it, the man has his monthly income taken away from him. Not to mention he
can go to jail for not paying this fine. This utterly DESTROYS any motivation the man may
have to work harder/improve his performance or start a business for example, what’s the
point if his hard-earned money is just stolen from him?

Meanwhile, the woman is free to mess around w/ other guys w/ the money she receives for
free from her former victim. The financial needs of the child are almost always a small
fraction of what she receives, and so she is free to spend the extra money on
purses/shoes/jewelry, etc.

The saddest part is, the man is denied of seeing his child either by the woman or the Gov’t,
despite any attempts he may try to make contact. Even worse is when the woman trains the
kid to hate his dad by calling him a “deadbeat” or a “loser”, when in fact this is usually
further from the truth (MOST fathers will not abandon their kid).

Child support is nothing but slavery. The fact that a few careless/manipulative women can
exploit the system to deny honest men contact with their children WHILE stealing 50-60%
of their hard-earned income is just wrong.

The Yahoo! discussion continues with this response:

I totally agree with you. That’s why more men are foregoing the marriage and staying
single. I can tell you that if my wife and I divorced I would never get remarried. Divorces
are slanted against men. Women are so vindictive when it comes to revenge that they can’t
see how their actions are hurting men and their own kids. If the courts were a lot more fair
and the lawyers a lot less greedy then men would not be so afraid of the marriage contract
or the results of some woman with dollar bills in her eyes.

It’s true. Men are waking up to the fact that any dealing with an Anglo
American women puts their entire lives in jeopardy. (A fact made even truer by the recent spate of
#MeToo sexual witch trials in this Neo-Puritan, anti-male, anti-sex, anti-procreation, feminist
culture.)

Rather than this unfortunate circumstance happening by accident, the outcome of enslaving men with
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their own children has long been the aim of the social engineers who have this nefarious goal: make
sex and reproduction so risky for men they will not reproduce, which will lead to population control.

At least, that’s the idea in theory. In reality, it means that good, hardworking, law-abiding men are
not reproducing because of the hell the legal system has created, but thugs and bad boys are
reproducing because they are often in trouble with the law anyway and don’t give a damn. Statistics
bear this out: Criminals have an average of 3.0 children per lifetime, while the average for the rest of
the population is 1.75 children per lifetime.

The penalty for slaves who don’t pay once they are indentured by a state that meddles in family
matters is discussed below, from the same Yahoo! Answers board.

If you come up short on child support you immediately get a warrant issued. The best
solution I’ve seen for a more equitable solution for child support would be for the custodial
parent to provide receipts to CSA and checks issued as valid reimbursements (just like a
FSA account), any money not used out of that month gets returned. This will separate the
good responsible parents from the not so responsible parents, unaccountable money leads to
fraud and theft.

The stories of this waste of child support money are numerous among men I know. In one case, a
friend of mine is forced to make $1,500 in child support payments each month. However, his kids go
around in raggedy clothing while mommy dearest drives a Cadillac Escalade and always looks like
she just walked out of the mall. And he’s powerless to do anything about it.

Finally, the breakup of family and subjugation of men also means the corporate-government complex
will have more control over the minds of the next generation of children than ever before.

The figurative ball and chain still exists in Anglo America’s family court system

Slavery Still Exists

As these facts show, slavery literally still exists for men of all colors in the United States of America.
If women are truly seize the mantle of the empowerment they purport to desire so badly, they must
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not be given a legal crutch with which they can support their past bad choices, including choosing
fathers they could not reasonably have expected to stay with until the children they create are raised.

We have discussed definitions of slavery. Here is a term women need to learn, as it comes with the
territory of an empowered individual:

Accountability is an obligation or willingness to accept responsibility or to account for
one’s actions.

To be Empowered™, women must also become accountable. Big Daddy Government and his welfare
state, i.e. Uncle Sugar is an enabler of bad choices for women, and his enabling of reckless and
predatory female behavior must be stopped. Men are already being held legally accountable for their
actions, however men do not get the same privileges women do. There are four ways to rectify this
injustice:

Men need to have reproductive rights which are on par with those of women. My body, my
choice needs to have the legal equivalent of Me Being Enslaved, My choice. Men must be given
the right to a legal abortion if women are given the rights to a physical abortion. This will force
women to be prudent about reproductive decisions.
Gynocentrism in the courts must be eliminated. Men must be legally recognized as more than
sperm donors and check-writers, and fathers must be given custody o children half the time; or,
Anglo law should adopt a model in which custody is shared and no forced payments are created
by the court system.
The no fault divorce system must be abandoned and Anglo law must return to a model in which
fault must be proven to get a divorce.
Even better, the government needs to stay out of familial matters between two adults as much
as possible and let them sort out the matters for themselves.

But we all know women don’t really want to be empowered. They want
their cake and ice cream, rights AND privileges, and to eat them both. However, this system will
utterly destroy the social fabric in the Anglosphere.

The current legal system makes men totally disposable rather than stakeholders in the family and
society. Many of us feel this is by design of social engineers and Marxists rather than a result of any
real concern about women’s rights. The true goal of such a system is to reduce mothers and fathers to
squabbling factions who wage war on each other in the court system, allowing lawyers, judges, and
those allied with this unjust system to make a living off the backs of the common man.
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Leaving the family in the hands of a corrupt government is destroying it. As George Orwell put it:
The real division is not between conservatives and revolutionaries but between authoritarians and
libertarians. Authoritarians have created Big Daddy Government, an authoritarian monstrosity that
has removed real fathers from society and enslaved them. Libertarians are trying, unfruitfully, to get
the government out of our families.

Until then, the best options for men who know they’ve been betrayed by both their women and their
government are to go MGTOW, Go Galt, or become an expat and leave the hateful Anglosphere
altogether.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month.

https://thenewmodernman.wordpress.com/education/
http://www.cafepress.com/thenewmodernman
http://amzn.to/1Sr8jxp
https://relampagofurioso.com/sponsor-the-new-modern-man/
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Girl Tries to Scam $150 Dinner from Tinder Date – But He
Outfoxes Her
February 8, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An Anglobitch’s plan to use her date and score a free $150 dinner epically backfired

An awakened man knows women often compartmentalize relationshits with men. They friendzone
guys who Beta orbit them, throw themselves under thugs and bad boys, and consciously choose to
flat out use “good guys” who treat women they way feminists say women want to be treated. (Word
to the wise: They don’t really want to be treated good by guys they bang.)

Anglobitches in particular have no qualms about using one guy for dinner while running off with
another for a sexual escapade the same night. We call this the Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks theory here
in the manosphere.

It’s heartening to see that men are wising up to the cruel, calculating games of women. Case in point,
check out this hilarious dine and dash story making the rounds. After an underdressed Anglobitch
with a frigid persona ran up a $150 tab she expected Dinner Guy to pay for, he walked out and left
her ass with the bill. This tale of a date set up by a woman under false pretenses even made the Daily
Mail:

A man who plucked up the courage to go on his first ever Tinder date after being
‘superliked’ by a seemingly-eager woman has told how the evening ended in total misery
after the unnamed lady behaved so rudely that he ran away without telling her. After talking
for a few days, the Imgur user, known only as Minilogo37, shared that despite their
chemistry prior, the date took a turn when the girl arrived to the fancy restaurant in
sweatpants, did not look at him once, and ordered the most expensive items on the menu.

Heh. Excellent. Women choose their targets wisely, in true Predatory Female fashion. She probably
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saw him on Twitter and thought he’d be so thrilled to have been “picked” she could get a night of
free fine dining out of him. And he would scurry off after the date, rub one out, and she would lie and
say she was “going home” while no doubt hopping on the cock carousel that night with a full belly.
But Dinner Guy caught on to her game quickly, especially when she came to their “date” dressed for
the gym. Dinner Guy writes:

We met up tonight at a restaurant I’d picked out. She didn’t look at me, wore sweatpants,
and immediately ordered a $13 appetizer. Okay, not a deal-breaker. I tried starting a
conversation a few times, but she only gave one word answers. Then, she orders a $25 steak
and $22 crab legs. She drank four $9 glasses of wine.

I actually suffered this quite often in my Nice Guy days back in college. Women would feign interest
in me, use me for food and entertainment for the night, then turn cold as the night prematurely drew
to a close. The next day, phone calls would go unanswered. Dinner Guy recounts a similar scenario:

“She talked more to the waiter.”

It’s at this point a man should know he’s being played. It seems Dinner Guy knew well, and played
the chess game appropriately:

I got the steak, and a few drinks myself. Right about the time our main courses arrived, I’d
pretty much given up. As we were finishing, I excused myself and went to the restroom.
While I was in there, a light bulb went off. I left the bathroom, headed out the door, got in
my car, and drove home. Now, here I am. She messaged me a few times, called me a
“fucker” about twelve times. Heh.

I’d seriously like to buy this guy a drink. Excellent execution. The fact she
messaged him and called him a fucker scores him bonus points. Bring this guy another round. The
irony is, she’s probably more likely to fuck him now that he’s shown her he’s not the Beta target she
thought he was. Chicks dig jerks.

It seems she spent a good amount of time buttering him up beforehand for the $150 dinner. The
innate female talent for what Schopenhauer called dissimulation means women effortlessly play mind
games with men up until the time they go in for the kill.

Dinner Guy’s method of dealing with a predatory Anglobitch won him some praise from those who
read the article. Well, praise from men who know what it’s like to be used by entitled women, and
scorn from women who like using men. As the Daily Mail writes:
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One user wrote, ‘You played the player at her own game and won,’ while others said things
like, ‘I would’ve looked her in the eyes as I ask for separate checks,’ ‘I agree, this guy
knows how to play,’ and ‘You handled that like a champ. Enough said.’

Another man wrote:

A lot of women have admitted to using Tinder for that very reason, good on you for turning
it around on her.

Gentleman, if a woman is helping herself to the most expensive items on the menu while acting like a
total bitch, she’s not interested. Part of being a good PUA and practicing good Game is knowing
when to walk out on a bitch. Don’t be a typical Dinner Guy. Be this guy, and leave her ass sitting.
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Puritanism on Parade: Kansas Legislature Calls Porn and
Masturbation “Health Hazard”
February 8, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Kansas just condemned porn in a sideways attack on masturbation

Sexuality absolutely terrifies Anglo America. Nothing shakes this prudish society to its core more
than its primal fear of sex, fueling a regular rotation of ridiculous media sex scandals and gossip
about who’s fucking who. Whereas other societies have taken a “live and let live” approach to
sexuality, Anglo America’s collective asshole puckers at the mere mention of cocks, cunts, and
intercourse. Anglobitches especially love lording their bleach blonde, pasty-behind sexuality over
men’s heads like a figurative Sword of Damocles, and a gynocentric government helps them tighten
their grasp on this society’s testes in any way it can.

As an erotophobic society since its inception at the Massachusetts Bay
Colony hundreds of years ago, Anglo culture has never really come up with a cogent way of dealing
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with sexuality in a lucid manner. Bans, shaming, and forced celibacy are the cultural norms.

We see latent Puritanism echoing throughout feminist doctrine, prostitution (a “crime” in this
repressed culture) now being conflated with a mostly fake human trafficking scare in a lame attempt
to drive away customers and close the legs of spread eagle service providers, and worst of all, men
are open to slavery and/or imprisonment either way they go when it comes to pursuing sex.

If marriage doesn’t render a man bankrupt and literally enslaved by the state, hiring a whore will
destroy him as a voyeuristic police state keeps tabs on his sex life.

And now, there’s another move in the War on Sex coming out of Kansas. Not only can men not
approach women or have casual sex in a #MeToo world or hire a professional to ease sexual tension,
Police State USA now wants to eliminate fapping. Kansas just took a serious move towards banning
porn and masturbation. From mainstream mierda affiliate KSNT:

The Kansas Senate passed a resolution denouncing pornography as a public health hazard
Tuesday. The resolution said porn leads to health impacts and societal  harms. It states porn
can lead to body image disorders, sexual performance issues and a normalization of
violence and abuse. The resolution passed 35 to 4.

This is the first step towards passing a ban on pornography – and therefore,
an indirect effort at banning masturbation. (Anglo America rarely pursues the targets of social
engineers directly. It always attacks in a sideways manner in order to maintain plausible deniability.)

It’s simply astonishing that this Puritan culture can’t come to terms with the fact adults need a sexual
release now and then. While there’s no doubt fapping does lead to performance issues and other
problems, government meddling with sexuality through passing endless regulations, laws, and
codifying sex acts as “crimes” is part of why sex is so “fucked up” (pun intended) in America.
(TNMM has linked this lack of sexual gratification with the obesity epidemic in one hypothesis that
claims sexually unfulfilled Americans figuratively “fuck” their food.)

Let’s take score of what this latest government incursion into private lives means for heterosexual
men. Men can’t approach women. Men can’t fuck women without massive legal and social risks (or
have to ask for consent every few minutes as in the case of California’s insane affirmative consent
law). And now, the cornfield state of Kansas is moving to curb porn so men can’t rub one out.

It seems nobody in Puritanland remembers how powerful a drive sex is, especially for men. There
will soon literally be no way to legally satisfy sexual cravings in America if this insanity continues
apace.
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Only four lawmakers voted against the resolution, including state senator David Haley. Haley told the
press:

“It’s almost laughable, but it’s kind of sad that any particular state government would waste
its time and its energy on having this kind of legislation brought forward, but we’re in
Kansas so nothing is beyond the pale.”

Proving the metastasizing totalitarian government in America is ultimately not about left vs. right but
the state vs. you, Republicans came up with the no-fap initiative. KSNT reports:

Republican Senator Molly Baumgardner co-sponsored the resolution. She said the
resolution codified lawmaker’s concerns about the effects of wide-spread porn usage.

“To ignore addressing that pornography, and all of the excessive exposure to it, impacts our
society, impacts our children, impacts our families is folly,” Baumgardner said.

No word on what the next chess move is by these geniuses. But, you can bet if state legislatures are
passing resolutions like this one, there are forces at work behind the curtain driving the War on Sex
as erotica is attacked from all sides.
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Are Virtually All Women Sociopaths?
February 9, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A deep examination of female behavior yields some frightening facts about them

The more experience a man has with women, the more disillusioned he will become with deranged
Anglo cultural narratives painting them as sugar, spice, and everything nice. In fact, to those
compiling a thorough dossier on the behavior of women, one glaring fact leaps out. A TNMM reader
sums up this interesting conclusion with a recent comment:

The older I get the more I am convinced that (virtually) all women are sociopaths.

Women certainly seem to fit the bill. After having slept with somewhere between 150-200 women,
suffering both high and low status chicks, sampling the poon buffet on several continents, I feel I’m
quite knowledgeable about their character. I’m fit to draw a few conclusions, as unflattering as they
may be.

The idea that women are sociopaths indeed connects quite a few dots. Let’s examine the traits of
sociopaths as defined by Psychology Today, juxtaposing them alongside wisdom gleaned from my
writing and in-depth, often personal research into the opposite sex. Here goes:

Superficial charm and good intelligence: Think of this as when you take cupcake out on a
date, and she acts sweet and charming, playing with your emotions throughout the relationshit
until she has your nuts in a legal vice. (Becomes pregnant, pulls a #MeToo, or gets you to
marry her.) Snaring a male prey item indeed requires a modicum of intelligence to manipulate
him into acquiescence. As another example, check out this story about an Anglobitch who used
charm, acting “interested” in a guy she gave a “superlike” on Tinder before trying to scam a
$150 dinner out of him.
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Unreliability: Women are notoriously unreliable in relationshits. I once had a girlfriend who
acted like everything was fine and dandy on Christmas Day, then pulled a surprise breakup the
very next day, only to beg me back around New Year’s Day. Needless to say, I could never
fully trust her again after she pulled the rug out from under me. Beyond this personal anecdote,
more women than men are initiators of breakups, and women initiate or are responsible for 4
out of 5 frivorces. Usually, for the most trivial and irrational of reasons.
Untruthfulness and insincerity: Schopenhauer called it dissimulation in his discussions
female psychology, and indeed women are truly gifted liars. Schopenhauer wrote: This [the
female talent for deceit] arises from their deficiency in the power of reasoning already referred
to, and reflection, but is also partly due to the fact that Nature has not destined them, as the
weaker sex, to be dependent on strength but on cunning; this is why they are instinctively
crafty, and have an ineradicable tendency to lie. One of the biggest reasons women don’t like
each other is the fact they know how untruthful and insincere other women are.
Lack of remorse and shame: Think of this as that moment an Anglobitch cleans out her prey
item in frivorce court, and leaves him broken, destitute, and enslaved without the slightest tinge
of guilt or remorse so she can go do blow with her ex’s money. Then jokes about it with her
friends as they run to the teller at a bank on a tropical island. (True stories on both accounts.
Reference the links.)
Inadequately motivated antisocial behavior: Anglo America has morphed from a culture
based on the principles of Praise the Lord to a dystopia that chants Praise Abort, a bloody,
abortion-worshipping culture that’s responsible for the deadly equivalent of five Vietnams in
abortion clinics each year – all thanks to the feminist movement. Killing the unborn en masse is
the epitome of antisocial behavior. Feminists are some of the most antisocial people you’ll ever
meet, and their motivations are based on the idea of men as the epitome of evil. These are the
very men who created the material world they now enjoy – i.e. proving Anglobitches have
inadequate motivation with their irrational hatred of men.
Poor judgment and failure to learn by experience: Women exhibit extremely poor skills in
choosing men, especially when they’re young. (This is why their families do the choosing in
many societies.) Women often chase after abusers or deadbeats who treat them like shit. The
Rationalization Hamster prevents women from realizing the folly that is spending their youth
spreading eagle for bad boys as they ride the cock carousel. Only as their SMV starts to fall into
inexorable, permanent decline do today’s women start looking for a reliable Beta male mate to
financially exploit.
Pathologic egocentricity and incapacity for love: Today’s women take 100 selfies each time
they go to the bathroom – proving their egocentrism. Further, Anglobitches complain about
being “oppressed” even though they’re the most coddled caste in the history of our species with
the best standard of living ever seen. TNMM has also written extensively on the female
incapacity to love men as human beings – only male wealth, status, and power.
General poverty in major affective reactions: Women almost always show no affection to
men who are down on their luck in life.
Specific loss of insight: In other words, “The sociopath has no ability to see herself as others
see her.” This description of a sociopath is textbook female solipsism. Even though men
regularly criticize the Anglobitch, she is unable to take any of this criticism in a constructive
manner because she believes herself to be perfect. (As does gynocentric Anglo culture at large.)
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Unresponsiveness in general interpersonal relations: This trait exposes itself once a woman
has spotted the bigger, better deal and is about to monkey branch to a more appetizing male
prey item. This bullet point defines the moment a woman becomes unresponsive, quarrelsome,
and cruel in a relationshit.
Fantastic and uninviting behavior with alcohol and sometimes without: Ever seen a drunk
Anglobitch? Or, heaven forbid, a room full of them? Or, a room full of triggered feminists?
Suicide threats rarely carried out: Women are more likely to threaten suicide, while men
carry through on their threats far more often. Suicide rates remain around 80% male, and 20%
female even though women often use the threat of offing themselves as a sympathy ploy.
Sex life impersonal, trivial, and poorly integrated: How else to describe the cock carousel
and “That guy I fucked doesn’t count!” phenomenons? And half a dozen different baby
daddies?
Failure to follow any life plan: Even career women expect prince charming and/or Big Daddy
Government to bail them out of the circumstances brought on by their lifelong mistreatment of
men and shitty choices. Case in point: The coming spinster bubble. Additionally, Anglobitches
frequently screech about reaching for careers, only to abandon them once they realize there’s
real work and sacrifice involved. (Usually in their 30s.)

After reading all that it certainly seems we have quite the damning case against women. Maybe they
are all innate sociopaths, which would certainly explain a lot of their odd behavior. It’s quite an
interesting picture to look at when all the jigsaw pieces are fit together.

The sad fact is, many men will never be able to fathom the depths of hell that represent the female
pysche, bravely staring into the abyss – seeing it for what it really is – before mentally checking out
with the most impressive mental gymnastics imaginable. Blue Pill men will utterly go into denial,
while Red Pill men will nod their head in mournful acknowledgement.

But, it is what it is.
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Male Uber Drivers Earn More Than Female Competitors
February 10, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Even in a gender-blind environment, men earn more than women

Feminists love to gnash and wail about the supposed wage gap between the genders. But what
happens in a completely gender-blind environment? From Dangerous:

Male Uber drivers are earning more than female Uber drivers, despite the equal paying
field, according to a new study. Is it discrimination? Is the gender wage gap real after all? Is
the patriarchy alive and kicking?

Not at all. Men are just better drivers than women.

The study was released by Stanford University, the University of Chicago and Uber itself.
Uber pays its drivers based on a gender-blind fare algorithm that factors in how long the
drive is in both time and miles. After analyzing data from more than 1.8 million Uber trips,
researchers discovered that male drivers earn 7% more per hour than women on average.

So why did the Stanford study find men earned more than women?

Men drive more than women
Men drive faster
Men drive in areas with worse traffic
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To put this more succinctly, men work harder. We aren’t accustomed to
society bending to our whims when we flip a bitch about things. As is the case in the society at large,
we find men also take on more difficult tasks than women do, like driving in heavily congested areas.
This is why women are grossly “underrepresented” in dangerous and dirty jobs they avoid like the
plague (they don’t want to do them) instead opting for jobs that allow them to wear fancy clothes, sit
on their asses, and gossip.

The Uber stats are only one of many ways scratching the surface of popular progressive myths yields
massive truth bombs lurking underneath the powdered and lipsticked surface. Like the “Gender Pay
Gap” myth ultimately being an effort to recoup the deficits women’s reckless, spendthrift lives create.

Of course, the feminist state will find some way to twist the Uber wage gap around and make it
men’s fault. Why, we need Uber income redistribution and female preference rather than merit-based
pay. That’s the only way women can earn the same as men while doing less work. They deserve it,
because ya know, the Golden Vagina and all.
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Eye Candy of the Week | February 11, 2018
February 11, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Only a tattoo mars this curvy physique. A Latina just like a man would meet in the “real world”
makes an appearance this week, as we enjoy the female form while remembering the truth about
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women.
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Anti-Hooker Lawmaker Uses Taxpayer Money for a Hooker
February 11, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A Utah Republican paid $250 an hour for her – some might say he got ripped off

The hypocrisy of American lawmakers is astounding. Particularly in their neo-Puritan crusades
against heterosexuality. Continuing their “Do as I say, not as I do” strategy, a Utah Republican who
has been vocal about his opposition to prostitution has admitted to availing himself of the services of
a prostitute himself. Rep. Joe Stanard of Utah is the latest man to go down in the unending stream of
sex scandals that plague the American cultural landscape.

Rep. Joe Stanard: Using your tax dollars to
pay for the very hookers he forbids you to use

The story only came to light as his call girl threw him to the wolves by ringing up a mainstream
mierda propaganda rag and dishing on the self-righteous Republican.

The Beta, even Omega countenance of the Republican might explain his sexual desperation. But,
there’s another side to this story. If a Congressman can’t get laid without using a rent-a-hole, what
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hope do the masses of working men have? If powerful men are using hookers, isn’t this a testament to
the fact an extremely sexually repressed Anglo culture is leaving its men intolerably hard up, high
and dry? That Puritan sexual mores should be eased up a bit?

Not in the minds of lawmakers. As corrupt politicians lock the masses into extreme sexual chastity by
empowering law enforcement to go round up Johns and hookers, and the power structure genuflects
on what models of morality they are – American lawmakers are renting the very whores they outlaw.
(Stanard is not the first to do so. There’s Barney Frank, Bob Menendez, Eliot Spitzer, David Vitter
and countless others.)

Lawmakers are even ratcheting up penalties for this victimless crime. Further illustrating their
cognitive dissonance on the matter, they often use your tax money to pay for whores forbidden by
their own laws. There’s that slight detail. From the NY Post:

A Utah lawmaker who voted for tougher penalties for prostitution has resigned amid
allegations that he used taxpayer dough to pay for hotel rooms to hook up with an online
escort, according to reports.

[Call girl] Brie Taylor [states] former GOP Rep. Jon Stanard paid her $250 for sex twice at
the Fairfield Inn in Salt Lake City. Taylor claimed he paid her $250 for each of the one-hour
sessions in June and August 2017 during which she said she performed oral sex on him and
that they had intercourse.

This is an interesting plot twist, as call girls usually don’t throw their clients under the bus. Is that a
new strategy in the ongoing Anglo-American War on Men? Or was she just pissed at his hypocrisy?

Of course, TNMM has absolutely no objections to two willing adults doing whatever they want to
pleasure themselves with their own bodies, including sex for hire. But, sanctimonious lawmakers
continue hypocritically imposing ever-harsher penalties for the world’s oldest profession:

Last year, Stanard voted in favor of stricter laws on prostitution, including hiking the
penalty for soliciting sex to $2,500.

That’s a hefty fine for fucking. Not to mention the public shaming, probable job loss, and criminal
record that comes with the so-called crime of having sex and leaving money on the nightstand. Why
good, decent American men put up with this state of affairs is anyone’s guess.

Before resigning his office, typical GOP pablum could be found on Stanard’s web site. We’ve all
heard this before, even as both parties work to do the opposite:

“I am a strong advocate for conservative family values. I am pro-life, as well as for
traditional marriage.”
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A Facebook meme showcases the gullibility of the
American taxpayer

Wouldn’t things be easier for everyone if the prohibition on sex for hire was lifted? And the 1950s
ruse about family values ended if the GOP isn’t practicing it?

Ultimately, this is the problem with politics in modern America. The left wants to run your financial
life while the right wants to run your personal life. Ever-diminishing liberty is occurring not as a
result of the left vs. the right but the state vs. you.

With so many laws governing so many areas of daily life – even minute details of the sex lives of the
citizenry, like how they can pleasure themselves and how they can’t –  America has become the
epitome of Tacitus’ famous maxim: The more corrupt the state, the more numerous the laws.

In many ways, America is even worse than a banana republic, as banana republics don’t destroy the
lives of working men for getting their sexual needs taken care of. Numerous nations don’t bother
themselves criminalizing prostitution, and those that do don’t enforce it in the jack-booted thug
fashion America does. Not to mention, the nation that markets its “freedom” to the world is actually
the world’s biggest prison state, with more men in prison than India and China combined despite
having a fraction of those nations’ population. Many men are locked up for petty, nonviolent drug
offenses and failure to pay their dues to Anglobitch masters, i.e. for child support and alimony
arrears.

So, will Utah taxpayers get their money back? The press asked Utah Speaker of the House Greg
Hughes:

Hughes said he didn’t yet know if the House would ask Stanard to return the money, adding
that officials had not had any contact from Stanard.

This is where we find ourselves in the War on Sex in America. Even legislators can’t live up to their
own self-righteous legislation enforcing a 21st century version of Victorian morality on the public.
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Postcards from Paradise: February 13, 2018
February 13, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Adventures in Amsterdam
February 13, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

After an unforgettable South American adventure, Rel heads for Europe

Expect updates and original photography from Amsterdam as Rel heads for Europe soon! Amsterdam
is only one destination for the International Man of Mystery in 2018. Other goals for this year
include:

Lima, Peru
Kampala, Uganda
Cartagena, Colombia (yes, an encore of this lively city)

Other destinations could be added to the itinerary. Updates will be added to the front page and Rel’s
International Travel Guides.

While in Amsterdam, front line reports from the city’s famed Red Light District will be forthcoming
as will a visit to the Royal Palace of Amsterdam – which houses the sculpture that is the TNMM site
logo. Side ventures to France and Germany are also possible. Stay tuned, as yet another adventure
begins.

Sure beats corporate drudgery.
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10 Essential Philosophical Quotes for the Minimalist
February 14, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“The secret of happiness, you see, is not found in seeking more, but in developing the capacity to enjoy less.” -Socrates

As a central theme of the TNMM philosophy, minimalism is a crucial concept for men who want to
truly free themselves of the psychological, financial, locational, and vocational control of the matrix.
However, adopting minimalism isn’t easy, especially in the wake of cultural currents constantly
pushing people to upgrade, take on debt, and try to emulate the lives of emperors.

I began the journey years ago and I’m still finding ways to purge unnecessary
things and people from my life, i.e. those possessions and people who only bring me down. (On a
personal note, this is why I avoid Anglobitches like the plague. I know they’ll only trap me in their
hamster wheel insanity and wanton consumeristic lifestyles.)

Becoming a true minimalist requires extensive deprogramming of the urges, habits, and desires
programmed into our mind from a very young age. Perhaps even fewer men, fewer than those who
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swallow the Red Pill of truth will ever realize the genius that is philosophy of minimalism, properly
adopted.

I am only beginning to realize its full potential as I am now traveling the
world on a shoestring budget, and becoming happier and happier with fewer and fewer things. I have
been living out of a carry-on suitcase and a laptop bag for well over two years. I live out of my
suitcase as a humble truck driver in the States when I must suffer that imploding society to earn some
money, and as a poolside, poon-pounding expat when I’m not working. And the only thing I regret is
all the time I wasted chasing the illusions of the Great Marketing Machine when I worked as a wage
slave inside the media ivory tower.

Often confused with being cheap, minimalism is actually quite the opposite of cheapness as it
enriches our lives in the things that really matter. It frees us from wage slavery. It frees us from
worshiping material things. It frees us from people who would destroy us or drag us down.
Minimalism is about focusing on experiences, adventures, people, and relationships rather than
consumption.

Josh Reuff, self-described bootstrapped digital nomad and fellow world-roaming nomad puts it all
into perspective.

A financial minimalist doesn’t have the stress of debt and unpaid bills. A possessions
minimalist doesn’t have to worry about the clutter of too much stuff. The psychological
minimalist doesn’t carry around unhealthy emotions.

Realizing the power of all three concepts truly allows us to take control of our lives. When our
finances are in order, our possessions don’t possess us, and the psychological damage done by
suffering financial and emotional abuse from women is purged from our minds, we can then reach
out towards our true potential.

Here are 10 quotes for the minimalist to not just read and appreciate, but adopt in his daily living.

“The secret of happiness, you see, is not found in seeking more, but in developing the capacity1.
to enjoy less.” -Socrates
 “Contentment comes not so much from great wealth as from few wants.” -Epictetus2.
“The consumption society has made us feel that happiness lies in having things, and has failed3.
to teach us the happiness of not having things.” -Elise Boulding
 “Cultivate poverty like a garden herb, like sage. Do not trouble yourself much to get new4.
things, whether clothes or friends. Things do not change, we change. Sell your clothes and keep
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your thoughts.” -Henry David Thoreau
“It is preoccupation with possession, more than anything else, that prevents men from living5.
freely and nobly.” -Bertrand Russell
 “Besides the noble art of getting things done, there is the noble art of leaving things undone. 6.
The wisdom of life consists in the elimination of non-essentials.” -Lin Yutang
“We really must understand that the lust for affluence in contemporary society is psychotic. It7.
is psychotic because it has completely lost touch with reality. We crave things we neither need
nor enjoy.” -Richard Foster
“Simplicity involves unburdening your life, and living more lightly with fewer distractions that8.
interfere with a high quality life, as defined uniquely by each individual.” -Linda Breen Pierce
“There are two ways to be rich: One is by acquiring much, and the other is by desiring little.” -9.
Jackie French Coller
 “Any half-awake materialist well knows – that which you hold holds you.” -Tim Robbins10.

Several of these quotes are from ancient philosophers. Others are from modern times, particularly the
first half of the 20th century when the orgy of consumerism first began to spread like a cancer
through Anglo culture and permeate the world.

Perhaps more than anything, adopting minimalism is a way of objecting to the machine culture the
West (and particularly Anglo America) has become. It is a way of escaping the impoverishing idea
that literally turning people into Happiness Machines (a term first used in the Adam Curtis
documentary The Century of the Self) who do nothing but sleep, work, and spend their entire lives –
in increasingly isolated, antisocial fashion is not the best way for humanity to live.
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Prostate Cancer Kills More Than Breast Cancer, But Receives
Half the Funding
February 15, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Prostate cancer is overtaking breast cancer in annual deaths – will another men’s issue go ignored?

The flood of pink we see each October reminds us of the tragedy that is breast cancer. Pink ribbons,
wear it pink, pink everything. Breast cancer awareness is a worthy cause. However, another deadly
disease – prostate cancer  – curiously doesn’t receive near the same amount of attention. This, even
though prostate cancer is now killing more people each year. Some new medical data suggest we
might need to instruct women to be a little more “inclusive” about men’s issues.

Illustrating Anglo culture’s gynocentrism and innate misandry, we don’t see nearly as many blue
ribbons fluttering each Blue September. (Did you even know that’s what Prostate Cancer Awareness
Month is called?) This needs to change in order to adhere to the much ballyhooed doctrine of
“equality” in Anglo culture.

The script has flipped as prostate cancer is now deadlier than breast cancer, so we need to see Blue
September elevated in a such a way it becomes more prominent than pink October. New statistics
published in The Guardian show the doleful details:

New figures reveal that 11,819 men died in the UK from prostate cancer in 2015, overtaking
breast cancer, which resulted in the deaths of 11,442 women.

These are long-term trends, and the number of prostate cancer deaths is likely to rise not only in the
UK, but in other Western nations.

However, breast cancer receives more than twice as much research funding despite declining death
rates.  The Daily Caller reported the lack of funding for men’s cancers a few years back:
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In fiscal year 2009, breast cancer research received $872 million worth of federal funding,
while prostate cancer received $390 million. It is estimated that fiscal year 2010 will end
similarly, with breast cancer research getting $891 million and prostate cancer research
receiving $399 million.

Prostate cancer researchers only wish they received the attention and financing breast cancer
researchers do. From The Guardian:

Angela Culhane, chief executive of the charity Prostate Cancer UK which collated the
figures, said the number of prostate cancer deaths had risen as a result of an ageing
population, while improvements in research and screening meant the same effect was not
seen for breast cancer.

“We want to learn from what they have been able to achieve [for breast cancer] and we can
see the correlation between that investment in research and the progress that then follows in
terms of reducing the number of deaths,” said Culhane.

Judging by the illustrations, breast cancer
groups seem to think all nipples are pink

Surely, we wouldn’t be in a culture that actively discriminates against men, would we? A culture that
is frequently the opposite of the patriarchal “hell” for women we’re told by the media it is? A culture
that offers little sympathy or even acknowledgement for men who lead women in combat deaths,
industrial deaths and accidents, homicide deaths, homelessness, length of jail terms, and now sex-
specific cancer issues, among other unflattering statistics.

Further, holding modern women and feminists to their own standards, we might offer the criticism
that pink ribbons for breast cancer are “inappropriate” in this day and age, the age of über political
correctness. Pink has been traditionally associated with femininity, but that color association might be
out of date in today’s “gender neutral” culture. Worse, it gives the impression that all nipples are
pink, when only the pastiest Anglobitches have pink nipples.

It’s time for men to take a page out of the feminist playbook, put on some penis hats and go march in
the streets demanding more funding for prostate cancer research. All exaggeration and righteous
indignation aside, Anglo culture can never truly claim “equality” until serious men’s issues like
prostate cancer are acknowledged and funded on par with women’s issues.
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Impressions of Amsterdam
February 22, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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After taking a week off from writing to enjoy my first foray into Europe, I’m on my way back from
Amsterdam to the Caribbean.

Amsterdam has been a travel goal for quite some time because the model
of social tolerance the city pioneered and has long enjoyed inspired intellectuals to flee thought
control and censorship by moving there – in much the same way I’m fleeing thought control and
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politically correct censorship in America. What’s more, freethinking authors like John Locke inspired
the Founding Fathers to try and create a similar, free society in America. I wanted to experience a
city that could spark that kind of revolution in philosophy.

Obviously, things didn’t work out that way in America as the nation has morphed into a giant police
state and social engineering experiment in the early 21st century. But, it was interesting to see and
experience the genuine article – a city and culture that inspired various experiments in freedom and
tolerance during its Golden Age. To enjoy its 17th century architecture, cobblestone streets, and
cosmopolitan atmosphere.

Some highlights of my journey include:

Visiting the Royal Palace of Amsterdam to see in person the sculpture that The New Modern
Man adopted as its logo. There is a reason this particular sculpture was chosen. As explained on
the TNMM sidebar:  The site logo is Artus Quellijn’s sculpture inside the Royal Palace of
Amsterdam. It depicts Justice flanked by Death and Punishment triumphing over Greed and
Envy, the gods of the merchants; the unrestrained pursuit of profit poses serious threats to the
soul of a nation.
Visiting the Rijksmuseum, to take in the works of the Great Masters Rembrandt and Vermeer
in person.
Visiting the Ludwig Museum of Modern Art in Cologne, Germany to view modern art from
artists like Picasso. (The museum visits were intended to supplement a theory I am working on
which will advance Spengler’s theory of Faustian machine culture and explain why Anglo
culture is committing suicide as it sacrifices its humanity to turn itself into a machine.)

Of course, there was some fun, too.

Nightly drinking and awesome Dutch fries. (Although my partying wasn’t as balls out as
Cartagena, Colombia because Amsterdam is a very expensive city.)
Spending time in Amsterdam’s famous Red Light District. I’ll have to admit, while it was cool
it was also a bit disappointing and underwhelming. The Red Light District only encompasses a
rather small area. While the prices are reasonable the chicks are average looking, for the most
part. And the hos are cold fish compared to pros you’ll find in other cities.
Visiting Amsterdam’s Museum of Prostitution. Yes, while American jurisdictions will throw
you in jail for renting some sex, a highly-rated museum shows you what it’s like to work in the
Red Light windows in Amsterdam.
Browsing all the marijuana-related items for sale throughout the city. While I’m not a pothead
(rare dalliances with recreational coke are better, IMO) it was interesting to see a city that’s
embraced a model of recreational drug tolerance, and much to the chagrin of prudes like Jeff
Sessions that attitude towards drugs will not destroy the world.
Visiting Europe’s biggest brothel, Pascha in Cologne, Germany. It’s 7 floors of whores from all
over the world. Pascha charges a modest 5€ entrance fee.
I ended up banging a pretty Russian girl. Good times.

All in all, this was a week that once again confirmed to me both how far the West has fallen and how
far gone America is down the primrose path of tyranny. Even though northern Europe wasn’t as fun
as Latin America, it certainly has its own appeal and reminds us of the greatness our society once
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exuded.
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The Common Law ‘Schwerpunkt’: How Misandrist Feminism
Acquires Institutional Backing
February 22, 2018 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

Common law is much harsher on men than civil law when it comes to mediating broken relationships

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

All the major institutions of the Anglosphere are encoded with puritanical repression, which in turn
nurtures misandrist Anglo-American feminism. Yet many other countries and cultural blocs share a
repressive heritage, yet do not suffer equivalent levels of institutional misandry. Similarly, feminists
have infiltrated the legal systems of many other countries; but nowhere else are divorced fathers (and
men in general) persecuted to the same degree as they are in the Anglosphere.
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Is there some deep structural distinction between the Anglosphere and the
rest of the world which makes it especially pliant to misandrist feminism?

In a word, yes. One of the key institutional differences is the prevalence of Common Law in the
Anglosphere countries. The countries of continental Europe and many other regions have only Civil
law, with no Common Law component to their legal system. But what is Common Law and how does
it strengthen the arm of misandrist Anglo feminism?

In brief, Civil Law is a scientific instrument designed to deal with any situation the legal profession
might encounter. It is therefore not amenable to casual manipulation or reinterpretation; it is fixed
and inviolable, almost a sacred entity. By contrast, Anglo-Saxon Common Law is an ongoing corpus
of precedents, judgements and cases which grows and adapts in a fluid, ad hoc manner. Because of
its imprecise nature, Anglo-American judges have far more personal leeway when judging a case
than their non-Anglosphere counterparts. And this leeway means a Common Law legal system is far
more open to manipulation by pressure groups, trial lawyers and other arbitrary forces in the wider
culture. Since misandrist feminism now rules the Anglosphere, we can see how Anglo-American law
– the cultural genotype – has been exploited to alter the cultural phenotype, resulting in ever more
oppression for Anglo-American men.

In short, Common Law is the primary channel through which Anglo feminists have shaped society to
their will. Anglo feminism is in itself more vehement and misandrist than other varieties; but without
its Common Law leverage it would probably remain relatively toothless and marginalized. Armed
with Common Law, however, its force is almost limitless. This partly explains why the best feminist
minds (as such) are inexorably drawn to law as an occupation; they rightly see Anglo Common Law
as the societal ‘schwerpunkt’ (pivot point, centre of gravity) through which they can realize their
dreams and visions.
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All the major universities in the Anglophone world contain prestigious law
schools which in turn house militant feminist pressure groups. These groups often take existing cases
and redefine them in feminist terms: in short, they specialize in manipulating Anglo-Saxon Common
Law to advance their anti-male agendas. Since law affects all societal institutions – indeed,
institutions are largely composed of laws – controlling Common Law gives these feminist academics
the necessary leverage to shape society without reference to normal democratic processes. This is
why Anglo-American society has transformed so dramatically in the past thirty years, without the
populace explicitly voting for any such changes.

For example, Yale University possesses one of the world’s most prestigious law schools and is an
ancient stronghold of the American WASP establishment. The Yale University link to its Journal of
Law and Feminism demonstrates the close association between Anglo feminism and the law:

The Yale Journal of Law and Feminism is committed to publishing scholarship on gender,
sexuality, and the law, especially insofar as the law structures, affects, or ignores the
experiences of women and other marginalized peoples. We encourage the submission of
articles, essays, and reviews concerning these intersections of law and feminism. As we
promote feminist principles to our readers, we also practice those principles ourselves.

The logo, created by Jacqueline Coy Charlesworth in three variations depicting women of
different ethnicities, was chosen to illustrate the front cover of the Yale Journal of Law and
Feminism.

My more cynical interpretation considers the multi-ethnic logo to be an ideological smoke screen
designed to hide WASP women’s complicity in historical crimes like the slave trade; and to foster a
fake association between women with radically different interests. However, the gushing spiel
continues:

Justicia–our icon of justice. She sits or stands above courthouses or in courtrooms,
supposedly overseeing and inspiring choices between right and wrong…

It may be true, as many have observed, that the blindfold ensures Justice’s impartiality
towards those with more power and influence than she. But at the same time, the blindfold
ensures Justice’s impartiality towards those with less power than she, those who are, in
some sense, disadvantaged. Unable to see whatever systemic disadvantages this latter group
faces, unable to see her own membership in such a group and thereby possibly understand
the nature of their plight, Justice can make her decisions based only on a limited set of facts
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before her. . . .

Yes, the facts of the case; facts denuded of any other factor – in other words, impartial Civil Law. But
feminist jurisprudence wants other dynamics (such as gender or race) to cloud the facts of the case. In
sum, it wants non-legal factors such as gender taken into account, factors which an ideologically
impartial system of Civil Law would automatically dismiss. And the Anglo-American Common Law
legal system is especially vulnerable to feminist agendas for this very reason.

The foregoing discussion explains why Anglo-American feminism enjoys
unstinting support from major societal institutions in the Anglosphere. Of course, the Anglo-Saxon
puritanical heritage plays a major part in this; for Anglo feminism is not a ‘revolutionary’ movement
at all, as conservative MRAs often claim. To the contrary, it shares most of the same goals as the
WASP establishment (for example, the legal suppression of male heterosexual choice and freedom).
And let us not forget that the vast majority of Anglo feminists are themselves upper middle-class
WASPs, their ‘oppression’ being largely imagined and rhetorical. However, the boundless
institutional support they enjoy is greatly abetted by their unique control of Common Law, blind spot
of Anglo-American jurisprudence. Since law defines all societal institutions, whoever controls the
law ultimately controls society.

The most baffling thing about feminist legalists is why they still pretend that women are legally
oppressed, when every impartial study proves that women enjoy enormous privilege in the Anglo-
American legal system. In reality, feminism has already won the battle for the Anglosphere: its
indirect but total control of Anglo-American Common Law has allowed it to redefine the social order
with the full backing of the state and its various institutions. One has to have a certain admiration for
the whole design; after all, they have won and we have lost. All that now remains for Anglo-
American men is alienation and social exclusion, with expatriation the sole avenue of escape from
divorce courts, penury and imprisonment.

Go figure.
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Two Damning Videos Point to Parkland School Psyop
February 22, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Update 2/24/18: YouTube has censored the original video link we posted featuring the David Hogg
interview with a classmate at 9:32 a.m. However, after some digging we have found it again. 

The United States – in a true display of Neoconservative philosophy based on using the mainstream
media to invent phantom enemies in order to influence public policy (as documented by BBC
filmmaker Adam Curtis in a film that strongly suggests most, if not all “terror” events since 2001
have been staged) has unleashed yet another probable psyop on a sheeplike populace.

Of course, the Parkland school mass shooting, as with each mass shooting
incident before it is intended to fuel the oft-used Hegelian Dialectic in another gun grabbing attempt
as the volume is turned way up on mass shootings while rational thinking and skepticism of
authorities become the first fatalities in the society-wide march to tyranny currently underway. (The
Hegelian Dialectic, when simplified means inserting the “We have to do something!” narrative into
the public consciousness with fake news then directing the reaction towards preconceived
legislation.)

It’s interesting to note that to this day questions still swirl about the Las Vegas mass shooting as well
as other mass shootings, including Sandy Hook.

Case in point: Two damning videos have surfaced that should knock the socks of of those rational
men with the analytical capability to understand the gravity of disturbing facts that have surfaced as a
result of the videos. It seems we have another psyop on our hands, intended to foster anti-gun
legislstion:

David Hogg, the son of a former FBI agent (and reportedly connected to Leon Panetta’s
progressive think tank) – who was giving news interviews in Redondo Beach, CA six months
ago before he resurfaced in South Florida to spearhead a gun grabbing movement – timestamps
a video with his own voice that he supposedly recorded while the Parkland School psyop mass
shooting was underway. Hogg records the reaction of a fellow crisis actress schoolmate to the
mass shooting drill at 9:32 a.m. on February 14 – almost a full 5 hours before the mass shooting
began at 2:21 p.m. This is a major bombshell. Those funding the psyop (likely Mr. Soros and
other globalists) obviously wanted canned media fodder ready to go when the mass shooting
drill was “flipped live” to use Dr. Webster Tarpley’s terminology. (See Hogg’s video above.)
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In a CNN interview, another poorly prepared crisis actor student spills the beans by admitting
police were firing blank rounds at students to “scare” them and “get them trained” before a real
mass shooter showed up. This should have provoked a stunned reaction from the CNN shill
reporter as soon as it came out of the student’s mouth, that a government-sponsored mass
shooting drill was underway the same day as “actual” mass shooting and that police were firing
at students! But, the CNN reporter glosses over this stunning revelation and apparently hopes
nobody understood the gravity of what this student just said during this live interview. The
odds of a  mass shooting drill and an actual mass shooting at a school the same day have to be a
million to one. (See the CNN interview below.)

The fact that drills (often identical to purported actual events) have accompanied terror events since
9/11 and accompanied many (if not most/all) mass shootings points to Deep State, clandestine
government involvement. In all likelihood, there is a concerted effort to either fake deaths of citizens
on a large scale, or worse, the American government is actively killing its own citizens to spur a
public outcry for a full gutting of the last line of defense against tyranny: The Second Amendment.

A Nation Running on Lies

It’s hard to know where the lies end and where the truth begins in today’s Alice in Wonderland
America. Clearly, the nation is devolving into not only a police state but the greatest social
engineering experiment ever known, with multiple government agencies and the mainstream media
actively spinning false narratives across the board in order to manipulate the panic-prone populace
into giving up liberty for the illusion of security.

Ergo, everything one hears from authority and the media is a lie in 2018.

These are dark times. Realize, the Great Experiment is over. The American republic we once knew
and loved is no more. The triumphs of the Founding Fathers are relics supplanted by a treacherous
ruling class, and the free society they created has descended into a totalitarian state managed by elite
money men hiding behind the curtain.

Those who want to escape the coming tyranny (and the death that usually comes after the populace
has been disarmed) might be wise to start making plans to flee coming Socialism and Communism in
America, assuming Trump won’t be able to stop the descent into totalitarianism. Or worse, David in
this supposed battle with Goliath could be a Trojan Horse and complicit in all that’s happening as
Trump could be only symbolic opposition, meant to appease libertarians and the right until they run
themselves out of energy from the constant onslaught of Saul Alinsky’s tactics from the  left.
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Either way, when a government is manipulating the public mind on this scale, its citizens are in
imminent danger. Worse, vigilant citizens are doing the job the Fourth Estate won’t do by unearthing
discrepancies such as these, and our narratives have a much harder time bleeding through the Overton
Window than those created by the corrupt establishment. So, it’s an uphill battle to get the truth out.

America moves forward, full steam into darkness.
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Hollywood Stars Now Dressing Like Puritans to “Protest”
February 23, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Puritan dress is back in fashion in Hollyweird

What better social caste to stridently rant and rave about “women’s rights” and “male dominated
workspaces” than an entitled, megarich, spoiled group of Hollyweird cunts who make fortunes blue
collar men dare not dream of by playing pretend in front of a camera? That should show us how we
all need to change.

Apparently, a full-scale return to Puritanism is in order not just culturally,
but sartorially as actresses on their way to virtue signal in the lime light don full-length, black funeral
dresses that harken back to the days of overt sexual repression in America.

They’re wearing them to entertainment industry trade shows as they give themselves awards for
playing pretend, in support of fallacious narratives including #MeToo which has sparked a series of
modern witch trials. It started with the Golden Globes last month, but it won’t end there.
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However, the repressive choice in clothing does seem to be an appropriate choice for a #MeToo
movement (lumped in with other hamster wheel pseudo-movements grounded in misandry) that’s
doing just that – returning Anglo America to its Puritan, anti-sex, anti-male, pre-Enlightenment roots.
The Cut reports these chicks want to be pioneers, of sorts, and are just getting started:

People reports this is expected to be one of the first sartorial protests at the Golden
Globes, but the issue will be central during awards season.

Isn’t that rich? Entitled white women – who already live better than women in the rest of the world
thanks to the tireless work of the men they despise who dreamed up, engineered, and constructed the
entire world around them – making “nonnegotiable demands” of working class men who make less in
a year than they spend on dresses?

Of course, there was plenty of typical, leftist boilerplate about evil men and divine women published
by the mainstream mierda in support of the ruse. A group of harridans composed of Kristen Bell,
Meryl Streep, Emma Stone and other spoiled brats actresses published a letter of demands in The
New York Times. They boldly proclaimed “Time’s Up” for heterosexual men with normal sex
drives:

“The clock has run out on sexual assault, harassment and inequality in the workplace. It’s
time to do something about it. The struggle for women to break in, to rise up the ranks and
to simply be heard and acknowledged in male-dominated workplaces must end; time’s up
on this impenetrable monopoly.”

The demands, as usual, include more privileges for women and less legal protections, and well… less
humanity towards men. What better way to show your contempt for men that have been burned in a
series of witch trials with no due process than dressing like your best friend died? The Times writes:

Among other suggested actions, Time’s Up also requests that women walking the red carpet
at the Golden Globes “speak out and raise awareness by wearing black.”

This is a narrative we’ve long been covering here at this humble blog. Even former Trump advisor
Steve Bannon echoes TNMM and Anglobitch when discussing the regression back into sexual
repression currently underway, illustrated by the black dress movement. Bannon said of the #MeToo
movement and associated witch trials:

“It’s even more powerful than populism. It’s deeper. It’s primal. It’s elemental. The long
black dresses and all that — this is the Puritans! It’s anti-patriarchy.”

Indeed, it is Puritanism and anti-patriarchy. A full-scale reversion to matriarchy will destroy men and
destroy civilization as Oxford-educated anthropologist J.D. Unwin proved happened every single
time it was tried across 80 tribes and 6 civilizations.

Isn’t that what this is really all about? Socialists embedded in the American corporate-government
complex destroying everything they hate so the world can be molded in their own dystopian,
totalitarian image?
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My Visit to the Red Light District in Amsterdam
February 23, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A visit to the Red Light District

It’s a section of town that all major cities should have. A small area in which there’s carte blanche for
women to ply their trades if they decide to become professional whores. A place for men who are
down on their luck or find themselves sexually invisible in a world that increasingly marginalizes
them where one can drop by for a quick, and affordable sexual release with a pro. An area of town
where sexuality – an essential part of the human condition – isn’t shamed or scorned.

Amsterdam’s Red Light District, well-criticized by prudes in the Anglo-
American press, is actually underwhelming to the open-minded individual. There are strip clubs,
clubs with full nudity, and even clubs that advertise live porno shows for a modest entrance fee. And
then, there are the hookers dancing in windows under red lighting (hence the name Red Light
District) waiting for the next customer to come by. Prices range from about 50€ to 100€ for full
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service.

Most of the working girls were average-looking, although there were some hotties interspersed
throughout, waving at me as I walked by from rooms illuminated by a red hue. For those who are
interested, I only sampled three women during my entire trip. (I spent the rest of the time in museums
and other cultural centers.) I banged a Russian chick, a Dutch chick, and a South African chick. The
South African chick was my favorite, since she treated me with respect and was the most fun to talk
to out of the three.

The Red Light District is teeming with people, especially on the weekend. I heard languages and
accents from all over the world, and everybody seemed to be having a good time. It didn’t seem
seedy, and it didn’t seem like anyone was ashamed or should be ashamed for being there.

Anglo media frequently discusses the largely fictional human trafficking narrative and the so-called
“humiliation” associated with sex work as it heaps nothing but scorn upon areas of the world where
prostitution is legal. But, in my nightly walks through the district, I found no evidence of anything
remotely resembling human trafficking, and as I stopped to chat with a few of the working girls none
of them seemed like they were there for anything except of their own volition.

Nearby, there are stores full of pot brownies, paraphernalia, and product. As I
walked through each of these stores in a thriving neighborhood I had the sinking feeling that any of
those items would have me sent to prison for possession in America. As would renting some sex for
an hour. And then my country has the audacity to tell me I’m free.

My experience in Amsterdam showed various sex businesses and even the recreational drug trade can
be handled in such a way that they become practically invisible. They’re hardly the moral crusades
deeply repressive Anglo culture makes them out to be. I was totally underwhelmed – as I was the first
time I took a hit of cocaine years ago – and asked myself: That’s it? Why is this even illegal?

Much as John Locke fled the thought control, censorship, and intolerance of Anglo society for Dutch
society in 1683 by relocating to Amsterdam, I find myself fleeing Anglo society thinking the same
thing Locke wrote:

Every man has a property in his own person. This nobody has a right to, but himself.

I could feel that spirit here, and wondered why it has faded away after once illuminating the world
as it emanated from Amsterdam – the bastion of tolerance. I don’t feel like I have property in my own
person in America. I’ve never felt that way. That I own myself. That my mind and my body are my
own. And, the situation is becoming ever worse as the nation lunges towards collectivism in various
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guises – namely, feminism and socialism.

The fact men are shamed for what goes on in the Red Light District day in and day out, and people
are shamed and put into prison for possessing a drug which flows like water in Amsterdam enrages
me inside. This is the rift between me and the U.S.

I don’t give a damn about pot, and I don’t rent whores that often. But, if I choose to do so, and I’m
not harming anyone else, what makes my personal life the state’s business? Some might call that
slavery.
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What Used to Happen to Bad Leaders
February 23, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Corpses of the De Witt Brothers by Jan de Baen

This is what used to happen to traitorous or incompetent leaders in the West. Or, when the populace
just happened to get pissed off at their rulers. Now, people just bend over the barrel and hope the
latest loss of liberty or tyrannical power grab foisted upon them by the elite and those who do their
bidding in the political class doesn’t rip their anus as it’s inserted.

In this case, after repeated invasions of the Dutch Republic, the people decided to make their voices
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heard to the ruling class and let it be known that they’d had it. Jan de Baen was there to capture the
carnage on canvas.

Other than Rembrandt’s The Night Watch showcasing the Dutch Golden Age, The Corpses of the De
Witt Brothers by Jan de Baen was my favorite piece during my visit to the Rijksmuseum in
Amsterdam. The museum describes Jan de Baen’s work like this:

The ultimate humiliation: the nude, flayed corpses of Johan and Cornelis de Witt on public
display in the Groene Zoodje, the execution ground on the Vijverberg in the middle of The
Hague. On 20 August 1672 they were assassinated by their political opponents. Johan had
been the most powerful man in the Republic for close to twenty years, steadfastly supported
by his brother Cornelis. But they were held responsible for everything that went wrong in
the year 1672, known as the ‘Year of Disaster’.

A little more digging reveals:

De Witt held a key position in Dutch politics, being a kind of Prime Minister avant la lettre.
In that role, he was repeatedly in conflict with the Orange faction, led by Prince William III
of Orange (later King of England during the so-called Glorious Revolution), who felt
menaced in his authority. When De Witt came to power, a collective aversion to
monarchical power dominated among the Dutch people. But things changed in 1672, the
‘Disaster Year’, when the Dutch Republic was attacked by a large alliance of hostile
countries. Popular feeling suddenly turned in favor of William III, and mistrust grew against
Johann de Witt and his brother Cornelis.

The latter, who was also an influential political figure, got imprisoned in The Hague on
false accusations of treason. On 20 August 1672, when Johan was visiting his brother in
prison, the brothers were dragged out of the building and lynched outside by an angry mob.
The rage seemed to be spontaneous, but was in fact well-organized and planned by Orangist
militiamen. The frenzy was so immense that the De Witts were not just killed, but literally
ripped apart by the inflamed mass. Body parts like heart and fingers were removed to be
exposed as souvenirs, while other parts were roasted and eaten by the hysterical crowd, in a
bizarre outburst of cannibalism. Their corpses were eventually hung upside down on a
scaffold nearby. The disgusting sight was captured in this dark painting, whose artist
(attributed to Jan de Baen) seems to have witnessed the lynching and presents us his
gruesome experience in this early form of visual journalism.”

Of course, this scene and story offend politically correct, soy boy sensibilities today as the populace
has become accustomed to revering leaders who repeatedly betray them and heap scorn upon them.
One might imagine traitors wouldn’t be so bold if we lived in a nation in which irrational things like
this still happened.
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The Elephant in the Room – Did the U.S. Government Kill Its
Own Citizens at Parkland?
February 24, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Troubling findings continue to emerge in the Parkland mass shooting. Eyewitness interviews
suggesting a cover-up and other curious circumstances are surfacing even as the mainstream media
goes into overdrive trying to censor alternative news sites contradicting the “official” narrative. The
vitriol for any alternative view is evident with just a quick perusal of news headlines from modern
Pravda’s talking heads.

Not only are the accounts of the mass shooting the MSM is offering
incredibly myopic, and the anti-gun narrative sprung in effortless fashion with bright eyed, fresh
faced students leading the charge in ways not reminiscent of those having suffered such a tragedy, a
relentless condemnation of “thought crimes” is underway.

The media wants you to ignore the fact there are numerous accounts from eyewitnesses stating that
active shooter “drills” were going on at the school leading up to the event. The odds of having active
shooter drills at a school only to have an active shooter show up are astronomically low.

Further, anyone who studies false flag events knows drills are held before being “flipped live” and
turned into reality. Captain Eric May, former Army intelligence officer puts it this way:

The easiest way to carry out a false flag attack is by setting up a military exercise that
simulates the very attack you want to carry out.
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This is how historian Webster Tarpley claims 9/11 was conducted by forces
within the U.S. government, with no less than 46 drills going on that fateful day. Many of the drills
were identical to “terror” events that actually happened that day. And indeed, drills often accompany
“terror” events – including across the pond in the 2005 London bombings.

In Parkland, one student even told CNN the school knew they’d be having police officers come in
and fire blanks at them to get them “scared” and “trained for this.” His interview confirms mass
shooting drills were being conducted at the school.

Worse, the above interview from a female student raises more troubling questions than answers. The
Parkland senior claims she walked down the hall with Nikolas Cruz even as the mass shooting was
underway! How could Nikolas Cruz be in class with her, and conducting a mass shooting at the
same time?

Of course, the student states she believes there had to be at least two mass shooters since she walked
with Cruz in the hallway – obviously unarmed as she made a joke with him, saying “I’m
surprised it wasn’t you!” – after the principal came on the intercom requesting evacuation of the
school.

Was Cruz a patsy? Or, was he brainwashed with Project Orion and turned loose by government
agents? One of the more lucid comments TNMM found regarding information that contradicts the
official narrative:

Sounds like an CIA and FBI operation. Inform children to not be alarmed when hearing
gunfire. Allow a mentally ill person, whom they were informed of and clearly investigated,
to carry out a terrorist act. By telling the children to not be alarmed of gunfire from a drill,
they ensured many casualties.

That’s another possibility. There are many others. None of them are very flattering for officials and
the government, including the fact officers stood down and waited around outside the school while
the shooting was underway!

The media and government have proven time and again they are not to be trusted on any number of
issues. So, skepticism is obviously warranted, especially when their minions tell us not to even think
about looking behind the curtain or we’ll de-platform you. (As Infowars was recently threatened with
account termination by YouTube.)

This is the elephant in the room, the million dollar question that nobody seems to be asking or even
concerned about. Are forces inside the U.S. government, specifically the CIA and FBI killing
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their own citizens by conducting false flags to fullfill former Attorney General Eric Holder’s
1995 demand? The type of covert, false flag operations we are alluding to were called for by Holder
in an infamous video that has resurfaced. Holder said:

We just have to be repetitive about this. It’s not enough to have a catchy ad on a Monday
and then only do it every Monday. We have to do this every day of the week and just really
brainwash people into thinking about guns in a vastly different way.

Modern America is so full of lies it’s hard to know where falsehood ends and where the truth begins.
Especially with “official” government statements and mainstream mierda fake news.

That said, if the CIA and FBI are conducting these mass shootings, or setting up circumstances so
mentally deranged patsies can be fingered when the deed is done, where is President Trump on this
issue? Is he controlled opposition? Or is he playing 4D chess as his supporters claim? Without a
doubt, the fact this question can even be asked makes it the biggest scandal and most serious threat to
liberty in the history of the republic.

The fact the U.S. government could be committing acts of treason and mass murder hangs in the air
like a thick fog. And yet, nobody seems to be talking about it.
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Eye Candy of the Week | February 25, 2018
February 25, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week’s Eye Candy is having a morning cup of coffee after what was perhaps a long night. And
who wouldn’t want to spend a long night with her? Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for February
25, 2018 as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Purdue Ups the Ante on Misandry: Says Eliminate “Man”
from English Language
February 25, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Anglo culture hates men so bad it wants them removed from the English language entirely

Proving that deconstruction is in full swing and misandry is reaching astronomical new heights in a
post-democracy, post-feminist America, an institution of lower living that was formerly an ivy league
school is now recommending words with “man” in them be expunged from the English language.

It’s the latest, stunning display of hatred of all things male in the Anglosphere. This culture hates men
so much it doesn’t even want words like “policeman” or “fireman” or phrases like “the common
man” to exist, anymore. This is the thanks men get after dreaming up, engineering, and constructing
the entire world that women now want to rule like petty tyrants. From the National Review:

A writing guide at Purdue University advises students to avoid words with “man” in them
— such as “mailman” and “mankind” — in order to write “in a non-sexist, non-biased
way.”

This is deconstructionism at its finest, a philosophy that academic Webster Tarpley tried to warn us
about a generation ago. Tarpley thinks deconstructionism (i.e. destruction of the world of philosophy,
language, and science males of European descent created) could ultimately end in the deaths of
billions. As rationality is replaced with irrationality, and the scientific discoveries of dead white
males eviscerated, Tarpley and others think the carrying capacity of the planet will ultimately be
reduced.

In that sense, sterilizing the language is the beginning of a frightful decline into the abyss. Truly, the
beginning of a new Dark Age. That isn’t stopping Purdue University, however. Purdue writes:
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“Although MAN in its original sense carried the dual meaning of adult human and adult
male, its meaning has come to be so closely identified with adult male that the generic use
of MAN and other words with masculine markers should be avoided.”

Of course, identity politics are never far behind.

“Writing in a non-sexist, non-biased way is both ethically sound and effective. Non-sexist
writing is necessary for most audiences; if you write in a sexist manner and alienate much
of your audience from your discussion, your writing will be much less effective.”

As usual, university eggheads are full of it. Even the woman writing the article at National Review
took umbrage with Purdue’s strange claims.

I’m all for gender equality, but I have to say that this seems a bit overblown. I’m a woman
(not to brag), and I can tell you that there is approximately a zero percent chance that seeing
a word like “mankind” in someone’s work would “alienate” me as the guide suggests. It’s
just not that serious, and I’m just not that sensitive.

All of this has gotten out of control. Earlier this month, Canadian prime minister Justin
Trudeau actually corrected a woman who said “mankind” at a town-hall event, telling her to
say “peoplekind” instead. Even aside from the fact that “peoplekind” is not a word,
that’s still absolutely insane.

Indeed, it has all gotten out of control but the deconstructionists aren’t
finished slicing and dicing the English language yet. Deconstruction is becoming the dominant
philosophy in universities, and is indicative of a Western culture in terminal decline as Europe and
America both show signs they’re dying in the winter of Spengler’s prescient civilization model.
Language will continue to be parsed until it is gutted.

Political correctness (self-evident in the move to strip the word “man” from language) and Marxism
(removal of all personal identity) are the evil step sisters of the deconstructionist movement.
Deconstruction also goes along with Anglo America’s Androgyny Agenda, which is slowly merging
the sexes into one with everything from social engineering to chemicals in food.

The name is fitting, however, as deconstructionism will ultimately deconstruct the whole of the
Western world in a supreme display of insanity and seething, visceral hatred of the European male
and his accomplishments which have ultimately benefited the entire world. Deconstruction begins
with language. Next, they’ll be coming for more than just words. All that “science” the white male
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discovered must be “racist” right?

P.S. Is deconstructionism the way elites plan to get world population down to 500 million, as stated
by the Georgia Guidestones? Just a thought.
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Anglo Misandry: Deadliest Mass Shooters Grew Up in Homes
Without Fathers
February 26, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The deadliest mass shootings are perpetrated by young boys without fathers

The Anglosphere is destroying itself with cultural and institutional misandry, brought on by the
madness of modern feminism. Turning fathers into little more than disposable accessories that
women change as often as designer handbags, Anglo common law and the insidious divorce-
industrial complex have had a bigger part in destroying the fabric of society than guns by eliminating
the roles of men and fathers.

Supporting this claim, this thought crime fact just dropped: 26 of the 27 deadliest mass shooters
grew up in homes without a father. That’s 96% of them. This astonishing truth was the first
casualty in the orgy of gun control madness following the events at Parkland and every other mass
shooting tragedy of recent memory. (If government narratives are even to be believed. But, lets take
them at face value while we analyze the biographies of the purported mass shooters.)

Surprisingly, Fox News and other mainstream outlets are now picking up on narratives formed in the
crucible of manosphere Realtalk. After being out to lunch on men’s issues for generations, our
collective voices are finally being heard by the spinmeisters. They now acknowledge the
Anglosphere’s regular mistreatment of men and the destruction of the institution of marriage, on
which all of civilization is based are having detrimental effects:

The root of fatherlessness rests in two things: our culture’s dismissal of men as valuable
human beings who have something unique to offer, and its dismissal of marriage as an
institution that’s crucial to the health and well-being of children.
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What the U.S. needs is single mom control, not gun control. Astonishingly, Fox also outed
manipulative behavior from mothers in their expose on mass shootings and single mommery.

The unfortunate result is that some divorced mothers use any opportunity to undermine their
children’s relationship with their father or, if not that, dismiss the significance of a father’s
role. In 2016, when Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt were getting divorced, Jolie actually said it
never crossed her that mind her son “Mad” would need a father. That may be an extreme
example; but it’s not something anyone, Hollywood star or regular person, would have
thought—let alone said—twenty years ago.

Indeed, dads and men in general are considered nothing more than “the
help” in modern Anglo society, bumbling idiots and disposable meal tickets as Jolie’s remarks attest
to. Male roles are supposed to be limited to writing checks and handing out money unconditionally
while “wise” women spend it on reckless consumerism.

The child support check clearing is all that matters. And if “dads” don’t pay up, it’s debtor’s prison
for them. What makes the child support fiasco even worse is the fact that by virtue of paying such
high amounts, fathers are less able to spend quality time with their children by virtue of the fact they
have to work themselves to the bone to stay out of debtor’s prison.

The masses of men are catching on to their mistreatment. Derek posted this comment in response to
the report exposing the correlation between fatherless homes and mass shootings:

Most women don’t seem to think it’s important to have the father around who is an equal
stakeholder – they’d rather have the control and collect money every month, who cares
what’s best for the kid. The courts seem to agree, as they tend to only let the dads have
every other weekend in most cases.
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We know well the certitude of Derek’s statement. Realizing that I was to
be nothing but a slave – never on equal footing with women with regards to my own children in the
eyes of Anglo law – is a big part of the reason why I developed a visceral hatred for Anglo culture,
and have been clawing my way out to live a better life abroad.

Not to mention compounding factors like the way men are shamed for having normal sex drives, the
way heterosexuality is marginalized, family is marginalized, and 80% of men have become incel at
least part of the time by the sexual jungle unleashed by feminism. These men forced to watch as
quality women ruin their lives and the nation cock carouseling with bad boys, and “good guys”
getting nothing but wage slavery and loneliness in return.

Don’t expect change even though word of the modern man’s plight is now oozing out into the
mainstream dialogue. The best option for most men is still to abandon this failed society by
expatriating or to drop out and enjoy the decline poolside.

Any solutions that are applied (if these Realtalk reports aren’t quickly shuffled under the rug) will be
at best bandages, since the destruction of men and the family is a major agenda item of the New
World Order. Not to mention, a goal of appropriately named deconstructionism and post-modernism
– previously discussed here at TNMM – which is becoming the dominant philosophy in America’s
universities.

A world of total chaos – brought on by matriarchy – is what the elite crave. The more broken down a
society is, the more profitable it becomes.
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The Incel to Obesity Ratio: Millennials Both Fattest and Least
Sexed Generation on Record
February 27, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Obesity and sexual repression are linked

A few months back, TNMM proposed a radical new idea: The reason Americans are the fattest souls
on the planet is directly related to the fact they live in one of the most sexually repressed cultures in
history. In modern times, religious Puritanism has morphed into secular feminism and as a result
normal, healthy sex lives have become the third rail of discussion and behavior in a society that shuns
and shames sexuality.

The Freudian id demands satisfaction, and if humans’ innate sexual desires (and important planks of
Maslow’s Hierarchy that demand sexual release) go unfulfilled, perhaps the sexless masses have
started searching for satisfaction by “fucking” their food and eating to excess. There is science to
back up this idea of humans substituting food for sex in the absence of satisfying sex lives. As foodie
web site Spoon University puts it:

The brain is also the most important sex organ. It’s the center of all our emotions and
thoughts. The brain is also the operating center for a complex network of neurotransmitters
and neuroendocrine systems. These nerves, hormones and other chemicals are responsible
for not only sexual desires but other responses, such as how you taste and react to
food. Good food has similar neural pathways to good sex.

The importance of that last sentence can’t be overstated: Good food has similar neural pathways to
good sex. And one only need bring up the topic of food and restaurants in the quaint, PC office hell
of today and look on in disbelief as gluttonous coworkers take eating conversations to a level of
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sensuality normally associated with sex.

New research has appeared adding weight (heh) to this hypothesis: Millennials are simultaneously the
fattest, and the least sexed generation on record. Surely, this isn’t a coincidence. The highest rates of
obesity worldwide are seen in deeply sexually repressed Anglo countries, like the United States and
Great Britain. (The fattest in the world and the fattest in Europe, respectively.) The BBC reports:

Britain is the most obese nation in Western Europe, with rates rising faster than in any other
developed nation. UK millennials are on track to be the most overweight generation since
records began, health experts say. Based on population trends, more than seven in every 10
people born between the early 1980s and mid-90s will be too fat by the time they reach
middle age.

Similar trends are unfolding in America. On a related note, Maxim writes of lovelorn American
millennials:

To throw in some hard stats, let’s visit a report that the CDC released last week,
documenting the decline in sexual activity among teenagers: between the ages of 15 and 19,
42% of women and 44% of men reported having sex, relative to a significantly higher 51%
of women and 60% of men in 1988.

So, the takeaway message is as sexual satisfaction decreases, obesity increases, and vice versa. The
incel and obesity relationship is inversely proportional.

These findings also jive with sexual market trends shifting towards a cornucopia of poon for top dog
Alphas and Sigmas and worsening incel lives for Betas and the rest: Men saw the sharpest decrease in
sexual activity over the last 30 years. The percentage of women having sex dropped 9%, while the
percentage of men having sex dropped 16%. The Guardian reports these trends are impacting other
age groups, too:

Further analysis, taking into account the age of the participants, year of the survey, and
looking at all participants older than 18, provided further insights, with a shift towards
increasing abstinence seen among all adults since the 1960s.

This isn’t voluntary abstinence, by the way. The human sex drive is still as
powerful as it ever was, it’s just that men have been conditioned to relieve themselves with a dose of
porn and a bottle of Jergens rather than chasing after the real thing in a world where women heap
scorn upon most men. Most men aren’t “good enough” for the land whales that inhabit the modern
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dystopian landscape.

Beyond obvious chafed hands and porn addictions, these findings have serious societal implications.
People are eating themselves to death in the absence of satisfying sex lives, and this is a trend
impacting everyone who lives in Anglo culture. But what other effects is the dearth of sexual release
having on the Anglosphere? Could it also be spurring the orgy of consumerism? The overall
unhappiness – and frankly – deranged mentality of much of the society at large?

People fucking food rather than each other can’t be the only negative side effect of a culture that is
attempting to eliminate the genetic, biological, and pleasure-giving prime directive of the human
species. But, at least now we know one reason fatties are popping up everywhere.

P.S. Is this one reason fatties are considered universally unattractive in so many of the world’s
cultures? A fat person is a person who ain’t getting any, and is therefore a bad bet genetically? Paging
the evolutionary biologists.
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The Adventures of RF: All Night with a Venezuelan Chica
February 28, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A night to remember with a Venezuelan girl

When I’m in the mood to come up for air from being submerged in a Puritan culture, I can really go
through women and engage in risky behavior. During a month long adventure, I probably went
through a dozen women in Colombia with nightly drinking and dancing and occasional binging on
cocaine.

It started the first night as I was whisked away from the airport to the clock
tower at the center of town by my taxi driver. That night, I ended up in a club getting hit on by sexy
South American women eager to get my clothes off. It was literally like being in a different universe,
transported from stolid, work-obsessed, sex-hating Anglo America to the Garden of Eden. The first
night I ended up on top of a very pretty Colombian girl who was dancing naked for me in my room
while doing lines of some very good blow and taking Aguardiente shots.
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I continued sampling the poon of different girls each night.

Little did I know, I was becoming something of a legend among the girls who frequent the clock
tower. It seems after a few of them got a piece of action with the white boy in the fedora who speaks
Spanish fluently, likes to party, and knows how to have a good time, all of them wanted to compete
with each other to see who could show me the best time.

As it turns out, a girl I had only talked to in passing a few times during my month-long adventure in
South America would turn out to be my most memorable experience. While I was partying and
screwing other girls, she would calmly tell me to come with her, that I’d have a better time with her
than those other bitches.

I figured she was just trying to get a free ride at my expense, but nonetheless took her number down.
I wasn’t to hang out with her until my last night in Colombia. In the haze I finally decided to start
texting her. And, she finally talked me into it. There was just something about the fire in her dark,
pretty eyes when she talked about fucking me that convinced me I needed to sample this Venezuelan
chica. I remembered that fire as we texted even though we had only talked in person for about 10
minutes.

She told me, “Me encanta follar, y me encanta cocaine. Yo se que te gusta los dos. Mi amiga se me lo
dijo.” She was heavier than the other girls but it wasn’t an American heftiness. No fat rolls or
sagging, she was just plumper than most of the girls I normally sleep with.

I ended up taking her on a nice date that evening, drinking my usual Caipirinhas (which she didn’t
like, so she drank beer) only to realize after we had eaten our steak dinner that time was running out
if we were to have a full night sinning together. I had to go out with a bang in South America! I
originally wanted to head out for dancing, but decided it was best we head back to my room.

We spent the entire night doing lines, talking about everything under the sun,
kissing, and screwing. We stayed up all night learning about each other, talking about our hopes and
dreams and life experiences. We’d get high, then end up in all kinds of interesting positions sexually.
I personally like to have a bitch sit on my face and wriggle as I lick her vagina before we have
intercourse. (But I won’t just lick any girl. I have my own personal criteria.) I do remember she liked
having her hair pulled. Ah, that luscious, long, flowing dark hair. It went all the way down to her
waist.

I also remember her tattoos. And her honey-colored skin. What it felt like to be on top of her as she
looked up at me with a smile and demanded I give it to her hard. And her sweetness and
vulnerability. Much like my own, well-hidden vulnerability after my hopes and dreams were
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destroyed by the reality of the world of media and female nature.

It was a magical night, and it all seemed to pass by so fast. What I liked most about the Venezuelan
chica was the fact she made me feel good inside, as a friendly, feminine, human version of the White
Lady we both were enjoying. This is the point American women always miss about men. They think
we just want sex. Of course we want sex, but there’s more to it than that. As any good whore will tell
you, men want to be loved on, and crave female companionship and friendship as much or maybe
more than the sex itself.

Before I had to leave for the airport with a nose full of rocks, she put a smiley face sticker on my
phone as something to remember her by. Being the terribly sentimental man I am, I still look at this
sticker at least a couple of times a day and remember the Venezuelan whore who made me feel
happier than any American girl I’ve ever dated. (This is a recurring theme, as the $40 Mexican whore
also made me feel happier than any American girl I’ve ever dated.)

I still stay in contact with her, and consider her a close friend after the night we spent together. This is
why I left corporate America. I have been starving for life experiences like these for half a lifetime.
And now, I finally get to have them.
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Video: The Meaninglessness of Modern Life
February 28, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This 2006 documentary by Pria Viswalingam entitled Decadence: The Meaningless of Modern Life
has proven to be prescient. In the first installment of the series, the decadence, chaos and nihilism we
are only witnessing worsen a decade later in a culture that worships at the altar of shopping and
eating out are examined.

It was this film, along with others that inspired me to leave the soulless
emptiness of corporate America years later and chart a new course in life – free of materialism,
consumerism, and the economic bondage that traps so many Americans by force of their own desires.

Since then, I’ve been forging a new path for other men to follow. To lead them out of the darkness I
grew to hate so badly. One aspect of this journey has been adopting minimalism. The other (one
which is still developing) is living an unapologetic, adventurous life as a world-roaming nomad.

There are some particularly revealing quotes from those interviewed by Pria sprinkled throughout the
first installment of the series which focuses on the West’s love affair with money. Pria boldly asks,
“Is this as good as it gets?” Which of course, any of us who have realized how the matrix manipulates
our lives have to answer with an unqualified “NO!”

Petrea King from Australia’s Quest for Life Centre sums up the situation for Pria:

I think we’re completely lost. I think people know they’re living lives which aren’t deeply
satisfying, aren’t deeply fulfilling.

Dr. Clive Hamilton of the Australia Institute links the empty, meaningless Anglo obsession with
materialism to the skyrocketing rates of depression and SSRI use in the West:

We’re in a place where the economy is up, but our moral state is in decline. We did a study
in which a third of Australians are taking antidepressants or other drugs for their
psychological well-being. I mean if economic growth and affluence is so good for us, why
are so many people unhappy?

And finally, William Bennett, Reagan’s education secretary puts it all into perspective, echoing the
motto of the logo of The New Modern Man:

If we have full employment and great economic growth—if we have cities of gold and
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alabaster—but our children have not learned to walk in goodness, justice, and mercy, then
the American experiment, no matter how gilded, will have failed.

As America destroys its own people by attempting to turn the nation into a Faustian economic
machine – stripping people of their humanity – I for one refuse to participate in this ride and pulled
the escape hatch. I now only have mercenary dealings with America, getting money and then quickly
getting back out before being sucked back into the clutches of the machine.

There is more to life than continuing on the sleep-work-spend cycle until death. And one of my
missions has become to show men how much life there is to live by running off the plantation.
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Trump the Gun Grabber
March 1, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Trump joined with Democrats to call for gun grabbing action and more intrusion into the private lives of citizens with endless background
checks – plus opening a new Pandora’s Box of state-defined mental illness disqualifications as a new gun ownership cockblock

As TNMM has long been warning, Trump probably isn’t going to be the savior of the American
republic. Yesterday, the Don just eclipsed any of Barack Obama’s gun grabbing moves with
directives he gave to Congressional leaders who are hellbent on taking arms out of the hands of law-
abiding citizens.

In a stunning betrayal of his conservative base and the Second Amendment
at a gun grabbing meeting in the White House following the Parkland mass shooting (which very
well could have been a CIA/FBI sponsored false flag) the President went so far as to say gun
grabbing comes first, and due process comes second. Trump even dissed the NRA at the meeting.

Trump’s statement about getting to pesky notions of due process somewhere down the line after
search and seizure (fuck the Fourth and Fifth Amendment, in other words) literally puts the U.S. a
breath away from abject totalitarianism, as it’s quite a precedent to set in a nation that has already
gutted much of the Bill of Rights with everything from the Patriot Act to NDAA to online censorship
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of thought crimes by Silicon Valley.

As San Fransicko liberal Diane Feinstein grinned like the cat who just ate the canary, Trump told
Congressional attendees at the gun grabbing meeting:

“Take the guns first, go through due process second.”

Unfortunately, just as we suffered the Obamabots who thought their messiah could do no wrong for
eight years even as he pissed down their backs with policies that led to drone bombings of schools
and killing American citizens without trial, Trumpbots also possess the attention span of a gnat and
will likely forget his betrayal within weeks, if not days. Certainly, before he’s up for reelection.

Nonetheless, judging by the comments on conservative web sites Trump’s
supporters were taken aback by his moves. The righteous indignation won’t last. After some
cheeseburgers and TV evangel telling them which new tech gadget they need to buy in between doses
of Tucker Carlson on Fox News, Trump’s base will lick their wounds and continue their obsequious
ways just as Obama’s base blindly followed their leader into oblivion. The cult of personality beats
rational thinking every time when analyzing the herd behavior of the masses.

The betrayal was made all the more clever by the fact Trump threw out the facetious “arming
teachers” narrative before going in for the kill. He really played his voters like a violin.

Oh, and those who have been making the “Trump is just playing 3D chess” argument have just about
run out of legitimacy. It’s hard to explain away a move this calculated and this treacherous that
easily.

The timing of Trump’s announcement of support for bans on about 200 different rifles along with
even more background checks and the opening of a new Pandora’s Box banning those with a history
of mental problems from purchasing firearms is, without a doubt timed very well politically. (Will
depression eventually count as the definition of mental problems is ever-expanded?) The President
has been riding a wave of popularity in recent weeks with approval ratings that are higher than
Obama’s were at this point in his presidency. It was the perfect time to pull a sneak attack.
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Here’s the takeaway. Instead of re-framing the argument about gun control
and redirecting it at passing legislation to combat single mommery which is linked with 96% of the
deadliest mass shootings, or to reduce the consumption of SSRI antidepressants which are also linked
with nearly all recent mass shootings, or to assuage public fear by emphasizing statistics that show
mass shootings are actually declining despite media whores magnifying them out of proportion,
Trump chose to side with the left and push for more legislative attacks on the Second Amendment.

That is, if the Parkland shooting wasn’t a false flag in the first place. Always understand how the
Deep State kick starts the Hegelian Dialectic to get what they want – by never letting a tragedy go to
waste. The only question is, are Deep State power brokers now creating the very tragedies they gain
power from? More curious and absurd circumstances continue to emerge from Parkland, including
the fact Broward County officers were told to stand down even as the shooting proceeded in the
school.

There’s little doubt which side Trump is really playing for after this move. He has been very effective
window dressing for conservatives, cheered on by the sycophantic right wing press. However, as
Cicero once warned:

A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot survive treason from
within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is known and carries his banner
openly. But the traitor moves amongst those within the gate freely, his sly whispers rustling
through all the alleys, heard in the very halls of government itself. For the traitor appears
not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his victims, and he wears their face and their
arguments, he appeals to the baseness that lies deep in the hearts of all men. He rots the soul
of a nation, he works secretly and unknown in the night to undermine the pillars of the city,
he infects the body politic so that it can no longer resist. A murderer is less to fear.

Indeed, a purported mass shooter is also less to fear than treason from within from a Trojan Horse put
there by power structures whose tentacles we are only just beginning to see.

P.S. Remember Trump’s meeting with Bill Caligula Clinton weeks before he threw his hat into the
ring? Perhaps one is chosen to run for the presidency rather than making the choice themselves.

P.P.S. Trump’s statement about preemptively grabbing guns (effectively saying to hell with your
“rights”) conveniently dovetails with Department of Homeland Security plans to unleash
precognition software onto the populace – grabbing guns before they’ve even been used in a so-called
crime by monitoring the public with a growing surveillance state being developed by companies like
Palantir. Soon, comments you made on social media years ago could be tweaked in a way to turn you
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into a potential “terrorist” who has to be stopped before you start. Once precognition software
appears, it matters not that you never actually commit a crime – only that the government’s computer
system said you might. (What a convenient way to stop a revolution against a tyrannical government
before it even begins! Identify “resisters” and strip them of their weapons.) Yeah, shit is that bad in
America, as Gray State tried to warn us before film production dropped dead.
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Without Sex, What Value Do Women Bring to the Table?
March 2, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Even women admit sex is their only bargaining chip with men

“Ladies, how would you keep your man if you lost your vagina?” the late comedian Patrice O’Neal
used to ask audiences. When women in the audience would invariably respond with oral and anal sex,
O’Neal would respond, “See, I gave you the chance to talk and you qualified yourself as a series of
holes. I’m supposed to treat you special but you’re just a bunch of holes to yourself.”

This happened every time O’Neal popped the question on an audience.
Hilarious as O’Neal was, the awakened man knows how right he is. Women innately know how right
he is, too, even if they vehemently deny it.

Given the chance to bring something else to the table other than sex, women automatically turn
themselves into sex objects. Women admit they have nothing to offer men beyond sex. And now,
they don’t even offer sex in a Neo-Puritan #MeToo world in which hypergamy has also been taken to
the nth degree – meaning the average guy doesn’t have a chance with women who are actually
inferior to him.

We men are just supposed to cave in to infinite material and comfort demands and expect nothing in
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return. We are expected to be willing chumps in Anglo culture.

Knowing sex is woman’s only commodity is the reason a feminist culture relentlessly limits the
supply of sex. It’s classic economics. If men can get their sexual needs fulfilled with a prostitute or in
a libertine culture, what purpose do women serve in men’s live? Nagging? Bitching? Making
demands? Spending more money than men earn? Women abandoned being decent wives and mothers
at the first opportunity they were given, so they certainly don’t serve that purpose anymore.

Men don’t give a fuck about women’s careers, social status, or finances – which is hard for modern
women to comprehend since they try so hard to attract men by emulating Alpha males. But men do
care about sex, youth, and beauty. Over 4.5 billion years of evolution has encoded these traits in our
genes.

However, women don’t offer these traits to men, either. Now that sex, youth, and beauty is off the
table in an English-speaking world that relentlessly represses sensuality, tells women to waste their
youth chasing rubber stamps and bad boys, and where 2/3 of potential mates are overweight or obese,
women have become toxic burdens in the average man’s life.  At least in the past women brought
childrearing and culinary skills to the table, along with a dose of (feigned) sweetness of character,
caring and compassion. Not anymore. And they stripped these things from men’s lives with a
cavalier, “Fuck you and the horse you rode in on!” attitude. (Further revealing women only see men
as objects and not human beings.)

This is how far the modern woman has fallen in a post-feminist world – especially true for the
Anglobitch, who thinks her golden-fuzz adorned vagina is so valuable it commands a kingdom of
diamond rings, granite countertops, and exotic sheet metal by virtue of its existence. It also demands
cushy jobs while “the help” or the men who built the world women covet get squeezed out of the only
thing that gives males utility value in women’s eyes – decent, well-paying jobs.

As feminism has returned women to their pre-civilized, feral nature, men are beginning to see them
for what they are: unrepentant prostitutes. Whether prostitutes who extract resources from men in a
sophisticated way through marriage, or scantily clad mistresses turning tricks on the corner, the
equation is always the same. Sex for resources. We see it from the social heights of Hollyweird with
multi-million dollar frivorce settlements and high marriage turnover to the banality of lower class life
as a neighbor is turned into a slave of the divorce-industrial complex by decree of the family court.
Sex for resources is the rule even in the animal kingdom.

This is why in the second half of my life I limit encounters with women to
the realm of fun and pleasure. They are consummate destroyers of male lives as they bring nothing
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else to the table other than holes. Patrice O’Neal was right.

If I like her company we can get it on once in a while, and that’s as far as it needs to go. When
relationshits come into play, I’m on the way out the door because I don’t need the manipulation or the
emotional and financial baggage that comes with them.

So, what to make of a world in which women are actively working to destroy the only remaining
value they bring to the table – sex – after they already destroyed their femininity?

Ultimately, men created the civilized world for women (who don’t appreciate it or the men who
created it) and men can destroy it in true John Galt fashion. One might darkly envision a dystopian
future in which the artificial womb is created, sexbots have replaced needy, demanding, and thankless
women and men decide to do away with females altogether. Eliminating them from the gene pool –
totally flipping feminist Sally Miller Gearhart’s statement about reducing men to 10% of the human
race on its ear. For it is men who have the creative genius to bring about that kind of world, not
women.

Or at least, we can envision a future world in which men bring about a return of the patriarchy and
start demanding that the hole people bring something else other than their anatomy to civilization.
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5 Crucial Items I’m Gathering for My Epic Cross Country
Road Trip on a Motorcycle
March 3, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Hitting the road on two wheels this spring as my new life as a world roaming nomad takes shape

When I was a boy, I used to fantasize about embarking on a journey with nothing but a tent and a
map to guide me. I can still remember the intense urge I felt to see what was out there, and to see if I
had what it takes to live like a true nomad. I wanted to see the world and live on the edge, even as a
child.

As it would turn out, my journey from small town USA to the media ivory
tower to world roaming nomad (that I’m detailing in an upcoming book) has put me in a position to
finally live out the dream some 30 years later. It will be nothing but me, a motorcycle, a tent, my
Nikon, and a handgun (for protection) as I embark on the journey.

I’ve already picked up extensive experience living on the road by driving a semi for 100,000 miles
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coast to coast. Before returning to that job to extract more money from the matrix and return to my
adventures abroad, I’ll be two-wheeling it all across America to see how many experiences I can
have.

As a consummate minimalist, I’m also working to see how little money I can burn through to realize
my dream. Here are 5 items I’m gathering for this 30-45 day epic voyage on two wheels, coming this
spring. Of course, I’ll be blogging about it here on TNMM.

1. Coleman Sundome Two Person Tent and bare
bones accoutrement. Reviews on the Coleman Sundome are typically sparkling, especially
considering it’s a tent a man can pick up for under $50. It should be the perfect tent to strap to my
Kawasaki as I begin my journey. And, if it tears up somewhere along the way it will be cheap to
replace with another just like it. Inside the tent will be an air mattress with hand pump, a sleeping
bag, LED lanterns, an assortment of pocket and hunting knives, and little else.

2. Rock Island Armory .38 Special Revolver. Based
on my research, it’s legal to transport guns and ammo nationwide as long as they’re unloaded,
securely stored and locked in separate saddle bags. This is even true in National Parks since a law
passed in 2010. (Check local laws and don’t take this blanket statement as something that is chiseled
into a stone tablet.) I grew up around guns, so I’m ashamed to say I haven’t owned one in years.
However, doing some research I found that I can pick up a well-made .38 special for under $250.
This is for nothing more than protection and peace of mind, since I’ll be alone in a tent. It’s not the
sexiest gun, but it’s well-made and that’s what a minimalist is all about: value rather than show. I’ll
also have a couple of cans of Bear Spray for when I’m in Grizzly country.
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3. Wikicamps App. This is a great, simple little app to find free tent
camping sites around the U.S. – and the world for that matter. (After my trial run in America I plan
on motorcycle and tent road tripping abroad in the coming years. India is a destination I’ve already
researched.) Wikicamps also offers a wealth of information on points of interest, where to find gas
and entertainment, and even where to find the nearest Walmart.

Another feature of Wikicamps is the ability to find scenic campgrounds, motorcycle accessible
campgrounds, and reviews from other campers. Wikicamps is a free app, and allows users to
download offline maps for those times when cell reception isn’t available. This app will save an
enormous amount of money and aggravation. If I had to stay in hotels or pay campsites every night
this trip wouldn’t be possible on my minimalist budget. The power of keeping women out of your life
and avoiding the many traps of the matrix is stunning!

4. Nikon Coolpix P900. I picked this camera up near
Yellowstone National Park last fall. It’s a solid camera, and since then I’ve also adorned it with
accessories like a polarizer, gradiated ND filter, and tripod. It takes good quality, professional photos
which I then tweak slightly in Corel Aftershot Pro 3, which is a cut rate (but solid) version of Adobe
Lightroom.

I’ll be able to relay incredible scenes from the road as the trip takes shape in mid-April through the
first of June via my laptop and Verizon MiFi account. My tentative route takes me from Texas to San
Francisco, then up and around the Cascades back across to North Dakota and down through the Great
Lakes into the Appalachians. I plan on spending extensive time in the western states. Needless to say,
photo ops galore.
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5. GoPro Hero. What motorcycle and tent camping
road trip would be complete without a GoPro strapped on to the bike showcasing the journey?

This camera seems like a good deal at $199, but in all honestly I may opt for a knockoff since money
is the lifeblood of my entire operation. There are highly-rated knockoffs available for under $50. As a
man the American system threw away, my life often consists of knockoffs as I have been pushed to
the margins of society. (But, I’m starting to like it here on the edge!)

I’ll be taking the journey on my new Ninja 650, which by all accounts from owners who use them for
these types of journeys should make a reasonably comfortably touring bike. I’ll also be breaking the
trip up into bite-size tidbits with no rush to do anything. At over 50 miles per gallon, the fuel
efficiency will be a big reason this extended road trip is possible. If you’d like to help finance part of
my journey, you can make a donation here. Every little bit helps.

Needless to say, my sense of adventure will also be coming along for the ride. I’ll be seeing how
many chicks I can bag along the way, too. That is, when I’m interested in being bothered with them.
Stay tuned for updates as the warmth of the spring season approaches, and your host Rel heads out on
the road in true nomadic fashion.
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Inside the Twisted Mind of an Anglobitch: “So What You’re
Saying Is…”
March 3, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

In a stunning interview showing how convoluted and obtuse the Anglobitch mind is, Jordan Peterson
(a leading intellectual) just endured a half hour of “So, what you’re saying is…” questions from
Cathy Newman of Channel 4 news as she deliberately misinterpreted what he was saying to
manipulate him into making a fool of himself. As he laid out his libertarian views, Cathy tried to
crucify Peterson with repeated claims he was a heretic for not adhering to feminist, leftist politico-
religious doctrine.

The plan backfired, and Cathy made a fool of herself as her incessant “So what you’re saying is…”
act has become a viral internet meme. While they argue their way through a number of issues,
including the “evil” patriarchy, fallacious gender pay gap and the insane leftist claim that men and
women think and act exactly alike, the climax of the interview comes when Peterson sticks to his
guns under Cathy’s criticism of him for refusing to use invented, gobbledygook transgender pronouns
the insane left created out of whole cloth. As reported by Life Site News:

“Why should your right to freedom of speech trump a trans person’s right not to be
offended?” Cathy demanded.

As we all know, the totalitarian left is obsessed with not offending others even though they can be
some of the most offensive people on the planet. Peterson traps her in her own self-righteousness.

“Because in order to think, you have to risk being offensive,” said Peterson. “Look at the
conversation we’re having right now. You’re certainly willing to risk offending me in the
pursuit of truth. Why should you have the right to do that? It’s been rather uncomfortable.”

Even Cathy couldn’t come up with an emotional, hamster wheel argument against that logic,
demonstrating time and again throughout the fiasco how women can’t debate men logically – as the
emotional realm is their domain. (Not that there’s anything inherently wrong with that.)

“Well, I’m very glad I put you on the spot,” Newman stammered, visibly taken aback, as
Peterson laughed.

Watching this interview actually reminds me of arguments I’ve had with
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women in which they distort everything I’m saying. In debates or arguments, women will hamster
wheel the most stunning non-sequiturs, stumble through the most inane logical fallacies, fog the mind
with emotional nonsense rather than adhering to rationality, and perform the most amazing mental
acrobatics to either completely avoid the truth in one’s statements or try to confuse their opponent by
jumping around from one point to another – much as a squid squirting ink into the water to confuse
its prey.

This is not only a good demonstration of how closed-minded the corrupt media are in the
Anglosphere, but it doubles as a good display of how wily (and frankly, maddening) women are
when engaging in arguments with men. It’s as if they want to avoid facts altogether, and create their
own version of truth.

If you can get through the entire interview without shoving your fist through the screen due to
Cathy’s typical Anglobitch combativeness and argumentativeness, the interview is a good
demonstration of how to maintain frame and destroy feminists and leftists with logic and reason as
they bounce around from one half-formed argument to another. Enjoy.
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Eye Candy of the Week | March 4, 2018
March 4, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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This week we feature a sexy, dark-skinned lady who’s lying in wait at a construction site. She’s got a
fiery look in her eye as she displays on top of a large pipe. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for
March 4, 2018 as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Men’s Rights Considered “Hate Speech” By New
ADL Algorithm
March 4, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An ADL video claims these terms are sources of hate speech

Realtalk is changing the world. Which is why the entrenched power structure hates it.

The corporate-government complex continues hard at work trying to find some way, any way to shut
the phenomenon of Realtalk down and return American minds to the clutches of their myopic
propaganda model that held sway for half a century. Now that the once dominant alphabet channels
have become laughingstocks and men are finding out the truth about the shit sandwich they’ve been
served on a cold platter, globalist plans for world domination could be shattered.

How to solve this pesky problem of “disruptive” free speech?

Create an online “hate speech index” algorithm which will someday comb the internet targeting
blogs, videos, and discussions to classify as offenders under spuriously defined hate crime (in
actuality thought crime) criteria. Censorship is, of course, the ultimate aim of this algorithm: “Your
article or video triggered our ‘hate speech index’ algorithm and has been removed.”
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Unfortunately, in this day and age free speech is mitigated by leftist corporations in Silicon Valley.
The precedent is already set for censorship of libertarian and right wing views. Private companies
don’t have to carry messages they don’t want to carry on their servers.

What classifies as “hate speech” according to an ADL video produced in conjunction with the
University of California at Berkeley? Terms like: Men’s rights. White rights. Conspiracy. 9/11 truth.
2016 election. The Donald. Guns are cool. In other words, any speech that doesn’t agree with
establishment doctrine.

The propaganda touting this “hate speech index” is another display of misandry, intolerance and
Racial Bolshevism from the authoritarian left. They don’t want you talking about the chains they’re
placing around your ankles. This is how free speech will die. When it is conflated with nebulous
definitions of “hate speech” which is any speech the left doesn’t agree with, then automatically
scoured from view by computer algorithms. Then, freedom itself will die.

Do you see how Socialist Revolutions almost always end in mass bloodshed? For if people aren’t free
to express themselves or speak their minds, or to dissent, what else is left but fighting back? Now,
Trump’s betrayal of gun owners makes more sense. Globalists need to disarm people before moving
forward with plans to micromanage the masses’ speech and thought patterns.

My decision to flee The American Socialist Revolution looks better all the time.
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ESCAPE Gets Closer to Release
March 5, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

ESCAPE: My Journey From Small Town USA To Media Ivory Tower To World Roaming Nomad is
still being written, and a spring release is planned. It’s an expose on what led me to my current life,
and how I discovered the “truths” we are told about life are secretly backward – but we have to find
out for ourselves how and why.

I’ve been taking my time on the book because I want it to be a quality read and a statement about a
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hateful Anglo culture, male alienation, as well as Going Galt and leaving behind a society that no
longer benefits men for a more fulfilling, minimalistic, nomadic life in the early 21st century.

An early sample of the book is now online. A release on Amazon Kindle in digital and paperback
format is planned. Of course, the book is not finished yet, so page numbers will change as each of the
chapters and sections are expanded and revised. ESCAPE will be released before my nomadic spring
adventure – coast to coast across the U.S. with only two wheels and a tent – which will also be turned
into a book. (Full of original photography!)

Stay tuned.
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Hateful Anglo-American Feminist Messages Are Invading
Latin America
March 5, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Proving the tentacles of The Anglo-American Matrix stretch around the world and in many ways the
entirety of Latin America is a vassal state of this evil empire, feminist messages are now inflitrating
Latino music and media. It appears social engineering of the same type that has destroyed culture,
family, and free expression in the U.S. is now being taken global.

Case in point: A smash hit this year with over a billion YouTube views is
now playing into the eyes, ears and minds of young Latinas. “Mayores” centers around a young girl
enticing older men with her sexuality then flat out using them as utility objects and walking ATM
machines – while bragging about it every step of the way. The plot for “Mayores” (meaning older
men) has “Becky G” stealing expensive jewelry from one of her marks after luring him into her lair
then handcuffing him to a bed – a larcenous move typical of the Anglobitch in divorce court. The
artista promulgating these anti-male messages isn’t alone in her assault on men.

As someone who has long enjoyed the masculine sound of Reggaeton, Dembow, Bachata, Salsa and
other forms of Latin music, I was mortified to start hearing whiny chick music all around me in Latin
America in late 2017 and early 2018. Even many of the male artists have toned down their lyrics in a
move towards being “nice guys” rather than badasses.

Worse, these new songs – which started coming all at once – have the same messages of careerism,
YouGoGrrlism and I Don’t Need a Man™ embedded in their lyrics that have marginalized Anglo
men while sending women off to chase career girl carrots on sticks. A new wave of Spanish artistas
now sound exactly like their Anglobitch counterparts with the same screeching voices, misandry, and
vagina entitlement complexes, only in a different language. No doubt, funded by the same money
men that destroyed America with cultural degeneracy promulgated by one of the most effective
mediums – music.
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Additionally, I’ve started noticing Latin news media pushing many of the
same fake news narratives as Anglo media. In particular, the “equal pay gap” myth is now being
perpetuated, as is a “violence against women” campaign designed to turn men into cucks of the police
state in the same way Anglo America has done. (Did you know in many states you can’t buy a
firearm if a chick falsely accuses you of domestic violence? How’s that for your precious Second
Amendment rights? They hang on an Anglobitch’s whim, like so many other aspects of male lives
these days.)

It’s obvious a full court press has begun to destroy the longtime, patriarchal Latin culture with the
same cultural hemlock that destroyed the Anglo world. But will it work?

The good news is, people in Latin America generally don’t gather around the television and let it tell
them what to think the same way Anglos did for 50 years. However, feminist messages – particularly
those embedded in hit music – are having a detrimental effect on the culture at large as I’ve definitely
noticed an uptick in the number of Latinas who now want to chase the Have It All™ college/career
girl fantasy that has turned millions of Anglo women into worn out, used up, spinster, corporate-
dependent, cumbucket cat ladies by age 40.

Feminism has left broken lives in its wake in Anglo America for both men and women, and now
globalists want to take this degenerate philosophy global. The globalists are now making bold moves,
that’s for sure, springing this trap on masculine Latin America. One can only hope it’s a move of
desperation as globalism is exposed by alternative media for the monster that it is. The worst
nightmare I can think of is the entire world becoming a carbon copy of the Anglosphere.

Oh, and a quick reminder: The men who founded the free societies we once enjoyed rebelled over
much less than this.
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John Galt Gets Noticed: Feminist Media Complains About
Men Not Working
March 5, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The loss of male productivity to leech off of has disturbed feminists as men drop out of the workforce

In this world, if you have a penis it’s damned if you do and damned if you don’t. This certainly
applies to the topic of work. Feminists bitch and moan when men dominate workspaces, and they are
now bitching and moaning because we’re leaving these vaunted “jobs” to let YouGoGrrls run
everything.

Frankly, without women spending all our money on stupid shit men can live
on much less. I’ve illustrated this with a world-roaming, minimalistic lifestyle over the past two
years. Work becomes a secondary concern for men when we return to our spartan natures. The frugal
man with a healthy dose of self-discipline can virtually free himself of the banality of the American
sleep-work-spend cycle if he applies himself and stays away from predatory Anglobitches.

We John Galts and MGTOWs of the world are now being noticed by the bean counters, who are
jealous of our newfound freedom perhaps, and who depend on our productivity to feed the corrupt
system they oppress us with. As reported by The Globe and Mail in an article entitled America’s
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Hidden Crisis: Men Not at Work, Canadian propaganda spinner Margaret Wente writes:

Millions of able-bodied men have dropped out of society – out of working life, of civic life,
of family life. Many of these men belong to the Trumpenproletariat. How to re-engage them
may be the biggest domestic challenge the country faces.

Yes, we have dropped out of society, Marge. And many of us don’t plan on being re-engaged (re-
enslaved is a better term) by coming back to the Anglobitch plantation. In fact, I’m settling into my
post-corporate life quite nicely. Just to recap, since leaving corporate wage slavery two years ago I
have:

Spent an entire year on a tropical island in the Caribbean
Lived a lifestyle in which I would “Drink, write and fuck” as Bukowski recommended
Learned how to dance Bachata, Salsa, and Merengue
Trained to drive a semi tractor-trailer and got my CDL
Visited 47 states and virtually every major city in America
Drove 100,000 miles in repeated coast to coast trips in a semi
Went up the Space Needle
Visited Yellowstone, Grand Teton, and Grand Canyon National Parks
Visited Moonlite Bunny Ranch, a legal brothel in Nevada
Roamed in and out of strip clubs
Spent a month in Asia
Spent a month in South America
Spent a week in Europe
Visited the biggest brothel in Europe
Made multiple trips to Mexico, from border towns to Cancun and Playa del Carmen
Banged hot (and fun and fit) Asian, Latina, and black women abroad using PUA
Upgraded my sport bike motorcycle
Made plans to build a tiny house (which I will pay for in cash) for when I’m stateside
conducting business
Made plans to purchase a used travel trailer and pickup for adventures in the States
Planned a 30-45 day nomadic spring road trip across America with a motorcycle and a tent
(coming in mid-April)

Imagine, if I had a bitch tying me down and nagging in my ear all the time about her wants, I’d never
have done any of that. I’d have spent all my cash on her addictions to materialism, consumerism, and
eating out. And still ended up in debt paying for a giant house or apartment and some flavor of the
month sedan I don’t need.

Best of all, this lifestyle is only costing me about $20,000 a year thanks to the power of minimalism.
That success story doesn’t stop feminists like Marge for chastising men, even as our stake in society
has been taken away from us. The long and short of the matter is the system can’t function without
extracting male tax dollars, because women spend more than they earn over the course of their lives.
Naturally, this alarms women who are only able to treat men so poorly because the government tit
has historically been full of male-produced milk and honey for them to suckle. She writes:

Political economist Nicholas Eberstadt calls these men “the unworking,” to distinguish them
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from people who want work but can’t find it. “America is now home to a vast army of
jobless men who are no longer even looking for work,” he writes.

Men throwing their sabots into the machine in a symbolic act of sabotage is what happens when
incentives for men to work are taken away, men are pushed aside by government policy that targets
them for displacement from their jobs, and hiring and promotions are based on diversity quotas and
not talent. And now, in a #MeToo world one malicious cunt making a false sex charge can destroy a
lifetime of work. Pretty soon, men figure out the toil isn’t worth the reward and start walking out.

I know that’s what I did as soon as I figured out how badly I had been fucked by the Anglo-American
system. And you know what? I don’t miss the corporate life. In fact, I consider returning to one of
those Office Space “jobs” women fall over themselves for to be my worst nightmare. So, how many
more are bailing out on a rigged system?

“Roughly seven million of them age 25 to 54, the traditional prime of working life.” His
new book, Men Without Work: America’s Invisible Crisis, is essential reading for this
election cycle. “For every prime-age man who is unemployed today,” he writes, “another
three are neither working nor looking for work.”

Oh, the horrors! Men not wanting to drive themselves into an early grave to keep big retail in
business. I’ll tell you why I left work, and adopted a corporate strategy in my personal life. Because
it’s a rigged system. It’s designed to trap people in a cycle of debt and keep them beholden to their
“boss” until he decides they’re no longer useful or profitable enough.

What’s more, doesn’t my exit from the male-dominated world of work help out with the pay gap,
ladies? Why not focus on the positive? But no, Marge and her ilk go on to blame dropouts like me for
the appearance of nationalists on the political scene in America and Europe.

A society where many adults are without vocation is prone to embrace toxic populist
politics.

We’re supposed to just shut up and take the abuse. Marge, I didn’t vote for Trump (or Killary or
anyone else) and have been one of his biggest critics. It’s the entire system I hate, not just one side of
the corrupt political aisle that steadily takes all my liberty away and sends me the bill for it.

It does seem the central planners who dreamed up philosophies like feminism that have all but
destroyed the West are finally taking note of the destruction it has wrought upon the landscape, but
true to Anglosphere form they blame men for the problems.

At its root, the collapse of the working class isn’t so much economic as it is social, moral
and spiritual. This means that economic remedies will only take us so far. Marriage rates for
less-educated men have plunged – and unmarried men are far more likely to opt for unwork.
The percentage of babies born to unmarried parents has soared. Working-class whites have
largely abandoned church (while church attendance among higher-income whites has stayed
relatively high). Family and community networks have dissolved.

Isn’t this aforementioned litany what leftists worked so hard to bring about for half a century? Now,
they want all that patriarchal stuff back? Marge expounds on the moribund state of Anglo culture, a
nation in which whites are quickly dying off post-feminism.
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Meanwhile, opiate addictions are ripping through the Rust Belt like a plague. For the first
time in history, death rates among white, less educated, middle-aged Americans are actually
going up – mostly because of drug and alcohol poisoning, suicides and liver disease. Angus
Deaton, the Nobel-winning economist who documented the phenomenon with his wife and
fellow Princeton economist Anne Case, calls them “deaths of despair.”

Indeed they are deaths of despair in a society that has completely disposed of its men. My
marginalization nearly got the best of me as I gained weight and become very bitter during my
corporate years. It was only the Red Pill of truth that saved me.

Of course, nobody gives a shit when men are dropping like flies. But when Anglobitches succumb to
their own vices, everyone stop the presses!

Women are not spared. “Across the country, middle-aged white women are dying at
staggeringly higher rates, particularly from drug overdoses, suicides and excessive
drinking,” reports The Washington Post in a harrowing investigative series. One reason:
Women have gained a social license to drink and smoke like men.

But isn’t the fact women are drinking like fish, popping pills, cussing like
sailors and sliding themselves under more men than a public toilet a sign of their sexual
liberation? Marge’s confusing writeup reads like typical emotional hamster-wheeling from a woman
who can see the destruction feminism has caused, but doesn’t want to admit her precious doctrine is
at fault. We see female mental gymnastics on display once again.

This man is not working for this reason. Once I saw I was working 70 hours a week only to help the
government dig my own grave, I dropped out of a system I once had worked so hard to gain access
to. What makes kicking men out of their jobs particularly evil is the practice strips men of the only
value we have in women’s eyes: utility value.

I don’t want anything to do with a rent-seeking system that implores me to give my best when the
best things in life have been taken away from me by that very system. And with that, fuck off
feminists. You will get no free lunch from me.

P.S. As with most empires that crumble and fall away to dust, greed will be the primary cause of
death when historians do a post-mortem on Faustian (European and American) society. White women
already had the most priviliged, coddled lives in the world when they began to think they could get
more themselves and less for men by taking jobs away from men and becoming Alpha males
themselves. But, they only killed the goose that laid the golden egg. Now, men rightfully don’t give a
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fuck what happens to women or the society at large. Women continue to be as avaricious as ever, but
their feminist scheme is steadily yielding fading returns with each passing year. It’s a system
disorder. And the disorder appears to be fatal to the system. Nice work, ladies!
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Boston Dynamics Continues Developing Real-Life Terminators
March 6, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

While the power structure distracts us with endless arguments over the Second Amendment, real-life
terminators being developed by Boston Dynamics might just render gunpowder obsolete. TNMM
first revealed the dystopian robots Boston Dynamics has been manufacturing at the request of the
Defense Department with a lengthy writeup back in 2016. Google briefly acquired Boston Dynamics
before selling it to SoftBank Group for an undisclosed sum last year.

The capability, portability, and intelligence of the robot creatures continues to
advance by leaps and bounds with each passing year. Only two years ago, many Boston Dynamics
“terminator” models looked clumsy and lacking refinement. That’s becoming less the case with each
passing revision.

The new and improved “Spot Mini” model as demonstrated by the company in the above promotional
video is nothing short of nightmare fuel. Biological dogs have long been used by man for defense, but
it appears Faustian machine culture is well on its way to replacing biological dogs with much scarier
tech equivalents. The machines can now summon their “friends” for help and open doors all by
themselves.

If you think these machines are slow and weak, one Boston Dynamics model called Cheetah has
already been tested that can run at speeds of 28 miles per hour, faster than the fastest human. If that’s
not scary take a look at what’s on the drawing board for future iterations of the Cheetah model.
Imagine a corrupt government strapping weapons onto “Spot Mini” or “Cheetah” then unleashing
them with A.I. as enforcers without conscience. One would be facing quite the formidable foes.

Laughably, Boston Dynamics PR flacks have said these robots are being made to assist the elderly
and infirm along with other flowery smokescreens. That certainly doesn’t explain the Defense
Department funding. And the mainstream media doesn’t report on the dangers of these machines,
being the propagandists of the power structure that they are. Surely, they’re not being manufactured
to help a sociopathic elite tighten their lock grip on humanity with unquestioning, unthinking, amoral
machines that will do their bidding without the pesky guilt that accompanies human minds.

Much as drones now kill American citizens with impunity, one might envision a future in which these
robot sentries patrol the landscape making sure everyone is behaving the way the elite want us to.
But, that’s all just crazy talk. Right?
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Song of the Open Road By Walt Whitman
March 8, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

In celebration of the adventurous spirit

What better reading for the minimalist, world-roaming nomad than Song of the Open Road by Walt
Whitman. This literary classic helps drive home the philosophy that part of becoming a New Modern
Man is rediscovering the concepts of a life well-lived and even of time itself. (Particularly throwing
away schedules and pointless busywork!) It is a philosophy that views travel and life experience as
intrinsically valuable to education and spiritual growth. One that views life as a caged animal on a
human farm as a nightmare beyond compare.

This poem will be something I keep in mind as I begin an extended road trip this spring. Without
further adieu, we present this classic poem.

1
Afoot and light-hearted I take to the open road,
Healthy, free, the world before me,
The long brown path before me leading wherever I choose.

Henceforth I ask not good-fortune, I myself am good-fortune,
Henceforth I whimper no more, postpone no more, need nothing,
Done with indoor complaints, libraries, querulous criticisms,
Strong and content I travel the open road.

The earth, that is sufficient,
I do not want the constellations any nearer,
I know they are very well where they are,
I know they suffice for those who belong to them.
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(Still here I carry my old delicious burdens,
I carry them, men and women, I carry them with me wherever I go,
I swear it is impossible for me to get rid of them,
I am fill’d with them, and I will fill them in return.)

2
You road I enter upon and look around, I believe you are not all that is here,
I believe that much unseen is also here.

Here the profound lesson of reception, nor preference nor denial,
The black with his woolly head, the felon, the diseas’d, the illiterate person, are not denied;
The birth, the hasting after the physician, the beggar’s tramp, the drunkard’s stagger, the laughing
party of mechanics,
The escaped youth, the rich person’s carriage, the fop, the eloping couple,

The early market-man, the hearse, the moving of furniture into the town, the return back from the
town,
They pass, I also pass, any thing passes, none can be interdicted,
None but are accepted, none but shall be dear to me.

3
You air that serves me with breath to speak!
You objects that call from diffusion my meanings and give them shape!
You light that wraps me and all things in delicate equable showers!
You paths worn in the irregular hollows by the roadsides!
I believe you are latent with unseen existences, you are so dear to me.

You flagg’d walks of the cities! you strong curbs at the edges!
You ferries! you planks and posts of wharves! you timber-lined sides! you distant ships!

You rows of houses! you window-pierc’d façades! you roofs!
You porches and entrances! you copings and iron guards!
You windows whose transparent shells might expose so much!
You doors and ascending steps! you arches!
You gray stones of interminable pavements! you trodden crossings!
From all that has touch’d you I believe you have imparted to yourselves, and now would impart the
same secretly to me,
From the living and the dead you have peopled your impassive surfaces, and the spirits thereof would
be evident and amicable with me.

4
The earth expanding right hand and left hand,
The picture alive, every part in its best light,
The music falling in where it is wanted, and stopping where it is not wanted,
The cheerful voice of the public road, the gay fresh sentiment of the road.

O highway I travel, do you say to me Do not leave me?
Do you say Venture not—if you leave me you are lost?
Do you say I am already prepared, I am well-beaten and undenied, adhere to me?

O public road, I say back I am not afraid to leave you, yet I love you,
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You express me better than I can express myself,
You shall be more to me than my poem.

I think heroic deeds were all conceiv’d in the open air, and all free poems also,
I think I could stop here myself and do miracles,
I think whatever I shall meet on the road I shall like, and whoever beholds me shall like me,
I think whoever I see must be happy.

5
From this hour I ordain myself loos’d of limits and imaginary lines,
Going where I list, my own master total and absolute,
Listening to others, considering well what they say,
Pausing, searching, receiving, contemplating,
Gently,but with undeniable will, divesting myself of the holds that would hold me.
I inhale great draughts of space,
The east and the west are mine, and the north and the south are mine.

I am larger, better than I thought,
I did not know I held so much goodness.

All seems beautiful to me,
I can repeat over to men and women You have done such good to me I would do the same to you,
I will recruit for myself and you as I go,
I will scatter myself among men and women as I go,
I will toss a new gladness and roughness among them,
Whoever denies me it shall not trouble me,
Whoever accepts me he or she shall be blessed and shall bless me.

6
Now if a thousand perfect men were to appear it would not amaze me,
Now if a thousand beautiful forms of women appear’d it would not astonish me.

Now I see the secret of the making of the best persons,
It is to grow in the open air and to eat and sleep with the earth.

Here a great personal deed has room,
(Such a deed seizes upon the hearts of the whole race of men,
Its effusion of strength and will overwhelms law and mocks all authority and all argument against it.)

Here is the test of wisdom,
Wisdom is not finally tested in schools,
Wisdom cannot be pass’d from one having it to another not having it,
Wisdom is of the soul, is not susceptible of proof, is its own proof,
Applies to all stages and objects and qualities and is content,
Is the certainty of the reality and immortality of things, and the excellence of things;
Something there is in the float of the sight of things that provokes it out of the soul.

Now I re-examine philosophies and religions,
They may prove well in lecture-rooms, yet not prove at all under the spacious clouds and along the
landscape and flowing currents.

Here is realization,
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Here is a man tallied—he realizes here what he has in him,
The past, the future, majesty, love—if they are vacant of you, you are vacant of them.

Only the kernel of every object nourishes;
Where is he who tears off the husks for you and me?
Where is he that undoes stratagems and envelopes for you and me?

Here is adhesiveness, it is not previously fashion’d, it is apropos;
Do you know what it is as you pass to be loved by strangers?
Do you know the talk of those turning eye-balls?

7
Here is the efflux of the soul,
The efflux of the soul comes from within through embower’d gates, ever provoking questions,
These yearnings why are they? these thoughts in the darkness why are they?
Why are there men and women that while they are nigh me the sunlight expands my blood?
Why when they leave me do my pennants of joy sink flat and lank?
Why are there trees I never walk under but large and melodious thoughts descend upon me?
(I think they hang there winter and summer on those trees and always drop fruit as I pass;)
What is it I interchange so suddenly with strangers?
What with some driver as I ride on the seat by his side?
What with some fisherman drawing his seine by the shore as I walk by and pause?
What gives me to be free to a woman’s and man’s good-will? what gives them to be free to mine?

8
The efflux of the soul is happiness, here is happiness,
I think it pervades the open air, waiting at all times,
Now it flows unto us, we are rightly charged.

Here rises the fluid and attaching character,
The fluid and attaching character is the freshness and sweetness of man and woman,
(The herbs of the morning sprout no fresher and sweeter every day out of the roots of themselves,
than it sprouts fresh and sweet continually out of itself.)

Toward the fluid and attaching character exudes the sweat of the love of young and old,
From it falls distill’d the charm that mocks beauty and attainments,
Toward it heaves the shuddering longing ache of contact.

9
Allons! whoever you are come travel with me!
Traveling with me you find what never tires.

The earth never tires,
The earth is rude, silent, incomprehensible at first, Nature is rude and incomprehensible at first,
Be not discouraged, keep on, there are divine things well envelop’d,
I swear to you there are divine things more beautiful than words can tell.

Allons! we must not stop here,
However sweet these laid-up stores, however convenient this dwelling we cannot remain here,
However shelter’d this port and however calm these waters we must not anchor here,
However welcome the hospitality that surrounds us we are permitted to receive it but a little while.
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10
Allons! the inducements shall be greater,
We will sail pathless and wild seas,
We will go where winds blow, waves dash, and the Yankee clipper speeds by under full sail.

Allons! with power, liberty, the earth, the elements,
Health, defiance, gayety, self-esteem, curiosity;
Allons! from all formules!
From your formules, O bat-eyed and materialistic priests.

The stale cadaver blocks up the passage—the burial waits no longer.

Allons! yet take warning!
He traveling with me needs the best blood, thews, endurance,
None may come to the trial till he or she bring courage and health,
Come not here if you have already spent the best of yourself,
Only those may come who come in sweet and determin’d bodies,
No diseas’d person, no rum-drinker or venereal taint is permitted here.

(I and mine do not convince by arguments, similes, rhymes,
We convince by our presence.)

11
Listen! I will be honest with you,
I do not offer the old smooth prizes, but offer rough new prizes,
These are the days that must happen to you:
You shall not heap up what is call’d riches,
You shall scatter with lavish hand all that you earn or achieve,
You but arrive at the city to which you were destin’d, you hardly settle yourself to satisfaction before
you are call’d by an irresistible call to depart,
You shall be treated to the ironical smiles and mockings of those who remain behind you,
What beckonings of love you receive you shall only answer with passionate kisses of parting,
You shall not allow the hold of those who spread their reach’d hands toward you.

12
Allons! after the great Companions, and to belong to them!
They too are on the road—they are the swift and majestic men—they are the greatest women,
Enjoyers of calms of seas and storms of seas,
Sailors of many a ship, walkers of many a mile of land,
Habituès of many distant countries, habituès of far-distant dwellings,
Trusters of men and women, observers of cities, solitary toilers,
Pausers and contemplators of tufts, blossoms, shells of the shore,
Dancers at wedding-dances, kissers of brides, tender helpers of children, bearers of children,
Soldiers of revolts, standers by gaping graves, lowerers-down of coffins,
Journeyers over consecutive seasons, over the years, the curious years each emerging from that which
preceded it,
Journeyers as with companions, namely their own diverse phases,
Forth-steppers from the latent unrealized baby-days,
Journeyers gayly with their own youth, journeyers with their bearded and well-grain’d manhood,
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Journeyers with their womanhood, ample, unsurpass’d, content,
Journeyers with their own sublime old age of manhood or womanhood,
Old age, calm, expanded, broad with the haughty breadth of the universe,
Old age, flowing free with the delicious near-by freedom of death.

13
Allons! to that which is endless as it was beginningless,
To undergo much, tramps of days, rests of nights,
To merge all in the travel they tend to, and the days and nights they tend to,
Again to merge them in the start of superior journeys,
To see nothing anywhere but what you may reach it and pass it,
To conceive no time, however distant, but what you may reach it and pass it,
To look up or down no road but it stretches and waits for you, however long but it stretches and waits
for you,
To see no being, not God’s or any, but you also go thither,
To see no possession but you may possess it, enjoying all without labor or purchase, abstracting the
feast yet not abstracting one particle of it,
To take the best of the farmer’s farm and the rich man’s elegant villa, and the chaste blessings of the
well-married couple, and the fruits of orchards and flowers of gardens,
To take to your use out of the compact cities as you pass through,
To carry buildings and streets with you afterward wherever you go,
To gather the minds of men out of their brains as you encounter them, to gather the love out of their
hearts,
To take your lovers on the road with you, for all that you leave them behind you,
To know the universe itself as a road, as many roads, as roads for traveling souls.

All parts away for the progress of souls,
All religion, all solid things, arts, governments—all that was or is apparent upon this globe or any
globe, falls into niches and corners before the procession of souls along the grand roads of the
universe.

Of the progress of the souls of men and women along the grand roads of the universe, all other
progress is the needed emblem and sustenance.

Forever alive, forever forward,
Stately, solemn, sad, withdrawn, baffled, mad, turbulent, feeble, dissatisfied,
Desperate, proud, fond, sick, accepted by men, rejected by men,
They go! they go! I know that they go, but I know not where they go,
But I know that they go toward the best—toward something great.

Whoever you are, come forth! or man or woman come forth!
You must not stay sleeping and dallying there in the house, though you built it, or though it has been
built for you.

Out of the dark confinement! out from behind the screen!
It is useless to protest, I know all and expose it.

Behold through you as bad as the rest,
Through the laughter, dancing, dining, supping, of people,
Inside of dresses and ornaments, inside of those wash’d and trimm’d faces,
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Behold a secret silent loathing and despair.

No husband, no wife, no friend, trusted to hear the confession,
Another self, a duplicate of every one, skulking and hiding it goes,
Formless and wordless through the streets of the cities, polite and bland in the parlors,
In the cars of railroads, in steamboats, in the public assembly,
Home to the houses of men and women, at the table, in the bedroom, everywhere,
Smartly attired, countenance smiling, form upright, death under the breast-bones, hell under the skull-
bones,
Under the broadcloth and gloves, under the ribbons and artificial flowers,
Keeping fair with the customs, speaking not a syllable of itself,
Speaking of any thing else but never of itself.

14
Allons! through struggles and wars!
The goal that was named cannot be countermanded.

Have the past struggles succeeded?
What has succeeded? yourself? your nation? Nature?
Now understand me well—it is provided in the essence of things that from any fruition of success, no
matter what, shall come forth something to make a greater struggle necessary.

My call is the call of battle, I nourish active rebellion,
He going with me must go well arm’d,
He going with me goes often with spare diet, poverty, angry enemies, desertions.

15
Allons! the road is before us!
It is safe—I have tried it—my own feet have tried it well—be not detain’d!

Let the paper remain on the desk unwritten, and the book on the shelf unopen’d!
Let the tools remain in the workshop! let the money remain unearn’d!
Let the school stand! mind not the cry of the teacher!
Let the preacher preach in his pulpit! let the lawyer plead in the court, and the judge expound the law.

Camerado, I give you my hand!
I give you my love more precious than money,
I give you myself before preaching or law;
Will you give me yourself? will you come travel with me?
Shall we stick by each other as long as we live?
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McDonald’s Bows to Puss Pedestalization
March 8, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This isn’t a McDonald’s in distress symbol – it’s more Anglosphere pussy worship

It seems the world really is upside down post-feminism. Just in time for a fake holiday known as
International Women’s Day, McDonald’s is turning its iconic Golden Arches upside down to show its
McMisandrist brand is in on the McPussy pedestalization bandwagon. Symbolically changing the big
“M” to “W” is a supposed to be a bold statement in an Anglo culture that is increasingly bloodthirsty
and lunging at the collective jugulars of its men. (But how will McFatasses celebrate the other
hundreds of fake genders?!)

The ultimate goal of social engineering schemes like this – vaunting women
while crushing men under a high heel – is part of the plan to drive pesky men out of the only roles in
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society that give them value in women’s eyes. We all know without leadership roles and big salaries
men are dead in the eyes of hypergamous women.

How’s that for sexism? Women won’t even look at a guy unless they think they can use him for
something or benefit from association with him. (Read: Briffault’s Law)

As if you needed another reason to avoid poorly made, mystery meat burgers, now you have a brand
new reason. Beyond the pink slime. McDonald’s is joining the rest of corporate America in sending
subliminal messages that say McFUCK YOU, MEN. It’s two legs good, four legs bad on today’s
modern Animal Farm. (Women good, men bad.)

Let’s see what flowery spin they put on their new McMisandrist campaign. From Business Insider:

This isn’t a bizarre prank or a careless mistake. The upside-down arches are in “celebration
of women everywhere,” a McDonald’s representative told Business Insider in an email.
Patricia Williams, the location’s franchisee, flipped her restaurant’s sign in honor of
International Women’s Day on Thursday.

Wow! What a genius! I wonder what hardworking employee’s raise they had to shitcan in order to
hire someone to come flip a sign upside down? The trash food giant said they couldn’t believe they
hadn’t had the idea to virtue signal in the past.

“In celebration of women everywhere, and for the first time in our brand history, we flipped
our iconic arches for International Women’s Day in honor of the extraordinary
accomplishments of women everywhere and especially in our restaurants,” McDonald’s
global chief diversity officer, Wendy Lewis, said in a statement.

Yep. GloboWorldCorp now has “diversity officers” posted to show us men who’s boss. Especially if
we’re white men, the most reviled creatures in the Western world. But, it’s not just one wayward
franchisee doing the stunt.

McDonald’s says it will turn its logo upside down on all its digital channels, such as Twitter
and Instagram, on Thursday, while 100 restaurants will have special “packaging, crew shirts
and hats, and bag stuffers” to celebrate.

That said, as societal shit tests have gone nuclear International Men’s Day came and went with no
such fanfare just last November. Proving its sexism McDonald’s did absolutely nothing to celebrate
that other fake holiday.

At least when the “W” turns back into an “M” the symbolism will echo the truth of the matter in that
364 days out of the year it’s men doing the hard work for society and one day out of the year women
come in, steal men’s thunder, shit all over our backs, claim all the glory, and prance around like
they’re morally superior and more virtuous human beings because of their anatomy.

Is there really anything worth saving in the West?
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Carousel Riders Don’t Make Good Wives
March 8, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Marital success declines when women ride the cock carousel until just before their biological clock strikes midnight

It shouldn’t come as a surprise that Anglobitches who have been around the block more times than
the Good Humor man don’t make good bets for marriage. Numerous studies confirm this, but one
particular study from The Heritage Foundation is interesting in that it focuses on women over 30, i.e.
women whose impact with The Wall is imminent.
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The more cock carouseling a woman does, the worse a bet she is for marriage

One would think that as women’s sexual options wane with their breasts sagging and behinds
drooping with each passing year, along with the prospect of becoming a genetic dead end as eggs die
in their womb they’d settle down and be grateful that any man was investing himself in such a
depreciating ASSet. But, that just isn’t the case.

The more sausage they’ve had, the less likely the hapless Beta male who marries one of them is to
have a successful marriage. This is true even for women about to hit The Wall or who have already
impacted with it. Similar trends are seen among younger women who marry, and although there is a
little more statistical noise the trend lines reveal the same sad fact: More cocks before the vows, less
marital fidelity after the vows. Marrying an Empowered™ slut comes at an extreme risk to your
finances, personal property, and dignity. (At least, in Anglosphere nations. Other nations don’t let
women frivorce rape men this way, including those in continental Europe, Latin America, and much
of Asia.)

A telling Heritage Foundation study found the most successful marriages involve women who are
virgins at the time of marriage. If her husband pops her cherry, the marriage has good odds of
surviving – a 4 out of 5 success rate. By the time a woman has 5 cocks before marriage, the chance of
marital success plummets – these couples have a 2 out of 3 chance of getting divorced! And by the
time women have 16-20 cocks, a full 4 out of 5 will end in divorce.

This is why religious institutions have pushed for sexual chastity until the time of marriage for 5,000
years. Because anything less is not a stable foundation for a society. It isn’t just religious leaders who
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have tried to impart this wisdom. Anthropologist J.D. Unwin independently confirmed sluttery
destroys nations and cultures three-quarters of a century ago after a secular study of 80 tribes and the
6 civilizations thought to have existed. Unwin wrote:

These societies lived in different geographical environments; they belonged to different
racial stocks; but the history of their marriage customs is the same. In the beginning each
society had the same ideas in regard to sexual regulations. Then the same struggles took
place; the same sentiments were expressed; the same changes were made; the same results
ensued. Each society reduced its sexual opportunity to a minimum and displaying great
social energy, flourished greatly. Then it extended its sexual opportunity; its energy
decreased, and faded away. The one outstanding feature of the whole story is its unrelieved
monotony.

The takeaway message is when women became “liberated” whores of the type we now suffer in the
West, civilization inevitably failed. A full 100% of the time. But, things are even worse than most
men imagine. Women are so far gone in the West they’re now accumulating more sexual partners
than men. (The 80/20 rule resurfaces.) From the Daily Mail:

By the age of 21 they have had sex with an average of nine lovers  –  two more than their
male partner. And a quarter have slept with more than ten partners in the five years since
losing their virginity  –  compared with a fifth of young men.

For fun, let’s sprinkle in a dose of feminist hypocrisy.

Young women are also twice as likely to be unfaithful, with 50% admitting they have
cheated on a partner  –  half at least twice. Yet if their man was caught being unfaithful,
99% of the 2,000 women surveyed said they would show him the door.

Proving once again the Western world is upside down and how quickly
things get out of control once men start acting weak and letting women rule over them (referencing
the wisdom in Isaiah 3:12) women have now adopted a male sexual strategy while men have been
turned into cucks and incels. Let’s apply some evolutionary psychology to these stats. Nature actually
intended things to be the opposite. Men have the biological imperative to cheat, not women. Why?

Sperm is everywhere and eggs are scarce. If a man cheats and shoots a hot load of sperm into a
willing slut’s womb, he can produce another load shortly thereafter. However, if a woman gets
knocked up, one of her limited lifetime supply of eggs is taken and she’s out of commission for 9
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months. This is why female cheating is worse than male cheating. It creates bastard children for Beta
Bucks guy to waste his resources on. (What’s more, men have the psychological capacity to separate
sex from love. A topic for another time.)

We can glean from these uncomfortable facts the set and frame of Western
society has been so irrevocably changed there’s little hope left of salvaging it. Trying to reason with
masses of sheeple is as hopeless as standing in front of a fast-moving train and expecting to stop it.

The best a man can do at this point, with the Western world so far gone is protect himself and his
assets. Don’t get involved with hos beyond pump and dumps. Avoid marital and legal entanglements
with the Anglobitch like the plague. And if the virus of feminism infects the entire world, we can
expect a cratering of civilization worldwide.

Here’s an interesting hypothesis that we’ll be testing in the coming decades. Human population
growth has been growing at an exponential rate, what’s known in statistics as a J-curve the last
century or so. What typically follows such a tangential rise in mathematics is a comparable crash.
Feminism and its wicked stepsister Socialism may be the philosophies that bring on the crash. Strap
in for a bumpy ride until this insanity resolves itself of its own volition.

History has shown us 86 times that it never ends well.
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Video: Tucker Carlson Brings Manosphere Talking Points to
Mainstream Media
March 8, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Fox News personality Tucker Carlson just threw open the shudders on the Overton Window by
bringing manosphere talking points to the mainstream media just in time for International Women’s
Day. Carlson’s erudite expose entitled “Something Ominous Happening to Men” helps introduce
many of our grievances into mainstream discussion for the first time.

In a litany that completely obliterates many tired, feminist talking points,
Carlson eviscerated the claim that women have been “victims” of an evil patriarchy for centuries. He
also showed how men are being treated like garbage in the Anglosphere despite cultural narratives
that claim we have it made and have been evil oppressors of women.

Carlson predictably misses couching all the facts he lays out with a critique of a highly misandrist,
anti-sex, anti-pleasure Anglo culture. This is an important part of any discussion on masculinity. As
is a discussion about WHY this is being done. (White men are typically the biggest historical threat to
tyrannical governments, among other reasons.)

After pointing out all the areas in which men are falling behind women, Carlson brought on
intellectual Jordan Peterson for a powerful interview to help drive home the point that Anglo society
is flirting with disaster by mistreating its men the way it does. Bravo to Carlson for bringing up this
topic, and to Jordan Peterson for inserting politically incorrect truth bombs into this developing
narrative.
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Beware of Friends Bearing Gifts: Jordan Peterson Calls
MGTOW “Pathetic Weasels”
March 9, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

There’s an age old maxim that advises men to “Beware of friends bearing gifts.” And Jordan
Peterson’s sudden ascendance to the throne as the unofficial spokesman for the men’s movement,
who is assumed to speak for all disaffected men in the Anglosphere has certainly seemed like a gift to
many. Finally, our voices are being heard in the mainstream media.

While I have initially given him the benefit of the doubt and accepted Peterson at face value, at the
back of my mind I puzzled over what the calculation is. Why is he there? Why hasn’t his reputation
been destroyed by feminists and the corrupt media? Until now, men have been persecuted for saying
the things Peterson says out in the open.

In the case of one particular man, Roosh V of Return of Kings fame has suffered both defamation and
a witch hunt which have had him blacklisted in true Soviet fashion. The Washington Post libeled
him, and he has been kicked off of virtually every digital platform from Paypal to Disqus. Why the
sudden about face by the corrupt media? Ryu dropped by TNMM to offer this explanation:

There are many, who insist that the current media coverage of Red Pill truths is due to a
portion of the population awakening.

The power structure must be worried that so many of us have awakened from our Blue Pill slumber.
This was my reply to Ryu:

This does seem to be all too convenient. I, too am suspicious whenever something too good
to be true like this happens. I worked a decade in the bowels of the MSM so I am familiar
with how corrupt it is.

The thought has crossed my mind that this could be an attempt by the power structure to
subvert and take control of the men’s movement, steering us in a direction amenable to their
desires.

Notice how carefully it’s being handled now. But the takeaway message most sheeple will
get from watching Carlson’s report is that modern men are weak and can’t deal with women
being empowered. This serves the purpose of making men even less attractive in women’s
eyes while convincing us we finally have a proponent. (We may not.)

Peterson has criticized MGTOW and most of his messaging seems to be directed at getting
men back into the workforce en masse.

Just a thought. I’m always skeptical of anyone in media or government.

What makes Peterson most troubling as an unofficial spokesman for the manosphere are recent
comments he made in his classrooom about MGTOW. He called men who have dropped out because
they’ve been pushed to the margins of society by a deeply gynocentric culture and misandrist legal
system “pathetic weasels” before issuing a carefully worded apology. Peterson lectured his
psychology class saying men need to let women tell them what’s wrong with them, which is what the
Anglo power structure has been doing for decades – letting women tell “defective” men how to “fix”
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themselves.

One of the top-rated rebuttals to Peterson in the comments section following the YouTube video
exposing him certainly makes sense:

Peterson completely ignores the fact that it is the legal system that stacks the deck against
men. The legal system gives ALL women an inordinate amount of power over the man in an
intimate relationship. This fact alone is enough to dismiss Peterson’s point almost entirely.

Is this really the man we want speaking for us? I’m not a MGTOW personally although I do have
sympathies for that movement because I know how marginalized men are in Anglo America. But I
certainly am a Ghost and a John Galt, and this trio of dissidents is troubling to a corporate-
government complex that profits from exploiting men.

Peterson makes William Shakespeare’s famous monologue come to mind, especially when analyzing
any of the tripe broadcasted by the MSM:

All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely players; they have their exits
and their entrances, and one man in his time plays many parts.

As I alluded to in my response to Ryu, Peterson’s narratives always boil down to getting men to
participate in the economy again. It’s as if he’s trying to direct men back onto the plantation. Herding
them to participate in a society that exploits them as expendable revenue producers for the Socialist
state. Is Peterson a fake? Is he a plant by the power structure? Or is he the genuine article? We’ll be
watching. And so should you, with a skeptical eye.
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The Importance of Cleansing Mass Media and Social Media
from a Man’s Life
March 10, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The psychological manipulation of television is indeed a horror show to the awakened man

As all but the most blind have seen in recent years, mass media is a social engineering project built
upon a mountain of lies. The advent of the Internet and the Wisdom of Crowds phenomenon have
been ill winds blowing over once-dominant television’s fantasy land, with Realtalk exposing
mainstream news and entertainment for what they are – propaganda and palliatives.

As someone who hasn’t owned a television since leaving a career in the news
industry two and a half years ago to go live in the real world, I can’t overstate the importance of
turning off your television permanently and relegating it to the ash heap of history. Even casual
television watching manipulates your mind in ways most men don’t even imagine.

Here’s an easy way to see this for yourself.
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If you’ve been away from television long enough, then sit down with a crowd of Americans you’ll
notice their conversations mimic bad sitcoms and bad movies. It could be because these people spend
more time with their televisions than they do other people. As reported by the Waking Times in an
expose on social engineering via television:

Westerners spend four plus hours a day, the equivalent of two months a year, or nine years
in a lifetime, being hypnotized by a television screen without being conscious of the effects
this activity has on them. Their free time is spent in imaginary relationships with fictitious
characters on the screen.

That could be why I felt like I was caught in an episode of Friends the last time I sat down at an open-
air cafe here in the Caribbean and had the unfortunate circumstance of having some Americans sit
down beside me.

Regular people parroting sitcoms is actually a frightful illustration of just how powerful a medium
television is. As fictional newsman Howard Beale warned us 40 years ago in the classic film
Network, the biggest threat TV poses is the almost invisible way it reprograms our minds.

You’re beginning to believe the illusions we’re spinning here, you’re beginning to believe
that the tube is reality and your own lives are unreal. You do whatever the tube tells you.
You dress like the tube, you eat like the tube, you raise your children like the tube, you even
think like the tube. This is mass madness, you maniacs. In God’s name, you people are the
real thing, WE are the illusion.

Media critic Hal Baker confirms Beale’s statement, commenting on just how virulent television is.

I know the secret of making the average American believe anything I want him to. Just let
me control television… You put something on the television and it becomes reality. If the
world outside the TV set contradicts the images, people start trying to change the world to
make it like the TV set images.

That was certainly the case for me as I chased the illusions of television. I couldn’t figure out why the
world didn’t match the images I saw on television. I thought television was a reflection of the real
world only to later find out it was a reflection of leftist social engineers’ thought control matrix. After
a decade inside the belly of the beast I resolved to start living my own exciting life rather than living
vicariously through fakers on TV and in film.

What mass media ultimately represents is early experimentation in putting humans into controlled
environments, designed to influence the speech and thought patterns of billions. Waking Times
references L. Wolfe, who reportedly specializes in mass brainwashing. Wolfe goes all the way back
to the inception of television and the earliest research into the medium at Tavistock Institute, “which
became the center for the study of human behavior, mind control, propaganda, and social
manipulation” in the 1920s:

As Tavistock’s researchers showed, it was important that the victims  of mass brainwashing
not be aware that their environment was being controlled; there should thus be a vast
number of sources for information, whose messages could be varied slightly, so as to mask
the sense of external control.

Indeed, most Americans weren’t aware the messages broadcast into their homes were being designed
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to manipulate them until the past decade.

Wolfe’s claim also fits my own observations from my years in the media. Most reporters don’t even
know they’re living in a controlled environment, parroting the messages they hear from agenda
setters in New York. This is why conspiracy claims are always laughed at. The mind control is so
insidious those reading the news don’t know how to see the world in any other way but through the
leftist myopia that has been foisted upon them.

Perhaps the elite’s confidence in the power of mass media is best illustrated by former CIA director
William Casey’s statement back in 1981:

We’ll know our disinformation program is complete when everything the American public
believes is false.

Just look how close our rulers got to achieving this nefarious aim before the Internet burst the
centralized communication bubble. Looking back only a decade ago the mainstream media had
enormous influence over the minds of the masses as they shoehorned Barack Obama into the
presidency immediately after a treacherous 8 years under another conman named Bush. These days,
the MSM has become nothing but a laughingstock because the public are aware TV programming is
designed as part of an agenda.

Eliminating television for my life was an important part of my personal liberation that set me on the
path to a better life. But, what about another insidious form of thought control – social media?

Facebook is now embarking on social engineering schemes – including testing acceptance of pedophilia on the network

Eliminating Fakebook

More recently, I’ve begun experimenting with eliminating social media from my life. Particularly,
Facebook. In my now week-old experiment, I’ve found that I don’t miss the contrived dramas,
humble bragging, virtue signaling, and social preening of Facebook.
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Importantly, in what was long the purview of television Facebook has now embarked on a program of
social engineering. It recently tested users’ tolerance to pedophilia in a survey that has wrought ire
from many users. Fox News reported:

“In thinking about an ideal world where you could set Facebook’s policies, how would you
handle the following: a private message in which an adult man asks a 14-year-old girl for
sexual pictures,” one question in the survey reads.

The disgusting multiple-choice poll gave users the option to condone the sick behavior,
allowing them to vote that the “content should be allowed on Facebook, and I would not
mind seeing it.”

Another possible, nausea-inducing response was that “the content should be allowed on
Facebook, but I don’t want to see it.”

As a result of not only the fiasco brought on by Zuckerberg’s network testing the waters for
pedophilia but a concerted effort to silence both conservative and libertarian voices, Facebook has
reported its first ever decline. From KTLA:

Facebook reported on Wednesday its first-ever decline in daily users in the U.S. and
Canada. It had 184 million daily users in this region in the quarter, down from 185 million
in the prior quarter.

As always, the decline was spinned by those who will never admit they fucked up as something they
desired.

Mark Zuckerberg told investors that tweaks made to the content Facebook shows users has
led to a 5 percent drop in the total amount of time users spend on the social network.

Notice how the truth is garbled with public relations pleasantries in that
statement. Facebook tweaked their content in a move to start censoring thought criminals, i.e.
conservatives and libertarians which caused a decrease in use on the site. That’s the truth hidden
between the lines.

This particular user has almost eliminated Facebook completely.

I regularly deactivate my personal account – which makes my profile invisible to other users and
eliminates the urge to click on the “f” on my smartphone. As I wean myself from the platform, my
eventual goal is to delete my account.

Perhaps the most important result of eliminating both mass media and social media from my life is
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the inner sense of peace I have. If I want news, there are a million places to find it. If I want to be
social, I seek people out rather than having a digital mediary between that person and myself.

When it comes down to it, I just don’t need to surround myself with make believe. Nor do I need to
have all the details of my life data mined by Faceboom. There’s really no place for corporate media,
most social media, and most Hollyweird film in an awakened man’s life.
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Eye Candy of the Week | March 11, 2018
March 11, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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She might be boxy but at least she’s not fat like so many Western women these days. This long
haired girl has a decent behind for a white chick. She’d be worth some NSA fun. Enjoy our Eye
Candy of the Week for March 11, 2018 as we admire the female form while remembering the truth
about women.
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The Gender Tax Gap: Men Pay 200% of the Taxes Women Do
March 12, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

It’s time for women to stop leeching off male productivity

Revised March 12, 2018.

The much-balleyhooed gender pay gap receives an inordinate amount of attention in the gynocentric
mainstream media. However, the gender tax gap is completely ignored. Why? Because it paints a
very unflattering picture of women and directly contradicts the Don’t Need a Man™ narrative.

It’s time once again to bring up the sordid subject of female privilege. We
found numbers to back up the claim that women live priviliged lives suckling Beta male tax dollars
from the government tit. The blog Judgy Bitch dug up some devilishly delicious statistics which
prove Strong, Independent Women™ are actually a monstrous drain on government revenue.
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It turns out Don’t Need a Man™ is quite the inaccurate feminist narrative. The truth is, without the
government stealing tax dollars from men and redistributing them to women, feminists and other
females would be destitute. The tab women run up using government resources over the course of
their lives is quite shocking. Rampant female privilege in the Anglosphere costs society an average of
$150,000 per female over her lifetime according to a New Zealand study. Of course, men pick up the
tab for both themselves and women. Here’s how Judgy Bitch accurately phrased it:

Economically, women cost more to the state than they benefit. The government is literally
paying women to be alive.

That statement isn’t just hyperbole. The following charts from a New Zealand study on the gender tax
gap show what a drag women are on society, and on Beta male wallets.

Figure 5 illustrates how large the gender tax gap is, as the male share of the tax burden is
immensely larger than the female tax burden.
Figure 16 illustrates how women receive more government benefits than they pay into the
system during the course of their lives in all but a short window from roughly age 40 to age 60.
Even then, women receive far more government benefits than men.
Figure 17 is the most damning, as it shows the cumulative fiscal impact per capita per sex.
Women are a net drain on government resources (and therefore male taxpayers) from birth to
death. Women end up with an average $150,000 lifetime deficit between what they pay
into the system vs. what they take out of it! Importantly, men would wind up a net surplus at
the end of our lives if Socialist governments didn’t force us to support women with our tax
dollars! So, it can be said Western governments are broke because of women, and Western
governments are wealth redistribution agents that rob overproductive men to pay
underproductive women. It can also be said that if men didn’t have the burden of women and
weren’t forced to carry both their weight and our own, we could work a lot less and enjoy life a
lot more.
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Without the monstrous, gynocentric governments now plaguing the West robbing men of our
productivity, women would be in dire financial straits because the simple fact is women don’t
produce much of anything (statistically speaking) except drama. That’s not an empty claim, it’s an
economic fact. And self-evident if you’ve ever worked in an office full of YouGoGrrls.

Even in these post-feminist days, now that the red carpet has been rolled out with female hiring
preferences in just about any field, women still can’t keep up with the juggernaut of male
productivity. Female materialism also results in consumer spending that is 4 times higher than male
spending, according to a well-known Harvard University study. These two facts combined – the tax
gap and the juggernaut that is female consumerism – help illustrate the bottomless financial pit
women represent, a pit men are expected to continuously and thanklessly throw money into.

Women create an average drain of $150,000 on society’s purse over the course of their lives, according to a New Zealand study
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Feminism and Finances

The tax gap proves how pointless it is to try and reinvent the wheel when it
comes to the sexes. Rather than advising women to assume traditional female roles (roles that are
more financially and socially prudent for the culture at large) feminism and its clandestine use of
Penis Envy pushes chicks into jobs and men out of jobs. The result? A poorer, less productive society
overall.

The fact that women consume more than they earn remains unchanged, despite tireless efforts by the
left to turn women into wannabe men. The Anglo-American Androgyny Agenda is destroying
society, not advancing it.

What’s even more insane is the fact feminists and America’s ultra-corrupt political establishment
have the audacity to continue to tout the Big Lie about “poor, downtrodden women” suffering from a
wage gap, when the fact is women are not paid less because of their gender. The wage gap results as
a matter of personal choices each sex makes about which careers to pursue, women working fewer
hours and fewer years of their lives than men, and men choosing jobs that are more demanding and
therefore pay more…rather than jobs that let them wear nice clothes.

Donald Trump’s liberal daughter Ivanka pushed these tired, Marxist pay gap narratives we’ve heard
for 50 years at The Don’s RNC coronation last year. But when the numbers are crunched, men end up
paying twice the taxes women do while receiving a fraction of government benefits. Then, men get
lambasted for supposedly making more money. When all calculations are complete, here’s the truth
of the matter as phrased in Judgy Bitch’s writeup:

While the 77¢ for a dollar wage gap has been under the spotlight for the past years,
the 200¢ for a dollar tax gap has, to my knowledge never been mentioned.

Indeed, where else have you heard about the 200¢ for a dollar tax gap, a tax gap that costs the male-
funded government $150,000 for each arrogant Anglobitch walking around? It’s certainly not being
covered in the corrupt media!

Even in these days of women at work pushing men out of a limited number of jobs, women only
briefly contribute a small surplus to the tax system they avail themselves of. This, as they’re provided
with everything from free abortions to WIC to food stamps to government mandated hiring quotas –
designed to knock yet more males out of their jobs.

Women are a financial drag on society from cradle to grave, with the exception of a short period in
their lives when they pay in slightly more than they take out. But, even then male contributions to the
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system eclipse female contributions. From Judgy Bitch:

In the brief period in which women generate more or as much tax money than they
consume, men outscore them by at least 3 times.

Of course, statistically sterile Anglobitches can’t hide behind the fact they are a third as productive as
men because they take care of children. Women are not having families anymore and that is killing
the West, as birth rates among whites (and other ethnic groups assimilated into Anglo culture) remain
well below replacement fertility.

There’s more. Women only work slightly less at GloboWorldCorp jobs than men do these days.
Judgy Bitch writes:

The workforce participation rate gap between men and women doesn’t exceed 10% in
either age group.

This certainly doesn’t explain away the massive tax gap, much to the chagrin of feminists. Women
are enormous drains on public resources.

Once again, we find the lies of feminism have put women and society in quite a conundrum. Men
have no incentive to support a system run by and for women who hate them, and women can’t carry
the load when it comes to running society.

It’s time to let women take care of their own financial problems

Go Galt, Become a MGTOW, or Become a Layabout PUA

In conclusion, we find female frivolousness, covetousness, solipsism, and irrationality will ultimately
bankrupt any government that disenfranchises men and “empowers” women. Women spend and cost
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so much they can’t collectively pull their own financial weight.

After perusing these statistics, men should realize both the corporate-government complex and
women are leeching off our productivity whilst giving us shit sandwiches in return. Anglo women are
insufferable harridans who spit fury at men for even existing.

Men are treated like pariahs in this culture. Yet, we’re expected to work ourselves into early graves
trying to feed a monster that does nothing but exploit our productivity for female benefit.

At the very least, in the interest of “equality” women’s tax rates should be much higher than men’s to
make up for the drain they create on society’s purse. When the stats are examined, a Red Pill truth
leaps out of the numbers: Women will suffer much more than men if each sex is forced to support
their own Strong, Independent™ lifestyles, and women are not allowed to leech off male productivity
any longer.

Don’t know what you’ve got until it’s gone, ladies.

Help us grow by making a purchase from our Recommended Reading and Viewing page or our
Politically Incorrect Apparel and Merchandise page or buy anything from Amazon using this link.
You can also Sponsor The New Modern Man for as little as $1 a month. Revised March 12, 2018.
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Bitches Are Boring
March 12, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Far from being goddesses, women are just plain dull once you’ve figured them out

In the coming months, TNMM will focus more and more on developing a post-awakening lifestyle
for Red Pill men. While we will still cover all the traditional topics concerning women and the world,
including the hypocrisies of feminism the simple fact is bitches are boring.

Women are not worth investing a lot of personal time into, and definitely not
trying to “trap” or keep around with relationshits which inevitably put men into a subservient role –
the conclusion I’ve come to after bedding well over 150 of them from socioeconomic strata both high
and low. From corporate career girls to streetwalkers, I’ve had them all and while I enjoyed flings
with many of them the simple fact is I’m glad none of them are permanently embedded in my life.

Women are actually quite simple once a man has figured them out. Like clocks that go once around
the dial. They slow a man down and bring a man down, draining his energy, creativity and finances.
How many many hours are wasted powering the consumption machine for the benefit of women and
corporations every year? How many hours do men spend putting on clown shows for women? Far too
many.
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Personally, I’ve resolved to limit my interactions with them to P4P where it’s legal, letting
hypergamy work for me (when women give out free sex because they think they can get something
off you), pushing for the legalization of P4P where it currently has Prohibition status, and to stop
wasting so much time and energy gaming bitches. I’ll still notice them and admire their bodies and
fuck around with them once in a while, but the success of feminism has turned them into nothing
more than recreational objects for me. In stunning irony, stripping everything feminine from women
has made them into the very sex objects feminism purports to abhor. For what else do they bring to
the table these days other than their anatomy?

As I alluded to months ago, MGTOW does seem to be the ultimate destination for the PUA after he
gets tired of chasing tail and learning how to play mind games with women. The male mind is
capable of so much more. I simply don’t want women around, leeching off me, complaining, and
manipulating my life in a way that’s beneficial to them. Occasional dalliances are fine, but when
feelings and finances get involved I now know it’s time to flee.

So, I’ll be transitioning towards showcasing a nomadic lifestyle more and
more. Hence, the new The Adventures of RF section. I’ve already been around the world and around
America in just the past couple of years since leaving my corporate job in the media. Now, I’m going
to start showing men what’s out there and what kind of adventurous lives they can live when they
give up on the mind games of women and the system and start living for themselves.

I want to show other men what they’re missing out on so the machine can lose a few more of its
faithful cogs as its gears finally start grinding when John Galts of the world bail on a system that
exploits men to the fullest. Then turns them into pariahs as a way of saying thanks.

Perhaps this shift in philosophy is an inevitable result of a man becoming wiser as he starts thinking
with one head instead of the other as he ages. The mature, Red Pilled male mind begs the question:
Yeah, I can get female attention. I can get pussy. But, why bother? (Beyond short term flings.)
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The Modern Day Anglobitch, Defined
March 15, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

CH recently posted a provactive writeup on the manliness of modern women. It caught my attention
because the blonde haired, blue eyed, predatory female he featured is the poster child for the modern
Anglobitch. Most interesting, the critique comes from the WN corner of the manosphere who are
understandably concerned about their self-interest in a nation that has been turned against them.

This particular specimen is representative of many if not most Anglobitches in leadership roles in
modern, dystopian ‘Murica. Its name is Elizabeth Holmes, and in typical female fashion she just
financially raped a large tech company with massive accounting fraud. (I suppose when women
aren’t financially raping men, they’re financially raping large corporations. YouGoGrrls!) Maybe
women displacing men from the workforce will accelerate the collapse. We can only hope.

CH perfectly sums up why Yours Truly and so many other men avoid modern white women like the
plague. (Incidentally, with their newfound Empowerment™ to become men sans penis, Anglo
women have become practically invisible automatons to me. Annoying, chattering drones that take up
space and spend inordinate amounts of money.) The following paragraphs might as well be a
textbook definition of the Anglobitch. The description applies not only corporate career girls, but the
majority of paleface women in a society with terminal cultural illness:

Wew. The Strange.

Under the skin of every female CEO you’ll find high T, manjawdibles, phallic clits, an
excitable infidelity-cuckoldry neural feedback loop, a deep ocean vocal register, and quite
often a leftover kippah from her bitch mitzvah.

In other words, a man. Parenthetically speaking.

PS Gaze into the technicolor funhouse abyss of her eyes. Crazy is as crazy glares. We live
in the era of autistic psychocunts. #LOSING

But, it’s not just female CEOs that are transforming into this bleak manifestation of humanity. It’s
white women in the culture at large. They might as well be men, as TNMM has lamented in the past.

Not only do Anglobitches start out with less sexual dimorphism than any
other type of woman (a higher proportion possess flat behinds, flat chests, boyish figures, and chronic
Penis Envy than women from other backgrounds) but the combined, dark forces of social engineering
and the Anglo-American Androgyny Agenda are transforming them from from wannabe men into
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half-men.

Of course, the eventual goal is making women indistinguishable from men. Net result: Work force
doubled. Humanity reduced to compliant service animals of the elite who don’t breed with each other
anymore.

This claim – that women are being turned into men – is so obvious to
anyone with their finger on the pulse of America it rises to self-evident truth. Eliminating sexual
dimorphism is an agenda item of the New World Order, and has long been a goal of Marxists in their
quest to eliminate all that makes us human: destroying tradition, morality, family, religion, race, sex,
class, and identity.

Holmes is only the beginning of the transition. As scary as Holmes is, women WILL get even manlier
thanks to evolutionary pressure similar to that which led to the domestication of animals now being
applied to humans by the powers that be. What we have with its (Holmes’) frightful example is a
portent of things to come if Western culture doesn’t implode before it assimilates the rest of the world
into its matrix.

Here are the Cliffs Notes on the philosophy behind this insanity. We’ve mentioned it before that
Faustian culture, in its death throes now seeks to turn the entire world into a machine according to a
prescient book published by Oswald Spengler a century ago. What could be more mechanical than a
sexless human with no identity? What we are witnessing is why Orwell tried to warn us: If you want
a picture of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a human face—forever. Those warnings were
unheeded, and now here we are smack in the middle of dystopia.

This is why I live for the day, and enjoy exotic women on foreign shores. True delicacies compared
to the manjawed, mean-faced, clipped hair cunts back home. But only while supplies last.
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Why Tradcons Fail
March 15, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Tradcons posture a lot, but eventually bow down and accept the creeping feminism and Socialism of the left

So many of today’s keyboard warriors strut around like cocks of the walk and posture on message
boards, but keep showing up at GloboWorldCorp jobs that feed the very beast that oppresses them
with fresh lifeblood, i.e. tax revenue. Meantime, their beloved government slips further and further
from their grasp thanks to a demographic tidal wave, but they remain oblivious to the fact WHY they
exert less and less control over the republic each year.

Frequently, they often White Knight for Anglobitches, denigrating women
from other backgrounds.

Not me. And not other Ghosts and John Galts. We put our money where our mouths are. This is the
crucial difference between the “complainers” and “keyboard warriors” brigade and those of us who
are taking meaningful action. While others notice the decline, we not only notice it but act
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accordingly. I’ve rearranged my entire life to escape the clutches of the system and reduce my
contribution to the System to near naught by earning and living on less. And I’ve refused to get
entangled with women who inevitably would destroy the fine-tuned financial machine I’ve designed
for myself.

Conversely, I’ve learned to not expect much more than complaining from tradcon guys. And a lot of
“Trump is Jesus” vicarious living under the mandates of whatever conservative media tells them to
think – while they remain as blind as the Obamaites were to the totality of just how fucked over they
are. The Trump warriors are a perfect illustration of Lincoln’s famous quote:

You can fool some of the people all of the time, and all of the people some of the time, but
you can not fool all of the people all of the time.

Tradcons are people who, while awakened on some fronts are the people who get fooled all of the
time by political machinations of so-called conservatives. You know, the very people who have been
throwing them overboard for half a century since the New World Order project began with a Dallas
murder November 22, 1963.

Tradcons can’t see outside the system and can’t see the totality of how they’re being manipulated by
the left-right march to tyranny. As the left adopts what is inititally a ridiculous, unacceptable social
position, the right plays symbolic opposition until conservatives eventually accept the new status quo.
Just as the dust settles, the left then creeps farther out into left field and the right begins the outrage-
acceptance process again.

They’re angry, but expect the very political system that destroyed their lives to now fix those lives
because of one man. Meantime, we in the Ghost and John Galt brigade won’t hold our breaths
waiting for a Hail Mary pass. We will act in accordance with our own self-interest until such time the
system brings us incentives to come back and participate in it. We are the people you cannot fool
with the shadows on the wall in Plato’s cave.
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Video: The Story of Your Enslavement
March 15, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Bukowski said it best: Slavery was never abolished, it was only extended to include all the races. In
this stirring expose on modern, clandestine slavery by Jerry Day, we find out just how far
psychological manipulation has come since its inception with the propaganda model created by
Freud’s nephew Edward Bernays a century ago.

As Day illustrates, “breaking” male slaves in front of their women (similar to
the all-out propaganda attacks on white men today, intended to humiliate them) was a surefire way to
get women to manipulate their sons into behaving the way the slavemasters wanted. To be compliant
and subservient. Today, that means single moms indoctrinating their fatherless sons into complying at
school and being subservient in the corporate world. (This is why fathers have been systematically
banished from the household over the last 50 years.)

Day discusses media propaganda that have set that narrative of men being evil oppressors and women
being divine victims in Anglo America as part and parcel of a pervasive divide and conquer agenda.
Day also defends male/female gender roles in relationships, and mows down the claim that women
have always been powerless in society. The truth is, they’re the most powerful change agents ever
known.

Further, Day confirms that without family or other societal incentives to invest themselves in, men
revert to living nomadic lives.

The important question “Why does a lifetime of work only produce a pile of debt?” is also bravely
asked. Regular readers of TNMM will already know the answer to that question. Debt is slavery, and
debt is how the puppet masters maintain control over the populace. This is why college degrees –
which once empowered youth – have become instruments of debt servitude in the modern era.

There are so many other valid points brought up by Day as he elucidates the dire straits we find
ourselves in this video needs to be spread far and wide. All in all, this is one of the most striking and
accurate documentations of just how far gone we are down the primrose path to totalitarianism in the
West.
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Racial Bolshevism: White Males Explicitly Targeted by Uber
“Diversity” Executive
March 17, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An Uber executive doesn’t like white men; she called for their self-immolation at a recent film festival

Racial Bolshevism (a term brought to light by TNMM over two years ago) in the ongoing,
clandestine American Socialist Revolution continues targeting white men for elimination from the
workforce. This, while at the same time white men are being chastised for leaving the workforce by
men like Jordan Peterson.

It seems white men are to be the new pariahs in America and the world as those screaming the
loudest about racism practice overt racism themselves. Uber chief brand officer Bozoma Saint John
recently told an audience at the South by Southwest film festival:

“I want white men to look around in their office and say, ‘Oh look, there’s a lot of white
men here. Let’s change this.'”

Let’s flip that statement to analyze just how racist it is. Imagine if an NFL or NBA executive told an
audience, “Oh look, there’s a lot of black men here. Let’s change this.” We can all imagine the weeks
of genuflecting the corrupt media would engage in, and the fire and brimstone we’d hear from ethnic
groups. Bozo-ma even does her original statement one better:

“Why do I — as the black woman — have to fix that? There’s 50 of you, there’s one of me.
Ya’ll fix it. Everybody else needs to make the noise — I want white men to make the
noise.”

Indeed, white men are expected to cuck themselves and celebrate their own demise in a dystopian
21st century America. At least the mask slips off the totalitarian left when they take positions like
these. George Carlin’s statement about “rights” made during one of his best known routines comes to
mind when discussing this type of twisted equality.

Sounds more like one group trying to control another group. In other words, business as
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usual in America.

Isn’t that what this is all about? The equality narrative has never been about equality but one group
trying to oppress the other. This is, unfortunately, the hallmark of our species throughout history.
White men better had wake up before they become the social lepers of the 21st century.

Additionally, this new “take the white man’s jobs away” narrative dovetails with the ongoing divide
and conquer agenda in America. My prediction? When all ethnic groups in the nation are reduced to
squabbling factions who can’t get along with each other and can’t stand each other, gridlock will get
worse and the shadow government will come out of the shadows and start ruling like tyrants.

Meantime, not quitting your job and giving it to someone else is becoming “racist” in America. This
insanity is why I run away. While there’s still a world worth running away to.
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7 Steps to Become a Ghost
March 17, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Disappear into the ether by becoming a Galt-like ghost

As men are pushed to the margins of society by a misandrist Anglo culture and creeping Racial
Bolshevism, becoming a “ghost” is the next level of civil disobedience for the Red Pill man who
wants to give this crazy culture the finger. Since participating in the schemes of the Anglosphere is
not worth the sacrifice for men any longer, many of us have decided to enjoy the decline poolside.

In my case, I quit my corporate job in the mainstream media over 2 years ago
and have been working when I need to driving a big rig while roaming the world part-time. (Phase
Two of my nomadic transition will include me becoming a “workamper” living in an RV rent-free,
doing summer jobs for 6 months while spending the other 6 months abroad as I pioneer workable
ghosting life plans for men who want to escape the system. Expect another book on these two
methods of ghosting at some point in the next couple of years.)
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When it comes to balancing work vs. pleasure as a ghost, the job isn’t what matters as much as
resolve, self-discipline, and frugality. That trio helps transform ghosting from a pipe dream to a
success story. The key to Galt-style ghosting is a paradigm shift in thinking away from a
consumption mentality and towards minimalism. We are trained from childhood that the only way to
be a competent adult and to lead a happy life is to consume more, more, and more. This just isn’t the
case, as The Minimalists detailed in a blog, book, and documentary.

For us, it all started with a lingering discontent. A few years ago, while approaching age 30,
we had achieved everything that was supposed to make us happy: great six-figure jobs,
luxury cars, oversized houses, and all the stuff to clutter every corner of our consumer-
driven lifestyles.

And yet with all that stuff, we weren’t satisfied with our lives. We weren’t happy. There
was a gaping void, and working 70–80 hours a week just to buy more stuff didn’t fill the
void: it only brought more debt, stress, anxiety, fear, loneliness, guilt, overwhelm, and
depression.

What’s worse, we didn’t have control of our time, and thus didn’t control our own lives.

Indeed, the system thrives on trapping men (and control of their time) with promises of prosperity
and material wealth that it continually falls short of delivering. But it never falls short on trapping
them in a hamster wheel of debt designed to deprive them of all the hours of their lives. The system
also thrives on teaching men to search for happiness from extrinsic goals like rewards, praise,
money, image, and status rather than inherently satisfying intrinsic goals like personal growth,
pursuing close and connected relationships with friends and family, and cultivating a desire to
help others.

How do men make the change to pursuing intrinsic goals? Minimalism is the keystone to living a
ghost lifestyle. Minimalism helps shift men away from extrinsic to intrinsic goals in the search for
happiness. The genius of the minimalist/ghost lifestyle is less, less less.

Personally, I’d describe my post-corporate life living on $20,000 or less a year as a free spirit/world
roaming nomad as far happier and freer than my life making $50,000 as a wage slave ever was. But,
where to get started? How do men make the numbers work when making such a drastic change? Here
are 7 steps along the path to the minimalist/ghost lifestyle.

1. Adopt minimalism. Minimalism is not about deprivation. It is about aligning your short-term
actions with your long-term values. Becoming a minimalist is key to freeing your time and your
wallet from the clutches of the consumer society. In my case, it was learning to live out of a carry-on
bag, a laptop bag, and a suitcase. I’ve been living this way for 2 years, and would never go back to
living a life obsessed with pursuing consumer items. Experiences and adventure are much more
fulfilling. As a nomad, I can step into an 18-wheeler and drive while saving 90% of my take-home
earnings. Eventually, I plan to transition from life as a seasonal trucker to a seasonal workamper who
lives out of a small RV stateside while working, then takes his earnings abroad for adventure.

2. Get out of debt. Author Michael Mihalik put it best: Debt is Slavery. It is not a tool as much as it
is a one-way ticket to bondage. Debt allows bankers and bosses to control your life. Think of it this
way: If you didn’t have any payments and had $10,000 in the bank, would you be as willing to take
shit from HR at your job?
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3. Save up a Fuck You Fund. Once extricating yourself from the web of debt and adopting a
minimalist lifestyle, you’ll find that money starts piling up. In fact, it piles up so fast you may regret
having lived your life any other way in the past. Put this money in savings. You’ll feel lighter and
freer with each deposit into your newly created Fuck You Fund. A Fuck You Fund is intended to give
men the freedom to do just that – say “Fuck You!” to their soul-sucking GloboWorldCorp job.

4. Stop watching TV and quit social media. Television is influencing your mind and your desires
far more than you think. In fact, television is so insidious those who quit watching cold turkey exhibit
withdrawal symptoms. Worse, regular television watchers begin to think their own lives are unreal
because they don’t match the illusions they see on television every day. Social media is also sucking
up your time, anywhere from at least 2 hours up to a high of 9 hours per day going by “average”
users. What will you be missing? Memes, pop culture, and gossip by limiting or eliminating social
media? TV and social media are forms of thought control (especially in this age of shadow banning
and overt censorship from Shiticon Valley) and the ghost banishes both from his life.

5. Develop a sense of courage and a healthy dose of self-discipline. Living life as a true ghost
requires an enormous amount of courage. The religion of the masses is safety and comfort, but the
ghost knows true inner strength comes from having the courage to take risks and accept the outcome
– whether it be success or failure. There is a fair amount of risk associated with this lifestyle. Which
is why you’ll also want to develop self-discipline. However, if you can learn to adapt to a life of
frugality and sharpen your long-term planning skills, the ghost lifestyle will reward you with an
enormous amount of freedom and personal satisfaction.

6. Quit your job. When I quit a job in the news industry I had worked so
hard to get into, many thought I had lost it. Maybe I did lose it. But I look back on that decision –
leaving a corporate world that had repeatedly exploited me – as one of the most important decisions
of my life. If I didn’t quit, I would have never had two of the most fulfilling years of my life – with
an eye on making the transition I’ve enjoyed permanent.

7. Start enjoying life. Many regular readers will know I’ve been to the Caribbean, South America,
Europe, and Asia in just the past couple of years – as well as 47 states in America and virtually every
major city. I’ve been in brothels in Nevada and Germany. The Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam.
Discotecas in Latin America. Banged hot chicks all over the world and even dabbled in some mild
recreational drug use. I’m taking a motorcycle road trip with nothing but a backpack and a tent this
spring. The result? A level of personal life satisfaction most men dare not dream of. It has certainly
been more enjoyable than going in to lick the boot every morning and looking at the same sad sacks
talk about fucking their next meal in between recounting the last episode of make believe they
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imbibed last night on Netflix.

What I’ve discovered since becoming a ghost is danger is overstated by Anglo society and the safety
most people cling to is nothing more than illusion. The system wants men to believe there’s no way
out, and if they try something new it will end in disaster. Wouldn’t you want a mass of serfs to think
that way if you were their master?

You can become a ghost, free of the soul-sucking wage slave lifestyle. But, the ghost lifestyle isn’t
for the faint of heart. It will be the most profound transition most men ever consider. That said, with
no risk there is no reward. And if you fail in your pursuit of the technicolor lifestyle, you can always
go back to the drab corporate world we all know and hate.

Metallica perhaps best sums up the minimalist and ghost philosophies in their hit Wherever I May
Roam: The less I have the more I gain. 
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Eye Candy of the Week | March 18, 2018
March 18, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Innocent looking and posing in nature in skimpy clothing. Puts one in the mood for an outdoor tryst
with nature girl. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week for March 18, 2018 as we admire the female form
while remembering the truth about women.
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Your Savage Pilgrimage: How British Folk-Ways Shaped
American Dissidence
March 18, 2018 | by Rookh Kshatriya | Link | Original Link

Men have long sought an exit from an oppressive culture – it drove them across oceans into the unknown in the past

Rookh Kshatriya is the creator of the Anglobitch blog, The Anglobitch Thesis and the author of
Havok: How Anglo-American Feminism Ruined Society.

The overriding ethos of this blog is not merely escape from Anglo-American misandry; but rather,
active pilgrimage towards a better, more exciting and adventurous mode of life. But Relampago
Furioso is not alone in this quest for a more fulfilling, man-friendly existence. There are many
precedents in America’s illustrious cultural history, and their inspiration has a surprising origin.

Jon Krakauer’s fascinating book Into the Wild was inspired by an affluent
youth named Christopher McCandless who dropped out of conventional society before dying of
starvation (or food poisoning) in the Alaskan wilderness. Although his short but adventurous life
ended in 1992, the bus where he died is still a place of pilgrimage.  Sean Penn’s poignant film
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subsequently cemented McCandless’ place in modern American culture as an icon of dissidence and
restless alienation from the established order.

However, McCandless is not such an idiomatic figure. A distinctive strand of transcendental
alienation has always defined the American male. It is present in the Hudson Valley School of
painting, in leather-stocking Romances, in Westerns, in the novels of Henry Miller and Jack Kerouac,
in the memoirs of Jack London and Henry Theroux, not just the lives of Christopher McCandless and
RF. While there is a disturbing strand in Anglo-American culture leading inexorably to feminism,
machine values and secular Puritanism, there are alternative ideals or memes within the culture from
which awakened men can also take inspiration.

The Masculine Quest is undoubtedly the most potent of these; and the one most at odds with secular
Puritanism. But where did this distinctive American meme originate? If Anglo-Saxon commercial
Puritanism were the sole ingredient in American culture, such dissidence would simply not exist.
Fortunately, Anglo-American matriarchy, secular Puritanism and crabbed legalism are not the sole
ingredients of American culture, as we shall see.

In his tremendous book, Albion’s Seed: Four British Folkways in America, David Hackett Fischer
identifies four different strands in American culture: Scots-Irish ‘backwoods’ culture, southern
Cavalier culture, Yankee industrial-commercial culture and Puritan New England culture. These all
have distinct origins in Britain: the Scottish Borders, Southern England, the English East Midlands
and East-Anglia, respectively. And they all persist in modern America, however distorted by time and
circumstance. Backwoods culture still defines rural American life, and its participants are Hillary’s
‘deplorables’; Cavalier culture still dominates Southern middle-class life; Industrial-Commercial
culture rules Wall Street, Silicon Valley and the Pacific North West; while Puritan culture dominates
law, academia and government.

Obviously, the Puritan-Industrial strains stand together, as do the Backwoods-Cavalier strains; and
these pairs are mutually antagonistic. While the Backwoods-Cavalier strands are transcendental,
hedonistic and masculine, the Puritan-Industrial strands embody all the crabbed, mechanistic,
matriarchal, legalistic, repressive drivel we loathe in this quadrant of the Manosphere.

Sadly, the Puritan-Industrial strand has now achieved almost complete
dominance in the United States. Southern defeat in the Civil War was the beginning of this Yankee
stranglehold, which their political dominion has only strengthened (Check out Clyde Wilson’s The
Yankee Problem: An American Dilemma (2016) for a scathing study of this ongoing programme). In
fact, misandrist Anglo feminism is really just one part of a transplanted Yankee Puritanism with
distinct origins in Eastern England (East Anglia). The puritanical tyrants Oliver Cromwell and
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Margaret Thatcher both came from this region of England, interestingly enough; which was already a
distinct kingdom defined by religious fanaticism 1500 years ago.

In cultural terms, the awakened American male’s ‘Masculine Quest’ expresses a desire to escape the
dominant Anglo-Saxon Puritan-Industrial culture. Indeed, the pan-Anglosphere men’s movement as a
whole can be viewed in these terms. The Quest is really just part of an ancient but ongoing struggle
for male freedom from the oppressive binds of ancient cultural memes originating in the British Isles.
The Matrix and the Quest, the Blue Pill and the Red; in most respects, these conflicts fit neatly into
the Backwoods-Cavalier / Puritan-Industrial dichotomy described above. Obviously, the virgin
beauty of the vast American landscape has lent the American dissident’s Masculine Quest a lyrical
quality that British masculine resistance to Puritan-Industrial oppression lacks completely. While the
British staged the Mutiny on the Bounty simply to escape repression and the lash, the American male
retreats into the wilderness, travels to Europe or pens On the Road – in short, does lyrical things.

American men still have an optimism that other men lack. Aldous Huxley suggested this was partly a
product of social selection: the most spirited, hopeful and adventurous left Europe to find freedom in
America. Exploration of the wilderness by fearless pioneers only heightened this daring spirit: And
for all its faults, American liberty still inspires the world. However, the pioneering spirit now only
exists among America’s dissidents fleeing the Puritan-Industrial Matrix in pursuit of personal
fulfilment.

The current debate over gun ownership is always couched in political, legal or criminal terms. From
my perspective, the issue is a spiritual or cultural one: for the gun is simultaneously an American
symbol of wilderness, freedom and virility. Abolishing the American’s right to bear arms would
instantly abolish Backwoods-Cavalier America and its unique, questing transcendentalism… which
is, of course, why America’s secular puritans and their feminist allies are so obsessed by restricting
access to firearms.

The New Modern Man’s conceptual toolkit is only enriched by knowing the true origins of the
cultural memes he confronts on a daily basis. When the Awakened man knows where he stands in the
wider scheme of history and culture, it gives his life epic gravitas and decisive purpose.
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The Nomad’s Theme Song
March 19, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

I saw this video in a rock ‘n roll bar in Amsterdam recently. While I was familiar with Metallica’s
Wherever I May Roam, I had never really paid much attention to the meaning of the lyrics. For some
reason the message finally clicked with me as a sipped Grolsch beers and flirted with a pretty blonde
waitress. This is the nomad’s theme song. How appropriate I heard it on my first adventure to
Europe. The lyrics tell the story:

And the road becomes my bride
I have stripped of all but pride
So in her I do confide
And she keeps me satisfied
Gives me all I need

And with dust in throat I crave
Only knowledge will I save
To the game you stay a slave

Roamer, wanderer
Nomad, vagabond
Call me what you will

But I’ll take my time anywhere
Free to speak my mind anywhere
And I’ll redefine anywhere

Anywhere I roam
Where I lay my head is home

(And the earth becomes my throne)

And the earth becomes my throne
I adapt to the unknown
Under wandering stars I’ve grown
By myself but not alone
I ask no one

And my ties are severed clean
Less I have the more I gain
Off the beaten path I reign

Roamer, wanderer
Nomad, vagabond
Call me what you will

But I’ll take my time anywhere
I’m free to speak my mind anywhere
and I’ll never mind anywhere

Anywhere I roam
Where I lay my head is home
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YE’ YEAH

But I’ll take my time anywhere
I’m free to speak my mind
And I’ll take my find anywhere

Anywhere I may roam
Where I lay my head is home
I say!

But I’ll take my time anywhere
I’m free to speak my mind anywhere
And I’ll redefine anywhere

Anywhere I may roam
Where I lay my head is home

Carved upon my stone
My body lies, but still I roam,
Yeah yeah!

Wherever I may roam
Wherever I may roam
Woah

Wherever I may roam
Wherever I may roam
Yeah!

Wherever I may wander, wander, wander
Wherever I may roam

Yeah, yeah, wherever I may roam

Yeah, yeah, wherever I may roam
Wherever I may roam
Wherever I may roam

A man certainly doesn’t hear lyrics like this in de-balled mainstream “nice guy” music these days.
But, there was a time this sentiment was flapping in the breeze in the U.S. Those days are no more.
The freedom-minded man is truly all by himself today. The road to personal freedom and fulfillment
is the one I’ve decided to take, rather than the well-beaten path to corporate serfdom.

As Robert Frost knew when he wrote The Road Not Taken, taking the road less traveled by makes all
the difference. These words embody the spirit of The New Modern Man as I embark for destinations
unknown.
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The Question Now Isn’t IF the U.S. Will Be Demographically
Conquered – But How Thorough the Conquest Will Be
March 19, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A demographic tidal wave is making whites strangers in their homeland

Most heritage ‘Muricans have no idea the U.S. is only in an intermediary phase of demographic
conquest. But, they sense something is wrong as their idea of what America should be fades farther
and farther away into distant memory. A demographic tidal wave has inundated them and they’re just
beginning to realize it.

As an example, one of the changes heritage Americans have nightmares
about is the gutting of the Second Amendment. But, the abandonment of that screed on parchment
will happen when the nation reaches a demographic tipping point, as is already being foreshadowed
with with news headlines and repeated attacks on that last line of defense against a tyrannical
government. The fact is, other ethnic groups are shown to have much less support for gun rights, and
as whites are demographically displaced their grasp on the Second Amendment is washing away like
sand on the beach.

Here’s an interesting side note before you look to conservative media to tell the truth about how
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hopeless it really is trying to save the Second Amendment. It is profitable for the fake news media to
put on the pretense the Second Amendment fight is a political one – keeping conservatives riled up
for fun and profit – when in fact, any demographer sees the inevitability of what’s coming. The truth
is demographics is destiny. Whites, who as recently as 1960 made up 92% of the American populace
have been in demographic freefall for generations. Population replacement trends have been set into
motion which are now almost impossible to reverse. This means laws, traditions, and the overall
flavor of the nation will change.

‘Muricans think they can regain control of the nation by voting themselves into redemption. It’s not
going to happen. Weak-willed whites have chosen to remain willfully ignorant of facts any
demographer worth his salt knew back in the 1970s, i.e. that they were on their way to becoming a
minority in their homeland with corresponding losses in political clout. They denied it was
happening. I remember being called crazy for bringing it up at work a decade ago. Whites waited
until it was far too late to take notice. The conquest of the U.S. is all over but the crying. The question
isn’t IF the U.S. will be conquered but how thorough the conquest will be.

Population replacement was the evil genius of the globalists – displacing whites from political power
in both America and Europe virtually ensures their success. Other ethnic groups have far different
ways of thinking and living, and are much more open to collectivism than individualist whites.

On this topic, Jim Christian dropped this droll commentary on a men’s blog, clarifying things for
clueless ‘Muricans who think what’s happening (the nation slipping from their grasp) is about
politics. No. You’re being conquered, folks. You just haven’t realized it yet. Anyway, Jim gives us a
taste of what the future holds.

End of the day, assuming the psychos in DC haven’t gotten us all nuked is, Hispanics and
Muslims (mostly) will fight it out for supremacy in the US. There is no way around it.
Trump is a nice respite, but face facts, the demographics are all wrong for our side. Whites
were the only ones that quit breeding to save the earth. There will be pockets of White
communities. But they’ll rule. And Hispanic/Muslim patriarchies aren’t going to tolerate
nor ever suffer feminism of the sort that torments most White men.

Jim is right. Feminists are welcoming in their future oppressors with open arms and open legs. Total
insanity as the West has gone culturally crazy. The West has joined the suicide cult of “equality” as
illustrated by this video on the Oswald Spengler channel. But it’s becoming more and more obvious
other ethnic groups aren’t pursuing equality but supremacy, as even in the halls of Uber the ride
sharing service there are now calls for white men to become indigents so others can have their jobs.

With feminists ultimately being useful idiots of the elite, there is at least some good news to cherry
pick from all this. Demographic conquest means new rules from new rulers.

The Matriarchy’s annoying tyranny will be smashed in most of your lifetimes. If you’re
smart, you’ll keep your chivalry to yourselves, they ain’t worth saving. I love seeing the
comments in papers in Sweden, Norway, Germany, the chicks endlessly ask where are the
REAL men to protect them from the immigrants their feminist masters invited in, a new and
seriously violent, raping patriarchy. Hilarious. The civilized White men, they destroyed
them. And even if they DID protect the women, they’d be jailed for racism.
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Incidentally, this is why women have been denied political power for
thousands of years. They inevitably destroy everything men build up with endless societal shit tests,
including the very men who create and maintain civilization. They will ALWAYS pit one group of
males against the other to see who comes out on top, then fuck the winners. It’s just the way women
have evolved. It was lunacy to think giving them political power would have a good outcome for the
society at large. And we’ve only just begun that particular slide into the abyss. The worst awaits.

There’s one important caveat to Jim’s prediction: The crushing of the matriarchy will only be the
case if the U.S. survives as a nation state when it becomes majority non-white and isn’t gobbled up
into the forming New World Order system of totalitarianism.

How white men let themselves get this boxed into a corner will surely be a topic of debate for future
historians. Survival is typically the first order of business for any ethnic group. But not whites, who
erroneously thought their survival was guaranteed. This ethnic group has forgotten that the primitive
always beats the civilized. Whites are terrified of their primitive instincts and think they can talk their
way out of the mess they now find themselves in. That simply isn’t going to happen.

Whites woke up about 40 years too late for that one, after the demographic tidal wave had already
engulfed them. That wall Trump is building won’t save them, either because the flood waters have
already crashed ashore. It’s too little, too late to save them from drowning – building a wall to protect
against floods when the floodwaters have already hit.

Get ready. A cosmic shift is coming in our lifetimes. White men are the Roman soldier at Pompeii.
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The Adventures of RF: The Girl That Chased After Me on
a Four-Wheeler
March 20, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Being chased down the road by a hot black girl on a four-wheeler beats what I could have been doing today – licking the boot and
preparing for another fake news installment

I had an interesting encounter with a sexy girl today.
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It all started when I was out riding around on my motorcycle at one of the pristine beaches here on
the Samaná Peninsula. There were fewer scantily clad women than usual taking dips in the Maui blue
water, but I was in the mood for some love after throwing down a few Presidentes.

I looked around to see if I could find a hot one chat up. No such luck. So, I
messaged one of my regular FWBs on Whatsapp and set something up with her.

On my way to meet up with her at the hotel (my FWB has a boyfriend – bitches are never loyal,
we’ve discussed that before) I passed a hot, very dark skinned girl riding a four wheeler. She was still
wet and had obviously just been at the beach. Somehow, I missed her. After waiting around at the
beach for a looker like her to show up for so long, as luck would have it I met someone blowing
kisses at me as I drove by on my way to hook up with another chick.

I flirted back with this sexy morena as I passed her. I thought that was that as I sped on by, arriving at
an Alto (Stop) sign way before she did along the palm-lined road. But, I noticed through my rearview
mirror she had sped up. I decided to wait until she caught up with me, as this would likely turn into
something good. As she arrived, and I got a better look at her I noticed she had obviously been
drinking quite a bit. She began to tell me how hot I was and that she wanted to jump my bones.

What a conundrum.

I whip out my phone, tell my FWB to stay home, and end up running off to
the closet hotel with this sexy black girl who immediately proceeded to climb on top of me and give
me absolute hell in bed. It wasn’t long before I felt that familiar feeling – when a girl climaxes – and
the intercourse starts feeling really good.

She then told me to jump on top and get my nut. It was some of the best sex I’ve had in a while. And
that’s saying a lot because I go through more women than most men go through changes of
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underwear. After it was all said and done, I followed her back to her house (to find out where she
lived so I could come back for seconds sometime) and we exchanged numbers.

I wrote all that to write this: This is what I live for. The excitement and variety of life and exciting,
sexy women I never, ever had back in the States. I mean, who would expect on something exciting
like that to happen on an average day? A hot black girl chasing you down on a four-wheeler just so
she can fuck your brains out? Meanwhile, American women are busy deifying themselves in a cloud
of #MeToo “My pussy is too good for you!” cuntery directed at men. But, I’m enjoying happenings
like this abroad.

How’s that for juxtaposition?

This memorable tryst was a very nice way to close out my last few weeks here on this tropical island
before returning to the States for another work cycle soon. It’s nice to know possibilities like this still
exist, and there are truly sexually liberated cultures in the world. (Not the pretend sexual liberation of
the Anglo American variety.)

I always felt like something was wrong when I was back home. Being deprived of moments like
these in the matrix only to enjoy a smörgåsbord every time I leave proves my instincts were right.
Relations between the sexes suck (and not in a good way) back home. Am I glad I left! I so
thoroughly appreciate every experience like this I get to enjoy. I’ll remember many of these hookups
into my old age.
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Dump ZuckerFace
March 20, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Why give this weakling so much power over your digital life?

It’s time to leave Facebook for personal use if you haven’t done so already. I deactivated my personal
account weeks ago, and I’m not missing anything. In fact, I’m glad I left that digital ghetto. Here are
three important reasons those of us in the manosphere should limit our interaction with ZuckerFace’s
panopticon in the making.

1. Shadow banning of conservative and libertarian media is well
underway. Numerous web sites not adhering to the dictates of the leftist thought control police have
seen a marked reduction in traffic since ZuckerFace unveiled a new algorithm. The new Facebook
algorithm released to much fanfare earlier this year was purportedly designed to enhance “meaningful
social interaction” but has caused inbound traffic to sites like Breitbart to crash 27%. Meanwhile,
CNN – the lowest of the low propaganda channels – saw its traffic increase 43% after the algorithm
change.

2. Your data is being carelessly thrown around. The current Cambridge Analytica fiasco is a drop
in the bucket compared the other seedy ways the details of your personal life are distributed to
companies, political operatives, and social engineers by ZuckerFace. Of course, the corrupt media are
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crowing about the FTC probing Facebook and threatening to fine them $40,000 a day per violation of
so-called “consent decrees.” This is legal speak for one group of criminals shaking down another
group of criminals, i.e. the U.S. gubmint shaking down Silicon Valley data lords. Don’t expect
anything more than show trials and massive fines (i.e. shakedowns) from this so-called investigation.
The government doesn’t have your back, but it might just stick a knife in it.

3. Facebook is becoming a forum for social engineering, and recently tested user acceptance of
pedophilia. Earlier this month, Facebook circulated a survey to carefully selected users wanting to
know their opinions about pedophilia. The chilling survey read: In thinking about an ideal world
where you could set Facebook’s policies, how would you handle the following: a private message in
which an adult man asks a 14-year-old girl for sexual pictures. One of the multiple choice options
read: [This] content should be allowed on Facebook, and I would not mind seeing it.

Of course, mainstreaming pedophilia has long been an agenda item of the
American left, and TNMM has reported on early attempts at mainstreaming this twisted form of
sexuality by such propaganda outlets as Salon. Salon championed wannabe pedophile Todd
Nickerson with a series of articles before dropping him and deleting Nickerson’s articles after a
public outcry. Shadow banning combined with monkeying around with different algorithms are
designed to filter what you can and cannot see online, and forces are at work to get you to accept
even more Anglosphere sexual perversion while heterosexuals are marginalized.

These are only three of the biggest reasons men should leave Facebook. There are many others, not
the least of which is what a waste of time and energy it is.

In short, stop giving this little twit and his company so much power. The only power he has is the
power billions voluntarily hand over to him by typing in, photographing, or videoing every detail of
their lives. Hell, go one better and dump Goolag (Google) for DuckDuckGo or another search engine
that doesn’t make billions of your personal data. It’s time to push back against the Silicon Valley
monopolies, and stop feeding these monsters with free information about us.
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Trump the Trojan Horse
March 24, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Some are surprised by Trump’s betrayals – TNMM is not

With the signing of the Omnibus spending bill Trump has delivered back to back slaps in the face to
his base. As a result Trump’s signature campaign promise, the border wall is on hiatus. (Building a
wall is a stupid idea anyway, because the demographic tidal wave that has permanently changed
America into a polyglot boarding house has already crashed ashore.) Gleeful Democrats got
everything they wanted out of the spending bill, prompting Pelosi to gloat “We were able to
accomplish more than when we held the majority.”

This latest betrayal comes on the heels of Trump’s infamous gun control commentary in which he
told legislators “take the guns first, due process second” in a meeting with top Demicans and
Republicrats in the White House.

While there is solace in the fact we don’t have to hear the shrill voice of Hillary giving us NWO
talking points from the Oval Office each day, we have to wonder how her presidency would have
been much different than Trump’s. Stefan Molyneux pointed this out in a recent Twitter post.
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There are two possibilities explaining this disheartening outcome of the Trump presidency. One is the
U.S. government has been so thoroughly co-opted by Deep State whores of corporate financial
interests the presidency has been reduced to a figurehead position with very little actual power. Two,
Trump is a Trojan Horse put there by shadowy forces so a white nationalist can be crucified Nixon-
style once Democrats take back control of Congress this fall.

Either way, we are headed into some dark days. Hillary didn’t win, but whoever comes after Trump
in 2020 (if he lasts that long) will put the final nails in the coffin of the nation. Personally, I’m living
for the day because I know what’s coming soon. The completion of the transformation of America
into a totalitarian regime.
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The First Few Days in The Matrix Are Hardest
March 24, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Time to return to ghosting as I find myself in the matrix again

I’m back in the matrix. I must say, the first few days are psychologically the hardest as I readjust to
Faustian/Anglo-American machine culture and the political/social dystopia the U.S. has turned into. I
will transform from active participation in society (I feel happy and free when I’m in Latin America)
to being a ghost again.

I despise machine culture, as so eloquently described in Man and Technics. I see these prophetic
words all around me:

All things organic are dying in the grip of organization. An artificial world is permeating
and poisoning the natural. Civilization has itself become a machine that does, or tries to do,
everything in a mechanical fashion.

I am becoming Faust.

The Faustian [Western] thought begins to be sick of machines. A weariness is spreading, a
sort of pacifism in the battle with Nature. Men are returning to forms of life simpler and
nearer to Nature; they are spending their time in sport instead of technical experiments. The
great cities are becoming hateful to them, and they would fain get away from the pressure of
soulless facts, from enslavement to the Machine, and the clear cold atmosphere of technical
organization.
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This is why I run away. I’m a human being, goddammit. Not a profit
producing machine. My life has value.

My resentment of the place grows each time I come back and get badgered by Police State USA.
Some customs official really wanted to know why I was out of the country for so long. I plainly told
the guy in a deadpan voice, “To get away from what this country has turned into. That’s why I was
gone so long.” He looked stunned and kept asking nonsensical questions and I kept giving him
answers like that one. As if it was any of his business what I do or how long I stay gone. Men are
now persecuted for leaving this hellhole. How did we go from being free men to asking government
permission to travel?

As I drove from the airport to meet up with friends, of course rent-seeking cops had drivers pulled
over all along the highway cleaning out their wallets and conditioning them to accept
micromanagement of their behavior.

Women, rather than being pretty, thin and sweet now have permanent bitch faces, are fat, and
abrasive now that I’m back in a thoroughly socially engineered environment that prides itself on
stripping people of their humanity.

Friendships and family have broken down. Everyone remains in consumption mode when they’re on
the “spend” part of the sleep-work-spend cycle. Machine-produced food is all around me, being sold
at high prices. Politics permeates the air. Identity politics has transformed everyone into each other’s
enemies. Even at the convenience store a “Busted” tabloid prides itself on publicly shaming those
sheep who don’t obey the dictates of their shepherd. Nobody has time to have any fun because “I
gotta work tomorrow.” What’s to like about this fucking place?

In other news, I’m now prepping for my motorcycle road trip coming next month. I will ghost across
the nation on two wheels, while we still have freedom to move about. The natural world remains
unmarred by human folly in certain areas of the country. Then comes another work cycle, either
driving a truck or workamping (haven’t decided yet). All I can think about is getting out of this
insane asylum again, which can’t come soon enough.
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Eye Candy of the Week | March 25, 2018
March 25, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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I love ethnic women. In fact, nothing will ever replace what they’ve meant to my personal life. All
my happiest memories have been with black, brown, and Asian women.

Putting that aside and getting down to business – while this chick has a small chest, the rest of her
more than makes up for that slight deficit. Enjoy our Eye Candy of the Week as we admire the female
form while remembering the truth about women.
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Good Morning from the Gulf Coast
March 25, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Good morning from the Gulf Coast! I’m back in ghosting mode as I return to the States for another
work cycle. Meantime, the next month or two will be about enjoying time on the road before
returning to the machine to earn some money. That will be followed by more adventures abroad.

While my official road trip won’t begin until next month, I decided to start
prepping now. What better way to prep than getting “lost” with a road trip to a state park I’d never
visited before about 500 miles away from home? One situated right by the Gulf of Mexico. I had
never set up a tent before last night and had never driven so far (all at once) on my bike. There was a
sense of accomplishment as I successfully pulled off both.

There’s something to be said about tent camping. I thoroughly enjoyed the simplicity, peace, and
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tranquility my first tent camping experience brought me. I hear birds chirping now as the sun comes
up over the horizon.

Spring is already in full bloom here on the coast. I saw two rabbits scampering outside as I walked
around, reminding me that life in the natural world goes on while life in the human world becomes
bereft of pleasure – at least in this culture.

More to come.
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FOSTA and CLOUD Acts Give American Police State the
Power to Micromanage Speech
March 27, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Rights are being destroyed on a daily basis in the new USSA

The U.S. government continues making bold, tyrannical moves while citizens do nothing but
complain about its transgressions against liberty online. Worse, many tyrannical moves go unreported
by the media, or don’t receive the emphasis they deserve.

While former Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens is now openly calling for the 2nd
Amendment to be repealed in a David Hogg-wild Brave New World, Congress has launched an
attack on the First Amendment under the guise of the FOSTA act. As reported by Reason magazine:

The U.S. Senate just passed one of the worst bills in recent memory, the so-called “Allow
States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act” (FOSTA) that cleared the House of
Representatives in late February.

Now FOSTA is off to President Trump’s desk to be made official. As we are well aware of by now,
Trump is a Trojan Horse who made a lot of noise about upholding conservative values while
betraying his base at every turn after ascension to the throne. No doubt, FOSTA will be signed,
marking Trump’s latest let-down.

What does the bill do? Plainly stated, FOSTA is a bill that’s an overt attack on the First Amendment.

This is the measure that would make online prostitution ads a federal crime and decimate
Section 230, the federal provision shielding web publishers and platforms from certain legal
liabilities for the things that users post. It’s largely portrayed as a response to Backpage, but
its reach goes far far beyond that.
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While you were sleeping: The passage of FOSTA means another personal liberty has
been taken away. Craigslist personals users now find this cryptic disclaimer online

Indeed, cloaking the true intentions of FOSTA in a cloud of Puritanical sexual repression was a
master stroke of the corporate-government complex. They know the prevailing culture well.

Anglo culture’s squeamishness about sex (and especially sex for hire like that found on Backpage)
means this bill has faced little resistance. At face value, FOSTA is supposed to be about stopping sex
trafficking. (Note our masters aren’t even bothering to call it human trafficking, anymore.) But, the
bill is really about giving digital gatekeepers a reason – and incentive if they want to stay in business
– to start micromanaging speech in real-time online. Expect a push for A.I. that polices what people
are typing as they type it. Otherwise, web site and app operators could face massive penalties and
prison time (up to 25 years) when those who use their services do illegal things like rent a sexual
encounter. And later, express ideas that aren’t state-approved.

The bill hasn’t even been signed yet and already Craigslist has removed its personals section,
Backpage now only allows women to post photos and a phone number, and Badoo now offers an
Orwellian feature for users to report “inappropriate” or “against the law” individual personal
messages to the thought police that manage the web site.

Only two Senators objected to the bill, illustrating how bought off Congress is. Rand Paul was one. A
liberal from the Pacific Northwest was the other. From Reason:

“In the absence of Section 230, the internet as we know it would shrivel,” warned Sen. Ron
Wyden (D-Oregon) from the Senate floor Wednesday. “Civic organizations protecting their
right to free speech could be [ruined] by their more powerful political opponents” and
“there would be an enormous chilling effect on speech in America.” That’s why big
companies like Facebook like efforts like this to weaken it, Wyden added—”because it
would pull up the ladder in the tech world” so new companies couldn’t afford to get in.

Yes, the bill also helps further cement established tech monopolies. Oh, and then there’s this little
gem. The CLOUD Act was also sneaked into the Ominibus spending bill. What does the CLOUD
Act do? Why, it further destroys your online privacy. The Anti-Media gives us the rundown of which
liberties have been taken away by it. The CLOUD Act will:

Enable foreign police to collect and wiretap people’s communications from U.S.
companies, without obtaining a U.S. warrant.
Allow foreign nations to demand personal data stored in the United States, without
prior review by a judge.
Allow the U.S. president to enter “executive agreements” that empower police in
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foreign nations that have weaker privacy laws than the United States to seize data in
the United States while ignoring U.S. privacy laws.
Allow foreign police to collect someone’s data without notifying them about it.
Empower U.S. police to grab any data, regardless if it’s a U.S. person’s or not, no
matter where it is stored.

The FOSTA bill is likely to face some opposition in the court system, but the CLOUD Act probably
won’t. Ultimately, Americans can chalk another liberty lost up to the fact they’ve become a nation of
sheeple begetting a government of wolves.

This move WILL NOT stop at sex trafficking. In fact, TNMM predicts it won’t stop until the whole
of online human conduct and speech is micromanaged by tech overlords obeying tyrannical dictates
of the pseudo-democratic republic the USSA has become.
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No More Frivorce Rape: British Judge Says Paying Women
After a Divorce is Ludicrous
March 29, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The most senior British family court judge is calling for fairer treatment of men – and women aren’t happy

It seems Anglo men finally have an advocate in the form of Britain’s most senior family court judge.
Sir James Munby has called for the abolition of male slavery and forced wealth transfer payments to
women brought on by the divorce-industrial complex. In a speech to lawyers given just before his
forthcoming retirement this summer, Munby said it’s ludicrous that men still have to pay women
after a divorce in this age of the Empowered™ YouGoGrrl. The Daily Mail writes:

Britain’s most senior family judge called for an overhaul of marriage law yesterday, saying
people would one day laugh at the idea that a man had to support his ex-wife for life. Sir
James Munby called for equality for divorcees when maintenance payments are settled by
the courts, highlighting ‘absurd’ divorce settlements that are unfairly biased against men.

Isn’t it funny how women eschew equality when it comes to treating men equally or assuming equal
responsibility for their spendthrift lives?

Munby is right the forced wealth transfers are often destructive to male lives, as the Anglobitch blog
recently highlighted with the case of a surgeon whose life was financially and then legally destroyed
after a divorce. The surgeon’s plight was highlighted by a prison guard who grew tired of seeing
good men thrown into modern day debtor’s prisons because they couldn’t pay their exes. The prison
guard wrote:

The very worst case I saw as a prison guard was a surgeon, yes an American surgeon who
was one of the most respectable guys I ever met, hard working, worked until 2 a.m. 6 days a
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week to save people’s lives. With all the work hours, his wife got “lonely” and started
sleeping around, eventually having 2 kids that weren’t even his as he found out later.

And then she filed for divorce so she could take the surgeon’s money, blow it
on cocaine and stupid luxuries for herself without doing any work herself (that’s the real
destination where the “child support” money goes) and sleep around with her favorite Chad
of the week, all on her hard working surgeon ex-husband’s money. She won an insanely
high judgment in a US family court, millions of dollars in child support and “alimony” that
the poor surgeon would have to pay.

Since by the court’s judgment, “she should be entitled to maintain the same standard of
living after the divorce”, even though this greedy gold-digging Anglobitch is the one who
filed for the divorce to steal from her hard-working husband who was actually saving
people’s lives.

Of course, the surgeon couldn’t keep up with the insanely high cost of the forced wealth transfers,
was promptly stripped of his medical license and for failing to make court-ordered payments, and
eventually thrown into prison.

This is the very type of injustice Munby seeks to eradicate from the court system. The judge went on
to assail the presumption that men are in charge in modern marriage, which is of course a total farce
because women initiate the vast majority of divorces and hold all the cards in the legal system.

He said it had taken too long to rid the law of the Victorian notion that men were in charge
in a marriage, and the law was marked by “hypocrisy and lack of intellectual honesty”.

Munby also said future generations will judge the current situation harshly – a legal system featuring
unchecked female supremacy in family courts.

“Past judicial utterances we now find almost absurd should serve as a terrible warning of
how history will, in due course, come to judge the present generation.”

Meantime, the Anglo world continues to practice overt misandry in the court system, and the culture
at large. Nowhere else in the world are men trodden upon by the legal system as in the
Anglosphere. While Munby’s call for justice for men is refreshing, don’t expect reform anytime soon.
Lawyer Jill Kirby offered vociferous opposition to the judge’s call to end the female gravy train.
Kirby called for Munby’s resignation:

“He wants to remove fault from marriage break-up, which is unfair to a faithful partner.
This is a highly political speech. He should step down.”

It’s obvious from Kirby’s comments there’s a long road ahead until female responsibilities (like
assuming financial responsibility for their own lives) catch up with the pace of their privileges.
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End Sex Scandal Sensationalism: Start Snooping in TV
Anchors’ Sex Lives
March 29, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

What dirty laundry can we find in Anderson Cooper’s sex life?

The incessant pace of sexual voyeurism infesting Anglo media is aggravating and counterproductive,
to say the least. The public has been conditioned to stand back in horror when “incidents” surface
revealing that 12 years ago a sitting president might have banged a side chick who happens to be a
porn star, or another one got a BJ in the Oval Office, or some other public official makes a pass at a
supposedly asexual goddess at the office.

It’s latent Anglo-American Puritanism at its worst.

The latest example of this twisted obsession with public figure sex lives came and went with a recent
CBS interview featuring Stormy Daniels, a buxom, siliconed, bleached blonde porn star Trump the
faker reportedly banged one time. The duplicity of the media was astounding as 60 Minutes tried to
turn a kiss and tell tryst into the crime of the century, while it was hosted by none other than out of
the closet CNN mouthpiece Anderson Blooper. This odd juxtaposition representing the MSM’s
unquestioning acceptance of all forms of sexuality except heterosexuality in modern times.

Blooper tried to dig for as many graphic details as he could. However, as reported by Nick Nolte at
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Breitbart, the interview turned out to be another Al Capone’s Vault style embarrassment:

The dirt came from interviewer Anderson Cooper, who found it “newsworthy” to include
salacious details, such as Stormy playfully swatting Trump with a magazine. The only news
value there is just how desperate the far-left Cooper is to embarrass the president.

Going for the Humiliation Gold, Cooper even asked the former porn star, “Did he use a
condom?”

Note the low level of the modern media with Blooper’s odd preceding question. Putting aside
Blooper’s curiosity about the minute details regarding how Trump reportedly humped Stormy, the
much-hyped expose turned out to be another Van Jones-style nothingburger. Nolte writes:

So basically, after all of the anti-Trump establishment media’s Barnum Bailey Bravado,
here we are on Monday morning, right back to square one after Sunday’s night’s massive
misfire.

In other words, we are right back to Trump Might Have Had Consensual Sex With a Porn
Star 12 Freakin’ Years Ago If Anyone Cares. And nobody cares.

There’s a quick way to bring an end to all this vampirish, fanged mouth sexual intrigue. Start
watching the watchers. Fish around for lurid details from media personalities’ sex lives. There’s a lot
of dirty laundry there – take it from someone who was on the inside.

Why don’t we ask Anderson Blooper about his sex life? About relationships he’s had that have gone
wrong? About improper relationships he might have had. About what kinks he has in the bedroom. If
he uses a condom. Does Blooper run trains with other men? Does he worry about HIV since he is in a
risk group for contracting the disease? When Blooper answers, we will need to find inconsistencies in
his statements and grill him on those, presenting him as untrustworthy and trying to hide something.
Surely, knowing these facts about the anchor’s sex life relate to his credibility as a public figure and
news presenter if the same standards are applied to Blooper that he applies to others.

Self-righteous talking heads might not be so keen to pass judgment once the lurid details of their own
sexual dalliances start becoming public. Let he who is without sin cast the first stone. Right,
Anderson?
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Chicks Dig Criminals: Nikolas Cruz Gets Inundated With Fan
Mail (and $$$) from Girls
March 31, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“Your eyes are beautiful and the freckles on your face make you so handsome. I’m really skinny and have 34C sized breasts,” writes one
Cruz groupie

Nothing turns women on more than a murderous psychopath. (At least, a purported murderous
psychopath if matrix agenda setters are to be believed.) No sooner than Nikolas Cruz was locked up
did legions of women come out of the woodwork to start seducing him with love letters, snapping
sexy photos of themselves and even sending him cash. Fox News reports:

Lovestruck groupies from around the country are showering the Parkland, Fla., gunman
Nikolas Cruz with fan mail, including sexually provocative photos and donations.
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This case is an important lesson on the twisted nature of female sexuality.
Women wouldn’t let Cruz figuratively smell where they peed when he was a bullied loser. But now
that he’s a criminal superstar with his face plastered everywhere, the panties can’t come off fast
enough. TNMM has reported on the hamster wheel propensity that compels chicks to spread eagle for
bad boys in the past, an unflattering reality about female sexuality. Women get wet at the thought of
screwing bad boys but vaginal moistness dries up at the thought of banging a nice guy.

Cruz being showered with love letters from hot ladies is far from unusual. Mass murderers often run
virtual harems, and even have women begging these thugs to breed them. Criminals now wind up
with 3.0 children on average per lifetime, while Beta males are on the road to genetic extinction in a
post-feminist world.

There’s a term for women who get off on fucking violent criminals and thugs: Hybristophiliacs.
This term would include a large segment of the female population if the truth be told. What are
hybristophiliac girls writing to Cruz? Seductive lines like these:

“When I saw your picture on the television, something attracted me to you. Your eyes are
beautiful and the freckles on your face make you so handsome. I’m really skinny and have
34C sized breasts.”

Yep, the kind of women most Betas only dream of are now chasing after Cruz. They even send him
nudie pics. Fox writes:

A Chicago woman reportedly sent Cruz numerous suggestive photos, including one in
which she slurps a Popsicle while wearing a bikini, and another in which she shows off her
backside for the camera.

Yes, female psychology is that dark. When’s the last time a woman actively sought you out to send a
picture of her behind? Probably never if you’re the typical mangina working in an Office Space
setting. But, after women heard Cruz killed 17 students they turned him into a virtual celebrity while
becoming hot and bothered in the process. From Fox News:

Cruz’s attorney, Howard Finkelstein told one newspaper he’s “never seen this many letters
to a defendant” in 40 years as a public defender.

Knowing this, it doesn’t take a genius to realize letting female instincts run wild will totally wreck a
civilization. We’ve discussed the consequences of letting female sexuality loose many times in the
past. From our article on Convict Game:
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Cultures that don’t rigidly control female sexuality are doomed to devolve over time into an
uncivilized state for many reasons, not least among them the fact that criminals reproduce
more than good guys do in the absence of proper female guidance. Ergo, chicks dig jerks.
And they breed like wanton whores with criminals.

Obviously, nobody listened. There’s a kicker to this sordid story. In true gynocentric fashion fitting
for Anglo media, Fox News tries to explain away the estrogen-driven interest in Cruz by defending
and pedestalizing women, insinuating only defective women thow themselves at thugs:

The unseemly interest in Cruz may stem from women with poor parental relationships, or a
strong desire to save an apparently lonely and vulnerable figure, mental health experts told
the paper.

No, Fox News. This episode of love letters to mass shooters is yet another illustration of the depravity
of female psychology. Criminals get love letters from and bang the hottest ass on a regular basis.
When stories like this surface, it’s one of the few times we get to see women for what they really are
– and the reality doesn’t fit your candy floss propaganda imagery extolling them as goddesses imbued
with superior virtue.

This gynocentric propaganda brainwashes millions of well-meaning men. The truth is, once again
nice guys finish last. And women will beat a path to the jail cell of a criminal to lay down for him.
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What I See Each Time a Couple Passes
April 2, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

How much is that chick costing him a month? Does he even realize it?

“I wonder how much that piece of tail is costing him.”

That’s what I think each time a couple passes by. Especially if it’s a high SMV chick. This might
seem crude or unusual to those uninitiated in the crimson arts, but that’s the reality of relationshits for
those of us blessed and cursed with the ability to see unvarnished reality.

Every woman has her price. Hypergamy. Briffault’s Law. Penguin
prostitutes. The list of proof backing up that claim goes on and on. Hell, just open your eyes if you’ve
never used them before and pay attention to the way chicks behave.

My next thought after seeing the couple is: “I wonder what mistake he’ll make (or she’ll claim he
makes) that will end that relationshit.” How much it will cost him. If he’ll be turned into a slave by
the family court system.
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I used to envy men with attractive girlfriends but now I almost feel sorry for them. I know what
circus act the poor bastard probably had to put on to get that girl’s attention, or how much of his life
and freedom he had to mortgage to entice her hypergamous instincts with consumer purchases. That
is, if he’s the typical well-meaning Beta male.

I also know he’s now subject to her whims legally, culturally, and spiritually. He’s one false rape
claim or “It’s not you, it’s me” away from having his life destroyed and his motivation taken away.

In short, the bloom is off the rose. Once you’ve stared into the gaping maw that is female sexuality
and psychology, you’ll never see women – or the men who are with them – the same way again.
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Eye Candy of the Week | April 1, 2018
April 2, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Eastern European women are polar opposites of their entitled Western sisters. While they share many
of the same features, their attitudes are sweeter and their asses are slimmer. Enjoy our Eye Candy of
the Week for April 1, 2018 as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Video: Looks Like These News Anchors Need Parrot Feed
April 2, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

You know you’re living in a truly Orwellian world when news anchors all across the country are
denouncing fake news and biased narratives while becoming shining examples of fake news and bias
themselves by parroting the same lines nationwide.

This creepy video showcases how the Fourth Estate has become the Fifth Column. Note the vomit-
inducing pretense their version of events and selection of topics are the holy grail. That they’re the
only unbiased news sources out there, fearful cubicle drones making shit pay with student loan, car
and mortgage payments that they are. We little people don’t need to be talking amongst ourselves is
the message. These vacuous presenters will do our thinking for us.

Here’s some reality. Before I left the news industry for good things got so bad we were scripting
stories before shooting them rather than reporting on reality as it happened. That is nothing short of
utter betrayal of what journalism is supposed to be. There are many other betrayals of the public trust
beyond setting up literal fake news stories. Not the least of which is the echo chamber seen in this
video, as news agencies across the nation read off a script prepared for them by one of about half a
dozen corporate conglomerates that control all the information distributed on these tarnished, legacy
outlets.

It shows us how centralized communication is such an epic fail. One keyboard literally controls so
many channels in so many cities.

Just like Ron Burgundy these talking heads in cheap suits standing in front of plexiglass will read
anything that’s written on the teleprompter. Anything. And the irony is this video intended to attack
so-called fake news on the Internet has become a shining example of what fake news really is.

You stay classy, MFers.
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Faustian Machine Culture Claims Its First Victims
April 3, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Literary figure Faust waged his soul for limitless knowledge – and ended up a slave. This is a nearly perfect allegory for the rise and fall of
Western civilization

It’s no secret the white race is dying off. The U.S. is nearly conquered demographically and Europe
will be Muslim by the turn of the century. Those of European descent are not only demographically
moribund but also spiritually dead and devoid of survival instincts. But, why is it all ending this way?
On the deepest philosophical level, it’s because those of European descent have created a machine
culture that has separated them from their life-giving biology. Their tragic fate should serve as a
warning to other ethnic groups who might be assimilated into this machine culture.

The description of this tragedy playing out before our eyes has literary roots stretching back 500
years. German philosopher and historian Oswald Spengler equated Western civilization’s current
plight with that of German literary figure Faust.

Faust is an erudite who is highly successful yet dissatisfied with his life, which leads him to
make a pact with the Devil, exchanging his soul for unlimited knowledge and worldly
pleasures. After an attempt to take his own life, he calls on the Devil for further knowledge
and magic powers with which to indulge all the pleasure and knowledge of the world.

In response, the Devil’s representative, Mephistopheles, appears. He makes a bargain with
Faust: Mephistopheles will serve Faust with his magic powers for a set number of years, but
at the end of the term, the Devil will claim Faust’s soul, and Faust will be eternally
enslaved.
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Faust is the perfect allegory for the 1,000 year arc of modern Western
civilization beginning with the Renaissance and ending with the machine culture it has spawned.
Indeed, the quest for limitless knowledge is ending with mankind being enslaved to machines of its
own design. And soon, an electronic prison planet will be the result of this opening of Pandora’s Box.
The machine culture is not only set to enslave its creators but kill them as they dedicate their entire
lives to it in complete abandon of their biology.

As Spengler predicted a century ago: Civilization has itself become a machine that does, or tries to
do, everything in a mechanical fashion. Is that not the perfect description of the modern Anglosphere,
the most eccentric (and bereft of Kultur) offshoot of a larger Western civilization? Westerners behave
like happiness machines, scuttling off to work in the morning, spending their earnings after work,
then sleeping at night. (President Hoover coined the term happiness machines.) TNMM calls this
mechanical behavior the sleep-work-spend cycle. Intuitive, life-giving behaviors now escape them.
The electronic machines they trust to give them news and information tell them this is the best way
for them to live.

The sleep-work-spend cycle can be thought of as a three-pronged gear, which the elite try to make
spin ever-faster. The ultimate goal is creating a people-powered perpetual motion economic machine
with ever-increasing profits and standards of living. (And, make no mistake, ever-increasing top-
down micromanagement as elites position themselves at the levers of control.) But, nothing increases
forever. What goes up must come down. There’s already a rupture in the bowels of the engine.
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Gluttony and sloth now pervade the land as the sleep-work-spend cycle has taken over Western lives leaving room for little else than
dedication to the machine

The Creature Rising Up Against Its Creator

The Faustian machine is destroying the biological lives of its inhabitants. The engine is leaking
blood. It needs more and more to keep from seizing up. Human sacrifice pays dividends up to a
certain point, then it becomes destructive to the collective. The illusion of prosperity is being paid for
with the lives of individuals and those of an entire ethnic group.

Anything not mechanical is now a target. Religion, spirituality, and tradition are mocked. Art is now
non-intuitive dreck. Fertility has declined. The diversity cult destroys true diversity of thought and
behavior as it seeks to proselytize all, making them also worship the Faustian machine. Sexual
dimorphism is ending as the genders are merged into one androgynous worker drone. People must
live like machines in order to realize the promise of the Socialist Utopia. Humanity’s biology must be
destroyed.

We’re told happiness comes from consumer purchases and never-ending upgrades. From sacrificing
one’s life – and biological instincts – so the machine might go on. An example of the sacrifices:
Rather than seeking dirty sex, ample processed food simulates pleasure along the same neural
pathways. It all helps build a better machine.
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But, the bloodthirstiness of the Faustian machine can never be quenched.
Time for family and friends, or contemplation of life only creates slack in the machine. Every aspect
of human life must be sold out. Even if creating problems to create profit is now based on totally
false pretenses. Lies are everywhere.

Workweeks continue to expand, more and more of childhood is sacrificed, and families have now
disbanded. And soon, even that won’t be enough as the Faustian machine spins out of control. The
last vestiges of family, all traditions, languages, religions, individuality, and government, must be
sacrificed to forge an even stronger cog. (Cultural Marxism, defined.)

Totalitarian control must be established with a global panopticon constantly surveilling the inner
workings of the machine. Cameras need to be placed everywhere. People’s conversations need to be
monitored. Their behavior micromanaged. Electronic tracking implants will help move man away
from biology and towards the “perfection” of the machine. The machine will work better if future
pistons are forged without pesky mothers, fathers and primitive viviparous reproduction getting in the
way of the State’s mechanical objectives. All in sacrifice for the goal of creating a Socialist world, a
mechanical world envisioned by fictional CEO Arthur Jensen:

And our children will live, Mr. Beale, to see that perfect world in which there’s no war or
famine, oppression or brutality – one vast and ecumenical holding company, for whom all
men will work to serve a common profit, in which all men will hold a share of stock, all
necessities provided, all anxieties tranquilized, all boredom amused.

A world in which freedom and self-determination are ideas of the past. Where there is no individual.
Only the collective. And the machine. This is what Faustian machine culture seeks to create. This is
the tragedy unfolding before our eyes. From Spengler’s Man and Technics:

Every high culture is a tragedy. The history of mankind as a whole is tragic. But the
sacrilege and the catastrophe of the Faustian man are greater than all the others, greater than
anything Aeschylus or Shakespeare ever imagined. The creature is rising up against its
creator.
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The creature is now destroying its creator, Faust. But the creator still
believes he can attain perpetual prosperity with the creature. His illusions of boundless infinity still
delude him.

Meantime, life has become a problem to be solved rather than something to be lived by virtue of
living in a machine culture. When people live like this they become miserable. Symptoms of the
malaise are everywhere. Drug consumption has skyrocketed to the point Anglo culture is now
deadlier annually than the entirety of the Vietnam War and terrorism combined. Anything will do so
man’s dying biology can be numbed. Obese Americans in particular have become gluttonous sloths
resembling Breugel’s painting the Land of Cockaigne. Some men plot escape from the machine
before it consumes them. Most don’t even realize the danger they’re in.

While everyone’s attention is focused like a laser on constructing a perfect human-powered machine,
nobody notices its creators are dying. The machine is now claiming its first victims. Oh, and beware
those who are coming in to replace the dying creators of the machine. Those ethnic groups who are
lured towards the illusion of prosperity promised by Faustian machine culture, like moths to a flame
will suffer the same fate as the machine’s creators.

It turns out, the promise of the machine culture was indeed all an illusion. The West’s success
ultimately came as a result of its metaphorical deal with the devil. Man sacrificed himself in vain in
his quest to dominate nature and turn himself into one of his machines. His machines are destroying
him and he refuses to let go. Rather than trying to live with nature, he waged war on it.

Will this be the post-mortem for the human species following the age of globalization? A world in
which there’s now no place to run to, and nowhere to hide from the Faustian machine, a world
encompassing all from the biggest earth movers to the smallest micro-circuitry.

https://www.amazon.com/Decline-West-Oxford-Paperbacks/dp/0195066340/ref=as_li_ss_il?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1522766180&sr=1-1&keywords=decline+of+the+west&linkCode=li3&tag=thnemoma-20&linkId=b9717ef0264e13d46932108e1f921304
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Stories from the Road: Motorcycle Camping at Choke
Canyon, Texas
April 4, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Another practice camping session

I’m now making the final preparations to head out west for my nomadic motorcycle camping trip.
Practice road trips on my bike and with my camping gear are helping me refine the process so things
will go smoothly once I’m in the more isolated stretches of the country. They’re also helping me
experiment with living off the grid and to prepare for future experimentation with workamping.

I started with a trip to the Gulf Coast the weekend before last. This past weekend, I made my way
down to Choke Canyon State Park in South Texas for another practice camping session.

A cactus plant in bloom in South
Texas

This time around, I was able to enjoy a tranquil lake, take in the sights and sounds of fowl and other
wildlife, and got to see cactus plants in bloom. At night, some coyotes howled nearby before making
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their way off into the brush. The problems of the world seemed so far away. It was just me, a tent,
and my bike. The natural world seems much more appealing to me than the artificial world most
people never escape, and I’m already glad I’ve undertook this challenge. Hopefully, it will show men
what they can accomplish with their newfound freedom once they become minimalists and/or
MGTOWs.

I now have some saddlebags and a tail bag on the way for my bike. I could get by with just a large
backpack and some tie-downs but the bags will give me extra flexibility. Namely, I want to bring
along an air mattress. Sleeping on the ground just isn’t for me.

The trip will still have a minimalist flavor, though. I’ll be documenting the sights and sounds as well
as my methods along the way.

P.S. I got to stop at a San Antonio strip club while I was in the area. I visited MGM Cabaret just
outside the city limits. It’s the only nude, BYOB club in the area. I met quite a few (mostly
overweight) chicks working there. I didn’t get any lap dances, because I hate the American strip club
format (pay for an unrelieved erection – umm, no thanks) but I did get quite a few phone numbers.
Strippers can be fun to hang out with.
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Man Sues Syracuse University Over “Victim-Centered” Sexual
Misconduct Policy
April 4, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Syracuse University is being sued over its sexual misconduct policy

If you don’t already know, women are perfect, asexual goddesses in the eyes of the Anglo legal
system. They’re also seen as such culturally, polar opposites of supposed knuckle-dragging men who
harbor “nasty” sexual urges that must be “purified” by an increasingly Puritanical culture. This bias
in favor of women extends onto college campuses nationwide.

In another case of a woman’s word meaning more than a man’s, Syracuse University recently kicked
a student out after a sexual assault charge was leveled against him. Syracuse.com has been covering
the matter:

A former Syracuse University student was kicked out of school for a sexual assault he says
he didn’t commit. John Noakes, who is black, filed a federal civil rights lawsuit saying a
female student, who is white, misidentified him months after the attack in a Marshall Street
alley.

The good news is the school is getting sued over its biased sexual assault policy. The bad news is all
it took was a report of drunken grab-assing to get Noakes kicked out of school while his accuser
didn’t even have to show up at his witch trial. Noakes was never charged by police.

Anglobitch privilege strikes again, it would seem. Call it the curse of the pale tail. The incident stems
from Noakes and his unnamed (of course!) accuser both getting drunk one night at Orange Crate bar
then making out in an alley behind the establishment.

The woman, who was not named in the lawsuit, says she was pulled into the alley next to
Breugger’s Bagels around 1 a.m.

The [woman states the] assailant tried to kiss her, but when the student turned away, he put
his hands down her pants and touched her private areas, according to the police report. A
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witness pulled the woman away. The attacker — a stranger — was not caught that night.

In my opinion, it sounds like the “attacker” grabbed her ass as a continuation of what had already
been happening in the bar.

But, never are important questions asked. Why would a supposedly upstanding young woman get
drunk and wander out into a back alley with someone she didn’t know? Crucially, was she flirting
with her “attacker” before he made his move? Was he chasing after her like a maniac or was she
leading him on? Had they been dancing together and/or rubbing up against each other on the dance
floor? It’s funny how important details like this never surface. Also, is petting enough to destroy a
man’s life?

Personally, I remember how slutty white chicks get in a bar when they’ve been drinking it up. This
goes all the way back to my college days over 15 years ago. Even then I would see them all over men
in the bar. And they would act the sluttiest around black guys.

Noakes’ accuser had a witness with her, and the duo later picked him out from a lineup of photos
months later. But, even the female witness commented on the so-called victim’s drunkenness.

“There is definitely a chance she could have pointed out a different person from the person
that she was in the alleyway with,” she said.

That didn’t stop Syracuse University from taking immediate, politically correct action, even though
Noakes wasn’t prosecuted by police and the “victim” wasn’t made to appear at the institution’s
kangaroo court.

Noakes was found responsible for the assault after a Title IX hearing process that is being
hotly debated around the country. The federal government recently lightened the pressure
on colleges to police non-criminal sexual conduct. Critics say the process used by
universities favors accusers; supporters say it keeps colleges safe.

If you haven’t noticed, the “safety” racket is reguarly used to strip what liberty is left from
Americans’ lives. Whether or not Noakes made the grab-assing move the school’s policy favors false
sexual assault claims from women. Noake’s attorney writes:

Syracuse has adopted a biased, ‘victim centered’ approach aimed at always believing and
supporting the victim without regard to the results of any investigation or adjudicatory
process. Students like Noakes are effectively presumed guilty and schools apply the very
lowest standard of of proof — just more than 50 percent of the evidence. That’s far lower
than the legal standard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt.

So, once again we see these days all it takes is a girl calling a man is a “witch” before he is promptly
burned at the stake in a #MeToo world. Circumstances don’t matter, and women’s drunken behavior
doesn’t matter.

Syracuse University won’t comment on the pending lawsuit, and changes to its sexual misconduct
policy are unlikely. The supposed victim will remain unnamed atop her pedestal, never made to face
the man she accused. Nor will the concept of personal responsibility ever surface in the world of total
female domination of both rights and privilege.
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Where Was CNN On Obama’s Alleged Gay, Coke-
Fueled Affair
April 5, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Obama’s alleged gay, coke-fueled love affair has been out in the open for a decade, but few have ever heard of Larry Sinclair

Left-leaning propaganda outlet CNN recently became very hot and bothered over an alleged
bombshell interview between Anderson Blooper and porn star Stormy Daniels. In their minds, finally
they’d have a classic Anglo-American sex scandal with which to hang the current straight, white
male president they hate so much. The cherry on top was an openly gay interviewer persecuting a
heterosexual president for banging a floozy before an audience of millions.

But, the ruse backfired. As the interview came and went it only further cemented the Clown News
Network’s image as a fake news outlet. That said, isn’t one decades-old, alleged sex scandal as good
as another?

Showing CNN’s extreme bias, a comparable story with just as much (or more) evidence was almost
totally ignored. Larry Sinclair has claimed since 2008 that he and then Senator Obama had a coke-
fueled gay love affair together. But, it never became a major issue during Obama’s presidential
campaign or during his regime. In the press conference video linked above, Sinclair told reporters
Obama’s gay affair (which happened while he was married to Michelle) began at a bar called Alibi’s:

I mentioned I could use a line or two to wake up. Senator Obama asked me if I was
referring to coke and I stated that I was. After stating that I was Obama stated he could
purchase cocaine for me and then made a telephone call. Senator Obama and I then departed
the bar in a limousine and proceeded to an unknown location where Senator Obama exited
the limousine with $250 which was provided to him by me, returned a short while later with
an eight ball of cocaine which he then gave to me.

This is where Obama’s purported gay lover drops a graphic, detailed sex scandal in the lap of the
anti-sex, scandal-hungry press. But, since it’s gay sex and not straight sex it seems they decided to
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keep it hush hush. Sinclair continues:

I did ingest a couple of lines of cocaine and shortly thereafter and shortly thereafter Senator
Obama produced a glass pipe and packet of crack cocaine from his pocket. Obama then
smoked the cocaine. I performed fellatio on Senator Obama in the limousine during the time
Senator Obama was smoking crack cocaine. After which, I had the driver take me to my
hotel at the Comfort Suites, Gurnee, Illinois. The following day, November 7, 1999 Senator
Obama appeared at my hotel room unannounced, uninvited where we again ingested
cocaine and I again performed fellatio on Senator Obama. Significantly, both the driver’s
telephone call to Senator Obama and his telephone call to the drug dealer should appear on
the driver’s and Senator Obama’s cell phone billing statements.

Why wasn’t Anderson Blooper sent down to blow (heh) this story wide open
in a much-ballyhooed 60 Minutes interview? Does the subject matter hit too close to home? (I
personally knew a gay anchor who loved coke-fueled sex parties.) Importantly, Sinclair resurfaced
during the Stormy Daniels news coverage to claim he had much more evidence (credit card receipts,
cell phone records connecting Obama to a drug dealer, etc.) than the former porn star. But, Anglo
media wouldn’t give him the time of day.

There are also reports Obama had quite a few gay flings like this one. So, the former president seems
to have a history of cheating on Michelle.

If the fact few people know the name Larry Sinclair but everyone in America knows the name
Stormy Daniels doesn’t prove the gross extent of Anglo media bias, and outright vitriol fake news
presenters have towards heterosexuals, libertarians, and conservatives nothing will. The talking heads
in cheap suits completely glossed over a ready-made sex scandal, subject matter they normally
salivate over. But, the sexual orientation and the political leanings of the subjects were part of the in-
group rather than the out-group. So, no media circus resulted.

Have you destroyed your TV yet?
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Boxy Pale Tails vs. Bountiful Booties on the World Stage
April 5, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The butt don’t lie. Anglo chicks have the boxiest behinds and most boyish features but affection from them comes at an astronomical
premium

It should come as no shock Anglo chicks have an overly inflated sexual market value (SMV). Even
though they have some of the boxiest, most boyish physical features on the planet Anglo chicks use
their presumed value to tease, taunt, and wreck the lives of men in America. Men who apparently are
clueless that they’re now paying through the nose for an inferior product. Even if these guys aren’t
getting any, they’re still paying through the nose thanks to the massive welfare state.

Men are allowing themselves to be treated like chumps as board-like women exploit them
emotionally and financially. Perhaps because they think this is all they’ve got. No, my friends.
Women with sexier features do exist. Boxy behinds do give way to bountiful booties. About all you
have to do to find them is leave the matrix.

Anglo chicks aren’t just lacking anatomically, but behaviorally as they have become some of the
most boorish, classless, inaccessible souls on the planet who consider men utility objects who exist
only to be trodden upon. But, for the moment let’s focus on anatomy. Especially, comparing
Anglo anatomical features to women on the world stage. TNMM reader John James sums up the
situation:

Put her in Rio in a thong and watch her bone-protruding, overly flaccid, boxy Anglo hips
get blown away by the legions of 18-25 year olds down there who come at 1/50 the
expense/risk and have far more sexuality. The thong doesn’t lie. So many pedestalized,
oneitis bait Anglo artsy/pretty girls really come down to earth in a thong. NAKED TRUTH.

It’s true. I see the occasional pack of white girls when I’m traveling abroad and I must say, there’s
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just no comparison. With the slimmest waists and fullest behinds, better bust to booty ratios, better
hip to waist ratios, and features that aren’t marred by bleached, burned up hair, foreign women have
got it going on. And, they come without the staggering price tag a self-anointed princess here will run
you.

Imagine, some men mortgage their lives for a boyish-figured woman with a bad attitude and a heavy
dose of penis envy. Typically, when I come back I am astonished at how unkempt women in this
country are. It takes a week or so for me to mentally adjust to being back in this mess. A world in
which every woman is “better” than ever man even if she doesn’t deserve her lofty social laurels.

Is a flat behind and ill attitude really worth mortgaging your financial future when sexier women are available?

Culture Matters

My personal feeling is spoiling women spoils them. In a world in which men’s roles have been
displaced by Uncle Sugar, women feel they don’t “need” men anymore. A true testament to the fact
women only see men as objects to be used.
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Women in Anglo America have had it too good for too long, their success
coming at a high price. Their materialistic lifestyles place enormous weight on the backs of the men
they berate at every opportunity. Women abroad haven’t been spoiled with legions of Beta males
scrambling to do their bidding, and this shows with their more down to earth attitudes. (Lesson:
Never get on The Hedonic Treadmill.)

This is why women with boxy behinds, flat chests, or mounds of fat think they deserve to have a man
furnish them with one of the unattainable lifestyles they see on fake reality TV. But, one good turn
deserves another which is why men should exercise their right to use their own SMV to land a sexier
women.

All it takes is fleeing the Anglobitch plantation. John James talks as if he’s a man who knows how
much finer foreign women are from personal experience.

Untouchable, oneitis bait girls in the USA are mediocre when naked, on the international
stage. If I ever have a son (unlikely), our summers will be spent with me touring him around
the world so he knows what’s out there. Tits and ass are just what international women
simply have on the regular, like purses and shoes. T and A is nothing to commit suicide
over, like it is in fatass USA.

Yes, time abroad makes a man never want to come back to fatass (or boxy ass) USA. This once-great
nation has become the textbook definition of dystopia.

Not only do women at home have inferior anatomy, but they have afforded themselves astronomical
SMV value by torturing men with a lack of sex and affection for decades. It’s a bubble which is now
in the process of bursting as feminist brainwashing is exposed for the travesty it is. Much as in
finance, a “correction” is in the process of occurring because Anglo pussy futures are far overvalued.
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Medical Marijuana a Backdoor to Gun Confiscation
April 6, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Marijuana legalization is intended to kick off a program of gun confiscation – already happening in some states

The awakened man should have raised an eyebrow when state governments suddenly started making
moves to legalize marijuana. Why would a revenue and power hungry government cede ground in the
highly profitable (for the police state establishment and prison-industrial complex) Drug War in
support of individual liberty when the U.S. has a track record of stripping freedom at every turn?

Since 2001, the U.S. has practically gutted the Bill of Rights with the Patriot Act, NDAA, and all
sorts of other acts with clever acronyms passed by Congress. What an unusual move, ending a
prohibition. Many suspected something was afoot. Alas, now we know what the calculation was.
Medical marijuana recipients are now having their guns forcibly confiscated. From state propaganda
outlet NBC News:

As gun-loving Pennsylvania becomes the latest state to operate a medical marijuana
program, with the first dispensary on track to begin sales next month, authorities are
warning patients that federal law bars marijuana users from having guns or ammunition.

Want to ease the pain of living in this miserable society with medical marijuana? Have a terminal
illness and medical marijuana helps ease the pain? That’s fine. Police State USA will be coming to
seize your guns. Insert your typical tough-talking, full of shit DA sound bite:

“They’re going to have to make a choice,” said John T. Adams, president of the
Pennsylvania District Attorneys Association. “They can have their guns or their marijuana,
but not both.”

What does one victim of these tyrannical gun control measures say? Phil Gruver, Pennsylvania
resident and owner of a (laughable) .22 caliber rifle and handgun told interviewers:
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“It’s a violation of my Second Amendment rights,” Gruver said. “I don’t know of any time
anyone’s been using marijuana and going out and committing acts of violence with a gun.
Most of the time they just sit on their couch and eat pizza.”

I never knew a violent pothead, either.

Nonetheless, a digital foundation for tracking citizens’ lives is being laid. A registry mandated by
lawmakers now tracks people who have a medical marijuana card. The American police state now
uses the registry to strip Second Amendment rights.

More than 800,000 guns are sold or transferred in Pennsylvania annually, and more than
10,000 people in the state have signed up for medical marijuana. The registry change on
Friday makes it much less likely the state’s medical marijuana users will be flagged when
going through a federal gun sales background check.

Oh, and the courts won’t protect your rights.

An appeals court in San Francisco, rejecting a challenge on Second Amendment grounds,
said in 2016 that Congress reasonably concluded marijuana and other drugs raise the risk of
unpredictable behavior.

A marijuana card is actually a gun confiscation card as PA
resident Phil Gruver is finding out

Don’t be lulled into thinking these gun confiscation moves are going to stop with medical marijuana.
The slide into tyranny is continuing with calls for stripping gun rights for those the state deems
mentally incapable of owning guns. No doubt, it won’t be long before any written or spoken
resistance to the NWO agenda will be deemed rantings of a crazy person and thugs in blue sent to
your door to beat you down and seize your weapons.

Even domestic abuse is now being used as a pretext to seize guns. All it takes for you to lose your
gun rights is one angry Anglobitch making up a fake story about how you threatened her, and the
police will be knocking at your door demanding you hand over your weapons.

Left-leaning Hawaii has also been seizing guns. Expect this cancer to spread to other states soon. Gun
grabbing, intended to render the populace beholden to and defenseless against a tyrannical
government is all part of the clandestine American Socialist Revolution, in which Socialism and
Communism are being sneaked in under the noses of the average barrel-bellied, clueless American.
You know, the average slob who represents a real-world version of the chair moisteners found in the
fictional dystopia of Idiocracy.

Those who fled Communism know totalitarianism is coming here because they’ve seen it all before,
such as one Chinese immigrant John Stossel recently interviewed. Personally, I continue to be
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amazed at how docile the sheeplike American populace is as they’re turned into serfs one straw on
the camel’s back at a time. What part of “shall not be infringed” don’t our overlords understand? And
why are Americans so quiet as every right they ever had or thought of having is slowly taken away?
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Video: “Red Pill” Reaches John Stossel
April 7, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Many of us have been discussing the Red Pill for years. In fact, taking the Red Pill is one of the
foundations of The New Modern Man blog and movement. How heartening when the term reached
one of the few mainstream reporters I respect, John Stossell. In this fabulous interview, Stossel talks
to Candace Owens of Turning Point USA on how she is working to wake up other blacks to the
underhanded political machinations of the American left. Owens’ stance gives me hope the
cloistered, carefully manicured alternate reality created by 50 years of mainstream media and leftist
politics is imploding.
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Eye Candy of the Week | April 9, 2018
April 9, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Hey guys. Eye Candy is running a day late (it usually comes out on Sunday) because I decided to
make a run for the border over the weekend to escape Anglo culture, and just got back. I’m having a
hard time readjusting to the matrix. In any case, here’s a super cute (and smiley) blonde for dancing
on a a pole for you. If only they all looked and acted as cute and sweet as she does. Enjoy our Eye
Candy of the Week as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Top 5 Reasons I Became a Nomad
April 9, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

I’m riding off into the sunset, leaving a decrepit and unsatisfying culture behind

I know I did the right thing. I did as Nietzsche suggested and embraced a fate of tragedy rather than
trying to escape it. My life was indeed a tragedy until I took control of it back from the bean counters
and the rule makers to live it my way.

Life as a rootless nomad, a neo-cowboy riding a two-wheeled steel horse and flying all over the
world (living abroad part-time) is proving to be more intrinsically fulfilling than my old plantation
life of conspicuous consumption and careerism ever was. In the past two years since leaving my
corporate media job I’ve already been to 47 states and 4 continents. I’ve had incredible experiences.
Had incredible women. And hopefully, the adventures are just beginning. Best of all, I’m doing it all
on a shoestring budget.

Why did I become a nomad in my late 30s? At the nucleus of it all, I’m
living for the day, because tomorrow looks so dark. Life on the human farm was making me
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miserable and it wasn’t advancing any of my life goals. I felt like I was trapped in a cycle, a hamster
wheel running as fast as I could to make money flow into and through my hands but never reaching
any goals I had set for myself.

Here are five reasons I developed a life as a world roaming nomad to escape the cloistered, ersatz
existence the corporate-government complex had planned for me.

5. Anglo-American culture makes me miserable. I’ve said it before that the more I’m away the
more I don’t want to come back to the matrix. I’m now experiencing spiritual and psychological
withdrawal symptoms from having been ensconced in a culture that makes me feel alive for the past
few months (Latin America) vs. now being inside a culture that makes me want to ghost. I’m also
experiencing withdrawals from having friendly and pretty women all around to now having mean-
faced, clipped hair Anglobitches everywhere. All I want to do is work, get my money and leave
again. Anglo culture has made life a living hell for a straight man from any background, but
especially the straight white males it hates so much. I don’t consider normal a world in which men
and women can’t stand each other and people are fat as pigs and don’t now how to talk about
anything except their jobs.

4. I did everything the system told me to do and ended up bankrupt at age 30 and practically
homeless at age 35. This story of “taken for a ride” will all be detailed in my forthcoming book
Escape. Suffice it to say, I lived to see every illusion I was chasing was a lie in my journey from
poverty to the crumbling media ivory tower. I got kicked to the curb once I had gone in debt for all
the material accoutrement the system told me would make me happy, forcing me into bankruptcy. I
also couldn’t buy a house or find a woman with which to start a family because I had been priced out
of both. In the end, I gave away my youth so I could keep my nose clean, stay away from “bad”
influences that would divert me away from the path educators lay in front of me, bet the farm on a
college education and even landed the job to find out my carrot wasn’t there anymore when I went to
collect my reward. Now it’s ME time, bitches.

3. The system is corrupt and the American government is filled with shameless liars. As men we
are told to behave a certain way by those who practice an extreme form of sophistry – the political
and ruling classes. They don’t apply the same standards to themselves that they apply to us. In my
time walking amongst politicians and so-called pillars of the community, I can never let certain
experiences escape my mind. Like how flippant a mayoral candidate was as he acted like a pompous
dick behind the stage then, like flipping a switch turned on the Everybody’s Best Friend act as he
went to give a speech before a crowd. It was quite a display. But what do you expect from the
political class? The American government proves how criminal it really is every single day if you
develop the talent of reading between the lines to see through its lies.  Trump has turned out to be a
turncoat. The Democrats and Republicans are slightly different flavored versions of the same
uniparty. Courts don’t defend the individual anymore. Believe they’re going to do anything but
subjugate me further? Never.

2. Being an office drone emasculates a man. Submission is the keyword. Learn that word well,
because that’s what’s you’re going to be doing in the corporate world. You will also have scorn
heaped upon you for being a straight male. From being on edge at work because of the potential “sin”
of saying the wrong thing to a female coworker, to being forced to adhere to extreme political
correctness, to being forced to submit to unreasonable authority, being an office drone just isn’t for
me. I now know that’s why I went from being fit in high school to becoming obese when I reached
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the “peak” of my corporate career. My belly was full but my spirit was empty. I lost all the weight
once I started venturing out of the artificial, mechanical world of the matrix. I now see obesity (and
drug addiction) as a sign of living inside a sexually and spiritually repressive culture.

1. Liberty is dying in America. There are now so many laws nothing is legal in the matrix other than
doing what we’re told. Most people have just accepted life on the human farm rather than challenging
the farmers. If the government doesn’t kill a man’s liberty, corporate policy will. And make no
mistake the two work together to restrict the radius of “acceptable” behavior as much as possible.
Unfortunately for them, this cow has discovered all he has to do is leave the farm for a more
fulfilling, intrinsically happy life. To move from town to town, state to state, and nation to nation to
experience a life beyond trying to consume as much as possible while being repressed and oppressed
by senseless rules only because he’s on the wrong side of an imaginary line Human behavior is now
so micromanaged police could indict a ham sandwich if they want to. Combined with a burgeoning
surveillance state, we are now transitioning to the world George Orwell warned of: If you want a
vision of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a human face – forever.

I don’t know where my journey is taking me but I’ve discovered I have an
innate talent to effortlessly walk amongst so many different cultures and peoples. It’s beginning to
take on a life of its own in my writing and behavior as I become more and more estranged from the
work-sleep-spend cycle the machine culture accepts as reality.

Moreover, the cost of not following your heart is spending the rest of your life wishing you had.
Working too much and missing out on life experiences are also among the top regrets of the dying.

When men like Jordan Peterson or even Mike Rowe try to corral men back onto the plantation as they
have in recent times, they’re helping reinforce the myth that giving a man’s life over to consumerism
will make him happy. It won’t. I appreciate the value of work as much as anyone, but having 2 weeks
off out of 52 weeks annually, working 50-70 hours a week in the “new” economy just to keep up the
pace of rampant consumption when I’m designing a better, freer, happier life on much less isn’t
really advice I want to follow.

I cherish the experiences I have off the plantation more than anything I could ever own, I’m willing
to work hard for them, and know I don’t have to accept the ersatz “reality” Anglo culture and its
police state tries to foist upon me. If it’s wrong to want a life off the corporate plantation, why does it
make me feel so good inside?
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There are Four Lights But the Matrix Says There are Five
April 9, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

YouTube and Facebook are now trying to censor Diamond and Silk, the Trump supporting, middle-
aged black women whose videos often go viral. It’s amazing how badly the establishment wants to
shut up those who don’t spew media “approved” narratives from their lips. It also illustrates how the
establishment doesn’t want to hear from black people unless they’re saying what they’re told to say
by leftists.

Silicon Valley overlords told Diamond and Silk their views were unsafe, and the duo have had their
traffic throttled as a result. But I’ll tell you what’s really unsafe – adherence to one narrative and
making everything else a thought crime. As Paul Joseph Watson puts it: If two jovial, humorous
middle-aged Trump supporting black women are “unsafe” for the Facebook community, who isn’t?

As the specter of Soviet-style censorship looms, I keep thinking of this scene from TNG. It’s a good
dramatization of an attempt to mentally break a man who’s resisting a false reality. I apply this scene
featuring two fine Shakespearean actors to resisting the narratives the matrix is now trying to shove
down our throats by censoring us and burying us in fake news. Trying to break those of us who are
exposing the lies of the matrix, so we will start saying we see five lights when there are only four.

P.S. As we warned you was about to happen, the American police state recently made another bold
move against free speech by taking Backpage, Craigslist and a number of other web sites featuring
legit personals as well as escorts and other adult sexual providers offline. As TNMM reader DatGuy
put it: Now, everyday men can’t get female companionship the regular way or the paying way. 

I don’t know what America is, anymore. But it’s not my home. I only come here for money. For now.
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The Curse of the Cat Lady: SMV Tables Turn as Women Age
April 10, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The number of cat ladies will increase sharply in the coming years

Women are dealt all the best cards in the poker game when they’re young. They have an enormous
amount of power over the lives of men, and since feminism appeared on the landscape like a plague
our supposed social betters have used it use it to walk all over us. But, take note ladies. Nothing lasts
forever. The shins you kick on your way up may be attached to the ass you have to kiss on your way
back down.

The tables turn. SMV (Sexual Market Value) flips as people age: Men’s
increases and women’s decreases. As women age and their power over men evaporates because
nobody wants old, decrepit ass with cobwebs and HPV inside, men have the chance to even the score.

The coming spinster bubble has been highlighted before, as the average age of white women
nationwide is now 43 and rising. (White women abandoning family to become job slaves means they
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literally are killing the entire race – white population decline is only accelerating.) They shafted men
when we were young by refusing to reproduce in numbers sufficient to sustain the population,
tormented us with their newfound right to be hyper-hypergamous, and decimated the nation by voting
for far left wingers.

But, they’re getting old. They’re childless like never before. There won’t be anyone to care for them
in their old age. While they love to chant the Don’t Need a Man™ mantra when they’re young,
Anglobitches will be needing a utility object (i.e. a man) to come save the day as a bankrupt U.S.
government is forced to reduce retirement bennies. Especially after their spendthrift lives have led
them to insolvency in their old age. (Women spend $100,000 more than they earn over the course of
their lives. In the past, men have made up the deficit.)

Will you be ready to sacrifice your quality of life so that an Anglobitch
might have it easier during her golden years? Or, will you relegate her to the same lonely existence
she sentenced you to when she had power over you?

To me, it’s time to exact vengeance as the women who rejected good, decent men when we were
young are will soon be rejected in their own time of need. Personally, there’s nothing I’ll enjoy more
than watching the YouGoGrrl, career girl lifestyle go down in flames as huge swaths of women end
up poor and lonely in their old age while I’m banging women half my age abroad.

What will you do when aging women start crying out for men to help them in the near future? Or, cry
out for government overlords to forcibly take money from men to pay for the short sightedness of
women?

Third wave feminism now ushers in the age of the cat ladies. Coming soon to a dystopia near you.
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The Deep State Runs the American Government
April 10, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

An argument can be made the people haven’t been running the show for a long time

The U.S. may soon be at war with Syria over false pretenses. President Trump just pledged a
“forceful” response to a (more than likely false flag) chemical attack supposedly orchestrated by the
Syrian government that killed dozens. Of course, the public relations line is the saintly American
government (self-appointed moral authority of the world) is so outraged by this tragedy it’s going to
go kill some more people so this will “never happen again.”

The truth is the matrix has long been searching for a way to start another war
in the Middle East, and a supposed chemical weapons attack has given them a pretext to bring
“freedom” (which is really slavery) to Syria. When Trump brought in Neocon John Bolton to serve as
his national security advisor, it was obvious the D.C. swamp had manipulated Don into acquiescing
to the desires of the shadow government. A hawkish prick like Bolton (who served under Bush II) is
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the personification of a hammer always searching for a nail.

But, the swamp isn’t done tightening its thumbscrew around the president’s finger. The vortex of evil
that is Washington, D.C. continued turning this vice grip with FIB’s (the FBI’s) recent search and
seizure of Trump banking and campaign finance documents. FIB recently raided the offices of
longtime Trump attorney Michael Cohen fishing for legal albatrosses to hang around the president’s
neck.

Reading between the lines, the calculation is obviously: “You either play along with what we in the
Deep State want, Mr. President or we’ll have you impeached over ‘trumped up’ charges.” Why? The
military-industrial complex needs to maintain a constant state of war to be profitable, and the matrix
wants to expand its influence in the patriarchal Middle East.

It’s actually stunning how quickly Trump has been neutralized
by the shadow government. That is, if he isn’t a knowing accomplice and a willing fall guy meant to
weaken the authority of the office to begin with. His presidency is turning out to be virtually
indistinguishable from what Hillary’s would have been. The gun confiscation agenda is still
proceeding full steam ahead, as is an Orwellian censorship agenda. Nancy Pelosi and Charles
Schumer just got the Omnibus spending nightmare signed, Planned Parenthood is fully funded, the
wall is unfunded, and Trump has broken just about every campaign promise he made.

What amazes me is how the masses don’t see through the smoke and mirrors. It doesn’t matter who is
in office. The results are still the same because the government is answering to elites, not the people.
To me, the only question that remains is this. When did the U.S. stop being a democratic republic and
morph into an oligarchy? An argument can be made that the people haven’t been running the show
for a good while. America’s first Socialist president FDR wrote this chilling paragraph way back in
1933:

The real truth of the matter is, as you and I know, that a financial element in the large
centers has owned the government ever since the days of Andrew Jackson.
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Future historians might argue the American republic never really escaped
the control of bankers, as FDR alluded to. Those who make laws matter much less than those who
control the money supply.

While it’s true that even in the days of FDR banking cartels held unwarranted influence in
Washington, the moment moneyed powers delivered the final coup to democratic political forms and
authorities (to use Spengler’s terms – who predicted democracy would end as the money men took
over) was in 1963. I now believe Kennedy was the last president to resist the growing influence of the
Deep State, and he lost his life for doing so. Since then, we’ve been living in a sort of psuedo-
democracy managed by money men. Voting is worthless, as the election of Trump has proven.

Until the masses realize how compromised their government is, things will never change. Going to
the voting booth like a rat pressing a feeder bar to get a food pellet is tantamount to filling out a
comment card for a slave’s suggestion box. Nothing will change until the money men are eliminated.
As Spengler knew, the only force that can conquer money is blood.
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Video: Less is More, The Philosophy of Minimalism
April 11, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Colin Wright is a fellow minimalist who has been living out of three travel bags (like me) for years.
In this presentation, he speaks about the freedom a minimalist lifestyle affords men and how society’s
intense, laser-like focus on making more money at the cost of everything else that makes life worth
living never brings lasting happiness.

As Wright showcases not only his own life but those of other minimalists, he shows us how
customizable the minimalist philosophy is. I adopted minimalism so I could leave corporate America
and have the freedom to roam the world where there are superior women and healthier, more libertine
cultures. Others decide to move into tiny houses and spend their lives chasing their hobbies.

The important takeaway message is less can actually be more. Once purging Anglo-American
cultural indoctrination from our minds – the idea that conspicuous consumption and materialism are
the be all, end all of existence – we can be freed to be who we really are. To live the lives we really
want to live rather than the doleful 9 to 5 existence everyone else accepts as normal.
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Stripper T-Shirt Draws Ire of Public School Officials
April 11, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Generation Z is set to shake up the assumption all the kids will grow up to be shitlibs

This humorous t-shirt featuring a stripper posing like the Golden Arches has drawn the ire of sexually
repressed school officials and garnered national news coverage. From left-leaning Yahoo! News:

What would you do if you accidentally sent your 10-year-old son to school in a less-than-
appropriate McDonald’s t-shirt? If you’re Texas mom Shelly McCullar, you own up to the
mistake in a hilarious Facebook post that quickly went viral.

Yeah, can’t have a young man liking scantily clad women in modern America. (I loved women in
bikinis when I was this kid’s age.) But he can certainly be encouraged to take life-altering, gender
bending hormones by organizations like Planned Parenthood.

Personally, when I was in grade school I would have known the shirt featured a stripper, and would
have donned it anyway just like he did. But, his mom says it was an honest mistake.

Her son’s shirt might have looked like the famous Mickey D’s golden arches, but upon
closer inspection, it’s clear that they are actually a woman’s legs spread open to look like
the famous M logo. The shirt also includes the famous “I’m lovin’ it” slogan. It’s an honest
mistake but that doesn’t make it any less funny.

Of course, school officials went berserk when they took note of the shirt. His mom was forced to
apologize, and her Facebook apology went viral.

In that post, McCullar wrote that the shirt came in a box of hand-me-downs from a friend.
McCullar insisted that she hadn’t had time to properly go through the box of clothes before
giving them to her son. In fact, most of the teachers at his elementary school didn’t notice
either.

No doubt, the young man was busted by the more prudish set of teachers. There is a bright spot in all
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this mayhem. This incident gives us hope that the next generation will at least have more than its fair
share of meat-eating, red-blooded, gender unambiguous young men. Indeed, polls and focus groups
show Generation Z trusts the fake news media less and leans farther right than any generation in at
least 50 years.
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Making Music with Life
April 11, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Turning the music a man hears inside into reality – thoughts on turning one’s actions into a symphony

I couldn’t take the monotone life anymore. I also couldn’t take marching to the beat of someone
else’s drummer.

I had to create my own symphony.

Music has always had a profound influence on me. And then it occurred to me that I should start
making music with my life. Let it flow through me in my actions and reactions to life.

I could hear the percussion begin as I ran away from the safety of everything I ever knew. Selling
everything I owned to live out of three carry-on bags. To escape the flat line of drudgery. To flee
being a mechanical animal. To wake myself up inside.

Then came the synthesizer as I set sail for the unknown. Open to anything that came my way. The
bass guitar came as new people and new women in my life started to make me feel alive. Then came
the rhythm and lead guitars as I was emboldened to take new risks like jumping into a truck and
letting it take me for a ride on the sine wave of live, experiencing all the ups and downs and different
landscapes and peoplescapes of a nation I had only seen through someone’s else’s eyes in the past.

The music grew louder and more dramatic as I ventured farther and farther from my safety net. I
could hear the choir as I delved into experiences that made others question my sanity. I knew I was
on the right path because the music sounded so good.

And now it’s onto new challenges, places, and people – taking risks like never before to see if can
can create a masterpiece. To experience the most dramatic flourishes of life for the first time. A
symphony of living.

I can hear the crescendo building now. I want to refine the music. To make all the instruments sing in
perfect harmony. I believe this is the most challenging endeavor a man can undertake. Making music
with his life.
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Fear of having the music turned off motivates me to keep going. I can’t let the music stop.
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Ivanka Heads to Peru to Infect Latinas with Anglo-
American Puritanism
April 11, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Anglo-American Matrix continues its agenda of world domination as Ivanka Trump heads to Peru to preach feminism

The matrix wants every woman in the world to make a human sacrifice, to transition from being
fulfilled mothers to being unfulfilled job slaves spinning like wheels in a global machine culture.

It laughably calls this transition “empowering” women but corporations and government revenuers
are most empowered by the feminist lie. Women get little more than being paid a pittance, patted on
the head and told they’ve done the right thing by abandoning home and the hearth. Once a culture has
adopted the suicidal policy of female so-called empowerment, women suffer and the majority of men
are then relegated to lives of involuntary celibacy and loneliness with no children to love or take
pride in as part of their legacy.

Left-leaning Ivanka Trump (who preached feminism at Trump’s RNC coronation) is now in Peru
spreading the gospel of Anglo-American feminism and neo-Puritianism to one of the most patriarchal
cultures on the planet. From establishment media outlet WTOP:

Ivanka plans to promote women’s economic empowerment and female-owned businesses
during a Latin American summit this week. President Donald Trump’s daughter and senior
adviser will be part of the U.S. delegation to the Summit of the Americas in Lima, Peru, led
by Vice President Mike Pence.

As TNMM has stated before, Trump’s presidency is turning out to be indistinguishable from what
Hillary’s would have been. President Trump was to wing his way down to South America himself to
help deliver the Anglo-American feminist, cultural hemlock to Peru but Deep State Neocons are
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keeping the orange one preoccupied with other matters. Such as false flags meant to further
undermine the patriarchal Middle East.

The president has pulled out of the event so he can oversee the U.S. response to an apparent
chemical weapons attack on civilians in Syria.

Soon, we can expect feminism to overtake Latin America and the rest of the world thanks to the
tentacles of The Anglo-American Matrix.

Ivanka Trump says she plans to announce an initiative “to propel women’s economic
empowerment in the region” and will stop at Lima’s stock exchange to meet with female
corporate leaders and entrepreneurs. She also plans to highlight the participation of women
in the economy at a female-owned business that makes organic products.

We’ve heard it all before. And we know what this will lead to. An entire world not unlike the tragedy
a man witnesses in America every day. A world of women who are brainwashed to hate men, who
spend their lives as YouGoGrrl job slaves instead of moms until they’re deemed not useful to
corporate profit making schemes then discarded, ending up as spinsters in their old age.

The future looks dark for those who see what’s coming.
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Big Brother’s Grasp Expands – Two New Spy
Cameras Emerge
April 13, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Two new Big Brother technologies are on the way

It’s hard not to imagine humans have started swirling the toilet bowl on the way to extinction. Give
elite psychopaths unlimited power to micromanage human lives via technology and what possibly
could go wrong, right? (As a side note, could this explain why the universe is silent? Because
technological societies inevitably obliterate themselves once arising due to evolutionary baggage –
like elite psychopathy? I wonder as an amateur student of astronomy and cosmology.)

The American police state has already accustomed its subjects to constant scans, searches, and
seizures. Especially, if one is flying the unfriendly skies and has to interact with gutter TSA agents.
But, no matter how much power and authority a tyranny has over the lives of its citizens – it’s never
enough.

Daily Mail is reporting on new technology that will allow the corporate-government complex to
know what someone is feeling by scanning them. It’s reported as a way to monitor health. (Don’t
believe that front.)

The data we share with companies online has become a hot-button issue, but new
technologies could soon be scanning us as we go about our day. That’s the claim made by a
neuroscientist, who believes that devices in the real world will start gathering unprecedented
levels of information about us.

Our bodies give off various signals that can be scanned and analysed by advanced computer
systems, revealing everything from our current mood to our overall health. In a similar way
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to wearable gadgets already available, future devices could be set up throughout public
spaces to harvest this valuable bio-data.

Are you ready to live in a real-life Truman Show? You’re
about to thanks to cameras going up everywhere

Note if the mainstream press is reporting on this as a technology that’s on the horizon, there’s a good
chance the technology is already in the hands of the Deep State apparatus and they’re looking for a
Hegelian Dialectic pretext to deploy it for use on the population.

And we thought Facebook was invasive.

Less a threat to the survival of the species, but nonetheless another straw on the camel’s back with
regards to behavior modification, social engineering, and forced submission to authority Australia
will soon deploy cameras to watch what you’re doing in your car. Once again, tyrants encourage us to
trade liberty for the illusion of safety. In this case, we need cameras to monitor us all the time because
some people text and drive.

A New South Wales Police spokesman told news.com.au that officers currently “use a
variety of methods to detect drivers using their phones while driving”.

“Line-of-site, by trained officers is the primary method of detection, however, long-ranged
cameras have been used with success, and helmet cameras in motorcycle police continue to
be used,” the spokesman said.

But that technology could soon be replaced by stationary cameras that automatically issue
an infringement notice without the driver even realising they’ve been sprung. NSW Police
Highway Patrol boss, Assistant Commissioner Mick Corboy, told the Nine News there were
“emerging technologies coming out”.

“So the way we are going to defeat this is by video evidence, by photographic evidence and
we are looking at everything possible around the world at the moment and we think we’ll
get something in place fairly quickly,” Mr Corboy said.
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What’s most amazing is police state apparatuses in America and Australia
aren’t even hiding their nefarious intentions anymore, and they’re encountering very little resistance
to their tyrannical moves.

They must figure Anglo men have already been thoroughly cucked and conditioned to accept new
female overlords in business and government rather than putting up a fight for their rights and their
very way of life. Of course, these women in positions of power are intended to be faithful underlings
who will only do the bidding of the money masters, because women submit to authority much better
than men. (That must be why men are being removed from positions of power with the #MeToo
witch hunt and other social engineering devices.)

The day is soon coming a human being won’t enjoy a moment he’s not scanned, monitored, and
sometimes punished by a global panopiticon that could very well turn life into a living hell on what
will be a prison planet.

I keep looking for the light in all this, but don’t see any. Unless the people rise up, take control of the
situation and turn our government servants into the ones who are monitored around the clock rather
than the people. I don’t see that happening in today’s Idiocracy, though. Worse, the hour is very late.
Once the global panopitcon is in place it will be almost impossible to get rid of, because Big Daddy
Government is going to know every move you make and every move you ever thought of making.

Any wonder I’ve decided to live for the day?
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Another #MeToo Witch Trial Exposed: Cosby Accuser Admits
She Made It Up
April 13, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Janice Dickinson admits she made up the Cosby sexual assault story to sell more books

The exposure of Bill Cosby’s primary sexual assault accuser as a gold-digging liar didn’t quite get
the in your face attention the 80-year old actor’s media witch trials have in recent years. In part,
because the scandal-obsessed American media have already sunk their fangs into more baseless
sexcapades with which to further undermine men and vaunt women. The latest sex scandal du jour
features disgraced FIB agent James Comey and supposed conversations he had with President
Trump.

Comey got top billing on newscasts because of an ABC news interview with
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Clinton operative George Staphylococcus. The revelation? Comey claims the billionaire playboy
turned president might have hired a few Russian hoes in Moscow way back when, along with a passel
of little things that amount to little more than tattle-tales and gossip.

Gasp! Stop the presses. More violations of Puritanical cultural mores. And… wait for it… nobody
gives a damn that President Trump banged some Russian whores during his days as an Alpha male
businessman. That is, nobody except the sex-hating, Neo-Puritan press.

Predictably receiving less emphasis in the same news cycle (because it doesn’t fit the media’s anti-
male agenda) is the bombshell revelation that Bill Cosby’s accuser just admitted she made her sexual
harassment claims up so she could sell more books. Apparently, she wasn’t drugged and raped by
America’s Dad after all. From ABC News:

Janice Dickinson took the witness stand in a Pennsylvania courtroom, testifying in Cosby’s
retrial on three counts of aggravated indecent assault.

In what could be a major blow to the prosecution’s sexual assault case against Bill Cosby, a
former model and reality TV star admitted on the witness stand Thursday that she fabricated
passages in a memoir – including a story of “rebuffing” the comedian’s advances.

But feminists want you to believe, gentlemen, “women don’t lie” and they must always be believed.
That line of pablum is what #MeToo has preached since its inception. Pay no attention to the Cosby
case (nor a host of other injustices leveled against men) in which a money hungry Anglobitch
destroyed a man’s reputation and made him a laughingstock all so she could sell a few books.
Shopping and eating out are important to a girl, don’t you know.

As always, women’s stories are taken at face value. No evidence required. Men are guilty by default
and treated as such in the shameful American media. Case in point, Dickinson has let this totally
fabricated story go on for years and been encouraged to do so by breathless news coverage.

Called by the prosecution, the 63-year-old Dickinson recounted a 1982 incident in a Lake
Tahoe, California, hotel room, in which she says she was drugged and raped by Cosby.

“Here was ‘America’s Dad’ on top of me — a happily married man with five children,”
Dickinson testified in Montgomery County Court in Norristown. “And I remember thinking
how wrong it was — how very, very wrong.”

She told the jury that she passed out during the assault, saying, “It was gross.”

However, under cross-examination she buckled.

Dickinson acknowledged that she concocted stories in the book in order to get a much-
needed paycheck.

“It’s all a fabrication there because I wanted the paycheck for my kids,” Dickinson testified,
adding that her ghostwriter took “poetic license” with her life story.

Seizing on her answer, Mesereau replied, “So you made things up to get a paycheck?”

Appearing angry, Dickinson responded, “They weren’t there! And you weren’t there! And
I’m telling the real story!”
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Vindicated at last, but not before having his reputation drug
through the mud. Bill Cosby leaves the Pennsylvania
courtroom

Now we finally know the truth. This washed up Anglobitch admits the accusations she made against
Cosby were made up so she could profit from the scandal. Now, true to female form (never admitting
fault) Dickinson is trying to scapegoat her ghostwriter. Never mind that’s she’s been in and out of
court with attorneys trying to get money out of Cosby for years.

This, men is yet another demonstration why women have been kept under a cultural tight leash for
thousands of years. Without male guidance and cultural restraints, women will absolutely destroy
civilization. It’s their nature. Just look at how efficiently they lie and manipulate not only men but the
court system in solipsistic attempts extract money for their reckless, spendthrift lives. And the party is
only getting started in pussy-worshipping Anglo culture as #MeToo rewrites cultural and legal
precedents.

What if Dickinson hadn’t buckled? Had better attorneys? Cosby could have been jailed and forced to
pay through the nose for a sexual assault that never happened. This bitch needs to be thrown in prison
with a sentence comparable to the one Cosby would have faced upon conviction.

The irony is the Comey and Cosby scandals have so much in common. Two unscrupulous people
doing whatever it takes to get rich off a book. (Comey has a book coming out, too.) Worse yet, in a
#MeToo world women have carte blanche to follow Dickinson’s footsteps.

What a time to be alive. Oh, and if I’ve said it once I’ve said it twice. Stories like these (as well as
stories from men I know personally) are why I avoid white women like the plague. They’re poison.
You have been warned.
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Eye Candy of the Week | April 15, 2018
April 15, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This week takes us to the gym where we get to enjoy a sexy Asian girl in spandex doing yoga. Enjoy
our Eye Candy of the Week for April 15, 2018 as we admire the female form while remembering the
truth about women.
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Backpage Shutdown Further Represses Sexually
Unfulfilled U.S.
April 16, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The American police state is cracking down on online prostitution in a neo-Puritan culture

Following President Trump’s signage of the FOSTA act, the American police state made a power
grab that immediately put a lot of sex workers out of business. It also worsened the incel lives of
desperate Johns who use their services in an erotophobic culture. FIB and assorted alphabet agencies
claimed they were saving women from horrible, profitable lives as sex workers by using the agency’s
iron first to close down Arizona-based Backpage.

Surprisingly, one lamestream media outlet is playing devil’s advocate and finally asking questions
that never got asked before thugs in blue barged in to arrest Backpage’s purveyors. From AZ Central,
an Arizona-based news outlet:

The site had served as a microcosm of a larger debate on prostitution in recent years, and
the seizure of what the DOJ called the “Internet’s leading forum for prostitution ads” ignited
swift reactions on both sides.
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Well, not quite AZ Central. The general public never got to have a “debate”
over prostitution. Government officials had that debate for us and didn’t bother to ask our opinion
about what they were doing. Local news channels and the totality of corporate controlled media have
consistently adhered to an anti-sex, anti-freedom, anti-male, anti-sex worker doxy.

The narrative in the Puritan press following the shutdown was universally as follows: Prostitution
evil, Backpage shut down, female victims protected by Big Daddy Government.

Of course, establishment YouGoGrrls who run the Anglobitch plantation cheered the move, no doubt
as a way of tightly controlling men’s sexual options in a culture that regularly profits from the
financial exploitation of men who are so desperate for love women can make them do just about
anything for it. A top Republicrat was front and center in her support for the move.

Anti-sex-trafficking advocates, including Cindy McCain, cheered Backpage’s demise as a
blow to an abusive industry.

As usual, Police State USA didn’t bother listening to the women who provide sexual services and the
men who purchase them. Even seasoned sex workers say men are desperate for female affection, and
are a far cry from the sexual deviants a sexually repressive culture makes them out to be. Sometimes
they don’t even pay for sex – but to have someone to talk or to cuddle with. However, working girls
had to take to social media to have their opinions heard.

Meanwhile, sex workers across the U.S. and Canada swarmed social media to air concerns
rarely heard in political discourse: To them, Backpage’s demise meant the end of safeguards
and a reliable revenue stream in a profession that’s not going anywhere.

“They’re devastated,” said Laura Dilley, executive director of PACE, a Vancouver-based
nonprofit that advocates for decriminalizing prostitution.

That’s a narrative you never hear on the news. Sex workers having their lives devastated by
tyrannical government moves. Much less a narrative that talks about men having another sexual
outlet taken from them in a culture in which 80% of men are now “not good enough” for female
affection, even from land whales.

The American government never learns. Prohibitions only push banned activities underground.
Alcohol prohibition did it. The drug prohibition has done it. And banning prostitution has done it.
Worse, the obtuse nature of do-gooders in the police state means they don’t see the problems their
actions create.
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If sex workers can’t advertise online, they can’t screen their clients beforehand and are
forced back out to bars and into the street, Dilley said.

Never is this angle presented in the Puritan press. That sex work isn’t going anywhere, there will
always be a demand for it (even more so in the Law of the Jungle Anglo culture of today) and now
women who need the money will be forced to ply their trade in riskier ways.

“There’s a lot of uncertainty; a lot of grief and fear,” said Jelena Vermilion, a sex worker
based outside of Toronto. “A lot of people are essentially planning to be homeless, planning
how to fall gracefully as much as possible…From Friday, a lot of these people haven’t had
any calls.”

A Michigan woman who goes by the name Sarah Fenix on Twitter posted a viral thread
about how the ability to screen on Backpage saved her from riskier sex work.

Even though women who sell sex say Backpage made them safer, their arguments fell on predictably
deaf ears inside the thuggish law enforcement agencies Americans now suffer.

In a press statement, FBI Director Christopher Wray said Backpage’s closing strips
traffickers of a key tool. “This website will no longer serve as a platform for human
traffickers to thrive,” he said. “Whether on the street or on the Internet, sex trafficking will
not be tolerated.”

The product of neo-Puritan feminism and a gynocentric culture, a few fantastic and unrepresentative
cases of child sex trafficking were used as a pretext to stop all adults from advertising and seeking
sexual services on the web. FIB touted a passel of cases as the “norm” on Backpage, cases which it
used to arrest Backpage’s CEO and other members of his team.

Of the 17 victim narratives in the indictment, only three do not mention a pimp or trafficker.
Of the three women who apparently posted their own ads, two were killed by customers.

That was the pretext. Never mind the hundreds of thousands or millions of
men and women who used Backpage’s service responsibly. Police State USA excels at finding rare
abuses of liberty then “cracking down” with oppressive (and in this case, repressive) legal action
stripping those liberties from everyone.

It’s the old “trade a lot of liberty for the illusion of security” game that’s been going on since time
immemorial. The Founding Fathers of the U.S. warned against falling prey to this tactic of tyrants,
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but barrel-bellied Americans don’t seem to notice the tightening leash around their necks.

Meantime, Anglobitches and their social engineer controllers have once again been successful in
tightening their grip on the supply of sex in an attempt to make male demand of it benefit them more
and more financially. It won’t work. Men are already calling the bluff, and would rather go
MGTOW, end up alone, or flee to less erotophobic cultures rather than betting the farm on some
pasty tail.

Why sex workers and incel men allow themselves to be abused and controlled like this by an
oppressive government remains beyond my comprehension.
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Rates of Single Motherhood Continue to Skyrocket as Social
Engineers Destroy Families
April 19, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The model of the future – fathers as sperm donors and check writers only

“That ole no good man just left me alone and desperate. I’m a single mom.” I rolled my eyes as I
heard that in passing on daytime TV recently. (I don’t watch TV but other people do, and sometimes
I get subjected to the mind programming.)

Of course, “I’m a single mom” is both the plea and the pride of modern predatory females. The plea
is always for some “help” in the form of money, for a damsel in distress “abandoned” by a man. (The
truth is women end most relationshits.)

Women also take pride in stating they’re single moms. Watch them say it with a gleam in their eyes
in a society that encourages women to flaunt the disposing of fathers. Women now throw away dads
just as they would any used tampon or designer handbag that’s out of fashion. Empowered™ woman
takes control of her life by kicking the evil creature with a penis to the curb – at least, that’s the
cultural narrative.

Who needs those disposable fathers, anyway? (It turns out civilization does, otherwise humanity
returns to what Unwin and Huxley called a zoistic state – a zoo.) As a result of the profligation of
reckless female choice, fathers are becoming a relic of the past. From PuffHo, our nickname for
Huffington Post:

While the birth rate for single women has greatly increased across all demographics —
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according to the report, which is based on data from the Census Bureau’s American
Community Survey, the birth rate for single mothers in 2007 was 80 percent higher than it
was in 1980, and 20 percent of that increase happened between 2002 and 2007 — the
numbers are particularly high for recent mothers (mothers who gave birth in the previous 12
months) between age 20 and 24.

In 2011, 62 percent of women between ages 20 and 24 who had recently given birth were
unmarried.

Here’s how the doleful stats break down by race:

Sixty-eight percent of black women who had given birth in the past year were unmarried,
compared to 11 percent of Asian women, 43 percent of Hispanics and 26 percent of non-
Hispanic whites.

Of course, many women who are married when they give birth later go on to
get frivorces, so single mommery rates are actually much higher.

What these statistics mean is men and fathers have been successfully marginalized by half a century
of feminist doctrine. We can also glean from reading the numbers that once men are “cucked” by the
welfare state, women quickly dispense with any pretenses that they give a fuck about fathers and
proceed to wreck the family. Note the high incidences of Hispanic single moms in delivery rooms.

We Red Pillers know women are only interested in male utility. We’re not viewed as human beings
in female eyes. Only something to be consumed. Male utility has been stripped away because the
state is now the resource provider and men have been culturally marginalized by a steady stream of
midandrist cultural narratives.

This has given us an uncommon insight into just how little men have ever meant to women. They
only stayed with us in the past because they had no other alternative. Women used men to survive
until a better option came along, one they didn’t have to pay attention to, have sex with, or answer to
for coming home at 3:00 a.m. after a night on the cock carousel. Nor did they have to get yelled at by
mean old hubbies for recklessly spending money in spendthrift lives that result in each woman
creating a net loss of $100,000 to $150,000 for society over the course of her life. The better option?
Big Daddy Government and his ability to rob men to pay women.

End game of this state-created rift between male and female: The state wants total control over what
our youth think. Feminism was the first volley in destroying the family so children could be
indoctrinated by the state.
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“The increased share of unmarried recent mothers is one measure of the nation’s changing
family structure,” said Rose Kreider, one of the report’s authors, in a press release.

What Kreider really means is feminism and social engineering schemes have
been a big-titty success for elites bent on bending humanity to their will. Families destroyed, state
propaganda will now take the place of dads (enslaved by child support with no power in family
courts) and moms who spend more time at work than with their kids. YouGoGrrl!

This is the evil social engineers have unleashed on us.

Single mommery is the product of a culture in which women are free to make poor dating and mating
choices and suffer no consequences. Because whatever happens in the relationshit or marriage, the
cultural narrative is the breakup is automatically the man’s fault. And any spawn automatically the
welfare state’s responsibility, that is if the father isn’t enslaved by child support slavemasters.

Remove consequences of women using and disposing of men like financial tampons, utility items,
and entertainers they change as often as they change items in their wardrobes and it isn’t long before
you’ve created a massive underclass of men and a nation of literal little bastards.

America wants to prop up this newly created system of male slavery and female privilege with a
totalitarian government that micromanages every detail of human life and behavior electronically. It’s
the only way to sustain the system, because without men and fathers playing active roles the entire
facade collapses. Men walk out on a raw deal, and start living for themselves. Often working and
consuming much less as Yours Truly has done, designing my own life as a world roaming nomad.

The newly created matriarchy will consume itself without forced male sacrifice in the form of both
men being paid less than women for the same work (the true intent of the pay gap myth) and in
having all the hours of our lives taken from us in corporate cubicle farms, literal human farms in
which we are the livestock. No sex, no choice, and no freedom is the plan. Are you going to go
along?
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John Cena Made Girlfriend Sign 75-Page Contract Before
Moving In
April 19, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Take note: John Cena protected his assets by making his live-in girlfriend sign a 75-page contract

In this day and age, a man can never take too many precautions when it comes to dealing with
predatory females who are considered divine creatures and eternal victims by the court system.
Especially, a woman who has been assimilated to the prevailing Anglobitch culture in a nation
reeling from third-wave feminism.

WWE star John Cena is reported to have made his girlfriend Nikki Bella
sign a 75-page contract before moving in. Of course, the mainstream press is chiding Cena’s decision
to financially and legally protect himself from the well-known flightiness of women now that the two
have split and she can’t frivorce rape him or receive other compensation. (If you read TNMM or
other manosphere writers you know well women always want to be paid for sex, whether turning
tricks on the corner or manipulating their way into marriage.)

Nikki complained about Cena’s decision to a sympathetic mainstream press before she moved in. All
that’s missing from Nikki’s interview is a handkerchief and “My Heart Bleeds for Thee” playing on
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the violin. Fox News reports:

“I just don’t understand it. I just don’t know what to feel. I’m so confused,” Nikki said,
according to People. “It kind of makes me second-guess where John and I stand in our
relationship. I love John but maybe he knows that he doesn’t want to be with me forever?”

“Is that all I’m ever going to be in [John’s] heart, is a guest? Am I ever going to have that
permanent spot in the rest of [his] life?” she said after seeing the contract.

It seems our boy John knows what users women are, and how feckless they can be when it comes to
their relationships with men. And, how money hungry they become once a breakup happens. John’s
mistrust of Nikki was prudent.

The contract stated Nikki Bella — who announced her split with Cena this week — would
have to vacate the home immediately if the WWE stars broke up.

Knowing how unreliable American chicks are, Cena moved to protect his finances and personal
property from the wrath of women who think they’re entitled to steal both once they get “tired” or
“bored” in a relationshit.

Fox News doesn’t say who broke up with who, but women initiate the vast majority of breakups after
they’ve extracted the money, status or resources they want from their male prey or, like a kitten,
another shiny object (a higher status male) catches their eyes. Cena defended his decision to protect
himself from a vicious legal system and a misandrist culture:

Cena [explained] the agreement was done to protect his finances so he can support his
family members.

“You met my family. You think my mom paid for that house herself? She didn’t. My
brother lives in that house, they’re expecting a child. My younger brother, he’s got medical
problems. I make sure he’s okay. I always tell them, I’m a horrible brother, but I try to be
the best provider that I can,” Cena said in 2016. “I just don’t want to ever be in a position
where that’s in jeopardy.”

Cena apparently caught on to the predatory female game after a previous divorce.

Cena was previously married to Elizabeth Huberdeau but got divorced in 2012 after three
years.

“Having been through that process, here is how I view it. It is like buying a handgun for
home defense. It gives you a sense of security, and it gives you a failsafe in case something
happens,” Cena said. “And those who buy a handgun for self-defense pray, pray they never
have to use it. Without it, it’s a dog fight.”

It’s worse than a dog fight, it’s a suicide mission in Anglo culture. Women can mow a man down like
a scythe through fresh spring grass in court.

Take note, men. Letting a woman move in these days is a really bad move, but if you really must
have a steady supply of sex and empty female companionship have her sign a contract stating she’s
just a house guest before she moves in.
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Rel’s Nomadic Adventure Begins: San Antonio to Monument
Valley, UT
May 1, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Rel’s epic spring adventure has begun
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Hello, brothers.

I’ve been away from The New Modern Man for a couple of weeks getting myself mentally and
physically prepared for a solo, nomadic journey around the sparsely populated Western states of the
U.S. I’m happy to report my spring motorcycle camping adventure intended to put into practice and
expand the core TNMM philosophies of minimalism and ghosting has begun, and the first leg of the
trip from San Antonio, TX through West Texas into the sands of New Mexico and the heart of the
American West is complete.

My first destination was Monument Valley, UT. It’s a place that has long captured the imagination of
the adventurous man. Monument Valley exceeded expectations, and the ride up to this famous
Western landscape was cleansing for the soul to say the least. The weather was nearly perfect with
temperatures in the 60s and 70s for most of the day. Of course, as you can see I photographed some
stunning vistas.

While most people got their selfie and scurried away, I sat there staring in awe of this epic landscape
long after I had taken some photos.
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I prefer to stay in free campsites, however I found some bargains with pay campsites in both Red
Rock State Park, NM and Gooseneck State Park, UT. Both featured camping for only around $10-15
a night. It feels good to stay off the grid and go “primitive” camping with just a tent, some very basic
camping gear, and a steel horse (my bike) joining me for the journey. I have intentionally distanced
myself from the raging dumpster fire that is America’s political, social, and cultural landscape. I only
check headlines for a maximum of 30 seconds each day and avoid all social media.

I’ve noticed my mentality improves drastically when I disconnect from that alternate reality created
by media spinmeisters and social engineers. I wrote in my travel journal: I wonder how long it will be
before these idiots become totally irrelevant as the rest of us go about our business and stop giving a
shit what they have to say about how we should live our lives?
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One thing you learn quickly is how unforgiving these majestic landscapes and lonesome stretches of
highway can be. Luckily, I learned logistics quite well in my time as a “professional driver”
managing an 18-wheeler for a year. There have been some long distances where there’s nothing but a
road and tumbleweeds around, which can be challenging with a 4-gallon gas tank. My 2012
Kawasaki Ninja 650 has been performing spectacularly, and averaging around 50 to 55 miles per
gallon. I haven’t run out of gas on the side of the road. Good news, there.

Along the way I picked up a National Parks pass for $80, which gives me access to all national parks
in the U.S. for a year. With free camping, my only expenses will hopefully be fuel and food.

Come along with me as I begin this nomadic journey. There will be updates from the road as I
explore the great American West alone. As always, your contributions to help fund this pioneering
journey are appreciated. You can help me by donating through PayPal or GoFundMe. See you
soon, from the road and the uncivilized parts of the world.

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=WRQXD5AQCABWW
https://www.gofundme.com/relspringadventure
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Your Life Is Your Life: Go All The Way
May 4, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Rel rolls into Moab, UT and shares some inspirational words for the man going his own way

I found the light Bukowski speaks of with his poem The Laughing Heart in the Dominican Republic
5 years ago. And now, I’m Rolling The Dice and living life all the way, as he suggested.

Something inside me woke up in the Caribbean and now there’s a part of my soul that’s addicted to
flying. A part of me long suppressed that longs to soar through chasing excitement and experiences.
Life as a human farm animal and a slave to a woman, no matter how gilded the cage just isn’t good
enough anymore.

And so, I find myself here. Roaming the roads of the wild west, trying to push it all the way with my
newfound inspiration to live life to the fullest as a runaway slave from the corporate plantation and
the Anglo-American matriarchy. I now know I was dead inside until a part of me was pushed by
forces I can’t describe to venture out into the world outside everything I had ever known and been
conditioned to think. After discovering a world outside the matrix I revived myself.

I think the key to living an exciting and fulfilling life is to externalize the music we feel inside us and
apply it to our actions in the real world. To make our lives a musical composition.

Here’s some inspiration I wanted to share with my brothers from two poems as I make my way up to
Arches National Park near Moab, UT.

The Laughing Heart by Charles Bukowski
your life is your life
don’t let it be clubbed into dank submission.
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be on the watch.
there are ways out.
there is light somewhere.
it may not be much light but
it beats the darkness.
be on the watch.
the gods will offer you chances.
know them.
take them.
you can’t beat death but
you can beat death in life, sometimes.
and the more often you learn to do it,
the more light there will be.
your life is your life.
know it while you have it.
you are marvelous
the gods wait to delight
in you.

Roll The Dice By Charles Bukowski
if you’re going to try, go all the way.
otherwise, don’t even start.

if you’re going to try, go all the way.
this could mean losing girlfriends,
wives, relatives, jobs and
maybe your mind.

go all the way.
it could mean not eating for 3 or 4 days.
it could mean freezing on a
park bench.
it could mean jail,
it could mean derision,
mockery,
isolation.
isolation is the gift,
all the others are a test of your
endurance, of
how much you really want to
do it.
and you’ll do it
despite rejection and the worst odds
and it will be better than
anything else
you can imagine.
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if you’re going to try,
go all the way.
there is no other feeling like
that.
you will be alone with the gods
and the nights will flame with
fire.

do it, do it, do it.
do it.

all the way
all the way.

you will ride life straight to
perfect laughter, its
the only good fight
there is.
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Eye Candy of the Week | May 6, 2018
May 7, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Eye Candy has been on hiatus since I began my motorcycle camping road trip, but this week I felt it
necessary to update it. Here’s some Eye Candy who’s slightly past her prime, and a little out of shape
but still totally doable. File this one under “I wouldn’t kick it out of bed.” Enjoy our Eye Candy of
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the Week as we admire the female form while remembering the truth about women.
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Alive Inside
May 7, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Original fiction and poetry on The New Modern Man by RF

Being alive is…
That first line of the purest snow
With a hot, half naked Colombiana
The burst of acceleration
When you hit the gas on your bike
The numbing rush
When you fall from a great height
The thrill you get when you wander
Into a dangerous place at 3 am…and survive
The feeling of satisfaction when you beat the odds
And drive a big rig coast to coast
The look in your baby’s eyes
When he realizes you’re his father for the first time
The joy you feel
Dancing Bachata and taking flaming Sambuca shots
The pleasure of savoring
Authentic Thai food in Thailand
The awe you feel
Seeing that Rembrandt in person for the first time
The sensation when you camp out in the wild
And hear wild animals announcing the arrival of the night’s full moon
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Forgetting yourself
In the moment
The problems of the world so far away
And you feeling so alive inside
Each of these moments
Now a memory no one can take away
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Photo Gallery: Arches National Park, Utah
May 7, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Arches National Park near Moab, Utah didn’t disappoint. I ended up camping out here for a couple of
days in free campsites just outside of town. The scenery was nothing short of spectacular, as you can
see from the photos I took above.

Unfortunately, the nightlife in Moab was not that exciting despite numerous events going on around
town. I stumbled into Woody’s Tavern hoping for a good time. I did find a good locally brewed beer,
but the atmosphere was typical Anglo-America. People looking at each other without speaking or
acknowledging one another, Anglobitches marching around like they were goddesses, and locals
talking nonstop about their careers and what material things they wanted to acquire. I excused myself
early to retire to my tent, and enjoyed some awesome sleeping weather with lows in the 50s.

Word to the wise: Don’t get sand in the zipper of your tent. It was easy to do in the sandy soil here
and it destroyed the entrance to my little “home” on the road. I couldn’t zip up the front door
anymore. So, I had to spring for a new tent at one of the outdoors shops in town.

My Ninja 650 continues to perform flawlessly as I ghost my way across awe-inspiring landscapes in
the remotest stretches of the nation. The problems of a dying America seem so remote even though
I’m right here in the States. When you stop paying attention to the media and isolate yourself from
this diseased culture, nature has a way of finding you, cleansing your mind, and making you forget
the dystopia you’re living in.

There’s a whole other world out there, outside the insane world of man. I like that world. It’s my
home outside the matrix when I have to be in the matrix. As always, you can help me continue my
pioneering MGTOW, ghosting, nomadic travels through the Wild West by donating through
PayPal or GoFundMe.

See you soon, from the road and the uncivilized parts of the world.
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The Rumors of My Demise Are Exaggerated
July 2, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Rising out of the ashes, I have returned from two months of ghosting in the wilderness

Hello, Brothers.

I’m back after a long ghosting session. I decided when I was in the middle of what turned out to be a
10,000 mile motorcycle road trip to go off the grid for a while. While visiting nearly every national
park out west, often far from civilization I found myself in campgrounds without electricity and in
areas with no cell service and therefore no WiFi. Moreover, in the midst of all my tent camping
travels I found myself wanting to cleanse my mind of all the mental pollution coming out from both
the liberal and conservative media.

Being away from it all, in the wilderness with just me, my bike, and my tent was one of the most
spiritually and mentally cleansing things I have ever done. I just had it with the constant shit stream
of information that to me, is designed to daze and confuse as to what is really happening with the
planned demolition of our way of life in the West. After a few unintended days completely off the
grid due to no electricity and no Internet service, I decided just to stay off until my soul had healed
itself.

Here are some conclusions I came to after my soul-searching journey:

The white race is being phased out by the elite. Conquerers are being brought in in a reverse1.
colonization strategy, and when the numbers are right mobs will be unleashed on what will by
then be a demoralized, dehumanized white race.
I am past my Red Pill Rage phase, which I now see was the theme behind The New Modern2.
Man up until the time I went off the grid. While there will still be moments of Red Pill Rage, I
want to move towards crafting a message for men that takes the anger out of the terrible
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situation we’ve been placed into.
My gut feeling is Trump is still a diversionary tactic. Conservatives are putting all their eggs in3.
one basket by putting the responsibility for victory or defeat of the war on liberalism in his
hands alone, and when he is either removed from office or his term expires there will be a hard
left liberal backlash that will follow. They’re not even hiding their intentions anymore.
I’ve had my fill of women, and their anatomy no longer has the same allure it once did.4.
Somewhere between 150 and 175 women, as I was on top of one of them pumping away it
finally clicked in my mind – why am I investing so much of myself and my mental energy into
trying to game women and get laid? It seems like such a waste of talents after figuring out how
simple, and obtuse women are. I’ve said it before that MGTOW is likely the ultimate
destination for every PUA. I believe that after becoming successful with women to the point
I’ve had my fill of them.
Censorship is coming and I don’t know what to do about it. Conservative views will be5.
censored by the passage of hate crime laws (which will unjustly make our views hate crimes)
and enforced by placing responsibility of policing content on the backs of service providers.
(Think of what happened to Backpage on steroids.) The legal precedent for this has already
been set with the criminal FOSTA act, which I’ll detail soon. (GoFundMe has also blacklisted
me. Thanks to everyone who donated to my spring road trip but I didn’t see a dime of it.)
After vacillating back and forth on whether or not it is worth the risk to both my personal safety6.
and investing the enormous amount of time I put into my writing and research, I’ve decided it’s
better to die on my feet than serve the NWO on my knees. The pen is mightier than the sword,
and even if I’m a lone voice in the wilderness at least someone will have chronicled the entirety
of the tragedy that is the controlled demolition of the West unfolding before us.
It was nice to be away from everything, leaving behind the insanity of the modern world as I7.
got back in touch with nature. My 2 months in the wilderness only heightened my contempt for
the machine culture we find ourselves neck deep inside of.
I have a treasure trove of photos from my journey that I’ll be posting. My solo adventure was8.
so satisfying I am planning more of them.

The enemy’s hand is now grasping our throat, and it is terribly late in the game to try and fight back.
But, I have decided I want to do my part to give men my perspective on what’s happening with both
women and the world. Much like Thomas Jefferson, I have sworn upon the altar of God eternal
hostility over every form of tyranny over the mind of mind. My writings have been and will be my
effort at fulfilling that promise.
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Libertarian Party Endorses Decriminalization of Prostitution
July 3, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Already legal in much of the world, the push to decriminalize prostitution in prudish America has begun

The astute gentleman can see sexual frustration manifest itself in the angry faces of both men and
women as he travels about the declining American empire. Incels abound, and women now lord sex
over men’s head like a Sword of Damocles. They enjoy torturing lonely guys for fun and profit.

The astute gentleman can also see pent up sexual frustration in the fatness of
the average 21st century American specimen waddling around the landscape as food cravings have
taken the place of sexual cravings. There’s lots of cheap, crappy food but no nookie unless you want
to waste your time practicing game or dating fatties.

Feminism has been bad for the sexual marketplace. But, even though conservatives are mounting a
last minute assault on this lifestyle deathstyle, elites no doubt want to see this ideology continue since
it gives women the power to torture men (thereby keeping American men subservient) whom nature
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has imbued with an evolutionarily driven thirst for sex. What are the hordes of sexually frustrated
men to do after Backpage was unceremoniously shut down by sex-hating feds?

There’s some finally a whiff of musty, moist good news on the frustrated, dry dry sexual desert of
über-prudish Anglo America. TNMM has long been calling for the decriminalization of prostitution,
and at long last the Libertarian party has just endorsed this policy. Reason magazine highlighted the
newly adopted Libertarian platform unveiled in New Orleans, a city that recently embarked on a
pointless witch hunt looking for so-called “sex traffickers” last winter but found nothing more than
run of the mill prostitution. (Other witch hunts for “sex traffickers” have netted similar results.)

There’s finally some opposition to destroying men’s lives for paying another willing adult for a
sexual encounter. From Reason:

The Libertarian Party officially “supports the decriminalization of prostitution,” according
to a new plank in the party’s political platform. This makes the L.P. the only notable U.S.
political party to stand unequivocally for sex-worker rights and in opposition to cops caging
people for consensual sex.

Yes, this “advanced” society still cages people for participating in the world’s oldest profession. Of
course, the law banning sex for hire is meant to keep the price of entry (heh) artificially inflated for a
sexual encounter. Libertarians are now pushing for a new policy:

“We assert the right of consenting adults to provide sexual services to clients for
compensation, and the right of clients to purchase sexual services from consenting sex
workers,” reads the new language, adopted by vote at the Libertarian National Convention
in New Orleans.

As the situation now stands, men paying a small fortune to get rubbed on and teased by women at
strip clubs is the best the fading stars and stripes has to offer. Any penetration is strictly forbidden.
(Of course, dating and marriage are increasingly out of the question for any man with a functioning
brain in a #MeToo, no-fault frivorce world.)

There are signs that could be changing thanks to the big news that a major party has officially
endorsed the decriminalization of prostitution. Now, if only we could kick the Libertarian wing of the
Republican party in the shins hard enough to make them actually do something about this unjust
prohibition in an upcoming session of Congress.

As more and more men go MGTOW (whether they adopt the MGTOW moniker or not, many men
are now avoiding women because they’ve become so toxic to deal with in a post-feminist world)
there will be mounting (heh) pressure on lawmakers to facilitate a new wealth transfer to women.
MGTOW men will no doubt accrue large sums of money by avoiding women, who influence 80% of
purchasing decisions in the consumerism waste machine that comprises the sham that is the
American economy. American women are well, going bankrupt as the recent retail apocalypse shows
thanks to their own spendthrift, wasteful ways.

As women go broke but men get richer in the post-feminist economy, look for the push for the
decriminalization of prostitution to pick up steam.
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Stories from the Road: Damsel in Distress
July 6, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Stories From the Road: Won’t you help me, male utility object?

I’m back on the road truck driving. For those of you who are regular followers, you’ll know this is
how I fund my adventures and I’m also working towards an early retirement abroad.

Here’s a story from the road I wrote in my journal this morning that I thought you might enjoy.

A white girl just asked me to spot her while she backed up her semi that she parked the
wrong way. I thought about it for a minute, then all the shit they’ve talked about men for my
entire lifetime flashed through my mind as well as the use and financial abuse they’ve
leveled on not only me but countless friends of mine and my readership.

So, I told her no.

She immediately flew off the handle and walked away flustered waving her hands in the air.
My day is already off to a good start.  I’m making them live the Don’t Need A Man™
mantra. Not your male utility object, babe.

I got some shits and giggles out of that one. She was probably about a 6 or 7 SMV. It was kind of
surprising that she was out here driving. But, you know how things are today. Penis envy has gotten
out of control and women try to be just like men instead of just like their more fruitful, happier
grandmothers.

I also enjoy tormenting them when I see them working in menial jobs all over the country, telling
them something like “It wasn’t all it was cracked up to be, was it?” in reference to their employment.

From moms to job slaves in a couple of generations. Social engineering as practiced by a sociopathic
elite is powerful. And dangerous.
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Why Western Civilization is in Chaos: The Answer Key, Part 1
July 6, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Faithful Unto Death: Our duty is to hold on to the lost position, without hope, without rescue as the West disintegrates around us

Decline of the West, the exhaustive study of the rise of fall of civilizations containing prescient
predictions for Western civilization published in 1918 by Oswald Spengler has been discussed often
here at this outpost. As time goes on, the predictions laid out in what should be viewed as one of the
greatest works in human history become even more plain to see. The genius of Spengler’s civilization
model becomes increasingly irrefutable.

The political, spiritual, and artistic forms that sustained the West for a millennia are now going to hell
in a handbasket. Chaos is coming.

Spengler’s Civilization Model is proving to be astonishingly accurate. Even
more impressive is how much the world has changed in just a generation or two, especially
considering that a mere 20 years ago one would have called you a nutter if you told them total
destruction is where the West was headed. Nowadays though, this is a common topic amongst the
masses as Spengler’s predictions are quietly coming to fruition.

In this first of three installments, we’ll take a quick look at the political predictions Spengler made a
century ago. Forthcoming installments two and three will look at how Western spirituality and art
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have also begun the process of full disintegration.

Let’s look at some predictions from Spengler’s Civilization Model and apply them to the crumbling
world we see all around us.

The “answer key” from Decline of the West, helping explain why the West is in chaos, and worse things yet to come. Column 1-4 is how
“Winter” or the decline played out in Egyptian, Roman, and Chinese cultures (respectively) and how it will play out in Western culture

Reading from left to right, top down we find a perfect description of 21st century America and
Europe. The body of the people is essentially urban in constitution, with 80% of the U.S. population
now living in an urban area. Thanks to liberalism, the population is indeed dissolving into a formless
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mass. We can see this manifest itself with the rise of the degenerate freak mafia (liberals) infesting
the body politic like cancer. Degeneracy is now the rule rather than the norm. Rather than the
traditional form the Western population assumed, we are now plagued by a blue/pink/green haired,
gender confused, fat, greedy, slothful population.

The population is also inorganic in that it is no longer tied to the land or
biology. What better way to illustrate this than the gender bending society we have turned into, one
that is demographically and biologically suicidal with dying white populations in both America and
Europe as even children are now regularly encouraged to change their gender by either cutting off a
penis or sewing one on rather than keeping the sex they were born with.

At the top, item #1: Domination of Money (Democracy) and economic powers permeating the
political forms and authorities refers to how sold out governments in the West have become. As
TNMM has posited before, today’s economic powers and political forms have merged and are
practically one and the same – our ruling class have become a true corporate-government complex.

TNMM will also now propose the idea that JFK was assassinated by forces inside the U.S.
government in 1963, and that Americans have been living in a pseudo-republic since then. (This is
not Spengler’s prediction, but it fits the model well and offers a much more plausible explanation
than the laughable Lee Harvey Oswald “lone nut” cover story that has been used to explain
assassinations and mass shootings to the point of being worn out over the last 50 years.)

The assassination of JFK represented the victory of moneyed powers over the power of the people.
Often called the Deep State, moneyed powers refers to elites and shadowy figures from the CIA and
NSA running the American government rather than elected officials. Everything since JFK’s
assassination has been a sham, something we will detail at a later time.

We are transitioning to items #2 and #3 on the list. Increasing primitiveness of political forms is
plain to see with the Democrats becoming the anti-white party and the Republicans becoming the
white party in America. Identity politics and its attendant tribal warfare are ripping the republic apart.
This will intensify to the point leaders will no longer be elected, and much like in the Roman Empire
one will have to kill to get into office.

Inward decline of the nations into a formless population can be represented by the sharp transition
America has made from being a nation that was 92% white as recently as 1960, to whites making up
a scant 1/3 of its population among newborns before 2050. America is quickly becoming the
“polyglot boarding house” Teddy Roosevelt warned against, the definition of a formless
population with no common language or culture. Anyone who tells you ethnicity and a particular
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ethnic group’s culture has nothing to do with a nation’s characteristics and its destiny is totally
brainwashed by liberalism.

Formation of Caesarism and victory of force politics over money are yet to come, but Donald
Trump’s ascendance to the presidency represents this coming change as the republic crumbles and
the nation one day returns to the rule of a single man. Trump was elected because the people long for
a leader to bring order to the chaos created by battling ethnic factions in today’s democracy of
demagoguery. Democracy will self-destruct because whites and non-whites have very different ways
of life. This will continue to exhibit itself in opinions on government policy making the system
increasingly unworkable.

Finally, #3: Historyless stiffening and enfeeblement even of the imperial machinery, against
young peoples eager for spoil or alien conquerers is already well advanced in the West. The U.S.
military is supposedly the most powerful in the world, yet the nation is so enfeebled by liberalism it
can’t control its own southern border. There is no doubt whatsoever the West is being
demographically conquered – Europe by Muslims and America by Mestizos. We are also losing
touch with our history as liberals relentlessly assault it by viewing everything through the myopia of
“racism”  – most recently by tearing down historical statues.

Primitive human conditions thrust up into the highly civilized mode of living is coming in full
force sooner rather than later. (Technology has sped up the timeline, and section #3 will come much
sooner than the year 2200 Spengler predicted.) While we can already see the decay of great Western
cities like Detroit (and Future Detroit a.k.a. New York City with the election of Socialist leaders like
Ocasio-Cortez) truly primitive conditions will arise as a result of people desperately trying to escape
the so-called matrix.

It’s not hard to imagine that as electronic sentinels increasingly rule over our lives, monitoring
everything we do with cameras and sensors all around us – even what we say in our homes and how
we drive our cars – those who seek to be free will eschew technology altogether. It’s becoming ever
clearer that technology is meant to enslave humanity, not free it. Once this realization hits the masses,
we will see a sharp rise in primitive human conditions as people flee the electronic plantation.

There’s no way out of this. Many Trump voters think the West can escape its fate, but it ultimately
cannot. Trump and others may help postpone it, but the forces driving the rise and fall of civilizations
are beyond our control.

In many ways, the West is already dead. We are the last remaining cells that cling to life even though
the organism known as Western Civilization has died. What is our duty? To cling to the lost ideals of
the West – to “life” – as long as possible. Spengler wrote in Man and Technics:

We are born into this time and must bravely follow the path to the destined end. There is no
other way. Our duty is to hold on to the lost position, without hope, without rescue, like that
Roman soldier whose bones were found in front of a door in Pompeii, who, during the
eruption of Vesuvius, died at his post because they forgot to relieve him. That is greatness.
That is what it means to be a thoroughbred. The honorable end is the one thing that can not
be taken from a man.

The ground rumbles beneath us, just as it once did at Pompeii. There’s nowhere to run to, nowhere to
hide from the ongoing implosion of the West. We can only try to make the best of the situation. As
Spengler knew, optimism is cowardice. Brave pessimism will get the new modern man much more
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mileage.
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Social Engineers Have Psychologically Gamed Men and
Women into Reducing Their SMV
July 8, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

CH has an interesting take on why women don’t find men attractive, anymore. (Beyond the fact the
government nipple has supplanted men’s traditional provisioning scheme.)

It should come as no surprise that effeminate men who follow orders and try to be one of the girls
rather than one of the guys repel women deep down in their hindbrains, even though their forebrains
trick them into saying the opposite thanks to constant Deep State controlled MSM manipulation. The
full article is here. A key excerpt from that piece:

Soyboys who cloyingly parrot feminist vagitudes and profess an abiding belief in the
equality, sameness, and interchangeability of the sexes leave women emotionally cold, if
not intellectually underwhelmed. And in the business of romance, the hindbrain owns the
forebrain.

This is why careerist shrikes have such a hard time finding a man. They too want a man
who will ‘provide and protect’, but their economic, occupational, and social success means
that a vanishingly small pool of men can fit their bill. So they go alone to their cat graves,
bitter and spiteful and leaning in to the lonesome last, tragicomic victims of their own
hypergamy that evolved in an environment and sexual market in which women didn’t waste
years of prime fertility pursuing the corner office.

Here’s the psychology backing up his claim. This practice of women becoming barren career girls
and men sackless simps didn’t just fall out of the sky. It was a cleverly designed covert attack on men
and women using the cloak of media and advertising, employing methods pioneered by Sigmund
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Freud’s American nephew. Prepare yourself, as you’re about to enter a realm of evil many people
can’t even comprehend. Suffice it to say when moneyed interests and government bureaucrats get
together, bad things happen.

Men and women have been gamed into doing things that make each sex less attractive to the other by
Anglo American social engineers for roughly a century, though the pace and intensity of this business
of mindfucking has definitely picked up in the last 20 years or so.

Making a long story short social engineers, no doubt serving their evil, sociopathic masters in the
elite ruling class used Freudian psychology (particularly his penis envy theory, which explains why
feminists try to emulate men rather than their happier, more fertile and feminine grandmothers) to
manipulate us into becoming perfect, socially atomized consumers. Women go off to work to try and
be like men, wasting their decade of peak fertility chasing pointless credentials and feels. This makes
women less attractive to men, who value femininity and fertility in women. Men, barraged by
constant propaganda telling them masculinity is evil try to become more feminine.

Both behaviors drive each sex away from the other. People who are socially atomized are easier to
manipulate and control. Unspeakable evil, homegrown in the USA. This system worked and it
worked damn well until the Internet came along and broke up the centralized communication model
the propaganda machine depended on.

Freud’s nephew Edward Bernays is the father of the propaganda model all media and advertising
have used for a century, and he frequently used the penis envy theory to manipulate women. (Search
Edward Bernays here on TNMM to find the relevant history, as some of these ideas have been
discussed before.) Bernays’ first successful campaign was for Philip Morris, aimed at getting women
to start smoking. The entire campaign was based on Freud’s penis envy theory. Bernays then went on
to work for the U.S. government.

Today, Clotaire Rapaille who designs ads for most of the Fortune 100 companies uses methods
Bernays pioneered. The propaganda (not just penis envy, but now constant and invented security
threats meant to trick people into giving up their freedoms one by one) is meant to appeal to the
hindbrain rather than the forebrain – which explains the invented, farcical emotional appeals liberals
now use to manipulate millions via the corporate and Deep State controlled fake news media. It also
explains why women pat male feminists on the head but never get hot and bothered by them.

Unfortunately, people are so gullible when this brainwashing is dressed up with clever slogans like
“female empowerment” they scurry off and proceed to destroy their SMV without a wit as to what’s
been done to them.

This sort of social engineering has become so advanced and so cleverly disguised it poses a serious
threat to the survival of not only our nation but the human species itself. What are the ultimate aims
of social engineers? To eliminate sex altogether and grow custom designed, genetically engineered
human beings in pods? That’s a serious question. Because anyone paying attention knows they’re
doing everything they can to destroy sexual attraction.
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Minimalism Squared
July 10, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Men have long been happier with less, a philosophy Seneca detailed two millenia ago

To me, there is no MGTOW without minimalism. But, beyond learning to live within our means and
without the burden of modern women in our lives, what’s the next level of minimalism for the
MGTOW? The ultimate level a MGTOW minimalist can achieve is no longer wanting anything the
system tells him to buy. In finding its enticements to consume ridiculous. To find willfully enslaving
ourselves with our own desires preposterous.

I have recently achieved this level of realization in my own life. I can truly
look at anything the matrix is trying to sell me, and with an honest answer tell the salesman, “I don’t
want that.” I don’t want what it will take away from me. I don’t want the problems it will bring me. I
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don’t want to be controlled by things I own, for it is the man who owns little who has the most
control over the actions in his daily life.

The minimalist is the freest man. He doesn’t want to fall into their traps. He doesn’t want their junk.
Not their privacy invading gadgets, their McMansions he’ll pay for 2-3 times with interest and never-
ending property taxes, their high maintenance and totally ungrateful and financially predatory
women, their ugly little plastic Socialist sedans and SUVs, their “education” which is really liberal
indoctrination and clandestine indentured servitude complete with student loans that aren’t
dismissable even in bankruptcy court, and their backbreaking and mind frying labor to support
politicians’ continuous “we buy losers’ votes with your hard earned tax dollars” schemes.

The MGTOW minimalist knows all those consumer items only represent chains that are being sold.
Nothing else. The simple, intuitive life outside the matrix is far superior to this monster our culture
has created. I know, I’ve lived it. And, neck deep in the matrix once again I long to return to that
more fulfilling lifestyle.

When this realization sinks in, the life of a man is forever altered. The only way for a man to be free
of the matrix is through controlling his own desires. This is a truth Seneca knew 2,000 years ago.

True happiness is to enjoy the present, without anxious dependence upon the future, not to
amuse ourselves with either hopes or fears but to rest satisfied with what we have, which is
sufficient, for he that is so wants nothing. The greatest blessings of mankind are within us
and within our reach. A wise man is content with his lot, whatever it may be, without
wishing for what he has not.

I am coming to realize his wisdom in my own life today. In voluntary poverty, there is strangely such
abundance. Seneca once again echoes my own thoughts:

It is not the man who has too little, but the man who craves more, that is poor.

In foregoing the lifestyle sold to us by Madison Avenue, we regain our time and our freedom. In
eschewing women, only can a man see what ravenous wastefulness their lives of consumerism and
materialism represent. Once realizing this, there is no other way to live. It is only through this
realization can men leave the plantation, and the matrix’s prison for their mind. Seneca knew:

Most powerful is he who has himself in his own power.

Words of wisdom that resonate through time, even in this modern machine culture in which the gears
are slowly grinding to a halt.
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1 in 5 Millennials Identify as LGBTQ
July 11, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

If the media told you to jump, would you? It seems the answer is “Yes!” for many in our society

A constant barrage of media propaganda is having effects on the society at large as more people than
ever have moved out of the “straight” sexual orientation column. A record number of millennials
(those born in the early 1980s to early 2000s) now identify as LGBTQ. Straight from the mouthpiece
of the elite ruling class, NBC Fake News reports:

GLAAD’s third annual Accelerating Acceptance report surveyed 2,037 U.S. adults ages 18
and over last November in partnership with Harris Poll. The report revealed 20 percent of
the youngest respondents (18-34) identify as LGBTQ, a notable increase from 12 percent of
Generation X (ages 35-53) and 7 percent of the baby boomer generation (52-71).

That’s 1 in 5 millennials now identifying as something other than hetero, a figure that has nearly
tripled from their grandparents’ generation. One might wonder would the figure be that high if: 1)
Fathers hadn’t been removed from homes by the welfare state and Draconian child support debt
slavery system, 2) That generation hadn’t been taught in school and by the media that LGBTQ is
virtuous while heteros are evil oppressors, and 3) Millennials weren’t the least sexed generation on
record because of poor male-female relations?

On a related note, TNMM has explored the relationship between the obesity epidemic and rising rates
of involuntary heterosexual celibacy or “incel”, all three topics (a sexually repressive culture for
straight people, obesity, and rising rates of homosexuality) being closely related.

When asked whether she expects the percentage of people who identify as LGBTQ to
continue to rise in future generations, [GLAAD CEO Sarah Kate] Ellis said “absolutely.”
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The number will almost definitely increase because women have become as inaccessible as
Kilimanjaro to the average guy as a result of a post-feminist world in which they’re taught to hate
men. Worse, TNMM regularly reveals the myriad ways social engineers and legislators lay legal and
cultural mine fields for heterosexual men.

Both men and women will be pushed towards sexual experimentation since relations between straight
men and women in the Anglo world have become so mercenary – and even downright dangerous for
men to pursue in a #MeToo culture.

Oh, the number identifying as “trans” has doubled in a generation, too.

According to the report, 12 percent of millennials identify as either transgender or gender-
nonconforming, compared to 6 percent in Generation X.

Social engineering works. That’s almost one-third of an entire generation identifying as either gay or
trans.

While TNMM generally adopts a libertarian view of sexuality – do what you want but leave us out of
how your pleasure yourself, the success social engineers have had at reprogramming an entire
generation prompts questions. How long before other sexualities are mainstreamed by our rulers?
Detrimental ones? Like bestiality and pedophilia?

How long can this biologically and culturally unsustainable course last, in that whites are already
dying off en masse in America and Europe? Say what you will about our overlords, evil they may be
but stupid they are not.
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Why Western Civilization is in Chaos: The Answer Key, Part 2
July 14, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Western world is indeed an irreligious one, and a society that has no spirituality soon dies

We continue analyzing Spengler’s Civilization Model for clues explaining the current chaos the
Western world is now suffering in its death throes. In Part 1 of in this series, we looked at Spengler’s
political predictions made 100 years ago for modern times. We saw they were dead on accurate when
examining current events in the West. In this installment, we’ll look at Spengler’s spiritual
predictions. We will see they also jive with current events.

Given that the West is currently in Winter (the dying phase) of the civilization model, we find
Spengler predicted we would see the dawn of megalopolitan civilization as the population shifted
from being rural and agrarian to urban and cosmopolitan in composition. This is so obvious to see it
almost doesn’t need explanation.

Emerging megaregions in America, a phase in our civilization
predicted by Spengler (click to enlarge)

In the U.S. most people are familiar with the Northeast megalopolis, which spans from New York to
Boston to Philadelphia and Washington, D.C. This is the most heavily populated area of the nation,
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and has almost become one continuous city spanning several states. Other megaregions or clusters of
cities include the Great Lakes, Florida, Piedmont Atlantic, Texas Triangle, Gulf Coast, Front Range,
Cascadia, and Southern California megalopolises. Indeed, this is the age of the megalopolis in the
West even though many of these urban centers are already decaying from within – showing winter
civilizational blight. Detroit is a perfect example of this urban blight, although many of America’s
inner cities are showing their own signs of decay.

The great megalopolitan areas are blighting because the West has seen the extinction of its spiritual
creative life force. There is little spirituality left in our civilization since Christianity is in decline, as
are its teachings. Traditions and religion are now mocked rather than respected and the focus of daily
life in the West has shifted from living according to traditions and principles to living according to
the laws of economics and the machinations of politics.

Life itself has become problematical as a result of this obsession with economics (economic growth
is everything in this culture) and the population shifting from an organic, rural base to an inorganic,
urban base. As a result, Americans in particular have lost touch with their biology as gender bending
becomes the norm and women become wannabe men who choose to chase dollars and careers rather
than become moms. This is total insanity, biologically speaking, and it should come as no surprise
this population can no longer sustain itself.

Westerners now try to satisfy their biological urges by buying material things, but this only provides
them fleeting pleasure and not the spiritual fulfillment a family would bring. It doesn’t take long for
this inorganic society to get caught up in a cycle of consumer driven insanity by trying to please
themselves with an unending cycle of materialistic purchases, always missing the point that this
extrinsic search for spiritual fulfillment will never make them happy.

Westerners no longer know how to look for intrinsic, spiritual happiness, and now look for happiness
to come from outside themselves. Take a look at the world around us. Our machine culture is one of
problems and solutions, complete with a materialistic world outlook, and a cult of science, utility
and prosperity. There is nothing spiritual about it.

Beyond religion, it’s easy to see that native populations of Europe and the founding population of the
United States have lost their life force since whites are now dying off at a rapid pace. The media
disguises this by saying the white population is “aging” when the truth is it is aging because it is
dying. Liberalism is a suicide cult that has perverted Western thinking, and represents the end of the
spiritual creative life force in the West.

Reproduction, a crucial part of the life cycle for any biological organism is now weighed in terms of
“pros” and “cons” amongst Westerners, which has led to them become demographically sterile. This
is a predictable consequence for a society that only knows how to think rationally and not spiritually.
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How the winter of spirituality played out in Indian, Greek, and Magian cultures – and how it will play out in the West. From Spengler’s
Civilization Model

Philosophically, we also see ethical-practical tendencies of an irreligious and unmetaphysical
cosmopolitanism. The simplest way to visualize this prediction is by watching the ongoing spread of
the evil ideology Socialism. Socialism is metastasizing like a cancer through the body politic of the
Western world. The Socialist creed is, of course, irreligious and bereft of any spiritual quality.

The West is cosmopolitan in that it no longer believes in itself, but now looks to other cultures for
guidance. From the liberal obsession with ethnic restaurants to their tolerance of other religions but
not Christianity, this cosmopolitan xenophilia also represents the end of the spiritual creative life
force that once drove the West to greatness. This is a culture that no longer believes in itself, and
even hates itself.
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The spread of ethical Socialism since 1900 was predicted to be the final world sentiment of the
West as it dies, and with current events in the political world that certainly seems to be an astute
prediction. Socialists are gaining ground in the U.S. and the European Union is becoming the Soviet
Union in all but name, as the West as we have known it for the past 1,000 years is dying from within
and falling apart from without.

Further study of the spiritual section of Spengler’s Civilization Model allows one to study the
evolution of spirituality amongst 4 cultures (including our own) in detail, going back to around the
year 1000 when the modern Western world began developing. One can also compare and contrast the
development of each season of the model in Indian, Greek, and Magian (Middle Eastern) cultures
respectively by looking at each column of the table.

Note the Indian and Magian cultures still exist, but they haven’t been dominant forces on the world
stage since the time of their decline. Each respective culture became shadows of their former
greatness, as the West soon will. Each formerly great civilization was living rather primitively after
its decline until those cultures picked up on the vitality of the West. As the West disintegrates,
primitive human conditions will once again thrust up into the highly civilized mode of living.
Westerners will likely find themselves conquered in the near future, and subject to a way of living
that is foreign to them.

In the third and final installment, we’ll look at how Western art (music, paintings, and film) has
completely degenerated in the modern era. It too, is uncannily following the predictions of the
civilization model.
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Tending Your Own Garden
July 26, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Thoughts on withdrawing from a hopeless situation to tend your own garden

I’ve been rather withdrawn from macro scale happenings in the Anglosphere the last few months.
Tending my own garden, so to speak. Each time I check the headlines, I see the NWO noose has
tightened around our collective necks a little more.

It’s amazing that most people scuttle about without a wit as to what’s happening all around them, and
the seismic ramifications totalitarianism will have on their lives and the lives of their children (for
those who even have any) as the American government is systematically destroyed in a similar
fashion to the way engineering experts say was the controlled demolition of the Twin Towers on
9/11.

Today I log on to see that Zuckerface is being ousted from Facebook so that no doubt, an even worse
CIA-controlled tyrant can be put in his place. It’s becoming clearer by the day Facebook got its name
from the desire elites have to monitor our faces and activities around the clock. The Dallas Mavericks
cheerleaders are going to cover themselves up next season, because heaven forbid a cheerleading
squad have sex appeal. (They’re also talking about putting fatties on the cheerleading squad, to force
fat acceptance down our throats.) The disgraced Time magazine is doubling and tripling down on its
superior virtue of the oppressed narrative, as it gleefully predicts Georgia will turn blue with
changing demographics. (As always, the Kill Evil Whitey subtext is once again on display.)

Jeff Bezos continues to tighten his grasp on the economy.

Conservatives will tell you Trump is making the left show their ugly faces and is therefore defeating
shitlibs in a game of 4D chess. But my skeptical mind often wonders: Was he put there so the elites
could crucify a white man in the seat of his own government for all the world to see? How long will
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the office be viable?

Also this week we have seen the normalization of pedophilia agenda is proceeding at full steam.
Social engineers are working it into the narrative as often as possible.

I’ve spent a decade trying to fit so many such puzzle pieces together, and I am beginning to believe
we’ve already lost the battle with the NWO. We just haven’t realized it yet. More and more I think
the American republic died November 22, 1963 as the last true American president, John Fitzgerald
Kennedy was gunned down in Dallas.

Think about it. The nation soon plunged into a very profitable (for the military-industrial complex)
war. LBJ refused to run for a second term because he knew what kind of ruthless bastards had taken
over the government. (Not to mention, he had Kennedy’s blood on his hands.) Nixon resigned as he
became the guinea pig for the shadow government to test its power to bring down a president over
trumped up charges that pale in comparison to the high crimes of the Clintons and Bushes. Ford fell
in line as assassin’s bullets let him know who was really in charge. Carter was and is a stooge for the
NWO. Reagan was nearly killed due to the Bush family’s lust for power, and appropriately enough
was the first (but not last) actor to occupy the position. (It seems the presidency is indeed little more
than an acting role these days.) Clinton began the dismantling of the republic in earnest by putting in
place NAFTA and selling the country out to China, not long after Bush I and his infamous New
World Order speech to Congress. Bush II began the process of bringing down Middle Eastern
patriarchies by dropping bombs all over that region in order to install puppet governments that will
one day transform the Islamic world into Western-style gynocracies. Obama further destroyed the
nation, skillfully dividing people along ethnic lines and beginning the transition to overt Socialism.
Even if Trump isn’t an imposter, how can one man stop the momentum of this 50-year old chain of
events?

Thought crimes are being shadow banned on Twitter. There are open calls for censorship of opinions
the establishment doesn’t approve of. Yet, as I drive around the nation in my semi I see fat, clueless
idiots wherever I roam. People who do nothing but shop, eat out, go to work, and pay bills as every
liberty they ever had is stripped from them.

Perhaps we are the foolish ones, the minority who see the truth of what’s happening thinking we can
change things. The elite know most people don’t live for principles, they live to consume just as they
have been conditioned to do. You can do just about anything to the average American blob of
protoplasm walking around, and they may protest at first – just as conservatives have for half a
century – but after their mad spell will eventually come around and adopt whatever idiocy the liberals
unleash on society.

We’ve entered a new era in world and political history. Humans are being conditioned to do exactly
what an elite want us to do. Just as the wolf was domesticated to serve man, a once proud people are
being domesticated to serve an elite. Their government committed treason against them in service of
this cause long ago.

Since there’s little a man can do to change the macro scale, perhaps he should focus more on the
personal scale – things he can control in his own life. Like withdrawing from this corrupt neo-
Babylon to tend his own garden.
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Will Trump Stop White Genocide?
August 10, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Will Trump stop the dispossession and possible genocide of America’s founding population?

Interesting times we live in. Alex Jones was censored this week, no doubt an experiment to see how
far the elites can push Americans in stripping our right to Free Speech and Assembly. They’re
coming for your First and Second Amendment rights with guns a blazin’, make no mistake about it.
(The Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Amendments have already been gutted thanks to traitorous scum on
Capitol Hill.) The timeline on burning the remnants of the Bill of Rights has been sped up because
people are waking up, and the bastards who want to strip you of your status, your legacy, and your
humanity are desperate to regain control of the situation.

I have been thinking about the tactical situation, and it has become my firm
belief that genocide is on the agenda.

Just look at the situation: White men can no longer reproduce themselves because of a myriad of
factors. White women have been ruined by feminism and its incipient cock carouseling – a process 50
years in the making that began in earnest around the time JFK was eliminated by the Deep State.
Even if a white man does pull off a miracle and reproduce, it won’t be long before he’s stripped of his
offspring, his pride, and his productivity by a predatory court system that has unleashed the worst of
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female instincts in order to destroy him. He is literally destroyed by his own reproductive success.

So, any children he might have will be generally be one-offs that are promptly used as a weapon
against him. Fertility stays below replacement rate as his first child proves to be such a costly and
painful “error” he doesn’t want to further subjugate himself to women and their court system. The
miracle and beauty of family – the very foundation of a nation – destroyed by forces in his own
government.

But, that’s only one front in multiple attacks Mr. White American is suffering. This same government
has thrown open the flood gates to allow millions upon millions of non-whites into the nation in a
poorly disguised attempt at destroying the demographics of America. Interestingly, the 1965
immigration act was spearheaded by Edward Kennedy who no doubt knew the forces that killed his
brother might throw him to the wolves if he didn’t do their bidding. In typical lying politician
manner, Kennedy said the immigration law would not change the demographics of America when in
fact he and the people behind the law knew it would basically kill white America. It has. (The other
Kennedy brother, Robert was soon brought down for campaigning against the profitable Vietnam
War. Even Kennedy’s son John Jr. was likely killed by the same shadow government so that a Senate
seat could be opened up for Hillary Clinton – who very nearly won a presidential election and would
have put the final nails into the coffin of our nation.)

After passage of the 1965 immigration act, America’s founding population
has gone from 92% of her populace to becoming a minority amongst the next generation, with no
signs of the bottom that has fallen out ever returning.

Liberalism has established a new social order in which nonwhites can be racist, mean and cruel to
whites but whites can’t defend themselves or say anything back. Just look at the case of The New
York Times not only defending Sarah Jeong’s long history of racist tweets but making moves to toss
her hatred of white people into an Orwellian memory hole.

So, what do we have? White men stripped of their ability to reproduce, white men stripped of their
national identity and forced to subsidize their own demise with a monolithic welfare state that
transfers wealth from producers to invaders, and a social order in which any race is allowed to have
pride in and defend itself except whites.

How can an objective person look at this carefully designed “perfect storm” and see anything but an
attempt to bring about a slow, soft genocide? (We won’t even go into what’s being done to our
brothers in Europe.)

Michael Moore, the slob and leftist filmmaker has recently come out saying he thinks Trump will be
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the last president of the United States. His comments are no doubt intended to stir up even more
hatred towards white people, since Trump is a symbol of whiteness and of Heritage America.
Ironically, Moore may be right in his prognostication, though.

The New Modern Man has long been writing about the coming Caesars who will run America now
that our republic has been thoroughly subverted and destroyed by moneyed interests, just as Spengler
predicted. If Trump is truly on the side of Heritage America, his taking charge of a failed government
that’s now trying to destroy its founding population may be a welcome development.

Will he save his people from the traps sociopathic billionaires have so carefully laid for them for half
a century – and turn the tide as their genocide and displacement from their own nation looks
increasingly inevitable? Or is he merely another player in the globalist game? That is the question
that begs an answer.
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Head In The Noose
September 29, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A vision of things to come

I’ve been away for a while because I don’t really know how much good it does to keep doing this.
The hour is late, the awakening is falling flat and there are snakes and deceivers all around. Even I
often do not know who to trust in this age of misinformation and propaganda. And, it is becoming
dangerous to put one’s self out on a limb.

Nonetheless, here goes. Let’s analyze the shit storm currently swirling through America and look at
the larger implications of what it all means.

As the Kavanaugh Supreme Court circus continues, I often ponder what brought us here as a nation
and why it seems forces are arrayed around and closing in on whites – and especially white men.

The steady drumbeat to open violence continues as hatred of whites grows bolder and is now
unabashedly displayed. A global minority, whites are a scant 7% of the world’s population. Whites
are being displaced from the nation they founded – and even the continent where they evolved to
roaring cheers from a bloodthirsty, leftist mob. It seems the mob is out to destroy them with a
genocide occurring out in the open, yet no one dare speak its name because whites have been trained
that their own self-interest is now verboten.

Precedents are being set in far off places to kick whites off their land. Already happening in South
Africa, how long before this sentiment comes to America?

Make no mistake about it, the Kavanaugh nomination fight is about making conservative, straight,
white men pariahs in their own land much more than it is about keeping a moderate judge off the
Supreme Court. It is meant to legally castrate white men – to render them impotent. (Before they’re
perhaps literally castrated someday to cleanse them of their “toxic masculinity” we hear so much
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about.)

Once a cultural and legal precedent involving an appointment to the highest court in the land is set
and women are given carte blanche to destroy a man with baseless claims, with no evidence other
than a woman’s word that a man got a little rough with her 35 years ago (but didn’t actually have sex
with her) it will be off to the races to have men removed from any position in business, industry, or
government at any time based on nothing more than a woman’s whim.

#MeToo was only getting the party started. This is how leftists plan to eviscerate white men – by
using their own women against them.

When sloganeers tell us the future is female, they’re hinting at a future world in which emotion and
not rationality rule the day. The law books currently written will be basically worthless in a court
room based on emotion. The world of reason men designed will be replaced by a female world of
unreason. Look around: One thousand years of cultural evolution already been bascially destroyed in
only a few short years. From the Magna Carta to the Bill of Rights, long-respected and hard won
Western jurisprudence is being phased out.

Marvels like this are what agencies like the CIA specialize in.

With leftist hate mobs conducting an open witch trial of not only a President but his Supreme Court
nominee in the court of public opinion and the mainstream media fanning the flames, whites who
support these “relics” of the past are openly mocked and shamed in an American media that claims to
oppose racism. Trump is called a Nazi. Kavanaugh a gang rapist. Mass hysteria is gripping the land –
and is only the beginning of a new Dark Age for the West.

Racial Bolshevism has set a grotesque narrative: The Utopia leftists seek cannot be realized until the
last white man is chased down and killed.

Whites find themselves in a carefully laid trap. It’s been half a century if not more in the making. Call
it a slow-bake genocide with the oven timer rapidly ticking towards zero. Let’s examine but a few
puzzle pieces starting back in the 1960s when the seeds of today’s revolutionary harvest were laid.

Social engineers or “human hackers” as they should be called knew what they were doing when they
first proceeded to drive a wedge between man and woman with feminism. How to break up the
family and turn woman against man? Set the rules in opposition to what millenia of biomechanics
have taught us. Scapegoat men as oppressors and villains and ramp up the emotional hysteria to a
frenzy.

White men have been driven out of their families and forced into living increasingly solitary lives.
The marriage rate has reached an all-time low with the millennial generation. Birth rates are
demographically suicidal.

Western governments operating at the behest of their corporate paymasters successfully relegated
white men to “disposable” status with a deft sleight of hand. Dads now beg to see their children and
get enslaved by state child support systems on a woman’s whim. They didn’t stop after men were
thrown out of the human family and assigned sperm donor status. Women were also tricked.

They called the new rules “female empowerment” but there’s no honor among the thieves and robber
barons who would do this to a nation and a people. Feminism was supposed to get white women out
of the kitchen. But, make your way into any corporate fast food joint, family feedbag, or other
restaurant and you’ll find white women still in the kitchen. Only, they’re now making slave wages
cooking for strangers rather than cooking for a family. And totally clueless to how they’ve been
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manipulated and duped by social engineers. Women are unhappier than they’ve ever been.

If they’re not in a kitchen they’re toiling in meaningless corporate jobs, the basic building block of
civilization – the family – crushed.

It gets worse. White men are now being openly persecuted for having functioning libidos, as we are
seeing with the Stalinist-style show trial now being conducted in the U.S. Senate. White men are now
openly mocked and lampooned in the media. Even the Emmy Awards were nothing but a massive
middle finger to white men this year.

Worse, women have absolutely no loyalty to their tribe or their country. As one astute blogger put it,
“They already hold an enormous amount of power over men through sexual selection, social
selection, and social approval.” Giving them power over government is the surest way for men to be
turned into slaves. Something the American government has already been successful in achieving.

Women will not associate with men lower than them in status. But reducing white men to slave status
isn’t enough. Now they’re coming for your dignity, and eventually, your life. Such is the price of
getting weak in a world in which rivers of blood have been spilled throughout history so a select few
men can become momentary masters of a fraction of a dot.

Conservative radio host Michael Savage hinted at what’s coming in his short story Xenon:

Enter the future world-state. An anti-utopian new world run by militant FA-T-ASSES (FSS)
who castrate males, assign them life-mates who are transsexual, keeping the unclipped
“natural” women for the State Security Forces (SSF) to assist the Women in Charge (WIC).

State Mindbogglers (SM’s) delete memories and secretly use State Gas Stores of the Noble
gases to “remoleculize” their minds. Argon, Freon, Helium, Krypton, Neon, Radon and
Xenon.

In the New World, there are no natural free people. This SF adventure is considered a
masterpiece of wit and dark humor that accurately predicted the direction of the fem-
dominated Stalinist States emerging in former Western democracies.

There is an irony in all this social upheaval and nightmarish imagery,
though. Women and non-whites think they’re advancing their interests by destroying white men.
That’s simply not the case. The sad reality is they’re only useful idiots of a global elite bent on
gaining control over the totality of this planet at any cost.

Play with Communism and Racial Bolshevism, and get burned, stupid leftists.

If women and minorities thought they had it bad under white men, they have no idea what’s coming
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when the sadistic people who planned a covert genocide have absolute power over the entire planet.
It’s usually at this point, after the puppet masters have taken what they want when a shocking
realization hits the useful idiots of such a Communist revolution like a thunderbolt at midnight.

“We got duped!”

At that point, leftists will turn against those who took advantage of them. In this case, the Democrat-
Socialist Party who are experts at using demagoguery to gain power. But, by then it will be too late.
Their submissive status on the new global, electronic plantation will already have been cemented.
What was done to white men, to bring them to heel, to shame, debauch, disinherit, subjugate and
castrate them, will be done to all men – black, brown, and yellow. Women will be okay as long as
they toe the line.

Leftists have no idea what kind of sociopaths they’re doing the bidding of. They may destroy whitey,
but in their bloodlust for power they will also destroy themselves.

P.S. I remain undecided as to whether the presidency of Trump is part of the globalists’ plan. A
diversionary tactic, to keep whites distracted and focused on him as their savior until it’s too late. I do
notice a distinct “forward sell” that seems to be going on. “Well, we lost this battle but we’ll win the
next.” And of course, the next battle results in another L. More on that another time, perhaps. You
don’t honestly believe the men who planned the NWO are so inept they would let Trump slip by and
pose a real threat to their plans, do you?

P.P.S. I’ve long thought that if the human species doesn’t go extinct, life is soon about to become so
miserable for anyone it won’t be worth living, anyway. Brave pessimism beats cowardly optimism, in
my opinion. To think, white men will have gone from walking on other worlds to extinction in less
than a century. This is a not a nice planet. Get soft and weak at your own peril. Not only will other
tribes burn you, but your own women will light the bonfire.
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Beware The Hegelian Dialectic
September 29, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Every issue the mainstream media trawls up is designed to get you to take a side to advance elite agendas

It’s my belief The Hegelian Dialectic should be taught in high school. Why? Because it’s how the
ruling class manipulates the masses in a managed democracy to get what they want. Any time you
feel the urge to “take a side” on an issue that gets paraded around endlessly on the fake news
channels, make no mistake you have fallen into your master’s trap.

Once you learn to see the dialectic at work, you’ll find the American press is rife with it.

Also known as the problem-reaction-solution cycle, the Kavanaugh Supreme Court nomination fiasco
is a prime example of just how insidious – and dangerous – this form of psychological fuckery is.

How does it work?

First the elite set an agenda item. One can almost imagine a room of sociopaths discussing ways they
can 1) Drive yet another wedge between man and woman, 2) Push men towards homosexuality since
that’s the only hope many will have of getting their innate sexual needs fulfilled as men become
scared to even talk to their female masters, 3) Further turn white, heterosexual, Christian men into
laughingstocks and cucks, and 4) Promote the proliferation of the surveillance state.

Sounds ambitious, doesn’t it. In comes The Hegelian Dialectic.

A woman pops up out of the woodwork making totally baseless, unprovable claims against
Kavanaugh. (Michael Savage reported Dr. Fraud, er… Dr. Ford is connected with the CIA and even
runs one of their internship programs. Of course, most people have never even heard that nor will the
media ever allow it to be reported.) Rather than allowing her claims to be looked at rationally, the
mainstream media kicks into overdrive ramping up emotional hysteria. Americans, trained to freak
out and go into hysterics on command immediately obsess over the issue, vicariously fighting it out
with others on social media.

As Freidrich Hegel, the father of the Hegelian Dialectic himself wrote: The synthetic solution to these
conflicts can’t be introduced unless those being manipulated take a side that will advance the
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predetermined agenda. By taking a side rather than questioning where this issue came from in the
first place, the masses have taken the bait.

As usual, with the Kavanaugh nomination taking sides has basically happened along party lines.
Democrats have been trained to take the side of women, and Republicans (used to being whipping
boy losers by suffering what has been effectively a 50-year rout in the culture war) reluctantly take
the side of Kavanaugh and find themselves on the defense once again. (Notice how conservatives
NEVER go on the offense against leftists!)

So we have the problem: A Supreme Court nominee is accused of fooling around with a woman in a
forceful way 35 years ago. Crucially, he didn’t even have sex with her! But, it’s still called rape to
conflate the issue and cast aspersions on all men in the culture at large. The reaction comes as both
sides of the political aisle dig in and fight to exhaustion on social media about the problem.

And, waiting in the wings is the preconceived solution, already planned out by the elite and penned
into law by legislative prostitutes in Congress. The only way for men to defend themselves against
unprovable claims is either to avoid women altogether or to start wearing body cams and agree to
allow themselves be surveilled in some fashion whenever they’re with a woman. All four of the
agenda items mentioned above get a check mark beside of them as the ensuing fight completes them.

After the dust settles, conservatives rack up another loss, men get pushed farther to the margins of
society, women further tighten their grasp over the nation, and the surveillance state gets another
pretext to push its Big Brother agenda, it’s on to the next manufactured crisis. And people fall for the
ruse, take a side, and fight it out EVERY SINGLE TIME. While our masters laugh it all the way to
the offshore bank.
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“The Future is Female” – A World of Female Masters and
Male Slaves
October 1, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Imagine a future with a female aristocracy and in which men are reduced to 10% of the population – feminists are openly calling for it

When our elite overlords tell us “The Future is Female” they’re giving us a hint at the hell they have
planned for the common man on this planet.

A 5,000 year old social contract giving men dominion over women, placing men at the center of the
human family and of human society at large isn’t just being rescinded, it’s being ripped to shreds and
the tatters burned.

The largely automated, electronically enforced tyranny of the New World Order will put elites at the
top issuing orders, women in the middle following orders and a tiny minority men on the bottom
being subjected to orders.

(As this monumental tranformation of human society occurs before our eyes, notice how Judge
Kavanaugh is being villainized for daring to even question the baseless claims of his female accuser
at his Senate witch trial. This cultural precedent isn’t happening by accident. Men can no longer
question the words of their new masters.)

We are getting but a mere a taste of this new, emotionally-driven type of society with the Kavanaugh
witch trial and the embedding of #MeToo hysteria in the culture. The West has so long been based on
male characteristics – namely the search for rationality in jurisprudence and balance in running the
institutions of society – most men can’t imagine what a world increasingly run by women (doing the
bidding of elites) will look like.

Just think of Rudyard Kipling’s famous poem The Female of the Species. Indeed, the female of the
species is deadlier than the male and the elite know this. It’s why they want to put women into
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positions of power from corporate boards to seats in the legislature to heading up the executive and
judicial branches.

Women are much more prone to emotional hysteria, emotional manipulation and submission to
authority than men. And, they are much more ruthless. Anyone who has learned well the crimson arts
of seduction and pick-up artistry knows that once the benefits are extracted from the male and he is of
no further benefit to the female, he is dead in her eyes. This is the premise of Briffault’s Law, after
all.

Men have already been rendered largely worthless in the eyes of women. How many generations
before the nightmare vision of some feminists is implemented? A world in which men aren’t just
child support and alimony slaves, but slaves altogether. As we are already seeing with the skewing of
the sexual marketplace, a society in which 80% of men are invisible in women’s eyes, men are
worthless (and as good as dead) to women unless they provide some benefit. The benefit men have
traditionally provided to women and the family has been stripped from them by their own
governments.

Once women have been given total power in the West by the elite puppet masters currently managing
our Western pseudo-democracies, The Hegelian Dialectic schema of manipulating the decision
makers in society becomes much more effective. The elite only need introduce emotionally-driven
issues into the national narrative to get what they want. Women behave and respond emotionally, so
hysteria will be the norm in the future whenever the elite want to create change. The template for a
society that’s run this way is already being laid down with today’s mainstream media.

Here’s how the model works: Introduce an emotionally driven (if totally illogical) narrative into the
female hivemind, who will then hamster rationalize any new, Draconian policies introduced by the
elite.

This model is much more effective in a world where men have no voice. Once today’s soy boys are
tomorrow’s capons, chemically if not literally castrated for the sin of toxic masculinity the new
gynarcho tyranny will move to cement male subordination.

Women are also much more susceptible to following unjust rules simply because they come from
dictates issued on high. Used to bowing to authority throughout the history of humanity, they will
unquestioningly follow dictates issued by their superiors. Since the State and the Corporation have
supplanted traditional male roles in society, men are increasingly becoming utility objects without
utility in women’s eyes. Women don’t answer to husbands or even their fathers, anymore. They
answer to their new husbands and fathers, the State and the Corporation.

One might envision a world in which the dream of some prominent feminists – to reduce the male
population to 10% of the human species – is realized. They’re even openly calling for ideas like
International Castration Day and aren’t being censored by the far left tech overlords. This well-
publicized desire of women like The Femitheist to commit genocide against men and enslave the
remaining 10% of the male population echoes the thinking of feminists like Sally Miller Gearheart:

In her early career, Gearhart took part in a series of seminars at San Francisco State
University, where feminist scholars were critically discussed issues of rape, slavery, and the
possibility of nuclear annihilation. Gearhart outlines and justifies a three-step proposal for
female-led social change:
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I) Every culture must begin to affirm a female future.
II) Species responsibility must be returned to women in every culture.
III) The proportion of men must be reduced to and maintained at approximately 10%
of the human race.

Gearhart does not base this radical proposal on the idea that men are innately violent or
oppressive, but rather on the “real danger is in the phenomenon of male-bonding, that
commitment of groups of men to each other whether in an army, a gang, a service club, a
lodge, a monastic order, a corporation, or a competitive sport.” Gearhart identifies the self-
perpetuating, male-exclusive reinforcement of power within these groups as corrosive to
female-led social change.

Thus, if “men were reduced in number, the threat would not be so great and the placement
of species responsibility with the female would be assured.” Gearhart, a dedicated pacifist,
recognized that this kind of change could not be achieved through mass violence. On the
critical question of how women could achieve this, Gearhart argues that it is by women’s
own capacity for reproduction that the ratio of men to women can be changed though the
technologies of cloning or ovular merging, both of which would only produce female births.
She argues that as women take advantage of these reproductive technologies, the sex ratio
would change over generations.

It doesn’t take a genius to see Gearhart’s plan is being implemented piece by piece in America and
Europe.

Of course, this is all music to a totalitarian elite’s ears. What better way to run a tyrannical society
where they give orders and the rest of society takes them than to put women in charge of the levers of
control and reduce men to nothing more than a new slave class? Now you know why male spaces are
being destroyed, men are being marginalized, and men are being pushed out of the institutions they
created with the keys to the castle being forcibly handed over to women.

It’s the mother of all shit tests. And Western men are failing miserably. Something so grotesque
could only come from the hearts and minds of of women in male and sex-hating Anglo culture. Truly,
this once great culture has become a blight on humanity.
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The Day the Fate of Humanity Changed
October 2, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The day the fate of humanity changed

Only a fool would believe a lone nut gunman pulled off the greatest heist in history all by himself
only to wind up dead a day later after claiming he was a patsy, a dupe being exploited by much more
nefarious forces operating in the background. By believing the explanation of his treasonous
government, Faustian man signed his own death warrant.

The course of not only the United States but of the world changed in the 1960s. The assassination of
JFK was the most important of a series of important events that changed the course of humanity. It
was at this point we took a wrong turn.

After fulfilling Kennedy’s vision of putting a man on the moon and returning him safely to the earth
only because wheels had already been set into motion to do so, thus began the long downward plunge
of Faustian man who like Icarus flew too close to the sun.

From walking on other worlds to clipped wings and extinction in less than a century. That’s what
happened to Faustian man, because his once keen instincts failed him and he allowed himself to be
tricked into believing the preposterous. He refused to see the machinations of power happening
before his very eyes and to push back against thieves who took his destiny from him that afternoon.
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The Decline of the West and
the terminal decline of Faustian man began here, at this moment on a sunny autumn day in Dallas.
What you are witnessing with the death of JFK is one of the most monumental, transformative events
in the course of human history. Humanity was on the ascent up to that point, literally beginning to
reach out to other worlds when everything changed and the most powerful nation on earth began to
be guided by men hiding behind the curtain.

From that moment forward, the genius and the promise of Western civilization had been hijacked to
build a new world order catering to the whims of a small and ruthless elite.

That is the world in which we find ourselves today as a rude awakening lets us know Faustian man
and his visions of a free society are quickly being replaced with the totalitarian visions of a clique
now running the world. In only 20 years since the transition from freedom to slavery began in earnest
with the collapse of the Twin Towers, a millenia of cultural evolution from the Magna Carta to the
Bill of Rights has been effectively erased from the culture at large.

As happened in the German tragedy of Faust, Faustian man (Western man) is being enslaved by his
own creation, a creation he lost control of.

November 22, 1963 marked the effective end of the American republic and the beginning of the reign
of the oligarchy now committing genocide against America’s founding population and moving to
subjugate all of humanity from this point forward. Let it be known that some of us knew what was
actually going on as the chains were forged.
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Cultural Castration
October 5, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Men have already been culturally castrated in America

Anglo culture, now in its death throes has been singularly successful in culturally castrating its men.
In the last 20 years as the pace of social engineering has accelerated in a tangential fashion, America
has culturally castrated men of all races with political correctness, man shaming, and by destroying
male utility value after tricking gullible women into becoming merry YouGoGrrl wage slaves +
giving them government checks funded by legions of sexless Betas.

But anyone knows it reserves particular hatred for the men that comprise its founding stock, i.e. white
men. It may be the first time in history a nation has moved to commit genocide against its founding
population.

Recently, the ambitions of those designing the new gynarcho tyranny were laid out here on TNMM. I
received some emails and comments stating this increasingly evil nation once known as America will
never be able to reduce men to 10% of the population. But, in many ways it already has through a
phenomenon I call cultural castration. Men aren’t literally de-balled, but they might as well be.
Because most men are getting far more affection from Rosy Palm than an actual girl. Even hambeasts
are inaccessible to the average guy.

The bottom 80-90% of men are effectively castrated because they’ve been eliminated from a sexual
marketplace that has seen hypergamy rise to the Nth degree. The Pareto Principle (80/20 rule) is
widely called upon to describe this imbalance in the dating market, a culture in which the best men
for maintaining civilization (hard workers, honest, reliable, good fathers, etc.) are relentlessly
punished with involuntary celibacy and TFL or true forced loneliness.

To illustrate cultural castration goes well beyond creating large numbers of men for whom the
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intimate relationship they crave is a pipe dream, consider this conundrum: Dare speak out about your
situation? Think you should be treated a little better by women? That’s toxic masculinity! You’re
attacking women! You’re a misogynist! Shame on you! You should always believe women!

Add to the already imbalanced sexual marketplace a government adding estrogen to the water supply,
creating a generation of soy boys by lacing genetically modified food with soy additives, socially
engineering young men to become willing cucks, destroying male spaces, and using The Hegelian
Dialectic to further atomize maleness in the culture a la the #MeToo witch trials, and what you have
is an already hateful culture (now run by elites who are using the innate flaws in Anglo culture to
wrest control of government from men) desperately trying to destroy its men in any way it can.

Who needs literal castration when cultural castration has been so effective? Women are being eased
into positions of power while men are pushed out. These dethroned men aren’t just becoming sexless
wonders as a result – they’re also effectively being turned into geldings.
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The Kavanaugh Witch Trial Showcases the Worst Neuroses of
Anglo Culture
October 5, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Salem Witch Trials have been reborn in a thoroughly neurotic culture

This heretical outpost has often lamented the sad state of modern Anglo culture. Our claims about the
imbalanced (and even insane) nature of the culture are being proven as the Kavanaugh witch trial
plays out before our eyes. A white, heterosexual man is being burned at the stake by leftists who
apparently did their homework on the biases of this culture. All the cultural craziness playing out in a
declining America started up as a result of nothing more than a moderate judge ascending to the
Supreme Court.

His biggest crimes? Being a straight, white man and having a libido.

Even milquetoast Senator Lindsey Graham is calling this DNC and mainstream media orchestrated
circus what it is: Nothing more than a show trial, with fabricated claims about Judge Kavanaugh
making a move on an admittedly unattractive, pasty tailed woman at a party a full 35 years ago.
Crucially, he never even had sex with her! At most, it appears he was making out with her and
pushed her onto a bed. But, when Kavanaugh’s accuser, Dr. Fraud told him to stop he did. However,
the left is attempting to turn this supposed incident into rape in an attempt to further transform all
straight men into culturally castrated cucks.

Notice, how the definition of rape is ever-expanding! Dangerous territory for a culture to be entering.

As the dog pile began another (now discredited) woman came forward to claim Kavanaugh was part
of a gang rape team and that she witnessed him and other guys running “trains” on women at least 10
times. Why she kept returning to such parties remained a mystery. (Surely, women wouldn’t want to
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have sex with jocks on the football team, would they?)

The intended cultural narrative: If you even touch a woman or even if you don’t and she claims you
do you’ll be disposed of as 400 plus high profile, #MeToo male witches have been disposed of. The
title of this article says it all: The Kavanaugh witch trial showcases the worst neuroses of Anglo
culture. Let’s see, we have:

Puritanism reborn as feminism
Institutionalized misandry
Fear of sex (and especially sexualized straight men)
Princess syndrome
The “all women are angels and all men are devils” narrative
Anglo women leveraging sex to control and humiliate their men
Anglo women playing the victim while actually acting as the aggressors
False rape claims going unpunished
Men shamed for demanding evidence before their conviction
Prohibition-era tirades against alcohol playing out in the media

Puritanism, which has been embedded in American culture as a cancer since the 1600s never died, it
morphed into feminism. And, the cancer is becoming increasingly malignant as social engineers
inject carcinogens into the body politic.

This cultural baggage reborn means America sees sex as something horrifying and grotesque (when
people actually have sex and don’t watch it on TV, where it’s glorified – look but don’t touch!) and
this declining nation sees men as little more than beasts of burden. Working oneself to death is the
only way to be be “purified” of sinful, animalistic sexual urges.

Additionally, it should be strikingly obvious America hates men. It’s astonishing how much this
culture hates masculinity. This claim rises to a self-evident truth for any man who has lived in
America.

If not for alternative media, the mainstream media would have gotten away with destroying a man’s
life and reputation based on what appears to be nothing more than a feminist hatchet job. Mainstream
news sources tried and convicted Kavanaugh in the court of public opinion and dared him to request
evidence before his conviction. However, thanks to an ascendant alternative media, holes were poked
in each one of the “victim’s” stories and Kavanaugh was granted a stay of execution. It remains to be
seen if Senators will support Kavanaugh’s confirmation, but at least he wasn’t immediately
disqualified as the demonic Democratic party had hoped.

We’ve even seen Prohibition-era like tirades against alcohol and drinking since alcohol was being
served at each of the parties Kavanaugh’s accusers attended. Hilariously, critiques of Kavanaugh’s
weekend drinking were led by CNN talking heads like the hypocritical Don Lemon, who infamously
got drunk live on the air a couple of years back.

Will these women suffer consequences for falsely accusing Kavanaugh and lying to Congress? Of
course not. There’s one bullet point left we didn’t mention above: The pussy pass. Don’t you know
women must never be made to suffer the consequences of bearing false witness in a gynocentric
culture?
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Peak Ghosting: Not Needing or Wanting Anything The Matrix
is Selling
October 6, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Thoughts on taking ghosting to a whole new level

Many regulars who read the heresy of TNMM know that I’m a ghost when I must suffer ungladly the
fools and frauds of Anglo culture. It doesn’t take long after coming back from Asia, the Caribbean or
South America – places where I’m engaged and alive – to quickly disconnect from an Anglo America
built on its obsession with fueling female materialism and pushing fantasies about what this nation IS
NOT.

As someone who has been to 48 states and nearly every major city, who has seen this country from
inside the TV news studio to the harsh realities of life spent living inside a truck – I can assure you
America is built on little more than a lie.

I am fucking miserable when I’m here in the matrix.

The situation is so dire, an unending work-sleep-spend cycle with no time for anything beyond that
unholy trinity of consumerism, plus a miserable social environment, and lack of sexual gratification I
naturally return to ghost mode when I’m in this hellish matrix.

I have found myself screaming into the wilderness: There’s nothing here for me, goddamn it! There’s
simply nothing in America for a man other than unending toil. In recent days I’ve even found myself
envying a primitive African tribe that made the news, simply because life in modern Faustian
machine culture has become so miserable. Hunting animals and growing one’s own food while
enjoying social connection and the priceless gift of TIME with friends and family seems like a much
more fulfilling way to live than being inside the belly of this beast we have created in the West.

All people do in America is feed various machines with their lives. I fed the mainstream media news
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machine with much of mine. Now I feed the retail machine by transporting goods from factory to
market, but only so I can build a life free of this madness.

Dreams of my next escape from the matrix keep me motivated and alive.

But while I’m here, day to day life is nothing short of drudgery and misery. The modern economy
doesn’t benefit men, it benefits women and their unending obsession with shiny things. Imagine, no
time for people. No time for human connection. No time to ponder life or to experience the natural
world. Only time to think, act, and live like a human machine producing money and goods for female
consumption. (Women drive 80% of spending in this travesty of a society.)

For some time, I’ve been pondering a way to escape the madness through minimalism and ghosting. I
don’t want to spend the second half of my life trapped in debt bondage nor wage slavery, culturally
castrated and socially atomized as Anglo America would have me live.

No, my time would be much better spent free of this insane system.

I’ve been pondering how far I can take my ghosting/minimalism to completely escape the matrix.
The thought occurred to me that peak ghosting would be not needing nor wanting anything the matrix
is trying to sell me. Frankly, I’m already to the point I don’t want anything it is selling.

When I walk into a store I am immune to the seduction of cheap, plastic gadgets and doodads most
fat, unhappy Americans are beholden to. I don’t want any of it. As a minimalist, I’ve realized the
human cost all that junk imposes on not only me but the wage slaves designing, producing,
transporting, and selling it.

So, I’m already at the ghosting level of not wanting anything the matrix has to offer. The next steps
are not needing anything the matrix has to offer beyond the barest essentials like food and enough
money to fuel my adventures around the world. (Although I’d eventually like to grow much of my
own food someday.) Not needing to kiss corporate ass to afford a place to live by building my own
cabin in the woods on some land I own. Depending on myself rather than a thoroughly corrupt
system.

The only way to escape the matrix is to not be dependent on it. That’s what I’m working on now as I
live the minimalism I preach in the back of a sleeper unit in a truck. I dream of the day I travel the
world half the year and spend the other half living in my cabin in the mountains, largely self-
sufficient, living a world apart from the gynocentric machine culture I have grown to despise.
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“Why Don’t We Dunk Him in Water and See if He Floats?” –
An Allusion to Modern American Witch Trials
October 7, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Where did this Senator Lindsey Graham come from? In this clip featuring a hysterical mainstream
media and a pasty granny, Senator Graham echoes the sentiments elucidated here at TNMM and at
Anglobitch – that the Anglosphere has sunk to an all time low as a culture with the Kavanaugh and
#MeToo witch trials.

Graham bluntly asks the “journalist” working for More Snotty Nonsense By Chicks (MSNBC) “Why
don’t we dunk him in the water and see if he floats?” This is an obvious allusion to the way Anglo
culture used to practice corporal punishment for witches:

Dunking is a form of corporal punishment used in the medieval and Early Modern period
associated with the witch hunts of the 16th and 17th centuries: an accused who sank was
considered innocent, while floating indicated witchcraft.

It’s quite true and quite scary that men are being persecuted as modern day “witches” for the crimes
of being a man and having a libido simply because this is a culture that, at its core hates men and is
terrified of sexuality.

America as we once knew and loved her is dead. I don’t know what this new country is other than an
emerging totalitarian oligarchy. Are Graham’s comments and Kavanaugh’s ascendence to the court
signs the ship of state is about to turn around? Or are they tantamount to rearranging the deck chairs
on the Titanic?

In any case, it was nice to hear the talking points we’ve long been screaming into the wilderness
finally come out of a senator’s mouth. This clown show surrounding Kavanaugh should have been
enough to convince even moderate men that the left intends to destroy you if you are a heterosexual
man, and more importantly that Anglo culture has gone mad.

All I want is out of this madness. I don’t want any of the fake freedom this country is falsely
advertising to the world nor any of the wares it is selling with debt bondage. This isn’t my home
anymore. In many ways, I am a man without a country since America has disinherited its native sons
and now persecutes them.

I don’t want any of its women who have turned betrayal into an art form as they use their sex and
fertility like weapons to control and destroy men’s lives. American men gave American women the
most freedom and the richest lives on the planet, and we are all witnessing how this is being repaid.
They hate us.

What I have left is a mercenary relationship with this declining empire to extract the resources I need
until such time as my plan to escape the matrix is realized.
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Police State USA Hits Nevada Brothels with False Charges
October 9, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Police State USA needs to arrest itself – not Dennis Hof

The new gynarcho-tyranny formerly known as America continues to expand its utterly insane War on
Sex. Two of its “heroic” Police State USA units have hit three Nevada brothels (all owned by
charismatic pimp Dennis Hof) with what basically amounts to false charges.

Cockblocking cops from Lyon County Sherriff’s Office and Immigration and Customs Enforcement
claim immigration violations are occurring at Hof’s brothels, even though they’re the very agencies
responsible for conducting background checks on the prostitutes who work in the brothels when sex
work cards are issued by government officials.

It’s truly one of the most astonishing cases of the fox guarding the hen house ever heard of.
Nonetheless, a heterosexual hating press chimed with glee:

An investigation of three legal Nevada brothels owned by a reality TV star and candidate
for the state legislature found immigration violations and indications of possible human
trafficking, the county sheriff said.

Thus said Reuters, member of the propaganda wing of the Deep State establishment. (You know, the
people who constantly screw with your psychology through advertising, public relations, and fake
news operations.) Surely, this hit couldn’t have anything to do with Hof running for office, and being
the favored candidate to win a Nevada assembly seat? To ask the question is to answer it.

What the press and the police fail to plainly tell you in their convoluted story is that the responsibility
of screening for immigration violations and human trafficking falls on the shoulders of the very
police officials making the trumped up charges. Maybe it bears repeating: THE GOVERNMENT
ISSUES THE VERY WORK CARDS THEY CLAIM HAVE IMMIGRATION VIOLATIONS.

This case is obviously a shakedown. The police should be arresting themselves, not telling the press
to go sic Mr. Hof.
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Hof denied any immigration violations or trafficking at the brothel and said the sheriff’s
department was responsible for screening prospective employees.

“It’s on the county, not us,” Hof told Reuters.

Sheriff Al McNeil of the Lyon County Sheriff’s Office distanced himself and police officials from
responsibility in the incident with some good old-fashioned boilerplate:

“The ability to coerce, exploit and traffic non-US citizens into Lyon County by foreign
criminal enterprises is going to be difficult to detect and deter by our limited capabilities
and resources of foreign born applicants, which has caused us to develop better working
partnerships with federal agencies to combat human trafficking efforts,” he said.

Blah, blah, blah. We’ve heard it all before. As TNMM has previously documented, human trafficking
“busts” usually net nada. The human trafficking narrative is a smoke screen intended to keep men
sexually unfulfilled by providing a pretext to spend public resources on conducting run of the mill
prostitution arrests in the vast majority of cases, which sound much more nefarious when they have
the bogus “human trafficking” moniker slapped on them.

What we have here is another example of The Hegelian Dialectic at work. The American government
looks for problems, finds problems whether there are any or not, and applies preconceived Draconian
solutions to clamp down on liberty. It’s how the monster operates.

What’s going on here at the cultural level? Another attempt at expanding the most extreme form of
sexual repression ever documented. Anglo men, already so hard up that they’ll pay hundreds of
dollars per hour for a simple tryst with one of the ladies in Nevada brothels are seeing yet another
state-derived damnation of one of the most basic human drives there is.

Rookh Kshatriya knocked it out of the park when he wrote of this push to desexualize the culture at
large:

Anyone with the most perfunctory grasp of psychotherapy and classical psychology in
general knows that its founding fathers insisted on the importance of a healthy sex life for
robust mental health. Freud, Maslow and Reich were all absolutely insistent on this: and
modern Anglo-American psychology demonstrates total ignorance of its own foundations in
promoting ‘adjustment’ to an asexual, denatured condition.

As usual, Anglo-Saxon culture lapses into insane puritanical denial of normal human needs
when confronted with the detritus of its failed gynocentric agendas. Here we are in the early
twenty first century, seriously expecting healthy young males to live like monks or
‘transition’ into sterile females because the Anglo-American cultural establishment failed to
predict the social fallout of promoting misandrist feminism in a culture defined by residual
puritanism, female entitlement and institutional misandry. It truly seems as if the
Anglosphere has returned to Victorian times – if indeed it ever left them.

Not only is the Anglo-American world sexually and socially primitive, its increasing
detachment from the canonical roots of western thought was never more obvious. The
modern Anglosphere represents an evolutionary dead-end on the tree of occidental
culture, severed by centuries of dehumanizing repression from the well-springs of psycho-
sexual health and normality. It no longer even knows its own sources; clear proof of
its fractured and degenerate nature.
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He’s right. This tangential form of sexual repression will lead to cultural extinction.

This is undoubtedly one of the strangest chapters in human history. We now have a nation – America
– pushing for its men to either become sexless monks or to chop their manhood off entirely rather
than fulfilling their sexual deires as every other culture and virtually every other animal species on
the planet does – by having male-female intercourse.

Why straight, lonely, good men put up with a government and a police force that persecutes them in
this manner is beyond my comprehension.
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White Girls Are Still Kitchen Slaves Despite 50 Years
of Feminism
October 11, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Throwing away your heritage for low wages – YouGoGrrl!

In my travels around the Untied States of America, I notice many things about this unraveling nation.
One of my most ironic social observations that never fails to provoke a profound sense of
schadenfreude in me: White girls are still kitchen slaves, but they don’t know it.

I still get to tell them to make me a sammich with a gleam in my eye, and they scurry off to make it
while earning shit pay, yet remain clueless to how they got totally screwed over by America, Inc. and
its lords of lies who tricked them into becoming such lowly kitchen slaves.

White girls sold out for low wages, and are still working in the kitchen. Only, it’s a corporate kitchen
instead of that “evil” domestic kitchen those “evil” white men put them in. (I see them toiling in
many other menial jobs, too, herd creatures that they are. But that’s an article for another time.)

Don’t take my word for it. Look around the next time you go in a fast food slop joint or a festively
named, corporate owned family feedbag. More often than not, you’ll find white girls making
sammiches, putting processed food in the deep fryer, and waiting on customers.

All with an arrogant demeanor about them, as if they’ve accomplished something. “I don’t need a
man!”

They get crap pay doling out corporate slop to strangers rather than serving healthy meals to their
children (if they aren’t childless wonders) who have been pawned off on strangers to look after, while
mommy dearest scuttles off to work and dad sperm donor slaves in his own corporate hell to try and
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earn enough money to stay out of child support debtor’s prison.

Who does this benefit? Certainly not the human family, the building block of civilization. The ruling
class seems to like the arrangement, though.

The feminist social engineering experiment is one of the cruelest hands ever dealt to humanity.
Women spend their prime years toiling in shit jobs, riding the carousel, and chasing a vanishing
American Dream that soon turns into a corporate nightmare, only to become dried up cat ladies as
their genome dies.

Their hamster rationalizes the fall from grace into wage slavery as something positive (lol) because
the television tells them it’s the right thing to do. White girls staffing restaurants nationwide remain
oblivious to the fact feminism tricked them into going from one kitchen to another.

They threw away their heritage for eight bucks an hour. Plus tips. Witness it today and every day at
your local eatery.
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Reader Mailbag: How Does Oppressing Men Benefit the Elite?
October 11, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Rel answers an important question from a TNMM reader

TNMM reader Ghost of Steve McQueen drops in with an important question about America’s two-
front War on Sex and War on Men.

I married in the early 2000s, and when I look at the cultural landscape my son faces in the
sexual marketplace I feel some measure of luck. The influence of modern feminism has
jacked up female egos, influenced lawmaking, and destroyed educational institutions.

Yes, any man who marries today in the Anglosphere is either delusional or masochistic. I feel bad for
any man with a son maturing in this catastrophe of a nation.

Women have become insufferable largely because men have become totally disposable to them. Also,
as you alluded to feminism has not only inflated their sense of self worth but taught them to hate men
and that sexual intercourse is rape.

What a hellish world for a young man to enter.

My thought here is that the elite know nothing steers the masses better than fear. Therefore,
that which they want people to stop doing, especially men, they make people afraid to do.

My question is why. To what end, that is a benefit to the elite, is making men afraid of
women and sex, or even travelling elsewhere to obtain them, is this helping the elite?

How does a mass population of sex deprived, lonely men make life better or more profitable
for the elite?

Interesting question, Ghost of Steve McQueen. The quickest answer is men are being turned into a
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new slave class by the global elite. As long as we keep showing up on time and working obscene
hours at those “jobs” they promote, then submissively follow the orders of the new managerial class
(schoolmarm women) enforcing policy set by the new fascist class at the top of the corporate-
government power structure, our chains set lightly upon us.

It’s when we tug at those chains we encounter a problem.

What better way to make a slave out of a man than to strip him of not only his masculine identity but
to keep him sexless and hopeless with regards to women? After all, not only Maslow but Freud
insisted active sex lives were a foundational part of healthy human psychology. (You’ll find
sex/intimate relationships in not just one but two positions on Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.)
Keeping men confined to increasingly solitary lives masturbating alone breaks them down mentally
and spiritually.

I’ve thought a lot about the world of the future and I believe that, unless stopped, social engineers
will create a society in which most men never actually have sex with a woman. The farcical film The
40-Year Old Virgin becomes a sad reality for 4 out of 5 men as our totalitarian dystopia unfolds. We
can see the foundation for a culture like this already being laid (no pun intended) with #MeToo, the
vastly overblown human trafficking narrative which is actually intended to end legal (and illegal)
prostitution worldwide, and the casting out of men from their laurels in business and industry which
renders them useless to hypergamous women.

The largely automated world of the future wants empty, soulless, unthinking, unfeeling consumption
units, and this is why the Anglo-American machine culture loves women so much. It’s all they know
how to do – consume. As the elite see it, men just get in the way of their plans for world domination.

That’s why Anglo culture has laid out two “acceptable” paths for men to follow in the future:
Becoming a willing cuck/incel, or gender transition into becoming a morally superior female by
having your Johnson chopped off. Toxic masculinity will be punished at every turn.

I used to think they’d never achieve their evil goal. But, watching Americans piss away a millennia of
hard won liberties and cultural evolution from the Magna Carta to the Bill of Rights in only about 20
years time has given me a pessimistic outlook. In the past (and history shows this) the ruling class
would have been swinging high from wooden gallows if they attempted to culturally (and later,
literally) castrate men. Nowadays, they laugh in our faces as they turn hundreds of millions into
sexless serfs.

Just look at the fat, pickup driving slobs and manginas in your neighborhood who know how to do
nothing but shop and eat out and tell me if you think those guys will be leading a revolution. I don’t
see it. I see a long, slow slide into the abyss.
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Camille Paglia Says Feminism Is Collapse of Western
Civilization – Summons Men Back onto the
Anglosphere Plantation
October 11, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Imagine my shock when this MGTOW video entitled Feminism is The Collapse of Western
Civilization made the Drudge Report. No views have been suppressed by the Anglosphere like men’s
views. Statements like these are usually considered thought crimes, and men are deplatformed or
worse for even making them in today’s tyrannical gynocracy. The fact we are getting mainstream
attention is a watershed moment.

It WOULD take a woman to even be heard about the issue of treating men like shit in this man-hating
culture, though.

Paglia, an academic and social critic is absolutely correct: Feminism IS the collapse of Western
civilization. However, feminists are changing their tune ONLY because imminent collapse is on the
horizon after women have spit in men’s faces from my generation forward and men have started
walking away en masse from both women and society because of how badly we are being treated.

They need us back on the plantation to stop the rotten edifice of Anglo culture from totally caving in
on itself. Personally, I say let the motherfucker burn. I have nothing left for Anglo culture except
contempt and I’ve already abandoned it for Latin America beyond coming back to cash in off its
rotting corpse.

Women said they don’t need us, let them carry the weight of society. I’m not coming back onto the
plantation no matter how much backpeddling feminists do. Are you?
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DARPA Continues Funding the Development of Real
Life Terminators
October 12, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

While many men get caught up in the Trump sideshow thinking he’s going to fix everything, the
military-industrial swamp is thriving. Development of super-agile, Terminator-style robot soldiers is
proceeding at a remarkable pace in the background. What politicians and the news media don’t tell
you and/or don’t focus on as important issues is far more important than what they do tell you.

Rapidly accelerating development of robot soldiers is a matter of enormous importance (and danger)
to humanity, yet we hear almost nothing about it from politicians and the media.

Is it any wonder real men are being neutered and disposed of by the power structure? Who needs
disobedient human soldiers when this frightening combination of A.I. and robotics will give the elite
godlike power over humanity. Throw in self-driving vehicles (already in development) and entire,
automated armies are no longer the stuff of science fiction, they become science reality.

TNMM first brought Boston Dynamics (Google briefly owned this company) to light two years ago.
Since then, its clumsy Atlas model has developed some superhuman abilities, including jumping a
large wall in several large bounds and no longer needing a tether.

This is not a fascinating scientific acccompishment as much as it is an abomination simply because
the Defense Department is funding development of robot soldiers like Atlas and an array of robot
attack animals. While PR tricks are applied to confuse the gullible public about the intent of this
DARPA project, it doesn’t take a genius to realize these robots will invariably be used as weapons.
Their victims likely innocent of any crime beyond living on resource-rich land or opposing
occupation/oppression of some kind.

Decline of the West actually predicted Faustian machine culture would enslave itself with its own lust
for technology, which is why Spengler chose the German literary tragedy of Faust to describe what is
otherwise known as Western civilization. Note the striking metaphorical similarities to the rise of
Western civilization in the early tales of Faust, and now its descent into hell we are currently living
through with the anti-human, machine obsessed Anglosphere leading the way:

Faust is bored and depressed with his life as a scholar. After an attempt to take his own life,
he calls on the Devil for further knowledge and magic powers with which to indulge all the
pleasure and knowledge of the world. In response, the Devil’s representative,
Mephistopheles, appears. He makes a bargain with Faust: Mephistopheles will serve Faust
with his magic powers for a set number of years, but at the end of the term, the Devil will
claim Faust’s soul, and Faust will be eternally enslaved.

In the early tales, Faust is irrevocably corrupted and believes his sins cannot be forgiven;
when the term ends, the Devil carries him off to Hell.

Indeed, it seems the technology that once seemed the way forward is carrying humanity off to hell.

A near future time horizon, hellish prison planet isn’t that hard to envision with the advent of robot
soldiers, a global panopticon surveillance and intelligence grid that nobody can escape, and a
sociopathic elite determined to bend humanity to its will using behavior modification and human
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evolutionary adaptation as its weapons.

It has been said the industrial revolution has turned out to be a disaster for mankind in many ways. It
has made us fat, socially atomized, and turned us into slaves of international banking cartels. Quite
frankly, I feel the technological revolution may well end in the extinction of humanity within a
century, and definitely no more than two.

Your social “betters” tell you this technology will be used to help humanity. But, only 20 years ago
Google was telling you their motto was “Don’t Be Evil.” That motto has now been rescinded and
Google is actively working on censorship platforms to shut people like us up – people who don’t like
the direction we are being taken with these anti-human technologies.

How long before these robots aren’t used to help grandma (as Boston Dynamic laughably claimed in
a PR statement a couple of years back) and are instead used to patrol the streets of your
neighborhood? Anytime you want to see how close the world is to ending, check out what’s going on
in Silicon Valley and at Boston Dynamics.
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Trump Says Administration Will Crackdown on “Sex
Trafficking”
October 13, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

At least President Trump is now calling it what it actually is and isn’t hiding behind the “human
trafficking” smokescreen any longer. Trump invited a cast of weeping women into the Oval Office to
paint an emotional scene and promised to crack down on “sex trafficking” last week. It was at least
one Freudian slip that differed from the usual “human trafficking” narrative.

On the surface and coming from a female mouthpiece working for the Town Hall news organization,
the push to end sex trafficking sounds righteous and the punishments ladled out to perpetrators richly
deserved.

As a strong advocate for sex crime victims, I’ve been closely following the pedophile
arrests since Trump took office. There have been a staggering 1,500-plus arrests in one
short month; compare that to less than 400 sex trafficking-related arrests in 2014 according
to the FBI. It’s been clear to me for awhile that Trump would make human trafficking a top
priority.

On October 8, 2012, Trump tweeted: “Got to do something about these missing children
grabbed by the perverts. Too many incidents – fast trial, death penalty.”

Who wouldn’t agree with that kind of rhetoric? This humble outpost would certainly support a clamp
down on men who are abusing women and especially children, but that simply isn’t what is
happening with most of the human trafficking, i.e. sex trafficking busts now accelerating like a
prairie wildfire around the nation.

What’s really happening? A new move by an already heavy-handed, increasingly totalitarian
government to expand its ongoing War on Sex, turning it into a full frontal assault on the already
humiliated, emasculated, lonely and desperate masses of Beta males in a man-hating America.

No sexual relief for you! But lots and lots of villainization, male shaming, sex shaming and female
pedestalization.

Even Town Hall’s own compilation of sex trafficking busts that are supposed to support Trump’s sex
trafficking policy with news stories falls apart if one scratches the surface of this carefully polished,
and highly emotional narrative.

Not only is there the extreme irony of a crackdown on sex trafficking being conducted by a president
who had dalliances with a porn star he later paid to keep quiet. (How is that not prostitution?!) But,
buried in the details is the inconvenient fact that anywhere from 90-95% of the arrests stemming from
the “sex trafficking” crackdowns listed on Town Hall involve hapless Beta males caught with their
britches down while visiting or making appointments with a willing adult female service provider.

Pedophiles aren’t being arrested. Lonely good guys are.

At least Harris County, Texas called their “sex trafficking” sting what it really was: A Johns
Suppression Initiative. Rather than police arresting hordes of pedophiles living in vans handing out
candy to children, kidnappers, and dangerous criminals, the type of men police have actually been
busting and sex shaming under the banner of this new initiative can be found in this excerpt from
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ABC 13 Fake News in Houston:

Randal “Randy” Hendricks, 71, is charged with misdemeanor prostitution and is out of jail
on bond. According to court records, the entertainment lawyer and agent answered a
Craigslist ad and then went to the Greenspoint Hilton, prepared to pay $80 for sex. Instead,
he found an undercover female deputy.

Yeah, they’re busting lonely men who have been sexually disenfranchised and are so lonely, and so
desperate for a release they’ll pay a WILLING woman for a brief tryst in a hotel room to ease their
sexual frustration. Don’t take my word for it. Go look at the mug shots and ask yourself WHY are the
police obsessed with ruining these men’s lives?

What makes the sex trafficking narrative so disgusting is the way Trump and Police State USA are
conflating a real, horrible issue – child sex trafficking – with run of the mill prostitution cases.

Of course, police chiefs love to stroke their egos as they brag about destroying good men’s lives for
the crimes of being lonely, having a libido, and being so invisible to women in a misandrist Anglo
culture they had to go to a prostitute. Once again, our “heroes” are saving the day:

“Many times these folks are successful public figures in the community, and so it can be
embarrassing for them,” [Police Chief] Gonzalez said.

Police KNOW they’re not busting child sex traffickers, and even make snarky remarks about it. Most
of the 178 arrested in Harris County were charged with solicitation of a sexual act, and little more.
These aren’t dangerous criminals the police are arresting. By their own admission, cops are
destroying lives of successful men for nothing more than soliciting sex from willing adult women and
offering to leave a $100 bill on the night stand.

Crucially, note that in the ABC 13 article no “sex traffickers” were arrested which is typical of most
“sex trafficking” busts TNMM has been following, and no women were being victimized. Women
often offer sexual services of their own volition, something a Puritanical culture can’t seem to grasp.

So, Trump is continuing a long tradition in America of its ruling class creating various “wars” on its
own citizens to keep them from destroying their lives by destroying their lives. It tried enforcing vice
laws with Prohibition which failed epically. Then, it created a very lucrative Drug War and even
played it from both sides – the CIA flew in drugs from Latin America and Police State USA went
crazy throwing people into prison for drug crimes which swelled the prison population to the largest
number ever seen in the history of mankind.

Now it seems, the moral crusading has turned to keeping men sexually frustrated and alone unless
they’re willing to pay the pied piper his ransom in McMansion, luxury sedan, divorce lawyer,
alimony, and potential child support debt slavery payments. You know, all the trappings of a modern
marriage.

Isn’t that what this is really about? Keeping men on the plantation by making them pay enormous
sums of money for some pasty tail under the guise of relationships, marriage, and frivorce while
giving women complete and total legal power over men?

Reading over the purported sex trafficking statistics, with 9 out of 10 men guilty of nothing more
than run of the mill prostitution – America has gone from a nation that doesn’t like men to a nation
that’s actively hunting them down and destroying them for the crime of having a sex drive.
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File this case under Trump is reinforcing gynocentrism just as effectively as feminists have done.
TNMM has long told you to watch out for this character. When Trump talks of shitholes, I say to
myself we are living in one in America.
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Is America “The Great Whore” of the Book of Revelations?
October 14, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“Babylon the great, the mother of harlots and abominations of the earth” certainly describes a post-feminist, gender confused, anti-family,
anti-human modern America. “She has many beautiful things to offer, but somehow you never get them!”

There’s little doubt America has become a sellout nation. Nothing is so sacred it can’t be sold out to
make a buck in a nation that no longer has any guiding principles except economic growth at any
cost. It not only sells out the childhood and adulthood of its citizens to turn them into little more than
profit-producing cogs in an Anglo-American machine culture, but now the U.S. is selling out its
citizens’ liberties, privacy, and sex lives in an attempt by the state to hold complete dominion over
them.

Bronze Age prophets and poets had it right: The love of money is the root of all evil. In many ways
America has become an evil nation as it betrays its founding principles of liberty and transforms itself
into a totalitarian oligarchy ruled by bankers rather than its citizens. This is no longer the nation many
of us thought we lived in.

While TNMM postulates the American republic was replaced by an oligarchical Deep State after
forces in the U.S. government assassinated John Kennedy in 1963, the most dramatic transition from
freedom to fascism began in the generation which we now find ourselves spanning the years 2000 to
2020. Immediately following the year 2000, the events of 9/11/2001 facilitated rise of the current
American police and surveillance states, with a Leviathan corporate-government complex now
breathing down our necks.

What we are living through is a government in transition from being a pseudo-republic to being an
open tyranny. The nation is systematically being destroyed by design, as the body politic is
strategically divided and both sides pit against one another. Once the Socialist Revolution is
complete, America will begin to implement world communism under the guise of the New World
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Order. (Whether Trump came to stop it or to distract opposition to these nefarious plans while the
chains are forged in the background remains to be seen.)

As America replaces its founding population with the third world under the guise of “equality” but in
reality as an underhanded scheme of lowering wages, lowering expectations, and rendering future
generations childlike populations beholden to a tyrannical state thereby creating a two-class economy
of masters and slaves, has the U.S. not become a “whore” in the purest sense of the word? In essence,
America is committing genocide against its founding population to make a buck.

It sold an entire generation into inescapable debt servitude when it made college loans instruments of
slavery by making them non-bankruptable in 2005 while brainwashing its youth to believe college
was the only way to a middle class life. It then pulled the rug out from under the middle class
(making college debt infinitely more difficult to pay off and destroying The American Dream of
home ownership) by orchestrating a housing market crash with Wall Street criminals in 2008. (The
seeds of which were sewn with the intentional removal of the Glass-Steagall Act by Bill “Caligula”
Clinton.)

Future implosions of the economy will come as the credit card and student loan bubbles burst, in
tandem with Social Security becoming insolvent because the trust fund Americans were forced to pay
into was wasted.

Then there’s NAFTA, TPP, NDAA, Patriot Act, and a host of cleverly named legislation passed by
Congress which sells out both American sovereignty and the dignity of America’s citizens all in the
name of the power structure making a buck.

America has sold out its sons and daughters as it begins a new War on Sex that’s intended to strip
them of one of the foundations of healthy psychology – an active and fruitful sex life. Sexual
degeneracy is encouraged while heterosexuals are driven away from each other by one social
engineering scheme after the other. America is confusing an entire generation about gender and
attempting to merge men and women into one androgynous blob.  America’s daughters are
increasingly harlots or wannabe men while its sons are totally emasculated.

All of this, of course, in the name of more power over the masses and profit from them as women
come to run a new, Socialist state and men are turned into servants of the state. (With the 1% pulling
the strings at the top.)

What’s most interesting about today’s dreadful situation is the fact the Christian bible and its
predictions for the modern world ring so true in today’s American dystopia. Was this book truly
inspired by the word of God? Or, were its authors such sages and experts on human nature they knew
we’d one day wind up at these dire crossroads? After all, Spengler has shown us the rise and fall of
civilizations follow predictable patterns with his book Decline of the West. Maybe they had seen
what happens when a nation becomes powerful and decadent and wrote the passages in Revelations
and other books of the bible as a warning to future generations.

After all, forgetting what the bible says about women and female nature is largely why the West is
dying before our eyes.

Let’s examine the key passage from Revelations about The Great Whore that was predicted to arise
and then be destroyed by fire. In Revelations 18, we find very strong insinuations The Great Whore
nation is indeed modern day America:

18 And after these things I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great power;
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and the earth was lightened with his glory.
2 And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and
is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every
unclean and hateful bird.
3 For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the
earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich
through the abundance of her delicacies.
4 And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye be not
partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.
5 For her sins have reached unto heaven, and God hath remembered her iniquities.
6 Reward her even as she rewarded you, and double unto her double according to her works:
in the cup which she hath filled fill to her double.
7 How much she hath glorified herself, and lived deliciously, so much torment and sorrow
give her: for she saith in her heart, I sit a queen, and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow.
8 Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, death, and mourning, and famine; and she
shall be utterly burned with fire: for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her.
9 And the kings of the earth, who have committed fornication and lived deliciously with her,
shall bewail her, and lament for her, when they shall see the smoke of her burning,
10 Standing afar off for the fear of her torment, saying, Alas, alas that great city Babylon, that
mighty city! for in one hour is thy judgment come.
11 And the merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn over her; for no man buyeth their
merchandise any more:
12 The merchandise of gold, and silver, and precious stones, and of pearls, and fine linen, and
purple, and silk, and scarlet, and all thyine wood, and all manner vessels of ivory, and all
manner vessels of most precious wood, and of brass, and iron, and marble,
13 And cinnamon, and odours, and ointments, and frankincense, and wine, and oil, and fine
flour, and wheat, and beasts, and sheep, and horses, and chariots, and slaves, and souls of
men.
14 And the fruits that thy soul lusted after are departed from thee, and all things which were
dainty and goodly are departed from thee, and thou shalt find them no more at all.
15 The merchants of these things, which were made rich by her, shall stand afar off for the
fear of her torment, weeping and wailing,
16 And saying, Alas, alas that great city, that was clothed in fine linen, and purple, and
scarlet, and decked with gold, and precious stones, and pearls!
17 For in one hour so great riches is come to nought. And every shipmaster, and all the
company in ships, and sailors, and as many as trade by sea, stood afar off,
18 And cried when they saw the smoke of her burning, saying, What city is like unto this
great city!
19 And they cast dust on their heads, and cried, weeping and wailing, saying, Alas, alas that
great city, wherein were made rich all that had ships in the sea by reason of her costliness!
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for in one hour is she made desolate.
20 Rejoice over her, thou heaven, and ye holy apostles and prophets; for God hath avenged
you on her.
21 And a mighty angel took up a stone like a great millstone, and cast it into the sea, saying,
Thus with violence shall that great city Babylon be thrown down, and shall be found no
more at all.
22 And the voice of harpers, and musicians, and of pipers, and trumpeters, shall be heard no
more at all in thee; and no craftsman, of whatsoever craft he be, shall be found any more in
thee; and the sound of a millstone shall be heard no more at all in thee;
23 And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the
bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the
great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived.
24 And in her was found the blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain upon
the earth.

What a passage. A mighty place that is essentially the economic center of the world destroyed in an
hour by fire. That sounds like a nuclear doomsday that comes only after The Great Whore tries to
take over the world and install a false prophet at the throne of world government.

An interesting film that illustrates these and other key passages from the bible and how they describe
modern day America is available for free on YouTube. Entitled Babylon USA, it is a gripping film
for the religious and non-religious alike simply because the America we are now seeing emerge in the
21st century is so much like the new Babylon prophesied in Christian literature.

Living here, growing up in an astonishingly anti-human culture, a man-hating nation that worships
nothing but materialism in true gynocentric fashion, I certainly feel as though the prophesy of The
Great Whore has been realized. America has betrayed both the Western tradition and the wisdom of
the Bronze Age thereby laying the seeds of its own demise. But hey, short term profits come before
long term thinking for a whore, right?
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Photo of the Week: Bridalveil Falls, Yosemite National Park
October 14, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Replacing the Eye Candy series which pedestalizes women (who don’t deserve to be pedestalized)
will be a new series entitled Photo of the Week. This series will feature scenes shot by Rel (me) on
his travels around America and the world. There may also be a few hotties thrown in from time to
time.

Starting off this series is Bridalveil Falls inside Yosemite National Park. I captured this scene within
minutes of descending down the mountain into the heart of Yosemite National Park on my
motorcycle. This photo was, of course shot during my 10,000 mile long motorcycle camping trip. It
was the first such adventure but definitely won’t be the last.

I accomplished more in a month with a bike and a tent than many people can accomplish with RVs
that cost as much as homes. I wound my way through most of the western gems of the National Park
system in that time period.

I literally felt my eyes watering up as rode down the mountain and into such beauty. All the risk of
going so far alone with nothing more than two wheels and a tent was worth it somehow when I saw
such majesty before my eyes.

All my life I wanted to share moments like this with a woman, but they were too busy trying to
separate me and my wallet to appreciate what Nietzsche described as the childlike wonder, and lust
for adventure and danger found in every man. I have it in spades, there’s little doubt.

There was something so pure about making this adventure in such a nomadic and minimalistic
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fashion. A man can forget he’s inside the matrix when he abandons the man-made world and delights
in the natural world. There’s a whole other world that exists outside the realm of politics and the
jetsam and flotsum of a dying Anglo culture and its obsession with machines and doing everything
(including living life) in a mechanical way.

I try to experience that world whenever possible.
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Valuable Lessons About Female Nature from the Elizabeth
Warren DNA Fiasco
October 16, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Senator Elizabeth Warren continues to lie about her heritage even in the face of DNA evidence

Senator Elizabeth Warren has shown us yet another reason why having women take over the reigns
of the political sphere from men is a bad idea. The are no facts to the female rationalization hamster.
Only emotions. Feels. “I feeeel this way so it must be true.”

The shitlib Senator pretty much torpedoed any chance she might have at running for president in
2020 by releasing the results of a DNA test she had done. There are so many valuable lessons to take
away about female nature and liberal hypocrisy from this public relations disaster.

Despite the results of Senator Warren’s DNA test which show she’s whiter than the average white
American with anywhere from 1/64 to 1/1024 (0.1% to 1.6%) Native American heritage, Warren is
still playing the role of Pocahontas.

However, after publishing the results it seems she lost her “superior virtue of the oppressed”
membership card. Senator Warren was disavowed by the Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma where she
claimed heritage, who issued this statement:

Warren’s announcement makes a mockery out of DNA testing and its legitimate uses while
also dishonoring legitimate tribal governments and their citizens, whose ancestors are well
documented and whose heritage is proven. Senator Warren is undermining tribal interests
with her continued claims of tribal heritage.

Even Warren’s own Demonic party turned against her after the release. Yet, true to female form
Warren continued lying about her heritage and playing the victim.
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After the PR stunt blew up in her face, Warren went on a late night, hamster wheel spinning Twitter
session which included some 20 plus tweets aimed at portraying herself as the innocent, perfect
female victim (in true Anglobitch fashion, which is what she actually is). That big, mean old man
Donald Trump with his truth bombs was of course, her so-called oppressor.

Any man who is a regular reader of TNMM or who understands women would not be surprised by
Warren’s emotional tirades that fly in the face of genetic, scientific fact.

One of the most important lessons about female nature: Women will lie and play the victim even in
the face of irrefutable truth. Another lesson: An emotionally driven government led by women and
their “feels” will led to abject tyranny and the enslavement of the common man.

Freidrich Nietzsche, one of the greatest philosophers in history would most certainly be banned from
Facebook or Twitter for his insights on the female predilection for lying if he posted them today:

From the beginning, nothing has been more alien, repugnant, and hostile to woman than
truth—her great art is the lie, her highest concern is mere appearance and beauty.

A century later, Nietzsche’s wisdom still rings true.

Another great philosopher would also be blacklisted for his opinions (however astute they might be)
in this era of American censorship. Arthur Schopenhauer wrote:

The fundamental defect of the female character is a lack of a sense of justice. This
originates first and foremost in their want of rationality and capacity for reflexion but it is
strengthened by the fact that, as the weaker sex, they are driven to rely not on force but on
cunning: hence their instinctive subtlety and their ineradicable tendency to tell lies.

Senator Warren certainly fits the bill when it comes to lying. The sooner you understand women lie
and manipulate to get what they want as these two famous philosophers knew, the better off you’ll be
as a man.

Women lie about everything. Even their interest in you. (They just want your resources. If you don’t
have something they want, you’re dead in their eyes. Reference Briffault’s Law and the way women
treat men in America now that shitty, corporate YouGoGrrl jobs and the welfare state have destroyed
traditional male provisioning roles.)

Warren has long been profiting from the lie about her heritage. Harvard University touted her as a
“person of color” and diversity hire. She received affirmative action scholarships. The Senator even
told reporters her dad’s family was “racist” against her mom in a bid to prop up her political career.
(Mom was actually Lily White just like her daughter Lizzy based on Warren’s own DNA test.)

This has long been the tried and true tactic of the left: Profiting from a white male boogerman that
doesn’t exist. Apparently, we all hold secret meetings on how to keep everyone down. Even those of
us who have been shit on by America and its hatred of men.

To his credit, President Trump let Senator Warren have it. From Breitbart:

“She took a bogus DNA test and it showed that she may be 1/1024, far less than the average
American,” Trump wrote on Twitter, derisively calling the Massachusetts Senator
“Pocahontas.”

The president pointed to the Cherokee Nation’s statement calling Warren’s DNA test
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“inappropriate” and a “mockery.”

“Even they don’t want her,” Trump wrote. “Phony!”

Trump also praised the Cherokee Nation for calling Warren out.

“Thank you to the Cherokee Nation for revealing that Elizabeth Warren, sometimes referred
to as Pocahontas, is a complete and total Fraud!” he wrote.

The fraud didn’t stop there. Warren doubled down on her victim status by claiming Trump was
somehow threatening her safety, another totally made up lie:

[Trump] makes creepy physical threats about me.

Warren might have never been busted if alternative media hadn’t taken her to task, as the predictably
dishonest mainstream media initially took Warren’s side demanding Trump pay a $1 million ransom
he offered if the Senator proved she had Native American heritage. That narrative lasted hours before
being destroyed by online Realtalk.

Yes, the privileged white American woman brigade are drunk on their own power. Men have given
them free reign over Anglo society, and they’re destroying it as a result.

Warren’s faux-victimhood is only the tip of the iceberg. Warren’s claim to be a person of color to
garner even more special treatment than her golden vagina already affords her isn’t the first bout of
such deceit from Anglobitches. Rachel Dolezal – another white woman – successfully convinced
others she was black by tanning and perming her hair to make it frizzy before being outed.

There’s apparently a contest to see who can be the most oppressed.

How tragic it is Bronze Age lessons about female nature have been lobotomized from the Western
mind by liberalism. It’s going to be painful as America relearns those lessons on its way down.
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Dennis Hof Dead, Weeks Before Election He Was Expected
to Win
October 17, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Another convenient demise for the power structure

Dennis Hof, the owner of several Nevada brothels, reality TV star of the HBO series Cathouse and a
lucid voice for the legalization of prostitution in a sex-hating Anglo America was just found dead.

Hof had recently celebrated his 72nd birthday before he died.

Hof was the favored candidate to win a Nevada assembly seat. However, only a week ago police
brought up what amounted to bogus charges against him to try and force America’s most famous
pimp out of the race as part of a major push by the American power structure to end prostitution
(even legal prostitution) worldwide with a human trafficking narrative that is full of deception.

Hof’s sudden death is certainly convenient for a power structure bent on ramping up the Anglo-
American War on Sex. Now, they don’t have to worry about a successful businessman (and probable
legislator) pushing the narrative  – and demonstrating – that prostitution isn’t so bad after all.

Hof’s death comes in a long line of “convenient” demises of prominent American figures who
somehow crossed invisible lines drawn by the power structure, including Supreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia, journalist Michael Hastings, DNC employee and whistle blower Seth Rich, and
Breitbart founder Andrew Breitbart among a host of other names.

Only one thing can be said: Entrenched interests of the elite working on what amounts to the largest
social engineering project in the history of mankind – transforming the American republic into an
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androgynous, matriarchal, gynocentric, totalitarian police state certainly seem to have uncanny luck
when those who might pose a serious threat to their plans suddenly wind up dead.
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One Step Closer to The Male-Free World TNMM
Warned About
October 17, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Geneticists are working on eliminating sperm from the reproductive equation – making it possible for two women to reproduce together

Recently, TNMM warned of a future dystopia in the making in an article entitled “The Future is
Female” – A World of Female Masters and Male Slaves. A world in which the stated feminist dream
of reducing men to 10% of the population is achieved. A world in which men will be little more than
a slave class, with schoolmarm women in the middle bossing them around and an elite cabal at the
top pulling the emotional strings.

Women are the perfect consumers, after all. Consummate materialists who obsequiously and blindly
follow authority no matter how unjust it may be.

Another piece of the puzzle falls into place with Rookh Kshatriya’s recent piece on geneticists
working to bring about the feminist dream of a male-free world by creating the first brood of
mammals born to two mothers. Even the mainstream media commented on the doom this
breakthrough could spell for men once the process is perfected for human use, since sperm will no
longer be needed for reproduction.

Women can go to the test tube and reproduce with each other. Kshatriya, expert on the innate
misandry in Anglo culture wrote:

In sum, this scientific news must have sent the Anglo elites into paroxyms of joy: their
dream of a man-free society bereft of dissent, honour, reason and progress is at last
in sight.

The Anglosphere is frightfully close to achieving its vision of a male-free world. Men have already
been pushed out of their children’s lives in a post-feminist world, reduced to little more than
checkwriting child support slaves. Men are now being pushed out of their roles in governance and
business by cheerleading Republicrats and Demicans (and yes, even Trump) who both push the
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supposed superior virtue of females in such positions.

Women already hold enormous biological power over men, literally the power to decide whose genes
pass on and whose do not. Once women have political and financial power over men the ingredients
for a post-apocalyptic thunderdome will have been assembled.

Unchecked, I wholeheartedly believe this New World Disorder currently forming all around us will
lead to the extinction of the human species. Any student of history knows how mad tyrants of the past
have been, when they had broad but limited power over humanity. But in the future, tyrants will
literally have the power of god thanks to electronics micromanaging the lives of every person on the
planet. It’s obvious they even intend to take the powers of human sexuality and reproduction away
from the masses, and to render men worthless even genetically.

How long before a power mad lunatic breaks the entire species in his lust for total domination over
mankind? (Or, what at that point in time will be known as womankind.)
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Police State USA Deploys Robot Cops in New York
October 18, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The human-free world the Anglo elite dream of just got one step closer to fruition with the deployment of robot cops in New York

The anti-human, anti-sex, anti-life Anglosphere just upped the ante. We are one step closer to seeing
the terminators Boston Dynamics is working on patrolling the street.

Consider this R2-D2 looking Police State USA emissary to be nothing more than social engineers
getting people used to being watched by robots wherever we go. Once the public is properly
conditioned, the big guns will arrive. Like the DARPA-funded Atlas model currently in development
which can already jump walls.

These humble looking robot cops already host a formidable list of talents. From CBS New York:

The robots are able to observe people walking on the sidewalks, record license plate
numbers, detect the heat in objects, and see which cellphone serial numbers are within a
designated patrolling area.

The robots use technology from self-driving cars (also being developed to eliminate human beings
from America’s roadways) to patrol La Guardia airport, and have also been deployed to keep Big
Brother’s watchful eye on the residents of LeFrak City Apartments in Queens.

America is devolving into the worst tyranny in the history of mankind at an incredible pace. In its
madness, it is moving to replace “dirty” biological humans with unfeeling but obedient technological
devices that answer only to their elite masters.

It doesn’t take much imagination to see this turn of events could spell disaster for humanity in the
coming years and decades.

But, please stay distracted by the political clown show the elites have created for you to keep the
public from thinking about the implications of liberty destroying technology like this.
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The Human Farm
October 18, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Sometimes, a man stumbles on a commentary that’s so astute, so concise, so spot-on nothing else can
be said. Like this commentary on how passive the sheeple of America have become as they’re turned
into slaves yet have assumed a completely passive role in their own demise:
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Why Are You Loyal to a Nation That Has Betrayed You as
a Man?
October 18, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

America used to be the light of the world. It has been transmogrified into a giant social engineering experiment, human farm, and debt
slavery camp.

The unthinking masses never cease to amaze me. It’s no wonder the elite have gotten so far with their
plans to take over the world, turning Earth into their personal prison planet. People are so easy to
fool.

Many haven’t realized it, but the electronics now being pushed into our hands and into our lives by
cleverly amoral marketing flacks are intended to give those running the servers the power of God
over the masses of the world. This Big Brother – “God” in other words – always watching us, and
always telling us what to do.

Why else do you think they want you talking to your cell phone, your car, and your “smart” home
with Alexa living in it? Because one of these days that very technology will be telling you what to do.
It will flip from being servant to master.

The blind patriotism that Americans have even in the face of their creeping slavery is particularly
astonishing to me. Especially men who talk about their “freedoms” as they have been almost totally
emasculated by their own nation. Men who are child support slaves, debt slaves, and increasingly
third class citizens who aren’t so much as to look at a woman the wrong way – and especially not to
expect anything from her – go around waving American flags and talking about how great this place
is.

Sure, it’s great if you believe consumption and materialism are the be all, end all of human existence.
Look beyond that and America is a special kind of hell.
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The effectiveness of brainwashing isn’t just astonishing to behold when watching emasculated,
disinherited, and frankly, spit upon men clucking about America. The illusion of America has also
had a powerful effect on those living abroad, who think the America they’re immigrating to (or
breaking into in many cases) is the nation they see in Hollywood movies and on MSM television. To
their credit, the illusion of what America is not still captures the imagination of her own citizens who
live under a tyranny and in a toxic Anglo culture, clueless to the type of cesspool they’ve adapted to.

It’s such a sad time for a man with eyes to see what’s being done to people.

I see caravans of illegals coming to America and feel sorry for them because this is not the great
place they think they’re coming to. America is not a shining city on a hill any longer. Immigrants are
being sold on an illusion of America (just like her citizens) but in actuality are only being used to
provide cheap labor, cannon fodder, and votes to the oligarchs who are hellbent on destroying the
descendants of America’s founding population.

As someone who sees the country every day from many different angles, I see a nation that’s rotting
out from the inside out. I see a nation of fat, listless slobs and gender confused abominations. I see a
nation full of bastard children and women drunk on their own power. I see a nation of wage slaves. I
see a brainwashed population told their only purpose in life is working, consuming, and keeping their
heads down like obedient serfs.

The sad truth: This country is nothing but a fantasy in modern times. There is no freedom. There is no
true prosperity. The citizens haven’t had a say in government for at least 50 years. (If not over 100
years, when the Federal Reserve was created.)

Yes, this nation was once the light of the world. But that America is no more. All we have left are the
memories and the fantasies. The illusions carefully sold to us by those in the media who have so
carefully programmed our minds. Illusions are almost impossible to destroy, even in the face of
reality. This is something Alan Watts knew:

So if a person believes that the Earth is flat, you can’t talk him out of that. He knows it’s
flat. Look out the window and see; it’s obvious, it looks flat. So the only way to convince
him it isn’t is to say ‘Well let’s go and find the edge.’ And in order to find the edge, you’ve
got to be very careful not to walk in circles, you’ll never find it that way.

So we’ve got to go consistently in a straight line due west along the same line of latitude,
and eventually when we get back to where we started from, you’ve convinced the guy that
the world is round. That’s the only way that will teach him. Because people can’t be talked
out of illusions.

We can’t talk people out of illusions but we can show them the reality of what is being done to them
by an America that was hijacked by an elite long ago.

What glitches have you found in the matrix? TNMM has long been compiling a list of treasons this
country has committed against its citizens. The time is now to start exposing the lies of America to
those around you, creating a rude awakening for the millions of sheeple who still think they’re free.

The America we once knew and loved died long ago. But, a sociopathic elite still promulgate a myth
of America to maintain their control over millions. The only way to create a Renaissance and even
the prayer of a return to liberty is to destroy the myth of America.

You’re not free, slave. Your children have been stripped from you. Your women turned against you.
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You are forced to finance your invaders and those who would spit upon your sons. Your vote is
worthless, you are managed like cattle, and your masters laugh at your plight and your opinions.

Why are you loyal to a nation that has so thoroughly betrayed you in every possible way? Why do
you believe politicians who have made an art form out of treachery? Why do you go on living this
way when your ancestors sacrificed so much to give you a better life than your nation now expects
you to accept?
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Cheap, Off The Grid Living
October 19, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The Lillevilla Getaway cabin will be my getaway – my cabin in the woods – as I finish designing my ghosting lifestyle

Regulars to this heretical outpost will know I’m actively working to extricate myself from the matrix
that Anglo America traps its men inside.

I did the college and “career” path its lying politicians genuflect about as they position themselves to
raid your wallet while simping for votes to get into public office. I got severely burned following that
path. Looking back, I’m not surprised I got burned because the system they’ve designed is rigged 6
ways from Sunday.

Long story short, the value of my college degree evaporated thanks to America flooding the market
with rubber stamps over the course of the last generation by telling everyone (even those with low
IQs and low grades) they needed to go to college while lowering both the standards to get in and the
credit standards to take on massive amounts of debt.

As one astute social commentator puts it in The College Conspiracy documentary, America used to
place the chains of debt bondage onto college graduates by getting them to sign up for a home
mortgage once they had their rubber stamp. Only now, it gives them the mortgage without the home
in the form of non-bankruptable college debt.

Thanks to all these changes occurring back to back to back and the consequences of social
engineering schemes intended to turn America’s sons into unemployed pariahs, I got stuck with
massive college debt I couldn’t pay off. To add insult to injury my job in fake news became very
insecure because I was not only a hated, reviled white male but I openly questioned its narratives –
sacrilege – in the news room.

I saw the collision this industry was about to have with the iceberg of truth coming, and bailed a few
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years back. But, not before I got taken down with a bankruptcy for voicing – gasp! – conservative
opinions. I learned quickly those who don’t go along and get along with the suicidal notions of
feminism and liberalism get shoved out the door of the fake news industry.

I ended up bankrupt and homeless after my illustrious career in fake news. They want parrots, not
thinking men. Lesson learned.

So, you might see why I have nothing for this country and nothing for the illusions it sells after being
treated so badly by it and its women who act like they’re some kind of royalty but act, dress, and look
like they’re some kind of trash.

Putting all that aside, after paying off my bankruptcy (I didn’t get anything free) I promptly left fake
news to start a new life. Part of that new life is securing myself a residence that I can afford and that I
can pay off quickly in this newly christened age of the precariat – a term the ruling class has coined
for the “precarious proletariat” or wage slave class they’ve been busy creating.

After much research, head scratching and worrying I’ve found a viable solution. Cabins made from
high quality wood that make excellent tiny homes for under $20,000.

It’s truly ironic that the very isolated, rural area I once ran away from to chase the false illusions
America sells to the world now is now the place I will seek refuge from a dying nation and a suicidal
Anglo culture.

I plan on constructing one of these units in the spring, and working towards making it as off the grid
as possible. I will later return to my family’s agrarian roots and start growing my own food. (We
often grew our own food when I was growing up. So I know how to do it.)

If there’s one thing I’ve learned about the system, nay, house of cards the American oligarchy has set
up, it’s that I want absolutely nothing to do with it beyond having a mercenary relationship to extract
the minimalistic resources I need to have a well-stocked cabin in the woods, to travel around and
enjoy the outdoors on my 50+ mpg motorcycle, and spend extended time in friendlier lands abroad.

I can do more on $18,000 a year than most people can do on $50,000 a year. Minimalism and
keeping Anglobitches out of my life gives me the power to say that.

Ghosting in the matrix, and “living fully now” as Alan Watts would put it when I’m lucky enough to
be abroad. That’s the plan. A true nomad, with a cabin as a base from where to plan my months and
years abroad and in the North American wilderness. (Last spring’s motorcycle camping journey
across the Western U.S. after time in Europe, South America, Asia, and the Caribbean was the
experimental phase of the plan.)

I’ll be documenting the construction of this humble home when the time comes. (I’m building it
myself, by the way.)
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Invisible Automatons
October 21, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

I see nothing but an automaton when I look at an Anglo female

Maybe I’ve been spoiled by women from other cultures.

Women who haven’t yet been redesigned by social engineers working on their dream of an
Anglosphere that doesn’t just exist as an artificial world contemptuously foisted on top of the natural
world like a denatured, silicone chipped, marble, asphalt, and glass corpse. But, an Anglosphere that
proudly slits its collective wrists to divorce itself from its life-giving biology altogether.

Who needs to be “primitive” or worry about trite ideals like humanity when you’ve got so many
gadgets around?

No arts. No humanity. No joy. No sorrow. No parents. No children. No family. No friends. No sex. A
world unfolding that consists of human machines that still look like people, but who do nothing but
gather resources to consume commodities the matrix tells them to consume.

I don’t see a woman when I look at an Anglo female, anymore. I know it’s a female but I don’t see it
as I see other women when I leave the matrix. I see a creature, who while somewhat resembling
myself doesn’t think like me. It only looks for things and people that it can consume. An automaton,
built to exploit men and gather resources. Nothing matters to it except what it can consume.

It takes the shortest path to get what it wants. Why have a man around when you can push him out of
his job and become your own resource provider? Why have a family when the state says it will take
care of you?

Over there. That one. That’s not a boyfriend with her. That’s a provider module. That’s not a child
with her, that’s a car payment and a future provider module once the old one has been discarded.

The other one. The older lady. She’s only holding on to her provider module because she can’t get
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another one at her age.

Only a truly sick culture could take a woman and turn her into this. This goddamned place has
brought out the absolute worst in women. It turns out women were quite easy to turn into entities in
the great machine of consumerism. Men will be harder to transform.

But the designers won’t stop until the gears are meshing properly inside the machine of the damned.
Spengler knew the tragedy we are living through was coming a century ago when he wrote Man and
Technics, sequel to Decline of the West.

All things organic are dying in the grip of organization. An artificial world is permeating
and poisoning the natural. Civilization has itself become a machine that does, or tries to do,
everything in a mechanical fashion.

I’m watching my own people die without a wit as to what’s happening to them or how they’ve
poisoned themselves. Spengler knew men like me would come along who hate the machine culture.

The Faustian thought begins to be sick of machines. A weariness is spreading, a sort of
pacifism in the battle with Nature. Men are returning to forms of life simpler and nearer to
Nature; they are spending their time in sport instead of technical experiments. The great
cities are becoming hateful to them, and they would fain get away from the pressure of
soulless facts, from enslavement to the Machine, and the clear cold atmosphere of technical
organization.

That’s me. The machine has stolen so much from us.

It’s such a puzzlement to wonder why people can’t see what is being stolen from them so they might
live in an artificial reality. Call me romantic, but I liked the things that made us human before we
started worshiping the machine.
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Sex Will Eventually Be Outlawed in Favor of Yet Another
Damned Faustian Machine
October 28, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Anglo culture – the most eccentric offshoot of Faustian machine culture – continues the insanity of replacing imperfect humans with
“perfect” machines in all aspects of life

The illegitimate American government and über-corrupt oligarchical power structure that owns it
excels at dropping straws on the camel’s back. One narrative, one precedent, one policy, one law at a
time until legal and cultural backbones break.

This slow and relentless war on the population intended to destroy Western society and from its ashes
build a socialistic, technocratic nightmare (a true prison planet) has been succeeding simply because
the changes being foisted on the populace occur in a drip-drop fashion that goes unnoticed by sheeple
until it’s too late and they’ve drowned in a figurative flood of legal and social change. (Sheeple who
have been taught to obsess over the Demican-Republicrat side show and not to pay attention to those
men behind the curtain changing their way of life one assault on the body politic at a time. But, by all
means go press “R” at the voting booth, sit on your hands and wait for things to change this
November.)

The populace doesn’t know what’s being done to them until they wake up one day, and realize that,
for example sex has been made illegal by a generation of accumulating assaults on their humanity.

Indeed, the Anglo-American War on Sex has been particularly successful in manipulating the
population to abandon male-female relations and even sex itself. This means the number of women
who never have children their entire lives (the infamous cat ladies) has doubled in only a generation.
Eighty percent of men (if not more) are now sexually disenfranchised as the Pareto Principle has
come to rule a sexual market now dominated by hypergamy and abject brainwashing of masses of
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women to see men as the enemy.

America has morphed into a sexually frustrated society par excellence, with large swaths of men
either voluntarily eliminating themselves from the sexual marketplace (MGTOW) or finding
themselves invisible to women who now get their resources from Big Daddy Government (incels).
Slovenly, hambeast women have perched themselves atop such tall pedestals the average man has no
hope of reaching them. The result is, of course, a culture in which nobody except a vanishingly small
cross-section of the population is getting their sexual needs taken care of.

These already inhumane levels of sexual frustration are made worse by a neo-Puritan government
that has outlawed prostitution and a press that shames masculinity and abhors men pursuing women
as nature intended. Both cultural cockblocks have helped lead to an epidemic of mass shootings,
which is then blamed on guns rather than a sick culture.

Large swaths of the population now satisfy sexual cravings not with intercourse but by eating
obscene amounts of poorly made, corporate fast food, turning America into the most gluttonous
nation in the history of mankind. TNMM previously documented this disturbing behavioral change in
an article entitled Do Americans Fuck Food Rather Than Each Other? which noted that sexual
cravings and food cravings share the same neural pathways. (As Freud knew.)

The cultural-legal milieu looks no better:

Pursuing or even complimenting women is now “sexual harassment”
Making a move on a woman or having consentual intercourse with her now sets men up for
criminal and civil liabilities that follow them around for a lifetime with no statute of limitations
applied – the #MeToo world means a retiree can have his life destroyed with unprovable
allegations that date back to his teenage years
Consentual intercourse is now being conflated with rape
Prostitution between consenting adults is being lumped in with a nebulous “sex trafficking”
narrative – and ridiculously compared with heinous crimes like pedophilia in that narrative
Men are being encouraged to “gender transition” into culturally acceptable females or to
become cucks and soy boys
Heterosexuals are shamed for acting out their sexual urges while sexual degeneracy in all its
myriad forms are applauded
Plague terror has been foisted on the populace for over 30 years, spearheaded by an HIV/AIDS
narrative that never materialized into a heterosexual epidemic as social engineers claimed it
would – perhaps because using the CDC’s own statistics the disease is virtually impossible to
transmit by heterosexual intercourse (it remains confined to risk groups, particularly drug
abusing gay men)

As sex is further marginalized, it stands to reason it will someday be outlawed altogether. The elite
are moving to ban sex (at least, male-female procreative sex – other degenerate forms of sex will be
allowed) by slowly making it illegal.

Why? So sexual reproduction – as every other facet of human existence – can be taken over by yet
another machine made by the cult of the Anglo-American machine worshipers. (Silicon Valley
spearheads this anti-human agenda today.) This is the Faustian machine culture of the damned
TNMM has lamented the ascendance of, and which historian, philosopher, and prophet of Western
decline Oswald Spengler wrote about a century ago.
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Both Huxley and Hawking knew this is how Faustian machine culture would someday destroy itself,
and possibly extinct the human species altogether. Legendary author Aldous Huxley wrote of
“viviparous reproduction” (that is, male-female sexual reproduction) becoming a thing of the past in
his novel Brave New World. Before he died, renowned astrophysicist Stephen Hawking also warned
of the coming world of test tube humans. From The Free Thought Project (a news source that
previously had 3.1 million followers, now banned by Facebook):

Hawking, who died in March, writes that he is sure breakthroughs in genetic engineering
will allow people to create a superhuman race within this century. He also predicted that
while laws will try to prevent it, the rich and greedy will be unable to resist the temptation.

“I am sure that during this century, people will discover how to modify both intelligence
and instincts such as aggression,” he wrote.

“Laws will probably be passed against genetic engineering with humans. But some people
won’t be able to resist the temptation to improve human characteristics, such as memory,
resistance to disease and length of life.”

Hawking added that the emergence of a superior race will soon lead to implications for
“unimproved humans” who he presumed will eventually “die out or become unimportant.”

He also warned that “once such superhumans appear, there will be significant political
problems with unimproved humans, who won’t be able to compete.” His dire prediction
continued that those being outpaced in the human development race will either die out or
become unimportant, leaving “a race of self-designing beings who are improving at an ever-
increasing rate.”

Hawking’s predictions stem from gene-editing technology that already exists. The Crispr-
Cas9, invented six years ago, is a DNA-editing system that allows scientists to modify bad
genes or add new ones, and it has been used to treat children that were predisposed to
serious illnesses such as an otherwise incurable cancer.

As the elite are already destroying Western civilization and genociding the white race thanks to their
psychopathy, their next move will be to destroy the species itself with their greed and lust for
totalitarian control. (This fits with Spengler’s other idea about evolutionary catastrophes punctuating
periods of relative stability for every species, including humans. This cycle usually ends in extinction
when a species cannot reach equilibrium with its environment.)

Once sex becomes explicitly illegal (rather than implicity illegal as it already is) the true death spiral
of Western culture, and arguably the human species will have begun.
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JFK to 9/11: An Alternative News Source Explains
October 28, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

I was blown away when I found The Corbett Report.

As a freelance writer, I’ve long felt I was in the wilderness alone when it came to my ideas about the
American power structure and the fictional reality it has been spinning for half a century, i.e. the
matrix that this outpost lambasts on a regular basis.

Imagine my astonishment when I find a very talented independent journalist who I am in almost in
total philosophical agreement with when it comes to subjects like the JFK  and MLK assassinations
being conducted by CIA covert ops and 9/11 being the work of those working for that same agency
now bent on world domination.

Not ranting and raving, wild-eyed conspiracy theories. Documentaries loaded with facts and truth
bombs.

James Corbett is an independent journalist and American expat living in Japan, much as I am an
aspiring American expat who has repeatedly tried to leave the matrix for good. Corbett actually
deserves the title “journalist” unlike the mindless mouthpieces working for mainstream media. Long
story short, you need to subscribe to his channel on YouTube and bookmark his web page when the
day comes Google purges his video archives for telling too much truth.

I’ll link five The Corbett Report videos which are “Must Watch” videos for any regular reader of
TNMM:

9/11: A Conspiracy Theory (this one actually went viral because it thoroughly yet succinctly1.
destroys the American government’s outrageous account of events that fateful day)
9/11 Trillions: Follow the Money2.
9/11 War Games (also backed up by Dr. Webster Tarpley’s research, which has been covered3.
before at TNMM)
Meet Lee Harvey Oswald: Sheep Dipped Patsy4.
The Secret Life of Timothy McVeigh5.

These videos show us the dark and frightening underbelly of a rogue American government using any
dirty trick it can to ride roughshod over its populace and to extend its tentacles across the entire
world.

The Corbett Report is some of the best alternative media you’ll find out there. Even more damning an
indictment of the American fake news media is the fact a guy using his laptop was able to uncover
such mind-blowing truths, while “professional” journalists have been able to do little more than
parrot narratives fed to them by the corrupt power structure.

These five videos help explain the how and the why we arrived in today’s dystopia so quickly. A
world in which a millenia of struggle and Western cultural evolution from the Magna Carta to the Bill
of Rights has been effectively purged from the culture at large in only 20 years.

Other Corbett Report videos are also eye opening, and TNMM wholeheartedly endorses this channel
as a viable source of Red Pill information.

There’s little doubt America has devolved from the light of the world into one of the worst plagues
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on humanity in the history of mankind at the hands of a maniacal oligarchy working behind the
scenes since its takeover of the American government in 1963.

TNMM provides the big picture of this dystopian world in which we find ourselves. Channels like
The Corbett Report provide the details.
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The Age of the False Flag
October 29, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The American government has been fooling its citizens into enslaving themselves for quite some time

Paul Craig Roberts has caught on to America’s tired old playbook, particularly one tactic the Deep
State has been using for half a century to shamelessly manipulate the public to get what controlling
elite overlords want.

What are we referring to? Shadowy government agencies conducting false flags intended to fuel The
Hegelian Dialectic, a means of mass psychological manipulation aimed at coercing citizens to trade a
little liberty for a little security until there is no more liberty.

Think of it as the problem-reaction-solution cycle, with the American government staging problems
like false flag attacks on its own citizens in order to provoke a reaction from the populace (usually
causing millions to cling to the apron of the state and demand the government protect them), then
imposing a preplanned solution which strips liberty and increases the powers of the American police
and surveillance states.

The cycle repeats until the last vestiges of liberty have been wrested from the public.

The diabolical genius of this method has evaded public comprehension for at least 50 years as
Americans are enslaved by their own ignorance. Americans who are indoctrinated from childhood to
believe only they are lucky enough to enjoy freedom (other nations have far more freedom) and that
their government is the bringer of light and justice to the world. (It is actually the bringer of darkness
and injustice to the world in many cases.)

By allowing themselves to be emotionally manipulated this way, Americans have allowed a rogue
government to spiral out of control.

Once again, we see signs of the government using the combination of a false flag + The Hegelian
Dialectic with the recent False Flag Bombathon, in which so-called “bombs” were sent to a host of
top Democrats. Right on cue Police State USA busted Cesar Sayoc as the perpetrator of the
Bombathon, living in a van festooned in freshly printed right-wing stickers that block his view of the
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road so completely one wonders how he could drive 50 feet without being pulled over by ticket
writing road pirates dressed in blue. It’s a narrative barely worthy of a B-movie.

Sayoc, a former male stripper seems to be the perfect patsy rather than a criminal mastermind.
Roberts writes for Zero Hedge:

Stephen Lendman raises the question whether Sayoc is a real culprit or a patsy for an
operation orhestrated for political reasons.

…beginning on October 22, harmless mail bombs began to be delivered to
prominent undemocratic Dem Trump critics.

None exploded. No one was hurt, the mailings intended to sow fear, create alarm,
and make headlines.

They likely intended to influence the outcome of the November midterm elections,
undemocratic Dem dark forces likely behind them, hoping to regain control of the
House and/or Senate…

This seems to me to be, at our present state of information, a legitimate question. If the
security agencies and the Democratic National Committee were willing to orchestrate a fake
‘Russiagate’ scheme against Trump for political reasons, why not also a fake bomb attack
on Democrats?

Just as the presstitutes went along with “Russiagate” despite the absence of any
evidence, RT reports that the US media is blaming “Trump’s ‘hateful rhetoric’ for the
packages.”

While driving I listened to a large part of the press conference, and the affair struck me as
an orchestration. Every agency involved was present, from the Postal Service to the FBI
and Secret Service, the directors of which praised the expert professional pearformance of
their agencies in intercepting the bombs. It seemed to me overdone, especially in view of
the FBI’s admission that they could not say that the bombs were functional.

Why would a bomber send non-functional bombs?

Indeed, the Deep State is getting sloppy staging these events these days.

The press quickly moved to pin the blame for Sayoc’s supposed Bombathon on President Trump and
his followers, their politically incorrect “tone” and lack of “civility” even as leftists openly call for
violence and even the assassination of Trump without reprisal. The intended narrative? Free speech
is dangerous. The right needs to be silenced.

A similar “lone nut” attack on a synagogue prompted the all-knowing wizards of the tech world to
coordinate a censorship strike against Gab, one of the only viable, free speech alternatives to the
censored, leftist controlled, social media sandboxes of Facebook and Twitter. Gab has been a haven
for conservatives and libertarians fleeing the thought control of Facebook and Twitter.

(Related: The FBI conducted an active shooter drill at the very Pittsburgh synagogue where the latest
mass shooting took place. This follows a pattern of government drills preceding actual crimes going
at least back to 9/11, and including such events as the Parkland school shooting where the “drill”
turned into an actual crime while in progress.)

The pretext for censoring the Gab social network was the fact the purported synagogue attacker,
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Robert Bowers had an account on the Gab network. But Bowers also had accounts at Facebook and
Instagram who were, of course, not sanctioned in the crackdown. (See the problem-reaction-solution
process at work once again?)

Again, the intended narrative: Free speech is dangerous. The right needs to be silenced.

Fortunately, this tried and true playbook doesn’t work as well in the age of alternative media. It only
worked well when the mainstream media had an airtight grip on the flow of information, and could
effectively control the thoughts of millions with its shameless propaganda. That model of mass
thought control has failed, which is why the totalitarian left is now moving to censor its way back to
primacy.

That’s where increasingly shoddy and increasingly transparent false flags come in. Indeed, the “lone
nut” trope has been used by nefarious American governmental agencies since the JFK assassination,
which arguably marked the end of the republic as a hidden oligarchy assumed power.

A “lone nut” or group of “lone nuts” has been blamed for the following:

JFK assassination
RFK assassination
MLK assassination
Gerald Ford assassination attempt
John Lennon assassination
Ronald Reagan assassination attempt
1993 WTC bombing
Unabomber bombings
Oklahoma City bombing
9/11
Sandy Hook and countless school shootings conducted by “lone nuts”
Las Vegas mass shooting

The public never notices how expedient these crimes are for the ruling class, who have political
opposition or dissidents silenced when public figures die or whose “crimes” provide the springboard
for tyrannical legislation. Like the gutting of the First and Second Amendments.

That’s not a comprehensive list. The “lone nut” narrative has been used so much it has become
something of a parody of itself. Of course, we find the “lone nut” narrative present in the False Flag
Bombathon of last week and in the synagogue shooting.

Each time you hear “lone nut” narrative being proffered watch and listen carefully. See if you can
spot The Hegelian Dialectic in action, then try to figure out which liberty the power structure is trying
to strip from you – while placing the blame for the power grab on the very false flag they created.

The left cannot successfully pull of a Socialist revolution unless they have control of the public
dialogue again, as they did during the heady days of MSM dominance. So, expect to see more strange
happenings and immediate calls for the banning of free speech following each event. That is, until
this network of Deep State criminals is exposed and their treason against the American public
revealed.
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Silicon Valley Oligarchy Moves to Thwart Free Speech
October 29, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Gab has issued a statement regarding the coordinated attack by Silicon Valley tech companies on the
free speech platform.

Gab has spent the past 48 hours proudly working with the DOJ and FBI to bring justice to
an alleged terrorist. Because of the data we provided, they now have plenty of evidence for
their case. In the midst of this Gab has been no-platformed by essential internet
infrastructure providers at every level. We are the most censored, smeared, and no-
platformed startup in history, which means we are a threat to the media and to the Silicon
Valley Oligarchy.

Gab isn’t going anywhere.

It doesn’t matter what you write. It doesn’t matter what the sophist talking heads say on TV.
It doesn’t matter what verified nobodies say on Twitter. We have plenty of options,
resources, and support. We will exercise every possible avenue to keep Gab online and
defend free speech and individual liberty for all people.

You have all just made Gab a nationally recognized brand as the home of free speech online
at a time when Silicon Valley is stifling political speech they disagree with to interfere in a
US election.

The internet is not reality. TV is not reality. 80% of normal everyday people agree with Gab
and support free expression and liberty. The online outrage mob and mainstream media spin
machine are the minority opinion. People are waking up, so please keep pointing the finger
at a social network instead of pointing the finger at the alleged shooter who holds sole
responsibility for his actions.

No-platform us all you want. Ban us all you want. Smear us all you want.

You can’t stop an idea.

As we transition to a new hosting provider Gab will be inaccessible for a period of time. We
are working around the clock to get Gab.com back online. Thank you and remember to
speak freely.

Andrew Torba, CEO Gab.com

It’s true that America has become an Orwellian police state, and is quickly moving to destroy both
the First and Second Amendments. Even as tech companies tell thought criminals to start our own
web sites if we don’t like their tyrannical policies, they are moving to destroy viable competitors like
Gab.

We must not let them succeed.

The censorship and mafioso tactics of the Silicon Valley tech titans are all the more reason to sign up
for a Gab account when it comes back online. TNMM will be abandoning both Facebook and Twitter
in due time, as its editor already has with his personal accounts.
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The Midterm Election Proves Voting Will Not Save
the Republic
November 7, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Voting doesn’t matter and only a fool thinks it does in an oligarchy

I’ve come to watch American politics from afar, in defiance of the way the talking heads in cheap
suits tell me I’m supposed to as a Heritage ‘Murican. I’m supposed to obsess over every machination
of the puppets on the political stage.

Well, I don’t. Yesterday’s travesty of an election reminded me why.

Despite all the hullabaloo about the midterm election and the political machinations that have been
going on for months now, I knew no matter who won on Election Day it wouldn’t make a damn
difference in the world when it comes to changing the suicidal path the nation is on.

America is too far gone.

That said, why anyone would vote a Democrat into office even for dog catcher is beyond me –
spinmeisters of race baiting, purveyors of identity politics, and cheerleaders of Socialism and other
such gutter politics they are. Yet, they and the drugged Nancy Pelosi are back in control of the lower
chamber of Congress.

(Republicans are shit, too. Although, not quite as putrid as the Democrat brand of excrement. That’s
another reason I chose not to vote this year as was the case for me in 2016 – pressing “R” is little
different than pressing “D”.  It’s like selecting a flavor of suicide capsule. Demican flavored, or
Republicrat flavored?)
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As always, the election broke down on racial lines. Whites have a way of life they vote for, and other
peoples have ways of life they vote for. Whites are natural conservatives, and other tribes are natural
liberals.

The elites knew this when they decided to change the demographics of America to turn it into a
Socialist nation. The only way to get Socialism (and its wicked step sister totalitarianism) instituted
was to forever alter the demographics of America, while promising all the nation’s riches would be
doled out to the invaders the power structure ushered in for 30 years.

The narrative: America’s great wealth will be forcefully stripped from whites with backgrounds of
“privilege” and “redistributed” to the brown, black, and yellow masses. Of course, it’s a con game,
like so many things with the ruling class. The wealth will be redistributed to the elite, not the people
from Latin America and other parts of the world they’re using to debase whites from their homeland.

True Believers in Trump (TNMM has repeatedly warned against making this guy into the messiah)
were understandably heartbroken because the president has not only failed to deliver on promises like
Build The Wall and Lock Her Up, but after last night’s selection the next two years will be spent
defending his throne from raving leftist lunatics while accomplishing nothing for his base. The wall
sure as hell won’t be built with Dems running the House.

More importantly, the election has confirmed that demographics is destiny and white people are
being marginalized in the very country they created. Many True Believers only realized this
yesterday when their agenda was once again stopped dead in its tracks post-ballot box.

Trump hasn’t changed a damn thing except the way right wingers feel, as was previously the case
with Obama and sycophantic leftoids.

Heritage America’s voice already doesn’t count for much to the major political parties. Soon, it won’t
count for anything at all. Looking at the numbers, it’s all over but the crying as Texas and Florida are
likely to flip and stay blue in a presidential election not far off. Signaling this coming inundation of
whites by foreign masses, Ted Cruz barely held on to his Senate seat, and an open Socialist almost
won the governorship of Florida. Thanks to last night’s election and a little known proposition that
passed, felons will now be able to vote in Florida which could have already irreparably tipped the
scales in favor of blue in the next election.

These are only portents of what’s to come as whites are turned into pariahs in their own land. If the
history of Bolshevism is any guide, whites will soon be targeted for much worse punishments for
existing than mere displacement from jobs, demonization by the media, labeling as subhuman racists,
etc. once demographics have left them hopelessly adrift in an electoral sea change.

Voting isn’t changing anything. Meet the new boss, same as the old boss.

The reason I don’t pay attention to politics is because I know voting is just a sideshow, that has been
turned into little more than a football game with red and blue jerseys. You may root for the home
team, work yourself up into a frenzy about every play your team makes, and hope their victory will
rain manna of change down on you like pixie dust, but the truth is this: In an oligarchy, it matters not
who wins the game. Because the money men are the only ones scoring when either side makes a
touchdown.

America is over. Admit it to yourself. I did long ago, and began the process of moving on with my
life. The only question to me that remains is how the genocide of whites in their own lands will play
out. Will it be a long, slow fade to black? Or, will the Racial Bolshevists get even more bloodthirsty
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than their MSM messaging indicates they currently are once they gain a solid demographic
advantage?

Either way, I feel bad for my people. They are about to be not only deprived of their nation and their
pride, but I fear one day soon they may be deprived of their very existence on this planet. No people
deserve such a fate.

Are you ready for Socialism yet? And an endless sea of blue on the electoral map as The American
Socialist Revolution proceeds? You’d better be. Because the 2016 election was the last gasp of a
dying breed of men and with them, their ideas on how to run a nation. Once Democrats/Socialists
have control of the nation, overtly open borders and total demographic transformation will only be
the beginning.

P.S. I’m convinced now more than ever Trump is little more than a distraction intended to keep
whites from rioting while their country is sold out from under them. By the time they realize he was
just another distraction in a long line of distractions, it will be too late to do anything about it. I do
think a few were rudely awakened to this reality last night but at this point in the game it makes no
difference.
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Photo: The Goosenecks and Utah Desert
November 9, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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I continue uploading pics from my spring backpacking journey across the American West. This pair
is from Goosenecks State Park (not far from Monument Valley) and a free, BLM campsite not far
from the Grand Canyon.

I met two Australian campers at this camp site who regaled me with stories about their adventures to
Patagonia in South America. My own adventures in South America began last winter with a month
long stay in the beautiful coastal city of Cartagena. Who knows where they’ll lead me next?

More to come soon. The posting pace of photo highlights from my journey has slowed a bit because
I’ve been somewhat demotivated to post by censorship and by my 70 hour workweek. That said, I
just finished a 10-day escape from the matrix that left me refreshed and happy again. Although, it
doesn’t take long for the toxicity of this dying culture to bring me down once I return.

In any case, I hope you enjoy the photos. I enjoy posting photographs of my camp sites because some
people I meet in real life don’t believe me when I tell them I took a 10,000 mile, 75 day camping
adventure on a motorcycle all by myself over the spring. Showing The New Modern Man motorcycle
at all these destinations never fails to illicit surprise in these acquaintances.

The past few years – that have led me to Europe, the Caribbean, South America, Asia and 48 out of
the 50 states are only the beginning – I hope.
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Back from a Week in Paradise
November 9, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This humble smartphone photo was the only pic I snapped during my recent 10-day escape to
paradise.

I’m currently driving again to save money for my cabin in the woods and to finance my next series of
adventures. Driving a truck is the perfect way to ghost and earn money at the same time while
suffering the matrix. Most days, I don’t even leave the truck except for coffee, or a humble meal once
or twice a week. (I make sandwiches most days in my sleeper.)

While I was in paradise, I remembered what draws me there. It’s not only the great scenic beauty and
the women – who like butterfly’s wings have not been touched by social engineers – it’s the sense
that there’s a future on this island. I don’t feel there’s any future for me in America, anymore.

I’ll elaborate on it another time, but this country has taken everything from me over the course of my
life. It took women away from me by poisoning them with feminism, it took my sister away from me
by poisoning her mind with YouGoGrrl-ism and the Don’t Need a Man™ narrative (she soon fell into
drug addiction), it took my father away from me by using him as a work horse until he died at age 39
then told me he had White Privilege because he owned a shanty house and eked out a living, it took
my career from me by instituting a White Males Need Not Apply policy, it took sexuality and
masculinity away from me through pervasive shaming, and it’s taking my hopes for the future away
with an emerging totalitarian technocracy.

Within a day of setting foot here, getting some of the good medicine of nature, some caipirinhas +
Cuban cigars, and some hot sex all was right in my world again.
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Pity I had to come back to this disaster in the making. I hate Anglo America and its infernal machine
culture with every fiber of my being.
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Programmed Environments and The End of America
November 12, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The horrifying future continues to come into view

“We’ll know our disinformation program is complete when everything the American public believes
is false.”

Thus said William Casey, head of the CIA during the Reagan Administration as the snowball started
rolling on the creation of what’s known in these corners of the web as “the matrix” or the alternate
reality created by Anglo-American social engineers and promulgated by the now-disgraced
mainstream media.

The snowball has turned into an avalanche. Casey’s remarkable statement aptly describes the world
of lies, damned lies, and mass disinformation we are now suffering in a dying Western culture.

Big lies like there are no genders, traditional sex roles are bad, sexual intercourse is rape, white men
are evil, and the world will be a better place once white people have been removed from it.

The fulfillment of Casey’s statement illustrates why America has become the most evil country in the
world in the 21st century, and why its leaders have bunkered themselves behind cleverly crafted
legislation in a post-9/11 false flag world that turns resistance to their aims into a crime.

America is attempting to create a totally brainwashed populace, and a programmed environment
for them to live in. A world where citizens think the way the ruling class wants them to think, say
what the ruling class wants them to say, and act how the ruling class wants them to act. And of
course, toil in the tedious jobs created for them while suffocating under a sea of debt and living in a
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socially atomized culture.

No humanity will exist in that coming world. Only human automatons. The aims of cultural Marxists
describe the dystopia best. A world of no husband, no wife, no mother, no father, no brother, no
sister, no nation, no gender, no God.

This move towards creating a programmed environment represents the dramatic final conclusion of
what Spengler called Faustian machine culture. Western nations, led by the U.S. are attempting to
reduce their citizenry to little more than lines of code in a computer program – who think, speak, and
act only in ways determined by their social coding.

When psyops don’t work and sizable swaths of the populace don’t succumb to mass mind
programming, it’s becoming clear bureaucrats will use force to coerce citizens. Already, those who
don’t go along with the plan to displace whites from their homelands and the governments they
created are being labeled nasty things by the fake news media. These are the first brush strokes of a
totalitarian government now being painted into view.

As Huxley predicted, large numbers of people have already been conditioned to love their slavery.
This claim is becoming self-evident as Democrats – the party of big business, the Deep State, and
social engineers asserts itself in bolder and bolder fashion with each passing year.

Since Dems prevailed winning back the House, the already divisive, anti-white, anti-American
rhetoric the party became infamous for leading up to the election has gotten much worse. Democrats
have now gone so far off the deep end they now say white women are “racist” if they support tepid,
gelded Republicans. From Breitbart:

The 53 percent of white women who voted for Trump in 2016 bear out “the conventional
wisdom that white women would rather choose the racism espoused by the Republican
party than join in the moral coalition represented by men of color and other women,”
writes Guardian columnist Moira Donegan in an over-the-top essay.

Note the Racial Bolshevism – first detailed almost three years ago here at TNMM – implicit in the
Guardian’s statement. Only men of color and other women can have virtue is the hidden narrative of
modern leftists.

This is not only an attempt to further drive a wedge between white men and white women. It’s an
attempt to turn white men into the 21st century’s new pariahs. Returning to the article:

The reason that no decent, intelligent woman should vote Republican, especially in the
present context, is the “sadistic racism that is Donald Trump’s stock and trade” as well as
the “peevish, racist cruelty” embraced by his supporters, Ms. Donegan confidently
proclaims.

Any rational person knows President Trump is none of those things. But, politicians learned through
the public relations industry emotional appeals carry much more weight than rational appeals.

White women need to “break with their historical loyalty to white supremacy and embrace a
kinder, more sustainable model for the future,” she states, meaning, of course, a shift to the
Democrat party.

Where does that particular narrative end? With the state telling white women they should refuse to
marry and procreate with white men? That’s a stunning statement for a mainstream newspaper to be
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making, and proof positive America is in the midst of a Socialist Revolution foisted on the populace
by families like the Rockefellers.

But wait, there’s more.

Newspapers now tell us Germans are also racist because they say they’ve been made into strangers in
their own country by mass migration. Propagandists have gotten so far they now equate expecting
Germany to consist of ethnic Germans with “right-wing extremism”:

Citing figures which showed that 36 per cent of respondents believe Germany has been
“dangerously watered down” by mass migration, researchers at Leipzig warned in a press
release: “We are seeing high levels of approval for the attitude that has been considered an
‘entry-level drug’ into right-wing extremism.”

Once again, the scourge of Racial Bolshevism is found in a Western nation. And, any white person
who doesn’t self-immolate is a “racist” or “white supremacist”.

Let’s peer through a glass but darkly to see what is on the horizon for the crumbling Western world.

What this over the top rhetoric now passing for mainstream “news” represents is a numbers game.
Those who aim to control the entire world know they can topple Western democracies if they can just
get rid of those pesky whites who happen to inhabit those nations. Whites can be reduced from a
mere 7% of the world’s population today to 0% by 2100 if social engineers keep pushing.

Of course, toppling the governments of America and Western Europe is crucial to any plan for world
domination. The elites who fund this sort of mainstream media propaganda and leftist politicians will
most likely realize their nefarious aims of destroying the American republic, perhaps as soon as the
next presidential election.

Florida is about to flip to blue and stay that way. This will mark the end of any viable opposition to
the Democrat party, which continues to radicalize. GOP candidates have been winning by the
slimmest of margins in The Sunshine State  and other battleground states but have had their victories
rescinded by such spectacles as ballot boxes that magically appear days after the election and other
sorts of electoral chicanery.

Both the 2018 Florida senate and gubernatorial races could be decided by electoral fraud, in which
Senator Nelson and Gubernatorial Candidate Gillum are openly calling for non-citizens’ (read:
illegally cast) votes to be counted. The situation gets worse for conservatives in the next election as
convicted felons will be allowed to vote in that election thanks to a referendum that passed this
month. That, combined with changing demographics mean Florida will likely shift from being a
battleground state to solid blue perhaps as soon as 2020. Texas will follow sometime in the next
decade.

No GOP candidate can win the presidency without Florida. That goes double without Texas. Once
Democrats have a lock grip on the electorate (as TNMM previously predicted could happen) the
remnants of the American republic will be destroyed. That the First and Second Amendments will be
nullified is a foregone conclusion as the left has been chipping away at both for years if not decades
with cleverly crafted word soup phrases as “hate speech” and “common sense gun control” which are
actually moves to both silence the citizenry and render them defenseless against the state.

Worse, any opposition to this New World Order of state-sponsored Socialism will be relentlessly
crushed as the vitriolic propaganda now spewing from mainstream media outlets becomes even more
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toxic. We’ve already seen how the narrative is being cast that white women who don’t abandon white
candidates for office are “racist” and how citizens of any Western nation who don’t welcome the
displacement from their homelands are “xenophobic” and any other slur leftists can create.

After that comes The Purge. If history is any guide, those who resist will be rounded up and sent to
reeducation camps, or worse. And America will proceed to speed up the genocide it is already
conducting on its founding population, once and for all proving the evil leftists are capable of even as
they preen with pretenses of moral superiority.

President Trump is, if anything complicit in all this. He wasted his first two years in office, not
accomplishing anything other than writing up some feel-good executive orders which are easily
erasable by his successors and convincing those who might push back against the trap they’re being
placed into to live vicariously through him rather than fighting back.

Americans have become mere spectators in their own destruction, truly one for the history books.
Rather than marching through the streets as nationalists are doing in Poland, Americans go to work
and lick the boot, swing by the drive thru on the way home to order a double cheeseburger, come
home and watch TV to see which football team is winning, the Red Team or the Blue Team, then
masturbate to porn before falling asleep that night.

What an anticlimactic end to the 1,000 year long arc of Western civilization. Similarly, it appears
humanity will follow suit as it goes out with a whimper rather than a bang once the entire world
becomes a programmed environment via insidious Americanization. Globalism is really about
conquering America and Western Europe first, with other nations of the world falling behind them
like dominoes.

I weep for the future of humanity.

P.S. There is one caveat. In my reading of Spengler (whose prophetic writings are a cornerstone of
this blog) there are ways out of this calamity. Spengler predicted the following societal trio would
arise in a post-democratic Western world:

Anti-Intellectualism
Second Religiousness
Mercenary Armies

These events were expected to coincide with the arrival of a Caesar who would crush the rotten
edifice of our democratic republic once and for all. The people, sick to death of being lied to and
manipulated by their elected representatives and the “elite” ruling class that comes to rule every
democracy would develop a deep disdain for so-called intellectuals – which have become little more
than servants of the moneyed class in modern times. The people would also return to religiousness in
such a crumbling world, and armies would shift allegiance from the state to the sway of individuals.

We can only hope this is the ultimate outcome of what has become obvious is the largest social
engineering and brainwashing experiment conducted by a state in the history of mankind.

If only the Founding Fathers could see what would someday be the end result of their handiwork – a
Leviathan government bent on not only micromanaging its citizens’ lives but constructing an
artificial reality for them to live in, completely divorced from their biology. Man’s hostility to man, it
seems, will never end. When Western man started trusting his government it marked the beginning of
his demise.
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Truly the stuff of nightmares.
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Make Me a Sammich
November 14, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Tell her “Make me a sammich” then stand back and be amused

I’ve previously written about how corporate America and social engineers in the corrupt American
government have tricked white girls into exchanging one kitchen for another. You see them
populating corporate feedbag restaurants around the nation, thinking they’re “empowered” after they
abandoned potential husbands and children for minimum wage, thereby breaking the back of Western
civilization.

While this is aggravating, one can have fun with the situation as I decided to do at a restaurant in
Ohio recently.

“Can I take your order?”

“Yes, I’m going to need you to make me a sammich. A Reuben with a side of fries, and a Coke Zero.
Oh, and make it this way…”

Heh. You should have seen the look in that twenty-something’s eyes when I told her to make me a
sammich. It was priceless. And, there was nothing she could do about it because that’s her job.

She at first looked peeved, then as her limbic system released a shot of endorphins she actually
became flirtatious. Perhaps because so few men dare to call a spade a spade. A kitchen slave is a
kitchen slave.

We need an army of men belittling such women for destroying not only their families but their
culture in pursuit of corporate bait and switch McJobs, chasing CareerGirl™ and HaveItAll™
fantasies.

Women are sheepish followers, but maybe if enough men remind them they’ve merely switched
cushy societal roles as housewives and mothers for shitty GloboWorldCorp jobs, we can effect
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societal change that flies in the face of the programming of the evil overlords currently running the
U.S.
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Letting Go
November 14, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

What to do when you can see the indignities, injustices, and horrors on the horizon that so many others can’t? Live for the day

What to do when slavery is upon you? When life will soon no longer be worth living as electronic
micromanagement and mediation of the totality of human existence casts itself upon the land like a
plague of locusts?

When everything you say and do is surveilled by a dragnet spanning the globe? When all speech is
censored, when it’s a crime to pursue women, when masculinity is illegal, and when social engineers
have succeeded in not only brainwashing everyone around you but have turned them against you?

What to do when you can see the indignities, injustices, and horrors on the horizon that so many
others can’t?

Live for the day. It’s in Ecclesiastes:

“Then I commended mirth, because a man hath no better thing under the sun, than to eat,
and to drink, and to be merry!”

Isaiah completes the thought:

“Let us eat and drink; for to morrow we shall die.”

Once again, those Bronze Age writers knocked it out of the park. The message: Enjoy life to the
fullest before darkness falls on the world. In our case, before life ceases to be worth living at the
hands of corporate-government complex micromanagers driving people like human cattle.

Beyond the excruciating pain of realizing there’s probably nothing that’s going to stop the world
from being transformed into a grotesque parody of itself by incessant psychological reprogramming
of the masses a la The Anglo American Matrix, the destruction of diverse cultures by
Americanization, and the probable extinction of humanity at the hands of elite psychopaths – there’s
the precious time a man has left in the interim.
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Go out and live life in a hedonistic way. Throw caution to the wind, and don’t plan for a future that’s
going to be so fucking miserable to live in you’ll wish you were dead anyway.

You’ve paid off that mortgage just in time for Agenda 21, South Africa style land grabs. Nice job!
The matrix thanks you for your servitude. Now, sign over your house and land to the government
representative, then move into the overpopulated Human Settlement Area and nobody gets hurt.

Better to live in the now.

That’s what I’ve decided to do. It’s Zero Fucks Given time. I earn just enough money to live out my
wildest dreams.

After watching how fatcats not only got away with but profited from and broke the bank when they
pulled of 9/11 right under a credulous public’s nose, then robbed the same flag waving ‘Muricans
again in 2008, any remorse I had about not paying back the balance on my student loans disappeared.
As long as I keep my income low enough, I can dodge them until the system (currently being
bankrupted by a Cloward-Piven strategy anyway) writes them off.

Promise a comfortable life, and deliver debt slavery instead. It’s our responsibility to call the bluff.

Why not do lines with hot women? Why not jump out of an airplane? Why not take that camping trip
to far off places? Why not have sex with any willing woman you can find? Why not become a
layabout, a vagabond, a devil may care asshole?

Ironically, the scent of danger (and the hormones from the other women you’ve been in, I joke with a
friend of mine) makes women want you much more than when you were a straight-laced, corporate
bitch.

Keep in mind this abrupt course correction is coming from someone who carefully and painstaking
planned and sacrificed during the first half of his life only to realize the sophisticated con game he
had been placed into. Someone who realized the mainstream media that brainwashed him into
becoming a servile man slave was the vortex of evil and not the harbinger of truth he once thought it
was. Something he didn’t realize until he was on the other side of the electronic screen.

I’ve been inside the heart of the matrix in other words, what George Carlin called Bullshit Junction or
the intersection of media, news, and advertising. Seeing the vapidness of that world and the designs it
has to transform people into servile consumers fuels the fire in my soul to live the life that was to be
denied me.

The alternative is to go hit “R” at the voting booth like a rat hitting a feeder bar to get a food pellet,
then sit on my hands and wait for change that never comes, and reform that only strips what few
freedoms I have left from me.

Alan Watts knew what I feel inside:

No valid plans for the future can be made by those who have no capacity for living now.

And he describes the realization I’ve had – the Eureka moment that propelled me across 48 states and
several continents, into flings with well over 100 women, to master riding a motorcycle, to buy that
Mustang GT, to jump out of an airplane from 15,000 feet, to live on an island for a year, to sleep
alone in the forest with the howls of wolves echoing through the Grand Canyon, and to anticipate so
many other avenues that are opening for me after what have been the 3 best years of my life.

The years since leaving my mainstream media job and winging my way through life on a nonstop
adventure have been the lightest and brightest of my life. Watts’ sage wisdom has become a part of
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me:

My goodness don’t you remember when you went first to school and you went to
kindergarten and in kindergarten, the idea was to push along so to get into first grade and
then push along so that you could get into second-grade, third grade and so on, going up and
up?

And then you went to high school and this was a great transition in life and now the
pressure is being put on; you must get ahead, you must go up the grades and finally be good
enough to get to college. And then when you get to college, you’re still going step by step,
step by step, up to the great moment in which you’re ready to go out into the world.

And then when you get out into this famous world… comes… the struggle for success in
profession or business and again there seems to be a ladder before you – something for
which are reaching all the time.

And then… suddenly when you are about forty or forty-five years old, in the middle life,
you wake up one day and say. “Huh? I’ve arrived, and by Joe, I feel pretty much the same
as I’ve always felt. In fact I’m not so sure that I don’t feel a little bit cheated.” Because you
see you were fooled. You were always living for somewhere where you aren’t.

And while, as I said, it is of tremendous use for us, to be able look ahead in this way and to
plan. There is no use planning for a future which when you get to it and it becomes a
present, you won’t be there. You’ll be living in some other future which hasn’t yet arrived.
And so in this way, one is never able actually to inherit and enjoy the fruits of ones actions.

You can’t live at all… unless you can live fully, now.

This is something I never realized buried in the myopia of Anglo culture. But some exposure to Latin
culture and what Watts so brilliantly stated about living now has clicked inside of me.

And I hope you’ll take away the same message as I write like a sine wave about both the dizzying
highs and terrifying lows of life as a Red Pilled, MGTOW Ghost on a quest to live a life worth
remembering as prospects for the future become dim.
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Ethnic Cleansing is Underway as The Purge Begins
November 15, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

“Wherever they burn books, in the end will also burn human beings.” -Heinrich Heine

A Socialist revolution is happening right under the noses of clueless Americans, a once proud people
reduced to consumeristic cattle on a human fiat money farm. I believe it will succeed.

A covert revolution has been underway for at least several generations. The revolution is about to
become overt. Kicking off the downfall of the republic, Silicon Valley has busied itself silencing
libertarian and conservative voices and even denying them banking services.

Blacklists are being created of such thought criminals. Even neutral, free speech oriented services
like BitChute have been shut down by the likes of PayPal. Gab has thus far survived a character
assassination attempt, but I fear the free speech platform will ultimately succumb to monopolistic
thuggery from the usual suspects i.e. Zuckerface, Dorsey, Thiel, et al.

As usual, President Trump (put into office to distract Heritage Americans while their nation is stolen
from them) is doing absolutely nothing about it except blowing hot air to heat up the imaginations of
his base about a day of reckoning that will never come. Trump screwed Americans on his promise to
Build The Wall inasmuch as his fantasy to Lock Her Up never came to pass. Even his NAFTA
renegotiation (so-called) still cedes American sovereignty in its details. (Once demographics have
reached a tipping point and Democrats have a lock on electoral power or supersize their election
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stealing schemes, expect a North American Union – one of the “kingdoms” of the unelected New
World Order.) Trump is also running the national debt up at a remarkable pace, apparently unnoticed
by supposed fiscal conservatives.

Trump’s coup de grace will come as the economic system is plunged into chaos in much the same
manner as the engineered theft of the treasury that took place in 2008. Those destroying freedom spin
many plates, and there are stories everywhere about an economic collapse on the horizon. Those
stories aren’t a coincidence. Once the farce of an American economy is “collapsed” Trump will no
doubt be ushered out of office in 2020.

My money is on the Verichip or so-called “Mark of the Beast” being forcibly introduced after the
next financial crisis. A long-term agenda of the elite is to get every human on the planet “chipped”
then tie all money, personal identity, and social scoring to microchips that will be placed in the right
hand or forehead.

Trump’s betrayals are merely the beginnings of ethnic cleansing and a purge of opposition to The
American Socialist Revolution currently underway. Romanticist movement poet Heinrich Heine
knew the score even in the days when the American republic was a fledgling experiment:

Wherever they burn books, in the end will also burn human beings.

What are conservatives doing about digital book burning? Mewing and hemming and hawing. “They
can’t do that to us. It’s illegal. It’s immoral.” In case you haven’t noticed, idiots, the left doesn’t play
by the rules.

Worse, even as the Establishment forbids you from having an opinion that differs from the Marxist
world view, other agents of the left are busy stealing an election in Florida with ballot boxes that pop
up days after the election in Avis rental cars of all places. Alternative media is also breaking a story
about ballots illegally handed out to felons by leftist lawyers working for Democrats the day after the
election.

Once again, libertarians and conservatives assume submissive roles, voice their outrage like whiny
bitches then bend over the barrel for the next anal assault. They seemingly never realize they’re
continuously ceding ground to the left, day after day, month after month, year after year. The masses
seemingly always only see the scandals placed right in front of them, and never the big picture.

Stealing the election is much more than about restoring the left’s power. Because once the left has
power, the migrant “caravan” of invaders being sent north will be only the first volley in a massive
wave of population replacement that’s no doubt coming when open borders are declared. Senator
Charles Schumer is already setting the Democrat power base up for their next narrative, saying all
votes should be counted. Of course, the implied narrative is all votes should be counted whether they
were placed legally – by American citizens – or not.

Once Democrats reign supreme at the ballot box, expect the mass hysteria being whipped up by the
media to be kicked into overdrive. The left has been busy for decades dehumanizing whites. The next
step will be to commit genocide against them if the history of socialist revolutions is any guide. A
common thread of all such revolutions is this: A group of people is scapegoated for all the ills of
society and then targeted for elimination.

Unfortunately, most people are idiots and I can see how brainwashed they are by corporate media
each time I step out into the American populace. The problem is the gullibility of the idiots is
dragging those of us who know what’s happening into the abyss with the sheep. It’s stunning, and
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honestly, horrifying to me to bounce from one culture to another, witness a healthy psychology
among people in far off lands then come back to this socially engineered monstrosity of a nation.

In any case, the world is about to see the true face of the left. And it will stand in stark contrast to
their messages of “love” and “peace” and “tolerance” they’ve hidden behind for so long. Freud knew
the true nature of all men when he wrote:

Homo homini lupus [man is wolf to man]. Who, in the face of all his experience of life and
of history, will have the courage to dispute this assertion?

White guys, you’re too weak, you’re too fat, you’re too cucked and now the wolves of the left have
surrounded you. They’re about to go in for the kill. Your women abandoned you long ago for a check
from Aunt Sam, your posterity was stripped from you, and now you are losing your nation and your
future. A predictable outcome of allowing yourself to become a target in your own land.

The smell of death surrounds you. You first lost your women in the cultural dog fight, then your
families, then your pride, now your nation and quite possibly your life as you are bled out by the very
system you created.

If a valid account of history survives the Orwellian memory holes now being foisted on the populace
– this very moment – the beginning of mass censorship, blacklisting, and organized invasions leading
up to the ethnic purge of whites from the nation they founded will mark the turning point when
America, Inc. began to eclipse the evil of Nazi Germany with a covert genocide.

America began as the great hope of humanity. It ends as the scourge of humanity.

The revolution begins with telling you to shut up or be unpersoned. Then, it progresses to
unpersoning you anyway. Go along with the new, totalitarian Socialist technocracy. Or die.

Or, suffer a fate worse than death.

Closing thought: I’ve put a lot of mental energy into trying to figure out if most of the voices we hear
from “conservatives” are little more than controlled opposition. I’ve come to believe Alex Jones is
part and parcel of a massive disinformation program sometimes referred to as COINTELPRO. He’s
the tip of the spear of other disinformation agents (Limbaugh, Hannity, and even Savage) working in
high levels of the media and alt-media platforms.

While Jones in particular does deliver many truth bombs, notice how he and other mouthpieces talk
conservatives farther and farther into a corner. Only weeks ago Jones was talking about a Red Wave
to fire up the great distractor Trump’s base. Now he’s offering vicarious and ineffectual opposition to
mass censorship and voter fraud. Jones and others (perhaps even Mark Dice) are put there to make
you think they’re fighting the good fight for you so you’ll sit right there and do nothing as the nation
is destroyed and the culture is reformatted like a hard drive.

Yes, I believe, it’s that bad. Call this vision “black pill” or whatever the hell you want to call it. I’ll
cling to the wisdom that reminds me, “Optimism is cowardice.”
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Donald Trump is a Yet Another Bullsh*t Artist and
Puppet President
November 17, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This isn’t going to win me any friends, but I don’t give a damn. I’m sick of the same game being
played all the time by power brokers who wine and dine the public during their campaigns then
proceed to sophistry and betrayal during their tenures in office.

Donald Trump is another political bullshit artist and puppet president, just like Obama was, and Bush
before him and Clinton before him. All baited and switched on you, sold out the nation, and advanced
the objectives of The American Socialist Revolution.

Trump supporters: He promised you a wall. You aren’t getting one. He promised you Killary would
be locked up. She roams free. He promised you a robust economy. There are already talks about the
economic house of cards imploding soon. He promised you he’d drain the swamp. As James Corbett
diligently illustrates in the above report, Trump has filled the swamp with the same old Neocons,
Wall Street insiders and corporate-government complex goons all presidential puppets do. He
promised you the “caravan” of invaders would be stopped. They just crossed into the U.S. from
Tijuana. He promised he’d renegotiate NAFTA. He still ceded American sovereignty in the new deal.
He said he got the U.S. out of the international global warming treaty. He only delayed it. The list
goes on and on.

I called it a year and a half ago: Trump’s presidency is about setting an example to demoralize
Heritage America by having them witness a white nationalist getting publicly crucified by the
Washington establishment. I wrote:

Just as Jesus was once crucified in the Christian Bible, the elite want to crucify Trump and
end the nationalist uprising.

I gave Trump the benefit of the doubt in that article. However, considering his actions since being
elected I now think The Don is in on the script. American politics is little more than a Hollyweird
movie that has been given the appearance of being real life. The tough talking, ‘Murica loving
president is indeed the acting role of a lifetime for this character, as I previously warned the Trump
True Believers.

My thinking outside the binary, left-right pseudo-paradigm, my aversion to believing anything I see
in the political game always ruffles feathers. One reader let me know he didn’t like me questioning
the Right’s version of Obama:

President Trump was put into office because the masks started coming off the Neocons and
Americans started to see the truth. Trump at the very least gives truth seekers a second
chance to prepare. The deep state hates Trump and still hopes to pull him into their lair.

Well, I don’t disagree with that statement. He was put into office, selected more than elected by the
same power structure that gave you Obama. They just re-branded Hope and Change into Make
America Great Again by altering the word soup. Americans did start to see the truth, so the power
structure needed a bombastic bullshit artist to talk the talk about reform and abandoning globalism
but not walk the walk.
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That’s just what voters got with Trump.

It seems no matter how many times these characters burn you guys you never see past the shadows
on the wall. Trump has done nothing of substance while in office other than sign executive orders
that will be canceled by his successor, and keep you distracted while the police and surveillance
states fester, invasions are organized, mass censorship is introduced, elections are stolen, and the
implosion of the economy is plotted, i.e. the objectives of the aforementioned American Socialist
Revolution are achieved.

But pay no attention to those men behind the curtain. Watch this scandal, then that one. Watch Trump
argue with a reporter. Watch this Hollyweird entertainer insult him. Watch, and more importantly
take a side as the dignity of the presidency is destroyed by both liberal and conservative mediaites.

The sad truth: All this is happening while the people running the show keep you in suspended
animation waiting on a future that never arrives with endless promises and an obsession with the next
election. Meanwhile, they run away with your money and your nation in the present.
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Dominate Your Women, Or They’ll Destroy You
November 17, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Some painful lessons are about to be learned the hard way in the West

Sometimes a picture is truly worth a thousand words. Or 10,000 words. Or even a library filled with
Red Pill knowledge. You know the end is near when women are ready to throw over a cliff their own
fathers, sons, male relatives, and the very men who made their cushy lives possible.
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Subversive forces in the West have succeeded in lobotomizing from the public consciousness the old
lessons about the sexes known since time immemorial, many of which were written down during the
Bronze Age. Near the top of the list any wise man should hold this wisdom in high regard: Dominate
your women, or they will destroy you.

The Holy Bible portrays women the way it does for a reason. Additionally, countless cautionary tales
across diverse cultures have been written about men who assume submissive roles in society,
including an ancient tale about the Kukeri told in Eastern Europe that was recently made into a very
Red Pill music video by Till Lindemann of Rammstein. The video’s plot? Dominate your women.
Figuratively crack the whip on them. Or they’ll cut your fucking head off.

Anglobitches are about to cut the men of their tribe’s heads off as they not only refuse to bear their
children in numbers sufficient to maintain the culture, but insist on their nations opening the customs
floodgates to let patriarchal invaders assume the reigns of control.

Stupid, fat, sports worshiping, pickup driving, masturbating white guys have brought about their own
demise by absconding to the Anglobitch. As someone who has had experience with women around
the nation and around the world, I can assure you white women have ice running through their veins.
Eons of evolution in cold climates in which having less than the best mate meant starvation or
conquest from marauding neighbors turned her into a superpredator amongst already predatory
females.

It’s natural that when her men allowed themselves to become pariahs, rejects, and disrespected,
financially exploited losers in their own lands she not only would abandon them, she would demand
they be destroyed by other wolves. (The reference comes from the Father of Psychology himself.
Freud knew well man hunts man, just like a pack of wolves.)

Failing a 180-degree turn in the course of events now underway, I expect white women will destroy
white men within the century if not the next few decades.

Here are the Cliff’s Notes on how it all fell apart. Social engineers were amazingly successful in
inverting reality as they took down the pillars that supported the foundation of the West. They
convinced Anglo women to become paper pushers and corporate kitchen slaves in pointless jobs –
thereby abandoning the most important job of the human species – fostering the next generation.
Women entering male work spaces en masse rendered men useless from a provisioning and
protecting standpoint. Worse, the Anglobitch’s maternal instincts were denied because the men of her
tribe refused to tell social engineers working for fatass corporate CEOs to stick it, you’re not taking
our women away.

Cultural shit test result: Epic fail.

The result? Feminism obliterated one of the most crucial load-bearing walls of Western culture. And
the Anglobitch’s rage came to bear as her men became weaker and weaker as a result. Feminism
kicked off a cascading loss in power for men that became worse with each generation.

Resources and power are all any man represents in a woman’s eyes, and that’s even more true in the
eyes of a superpredator like the Anglobitch.

The force that shaped white men into entities that would come to dominate the entire world – namely
the ruthless Anglobitch and her lofty demands combined with her innate distaste for sexuality she
begrudgingly doled out in pink, labia minora postules only after men proved themselves to be the
fittest in a Darwinian world – will now pulverize Anglo men into dust unless they gain the upper
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hand on this situation, and quickly.

But, I don’t think this generation has it in them. The men now currently inhabiting America and
Europe have been carefully stripped of their survival instincts. Namely, by aptly named
media programming along with edumacation system tampering and incessant inversions of cultural
norms. The West dies with limp-wristed, spaghetti noodle soy boys, not the brawny Vikings of its
origins. It goes out with a whimper, and not a bang.

The catastrophe theory of evolution first introduced by none other than Oswald Spengler looks more
than just plausible, I can see it happening before our eyes. It took little more than a century for
women to call for the extermination of men who lost the upper hand after women’s suffrage was
granted.

May future civilizations learn from our devastating mistakes. I sincerely hope I will be proven wrong,
but I just feel it in my bones that the time has come for an extinction-level event, and that feminism
will have played a crucial role in assisting a ruthless and maniacal elite to bring about a genocide to
tighten their grasp over this world.
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MGTOW and Red Pill Bloggers and Authors Now in
Censorship Crosshairs
November 17, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

MGTOW channels and other purveyors of Red Pill knowledge geared at saving the lives of men from
the gynocentric, Anglo American meat grinder are now being censored en masse. Sandman has just
had his entire YouTube channel demonetized, which is typically the first step towards overt
censorship and blacklisting by the so-called “Masters of the Universe” in Silicon Valley if the usual
pattern that started with Alex Jones and Infowars continues.

There’s every reason to believe the pattern will continue.

These truth tellers are but the latest victims in an all-out war that has started in The American
Socialist Revolution against those who diverge from the far left narratives foisted upon the populace.

Once again the great distracter, President Trump does absolutely nothing about the silencing of
conservative and libertarian voices online. No, he offers nothing but sideshows and distractions. A
tribute to the absolute fraud that is American political theater.

As I recently wrote to a TNMM reader inquiring about why Trump allowed Jim Acosta’s press pass
to be reinstated by an activist judge:

Where’s the orange one as his conservative base is purged, their tongues figuratively cut out
by Silicon Valley?

Sitting on his fat ass doing nothing, as usual. Making sure it all goes to plan as his
supporters remain in denial about his motives.

Trump is now starring in the ultimate reality show. A scripted one, of course. He’s playing
the “Tough talking, ‘Murica loving President” role I wrote about (and linked up in the
above article) a year and a half ago.

The fightin’ and feudin’ between Accoster and Trump is all part of the script. Because
we’re talking about that sideshow and not this:

1. No Wall in sight
2. DACA: Live & kicking
3. Russia: Endless Sanctions!
4. Hillary: High on the hog
5. Social Media: Commie-curated
6. Rosenstein: Still ruling roost
7. South Africa? What a tweet!
8. Israel: Fat & Happy
9. Debt: Putting Obama to shame
10. Mueller: Still on my payroll
11. Sholom Rubashkin: Pardoned
12. White turnout: Lowest in decades
13. Iran: Sanctions by meme
14. Opioid Crisis: Ongoing
15. Felons: Free and ready to vote
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16. Setting DOJ on protesters at Charlottesville & giving left a free pass
17. Sessions charging James Fields with terrorist/murder when it’s clear it wasn’t
18. Still in Syria, still sabre rattling
19. Non stop pandering to every other demos except the only one who voted for him
20. Full funding of Sanctuary Cities
21. Failure to repeal Obamacare
23. Continued orders of Refugees 45k for 2018 & 30k for 2019
24. Allowing Antifa to continue to terrorize
25. No EO to end Anchor Babies

That list just started circulating on Twitter. Let’s see the Trumpbots defend their messiah
now.

Face facts guys. He fucked you just like they all do in Washington.

It appears we soon won’t be able to voice our opinions about anything from this corner of the web.
TNMM has also been demonetized by WordPress. I wish there was a solution I could offer everyone,
but I don’t have one and I’m a fighter. A fighter currently at a loss for coming up with a solution.

We allowed ourselves to get backed too far into a corner and made the mistake of believing political
bullshit artists cared about our problems.

If TNMM disappears as a result of the purge, remember to search for Relampago Furioso as I’ll find
a conduit someway, somehow to provide news and views. With that, I’ll close with George R.R.
Martin’s famous quote: “When you tear out a man’s tongue, you are not proving him a liar, you’re
only telling the world that you fear what he might say.”
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Why Big John’s Interview with CNN Was a Public Relations
Fail for MGTOW
November 18, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

When the mainstream media comes around knocking on your door with olive branches in hand,
wanting to poke around and ask a few questions you’d better watch out because a knife will soon be
in your back. That’s just what happened to the men’s movement when the American propaganda
network CNN sent Lisa Ling to do interviews with MGTOWs, namely Big John.

As someone who has over a decade experience in the bowels of the mainstream media working as
one of their smiling faces/talking heads before becoming disgusted with the entire facade and bailing
on this shameless industry a few years back, I must say Big John’s interview represented a massive
public relations fail for MGTOW.

Big John should have put Ling on the defense when she bragged she was a feminist. Of course, CNN
frames MGTOW as a “controversial” movement, a label they assign to thought criminals who don’t
go along with the decapitation of Western civilization by corporate thugs endeavoring to create a
permanent underclass by using the government white men created to destroy them, other ethnicities
of men, and their roles in society.

If I had been interviewed by this lightweight “reporter” I would have fired back:

You say you are a feminist who supports women’s rights so why does it bother you Lisa, that
men are sticking up for their own rights in a court system and a society that has turned against
them?
Do you see men as little more than disposable utility objects?
Why do you support the breakup of the family, an institution that has sustained the human
species since it evolved by supporting feminism which has broken up families and turned men
and women into mortal enemies fighting for corporate favors?
What do you want society to do about the coming spinster bubble created by feminism, which
has left millions of women childless and alone as they advance towards old age? Do you expect
the state – supported mostly by male tax dollars – to pick up the tab of this social experiment
gone wrong?
Do you think one of the end results of feminism – the demographic genocide of Caucasians – is
a good outcome?
Do you support the environmental destruction caused by women and their spendthrift lifestyles
which result in 80% of the earth-destroying consumerism waste machine being fueled by
female purchasing decisions?
Do you think poor relations between the sexes is a desirable outcome of feminism?
What did women gain from feminism other than corporate wage slave jobs which dominate
their lives?
Why do feminists revile having and raising children? Why is wage slavery and a precarious job
with corporations that hire and fire preferable to being a mom?
Why did women want to enter and dominate the political and business worlds since those
worlds were built by men so that they might serve the interests of women?
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Why do you think abortion, which has been far bloodier than all the wars America has fought
combined since its founding (and in only 45 years since Roe v. Wade became the law of the
land) is a moral choice?
Do you think feminism will lead to the destruction of Western civilization? Do you care?
If you think Western civilization needs to be reformed because the patriarchy that built the land
of milk and honey is evil, why did your ancestors come here and why are you choosing to stay?
Why are men choosing to live for themselves rather than women who obviously don’t care
about them a threat to you and CNN?
Do you believe it’s fair for women to have the power to turn men into debt slaves via the child
support system rather than sharing custody 50/50 with fathers?
How can you believe in equality and diversity at the same time? Since each concept is
diametrically opposed to the other. How can everyone be equal and different at the same time?
Do feminists’ maternal instincts ever cry out or are they happy becoming genetic dead ends?
Is a job as a propagandist at CNN the be all, end all of existence? What are your plans after
they replace you with another microphone holder?
Do you know what hypergamy is? Do you practice it? If so, why do you discriminate against
men of lower socioeconomic status?

These are but a sampling of the questions I’d fire back at this vapid mouthpiece promulgating
misandry on a disgraced network. You can’t be nice to the media, as they’re well versed in sophistry
and psychological manipulation.

I have nothing for them.

Instead, Big John while making a few valid points let Ling set the tone of the discussion. He
answered her questions without making valid counterpoints such as these and firing back.

I felt bad for him because he seems like yet another nice guy completely screwed over by an
Anglobitch in frivorce court. Lisa, if women truly don’t need a man, why do women everywhere
want us back on the plantation?
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Genocide Coming Into Focus As Ultimate Aim of Social
Justice Warriors
November 20, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The latest video from Paul Joseph Watson is nausea inducing, to say the least.

Demonstrating the complete inversion in reality 50 years of Deep State sponsored propaganda has
been singularly successful creating, young girls are explicitly being taught to hate white people under
the guise of anti-racism by a “comedian” named Kristina Wong. Gender confusion is being
inculcated into children in the same video. And a generation is being taught the only solution to the
world’s problems is to eliminate white men and take everything they have away from them.

It’s hard to deny those pushing this sort of propaganda want to see an entire ethnic group dead. Wong
has become everything she is supposedly against. But, Wong’s web site says her video has a dual-
pronged purpose:

How do we keep girls of color from internalizing the racist and misogynistic rhetoric
amplified by the election of a presidential bully?

How do we empower them to embrace their identities and become allies to other social
movements?

If you were ever in denial about America now being firmly in the grips of a socialist revolution that
leftists are working hard to turn into a violent purge, Wong’s video series will alleviate those doubts.
The far left’s irrational obsession with “equality” and “social justice” and “racism” and “misogyny”
was foretold by Soviet propagandist and KGB defector Yuri Bezmenov nearly 35 years ago. Even in
those days, Bezmenov said the U.S. was undergoing the early stages of a socialist revolution.
Unfortunately, it appears we are about to live through the horrors Bezmenov tried to warn against.
The ideological subversion Bezmenov detailed is plain to see in Wong’s video.

Of course, as one might expect YouTube, owned by far-left Google has not taken the videos down
despite a massive censorship purge of supposedly “offensive” videos that’s underway. Libertarians
and conservatives are being silenced, while overt racism of the kind found in Wong’s Radical Cram
School is promoted by the mainstream media in glowing reviews of Wong’s series.

If you’ve read TNMM, you’ll know I’ve been warning about Racial Bolshevism and a socialist
revolution that’s been on a low boil since the blog’s inception. The low boil is about to turn into a
figurative explosion. Social engineers and genocidal maniacs start small, but it’s not long before
labeling an entire ethnicity “racists” spirals out of control, then demonization begins, then violence
targeted at that group begins.

Millions of Kulaks died in the Russian Revolution. Mao’s “Great Leap Forward” killed 45 million as
they were worked, starved, or beaten to death. Millions more died when the Khmer Rouge conducted
a socialist revolution in Cambodia.

Scapegoating a group of people then targeting them for elimination from a society is the signature of
every Socialist revolution that has occurred, and there’s every reason to believe the elite-backed
American Socialist Revolution seeks to visit death upon the European descended, founding
population of the United States.
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The plasticity of the human mind never ceases to amaze. What a frightful portent for the future – not
just with the specter of Racial Bolshevism and genocide coming into view – but to witness the
stunning power of Anglo-American mind control techniques, and consider if this is where we are at
as a species in 2018 where will we be in 10, 20, or 50 years?

It’s truly amazing to witness the American power structure’s ability to foment such hatred and not
only get away with it, but to convince those perpetuating actual hate crimes they possess superior
virtue because of their skin color.

It only gets worse from here. The stunning evil of my species, regardless of race just stuns me. I no
longer feel like I’m part of anything that’s going on here on this planet, as I just can’t fathom what
makes people tick if this is what is churning just beneath the surface. I’ll just take on the role George
Carlin suggested: Become a spectator, and write about it.

We are about to witness evil unleashed by American social engineers and leftists that will be one of
the most frightening spectacles in the history of this tiny world, that is, unless this sort of
indoctrination is stopped.

Americans, this isn’t happening by accident. Your government did this to you on purpose, at the
behest of corporations aiming to gain fascistic control. I’ve said it before: America has become the
most evil nation on earth because of the psychopaths that have been running it from behind the
curtain for at least half a century.

What happens when censorship means propaganda like this is all we get to see, even online?

An atrocity is coming. Expect it.
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Anglosphere Social Engineers and Scientists Strive for Sexless
Future as Part of a Suicidal Machine Culture
November 20, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link
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Don’t even think about it! Anglosphere scientists are now calling for a sexless future

Gender confusion is everywhere these days and it’s part of a calculation, not an accident. Anglo-
American social engineers have carefully introduced gender fluidity, transgenderism, sex shaming,
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mom shaming, male shaming, and other anti-life, anti-biology, anti-human concepts into the public
consciousness. They’ve also fueled an entire feminist movement by manipulating the masses of
women to become wannabe men using Freud’s penis envy theory. They’re even starting to turn
sexual intercourse itself and the natural male pursuit of it into taboo with ginned up social hysterias
like #MeToo.

What could be the ultimate aim of those not only endeavoring to confuse the masses about their
gender but to make sex itself a thing of the past?

Is it eugenics? Do the elite desire not only to control the entire world, but to control human
reproduction itself?

Could this aim be the reason prostitution remains illegal in the Anglosphere’s all-out War on Sex,
despite calls for its legalization and elite members of the Washington establishment including Dick
Cheney, Rudy Giuliani, and John McCain reportedly, along with a host of high level government
officials using the services of a suicided D.C. Madam and her call girls? Sex for hire is okay for me
but not for thee, plebs. Stunning hypocrisy.

(A little background: The D.C. Madam, under investigation by the corrupt IRS was about to take her
case to trial and squeal. This would have revealed her client list and their hypocrisy but the madam
suddenly killed herself instead, after giving multiple interviews saying she wasn’t going to kill
herself. This, after interviewers claimed her life was in danger because the D.C. Madam’s phone
records list consisted of elite Washington clients. Imagine the scandals it would have provoked when
the D.C. Madam fought back against IRS thievery of her livelihood, a livelihood gleaned from her
escort service that Washington insiders frequented. More on this case another time.)

Could eugenics be why Anglo culture drives a wedge between men and women at every turn? Could
eugenics be why there are severe financial risks for men who dare to reproduce? Could eugenics be
why women are submerged in Don’t Need A Man™ propaganda their entire lives? Could eugenics be
one of the motivations behind creating a #MeToo culture in which men can be brought up on witch
trials with baseless claims decades after “harassment” supposedly happened? Does the Anglosphere
want to ban sex altogether, as TNMM suggested in a recent article?

The answer to all those questions, it appears, is yes. The Anglosphere has long taken over the realm
of eugenics, the science of controlled human breeding it once lambasted when the practice was
employed in Nazi Germany. But, even after Hitler killed himself eugenics never went away.

As was the case with Nazi rocket scientists being gobbled up by the American establishment then
employed to create the U.S. space program, it seems the realm of eugenics was absorbed into the
world’s modern evil empire. The Anglo-American power structure seems more determined than ever
to sneak the use of eugenics in on a socially atomized population in which men and women have
become bitter enemies thanks to gender wars ginned up by the establishment. An obscure article in
the Daily Mail may give us insight into what elites who buy legislators, scientists and social
engineers alike are endeavoring to do.

Birds do it, bees do it, even educated fleas do it?… The wonderful Cole Porter song, Let’s
Do It, Let’s Fall In Love, lists many of the species who enjoy pairing off: ‘Even Pekineses
at the Ritz do it!’

The Pekineses are not alone: 99.9 per cent of higher animal species reproduce themselves
sexually. Species capable of reproducing themselves without contact between male and
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female are in the distinct minority.

Whiptail lizards and some hammer-head sharks apparently do it. Or rather, don’t do it. But
so far no one has written a song about them and their lonely sexual endeavours.

A research geneticist from Imperial College London, Aarathi Prasad, has tried to do the next
best thing. Not only has she written a celebration of those eccentric creatures who are
capable of reproducing by themselves without sexual contact, she controversially claims
that sexless reproduction is the way of the future for humans, too.

Yes, it seems viviparous reproduction (as Huxley called it in his novel Brave New World) will be the
next causality of Anglo culture and its never-ending designs to strip humans of our biology to create a
“perfect” machine-dominated culture. The Daily Mail predictably places this horrific undertaking
under the banner of so-called progress early in its report:

A generation ago, test-tube babies were the stuff of science fiction: now, we accept these
things as realities. In the same way, suggests Prasad, we could well be looking at a future in
which human babies could be born without any sperm donors, let alone contact between the
sexes. The future is sexless.

Artificial wombs, genetically engineered sperm, splicing eggs together, test tube babies and the end
of sexuality are the way of the future, Prasad claims. In true Anglosphere fashion, the equation is as
follows: Machines > Humans.

It does seem the Anglo world is making life miserable for men in anticipation of something grandiose
on the horizon.

Like a sexless world.

But, just because humans can do something, doesn’t mean we should. That said, prudence never
stopped the world’s ultimate sellout culture – an apt description of the Anglosphere – from trying to
make a buck off of a new discovery no matter the human cost.

Prasad, possessing the “superior virtue of the oppressed” by virtue of being a woman of color, doubly
virtuous because she abandoned the father of her daughter in true feminist fashion, has obviously
been selected to be a cheerleader of the eugenics movement.

It seems Prasad familiarized herself with the tried and true Anglosphere corruption of The Hegelian
Dialectic that cleverly amoral PR flacks use to shoehorn fake problems into the public consciousness.

Fake problems are frequently introduced via the mainstream media. A fake problem this profound
means those licking their chops at the prospect of seizing control of the reproductive capacity of the
human species can, nay must introduce their “solutions” on a pliable public:

She warns that the Y chromosome — the strand of DNA which helps shape the male of any
species — is ‘hurtling down the evolutionary road towards extinction’. Research has shown
that the genetic information contained on it has been disintegrating over time.

This is the first I’ve heard of this problem. Where did it come from? What’s causing it? How could a
Y chromosome be stable for millions of years then suddenly become unstable?

Could the catastrophic drop in quantity and quality of American sperm counts reported by the press
in recent years be a result of intentional tampering with human biology via the food and water
supply? Eugenicist Paul Ehrlich, darling of the Anglo-American establishment has long promoted his
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fantasy of sterilizing people by putting chemicals into the water supply.

Predictably, in comes the corporate solution from those wanting to play God. Continuing from Daily
Mail:

And, if that is the case, if the Y chromosome really is dying out, then does this not mean
that the human race itself is slowly dying out — unless scientists can devise artificial means
for the human race to reproduce itself?

Do you realize how diabolical this is? Tell the human race it will die out unless an artificial means of
reproduction is introduced, effectively ending heterosexuality, eventually making sexual reproduction
illegal, and putting the genetic legacy as well as future of the human species itself in the hands of the
profit-worshiping medical-pharmaceutical establishment?

What could possibly go wrong with that plan?

There are more troubling questions that arise as a result of the revelation that eugenicists are busy
creating the case for a sexless future. Could this be why the HIV/AIDS narrative was introduced into
the public consciousness decades ago? It’s becoming plain to see what the HIV/AIDS scare really
amounted to was a form of plague terror intended to scare people away from having sex. HIV/AIDS
predictably never materialized into a pandemic in the heterosexual population because it is next to
impossible to transmit by penis in vagina intercourse. The CDC’s own statistics bear this out.

But, the seed was planted in the public mind. Sex was now dangerous. And having sex meant you
could contract terrible diseases. The Anglo-American establishment effectively made billions of
people scared of getting a deadly form of the childhood game of “cooties” with the HIV/AIDS
campaign of plague terror.

Was this a social engineering scheme aimed at garnering public acceptance of a sterilizing drug when
a bioweapon is eventually synthesized and introduced on the world population? Considering the
astronomical level of corruption displayed by the American government and its insidious Deep State,
corruption that has only started coming to light because of the Internet we should not put anything
past Washington.

Towards the end of the writeup, Prasad finally gets at what she really means as she predictably mixes
in Social Justice Warrior rhetoric with her desire to take away the very essence of humanity – our
ability to reproduce and to enjoy our sexuality.

Like so many scientists, Aarathi Prasad believes long-held taboos and traditions should be
cast aside in the name of progress.

Did you catch the code word? I did. Yes, you plebs need to stop fucking. Sex is for the ruling class to
enjoy, not you. Giving up that nasty habit is “progress” towards a perfect, sterilized, mechanized
world. Continuing from Daily Mail:

She wants us to drop all our prejudices about sex, sexual difference, reproduction and
foetuses, and to allow science to develop in any way it chooses.

In comes the gender bending, now being taught to young girls as a way of life.

‘Why can’t a man be a mother?’ she asks. ‘Why do we care so much about what it means to
be a ‘mother’ rather than to be a ‘parent’?
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‘By all reasonable estimates, in the near future we will conquer the tyranny of the womb.
The question remains if we can also conquer the tyranny of human prejudice, too.’

At least the author of the Daily Mail piece called this frightful plea for humanity to abandon sex,
abandon family, and embrace the sterile, mechanical future the Anglosphere has designed for us what
it is – evil. A product of a culture that has gone insane.

In the old myth about the Garden of Eden, God says that ‘it is not good for man to be
alone’. Modern science disagrees. It thinks there is nothing wrong with this.

A generation ago, we watched families breaking up in large numbers for the first time, and
the breakdown of marriages. Nearly every observer of society agrees that this was
calamitous, especially in the less privileged parts of our cities, where lack of family
structure is the major background and cause of crime, psychological dislocation, and anti-
social behaviour.

What appears to be a scientific exploration is actually a political tract, saying that we can do
without a patriarchal, male-dominated society, do without Dad, without family, without any
of the structures which have hitherto shaped the human destiny.

The subtitle of Prasad’s thesis is How Science Is Redesigning The Rules Of Sex. To my
mind, this book is not so much redesigning the rules of sex as suggesting sex as we know it
should be abolished.

It is a good example of something purporting to be a work of science but is, in fact, as
brimful of prejudice as any religious text, and as biased as any loony tract.

However, this article was published a while back and we all know how politics works. Hillary
criticized gay marriage before becoming a fervent supporter of it, after all.

This is the playbook: The establishment introduces a social engineering concept, initially criticizes it,
then herds the public along towards its eventual acceptance.

This single article from Daily Mail ties together so many loose threads. It explains the true intent of
the Anglo-American War on Sex, it explains why children are now being confused about their
gender, why heterosexuality is marginalized and alternative sexual preferences are vaunted, why men
are being emasculated, ostracized and abandoned, why plague terror is a recurring agenda item in the
mainstream media, why women are being told to act like men, why the family unit is being destroyed
by the state, and why women are being given absolute power over men in all matters of sexuality.

It’s eugenics. The elite want to control not just your life but strip your sex life and your ability to
reproduce from you. The earth will be a human farm with the 0.01% driving the rest like cattle if the
elite’s plans come to fruition.

Gentlemen, the questions I have raised as a result of not only calls for a sexless world but probable
plague terror and definite social engineering are why I have become deeply concerned about not only
the future of free Western societies, but the fate of the human species itself. An artificial world is
about to permeate and poison the natural one our species evolved in. It must be stopped.
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Americans Shop, Eat Out, and Masturbate as Their Nation is
Destroyed and Their Freedoms Stripped From Them
November 22, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

From freedom to fascism in only 20 years

It’s quite an amazing thing to watch a nation be conquered from within, a genocide of a population
being carefully prepared, and Westerners losing freedoms that took the better part of a millenia to
wrest from tyranny and win. The speed of the transition from freedom to fascism is remarkable,
occurring in only about 20 years time. The post 9/11 world really got the ball rolling.

What are Americans doing as their nation is destroyed and their freedoms stripped from them?
Shopping, eating out, and masturbating as usual. That, and letting both liberal and conservative media
distract them from three epic stories that should be gripping their attention rather than the steady
pageant of cheap scandals paraded before them by misinformation agents working for the press.

1. The fight for free speech online is being lost, and a social media competitor to Facebook and
Twitter is at the center of the battle. Gab has been fighting for its life, offering a free speech refuge
for those voices banned from Zuckerface’s and Dorsey’s sandboxes. After being forced offline weeks
ago by a series of bans, Gab has now been banned by Bitpay, the cryptocurrency processor. Gab is
now asking for payments by check through the postal service, that is until the banking blacklist
destroys them. Gab has already been denied capital by a round of banks due to the “risk” free speech
now represents in a tyrannical America.

2. Gun confiscation is being ramped up in several states, setting the precedent for more gun grabbing
to come. The pretext? So-called “red-flag” gun removal orders. For now, the “red flag” gun orders
involve family members requesting the state seize guns from those who might represent a danger to
themselves or the community. But, how long before what a man says on social media is also used to
trigger a “red flag” and SWAT busting his door down at 3 AM?

Zero Hedge tells it like it is with a dire warning most Americans have not or will not hear about,
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penned by none other than an Army Green Beret also working under a nome de plume:

As a review of some of the current events that have been taking place in the U.S.
recently, on 11/5/18, Anne Arundel County Police in Maryland shot and killed a man
as they attempted to exercise a “red flag” gun removal order.

Take a look at this excerpt from CBS News from 11/6/18:

Neither of the officers were injured. Their names weren’t released.

It wasn’t clear why the “red flag” order was issued. A spokeswoman for the
Maryland Judiciary denied a request from the Baltimore Sun to release protection
order requests associated with the home, citing the law which states the orders are
confidential unless a court rules otherwise.  Michele Willis, the man’s niece, told
the Baltimore Sun that one of her aunts requested the protective order against
Willis, but she declined to say why.

Maryland’s law, which went into effect Oct. 1, is more broad in that it allows
certain health care providers to seek an order, in addition to family members and
law enforcement.

LOOK HOW THINGS WORK IN THE TOTALITARIAN HEIR TO THE SOVIET
UNION THAT THE UNITED STATES HAS BECOME!

Sounds as if it’s something right out of Solzhenitsyn, but here it is:

The names of the cops were not released. [Secretive Policing]
The Baltimore Sun could not report on associated case actions. [Muzzling of the
Press]
Maryland Judiciary using a law to prevent the public’s knowledge without court
approval. [Press & Public Censorship]
An aunt reported him…but no reasons given by family or police.  [“Finger-Pointing”
initiated]
Health Care reporters and family members can “blow the whistle and enable these
“red flag” orders to be set in motion. [State Powers of Arrest and complete abrogation
of rights under the Constitution of the United States with no recourse]

That’s it. Everyone with the “300 Spartans” patch and “?OLO? LAB?” written on their
sleeves? [ Translation: “Come and Take it!” ]

Yes, they will. They are. For now, they’re attempting to do it without a fight…passing the
legislation (or circumventing it, rather) and forcing the compliance of the citizenry. They
are in the process of doing far more, and another episode really summarizes the key
concept: the Totalitarian mindset of elected officials. This piece is entitled, “California
Democrat threatens “Nukes” if Americans don’t hand over their guns.”

This threat is not figurative: it is literal.

Yes, not only is free speech being ended but guns are being seized as the First and Second
Amendments fall. But pay no attention to that, pay attention to President Trump squabbling with
Hollyweird stars.
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3. White women of childbearing age have fallen to extinction levels, representing a tiny 2% of the
world population. Whites overall make up a scant 7% of the world population. The makings of a
genocide are well advanced and yet all we hear is the narrative that the self interest of those of
European descent, nay their very survival is “racism” somehow. That America and European
ancestral homelands must have their populations reconfigured to include much more people of color.
White women are being encouraged by Democrats to abandon white men at the ballot box, which
they have done to the tune of about 50% of their vote going to liberals. Soon they’ll be told – out in
the open – to abandon white men for marriage and procreation.

Make no mistake about it. White women will deliver the death blow to their own cucked men. Social
engineers knew this would happen. Emasculate a man in the eyes of not only invading tribes but his
own women and let nature take its course.

While these existential threats play out, Americans will be doing absolutely nothing about it other
than placing their hopes for the future on Donald Trump, shopping, eating out, and for the men,
masturbating to online porn which makes up the vast majority of Internet traffic.

The West and the freedom of man go out with a whimper, not a bang. It’s a stunning and rather
disturbing thing to watch this insanity play out, knowing how brainwashed the populace has become.

What makes such brainwashing possible? Television and mass media, more than anything else
became the tool of tyrants and precipitated the death of the West. Let that be written on our epitaph.

P.S. Are you ready for your Verichip yet? The same criminals who brought you the 2008 financial
crisis are busy readying another one. When it arrives, America will begin electronic dog collaring en
masse.
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A Brief Description of Men and Women in Modern
Anglo America
November 23, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Here’s a quick definition of the Anglobitch in Current Year. I’d also like to add to the vernacular a
quick definition of her hapless Beta turned Omega male, the Anglocuck.

Anglobitch: Voracious consumption machine, consummate status whore, well practiced virtue
signaler, destroyer of families, and heartless predator of the hapless Anglocuck. Views herself as
Venus even though she has degenerated into a plump, pierced, blue haired parody of herself.
Consumed with penis envy, she insists on pushing Anglocucks out of their roles in society just to
show she can be one of the boys. The Anglobitch pushed the Anglocuck along as far and as fast as
she could on the Hedonic Treadmill of consumption and materialism until he fell off and was
trampled underfoot. The Anglobitch then disposed of the Anglocuck, summoning the hounds of the
gynocentric state to carry him out of her sight and dispose of him. She thinks sexuality is nothing
more a tool to be used to extract resources from Anglocucks, whom she finds repulsive because of
the weakness they display. Currently refuses to have sex with the weakened Anglocuck and dares
him under threat of legal duress to even insinuate anything of a sexual nature in her presence.

Anglocuck: Totally emasculated male provider unit turned exploited serf on the tax farm. Easily
deceived by women, invaders, and politicians this male pushover still believes in America even
though its ruling class threw him overboard 50 years ago. The Anglocuck thinks voting will fix his
problems and you’ll find him obsessing over politics on social media sites which increasingly limit
what he can say to defend himself while the culture at large paints him and his vision of America
farther and farther into a corner. The sad sack Anglocuck believes his innate reason and rationality
will win him friends, even though to his enemies these “virtues” only demonstrate how gullible he is.
Obsessively plays by the rules that have been stacked against him, happily supports his own demise
by showing up to work on time, paying his taxes, and saving for “retirement” so that others can
benefit from his productivity which is forcefully taken from him by a behemoth government.
Remains the loyal “company man” even though the company was long ago sold to a corporate
conglomerate that doesn’t care if he falls on the floor dead. Frequent masturbator and sexless wonder
who begs for leftovers from well-worn carousel specimens, while the Anglobitch brazenly cucks him
with other men (especially invaders and those that mock the Anglocuck) then sends him the bill for
her subsequent offspring.
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CNBC Reveals Predatory Student Loan Process America, Inc.
Uses to Exploit Its Youth
November 24, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

A pirate plundering ships on the high seas is to be more respected than today’s American robber baron elite, who cloak their evil deeds with
fake virtue

Imagine my shock when mainstream media propaganda outlet CNBC penned an article describing the
predatory student loan practices that have turned a generation of college students into debt slaves
after graduation.

The astute gentleman, reading between the lines can easily see the American public has been taken
advantage of yet again by an evil corporate-government complex, a.k.a. fascists posing as guardians
of the public interest and saints fluttering about Capitol Hill.

These are the same bastards who imploded the middle class with a carefully schemed mortgage crisis,
designed by Wall Street and Washington power brokers (especially that toothless wonder Barney
Frank). It seems they have also designed a student loan bubble that’s been simmering for decades,
and is now about ready to boil over, singeing the remnants of the dying middle class.

On to the CNBC report.

Barmak Nassirian, director of federal relations at the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities peels back the curtain a bit to let us get a glimpse of the men behind it:

“Cost escalation, which would normally be met with consumer resistance, is being
facilitated by the easy availability of credit.”

His key observation:
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“It’s disturbingly similar to what happened to tank the mortgage market.”

Basically, predatory lending practices of the type that triggered the mortgage crisis have also created
a burgeoning student loan crisis. All under the guise of offering easy credit to lower income families
with college dreams.

What we are witnessing with numerous bubbles being created then burst is the culmination of the
Cloward-Piven strategy, which was designed to implode the American and world economies so that
worldwide Communism could someday be implemented. It’s as simple as that.

TNMM has discussed the student loan bubble in the past, a massive problem that mainstream media
outlets have been in denial about until recently as they continue to sell the masses on gilded college
dreams and “little house in the suburbs” middle class fantasies. Of course, while telling them to take
the “easy credit” offered to them by Big Daddy Government and his cacophony of predatory lenders.

Few realize it’s money that comes with the price tag of lifelong bondage.

Reality paints quite a different story from the fantasy America sells its youth about going to college
to live a decent life. As is usually the case when one dares to peek outside into the Real World
beyond the lies, lies, lies of The Anglo-American Matrix, horrors await those with eyes to see beyond
the shadows on the wall. CNBC reports:

Ten years after the 2008 financial crisis, there are headlines of record low
unemployment and a booming economy. Yet one area has only worsened over the decade
and threatens that recovery: student debt. Average debt at graduation is currently around
$30,000, up from $10,000 in the early 1990s.

Those who made these loans possible knew an undermined middle class could never repay them.
Continuing from CNBC:

The country’s outstanding student loan balance is projected to swell to $2 trillion by 2022,
and experts say a large portion of it is unlikely to ever be repaid; nearly a quarter of student
loan borrowers are currently in a state of delinquency or default.

Yeah, they sold us a false bill of goods. From elementary school through high school graduation.
Here’s what we get for “studyin’ hard” and “playing by the rules” and “staying away from those
girls” and “getting an education”:

Because of these loans, many Americans are unable to buy houses and cars, start businesses 
and families, save or invest.

I was one of those who did what the system told me to do and was unable to buy a house, pay a car
off, save or invest. Low wages, high student loan payments, and “life debt” i.e. food, shelter, and
clothing meant I barely scraped by.

This, even though I was a local newscaster for over a decade. I only made survival wages the entire
time I dressed up in a suit and tie to help sell the myth of America. I was at what George Carlin called
Bullshit Junction, the intersection of news, entertainment, and advertising.

Here’s the truth about those news anchors reading scripts telling young Americans to go to college
and sign up for loans that became non-bankruptable in 2005.

Your local newscaster who puts on heirs that they’re God Almighty speaking to you in HD from their
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Duratran-lined studio is usually little more than a low paid, boilerplate writing, corporate-muzzled
mouthpiece in a musty suit. Usually in debt up to his (or her) eyeballs and scared to death he’ll lose
his job once his indentured servitude, i.e. employment contract comes up for renewal in a couple of
years. Believe these vacuous big mouths at your own peril.

I believed them my entire life before realizing those touting the system screwed me, and I rebelled.
After realizing I had been carefully placed into a trap by rent seekers who wanted to keep me
spinning round and round in a cycle of debt slavery, I bailed on the farce to start doing whatever the
fuck I want to do while a man still can.

I have been dealing with my student loans – that I paid on for 10 years only to watch the balance
never go down and which were not dismissed by my Chapter 13 bankruptcy as they would have been
before Congress changed bankruptcy laws to trap brrowers in a vicious cycle of debt servitude – by
slashing my expectations, adopting minimalism and MGTOW to keep Anglobitches from stealing
what little money I’m able to work out, and keeping my income low enough to qualify for IBR
deferment.

(Background: My bankruptcy wasn’t a result of laziness or financial frivolousness. I was forced into
bankruptcy following rampant cost cutting in the wake of the manufactured 2008 financial crisis, and
for voicing libertarian and conservative opinions at my mainstream media job. There’s no quicker
way to get kicked to the curb.)

Harvard Law School’s Toby Merrill explains my plight and the plight of millions who got the Great
American Bait and Switch Job. Merrill said:

Predatory colleges target the same low-income populations that the subprime mortgage
boom targeted by offering a similar promise of white picket fences and higher education as
part of the American middle class dream.

As was the case with mortgage borrowers who got taken on a ride by the corporate-government
complex, so have student borrowers been taken on a ride. Mark Kantrowitz, publisher of Saving For
College told interviewers:

“Family income has been flat, so their ability to pay for college has not changed even as
college costs have increased.”

What happens is newly minted, college educated, Marxist indoctrinated corporate serfs become
trapped a self-perpetuating cycle of debt that aims to milk them for the rest of their lives.

Collette Simone took on $200,000 of debt to get her doctorate in psychology. At least she caught onto
the game. Sadly, only after the fact, like me.

“If you want to get ahead, you have to go into debt,” Simone said. “And then the whole debt
structure is rigged to make sure you’re never going to get out of it.”

Indeed. That’s how the game is played at America, Inc. Simone’s $200k has ballooned to $400k even
though she has paid $90k to the banking cartels. Einstein, like the banksters knew compound interest
is the most powerful force in the universe, something the famed physicist once stated in a tongue in
cheek manner.

Simone, nearing retirement but heavily indebted now fears her Social Security check will be seized
by edumacation system loan sharks.
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Some college grads still haven’t caught on to how badly they’ve been screwed. But, in this Realtalk
era more wake up each day to the extreme corruption of the predatory American power structure.
CNBC writes:

Many student loan borrowers today express resentment and distrust toward their lenders and
the companies that administer federal loan programs.

Even so, banksters and legislative prostitutes designing the trap still feign sainthood even as the
results of their actions reveal them to be devils, damning an entire generation to financial hell.

A growing body of research examines how student debt hinders people financially. A recent
analysis by the Urban Institute found that a 1 percent increase in student debt decreases the
likelihood of owning a house by 15 percentage points.

As student debt rises, young entrepreneurship is also falling. By the time college graduates
reach age 30, the ones without student loans are predicted to have double the amount saved
for retirement as those with them, according to a study by the Center for Retirement
Research at Boston College.

As always, your trusty public servants, respected banking cartels and upstanding corporate CEOs
have shafted you with a smile. These modern thieves in business suits knew exactly what they were
doing with their shuck and jive act, and a credulous American public believed them. The underclasses
took on trillions in debt gambling on a middle class future intentionally denied them after graduation
by corporate robber barons, and now can’t repay the loan sharks.

It’s too late to reverse course, and the vultures are coming in for the kill as they implode another
sector of the economy then profit from handing Americans the bill just as they did in 2008 when they
said their banks were Too Big to Fail™.

My take: Predatory federal student loans were designed to be written off someday. I’m not paying
mine back. Only a fool would put himself in a bind to pay for his own demise.

The system was rigged to make losers out of nearly everyone who played the game. As the default
rate approaches 40% with even more college grads on various low income deferment programs, and
others slaving away yet only treading water paying interest on their indentured servitude, er,
education an embittering realization becomes clear.

You’ve been had, once again America.
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Robert De Niro: Anglocuck Supreme
November 24, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Another Hollywood faker – Robert De Niro – is exposed as another Anglocuck who has lost all his dinero to a predatory female and is now
about to be put through the frivorce meat grinder

I was doing my daily Red Pill reading when I happened across an entertaining factoid about Robert
De Niro. This washed up Hollyweird pretender/has been still likes to act like a tough guy, especially
when he blasts Donald Trump (who he’s apparently jealous of) but the reality is De Niro is no tough
guy Italian. De Niro has been fully assimilated into man hating Anglo culture and has lived for 20
years as a human ATM machine for his exploitative wife, who is kicking him to the curb now that his
career has met with diminishing returns.

Proving correct the thought crimes purveyed here at TNMM and other heretical outposts of truth this
henpecked Beta male, De Niro just got dumped by his money grubbing wife after she sucked his
marrow out like a black widow spider eating the male post mating ritual. The proof is in the pudding:

Sources don’t say why they split again, but I’ll be the shady one to point back to a story
from February 2017, in which Robert allegedly got into a fight with Grace at a bar over her
coffee company, Grace Hightower & Coffees of Rwanda. Robert hissed that he wouldn’t
have to make “shitty movies” if she didn’t blow through all his money.

I laughed and laughed and laughed after reading that snippet. Yes, Bob you wouldn’t have to make
shitty movies if you were a man and not a walking wallet for your wife. It seems his wife, Grace
Hightower has taken all De Niro’s dinero, and now it’s splitsville. A process any MGTOW who has
been used and abused by predatory females is well acquainted with.

That single line Bob dropped about making shitty movies eclipses anything he’s said during his film
career for me. Why? Because that line is reality. The tough guy facade De Niro is just more
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Hollyweird fakery. His ethnic wife certainly learned the Anglobitch game well, which is why this
diseased culture is such a danger to the world.

Here’s how any woman assimilated to Anglo culture plays the game: Milk the son of a bitch for all
you can get out of him, then cast his consumed husk aside.

Not even a movie star can keep up with the pace of the Hedonic Treadmill that sexually challenged,
solipsistic, avaricious, consummate materialists i.e. Anglobitches place their men on. Unfortunately,
this culture of misandry – spurred on by the very liberalism De Niro spouts – tells men that unless
they become supplicating chumps who write checks until they’re bankrupt they don’t get a taste of
the pussy pie. And they’re evil, to boot.

What a revelation. De Niro is no tough guy. He’s just another henpecked Beta bitch paying through
the nose for a wrinkled ASSet. How marriage isn’t just sophisticated prostitution, I still don’t
understand.
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The Beta Male Powder Keg
November 27, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

What will be the fate of millions of disinherited men?

Duncan stops by to drop a succinct comment regarding the ongoing suicide of Western civilization
led by armies of Anglocucks letting themselves be domineered by legions of slattern Anglobitches +
the degenerate freak mafia. Let’s analyze:

Beta males are going to explode one day. Let’s put things down for a glance at modern
America.

Broken families1.
Rampant drug use2.
Dead end jobs3.
Debt4.
Broken women5.

As I mentioned before, a very rich and sated society can mask many problems. A poor and
desperate society can’t. That day of reckoning is coming, ain’t nobody gonna like it.

Yes, the masses of unwanted, emasculated, sexually disenfranchised men (80/20 rule in today’s Law
of the Jungle sexual marketplace) in the evermore punishing, misandrist social landscape of Anglo
America are like a powder keg waiting to blow. The mystery is why it hasn’t already. Why hasn’t
there been a vociferous pushback?
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Have ample bread and circuses (and porn + Jergens) averted such a day of reckoning? But, what
happens when this rich country makes everybody poor with socialism?

In the past, masses of men who not only had their families stripped from them, but their roles in
society forcibly handed over to women as well as hordes of invading “migrants” and who were
forced into dark, masturbatory shadows of society would have been a worry to any government. But,
America seems to think it has emasculated its sons to the point that legions of bitter men thrown to
the wolves are’t a cause for concern to those running the oligarchical charade posing as democracy.

MGTOW at least directs those men to focus their negative energy in a positive way. To go their own
way, and live productive, happy lives for themselves.

However, in a system in which Beta male labor (slave labor by any other name since these men
produce far more than they consume and women consume far more than they produce) is necessary
to feed the monster bureaucrats and corporate fat cats have created, the powers that shouldn’t be can’t
allow male freedom and are beginning to mow MGTOW authors down along with other thought
criminals as part of their censorship agenda.

How much can men take? Duncan touches on so many important points. The following are the
constituent grains inside the powder keg. Let’s expand Duncan’s list.

Broken families are the norm these days, as women only stay with disposable dads until such point as
any foolhardy SOB that fathers a kid with a ruthless Anglobitch becomes “boring” to her, or isn’t
able to keep up with the rampant and ever-increasing demands of conspicuous consumption that is
her main obsession in life. The Anglobitch then disposes of him to a round of applause from a society
brainwashed to believe in the sainthood of the Single Mom™. In his disposal, “fathers” become little
more than afterthoughts in their own children’s lives, with occasional, and appropriately named
“visitation” rights in true debt prisoner fashion.

This abandonment by society results in high levels of drug use, and indeed more Americans now die
from drug overdoses annually than died during the entirety of the Vietnam War. TNMM has pointed
this terrible statistic out in the past.

But, the shin kicks to the masses of Beta males don’t stop there. Even college graduates now face the
prospect of dead end jobs in a “hire ’em and fire ’em” style, high turnover, corporate economy.  Of
course, even men that aren’t saddled with child support debt slavery quickly become trapped in a
viscous cycle of debt usually brought on by their college loans.

Lastly, Duncan points out the sucker punch to the Beta male that is a society of broken women,
illustrated by the first few results that came up in a major American city when I used a dating app
recently. It’s bad enough that this is all Americucks have to choose from, but it’s even worse when all
consider themselves “too good for you” and typically won’t even respond.

Even if they bother to reply, it’s only to amuse themselves for a few minutes then disappear into the
ether when the Beta male asks for her number.

Behold the modern dating cesspool.
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In the past, the leadership of any nation would have expected a revolt for treating its men this way.

But, America’s sons seem to be settling for the new social arrangement that has left them
involuntarily celibate, debauched, and disinherited. Not to mention saddled with women who have
astronomical expectations even though they bring nothing to the table themselves.

Is the emasculated Anglocuck the way of the future? Or, is this situation as Duncan suggests, merely
a powder keg social engineers have unwittingly created? One that awaits the lighting of the fuse?
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3 Ways Trump’s Presidency Has Been a Gift to Globalists
November 28, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Three ways Trump has helped bring down America

There’s no doubt the presidency of Donald Trump has accomplished very little of what he promised a
moribund, disinherited Heritage America. While his binary thinking, i.e. Coke vs. Pepsi, Republicrat
vs. Demican, myopically minded supporters retreat into total denial about the intentions of the Trump
and more importantly his men behind the curtain (namely Goldman Sachs, purveyors of the 2008
financial crisis who gave us not only Steve Bannon but many of Trump’s high level officials) there
are those of us who dare to question what the presidency of the orange one really accomplished.

Step back from the disinformation you’re fed by both left and right leaning media. (And remember,
Andrew Breitbart’s organization could have been co-opted when he was taken out… er… died of a
heart attack back in 2012 while walking around after midnight.) Stop letting those with agendas
manipulate you for just a second, and think for yourself.

While America dies a slow, painful death were those patriots that endeavored to save her by pressing
“R” at the voting booth subverted by the all too convenient rise of Donald Trump? Their fervor used
against them by a Trojan Horse candidate? Here are three major victories handed to the globalist
Establishment by Trump’s ascendance to the Oval Office.

1. Intelligence gathering. By marketing himself as the most outspoken candidate on the trail in
2016, Trump kicked off a wave of righteous indignation across the land. Those Heritage Americans
(especially white men) who had so long been marginalized in their own nation felt free to voice their
views out in the open, however controversial and politically incorrect they might be. This provided a
treasure trove of information to the intelligence and surveillance wings of the Deep State, namely via
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social media sites like Facecuck and Twatter, allowing them to design a freedom of speech-killing
censorship net now being deployed on a wide scale basis. In effect, Trump’s brandish outspokenness
and the wave of Realtalk it provoked online allowed the communist NWO to truly hang the
capitalists with the very rope (in this case speech) they sell. Predictably, as a member of the elite
billionares’ club himself, Trump is doing absolutely nothing about mass censorship of the very
people who got him elected.

2. Demoralization. Trump’s presidency, and its ultimate failure to accomplish any of his lofty
campaign promises beyond signing executive orders (as worthless as the paper they’re written on as
soon as his successor is selected) is a demonstration to the world that white male, nationalist
leadership is no longer viable in America. Roger Stone, closely associated with the Trump campaign
has already signaled Trump will not run for re-election in 2020. Why? Because the objectives of his
presidency have been accomplished. He successfully deflated a rising tide of nationalist sentiment in
the U.S. signaled by the Republican’t party’s mounting losses in the 2018 midterm election. Even if
Trump does run, chances are he will not win because the blatant election fraud that began in swing
states this year (ballot boxes popping up in Avis rental cars days after the election, etc.) will get even
ballsier in 2020. The message to would be patriots? Don’t even bother. You had your chance with
Trump, and you failed.

3. Distraction. Just as Reagan was known as The Great Communicator, Trump should forever be
known as The Great Distractor. It’s astonishing how effective a cult of personality is at fooling
people. While barbarians of mostly male invaders (or as the mainstream media puts it “caravans” of
saintly migrant workers) were bursting through the gate in San Diego, Trump was holding campaign
rallies in Mississippi for a faux conservative Anglobitch while making more empty promises and
bombastic boasts. Sure, the hordes were (barely) stopped this time. But they probably won’t be as
soon as he leaves office. The narrative is already set – Do America’s borders mean nothing? By
starting a debate over it, conservatives have already been put on the defensive again, a posture that
has netted them a rout in the culture wars of the past 50 years. This is one of many ways Trump has
been super successful in keeping his most ardent supporters – those who want to see the impaled bull
known as America survive its elite matadors – distracted while the chains of totalitarianism are
placed around their ankles. While conservatives fight a border battle they can’t win, the police state
continues to spiral out of control, as does the surveillance state. Both flagrantly violate the Fourth
Amendment on a regular basis. By placing their trust in Trump, a true Trojan Horse if there ever was
one, his supporters are wasting precious time as the remnants of the American republic are hollowed
out and women are placed in positions of power to rule over de-balled masses of men. A record
number of female candidates ran in 2018. Expect this number to increase as men are removed from
the levers of control in politics and business, and schoolmarm Anglobitches take over the reigns of
power to soon rule over the masses of Beta male slaves with an iron fist.

I wish I could buy into the Trump fantasy like so many men do, but my years in the mainstream
media gave me insights into the political game most people never witness. My years at Bullshit
Junction (the intersection of entertainment, fake news, and politics) made me very cynical and I
refuse to believe Trump was a successful, last minute, Hail Mary touchdown leveled against the
globalists. It is far more likely he is on their team, helping bring down the nation from within.

Savior of the American republic, Trump is not. He is the embodiment of Cicero’s warning:

A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot survive treason from
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within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is known and carries his banner
openly. But the traitor moves amongst those within the gate freely, his sly whispers rustling
through all the alleys, heard in the very halls of government itself. For the traitor appears
not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his victims, and he wears their face and their
arguments, he appeals to the baseness that lies deep in the hearts of all men. He rots the soul
of a nation, he works secretly and unknown in the night to undermine the pillars of the city,
he infects the body politic so that it can no longer resist. A murderer is less to fear.

You didn’t really think one narrow election victory was going to undo generations of scheming by
those aiming to dominate the world, did you?
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About That Global Warming Hysteria…
November 28, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

This meme from Powerline sums up the lies, lies, lies feeding the global warming scam nicely.

Pass ridiculous environmental laws in Commiefornia leading to an overgrowth of vegetation,
intentionally creating a tinder box. Then “arsonists” set fire to the tinder box during the fire season,
burning out rural i.e. white sections of the tarnished Golden State.

Predictably, out come the very politicians who created the problem to offer another one of their feted
“solutions” to the public: You little people need to cut back on your carbon footprint and live like
paupers.

It’s The Hegelian Dialectic and con game all rolled into one. This political sophistry worked for a
very long time, but now the Internet allows freethinking men to show what shameless liars esteemed
“journalists” and the politicians they polish like turds are.

Now you know why they want to micromanage what we can say and when we can say it.
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You’ve Been Lied To Your Entire Life
November 29, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Excellent video from End Times Productions summing up the propaganda wing of The Anglo-
American Matrix. I saw some familiar faces in it.

This is the media world I grew to despise before realizing my entire life had been based on a lie,
especially the fairy tales about women and the world all men are told. After awakening, I ran away
from the brainwashed world of controlled corporate media to start living.

True irony. I haven’t owned a TV in the years since I left the TV news business. And I’ve come to
believe it is largely responsible for the death of Western culture. More on that soon.
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Life Expectancy Drops in U.S. Due To A Joyless Anglo Culture
November 30, 2018 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Life expectancy is now dropping in America thanks to a culture that has created an epidemic of suicides and overdoses

Life expectancy only rose during the 20th century in America and the rest of the world, as did the
material quality of life. As Americans ushered in a new century, there was optimism that life
expectancy would only continue to rise in the 21st century.

That optimism was misplaced. AP reports people are offing themselves at a record pace, driving
down the life expectancy in this declining nation:

The suicide death rate last year was the highest it’s been in at least 50 years, according to
U.S. government records. There were more than 47,000 suicides, up from a little under
45,000 the year before.

The AFP news agency also chimed in with their own doleful statistics:

The drug overdose rate rose 9.6 percent compared to 2016, while suicides climbed 3.7
percent, said the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) National Center
for Health Statistics.

The drug overdose rate is so high, more Americans die every single year than died during the totality
of the 20-year long Vietnam War. Much of the problem comes from prescription opioids, and not the
oft-villainized street drugs America has waged an all-out (and unsuccessful) holy war against since
the 1970s.

Put these two sets of statistics together, and one can glean America’s native Anglo culture is so
miserable major impacts on the population are occurring. AFP fills us in on how dire the situation is:
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As a result, the average life span in America dropped to “78.6 years, a decrease of 0.1 year
from 2016,” said the report.

As life expectancy has now started to decline, the geniuses at the CDC and in the mainstream media
are miffed. They can’t seem to figure out why people are now killing themselves in droves and
overdosing on drugs trying to escape reality.

A decrease of 0.1 years in life expectancy might not seem like much. But, it usually takes plagues or
wars to bring about such a dip.

“We’ve never really seen anything like this,” said Robert Anderson, who oversees CDC
death statistics. Anderson said declines like this haven’t been seen since the great flu
pandemic of 1918 and World War I.

Watching the carefully polished public relations imagery America broadcasts of itself to the world,
one couldn’t imagine people would be desperately grasping at something – anything – to escape the
reality of living in this supposed paradise on earth.

Why would people be trying to escape by taking massive quantities of drugs and/or putting their head
in a noose?

I’ll tell you why. Anglo culture, quite simply is a living hell. The America the world sees on TV is
nothing but a lie. The reality: People are overworked, undersexed, bombarded with divisive politics
around the clock, micromanaged by not only a Nanny State but overbearing corporate policy, fed a
steady diet of trashy food, brainwashed into chasing illusions they can never make into reality, buried
under a mountain of debt they can never pay off, suffering a sustained decline in their standard of
living, witnessing a breakdown of the family and local communities the likes of which the world has
never seen, and are now being told male and female genders are a thing of the past.

This, on top of having their entertainments limited to shopping, eating out, porn, and Netflix. Oh, and
living in a police state morphing into a panopticon surveillance state in which everything has been
made illegal except going to work, paying taxes, and doing exactly what you’re told when you’re told
to do it. A nation where Big Brother is increasingly always watching.

Like those who commit suicide or overdose on drugs, all I can think about is a way out of this place
when I’m here. When I’m back in what many of us call “The Matrix” scraping out some money to
leave for happier destinations abroad, I frequently find myself murmuring, “I hate this fucking place.”
Perhaps because I know there are better places. Most Americans don’t. They’re brainwashed into
believing this dystopia is the best the world has to offer. It ain’t, folks. You really need to fucking get
out more.

Meantime, those of us who know something is very, very wrong with this culture are being proven
right by such statistics. Rather than saying this nation might need to ease up on people and let them
reclaim some of their lives and freedom, we instead are treated to more boilerplate from the CDC.
Boilerplate that offers no viable solutions:

“We are losing too many Americans, too early and too often, to conditions that are
preventable,” Dr. Robert Redfield, the CDC’s director, said in a statement.

Redfield laments the problem but points no fingers. The CDC is located at the intersection of the
corporate-government complex, so don’t expect them to say slave-driving corporations and a
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tyrannical government are the root causes of such widespread misery.

Unfortunately, statistics painting such a grim picture aren’t blips on the radar, either. A long-term
downward trend in life expectancy is beginning. Continuing from AFP:

Overall, the statistics show a “downward trend in life expectancy since 2014,” a time period
in which Americans have lost 0.3 years of life, he told AFP, describing the trend as “very
concerning.”

At least one so-called “expert” echoes our claims about how miserable America has become:

CDC officials did not speculate about what’s behind declining life expectancy, but Dr.
William Dietz, a disease prevention expert at George Washington University, sees a sense
of hopelessness.

Financial struggles, a widening income gap and divisive politics are all casting a pall over
many Americans, he suggested. “I really do believe that people are increasingly hopeless,
and that that leads to drug use, it leads potentially to suicide,” he said.

Did you notice Dietz equates money with happiness, like a true ‘Murican who can’t see past the
economy. He, like so many lost souls equates getting and spending money on worthless junk and
poorly made restaurant meals as the be all, end all of existence. Indoctrination works.

Happiness is deeper than dollars and cents, bro. And doesn’t come from voting the right candidates
into office, either. But, Dietz is right about one thing. I feel hopeless when I’m here. Do you?

All it took for me to feel happy and whole again was a recent 10-day trip out of Anglo America to my
oasis of humanity in the Old World culture of Latin America. The year I spent living abroad and the
months I’ve spent in South America and Asia are the happiest memories of my adult life. I’ve often
wondered, if I didn’t have that release in my life – the female attention in particular – would I have
ended up one of the statistics in this report?
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The U.S. Government Is Illegitimate
February 12, 2019 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The American Republic morphs into The American Socialist Empire

What will be the worst tyranny in the history of the world is about to consolidate its power, crushing
both its citizens and the world under its jack-booted heel. A dreadful chapter in human history is
about to unfold, and the American government is at the forefront of a worldwide transition from
freedom to fascism.

From light to darkness.

The U.S. government does not listen to its citizens. Its citizens are forced to listen to its dictates, no
matter how unjust or unwarranted. It runs a massive police and surveillance state designed to oppress
its millions of tax cattle. Its propaganda ministry uses fear and envy to manipulate the masses. It
makes grandiose promises to its citizens only to betray them at every turn. It has turned its citizens
against one another and even woman against man with a carefully played con game of identity
politics. It is economically reducing them to serfs in a neo-feudal system.

The power of the people is long dead, and their pseudo-savior known as President Trump is nothing
but a con artist put in office to subvert what was a brewing revolution in the country in 2016.

Trump will be in office putting on a helluva sideshow until heritage America’s last foothold on their
nation is slipped out from under them. That is, until demographics change enough to give the
Democrat Socialists a permanent lock on political power.

The illegitimate American government, built on war profiteering and bent on world domination has
chosen to elect a new populace. A populace it can more easily manage with public relations, identity
politics and mass psychology than those pesky folks of European descent who once fled everything
this nation has now become.

Those of European descent, a tiny minority of the world’s population – only 7% and in steep decline
– are being corralled, vilified, and will soon be subjected to persecution and genocide. The narratives
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for this crime against humanity are already being forged by the mainstream media.

America was founded on their demands of liberty, freedom and self-determination. It ends as a nation
that tricks and coerces its citizens into acquiescence with the propaganda techniques pioneered by
that loathsome human being Edward Bernays, and with a vast and overreaching corporatocracy.

Even though he’s a fraud, Trump was right on target when he called out fake news during the 2016
election. The ruling class had to throw you a few crumbs to distract you, after all. But, what Trump
won’t tell you is that he is the head of the hydra known as Fake Democracy. If you haven’t figured it
out by now, your vote and your opinion mean nothing to your overlords. They see you as nothing but
subjects to oppress and exploit. Get tired of being abused by one party, and the only alternative most
people see is voting for the other band of criminals. The Republicans and Democrats alike are
nothing but players in a fake democracy drama that answers only to moneyed interests of the elite
that have long run the country.

The America we once knew and loved is dead. She is being replaced with a Socialist government
whose evil will make the crimes of Soviet Russia look like child’s play. What’s worse, in this
Ultimate Revolution that Huxley warned us of, people are being made to love their slavery.

What can be done to help a people who so willingly polish the crowns of their oppressors? Rather
than fighting amongst themselves, they need to be working out ways to seize the assets of those who
would turn them into slaves. The plutocrats are your enemy. Not your fellow man, or woman. The
government they have hijacked is illegitimate at best, and a danger to all of humanity at worst.
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Scenes from the Emerging 21st Century American Hellscape
February 16, 2019 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

America becomes Hell On Earth and aims to submerge the entire world into its fiery totalitarianism

As a man continues to watch his nation implode from the inside out as he slaves 70 hours a week in a
desperate attempt to gather enough money to flee the totalitarian hellscape America is turning into, he
begins to develop a deep resentment for the people who did this to him, his nation, and his people.
And a deep resentment for that wolf in sheep’s clothing, Donald Trump who has turned out to be
nothing more than another con artist in a long line of presidential con artists. (TNMM has been
warning you about this SOB all along.)

A former functionary in the fake news/pretty face business, this awakened man knows all about the
weaponized narratives that disgraced industry used to first destroy male authority in his family, then
to destroy male authority with his women who have been reduced from wives and mothers to
corporate functionaries and slores, and finally among his nation such that he was trampled underfoot
by an oligarchical state and organized invasions.

Such men have become pariahs in their own land.

As the corporate subsidiary formerly known as the Pentagon readies to fight yet another self-created
inversion in reality – taking on what it calls “weaponization of narrative” which means destroying
and discrediting people who dare speak the truth about what is happening before their very eyes,
Professor Emeritus of Psychology at California State University Kevin MacDonald untwists this
latest pretzel The Anglo-American Matrix has created on his Twitter page:

Americans have been enduring “weaponized disinformation” for decades, emanating from
all the elite institutions of media and the academic world down to kindergarten.
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MacDonald knows the mass psychological techniques in play here: What the Pentagon really means
is it will be fighting people who dare to speak the truth in this Orwellian age of universal deceit.

This sort of weaponized disinformation was predicted by Spengler in Decline of the West over a
century ago as an inevitible byproduct of democracy, as it is taken over and bastardized by a ruling
elite.

The press today is an army with carefully organized weapons, the journalists its officers, the
readers its soldiers. The reader neither knows nor is supposed to know the purposes for
which he is used and the role he is to play.

Western man didn’t know the role he was to play – role of emasculated, banished cuck – until it was
too late.

It doesn’t matter which corporate news source you use, left leaning or right leaning they’ve all been
co-opted. Continuing from Spengler’s prediction for today’s hellscape America:

Today we live so cowed under the bombardment of this intellectual artillery [the media] that
hardly anyone can attain to the inward detachment that is required for a clear view of the
monstrous drama. The will-to-power operating under a pure democratic disguise has
finished off its masterpiece so well that the object’s sense of freedom is actually flattered by
the most thorough-going enslavement that has ever existed.

Or, put more succinctly by Spengler:

Through money, democracy becomes its own destroyer, after money has destroyed intellect.

Indeed, the Decline of the West itself can largely be traced to the use of propaganda techniques to
hollow out America and Europe from within with weaponized disinformation spawning such evil as
feminism, multiculturalism, and now, encroaching genocide as carefully crafted narratives slowly sic
the wolves on the tiny world minority known as white people.

Tyler Durden, nome de plume writer over at Zero Hedge summed up the hell a man like me must live
day in and day out while in the matrix:

Life in America has become a gut-wrenching, soul-sucking, misery-drenched,
demoralizing existence.

We have managed to survive crackdowns, clampdowns, shutdowns, showdowns,
shootdowns, standdowns, knockdowns, putdowns, breakdowns, lockdowns, takedowns,
slowdowns, meltdowns, and never-ending letdowns.

We’ve been held up, stripped down, faked out, photographed, frisked, fracked, hacked,
tracked, cracked, intercepted, accessed, spied on, zapped, mapped, searched, shot at,
tasered, tortured, tackled, trussed up, tricked, lied to, labeled, libeled, leered at, shoved
aside, saddled with debt not of our own making, sold a bill of goods about national security,
tuned out by those representing us, tossed aside, and taken to the cleaners.

We’ve had our freedoms turned inside out, our democratic structure flipped upside
down, and our house of cards left in a shambles.

We’ve had our children burned by flashbang grenades, our dogs shot, and our old folks
hospitalized after “accidental” encounters with marauding SWAT teams. We’ve been told
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that as citizens we have no rights within 100 miles of our own border, now considered
“Constitution-free zones.” We’ve had our faces filed in government databases,
our biometrics crosschecked against criminal databanks, and our consumerist tendencies
catalogued for future marketing overtures.

We’ve seen the police transformed from community peacekeepers to point guards for the
militarized corporate state. From Boston to Ferguson and every point in between, police
have pushed around, prodded, poked, probed, scanned, shot and intimidated the very
individuals—we the taxpayers—whose rights they were hired to safeguard. Networked
together through fusion centers, police have surreptitiously spied on our activities and
snooped on our communications, using hi-tech devices provided by the Department of
Homeland Security.

We’ve been deemed suspicious for engaging in such dubious activities as talking too long
on a cell phone and stretching too long before jogging, dubbed extremists and terrorists
for criticizing the government and suggesting it is tyrannical or oppressive, and subjected
to forced colonoscopies and anal probes for allegedly rolling through a stop sign.

We’ve been arrested for all manner of “crimes” that never used to be considered criminal,
let alone uncommon or unlawful, behavior: letting our kids walk to the playground
alone, giving loose change to a homeless man, feeding the hungry, and living off the grid.

We’ve been sodomized, victimized, jeopardized, demoralized, traumatized,
stigmatized, vandalized, demonized, polarized and terrorized, often without having
done anything to justify such treatment. Blame it on a government mindset that renders us
guilty before we’ve even been charged, let alone convicted, of any wrongdoing. In this way,
law-abiding individuals have had their homes mistakenly raided by SWAT teamsthat got
the address wrong. One accountant found himself at the center of a misguided police
standoff after surveillance devices confused his license plate with that of a drug felon.

We’ve been railroaded into believing that our votes count, that we live in a democracy,
that elections make a difference, that it matters whether we vote Republican or
Democrat, and that our elected officials are looking out for our best interests. Truth be
told, we live in an oligarchy, politicians represent only the profit motives of the corporate
state, whose leaders know all too well that there is no discernible difference between red
and blue politics, because there is only one color that matters in politics—green.

We’ve gone from having privacy in our inner sanctums to having nowhere to hide,
with smart pills that monitor the conditions of our bodies, homes that spy on us (with smart
meters that monitor our electric usage and thermostats and light switches that can be
controlled remotely) and cars that listen to our conversations and track our whereabouts.
Even our cities have become wall-to-wall electronic concentration camps, with police now
able to record hi-def video of everything that takes place within city limits.

We’ve had our schools locked down, our students handcuffed, shackled and arrested for
engaging in childish behavior such as food fights, our children’s biometrics stored, their
school IDs chipped, their movements tracked, and their data bought, sold and bartered for
profit by government contractors, all the while they are treated like criminals and taught to
march in lockstep with the police state.
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We’ve been rendered enemy combatants in our own country, denied basic due process
rights, held against our will without access to an attorney or being charged with a crime, and
left to molder in jail until such a time as the government is willing to let us go or allow us to
defend ourselves.

We’ve had the very military weapons we funded with our hard-earned tax dollars used
against us, from unpiloted, weaponized drones tracking our movements on the nation’s
highways and byways and armored vehicles, assault rifles, sound cannons and grenade
launchers in towns with little to no crime to an arsenal of military-grade weapons and
equipment given free of charge to schools and universities.

We’ve been silenced, censored and forced to conform, shut up in free speech zones,
gagged by hate crime laws, stifled by political correctness, muzzled by misguided anti-
bullying statutes, and pepper sprayed for taking part in peaceful protests.

We’ve been shot by police for reaching for a license during a traffic stop, reaching for a
baby during a drug bust, carrying a toy sword down a public street, and wearing
headphones that hamper our ability to hear.

We’ve had our tax dollars spent on $30,000 worth of Starbucks for Department of
Homeland Security employees, $630,000 in advertising to increase Facebook “likes” for the
State Department, and close to $25 billion to fund projects ranging from the silly to the
unnecessary, such as laughing classes for college students and programs teaching monkeys
to play video games and gamble.

We’ve been treated like guinea pigs, targeted by the government and social media for
psychological experiments on how to manipulate the masses. We’ve been tasered for
talking back to police, tackled for taking pictures of police abuses, and threatened with jail
time for invoking our rights. We’ve even been arrested by undercover cops stationed in
public bathrooms who interpret men’s “shaking off” motions after urinating to be acts of
lewdness.

We’ve had our possessions seized and stolen by law enforcement agencies looking to
cash in on asset forfeiture schemes, our jails privatized and used as a source of cheap
labor for megacorporations, our gardens smashed by police seeking out suspicious-
looking marijuana plants, and our buying habits turned into suspicious behavior by a
government readily inclined to view its citizens as terrorists.

We’ve had our cities used for military training drills, with Black Hawk helicopters buzzing
the skies, Urban Shield exercises overtaking our streets, and active shooter drills wreaking
havoc on unsuspecting bystanders in our schools, shopping malls and other “soft target”
locations.

We’ve been told that national security is more important than civil liberties, that police
dogs’ noses are sufficient cause to carry out warrantless searches, that the best way not to
get raped by police is to “follow the law,” that what a police officer says in court will be
given preference over what video footage shows, that an upright posture and acne are
sufficient reasons for a cop to suspect you of wrongdoing, that police can stop and search a
driver based solely on an anonymous tip, and that police officers have every right to shoot
first and ask questions later if they feel threatened.
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Yes, drink it in. What Durden is describing is the America an awakened man sees every day, even if
he doesn’t have time to meticulously document it all because he’s working so hard to accumulate the
money to leave.

Are you depressed yet? You should be.

More than depressed, however, you should be outraged at what has been done to our
country.

I’m outraged at what has been done to our freedoms.

We are no less prisoners than those who are incarcerated behind prison walls.

As Aldous Huxley recognized in his foreword to A Brave New World Revisited:

“It is perfectly possible for a man to be out of prison and yet not free – to be under no
physical constraint and yet be a psychological captive, compelled to think, feel and act as
the representatives of the national state, or of some private interest within the nation wants
him to think, feel and act…

To him the walls of his prison are invisible and he believes himself to be free.”

The prison we inhabit may not be as bleak as the soul-destroying gulags described
by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in his masterpiece The Gulag Archipelago, but that’s just a
matter of aesthetics.

It’s time to stop waiting patiently for change to happen, stop waiting for someone to rescue
you, and stage a breakout.

So many of the things TNMM has been lamenting since its inception are featured in that excerpt. So
much of the desperation Yours Truly feels to flee this failed culture and failed society is summed up
in that piece. The desperation to leave America, its lies, its slavery, and its worship of the machine
and to warn others about the seductive myth of America (The Great Whore of the book of
Revelations) is made all the worse by knowing that the grass sometimes is truly greener on the other
side.

It is quite a feeling to know one is truly damned by virtue of having escaped America enough times to
know this country is dragging its citizens and the world into Hell On Earth. Every day I find myself
saying “I want out” and longing for the day I can leave again. While there are still places to leave to.
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File Under: “Primitive Human Conditions Slowly Thrust Up
Into the Highly Civilized Mode of Living”
February 17, 2019 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Homelessness is epidemic in many American cities

As time goes on and the Decline Of The West accelerates, sending this once great civilization into
oblivion the predictions of Oswald Spengler for the destruction of Western civilization become
evermore prescient. In fact, his century old book has become a virtual play by play of events
unfolding before our very eyes.

Have a look at the model for yourself, and see why Decline Of The West is one of the founding
philosophies of The New Modern Man. Recent headlines have only magnified the growing rot in
Western urban centers, fulfilling the fateful line ascribed in Decline Of The West: Primitive human
conditions slowly thrust up into the highly civilized mode of living.

Among the growing tent cities, surging poverty, encroaching squalor, legalized (in Denver) human
urination and defecation in the streets, open drug use, and unpunished mass invasions already evident
in so many American metropolises (plus, coming soon further displacement of the workforce by
automation in this unhinged Faustian machine-worshipping culture) a new problem has arisen – once
eradicated diseases like typhus are reappearing. From Daily Mail:

Officials at Los Angeles’ City Hall are considering ripping all of the building’s carpets up,
as rats and fleas are said to be running riot in its halls.

A motion was filed by Council President Herb Wesson on Wednesday to enact the much
needed makeover amid a typhus outbreak in the downtown area.

Wesson said a city employee had contracted the deadly bacterial disease at work, and now
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he’s urging officials to investigate the ‘scope’ of the long-running pest problem at the
council building.

A similar scene plays out up the left coast in Oregon. From a local news affiliate:

Amid the trash, human despair and anguish, one weeping woman prepared to leave the most
recent place she knows as home without any real inkling of where she’ll go next.

Terry Balow, an outreach worker with the Salvation Army, has been here for the darker
moments of living life under a bridge — anger, mental illness, drug use and human
frustration boiling over at times everywhere one looks.

Yet it was a rat infestation and concern about human health that prompted the city of Salem
to move the campers out.

“It just grew and grew and got worse,” Balow said. “It’s badder than people can imagine.”

And in San Fransicko, open drug use is unpunished by the same cops who have no issue barging into
bedrooms to knock paying men off willing ladies of the night. Another local news station writes:

Public drug use is generally ignored. One woman told us, “It’s nasty seeing people shoot up
— right in front of you. Police don’t do anything about it! They’ll get somebody for
drinking a beer but walk right past people using needles.”

Such urban decay and filth are also descending onto world-renowned cities like Paris and London.
The signs are growing: The West is about to fall.

Those who see what’s coming are already making moves to either get off the grid or flee to saner
shores entirely. As mass movements away from the matrix and to the countryside begin to pick up
pace, the only quibble one can find with Spengler’s prediction is that it is happening ahead of
schedule.

It only gets worse from here. Buckle up, its going to be a roller coaster ride to hell and the wise man
should learn to start taking care of himself and those he loves.
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Where Is Caesar?
February 17, 2019 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Will a Caesar come as the American fake democracy spirals out of control?

As Western governments continue to betray their citizens, beating them down with ever increasing
heights of insanity the comments sections of most any publication are alight with people calling for
an end to the Fake Democracy that America, Inc. and its cohorts in Europe The Fallen are foisting
onto the world.

Just one example: France, now a socialist hellhole has made the abolition of the terms “mother” and
“father” in public schools official policy. There is no mother and father in the Brave New World.
Only Parent 1 and Parent 2. The destruction of the family isn’t enough for those bent on reducing
humanity to farm animals. No, they must totally dehumanize the population.

As repeated betrayals undermine faith in the Republican vs. Democrat, liberal vs. conservative
sideshow in Western fake democracies, only one question remains: Where is our Caesar predicted in
Decline Of The West? When will he come to smash the rotten edifice of democracy, seize the assets
of the evil oligarchs, and at least temporarily, stop the hemorrhaging of a civilization now on its
deathbed?

When the time comes, the people will welcome him.

P.S. It’s not that fake ass Trump.
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Fake Human Trafficking Narrative Appears Again with Robert
Kraft Arrest
February 27, 2019 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

The owner of a Super Bowl winning team, and humanitarian is the latest victim of America’s fake human trafficking narrative

The anti-sex, anti-pleasure, and increasingly, anti-human Anglo-American Matrix is up to its old
tricks again: Creating fake narratives to increase the reach and scope of its totalitarian police state.
Humanity’s oldest profession and the fundamental basis of all marriage in the Anglosphere,
prostitution has morphed into “human trafficking” in the nation’s lust to justify ever-increasing police
stings in which thugs dressed in blue literally barge into heterosexual bedrooms and pull consenting
couples off each other.

The latest case: Robert Kraft, owner of Super Bowl champions the New England Patriots, was
“busted” for getting sexual relief in the form of a hand job at an Asian massage parlor by Puritanical
police in South Florida.

As is the norm with this hysterical culture, the punishment for a hand job doesn’t fit the so-called
crime. From CCN:

The 77-year-old widower faces up to a year in jail if convicted of the two misdemeanor
charges. Kraft will also be required pay a $5,000 fine, do 100 hours of community service,
and attend a class on human trafficking.

Yes, Kraft must attend a class on human trafficking, even though there was no human trafficking at
the massage parlor. Only willing adults conducting willing business transactions.

The prosecuting attorney, the typical, psuedo-do-gooder, and matriarchal media whore even admitted
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there was absolutely no evidence of human trafficking, but only after the narrative that “sex slaves”
were being traded had been lodged in the public mind by the pathetic mainstream media. Continuing
from CCN:

[Prosecuting attorney] Dave Aronberg even hyped the incident as akin to “modern-day
slavery.” However, he admits that NO ONE has been charged with human trafficking.

In addition, authorities say the masseuses could have walked out anytime. How is that
“slavery?”

“They could’ve walked out into the street and asked for help,” Martin County Sheriff
Snyder said. “But they didn’t.”

Moreover, there’s zero evidence that Robert Kraft knew that the masseuses could
theoretically have been trafficking victims. But press-whore prosecutors love salacious
headlines and having celebrities tangentially caught in their webs because it raises their
profiles.

At least this time, the fake human trafficking narrative kicked off a Twitter backlash, with even
establishment hacks like Fox News’ Geraldo Rivera calling the underhanded police tactics a “grossly
unfair smear.”

Some of us in alt-media have long been following this attempt by the U.S. to create a problem that
doesn’t exist. The one common thread in all these “human trafficking” busts? Police never find
human trafficking, only run of the mill prostitution with willing adults. Nobody is ever being held as
a “sex slave” but the narrative marches on, leveling injustices on sexually frustrated American men.
The ultimate goal of this sham government seems to be to make straight men’s lives a living hell.

So who did the “heroic” police get off the streets this time around? A lonely widower of a wife of 48
years, a productive citizen who owns a Super Bowl winning team, and a man who has donated $100
million to charity. CCN writes:

Kraft has a reputation for being a soft-spoken, humble businessman who has done a lot of
charity work over the years.

The only crime Kraft truly committed was being a white man with a functioning libido in a shithole
of a country like the United States.
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Due to Sloppy Work by America’s “Gotcha” Police State,
Robert Kraft Could Win Prostitution Case
March 1, 2019 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

There could be a “happy ending” to New England Patriots owner Robert Kraft’s bullsh!st prostitution
case in Florida after all.

The New York Post is reporting the case against him is full of holes and shoddy police work, a
testament to the “gotcha” nature of America’s metastasizing police and surveillance states. Each has a
bulging erection brought on by a tyrannical desire to ladle out injustices to undeserving people – all
in the name of strong arming the populace into unquestioning submission of unjust authority.

Being a billionaire means you can buy the best lawyers money can buy, so why not fight back tooth
and nail against a shithole backwater like the United States is turning into? Kraft’s lawyer told the
press:

A number of things jump out for me after reading the affidavit. When the police allege that
vulnerable women are effectively being held as sex slaves, I would ask why the police
didn’t move faster to get these women out of danger?

Indeed, why did they let these supposed damsels in distress languish in sex slavery for months on end
if they were in such danger? Probably because they knew there was no human trafficking going on.
(Police have since reversed their original narrative on this, but once again offer up p!ss poor evidence
on the matter.)

Any man who has lived in Anglo America knows this matriarchal society hates straight men with a
passion and loves to embarrass them any way it can, which brings us to our next statement from
Kraft’s attorney Eric Snyder:

The investigators seemed more concerned about obtaining highly embarrassing video
footage to shame the customers, rather than acting faster to stop an illegal operation keeping
vulnerable women in ‘sexual servitude.’

As TNMM has been reporting for years, this sex-hating culture loves to sex shame heterosexual men.
Pride can march down the street swinging their twig and berries at your son on Main Street, but if
you so much as leave a $100 bill on the nightstand after getting a hand job for some sexual relief
America’s thugs in blue will throw you onto the pavement in a fashion befitting serial killers – not
the professors, blue collar workers and other productive men these silly sex stings routinely catch in
their fishnets.

Snyder continues torpedoing the state’s case against Kraft:

There’s also no proof in the affidavit that he solicited anything from the women. It is
possible that this could have been a legal and consensual act between adults and there does
not seem to be evidence to prove otherwise. So the facts supporting a misdemeanor charge
of solicitation really don’t jump out at you.

There’s little doubt the lady who serviced Kraft did it of her own volition. As George Carlin
famously observed, “Selling is legal, f*cking is legal, so why isn’t it legal to sell f*cking? That
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question does pose quite the legal contradiction. However, anyone who has lived in this declining
empire knows that in America, “My body, my choice” only applies to killing the unborn. Not to
fulfilling a human being’s innate sexual desires.

Snyder also calls into question America’s growing – and unconstitutional – surveillance state.
Apparently, low wage, low education, Napoleon complex cops think they can just set up a camera
inside a business without anyone’s permission.

Second, the video was not legally obtained, the police seemed to ignore the necessity
requirement for such an intrusive measure like planting a camera in the premises.

The law stipulates police should only seek warrants for surveillance cameras if no other
evidence is available to support their case, so Kraft’s lawyers could argue the video footage
is not legal and an invasion of privacy.

Police State USA’s cops love to charge citizens with technicalities, so it’s all the more delicious when
their underhanded tactics backfire on them:

And third, I doubt the traffic stop was legal either. So the evidence will likely be suppressed
[by Kraft’s legal team] if there is ever a trial.

Yeah, the cops pulled him over on a fake traffic violation to top off this travesty of injustice.

Hopefully, this case gets thrown out before it ever makes it to court, and America’s voyeuristic police
get exposed for the bottom-feeding, sex-hating oppressors they truly are.
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Trump Betrays Base, Calls for More Ethnic Cleansing
of Whites
March 8, 2019 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Targeted for ethnic cleansing: The traditional American family

In case anyone is still in doubt about the motivations of the fat, orange fraud Donald Trump, the
epitome of The Enemy Within who Cicero wrote about, Drumpf stopped hiding his betrayal of
Heritage Americans this week. In fact, President Trump went into full ethnic cleansing mode by
calling for MORE immigration in a nation in which the native population are quickly becoming
strangers in their own land.

Trump says the immigrants are needed to fill jobs in a nation that already has more people than it can
employ. In his typical, sixth grade manner of speaking Trump told reporters:

We want to have the companies grow and the only way they’re going to grow is if we give
them the workers and the only way we’re going to have the workers is to do exactly what
we’re doing.

What this is really about is allowing corporations to maximize profit by lowering wages and making
themselves turnoverproof. Of course, working conditions will continue to worsen as happens when
there is more labor supply than demand.

NumbersUSA, who tracks the demographic displacement of Americans from their homeland via
globalist ethnic cleansing policies wasted no time issuing a statement reminding Trump of what a liar
he is. Rosemary Jenks of NumbersUSA wrote:

I would certainly hope, that in order to keep his campaign promises that before even talking
about expanding legal immigration, he would work with employers to recruit the 50 million
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working-age Americans who are outside the labor market.

Yep, 50 million Americans already can’t find work and this fat bastard wants to bring in more
unskilled, low wage labor for the parasitical corporate ownership class to exploit.

Trump’s betrayal came on the heels of news that American households are slowly being sucked dry
of their net worth. American households just posted the largest decline in net worth since the 2008
financial crisis. From CNBC:

Net worth dropped to $104.3 trillion as the year came to an end, a decrease of $3.73 trillion
from the third quarter, according to figures released Thursday by the Federal Reserve. The
fall amounted to a drop of 3.4 percent.

Still, Trump wants to bring in legions of laborers (and future Democrat Socialist voters) to compete
with Americans for dwindling assets.

What a lowlife. I always felt that guy was nothing but a creation of focus groups and public relations
flacks.

In winning the presidency, Trump landed the acting role of a lifetime: The tough talking, ‘Murica
loving president. In reality, he’s the matador who takes this mighty bull of a nation down once and
for all.

Legislators up there at Sodom on the Potomac continue the most thoroughgoing betrayal of a
population by its own government ever seen in history. What a spectacle to witness.
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Notes from a Dystopian America, 2019
March 11, 2019 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Hell couldn’t be much worse than modern America

I see a pregnant woman working the late shift in a convenience store and my first thought isn’t,
“Aww, a family is forming.” No, my first thought is: Who is the poor bastard who is going to be on
the hook for 18 years of debt slavery and possible imprisonment as his reward for being a dad? Yes,
there are exceptions and families do rarely stay together. But, we all know this is the exception rather
than the rule. All she has to do is throw “dad” under the bus. With a distant look in her eye, she
overcharges me for my stuff and I bring up the fact she rang up one of my items twice. She denies it,
puffs out her chest, and rather than starting a fight over 99 cents I just let it go. Normally, I’d raise
hell, but it’s already been a rough day as my company’s corporate credit card was declined – yes, it
was fucking declined – after I had to spend all day scamming a ride from the mechanic to the hotel
room while my aging truck is worked on.

Earlier this week, I stopped for diesel fuel. Walking in, I saw a young white male dressed up in his
Army uniform about to report for duty. I couldn’t resist asking, “Why would you fight for a country
that hates you?” Stunned, he didn’t really have an answer. He murmured something about paying for
school. I could tell by the look on his face he knew I was right. This country sees you as nothing but
fresh meat for the grinder, a worker bee to exploit if you are a white male.

In my travels, I visit a lot of big corporations. You know, those corporations that broadcast their
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gleaming, sparking images to the world. The dirty underbelly of these manufacturers of consumer
crap is stunningly different from what they want the world to believe. The dungeon-like reality is the
polar opposite of the glossy image. Often, entering one of these manufacturers of say, wash powders
or even candy is like entering prisons complete with facial scans and demands for ID and signing
away rights before entering the compound. Seeing where the things we buy are produced vs. seeing
the image presented of these products in the media can be nauseating when when compares and
contrasts the two. It’s stunning to see the disconnect first hand. America’s carefully crafted image is
nothing but make believe.

I’ve been noticing I’ve had the give a fuck taken right out of me in my 9 months that I’ve been
ghosting/working in the matrix. My mood is bleak most of the time. The social environment here is
awful, no matter which state you’re in. It has been a painful experience as I work out the money to
leave again. From blue haired fatties populating the checkout lanes as I buy groceries, to the snooty
looks women give me for being alive in the hotels I stay in when my truck is broken down, to the
Orwellian two minutes hate I see the few times I catch a glance of the cheap, mainstream media
talking heads in musty suits, America is truly one of the most miserable places I can imagine. This is
why I haven’t been writing as much. This country literally sucks the will to live right out of me.

On a brighter note, Candace Owens and Roseanne Barr were giving the #MeToo movement hell on
Candace’s new show this week. Owens also said the closest thing she’s seen to white supremacy is
the feminist movement. Indeed, feminists walk around the U.S. as if men like me are nothing but dirt
under their feet. I truly despise them.
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Cher’s Meltdown Proves How Deep Misandry Runs in
Anglo Culture
March 12, 2019 | by Relampago Furioso | Link | Original Link

Cher’s fantasies of Anglocuck emasculation go public

No man who has experienced the special hell that Anglo culture has become should be surprised
when fiery coals of misandrist hate spew forth from the furnace of modern feminism.

The latest display of innate, ingrained male hatred: Cher has come out in favor of all but castration
for men in the declining, culturally sick American Empire. Breitbart reports:

Left-wing pop icon Cher suggested in a recent social media post that women create laws
over men’s bodies like banning the use of Viagra and giving the death penalty for those men
who use massage parlors.

Yes, getting a hand job as Patriots owner Robert Kraft is purported to have done in an Asian massage
parlor is something modern Anglo women, “owners” of sex apparently want to kill men over. You
got to pay these hos with a Land Rover or McMansion to get some lousy lovin’ from an HPV-
infested orifice. A $100 bill on the nightstand will not do.

Cher also called for all men to be circumsized and to present either medical paperwork certifying the
circumcision or to pull out their penises and prove it on feminist command.

How long before “circumcision” becomes “castration” in modern day Babylon?

Predictably, there was no outcry from feminist controlled mainstream media. Imagine the outcry if
grooms demanded “papers” certifying an intact hymen before wifing up one of these prizes?
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One wonders how much more denigration and masturbation Anglocucks will put up with before
taking on the feminist movement head to head.

My prediction? They won’t be leaving their masturbatoriums and wielding pitchforks any time soon.
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